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BY MAJOR ARTHUR GRIFFITHS

selfishness re-acted on his surroundings, and

elicited an unbounded, unquestioning devotion

to his person, which was the parent of many
heroic deeds. Men suffered themselves to be

cut to pieces to win a word of his approval ; the

wounded raised themselves in their agony to

cheer on their comrades ; the dying with their

last gasp cried "Vwe VEmpcrcur /"

Over and above the glamour of his personal

ascendancy, and his long-sustained prestige,

Napoleon had a still stronger hold upon his

followers, in that he held the supreme power in

his own hands, the sole and exclusive right to

reward or blame. Small wonder, therefore, if

the soldiers of the First Empire were among the

finest types of their class. No military regime

has ever brought better men to the front ,
or

secured them more rapid advancement. Pro-

motion to the very highest grades , was. to

be had for the earning- of it. How fast men
rose from the lowest rungs to the top of

the ladder will be understood from a few pro-

minent cases. Marshal Ney was the son of an

old soldier, and threw up a small appointment

to enlist as a private hussar ;
Massena, the Prince

of Essling's father, kept a wine-shop in Nice,

and the marshal had begun life as a cabin-boy
;

Lannes' father was a Hvery stable-keeper, and

Augereau the son of a mason. Junot was a

sergeant of artillery' at the siege of Toulon, who
first attracted Napoleon's attention by his cool-

ness under fire : a round shot kicked up the

dust close to where Junot was receiving an order

in writing, and the young sergeant, unmoved,

merely said. "That will do to drv the ink."'

Wellington could not have made use of

such incentives to valour as Napoleon did,
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the words are

like a trumpet-

call, Mirnmoning up in

array before us a hun-

drcd t.miiliar formsofgreat

soldiers — Napoleon and

Wellington, Grant and

Moltke, MacMahon and

Garibaldi—great soldiers

«i all nations — great

soldiers long dead, and

great M'ldiers still living.

Let us glance for an in-

stant or two, in this intro-

duction, at the individual

careers of some of the most famous of them ere

we pass on to the pages which shall deal with

their exploits, battle by battle, and shall tell

in detail of their skill and prowess, and their

fortunes of war, their victories and their defeats.

The earliest wars of the present century' were

the nursery of military reputations, and in them
several great soldiers grew on to imperishable

fame. Two figures stand out prominently, a

head and shoulders above all the rest—Napoleon
and Wellington. It is needless to compare or

contrast them — Napoleon, the Emperor-

General, sole arbiter of the fate of millions
;

Wellington, the loyal servant of his country,

who put duty before mere glory, and whose
first thought in his triumphs was the vindication

of the national honour and the re-establishment

of peace.

Napoleon was all for self ; but this very
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even if he had had them at his command.
But he did not need them. It was with the

British rank and file as with their generals :

they did their best because it was their duty,

and it was there to do. They fought because

they were expected to fight, and fought well,

because they liked it. So it was that throughout

the long campaign in Spain the British were
almost invariably successful. Wherever they

met the enemy, they beat them. Even at

Corunna, after a long and disastrous retreat,

overmatched by numbers, led for a time by

Napoleon himself, Sir John Moore turned on

his pursuers, and snatched a difficult victor)- at

the expense of his own life. He was struck

down just as the French were repulsed, but his

troops undismayed, continued the action, which

ended entirely in our favour, and permitted us

to re-embark without loss. Moore's death on

the battle-field has been honoured in song ; it

was a hero's death, and to the last moment he

would Hot surrender his sword, although the hilt

hail entered the wound. His body had to

be buried on the battle-field ; and it is greatly

to the credit of a chivalrous foe that the French,

recognising his merit, raised a monument over

his remains.

Wellington's career was one of almost un-

equalled success. If he was compelled to retreat

more than once, it was only to make a newer

and a bolder advance. In all his battles he

was victorious : thanks to his own great genius

and the matchless bravery of his troops. The
Peninsular records are full of great deeds done

on great battle-fields, in combats, charges, and

on the deadly breach ; and in this book of

ours we shall have pictured to us fully and com-

pletely the scenes of these deeds of valour and

heroism : but here let us just glance at two

or three of Wellington's victories to see what

stuff he and his troops were made of. That

passage of the Douro, for instance, in iKoq,

when he crossed in the face of Soult and a

veteran army—one of his most brilliant exploits.

Do you remember how Colonel Waters, one of

his staff-officers, got over alone in a skiff and

brought back three barges, and how, when the

first boat was ready with its petty complement

of twenty-five, he said simply, Let the men
cross "

; and how this handful gained a foothold

which they never relaxed till their comrades

followed in thousands, and the surprised French

were driven out of the town ?

Talavera was both a general's and a soldiers'

battle : the first because Wellington (then only

Sir Arthur Wellesley) showed that imperturb-

able coolness and self-reliance, mixed prescience

of danger and promptitude in meeting it.

which are the highest qualities of leadership
;

the second, because it was won mainly by a

single regiment, which acted with marvellous

precision and courage at the decisive point just

in the nick of time. The French in this battle

were the assailants : the genius of their soldiers

is for onslaught, and their greatest deeds have

been in attack. But they were met and repulsed.

It was of Talavera that Jomini, the well-known
military writer, said it proved that the British

infantry could dispute the palm with the best in

Europe. Another instance of its prowess of

another kind was shown at Talavera, when
Crawfurd's famous Light Brigade of the 43rd,

52nd, and Q«th Regiments came up, determined

at all costs to take part in the action. They
met crowds of Spanish fugitives, who declared

the English army was defeated, its general a

prisoner, the French only a few miles off. But
still they pressed on undaunted, and " leaving

only seventeen stragglers behind," savs Napier,
4k
in twenty-six hours crossed the field of battle,

a compact body, having during the time marched
sixty-two English miles in the hottest season of

the year, each man carrying from fifty to sixty

pounds weight."

At Busaco, again, the French were the assail-

ants : veteran troops led by some of the bravest

of French generals ; and their numbers gave
them the advantage. But the British were
strongly posted on a craggy ridge of hills, so

strongly that it was thought the French leader,

Massena, would not attack. " But if he does, I

shall beat him." replied Wellington quietly ; and
he did. The French fought with signal bravery,

but the ascent was toilsome, and they were met
by men as brave.

In the retreat before the battle, two affecting

incidents occurred which showed the quality

of the soldiers Wellington commanded. There
was a man in the famous 43rd, named Stewart,

only nineteen years of age, but of gigantic

strength and stature, whose comrades called

him " The Boy." He was deeply chagrined,

and at a bridge which he was the last to cross,

he turned, and facing the French advancing

columns, he was heard to say :
" So, this is

the end of our boasting ! This is our first

battle (Talavera), and we retreat. The boy

Stewart will not live to hear that said."

" Then." says Napier, M striding forward in his

giant might, he fell furiously on his nearest
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enemies with the bayonet, refused the quarter were on the ramparts the stormers followed, and

they seemed desirous of granting, and died gained possession." Yet the fight elsewhere con-

fighting in the midst of them." tinued for hours, and Wellington had to organise

The other story tells of a still finer instance of a second assault, and the captors of the castle

the noble spirit of the British soldier. It was at were in some danger, although inside the town,

the passage of the Coa, a month before Busaco, Badajoz was taken, but at tremendous cost,

wben the 52nd would have been cutoff from the No age, no nation, ever sent forth braver troops

bridge but for the gallantry with which McLeod to battle than those who stormed Badajoz.

of the 52nd came back rushing at full speed In the course of this book we shall hear

irith a couple of companies, which charged " as much more of these triumphs of Wellington

:

if a whole army had been at their backs," and how at Salamanca he caught Marmont in an

repulsed the enemy. One of McLeod's officers egregious tactical error, fell upon him in flank,

was the afterwards

famous Sir George

Brown, at this time

<>nly sixteen, who was

leading his men gal-

lantlv up a slope, at

the top of which were

a couple of French-

men with muskets

levelled at him. A
sergeant interposed —
M"Ouade, himself onlv

:*enty-four—and, pull-

ing his officer back,

with the words, " You
are too young, sir, to

be killed." offered him-

«lf as a target, and fell

dead, pierced by both

bullets.

Three great sieges,

coding in the storm-

ing and capture of three

strong, almost impreg-

nable, fortresses, were

among the laurels gained in Spain — laurels

tarnished, unhappily, by the shameful excesses

of the victorious troops. When the breaches

at Ciudad Rodrigo were declared practicable,

Wellington's order was simply, "The place

must be stormed this evening " ; his soldiers'

still simpler comment, 4i We will do it." The
forlorn hope raced up to their death, followed

by the no less eager body of stormers, and
the main breach was carried with a furious

»hout. At Badajoz, Phillipon, the brave

Frenchman, stood at bay to the last, and the
" possession of Badajoz had become a point

of personal honour with the soldiers of each

nation Ridge had himself placed

a ladder where the wall was low, and climbed

• ; a second ladder alongside gave access to

officer, Canch; and as soon as these two

SIR JOHN MOORE.

{A/trr thr Engraving bf C. Turiur.)

and defeated 40,000

men in forty minutes

;

how at Vittoria he

routed King Joseph,

beating him at ever)'

point, and capturing

everything the French

possessed :
11

all their

equipages, all their

guns, all their treasure,

all their stores, all

their papers"; how,

in the Pyrenees, pitted

against Soult, Napo-
leon's ablest lieutenant,

he won battle after

battle : at Sauroren, at

the Bidassoa, at the

Nivelle, and finally,

invading France, at

Orthez and Toulouse.

The passage of the

Adour was a combined

military and naval

operation, carried out

in the teeth of a fierce February storm. The
bridge of boats which the British staff corps

formed across the river was a " stupendous

undertaking" which ranks amongst the prodigies

of war ; for the tide rose and fell fourteen feet,

and large boats could only be employed. It

was at Orthez that Soult, thinking victor)'

secure, put forward all his reserves too rashly.

Then Wellington, as he watched him, smote his

thigh, and cried exultingly, u At last I have

him !
" On the spur of the moment he changed

his plan of battle, and by a turning movement
cut off Soult's line of retreat.

The greatest of all the great achievements of

the great duke was, of course, his victor)' at

Waterloo—a battle which will always rank

among the most important and decisive that

have been fought, because so much depended
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upon the issue. The only hope of securing peace

to Europe was in beating Napoleon, and it was

not easy to do it. There were moments in the

brief campaign, both before and during the great

battle which finished it, when victory hung in

the balance and inclined to the French. At
the outset, Napoleon stole a march upon the

Allies ; he placed his whole force at a point

between them, whence he might separate and

roll up each in turn. He beat the Prussians

HE FELL FURIOUSLY ON HIS N RAREST ENEMIES "
(/. 2)

badly at Ligny, but Ney was checked by our

tenacious resistance at Ouatre Bras. Still, the

British and the Prussians retired divergently, as

it is called; and had Napoleon followed up quickly,

he might have fought them one by one. But

Wellington drew off, retreating—not without

danger—upon Waterloo
; and Blucher, recover-

ing his communications with us, was able to

come up at the close of the great fight, and

make victory the more complete.

By degrees new men, imbued with much the

same high qualities, replaced the veterans of

Spain and Waterloo
;
but till more than half the

century was ended it was the general who had

been trained to war undvr Wellington who
chiefly led the troops to victory and maintained

British prestige. Charles Napier in Scinde,

Hugh Gough in the Punjaub, Fitzroy-Somerset

(Lord Raglan) in the Crimea, Colin Campbell,

afterwards Lord Clyde, in China, the Crimea,
and India, had all learnt and practised their

profession in the early wars. They were all,

however, men advanced in years before they
came to a supreme command in the field. The
long peace after Waterloo, lasting some thirty

years, denied soldiers all chance of active service,

and it was not till Sir Charles

Napier was sixty years ot age
that he found himself winning
battles on his own account.

Sir Hugh Gough was older by
five years when he led an army
against the Sikhs, and began
the difficult conquest of the
Punjaub. Lord Raglan was
also an aged man when he was
selected to command our armies

in the Russian war of 1854-5.

Both Napier and Gough had

won early laurels in Spain, and
both as majors, temporarily in

command of their regiments,

had helped to win great battles,

and paid in their persons for

their valour. Napier was with

Sir John Moore at Corunna,

and at the head of the ?oth (the

gallant "Half-hundred") had
repulsed the French attack at

one important point. Then
when—to quote another Napier,

his brother, and the famous

historian of the war—" he was
encompassed by enemies and

denied quarter, he received five wounds. But he
still fought and struggled for life till a French
drummer, with a generous heart and indignation,

forcibly rescued him from his barbarous assailants."

The wounds he received were terrible : he had
his leg broken by a bullet, a sabre-cut laid open
his head, and he had had a bayonet stab in his

back. It was at this battle of Corunna, when
the young major (he was only twenty-six at the

time) took command, that he found his men of

the line wavering under the fierce fire. In order

to steady them, he put them through several

movements of the manual exercise, ordering

them to "Slope arms!" " Carrv arms !" and so

on, until they recognised his voice and hardened

under his hand.

Hugh Gough, like Charles Napier, owed to
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the chance absence of his colonel the oppor-

tunity of winning early distinction. As a major,

of barely thirty, he was in command of his

regiment—the gallant 87th, long famous as the

Irish Fusiliers—at the battle of Talavera, where
he was severely wounded, but so distinguished

himself as to earn promotion ; he was at the

head of the 87th when they made their famous

charge at Barrosa, which decided the fate of that

hard-fought day ; and he was so foremost in the

repulse of the French from Tarifa that he re-

ceived the sword of the French leader when he

failed in his assault upon the town.

Lord Raglan had never commanded troops in

the field, but he had been the secretary and

close confidant of the Iron Duke, his companion
in even,- campaign ; as Fitzroy-Somerset, he
rode by Wellington's side through the day at

Waterloo, and was one of the few survivors of

hii staff. But he lost his arm by a shot

—

one of the last fired—just after his chief had run

imminent danger, and had been warned to with-

draw, but held his ground, saying, " Never mind
;

let them fire away. The battle's won
;
my life is

of no consequence now." The duke turned to

ride off the field, when a stray bullet shattered

Lord Fitzroy's arm at the elbow. It was the

right arm unfortunately, and it had to be am-
putated at once ; but Wellington retained his

services as secretary, and Lord Raglan soon

*9
MARSHAL SOULT.

iFrem the Portrait by RtuilUrdA

Colin Campbell was junior in years and rank

to the three great soldiers just mentioned, but

learnt to write with his left hand, so as to

become a neat, rapid penman.

MARSHAL NEY.

{From Ikt Pmintini by F. C/rarJ.)

he graduated in the stirring school of war when
he was but sixteen, and learnt hardihood as a

stripling. It was the custom in those days to

send boys into the army at an age when many
nowadays are still at school. They were brave

boys, as their successors of to-day will admit.

Let me tell you how young Campbell behaved

in his first encounter with the enemy. To
be shot at for the first time is a startling

experience. Young Campbell, at Vimiera, suf-

fered like many more, but his captain, an old

and war - hardened campaigner, seeing his

trouble, took him quickly by the hand, and
led him out into the front of the regiment,

upon which the enemy's guns had just be-

gun to play, and for several anxious minutes

walked him up and down under fire. The
treatment calmed him completely, and he
never knew the want of confidence again. On
the contrary, Colin Campbell, just five years

later, performed prodigies of valour in leading

the forlorn hope at the storming of San Sebas-

tian. He had just forced his way to the summit
of the breach, when he fell back, desperately

wounded in the hip ; but finding he could still

move forward, he re-climbed the breach, to be

fully disabled by another shot in the thigh.

Three months later he lay in hospital, with his

wounds but half healed, when he heard that

Wellington's army was on the point of invading
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France, and he resolved to be one of the party.

Escaping from hospital, with an equally ardent

comrade, " by dint of crawling and an occasional

lift from vehicles proceeding along the road,

they made their way to the 5th division in

which the qth were brigaded, and were in action

(on the Bidassoa) on the following day.'' • His

desertion from hospital was a breach of discipline,

and Campbell would have been sharply dealt with;

but in the fight he led his company so gallantly,

and was again so badly wounded, that it was im-

possible to do otherwise than praise his bravery

and ignore his bad conduct.

They were giants, these soldiers of the Penin-

sula, setting an example of courage and endur-

ance to their successors for all time : an example

which you may be sure has always, and will

always, be followed by British troops of all

ranks, from leader to fighting-man. Wellington's

veterans never fell away from the traditions

in which they had been raised, and which they

bequeathed. Sir Charles Napier, at sixty,

began his Scinde campaign with a daring opera-

tion which ranks with the boldest in war. His

march upon the desert fortress of Emaun Ghur,

with a few hundred English soldiers carried on

camels—a lonely journey of eight days—was a

feat, both in its performance and its conse-

quences, which is not outdone by Wolfe's scaling

of the Heights of Abraham, the great American

General Sherman's march from Atlanta to the

sea, Drury Lowe's and Herbert Stewart's raid

upon Cairo after Tel-el-Kebir, when 1,500 horse-

men galloped into the old capital of the Caliphs

and seized it for the Queen. At that moment
Cairo was held by a garrison of 10,000 of Arabi's

men.

Again, Napier's victory at Meanee was a

triumph over the most tremendous odds, when

2,400 British troops, 500 of whom alone were

white, the rest native sepoys, encountered,

attacked, and defeated 36,000 Beloochees in the

open field. Napier would not stand on the

defensive—that might have seemed to imply

fear of the result, and injuriously affect the spirit

of his native troops—so he resolved to attack,

instead of waiting to be attacked. They met in

mid-shock—for the Beloochees made a counter-

attack ; and for three hours the unequal contest

went on with a foe as brave and undaunted as

ourselves. It was long a hand-to-hand fight,

bayonet against sword and spear ; but at the

critical moment Napier sent all his cavalry

against the enemy's right, and broke it. Then
• Shadwell s " Life of Lord Clyde.' p 33

the 22nd charged home with tremendous force,

and the battle was won. Not the least brilliant

feat in this glorious victory was the self-sacrificing

devotion of a captain of the 22nd—Tew byname
—who gave his life for his duty. Before the

fight, Napier had discovered that some 6,000 of

the enemy occupied a building surrounded by a

high stone wall, through which there was but

one egress—a narrow doorway, which could, he

thought, be completely blocked by a few deter-

mined men. Captain Tew was posted there with

his company, and told he must die, if need be,

but that he must never give way. He died where

he was posted ; but with his handful of men he

closed the opening throughout the fight, and

thus paralysed the action of a large portion of

the enemy.

Sir Hugh Gough—afterwards Lord Gough—
had long to wait for promotion to the higher

ranks, and he was more than sixty when he

commenced the campaigning in China which led

to the cession of Hong-Kong. Soon afterwards

he won the hard-fought battle of Mahrajpoor. in

Gwalior, against that warlike and turbulent race

the Mahrattas, whose subjugation had cost so

much in the earlier days of the century. Gough

won Mahrajpoor by a direct attack, marching

right up to the enemy's position, and trusting

to the British bayonet for success. M Nothing,"

as he himself wrote in his dispatch, 44 could with-

stand the rush of the British soldiers. They

drove the enemy from their guns, bayoneting

the gunners at their posts." Two officers—

Stopford and Codrington—were found lying

wounded just under the muzzles of the Mahratta

artillery. The same tactics—for Gough was

essentially a forward fighter—served him well

at Moodkee, the first of the battles in the

Sikh war.

The campaign was forced upon us suddenly.

Gough was called up to support Lord Hardinge.

the Governor-General, who, when making a

progress through the Punjaub, found the Sikhs

on the point of declaring war. The torce which

Gough collected numbered only 14,000 men, and

it had to traverse 1 50 miles to reach the scene of

action. It was a toilsome march, under an Indian

sun ; water was scarce ; the troops reached

Moodkee worn-out with privations and fatigue :

but when they heard their enemy was in front of

them, they went, without resting, straight into

the fight. The Sikhs—splendid soldiers, trained

by European officers—were more than double

our numbers, with a fine cavalry and many

guns; but the British infantry, "trusting to that
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never-failing weapon the bayonet," drove the

Sikhs out of their positions.

A second battle—a greater trial of strength,

demanding higher qualities of fortitude and en-

durance—was near at hand. Gough moved
fomrd at once, and attacked the Sikh en-

trenchments at Ferozeshah, Sir Henry Har-

dinge. who was with him, waiving his

rank of Governor-General, and serving under

Gough, in command of the left wing. The
amggle was terrific : the' Sikhs fought with

splendid courage, and

when night fell the

battle was not ended.

It was a drawn game
so far, and some de-

spondent spirits in the

camp suggested retreat

—the rash and in-

glorious course of cut-

ting a road through to

Ferozepore. Gough
would not agree. "I

tdl you, my mind is

made up. If we must

perish, our bones must

bleach honourably

where we are." Har-

dinge was no less firm.

When an officer told

him that Sir Hugh
Gough feared it would

be a fatal risk to renew

the battle, Sir Henry
touted the idea.

* Gough knows," he
cried, "that a British

army must not be foiled ; and foiled this army
shall not be." The contest, when it re-com-

menced, was most unequal. Fresh reinforcements

reached the enemy, but our troops met them un-
daunted, and went forward nobly to the attack.

In the end, a turning movement of cavalry on
both flanks, followed by a fresh infantry charge,

decided the day in our favour, and the Sikhs
were routed with tremendous loss.

These victories did not end the war or com-
plete the conquest of the Punjaub. The Sikhs

fcQ back upon the Sutlej, and established an

entrenched camp in front of the village of

Sobraon : they did not care to meet us again in

the open field, but they stood a gallant siege at

Sobraon, which had to be stormed like a fortress.

A curious feature in this battle was the great

charge of cavalry made through the breaches, in

SIR CHARLES NAPIER.

which the horsemen cut down the defenders at

their guns. Another interesting fight was that

at Aliwal, won by Sir Harry Smith as a

detached operation, in which the 16th Lancers

greatly distinguished themselves. These various

victories broke the courage of the Sikhs, but

only for a time ; and the peace that followed was

of short duration.

It was abruptly ended by a deed of treachery

such as has not been uncommon in our

Eastern Empire : the British resident and an-

other officer were mur-

dered in Mooltan, and

it was necessary to re-

sume active operations.

But the occasion fur-

nished an opportunity

of distinction to a

gallant young officer,

Lieutenant Herbert

Edwardes, who, with-

out waiting for orders,

united his small de-

tachment, posted on

the Indus, to that of

Colonel Court rand, and

fell upon the Sikhs,

forcing them to retreat

into Mooltan. Then
followed the gathering

of forces anew on both

sides, and fresh battles,

achieving at first but

incomplete and unsatis-

factory results. The
name of Chillianwallah

and the misfortune

ol that day will not be readily forgotten. It

was a day ot carnage, disaster, and disgrace ;

for an English cavalry regiment, weakened by

previous losses and fearing an ambuscade, gave

way to panic and galloped off the field. It

may, however, be said, in extenuation of this

happily unusual military crime, that an in-

judicious order given bv the brigadier originated

the stampede. The consequences in any case

were disastrous, and it followed upon the nearly

complete massacre of a line regiment—H.M.'s

24th, that which suffered afterwards so terribly at

Insandlwana—which, emerging from a swampy

jungle, was all but cut to pieces, because it

paused to spike guns it had captured from the

Sikhs.

A storm of indignation arose in England, and

the public discontent was poured out on the
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Commander-in-chief. Lord Gough was imme-
diately superseded by Sir Charles Napier, his

previous brilliant services being entirely ignored
;

but before the conqueror of Scinde could reach

India, Gough had completely vindicated our

arms and his own reputation. Mooltan was

carried by storm, and the final decisive victory

at Goojerat—at first an artillery duel, in which

our guns showed their marvellous superiority

—

completed the discomfiture of the Sikhs. From
that time forth the Punjaub was incorporated

in our British Indian Empire. The Queen has

no more loyal subjects, no more devoted soldiers

in her ranks, than the descendants of our former

sturdy foes.

The time was approaching when England

was to be once more

engaged in European

war. Just when the

nations hoped they had

reached an era of uni-

versal peace, the clouds

collected quickly, and

two traditional foes

joined hands to attack

Russia. The expedi-

tionary force which left

these shores for Turkey
in 1854, and which ere

long won new victories,

but at a terrible outlay

of men and material,

was one ot the finest,

as regards physique and

fighting power, that

England has collected.

It was well armed, as

the time went, and well

commanded. Lord
Raglan was at its head,

and his lieutenants were

mostly Peninsular vete-

rans: Sir George Brown,

already mentioned for

his gallantry at theCoa ;

Sir De Lacy Evans, who
had fought in Spain

and America, and at

Waterloo ; Sir George Cathcart, who had been

on Wellington's staff; Sir Colin Campbell, of

whom more directly ; and Sir John Burgoyne, a

famous engineer officer, who had helped to

construct the lines of Torres Vedras, and had

served in the great sieges of Ciudad Rodrigo,

Badajoz, Burgos, and San Sebastian. But the

LORD COUCH
{A/itr Ikt FmntiMf fy Sir Fr-an. ii Grant. P.K.A.)

army was unprovided with the trains, transport

serv ices, and means of supply which are of little

less importance than valour in the field ; and

for the want of them, braver)' was as nought,

victories were wasted, and men's lives poured

out like water.

The three principal battles fought in the

Crimea by the English were essentially triumphs

for the rank and file. At the Alma it was sheer

hard slogging, headlong rushes against a strong

position, which was carried, in spite of all resist-

ance. The fighting fell mostly to the share of

the 1st and 2nd Light Divisions, the Guards, the

Highlanders, and the Fusilier and Rifle bat-

talions ; and it was done in the famous old

formation—the thin red line. At one time the

Guards were hard

pressed, and they came

to Colin Campbell, who

commanded the 2nd

Brigade, saying the

Guards would be de-

stroyed if thej- did not

fall back. u Better that

every man of He. - Ma-

jesty's Guards should

be dead on the field

than that they should

turn their backs upon

the enemy," replied

Campbell.as he hastened

with his Highlanders

to their support.

At Balaclava, when

"some one had blun-

dered," and the gallant

Six Hundred went into

the jaws of death, the

English light cavalry

were all but destroyed,

but it won imperish-

able renown. " Magni-

ficent, but not war,"

was the French gene-

ral's comment on the

mad charge: an attack

by cavalry on guns in

position ; but the whole

of these reckless horsemen went forward with

the same spirit that animated their leader, Lord

Cardigan, who, rising in his stirrups, cried,

" Here goes the last of the Brudenells ! " «

was a hopeless enterprise, but it was performed :

and all the world wondered.

Inkerman, again, was pre-eminently the soldiers
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battle—a hard personal hand-to-

hand fight, where the Russians

numbered thousands to our hun-

dreds, and it was no less the almost

impudent courage of the British

than the impossibility to believe

tiut so few could resist so many,

except backed up by strong reserves,

tiut prevented the Russians from

carrying all before them. The attack

was made at daylight, when the

mists still lay thick on the ground,

and concealed the meagreness of

our forces ; the Russian hosts came

on in dense columns along a narrow

front which prevented their opening

out, and our men in the proverbial " thin line
"

could hit the head of the advance with tremendous

effect The onslaught fell first on Pennefather,

who bad won early fame at Meanee against over

whelming odds
;
now, with a bare 3,000 men all

toil he hurried down, and came to immediate

blows against the Russians, nearly 20,000 strong,

with powerful artillery. It was so throughout the

battle. Attack was met by counter-attack ; our

handfuh constantly met the shock of great masses,

checked them, drove them back, and followed,

fighting lustily. The Light Division, under

Codrington— 1,400 men, no more—was as daring

and tenacious. Until half-past seven, for nearly

1 couple of hours, these two kept the whole of

the attackers at bay. Fresh troops then began

to come up on both sides ; another Russian

general's corps, that of Dannenberg

—

iq,ooo men
—renewed the assault ; the Guards and 4th

Division came up to stiffen Pennefather. It was

at this period that the gallant general made a

famous reply to General Cathcart, who had asked

where he could give best assistance.
44 Get in

anywhere," cried Pennefather ;
" there's lots of

fighting going on all round."

The final Russian attack was made about 10

».nu the sharpest and best intentioned of any in

the day, but by this time the opponents were

more equal in numbers. Bosquet's Frenchmen
had come up to support, and we had gained the

help of the two celebrated 18-pounder guns under

rood Dickson, which 150 artillerymen

dragged from the 1st Division camp
This, with two batteries of French

i Artillery, pushed gallantly forward to the

"bare slopes fronting the enemy," had re-

adjusted the balance of artillery fire ; and at last

the Russians fell back, sullenly, overmastered, but

followed by no final charge. " When

CHARGR OK CAVALRY THROUGH THE
SOBRAON (/. 7).

hopeless of success/' the enemy " seemed to melt

from the lost field ; the English were too few

and too exhausted ; the French too little con-

fident in the advantage gained to convert the

repulse into a rout." The victory at Inkerman

was but the prelude to terrible sufferings during

the long-protracted siege, but these could be borne

with patience, because Inkerman had proved

that we were more than a match for the Russians

in the open field. Had we not won the battle,

the whole of the allied armies, taken in reverse,

would have been swept off the plateau in front

of Sebastopol right into the sea.

The fortress itself proved a very hard nut to

crack, and although frequently assaulted, was

never actually taken by force of arms. The
winter troubles, the inclement weather, the

difficulties of supply which starved the troops

and reduced the siege into a mere blockade,

forbade attack. On the contrary, the besieged

displaved such activity under the intrepid Tod-

leben, that the initiative often passed to them,

and by bold sorties they gained ground rather

than lost it. Even our incessant bombardments,
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causing terrific carnage, did not dismay the

defenders, and fresh reinforcements constantly

arrived. It was not till June that the first real

assault was delivered, and then only through

the indomitable determination of the allied

generals. The French were especially hampered
by the interference of the Emperor Napoleon,

who, with no military knowledge, claimed to

control and advise from Paris. It was the first

occasion on which the telegraph line began to

be largely used in campaigning, a practice greatly

calculated to paralyse the action of generals in

the field. Napoleon was all in favour of leaving

the siege to linger on, while field armies cut off

the supplies to the fortress ; but

Pclissicr, the French general, was

a strong man who held to his

own views, and he persisted in

attacking Sebastopol.

Early in June the French took

the Mamelon, the English " the

Quarries," important outworks,

and it seemed as if the end was

near. But a second assault, de-

livered within a week or two
upon the MalakofTand the Redan,

was repulsed with terrible loss;

only a detached attack, under the

English General Eyre, upon the

Cemetery succeeded, and for a

time we were actually within the

walls. But we could not stay there.

Two months more elapsed, chequered by the death

of Lord Raglan, who had won the love and

respect of all, and by another fierce effort, made
upon our communications. The battle of the

Tchernaya was fought nearly on the same
ground as Balaclava, and was won by the

French and the newly-arrived Sardinian troops.

Then, finally, on the 8th September, the French

stormed the Malakoff again, and this time took

it. The English had the more difficult task,

because the Redan, which they attacked, was

constantly reinforced by the masses driven out

• >f the Malakoff. But our assault had not been

planned on a big enough scale ; it was not pro-

perly supported, although the trenches behind

were crammed with reserves, and it failed.

That night the Russians, feeling that in the

Malakoff they had lost the key of their defence,

evacuated the town, but not before they had

blown up the forts, and set the whole place on

fire. The sight will never be forgotten by those

who saw it, as did the writer. The town in

flames, great forts crumbling to pieces as though

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL (AFTERWARDS
LORD CLYDE .

by magic, heavy columns of Russians crossing

the bridge under an incessant fire from the allied

batteries.

Peace with Russia had not long been signed

when the British Empire was threatened in a

most vulnerable place. For a time it seemed a>

though we might lose India. The revolt of the

native or sepoy army burst out so suddenly—it

was marked with such base treachery, disgraced

by such cold-blooded atrocities—that the world

still shudders at the details. The English were

everywhere outnumbered ; our hold on India de-

pended greatly on prestige
;
implicit faith had

been placed in these very mutineers. The force

of white troops at hand was very

Bjjj>- small
; very soon L^pper India

was in the hands of the insur-

gents : only here and there little

groups, generally isolated and sur-

rounded, fought with desperate

courage against overwhelming

odds, almost against hope. No

page in our national annals b

more glorious than that which

enshrines the heroism of tho>e

who then saved India. Not only

were soldiers brave, but civilian?,

unused to arms, showed dauntless

pluck— frail women performed,

too, great deeds in defence of

their honour.

Although the whole country was

more or less involved in the struggle, the prin-

cipal interest was centred in the three great cities

which were the scene of the fiercest efforts :
at

Delhi. Cawnpore, and Lucknow the conflict was

long-sustained. Delhi, the seat of the new Empire,

was thronged with mutineers from many neigh-

bouring garrisons. It was held by numbers of disci-

plined, well-armed troops, with powerful artillery,

to the use of which they had been fully trained,

and it stood a long siege in which, at first, owing

to the weakness of our forces, the besiegers were

themselves besieged. But the little army was a

band of braves led by heroes. Such men as the

Nicholsons and the Chamberlains roused them

to superhuman efforts ; and when the place was

captured, after a three months' siege, it was

carried by the assault of four weak columns of

barely a thousand each.

Cawnpore was another large station, which fell

at once into the power of the miscreant, Nana

Sahib, who has earned for himself undying exe-

cration as the most cruel and unprincipled of our

toes. But the handful of Europeans would not
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1

easily yield ; many were only women and
children ; the fighting men were few

;
yet they

held out in rough entrenchments for nineteen
day*, standing a siege under the tropical sun
of June, and displaying a calm fortitude beyond
all pnin-. Gentle ladies gave their stockings to

SIR JAMES OUTRAM.

make cartridge-cases
; they nursed the wounded,

fed the troops. One brave woman—a soldier'.^

wife—mounted sentry, sword in hand, over a

number of sepoy prisoners. The roll of heroes

•as well filled at Cawnpore. Such soldiers as

Moore (of the 32nd), Jenkins, Mowbray, Thom-
son : such civilians as Heberden and Moncrieffe,

nuke us proud of our race. Who shall forget

the cool courage of Delafosse, who stood over a

tumbril of ammunition, the woodwork of which
had been set alight by the enemy's fire—stood

it in imminent peril, while he tore off the

burning timbers, and stifled the danger with
earth ? And yet the defenders could not escape

their fate. When resistance became hopeless,

they capitulated under promise of a safe conduct
to Allahabad, and a general massacre followed,

from which only two or three of these devoted

martyrs escaped.

The story of Lucknow is very similar ; it is

no lev* harrowing, but a source of equal pride in

<w race. The siege of the Residency, into

•hich Sir Henry Lawrence retired with all his

force and all their dear ones, was protracted to

the utmost limits of endurance. Lawrence him-
•cifwa* -r-tK k down by an accidental explosion ;

the legacy he left his comrades was the

*aichword " No surrender !
" His dying words

•ere: "Let every man die at his post, but

never make terms. God help the women and

children !
" Lucknow held out till it was relieved

by Havelock and Outram in September, only to

be again besieged when the relieving force had

got within the lines. It was not until Novem-
ber, when Sir Colin Campbell advanced with all

the reinforcements that could be got together

at Calcutta—bluejackets from the men-of-war,

regiments detained on their way to China, a

small band of volunteer cavalry recruited in the

capital. He had to fight his way in. First,

there was the relief of the Alum Bagh, which

was held, although the enemy were in an en-

trenched position before it ; then the capture of

the Dilkhoosha Palace ; then the Martiniere

Palace, which the enemy occupied with guns in

position ; after that the Secundra Bagh, where
the Q2nd and the Sikhs raced up to the breach

neck-and-neck. Other buildings were stormed

—the Mess House, the Moti Mahal—and from

the latter an entrance was effected into the

Residency, which at last was relieved.

Assuredly there has been no falling off in the

spirit of the British soldier, singly or collectively,

whatever his rank. Our most recent military

annals record episodes as gallant and as credit-

able to the pluck and manhood of our race as

any that have gone before. Every form of

courage has been displayed : reckless daring

SIR HENRY HAVELOCK.

enterprise, calm self-reliant heroism in the most

despairing situations. Who shall forget the

24th at Insandlwana, massacred to a man by

the countless Zulu hosts ? A brave, pitiless, but

chivalrous foe, who could pay the following

tribute to their fearless demeanour in that
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unequal conflict: " Ah, those red soldiers ! How
few they were, and how they fought ! They
fell like stones, each man in his place." There
is nothing finer, again, in war than the manner
in which another British regiment—the 66th

(Berkshire)—met death to a man at Maiwand,
in Afghanistan. The general reporting it wrote

that " history- does not afford a grander instance

of devotion to Queen and country-." The 66th,

although outnumbered a hundred to one, re-

ceived undaunted the furious attacks of the

Ghazis or Mohammedan fanatics vowed to slay

the infidel, and were gradually slaughtered till

only eleven officers and men remained. This

small band stood back to back, unconquerable,

still facing and keeping the foe at bay, until

they were finally shot down from a distance.

Another famous story' is that of Rorke's Drift,

when two young subalterns, Chard and Brom-
head, holding a river ford which was the only

possible line of retreat for Lord Chelmsford's

"'THIS GUN BELONGS TO MY RLGIMEN I

OF WALKS'S!'"

-a.SD GOOkKII A. PRINCE

force, were threatened by overwhelming num-
bers. The Zulus were quite 3,000 strong, and

the little English garrison no more than 139, of

whom thirty-five were on the sick list. But

there was no thought of surrender. A line

of trenches was hastily contrived with biscuit-

boxes and flour-bags, behind which our men
fought gallantly the whole night through. At

one time the hospital was a sheet of fire, and the

feeble breastwork had been penetrated in more

than one place. But the garrison never quailed

:

their heroic subaltern leaders never despaired,

and they had beaten off their assailants when at

daylight relief arrived.

The only parallel to Rorke's Drift is the

gallant defence of Arrah during the Indian

Mutiny, when a handful of English civilians de-

fended a detached two-storeyed house for seven

days against an army of sepoy mutineers. The

collector, Mr. Wake, with fifteen other civilians

fifty Sikh police and one faithful Mohammedan,
composed the garrison, and the assailants num-

bered 3,000, with two field-pieces. They had

but little food, a motley lot of arms, unlimited

ammunition, and there was not a military man

among them. But they held out till they were

relieved by a man as gallant as themselves, Major

Vincent Eyre, who was ascending the Ganges

with a battery of artillery when he heard of

the siege. He steamed back at once to Buxar.

collected a small force of in-

fantry, 154 bayonets in all.

marched fifty miles to Arrah.

was met by the enemy, twenty

times his strength, but at once

attacked them, and put them

to flight. The sepoys could no:

face us in the open, even in

such disproportionate numbers.

The spirit shown collectively

has, perhaps, been outdone by

individuals. Endless instance*

of personal heroism exhibited singly

might be quoted. What British boy

can read without a thrill of the little-

Scotch drummer on the march with

Roberts to Cabul, who, weary' and

footsore, refused to fall out, saving.

" Nae, nae, I'll nae fall out till' I've

w ashed mv hands in the waters of the

Caspian"*? What of Major White.

the 92nd Highlanders, the present

commander-in-chief in India, WDO

cried to his men in the battle o)

Candahar: "Highlanders! will you

take those guns"—which were galling them

terribly—"if I give you the lead ? " What of

the men who followed him to their very

mouth ? What, especially, of the little Goorkha

warrior who went up with his Scotch friends,

and who took one of the first of the guns, shout-

ing as he thrust his cap into the muzzle in

sign of proprietorship, " This gun belongs to /»»

regiment—2nd Goorkha, Prince of Wales's
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What of Sergeant Cox, of the 72nd, bringing

:n wounded officers to Sherpur, and who, with

only ten men, faced the whole garrison of the

Bala Hissar and

farad his way
through, advanc-

ing fcring, till the

enemy broke and

fled? The dhoolie

bearers (the na-

tives carrying the

"Seers') would
have set down
their loads and
fled, but Cox
threatened to

shoot them if

they did not do
their duty. Ser-

?<antCox, bv his.

coolness and in-

trepidity, set such

1 good example
that his men
xcoaded him admirably, and all the

ounded were brought in sale to the

cantonments. Cox had already re-

ceived the distingui>hcd service mcda
for his gallantry in the campaign.

We have, of course, no monopoly
31 brilliant feats of arms. Other na-

tions have shown equal prowess,

whether against 11- or each other.

Bravery, indeed, will never £<> ot»1 ol

bshion ; the will and power to show
it. u well as the spirit t<> appreciate

it. may be met with in every civilised

axBtry. Other nation?, moreover,

hare been tried more seriously than

ourselves in longer, larger, and more
portentous struggles. France sacrificed much
treasure and many men in assisting the Italians

to throw off the Austrian yoke, and the cam-
paign of 1850 was distinguished by at least two
peat battles. Both are, perhaps, better re-

membered by the colours called after them
;

but Magenta was a narrowly lost battle, and
Solferino was gained by the devoted gallantry

°f the French troops. Austria was an intruder,

ffld had no heart in the struggle.

The War of Secession between the Northern
•od Southern States of America was a deplorable

o*il struggle fought out to the bitter end, but it

full of pregnant military lessons, full of strange-

vicissitudes in which victory inclined to either

side, of tremendous conflicts over a vast extent

of country. It was a war which embraced almost

a whole continent : the

whole of America was

affected, from the gulf of

Mexico to the Rocky
Mountains. The cam-

paigns and battles were

THE MAORI WAR : ATTACK UPON THE oKAKAO I'AH.

commensurate with the territory affected. In

the first instance the two capitals of the oppo-

nents—Washington and Richmond—were chiefly

threatened. Both lay comparatively near their

respective frontiers ; both were in imminent

danger more than once. M'Clellan, after Frede-

ricksburg was in striking distance of Richmond

and Lee, but for Gettysburg, would have sw<x>ped

down on Washington.

But as General Grant rose in fame and au-

thority through his splendid successes in the

west, he urged upon the Federal Government

the necessity for more comprehensive operations.

The Confederates, as the Southerners were called,
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could only bt conquered by something like ex-

termination
;
they must be attacked with equal

vigour on every line, isolated alike from supplies

and from supports. The North commanded endless

resources, unlimited credit, the means of pur-

chasing recruits without number, any quantity of

munitions of war. The South, shut in within

narrow limits, saw its population drained of fight-

ing men, and was dependent upon blockade run-

ners for powder and shot. Grant was absolutely

right, as the end proved. When Sherman, having

triumphed in the west, made the famous flank

march from Atlanta to the sea, he could swing

round and threaten Richmond from the south.

This was the beginning of the end. Grant now
reaped the benefit of his long-protracted, bitterly-

contested campaign in the 11 Wilderness," north

of Richmond, and the armies closing round

Richmond, the surrender of Lee became inevit-

able, and the Confederacy collapsed.

The war had brought forward many heroes, and

several great commanders : Grant, Lee, M Stone-

wall " Jackson—the name he earned, some say

(for there is another version of the story), because

once, when hardly pressed, he said his men would

stand like a stone wall—Stuart, the Southern

cavalry raider
;
Sheridan, a cavalry leader, hardly

inferior to Seidlitz or Murat ;
Sherman, Johnson,

Hooker, and many more. Some of them were

recurring types—Grant, silent as Moltke, and as

tenacious and prescient ; Robert Lee, the patriot

soldier, who thought only of his country, a man
of duty like Wellington ; Jackson, who might

have been a Puritan Cromwellian, praying and

fighting by turns, a Charles Gordon in his

absolute trust in Divine help, an Ironsides in his

eagerness to smite the foe. The rank and file

comprised all classes of the community—artisans,

handicraftsmen, scientists—and not the least

remarkable features in the war were its engi-

neering achievements : miles of road made in a

single night, bridges built, forests removed,

extensive entrenchments thrown up as if by

magic when the order was given.

The " Seven Weeks' War," as it has been

styled by its historian. Colonel H. M. Hozier,

was the first of the short, sharp, and decisive

conflicts which are to be the rule in modern
campaigns. It was between the Prussians and

the Austrians, and it was fought for the future

supremacy in the great empire of Germany.
Before it no one knew how marvellously

the Prussians had improved in the science and

practice of war ; how admirably their troops

were trained, how splendidly armed, and with

weapons of the newest invention. Still less

was it expected that untried Prussian leaders

would develop such unexpectedly superior general

ship. From first to last this rapidly successful war

was a surprise. It was carried into the enemy'!

country with extreme boldness and celerity ; the

young soldiers of Prussia, under grey-haired but

mostly inexperienced officers, soon established a

marked superiority over Austrian veterans who

had served in many hard-fought campaigns. It

was proved in the earliest engagements that the

possession of the needle-gun, the breech-loading

rifle long carried by a portion of the Prussian

army, but never hitherto used, put the Austrian 1
*,

with their muzzle-loaders and their traditional

belief in the bayonet, on very unequal term .

In the fight Austrian soldiers could not stand

before the Prussians at all. Then the Prussian

generals always out -manoeuvred the Austrian

they largely used a system of flanking attack,

of turning the enemy's position at one end t-r

side of it, while he was occupied and engaged by

another attack on the front.

These were the tactics that led to the crowning

victory of Sadowa, or Koniggratz, as it is some-

times called. After it the Austrians had no hope

of success, and a retreat began, which soon after

was completed by the ending of the war. -At

this battle the Austrians lost 40,000 men, the

Prussians barely 0,000. Such is often the effect

of superior generalship and better morale.

Not the least interesting part of this great

battle was that Englishmen assisted in it as

something more than mere spectators. The war

correspondents of the Times on either side were

both English officers. Captain Hozier rode with

the Crown Prince of Prussia through the day,

sharing his dangers as he noted the varying

fortunes of the fight. On the Austrian side,

Colonel C. B. Brackenbury was close by Bene-

dek's side from first to last; and the Austrian

commander-in-chief, in spite of his misfortunes

found time to ask for " his Englishman," and to

praise him for his gallantry in facing the risks ot

the battle.

War is said to be full of surprises ;
and,

again, that success is earned by the general who

makes fewest mistakes. Napoleon III. felt the

bitter truth of both these sayings. The Franco-

German war was a terrible surprise to him, and

both the Emperor and his generals made in-

numerable mistakes. The French began by

expecting a "walk over"—a parade march to

Berlin ; they found they had caught a Tartar,

and that they could not keep the Germans out
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or France. Napoleon had been assured that

everything was ready for the campaign : not a

single button was wanting on a single gaiter
"

wis the boast of his War Minister, General Le

Bauf. Yet, when the first blow was struck,

inextricable confusion still reigned within the

French army—neither men nor supplies were

properly organised ;
while, from the very first

collision, it was clear that the science was all on

:be German side. Man to man, the French

rbught as well as their opponents ; but they

were never manoeuvred

wisely nor iudiciously

Jed.

On the other hand,

from the moment war

became inevitable,

everything worked
with clocklike pred-

ion. It is said that

von Moltke, the fa-

mous chief of the

Russians, had only to

::uch a bell and all

(rent forward. Any-
how, the Prussians and
their allies were quickly

mobilised, and able to

tike the field long be-

tt the French. The
Crown Prince fell up-

cc the French general

*hco still unprepared,

•on the first battle,

ad held the advantage
tan then to the end.

k *as a strategical

chantage
; in other

the general movements of the armies
?utthem in superior strength at decisive points,

this secured success all along the line.

Marshal MacMahon, beaten at Worth, had to

rttu"e. and become separated both from Bazaine
ibout Met* and the army of the South. In

>t*een.the " Red Prince," with the 1st German
*nny. held Bazaine

;
and, after a series of fierce

conflicts, the famous battles of Vionville, Grave-
and Mars La Tour drove him under the

of the great fortress. MacMahon, frantic
to regain communication with Bazaine, made a

^detour—a dangerous flank march, as it was
ofled—and found himself "headed off" at

S«bn, with the Germans circling round him,
the neutral territory of Belgium, which

forbidden to enter, in his rear. The

\_Ptuto. : Reick*rd tr Lindner, Berlin.

KREDERICK, CROWN PRINCE OK rRUSSIA (AFTERWARDS
GERMAN EMTEROR).

surrender of the French army at Sedan, with the

F^mperor Napoleon at its head, was a disaster

from which France never recovered. It was

followed by the surrender of Metz and the whole

of Bazaine's army. Within five weeks France

had been defeated in eight pitched battles ; the

bulk of the French regular troops were prisoners

of war. France was not yet conquered. While
the Germans pressed on to invest Paris—while

their armies moved north, south, and west—the

new Government which had replaced the fallen

Emperor made the

most heroic and un-

heard-of efforts to im-

provise new levies. To
place recruits and

moblots—youths half-

trained and inexperi-

enced civilians—in the

front line against regu-

lar troops flushed with

victory, seemed hope-

less enough. It is to

the undying credit of

the French nation that

it was able to maintain

the struggle for so

many months longer,

and to the sturdy-

patriotism of such men
as Thiers and Gam-
betta, who never de-

spaired. France fought

it out alone : she had

no allies, or the result

might have been dif-

ferent. There are those

who say that the in-

tervention of a couple of English army corps

in favour ot France would have changed the

situation. But it was not our quarrel, and

England could not have thrown htr weight into

the scale, except on the most sentimental and

insufficient grounds.

Nearly five-and twenty years have elapsed

since this great struggle occurred, and its legacy

of hate still rankles unappeased. France is

once more as strong as her late foe—stronger,

perhaps—and she is still pining to regain her

provinces and her prestige. It may be that her

rulers and her people are loth to be the first to

draw the sword : the cost of unsuccessful war is

a dear price in these latter days ; and when she

fights again it will be at the most fitting oppor-

tunity, when chance and a better cause than last
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time may be on her side. But that she will fight

some day is nearly certain ; and it is this con-

viction which keeps Europe on tenter-hooks, and

converts the whole Continent into a standing
camp.

England, happily, has been spared any life

and death contest, any war on the gigantic scale

of the foregoing. But while her neighbours

have been at each other's throats, she has been

engaged in numerous " little wars M—wars mis-

named little, indeed, for the issues have often

been immense and

the efforts made most

severe. In an empire

so extensive as ours,

causes of conflict

abound, and fighting

must be frequent.

Since the Crimea and

the Indian Mutiny,

we have had at least

half a dozen cam-

paigns. A diplomatic

war with China, a war

for supremacy in New
Zealand, a war for the

deliverance ot captives

in Abyssinia, of retalia-

tion in Ashanti, of self-

defence in Zululand,

against a too-powerful

neighbour, ot aggres-

sion followed by

"scuttle" in Afghan-

istan, of interference

in Egypt, followed by

the dire necessities of

occupation.

In many of these the chief work lay in com-

bating the physical and climatic difficulties.

There was not much fighting in the march to

Magdala, but it was a stupendous undertaking

to convey a British army across the 11 mountains

of Rasselas," to the nearly inaccessible stronghold

of King Theodore. When Sir Robert Napier

reached his goal, his troops had only four

days' rations left, other than meat, and every-

thing had been carried up from the sea on

mule- or donkey-back. In Ashanti there was

the same urgency as regards supplies, but as no

four-legged animals will live on the Gold Coast,

the only means of conveyance was on the

heads of native men and women. The organisa-

tion of transport was one of the greatest, although

not the only, difficulty. There was also the

\rkcto : FradtlU &• Young, Kfgrmt Stmt.

SIR GARNET (AFTERWARDS VISCOUNT) WOLSELEY.

climate, which was at times, and in most places,

pestilential. There was the absence ot all means

and appliances, almost of food, and there was

the certainty of encountering a brave, if savage,

enemy in the field. How well the Ashantis

fought was shown by their stubborn stand at

Amoaful, and again in front of Coomassie.

The most trying phases of the campaign were

those anticipatory to the arrival of the white

troops. A small and select band of staff-officers,

under the then new and little tried General Sir

Garnet Wolseley, were

sent out to prepare

the way, to make

roads and bridges,

secure native allies,

carriers, and last, not

least, to hold their

own as best they could

against the enemy,

who was close at hand

and threatening the

very existence of the

Cape Coast Colony-

Within five months

the whole of the ar-

rangements were com-

pleted ; two good black

regiments had been

organised and drilled

under Colonels Evelyn

Wood and Baker

Russell, Rait's artillery

was an effective body,

and with these and a

few sailors and ma-

rines from the fleet,

the Ashantis had

been driven back to the bush.

A good hard road had been made to the Prah,

a rapid river which the engineers—under the

indefatigable Colonel Home—had bridged, and

when the English regiments arrived they had

simply to go in and win. Two sharp engage-

ments checked their progress, but only for a

time, and Coomassie fell directly our army arrived

before it.

Afghanistan is a country that will be always

memorable in British military annals for the

vicissitudes that have marked our operations.

The earliest war in iSjq was a rapid and brilliant

success ; within a short year, through the

treachery of our Afghan foes, thousands of our

countrymen, their wives and children, were

slaughtered in (he mountain passes, and the
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country had to be re-conquered only to be again

abandoned. The Afghans were always trouble-

some neighbours, and again in 1878 the insolence

of the Ameer led to a new invasion. It was

called a triumphal progress ; but there was

some hard fighting—some brilliant feats of arms.

The capture of the fort of Ali Musjid by Sir

Sam Browne's column, the crowning of the

Peiwar Kotal, and the opening of the Shutur-

gardan Pass by General Roberts were successful

operations that were followed by the flight of

the Ameer, and paved the way to the treaty

of Gandamak, by which we placed a new Ameer
on the throne and stationed a British resident

at his court.

The second invasion of Afghanistan, in the

autumn of 1879, was to revenge the base murder

of this resident, Sir Louis Cavagnari, in Cabul, and

it resulted in important operations. Sir Frederick

Roberts, who advanced through the Shuturgardan

Pass, direct upon Cabul, reached the capital after

fighting the successful battle of Charasia, and was

occupied in meting out punishment and strength-

ening his hold until the winter set in. But with

the early snows there came very serious troubles.

Nearly the whole of the Afghan tribes had

been aroused to a fehad, or holy war, and the

Ghazis gathered round the flag of a chief named
Mohammed Jan to the number of 40,000. It was

said that 100,000 might be expected to take up
arms. Roberts' whole force, English and native,

was barely 5,000, but the former were veteran

troops, and the latter made up of Sikhs and

Goorkhas, the bravest of our Indian levies. The
force now arrayed against us was so threatening

that he withdrew entirely within our lines, and
there, practically besieged, held the enemy at

bay. It was a humiliating change for an invad-

ing army, but it was the only safe course to

pursue. At last, Mohammed Jan was rash

enough to attack Sherpur, and was repulsed with

tremendous loss. We had not been strong

enough to go out and meet him in the field,

but he was much too weak to capture our

entrenchments.

Our restored supremacy was not again affected

until the chiefs at Ghazni showed signs of tur-

bulence, and a force was detached from Cabul to

join hands with one coming from Candahar to

punish the offenders. The battle of Ahmed
Khel, fought and won by Sir Donald Stewart,

was a brilliant victory over a most determined

foe. Never in the annals of Afghan warfare

had Ghazis shown such indomitable courage.

They came right in among our men, fighting

hand to hand, pistol and sword against breech-

loader and bayonet, selling their lives so dearly

that they did great mischief before the)' were

repulsed. A thousand dead Ghazis were counted

on the field, and some of them were women.

But this did not end the fighting, nor did

success always smile upon our arms. Another

Afghan army, advancing from Herat under

Ayoub Khan, was met on the Helmund by

General Burrows from Candahar, and a deplor-

able defeat followed. The causes of the already

mentioned disaster at Maiwand were bad general-

ship and imprudence, but the sting of the defeat

was somewhat taken out of it by the devotion

displayed. Maiwand imperilled Candahar. which

was speedily invested by the triumphant Ayoub.

and the garrison was in some danger. TV

armies were at once set in motion to relieve the

place. General Phayre moved up from Quetta

;

Sir Frederick Roberts was sent from Cabul, to

perform the great forced march which has be-

come famous in military history. Cutting him

self adrift from his base—an act which is deemed

most rash and generally unjustifiable in military

science—he started off with 10,000 men, hampered

by 8,000 baggage animals to carry food and in-

dispensable supplies, with 8,000 camp followers,

to march 300 miles across an enemy's country.

His troops were the flower of the Indian army,

their temper was the finest ; no privations

checked, no terrors daunted them
;
they bore

without flinching the wide changes of tempera-

ture—between 45 degrees at daybreak and 105

degrees at noon; they were never sure offoOd.

and they knew that certain death awaited them

if they lagged behind.

The march from Cabul to Candahar was ac-

complished in twenty days, making an average

of fifteen miles daily march during that time

a splendid feat in piuck and unyielding endur-

ance ; and they reached Candahar travel-stained

but unwearied, ready to join issue with the

enemy directly they met him. Ayoub had

raised the siege at the approach of Roberts, but

he awaited him in a strong position ; and then

followed the decisive victory of Candahar, fought

under the walls of the city, in which the defeat

at Maiwand was fully avenged.

The Zulu war wili be remembered with mixed

feelings : sorrow for grave and regrettable dis-

asters, pride at great achievements, which W a

measure atoned for and avenged them. ^ e

entered into the struggle a little too lightly,

perhaps, although enough must have bee"

known of our opponents to have exacted respect
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ior their prowess. The Zulus were a military

nation, every able-bodied man was a soldier,

trained in the skilful use of his weapons, light

of foot, ardent for glory, highly disciplined and

drilled. The Zulu generals were admirable

tacticians, and their now well-known plan of

attack with centre held back and two great

bom* thrust out on each flank was quite scien-

tific. Cetewayo, the king, a despot who could

deal with his braves as he pleased, could send

*omc 50.000 of them into the field, all ready to

sacrifice their lives for him.

Lord Chelmsford, when the invasion of Zulu-

land was decided upon, did not command more

rhan 16,000 men, of whom 9,000 were native

lo:e>. His plan of operations covered a wide

front : his forces marched in five columns, widely

apart, from the sea-mouth of the Tugela River

to Luneberg and the borders of the Transvaal.

The centre, which he led himself, was the first

to suffer, and barely escaped annihilation while

rhegeneral-in-chief was out on a reconnaissance

nth half his whole force. The enemy he was

.'•eking for. some 20,000 Zulus, swooped down
upon the other half in an open undefended

camp and destroyed it. The massacre of Insandl-

wana, when a battalion of the 24th Regiment
ind a number of native troops were cut to pieces,

would have been avoided with proper precau-
tions. What even light entrenchments could

do to stave off even overwhelming attack was

jcen the same day at Rorke's Drift.

Retreat after Insandlwana was imperative.

At one time it seemed as though the Zulus

«uld pursue, and invade the colony of Natal.

Fortunately, our arms were upheld elsewhere-

The Tugela, or sea-coast column, under Colonel

Pearson, had advanced some wav towards Ulundi,

*ad had established itself at Ekowe when the

sews arrived of Lord Chelmsford's misfortune.

After a short debate, it was wisely and bravely

resolved to stand firm. Ekowe was roughlv

-tctified and bravely held against thousands of

Zulus for more than three months, until it was
»' last relieved by Lord Chelmsford in person,

who on his way up had fought and won the

cattle of Ghingilovo.

Another column, under Sir Evelyn Wood,
the nearest to the two overwhelmed at Insandl-

wana, had also been hardly pressed. Wood
was active, and his attitude firm. Although at

the action called that of the Zlobane -Mountain,

he was surprised and for a time surrounded, in

dte subsequent fight, when he was attacked in

"laager" at Kambula, his force gallantly repulsed

quite ten times their number. Colonel Row-
lands, with the fifth column, was also unfortunate,

and one of the detachments sent out to escort

waggons coming in with supplies was surprised

and destroyed upon the Intombi River. The
Zulus had come upon them unawares in the

mist—4,000 men to 150—and none of the British

escaped alive.

Presently reinforcements began to arrive, and

before May the army numbered 22,000 men, of

whom 17.000 were Europeans. A new general

—the then Sir Garnet Wolseley—was also sent

out to supersede Lord Chelmsford ; but the

latter, utilising his greater means, was able to

GENERAL GRANT.

recover his prestige before the arrival of his suc-

cessor. Fresh columns were organised; Generals

Newdigate and Wood converged upon Ulundi

from the north side : General Crealock was to

advance from the Tugela (but never got very

far) ; General Marshall, with a cavalry division,

joined in with Wood. A great battle fought at

Ulundi, when the king's kraal, or palace, was

captured and burned, ended the war. The Zulus

by this time had lost much of their early spirit;

they were M beginning to be frightened," as one

of their own chiefs said ; and no doubt they

now realised that the strength was on our side.

Cetewayo was for some time a fugitive after

Ulundi, and his pursuit and eventual capture by

Colonel Marter and Lord Giffbrd were not the

least exciting episodes of the Zulu war.

This was not to be our last campaign in South

Africa. The war with the Boers, which fol-

lowed, is not a brilliant chapter in our military

history. In the Transvaal, as in Zululand, we
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V^sn v lnder valuing our enemy, and time

~w~gs not allowed X recover our reputation. The
rat*, *f :he general whose name will always be

w**i;*t&i w:th the Boer war was its saddest

•ftsisode. Misfortune pur-

sued Sir George Colley :

THEV CAME EtOHT IN AMONG OLE MEN " (/. lS).

he was one of the '* unlucky " ; but his latest

failure, which cost him his life, went near being

a rn/At brilliant exploit. The story of Majuba

—

of the craggy and, seemingly, inaccessible hill

r. limbed by Colley and his devoted band, only to

find death and defeat on the top—ought, with

b»ffer fortune, to have ranked with Wolfe's

waling of the Heights of Abraham, or Charles

Napier'* de*ert march on Emaum Ghur.
Kgypt hai been our latest battle-ground. The

campaign against Arabi and his insurgent troops

mm , not wern a very glorious achievement, but

the fcgyptiam were well disciplined ; they had

admirable weapons, and they fought behind

Mroriff entrenchments, armed with most powerful

artillery.

The cavalry combat at Kassassin, the storm-

ing of the lines of Tel-el-Kebir, were very suc-

ccmIuI feat* of arm*. Fighting of a much
more M.-rioun character was in store for us

before wt were long jn Egypt. The Great

Nile Kxpedilion, for the relief of the ill-fated

hern Gordon, was nkin to those to Magdala and
Cooiiiussic, but it differed rather in scope and

greatiy in results. To ascend a mighty river,

running down with a steady stream five miles an

hour and barred at intervals by cataracts and

rapids, was a greater task than scaling mountain-

or penetrating the bush. The enterprise Wis

rurthcr hampered by the opposition of a most

determined and courageous foe

• Fuzzy Wuzzy," as our soldiers

christened the shock-headed Sou

danese warrior, was an opponent

thy of our steel. His contempt

British squares and Britbh

breechloaders has been sung in

ng language by Kipling, the

:er's poet, and was shown bv

the recklessness with which he

threw himself on the one and faced

the other. Of all the brilliant

battles fought by British soldier-

thev mav be most proud <>t

Abu-Klea, Tamai, and El-

Teb.

It has been often said in

disparagement of our small

wars, that they have been

mostly waged against savage

foes. But this is surely to

our soldiers
1

credit, for they

have, in this way, encoun-

tered some of the most war-

like races in the world, many

of impetuous, of reckless fanatical bravery, wh<>

accepted none of the recognised canons and

conventions of civilised warfare. To kill or be

killed was the only watchword of the Afghan

Ghazi. the stalwart Zulu, or the irrepressible

Soudanese. There was no quarter, no making

prisoners, except for subsequent butcher}'. I"

these desperate campaigns, our men fought with

their lives in their hands. It was truly war t<>

the knife, and called for the highest courage.

Nothing shows this better than the many

deeds of heroism recorded in these wars, deed-'

that earned the most coveted of English military

distinctions—the Victoria Cross. A chaplain, Mr

Adams, in the first fight outside Sherpur, bravely

extricated a trooper who was under his dead

horse in a rnr/rr, and who would certainly have

been slain. In the Mutiny, Sir Charles Fraser,

now a gallant general, won both the cross and

the Humane Society's medal at one and the

same time for saving, under a heavy fire, a man

who was drowning. In the closing affair of

the Zulu war, before Ulundi, Lord William

Beresford gallantly picked up a trooper, who»i-
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horse had been shot under him, and carried

him off behind him on his own horse. The
Zulus were near at hand in great numbers, and

the fate of the fallen man would have been

-cid. Commandant D'Arcy, of the frontier

L*tot Horse, exhibited the same self-sacrificing

.ourage on this occasion, but his own horse was

wounded and fell under the double weight.

« hereupon D'Arcy mounted his man upon

another trooper's horse, and saw them safely off

•rfVfc he rode away.

\\\il. we have had our glance at the wars

of the century—a cursory glance enough, and

iitracted chiefly by the red coat of the British

><Mier ; let us now turn over the leaves of

jur book, and pass from battle to battle. We
^hjll "go as we please "—passing from Plevna to

Aijsterlitz, from Bull Run to Gravelotte, just as

the spirit moves us, and unfettered by sequence

either of date or place. Now we shall follow

the fortunes of the Great Napoleon, now of

Napoleon M the Little "
; now of Wellington,

now of Roberts and Wolseley ; now of Moltke,

Skobeleff, MacMahon, Sherman, Garibaldi. At
one moment we shall be listening to the thunder

of a broadside from the Victory, at the next

to the bombardment of Alexandria. We shall

pass from the shots and shells of civilised warfare

to the assegais and spears of the Zulu, the

hatchets of the Maori, the knives of the Sou-

danese. We shall see all the glories of war,

deeds of daring and heroism, acts of noble self-

sacrifice and devotion ; but we shall see also

that reverse side of the picture which should

indeed be engraved still deeper on our minds:
we shall see that its glories are outweighed by

its horrors, its sufferings, its pitifulness.
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THE pleasant little frontier town of Saar-

bruck was a very interesting place at

the beginning of the Franco-German
war. Within the distance of a mile

from the low heights covering Saarbriick to-

wards the west, ran the frontier line divid-

ing France from Germany. The place was

being held "on the bounce," for its garrison

consisted merely of one battalion of the Hohen-

zollern infantry regiment and two squadrons of

the 7th Khineland Uhlans. All along this

frontier line down in the broad smooth valley

between the Saarbriick heights and the loftier

and more abrupt Spicheren heights inside of the

French border, the hostile piquets and videttes

confronted each other.

As one stood in front of the little " Belle-

vue" public-house on the Keppertsberg. one

saw in the plain below among the trees a

Prussian piquet of Uhlans and infantry ; and

on the little knolls further in advance the

videttes circling singly, their lance-pennons flut-

tering in the wind. Several hundred yards

further away, by the side of the Forbach

road, was the frontier custom-house which the

French now used as a piquet house. Outside

of it the red-breeched linesmen were to be

seen sitting or lounging about in considerable

numbers. In their front was the chain of their

videttes. All along the frontier line, to the right

and left of this point, there ran this arrangement

of outposts confronting each other. On the

Spicheren upland a French force was gradually

gathering until, by the end of Julv, the whole

of Frossard's army corps was massed on the

Spicheren. within gunshot distance of the low

heights covering Saarbriick.

In those pleasant early days, while as yet there

were no graves on the Spicheren Berg and no

shattered men lying in the Saarbriick hospitals

or littering the platform of the Saarbriick rail-

way station on the blood-stained stretchers, the

opposing piquets and videttes formed quite the

diversion of the Saarbriick people. After the

day's work was over, the labouring folk used

regularly to stroll up to the " Bellevue " t

watch, as they drank their beer, the dropping

fire, fain to see a German marksman proving hu

skill by hitting a Frenchman. Both sides were

very cautious and few casualties occurred, fa

yet the Saarbriick hospital contained but two

wounded Germans, both linesmen of the Hoheo-

zollern regiment. The French were reputed

to be in force in Forbach as well as on the

Spicheren Berg—as many, it was said, as 15.000

men. Saarbriick, however, was in no trepida-

tion and kept a good face with its little garrison

of some 1,200 men all told.

It was on one of the earliest of those early

days that the midday table d'hfttc in the Khein-

ischer Hof was broken up abruptly by the report

that French cannon were being moved forward

to the edge of the Spicheren Berg. Immediately

the drummers paraded the town, beating to arms

A company of the Hohenzollerns occupied each

of the two bridges and a third marched up the

hill and took up a position among the trees

skirting the exercise-field. A detachment of the

Uhlans rode up on to the heights, while the rest

stood to their horses in the Central Platz. From

the M Bellevue " the French cannon were easily

discernible through the field-glass, as thev were

being drawn forward into position by infantrymen

Almost immediately came a puff of white smoke

from the mouth of one of the guns, and a shell

struck on the road close by the little beer-house,

bursting as it fell. There was a stampede on the

part of the civilians from their beer-mugs in the

M Bellevue." and they hurried into cover behind

the crest of the height. They were only just 1"

time. Another shell, ricocheting off the road,

struck the front of the beer-house, went through

the wall as if it had been paper, and burst inside

blowing out the windows and part of the roof.
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Foar more shots were fired, and then the French

withdrew their cannon. Their practice, no

: >ubt experimental, was very good—of the six

vhdU fired, three struck the " Bellevue." Two
room* of it had heen blown into one, the bar

. ck . into little pieces, the furniture wrecked,

;nJ 1 ereat gap in the floor made by a shell on

b »ay to the cellar to cause a smash-royal

among the bottles.

Hie outposts blazed away at each other until

dusk. One of the last shots killed a soldier

on patrol—he was the first man killed in the

• ar The poor fellow was hit full on the

forehead, and he must have died instantane-

'Uilv. His comrades carried in the corpse on
a stretcher improvised of their rifles. The
drops of blood pk-patted on the road as they

carried him past, the moonbeams falling on the

pie dead face. Quite a lad he was, with the

i-wTj hardlv grown on his face—likely enough
• '".her might have been thinking ol and

prating for her lad. little knowing that he was

lying stark and cold, waiting for a grave.

Trie slow days passed in a strange bewildering

>i!m. unbroken save by the trivial skirmishes

<xurring in the course of the constant reconnais-

sances and patrolling parties.

Frossard lay passive on the Spicheren save for

the "potato -reconnaissances " his hungry soldiers

'.casionally made, sending out a screen of skir-

mishers to the front while the working parties

Jug potatoes with great industry.

Brave old Major von Pestel of the Lancers, who
tfmianded the handful of men holding Saar-

>"u:k, had received an order from Moltke to

'^cuate a place which was regarded as unten-

iHc: but von Pestel pleaded successfully to be left

nrre he was, on the undertaking that he would
roc compromise his little command, but would
'-ill back as soon as serious danger threatened.

Meanwhile he was never out of the saddle.

Every afternoon he would come cantering over

ihe Bellevue height with his cheery greeting

and his shout, " Come along, English sir ! I

«rc> to draw de shoots of de enemy !
" The

French marksmen expended a considerable

quantity of ammunition on the worthy major ;

out the range was long and they never suc-

ceeded in hitting him, although certainly he
£*ve them plenty of chances.

But in spite of Major von Pestel's cordiality,

11 was rather a tedious time. Men asked each
r<her if it were possible that the French on

Spicheren were not aware of the weak-
*» of the land on the other side of the

frontier. The Prussian infantrymen and Uhlans,

it was true, were manipulated dexterously and

assiduously to make a battalion seem a brigade

and a couple of squadrons a powerful cavalry

force
; yet it was felt that the place was being

held only by dint of sheer impudence—for there

were no supports as yet nigh at hand—and that

the bubble must burst summarily if Frossard

should abandon his unaccountable inactivity.

Why the soldiers in red breeches lay so long

basking lazily in the sun on the Spicheren slopes

the men of Saarbriick could not comprehend
;

but the day must surely be near now, they said

one to the other, when the red-breeches would

gird up their loins and roll their columns on
over the Reppertsberg, the exercise-ground, and

the Winterberg, and across the Saar into the

Kollerthaler Wald or the Pfalz. In their path—
surely th^y must have known it—there stood but

an open town, a couple of bridges partiallv bar-

ricaded with barrels, a single battery of infantry

and two reasonably strong squadrons of Uhlans.

The 1st of August, while the French on the

Spicheren Berg were still supine, brought to

near Saarbruck what all hoped was the earnest at

last of a host, not alone of resistance, but also of

invasion. On the afternoon of that day, the 1st

and 3rd battalions of the Hohenzollern regiment,

with a battery of artillery, reached the vicinity

and bivouacked on the edge of the forest at

Raschpfuhl, some two miles north-west of the

town. General Gneisenau also arrived and

assumed the command.

On the morning of the 2nd, when the Hohen-

zollern s were basking in their sunshiny bivouac,

the French Emperor, with his son, was travelling

by train from Metz to Forbach. The German

videttes down the valley heard the gusts of cheer-

ing with which Frossard's soldiers welcomed

—
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the Head of the State and his heir. Ignorant

of the cause, some attributed the cheering to

the announcement of a French success some-

where ; others ascribed it to an extra issue of

wine. How were the honest Uhlans to discern

that the imperial parent had come to the frontier

to make a military promenade wherewithal to

throw dust in the eyes of his Parisians, and that

" Lulu," as they impertinently styled the heir of

the dynasty, accompanied his father that he
might receive his " baptism of fire " ?

The night had passed in quiet along the fron-

tier, and in the morning it seemed as if the 2nd

of August was to be as monotonous as had been

the ist. General Gneisenau and old von Pestel,

now a lieutenant-colonel, had made a recon-

naissance from the M Bellevue 11 and had come
back to a leisurely breakfast. The soldiers in

the barrackvards and in the several posts on

the environs of the town, slept and smoked

and gossiped, their arms stacked as usual ; the

officers sat under the trees drinking their Rhine

wine, and the whole place seemed oppressed

by the drowsiness of a fervently hot day.

sAAUHKLi K

But the torpor was soon to give place to alert

activity. At ten a.m. Saarbriitk awoke at the

announcement sent in from the outposts that

the enemy was at last advancing. The two

companies in front of Saarbruck moved at once

into the line of defence. The company from St.

Johann hurried by at the double to occupy the

" Red House." Major von Horn hastened to

strengthen the post on the Winterberg, which was

most imminently threatened. Captain GrOnder

occupied the Lowenberg, and moved with Ley

decker's company and the rest of his own out

to St. Arnual, where his rifle fire and the fire of

two guns sent to him from Raschpfuhl gave a

warm reception to the enemy debouching from

the Stiftswald. As some English spectators

hurried up to the " Bellevue " height, there

rattled past them at a sharp trot a couple of

guns which the general had ordered to be put

in position on the Exercise Platz. The batten

chief waved his hand cheerily as he galloped to

the front.

From the " Bellevue " one looked upon an

imposing spectacle. Three roads, crossing the

plain from the wooded heights on the French

side of the frontier, converge on Saarbruck. One

of these is the great post-road from Forbach.

Another, starting from the village of Spicheren,

winds tortuously down the right flank

of the precipitous 14 Rothe Berg' —
the "• Red Crag M—crosses the hollow

and enters Saarbruck between the

Reppertsberg and the Nussberg. The

third, further to the east, is a mere

green track of considerable breadth,

which falls abruptly down into the

valley by the pop-

lar-clad slope from

the plateau towards

St. Arnual.

Down all these

three roads were

flowing from the

upland dense and

glittering streams

of French troops,

the stream on the

great road flowing

swiftest and fastest.

The sunrays flash-

ed on the bright

bayonets, and

threw up from the

green or grey back-

ground the red

and blue of the uniforms. The troops came on

in the true careless, irregular French style, with

scarcely a pretence of formation, but with a speed

that was remarkable. The moment that the head
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of a column reached the valley, it broke into spray, verge of the plateau, the gunners unlimbering

As file after file reached a certain point, it be- and standing ready by the venomous pieces that

came dissipated ; the nimble linesmen extended presently gave fire from their wicked black

further and further to right and left, till by the mouths. Higher up on the crest were visible

lulu's DlBUT.

tine that the heads ot all three columns were
us the valley, an unbroken but loose chain of

*nni>hcrs was drawn across the plain several

hundred yards in advance.

Then began the steady deployments of com-
pany after company, battalion after battalion,

rcpnicnt after regiment ; and almost before one
hid realised the situation, a long dense line had
i*m ruled along the valley behind the more
ragged line of the skirmishers. Squadrons of

cavalry streamed down, and forming line at a

pHop, rapidly overtook the infantry. Passing
through the intervals, they reformed and pushed

to occupy and cover the flanks of the

advance.

While all this was going on in the valley,

the streams from behind the wood and the
hiB seemed to flow from a source that never
•wild run dry. It was hardly a break that

•» caused in it by the two batteries that
Onu: down and wheeled off the road OH t<» the

other batteries, apparently of larger guns. The
peculiarity of the movements described was their

perfect quietness and uninterruption. The
French tirailleurs had already begun to breast

the gentle slope leading up to the positions held

by the Germans, when the chassepots began to

give tongue ; and then the silence gave place to

a steady rattle of musketry fire, through the

smoke of which the main advance moved steadily

and swift' »• forward.

Bataille's division formed the first line ; of it

Bastoul's brigade on the right of the main road

moved against the Reppertsberg, the Winter-

berg, and St. Arnual : Pouget's brigade on the

left of the road moved towards the exercise-

ground. In the second line were the brigades of

Michelct and Valaze ; the remainder of Frossard's

corps, the strength of which reached 35,000

men, followed in reserve. An army corps was

marching against a couple of battalions.

Dopite the disproportion, the Prussian defence
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was obstinate. It was only after a brisk combat

that the weak detachment were driven from St.

Arnual, the Winterberg, and the Reppertsberg.

On the latter height a Prussian half-company met

the French skirmishers with the bayonet, and

then held them for a time at bay by a fire from

behind the hedges.

The final withdrawal was conducted slowly,

in excellent order. Baron von Rosen held his

company to the last on the exercise-ground.

His steadfast soldiers, lying down between the

trees, muted until Pouget's skirmishers were

within 300 yards, and then poured in a fire so

heavy that the French assailants were compelled

to halt and lie down for a time.

It wasJUSt as Rosen had received a peremptory

order to retire that the few spectators who waited

to accompany that movement witnessed the

descent from the Spicheren height of a great

cortege of mounted officers. The glittering pro-

cession rode forward at a slow trot, crossed the

intervening level, and then ascended the slope of

the Folster height, around which was massed

the regiments of Valaze's brigade.

The cortege halted on the low crest of the

Fo'.ster height ; and through the telescope one-

saw the group open out and leave isolated two
personages on horseback, one of whom was

clearly discerned to be Napoleon III. The boyish

figure on the smaller horse, whose gestures were

so animated, was presumed to be the young
Prince Imperial ; and the cheers which rose above

the din of the musketry-fire were taken to indi-

cate the congratulations of the soldiers at the

Prince's receiving his " baptism of fire"—which,

indeed, it has been supposed, was the object of

the otherwise pointless demonstration. Not on
the Folster Hohe, but nearer to Saarbriick. under

the trees of the exercise-ground, is now a stone

with a somewhat brusque inscription, which

being translated reads :—" Lulu's Debut. 2nd

August. 1S70. Erected by H. H. Baumann,
Veteran of 1814-1815."

It was ju>t as Rosen was withdrawing his

company from the immediate front of Pouget's

advance that a curious and characteristic incident

occurred. Among the few civilians who remained

on the exercise-ground to the bitter end was a

gallant Rritish officer. Wigram Battye of the

famous "Guides." who died fighting in Afghan-

istan in the campaign of 1S7S. A soldier was shot

down close to him. whereupon Battye, who had

been rebelling again>t the retirement, snatched

up the dead man's needle-gun and pouch-belt,

ran out into the open, dropped on one knee.

and opened fire on Pouget's brigade. Pouget's

brigade replied with alacrity, and presemh

Battye was bowled over with a chassepo;

bullet in the ribs. A German professor and

a brother Briton ran out and brought him in.

conveyed him later to a village in the rear, pla>-

tered successive layers of brown paper over the

damaged ribs, and started him off in a waggon to

the Kreuznach hospital.

The French did not press upon the orderh

Prussian retirement, and. indeed, both of the

bridges across the Saar remained in the posse-

sion of the Prussians. The firing had almost

died out when, soon after noon, the French began

to bombard the lower bridge and the railvva\

station from three batteries which they had

brought up on to the heights overhanging Saar

briick. One of these was a mitrailleuse, the

storm of bullets from which swept the bridge n

that nothing could live on it, and an unfortunate

burgher, who did not believe in the mitrailleuse,

had to alter his views on this subject when the

lower part of his person was riddled by the

bullets it poured forth. The Prussian artillery

about Malstatt tried with four guns to makeheaii

against the French batteries, but had to give up

the attempt and retire. The final detachment ot

Prussians remained under the shelter of Hagen's

Hotel while the French were shelling the rail-

way station, but ultimately ran the gauntlet and

found refuge in the Kollerthal. The casualties

of the day were trivial. The Prussians had eight

men killed, four officers and seventv-one men

wounded. The French loss amounted to six

officers and eighty men.

During their short stay in and about Saar

briick the French behaved with great modera-

tion. General Frossard, on the evening of the

attack, sent for the Mayor of Saarbruck, and told

him that his orders were very strict against

marauding, and that if any cases occurred the

townspeople were to take the numbers on the

caps of the evil-doers, when the fellows would be

severely punished. But there was little occasion

for complaint : the French soldiers paid their

way honestly. They did. to be sure, drink a

brewery dry, but the brewer refrained front

reporting them. A corporal attempted to ki N

pretty Fraulein Sophie

—

xhedtime du com/>toir of

the Rhinescher Hof ; but a captain caught him

in the act, ran him off the premises, and himse"

kissed the win»ome lass. On the morning of the

bth the Prussian troops were back again >»

Saarbruck : the French had gone back to th-

Spicheren position on the previous night.
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" There's many a victory, surely, decisive and complete,

As meant a sight less fightin' than a hardly fought defeat

;

And if people do their duty, every man in his degree.

Why defeat may be more glorious than a victory needs to be
.'

THESE lines from a modern ballad put

very clearly a truth that is too often

forgotten. Victories are remembered

and commemorated by medals and

aunts inscribed in letters of gold on our regi-

menal colours ; but people do not talk about

defeats. Yet when brave men fail against

desperate odds, the story of their gallant efforts

to am1 their flag to victory is quite as well

worth the telling and the remembering as if

the chance of war had given them the coveted

prae of success.

Si it is that among the battles of the century

that should not be forgotten we count the one

Hilitary defeat that English sailors or soldiers

ntr suffered at the hands of the Chinese

—

Afairal Hope's failure to force the entrance of

be Pei-ho River at theTaku Forts on June 25th,

' a failure amply avenged by the gallant

forming of the same forts in the following year.

Taku is a town near the mouth of the Pei-ho

'if. the " North River "). which, flowing between

k*. muddy banks, runs into the Gulf of Pe-

dii-li. Thirty-four miles higher up the river is

Tien-tsin. built at the junction of the Pei-ho

«ith the Grand Canal. It is the port of Pekin,

»^id a busv and prosperous place. Pekin, the

capital, is some eighty miles still further inland.

In the ytar 1858 the French and English had

frrctd their way to Tien-tsin. passing the forts

fiear Taku at the river mouth with but little

d:fficultv. for the works were hadlv armed and
held by an irresolute garrison which made but a

poor defence.

When Tien-tsin was occupied, the Chinese

'<okei for peace, and a treaty was signed there

containing, among other stipulations, an agree-

n»ent that the envoys of England and France-

were to be received at Pekin within a year, and

that the treaty was to be solemnly ratified there.

Now the Chinese, as soon as the allies withdrew

from Tien-tsin, began to regret having consented

to allow the foreign ambassadors to enter their

capital, and endeavoured to have it arranged

that the treaty should be ratified elsewhere.

But England and France insisted on the original

agreement being carried out, and when the en-

voys of the two countries arrived off the mouth
of the Pei-ho in June, and announced

their intention of proceeding up the river to

Pekin, they were escorted by an English fleet

under the command of Rear-Admiral Hope.

It was found that not only were the forts at

the river mouth, which had so easily been

silenced the vear before, been put into a state of

repair, but that the river was olocked against

anything larger than rowing-boats by a series

of strong barriers. The admiral was informed

that these had been placed on the river to keep

out pirates, and it was promised that they should

be removed ; but so far from keeping this

promise, the local mandarins set to work to

strengthen the defences of the river. On June
2 1st, the admiral sent the Chinese commander a

letter warning him that if the obstacles were

not cleared out of the channel of the Pei-ho by

the evening of the 24th, he would remove them
by force.

The three days' grace thus given to the

Chinese he employed in preparations to make
good his warning message. He had several

powerful ships in his squadron, hut none of

these could take a direct part in the coming

fight, for the entrance to the Pei-ho is obstructed

by a wide stretch of shallows, the depth of water

on the bar being only two feet at low water, and
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SCENE OF THE OPERATIONS
OF 1859 AND i860.

hardly more than eleven at high tide ; and this

only in a narrow channel scoured out by the

river. Thus, for the actual attack on the forts, he

had to rely on the gunboats of his fleet, a number
of small wooden steamers of light draft built

during the Crimean

war for service in

the shallow waters

of the Baltic and

Black Seas. The
gunboats with
which Admiral
Hope crossed the

bar and anchored

below the forts on

the 23rd were the

following :—

Plover, Banterer,

Forester, Haughty,

Janus, Kestrel, Lee,

Opossum, Starling,

each of four guns ; Ximrod and Cormorant, each

of six guns.

Each had a crew of forty or fifty officers and

men, so that the eleven little steamers brought

forty-eight guns and 500 men into action. The

heavier ships outside the bar were to send in

500 or boo more men, marines and blue-jackets,

in steam launches, boats and junks ; this force

being intended to be used as a landing party

when the fire of the forts had been silenced.

No one expected that this would prove a difficult

business.

It was true that there was a big fort on the

south side, with mud ramparts nearly half a

mile long, and heavy towers behind them, and

another large fort on the north bank, placed so

as to sweep the bend of the river ; but on all

previous occasions the Chinese gunners had

made very bad practice with their guns, and had

soon been driven from them by the fire of

English ships ; and, besides, it was not supposed

that there we e any large number of guns in

position on the forts, for very few embrasures

had been cut in the mud walls, so far as anyone
could see.

On the evening of the 24th, no answer having

been received from the shore, it was announced

that the attack would be made next day. and

after dark the admiral sent in one of his officers.

Captain Willes (now Admiral Sir George Willes,

G.C.B.), to examine the obstacles in the river

and see what he could do to remove them.

Willes was accompanied by three armed boats,

provided with explosives. Rowing up quietly

under cover of the darkness the boats came

first to a row of iron stakes, each topped with a

sharp spike and supported on a tripod base, so

that they were just in the proper position to

pierce the side or bottom of a ship coming up

the river at high water.

This first barrier was just opposite the lower

end of the South Fort. Passing cautiously

between two of the spikes, the daring explorers

rowed up the river for a quarter of a mile, when

they came to a second barrier, formed by a

heavy cable of cocoa fibre and two chain cable-*

stretched across the channel, twelve feet apart,

and supported at every thirty feet by a floating

boom securely anchored up and down stream.

Two of the boats were left to fix a mine under

the middle of this floating barrier, while WiJles

pushed on further into the darkness with the

third. Just above the bend of the river he

came to a third barrier, formed of two huge rafts,

moored -so as to leave only a narrow zigzag

channel in mid-stream, this passage being still

further secured with iron stakes.

Willes got out on one of the rafts and, crawl-

ing on hands and knees, examined it carefully,

and decided that mere ramming with a gun-

boat's prow would not be enough to displace it.

As he crouched on the raft he could see the

Chinese sentries on the river bank, but was,

happily, unseen by them. Returning to his

boat, he dropped down to the second barrier.

The mine was readv, and having lighted its fuse

the boats pulled down the stream to the flotilla.

KFKF.NO> OF THE PEI-HO, 1S59.

The explosion revealed their presence to the

Chinese, and a couple of harmless cannon shots

were fired at them from the South Fort. The

plucky little expedition had been a complete

success ; hut before morning the Chinese had
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repaired the gap blown by the mine in the

floating boom.

Early on Saturday, June 25th, the gunboat

flotilla cleared for action. Admiral Hope's

orders were that nine of the ships should anchor

close to the first barrier and

bring their guns to bear on

the forts, while the two

others broke through the

harriers and cleared the way
for a further advance. High

tracer was at 1 1 .30 a.m., and

it was expected that all would

be in position by that time
;

but the difficulty of working

so many ships in a narrow

channel, not more than 200

yards wide, with a strong

current and with mud banks

covered by shallow water on

each side, was so great that

i[ ras not till after one that

'.he ships had anchored, and
even then two of them, the

Banterer and the Starling,

were stuck fast on the mud
in positions from which it

was not easy to get their

guns to bear.

All this time the forts had
not shown the least sign of

life. Their embrasures were

dosed ; a few black flags flew

on the upper works, but not

a»ul was to be seen on the

mud ramparts. It was a

bright summer day, blazing

hot, with a cloudless sky of

deep blue overhead, and all

round the little flotilla the

dark waters of the river came
swirling down on the ebb,

* that already patches of

yellow mud were showing here and there under
the rush-covered banks.

The Plover, with all steam up and the admiral
on board, was close to the first barrier of iron

spikes, and the Opossum, now commanded by
Captain Willes, lay close by her, the special task

°f this ship being to deal with this first obstacle.

At a signal from the admiral the Opossum
hitched a cable round one of the iron stakes,

and, passing it over one of her winches, reversed
her engines and tried thus to tear the stake out
of the river. But it was so well fixed that it

was not until half-past two, after half-an-hour of

anxious work, that the obstacle gave way.

The admiral in the Plover now steamed through

the gap thus formed, followed by the Opossum.

As the two little ships approached the floating

WHAT HAVK YOU HRF.N OOINr., YOU R ASCAl S ? ' "
( /. 30).

barrier beyond, a flash from the long rampart on
the left, the boom of a heavy gun, the whistle of

a round shot in the air, warned them that the

Chinese meant to resist.

Along the walls of the forts on either side

banners were hoisted on every flag pole, em-

brasures were opened, guns run out, and from

some six hundred yards of the rampart on the

left, and from the North Fort out in front, the

Chinese artillery, rapidly served and well laid,

poured a storm of shot upon the leading ships.

Promptly came the English answer. Admiral
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Hope's signal, " Engage the enemy," flew from

the masthead of the Plover ; her four guns opened,

three of them on the big fort away to the left,

not more than two hundred yards off, the other

replying to the North Fort, while the guns of

the rest of the flotilla took up the loud chorus.

It was a fight at close quarters, and the Eng-

lish guns were worked by men who knew their

business ; but the Chinese tire, instead of slack-

ening, seemed to grow heavier every minute.

If a gun was silenced, if a shell burst in an

embrasure and swept away all within reach of

its explosion, another gun was promptly placed

in battery, another band of daring gunners took

the places of the slain. They fired so steadily

and aimed so truly, that to this day many hold

that they had trained European artillerymen

helping them. The iron storm to which they

were exposed began to tell upon the two leading

ships. The Plover had thirty-one out of her crew

of forty killed or wounded in the first half-hour.

Her commander, Lieutenant Kason, was literally

cut in two by a round shot ; the admiral was

wounded in the thigh, but refused to leave the

deck ; and Captain McKenna, who was attached

to his staff, wa> killed at his side. Nine un-

wounded men only were left on board, but they,

with the help of some of their wounded com-

rades, kept two of the guns in action, though

they fought on a deck slippery with blood, and

with the bulwarks, boats, and spars of their ship

cut to pieces by the Chinese shot.

It was about this time that a boat flying the

Stars and Stripes came pulling in from an

American cruiser that lay outside the bar.

Commodore Tatnall of the United States navy

was on board, and he had come to the PVover,

regardless of the Chinese fire, to offer some help

to the English admiral. As a midshipman he had

fought against the British in the war of 1812,

but, as the old sailor said to Admiral Hope,
" blood is thicker than water "

; and though, as

a neutral, he could not join in the attack, he

offered to send in his steam launch and help to

convey the wounded out of danger, an offer that

was gratefully accepted. When he bade good

day to the admiral and went back to his boat,

he had to wait a little for his men. They came

aft, looking hot and with the black marks of

powder on their hands and faces. " What have

you been doing, you rascals ?
" said Tatnall.

"Don't you know we're neutrals?" "Beg
pardon, sir," said the spokesman of the party,

"but they were a bit short-handed with the

bow-gun, and we thought it no harm to give

them a hand while we were waiting." The

incident is remembered in the navy to this day

as a good deed done for the Old Country by

Brother Jonathan.

At three o'clock Admiral Hope ordered the

Plover, now almost disabled, to drop down the

river to a safer station, and transferred his flag

to the Opossum, the Lee and the Haughty

steaming up to the place left vacant in the front

of the fight. A few minutes more, and a round

shot crashed through the Opossum's rigging

close to the admiral, knocking him down and

breaking three of his ribs ; but though suffering

severelv the brave commander made light of his

injuries, a bandage was adjusted round his chest,

and seated on the deck of the gunboat he still

kept the command, and later on even insisted

on being lifted into his barge in order to vis'

and encourage the crews of the Haughty and

the Lee.

" Opossum, ahoy !
" hailed an officer from the

Haughty. " Your stern is on fire."

" Can't help it," shouted back her commander
" Can't spare men to put it out. Have only

just enough to keep our guns going." But. in

her turn, the Opossum had to give up the fight

for awhile and drop down to the first barrii'

The Lee and the Haughty now bore the brunt

of the fight, and suffered severely. Everything

that could be smashed on their decks was

knocked to pieces, and the Lee was hit badlv

in several places at and below the water-line

Woods, her boatswain, informed her commander,

Lieutenant .Jones, that unless the shot-hole-

could be plugged she would sink, as her pumps

and donkey engine could not get the water out

as fast as it came in. " Well, then, we must

sink." said the lieutenant :
" you can't get at

the worst of the holes from inside, and I'm not

going to order a man to go over the side with

the tide running down like this, and our pro-

peller going." But Woods replied by promptl>

volunteering to go over the side and see what

he could do. His commander warned him

that the screw must be kept going, or the ship

would drift out of her place—so, besides the

chance of drowning, he would risk being killed

by the propeller blades; but Woods, remarking

that the chance of being killed was much of *

muchness anywhere just then, went over the

side, with a line round his waist and a supply 01

shot-plugs and rags in his hands, and, diving

again and again, and more than once sweeping

down with the tide under the stern and rising

just clear of the wash of the screw, he successfully
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plugged several shot-holes. Rut for all that the

ship continued to fill, and before long had to

give up her place in the fight and run aground

to prevent her sinking.

The Cormorant replaced the Lee, the admiral,

by hb own request, being seated in a chair on

he: devk. He had already once fainted, and

'he doctors now persuaded him to allow them to

him to the hospital ship on the bar, and

i^iin Shadwell, the next senior officer, took

:be command of the attack. At half-past five,

»hen the battle had lasted three hours, the

Kntrd sank at her anchors. Of the eleven

gunboats, six were disabled or put out of action.

Bat the fire of the Chinese batteries was slacken-

ing, and at 0.50, after a hurried council of war

•a board the Cormorant, it was resolved to

bring in the marines and sailors who had been

si-ting in boats and junks inside the bar to act

i> i landing party, and try to carry the South

Fort by a bold rush.

h was after seven, and very little daylight

aa> id": for the daring attempt, when the boats

*cre towed in by the Opossum and the Tocy

Wan, a little Chinese steamer. Captain Shad-

*cil took command of the landing party, which

•*-i> made up of bluejackets under Captain

Vansittart, and Commanders Heath and

C mmcrell, R.N. Sixty French sailors, under

Commander Tricault, of the French frigate

Lhthaha, the marines under Colonel Lemon,
xA a party of sappers with scaling-ladders,

•ier Major Forbes, R.E.

A> the boats pulled in to the shore, the fire from

J* North Fort had ceased, and only an occasional

was fired from the long rampart of the

Nrah Fort. The landing place was five hundred
>ards in front of the right bastion of this fort.

The tide had fallen so far that it was not possible

-•get any nearer, and the column had to make
way across these five hundred yards of mud

tiered with weeds and cut up with ditches and
r^U. the ground being so soft in places that

we men sank to their waists in it. And as the

H boat's crew landed on this mud bank,

^uddcnlv. to the surprise of everyone, the whole
'til of the South Fort burst into flame.

The silence of its guns was only a clever ruse,

to lure the British to a closer attack. Now every
gun opened fire again, while the Chinese, regard

-

k>» of the covering fire from the gunboats,

"i>wded on to the crest of the rampart, and
fened fire with small arms upon the landing
?oty. As they struggled onwards to the river

^wk round shot and grape, balls from swivels

and muskets, rockets, and even arrows, fell

among them in showers. Captain Shadwell was
one of the first to be wounded ; Vansittart fell,

with one leg shattered by a ball ; dead and

wounded men lay on all sides, and the wounded
had to be carried back to the boats to save them
from being smothered in the mud.
Three broad ditches lay between the landing

place and the fort. Not 1 50 men reached the

second of these, and only fifty the third, which lay

just below the rampart. Several of this gallant

band were officers —Tricault, the Frenchman,

Commerell and Heath, Parke and Hawkey of

the Marines, and Major Forbes of the Engi-

neers. Their cartridges were nearly all wet and

useless, and they had only one scaling-ladder.

It was reared against the rampart, and ten men
were climbing up it, when a volley from above

killed three and wounded five of them, and

then the ladder was thrown down and broken.

There was no help for it but to retire.

It was now dark, but the Chinese burnt flaring

blue lights and sent up rockets and fireballs, and

by their light fired on their retiring enemies.

Sixty-eight men were killed and nearly xoo

wounded, in the advance and retreat of the

landing party. Several of the boats had been

sunk, and many of the men had to wait up to

their waists, and even their necks, in water, on

the river's brink, till they could be taken off.

It was 1 a.m. before Commanders Heath
and Commerell, the two last of the party, re-

embarked. Then the gunboats slipped down to

the bar, a party being sent in next day to blow

up or burn those of the grounded ships that

could not be got off.

So ended the disastrous battle on the Pei-ho.

Next year an allied force of British and French

troops, under General Sir Hope Grant and

General de Montauban. taught the Chinese

that, notwithstanding their victory over Admiral

Hope's little gunboats, they were in no position

to cope with the great Powers of the West.

While the allied fleets watched the entrance of

the river, 11,000 British and Indian troops and

between 0,000 and 7,000 Frenchmen were landed

at Peh-tang, some eight miles north of Taku.

A wide expanse of marshes separated Peh-tang

from the forts which were to be the first object

of the allied operations ; but these obstacles were

turned by a march inland, in which the allies

defeated the Chinese field-army at Sin-ho, on

August I2th, and coming down the north bank

of the Pei-ho, seized the walled town of Tang-ku,

three miles above the forts, on the 14th.
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These forts were four in number. There were,

first, the North and South Forts, which Admiral

Hope had attacked the year before, and a little

higher up the river there were two others, known
as the small North Fort and the small South Fort.

They stood on opposite banks of the river, and

were both alike—square structures enclosed by

embattled walls of sun-dried mud, a few heavier

guns being placed on a high platform in the

centre, and the whole being surrounded with a

double ditch, full of water, too deep to ford.

Between the inner ditch and the rampart were

broad belts of sharpened bamboo spikes, about

fifteen feet wide. The swampy nature of the

country rendered the approach to the forts

difficult for artillery.

At first there was a difference of opinion

between the two generals as to how the forts

were to be attacked. It was agreed that as they

were built to protect the river mouth, and their

strongest fronts were toward the sea, they should

be assailed from the land side ; but General de

Montauban wanted to cross the river, and take

the great South Fort first of all. Sir Hope
Grant, however, insisted that a much better

plan would be to begin with the small North
Fort, and predicted confidently that if it were
taken all the other forts would be quickly sur-

renderei, as each of them in turn could bring its

fire to bear upon those still in the hands of the

Chinese. Happily, this plan was adopted, though

the French general was so dissatisfied with it

that he only sent a few hundred men to help in

the attack of the fort, and came to look on him-

self, without even wearing his sword, as if he

wished to disclaim all part in the business.

The swamps so narrowed the available ground

in front of the small North Fort that the attack-

ing force was limited to 2,500 English and some

400 French. On the evening of the 20th of

August, forty-four guns and three 8-inch mortars

had been placed in battery before the fort.

At five a.m. on the 21st they began the bom-

bardment, which was to prepare the way for the

forming partv. The English fire soon began to

UeiR'e the Chinese guns, and about an hour

after the bombardment began, a shell from the

mortar battery penetrated into one of the maga-

zine* of the fort. It blew up with a deafening

explosion, ami so dense was the cloud of smoke

(hat settled down upon the scene of the disaster,

vi utterly silent was every Chinese gun in the

work, that .it first it seemed as if the fort had

ceased to exist ; but as the smoke cleared the

Chinese bravely reopened tire.

Down at the mouth of the river, Admiral

Hope's ships were once more engaging the two

outer forts ; but this was done merely to keep

their garrisons well occupied, and to prevent

them sending help to the smaller fort. Here,

too, fortune helped the British, and one

Hope's shells blew up a magazine in the

Fort, doing a fearful amount of damage t

defenders.

Soon after six o'clock the storming coh

was ordered to advance against the

Fort, the English force being mainly

of the 44th and 67th regiments. In front of

column a party of marines carried a pontoon*

bridge for crossing the ditches ; but as tbej"

approached the walls they were met with «0CgW

heavy fire of musketry that the attempt to
*"

up the pontoons was abandoned. Fifteen of

men carrying them fell under a single volley.

The French had adopted a simpler

They had bamboo ladders, which were carried fcr

them by Chinese coolies. Heedless of the fire of

their own countrymen, the coolies laid the

ladders across the ditches, and, standing up tf

their necks in water, supported them while
|

Frenchmen scrambled across. 11 These

coolies behaved gallantly," wrote Sir Hope Graft

in his journal, "and though some of them were

shot down, they never flinched in the leist." The

fact is, that a Chinaman does not seem to know

what the fear of death is ; and while these

were exposing their lives for a few pence, tM|

country men on the ramparts were just as

lessly standing up on the very crest of the

in order to get a better shot at the stormers.

The English crossed the ditches, partly

swimming and struggling through the muddy

water, partly by the French ladders, partly over

a drawbridge which Major Anson of the Staff

very gallantly brought into use by crossing the

ditch almost alone, and cutting through with

his sword the ropes that held it up.

The stormers were now crowded together

between the inner ditch and the rampart. The

Chinese could no longer fire on them with

their muskets, but they dropped cannon shot,

big stones, explosive grenades, jars of lime, anJ

stifling stink-pots on to their heads. The

scaling ladders were replaced against the rani

part, but the Chinese caught them and pulled

them into the fort, or threw them down,

spearing and shooting all who mounted them.

Men and officers tried to scramble in where

the bombardment had broken down the em-

brasures for the guns. One brave Frenchman
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reached the top of the wall, fired his rifle at

the Chinese, took another which was handed
up to him and fired it, and then fell speared

through the face.

Another, pickaxe in hand tried to break down
the top of the wall. He was shot dead, but as

he fell Lieutenant Burslem, of the 67th, seized

his pick and went on with the work.

He and his comrade—Lieutenant Rogers, of

the same regiment (now Major-General Rogers,

V.C.)—climbed into an embrasure, only to be

thrown out ; but Rogers got in through another,

helped up by Lieutenant Lenon, who made a

stepping-place for him by driving the point of

his sword well into the mud wall, and holding

up the hilt. Rogers helped up Lenon and the

others near at hand, and at the same time

Fauchard, a drummer of the French storming

Part >', got in close by.

Behind him came the standard-bearer of his

regiment (the 102nd of the Line), and as the

Chinese gave way there was a race between

the Frenchman and young Lieutenant Chaplin

(now Major-General Chaplin, V.C), who carried

the colours of the 67th, to see who would first

get a standard fixed on the top of the fort.

Chaplin, though he was wounded in three places,

won this gallant race, and planted the British

flag on the high central battery of the fort.

" The poor Chinese now had a sad time of

it," writes Sir Hope Grant. " They had fought

desperately, and with great bravery, few of

them apparently having attempted to escape.

Indeed, they could hardly have effected their

retreat by the other side of the fort. The wall

was very high, and the ground below bristled

with innumerable sharp bamboo stakes. Then
intervened a broad deep ditch, another row of

stakes, and finally another ditch. The only

regular exit—the gate—was barred by our-

selves. Numbers were killed, and I saw three

poor wretches impaled upon the stakes, and

yet a considerable number succeeded in getting

off. The fort presented a terrible appearance

of devastation, and was filled with the dead

and dying. The explosion of the magazine

had ruined a large portion of the interior.

Many of the guns were dismounted, and the

parapets battered to pieces."

NETEENTH CENTURY.

The Chinese lost 400 men out of a garrison

of 500. The English loss was 21 killed at.

J

184 wounded. The loss would have bcvii

heavier if the Chinese had had better car-

tridges. Thus, for instance, Sir Robert Napier

(afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala), who led

the advance of the storming column, was hit

in five places by bullets, but none of them

had force enough to do more than inflict 1

bruise.

The capture of the remaining forts was jd

easy matter. The smaller South Fort, only 400

yards from the North Fort, and commando!

by its guns, was at once abandoned by the

Chinese, and white flags were hoisted on th<

two larger forts ; but on the great North Fori

being summoned to surrender the garrison seal

back a refusal. The guns of the captured i«i

were turned on it ; other guns were brought

up from the English batteries, and the attack

was about to be begun by a bombardment,

when General Collineau, of the French army,

noticing that there was no one on the rampart

nearest him, marched forward rapidly with boo

men, sent a lot of them in through a btg

embrasure, opened a gate, and took the for.

without firing a shot. About 2,000 prisoner-

were taken here, and, to their great delight,

they were simply disarmed and told to go

home. They evidently expected to be ma*

sacred. In the fort were some of the gun.-

taken from the ships lost in the fight of June

25th, 1859.

In the afternoon the fort on the south bank

was summoned to surrender, and, after some

parleyings, Hang-Foo, the officer in command,

agreed to hand it over next day. Early on

the 22nd Sir Robert Napier took possession

of the southern forts, in which he found no

less than 600 guns, large and small.

The same day Admiral Hope's gunboats

steamed up the river, and cleared away the

barriers below which the fierce fight of the year

before had raged so long, and thus the defeat

on the Pei-ho was avenged and the way to

Tien-tsin and Pekin was open.

A few weeks later, the armies of England and

France marched in triumph into the imperial

city.
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THE night of the 26th of May, i860,

came down on the city of Palermo,

on the plains around it and on the

hills which close it in beyond, amid
anxious uncertainty everywhere. Everyone was
*king, •• Where is Garibaldi ?

"

The city itself was held in a state of siege by
king, Francis II. of Naples. The sympathies

••'ti* great mass of the inhabitants were known
to be with the Thousand men of Garibaldi and
the Sicilian insurgents who had joined him in

hii march from the western coast to the hills

ibove Palermo.

No one was allowed to leave the city, or to

*ilk through the streets by day in company
•ith others, or by night without a lighted torch

* untem.

Soldiers were picketed at the corners of the

^alighted streets; companies of soldiers guarded

^ of the city gates which had not been
tJW up ; and two lines of military outposts

*nwjnded the whole city without.

On the plain to the west and north of the city

*.ooo soldiers of the king were in camp
; 4,000

*»e had for some days been pushing back the

^sirgents in the hills. Their general imagined
•t was Garibaldi who was retreating before them.
No military man could understand how a thou-
sand foot-soldiers, aided only by a few thousand
ii!-armcd and untrained recruits, could give the
"iipto the pursuing columns of regular troops,

•tnd surprise the entrance to a city guarded at

eery point by battalions of trained men and
commanded by the artillery of the forts and the
Tar*hips in the bay.

Even now the descent of the Thousand into

Palermo does not become plain until we go over
carefully the condition of the city on that fateful

^ht, the situation of the various bodies of
"^ops that were guarding it, and the movements
to*n the mountain side of Garibaldi and his men.

I.—IN PALERMO.

The Bourbons had now ruled over Naples,

with the whole southern part of Italy and the

island of Sicily, for 125 years.

Ferdinand II., who was dead but a single year,

had been peculiarly unfortunate through the

whole of his long reign. During its first years,

after 1830, the secret societies of carbonari con-

spiring against him multiplied everywhere in

Sicily. The cholera year of 1837 reduced the

pride of Palermo ; but in 1848, when France

again gave the signal of revolution, the city

rebelled and held out for a year and four

months. For four weeks King Ferdinand had

the city bombarded from his fort in the har-

bour. This did not help to make the citizens

love him the more when he finally conquered,

and his name was handed down as " King
Bomba."

In 1859, his young and inexperienced son,

Francis, found things in the worst possible

condition.

In the north, Italians had united under the

King of Sardinia against the Austrians and the

petty princes who had so long divided up their

country. With the help of France, the war was
soon over. The Austrians were driven out of

Lombardy ; the Duchies of Parma, Modena,
and Tuscany expelled their reigning houses

;

and a good part of the States of the Church was
taken from the Pope.

All these, with Sardinia, now made up the

one kingdom of Italy, with Victor Emanuel as

constitutional monarch.

It was a long step forward toward the realisa-

tion of what had hitherto been but a dream—

a

united Italy. And Garibaldi had been the one
hero of its making.

In Sicily a secret committee had been formed,

under the name of the Buono publico (common-
weal), to collect subscriptions among the nobles
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and pmperty-holdcrs for the purchase of arms

and other munitions of war. It was in constant

correspondence with the revolutionary com-

mittee existing at Genoa, of which Garibaldi

waS the soul. King Victor Emanuel was bound

not to give open aid to any revolt against his

cousin, the King of Naples, with whom he was

supposed to be at peace. But it was known
that his Government would put no hindrance

in the way. Everyone knew also that no

revolution would break out in Southern Italy

except in the name of Victor Emanuel and

Garibaldi.

The counsellors of Francis II. had but one

remedy for this evil state of things—the remedy
of King Bombs and all the Bourbons before him.

The city of Palermo was strongly garrisoned by

troops from the mainland—Neapolitans or Swiss

and Austrian mercenaries. Then fuller powers

than ever were given to Maniscalco, the director

of police, and his spies were placed everywhere.

At Santa Flavia, eleven miles from Palermo by

the sea, an armed insurrection suddenly broke

out. It was crushed at once : but it was made
the pretext for throwing several notable citizens

into prison. Next Maniscalco was grievously

reign of terror was now begun, especially agairw

the nobles and the rich. In every house searched

were made by Maniscalco's sbtrrt, or detective-,

for guns and swords and bayonets. It was fell

that, among the 200,000 inhabitants of Palermo,

only the soldiers, the host of Government em-

ployes, and the countless members of the secret

police were loyal to the king.

At last the Committee of Sicilian Liberties, a 4

it was henceforth called, decided that the time

had come to summon the citizens to revolt

Rizzo, a master mechanic of means, organised

the movement. The rendezvous was given for

the night between the 3rd and 4th of April, a!

the Franciscan convent of La Gancia, in the ht.r.

of the city. Rizzo's house was next door, and

the arms which had been gathered were secretd

in an unused well of his courtvard. A comnumi

cation had been broken through the wall of the

convent church. The friars were in the seat;

and in full sympathy with the conspirators.

There was but one exception. He carried the

news of what was going on to Maniscalco.

It was eight o'clock in the evening when tit

betrayal was made. General Salzano. who w>

in command at Palermo, was notified at oner,

and the convent was soon surroundei

by troops. Rizzo and twenty-seven

of his companions were already in*ide

waiting for the coming of the other-

Day broke, and no one had arrived.

Looking out through the shutters, the

little band saw the soldiers under

arms, and understood that they had

been betrayed. They resolved to

sell their lives dearly, and Ki«

opened fire from the windows.

The troops brought their cann 00

to bear on the great door of the con-

vent. Two shots were enough to

batter it down, and the soklit"

charged with their bayonets. Thr

were met by the father superior, and

ran him through on the spot. Tk
insurgents held them back for a time,

firing from the shelter of the friar-

cells along the narrow corridor-

Another friar was killed, and ton

more were wounded. Then Ri/"

with his band made a last effort t»'

escape in a determined sally through

the courtyard, by the great door

wounded at the door of the cathedral, and. in which the cannon had burst open. The troop-

spite of all the efforts of the police, the would-be were beaten back, but Rizzo fell with his

assassin escaped with the help of the people. A leg broken by a bullet above the knee. The

IHC riCCIulII IH.K.E1) OFF UlfclK MEN "
[f. jS)
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v>Idiers discharged their guns at him where he

lav, inflicting lingering hut mortal wounds. A
dozen of his companions were taken prisoners

with him ; the others made good their escape.

The citizens, without arms and without a

leader, kept to the shelter of their houses. The

nddiers shot at anyone showing himself at a

out the Neapolitan garrison of four soldiers, eight

mounted gendarmes, and eight of Maniscalco's

sbirri. On the nth of the month the picciottt

swept down on a body of troops and forced them

back to the bridgeover the Oreto, almost within

gunshot of the city. Soon all the villages along

the coast and in the surrounding country were in

PALERMO HARROCR.

(From a Drawing h J- W. M.Wkirltr A.R.A.\

window. All who were connected with the

conspiracy fled from the town into the fastnesses

of the hills. The insurrection was again over

in Palermo.

The picciottt—young men from fifteen to

twenty-five years of age—had long been ready

to join in the uprising. In the large town of

Carini, ten miles to the west of Palermo, the im-

patience was so great that they anticipated the

''itfnal to be given at La Gancia. On the 3rd of

April the tri-coloured flag of United Italy was
unfurled, and barricades were thrown up across

the mountain roads. Misilmeri, a few miles to

the east of the city, next took up the cry. With
the two priests at their head, the insurgents drove

full insurrection. The city began suffering from

this blockade on the side of the land. All its

provisions had to be brought in the king's vessels

from Naples.

At Naples the news of the revolt led to the

taking of extreme measures. The vessels of the

royal marine, along with merchant >hips appro-

priated by the Government for the occasion,

were despatched to Palermo. All were filled

with soldiers and munitions of war. In a few

days there were 13,000 of the king's troops in

and around the city, to face the insurrection.

In spite of the vigilance of the police, a news-

paper from northern Italy had been smuggled

into Palermo, making known to the inhabitants
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that the committee at Genoa was organising an

expedition to come to the aid of the Sicilian

patriots. On the ioth of April a secret messenger,

Rosolino Pilo, who had been under proscription

in his native land for ten years, succeeded in

landing safely at Messina. He made his way
from village to village by night. In the morn-

ing the sign of his presence was found written

on the walls—
" Vicnc Garibaldi! Vwa Vittorio Emanuelc !

'"

Soon, in Palermo itself, the very children cried

after the sbirri as they passed— 11 Garibaldi is

coming !

"

Word was passed around that, on a certain

day, all whose sympathies were with the revolu-

tion should walk in the fashionable promenade
of the Via Maqueda—the broad, straight street

that divides the city in two halfway up from the

sea. Even the greatest ladies came on foot;

there was no room for the splendid equipages

for which Palermo has always been noted. No
one was armed. All kept an ominous silence.

Maniscalco was at his wits' end. He sent a

band of soldiers and sbirri along the promenade
to cry from time to time, " Viva Francesco

Secondo ' " There was no response from the

crowd. Then the sbirri surrounded a group of

the citizens and ordered them to repeat the cry,

" f'ira Francesco Secondo .'" After a moment
of deep silence one of the group, tossing his hat

in the air, shouted, " Viva Vittorio Emanuelc 1
1,1

The soldiers bayoneted him on the spot, and

then discharged their guns into the crowd.

Two men were killed, and there were thirtv

women and children among the wounded. The
mounted gendarmes charged on their horses,

and swept the streets clear. But the next

morning Maniscalco could read in huge red

letters on every dead wall of the city, M Garibaldi

viene .'

"

—M Garibaldi is coming !

"

H.—WITH THE KING'S ARMY.

The regular troops were now kept constantly

on the alert, and daily and nightly drawn by

new alarms from the city toward the mountains.

It was useless for them to give chase to the

picciotti in their retreat along the winding

goat-path-* of the hills. In return, thev brought

their artillery against houses sheltering the

helpless women and children of the insurgent

villages.

It was on the Qth of May that the demonstra-

tion of the Via Maqueda took place, followed hv

the bloody police outrage on the people and the

threatening prophecy written by night upon the

walls. On the 13th word passed through the

citv that the prophecy was fulfilled.

41 Garibaldi has landed at Marsala !

"

It was on the nth of May that Garibaldi and

his expedition of a thousand men succeeded in

entering the island. Two English ships stood

between him and the royal cruisers, which gave

chase, until men and arms were all safely on

shore. The two Genoese merchant vessels that

had brought the expedition were abandoned to

capture, and the march began across the island

Nothing was left to the adventurous Thousand-

old revolutionists and young university student^

from northern Italy, Hungarian officers of 184**,

and French and Polish sympathisers with ali

that invoked the name of liberty—but to take

Palermo or die.

The next day they were at Salemi, where. 00

the 14th, Garibaldi proclaimed himself Dictate

of the island in the name of King Victor

Emanuel. The guerilla bands and the pica* it-

began coming in from every quarter.

On the 1 5th the Thousand came face to face

with the royal troops, which had taken strong

positions along the hills overlooking the road at

Calatafimi, fifty miles from Palermo. The only

pitched battle of the campaign took place lure

The picciotti, with all their goodwill, showed thai

they would be of little use in open warfare

They could not endure the fire of regular

soldiers, and still less execute the charges neces-

sary for capturing the positions of the enemy.

But the Thousand of Garibaldi were a host in

themselves. The Genoese Carabineers were

accustomed to his methods of fighting. Even

the university students had been trained and

hardened to practise his maxim, " Lose no time

with artillery, but use your bayonets !

"

General Landi and his thousands of regular

soldiers were driven back, and the next day

they beat a disorderly retreat as far as Palermo

The picciotti, from the shelter of ever)* rock and

clump of bushes, picked off their men by the

way- The soldiers, in turn, sacked and pillaged

the villages of Partanico and Borghetto. The

Neapolitan officers complained bitterly that their

mercenaries preferred pillage to fighting. Gari

baldi, ever seeking to draw all Italians to him

self, praised the bravery of the Neapolitans while

congratulating his own army on its victory. 11

had cost him dear. There were eighteen of the

Thousand among the killed, and 128 were

wounded.

After a day of rest. Garibaldi marched for-

ward, and on the 18th he was already on the
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mountains in sight of Palermo. There his men
bivouacked in the rain. On the 20th he ad-

vanced his outposts to within a mile of Monreale,

whence the high road leads directly down to

Palermo, not five miles away. He now decided

m te try to force an entrance into the city from

:he side of Monreale. He could not hope to

rrjie his way across the plain and past the

headquarters of the royal army, even by night,

without sacrificing half his men. He chose

instead a movement that, perhaps, no other

military man of the age would have attempted.

Garibaldi himself said ever after that it could

have been executed only in Sicily, under the

circumstances of the time. To its success it was

cv«mtial that the enemy, lying below in sight

'
• hi* own camp fires, should have no knowledge

t what was going on until all was over. The
h(cr,th may not have been able to take their

pin in regular battle ; but there were no traitors

imong them, nor in the mountain villages

:Jtroagh which the expedition was to pass.

The evening of the 21st fell dark and rainy.

With nightfall the Thousand set out on a

: t'llsotne march by unfrequented paths over

three mountain tops to Parco. Garibaldi wished

: move round from the west to the south of

Pilcrmo, nearer to the sea. Their few pieces of

annon were dismounted and carried on the

U-ks of the men. At three in the morning the

"t:I« army was at its destination, wet, and worn
r u: with fatigue, but without a man or gun or

?:tdous cartridge missing. Thepicciotti had kept

camp fires blazing above Monreale. General

uiua, who had just been appointed the king's

aikttgQ in Sicily, was not to learn of the stolen

^urch for many hours to come.

The day was passed in taking up positions

i>:ig the zigzag mountain road leading up to

?-ina dei Greci. six miles further back from

Pilcrmo. Only then, after a night and a day of

•> 'J. the men bivouacked around their works.

At daydawn of the 23rd Garibaldi and Turr—
'he Hungarian, who was his other self in the

expedition—climbed a summit whence they

ild command .1 view ol Palermo and the

pums around. The mayor of Parco had just

provided the dreaded leader and his companion
with sorely-needed trousers. They looked down
on a gallant display of arms. With the exception
<i the necessary garrison for the forts and a few

?»ti in the city, the royal troops were all in

•--ftp 1,11 the pl.uu- to the west and north ol the

otyor by the headquarters of the general in the
peat place before the royal palace. Garibaldi's

practised eye estimated their number at 15,000

men, and new reinforcements were arriving.

To oppose them in serious conflict he could

count on not 800 valid men.

Even as they looked, a body of troops, 3,000

to 4,000 strong, began its march on Monreale.

When they reached the hills their movements

were impeded by the ceaseless fire of the picciotti

sheltered behind the positions left by the

Thousand. The firing continued during the

day and into the night.

When the morning of the 24th came, Garibaldi

could see that General Lanza, with thousands of

men at his disposal, was carrying out a plan of

attack skilfully designed to envelop and sweep

away his little army. Beyond Monreale the

corps which had marched out yesterday was

rapidly advancing toward Piana to surround his

left. From below another strong body of troops

was marching directly on Parco. Turr was at

once sent to save their few pieces of artillery,

and, with the help of the Carabineers and piccioth\

to guard the left. Garibaldi began hurrying on

the march to Piana. Tiirr's men were soon

attacked by three times their number, and the

picciotti fled in dismay. The Carabineers suc-

ceded in escaping amid the hills , while Turr,

with two companies, held the enemy with his

cannon.

At half-past two in the afternoon the whole

army arrived safely in Piana. In the evening

General Garibaldi held a council of war with his

colonels, Turr, Sirtori, and Orsini, and with

Signor Crispi, a long-exiled Sicilian lawyer

whom he had made his Secretary of State. He
proposed his final plan, which was to deceive

again and divide the forces of the enemy. It

was put in operation on the spot.

Orsini, with the artillery and baggage and

fifty men for escort, began an ostentatious

retreat along the road leading to Corleone,

many miles further in the interior. For one

half-mile the general and the bulk of the army
followed after. The royal outposts on the left

hastened to bring the information to General

Lanza, who was commanding in person, and he

at once sent his whole body of troops in cautious

pursuit. In the dense wood of Cianeto, Gari-

baldi and his men left Orsini to draw the enemy
further and further away, while they turned

into a path that led to Marineo.

The night was clear, and Turr and Garibaldi,

as they marched side by side, looked to the star

of the Great Bear, which the latter had con-

nected with his destiny from a child. "General,"
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said the Hungarian, " it smiles on you. We
shall enter Palermo."

At midnight the little army bivouacked in

the forest. At four o'clock they were again on

foot, and at seven thev were at Marineo, where

picciotti. The first battalion of the Thousand

followed, under the command of Bixio, who was

afterwards a famous general. Garibaldi came

next, with Tiirr and the remainder of his Staff,

followed bv the second battalion under Carini.

the Commis-

sariat. In all

th

they passed the day. With the night they took Last of all was the second corps of picaoth and

up again their

secret march,

and at ten they

reached Misil-

meri. La Masa

was there with

a few thousand

picciotti, and

there were a

few members
of the Com-
mittee of Sici-

lian Liberties.

These were

told to notify

their friends

in the city that

the attack
would be made
on the morn-

ing of the 27th.

Tiirr sent word

to Colonel
Ebers, hiscom-

patriot and

correspondent

of the London
Times in Palermo, to come out and share in

the adventure.

The day of the 26th was employed in making
ready. Garibaldi passed the picciotti in review

at their camp of Gibilrossa. Then he ascended

Monte Griffone to study the city and plain

beneath. The royal guards along this south-

east side of the city were almost within hearing

of a trumpet blast from his mouth. They did

not dream that he was nigh.

III.—THK DESCENT OF THE THOUSAND.
The sun set on the evening of the 26th in a

mass of red vapours, portending the heat of the

night. The army of Garibaldi was already form-

ing on the table land of Gibilrossa, in the order

which they were to follow in their attack on the

Porta di Termini of Palermo.

First came the leaders, with Captain Misori at

their head, and three men from each company of

the Thousand under the command of Colonel

Tukcry. They were in all thirty-two men. Im-

mediately behind them was the first corps of the

GENERAL, IT SMILES ON YOU.

ey were 7:0

trained andve

teran soldier-

— all that waf

availableofthe

original \,o>-

—with two ur

three thousand

pt'eciotti, pre-

paring to face

iK,ooo regular

troops of tht

KingofNaplr

It was esstn-

t i al to the

success of their

enterprise that

the alarm

should not be

given in Paler-

mo until as late

as possible.

Even if thev

had wished t
•

follow it, there

the city. With a>

be, they clambered

was no direct road to

much order as might

down the sides of a ravine which led to the

valley opening on the highway. It was eleven

o'clock when they arrived at this point. Tukt-n

halted his men to see if order was being kept ill

the rear. The picciotti had completelv di>ap

peared. A false alarm on the mountain-side had

sent them flying. Two hours were needed lo

re-form the line, when it was found that tht'it

numbers were now reduced to 1,300 men. \V

all these delays, at half-past one in the morning

they were still three miles from the city.

They marched forward in close columns until

they came up with the Neapolitan outposts, h

was now half-past three, and still dark. The

soldiers fired three gun-shots and retreated t"

their guard-house. This was enough to disper*

two-thirds of the picciotti who remained.

The thirtv-two men composing the vanguard

of Garibaldi now dashed forward to the bridge

over the Orelo. This Ponte dell' Ammiraglio.
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by a strange coincidence, was the scene of the

first combat of Robert Guiscard, the Norman,

with the Saracen lords of Palermo, nearly Hoo

years before, and of Metellus with the Cartha-

ginians 1,200 years before that. It was now
defended by some 400 men. The soldiers of

Garibaldi first attacked them by a running fire

from behind the trees along the road, and then

entered on a hand-to-hand fight. A single

captain, Piva, was able to bring down four Nea-

p>litans with six shots from his revolver. Misori

hastened back to summon Bixio. The first

battalion charged, followed by Tiirr at the head

of the second. The bayonets now came into play,

and the Thousand had won their first position.

The alarm was now thoroughly given. While

the defenders of the bridge were fleeing to the

right, a strong column of the royal troops ad-

vanced on the left. Tiirr sent thirty men to

<top their advance, and the rest of the Thousand

charged past with fixed bayonets.

The Neapolitans now fell back on the street

ieading to the gate of Sant' Antonino, at the end of

movement of his troops. It now served the

purpose of those who were trying to overthrow

the rule of his son. The Neapolitan commander
had already placed two cannons in the Via Sant'

Antonino, and at every moment their shots

swept across the path of Garibaldi. Even his

veterans held back for a moment. A carabineer

seated himself in a chair in full line of the firing,

to persuade the picetutti to go on.

Garibaldi now came up, just as his faithful

Tukery fell mortally wounded. As if animated

bv his death, one of the leaders seized the banner

of United Italy, and bore it unharmed through

the enemy's fire. He was followed by five others,

and, little by little, the whole line passed under

the eyes of their general. He alone was on

horseback, and the most exposed, as he urged

his men forward.

Two hundred men were soon scattered through

the different streets of the city, nearest to the

gate ; and their leaders penetrated to the old

market, which had been the place of the revolu-

tion in 1848. Garibaldi soon arrived in the

THK COAST OF PALERMO, LOOKING TOWARDS TERMINI.
"

the\ ia Maqueda. This road was lined with the midst of the fire which the royal troops were
houses of a small suburb, and cut across the street keeping upon the rear of the little column. The
f|f Termini, by which Garibaldi's men hoped to members of the Committee of Palermo were
enter the town. The old gate of Termini had waiting to receive him. He at once gave orders
hetn torn down by King Bomba, and the street to make barricades behind, and thus entrenched
leading to the bridge widened to facilitate the him>elf in the midst of his enemies.
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The people in the houses remained deaf to his

first appeal ; but by dint of calling they were at

length induced to appear at the windows, where

the sight of their deliverers gave them courage.

Mattresses were flung from every window, and

soon piled up over the barricades most exposed

to the royal artillery. Then a few of the inhabit-

ants began showing themselves in the streets.

They had but one answer to give to the invita-

tion to join with the invaders: " We have no

arm»." But thev lent themselves bravely to the

tearing up of paving-stones for the barricades,

and the soldiers of Garibaldi found places of

vantage in their houses.

With a part of his men Garibaldi now made
his way to the centre of the city, where the Via

Maqueda is crossed at right angles by the long

Via Toledo (now the Corso Vittore Emanuele),

leading from the port through the whole length

of the city to the Royal Palace. The number of

his men was greatly exaggerated in the imagina-

tions of his opponents, and he easily drove back

the royal troops close to their general's head-

quarters at the Palace. The Bourbon Govern-
ment had just been paving this street with large

flags. These were now torn up and built into

barricades, while waggons and obstructions of

every kind were thrown across the neighbouring

streets.

At this moment the bombardment of the city

began from the Fort of Castellamare, in the bay,

and from the Royal Palace. The war-ships with

their great guns swept all the streets within line

of their fire. Three days were next taken up

with the constant advancing and retreating of

the now infuriated soldiers of the king, aided by

the steady downpour of shot and shell on the

quarters where the men of Garibaldi— the

Italians, as thev were now called, even by their

enemies—had entrenched themselves. But the

crumbling of walls only aided to the making oJ

new barricades, and impeded all the movement?

of the regular troops. As the royal mercenaries

abandoned their positions, they set fire to the

buildings they had left. The convent of the

White Benedictines was burned, with fifty of the

prisoners who had been confined in it. All

Palermo worked actively with Garibaldi and hi-

men, in a fury of rage against the royal army

Soon there remained to the latter only the two

forts of the harbour, the Royal Palace, and the

post at the Flora below the Porta di Termini, by

the bay. Even these could no longer communi-

cate with each other nor receive provisions.

Garibaldi had now conquered once more. On

the fourth day the king's general asked for

armistice—to bury his dead. It was prolonged,

and at last the king ordered that the troops

should evacuate the city, provided that the gam

son in the forts might depart with the honour-

of war. To save the lives of the prisoners still

confined, this was granted. On the 20th of June

the last Neapolitan soldier had left Palermo

Two days later the Thousand of Garibaldi were

on the way to deliver Messina, the last hold ot

the Bourbons in Sicily.
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THE Red man has fought his last great

fight. The long and bloody struggle

waged between the White man and

the Red for the possession of the

N rth American continent has ended, and
odd for all time : the weaker has gone to the
til From the day in iboq when Samuel de

C'rumplain and his hardy followers burst upon
:he Iroquois at Ticonderoga, and, armed with

>".kfc that spoke with fire and spat out unseen
death he put these hitherto invincible warriors

1 Sight, to the day when the United States

^cre preparing to celebrate with unheard-of

•plcndour the centennial of their independence,
i ixtsdeso state of war existed between the

htldren of the forest and prairie and the pale-

^td usurpers. Every year had its tragedy,

e^ery mile its white gravestone in history. And
is i fit ending to these centuries of conflict and

ttwdshed came the crimson tragedy of the

>.'Kting-out of Custer and his cavalrymen in

v Bad Lands of the Yellowstone. Many
v?Mc tragedies, dramatic in execution as

filling in effect, marked the long years, but
>oe struck home to the hearts of the American
pBOple with such searching directness and force

the finale to the Indian tragedy, in which
Nt::ng Bull, chief of the Sioux, and General
Caser, one of America's most dashing cavalry

'odcrs. played the leading r6lcs.

Surely never were such Aborigines as the

^ 'rth American Indian ! Surely never in the
hwory of the world did the White man en-

counter so nearly his match as when he first

plunged into the forests of the New World. A
'Here handful in numbers were these Red men
< the best, and yet it can hardly be said that
'hey were ever subdued. In turn they met and
f, ^ght the Spaniard, then in all his glory, the
henchman, the Englishman—long and savage

these—and when Spaniard, Frenchman,
Englishman as such disappeared and the

American took their place, the Indian fought

him more fiercely than ever. When one thinks

of the White man's countless numbers and the

weapons which his ingenuity and handicraft

supplied, the marvel is that the Indian has not

long since disappeared from the face of the earth.

But given their numbers and weapons and all, it

has been estimated that in the wars which the

White man waged against the Indians they lost

more than ten killed to the Redskin's one. Yet

notwithstanding the skill, the craftiness, the

sensible recognition of existing facts, the clever

stratagem and resistless ferocity which charac-

terises the Indian nature, the level-headed way

in which he set about his wars, to kill and not

be killed his motto : notwithstanding all this, the

prophecy- of the great orator Red Jacket has

come true. He said, " When I am gone and my
warnings are no longer heeded, the craft and

avarice of the White man will prevail. My heart

fails me when I think of my people so soon to be

scattered and forgotten."

The feud which began on the Atlantic coast

hundreds of years before, was destined to end in

the far North-West, away up in a corner of the

United States then almost wholly unknown to

the White man, an angle of territory bounded

on the west by the Rockies, and on the north by

what formerly was known as Rupert's Land-
British territory. The immediate cause of the

trouble which led up to the massacre of Custer

and his battalion was one which had often before

provoked active hostilities. It was the refusal

of sundry bands of Indians to settle down on the

reservations placed at the disposal of the Indians

by the United States Government. The Indians

resented the attempt to confine them to re-

stricted districts. The Red man of the prairie

had been, from time immemorial, a notorious

nomad. On his lean, shaggy, ungainly pony, his

bow and quiver slung across his back, his buck-

skin breeches and shirt fringed with horsehair
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"UNTIL ONE DAY A ORIZZI.V TRAPPER PEERED OUT
OF THE IK'Sllf v

"

and painted in gaudy colours, his long, greasy

black hair stuck full of the feathers of the turkey,

hawk and eagle, he had for centuries roamed
the vast prairie at will : now fighting his he-

reditary foe, and again camping for weeks at a

time on the trail of the mighty herds of buffalo

in their wanderings over the boundless prairie.

For ages the chafings of restriction were un-

known to him, until freedom had become almost

as necessary to the savage of the plains as the air

itself. This he enjoyed, until one day the advance

guard of civilisation, a grizzly trapper, dressed

in leather, and carrying a flintlock under his

arm, peered out of the bushes and saw

in astonishment the great rolling prairie,

the home of the buffalo and the Sioux.

The hardy pioneer soon followed, restless,

and ever pressing westward ; and one day,

the Sioux, sitting astride his barebacked

pony, saw in amazement the long train

of white-topped waggons— the prairie

schooner—drawn by oxen, trailing west-

ward through the tall grass, and realised

that his ancient fastness had been invaded.

Immediately there began massacres on the

one hand and retaliation on the other.

The Sioux, the Bedouins of the prairie,

were gradually driven back and back in

the process. They strained fiercely at the

bonds, but were unable to break them.

During the winter of 1875-6 the autho-

rities at Washington, after every peace

able means had been tried in vain, found

it necessary t<> sanction the u*e of fi»rce

to compel certain refractory bands of

Indians to cease their wanderings and out-

rage, to place themselves under the control

of the Indian officials, and to settle on the

reservations set aside for their use. The*

recalcitrant savages were Sioux, than whom

there were none more warlike and cruel, and

in their raids they wandered over an area of

something like 100,000 square miles in the then

territories of Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming.

There were a number of these bands of " Hostile*,

each having a chief of its own ; but as dissatii

faction spread among them, all gradually centred

around twogreat chiefs, " Sitting Bull " and "Crm
Horse." "Sitting Bull," at the time hostilities

commenced, was with his band in the vicinity ol

the Little Missouri River in Dakota, and "Cra/v

Horse " and band were camped on the banb 1

the Powder River in Wyoming. The regi

was a wilderness j rugged, mountainous, anJ

deeply scarred by rapid streams and small

rivers, and, as has been told, totally unknown

to the United States soldiers. As guides to tlii>

unfamiliar region and to scout by the way. the

command took with it Kee Indians un-icr

" Bloody Knife " Chief, and Crows, led bv Chtf

" Half-Yellow Face." These Indians did the

scouting well, but the Rees took the earliest

opportunity afforded them to slip away «lica

fighting began.

The first move made against these Sioux was

on March 1st, 1876. General Sheridan, a <ii>-

tinguished leader in the American Civil War,

was given the direction of the campaign, nrith

'AND THE SIOUX SAW IN AMAZEMENT THE LONG TRAIN

OK WHITE-TOPPED WAGGONS."
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headquarters at Chicago. General Terry held

the active command of the troops in the dis-

affected country. Subordinate to Terry were

Generals Custer and Crook, at the head of

mounted columns. Terry ordered these leaders

to move out against the " Hostiles," specifying

the route each was to take. Crook marched on

March 1st, and on March 17th encountered

"Crazy Horse" and his braves, and the command
ns so severely handled in the en-

racemefK that Crook fell back to his

bast Custer had been unable to »

-

nuke a simultaneous advance with

Crook, owing to the weather being

so bad that it was found impos-

sible to venture into the region

v." heaw snows and swollen rivers.

The defeat of Crook made a long war inevitable.

General Sheridan reinforced the troops in the

disaffected region, and remodelled his plan of

campaign. The troops were formed into three

columns instead of two ; and as soon as the

weather moderated, so as to admit of favourable

progress, all set out to trap the Indians. The
three columns were commanded respectively by

Generals Terry, Crook, and Gibbon. Custer

THE WARRIORS DANCED THE WAR-DANCE

The news of Crook's defeat spread like wildfire

i-nong the Indian agencies. Couriers sped from

decamps of '• Crazy Horse" and " Sitting Bull."

To every Indian encampment in that part of

•he States one or more messengers came, and

putting on the hardened earth of some smoky
Tepee, to the listening braves told of the killing

•"-if the Paleface and the triumph of the Red, and
^ore he had finished his tale, wigwams were
<ruck and loaded to the patient ponies, the

vyawi strapped their papooses to their backs, and
the warriors, with faces painted in ghastly and
batastical streaks, danced the war-dance, snatched

"P their rifles, and mounting their ponies, set out
to take part in reaping the harvest of scalps.

would have led in place of Terry, had it not been

that just before the setting out of the expedition

he fell from the good graces of President Grant.

Indeed, so displeased was Grant with Custer,

that he sent definite instructions that Custer

was not to be allowed to accompany the ex-

pedition ; and it was only after a personal appeal

to Grant by Custer, and the intercession of

Sheridan, that the famous cavalry leader was

allowed to take his place at the head of his

regiment and march away, never to return.

George Armstrong Custer's career, from the

day he graduated at the United States Military

Academy to the day of his death, fifteen years

after, was one of meteoric brilliancy. A native
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of New Rumley, Ohio, he graduated at West

Point on the very outbreak of the Civil War.
From West Point he went direct to Washington,

and on the day of his arrival at the capital he

was entrusted by General Scott with despatches

for General McDowell, then on his way with the

army of the Potomac to fight the first general

battle of the Civil War—Bull Run.

Custer arrived in the nick of time, was assigned

to duty as lieutenant of the 5th Cavalry, and took

his place in the company just in time to take part

in the fight that followed. In his first battles he

attracted the attention of his superior officers by

his daring and dash and his brilliancy in handling

men ; and in 1862 his many exploits effected his

promotion to the captaincy of the company.

teetotaller, and abstainer from the use of tobacco.

Such was the soldier who took his place in com-

mand of the 7th United States Cavalry and rode

away to the Bad Lands of the Yellowstone.

On May 17th the column marched from F>

Abraham Lincoln, on the Missouri River, ar.d

proceeding by easy stages, crossed the Little

Missouri River on May 31st, and camped on the

banks of the Powder, a tributary of the Yellow

stone. The 7th Cavalry was divided into two

columns, commanded by Major Reno and

Captain Benteen. As the Indian country had;

now been reached, on June 10th General Tern'!

sent Major Reno with his command (six troops)

to scout up the Powder, and General Custer,

with the left wing of the 7th, marched to the

Immediately afterwards, by a clever ruse, he

surprised the Southerners and captured the first

colours taken by the army of the Potomac from

the South in the war.

Continuing as he had begun, in each suc-

cessive engagement he did some notahle deed

which brought him again and again to the

attention of his superior officers, and in 1865

he had risen to the position of Brigadier-General

of Volunteers, and was given command of the

Michigan brigades.

He participated in all but one of the battles

of the army of the Potomac, and was in a

position to say with truth to his men :
" You

have never lost a gun, never lost a colour, and

never been defeated ; and notwithstanding the

numerous engagements in which you have borne

.1 prominent part, you have captured every piece

c,f artillery which the enemy has dared to open

u ,K>n you." He was a man of close upon six

Ivct in height, lithe, active, handsome, a staunch

mouth of the Tongue and there awaited Renos

return. The major reached Custer's camp OB

the loth, and reported plenty of Indian "signs

leading up the banks of the Rosebud. The

whole command set out at once for that stream

and pitched tents at its mouth on June 21st. and

made ready for immediate active operation*

At a consultation between Generals Tern.

Gibbon and Custer, it was arranged that the 7th

United States Cavalry, commanded in person by

General Custer, shouid set out on the trail Major

Reno had discovered, overtake the Indians, corner

them, and bring about a fight. This they did

With truly Anglo-Saxon superiority the

generals wofully under-estimated the fighting

strength of the foe. General Custer, with his

700 cavalrymen, believed he would be able to

cope with more savages than he was likely to

have the good fortune to meet, and his brother

generals were under the same impression-

They found out their mistake when too late.
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THE FIGHT OF TH1

"Sitting Bull," chief of a band of Uncpapa

Sioux Indians, was at this time forty-two years

•11 A great, squatty, hulking, low-browed

sivige, of forbidding looks and enormous

-length, and in height as near as might be to

avc feet eight inches. He had the reputation

imong his own followers, as well as the warriors

-{her bands, of being a Medicine-man of mark,

j dealer in omens, a conjurer of demons, a

ucjver of magic, a foreteller of dire events, and

i fundiar of departed spirits. Outside of his

magic he was known as a coward, but this

dtftct they overlooked in the belief that his

xotfoavings fully compensated for the de-

r.ciency in his personal valour. Their faith in

hi* incantations was unbounded. In the fight of

the Little Big Horn, 44 Sitting Bull " divided his

energies between getting as far from the scene

of strife as his fat legs would earn' him, and

performing fanatical rites to the confounding

Of the White man. The actual leaders in the

6?ht were 44 Crazy Horse," 44 Gall," and 44 Crow
Kay"; and in a lesser degree, 44 Low Dog,"

-Big Road." "Hump," "Spotted Eagle," and

"Little Horse." all chiefs of bands and men of

ability and unflinching personal courage. These

'•upcrintended the movements of the 44 Hos-

tile;," and by their personal feats of daring

encouraged their followers, while 44 Sitting Bull
"

i » ked after the Fates and took the kudos of

the game.

At noon on June 22nd Custer and his men
*t out for the wilderness. Warnings and omens
i not seem to have been confined to the wig-

•Tffl of the Red man, for on the fatal march
to the Little Big Horn there were many that

foretold disaster to the expedition.

Captain Godfrey, who marched with the

< lumns, in his written account of the calamitous

^air. mentions many incidents which were taken
' point to disaster. He tells, for instance, that

1*1 the evening of the first day of their march
Cuncr sent for his officers.

After a "talk," Lieutenant Wallace said to

'wdfrey, as they walked away from the general's

tent, " Godfrey, I believe General Custer is

i ing to be killed." Asked his reasons for this

belief, he simply answered :
44

1 have never heard
Cu*ter speak in that way before."

A little later in the evening Captain Godfrey
-ame upon a camp-fire, around which sat

Bloody Knife," 44 Half-Yellow-Face," and the

interpreter Bouyer. The half-breed asked the

^ptain if he had ever fought against the Sioux.

Answered in the affirmative, the interpreter
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gazed into the fire for a few moments before

saying emphatically, 44
I can tell you we are

going to have a big fight."

Then again an ominous thing happened. The
general's headquarters-flag was blown down and

fell to the rear, and in being replanted again

fell to the rear.

These and many other eerie happenings seem

to have sent a thrill of foreboding through the

whole command as it went on its way to the

unexplored valley of the Little Big Horn. In

their tents, when night had fallen and the fires

were out—for on this march no fire burned and

nothing was done likely to attract the eye of

any Indian who might happen to be roaming

about in the vicinity—the men sat in the dark

and told stories of scalpings and burnings at the

stake. Even the Red scouts caught the pre-

vailing current of premonition, and hastened to

their Medicine-man to be anointed as a charm
against the cruelty of the dreaded Sioux.

During the march up the Rosebud, Indian
44 signs " were met with at every turn. Camping-

place after camping-place was found. The
grass had been closely cropped by herds of

ponies ; the ashes of a hundred camp-fires lay-

grey on the bare ground. On June 24th the

column passed a great camping-place, the gaunt

frame of a huge sundance-lodge still standing,

and against one of the posts the scalp of a White
man fluttered in the wind.

Soon after this the Crow scouts, who had

been working energetically, returned to the

camp and reported to Custer that although

they had come across no Sioux, still, from

indications discovered, they felt sure that the

command was in the neighbourhood of an

encampment. That night the column was

divided into two, so as to raise as little dust

as possible, and made a forced march ; and on

the morning of June 25th Custer, in a personal

reconnoitre, discovered the foe of which he was

in search. Although he found himself unable

to locate the actual village, he saw great herds

of ponies, saw the smoke curling up in the

air of morning, and heard the barking of the

dogs, denoting the presence of a village behind

a hill that lay in front of him. It had been

Custer's intention to remain quietly where his

command rested until night fell, when he would

advance his forces, and in the grey of morning

sweep down upon the Sioux. But this plan

miscarried. Word reached the leader that a

Sioux Indian had discovered the presence of

the United States troops and had galloped off
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to warn his tribe. Custer resolved to attack

at once.

The command set out for "Sitting Bull's"

village shortly before noon. It was divided into

three battalions—Major Reno commanding the

advance, General Custer following with the

second, and Captain Benteen the third, the pack

train being under the charge of Lieutenant

Mathev. Custer's battalion consisted of Troops
" C," commanded by the general's brother, T. W.
Custer ;

" I," Captain Keogh ;
" F," Captain

Yates ;
" E," Lieutenants Smith and Sturgis :

u L," Lieutenants Calhoun and Crittenden •

with Lieutenant Cook adjutant, and Dr. G. E.

Lord medical officer.

The whole command marched down a valley

for some -distance and then separated, intending

to strike the village at different points. Custer's

battalion took to the right to cross the hills

and ride down upon the encampment, and Major

Reno branched off to the left and forded the

Little Big Horn—a stream that gives the battle-

its name—at the mouth of a stream now called

Benteen's Creek. As they were separating,

Custer sent an order to Reno to " move forward

at as rapid gait as he thought prudent, and

charge the village afterwards, and the whole

outfit would support him."

After separation the only word received from

Custer was an order signed by the adjutant, and

addressed to Captain Benteen, which read :

Benteen, come on. Big village. Be quick.

Bring Packs ;
" and a postscript, " Bring Packs."

About the time this message must have been

despatched, those with Reno beheld the general

and his men on top of a hill two miles or more

away, looking down upon the village, and saw

Custer take off his hat and wave it in the air,

as if either beckoning the other battalions to his

assistance or cheering his men.

The battalion disappeared over the brow of the

hill, and after that no word or sign ever came irom

Custer or anyone of his whole command Not a

man of the hundreds that followed the general

in the charge lived to tell the tale. The bat-

talion was simply wiped out of existence. In after

years, some of the Indians who took part in the

massacre, laving aside their inbred taciturnity,

consented to show a few L'nited States officers

over the field and explain what had happened and

how it had happened ; but beyond these meagre

reports, and the position in which the bodies of

the soldiers were found after the Indians had

finished with their rejoicings and the mutilations

of the dead, nothing is known of Custer's last

charge. But those acquainted with Custer and

with Indian fighting are able to picture the

scene.

When Custer reached the top of the hill,

instead of a village of some 800 or 1 ,000 warriors,

he saw beneath him a veritable city of wigwams
spread out in the valley. The smoke from the

fires clouded the sky, great herds of ponies

cropped the grass as far as the eye could see,

thousands of painted Sioux, armed, and astride

their shaggy ponies, galloped in circles, working

themselves into a frenzy of fury to fight the

White man. Medicine-men danced and yelled

their incantations, and squaws busily struck the

tents and hurried their papooses and swarms of

dusky children out of harm's way. When this

scene of angry life met his gaze, General Custer,

old Indian fighter that he was, must have re-

cognised that he was in for what seemed likely

to be his last fight. But the mistake had been

made. The time had passed for new plans of

battle. He could not turn his back on the

warriors to join his battalion with the others,

For already the painted bucks were circling rournl

him and firing into his ranks, and already, in all

probability, he heard the crack of rifles to his left,

telling him that the Indians were upon Reno

Hemmed in, retreat out of the question, and

trusting that his other battalions would hurry to

his support, he called to his men, and together

they plunged into the shrieking, shouting, seeth-

ing mass of painted and befeathered Red men—
and died.

Reno acted differently. Whether or no he

carried caution to an unjustifiable length is a

question that has been fiercely discussed, at least

some of the -officers who were with him being

his greatest denouncers. So bitter were the

charges made against him that a Government

inquiry was instituted, and, it is only right to say,

it exonerated him from blame.

Reno's battalion struck the Indians shortly

after crossing the Little Big Horn, and the Ket

scouts at once made for the rear to be out ol

danger. When the Sioux Indians appeared

in considerable force on his front, instead of

charging the village as Custer had ordered.

Reno dismounted his troops to fight on foot,

and taking advantage of timber he remained

stationary for some long time in almost absolute

security. Later he ordered a retreat to the

Bluffs, and while executing this order, and in the

preceding skirmishes, Lieutenants Mcintosh and

Hodgson, Dr. De Wolf, and twenty-nine men

and scouts were killed.
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Soon after reaching the Bluffs Captain Ben-

teen's battalion joined Reno, placing the latter

in command of a larger force than Custer had

with him ; but notwithstanding this, no active

measures were adopted, the two battalions

standing nerveless and inactive, listening to

were not near enough to the spot to make out

what it was all about. The officers with field-

glasses tried their best to find out where Custer

and his battalion were, but, of course, this was

impossible, for by this time every man, with

Custer, had been slain.

'THEY PLUNGED INTO THE SEETHING MASS OF PAINTED AND BEFEATHERED RED MEN " (/. 48).

heavy firing and much ominous noise in the
direction of the village, where Custer was en-
gaged in his death-struggle. True, an advance
was made to a hill—the hill from which earlier

;n the day Custer had been seen to wave his hat.

From the top of this elevation could be seen a

great commotion in the valley, much riding and
ihouting and firing

; but still Reno and his men
4

Chief "Gall " afterwards said that the news of

the two columns of troops advancing against

the village struck consternation to the heart

of the Indians, but when Reno was seen

to dismount and remain stationary, they were

glad, for it allowed the whole Indian force to

be hurled against Custer. Him out of the

way, they concentrated against Reno. When
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this latter movement took place Reno retreated

again to the Bluffs, where close to the river he

picked upon a strong position and successfully

withstood all the afternoon a heavy fire. Dark-

ness came down, and the troops spent an anxious

night intrenching themselves, and wondering

what had happened to their companions with

Custer, but knowing nothing except that the

general must have been defeated.

Lying under the stars, surrounded by the
" Hostiles," they passed a night of restlessness

and alarm. The sky was aglare with light from

the bonfires ; the silence of the night pierced

by many strange cries of exultation and hate,

by shots, and the monotonous beating of the

tom-tom for the scalp-dance. At times a nervous

man would spring from his bivouac on the

earth to shout that he heard the march of

approaching relief, and bugles rang out a wel-

come that was only answered by the echoes

from the hills.

When morning dawned the Sioux opened fire,

and the day which followed was one of fevered

sorties and galling waiting. On the stronghold

that day Reno's men lost eighteen killed and
had fifty-two wounded, and they spent a second

anxious night. But on the morning of June
27th General Terry raised the siege and rode

into camp. Terr}-, in his journey, had come
across more than a hundred dead, and that an

awful tragedy had been enacted he knew. But

he did not know the full extent of the slaughter.

On the 28th the army marched to the battlefield

of the Little Big Horn. Scattered on the slope

of the hill they found 212 dead. General Custer,

his brother—Captain T. VV. Custer—Captaim

Keogh and Yates, Lieutenants Cook, Crittenden,

Reily, Calhoun, Smith, and other officers of their

men were found, each scalped and mutilated

except Custer himself. He lay apparently as

he had fallen, the Indians refraining from wreak

ing vengeance on the leader, who was well

known to " Sitting Bull " and others of the chiefs.

The bodies of Lieutenants Porter, Harrington,

and Sturgis, and Dr. Lord, were never found.

The killed of the entire command was 265, and
j

the slaying of Custer and his men was the

crimson spot of the first Centennial Year of the

United States.

It is also rendered memorable as being the

last great victory the Red man achieved over the

White in the fight for the American continent

For as though frightened at the thoroughness of

their victor)', and fearing as harsh a retribution,

the followers of " Sitting Bull " afterwards flitted

from place to place, refusing to join issues with

The armies sent to catch them, and gradual))'

melted away, breaking up into small bands, or

returning to the agencies from which the)
1 had

surreptitiously marched but a few weeks before

The great armies which, immediately the nein

of Custer's massacre reached Washington, were

sent to trap the Indians, marched up and down

the Bad Lands ; but in all their marching and

countermarchings were never able to find an

Indian to fight.
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FM HE great Imperial Eagle of France had

J I I been caught and caged at Elba, and

X after close on twenty-five years of

storm and tumult, Europe was at peace.

The armies which had driven the Eagle out of

France had marched home again, robbing the

kgfe's nest of many ill-gotten 'rophies and
leaving in his place a horde of vultures wh>
claimed the nest as theirs.

As is the manner of vultures, there was much
gorging : Louis XVIII., the man li who had
learned nothing, and forgotten nothing," brought

tuck in his train a host of hungry folk, princes

I the blood royal, dukes, and noble dames
;

and France soon found that it would be made
I Miffer for its Revolution and its Republic, and
that the victories of its Emperor were like to

«* it dear. Royalists filled the high places in

^arch and State. Shameless rapacity and
sfcan reprisals were seen on every side ; and
a the army the most scandalous injustices were

uzbfushingly practised.

People began to look with regret towards the

Mediterranean isle where the Eagle plumed his

rjSed feathers moodilv.

There were mysterious nods and glances, and
allusions to a certain flower which a certain

little corporal " was known to have loved.
" He will return again with the violet," they

>*id in whispers.

I-adies affected violet-coloured silks, and rings

of the same hue became fashionable, bearing
the motto 11

It will re-appear in Spring."
Nor were they wrong, for on the 1st March,

'^i>. at five o'clock in the afternoon, Napoleon
:he Great, with a hundred dismounted Lancers
°f the Guard, some veteran Grenadiers and a
few officers, landed in the Gulf of San Juan,
^ began that triumphal progress which ended
« Waterloo.

His advance is curiously recorded in the

papers of the day : I quote from the Momteur:—
M The cannibal has left his den.!'

" The Corsican wolf has landed in the Bay of

San Juan."
44 The tiger has arrived at Gay."
u The wretch spent the night at Grenoble."
" The tyrant has arrived at Lyons."
" The usurper has been seen within fifty miles

of Paris."
M Bonaparte is advancing with great rapidity,

but he will not set his foot inside the walls of

Paris."

" To-morTow Napoleon will be at our gates !

"

" The Emperor has arrived at "Fontainebleau."

" His Imperial Majesty Napoleon entered

Paris yesterday, surrounded by his loyal subjects."

At midnight on the loth March, Louis the

Gross got into his carriage by torchlight, and

was driven off to Lille ; the Comte d'Artois and

the Court followed an hour later, and the good

citizens found when they rose next morning,

two notices fastened to the railings of the Place

Carrousel

—

" Palace to let, well furnished, except the

kitchen utensils, which have been carried away
by the late proprietor."

And the other

—

44 A large fat hog to be sold for one Napoleon."

At eight o'clock that evening the Emperor was
carried up the grand staircase of the Tuileries

on the shoulders of his officers, and from that

moment until the 1 2th June the master-mind

was wrestling with a task vast enough to have

discouraged twenty brains

!

Out of chaos he produced order ; a new
Government was formed, a new army created

;
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five days after his entry the Allied Sovereigns bivouac fires were suddenly seen glowing redly

declared him an outlaw ; on the 1st June he in the darkness beyond Charleroi, no one knew

distributed Eagles to his troops, and took an exactly where he was.

oath of allegiance to the new Constitution. But • • •

Europe had meanwhile flown to arms, and Brussels swarmed with fashionable folk, and

THE FARM OK OUATRE BRAS.

300,000 Austrians were to enter France by

Switzerland and the Rhine
;

200,000 Russians

weie marching on Alsace ; Prussia had 236,000.

half of whom were ready for action, so that,

including our English 80,000, the Netherland

contingent and the minor States of Germany, he

had to face the onslaught of more than 1 ,000,000

men, with only 214,000 at his immediate com-

mand. England and Prussia were the first to

arrive ; it would be July before the others could

reach the frontier, so, Napoleon, leaving armies

of observation at various points, marched against

Belgium, hoping to defeat Wellington and

Bliicher in time to turn about and face the

storm clouds gathering in the east.

• • • • •

It was the month of June, and the weather was

intensely warm. An army under Wellington,

some 100,000 strong, including British, King's

German Legion, Hanoverian, Brunswick, Dutch,

Belgian, and Nassau troops, was distributed in

cantonments from the Scheldt to the Charleroi

chaussee.

It was a heterogeneous force, hastily got to-

gether, and a large proportion of it by no means

to be depended upon.

Of the British regiments, many were formed

of weak second and third battalions which had

never been under fire, and nearly Noo militiamen

fought in the ranks of the 3rd Guards and

42nd Highlanders, those in the Guards actually

wearing their Surrey jackets.

Bliicher's force, seasoned veterans for the most

part, lay in four separate corps on the frontier

south of Brussels, and so masterly were Napo-

leon's movements, that until the lights of his

the families of officers who were with the

army.

The Duchess of Richmond gave a ball on

the night of the 15th June, the list of invited

guests being curious, and not a little melancholy.

Among the two hundred odd names we read

those of Wellington, Uxbridge, and Hussey

Vivian
; two Ponsonbys, one of whom was to

die three davs later ; Hay, the handsome lad

who had won a sweepstake at Grammont the

Tuesday before, and whose young life ebbed

out on the Friday at Ouatre Bras ; Cameron,

of Fassifern, who also fell there ; Dick of the

42nd. killed at Sobraon in '46 ; and aide-de-

camp Cathcart, who lived till Inkerman, where a

ball and three bayonet thrusts closed his strange

career. These and many others of more or less

note danced in the long, low-roofed, barn-like

room which His Grace of Richmond had hired

for the occasion from his neighbour, Van Asch,

the coachbuilder.

About midnight Wellington, having already

learned that the outposts had been engaged,

went to the ball, where he found the Prince

of Orange. Now, the Prince of Orange, who

seemed fated to cause the useless sacrifice of

valuable life, ought to have been at his post at

Binche, and thither the duke promptly sent

him, after first inquiring if there were any news.

"No, nothing, but that the French have

crossed the Sambre, and had a brush with the

Prussians !
" Muffling had previously brought

the intelligence, which should have arrived much

sooner, the duke afterwards saying to Napier:

"
1 cannot tell the world that Bliicher picked the

fattest man in his army to ride with an express
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tn me, and that he took thirty hours to go

thirty miles.*'

Far from being surprised (as some writers have

i the duke's orders were despatched before' he

*ent to that now historic entertainment, and

the dancing continued long after he and his

oficers had left.

At four o'clock Pack's Highlanders, in kilt

and feather bonnet, swung across the Place

Royale and passed through the Namur Gate

—

the rising sun glinting on their accoutrements,

their bagpipes waking the sleeping streets.

" Come to me and I will give you flesh," was

the weird pibroch of the Black Watch, and many

picton's division off to the front.

At two o'clock, while it was yet dark,

*ra«ge sounds were heard under the trees

—the shuffling of men's feet, the ringing

musket-butts on the ground, short words of
"mmand, and the running ripple of the roll-call^ the ranks.

People opened their windows and looked out
;

camages returning from the ball drew up and
•Wed: it was Picton's Division off to the

a Highland laddie heard it that morning for the

last time.

Some of the officers marched in silk stockings

and dancing-pumps. Lingering too long at the

ball, they had not had time—or perhaps, as the

night was warm, they had not troubled—to

change them ; and there were not a few who
never found time again.

Out in the early morning along the great high-

way they went, past lonely farms and clustering
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villages, through the grey-green gloom of the

beech woods of Soigne to Mont St. Jean,

where they halted for breakfast, and where

about eight the duke passed them with his staff,

leaving strict orders to keep the road clear

;

and at noon the troops were on the march
again for Quatre Bras, which was the fiery

prelude to the greatest battle fought in modern

times.

The heat was so intense that one man of

the 95th Rifles went mad, and fell dead in the

road ; but the others pushed on, and were soon

afterwards under fire.

If you take a map of Belgium, placing your

finger on Brussels, and pass it down the great

road running south, you will find, some twelve

miles from the capital, the village of Mont St.

Jean ; a little beyond which place a cross-

road from Wavre intersects the chaussie, and

at that point move your finger at right angles,

right and left, for a mile or so each way, and

you have, roughly, the English position on the

18th June.

Continuing again, still southward, you will

pass La Belle Alliance and Genappe, and nine

miles from the cross-roads before Mont St. Jean

is Quatre Bras.

Rolling ridges of waving grain, some woods in

all their summer beauty, a gabled farmhouse,

and a few cottages where four ways meet—that

is one's impression of Quatre Bras, which

Ney had orders to take, and drive out Per-

poncher's Dutch Belgians posted there ; but we
arrived to their assistance, corps after corps, at

intervals, and forming up in line and square,

repulsed the Cuirassiers and Lancers who charged

through the tall rye.

The crops were so high that the gallant French

cavalry had to resort to a curious device in

Mn^lm^ out our regiments. A horseman would

Utah forward, find out the position, plant a lance

111 the ground, and disappear; then, in a few

im.Hii-nt*, guided by the fluttering pennon, his

itmUAile* would burst upon us—invisible until

Within a few horse-lengths.

Waterloo has put Quatre Bras into the shade,

Imi U w u»ntticts have been more brilliant.

1 Nu frith thanks to Orange, who interfered

wuli it* lotmttton just as the 8th Cuirassiers

umv through the corn—lost its only colour,

Uku. by Trooper Lami, although Volunteer

lUikv revived twenty-three wounds and lost

tlu u*> »>i .in arm in its defence.

I hi <• .th'« other colour had been captured at

|ftW||«i op Zoom, and was hung in the Invalides.

By four o'clock the 44th had upwards of 16

officers and 200 men killed and wounded.

A grey-headed French lancer drove his point

into Ensign Christie's left eye, down through his

face, piercing his tongue and entering the jaw
;

but in that shocking condition he still stuck

manfully to the colour-pole, until, finding him-

self overpowered, he threw the colour down

and lay upon it, and some privates of the

regiment closing round the Frenchman, lifted

him out of his saddle on their bayonet points

!

The 92nd Highlanders—the old Gordons of

Peninsular fame—were the last of Picton's men

to reach the field, and were formed up in line.

11 Ninety-second, don't fire till I tell you !

"

cried Wellington, as a mass of Cuirassier?

charged them in his presence ; and the word

was not given until the dashing horsemen wen

within twenty yards.

A little later, the duke said again :
M Now.

92nd, you must charge these two columns of

infantry "
; and charge they did, over a ditch,

driving the French before them, but their be

loved colonel, Cameron, received a death-wound

from the upper windows of a house.

His horse turned and bolted with him, baa

along the road, until he came to his master's

groom holding a second mount, when, stopping

suddenly, the dying man was pitched on his

head on to the stone causeway. But he had

been terribly avenged ; for the kilted Highland

men burst into the house with a roar and put

every soul inside to the bayonet.
" Where is the rest of the regiment ? " asked

Picton in the evening. Alas ! upwards of halt

the " gay Gordons " had perished in the fray.

Through the broiling heat of that summer

day our infantry stood firm, growing stronger

as regiment after regiment arrived, and fresh

batteries unlimbered in the trampled corn, until

at night Ney fell back, leaving us in possev

sion ; our cavalry came up, jaded by their long

marches ; and we bivouacked on the battlefield,

cooking our suppers in the cuirasses of the

slain.
• • • • •

Meanwhile, Napoleon had beaten Bliicher a

few miles away at Ligny, but had neglected, ui

most un-Napoleonic fashion, to follow up hi*

advantage, and the wily old hussar—he wa>

over seventy-three—slipped off in the dark and

retreated on Wavre.
When Wellington learned this next morning,

he said to Captain Bowles :
" Old Bliicher has

had a good licking, and has gone back to
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Wane As he has gone back, we must go too.

I suppose in England they will say we have been

licked. I can't help that." So back we went,

along the Brussels road, our cavalry covering

the retreat until we reached the stronger

position before Mont St. Jean, where we halted

and faced about, and glued ourselves on the

ndjrc across the causeway in such a manner

tbt ill the magnificent chivalry of France

could never move us.

During the retreat from Quatre Bras on the

17th, all went well until the middle of the day.

The wounded had been collected ; the columns

fled off along the road ; one of the regiments

even found time to halt and flog a marauder :

when, the enemy's cavalry pressing our rear-

guard too closely, some Horse Artillery guns

•pened fire, and the discharge seemed to burst

ibe heavy rainclouds.

b poured down in torrents ; roads were turned

13:0 watercourses, the fields and hollows be-

uae swamps ; we had a smart brush with some
Lancers at Genappe, where our ;th Hussars and
rst Life Guards charged several times ; the 10th

Hussars had also occasion to dismount some men
«d line a hedgerow with their carbines ; but

the main feature of the retreat was a weary tramp
ta a deluge of rain. The cavalry had their

cloaks, it is true, but the greatcoats of the foot-

soldiers had been sent back to England. Soaked
!*> the skin, we arrived at the ridge above La
Have Sainte, and prepared to pass the night

without covering of any kind. The French

Winced almost up to us, and Captain Mercer
«s giving them a few rounds from his 9-pounders

•hen a man in a shabby old drab overcoat and
nisty round hat strolled towards him and began

» conversation. Mercer, who thought him one
of the numerous amateurs with whom Brussels

"is swarming, answered curtly enough, and the

^ranger went away.

That shabby man was General Picton, who
fell next day on the very spot where he received

unmerited snubbing. He fought at Quatre
Bras in plain clothes, having joined the army
hurriedly in advance of his baggage, and there

good reason to believe that he wore the same
dress at Waterloo.

Now commenced preparations for a dismal
bivouac. The French fell back and did not
disturb us again, they too suffering from the

drenching rain, which beat with a melancholy
luting on the cornfields, the clover, the potato

patches and ploughed land which formed both
Positions.

Some of our officers found shelter in neigh-

bouring cottages ; Lord LTxbridge, afterwards

Marquis of Anglesey, crept into a piggery and

sipped tea with Waymouth of the 2nd Life

Guards ; but most of them cowered with their

men round wretched fires which here and there

were coaxed into burning.

One of Mercer's lieutenants had an umbrella,

which had caused much merriment during the

march, but he and his captain found it a haven

of refuge under the lee of a hedge that night.

The cavalry stood to their horses, cloaked,

with one flap over the saddle ; some few were

lucky enough to get a bundle of straw or pea-

sticks to sit down upon, and all looked anxiously

for the dawn—fated to prove the last to thousands

of them. With morning the rain gradually

declined to a drizzle, which finally ceased ; fires

sprang up, arms were cleaned, and a buzz of

voices rose along the line as tall Lifeguardsmen

went down behind La Haye Sainte to dig

potatoes, where, a few hours later, they were

charging knee to knee, and every one made
shift to get what he could—with most it was
only a hard biscuit—and to dry himself, which
was a still more difficult matter.

Wet to the skin, splashed from head to foot

in mud and mire, cold, shivering, unshaven

(the foundation laid of acute rheumatism, to

which a pension of five pence a day, in some cases

ten pence, was applied by a grateful country,

to its indelible disgrace), such was the condition

of those brave hearts who were about to make
the name of " Waterloo-man " a household word
for all the ages.

• • • • •

The Brussels road runs across a shallow valley,

three-quarters of a mile in width, all green and

golden with the ripening grain, dipping sharply

into it by the white-walled, blue-roofed farm-

stead of La Haye Sainte, and rising gently out

again at the cabaret of La Belle Alliance on its

way to the frontier beyond Charleroi.

The valley is bounded by two ridges : on the

northern one along the cross road which runs

nearly the whole length of the position, our

army was posted in the form of a thin crescent

;

on the southern ridge and the slopes leading

down into the valley the French forces were

afterwards distributed, also, to some extent, in

crescent shape.

These crescents had their tips advanced

towards each other, and enclosed in the oval

thus formed were two important strongholds

—

La Haye Sainte, in advance of our left centre,
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and the chateau of Hougoumont, some distance a garden laid out in the French style, and a

in front of our right wing ; while away to the smaller garden full of currant bushes ; barns

extreme left, the white buildings of Papelotte and quaint outbuildings clustering round the

partly concealed Ter La Haye farm and the chateau, a brick wall about the height of a tall

red-tiled hamlet of Smohain, the end of our man, built on lower courses of grey stone,

line in that direction. enclosing the garden, and at the east end of it

The cross-road which I have mentioned as a large open orchard ; from the north-west

hmg along our position, and which was the corner, an avenue of ancient poplars winding

A SHOUT OF 1 VIVE L'eMI'KKEUR !' HULLED A IMS 11 THE 1 I KID "
[p. 58)

celebiated " sunken road of Ohain," runs in some
places between banks, at others on the level ; it

is paved down its centre, like most Belgian roads,

with irregular stones, terrible to traverse for any
distance, and it undulates gently, as the ridge

rises and falls, until it joins the Nivelle chaitssee

beyond Hougoumont. Hougoumont, surrounded
by a quadrangle of tall trees, lies in a hollow in

front of our ridge, perhaps halfway between it

and the enemy's line. A Flemish chateau with

into the Nivelle road with an abattis of tree

trunks there, held by a company of the 51st

Light Infantry
; between the south wall and

the French, a beech wood, through which one

could see the corn-clad slopes beyond : and that

was Hougoumont on the dav of the battle.

The beech wood has been cut down, the

apple-trees are sparse and scanty now, the

chateau was burned by the French shells, and

the garden is a grassy paddock ; but the rest
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remains, loopholed and pockmarked with balls,

a monument to the gallantry of two brave

nations. The light companies of the Foot

Guards occupied it on the 17th, and all night

long they were busy, boring walls, barricading

the gateways and erecting platforms from which

to pour their fire.

On the high ground behind Hougoumont on

our side the 2nd Brigade of British Guards was

posted, having Maitland's Guards on its left
;

beyond Maitland was Alton's Infantry and

Kielmansegge's Hanoverians, flanked in their

turn by the gallant King's German Legion, in

the pay of England, whose left rested on the

Brussels chaussec, behind La Have Sainte. On
the other side of the chaussee was Kempt, then

Pack's Highlanders, the Royal Scots, and 44th

Regiment, some more Hanoverians, under Best,

the 5th Hanoverians of Vincke, Vandeleur's Light

Dragoons, and Vivian's Hussar Brigade.

The 2nd Rifles of the German Legion held

La Haye Sainte, three companies of our 95th

occupying a knoll and sandpit on the other side

of the road, and Papelotte was garrisoned by

Dutch Belgians, who behaved with the greatest

gallantry.

Along the front of this, our first fighting line,

the artillery was posted at intervals, and sufficient

justice has not been done to the brave gunners,

the duke always being unfairly severe on that

arm of the service. Our heavy cavalry stood,

in hollows behind the line, right and left or

the great road in front of the farm of Mont
St. Jean, already full of the Ouatre Bras

wounded. Other troops were in reserve out of

sight of the enemy, behind our ridge, ready to

advance and fill up any gaps, and we had a

strong force in and about Braine 1'Alleud, two

miles to our right, in case the French should

try to turn us there.

Crops, as at Quatre Bras, covered the valley

and ridges, and the whole plain undulated in

every direction. The battlefield to-day is full

of surprises. Sudden dips occur where the

land seems flat from a little distance ; tongues

of ground and barley-covered hillocks rise un-

expectedly as you approach them ; and it is

possible to lose sight of the entire field by a

few yards of walking in some directions ;
so that,

flat as Belgium is generally considered, it is

not astonishing that the survivors of Waterloo

could only speak to events in their own

immediate vicinity.

Between nine and ten there was loud cheer-

ing, as the Duke of Wellington rode along the

line with his Staff. He wore a blue frock coal,

white cravat, and buckskin breeches, with ta$-

selled Hessian boots ; a short blue cloak with

a white lining, and a low cocked hat with the

British black cockade, and three smaller ones for

Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands. He wi<-

mounted on his favourite chestnut, Copenhagen

a grandson of Eclipse, and carried a lone

field-telescope drawn out for use.

At nine o'clock there was a movement on the

opposite side of the valley ; columns debouched

into the fields right and left of the chausiie, and

took up their positions as orderly as if upon

parade
;
glittering files of armoured Cuirassiers

trotted through the corn , and formed behind the

infantry, lance-pennons fluttered on each flank,

and by half-past ten 61,000 French soldiers were

drawn up in battle array, their right opposite

Papelotte, their centre at La Belle Alliance,

their left wing somewhat beyond Hougoumont.

The two greatest living commanders irere

about to measure swords for the .first and only

time ; and as Napoleon galloped along his line,

the music of the French bands was distinctly

heard ; helmets and weapons were brandished tn

the air, and a shout of " Vive l'Empereur I

" rolled

across the field.

Blue-coated infantry formed their first rank\

with batteries of brass cannon dotted here and

there; behind stood the heavy cavalry with more

guns, supported, on their right, by the gay lignt

horse of the Guard, on the left by the heavy

cavalry of the Imperial cohort, and in rear of

the centre about the farm of Rossomme, stood

the invincible infantry of the Guard, the most

renowned body of warriors in Europe.
• a • • •

Napoleon was unwell.

At two in the morning he had oeen recon

noitring, and his horses were ordered for seven

at ten he still sat in an upper room in an attitude

of bodily and mental suffering.

A little later he came down the steep ladder,

and as his page, Gudin, was helping him into

the saddle he lifted the Imperial elbow too

suddenly, and Napoleon pitched over on the

offside, nearly coming to the ground.
" AU*M," he hissed, " a tous Us diables ! " and

away he started in a great rage.

The page stood watching the cortige with

tearful eyes, but when it had gone some hun

dred yards the ranks of the Staff opened.

Napoleon came riding back alone.
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With one hand placed tenderly on the lad's

shoulder he said, very softly, " My child, when
you assist a man of my girth to mount, it is

necessary to proceed more carefully." Yet it

was of this man that Wellington could say, in

after years, 11 The fellow was no gentleman "
!

The page became a general, and fell in a sortie

from Paris during the Franco-Prussian war.
* • • a •

There was a lull before the storm, and the

duke went to have a final look at Hougoumont,
where, in addition to the Guards, he had posted,

in the woods and

grounds, some Nas-

sauers, Hanoverians,

and Luneberg riflemen.

These foreigners

were dissatisfied at their

position, and as Wel-
lington rode away
teieral bullets came
t'bstling- after him

!

"How can they ex-

pect me to win a battle

with troops 1 ike those ? '

'

was his only comment.
About half-past

eleven came the First

Attack !

One booming can-

non echoed dully in

the misty Sabbath

rorning, and a cloud

dark-blue skirmishers

ran forward against

Hougoumont, firing

briskly into the wood.

Puffs of white smoke
issued from the trees ; here and there a blue-
coat turned a somersault and lay still ; but the
cloud increased, and a loud rattle of musketry
was kept up on both sides, which lasted, with
short intervals, the whole day.

Our men fell back upon the buildings through
the open beech-trees, and in twenty minutes the
French supporting columns were pouring up the
hill towards the chateau grounds.

Geeve's German battery opened on them,
and his first shot killed seventeen men, the guns
checking the advance and sending the column,
broken and bleeding, down the ridge again.

Our batteries on the right now began ; the
French artillery replied ; Kellermann's horse
batteries joined in, and the infernal concert was
in full blast.

SIR THOMAS PICTON.

(From Iht Faintingh Sir M. A. Shtt, P.R.A )

The green Lunebergers and the yellow knap-

sacks of the Hanoverians came helter-skelter

back across the orchard, but the Foot Guards

went forward at a run and drove the enemy
off.

Bull's howitzers sent a shower of 5^-inch shells

over the chateau into the wood, and as often as

the death-dealing globes fell crashing through

the branches, so often did the enemy retire in

confusion, until Jerome Bonaparte, ex-king of

Westphalia, who was in command at Hougou-

mont, brought up Foy's Division to help the

attack.

Bravely led by their

officers, the tall shakoes

and square white coat-

facings of the line regi-

ments, the dark-blue

and black gaiters of the

light infantry, pressed

through the wood
until they reached a

stiff quickset hedge,

separated by a thin strip

of apple orchard from

the long south wall,

over which peeped the

head - gear of our

Guardsmen, and in the

confusion of smoke and
skirmish the bright -red

brickwork was mis-

taken for a line of

British—you can see

to - day where the

French balls crumbled

that barrier. But soon

discovering their error,

the brave fellows struggled through the hedge

and rushed forward.

A line of loopholes perforated the wall about

three feet from the ground, crossed bayonets

protruded viciously from the openings, and a

hail of bullets poured forth with such ghastly

effect that in half-an-hour there were fifteen

hundred of God's creatures dead and dying on

the green grass in the orchard, and still the

others came on.

Some got as far as the loopholes, and seized

the bayonets ; others struck with their gunbutts

at the men, who, on platforms behind the wall,

fired down over the top, piling up the dead in

dreadful heaps—privates and officers, conscripts

and veterans.

From time to time our Foot Guards charged
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THK FARM OK HOUCiOLMONT.

over the large orchard at the east end of the

enclosed garden, and also at the south-west angle

of the farm buildings, where a haystack helped

to cover them until the French burned it ; and

this repulse and attack went on, time and again,

until the evening, the enemy gaining no advan-

tage but the beechwood for all their desperate

valour.

The rest of our line had remained passive

listeners to the firing, except for a little skir-

mishing here and there, but a hurricane was

brewing and about to bur>t against our left and

centre.
• • • • •

La Have Sainte was a farm, lying like Hougou-

mont in a hollow ; it was on the Brussels road,

and was built with bam and stabling round three

sides of an oblong vard, the fourth side being a

high white wall, with a gate and a piggery

alongside the roadway.

Towards the French position stretched a long

orchard, a small garden lay behind the house,

and a large double door opened from the yard

into the fields on the Hougoumont side, half

of which door had been burned for bivouac

fires the night previous. The 2nd Rifles of the

German Legion, dressed like our own in green

with slate-coloured pantaloons, held the post,

and held it like the heroes of old, three

companies in the orchard, two in the building,

and one in the garden, Major Baring, who had

two horses shot under him, being in command.

The post was not as strong as Hougoumont.

all the pioneers having been sent to fortify the

latter place, and the " Green Germans " tad

a very insufficient supply of ammunition;

Wellington afterwards admitting that he tad

neglected to make the most of the position there.

At P30 p.m. Marshal Ney had gathered

seventy-four guns, mostly 12-pounders, on a

ridge very near to La Haye Sainte on the

French right of the road, and this was known

as the " Great Battery."

Behind the guns the whole of D'Erlon'sCorp.

together with Bachelu's Division, was masscti

in columns for the attack twenty regimen:-.

Bachelu being in reserve. Ney sent to the

Emperor to tell him all was ready, and with

an appalling cannonade on our left and centre

they commenced the Secono Attack.
When the smoke which hung about the gun?

had drifted slowly away across the slopes wc

could see four massive columns, led by the

brave Ney, pouring steadily forward stra^hi

for our ridge.

The firing became general as we opened W

the advance ; men had to shout to be audible

to their neighbours
; long lanes were ploughed

through Picton's Division, and the balls went

tearing through our cavalry in reserve, many d

them striking the hospital farm, and some eve*i

travelling into the village beyond.

Bylandt's Dutch Belgians, posted in front oi

the cross-road, forgot their gallantry at Quatre
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Bras, and bolted, almost running over the

Grenadiers of our 28th, who were restrained

with difficulty from firing into them. One ball

cut a tall tree into half at the hedgerow above

the sandpit, bringing the feather)' top down and

taking place about two o'clock, and lasting for

more than an hour.

Durutte took Papelotte, but was driven out

again ; Alix and Marcognet breasted the rise, and

gained the ridge under a murderous discharge
;

SOME COT AS FAR AS THE LOOPHOLES AND SEIZED I III. BAYONETS "
(/. 59).

half-smothering two doctors of the 95th, who
had stationed themselves beneath it.

Nearly 24,000 men advanced, with loud cries

md the hoarse rolling of drums, in four masses :

Durutte against Papelotte, Alix and Marcognet
in front of Kempt and Pack, Donzelot upon
the devoted Rifles in La Haye Sainte. the shock

the smell 01 trampled corn mingling with

the powder smoke as the Great Battery ceased

firing lest it should kill its comrades, and

with shouts of " Vive l'Empereur !

M the two
columns hurled themselves against the steel

barrier of bayonets on the hedge-lined bank

above them.
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Hand to hand, no quarter asked or given,

veteran and conscript came on yelling like mad,

Ficton's Division meeting them in line.

Some of Marcognet's fellows crossed the Wavre
road and blazed into the 02nd ; but our men
advanced, after a withering volley, and, jumping

into the cross-road, went at them with a will.

Cameron Highlanders, 32nd and 2Sth, Scots

Royals, and Black Watch, Gordons and 44th,

with colours waving and courage high, over the

causeway they rushed, into the wheat and barley.

44 Charge, charge ! Hurrah !
" cried Ficton, his

little black eyes sparkling, his florid complexion

redder with excitement—a ball struck his right

temple, he fell dead from his horse, and his men
passed over him driving the foe down hill.

A mounted French officer had his horse shot,

and getting to his feet seized the regimental

colour of the 32nd, which was nearly new.

Belcher, who carried it, grasped the silk and the

Frenchman groped for his sabre hilt, but Colour-

sergeant Switzer thrust a pike at his breast.

44 Save the brave fellow !
" was the cry, but it

came too late ; a private, named Lacy, fired

point blank into him, and he fell lifeless.

Ney stood in the road beyond La Have
Sainte watching Donzelot's attack on the farm,

where the 44 Green Germans" were forced, after

a struggle, out of the long orchard into the

buildings, and simultaneously a mass of Cuiras-

siers tore past the Hougoumont side and rode

at the ridge.

Our Household Cavalry and Ponsonby's

Heavies had walked on foot to the height over-

looking the struggle ; the trumpets rang out

" Mount," and swinging into their saddles

they swooped down into the thick of it. With

a clatter across the causeway, and the muffled

thunder of hoofs on the ground beyond it, the

scarlet-coated Life Guards, wearing no armour

then, and mounted on black horses, dashed past

the Wellington tree into the potato field, with

the Blues and King's Dragoon Guards, swinging,

slashing, stirrup to stirrup, to meet Kellermann's

troopers and Orconer's Cuirassiers. There was

the snort of eager horses, the creaking of leather,

the clash of sword on steel cuirass, the yell of

passion and the scream of agony ; a seething

mass of fighting-men and steeds, glinting and

gleaming, swaying this way and that way, but

always onward, jostling down the hill.

The 1st Lifes got jammed in the road beyond

the farm with a body ot Cuirassiers, on the spot

where Ney had just before been standing, volti-

geurs firing into them, on friend and foe alike !

Their Colonel, Ferrier, led eleven charges,

although badly wounded by sabre and lance.

The King's Dragoons jumped their horses

over a barrier of trees which our Rifles had built

across the causeway and went thundering alnrii;

that way, while the Blues were reaping a harus

of glory in another direction, and the 2nd Life

Guards charged to the left for a great dKar.u

beyond the sandpit alongside the farm, where

Corporal Shaw met his fate after slaying nine

of the enemy single-handed.

After the battle men remembered this mighty

swordsman, and told in solemn voices his deeds

of derring-do. One cuirassier sat, out of the

melee, coolly loading his carbine and picking off

our troopers, and it is believed he gave Shaw

his mortal hurt.

A survivor narrated how, exhausted at night-

fall, he had lain down on a dung-heap, when

Shaw crawled beside him, bleeding from many

wounds. In the morning the life-guardsman

was still there, his head resting on his arm as ti

asleep, but it was the sleep which knows no

waking.

Ponsonby's Union Brigade was mean* hi c

making its immortal onslaught, more towards

Papelotte, the ground they went over beu^

billowy, and the troops before them infantry * 1

the line.

The Royals gave a ringing cheer ;

44 Scotland

for ever !
" was the war-cry of the Greys :

and

the Inniskillings went in with an Irish howl.

As they passed the 92nd, many of the High-

landers caught hold of their stirrup-leathers and

charged down with them ; the very ground

seemed trembling under the iron hoofs ;
Ma-

cognet and Alix were broken and trampled, ar.a

in three minutes more than 2,000 prisoners

were wending their disconsolate way to the rear.

44 Those beautiful grey horses !
" said Napoleon

as he watched the charge.

Did he see that struggle round the Eagle I

his 45th, I wonder—that famous 44 Battle for the

Standard " which Ansdell has painted so well ?

What says Sergeant Ewart, the hero of the

incident ?
44

It was in the charge I took the

Eagle from the enemy. He and I had a hard

contest for it. He made a thrust at my gn>in :

I parried it off, and cut him down through the

head. After this a lancer came at me ; I true"

the lance off by my right side, and cut him

through the chin and upwards through the

teeth. Next a foot-soldier fired at me, and then

charged me with his bayonet, which I also had

the good luck to parr)-, and then I cut him
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down through the head. Thus ended the

contest."

Captain Clarke and Corporal Styles, of the

Royals, took an Eagle from the 105th between

them—a glorious gilded thing, embroidered

with the names of Jena, Eylau, Eckmiihl, Essling,

and Wagram—the gallant captain losing the tip

of hi> nose in the struggle.

A man of the Inniskillings named Penfold

chimed to have taken that colour ; but his story

B vague, and I incline to think that a blue silk

camp -colour of the 105th, now at Abbotsford,

was the one that Penfold seized and afterwards

lost in the fray.

Sir William Ponsonby led the charge on a

restive bay hack, and was killed ; while some of

the Greys got as far as the Great Battery, dis-

abling many of the guns, and getting slain in

the end.

Part of the 28th lost its head, and charged with

the brigade ; Lieutenant Deares of that regiment

bang taken prisoner, stripped of his clothes,

rejoining at night in nothing but shirt and
rrousers.

Tathwell, of the Blues, tore off s colour, but

his horse was shot and he lost it ; and the

greater part of the two brigades rode along the

battery until heavy bodies of Cuirassiers and
Lancers came to drive them back.

Vandeleur charged to their relief with his

Light Dragoons—the 12th with bright yellow

lancer facings, the 1 6th with scarlet, the buff

nth remaining in reserve.

"Squadrons, right half-wheel ! Charge !
" and

ibt abres of our light horsemen were soon busy
inrhe valley below. The ground was very soft, for

i month after the battle some of the holes made
by horses' feet were measured, and found to be

nghteen inches deep, and in speaking of artillery

movements it must be remembered that the guns
were at times up to the axle in clay.

The heavy cavalry regained our position ; but

*> much had they suffered that, later in the day,

when they were drawn up in lire to show a bold

front, there were only fifty of them ; Somerset,

who led the " Households," losing his hat, and
wearing the helmet of a life-guardsman, with
its red and blue worsted crest, until nightfall.

The attack had failed, and there was a long

pause, broken only by the firing at Hougoumont
and some feeble attempts on La Haye Sainte

;

but it was now the turn of our troops in the

centre, from the chaussee to the back of the

chateau ; and a terrible time they had !

A renewal of the cannonade—a forming of

our regiments into squares and oblongs—and

then the grandest cavalry affair in history, as

fortv squadrons of Cuirassiers and Dragoons

crossed from the French right in beautiful order,

wheeled up until they almost filled the space

from Hougoumont to La Haye Sainte, and, about

four o'clock, put spurs to their horses and began

the Third Attack !

A forest of sword-blades, an undulating sea of

helmets, a roar of mighty shouting as they came
through the yet untrampled grain.

Wave after wave, far as the eye could scan,

now glinting with thousands of bright points

as the sullen sun shone for a moment upon

them, now grey and sombre as the clouds closed

together again. Nearer ! nearer ! nearer ! Men
clutched their muskets tighter and breathed

hard
;
gunners rammed home and hastened to

re-load before the smoke had drifted from the

cannon.

Suddenly they left their guns, and ran to the

infantry for protection as the sea burst upon us,

and our ridge became alive with furious horse-

men, surging and foaming round and round the

squares. There were many who thought that all

was over, but the little clumps of scarlet fringed

with steel were impenetrable.

In vain the moustached troopers cut desper-

ately at the bayonets ; in vain they rode up and
fired their pistols into the faces of our lads. For
three-quarters of an hour they expended their

strength in a hopeless task ; and when our fresh

cavalry from Dornberg's and Grant's Brigades

charged them, they went down the slope again,

leaving the ground dotted with dead and dying.

A moment's respite to re-form in the hollows

below, and back they came once more, in the

face of a fearful fire from our artillery, whose
guns were double-shotted—some loaded with

scattering grape and canister. Lanes, sickening

to behold, were torn through the squadrons
;

but Milhaud's men were not to be daunted, and
the same strange scene was repeated many times.

A small body of Cuirassiers that had surren-

dered was being escorted to the rear by a weak
party of the 7th Hussars, when they made a bold

dash for liberty along the Nivelle road, stamped-

ing, ventre A terre, until they reached the abattis

at the end of the Hougoumont avenue.

Here they met Ross's company of the 51st.

who killed eight men and twelve horses, the

rest—about sixty—surrendering again.

One artilleryman was seen under his gun,

dodging a French trooper, who tried to reach

him with his long sword.
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After some moments the cuirassier's horse was constant firing still at Hougoumont and La
was shot, and the gunner, sallying out, hit him Haye Sainte, when the trumpets sounded again,

over the head with his rammer, and packed him and with seventy-seven squadrons, including the

off to the rear with a parting kick.

The ridge was once more cleared,

cavalry of the Guard, France returned to the

and charge. Ever}' arm of the mounted service was
represented in this

attack, the beauty

and hrilliancy of

the uniforms baf-

fling description.

CarahinicTN white-

coated, with brass

cuirasses ami red-

i. rested helmets
;

Lancers, Dragoons,

and Chasseurs in

green, with facings

i >t every hue ; the
Red I oncers of the

DEFENCE OF IA Jl AYE SAINTK BV THE GERMAN
i.F.oioN [ft, 66;.

Mercer's battery brought into the front line. The
whole field was now littered with corpses and

accoutrements. Gaily-dressed trumpeters, and

officers on whose breasts hung crosses ot the

Legion of Honour, lay bleeding in the barley

among hundreds of dead and wounded horses.

Here a lancer in green and light blue, there a

heap of cuirassiers of the ist Regiment, mown
down by grape shot; yonder a chasseur-a-chcial,

propped against his charger, while swords and

cuirasses were almost as numerous as the stalks

of corn.

All the slope was torn and trampled ; flies

were busy in the now loathsome hollows
; there

Guard, clad in scarlet

from head to heel, and

Napoleon's own favourite

Chasscurs-a-cheval, with hussar caps and red
pelisses, richly braided with orange lace ; tall

bearskinned Horse Grenadiers, with white facings

to their blue coats ; the Cuirassiers, dark and
sombre looking ; the high felt shakoes of the
Hussars—it was as though a flower garden in all

its summer dress were moving at a slow trot

upon us, heralded by the thunder of hell from
the batteries behind it.
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When the thunder stopped, which it always did

as the leading files reached the crest of the ridge,

our men could hear in the momentary intervals of

their own firing the jingling of bits and scabbards,

and the heavy breathing of the horses. Mounted
>kirmishers came close to the batteries and com-

menced firing at the gunners, who were literally

dripping with perspiration from the exertions

thcv made. One fellow took several pot-shots

a: Captain Mercer, who was coolly walking his

horse backwards and forwards along a bank to

set an example to his men. He missed each

rime, and grinned grimly as he reloaded, but as

the head of the

squadrons closed

up the skirmish-

ers vanished and

were succeeded

bythe rush which

threatened death

to every soul on

tbeplateau. Wel-

lington's orders

were to retire

into the squares

and leave the

hatteries, but

Mercer's men
>tuck to their

guns, repulsing

three charges of

the Horse Grena-
diers, and dealing

sich slaughter

that the position

^"G Troop" was known next day by the

enormous heap of slain lying before it, visible

from a considerable distance.

The carnage on the slope was shocking—the

oldest soldiers had seen nothing like it : men
and horses lay piled one on another, five and six

in a heap, every fresh discharge adding to the

ghastly pyramid. The 1st Cuirassiers numbered
300 of the Legion of Honour in its ranks—it

lost 117, including two lieutenants and the brave

Captain Poinsot, page to the Emperor in 1807,

wounded at Moscow and Brienne. One officer,

finding the fire from a particular gun playing

havoc with his men, rode straight at it and was

blown to atoms.

The horses during the battle suffered cruelly,

and some of the details are heartrending : the

charger of a very stout officer with the Duke's

staff, probably Muffling, was seen to rear for

some time without the rider being able to bring

5

"A GALLANT ARTILLERY DRIVER RUSHED HIS HORSES TO THE
WALL "

( /. 66).

it down—its front legs had been both shot off.

Another trooper's horse was seen next morning

sitting on its tail, its hind legs gone ; and one

poor beast ran for sympathy to six guns in

succession, and was driven off from each with

exclamations of horror until it reached "G
Troop," where they mercifully killed it : the

whole of its face below the great brown pleading

eyes had been carried away by a round shot

!

After a repulse and a re-attack, the remnant

of the seventy-seven squadrons reeled back to

their own lines : the cavalry- of France, magni-

ficent, irresistible, brave as lions, and nobly led,

had shattered

itself without re-

sult, and the thtrd

great attempt had
failed!

• • • •

All the after-

noon there had

been great doings

at Hougoumont.
About one
o'clock Colonel

Hepburn had re-

lieved Saltoun in

the large orchard

with a battalion

of the 3rd—now
the Scots Guards

—and the com-

bat on that side

became a long

succession of ad-

vances with the bayonet to the front hedge and

retirings into a green dry ditch, which is known
to us as the " friendly hollow-way." When our

men fell back, a terrific fire from the short east

wall would stagger the foe, and the Scots,

having formed again, would scramble out of the

hollow and clear the orchard of all but the dead.

Along the terrible south wall a staff-officer,

who had been through all the Peninsula battles,

afterwards said that the slain lay thicker than he

had ever seen them elsewhere.

The chateau and barns were now burning

furiously, fired by Haxo's howitzers at Napo-

leon's orders, and many of our wounded perished

in the flames ; some officers' horses tore out of

the barn, galloped madly round the yard, and

rushed into the fire again to be destroyed.

Twice the enemy got in : once by a little

door in the west wail, through which they never

got out alive ; and the second time, when our
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Guardsmen had sallied out into the lane to drive

off a body of infantry, about fifty French entered

on their heels through the north gate. Then,

by main strength of arm, Colonel Macdonell,

Sergeant Graham, and three or four more,

shut and barred the wooden gate in the faces

of the others, and those inside were all shot

down.

A brave fellow climbed on to the beam that

crossed the gateway ; but Graham fired, and he

dropped with a scream on to the heads of his

comrades outside the wall.

The fire stopped at the door of the chateau

chapel, which was full of wounded, and a wooden
figure of our Saviour had the feet nibbled by

the flames, at which the superstitious marvel

greatly to this day.

Columns of smoke hung over everything. A
gallant artillery driver rushed his horses to the

wall, and flung a barrel of welcome cartridges

over into the yard. At the corner, before the

gardener's house, Baron de Cubieres lay wounded
under his horse

;
afterwards, when Governor of

Aneon a, he expressed himself very grateful that

we had not fired on him !

Crawford of the 3rd Guards was killed in the

kitchen garden, Blackmau of the Coldstreams

died in the orchard ; but the attack and repulse

grew gradually weaker, as both sides tired of

the hideous slaughter.

Meanwhile, a serious trouble which had been

menacing the Emperor on his right flank for

some time at last grew terribly imminent.

The Prussian> were coming in spite of Grouchy,

who had been sent in their pursuit.

Thev should have arrived about one o'clock;

but. thanks to the bad roads, a fire in the town

of Wavre, which had to be extinguished before

the ammunition-waggons could be got through,

and some hesitation on the part of Gneisenau,

Blucher's Chief of Staff, who doubted Welling-

ton's good faith, it was half-past four when
part of Bulow's corps came out of the woods

at St. Lambert and confirmed Napoleon's pre-

viously awakened fears.

In the hazy weather thev thought it was

Grouchy, and a false report was afterwards sent

through the French army to cheer the wearied

men ; but the Emperor and Soult knew other-

wise, and the line of battle was weakened by a

strong force being detached to meet the new
arrivals.

There was no time to be lost ; drums rolled

and trumpets sounded again, and the last rem-

nants of the cavalry had not regained their

position when the Fourth Grand Attack began

with a fur>- that even exceeded the others.

While fresh bodies of horse and foot advanced

up the ridge, a most determined rush was made

on La Haye Sainte. Baring had been reinforced,

it is true
;
but, although he sent time after time

for more ammunition, not a single cartridge w*.

forthcoming I

A feeble excuse has been made that there were

no means of getting it into the building ; but a

large door and several windows faced our line at

the back of the house then, as now. They may

still be seen by the visitor to Waterloo.

A horde of French infantry flung themselveN

on the buildings, setting the bam on fire, ar.J

besieging the broken gateway.

While the brave Germans filled their camp

kettles from the pond and extinguished the

flames, others, with their bayonets only, kept

the door leading into the field. Seventeen corpso

they piled up there in a few minutes, one gallant

fellow defending a breach with a brick torn

from the wall ! The individual acts of heroism

on authentic record would fill many pap»-

but, without ammunition, they were at a fearful

disadvantage.

The voltigeurs climbed on to the roof of the

stable, and shot them down at their ease :
the

half barn-door is preserved to the present day.

with eighty bullet -holes in it ! Alten sent the

brave Christian Ompteda to their aid, it prac-

ticable, with the 5th Battalion. He pointed t<'

an overwhelming force ; but the irrepressible

Orange repeated Alten's suggestion in a tone

that brooked no delay, and Ompteda went down

with his 5th Battalion, and they died, almost to

a man !

Baring dismounted to pick up his cap, knocked

off by a shot ; four balls had lodged in the

cloak rolled on his saddle-bow, and a fifth thet.

pierced the saddle itself, while the Scotch Lieu-

tenant Gramie, sitting on the rafters of the

piggery, in which a calf was lowing, raised ho

shako to cheer his men, and his right hand

was taken off at the wrist. He was only

eighteen. „

It was hopeless. " It I receive DO Cartridge

said Baring in his last appeal, " I not only niu^.

but will abandon the post !
" And very ***

those neglected heroes retreated slowly throug

the house and out through the garden beyom

the French, bursting into the yard, chasing thc

remnant round and round and bayoneting thenl

on the dungheaps.

A roar of cheering rang above the battle-
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At last they were victorious, and the French had

tjken La Haye Sainte.

Without a moment's hesitation their conquest

m turned to the best possible advantage.

Smart red-braided Horse Artillery galloped down
the causeway, dragging their guns to the knoll

irrve the sandpit, from which our 95th had

Tctn driven, and, unlimbering, opened fire at

sttfy yards range on to our line.

Skirmishers filled the hedgerows and the farm

Suildings. The Great Battery renewed its work
• death, and in a few moments there was a

trious gap in the centre of our position.

Lambert's brigade had been brought up before

this, and suffered terribly.

The 27th, which had lain down and slept

- undly behind Mont St. Jean until after three

dock, lost 478 out of 608 in its new quarters
;

md the 40th thirteen officers and 180 rank

ni file, one round shot taking off the head of

Ciptam Fisher and killing twenty-five men.

Ompteda's brigade mustered a mere handful,

vdrrunsegge was almost destroyed, Halkett

had two weak squares, one of his regiments

^ang very shaky indeed, and, altogether, things

rcre unpleasant when the Duke came up with

-e nforcements to patch our front as best he could.

on our right Chasse's Dutch Belgians

"ud arrived, shouting and singing, from Braine

Allcud. trrv drunk, narrowly escaping a volley

''•-m us, as thev wore the French uniform ; and

2 this time, by reason of the bolting of Hake's

-nibcrland Hussars and some of our supports,

•
_
th the enormous losses from the six hours of

a-nagCi the British affairs were in bad case.

H&ctt'x 30th and 73rd in square had been

Purged no less than eleven times : the Duke
>iued to a scarlet mass in front through the

t:"ke, and inquired what regiment it was. It

a* the dead and wounded of those two corps,

" idled together where they had fallen.

The green-faced 73rd was at one time com-

"indcd by Lieutenant Stewart, all the other

^crs having been killed or wounded ; and at

al: past seven the colours of both regiments

*cre sent to the rear.

The 2nd Line Battalion of the German Legion

'*cnt into action with 300 men, but mustered
•'iiy six officers and thirty-six privates after the

attic; but Blucher was now nearing the French

-«ht rear with nearly 52,000 troops and 104

V&n, and the Emperor was obliged to send

'general Duhesme with eight battalions of the

)
T|ung Guard down into the straggling village

4 Planchenoit to help to check them.

He had been at La Belle Alliance all day, and
Prussian shot were now falling about him.

Marshal Ney sent for more infantry to renew
the attack. 44 Ou voulez vous que j'en prenne :

voulez vous que j'en fasse ? " was the Emperor's
impatient reply—" Where can I get them : do
you wish me to make them ?

"

The long June day was drawing^into evening,

and shadows began to lengthen across the fields.

Wellington, who had always been seen where
the fire was hottest, rode with a calm, inscrutable

face, followed by a sadly diminished staff, his

eagle eye taking note of the strength and
weakness of our line.

The Hussars had been moved in rear of the

centre ; and Adams' Brigade took position imme-
diately behind the ridge. In front of the clover

field where the 52nd stood in square, a pretty-

little tortoiseshell kitten, which had been fright-

ened out of Hougoumont by the firing, lay dead

—a strange feature in the scene of destruction.

The men were growing accustomed to the

hideous sights and sounds around them, and
became impatient at the inactivity which
doomed them to endure without reprisal.

Suddenly the brass guns blazed forth once

more upon us ; the pas de charge was rolling

from a thousand drums ; a serried line was seen

advancing along our entire front, and, led by

the Emperor himself, on his grey charger Marie,

his famous rcding<>tc gris open and showing

the well-known dark-green chasseur coat, the

Grenadiers of the Guard marched in solid

columns into the vallev.

Two winding serpents of determined men ;

ten battalions in tall black bearskins, white

facings and dark-blue pantaloons—that was their

dress at Waterloo—with Friant and Morand,

Petit, whom Napoleon had kissed at Fontaine-

bleau, Poret de Morvan, and old Cambronne.
The elite of the French army, the Grenadiers and

Chasseurs of the Old and Middle Guard, marching
sternly to victory or death. Marcognet, Alix,

and Donzelot, with their remnants, against our

reeling left ; Reille, Foy, and Jerome renew-

ing on Hougoumont—cavalry in the gaps and
spaces—a simultaneous, mighty last attack !

The yet unbroken Imperial Guard set their

faces towards the spot where Maitland's, Adams'
and Byng's red-coats looked to their priming

and closed their ranks : had Napoleon hurled

them against the cross road behind La Haye
Sainte, the story of Waterloo had been written

differently.

He missed his chance ; he threw away his
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final hope. The greatest of his many mistakes

was committed, and, handing over the leadership

to Ney, he remained on a hillock above the

farm, and watched the downfall of France and

the death-blow of his empire ! For the last

time in this world their Emperor addressed

them, pointing towards the heights with a

gesture all could understand.

" Deployez les aigles. En avant I Vive

i^Emperettr I
"' and with a great shout they

quickened their pace, passing proudly, un-

heeding, over the bodies of those comrades

who had gone before.

Red tongues of flame burst from the smoke
of our guns

;

whiz came the

fiery rockets,

darting into

their ranks,

sco rchi ng,
blinding, and

burning in

their course ;

h u m m i n g
shells dropped

among them
with terrible

destruction ;

but the Old

Guard pressed

on, and began

to mount the

ridge.

Ney's horse

fell—the fifth

killed under him that day, and the " bravest of

the brave," went forward on foot. Alas, would

that it had been to death !

Our Guards were lying down to avoid the

hurricane from the French artillery. A shell

dropped in one of the squares, and Colonel

Colquitt, picking it up, fizzing and fuming,

walked to the edge and flung it outside to burst

harmlessly. Another officer, mortally wounded,

^aid faintly :

41
1 should like to see the colours of the regi-

ment again before I quit them for ever "
: they

were brought and waved round his body, and

with a smile, he was carried away, to die.

It was men like those that the oncoming

columns had to face, and batteries as famous as

those of Bull and Bolton, of Norman Ramsay,

Whinyates, and Webber Smith, with guns

double shotted and served as on parade ; no

need to sight so carefully, for the moving

target is a wide one, and they hit it every

time

!

Now the skirmishers run out, shouting and

firing as before, and when they have said their

say, they fall back leaving all clear for the

others ; but the columns seem to get no nearer,

though they are marching steadily ; front rank

after front rank is blown to shreds

—

that is «r/h

they appear stationary I

The gunners have done their work ;
trie

guns recoil, and are left there : it is the tum

of the infantry now, and the time has conu

for that historic signal, " Up, Guards, and

at 'em !
" which in reality was never said.

But what

ever the word

was, they d<.

"up,"' and

they do "at

em" J
and

again it h

bayonet t»i

bayonet, and

man to nun

One Wekh

giant, namci

Hughes, a*

feet seven

inches i"

height, is seen

to knock over

a dozen of the

Old Guard

single handed;

the red -coat -

and the blue-coats mingle for a moment and

the blue-coats melt away.

The second column, a little behind the other,

is in good order : it has suffered less from the

cannonade, and is full of fire and fury ; hut »<

also are our 52nd lads, who advance down thi

slope with three tremendous cheers.

Colborne is leading, and when they gel abrea-t

of the column he cries

—

" Halt ! Mark time !

M

The men touch in to their left, and regain their

dressing ; Colborne's horse is shot, and he

comes forward wiping his mouth with a white

handkerchief, still wearing Ensign Leeke's blue

boat-cloak.

" Right shoulders forward !

"

The regiment swings round, and, four deep,

faces the column's flank two hundred yard?

away.
" Forward, 52nd—charge !

" and the Foot

LA HAH SA1MK.
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Guards, who are back on the ridge again, behold

a noble spectacle.

The crash is terrific ; the Imperial phalanx is

taken in flank. The contest is fierce, but it is

soon over.

Brave Michel, in response to our officers, re-

plies with glorious esprit de corps, " The Guard

dies, and never surrenders !
" his words in-

stantly fulfilled, as he falls lifeless, sword in

hand, while Cambronne, grown old in the

service (to whom these words have been falsely

attributed), gives up his weapon to William

Halkett.

Halkett's horse is shot, and Cambronne
hastens away, but his captor is too quick for

him, and seizing his gold aiguillette, hands him

to a sergeant to be taken care of.

On presses the 52nd, driving the broken Guard

before it : it is a sight probably never repeated

in history—one regiment traversing the field

alone, in sight of the army
;
sending the foe

like sheep into the hollow ; dispersing and

pushing them relentlessly back, until they turn

and fly, and other corps make haste to join in

that glorious progress.

There is a movement along the ridge as

the setting sun shines out in a burst of sink-

ing splendour, and the Duke, with cocked hat

raised above his head, gives the magic word,
" The whole line will advance !

" and then spurs

down after the 52nd.

On the rising ground near La Have Sainte,

Napoleon sits on horseback, close to a small

battalion which has formed square.

Jerome, his brother, bleeding and exhausted,

is with him, with honest old Drouot in his

artillery uniform, in the pocket of which is a

well-worn Bible ; Soult and Gourgaud, Bertrand

and brave young La Bcdoyere are there, too

:

but the English Hussars are coming on at a

fast trot.

All day long the waves of valour have been

rolling northward, and breaking against an iron-

bound shore ; now the tide has turned, and

rushes madly south again.

Nothing but confusion meets the eve : every-

where the French are in full retreat—solitary

men, groups of three and four, ruined regiments,

and the skeletons of squadrons.

Jerome rides close to his brother, and says in

a meaning tone

—

" It were well for all who bear the name of

Bonaparte to perish here !

"

Napoleon orders some guns to open on the

Hussars, and one shot hits Lord Uxbridge on the

right knee as, mounted on a troop horse be-

longing to a sergeant-major of the 23rd Light

Dragoons, he is leading the pursuit.

" Here we must die on the field of battle," ex

claims the Emperor, preparing to head the weak

column ; but Soult seizes his bridle, saying.

" They will not kill you : you will be taken

prisoner "
;
and, held up in the saddle by two

faithful officers, for he is worn out, Napoleon

is galloped away in the gathering darkness.

• • • • • •

On the left of the Brussels road some Prussian

guns had come up and fired on our men.

They were the sole representatives of Blucher -

force present before Mont St. Jean until njUr

the retreat had begun ; and they had been

far better absent, as their pounding was cruelly

felt by Mercer's battery and several of <>ur

regiments.

They were induced, after some time, to changi

the direction of their range, and then all wen:

well. The 52nd still pursued its march, halting;

for a moment near La Haye Sainte to fo<xv><!

charge some rallying squares, where a Bc(pa n

soldier was seen killing a wounded Frenchman

and was run through by an officer of the

regiment.

Leeke, who carried the King's colour, found

a foot and a half of the pole wet with blood

Holman, the brother of the blind traveller, h*i

three musket balls through his sword blade, vA

wore it for many years ; Col borne and Major

Rowan, being both dismounted, jumped on W

two horses attached to an abandoned gun, call

ing to their men to cut the harness ; but the

advance continuing, they had to dismount with

a hearty laugh and march on again on foot.

It was getting dark, and our Hussars were

clearing the field in splendid style, the lOtb,

whose sabres were soon red as their scarlet cufK

engaging with some strong remnants of the Ok

Guard and losing two officers.

Major Murray, of the dashing 18th, met a g"11

going at full speed, and leaped his charger over

the traces, between the leaders and wheeled

while his men proceeded to cut the gunner*

down.

Colquhoun Grant, who had lost five horse

and was then mounted on a magnificent che>t

nut, sent the gallant remains of his brigade at

the retreating foe ; and until it was impossible

any longer to pick one's way among the va?k

heaps of dead, disabled cannon, and miserable

wounded—in short, the absolute wreck of a"

army—our light cavalry went wheeling and
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'lulling right and left, hurrying on the veteran,

:he conscript, the artillery driver and the officer

.uke, all the French accounts doing justice to

:hcse light horsemen. It is only in private

i::er>. hardly in the official documents, that

England can learn the heroism of her Hussars

it Waterloo.

Meanwhile the 52nd had crossed to the left of

:hc road and scattered a column debouching
- >m Planchenoit, behind the buildings of La
Belle Alliance, in front of which a mass of guns
tad been left to their fate. The regiment passed

< n. and on its return found them marked with the

numbers of other corps that had succeeded them.
All the causeway was crammed with flying

:*"ups: a terrible struggle for liberty took place,

a which discipline gave way to terror. General

•$cer and baggage waggon fled side by side
;

r.3cs and accoutrements were thrown away
that their owners might hurry faster. The
"•••i*. the by-lanes, the woods, were all filled

1 th fugitives—even the Emperor had to turn

i'tdc in order to get past.

Marshal Ney was one of the last to go. He
tad joined the army on the 15th, without
nv'Ocy. without horses, almost without a uni-
;inn. He was to be found everywhere on
that dreadful 18th, planting batteries, heading
ttanjes. rallying, raging, facing death at every
• ' Jc, and when it was over he tottered ex-

*->ted away on foot, leaning on the shoulder
' a compassionate corporal.

Vow the Prussians have arrived in force,

ftinchenoit, its churchyard and crooked street,

3 orchards and barnyards, are full of French
- i Prussian slain.

The young Guard fought well, but they were
outnumbered, and Blucher rides into the

' 'uiut at La Belle Alliance.

A Uhlan band plays " God Save the King,"
i-Td farther along the road they meet the Duke
returning on his way in the dark to write his

^parches announcing the victory.

The two soldiers embrace, and sit talking for

minutes while the stream goes hurrying
Then the fiery old German follows up

tHc retreat with a fury that is incredible.

At Genappe the Silesians have taken the
Emperor's baggage ; Gneisenau mounts a
Summer on one of the cream-coloured carriage
horses, and away they go into the darkness after
he fugitives, driving them from seven bivouacs,
having, hacking, giving no rest, until the land
ls strewn for leagues with dead men, fallen under
** Pruaian steel.

71

Merciless it may seem to us, looking back

with fourscore years between us and that

moonlit night ; but such was the vitality of

the French that the most drastic steps were

necessary to prevent their army mustering again.

What can I say of the battle-field, after the

pursuit had rolled away, and it was left to the

searcher and the plunderer ?

If I could re-create one tithe of the horror

those slopes and roads revealed you would

sicken and turn away in disgust.

Prussian, Belgian, and British, there were,

out on the plain that night, bent on no errand

of mercy
;

stragglers and camp - followers

creeping from group to group, tearing the

rings from the fingers, and the teeth from the

jaws !

Many a life was foully taken that tender

nursing might have saved ; but there were some
groups who sought for a lost comrade or a

favourite officer, and women there were, with

woman's gentle sympathy, soothing and tending

as only they can soothe.

The bulk of the British force had gone to

bivouac beyond and about Rosomme, which

was behind the French position ; but some
detached portions remained where they had

fought, too weary to advance with the others.

Mercer was one of these, and creeping under

the cover of a waggon, worn out with slaughter,

he slept—waking to find a dead man stark and
stiff beneath him ! His men came to him in

the morning, and asked permission to bury one
of their comrades.

" Why him in particular?" asked the captain,

for many a bearskin-crested helmet was empty in

" G Troop."

Then they showed him the horror of it.

The whole of the man's head had been carried

away, leaving the fleshy mask of what had
been a face, from which the eyes were still

staring wildly.

" We have not slept a wink, sir," they said.
M Those eyes have haunted us all night !

"

With daybreak men stood aghast at the

spectacle of that battle-ground.

The losses have never been satisfactorily

reckoned ; but I have seen it stated, curiously,

that of the red-coats q.qqq were actually killed

there. The French loss for the four days'

campaign has been counted as 50,000 ; and you
can tell off the survivors of both armies to-day,

perhaps, on the fingers of otic hand.

Every house in the neighbourhood was full of
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woutnieii. For three day*, the doctors tell

lis, they were being brought in by the

search parties, a sharp frost having con-

gested the WOUnds of main - and so saved

them, and line- of cart- jolted the shrieking

wretches over that dreadful cau>cwav to

Brussels in endlesssucc^ioxt.

At HougOUmont, where the orange -trees

were in hlo—om. they fUmc three hundred

bodies down a well ! it wa> a .simple

method. -aving time and trouble ; but a

dark tradition lingers that voice* were

heard afterwards, faintly imploring, from

the cavernous depths.

Wild strawberries hung their red clusters,

and the little, blue forget-me-not peeped in the

woods ; birds of prey came croaking on the

wing ; and within twenty - four hours ten

thousand horses had been flayed by the Flemish

peasants, many of whom made fortunes by
plunder !

Men gathered jewelled decorations and crosses

by handfuts : it was impossible to take three

strides without treading on a sword, a broken

musket, a carbine, or a corpse !

Near La Have Sainte they found a pretty

French girl in hussar uniform, and the farm

itself was encrusted with blood ; tufts of hair

adhered to the doorways, the yard presenting

a sight never to be forgotten. A pole to

which a scrap of buff silk clung was picked up

under the body of Ensign Nettles : it was the

regimental colour of the 52nd.

The remains of three French brothers named
Angelet were among the slain, and the history

of one was most romantic. Wounded in some

of the Napoleonic wars, where he had lost a leg.

he was taunted by a lady with the fact that he

could only talk of what he had done for France

—that he could do no more. The brave fellow

seized his crutches, limped after the army, and

met his fate at Waterloo.

Picton's body— wounded at Quatre Bra-,

though none but his valet knew it— was

taken to England, and by a strange coincidence

was laid, at the Fountain Inn, Canterbury,

on the very table at which he had dined,

a fortnight before, on his way to join the

army.

Byng of the Guards said to Sir John Colborne

in Paris :

14 How do your fellows like our getting

the credit of what you did at Waterloo ? I could

not advance because our ammunition was all

done."

The Foot Guards got their bearskins as a well-

merited reward, only the Grenadier companies

wearing them during the battle. The 52nd,

for their great share in the closing scene,

received — nothing / and the Duke, when
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jpproachcd on the subject of that glaring

injustice, said, " Oh, I know nothing of the

sjrices of particular regiments. There was

glory enough for all
!

"

• • • • •

They are nearly all gathered to the 41 land

ii the leal " now. The last of Hougoumont's

defenders—Von Trovich of the Nassauers—died

;n 1**2 : Albemarle, who fought with the 14th

Foot, passed away quite recently ;
while the

Guards turned out to bun,' a veteran not

long since who paraded for the last time in

Gterham workhouse ! In 1894 John Stacey,

iged ninety-six, of the German Legion, -walked

from Yorkshire to London to see if his tenpence

a day might not be increased.

For thirty years you could mark, by the deeper

colour of the corn, where they had buried the

dead in greatest numbers : they still find buttons

in the plough-land after rain, with bullets cut in

half against our sword-blades, and sometimes

bones ! Ten thousand people, on an average,

visit the field each year ; and, though the land

lies dozing under its wealth of crops, and the

lark trills his requiem where the guns once

thundered, and the herdboy's song rises in place

of 44 Vive l'Empereur !

"—never will the nations

forget that fearful Sunday or the names of

Wellington and WATERLOO.

MARSHAL BLOOMER.

(A/Ur Sir Tkvuu Lttvwtct, f'.R.A.)
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NOT since the " V61kerschlacht,M or Ar-

mageddon of the nations at Leipzig,

in 1813, when the allies overthrew

the hosts of Napoleon, had Europe

witnessed such a stupendous conflict as was

fought near Koniggratz, on the Upper Elbe,

in Bohemia, on the 3rd July, 1866. This battle

was tailed of Koniggratz by the Prussians, of

Sadowa by the Austrians
;
and, as a matter of

topographical fact, the latter was the more

correct title, just as the field of Waterloo is

known as Mont Saint Jean to the French, and

Belle Alliance to the Prussian?*—in both cases

with more justice. At Leipzig about 430,000

men had mingled in fight, while at Koniggratz,

as we shall call it in compliment to our ancient

and honoured allies the Prussians, the total

number of combatants was about 435,000, or

close on half a million of men.

What had called these armed hosts into the

field ? Briefly put, it was the question which

was to be the leading Power among the Ger-

man-speaking peoples—Austria or Prussia. For

centuries the former had asserted this position

of proud pre-eminence, but there came a time

when this claim of the Hapsburgs was no longer

allowed by the great and growing monarchy of

the Hohenzollerns. Austria wanted to have

everything in Germany done after her particular

way of thinking, and Prussia began to find it

quite incompatible with her honour and her

self-respect to be thus lorded over by a State

which in many respects she deemed to be her

inferior in point of light and leading. Thus it

came to pass that these two rival Powers began

to lead a very cat-and-dog life at the council-

board of the Germanic Confederation of States
;

and Bismarck, who was the rising statesman of

his time, prophoied that this condition of things

could go on no longer, and that the only remedy

for this eternal quarrelling between the two

was a policy of M blood and iron " on the part

of Prussia.

Once, however, they seemed to have sud-

denly become the best of friends. This was

when they joined their forces, in 1864, to snatch

Schleswig-Holstein, or the Elbe Duchies, as they

were called, from the rule of the Danes. Bis-

marck was the great champion of " Germany for

the Germans," and he thought it scandalous md

unreasonable that a foreign people like the Danes

should continue to domineer over the Teutons

in the Elbe Duchies. Prussia and Austria,

therefore, at his far-seeing instigation, combined

to oust the Danes from the Duchies, and this

they finally did after storming the Danish

redoubts at Diippel.

But the worst of it was that the conquerors

could not agree as to their spoil. Prussia wanted

to do one thing with the Duchies, and Austria

another. It is a common enough thing for

thieves to fall out over the distribution of their

booty, and this was precisely what the rival

German Powers did with regard to Schleswig-

Holstein. Bismarck, the long-headed statesman

that he was, clearly foresaw that they must and

would do so, and this was the very thing he

wanted. He wished to have a good pretext for

going to war with Austria, in order that this

Power might be altogether excluded from the

German family of nations, and that Prussia,

taking her place, might inaugurate a new and

better era for the Teutonic peoples. Austria

had fallen into the trap which he had laid for

her, and she had no choice but to fight. Each,

of course, claimed to be the injured party, and

the old game of the wolf and the lamb

played over again to the amusement of all

Europe. Some of the other German States

sided with Austria, and some with Prussia, but
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:hc former were soon defeated and disarmed,

ir.d then Prussia was free to direct her whole

<rength against the Austrian*.

It was known that the latter were collecting

^. their strength in Bohemia, and King William,

Mho had General von Moltke, the greatest soldier

'. his time, for his Chief of the Staff, or principal

u<aasd]or in affairs of war, resolved to make
. iaih into this province before its Austrian de-

ciders knew where they were, and smite them,

David did the Philistines, hip and thigh.

-i:.:<rdinglv, he divided the forces of his king-

pin into three main armies, each composed of

^•eral Army Corps. The command of the First,

r centre. Army, numbering about Q3,ooo, was

entrusted to the King's nephew, Prince Frederick

Charles, called by his soldiers the M Red Prince,"

r-om the scarlet uniform of the Zieten Hussars

which he generally wore; the Second, or left-

-^r>l Army, totalling 100,000 men, was given
• the King's high-souled and chivalrous son,

: r Crown Prince, Queen Victoria's son-in-law;

rbile the Third, or right-hand host, called of

< Elbe, fell to General Herwarth von Bitten-

:dd, who fought throughout the campaign with

i courage worthy of " Hereward, the last of the

r.ngibh." But these three huge armies did not

n\ade Bohemia in one overwhelming mass.

M -itke, the great " battle-thinker," the " Silent
1

':ic in Seven Languages," as his friends fondly

ailed him, knew a trick worth two of that.

H - maxim was, " march separately, strike com-
• ned "; and yet it behoved him to keep the

Austrians in perfect ignorance of where he
"ant to strike. The Crown Prince, on the left,

^r.cd with his army from Silesia ; the Red
Ptnee set out from Lusatia, while Herwarth's

;nt of departure was Thuringia.

Did Moltke himself also take the field ? No,
~<>t at once ; for it meanwhile sufficed this great

-:litary chess-player, this mathematical planner

U victory, to sit quietly among his maps and
.i;x:rsat the offices of the Grand General Staff

a Berlin, with his hand on the telegraph wire,

-'id direct the movements of the three armies of

^vision. Take the following description that

*j> penned by an English witness of the crossing
' the frontier by the army of the Red Prince:

—

It was here " (at a toll-house gate) " that Prince

Frederick Charles took his stand to watch his

" -ops march over the border. He had hardlv

iirived there before he gave the necessary orders,

ind in a few moments the L'hlans, or Lancers,
'ho formed the advance guard of the regiments,
•ere over the frontier. Then followed the

infantry. As the leading ranks of each battalion

arrived at the first point on the road from which

they caught sight of the Austrian colours that

showed the frontier, they raised a cheer, which

was quickly caught up by those in the rear, and

repeated again and again till, when the men
came up to the toll-house and saw their soldier-

prince standing on the border line, it swelled

into a rapturous roar of delight, which only

ceased to be replaced by a martial song that

was caught up by each battalion as it poured

into Bohemia. The chief himself stood calm

and collected ; but he gazed proudly on the

passing sections, and never did an army cross an

enemy's frontier better equipped, better cared

for, or with a higher courage than that which

marched out of Saxony that day."

Over the picturesque hills of Saxony, over

the Giant Mountains into the fertile plains of

Bohemia, swiftly sped the three superbly-organ-

ised armies like huge and shining serpents ; and

ever nearer did they converge on the point which,

with mathematical accuracy, had been selected

as the place where they would have to coil and

deliver their fatal sting of fire. Hard did the

Austrians try to block the path of the triune

hosts and crush them in detail ; but the terribly

destructive needle-gun, with the forceful lance of

the lunging Uhlan and the circling sabre of the

ponderous Cuirassier, ever cleared the way, and

a series of preliminary triumphs marked the pro-

gress of the three armies towards junction and

final victory. By the 2Qth the Red Prince had

reached Gitschin, the objective point of the

invasion, while his cousin the Crown Prince lay

at Koniginhof, on the left, a long day's march

distant. Meanwhile the Austrians had all retired

under the shelter of the guns of Kdniggratz, a

strongly fortressed town on the left bank of the

Upper Elbe, there to take their final stand, with

their backs, as 'twere, to the wall.

The Austrians were commanded by Feldzeug-

meister Benedek, and their army had been re-

inforced by the troops of the King of Saxony,

who had sided with the foes of Prussia in the

impending conflict, and were sure to give a good

account of themselves. An equally stubborn re-

sistance was to be expected from the Hungarian

subjects of the Emperor Francis Joseph, who
were second to none in all his polyglot do-

minions in respect of that ancient valour and

other chivalrous qualities which had caused this

gallant people to be called the " English of the

East." Finer horsemen than the Hungarians

existed in no army in all the world ; and in this
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campaign, as in every other in which they had

ever been engaged, the Austrians were particu-

larly strong in cavalry. But, on the other hand,

the Prussians were known to be armed with the

lately-invented breech-loading needle-gun, while

the Austrians still clung to the older-fashioned

muzzle-loader, and professed to make light of

their opponents' new-fangled rifle. They were

thought. It appears that we have over 15,000

prisoners, while the loss on the Austrian side b

still greater in dead and wounded, being no le*

than 20,000. Two of the Army Corps are utter!;,

scattered, and some of the regiments are wiped

out to the last man. I have, indeed, up till now

seen more Austrian prisoners than Prus>hi

soldiers."

soon to be shown convincingly which was the

better weapon.

It was not till June 30th that King William

and his paladins, Moltke, Bismarck, and von

Roon, left Berlin by rail for the seat of war.

They had scorned to witness the preliminary

heats, so to speak, and only wanted to be present

at the grand final. On July 2nd, after reaching

Gitschin, which was near the headquarters of the

Red Prince, Bismarck wrote to his wife : "Just

arrived from Sichrow. The field of battle there

is still covered with corpses, horses, and arms.

Our victories (so far) are greater than we

On the night of the same day (2nd July).

King William, now in his seventieth year, had

retired to rest in a little room of the " Golden

Lion," which overlooks the market-place of

Gitschin— a quaint little old town nestling

among the hills of Northern Bohemia, on the

southern side of the Giant Mountains. Wearied

out with the fatigues of the day, he had hard!)

closed his eyes in sleep when he was uncere-

moniously woke up. His Majesty opened W
eyes, and found Moltke standing by his bedside

the bearer of most important news, which General

Yoigts-Rhetz had just brought in from the Red
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Prince, whose headquarters were some six miles

rurther to the east, at the chateau of Kamenitz

r.c Koniggratz road. Voigts-Rhetz had first

i all carried his momentous news to Moltke,

who lodged on the opposite side of the square,

odwho was the real ruler of Prussia's battles,

yn ind after in the French war. The King
£A nothing without consulting Moltke, nor

iii his Majesty ever issue an order that was

yi based on the well-thought-out advice of his

Chief of the Staff.

The message of the Red Prince was of the very

v.$hest importance, for it upset all the resolu-

tion* which had previously been taken at the

Prussian headquarters. Early in the day the

cuct whereabouts of the Austrians was unknown.
It was supposed that they were on the left, or

ci^crn. side of the Elbe, furthest from the

Prussians, with their right and left flanks resting

this resolution was revoked and replaced by

another which deprived the fagged-out Prussians

of the prospect of their much-needed day's rest
;

and a bold and rapid rider— Lieutenant von

Norman—was despatched across country to the

Crown Prince at Kdniginhof to ensure his co-

operation with the Red Prince in a particular

manner on the morrow.

But von Norman had barely started on his

long and perilous ride when, lo and behold !

another officer, Major von Ungar, came spurring

in to the quarters of the Red Prince with a great

piece of news. Attended by only a few dragoons,

this officer had gone out scouting in the direction

of Koniggratz, and discovered that the bulk of

the Austrian army was without doubt on the

right, or Prussian, side of the Elbe, holding a

strong position on the further bank of the Bis-

tritz brook, which ran very nearly parallel with

k<»niggratz.

«i two strong fortresses—Josephstadt and Konig-
cutz, respectively—a position which it would
have been terribly difficult, if not impossible, for

: heir adversaries to assail ; so that, pending the
discovery of their real whereabouts, it had been
r«olved to let the Prussian troops rest on the

as they had been wearied out by their

^credible feats of marching and fighting. Pre-
^ady, however, "from information received,"

the Elbe at a distance from it of some four miles.

The position was strong, but not half so much so

as the dreaded one beyond the Elbe, and the

hearts of the Prussians jumped for joy. It seemed
to them as if God had already delivered the

Austrians into their hands, as Cromwell avowed
of the Scots when they left their high ground
at Dunbar and descended to meet his Iron-

side> <»n the plain. After gleaning this priceless
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intelligence, von Norman had to ride for his life.

A squadron of Austrian cavalry made a dash to

catch him,' but he rode like an English fox-

hunter, and only left behind him, as a souvenir

of his audacious visit to the enemy's lines, a part

of his tunic which had been carried away by an

Austrian lance-thrust.

This, then, was the news which Voigts-Rhetz

had brought to Moltke and the King at Gitschin,

and then the situation underwent an immediate

and final change. It was resolved to assail the

Austrian position early on the morrow with the

whole force of the united Prussian armies, and

another message to this effect, cancelling all

previous ones, as a codicil does a will, was at

midnight despatched to the Crown Prince on

one hand and Herwarth on the other, informing

them of the altered state of things, and desiring

them on the morrow to assail the flanks of the

Austrians as fast and furiously as ever they could
;

while the Red Prince would apply his battering-

rams to their elevated and strongly entrenched

centre. This urgent message was entrusted to

Colonel von Finckenstein, who, after a very dark

and dangerous ride of twenty miles, reached the

Crown Prince's quarters about four o'clock on

the morning of the %rd July.

That fateful morning was a very wet and raw

one, pretty similar to that which, after a rainy

night, had dawned upon the English at Waterloo.

Long before midnight the troops had all been in

motion to the front. The moon occasionally

blinked out, but was mostly hidden behind

clouds, and then could be distinctly seen the

decaying bivouac fires in the places which had

been occupied by the troops along the road from

Gitschin to Sadowa and Koniggratz. These

fires looked like large will-o'-the-wisps as their

flames flickered about in the wind and stretched

for many a mile, for the bivouacs of so large a

force as that of the Red Prince's army of nearly

100,000 men spread over a wide extent of country.

With the first signs of dawn a drizzling rain came

on, which lasted until late in the afternoon. The

wind increased and blew coldly upon the soldiers

and they were short of both sleep and food, while

frequent gusts bore down the water-laden corn

on both sides of the ground along the way.

Moltke and his staff had left Gitschin by four

o'clock, driving to Horitz, where, mounting

their horses, they rode on to Dub and joined

Prince Frederick Charles. For this was the

centre point of assembly. 11 A few short words,"

wrote the Times correspondent, "passed from

the Commander of the First Arm}- to his Chief ot

the Staff ; a few aides-de-camp, mounting silently,

rode away
;
and, as it were, by the utterance of

a magician's spell, one hundred thousand armed

Prussian warriors, springing into sight as if from

the bowels of the earth, swept over the southern

edge of the Milowitz ravine towards the hill ot

Dub."

About eight o'clock, King William, with Bis-

marck and others of his great men, arrived upon

the scene. Behind the King, besides his staff,

were his royal guests, with their numerous

retinues of adjutants and equerries, grooms and

horses, in number equal unto about a couple of

squadrons—making a fine mark for the shells of

the Austrians. Before mounting his good mare

"Fenella"—thenceforth to be called "Sadowa'

—the King had got into his great-coat and put

on goloshes over his boots. A wrong pair of

spurs had been brought from Gitschin and would

not fit. A groom whipped his off, and strapped

them on over the royal goloshes ; and thus

equipped, with a field-glass slung round his neck

by a long strap, the King rode away to view the

course of the terrific fight, being everywhere

received with tremendous cheering by his

enthusiastic troops. For it touched their hearts

to see so hoary a king come forth at the head

of his " Volk in Wajfen," or people in arms, to

do strenuous battle with the alien. No rot

faineant, or stay-at-home monarch he, but one

of the good old sort, like our own royal Edwards

and Harries, under whose personal leadership

the French were M beaten, bobbed, and thumped

at Crecv and at Agincourt.

It had been thought incredible by the Prussian
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leaders that the Austrians should have waived

the advantages of a position behind the Elbe,

ind come forward several miles on its hither

bank so as to meet their adversaries on the

terms of the latter. But a closer inspection of

ihcir line of battle showed that it had been

aoguJariy well chosen. Along their front ran

;ht boggy Bistritz brook, its banks dotted with

trasteads, villages, and clumps of wood, forming

Sue cover for infantry ; while beyond this the

jfrnund rose in gentle undulations till it finally

bjuraed the

appearance of

acommanding

nell or ridge,

from which

Bcncdek's bat-

teries could

pour down
Jeath and de-

traction on
die advancing

Prussians over

the heads of

hi* own infan-

try when en-

ding the hel-

mctedwielders

"i the needle-

gun. From the

top of the

jght eleva-

tion whereon
Unds the vil-

of Dub
ihe ground

pes gently
; vn to the

Bistritz, which
:he road crosses at the village of Sadowa, a mile
md a quarter from Dub. From Sadowa the
ground again rises beyond the Bistritz to the
Itole village of Chlum (mark that village !),

*-"iispicuous by its church-tower crowning the
Rcntle hill, a mile and a half beyond Sadowa

—

J beautiful bit of country not unlike some parts
"f England with its hill and dale, clustering

stages, peeping chateaux, hedgerows, groves,
•"id waving grain-fields. Profiting to the full by
the defensive advantages of this terraced terrain,

<he Austrians had seamed it with entrenched
batteries, and palisaded their approaches with
*Ucd trees and intertwisted branches, making
°* the whole a natural fortress formidable to
their assailants.

r.RNKRAL HESEOEK.

But nothing could daunt the hearts of the

Prussians. They had got to beat Benedek and

his 220,000 men, and the sooner the better. The
Red Prince was afraid that, after all, Benedek
might seek to retire behind the Elbe, and this

had to be prevented at all costs and hazards. The
Prince might not be able to beat him off-hand,

but he could at least fasten on Benedek like a

bulldog and hold him fast there till the arrival

of the Crown Prince, when the bull could be

altogether felled and laid upon its back. Bang,

therefore, went

the Prussian

batteries, and

presently the

whole sinuous

line of battle,

extending
about five

miles fromCis-

towes (oppo-

site Chlum) on

the Prussian

left, to Ne-

chanitz on the

right, began to

be wrapped in

wreathed can-

non smoke.

The Austrians

returned shot

for shot, and

neither side

either gained

or last ground.

In the centre

the Prussians

pushed battery

after battery

into action, and kept up a tremendous fire on

the Austrian guns
;
but these returned it with

interest, knowing the ground well, and every

shell fell true, heaping the ground with dead

and wounded men and horses.

While this furious cannonade was going on,

columns of Prussian infantry were moved down
towards the Bistritz, with intent to storm the

line of villages—Sadowa, Dohalitz, and Dohalicka

—on the further side. Shortly before their pre-

parations were complete, the village of Benatek,

on the Austrian right, caught fire, and the 7th

Prussian Division made a dash to secure it ;
yet

the Austrians were not driven out by the flames,

and here, for the first time in the battle, it came

to desperate hand-to-hand fighting. But the
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bloody melee here was nothing to what was now he was watching the progress of events in from

mixing up the combatants in the wood of Sa- of Sadowa wood some roe-deer, startled from

dowa, and converting it into a perfect slaughter- their leafy glades by the infernal pother around

house and hell upon earth. Boldly the Prussians them, came bounding out and past him ; and

"THE PRUSSIANS PUSHED liATTERY AFTER BATTERY INTO ACTION " (/. 79).

advanced upon this village and its wood, plying

the rapid needle-gun with awful effect upon

the wood's defenders. But nothing could have

exceeded the splendid courage with which the

Austrian battalions clung to their cover, and

their volleys, supplemented as they were by a

truly infernal fire from the batteries behind and
above, seemed to mow down whole ranks of

their assailants. But neither bullets nor shells

could decide the fierce struggle ; the bayonet

had to be called in to do this. And now ensued
most horrible scenes of carnage, which ended,

however, before eleven o'clock, ill the capture by

the Prussians of the aforesaid villages. And no
wonder that the Austrians chose to call the

tremendous battle after the village and wood
where they had made so glorious but ineffectual

a stand.

Moltke himself afterwards related that, while

also how, when he and his suite rode forward a

little way along the Lissa road to reconnoitre the

Austrian position, he encountered an ownerless

ox plodding along, serenely indifferent to ih*

shells that were bursting all around it. Opposite

the Sadowa wood on the Lissa heights, the

Austrians had planted a most formidable

entrenched line of guns, and Moltke afterward-

told how he succeeded in getting the King l

'

counter-order a command to storm these tfi-

trenched batteries from the front, which couM

only have ended in the bloodiest of disasters tt»

their assailants.

About this time Bismarck, seeing how little

headway the Prussians were making, began to

be rather apprehensive as to the general result,

fearing even that, if the Crown Prince came not

up soon, they might, after all, be beaten. But

one little incident gave him fresh hope. Taking
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out his cigar- case he offered a weed to Moltke,

who deliberately chose the best of the lot.

Oh.' thought Bismarck to himself, 41
if Moltke

;> calm enough to do that, we need have no

tear after all."

The coming of the Crown Prince, with his

additional hundred thousand men, had been as

m\y looked for as the arrival of Bliicher on

tieticld of Waterloo, and in truth the twositua-

joas were closely alike. Suddenly Bismarck,

tho had been looking intently in the Crown
Prince s direction, lowered his glass and pointed

to Certain lines in the far distance, but these the

tilers pronounced to be furrows. M No," said

Bismarck, looking again, " the spaces are not

c^ual : they are advancing lines." And so they

fere ; and by eleven o'clock the smoke of

-•'tnc Austrian batteries furnished a convincing

time before his advance had thus been signalised,

Moltke made answer to the King, who had

been questioning him as to the prospects of the

fight, " To-day your Majesty will win, not only

the battle, but also the campaign."
44 The Prussian reserves," wrote a correspond-

ent with the Austrians, " were once more called

upon ; and from half-past twelve till nearly one

o'clock there was an artillery fire from centre to

left for six miles or more, which could not well

have been exceeded by any action of which

history makes mention. The battle was assum-

ing a more awful and tremendous aspect, and

the faint rays of sunshine which shot at inter-

vals through the lifting clouds only gave the

scene a greater terror." About this time, also,

" Benedek and his staff passed through the 6th

Corps, which was in reserve. As the green

K'LDLV THE l'RU>!>IAN5 ADVANCED U I'ON I Ills VJU.AliK AND Il!>

WOOD "
[J>.

60).

that their fire was directed, not plumes were seen rapidly advancing, the bands
^iinst the Red Prince's, but 44 Unser Fritz's" broke forth into the National Anthem, and the
*rmy 5 and the words "The Crown Prince is men cheered their commander with no uncertain
turning

!

" passed from lip to lip. But, some note. Faces broke into broad smiles
; Jager
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hats were thrown into the air ; all seemed joyous

in the anticipation of an approaching triumph.

Benedek, however, waved to them to cease

shouting, saying, in his peculiar tone of voice,

1 Not now, my children : wait till to-morrow.'

"

And it was wise advice ; for by this time Benedek

had begun to suspect that he and his men would

soon all have a very different song to sing.

The storm and stress of battle were now begin-

ning to tell heavily on the Austrians. They
were, it is true, still holding their own, or some-

thing like it, on the line of the Bistritz ; but

what is that which suddenly attracts the atten-

tion of Benedek and his staff behind the village

of Chlum ? They gallop away thither to inquire

into the cause of all this new turmoil, and are

greeted with a destructive voile)' from the needle-

guns of " Unser Fritz," who had by this time,

after a forced march of frightful difficulty across

the sodden country from Koniginhof, come upon

the scene with his Guards, and not only turned

the flank, but positively fastened on the rear of

the Austrian fighting line, at which he was now
hammering away with might and main. But his

path, so far, had been encumbered with corpses

and mutilated bodies in sickening masses.

" Around us," he wrote in his Diary, " lay or

hobbled about so many of the well-known

figures of the Potsdam and Berlin garrisons. A
shocking appearance was presented by those who
were using their rifles as crutches, or were being

led up the heights by some other unwounded
comrades. The most horrid spectacle, however,

was that of an Austrian battery, of which all the

men and horses had been shot down. . . .

It is a shocking thing to ride over a battle-field,

and it is impossible to describe the hideous muti-

lations which present themselves. War is really

something frightful, and the se who create it with

a stroke of the pen, sitting at a green-baize table,

little dream of what horrors they are conjuring

up. ... In Kosberitz, where the fight must

have been frightfully bitter, to judge from the

masses of dead and wounded, I found my kins-

man, Prince Antony of Hohenzollern, who had

been shot in the leg by three balls," and died of

his wounds soon after.

With the turning of the Austrian right by the

Crown Prince, the battle was virtually won. On
the extreme left. Herwarth had played similar

havoc with the Saxons, in spite of the heroic

desperation with which they fought ; and bv

four o'clock the Prussian line of attack resembled

a huge semi-circle hemming in the masses of

battered and broken Austrian troops. Half an

hour later the latter, perceiving that victory had

at last been snatched from theirgrasp, began toga
way all along their line ; and then, with dru '-

beating and colours flying, the Red Prince's men

with one accord, rose from their positions and

began a general advance. Perceiving his opp..-

tunity, the King now gallantly placed himself it

the head of the whole cavalry reserve of the Fim

Army, which "charged and completely t ve

threw," to quote his Majesty's own words, a

similar mass of Austrian horsemen.
The nature of the ground had hitherto pre

vented the cavalry of either army from acting in

masses, but the country was more open on thi

line of retreat to Koniggratz, and it now beunn.

the scene of several splendid lance and >abrt

conflicts. As the squadrons of the 3rd Prussian

Dragoons were rushing forward to charge some

Austrian battalions near the village of Wicstcr.

an Austrian Cuirassier brigade, led by an K:j£

lishman of the name of Beales, charged them

in flank. They drove the Prussians back, and.

smiting them heavily with their pondeM-

swords, nearly destroyed the dragoons

.

Hohenlohe's Prussian Uhlans, seeing their L -n

rades worsted, charged with their lances couched

against the Austrian flanks, and compelled then

to retire. Pressed by the Lancers they fell baa.

fighting hard, but then the scarlet Zieten Hu»a:-

charged them in turn in the rear. A fio«

combat ensued, and the gallant Beales hinvc.l

was borne wounded to the ground.

But all would not avail. The Austrians were

in full flight towards the fortress of Koniggra::,

pursued by cavalry, volleyed at by infantry, dr.l

exposed to ever-increasing showers of shell-tire.

Yet from some positions of advantage they con-

tinued to retaliate in kind ; and it was whik

standing watching the pursuit that King William

and his suite became exposed to a terrific counter

fire of shells. Bismarck, who was still with him.

ventured to chide his Majesty for thus exposing

his precious person so unnecessarily. " Hio

your Majesty, then, think they are swallows.'

asked Bismarck, on the King affecting

make light of the whizzing of shells an J

bullets.
14 No one," wrote Bismarck to his wile.

" would have ventured to speak to the kif*S

as I did, when a whole mass of ten trooped

and fifteen horses of a Cuirassier regiment h)

wallowing in their blood close to us, and the

shells whizzed in unpleasant proximity K>

King, who remained just as quiet and composed

as if he had been on the parade-ground J t

Berlin." In spite of all remonstrances the King
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would not budge, so, edging up on his dark cheering of the troops of my extreme right and

chestnut behind the King's mare, Bismarck gave his extreme left wing Two years ago I

her a good sly kick with the point of his boot, embraced him as victor at Diippel
;
to-day we

ind made her bound forward with her royal were both victors : for, after the stubborn stand

ndcr out of the zone of fire. made by his troops, I had come to decide the

On coming up with the troops of the Crown day with my army."

Prince, the King had been nearly swallowed up The battle had been won, but at what a

br them for sheer joy. At sight of the venerable terrible cost ! Even the victors shuddered at

monarch, who had been exposing his person the sight of the multitudes of bodies which

:riroughout the bloody fray like the most dutiful heaped the bloody field. By superior arms,

t his soldiers, battalion after battalion—some superior numbers, and superior strategy, Prussia,

:he mere shadows of their former selves—burst at the cost of 10.000 of her bravest sons, had

C RAVE-STONES ERECTED ON THE BATTLE-FIELD IN MEMORY OF THE FALLEN.

wofrenzied cheering and rushed forward, officers

«dmen, to kiss the hand, the boot, the stirrup

their beloved leader. But presently a scene

awe touching still was presented to the vic-

torious Prussian troops, when the heroic Crown
Prince rode up and met his father. " I reported

to the King," wrote the Crown Prince, "the

presence of my army on the battle-field, and
kissed his hand, on which he embraced me.

Neither of us could speak for a time. He was
the first to find words, and then he said he was
pleased that I had been successful, and had
proved my capacity for command, handing me
at the same time the order ' Pour It mcritc 1

(highest of Prussian war decorations) for my
previous victories." Earlier in the day " Unser
Fritz " had met his cousin the Red Prince.

"We waved our caps to one another from afar,

*nd then fell into one another's arms amid the

won a crowning victory- over her Austrian rival,

who lost 40,000 men (including 18,000 prisoners),

11 standards, and 174 guns. " I have lost all,"

exclaimed the defeated Benedek, " except, alas !

my life
! " The highest proportion of the

Prussian loss of 10,000 had fallen on Franzecky 's

Division, whereof 2.000, out of 15,000, had bitten

the Bohemian dust. But " Franzecky vor /"

(" Franzecky to the front !
") will always live in

the Prussian soldier's song as a memory of the

ever-ready leader who bore the brunt of the

awful struggle on the line of the Bistritz.

That same night the King slept at Horitz

—

not upon a bed, but on his carriage cushions

spread out on a sofa. Bismarck's couch was at

first formed by a wisp of straw under the open

colonnade of the same townlet, though after-

wards he was invited to share the wretched

room of the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg.
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Moltke rode back to Gitschin, a distance of

about twenty miles from the battle-field, where

a cup of weak tea was all the refreshment that

could be got for him ; and then, in a fever of

long years to humble the pride of Austria

;

it took William the Victorious, with Moltke as

his " battle-thinker," but seven short days to

achieve the same result. The Prussian soldier

fatigue, he threw himself down to sleep in his preferred to call the battle which he had just

clothes, as he had to be up betimes and return helped to win, Koniggratz, because this name

" UIK I'KOtt'N I'KIV K Kf»l»r CP AVfi MIT HI- I wiikk" (/. Sj)

to Horitz to procure the King's sanction for his sounded to his ears as but a pun on the word-

further plan-. " Dcm Ktinig ger&tNs " (" The King will win
"

It was he, the " Great Silent One," who had But the King had only won by acting on thi

won the greatest and most momentous battle of sage advice of his all-calculating Moltke, whose

modern times. motto was "Erst wdgett, dunn wagen"—thai

It had taken Frederick the Great seven is, " First weigh, then away !

"
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FT1 HAT war whereby the power of Spain

J I I was broken in South America, is known
as the South American War of Inde-

pendence. On the one side was the

^iperial i>o\ver of Spain fighting for supremacy
;

other side were her colonists—Creoles,

natives of Spanish blood—fighting
lorn.

first pitched battle was fought in Mexico

MjfcAcuIco, in 1810; the last, on the plain of

cho, in Peru, on December oth, 1824.

ela. Colombia, and Ecuador had already

off the Spanish yoke when General

towards the end of 1823, arrived with

torious army in Peru. He was hailed as

The Deliverer," and addressed the National

-<wgress at Lima in these words :

—

$The soldiers who have come from the Plate,

^Obule, the Magdalena, and the Orinoco as

at deliverers of Peru will not return to their

country till they are covered with laurels,

can pass under triumphal arches, nor

ry can carry off as trophies the standards

f Castille. They will conquer and leave Peru
or they will die. This I promise."'

These words spoken, it remained to make
"hem actualities ; and how this was done will

form our story.

In June of the following year Bolivar took

the field with 10,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry.

Hi* cantonments were at Truxillo, and from
'here he began to move southwards to meet the

tnemv. The Spanish troops comprised 3,500
>t Cuzco under the Vicerov of Peru, Laserna

;

' :oo at Arequipa and Jauja under Canterac, and
; ooo away in the remote south under General
I older, who was soon to be recalled to assist his

mpanions in arms. The Spanish force nearest

Bolivar was thus General Canterac's. This

tacewas remarkably efficient and in the highest

Utc of discipline. Its equipments were superior

and complete ; its artillery and cavalry par-

ticularly well appointed
;

and, what was not

always the case with the liberating army, the

troops were paid with the greatest regularity—

a

strong conducive to good discipline and order.

On August 2nd Bolivar reviewed his army on

the tableland between Rancas and Pasco, a little

north of Reyes, situated at an altitude of 12.000

feet above the level of the sea. and amid a scene

as majestic as may be found in the world. On
the west rose the Andes, while on the east, and

stretching away to the Brazils were the sublime

ramifications of the Cordilleras. Surrounded by

natural displavs of such magnitude. Bolivar's

army, composed of veterans who had fought in

the Peninsular War, seen the conflagration of

Moscow and the capitulation of Paris—as well as

purely South American troops— looked a mere

handful. Still it was enthusiastic, and the

hills rang with " Vivas " at the termination

of the General's stirring address that was read

simultaneously to each corps.

" Soldiers," so ran the address, " vou are about

to finish the greatest undertaking Heaven has

confided to men—that of saving an entire world

from slavery.

" Soldiers ! the enemies you have to over-

throw boast of fourteen years of triumphs
;
they

are, therefore, worthy to measure their swords

with ours, which have glittered in a thousand

combats.
" Soldiers ! Peru and America expect from

you Peace, the daughter of Victory. Even
liberal Europe beholds you with delight, because

the freedom of the New World is the hope of

the universe. Will you disappoint it ? No !

No! No! You are invincible."

Meanwhile, Canterac, having united his forces

at Jauja, was marching northwards to meet
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Bolivar. Between the two there lay a lake, and

the patriot army marched south on the west

side of this lake, while the Spanish army
marched north on the east side. The result of

this was to delay for four months the general

engagement that was expected. Instead of the

armies meeting face to face on the line of their

march, only detachments entered into action on

the plain of Junin, which lies to the south of the

lake. It was purely a cavalry engagement, this

—not a shot was fired ; the lance and sabre

alone were used. As it was, the Royalists were

worsted, losing nineteen officers, 345 rank and

file, and eighty prisoners. The Patriots lost only

three officers and forty-two rank and file, with a

few wounded. Canterac now fell back upon
Cuzco, which he reached with less than 5,000

men, his ranks thinned mostly by heavy de-

sertions. The Patriot army continued to

advance towards Cuzco, falling in, however,

with no enemy. In October, Bolivar, expecting

no further engagements that year, left the army
and set out for Lima to hasten forward rein-

forcements that were expected from Colombia.

He gave instructions to his second in command,
General Sucre, to go into cantonments at

Andahuaylas and Abancay, and, as the rainy

season was about to commence, to cease active

hostilities for the time being.

Bolivar had not been gone three days, when
General Sucre began to question in his own
mind the wisdom of his superior officer's instruc-

tions ; so he called a council-of-war, at which,

besides himself, were Generals La Mar, Lara, and

Miller—the last, a distinguished British soldier.

At this council-of-war it was agreed that if

they did as Bolivar had commanded, and lay idle

in their tents, the Spanish forces, recruited and

united at Cuzco, would come upon them and an-

nihilate them. The position was a delicate one,

for obedience to a superior officer is a soldier's

first duty. Still, there was Valdez marching from

the south to join Canterac and Laserna at Cuzco,

and it was proposed to endeavour to intercept

Valdez. Operations were thus entered upon in

the face of Bolivar's strict orders to the contrary,

and these operations had the effect of drawing

the enemy out of his stronghold.

Now followed two months of the mo«t ex-

traordinary manoeuvring that ever preceded

a battle. The Royalists, under the Viceroy

Laserna, began to move in a westerly direction

from Cuzco, and the Patriots to fall back. Twice

the Patriot army offered battle, and twice it was

refused. The Royalists, sure of success, sought

to get behind the Patriots, thus cutting off their

retreat and so annihilating them. At length,

after several brushes—of which the most seriou*

occurred in the Valley of Corpaguayco, where,

besides losing their spare horses and some mule\

the Patriots had 200 men killed, as against a

death-roll of thirty on the other side—a position

was reached which seemed to satisfy the require-

ments of both parties for the final grip. That

position was on the plain of Ayacucho ; and it

is here that Bolivar's address to the soldiers

should have been delivered rather than on the

eve of the affair of Junin : for it was here that

the blow was struck that made the power of

Spain in South America reel and totter to it-

fall.

The plain of Ayacucho is situated at an alti-

tude of 11,000 feet above sea-level, in the

Peruvian department of Ayacucho. It is

square-shaped and about two or three miles in

circuit. On its north and south sides it i>

flanked by deep and rugged ravines. On the

west it descends gradually for a couple of leaguo

to what was then the high road to Lima, and

which runs along the base of a lofty mountain

range which rises like a wall. On this side

was stationed the Patriot army, its retreat by

this road cut off by detachments sent by the

Spanish Viceroy to destroy the bridges and

render the defiles impassable. On the east side

the plain was terminated by the abrupt ridge of

Condorkanki, and a little below the summit of

this ridge the Royalist army bivouacked during

the night preceding the fight. It was on the
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afternoon of the 8th of December that the

respective armies reached these positions.

The eve of battle is worth describing. After

the men on each side had been refreshed,

~nd about two hours before sunset, a Spanish

ttjiiaiion of light infantry filed down into the

ruin and extended itself at the foot of the hill.

A %ht infantry battalion of the Patriot army
Trtit forth to meet it. The opposing battalions,

:raved in extended files, engaged in skirmishing

ishi performed evolutions to the sound of the

rnyle. The steadiness and behaviour of the

men on each side were admired by the officers,

and both parties agreed now and then to in-

tcrvals of rest. During these intervals officers

from the opposing sides approached one another

-nJ engaged in conversation. In the Patriot

^miy was a Spaniard, Lieutenant-Colonel Tur,

whose marriage to a beautiful woman of Lima
rod made him espouse the native cause. In the

:her army was his brother, Brigadier-General

Tsr, who sent a message to the former, saying

h>% he regretted to see him, a Spaniard, in the

rinks of rebels, and bearing arms against his

and country. " Yet/' the message continued,

you may rely upon my protection when the

ming battle will have placed you at the mercy
i* the Loyalists." The other brother was dis-

; xd to resent this message as an insult
;

still,

the)' drew near to each other and ultimately

embraced in view of both armies. When the

•>adows began to deepen across the plain, the

licrcnt battalions retired to their quarters to

»iken to more serious work in the morning.

To waken, we have said. It is doubtful, how-
tfff. if a single eye on Ayacucho were closed in

-aber that night. All knew that they were
itat to engage in battle ; none knew what
'i* result might be, and whether this might not
-r~ his last night on earth. Both sides were
r«caried with the terrible marches and counter-

arches, over mountains, down rocky defiles,

ifid with the harassing watchfulness that had
"r«n continuously maintained. It was with the

greatest difficulty that the officers of the Royalist

may had kept their troops together. To
prevent them from deserting, the different corps
had habitually bivouacked in column, sur-
'"unded by sentinels, and outside of these again
Had been placed a circle of officers on constant

roty. No soldier was allowed to pass the

cntinels, who had strict orders to shoot down
*ny one attempting to do so. Even detach-

ments were not sent out for cattle and pro-

visions, in case they should refuse to return ; so

the Royalists had been obliged to eat the flesh

of horses, mules, and asses. These galling

restraints the soldiers knew could be ended in

only one way, and that was by a decisive en-

gagement with the enemy. So eager were

they thus rendered for the fray that they had

begun to murmur against their leaders, and were

loudly accusing them of cowardice in avoiding

a conflict with the foe.

On the other side, the Patriots, too, were

sick of manoeuvring. They had been subject to

constant harassing attacks from hostile Indians,

who hurled stones down the mountain sides into

their ranks while on the march, attacked

detached parties, even made prisoners, whom
they cruelly ill-treated. Again, their provisions

were nigh exhausted, and so scarce had their

horses become that many of the cavalry soldiers

were mounted on mules These matters,

instead of improving, were with the progress of

time only becoming worse. All, then, were

anxious to have a termination put to the weary

round of monotonous marching, with increasing

exposure to dangers that from their continual

presence had ceased to be exciting. Men so

placed are not likely to sleep during the night

preceding the day of battle. Besides, the dis-

tance between the two armies measured only a

mile, and Sucre, fearing that the Royalists might

descend from their heights to surprise them in

the dark, kept his corps in close column ready

for the attack. He also sent forward the bands

of two battalions with a company to the foot of

the ridge. These continued to play during the

night while a sharp fire was kept up upon
the Royalist outposts, the idea being to make
believe that the Patriots were under arms
waiting to join in fight. In this way a

lieutenant-colonel and three men were killed in

the Spanish camp by chance bullets, so near

were the opposing armies.

Under Sucre were 5,780 men, and these were
arranged on the plain in the following order :

—

Bogota, Caracas, Voltigeros, and Pinchincha

regiments, under Genera'l Cordova, on the right.

Hussars of Junin, Granaderos of Colombia,

Hussars of Colombia, Granaderos of Buenos
Ayres regiments, cavalry, under General Miller,

in the centre.

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 Legions regiments, under
General La Mar, on the left.

Bargas, Vencedores, Rifles regiments, under

General Lara, in reserve.

Artillery : one 4-pounder in front, under
Commandant La Fuente.
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The Royalist army numbered Q,3io, and was

commanded by the Viceroy, Laserna. It

was posted on Condorkanki— a division under

General Valdez on the north side of the height

or extreme right of the Royalists ; next to him,

and still on the Royalist right, a division of

infantry under General Monet, in the centre

things that the Colombia cavalryman had to do
on mounting was the fixing of his bridle reins

above his knees. By this means he guided his

charger, and so had his hands left free to wield

his heavy lance—a strong, tough sapling from
twelve to fourteen feet long. The Patriot

cavalry, let it be mentioned, were the finest

cavalry, and on the left a division of infantry

with seven pieces of artillery under General

Vill.ilobos. At dawn of day, an unperceived

movement took place in the Royalist camp.

I Ik division under General Valdez, compris-

ing lour field-pieces, four battalions, and two

Mjuadrowi of hussars, stole away to the north.

It w.ih a chilly morning while the men were

hill Ming OH their armour, saddling their horses,

i-JMliimlltg tllcir bayonets, and putting in order

Htrll v,i » accoutrements. Amongst the

horsemen in the world, drawn from the gauchos
of the pampas, the gudsos of Chili, and the
Mantras of Colombia—all accustomed to ride

from childhood.

Well, while such little details as we have
mentioned were in progress, and the mounting
sun had tempered the chilly air, the men on both
sides were observed rubbing their hands and
in other trifling ways showing the satisfaction

which the nearness of the onset gave them.
At nine o'clock the first move forward began.
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Then the division of infantry on the Royalist

left under General Villalobos commenced to

wind down the rugged side of Condorkanki.

Laserna, the Viceroy, on foot, placed himself at

the head of the descending files, and, obliquing

to the left, led them into the plain. The other

division of Royalist infantry, under General

Monet, came down direct, while between these

two divisions similarly descended the cavalry,

the men leading their horses. As the different

files reached the plain they silently formed into

column. Meanwhile, General Sucre, of the

Patriot army, rode along his line, and to each

corps individually, in forcible words, recalled the

achievements of the past. This done, he took up

a position in the centre, and to his whole army

in a loud voice, said :
" Soldiers ! Remember

that upon the efforts of this day depends the fate

of South America."

Then began the forward movement of the

Patriots, the division of infantry under General

Cordova and two regiments of cavalry being

ordered to advance. Cordova, in front of his

division, now formed into four parallel columns

with cavalry- in the intervals, having gone a few

steps, dismounted, and plunging his sword into

his charger, exclaimed :

M There lies my last horse ! I have no means

of escape, and we must fight it out together."

This display of spirit on the part of their

leader roused the men to such enthusiasm that

they became irresistible. They thought of the

enemy, not as something to be feared, but

only as something to be vanquished. The
consequence was that, having discharged their

muskets, and Cordova's shout of " Onward, with

the step of conquerors!" ringing in their ears,

they pressed forward and crossed bayonets with

the foe. For four minutes, which contained

the work of hours, the two contending forces

struggled, the mass swaying now this way and

now that, so that it was impossible to tell which

would give way. At an opportune moment the

Colombian cavalry charged at full gallop, and

with both hands free wielding their tough lances

with such force that their onset proved irresist-

ible, and the Royalists lost ground. The vigour

of the Patriots was only increased by this ad-

vantage, which they followed up with such effect

that the Rovalists were hopelessly driven back

with terrible slaughter. Colonel Silva, who led

the cavalry charge, had fallen, covered with

wounds. Wounded now, too, and taken prisoner,

was Laserna, the Viceroy himself— representative

of the proud monarch of Spain. The routed

Spaniards clambered up the rugged sides of

Condorkanki, and the chasing Patriots deploy-

ing, fired upon the fugitives, whose lifeless bodie*

rolled down the height till stayed by jutting

crags or bushes.

While the crags and bushes of Condorkanki
are being thus bathed in Spanish blood, quite a

different fortune is attending the Patriot arm*
on their left. As already mentioned. General

Valdez, with four field-pieces, four battalions and

two squadrons of cavalry, had stolen at dawn of

day, unperceived by the Patriots, awav north-

wards from the Spanish camp. The object of

that manoeuvre now became apparent. He had

made a detour of several miles, and while the

contest we have just witnessed was still in the

balance, suddenly opened a heavy fire from his

four field-pieces and a battalion in extended file*

upon the Patriot left. This obliged two battalion*

of General La Mar's division, posted on the left,

to fall back, and its retreat was not prevented bv

the battalion Bargasfrom General Lara's division,

which had been kept in reserve, sent to support

it. Two of Valdez's battalions had now crossed

the ravine into the plain, and pressed at the

double-quick upon the retiring Patriots. At

this juncture General Miller, who held a portion

of the Patriot cavalry in reserve, led the Hussar*

of Junin against the Spaniards, and drove them
back across the ravine. . This brilliant charge

conducted by Miller saved the battle. La Mar's

division was thereby enabled to rally, and came
to Miller's support. The Patriots in this part of

the field, animated by Cordova's success again -t

the Viceroy and the shouts of victory that

were echoed back from Condorkanki, proved an

easy match for Valdez's now somewhat scattered

forces, and the Spanish general, so famous for

his marches and tactical skill, soon found hi*

division broken, his artillery taken, his cavalry

flying in disorder, and his infantry dispersed.

The day was now lost and won in little more
than an hour, and the vanquished Royalists

flying in all directions.

Among the Hussars of Junin so effectively led

by Miller at the critical moment, were twentv-

five who, owing to the scarcity of horses, h.u!

no better steeds than baggage-mules. This u.i*

simply for display and to lead
1

the enemy to

think their cavalry numbered more than their

horsemen actually did. These Hussars on mules

were ordered to remain in the rear and not

to take part in Miller's charge. But they

answered :
" No ; we will conquer or die with

our comrades." And their bravery was soon
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rewarded, for after the charge they were able to

^thtitute good Spanish horses, whose riders had

alien, for their less nimble mules. Six weeks

previously, when on a reconnoitring expedition

•.Tirds Cuzco, General Miller had been sur-

pn-cd at a place called Chuquibamba, and his

c which was the finest in the army, and
fh^iihe had ridden at Junin, with an orderly,

tcfl xio the enemy's hands. This horse was now
ea amongst Valdez's retreating troops. Its

••t:a was immediately singled out for pursuit,

cut down, and the horse restored to its old

master. Another object of interest to the pur-

ging Patriots were the silver helmets of the

Spanish Hussars. The landscape gleamed with

tfec helmets wherever bodies of cavalry moved.
TV* became so attractive to the enemy that

Bay threw them off to stop the pursuit, and
•J* gleam was quickly removed, the Patriots

sashing them off and stowing them away in

'itfralises.

\: one o'clock on the day of the battle the

i'>was of the Patriot army, under Generals

u Mar and Lara, reached the summit of Con-
mkL Here General Canterac was stationed,

before sunset he sued for terms of peace,

JM an hour later rode to General Sucre's tent,

*:>cre the terms were agreed to. By these
term? Canterac, as supreme commander in Peru,

(grtcd to surrender to the liberating army the

*!>lcof the territory possessed by Spain as far

to iHc Desaguadero. So in effect ended the
^e of Independence, and so was extinguished
'•^ power of Spain across the seas.

1* losses on that day, on the side of the

vanquished, were 1 ,400 killed and 700 wounded.

Amongst the captured, besides the Viceroy

and generals, were 16 colonels, 68 lieutenant-

colonels, 484 officers, and 3,200 rank and file.

The victors won at a cost of 370 killed and

609 wounded. The battle of Ayacucho was

regarded as the most brilliant ever fought in

South America. The discipline of the troops,

seasoned with years of fighting, was considered

such as would have been creditable to the best

European armies, while they were led by the

ablest officers on both sides. Bravery was

conspicuous on every hand, the victory being

not a matter ol chance, but of determination,

fire, and valour.

Besides General Miller, who played so im-

portant a part in this action, other countrymen

of ours were that day engaged fighting for the

cause of Independence. Among them were

Major-General Francis B. O'Connor, brother ol

Fergus O'Connor
;
Major-General James Whittle,

Colonel William Ferguson, Lieutenant Martin,

who was killed, Major-General Arthur Sand,

Captain George Brown, wounded, Captain Henry
Wyman, wounded, and Captain Miller Hallowes.

These were chiefly officers in the Colombian

battalion of Rifles, which was originally composed
entirely of British subjects. During the long

course of the war these had died or been killed,

and the regiment was recruited from Colombian
Indians, the officers, however, being still British.

This regiment was the foremost in the fight

amongst the troops that routed the divisions of

Monet and Villalobos at the base of the Heights

of Condorkanki.
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M AJOR-GENERAL ROBERT PAT-
TERSON, sixty-nine years old, ripe

with experience gained in at least

two wars, but burdened it may be

with more of the indecision and fears of old age

than is the usual lot of man—seeing before him,

in fact, bogey numbers of enemies—marched his

army one day this way and the next day that
;

and frittering away the time, at length, instead

of righting, he allowed General Johnston and

q,ooo Confederate soldiers to slip quietly away
from him. The result was the result to be ex-

pected. General Johnston by a rapid march
reached General Beauregard's lines in time to

turn the tide of battle in favour of the South,

and the first decisive struggle of the American
Civil War was scored to the credit of the

Confederates.

Four o'clock on the morning of April 12th,

1 86 1, the Civil War began. At that hour a

shell fired from a battery on shore struck Fort

Sumter, a tiny fort built on a mudbank in the

very centre of Charleston harbour ; and this

shot opened hostilities that were destined to last

for years. The next day, Saturday, the news

reached Washington that Fort Sumter, in

possession of a United States garrison, had been

bombarded by Southern militia acting under in-

structions from the Governor of South Carolina.

President Abraham Lincoln realised at once that

the time for pacific negotiations had passed and

the time for the employment of force had come.

On Sunday he drew up his first proclamation

relating to the war. It called for 75,000 militia

to assemble under arms to M repossess the forts,

places, and properties which have been seized

from the Union." In the two days which

followed the issue of this call more than double

the number of men asked for had volunteered

for service. Every Free State in the Union

responded with citizens eager to uphold the

integrity of the Union. On the other hand
every Slave State insultingly refused her quota

of the men required.

But ready and numberless as were the volun-

teers from the North, the resources of the State*

in the way of arms and ammunition, officers,

and organisation, were utterly inadequate for

the crisis. Although by many it had long ban
feared that the differences between the Nonh
and South were being accentuated to a dan-

gerous degree, yet when the worst fears were

realised and the actual outbreak of rebellion

came, it took the country, as a country, com

pletely by surprise. More than this, it caught

those in authority unprepared. So it was that

between the firing on Fort Sumter and the

first great battle—Bull Run—three months

elapsed. Those three months were spent in

arming the volunteers— for the United States,

then as now, had no standing army to speak oi

—in organising commissariat and other depart-

ments, transporting troops to various cent-

and arranging the thousand and one details

which, unless carefully attended to, would rendei

the brave>t army helpless.

But during the months of April, May, and

June the absence of any organised body of

opponents in the field allowed much telling work

to be done by small parties of Southern soldier*.

Unfortunately for the North, Washington, the

capital of the Union, was to all intent- and
j

poses within the sphere of Southern influence-

on the one side the State of Virginia, among
the first States to refuse troops to Abraham
Lincoln, and on the other, Maryland, riotou>

and to all appearances likely to cast in her lot

with the rebel States. Federal soldiers on their

way to guard the capital were shot and trampled

to death in the streets of Baltimore, Maryland,

but a few miles north lrom Washington. On the

same day the railway bridges of lines running
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northward were destroyed, thus completely

tuning Washington off from the North. To
o->tnplete the dangerous position of the capital,

4 force of Confederate soldiers seized Harper's

Fern
-—the Harper's Ferry of John Brown

notoriety—then a famous national arsenal, and

tiwt established a Southern camp. Next the im-

portant navy yard at Gosport, after the officers

indurge had attempted to destroy it by fire,

t» captured by Southerners ; and a number

points fordable. A short distance south of Bull

Run is Manassas Junction—a railway junction

—and here General Beauregard had his head-

quarters.

Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard, born in

1818, was a native of Louisiana, and passed

through the United States Military Academy at

West Point. Strangely enough, one of his

class-mates at the Academy was the Federal

general McDowell, who at this battle of Bull

" THEY WOULD NOT KIIF IN RANK, ORDER A-> MUCH AS VOU PLEASED*' (f. 95).

«' '<hcr important points bearing on the capital

tilling into the hands of the Confeder-

Washington was surrounded. The battle

Bull Run was brought on by the North
"•tfi the intention of relieving the capital of
'-He Union by dispersing the enemies that

grounded it.

Bull Run, the stream that gave its name to
battle, is a sluggish, uneven waterway run-

0L*ig in a south-easterly direction, and at the
pwuu where the engagement took place some
fete-and-thirty mile> from Washington. Its

axe steep and at some places rockv, with
heights, densely wooded, on its western shore.^ Ibe stream itself deep and sullen, yet at

Run commanded the Northern forces. Beau-

regard had served through the Mexican campaign

with distinction, taking part in the siege opera-

tions at Vera Cruz, and at Mexico he was twice

wounded. To him fell the distinction of being

chosen to open the war for the South, and it

was he who bombarded and finally captured

Fort Sumter.

General Beauregard had assembled a strong

force of Confederates at this point with the

evident intention of marching upon Washington,
but before he was ready to move on the capital,

a large army of Northerners managed to reach

the city, and Beauregard found his plans defeated.

Consequently, he entrenched himself securely and
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waited for the time to arrive when, sufficient

troops furnished him, he could carry out his

plan to capture the capital. The position for

encampment had been carefully chosen. Along
the western bank of Bull Run, from Manassas

Junction to a stone bridge some eight miles up
stream, the Southern forces were posted, each

ford strongly guarded, the rocky banks and the

deep water forming a natural breastwork, and

the dense woods a natural stockade. Across

Bull Run, a few miles towards Washington, is

the village of Centreville, and here the advance-

guards, or more pro-

perly, a scouting

party, was stationed

to give news of

any movement that

might be made by

the North
; and,

central and con-

venient, the head-

quarters at Manassas

c om manded the
whole.

Woods, stream,

and rolling country

made General Beau-

regard's position a

peculiarly strong one.

In fact, as General

McDowell, the com-
mander of the forces

of the North, soon

found, the posi-

tion was well-nigh

invulnerable. To at-

tack the Confeder-

ates in front, fording Bull Run, scaling the

high bank and charging into a wood, was out

of the question. Moreover, to strengthen

Beauregard's hands, General J. E. Johnston, a

soldier of energy and experience, was stationed

at Winchester, to which town he had retreated

from Harper's Ferry when he found himself

confronted by General Patterson. General Pat-

terson's orders from Washington were to retake

Harper's Ferry from General Johnston. But the

Southern general, fully convinced that Harper's

Ferry was of no strategical importance, and

more of a trap than anything else, fell back at

Patterson's, approach, and entrenched himself at

Winchester. To the Federals the great danger

lay in the risk of Johnston b\- a forced march

joining Beauregard, and opposing a united

force to McDowell. To prevent this, General

Patterson's second orders were to hold John* ;?

in Winchester. Patterson had plenty ofmen far

the purpose, but failed to do what was expected

of him. When the crucial moment arrived,

Johnston arrived with it and ruined McDovvd; <

chance of victory.

McDowell marched from Washington. 1

had originally been General Scott's intent, n

to give the command of the Federal force- ;

Robert E. Lee; but that officer, destined t

become the most famous general of the South,

resigned his position, and journeying south. ;, k

charge of the raiding

of Confederate

diers. McDmuil
FIRST BATTLE

BULL RUN.

rtnrru army J

however, was in

POSITION OF THE FORCES AT NOON.

officer in every mi
competent to

worthily represent

the North.

A civil war nukes

strange opponents.

Men hitherto the

closest friends, foad

themselves drrided.

friends still, but lac-

ing one another on

the field of battle,

and fighting to the

death for w hat each

considered the right.

This curious division

affected officers and

men alike. In fact,

a large majoritv oJ

the officers who, at

the outbreak <^

hostilities found themselves in charge of the

newly-enlisted regiments, had been cducatd

together at West Point, and together received

their baptism of fire and learned what real

war meant under the sweltering sun of Me.xic

General Irvin McDowell, as has been told.

I

stood side by side with General Beaurevurd

at West Point, and side by side with him ooj

the battle-fields of Mexico. For some year* he

acted as assistant-instructor in infantry tactic

in the Military Academy, and when war broke

out he was relieved of his duties in the Adjutant-

General's Department at Washington, and pUtd

in command of the Army of the Potomac, n

on its way to Bull Run.

When he set out from Washington he cama

with him full instructions and the confidence^

all concerned. Never was a battle more careful)
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fully planned. Every move likely to take place

hid been canvassed and discussed, President

Lincoln and General Scott giving their per-

sonal consideration and assistance to McDowell.

Whtn the latter marched away at the head of

;!!> 50,000 men, it was thought that he had

;hmg to do but to act quickly and victory

must rest with him. General Sherman after-

vrds said that Bull Run was one of the best

:u.mcd and one of the worst fought battles of

*rCml War.

On July 1 6th McDowell issued his orders to

march. J. G. Nicolay, who was private secretary

!•• Lincoln, gives this as the organisation of

.McDowell's army :

—

"First Division, commanded by Tyler: an

iRgRgate of 9,936 men, divided into four

brigades, respectively under Keyes, Schenck,

Sherman, and Richardson.

Second Division, commanded by Hunter :

c Wegate °f men, divided into two

bncides. under Porter and Burnside.

Third division, commanded by Heintzelman :

iz aggregate of Q,777 men, divided into three

brigades, under Franklin, Wilcox, and Howard.

Fourth Division, commanded by Runyon :

~ aggregate of 5,752 men ;
no brigade com-

renders.

" Fifth Division, commanded by Miles : an ag-

gregate of 6,207 mcn. divided into two brigades,

nfa Blenker and Davies."

From these figures, it will be seen that Mc-
Dowell marched with more than 34,000 men.

as Runyon's division was left to guard

cmawnications, and as some days before the

*fk a number of the volunteers were mustered

their three months' time having expired,

Sections left the Federal general in command
- something like 28,000 men to meet an equal
,r larger number of Confederates, entrenched,

i> we have seen, in a strong position, and fully

Prepared for a stubborn fight.

When the news flashed across the length

-nd breadth of the great continent that at last

1 Northern army was to attack the South, the

ucstion on everybody's lips was " How will the

American fight ? "
. McDowell, in his army of

:a.ooo. had but 800 regulars—the rest were
'iuntcers who had never been trained to war.

taw, inexperienced, undisciplined, gathered from
the four corners of the continent : rugged bush-

^cn from the backwoods of Michigan, rough
*nd restless men, hunters born and bred every
•ne. inarching side by side with workers from
the Pennsylvania mines and New York factory

hands ; carters from Philadelphia and Chicago,

farmers from Ohio and Illinois, clerks from

Buffalo and Boston, all untried and untrained,

having volunteered for what the most of them

looked upon as a jaunt and picnic in the South,

with, maybe, a little shooting by the way— all

trudged merrily along under the sweltering July

sun, joking and playing pranks as they turned

their faces to the South, and paying but small

heed to their officers' attempts to keep them in

order. McDowell, writing of this march to

Bull Run, tells many strange things. He says

that the advance was rendered tediously slow by

the " fooling " of the men on the march. " They
stopped every moment to pick blackberries or to

get water
;
they would not keep in rank, order

as much as you pleased : when they came where

water was fresh, they would pour the old water

out of their canteens, and fill them with fresh

water. They were not used to denying them-

selves much ; they were not used to journeys on

foot." Before the long war was ended the

troops became very used indeed to denying

themselves much, and to weary journeys on
foot.

On Thursday, July 18th, Tyler, commanding
the first division, moved warily on Centreville.

only to find that the Confederates stationed

there showed no disposition to fight, but that

they fell rapidly back towards Bull Run. This

being so, on towards Bull Run Tyler continued

his march, his orders being to carefully observe

roads, positions, and lay of the land, but under

no circumstances to engage in battle. He was

to scout, to gather information for future use.

But Tyler's enthusiasm got the better of his

discretion, and, it is feared, caused him to forget

his orders. He had seen the Confederates retreat

before him from Centreville, as though fearing to

fight, and then a temptation was thrown in his

way in the shape of a favourable position for

a battery from which a few shells could be

dropped on the enemy. He planted a battery,

and fired on a Confederate battery still on the

Centreville side of Bull Run. The Southerners

retired to Blackburn's Ford, and Tyler threw
forward skirmishers against the Confederate

skirmishers, and these getting into a hot ex-

change, Tyler was soon forced to bring forward

a brigade, and then a second; and almost before

he knew what was happening he found his

battery and his men in a trap. Before he

managed to bring away his batten- and with-

draw his men, he lost close upon a hundred

killed, and his soldiers retired in confusion, the
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officers chagrined over the first serious check of

the war.

But disastrous as was this the first skirmish

of Bull Run to the Northern, cause, it on the

other hand exposed to General McDowell the

position of the Confederates, and showed to

him the hopelessness of an attack in front.

McDowell's first plan of battle, perfected at

Washington, was to make a vigorous attack

on Beauregard's front, and when this action

raged, to cross Bull Run lower down, and

while the Confederates

were concerned about

the safety of their van

to fall unexpectedly

upon Beauregard's right

and turn it. A personal

reconnaissance, made at

the moment of Tyler's

unfortunate experi-

ment, proved to

McDowell that this plan

could not be carried

out. The ground on

Beauregard's right was

totally unsuited to the

job. High hills, densely

wooded and strongly

held, rendered the

scheme clearly un-

feasible. Some other

plan must be devised.

He rode to Centreville

with all speed, and

there Tyler and his

officers reported rifle-

pits and strong barri-

cades, natural and arti-

ficial, in front of every ford, the one bridge span-

ning the stream strongly guarded and prepared

for blowing up if need be, and not the slightest

chance of his untrained soldiers carrying the

position. These reports convinced McDowell
that only a demonstration must be made in

front, and his whole energies applied to reaching

the southern side of Bull Run, and fighting the

battle across fields instead of across deep water.

Richardson's brigade was ordered forward to

continue the menace at Blackburn's Ford, and

the engineers were sent up stream to survey

Bull Run for a ford. But a ford they were

unable to find until Saturday, and the battle of

Bull Run could not be fought before Sunday,

July 2 ist. A fatal delay this proved to be.

News of Tyler's engagement at Blackburn's

GENtKAL SHERMAN.

Ford on the Thursday reached Johnston at

Winchester, and that energetic officer, seeing

that a general action must soon take place,

slipped away from the aged General Patter-' :i

and by a forced march through Ashby's Gap I

the Blue Ridge, he took train at Piedmont and

marched most of his men into Beauregard's

camp on Saturday evening. One of his com

panics, indeed, did not arrive until St:

afternoon, when by falling upon the FederaN'

right, it gave the first intimation to McDum
that Johnston had given

Patterson the slip.

A close, hot ni^'h:

preceded the eventful

day. A mist, such i>

is so often seen on >u!

try nights in Amenu
hung over the valley

'

Bull Run, blurring

everything into a grey,

indistinguishable m.i«.

notwithstanding that

the moon sho"t

brightly. Shortly^

midnight the Northern

army bestirred itscli v

begin the work

lay before it. T

orders were to se-

away early from Centre

ville and to commence

a hot attack on the

stone bridge, as if ' l

were McDowell's intent

to force his way .

the stream at that point.

As soon as Tyler and

his men cleared the camp at Centreville, Hunter

and Heintzelman were to march rapidly to the

ford which the engineers had located, cross, and

at the topmost speed consistent with a go*^

formation advance upon Beauregard's left, f-' 1

upon the rear of the defenders of the stone

bridge and clear them away, and so allow T)*ta

to cross and join forces. McDowell hoped in

this way not only to disorganise the Con

federate arrangements, but also to prevent any

chance of Johnston from Winchester join -

Beauregard. He had no idea that Johnston

had already effected the juncture. The Northern

men. new to war, turned but drowsily froni

their sleep. It was night, and, unused to the

necessity of quick and silent action, the men de-

layed and refused to be hurried. Consequently.
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hcforc Tvler had got his men out of the way
<4 Hunter, the hour for moving had long

-incc passed. Tyler intended to attack the

'tone bridge at four in the morning. It was

not until six that he fired his first gun. Hunter
ind Hcintzelman were proportionately delayed.

Johnston's wits had been sharpened to a wonder-

ful degree by his border experiences. He suffered

desperate wounds at Cerro Gordo, and again

at Chapultepec, was particularly active at Vera

Cruz and in half-a-dozen battles in Mexico, and

at the very outbreak of the Civil War captured

" JIMfc A ITER TIME I HE ATTEMPT TO SCALE THE HEICHT WAS MAliE" (/. 99).

Strange to tell, it was Johnston's intention

•<» attack McDowell that very morning. This
Genera] Joseph Eggleston Johnston—Beaure-
Rird's superior in rank, and an officer of energy,

foresight, and initiative, fifty-four years old

—

^stda having served through the war with
Mexico, had seen much fighting with the Red
Indians in many parts of America

;
and, as never

*wt trickier fighters alive than the Red men,

7

Harper's Ferry. In withdrawing his forces

from Winchester to Bull Run—successfully out-

witting General Patterson—he gave early proof

of his skill in handling large bodies of men and

readiness in rising to the occasion. He and

Beauregard had planned on Saturday night to

bring about a battle before it would be pos-

sible for General Patterson from Harper's Fern'

to join with McDowell, which, Johnston felt
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convinced, Patterson would hasten to do when
he found that the Confederates had marched

away from him. Johnston had already given

the orders for an attack on McDowell, when
the guns thundered out from the stone bridge.

Instantly General Johnston countermanded the

order to advance. As McDowell had begun the

attack, it were better to fight the battle with all

the advantages Bull Run gave to the South.

He awaited developments.

Colonel Evans held the stone hridge for the

Confederates. He had with him, behind the

timber abattis
y
a regiment and a half and four

guns ; and when Tyler opened fire it seemed to

him that a determined attempt would be made
to force his position, and he prepared to hold it

at all hazards. But after the fighting had lasted

a short time, it occurred to Evans that the

attack was conducted with nothing like the

vigour he would have expected under the cir-

cumstances, and he cast about him for an

explanation. An explanation was not long in

coming. Scouts hurrying from the wood to

his left told him that a large force of men had

forded Bull Run some miles above the stone

bridge and were marching to fall upon his rear.

Without a moment's hesitation, and waiting for

no orders, Evans, leaving four companies with

two guns to hold the bridge, posted the re-

mainder of his men in as favourable a position

to resist attack as he could come upon in the

limited time at his disposal. When Hunter

emerged from the wood, at ten o'clock in the

morning, he found that his advance had been

made known, and that there was now no chance

of taking the Confederates by surprise.

First began an artillery duel. The sound of

guns on his side of Bull Run told Johnston

that the Federals had crossed the stream and

had attacked his left. He hurried General Bee

with. four regiments and two companies to the

support of Evans, already sorely pressed. Next

Heintzelman, having now safely crossed the

stream, came at the double-quick with a regi-

ment to the assistance of Hunter, and joining

forces, bore down upon the Southern lines. The
front of battle at once changed from Bull Run
stream to what had been the Confederates' left.

And now began the battle proper. The men
who, a few hours before had refused discipline

and disregarded orders from whatever quarter

given, at last, within shot of the enemy, faced

the situation seriously and fought well. With
now the advantage of position and numbers, the

men from the North drove the Southerners

steadily down the hill, the Confederates fighting

every inch of the way with that fiery courage

that distinguished them all through the war.

Every fence, house, and wood, every hillock,

every stone on the way, every hollow and every

ditch, was made a standing-place by the South,

and tenaciously held to as long as mortal could

endure the hail of bullets and crash of cannon-

ball. But the Federals fought splendidly, and

carried position after position with the courage

and dash of veterans. McDowell, coming upon

the scene of action at this point, hurried word

to Tyler to press his attack upon the stone

bridge. This Tyler did not do, but instead,

fording Bull Run a short distance above the

bridge, came upon the rear of the defenders and

swept them away from their stronghold. Then,

marching towards the sound of the fighting, he

safely joined his commander-in-chief. At noon

McDowell had the satisfaction of knowing that

not a hitch had taken place in his plans. The

bridge had been cleared, the Confederates' left

turned, and his men had driven the enemy down

the hill-side, over a creek, across the valley, and

up into a wood. The morning's work was all

the North could desire. Everything pointed to

a Northern victory, full and complete.

Johnston and Beauregard now found a difficult

task before them. Their men, numbers of them

thinking all lost, were hurrying to the rear in

dire confusion, throwing away their arms and

accoutrements as they ran. Many companies

were entirely disorganised, and others cut to

pieces in the fight. But the two Southern

generals, riding to the front, personally super-

vised the re-formation of the lines. On top of

the hills up which the Confederates had been

forced was a large plateau, thickly wooded, and

on this plateau the generals checked the re-

treat, and swung their disorganised regiment-,

into line. Early's Brigade formed the left flank,

and faced Wilcox and Porter, Elzey's fronted

Sherman, and Hampton lay nearest to Bull

Run. The Confederate position for the renewal

of the fight was clearly a strong one. Down in

the valley lay the Federals. To reach the

Southerners, they must charge up a hill and into

a dense wood. This proved altogether too diffi-

cult a task. Sherman said afterwards that had

McDowell ignored the partially defeated and

strongly entrenched army of the South, and, in-

stead of attempting to carry the plateau, marched

around the hill and captured the enemy's head-

quarters, Manassas Junction, the Southerners

would have been defeated by the very act. But
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probably neither McDowell nor Sherman thought

of this at the time. The order was to further

rvmt the apparently routed, and the Federals

dished themselves to pieces in the attempt.

When Johnston and Beauregard got their men
rudv, the latter took personal command, and

J. hmton—superior in rank—hastened to head-

Ojnten to superintend the whole.

The battle of the afternoon was a battle of

hopeless confusion. No two on the Federal side

; uid afterwards agree as to what had taken

place. The want of cohesion, of discipline ; the

of the troops,

:he ignorance and lack

<f executive ability on

:he part of the officers,

^Jded to the disad-

vantageous position,

«oon brought the army

t the North into a

<ite of helpless chaos.

The Confederates,
crongly situated, lay

yjietly in the wood
snng grimly down the

hill. When the Nor-

therners were first or-

dered to charge, they

lid so with determina-

tion ; but scarcely had

they advanced a few

hundred feet than they

came under an appall-

ing fire, volley after

'Uev sweeping down
•te steep incline. Time
Co- time the attempt

II sale the height was

^de ; and the right did at one time gain a

Wing, but to no purpose. It was a hopeless

task from the first.

In the woods on top of the plateau lay Thomas
Jonathan Jackson and his men. Jackson was of

English descent, and having been left an orphan
it seven, he grew to manhood on a rough farm

in Western Virginia, joined the army, fought

n Mexico, and after teaching school was with

Johnston at Harper's Ferry. Jackson's brigade
,r a<> the first to get into position and check the

advance of the Federals, the panic-stricken

rallying upon his line. During the

General Bee, rallying his men. shouted :

"See; there is Jackson, standing like a stone
wall. Rally on the Virginians." Immediatelv
afterwards General Bee was shot dead ; but the

general "stonewall" jackson.

nickname " Stonewall " stuck to Jackson, and

became probably the most familiar nickname of

the war.

To the Confederate left stood Henry House.

Built on a knoll, it commanded the whole field

of action, and here McDowell deemed it im-

portant to plant a battery. To this ground two

batteries were sent, and Ellsworth's Zouaves

ordered to support them. In making their way
to the position the officers of the Zouaves mis-

took an Alabama regiment for a Northern one,

and did not find out their mistake until they

had exposed their men
to a fire that wiped the

regiment out of exist-

ence. Another and

another regiment was

sent to the support of

the batten-

, and the

battle raged its wildest

around the knoll at

Henry House. Keyes.

on the right, after a

successful charge was

driven back, Sherman
in the centre charged

again and again up the

hill, each charge only

resulting in a heavier

loss, and the batteries

at Henry House were

taken and retaken time

and time again. As the

afternoon grew older,

confusion gradually

settled on the Northern

lines. Companies beaten

back from the brow

of the hill got mixed with companies charg-

ing up the hill ; men lost their officers and

officers their companies, until after a few hours'

fighting all was confusion, and the Northern

army, victorious as it seemed a little earlier in

the day, degenerated into a mob of struggling

men, into which the South continued to pour

a merciless fire.

Just when the army had been reduced to this

pitiable state of confusion, a body of close upon

two thousand fresh men came hurrving across

the fields to take part in the conflict. They
were the last arrivals from Winchester, Johnston's

men, who hearing the roar of battle, stopped

their train at the nearest point to the scene of

action, and running as fast as legs could carry

poured a volley into the Federals' right. This
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proved to be the last straw. Raising the cry :

" Here's Johnston from the valley !
" the army of

the North broke and fled panic-stricken across

Bull Run, along the turnpike to Centreville

and on to Washington, to let the President and

the people of the North know that an appalling

while the Southern loss was 387 killed and 1,582

wounded.

Public opinion held General McDowell re-

sponsible for the crushing defeat, and as a con-

sequence he was superseded in his command bv

General McClellan ; and although a capable and

"THE ARMY OF THE NORTH UK0KE AND FLED 1*ANIC«STKK KEN.
'

disaster had befallen the Federal cause. General

McDowell tried his utmost to stay the flight, but

to no purpose. It was every man for himself,

and never was rout more complete.

When the sum of battle came to be reckoned,

it was found that the North had 481 men killed,

1 ,01 1 men wounded, and 1,461 taken prisoners;

honourable officer, he played no great part in

the subsequent events of the war. The first

battle of Bull Run brought the seriousness of

the situation vividly to the minds of the people

of the North, and showed how fatally the

position had been underestimated by everyone

from President to peasant
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IN
the early days of July, i*>77, the soldiers

of the Tzar were jubilant. So early as

April Russian army-corps after army-corps

had come tramping across the Pruth into

Koumania, and in May the Danubian Princi-

palities swarmed with sturdy Russian soldiers

iloog the left bank of the great river, from

Galatz on the east to Kalafat on the west. They
Wed eagerly across the brown water of the

Danube to the precipitous Bulgarian bank on the

farther side, but had to wait impatiently until the

lolling of the river gave them the opportunity

for which they craved so ardently. At length,

however, they had effected the crossing of the

Danube from Simnitza to Sistova and from

Braila to Matchin, and the whole Russian army
to now on Turkish soil. By the middle of

the month Gourko was beyond the Balkans on

-hat adventurous raid of his which spread panic

Hankioj to Constantinople. " Hev for

Adrianople !
" was the hilarious and confident

ihoiit, as army-corps after army-corps started

c the enterprise which seemed so ridiculously

«r. Princes and staff-officers betted with each

<her in hundreds of dingy paper-roubles as to

the dav on which they would dine in Stamboul.

The route which the main advance over the

Balkans was to take was by Tirnova and the

Shipka Pass, and thence on Adrianople through

the rose-gardens of Kazanlik and down the

beautiful valley of the Tundja. Two corps had

been sent to the left to protect the advance from

the Turks holding the Bulgarian quadrilateral.

Old Knidener, the chief of the oth Corps, had

hren sent off to the right, with the airy order to

'toTTn the fortress of Nicopolis and then to march
to the Balkans without delay, leaving as he passed

detachments in Plevna and Loftcha for the

protection of the right wing, and to cross the

CTeat range into Roumelia by the Trajan Pass.

" Grandfather " Krudener, grimmest and toughest

of warriors, began handsomely. He so smothered

with shell-fire the obsolete and crumbling fortress

of Nicopolis, that after two days' endurance of the

Russian cannonade the garrison capitulated. It

was quick work, and there were not wanting

hints that he had backed his shell-fire by a bribe

to the pasha in command. Anyhow, Krudener

scored, when on the 17th there surrendered to

him 7,000 men, including the pasha—the cost of

the triumph 1,500 Russians killed and wounded,

and the trophies of it, among other things, six

flags and 1 10 guns.

FIRST BATTLE OF PLEVNA, JULY 20TH.

Next day the Grand Duke Nicolas tele-

graphed to Krudener to " occupy Plevna as

promptly as possible." That smart old warrior

had anticipated this order by pushing out to-

wards Plevna, which is about twenty miles

south-east of Nicopolis, an infantry regiment and

the brigade of Caucasian Cossacks, and on the

same day moved out General Schilder-Schuldner

with an infantry brigade. In all this there was

no apprehension in regard to Plevna j the order

and movements just mentioned were simply in

the line of fulfilment of the original instructions

that Krudener should hasten to cross the

Balkans by the Trajan Pass.

But no Russian troops were to enter Plevna

for six long months to come. Osman Pasha,

whose fame was soon to ritig through Europe,

was on the march down the Bulgarian bank of

the Danube from Widdin, with an army of

40,000 of the best troops in Turkey. Learning

that the Russians had already crossed the Danube,

he had turned inland, reached Plevna on the

17th, and, recognising the strategical and de-

fensive characteristics of the place and its imme-
diate surroundings, settled himself there, and
promptly set about throwing up a line of
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Second battle of PLEVNA
4ULV a

entrenchments along the northern ridge from

the village of Bukova eastward to the site of

the subsequently famous Grivitza redoubt.

In utter ignorance that Plevna was already

in Osman's occupation, Schilder-Schuldner ad-

vanced in its direction without the commonest

precautions. He made no reconnaissances, for

he had no cavalry with his main body ; and the

result of this stupid neglect was that, as he was

unconcernedly crossing the Verbitza heights, he

was suddenly halted by Turkish artillery fire

from the Grivitza ridge. He had already sent

the Kostroma regi-

ment eastward to

Zgalevitza, and the

Caucasian brigade to

Tutchenitza, actually

south-east of Plevna.

The disposal of his

little force by Schil-

der-Schuldner for the

night of the iqth

July was a lively in-

stance of an almost

comic inability how
to make war. His

troops — 6,500 men
all told, with forty

six guns— were dis-

tributed over a dis-

tance of seventeen

miles. Osman Pasha

must have smiled as

he posted his 40,000

men and ninety

guns in the shelter-

trenches and battery-emplacements with which

his northern and eastern front was already

garnished. Schilder-Schuldner scouted the sug-

gestion that he should wait for reinforcements.

No ! He had his orders to attack on the morn-

ing of the 20th ; he had always obeyed orders,

and he meant to do so now !

Accordingly, at daybreak of that morning, he

moved forward from Kiben, three batteries in the

centre, a regiment on either flank. After an

hour's cannonade, the troops moved forward

and assailed the Grivitza heights. The western

extremity of the trenches was carried after a

desperate struggle, in which both sides freely

used the bayonet. The Vologda regiment, with

part of the Archangel regiment on its left, not-

withstanding a withering fire from the Turkish

shelter-trenches, was able to continue the

advance ; and, after repelling a succession of

$ Vo17""

fn X
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P1.EVNA : THE POSITION OK THE RUSSIANS.

attacks made by Turkish battalions, the Vol-

ogdas and Archangels fought their way to the

northern outskirts of Plevna, where, at seven

o'clock, they were brought to a halt by a very

hot fire from behind the hedges and ditches on

the edge of the town. They nevertheless hung

on here for some hours, fighting hard and losing

heavily, until about eleven o'clock they received

the order to withdraw.

The Kostroma regiment, coming from Zgale-

vitza, advanced from the south-east on the

Grivitza position, where the subsequently famous

redoubt had as yet

scarcely been traced,

and after a short

cannonade delivered

its assault in columns

of companies. Over

and over again the

successive tiers of

trenches were taken

and retaken at the

point of the bayonet

and with cruel

slaughter. A mo-

ment's hesitation in

front of the last and

strongest line of de-

fence ended in the

breaking up of the

regiment into small

columns of attack.

The lines of those

columns were strewn

with dead and

wounded, and all

the superior officers went down. There was,

therefore, no one who could order a retreat,

and the troops charged forward under the com-

mand of a simple lieutenant, and finally carried

the last Turkish entrenchment. They then

chased the Turks right up to the edge of the

town, where the latter found prepared positions

in the gardens and houses of the eastern suburb,

whence a cross-fire of artillery caused terrible

losses in the Kostroma ranks. These losses, the

exhaustion of ammunition, and the lack of reserves

compelled its reluctant retreat, which was fol-

lowed by heavy swarms of Turkish skirmishers

and by volley after volley of artillery.

The Russian troops had been engaged to the last

man for hours, ami were worn out with their exer-

tions. A general retreat was, therefore, wisely

ordered at about noon ; but in effecting it heavy
losses were sustained by the sallies made by the

Scile.rf Mile*.
1 2
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Turks, who, however, did not pursue beyond

;hcir trenches. The Russians left on the field

ill their dead and most of their wounded, as well

& two guns, twenty ammunition waggons, and

all the baggage of the Kostroma regiment. Their

10*0 were close on 3,000 men
;
nearly two-

thirds of the officers and over one-third of the

aeo were hors de combat. There are no data

bm which to estimate the Turkish loss. .The

Russians reckoned it about 4,000 ; the Swiss

writer Le Compte calls it "about 200"—a wide

discrepancy indeed. The Russian army was

furious against Schilder-

Schuldner, and there was

j great clamour for a court -

rturtial ; but he was not

even called upon to resign,

ind he blundered cheer-

fully along to the very

cod of the campaign.

There is no need to point

ut his faults and errors.

Without having learned

anything about the
<rength or position of the

enemy, and with no re-

serves, he sent his troops

Hlindlv to the assault in

two lines which had no
- 'mmunication with each

ther. and against an

enemy more than four

•mes their own strength.

He had the doubtful and

iugerous virtue of act-

"1 on his orders to their

«rt letter. True, that is one way of avoiding

re^>onsibilitv.

THK SECOND BATTLE OF Pl.EVNA, JULY 3OTH.

The Grand Duke Nicolas, commander-in-

chief of the Russian armies in Bulgaria, was an

•Hstinate and narrow-minded man. He would

not believe that the Turks were in force in

Plevna, notwithstanding the crushing defeat

»hich Schilder-Schuldner had received on July

:oth. He would not take the trouble to come
down from Tirnova to the Plevna front, con-

tenting himself with ordering Kriidener to make
1 renewed attack on Plevna with his own corps

the ith). strengthened by the addition of an

infantry and a cavalry brigade from the nth
a,rps, under the command of Lieutenant-General

Prince Schahofskoy, and of the 30th division

<4th corps), which had just crossed the Danube.

GRAND DUKE NICOLAS.

Kriidener had reconnoitred the Plevna position

with great care ; and on account of its natural

strength and the force of the enemy, which he

estimated at not less than 50,000 men, he did

not at all fancy the task laid upon him. He had

even ventured to remonstrate against the risk

of failure which he apprehended ; but he re-

ceived a peremptory and even angry order from

the Grand Duke to obey orders without delav,

and not bother the headquarters with any more
querulous croaking. Kriidener now became
furious ;

he had the full belief that with 30,000

men in the open field

against 50,000 in a strong

fortified position, he was

bound to be beaten disas-

trously, a belief which the

event justified — but he

was resolved to put in his

last man, and as regarded

himself he would rather

prefer that he did not

come out of the business

alive. Throughout the

Russian camp there was

little of that excitement

of anticipation which had

been manifest on the even-

ing before the crossing of

the Danube. The Russian

officer, subject of a despot

though he is, has a habit

of speaking his mind ; and

on the eve of this battle

the ears of the Grand Duke
Nicolas would have tingled

had he heard the comments made upon him.

Meanwhile the Turks were working with the

utmost diligence upon their fortifications, con-

fident that they would be again attacked in

the course of a few days. By the 30th, the

day of the battle, the Grivitza redoubt and four

redoubts of the " middle group " east of Plevna

were in condition for defence.

Kriidener was in chief command of the assail-

ing forces. His orders for the 30th were that

the troops of his own corps, forming the right

wing, should advance to the attack of the

Grivitza redoubt and the adjacent positions on
the northern heights, the 31st division to lead,

the 5th to follow in support ; and that the

left wing under Schahofskov, consisting of

two infantrv brigades, should occupy the

Radischevo ridge t<> the south-east of Plevna,

and assail the redoubts of the M middle group
*'
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on the lower swell, due east of the town.

Kriidener's whole army was a little over 30,000

men, consisting of 36 battalions, 30 squadrons,

and 176 guns; of which 24 battalions, 110

guns, and 10 squadrons belonged to his own
(the right) wing, 1 1 battalions, 54 guns, and

8 squadrons constituted Schahofskoy's (the left)

wing, and 1 battalion, 12 guns, and 12 squadrons

was Skobeleff's detached command on the ex-

treme left. The main fault of the dispositions

valley running north and south, in the centre of

which lay the town of Plevna, its white mina-

rets, on which the sun was shining, visible above

the encircling trees. On the long ridge forming

the northern section of the horse-shoe were

discernible the tents of the Turkish camps, and

on its nearer shoulder lay the Grivitza redoubt,

of which later the world was to hear so much.

Now it did not seem very formidable—merely a

rough parallelogram—all of defence visible being

"THE GENERAL MAP RISEN, AND WAS STANDING AGAINST A TREE" (/. I06).

was that Krudener and Schahofskoy were prac-

tically independent of each other, so that the two

attacks were far apart and with no connecting

link ; but the gravest evil was the weakness

of the assailing force. The kev of the Turkish

position was the Grivitza redoubt.

Schahofskoy 's advance from Poradim began

at b a.m. As the infantry went swinging past

their general, they cheered vigorously, and

seemed readv for anything, After a two-hours'

march the head of the column reached the

upland in front of Pelischat, whence the whole

Plevna region lav before it. The headquarter

stood temporarilv halted near the apex of a great

horse-shoe, closed in at the heel by a wooded

a bank of earth with a ditch at its outer foot, 1

few guns here and there, and a good many Turb

inside the work. To his left front, as Schahofskoy

looked toward Plevna, he saw the long ridge of

Radischevo, forming the southern edge of the

horse-shoe, and the valley behind it into which

his advance troops were already moving.

Some of the gay young officers of Schahof-

skov's staff would have it that slow old Krudener

had not yet got out of bed. But the old

warrior was wide awake and well to the front

About q a m. the Turkish guns opened fire on

him from the Grivitza redoubt. Answering

smoke rose to the eastward, and the cannon

thunder came booming down on the wind
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Kriidener's guns were in action, playing fiercely

on the Grivitza redoubt. The artillery duel be-

tween the Turks and Kriidener lasted until after

two p.m. Then the Russian infantry were sent

forward to the attack. The brave Penza regiment

led the way. Its first battalion carried the first

line of trenches, a thousand yards north east of

the redoubt ; the second line was carried by the

second battalion, and the two battalions drove the

Turks at the bayonet point across the intervening

ravine, when three companies made a rush for

the redoubt and actually reached the parapet,

where, however, all perished. In a few minutes,

so fierce was the Turkish fire, the three Penza

battalions lost thirty officers and 1,006 men

—

half their officers and more than one-third of the

men. Officers of the two regiments in reserve,

looking through their telescopes, swore that they

saw the blood of the Penzas flowing in streams

down the outer face of the parapet of the

Turkish redoubt. The Kosloff regiment followed

the Penzas up to the second line, and a few men
of it did reach the redoubt, but only to meet

their death. Then the supports, consisting of

the 17th and 18th regiments, made their effort,

onlv to fail ; the bitter and steadfast rifle from

the redoubt struck them down by ranks. The
left column, the Tamboff and Galitz regiments,

tried to storm the southern face of the redoubt,

but only filled with their dead bodies the out-

lying trenches. At sundown the stubborn

Krudener gave orders for a final general assault.

It was made with such desperation that a general

officer was killed within a few paces of the re-

doubt ; but the attack utterly failed with terrible

slaughter. Then Krudener gave the order to

retire ; but so maddened were the troops that

the fighting lasted all night, and the withdrawal

was not completed till after daybreak of the

31st. In fine, the attack of the right wing

had been an utter and bloody failure.

On the left wing, about ten a.m., Schahofskoy

sent twenty-eight guns up on to the crest of the

Radischevo ridge, which promptly opened fire

on the Turkish |>ositions of the " middle group,"

whence a fire was as promptly returned. The

infantry moved forward into the valley in rear

and into the glades about the village of Radis-

chevo. about which were falling many Turkish

shells which had flown over the ridge crowned

by the Russian artillery. It was strange to

witness the peasant villagers standing in scared

groups in front of their cottages, shuddering as

the shells crashed into the place, while the child-

ren were playing about the du^t heaps without

any sense of their danger. A couple of corre-

spondents, leaving their horses in the village,

went up to the storm-swept crest where the

Russian batteries were in action, and lay down
between two guns to watch the scene. From
their point of vantage they looked right down
into the Turkish positions. Several guns in an

earthwork (Redoubt No. 1) about a hamlet or

farmhouse, which seemed the most advanced ol

the Turkish works on the central elevation, were

vigorously replying to the Russian fire. On its

right were three more redoubts reaching back

ward to the edge of the valley in which the

roofs and spires of Plevna sparkled in the sun-

shine from out the cincture of verdure. The
place seemed so near that a short ride might

bring one there to a sorely needed breakfast ;

but thousands of men were to die and many
months were to elapse before Plevna should

be accessible to others than Turks. As the

watchers lay by the guns men were falling fast

around them ; for the elevated position was

greatly exposed and the Turkish practice wa>

most uncomfortably true.

Two o'clock came. Schahofskoy rode up the

slope from the village to see for himself from

the crest how things were going. As he reacha I

the sky line the Turks marked the mounted
group, and a volley of shell-fire was directed

upon it. Schahofskov promptly rolled out of

the saddle and crept forward to where the two

correspondents were squatting. His eyes were

blazing and his face was flushed, as he swore
most vigorously in the colloquial Russian of tht

common soldier. He looked at his watch ; it

was a few minutes past two. Krudener seemed,

after all these long hours, to be making no

headway. Schahofskoy in his impatience threw
his orders to the wind and determined to act

independently. He turned to his Chief of Staff

and shouted, "Bring up the 125th and 120th

regiments at once ! Quick !
" These were hi*

own two regiments which had accompanied him
from the foot of the Balkans. General Tchekoff.

the brigade commander, came up the slope at

a canter and told the Prince the two regiments

were following close. They came up with swift

swinging stride and deployed just before reaching

the crest, breaking to pass through the interval-

between the guns. The General had risen, and

was standing against a tree saluting his soldiers a»

they streamed past him. His guns recommenced
firing as soon as the infantrymen were descending

the further slope, and continued their fire while

the regiments were crossing the intervening
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hallow to the assault of the Turkish positions.

The Turkish shells crashed through the ranks as

the regiments pressed forward ; men were already

ton in numbers, but the long, undulating line

poshed through the undergrowth of the descent

an.: then tramped steadily over the stubble-

f.cii- below. No skirmishing line was thrown

.; in advance. The fighting line retained its

: -nxion for a time till, what with eagerness and

rim with men falling, it broke into a ragged

tfm of humanity and surged on swiftly, but

wch no close cohesion. It was a rush of vehe-

ment lighting-men on which the spectators looked

down with eyes intent—a helter-skelter of men
impelled by a burning ardour to get forward and
o.tne to close quarters with the enemy calmly

Snrig upon them from behind the shelter of his

unhworks. The Turkish position was neared
;

aai now men held their breath. The crackle

: the musketry fire rose in a sharp continuous

f<aL The clamour of the cheering of the

s^ang-men came back on the wind, making
& blood tingle with excitement. The wounded
we beginning to withdraw, limping and groan-

rag; the dead and the more severely wounded
l*v where they fell among the stubbles and
-"n-.dst the maize. The living wave of fighting-

nen was pouring over them ever on and on.

>-ddcnly the disconnected men were drawing
.'ether, the officers signalling for the concen-

n by the waving of their swords. Then
titrt followed a headlong rush, led by a brave
ti«Jci The Turks in the shelter trench held

^ct pound, firing steadily and with terrible

:nto the advancing assailants. The colonel
*:-$Kred a few paces and then fell—he was a

iaiaian.

Hs men. bayonets at the charge, rushed to
J1 lit their gallant dead leader. They were
°*c the shelter trench and over the parapet,
c

' • then down in among the Turks like an
*»»ianche. The first redoubt was thus taken

;

kt the Turks had got away ten guns
;
leaving

wily two in Russian hands. The captured
redoubt was No. 1, which had fallen to the 126th
rnrnient, the right regiment of Schahofskoy's

line. His left regiment, the 125th, was ad-

•«King simultaneously on Redoubt No, 8, about
'iway between No. I and Plevna, but No. 8

**> much the stronger, an isolated mamelon with
-Scries on the rearward slope. Schahofskoy

forward to No. 1 two batteries and two
iUilions, and a third battalion to strengthen

Q*> left flank, and then he ordered both his front

regiments to converge on redoubt- No. <S

and to carry it, no matter at what cost. One
could see through the glass Turkish officers on

horseback standing behind its parapet and

watching the oncoming Russian forces. Pre-

sently two rode away at a gallop and immedi-

ately returned with a swarm of men on foot,

who clapped tackle on the guns in the redoubt

and withdrew them all before the Russians took

it. The capture at the last was curiously sudden.

All of a moment along the lip of the Turkish

parapet there was a final spurt of white smoke,

through which were visible dimly swarms of

dark-coated men scrambling over the ditch and

up the outer slope of the work. On the crest of

the parapet itself there was a short but sharp

struggle. Then through the telescope was seen

a crowd of men in lighter blue in apparent full

flight across the great stretch of vineyard behind

the redoubt.

The Russians, then, at about half-past five of

this bloody afternoon, had possessed themselves

of two of the Turkish redoubts, but their tenure

was very precarious. The Turks had not fled

far from the second redoubt, about the northern

and western faces of which they hung obstinately,

while their cannon from further rearward dropped

shell after shell into it with extraordinary precision.

Schahofskoy sent fonvard eight guns to an inter-

mediate knoll, to cover the troops in the redoubt

and cope with the Turkish artillery fire which

was punishing them so severely ; but about six

o'clock the Turks pressed forward a strong body

of infantry to its recapture. The defence was

stubborn, but the Moslems were not to be denied;

and in spite of the stubborn Russian resistance,

they reoccupied the redoubt half an hour later.

In the course of the original advance on it, part

of the troops of Schahofskoy's left had penetrated

by a ravine up to near the south-eastern verge of

Plevna. From the first, this body was very hard

pressed by fresh Turkish reserves issuing from

the town. The Russians, bent on entering the

place, charged again and again till they could

charge no more for sheer fatigue ; and then

the stubborn, gallant fellows stood leaderless—for

nearly all the officers were down—sternly wait-

ing death there for want of leaders to march
them back. To their help Schahofskoy sent in

succession the two battalions which were his last

reserve ; but all that these could do was to main-

tain a front with cruel losses, until the darkness

would permit of a retirement to the Radischevo

ridge. The ammunition had failed, for the carts

had been left far in the rear ; and all hope died

out of the most sanguine as the sun sank in lurid
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glory behind the blood - stained and smoke

-

mantlcd field.

Then the Turks struck without stint. They
had the upper hand now, and were clearly deter-

mined to show that they knew how to make the

most of it. Through the dusk they advanced in

swarms into their original first positions, and

recaptured their two guns which the Russians

had taken in their first assault, but which they

The Russian defeat was complete. Tht re-

mains of the army came sullenly back, company

that had gone down hundreds strong returnmp

by tens and twenties. For three hours there

had been a steady current of wounded men ,:p

from out of the battle to the reverse slope ol

Radischevo ridge, to which Schahofskov

held on grimlv. All round, the air was hear,

with the moaning of the wounded who had cas

1 THEY GATHERED TO THK SOL'NU.

had found no opportunity to withdraw. Turkish

shells now again began to whistle and yell over

the Radischevo ridge, and to crash into the village

behind, by this time crammed with wounded

men. The streams of wounded were incessant.

The badly-wounded lay where they fell, and

were butchered ruthlessly by the Turkish ir-

regulars, who swarmed over the battle-field and

slaughtered indiscriminately. The moon rose on

their bloodthirstv devilrv ; and in the hot, still

night-air one could hear—and shuddered in the

hearing—the shrieks of pain, the futile entreaties

for mercy, and the yells of cruel, fanatical

triumph.

themselves down by the fountain at the foot'

the slope, craving with a pitiful longing tor af

drops of the scanty water. In this awful

Schahofskoy's attitude was admirable : now 1

the dav was lost beyond remedv. he was cool I

collected. To protect his wounded, and raflr

what remained of his force, he was determnt

to hold the ridge to the last 'extremity Hr

ordered his bugle to sound the "AssemWv

Thev gathered to the sound, singly and byt«>

and threes, many bleeding from flesh-wout J-

yet willing still to fight on. But it apr*^

scarcely a company that came together:

seemed as if the rest of the army was <}
utttf
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Opened. Schahofskoy was loth to fall back, for

he still hoped that belated troops would come

ruck out of the valley of the shadow of death

ion Wow him ; but he was disappointed.

Man*hile, as the ambulance work was going on

lro&aod the wounded withdrawn into the com-

fuat:ve *Jety of the village in the valley behind,

the Tmb continued to pour on the ridge a

hean (ire of shells and bullets. At length, near

=:&:?h;. Schahofskoy and his staff quitted the

w protected, after a fashion, by a cordon

it orafay. As the forlorn cortege rode slowlv

iBai in the moonlight, an aide-de-camp remarked

a an undertone to his neighbour :
" We are

i u-.n? a general who has lost his army going

inch of an army which has lost its general,

. to make the dav's loss complete, ha*

It was a miserable business,

it was in a measure retrieved hv the con-

*. «f Skobeleff. His orders were to prevent

tttoforccmcnt from Loftcha from entering

4. i»d in general to cover the extreme left

<' Schahofskoy. For this wide rantje ot

•had at his disposal one infantrv battalion,

squadrons of Caucasian Cossacks, and

vpoundcr horse-guns. Hisfir-t undertak-

to make a reconnaissance on Plevna from

uuWest. till he looked down on the place

height within three hundred \aid- «! a.

Schahnfskov began his cannonade on the

'-. Skobeleff opened fire on the town, ami

r- 11 himself a large body of Osman's forces,

attacked in strength he. <>t course, had to

fckdraw to his main force at Krishin ; but he

discovered that, from a hill two miles south ot

Plevna the Turks could enfilade Schahofskoy 's

line, and take his advance in reverse. To hinder

the enemy from occupying this point he resolved

to attack energetically ; and he was able, by dint

of skill and dexterity, to keep up an active fight

throughout the day and on until after nightfall,

and also to remove all his wounded. After dark,

he made good his retreat to Krishin, and re-

assembled there what remained of his little

command. He had not spared it, for fiftv

per cent, was hors de combat. But he had

gained his object in keeping the Turks away
from the Green Hill, from which, had they

occupied it. they would have cut Schahofskoy's

force to pieces.

The Russian losses were 169 officers and 7,13b

men, out of a total of 30.000 engaged. Of this

number, 2,400 were killed and left Oil the field.

One of Schahofskoy's regiments (the 120th)

had 725 killed and over \ .100 wounded— a total

loss of about 75 per cent, of its strength. Over
their respective responsibility, Krudener anil

Schahofskoy quarrelled bitterly. Sehahofskov

complained that Krudener had not supported

him. Krudener retorted that Schahofskov had
disobeyed hi* orders in assaulting without per-

mission. But the real responsibility for the

defeat rested oil the shoulders of the Grand
Duke Nicolas, who had given peremptory orders

from a distance to attack a position of which he

knew nothing, and in the teeth of a remonstrance

on the part of a commanding-officer who had

carefullv studied the subject.

* ENVIRONS OK 1'I.EVNA.
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" FTT^ HEY were men of men, and their

J 1 I fathers were men before them," were

the words of old Umjan, the chief

induna of the Imbezu Impi—Loben-

gula's Royal Regiment—as he described the

gallant stand of that handful of men under

Major Allan Wilson which was cut to pieces by

the Matabele, hard by the Shangani river, on

December 4th, 1 893. Umjan, a full-blooded Zulu

warrior, who, as a stripling, had taken part in

the conquest of Matabeleland with Moselekatse's

raiding horde, led the force that slaughtered

Major Wilson's party, and the terms of keen

admiration which he employed when speaking of

those brave men but represented the feeling of his

whole people. That day's fight produced a deep

impression throughout the country. Till then

the Matabele were inclined to despise the white

men, and considered them weak and timorous.

True, the Matabele had been vanquished ; but

they argued that they had not been routed in

fair fight, but by the aid of witchcraft—by the

deadly fire of those invincible Maxims, which

>pirits had manufactured for the white men
;

they boasted that without Maxims the white

men would never have had the heart to face the

valorous amafakas of Lobengula. But they

were undeceived bv the brave doings of Decem-

ber 4th, which cannot rightly be called a day

of disaster—valuable though were the lives we
lost—when it is remembered how glorious was

that gallant stand, how far-reaching were its

results. That engagement brought the war to

a sudden conclusion, and obviated further blood-

shed. It inspired the Matabele with a profound

respect and regard for their conquerors, which our

previous victories alone would not have given

them. Without that sacrifice it would have been

long before we had brought about a true peace.

Our vanquished foes would have regarded any

clemency on our part as a sign of cowardice
;

the young amajakas would have bragged at

their periodic beer-drinkings, and organised

risings against the white men. But having «f

fered so severely from that stubborn reMstanoe to

the death of a handful of white men unprovided

with Maxims, they realised the hopek-nc*

of again trying conclusions with the Chartered

Company's forces ; they were terrified at their

own victory, and, as I myself experienced, it TO

possible, immediately after the Shangani fight,

for a white man to travel alone and unarmed

with safety throughout the greater portion of

Matabeleland. The death of Wilson mi hi

men brought a complete peace to the land,

»

they did not fall in vain. The story d the

Shangani will be told in many a kraal ; and the

prestige these Britons won for their countryaGi

will go far to check the ardour of turbulent

tribes and to preserve the peace of Africa.

Not one man of Wilson's partv survived :f<

tell the tale of that hopeless but fierce stand of

the thirtv-four against thousands ; but vario*

native rumours reached us. I was at Inytfi

when Dawson, some three months after the tight,

returned from his mission to the Shangani: hi

gave me the full details he had gathered fro>

Matabele who had taken part in the fight; anl

later on old Umjan himself came in, and told*

all that had taken place, extolling the braved

of the white men with a simple but most ii

pressive eloquence. It is his narrative I purpoi

to repeat here.

It will be well first to recall the event> that k

up to the despatch of Wilson's patrol. Lobel

gula's impis had been broken in two decisrt

battles ; Buluwavo had been occupied by tk

Company's troops ; a considerable proportion rf

the disheartened Matabele, having been offered

bv Dr. Jameson easy terms of peace, and, rtabV

ing that they would be treated with generofltfi

were quite ready to " come in," but dared a*

so long as the King was still holding out

a large force of his followers. It was therefore

GooqIc
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csential that the King should be captured or be

mducvd to >ubmit, in order to effect the pacifica-

:um of the country and avoid further bloodshed.

Lobengula, in reply to Dr. Jameson's messages

uniting him to surrender and guaranteeing his

safety, tad at first promised to u come in," but

h*l subsequently either altered his intention, or

had been constrained by his warlike following.

Spats brought in information that he was re-

trtaaag to the north with a considerable force

caniting of the remnants of his broken impis,

*7th the object either of organising a stand

furrher on, or of crossing the Zambesi to establish

an.-ther military despotism beyond the great

mw.
Dr. Jameson accordingly sent a force, under

Major P. \V. Forbes, in pursuit of the King ;

bu: this column failed to come up with the

fugitive, for, having exhausted its supplies, it

vis compelled to retire on Inyati, a mission

forty miles to the north-east of Buluwayo.

k *a* afterwards ascertained that Lobengula
121 only three miles away when his pursuers

' -rrjrd back.

Reinforcements with food and ammunition
-•ere then sent to Shiloh, another mission station

tVtwcen Buluwayo and Inyati, and from this

jiicc Major Forbes set out afresh with 300 men,
n November 25th, to overtake the King. There

i*d been very heavy rains, and the roadless

*t!icrnes> through which they had to go was
'iinJc better than a morass, almost impassable

Sor waggons. They had made but little progress

November 29th, and Major Forbes, finding

uiK his horses and oxen were becoming ex-

piated and realising that the King would never

» ought unless the column travelled faster, sent

*fl Is* raggons and a considerable portion of his

fra back to Inyati, only retaining 160 men,
axmtcd on the best of the horses, of whom
tc< were troopers of the Bechuanaland Border

f^Kt.the remainder volunteers of the Salisbury,

Victoria, and Tuli columns. He took with him
*<' Maxims, and horses carrying ten days'

st: >n$ for each man. This little force then

Nficvl on rapidly, despite the heavy rains and
ihc fever that prevails at that season in the

Und-s. They were on a hot scent, and knew
*-»t the King could not be far ahead of them.
Each day they came to his recently abandoned
^ ips, and found frequent signs of his retreat.

Truv thrust their way through the thick bush

across the swamps, following the spoor of
:V King's three waggons, occasionally capturing
K^?glcr» from his force or some of his cattle.

The Matabele hovered round, watching them all

the while ; but no attack was made upon them,
though the scouts had narrow escapes.

At last, on the 3rd of December, they came to

a valley near the banks of the Shangani and
found a schcrm (enclosure of bushes) which had
evidently been vacated but a very short time

before, for the fires were still burning within it.

A chiefs son, who was captured at this place,

confessed that the King had slept there on the

previous night, and was not far off. This was
good news, and all hoped that they would be

rewarded for the privations they had undergone

by the speedy capture of Lobengula. But it was
now five o'clock in the evening, and darkness

would soon make it impossible for the column
to proceed ; so Major Forbes, having selected a

strong position in which to laagar for the night,

decided to send Major Allan Wilson with a party

of about twenty men, to reconnoitre. Among
those who volunteered to go on this patrol were
several officers anqV-some of the leading settlers

in Mashonaland : it consisted, indeed, of the

very pick of frontier manhood. Major Wilson's

instructions were to follow the King's spoor and
ascertain his whereabouts, and to return to the

laagar before dark. It was Major Forbes's in-

tention to remain where he was until dawn, and
then to make a final dash for the King. Supplies

were now running short, and unless Lobengula
was captured on the morrow the chase would
have to be abandoned, and the column would
have to return to Inyati. Shortly after the

patrol had se. iut, a native prisoner gave Major
Forbes reliable information to the effect that an

impi of about 3,000 Matabele was then hemming
in his force, so extra precautions were taken to

guard the laagar against surprise during the

night, which was an exceedingly dark one.

Early in the night, two of Major Wilson's

party rode in with a message for the commanding
officer. They reported that the patrol had
crossed the Shangani. and that Major Wilson,

having ascertained that the King, accompanied
by but few of his followers, was onlv a short dis-

tance ahead of him, had thought it best not to

return that night, but would bivouac where he

was, close on the King's heels.

Before midnight three more men came in

from Major Wilson. They corroborated the

report that the King had sent his impi to sur-

round the column and prevent its crossing the

river. They said that the patrol had found a

native to guide them, had followed the King's

spoor for some distance, and passed several
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scherms full of women, children, and cattle.

Then they fell in with some of the King's men,
who offered no resistance, possibly imagining
that this was the advance guard of the whole
column, and that the dreaded Mxxims were close
behind. An officer, who was acting as inter-

preter, shouted to the natives that the white
men would not injure them, but wanted to talk
to the King. Just as it was getting dark, they
approached some scherms, in one of which, the

at once despatched Captain Borrow to M
i

Wilson with a reinforcement of twenty men
while he explained in a letter that he wuuic

cross the river at daylight with the column l

join him.

At dawn, the column under Major For'r*

prepared to advance, and, while doing so, hca\^

tiring was heard across the river, showing ttut

Wilson's party was already in action with the

enemy. Major Forbes followed the King's sjw

Mk. Kill-'.. UMJAN MR. DAWSON,
f t he waggon > the one in which Me*m Daw*>n ami Kilcy iciurnej from the Shangani with the King's wive* as deacribed)

guide told them, was the King himself. A
number of armed Matabele came out with

threatening action ready to protect the waggons,

and were surrounding the patrol. A heavy

rain-storm now rendered the obscurity intense,

so Major Wilson was compelled to retire, and
took up his position for the night in the bush

half a mile away.

Major Forbes, hemmed in as he was b\- the

enemy's impi. would have been guilty of extreme

rashness had he ventured to take his whole force

and his Maxims across a difficult river and

through dense bush on a dark night, when the

Matabele could have easily rushed the column

with their assegais and annihilated it ; but he
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towards the Shangani drift, and no sooner

the column reached the high river bank than

heavy fire was opened on it by the enemy &4

cealed in the surrounding bush. The troopeij

were quickly formed up, the Maxim- were j.

TJ

into action, and a smart skirmish ensued, in t!|

course of which the white force lost si*'"1

horses, and had five men wounded. At 1** ^

enemy's fire was silenced, and Major Fo

was able to retire along the river bank and

up a better position where bush afforded cover.

|

In every way luck seemed to be against

white men on this fatal day ; for it was do^

observed that the Shangani, which had

easily fordable on the previous day, had, &
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the way of African rivers, suddenly swollen by
the morning to a broad, deep, and rushing flood,

across which it would be impossible to take

i body of armed men, to say nothing of the

Maims. Heavy storms had been raging on the

daunt hills, and all the rivers were up, so that

the main column and the patrol were cut off

nm one another.

But while the action I have described was
taking place, three men had succeeded with

<otne difficulty in swimming the Shangani.

These were three troopers from Wilson's party.

They rode up to the column with haggard faces

that plainly told of disaster, and one of them
—Buniham, the American scout—came up to

At dawn, Major Wilson decided to make a

rush on the King's waggons. The whole force

galloped up to within a few yards of the schrrm,

and then halted, while the interpreter shouted

out to the King to come out and speak with

the white men. The reply was a heavy fire

from the King's scherm and from the bush on

either side. The fire was returned by our men ;

but, finding that the enemy were surrounding

him, Major Wilson retreated for about half a

mile, and took up a position on one of the

gigantic ant-heaps which are frequent in this

part of Africa. Here the action was carried on

for some time, the Matabele fire being very wild

and producing little effect ; but as the enemy

"THEY FOUGHT ON GRIMLY "
(/>. Il8

Major Forbes, and said with breathless emotion :

I think I may say that we are the sole

survivors of that fight."

Then he told his story. Captain Borrow and
the reinforcement had reached Major Wilson's

^mp on the previous night, without falling in

with the enemy.

8

were again surrounding him, under cover of

the dense bush, Major Wilson ordered his men
to remount, and the party commenced their

retreat towards the river, retracing their way
along the spoor of the King's waggons.

Major Wilson then asked Burnham to make
an attempt to reach the column and inform

Goo<;
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Major Forbes of the position of affairs. Burn-

ham took with him two of the best-mounted

troopers, and the three galloped off. They had

not ridden far before they came upon a large

body of Matabele, which was evidently marching

to cut off Major Wilson's retreat. The three

troopers rode for their lives through the storm

of bullets that was directed upon them, and

contrived to escape uninjured to the river-bank.

As they rode, they heard a heavy firing behind

them, which told them that the body of the

enemy they had just passed had attacked

Wilson's party. Burnham said that the patrol

must have been corn-

Maxims would have been to condemn them to

certain slaughter. Major Forbes remained where

he was for one day, in the hope of hearing some

news of Wilson's party ; but none came. He

then commenced his retreat along the left bank

of the Shangani river, having first despatched

two troopers to find their way to Buluwayo

and ask Dr. Jameson to send reinforcements

food, and ammunition to meet him.

The hazardous retreat to Inyati occupied

eleven days. The column suffered great priva-

tions, and was perpetually harassed by the

Matabele, who hovered round it, creeping along

through the bu>h on

pletely surrounded by

several thousands of

Matabele warriors,

and that it was im-

possible that a single

trooper could escape ;

for the patrol, as he

explained, could only

retreat slowly, if at all

—it could not cut

its way through the

Matebele : several of

the horses had been

killed, so that some
horses had to carry

two men ; most of

the horses were worn

out, and there would

be wounded men also

to carry off. True,

the best - mounted
men might have gal-

loped through and

saved their lives ; but

a sauve quipeut is an expedient not resorted to

in African warfare by white men, and still less so

by men of the stamp of Wilson and his com-

panions : they would certainly have stood by

each other to the end.

On reaching the river at the point they had
crossed it on the previous day, Burnham and
his two companions found it in flood, and had
to follow the bank for a considerable distance-

before they came to a place where they could

swim across.

There was now nothing left to Major Forbes

but to save the remnant of his force, and retreat

on Inyati and Buluwayo. The river was still

up, and might remain so for days. It was abso-

lutely impossible to transport Maxims across

it, and to have sent men over the river without

Dl'LVWAYOi

THE SHANGANI I'ATROL.

either side of the line

of march, watching tor

an opportunity to

ush the white men.

but having a due re-

spect for the Maxim*.

They occasionally

opened a hot fire M
the troopers and their

horses, they attempted

surprises, and were

not repulsed withou'.

further loss to the

already weakened

column. In the*

skirmishes, the enemy

succeeded in shoot-

ing a number of the

horses, while main

other horses died, or

became so feeble that

they had to be aban

doned on the way :
in

all, about 130 horse*

were lost. The wounded men rode, but the

troopers who were not ill and Major Forho

himself were now without mounts, and had

to march over such rough ground that their

boots soon wore out, and many of the men were

walking in their wallets. At last there were

no horses left sufficiently strong to carry the

Maxims, so the gun-carriages were abandoned,

and the Maxims were carried by men on foot

All baggage also was thrown away, the men

retaining but a blanket each.

The men were worn out by the hard marchinc

and constant anxiety, but displayed an admirable

spirit. Al! supplies had run out, and they bw
on the tough flesh of their exhausted horso

On one occasion thev captured some of Loben-

gula's cattle ; but the enemy then fell on the

F en iht Ktng'i ttJurm
B Pt.it t it hfrt M,tj*rll'iiset

f<v* hit JtanJ \f>£*l
O Sxtr rf .W,t,vr herttr
O Altt rtlff fdmnti ktrt-
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column, and, during the progress of a smart

>lvirmi>h. recovered the cattle and drove them
ill off again.

At last, when they were within a day's march
tlnvati, the troopers met the relief column that

hid been sent from Buluwayowith a good supply

uTiuod : they had now done with their privations

r.d alarms, and reached Buluwayo without

father difficulties.

At the end of January another patrol of 180

troopers of the Bechuanaland Border Police,

;n<]cr Colonel Gould Adams, with two Maxims,
<t out for the scene of the Shangani disaster,

with the object of recovering the remains of Major

Wilson's party and the abandoned gun-carriages.

It was also the aim of this expedition to follow

up the Matabele amajakas—who were still

folding out in force on the Shangani, and were

preventing others from coming in—and to bring
' c King to terms if possible. This patrol, which
i ;ccompanied, did not get farther than Inyati.

Very heavy rains made it impossible to push
:r,v>nd that point for some weeks, and then, as

the rainy season had set in in earnest, and the

"'.cn, bivouacking night after night on the muddy
7 >und, would have suffered much from the

.ovland fever, the Imperial authorities counter-

manded the patrol.

Dr Jameson was still very anxious to enter

into communication with Lobengula, whose
hereabouts was unknown. There could be

"< secured peace until he had come to terms.

Vrveral natives whom the Administrator had sent

•:th messages to the King failed to reach him
;

**-ty came back and confessed that when they

'ii fallen in with raiding parties of young
nrriors from the King's force they had been

tfiid to go further, lest they should be put to

^th as spies of the white men.

As native messengers, not unnaturally, shirked

'he duty, it became apparent that Lobengula

uld only be approached by some white man
*ho happened to he a persona grata to the King,

~".d who was willing to undertake the perilous

»J\enture. Mr. James Dawson—a Scotchman,
*ho had for some years been residing in Bulu-
wayo as a trader, respected by both white and
''-KK, a man possessed of the tact so necessary

• ' one negotiating with suspicious savages, and
* hose relations with the King had always been
ii *t friendly—now pluckily volunteered to go

the King himself and deliver Dr. Jameson's
ncssage. He accordingly set out with a Scotch

^\ on February the 4th, 1894, accompanied by
ne other brave white man, Mr. Patrick Riley,

also an old resident in Matabeleland and a friend

of Lobengula's.

We waited anxiously until March the 7th, on

which day Messrs. Dawson and Riley, having

successfully accomplished the objects of their

hazardous mission, returned to Inyati. As it

came in there were signs to show that the party

had had a very rough journey. The Scotch cart,

dilapidated, its tent-cover torn by the thorny

bush, was slowly drawn towards the camp by

weary oxen ; while the natives, who had set out

from here thirty-two days before, active, well-

nourished, and cheerful, now painfully crawled

along with a miserable air, lean, haggard, their

wasted limbs aching with the fever of the

pestilential region they had traversed.

Mr. Dawson told me the story of his journey.

The heaviest rains of the season fell while he and

his companions were away, and their progress

was very slow. Four days after their departure

they came to an uninhabited country, where

they travelled with difficulty among rocky hjpjirs

or across deep morasses, often having to cut a

way through the dense bush. Here wild beasts

abounded, and each night numbers of lions

roared around their camp. On reaching the

banks of the Shangani they fell in with small

parties of Matabele, who had decided to ,4 come
in," and were on their way to Buluwayo. From
these Dawson first learnt that the King was dead,

and that his message would, therefore, have to be

delivered to the chief indunas. On February 13th

the mission arrived at the Shangani drift, and

there found a number of natives suffering terribly

from disease and lack of proper food : they had

no grain of any sort, and had been subsisting on

flesh alone. They were all anxious to " come in,*'

but had been afraid to do so, thinking that the

white men would kill them in revenge for the

cutting off of Major Wilson's party. They
were delighted to see Dawson and to hear his

reassuring promises.

On the further side of the river was stationed

a large force of Matabele, the amajakas of

the Royal Regiment and others. These young
warriors, suspecting that the two white men were

the scouts of some patrol that was advancing to

attack them, at first made hostile demonstrations
;

and it was, possibly, fortunate for Dawson and

Riley that the Shangani was full at the time and

quite impassable. The river did not subside until

February 22nd ; but in the meanwhile Dawson

and the indunas of the regiments opposite com-

municated with each other by shouting across

the swollen stream. Dawson thus succeeded
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in delivering his message of peace, allayed the of the mission was thus effected, and the rapid

apprehension of the Matabele, and established pacification of the country was insured,

friendly relations with them. On the 22nd some Dawson found at this deadly spot not only

men *wnm across

the river t<> Daw-

son, and lit was

enabled lu more

JUMBABWC KRAAL.

fully explain to them the treatment they would

receive if thev " came in."

Oil February 23rd the two white men crossed

the river. This district must be excessively pes-

tilential, for out of the thousands of Matabele

whom Dawson found on the further bank of the

Shangani, there was scarcely a man who was not

down with lever, while numbers had perished.

Their condition was most pitiable : many looked

more like skeletons than men. Dawson found

that even the young amajakas, weakened and

dispirited by the sufferings they had undergone,

had no heart for further fighting, but were

anxious to "come in." Dawson succeeded in

convincing them that the white men. far from

wishing Co kill those who had fought in the

war, respected these men most, and would treat

them honourably. Umjan, who conducted the ne-

gotiations, was rejoiced to hear this, and said he

knew the white indunas meant the Matabele well,

for had they not sent to them as envoys the old

friends of their people, Dawson and Riley, whom
thev trusted, and not strangers? So all agreed

to go in and lay down their arms. The object

Umjan, the old commander-in -chic*,

but several others of the leading ir-

dunas. He learnt that a numbtf<f

people of note had died of duo*

or h.nl committed suicide, and <«*

Lobellgula's death several ot h:-

wives had hung themselves. Umjan

told Dawson the story of the King'-

decease and obsequies. Lobengula was sufferinc

from fever and smallpox, but his heart was broken

because the (im<tf<ikas of his own—his favourite

regiment, the Imbezu—had deserted him after tin

last fight : he contemplated suicide. Buzungw.ni

the head dance-doctor, or master of the ccremonio

at the great festival of the first fruits, was the only

man of note with the dying King. Umjan was sent

for, but arrived too late to see Lobengula aliu

" It is now time for your work—to bury the

King," said Buzungwan to him, pointing to the

corpse. Umjan performed this honourable dut\

according to the traditional custom. He earned

the body to a hollow under a precipice, an*!

placed it on a stone so that it sat upright with

the face turned towards the rising sun. He pu:

upon it the richest royal raiment and ornament*

and placed the King's war assegais in the dead

hands. After piercing the body with an assega

Umjan built a chamber of stones around it, with

one great flat stone at the top, and then went

away leaving Lobengula, the Calf of the Great

Elephant, sitting in state, just as he was wont to

do when alive.
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All the people now prepared to leave the deadly

bonks of the Shangani and " come in." Numbers
icrc too weak to travel, so Dawson promised

dut food and medicine should be sent to them
r.thout delay. Some of the indunas accompanied

hnnback to Inyati to represent the others. 1

present when they were brought before Dr.

umeson. The Administrator explained to them
Jut there would be no more king, and the white

zea would govern the country, but the indunas

rfao behaved well would still rule their people.

occupied before the war. He assured them that

the white men bore no grudge against those of

the Matabele who had taken up arms against

them and killed their soldiers. White men knew

they must lose some of their number when they

went to war. The man he respected most in the

whole country was old Umjan, who had fought

hardest against us, and had stood by his King
to the very end. Dr. Jameson then asked the

indunas if they had anything to say. They
replied that, having no other road to go. they had

tong answerable to the white magistrates ; and
'^xn must be no more killing or witchcraft. He
"omised them full protection, and told them to

cturn to the cultivation of the lands they had

come to lay down their heads before the great

white chief, who could kill them or not. They
were plea*ed with the treatment they had

received at the hands of the white man. " And
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now we can sleep," they concluded by saying

—

the UMial Zulu method of expressing relief from

anxiety. Often when men came in to surrender

at Buluwayo, and Dr. Jameson asked them what

they wanted, they would reply :
" We have

come to learn it we may sleep."

When Dawson and Riley were on the Shan-

gani, the natives took them to the spot where

Wilson's party had fallen— about four miles from

the river-bank. They found the bones of the

thirty-four troopers lying close together where

the men had stood at bay and died fighting.

Dawson buried these remains temporarily under

i

LOBENGULA.
{Frvm a ikeuh /rem b/t by Mr. A. £. Afammt.)

a mopani tree, on which he cut the simple inscrip-

tion :
" To brave men." He described the trees

and bushes all round this »pot as being cut about

by what must have been a tremendous fire. It

is estimated that the thirty-four white men killed

ten times their number of the enemy, at least, on
that day before they were slaughtered.

The fine old warrior. Umjan, whom I met at

Buluwayo when he " came in " to surrender to

the Administrator, gave a graphic and clear

account of all that occurred. Umjan said that

the King was not with his waggons when Major

Wilson's party attacked them : he had fled the

day before with several of his indunas. Umjan
had been sent by Lobengula on December 2nd
with a strong impi to fall on Forbes' column in

the dense bush. Finding the column encamped
in the open near the river, Umjan had to alter

his plans. He left a portion of his force to lie in

ambush on either side of the drift, and returned

with the remainder to guard the King.

On the night of the 3rd, Umjan returned to

the King's waggons and learnt that the King had

gone, and he wa> informed that Major Wilson's

patrol was encamped not far off in the bush.

Umjan decided to do nothing that night, and

await dawn. Wilson's party was thus caught in

a trap : behind it was the force ambushed at the

drift, which had allowed the white men to ride

by ; in front was the force with Umjan.

In the morning Major Wilson attacked the

waggons, and was repulsed in the manner de-

scribed by Burnham. Umjan said that the

white men retreated towards the river for about

three miles, fighting gallantly all the while ; and

it was then that their further retreat was cut off

by the other Matabele force which had crowed

the river in the night, and which, hearing the

heavy firing, had left the drift and was hurrying

along the King's spoor to take part in the fight.

Umjan and those with him saw Burnham and

the other two troopers ride off just before the

white men were completely hemmed in by over

whelming numbers. The Matabele did not

understand that these three men had ban

despatched to obtain reinforcements, and mar

veiled that those others of the white men who

had horses did not also " take refuge in flight

instead of fighting by the side of their comrade

until all were dead together." We have only the

Matabele account of what took place subsequent

to the riding off of Burnham. Umjan aid

that the white men made several desperated

tempts to break through the encircling swarm*"'

Matabele, who were continually being reinforced

by fresh arrivals.

At last, having lost several horses and having

some men wounded, the troopers determined v<

sell their lives dearly. They formed into a close

ring and, under cover ot their fallen horse>,

opened a deadly fire on the Matabele whenever

a rush was attempted. Umjan spoke with kern

enthusiasm of the grand standing at bay of hi^

white foemen. As they repelled each fresh attack

with rifles and revolvers, and added to the heap-

of Matabele dead that surrounded them, the

troopers, said Umjan, M cheered and jeered at u?

as cowards, challenging us to come nearer." The

Matabele perpetually raised their guttural war-

cry , " Shsec ! shscc!" while, from under cover

of the bush, they poured a constant fire into the

thick of the white men. There was no crying

for quarter on the part of the latter. Thcv

fought on grimlv : when a man was wounded hi

laid down and continued to fire, or, if he «•»•

unable to fight, handed up his ammunition to hi»

companions. " The white men are indeed the

right men to meet in battle, even when thev

have no Maxims!" exclaimed old Umjan with

flashing eyes.
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And so they fought on, until at last all were

cither killed or wounded so severely that they

could not fight longer, with the exception of

•tic big man " who would not die." " We could

a-.it kill him, often though we wounded him,"

declared l'mjan, "and we thought that he must

iuve been a wizard." This man, who was never

Jcnlified, stood on the top of a large ant-heap,

rhxrh was in the centre of an open space. He
had collected round him the revolvers and

•Jic rifles, and ammunition of several of his

icjd comrades, and he killed a number of his

assailants. The Matabele could not muster

v urage to approach him, tor, according to their

Jcxripiion, " he picked up weapon after weapon

md tired rapidly, and with wonderful accuracy

mall directions—in front of him, to the side of

him, and over his shoulders—whenever Mata-

bele ventured to come out of the bush into the

"pen." After killing many of them, he was at

ait >hot in the hip, and had to fight sitting

fcwn. He sold his life dearly, and it was not till

Ike sank exhausted from loss of blood from many
«nunds, that the Matabele made a rush on him,

ind stabbed him to death with their assegais.

Even then it was not all over, for some of the

iving troopers summoned sufficient strength to

tire their revolvers at the approaching Matabele;

3t»d by this time the indomitable resistance

the\- had met with, and the extent of their

ves, had so awed and scared the enemy that

the>- fled precipitately into the bush from that

narrow circle of dead and dying Englishmen,
iud did not come back until some hours later

hen they found all was quiet : not one of their

save foemen was left alive,

l'mjan, himself a gallant leader, far superior

his degenerate Zulu warriors, who often re-

"-*ed to follow him, thoroughly appreciated the

i -Sged valour displayed by Wilson and his men.

te-c were men after his own heart. Speaking

to y)me of his amajakas in Dawson's hearing,

he said :
" We were fighting then with men of

"nen, whose fathers were men of men before

them. They fought and died together : those

who could have saved themselves chose to re-

main and die with their brothers. Do not

forget this. You did not think that white men
were as brave as Matabele ; but now you must

see that they are men indeed, to whom you are

as but timid girls."

Our men, it appears, did not exhaust their

ammunition before they were slaughtered, as

was at first reported, and Dawson found car-

tridges in the pouches and in the revolvers of

the dead troopers ; so it is more than probable

that Wilson and his comrades gave a verv

good account of themselves, and sold their

lives dearly as they fell, man after man, to the

very last ; and it is certain that they did not die

before they had killed some four hundred of

the enemy.

Dawson made a second journey to the banks
of the Shangani, to carry supplies of food and
medicine to the suffering Matabele, and brought

back with him several leading natives and the

surviving queens of Lobengula. The appearance

of these people fully bore out his description

of their condition. Though he had selected

the strongest and most fit to travel, they were
frightfully emaciated, some being reduced by

famine and fever to the nearest approach to

skeletons possible for a living creature : despite

all his care, twenty-five people perished on the

journey. On this occasion, Dawson disinterred

the remains of Wilson's party, and brought

back with him the thirty-four skulls, most of

which, we observed, had been pierced by bullets.

These skulls are to be buried in consecrated

ground near those grand remains of an unknown
civilisation and religion—the ruins of the

Zimbabwe temple. Here Mr. Cecil Rhodes
proposes to raise a granite monolith to the

memory of these brave men. I have seen the

site, than which none more suitable could have

been selected— a bare rocky mound rising above
a wilderness of dense tropical bush and flower-

ing trees, half-way between the pagan temple
on the plain and the rugged Zimbabwe kopjic,

crowned with massive fortifications of immense-
antiquity. A monument of simple dignity,

standing amid these mysterious ruins, and sur-

rounded by this wild and lonely scenery, will

produce a most impressive effect.
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DELHI, the ancient and magnificent

capital of the Grand Moguls, or

Mahomedan rulers of India, became

the focus of the great and ever-

memorable mutiny which made our Indian

Empire run with blood during the year 1857.

Of this mutiny among the native Indian troops,

or sepoys, in British pay, some ugly signs had

already been observed early in the year; but it

was only on the tothof May that military revolt

openly raised its terrible head at Meerut —

a

place about forty miles north-east of Delhi.

There were several causes of this rebellion, but

perhaps the chief one was the fact that the

native troops had been forced to use greased

cartridges which their religious principles or

prejudices forbade them even to touch, as being

encased with the fat of so unclean an animal as

a pig. Out of respect for their scruples on this

head, new rules had been made allowing the

sepoys to tear, instead of bite, off the ends of

the cartridges ; but even this concession did

not satisfv them, and, for positively refusing to

touch the cartridges that were offered them,

about a squadron of native cavalry at Meerut

were sentenced to ten years' penal servitude.

In presence of the whole garrison, they were

stripped of their uniforms, fitted with fetters,

and marched off to prison, yelling out curses at

their colonel as they went. Next evening the

storm of evil anil long-pent-up passions broke

l< i< >->c The sepov regiments at Meerut rose in

open revolt, rushed to the gaol and released

their comrades, murdered some of their English

officers and their wives, plundered and slew like-

demons, and. leaving the place running with blood

.mil wrapt in flames, fled to Delhi, the great

stronghold of the Mahomedan dynasty and

faith. So sudden and sanguinary had been this

outburst against the British rule and name that

the English commanders—all but a few whose

energetic counsel was rejected—lost their heads

completely for the time being, as if paralysed

with astonishment and unbelief ; and by the

time they had recovered their senses the fugitive

mutineers were safe within the walls of Delhi.

Standing on the right, or western, bank of the

Jumna, which is here about a quarter of a milt

broad, Delhi had a circumference of about seven

miles and a population of nearly 200,000. In

its palmiest days the city was said to have

covered an area of twenty square miles. Attf*'

time of the mutiny it formed a magnificent

collection of temples, mosques, and palaces. Ot

the mosques the chief was that of the Jumma
Musjid, or great Mahomedan cathedral—a truly

noble structure, towering above the rest of the

city. Again, there was the mosque of Koushen-

ud-Dowlah, where, in Nadir Shar sat and

witnessed the massacre of the unfortunate in-

habitants. But that was nothing to what the

present king of Delhi, Bahadoor Shah, was no*

about to look upon. Under the English, th:>

descendant of Timour the Tartar had become

the mere shadow of a king, and the thought

that he was no longer a potentate, but a mere

puppet in the hands of the real masters of India,

had inflamed his heart against them with a

passion which only needed a spark of tire to set

it in a blaze. That spark was supplied bv the

sudden advent of the mutineers from Meerut on

the nth of May-

Crossing the Jumna by the bridge of boat-

they swarmed into the courtyard of the palace,

where they were eagerly joined by the royal

guards. Captain Douglas, the commander d
these guards, rushed down from the presence oi

the King to quiet the turmoil, but his presence

only made it worse. He was joined by Mr.

Eraser, the Commissioner, and Mr. Hutchinson,

the Collector ; but the surging, roaring crowd

dosed in upon them with murder in their eyes.
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The Englishmen attempted flight, Captain

Douglas flinging himself into the moat ; but he

?vas badly hurt by his fall, while Mr. Hutchinson

wis also wounded. As these two were being

urried to the apartments over the palace gate-

nay, Mr. Eraser made one last effort to appease

•he multitude ; but while in the act of speaking

he was cut down and hewn to pieces. The

the points of their bayonets, and committing

the most inhuman barbarities on their mothers,

of which the vers* description would still bring

burning tears to the eyes. An English tele-

graph clerk heard the awful uproar, but even

when the flood of murder came surging towards

him he went on with his work—click, click,

click—flashing his warning message up to the

"IIIK COOI.-IIF \KK.1) SIGNALLER IHKI> VI' HIS l"OST.
"

*ho!e ferocious crew then rushed to the upper
rooms, where Mr. Jennings, the Chaplain, his

daughter, and a young lady friend were tending
:he wounds of Captain Douglas and Mr.
Hutchinson. Bursting open the doors, the dark,

demoniacal throng poured in and hacked them to

pieces. Then the sepoys, maddened with blood,

-treamed forth from the palace, and, accom-
panied by the scum of the city—the very vilest

01 mankind—flew to the European quarters,

where they slew, burned, ravished, and raged
without mercy—tossing English babies up on

authorities at the various military stations in

the Punjab. " The sepoys," he wired, M have

come in from Meerut and are burning every-

thing. Mr. Todd is dead, and, we hear, several

Europeans. We must shut up." The last click

died away. The red-handed rebels burst in, and

the staunch, cool-headed signaller died at his

post, as most of his English countrymen did.

and all were prepared to do, on that awful day

of blood.

Among these Englishmen in Delhi none

acted with greater heroism than Lieutenant
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Willoughby—a "shy, refined, boyish -looking

subaltern," scarce capable of saying " Bo
!

" to

a goose in piping times of peace, though his

friends well knew what his spirit could be

in the hour of danger. On this terrible day

Willoughbv chanced to be in charge of the

magazine, containing vast stores of ammuni-
tion which he knew would be coveted by the

mutineers. At once taking in the situation,

he sent for help to Brigadier Graves, who
was in command of the native garrison outside

the city in its cantonments ; but no help came,

and for the simple reason that at this very

time the English officers of this garrison were

being massacred by their mutinous men. Wil-

loughby could not trust his own native troops,

but he had eight of his own countrymen, whom
he knew to be as staunch as steel—Lieutenants

Forrest and Raynor, Conductors (/>. warrant-

officers of the Ordnance Department) Buckley,

Shaw, and Scullv ; Sub-Conductor Crow ; and

Sergeants Edwards and Stewart. Barricading

the outer gates of the magazine, Willoughbv

placed guns there, double-charged with grape,

which made the mutineers pause : but not for

long.

Encouraged by the reports of their scouts,

who had been sent out to see whether there was

yet any prospect of English succour arriving

from Meerut, they at last sent to demand the

surrender of the magazine, " in the name of the

King of Delhi," who had meanwhile assumed

the title of Sovereign of all Hindostan. To this

insulting request only one answer was possible

none at all. Then the red-handed hordes of

murderers came on against the magazine with

ladder- to scale the walls, and were mown down
by the grape-shot of Willoughby's guns. But

the gaps made in their ranks were swiftly filled

bv fre>h men swarming up the ladders, and

within fifty yards they poured upon the '• noble

nine " Englishmen below a deadly shower of

bullet v Two of them fell mortally wounded,

but Forrest and Buckley, heedless of the leaden

hail, continued to work their guns with a

coolness as if on parade. At last they were

struck—one in the hand and another in the

head, and the guns could now be worked no
longer. A loud shout of triumph rose from the

mutineers, but this was shouting before they

were out of the wood.

Willoughbv saw that his case was now indeed

de-perate. He had kept the rebels at bay for

about three hours, during which time he had

repeatedly run to the ba>tion to strain his eye*

and see whether he could discern the coming of

any English help from Meerut. But neither

from Meerut nor from the cantonments outside

the city walls did any help make its appearance;

and now the rebels were bursting in upon him

in a roaring, bloodthirsty crowd. His country-
;

men at Meerut had not been true to him ; but

he would be true to himself. Foreseeing the

possibility of his defences being forced, he hid

taken other measures of precaution. A tram

had been laid from the powder store to a tret

standing in the magazine yard, and by this tree

stood Conductor Scully, who had heroiull

volunteered to fire the train at a given signal

from his chief. For this signal the time had

come when the guns of Willoughby could no

longer be worked. Then he quietly gave the
,

order to Buckley, who raised his hat to Scully,
j

who in turn fired the train ; and in a moment

more the city of Delhi was shaken to its foun-

dations as with the shock of an earthqiukt

accompanied by a terriffic roar of thunder iv.d

the flames and smoke of a volcano.

Scully fell an immortal martyr to the case of

his country, but with himself he blew into the

air more than a thousand rebels, and, above ill

things, baulked the mutineers of their inestinuWe

prey—the magazine. Four of the " noble nine."

wounded, shattered, and bruised, made g ^i

their retreat from the ruins ; but the hemic

Willoughbv only survived to be murdered i«

his way to Meerut. Never has the Victoria

Cross been given for a more heroic deed thai)

the defence and blowing up of the Delhi

magazine ; and it was well said that the }C0

Spartans, who in the summer morning sat

"combing their long hair for death" in the

passes of Thermopylae, have not earned a

loftier estimate for themselves than these nine

modern Englishmen.

While the fight for the magazine had be*

going on, a tragedy of equal horror was taking
j

place at the Cashmere Gate, and in the canton-

j

ments beyond the city walls. At both the*

places the sepoys had shot down or bayoneud

their English officers, and when the magazine

blew up, the natives of the 38th Regiment,

throwing off the mask, suddenly fired a volley

at their officers, three of whom fell dead. "T»"

of the survivors," writes an historian of tha ;

awful time, " rushed up to the bastion of the

main guard and jumped down thirty feet in:*
1

the ditch below. The rest were following, when,

hearing the shrieks of the women in the guard

room, they ran back under a storm of bullet s t
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rescue them. The women were shuddering as

thev looked down the steep bank, and asking

each other whether it would be possible to

descend, when a round shot whizzing over their

heads warned them not to hesitate. Fastening

their belts and handkerchiefs together, the

Seers let themselves down, and then, having

r^ped the women to follow, carried them with

troerate struggles, up the opposite side," whence

:bt fugitives could reach the jungle. At the

^.tonrnents the fate of the English—women,
iildren, and a few surviving officers—was some-

thing Minilar, and then began that piteous flight,

tith all its frightful sufferings, which hardened

:he hearts of the British to inflict a terrible

revenge.

Meanwhile, in the city of Delhi itself rebellion

ns triumphant and merciless. All the Europeans

that could be found were massacred and tortured

a the most barbarous manner. Some fifty 01

-cm at the first sound of alarm had barricaded

jcmselves—men and women—in one of the

congest houses of the English quarter. Rut

thev were ill-armed and without supplies, and

»hat could they do against the furious rabble or

rjfiins who besieged them ? They were dragged

to the palace and lodged in a dungeon without

odows, and with only one door. After five

days these were all taken out into a courtyard

tfd butchered in cold blood, their mangled
•"lies being piled on carts and thrown into the

Jaina. That was on the 16th May—five days

r the arrival of the mutineers from Meerut
;

ni now Delhi had been cleansed of its last

CVidan. Murder and rapine, arson and out-

'?6 which cannot even be named, had done
-:j fell work, and the English Raj, or rule,

-si been trampled underfoot no less at Delhi

'•-iin at Cawnpore, Lucknow, and other centres
' revolt. The climax of the rebellion had
tiw been reached, but there still had to

me the inevitable anti-climax. The blood
' Hundreds of English men, and women, and
children, wantonly slaughtered, was crying

licmd for vengeance, and a terrible vengeance
it would be.

The mill-wheels of God, it has been said,

trind slowly if surely \ but rarely had they turned
r,>und so slowly as they now seemed to be
tiag after the terrible news from Delhi reached

Meerut and the chief places in the Punjab.
The mutiny had broken out so suddenly that

the authorities were at first quite unable to cope
*tth it, and precious time had to elapse before

the army of retribution could be got to take the

road. But meanwhile a cheerful and plucky

spirit prevailed both amongst officers and
men, notwithstanding all their fatigues, priva-

tion, and sickness ; and if there was one man
more than another, as his brother afterwards

wrote of him, who helped to inspire and keep up
this spirit— if there was one more than another

who merited that which a Roman would have

considered the highest praise, that he never

despaired of his country— it was Lieutenant

Hodson, of the 1st Bengal Fusiliers, formerly

of the Guides. " I can but rejoice," he wrote,
" that I am employed again

;
certain, too, as I

am, that the star of Old England will shine

brighter in the end, and we shall hold a prouder

position than ever. The crisis is an awful one,

but with God and our Saxon arms to aid us,

I have firm faith in the result."

"Hodson is at Umballa, 1 know," wrote an

officer at Meerut ;

14 and I'll bet he will force

his way through, and open up communication
between the Commander-in-Chief and our-

selves. At about 3 o'clock that night I heard

my advanced sentries firing. I rode off to see

what was the matter, and they told me that

a part o the enemy's cavalry was approaching
their post. When day broke in galloped

Hodson ! He had left Kurnal (seventy-five miles

off) at 9 o'clock the night before, with one led

horse and an escort of Sikh cavalrv, and, as I

anticipated, here he was with despatches for

Wilson ! How I quizzed him for approaching

an armed post at night without knowing the

parole ! Hodson rode straight to Wilson, had
his interview, a bath, breakfast, and two hours'

sleep, and then rode back the seventy-five miles,

having to fight his way for about thirty miles

of the distance." It was no wonder that

another officer, writing to his wife at this time,

said :
" Hodson's gallant deeds more resemble

a chapter from the life of Bayard or Amadis
de Gaul than the doings of a subaltern of the

nineteenth century. The only feeling mixed
with admiration for him is envy." " The
pace pleased him" (the Commander-in-Chief,

General Anson), wrote Hodson himself, " for he
ordered me to raise a Corps of Irregular Horse,

and appointed me its commandant."
At last, after a delay which nearly fretted to

death the hearts of men like Hodson, the bulk

of the army of vengeance started from Umballa
under General Anson, who was presently, how-
ever, stricken down with cholera and carried

off. He was succeeded by General Sir Henry
Barnard in the chief command of the Delhi
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field force, consisting of only three Brigades,

totalling about 3,000 Europeans, 1,000 native

troops, and twenty-two guns—a poor enough

army, surely, to be sent to recapture Delhi, with

its hordes of highly-disciplined and well-armed

sepoys behind its cannon-bristling walls. The
plan of operations was that the two Umballa

Brigades should advance to Baghput, where

they would be joined by the Meerut Brigade,

under Archdale Wilson, and then sweep on to

a dull, deep tread ; long lines of baggage-

camels and bullock-carts, with the innumerable

sutlers and camp-servants, toiled along for nak&

in the rear, while the gigantic elephant- sulked

over bush and stone by the side of the road."

The Meerul Brigade, being much nearer Delhi,

set out on its march some days later than the

Umballa force, and it had to tight it- despeuk

way to the point of junction. Alter ihrtt

nights' marching the Meerut column, at dawn

JUMMA MUSJID, DELHI [Fhate.: Frith, RttgaU.

the work of vengeance at Delhi. As it was the

hottest season of the year, with its burning suns

and blistering airs, the men rested in their tents

during the day, and marched by night. "The
nights were delicious," wrote one who took part

in the campaign ;
" the stars bright in the deep

dark sky, the fireflies Bashing from bush to bush,

and the air, which in Europe would have been

called w arm and close, was cool and refreshing

to cheeks that had felt the hot wind during

the day. Along the road came the heavy roll

of the guns, mixed with the jingling of hits,

and the clanking of the steel scabbards of the

cavalry. The infantry marched on behind with

on May 30th, reached the village of Ghazi -ud-

din-Nagar, near the river Hindun, about ten

miles from Delhi ; and here the bugler had

barelv time to call to arms when the rebcl>

opened fire with heavy guns placed on a ridgt

" The first few rounds from the insurgent

guns," wrote an eye-witness, " were admirabh

aimed, plunging through our camp ; but the\

were ably replied to by our two eighteen

pounders in position, under Lieutenant Light,

and Major Tombs' troop, most admirabh- led

by Lieutenant-Colonel Murray-Mackenzie, who.

raking them in flank with his six-pounders, first

made their fire unsteady, and in a short time
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iiknced the heavy guns." At the same time the

wth Rifles went for the rebels in a most spirited

manner, and captured several of their heavy

|un& But in doing so Captain Andrews and

tour of his men were blown up by the explosion

>! an ammunition waggon fired by one of the

taunted with cowardice on presenting them-

selves at Delhi, and reinforced in order that

they might redeem their reputation by hurling

back the advancing force of Fcringhees, or

hated Franks—the name by which the English

were known in India. But again the hurling

mutineers. The 6th Dragoon Guards, or Cara-

bineers, then charged and completed the rout

"f the rebels, who left in the hands of their

nctors all their ordnance, ammunition, and

That night the officers drank in solemn
Itnce to the memory of their brave departed

•"rnrade*. who were buried at dawn beside a

babool tree.

Next day, which was Whit-Sunday, the rebels

again returned to the attack, for they had been

back was all on the side of the sepoys, and once
again they were sent scampering home to Delhi,

though the English, at death's door almost with

the scorching heat and their parching thirst,

were unable to follow up this second victory

of theirs by pursuit. Twenty-three of the

enemy lay together in one ditch, and for three

miles the road to Delhi was strewn with dead
bodies. The English had to mourn the U>» of

four officers and fifty men—among the former
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being Napier, an ensign of the Rifles, so active,

so full of life, so brave, that he won the love and

admiration of all. A bullet struck his leg, and

the moment he was brought into camp it had

to be amputated. During the operation never

a sigh betrayed any sensation of pain. " I shall

never lead the Rifles again," he plaintively mur-

mured ;
" I shall never lead the Rifles again."

A few weeks later the brave and generous lad

was laid in his grave.

Next day the Meerut Brigade, which had

done all the fighting hitherto, was reinforced by

a battalion of Goorkhas, who were so overjoyed

at the prospect of another fight that they threw

somersaults and cut capers like so many mounte-

banks. But, much to their disappointment, the

enemy did not return. Six days later the whole

Meerut force crossed the Jumna and joined

General Barnard's Umballa Brigade at Alipur,

being loudly cheered as they marched into head-

quarters camp with the captured guns and other

trophies of their victories.

A day or two previously the intrepid Hodson

had again been on the war-path. It was im-

possible for Barnard to move forward on

Delhi without knowing something of the posi-

tions of the rebels in front of the city, and

who but Hodson should volunteer to ride on

and discover all that his commander wished to

know ! Taking with him a few troopers, he

rode, as he wrote, "right up to the Delhi parade-

ground, and the few Sowars (or native horse-

men) whom I met galloped away like mad at

the sight of one white face. Had I had a

hundred Guides with me I would have gone up

to the very walls." A day or two later (8th

July) he wrote :

—

44 Here we are, safe and sound,

after having driven the enemy out of their

position in the cantonments up to and into the

walls of Delhi. I write a line in pencil on

the top of a drum to say that I am mercifully

untouched, and none the worse for a very hard

morning's work. Our loss has been considerable,

the rebels having been driven from their guns

at the point of the bayonet."

This was a reference to the battle of Badli-Ki-

Serai, where the 75th (Stirlingshire) Regiment
and the both Rifle> again carried the day by a

magnificent bayonet charge, though at a cost of

53 killed and 130 wounded, while the rebel loss

amounted to about 1,000. The British loss had

been severe ; but the victory was worth the

price, for the enemy had now been forced to

surrender to their conqueror a commanding
position, from which he could attack them with

the greatest advantage, ;nd the rebels had been

driven ignominiously by a force tar inferior to

their own to take refuge within the walls of the

city trom which they had but lately expelled

every Christian whom they had not slaughtered

So here then, at last, on the 8th of June, our

tiny British force had established itself in from

of walled and embattled Delhi. Had anything

so audacious, not to say impudent, ever been

heard of before in the annals of warfare ? Troy,

surely, was mere child's play to this, and

Sebastopol a game of battledore. But weaktio*

of numbers can sometimes be made up for b\

strength of inspiration
; and every British soldier

felt his heart swell to the size of that of twenty

men when he looked around the cantonment*

before Delhi and beheld the still extant trace* of

the late massacre of his countrymen—the marb

of blood, the broken furniture, the blackened

walls, the shreds of ladies' dresses, and even '.he

l(Kks of their hair, and, more maddening than

all, the tiny boots of English babies who had

been barbarously slaughtered and tossed up 00

the bayonets of the rebels What the Briti-h

soldiers, heroically strong in their numerical

weakness, now longed with a fierce and over-

mastering desire to do was to cross bayonets

with those incarnate fiends whom they bad

already swept back behind the walls of Delhi

These walls, with a circumference of about

seven miles, were made of large blocks of grey

freestone, crowned by a good loopholed parapet.

At intervals along the circumference they were

provided with bastiens, each armed with ten.

twelve, or fourteen guns, a hundred and fourteen

in all, in addition to sixty field-guns. The city

had ten gates, strong, and aptly named after

the cities or provinces towards which thev

opened—Cashmere, Cabul, I-ahore. etc. The

walls were about twenty-four feet in height,

while in front ran a dry ditch, twenty-five fed

wide and about twenty feet deep. The counter-

scarp—/>. the outer side of the ditch— and

the glacis, or smooth open slope leading away

from the edge of the ditch, were such a-

move the admiration of the English enginecrv

One side of the city, the eastern, was washed by

the broad and deep Jumna, and could not be

thought of. On the other hand, with his tiny

force, it was equally impossible for Barnard

to invest the whole place. So he selected the

northern front of the city as the object of hi>

attack when he should be in possession of heavy

enough siege-artillery to breach the wall and

let in the avenging flood.
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Meanwhile his position was the famous

Ridge"—a rocky elevation of about sixty feet

iSnc the general level of the city, extending

Joog a line, obliquely to the front of attack, of

i takr over two miles, its left resting upon the

Jasa some three miles above Delhi, and its

r^iitipproaching the Cabul gate at a distance

^iiout a thousand yards. Prominent points

•i3 this " Ridge " were the Flagstaff Tower, a

raid mosque, an ancient observatory, Hindoo
R»\ House, and Swami House, which, in the

aKflth of Tommy Atkins, speedily became
'Simmy" House. These were all good points

in favour of the British. But, on the other

hand, the rebels, sallying out

"f the city, could profit by
the cover afforded them by

the suburban villages (Sub-

itt Mundee, or 14 vegetable

oriel," the chief of them ),

prims, groves, house*

dnses, and walled endo-
ws, to indulge in a per-

usal series of attacks on
the British position. For
thi nigh the English had
v'ime to besiege, the few-

w of their numbers and
'd* temporary want of

fcavy guns reduced them
h ttrst to the position of

-oeged
; and for a long

t-w— more than three

--Ub, in fact— their

-*»!» were consumed in

fcg off the ferocious sorties of the Delhi

pnion. These sorties they began on the

wyiiy after the sitting down of the British

• the " Ridge," but were sent packing back

-S-n with serious loss. The repulse of their

•*< ally was mainly due to the bravery of

^ famous Corps of Guides, composed of

*-hr-n frontier men of all races, arrayed in

*kcff own loose, dusky shirts, and sun-proof,
yi rd-proof turbans, who had marched into

^"np with a swinging stride that very morning,
-for moving for twenty-seven miles a dav for

three weeks, at the hottest time of the year

—

- of the greatest feats of the war. Three
tors after their arrival they were launched
-pmst the rebeh, whom they pursued up to the
°ty walls, but at the cost of their dearly-loved
owttoandcr, Lieutenant Quintin Battye. M Now
I have a chance of seeing service," he had joy-
k% exclaimed on setting out with his regiment.

MAJOR TOMBS.

for he was a keen soldier, a good swordsman,

and a splendid rider. But he fell in his very fir>t

fight, saving gaily to a comrade as he breathed

his last :
" Well, old fellow, duke et decorum

est f>ro pair iti mart ; you see it's my case."

A few days after this General Barnard, be-

lieving with Macbeth that "'twere well it were

done quickly," had yielded to a scheme for

storming the city offright—a scheme in which

the bold and fiery Hodson had a prominent

share. Under cover of the darkness, two

columns were to steal up to as many gates,

blow these in with gunpowder, and then rush

into the citv. But owing to a misunderstanding

on the part of one of the

commanders, the plan had

finally to be abandoned

—much to the disgust of

' the younger members of

Barnard's staff, who were

simply dying for the per-

formance of such a feat.

Another council of war

debated the chances of its

success ; but cautious—call

it not timorous—counsels

meanwhile prevailed, for

the news of a repulse,

following upon an ill-ad-

vised assault, would have

added fresh fuel to the fire

of the mutiny, which was

now blazing up more furi-

ously than ever, beyond the

extinguishing power of

rivers of blood, over the length and breadth of

Hindostan.

From every part of the country the mutineers

continued to stream in to Delhi, and ever, as

fresh contingents arrived, they were sent out to

try their prowess on the holders of the 44 Ridge "
;

and hold it they did with a tenacity which
neither wounds, nor death, nor disease, nor

pestilence could in the least degree relax. In

the men's tents they made merry, and, like the

Greeks before Troy, had their sports just as it

they had been far away at home on the village-

greens of Old England. Stricken to death, the

soldier told his officer he would soon be up again

and ready for another brush with the mutineers.

In the space at our disposal we cannot detail, vets

can scarcely enumerate, the actions that were

fought in front of Delhi—more than thirty of

them in twelve weeks, and all to the glory of the

British name. Let one or two instances of
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conspicuous personal valour before the foe serve Disgraceful to say, the Carabineers turned

to illustrate the spirit which animated all our

little besieging army.
" I must tell you," wrote an officer, " of a

noble action of Lieutenant Hills of the Artillery

(a young man who only four years ago had been

bolted. His guns being limbered up, he c«hiM

do nothing, but, rather than fly, he charged tl

by himself. He fired four barrels of his revolve!

and killed two men, hurling the empty pisto

the face of another and knocking him t>lT hi-

"IT WAS BAVONET TO IIAVO.NKT " (/. I JO).

a pupil at the Edinburgh Academy). He was

on picket, with his two horse-artillery guns,

when the alarm was sounded and an order sent

him t<> advance, given under the impression thai

the enemy were at some distance. He was

supported by a body of Carabineers—eighty,

I believe, in number. He advanced about

100 yards, while his guns were being limbered

up to follow, and suddenly came on about

120 of the enemy's cavalry close upon them.

horse. Two horsemen then charged full tilt at

him, and rolled him and his horse over. He

got up with no weapons, and, seeing a nun <*

foot coming at him to cut him down, rushed a

him, got inside his sword, and hit him full in thl

face with his list. At that moment he w» a*

down from behind, and a second blow woi

have done for him had not Tombs, hU apu*

the finest fellow in the service, who had been 1

his tent when the row began, arrived at 1
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critical moment and shot his assailant—by a

splendid shot, fired at thirty paces. Hills was

able to walk home, though his wound was

severe ; and on the road Tombs saved his

life once more by sticking another man who
attacked him. If they don't both get the

Victoria Cross, it won't be worth having.''

But they both did.

Another personal exploit of a similar kind

was thus recorded by an officer :
—" We took

Khurkonda by surprise, and Hodson immediately

placed men over the gates and we went in.

Shot one scoundrel tn$tanter
x
cut down another,

and took a ressaldar (native officer) and some
sowars prisoners, and came to a house occupied

by some more, who would not let us in at all.

At last we rushed in, and found the rascals

had taken to the upper storey, still keeping us

at bay. There was only one door and a kirkee

(window). I shoved in my head through the

door, with a pistol in my hand, and got a clip

over my turban for my pains. My pistol missed

fire at the man's breast, so I got out of that

as fast as I could, and then tried the kirkee with

the other barrel, and very nearly got another

cut We tried every means to get in, but could

not, so we fired the house, and out they rushed

—running amuck among us. The first fellow

went at Hugh (the writer's brother), and some-

how or other he slipped and fell on his back. I

saw him fall, and, thinking he was hurt, rushed

to the rescue. A Guide got a chop at the fellow,

and I gave him such a swinging back-hander

that he fell dead. I then went at another fellow

mshing by my left, and sent my sword through

!am like butter, and bagged him. I then looked

round and saw a sword come crash on the

shoulders of a poor little boy—oh, such a cut !

and up went the sword again, and the next

moment the boy would have been in eternity
;

but 1 ran forward and covered him with my
sword and saved him."

" What a sight our camp would be," wrote
another officer, " even to those who visited

Sebastopol ! The long lines of tents, the

thatched hovels of the native servants, the rows
of horses, the parks of artillery, the British

soldier in his grey linen coat and trousers, the

dark Sikhs with their red and blue turbans, the

Afghans with the same, their wild air and
coloured saddle-cloths, and the little Goorkhas,
dressed up like demons of ugliness in their black

worsted Kilmarnock bonnets and woollen coats.

In the rear are the booths of the native bazaars,

and further out, on the plain, thousands of

9

camels, bullocks, and horses that carry our

baggage. The soldiers are loitering through

the lines or in the bazaars. Suddenly an
alarm is sounded, atid everyone rushes to his

tent. The infantry soldier seizes his musket

and slings on his pouch ; the artilleryman

gets his gun horsed ; the Afghan rides out to

explore ; and in a few minutes everyone is

in his place."

Such was the state of the camp in repose.

And now for a picture, from another hand, of

the same camp when roused into action. M I

was out this night," wrote an officer, " in one of

our principal batteries with a party of my Guides,

placed there to protect the guns ; and I shall

never forget the scene at two o'clock in the

morning. The sight was a most magnificent

one—all our batteries and all the city ones were

playing as hard as they could, the shells bursting,

round shot tearing with a whooshing sound

through our embrasures, the carcasses (or large

balls of fire) flying over our heads, the musketry

rolling and flashing, made the place as light as

day. The noise was terrific, though the roar of

the cannon was frequently drowned in the roar

of human voices, for, when the whole city turned
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out, there could not have hcen less than 20,000

voices all screaming at once. The mutineers'

yell of 'Allah! Allah! Allah Akbar ! Allah

Akbar!' was answered by our jolly English

hurrahs, and the din was most frightful. I never

remember seeing such a beautiful sight or

hearing such a noise. The mutineers, though

they tried very hard to take our batteries, could

not succeed, though some of them got up near

enough to throw hand-grenades into them.

The grand attack lasted about two hours, when
the enemy gave in a little, though they didn't

retire. The fighting went on all the rest of the

night, and up to two o'clock next day, when
both sides retired. We were all glad of a little

rest, as most of us had been fighting for upwards

of thirty hours."

It was only after the 23rd of June that the

prospects of the besiegers had begun to brigbten.

This was the hundredth anniversary of the day

on which Give, at Plassey, had founded British

rule in India ; and there had been a superstitious

belief among the natives that on this centenary

the English Raj would also come to an end.

Accordingly, the Delhi mutineers, hounded on

by their priests and astrologers, as well as

encouraged by copious draughts of bhang (the

native intoxicant), made an unusually vigorous

push for the British position with intent to turn

it and assail it in the rear ; but they were finallv

repulsed with great slaughter, earning back

with them the bitter conviction that, far from

being exterminated, the British Raj was now
again in a fair way of being restored to its

previous supremacy.

But perhaps the most brilliant action fought

in front of Delhi—or, rather, several miles to

the west of it—was that of Nujuf-gurh. The
mutineers had got to know that our heavy

siege-train, with but a slender escort, was at last

approaching, and they determined to make a

dash for it. But this was a game at which two

could play, and Brigadier Nicholson, one of

the greatest heroes of the war, who had by

this time come down from the Punjab to take

part in. and indeed conduct, the siege, was

despatched with the Movable Column to do

diamond cut diamond against the rebels. He
found them in a very strong position, and greatly

superior to him in numbers and guns. But

what did that matter ? Turning to his infantry,

whom he ordered to lie down to avoid the

showers of grape, Nicholson thus addressed

them : "Now, 6 1st, I have but a few words

to say. You all know what Sir Colin Campbell

said to you at Chillianwallah, and you must also

have heard that he used a similar expression

(to his Highlanders) at the Alma : that is, ' Hold

your fire till within twenty or thirty yards of

the battery, and then, my boys, we will make
short work of it.'

"

Let one of his officers now take up the

tale :

—

44 Our gunr. went away to the flank.

We got 4 Fix bayonets, and trail arms
;
quick

—march !
' On we went, in a beautiful line,

at a steady pace. On we went, and we got

within some fifty yards of them, when the men

gave a howl, and on we dashed, and were slap

into them before they had time to depress the

guns. It was bayonet to bayonet in a few

moments, but we cut them up and spiked the

guns. We had very few men killed in the

charge, as we got in before they fired the grape.

Lieutenant G., 61st, was bayoneted by a sepoy

after cutting down two. N. shot the man

that did it. He had his horse shot under him.

and I saw him hand-to-hand with a sepoy, whom

he polished off with his sword. . . On we went

after the brutes, and cut up a heap at the serai

and behind it. We then drew up in line, rallied,

and went at the camp, took it, sent a party tu

take the village, and then we went and took

the guns at the bridge, over which the enemy

was bolting in thousands. Here we took W
guns more. Up came our guns, and blazed

away at the enemy, and off they went, leaving

a host of stores, etc., all along the road. . . I was

so tired that I lay down on a hide and fell

asleep. Next morning the work of destruction

was finished, and off we marched with a lot of

treasure, etc., and thirteen guns, and brought

all safe into camp, after a hard march, arriving

at the camp-bridge just in the cool of the

evening, when the camp turned out to meet us

and gave us ' three times three,' and played u>

in with some lively airs, with a final
4 Hip—hip-

hurrah !

' for the gallant 61st, who had reserved

their fire, as the Highlanders of the 'thin, red

line' had done at Balaclava, until they had

almost seen the whites of their enemy's eye>, i

and then 4 given them beans
1

with bullet and I

bayonet."

On the 4th of September the siege train. I

each gun drawn by twenty pairs of bullocks, at I

last arrived, and the hearts of all the British I

beat high at the thought that the assault mu*t I

now soon be delivered on the doomed city.

Two days later also considerable reinforcement* I

came in, bringing up our little siege army to I

6,500 infantry, 1,000 cavalry, and 000 artillery J
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-of which only 3,317 were British troops, and

the European corps were now mere skeletons of

their former selves. In order to stimulate the

spirits of this miscellaneous host, Wilson issued

;t general order, in which he expressed his as-

surance that u British pluck and determination

rtl any everything before them, and that the

bloodthirsty and murderous mutineers whom we
-t fighting will be driven headlong out of

tbtir stronghold and exterminated "
;

but, to

Liable them to do this, he warned the troops of

ihc absolute necessity of their keeping together,

nd not straggling from their columns. By this

only could success be secured. 11 Major-General

Wilson," he continued, " need hardly remind

the troops of the cruel murders of their officers

and comrades, their wives and children, to move
them to the deadly struggle. No quarter

should be given to the mutineers ! At the

sime time, for the sake of humanity and the

honour of the country they belong to, he calls

upon them to spare all women and children

that may come in their way "

Meanwhile the Engineers, directed by Baird-

Smtth, another of the giants of this Trojan-

Delhi fray, set to work in the darkness and
•iicntly traced out the siege-batteries. A long

'.ring of camels brought in fascines and sandbags,

Md hundreds of men exerted themselves to the

utmost in raising them, as the work had to be

completed before dawn. Showers of grape-shot

*ere rained on them from the battlements, but

w devoted men worked on with a will, and
ty morning Battery No. 1 was in working order

3d belching forth its eighteen-pound shot at

;uch a rate that the Moree Bastion soon became
1 heap of ruins. This battery was commanded
by Major Brind, of whom it was said that M he
3ever slept," and would say to his men as he

>houldered a musket—" Now, you lie and rest

;

your commandant will defend the battery."
" We talk about Victoria Crosses," said some-
one

;
" Brind should be covered with them from

head to foot !
" Battery No. 2, of eighteen

Kuns, was constructed in two portions on the left

about 500 yards from the Cashmere Gate, its

task being to knock away the parapet right and
left that gave cover to the defenders, and to

'•pen the main breach by which the city was to

be stormed. Conspicuous for his cool bravery in

this battery was a young lieutenant—Roberts

—

who had some very narrow shaves during the
siege, but luckily escaped death in all its various

forms to become one of the most distinguished

fighters ever produced by India, that cradle of

great soldiers, and to gain for himself an

immortal name as the hero of the famous march

from Cabul to Candahar.

Two other batteries, Nos. 3 and 4, were also

raised, one of them mounting six eighteen-

pounders ; and at eight o'clock on the morning

of the 1 ilh of September a terrific roar an-

nounced that our biggest breaching-guns had

opened fire. A loud cheer, sending the smoke-

whirling away in eddies, burst from the throats

of our artillerymen as they saw how well their

fire had taken effect, and beheld huge blocks

of stone tottering and tumbling down from the

parapets of the walls. Cheer after cheer went

up at this most gratifying sight, and in about

ten minutes the enemy's counter-fire from the

bastions had been completely silenced. Yet

they did not at once give up the artillery duel.

For what they could not do from the walls

they tried to compass in the open, and ran out

several guns, with which they did great damage
by enfilading our batteries. They also sent out

rockets from their Martello towers, and kept up

a storm of musketry from their advanced trench

as well as from the walls, causing us severe loss.

But who cared for loss when Delhi was there to

be won ? Night and day, day and night, did

our siege-batteries belch forth their thunder-

bolts against the city walls ; and by the 13th of

September it .was concluded that the long-

wished-for time had at last arrived. Yet it

behoved the besiegers to proceed with caution,

and so four Engineer officers were selected to

steal forward to the Cashmere and Water Bas-

tions and find out whether the breaches there

were now big enough to allow of the assault.

There was no moon, but the sky- was bright

with stars, and with the lurid light of flashing

rockets and fire-balls. Suddenly, as the clock

struck ten, the thunder of the guns ceased,

and then the explorers, drawing their swords

and feeling for their revolvers, began to creep

towards the ditch. Medley and Lang, Home
and Greathed were the officers who had volun-

teered for this perilous service. The two

former got down into the ditch undiscovered
;

but then, to quote the words of Medley him-

self, " a number of figures appeared on the top

of the breach, their forms clearly discernible

against the bright sky, and not twenty yards

distant. We, however, were in the deep shade,

and they could not apparently see us. They
conversed in a low tone, and presently we heard

the ring of their steel ramrods as they loaded.

We waited quietly, hoping they would go away,
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when another attempt might be made. Mean-
while, we could see that the breach was a good

one, the slope easy of ascent, and that there

were no guns on the flank. We knew by ex-

perience, too, that the ditch was easy of descent.

It was, however, desirable to get to the top, but

Major Reid, was told off to assault the suburb

of Kissengunge and support the main attack

by effecting an entrance at the Cabul Gate

after it should be taken ; and the fifth, under

Brigadier Longfield, was to follow the first

and act according to circumstances.

By three o'clock the

whole camp was astir.

Many of the officer*

and men had tlfccn

the Holy Communion

the night before, and

in some tents the Old

Testament lesson for

the day had been read

—thechapter being that

in which the doom of

Nineveh was foretold.

Some 6,000 men. f

whom only about 1,200

were British soldiery

were going to lake 1

walled city defended by

T11K V.M.M K, I iKI.II t.

the >entrie> would not

move." Medley then gave

the signal, and the party

started to return to the

camp. But the sound of

their departing feet be

frayed them. "Directly

we were discovered a volley

was sent after us ; the hall-,

came win/zing about our

ear-., but no one wa*

touched." A favourable

report being also received

from Home and Greathed, orders were given for

the assault at dawn.

The infantry of the storming force was

divided into five columns, the duty of the first,

under Brigadier Nicholson, being to storm the

breach near the Cashmere Bastion. The second,

under Brigadier Jones, had likewise to storm

the Water Bastion. To the third, commanded
by Colonel Campbell, fell the task of storming

through the Cashmere Gate after it had been

blown in ; while the fourth column, under

r,Pktf Frit* * O. Kr<f*

THE CHANDNEK CIIOUK, DELHI.

30,000 desperate and disciplined rebels. The

news of the foul and treacherous massacre at

Cawnpore by the Nana Sahib had by thU

time reached the soldiers, and inflamed their

hearts anew with the desire to take fearful

vengeance on such barbarous foes. They bad

suffered more than tongue could tell ; but the

hour of their retribution and their great reward

was now at hand.

Suddenly the roar of the guns ceased, and the

columns started to their feet as the Rifles, with
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a loud cheer, dashed to the front in skirmish-

ing array. In a stern silence the storming

columns tramped away towards the ditch ; but

it was now bright day, for, owing to some

hitch, they had not been able to move with the

dawn. The consequence was that before they

men, leaping down after them, planted them

against the scarp and swarmed up. Nicholson

himself, the " Lion of the Punjab," as he was

well called, was the first to mount the breach,

waving with his sword for his men to follow.

In a similar manner Lieutenant Fitzgerald

m OO« DEVOTED MEN WORKED ON WITH A WILL"
( /. 13!).

had reached the crest of the glacis, with the

Engineers and laddermen in front, numbers of

:hem had fallen under the truly infernal shower
of bullets that wa> rained upon them from the

wiB$» For several minutes the first column
found it impossible to lower the ladders and
descend into the ditch while the fiendish-looking

rebels cursed and yelled at them from the other

aide, daring them to come on. Presently the

ladders were thrown into the ditch, and the

led the escalade of the adjoining bastion and

fell mortally wounded. With a rousing cheer

the stormers dashed over the debris of the

breach like an irresistible wave bursting in a

breakwater wall. For a few minutes there was

a wild chaos of cheers, groans, yells, blazing of

musketry, and clash of crossing bayonets, and

then the rebels turned and fled like a pack of

wolves, leaving this portion of their ramparts

in possession of the victorious Nicholson.

Meanwhile, the second column on the extreme

left had carried the Water Bastion by an equally

successful, but an equallv sacrificial, rush. For

of the thirty-nine laddermen preceding the
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column, twenty-nine were struck down in a

few minutes ; but their comrades seized the

ladders and reared them up against the scarp,

while others rushed up the breach, and bayonet-

ing all before them, drove the rebels from the

walls. Then, turning to the right, the stormers

swept along the ramparts towards the Cashmere

Bastion, where they were joined by some of

Nicholson's men, and, rushing ever along the

walls, reached the Moree Bastion, where they

slew the gunners and leapt on to the parapets,

sending up a cheer and waving their caps to

their comrades on the Ridge as a signal of

victory.

All this work had been short and sharp, and

done with a splendid courage. But perhaps the

scene of the finest acts of individual heroism

was the Cashmere Gate, where the third column,

under Colonel Campbell, had meanwhile also

forced an entrance in the following manner

:

Covered by the fire of the 6oth Rifles, a party

of sappers and miners advanced at the double

toward the Cashmere Gate. Lieutenant Home,
with Sergeants Smith and Carmichael, and

Havildar Mahoo leading and carrying the

powder-bags, followed by Lieutenant Salkeld,

Corporal Burgess, and some others. They
reached the gateway unhurt, and found that

part of the drawbridge had been destroyed
;

but passing by the precarious footing sup-

plied by the remaining beams, they proceeded

to lodge their powder against the gate.

The wicket was open, and through it the

enemy kept up a heavy fire upon them.

Sergeant Carmichael was killed while laving his

powder, but when this was at last laid, the

advanced party slipped down into the ditch to

allow the firing party, under Lieutenant Salkeld,

to do its duty. While endeavouring to fire the

charge, Lieutenant Salkeld was shot through

the leg and arm, and handed over the match

to Corporal Burge-s, who fell mortally wounded
just as he had successfully done his duty. Then
a terrific thunder-roar and explosion, scattering

large masses of masonry, and mangled human
forms in all directions, announced that these acts

of heroism had been crowned with success.

Lieutenant Home now ordered Bugler Haw-
thorne t<> sound the regimental call of the 52nd

Regiment as the signal for the advance of

the column ; and this was thrice repeated, lest,

amid the noise and tumult of the assault, the

tones of the trumpet should not be heard. Then,

after having thus coolly blown his bugle, the

brave Hawthorne turned to Lieutenant Salkeld

and bound up his wounds under a heavy

musketry fire, thus ensuring for himself the

Victoria Cross, which was also conferred on the

few survivors of this "glorious deed—the noblest

on record in military history," as Baird-Smith

justly called it when bringing it to the notice

of his chief. " Salkeld mortally wounded," said

another writer, 41 handing over the portfire and

bidding his comrade light the train, is one of

those incidents which will remain till the end oi

time conspicuous on the page of history."

With a way thus opened up for it. Colonel

Campbell's storming column now burst into

the city, slaughtering all it met ; and was only

stopped in its career of conquest when it reached

the Chandnee Chouk, or Piccadilly of Delhi,

running right through the city from the

Lahore Gate to the Palace.

In the meantime Major Reid's fourth column,

whose task was to advance against the Cabul

Gate, had been less successful—had, in fact, conn

to grief. For having to fight his way through

some suburbs affording splendid cover to the

rebels, his men were very much cut up, and, on

the fall of their leader, had to retire. At one

time it was gravely feared that the enemy,

elated with their success at this point, would

issue in overwhelming numbers and seek to turn

the flank of the British outside position and

thus threaten the camp. But at the critical

moment Hope Grant brought up the Cavalry

Brigade, which had been covering the assaulting

columns, and made the rebels pause. For two

hours the troopers, drawn up in battle arrav, sat

like statues, while the ranks were every minute

rent by musket ball and grape. Not a man

flinched from his post, though under this galling

fire for two hours. Of Tombs' troop alone

twenty-five men out of fifty, and seventeen

horses were hit. The oth Lancers had thirty-

eight men wounded, sixty-one horses killed,

wounded and missing, and the officers lost ten

horses. Nothing daunted by these casualties

these gallant soldiers held their ground with .i

patient endurance, and on their commanded

praising them for their good behaviour they

declared their readiness to stand the fire as lon>;

as ever he chose. Against such firmness the foe

could make no headway, and outside the city

their counter-attack was at last foiled.

It would take a volume to describe the coun-e

and incidents of the conquering career of the

various storming columns which had forced their

way into the heart of the city ; but let the fol-

lowing description of the doings of Nicholson 5
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Srst column serve as a sample of the fighting

uhich had still to be done. The writer, Mr.

Forrest, drew up his narrative after visiting the

spot in the company of Lord Roberts.

"On reaching the head of the street at the

Cabul Gate, the enemy again made a resolute

rtand, but were speedily driven forward. A por-

a n of the first column was halted here, and

proceeded to occupy the houses round the Cabul

Gate, while the remainder continued the pursuit.

As the troops advanced up the Rampart Road,
the enemy opened a heavy and destructive fire

from the guns on the road and a field-piece

panted on the wall. The English soldiers,

raising a Oiout. rushed and took the first gun on

the road, but were brought to a check within

ten yards of the second by the grape and
musketry with which the enemy plied them,

and by the stones and iron shot which they

rolled on them. Seeking all the scanty shelter

they could find, the men retired, leaving behind

'he gun they had captured. After a short pause

they were re-formed, and the order given to

advance. Once again the Fusiliers, scathed with

fire from both sides, rushed forward and seized

and secured the gun. They plunged forward,

and had gone but a few yards when their gallant

leader. Major Jacob, fell mortally wounded. As
he lay writhing in agony on the ground, two or

three of his men wished to carry him to the

rear ; but he refused their aid, and urged them
to press forward against the foe. The officers

bounding far ahead of their men. were swiftly

slruck down, and the soldiers, seeing their leaders

'-a!!, began to waver. At this moment the heroic

Nicholson arrived, and, springing forward, called

«ah a stentorian voice upon the soldiers to

Mow him, and instantly he was shot through
tf»c chest. Near the spot grows a tall, graceful

ttee, and Nicholson ordered himself to be laid

fieneath its shade, saying he would wait there

t il Delhi was taken. But for once he was dis-

obeyed and removed to his tent on the Ridge."

Had Nicholson been allowed to lie under the

tree, he would have had to wait several days yet

before the capture of the city was completed. So
far the besiegers had done little more than effect

a foothold within its walls, and at a cost of 66
officers and 1,100 men in killed and wounded

—

«>r about two men in nine. The bullets of the

rebels had worked sad havoc among the stormers,
and what these bullets had spared drink and
debauchery threatened to destroy. For, knowing
the weakness of the British soldier for strong
drink, the rebels had cunningly strewn the

deserted shops and pavements with bottles of

beer, wine, and spirits ; and now there ensued

scenes of revelry and abandoned indulgence in

liquor which recalled to mind the assault and

capture of Badajoz. But the demon of destruc-

tion filled the breast of the British soldier as

well as the demon of drink, and though, true to

the injunction of his commander, he spared, and

was even kind to, women and children, he

slaughtered without mercy all the males who
crossed his avenging path. But if provocation

be any excuse for massacre, or blood be the just

equivalent of blood, then certainly the British

soldier in Delhi must have had many apologists.

The task of carrying the rest of the town was

carried out day by day with skill and caution.

From the first a continuous fire from our guns

was kept up on all the remaining strongholds of

the rebels—the Palace, Jumma Musjid, etc. ; and

at dawn on the ibth the magazine was stormed

and taken with but slight loss. The same day

the rebels evacuated the suburb Kissengunge.

On the evening of the iQth the Burn Bastion

was surprised and captured by a party from the

Cabul Gate, and early next morning the Lahore

Gate, to which the Engineers had sapped their

way through the adjacent houses, was taken,

as well as the Garsten Bastion
;

finally, on the

same afternoon, the gates of the Palace, which

had witnessed the cruel murder of English

officers, women, and children, were blown in, and

our troops raised a final shout of victory before

the throne of Bahadoor Shah. That shadow of

a monarch had fled and taken refuge in the

tomb of the Emperor Humayoon, outside the

city ; but here he was sought and found by

Lieutenant Hodson, who, escorted by only a few

sowars, undertook the exceedingly dangerous

task of capturing the king.

The story of this capture, as told by one of

Hodson's comrades, reads like a romance. After

securing his captives, "the march towards the

city began—the longest five miles, as Hodson

said, that he had ever ridden
;

for, of course,

the palkees only went at a foot-pace, with his

handful of men around them, and followed by

thousands, any one of whom could have shot him
down in a moment. His orderly told me it was

wonderful to see the influence which his calm,

undaunted look had on the crowd. They
seemed perfectly paralysed at the fact of one

white man carrying off their king alone.

Gradually, as they approached the city, the

crowd slunk away, and very few followed up to

the Lahore Gate. Then Captain Hodson rode
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on a few paces, and ordered the gate to be

opened. The officer on duty asked simply as he

passed what he had got in his palkees. 4 Only

the King of Delhi,' was the answer, on which

the officer's enthusiastic exclamation was more

emphatic than becomes ears polite. The guard

were for turning out to greet him with a cheer,

and could only be repressed on being told that the

king would take the honour to himself. They
passed up the magnificent deserted street to the

Palace Gate, where Captain Hodson met the

civil officer, and formally delivered over his

royal prisoner to him. His remark was amusing

:

4 By Jove ! Hodson, they ought to make you

Commander-in-Chief for this.'

"

Next day Hodson returned for the king's

sons, but to them he was less merciful.
44

1

came," he wrote, 44 just in time, as a large mob
had collected and were turning on the guard. I

rode in among them at a gallop, and in a few

words I appealed to the crowd, saying that these

were the butchers who had slaughtered and

brutally ill-used helpless women and children,

and that the Government had now sent their

punishment. Seizing a carbine from one of the

men, I deliberately shot them one after another.

I then ordered the bodies to be taken into the

city, and thrown out on the 4 Chiboutra,' in front

of the 4 Kotwalie,' where the blood of their

innocent victims could still be traced. The

bodies remained before the Kotwalie until this

morning, when, for sanitary reasons, they were

removed. Thus in twenty-four hours, therefore.

I disposed of the principal members of the house

of Timur the Tartar. I am not cruel, but 1

confess I did rejoice at the opportunity of ridding

the earth of these wretches."

This summary act of vengeance aroused much

difference of opinion as to its justice and

humanity, but Hodson himself wrote :

4
' I am

too conscious of the rectitude of my own

motives to care what the few may say, while my
own conscience and the voice of the many

pronounce me right."

That same night the toast of *' Her Majesty

the Queen," proposed by the conqueror of

Delhi, was drunk with all honour in the

Dewan-i-Khasby the head-quarters staff. Never

had the old building re-echoed with any sound

half so fine. The cheer was taken up by the

gallant Goorkhas of the Sirmoor Battalion who

formed the General's personal guard, and wa.\

indeed, soon re-echoed all over India, all over

the English world.

Thus, then, ended this famous siege, one of

the greatest and most memorable in the hiitory

of England—a siege which, out of an effective

force that never amounted to 10,000 men, en-

tailed a loss of 902 killed and 2,845 wounded,

apart from all those who died from disease and

exposure ; but a siege, at the same time, which

added an imperishable leaf to England's laurel

crown, and enabled her to retain her imperial

hold on Hindostan.

TIIK VICTORIA CROSS.
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WHAT battle is this?" we can con-

ceive our readers asking ;
" and

where is Gislikon ? " The form

of the name may put some on

the right track. In one of the most frequented

regions of Switzerland " -ikons " are as common
s*-inghams" in England, and no one who has

tnrtlled over any of the railways about Zurich or

Lactrne can have failed to notice some instance

h- the odd-looking termination. Switzerland is

^iced the country to which we are going, and

unong those of our readers who have already

risted that " playground of Europe," we will

•oiture to say that at least one-half have been

ck<* to, if they have not actually passed over,

'he held on which the battle that we are going

to describe was fought. For Gislikon lies not
" re than six miles from the top of the world-

tunous Rigi ; it is a station on the not less

iinious St. Gotthard railway.

Having got so far, we are prepared for further

inquiries, not unmixed with incredulity. It is

tad for us to realise that a battle has been

fcfht in Switzerland during the last fifty

warv One can almost as easily imagine a

tetk in England as in that prosperous little

^'.surv, which many of us look upon as almost

- appendage to England, and associate with

' thing more serious than holidays and hotels

»nd mountain-rambles. The better-informed

Have heard of cantons, and probably think that

they are something equivalent to English coun-
ty or French departments

;
while they suppose

that the country called " Switzerland " has
dways been much where it is now. with the
vame frontier and the same territory. How
fluny, we wonder, realise when they cross the

*ell-known Gemmi Pass from Leukerbad to

Kandcrsteg that they are passing from one
""vereign State, with its own laws, into another,

^ that while the State into which they arc

?°ing. Bern, has been part of the Confederation

which is now called Switzerland for more than

500 years, the one which they are leaving,

Valais, only became so at a date when Mr.

Gladstone was already six years old? So it is,

however, and men much younger than Mr.

Gladstone can remember a time when Bern and

Valais were actually at war with each other,

just as, a few years later, Pennsylvania and

Louisiana were at war. Happily, in the case ot

Switzerland the war was quickly finished, lasting

hardly as many weeks as the greater conflict

lasted years, and involving, as we shall see, a far

smaller loss of life and property than many wars,

which have had far less important results. It is

probably not too much to say that had the

battle not been fought where it was, or had the

issue been different, there would now be no
Switzerland at all on the map of Europe.

Before describing the battle, we must give

some account of the events which led to it.

The years of peace which followed the battle of

Waterloo, were by no means years of domestic

tranquillity for most of the Continental States.

The various absolute governments had been

thoroughly frightened by the events of the

French Revolution, and ruled more absolutely

than ever. The rearrangement of Europe also,

which followed the fall of Napoleon, had, in

many cases, produced much discontent
; and, in

one way or another, every country was going

through a critical period. Kings were driven

from their thrones ; men were constantly pun-

ished for the mere expression of their opinions ;

secret societies were formed, and assassinations

were frequent.

Switzerland, too, had its troubles, though as

the form of government in every canton was

already republican, these took the shape rather

of fights between contending parties than ot

rebellion followed by repression. One great cause

of difference was to be found in the various
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views as to a revision of the M Federal Pact,"

or treaty, which governed the relations of the

States to the Confederation, the Liberals wishing

to see these drawn closer, while the Conserva-

tives favoured cantonal independence. Other

differences were due to local causes. Thus in

Schwyz a serious quarrel arose over the

use of the common pastures. The
wealthier men who could keep cows were

thought to have unfair privileges over those

who had only sheep and goals. The
former were known a> "horn-men," the

latter as " hoof-men." They represented the

Clerical (or Conser-

vative) and Liberal

parties respectively,

and the Federal

Diet had, in 1838,

to interfere to keep

the peace between

them. The com-

parative strength of

parties varied very

much in thedifferent

States, and even in

the same State sud-

den changes of feel-

ing were not infre-

quent. Moreover,

matters were com-

plicated by religious

differences. Some
of the cantons were

Catholic, some Pro-

testant, while in

others the popula-

tion was more or

less evenly divided

between the two

forms of faith. It

by no means fol-

lowed that the poli-

tical divisions went

on the same lines as the religious ; and in

almost every canton there were representatives

of both parties. Lucerne was the most power-

ful of the Catholic cantons, and until 1841 had

been on the Liberal side, and in favour of a

revision of the Federal Pact. In that year,

however, the Government was utterlv over-

thrown at the polls, and the Clerical party came
into power, headed by Constantine Siegwart, an

able and ambitious man, who had formerly been

strong on the other side. The neighbouring

canton of Aargau. which was divided between

AT HERN.

Catholics and Protestants, and which had only

joined the Confederation in 1803, had in the

previous year found it necessary to suppress it-

monasteries, which had fomented oppositions

the Government. Lucerne made a strong efl

to persuade the Federal Diet to treat this ^ 1

breach of the Coiwitu

tion, according to which

all religions were to be

respected ; and Aargau,

although many of the

Catholic inhabitants were

in favour of the suppres-

sion, only escaped stronger

measures by consenting

to restore some of the

monasteries. This busi-

ness, which was not

illy settled till lift

Uttered the fedin|

ween the two cantons,

and in Switzerland

generally. Sewn

cantons — Lucerne,

Uri, Schwyz, Vme-

walden, Zug, Fr>

bourg, and VaSaiv—

made a formal pr<

test against the

decision of the Diet

to leave Aargau

alone ; and suhse-

quently formed

themselves into a

separate
" for the protection

of the Catholic reli-

gion." This league

was known as the

Srntderbuiui.

Events now began

to move rapidly. Id

May, 1844, fighting

took place in Valais, not far from the spot

where tourists now go to see the "Gorges

the Trient," and the Liberals, who had N*n

in power until the previous year.

driven out, not without bloodshed ; the leader*

only escaping by swimming the Rhone-

About the same time Lucerne called in the

Jesuits to direct education in the canton.

There has always been in Switzerland a good

deal of suspicion of this order, who have

been, rightly or wrongly, believed to exercis* a

considerable underhand influence in politics.
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indeed, the recent conflict in Valais was thought Chamonix, away to the Lake of Zurich. Not
•

i have been instigated by them ; and though only do they divide the Confederation almost in

:hcv already had a footing in some cantons, two, but they hold three out of the five main

•heir introduction into what was at this time the roads which lead through Switzerland into Italy,

•:ii;nR State of the Federation was viewed with including the two which at that time were, and

A.irm, even by many Catholics and Conserva- probably still are, by far the most frequented

—

'ires; while it grievously offended all the the Simplon and the St. Gothard. Moreover,

-aons in which there was a Liberal majority, the attitude of the Great Powers showed plainly

Miners were not improved when the Lucerne that the very existence of Switzerland as a

> vernment seized and imprisoned its leading separate and independent nation was at stake.

'T*T)en:s. In the following winter and spring None ot the Continental Governments had any

i-iicd bands of irresponsible volunteers from love for the little State, which, besides showing

Airpu. Bern, and other cantons, with some that men could live and thrive under a re-

euJes from Lucerne, made attempts to invade publican constitution, was always ready to offer

ihir State. In the second and more serious of shelter to those of their subjects whose political

:hr«e 000 men, under

Oionel Ochsenbein
nrbo, a year or two
ker. was President of

Iht Diet ). succeeded,

March 31st, 1845,

n getting within a

in miles of the city

Lucerne, but were
oaten back by the

a^.tdiial troops, with

- !'*-sof 140 killed and

1.$00prisoners. Here*

0 they got no more
-on thev deserved ;

tat the Lucerne

Merriment put it

«H in the wrong by

atreme severity, amounting to a Reign of

Ttfror. with which it now proceeded to treat

£ prxments, and by the undisguised manner
a thich it promoted the organisation of the

"pirate league. The Government also began

mtrigue with foreign powers, especially France
- J Austria, obtaining arms from the former and
: ncyfrom the latter. Three thousand muskets
* :h ammunition which the Austrians attempted
' forward from Milan, were impounded by the

'-itht.rities of Canton Ticino ; and so audacious
K crt the Lucerne Government grown, that they

jally complained of this as a violation of

Stttt rights.

It was obvious that the remaining fifteen

jr.tons, comprising nearly five-sixths of the
*h.»lc population, could not long tolerate the
fesence of this hostile league in their midst. A
glance at the map will show that of the seven
-intons composing it, one, Fribourg. lies apart,

bile the others stretch continuously from
tr*e extreme south-west of Switzerland, near

I.IVKRNE AND SURROUNDING DISTRICT.

views made residence

in their native
countries unsafe. Ac-

cordingly, we find the

Protestant King of

Prussia no less anxious

than the Protestant

M. Guizot, Minister

of Louis Philippe, for

the success of the

Catholic Sonderbund;

while Austria and

Sardinia, who a few

months later were to

be at each other's

throat, agreed at least

in sending help to

Lucerne.

The task of the loyal cantons was not easy.

In several of them parties were very evenly

divided. The onlv central authority at this

time consisted of the Federal Diet, in which

every canton, no matter what its size, had an

equal representation, while the members were
only deputies, bound to vote as the majority of

their State directed them. The important

canton of St. Gallen, the fifth in numbers, and

one of the wealthiest, was long in deciding. The
Catholics form about three-fifths of the population

there, and it was not till May, 1847, that the

local elections resulted in a Liberal majority, and

consequently the return of a Liberal member to

the Diet. On July 20th the Diet was at last able

to pass a resolution calling upon the Sonderbund

to dissolve itself, as being in contravention of the

Federal Constitution. The next three months

were spent in efforts to bring this about peace-

ably, but the leaders had gone too far to retreat.

Thev relied, also, not merely on the intervention

of the Great Powers, but on their own favourable
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position in a district almost inaccessible from

most sides, on the ancient reputation of the

so-called " Forest Cantons "— Schwyz, Uri,

Untenvalden, and Lucerne, which had been

the original cradle of Swiss liberty-

mm

AT KKlHOURc;.

On October 29th the Sonderbund deputies

offered to dissolve their league, but only on
conditions which were equivalent to a concession

by the other side of all the claims to assert which

the league had been formed, and on the rejection

of these terms by the majority, they left the

Diet, Bernard Meyer, the deputy from Lucerne,

calling upon God to decide between them. " You
had better not speak of God," exclaimed the

deputv from Catholic Solothurn ;

M
tliis business

is not His, but the Devil's work." On Novem-
ber 4 the Diet finally resolved that the Sonder-

bund be put down by force of arms, that the

frontiers of the seceding cantons be occupied,

and all intercourse with them be broken off.

The command of the Federal forces had been

entrusted to Colonel William Henry Dufour, if

Geneva. Switzerland possesses no standir^

army ; but every able-bodied man goes throuph

military training, and there is a permanent >uff

of superior officers, on which Dufour held the

post of Quartermaster-General. He was now

sixty year- old ; and though in his youth he had

served in the French army during all the time of

Napoleon's great campaigns, and risen to the

rank of captain, he had seen no active service,

having passed those stirring years as an engineer-

officer in the island of Corfu, which for most of

the time was blockaded by the English fleet.

When Geneva became part of Switzerland, ra

ic transferred his services to the On-

e-ration, and gained a considerable reputj'.ini

as a student and tca«.her

of military science. He

was also at the head d

the Commission which

from 1 833 onwards wi^

engaged in the prod*

tion of the finest map of

any country which up

till then had existed-

the Ordnance Map of Swit-

zerland. Only a few day* be

fore he had remarked to one

of his officers that it was lucky

for them both that theirdutio

would prevent them from

taking an active part in the

conflict ! As the result showed,

no better man could have been

chosen. On October 25th he

received the rank of General

and took the oath of office a>

Commander-in-Chief. In *

few days he had under hi^

orders a force of nearly 100,000 men and 174

guns.

The Sonderbund leaders had been unable to

find a commander among the citizens of the

seceding cantons. Their choice finally ^
upon Colonel Ulrich Salis-Soglio, of Chur m

Graubunden. Like Dufour, he was an elder!;,

man. but had had the advantage of 8CW"

military experience. He had served in

Bavarian army during the Leipzig campaign

and had distinguished himself at the battle ^

Hanau. For twenty-five years he had been an

officer in the Swiss regiment in the D" 11
""

service. He is described as a man of charminp

manners and chivalrous courage ;
but by "°

A i
'
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means Dufour's equal as a strategist. Curiously

enough he was a Protestant. The Sonderbund

forces amounted in all to about 78,000 men
md 72 guns. He commanded only the forces

i the " Forest Cantons " and Zug. General

Miillardoz commanded in Fribourg, General

Kilbermatten in Valais.

Dufour's first care was to secure himself from

rack in the rear by subduing Fribourg, which,

ate have said, is separated by the cantons of

Bern and Vaud from the rest of those corn-

pang the Sonderbund. His strategy for this

purpose was simple, but effective. The town of

Fribourg is not more than sixteen or seventeen

miles from Bern, in a westerly direction. It was

strongly fortified, and defended by a force of

his first division, under Colonel Rilliet, to

advance in three brigades from Vevey, Moudon,
and Payerne, in Canton Vaud, with instructions

to reach Matran, some four miles south-west of

Fribourg, on November 12th. This manoeuvre

was executed punctually. At the same time

Colonel Burckhardt's division, which had been

stationed in Canton Bern, instead of advancing

directly upon Fribourg, made a night-march to

the right, and took up a position about the

same distance north-west of the town. Lastly,

Colonel Ochsenbein was directed to make a

demonstration on the side of Bern, so as to

draw off the attention of the defenders from

the movements on the west and north, and at

the same time to watch the approaches from

from 12,000 to 15,000 men. The defenders
Rurally expected that the attack would come
from the direction of the Federal capital, and
«ey had made their arrangements to resist it

or
» that side by throwing up batteries and

locking the roads with trees. Dufour caused

the south. These dispositions were all so

accurately carried out that on the morning of

November 13th Dufour was able to send a missive

to the mayor of Fribourg, pointing out that his

city was surrounded by superior forces—they

were from 25,000 to 30,000 men, with sixty
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guns—and that under the circumstances he

could surrender without discredit. The authori-

ties of the city saw the force of his arguments,

and agreed to an armistice for twenty-four

hours ; and on the following day a capitulation

was signed, the first article of which bound

Fribourg to leave the Sonderbund forthwith.

This success was not quite bloodless, for on the

afternoon of the 13th some of the outposts of

the first division who were stationed in a wood
on the west of a town, and had not heard of the

armistice, made, under some misconception, an

attack upon a redoubt which was close in front

of them. The artillery on both sides came into

action, and the Federal troops lost seven killed

and fifty wounded.

The fall of Fribourg, says Dufour, fell like a

thunderclap on the Sonderbund, and astonished

the rest of Europe. His own task became much
easier, owing to the spirit of cheerfulness and

unanimity which now took the place of the

indecision and even reluctance which had been

felt in many quarters. He lost no time in

grappling with the more arduous part of his

work—the subjection of Lucerne. Hitherto he

had given strict orders to his subordinate com-

manders that they were to act entirely on the

defensive, and his orders had been obeyed,

though to do so must have required some self-

restraint on the part of those officers. For the

Sonderbund forces were by no means inactive.

The canton of Aargau runs down in a long

tongue between Lucerne and Zug, forming the

district known as the Freiamt. At the northern

end of this tongue, where it widens out to the

full breadth of the canton, is the village of

Muri, where one of the suppressed monasteries

had been situated. Perhaps the Sonderbund
expected to find some sympathisers in that

district. At all events, on November 12th a

strong force, in two columns, under General

Salis and his Chief of the Staff, Colonel Elgger,

respectively, entered Aargau, with the intention

of marching by different routes upon Muri.

The General, starting from Gislikon, entered

the Freiamt at its southernmost point ; while

Elgger, keeping within the territory of Lucerne,

was to take a parallel line and approach Muri
from the south-west. It was a foggy day, and
the two columns, separated by a range of lofty

hills, completely lost touch of each other. In

the afternoon, Salis made an attempt to destroy

a bridge which the Federal engineers had
thrown over the river Keuss, to connect Zurich

with Aargau. But he was met with a stout

resistance, and compelled to retire. Near .\lun

he again fell in with troops from St. Gallen an..:

Appenzell, who received him with a vigorous

fire, and he found nothing to do but return t
>

his starting-point. Colonel Elgger was at fin-t

more fortunate, and drove the Aargau trtM.r-

back with some loss. His own son, who m*
acting as his aide-de-camp, got a bullet in h>

head, but lived to edit the Swiss .Military

Gazette thirty years later. Presently an order

to the artillery to retire in order to take up a

better position, caused a panic among son-.c

troops from Valais, who probably did not under

stand the words, and only saw the movement

They fled, and Elgger, having lost a part of his

force and hearing the sound of Salis* gui>

grow fainter and fainter, had nothing to do but

to withdraw. A third column, which wa? t <

have invaded Aargau further to the westward,

succeeded in surprising the Federal outpost*

and bombarding an unfortified village ; but did

not wait for the arrival of the Aargau battalia

which hastened up at the summons of the

alarm-bells.

In the south, where the Federal strengths

less, matters for a few days looked more pr<>

mising for the Sonderbund. On November 17th

a body of 2000 men, with four guns, crossed the

St. Gotthard Pass in a storm of wind and sn»».

and fell upon Airolo. The Ticino troops, who

were holding that place, 2700 strong, hardly

expected a visit in such weather, and allowed

themselves to be surprised. Before they knew

what was happening, the village was surrounded

by the riflemen of Uri, and cannon-balls were

crashing through the snow-covered roofs. Thev

fled in disorder to Bellinzona, with a loss of six

killed and thirty wounded, leaving weapons

ammunition, baggage, even their colonel s de-

spatch-boxes and dressing-case, in the enemy*

hands. This was the nearest approach to

success which the Sonderbund had. It **

hoped that Ticino, being a Catholic canton, at

least a portion of the population might welcome

the invaders ; but they received no encourage

ment, and in a few days the approach of the

Federal army to Lucerne rendered their atrtat

necessary.

For Dufour did not let the grass grow under

his feet. Two days after the capitulation
0!

Fribourg had been signed, his head-quarters were

at Aarau, the capital of Aargau, and all rn>

dispositions made for striking the decjsi ic

blow. Lucerne is very well situated for defen^1

against an enemy approaching from the nort
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The stream of the Reuss, flowing out of the lake

::nrds the north-west, presently sweeps round

: the north-east. Just at the angle the smaller

River Emme joines it from the south-west, so

hit a continuous obstacle is offered to an

Backing force. Between the Reuss and the

k^Miacht arm of the lake (which washes the

•xof the Rigi) is a range of lofty wooded hills

rJed the Rooterberg, which continue almost

tx Lake of Zug ; and in the other direction,

. --Ait line of hills, cut by deep gorges, runs

ysrM to the Emme. It was on this latter

ade that the ill-starred attempt of the Free

• had been made
Dufour deter-

cned on this occa-

vjo to approach from

tk other direction,

i qg the line of the

Reuss, and between

All river and the

Rooterberg. It was a

bardous operation :

ia his own words,

'liking the bull by

•J* horns." Gislikon,

ihe point where the

n*:n road crosses the

RW, while that on
the nght bank comes

seto it, was strongly
Craned ; and the
' tcrberg afforded

ciimirable position

,f 4arpshooters and

. . But by ad-

ding from this side

« would, if success-

; «- separate Lucerne and Schwyz, and would
;ike at the heart of the secession. Therefore,
*bile ordering all the five divisions which he
'ended to employ, to converge by various

iwds on Lucerne, from east, north, and west,

ft resolved to make his main attack with the
!, jrth and fifth, under Colonels Ziegler and
''Tniir. Of these, the former was at present

Homered in Aarau, the latter between the
ku* and the Lake of Zurich.

The attack was fixed for November 23rd. Two
bp before, the little canton of Zug, which had
tiered the Sonderbund somewhat reluctantly,

*«rtg that further resistance was useless, capitu-
^ed. thereby relieving Dufour of anxiety for his

w flank. On the 22nd the General issued a

proclamation to his troops, reminding them that

they were performing a duty to their country,

and bidding them lay aside all feeling of hostility

as soon as the victory was won. They were

specially enjoined to respect all churches and

buildings used in the service of religion, and to

see that no injury was done to non-combatants

or to private property.

That evening Colonel Ziegler's division

bivouacked in the " Freiamt," right up to the

frontier of Lucerne. It was a clear night, and

round the Lake of Zug they could see the watch-

fires of the fifth division, which was now occupy-

ing that canton. In the early morning of the

23rd the Aargau

engineers threw a

bridge of boats over

the Reuss at Sins,

another being placed

a couple of miles

higher up, at Ober-

riiti. Ziegler, with

two brigades of his

division, under
Colonels Egloff and

Konig, crossed to the

right bank, and came
into touch with

Colonel Gmiir and

the fifth division,

advancing from the

Lake of Zug. The
third brigade, undet

Colonel Miiller, was

to remain on the left

bank, and attack Gis-

likon from the direc-

tion of Klein Dietwyl.

It should have acted

in conjunction with the third division, under

Donatz, which occupied the next place to the

westward, but bad roads hindered that com-

mander from arriving in time to take part in the

main action. About nine in the morning the

batteries of Gislikon opened fire upon Miiller's

brigade, compelling it to retire for a time. One of

the first shots killed Captain Buk, a refugee from

Lucerne, who was marching with the column.

Colonel Ziegler. meanwhile, was making progress

on the other side of the Reuss. In spite of the

fire from the Rooterberg, and from the Lucerne

artillery in front of the village of Honau, he

pressed on, and presently his guns coming into

action caused the enemy's batteries to retire.

They made a short stand in Honau, but were

soon forced back upon Gislikon, where regular
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earthworks had been thrown up. Here they

made a resolute defence, the battery under

Captain Mazzula specially distinguishing itself.

On the other side, Rust's battery (from Solo-

thurn) galloped through Honau, leaving the

infantry behind, and took up its position in an

orchard, five hundred paces—this was before the

days of rifled cannon—from the earthworks. Its

first shot killed and wounded five men in Hegi's

company, which retired, leaving Mazzola's left

flank uncovered. Mazzola, however, literally

44 stuck to his guns," though the artillery on the

further side of the Reuss was now playing upon

him, and presently compelled Rust to
x
retire

behind the fighting line, barely saving his guns

from capture by the Lucerne chasseurs. A
plucky action on the part of one of his sub-

ordinates is recorded. Just after the Solothurn

guns had retired, a body of troops was seen in

the spot they had occupied. In the smoke and

haze of the November day, it was not certain

whether they were friend or foe. Corporal

Pfiffer asked his captain's permission to go and

ascertain, which Mazzola willingly gave. Pfiffer

left the battery, and went forward till he could

see the others clearly
;
then, waving his sword,

cried :

44 Fire, Captain ; it is the enemy !
" and

made his way back. General Salis, who had

taken up his position in the battery, pressed

a piece of gold into his hand ; but the sturdy

Swiss rejected it, saying :

u No need for that,

General ; I only did my duty." The narrator

of this story, himself a bitter partisan on the

Catholic side, adds that Pfiffer was a well-known

adherent of the Liberals. Here, as later in the

American Civil War, when hostilities had once

begun, men put the defence of their homes first,

and let their private opinions wait for quieter

times.

The troops whose identity Corporal Pfiffer had

ascertained were some battalions of Egloffs and

Konig's brigades. These were Appenzellers

under Benziger, and Aargauers under Hausler.

The former could not face the storm of grape

with which they were received, and took shelter

in some gravel-pits. Hausler's men, with whom
the Brigadier-Colonel Egloff was himself riding,

began in their turn to waver. At this moment
Major Scherrer, whose own battalion was also un-

steady, seized the colours, and fixing them into

the ground, cried out :
" Switzers, do you know

what that means?" Thus encouraged, Hausler's

men held their ground, and, presently, through

the personal efforts of Egloff and his staff, the

fugitives were rallied, and the line restored.

Meanwhile, the Lucerne and Unterwalden com-
panies had pressed too far in the direction of the

Rooterberg, allowing the Federal skirmishers to

penetrate between them and the artillery, so

that the earthworks were denuded of all covering

infantry. Egloff at once ordered up three

batteries, and under the fire of these, combined
with that from others on the other bank, the

intrepid Mazzola, after nearly an hour's duci

between his one battery and five or six of the

enemy's, was compelled to withdraw, and

abandon Gislikon. General Salis, too, who had

taken up his position in the battery, had been

severely wounded in the temple by a gTape-

shot, though he made light of his wound, and

refused to leave the fight.

Konig's brigade, meanwhile, to which had

been assigned the duty of clearing the west

slopes of the Rooterberg and sheltering Egloff's

left flank, had met with a sudden resistance.

Again and again they had to fall back, until

Ziegler himself, dismounting and leading the

right wing, succeeded in pressing the enemy so

far up the hill as to secure Egloff from a flank

attack, and set part of his own main force to

operate against Mazzola. Konig, with the left

wing, attempted to force the position of Mkhciv

kappel, on the crest of the ridge, but could not

succeed in dislodging the troops from Schwvz

who held it. Gmiir's division, meanwhile, had

captured Meyerskappel, on the eastern side m
the ridge, and was advancing upon Lucerne by

the road between the hills and the lake.

But the retreat from Gislikon had decided the

battle. At 3 p.m. General Salis gave the order

to retire upon Ebikon, a village not more than

three miles from Lucerne. In the city itself men
had been listening all day long, with painful

anxiety, to the thunder of the cannon, but no

news of the fight had reached them. At four,

arrived an orderly from the General, bringing J

message couched in the form usual with defeated

commanders, to the effect that he had beeu

compelled to retire temporarily upon Ebikon

but hoped to maintain his ground there for a

time. He added, however, that the loss of

Gislikon had rendered the position of Lucerne

very precarious. A steamer had been in readi-

ness all day, and on the receipt of this news, the

Council-of-VVar, with Siegwart and Meyer at its

head, went on board, taking the military treasury

and all documents, papers, etc., with them, and

steamed up the lake to Fliielen, leaving orders

to General Salis to arrange for an armistice.

The General himself arrived about 8 p.m.,
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suffering from his wound, and after giving the

requisite instructions, departed to Unterwaldeii.

As an old soldier, he doubtless knew that further

resistance meant useless bloodshed. Colonel

Klgger, his Chief of the Staff, had been for two

days maintaining a stout resistance in the Valley

at Entlebuch, west of the city, to the seventh

the Federal troops were allowed to enter peace-

ably, and the Federal Hag was displayed, no

warlike measures would be taken.

Accordingly, at midday on the 24th, the

Federal forces marched into Lucerne by all the

gales. Twenty days had finished the civil war.

The total losses were, on the Federal side, 60

Federal division, under Colonel Ochsenbein—
had his former defeat on almost the same

ground to avenge—and had hastened back t<'

I-uceme, when night put an end t<i further

gfiting on the 23rd. He wa- at first in favour

: defending the city ; but wa- -non convinced

4 the hopelessness of the situ.it ion, and agreed

• ^otnniunicate with Dufour. At 0 in the

'nr.rnuii; of the 24th came the reply that it was
• » bte to countermand the advance, but that ii

10

killed and wounded ; on that of the Son-

derbutnl. }'< and 119, Dufour attributes the

-tnallnc-s •'I the-c figures to the fact that the

fighting took place in a broken and thickly-

wooded country, where cover wa- plentiful.

Something wa-. no doubt, al-o duij to the

inexperience ol the gunners.

Great care was taken to prevent any excesses

< n the part of the victors. The Hern division,

between whom and Lucerne bitter feelings had
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existed ever since 1845, was not allowed to take

part in the entry into the city, but had to

remain, by Colonel Ochsenbein's orders, in the

suburbs. Dufour ordered a joint " Church-

parade " to be held, the Catholic troops attend-

ing Mass in the chief church of Lucerne, while

a service was held in the open-air for the Pro-

testants. Subsequently he wrote, " The troops

on both sides showed by their conduct that

every Swiss is a born soldier."

The Confederation had had a narrow escape.

On the day when war had been declared,

M. Guizot had, on behalf of France, proposed to

the other Great Powers that a joint note should

be sent to the Swiss Diet calling upon them to

submit the questions at issue to foreign arbi-

tration. As it was hardly doubtful that the

proposal would be rejected, this meant armed

intervention, with the certainty of an ultimate

partition of Switzerland. The Continental

Powers were ready enough, but Lord Palmerston,

then English Foreign Secretary, who had. as he

said, "no wish to see Switzerland made a Poland

of," managed, by objections and suggestions, to

postpone the deliver}' of the note till Novemtxr

30th. By that time the Diet was able to reply

that there was no longer any Sonderbund. h

the course of the following year, Prussia. Austria,

and France had matters enough of their own to

attend to ; and the Swiss were able to proceed

unmolested with the revision of their Constitu-

tion into the form under which the country ha>

prospered ever since. Formerly a Confederation

of States, they have since 1848 been a Con

federated State.

The conflict left—except, perhaps, among

few of the Sonderbund leaders— no ill-fedii <

behind. Some years later Dufour could write

" The citizens of the old cantons (i.e. the Fort-:

Cantons) nearly all have pipes with my pictur-

on them, and call me ' Our little Dufour.'" Hi>

long and useful life ended in 1875.

lake zee.
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BOUT ten miles from the Buffalo river,

which forms the eastern frontier of

Natal, rises conspicuous a tall, rocky,

precipitous hill, called in the language

of the natives " Insandhlwana," or " The place

of the little hand," from a fancied resemhlance

13 its form to an outstretched hand. Near this

ju was fought, on the 22nd January, 187Q,

we of the most desperate actions ever en-

r^ed in under the British flag. Here, over-

whelmed by numbers, an English force suffered

» complete and most disastrous defeat, and here,

bravely facing inevitable overthrow and death,

English soldiers sternly answered to the call of

auty and fell with honour, grimly defiant to

the last.

Of the actual details of the battle there are

r*> complete records. The men who could have

iirnis.hed them lie under the shade of the hill,

<nd the veldt grass grows green over their silent

nd glorious bed. But sufficient is known, as

ojch from the subsequent testimony of their

plant foes as from the words of the few sur-

ttvors of the fatal field, to tell us how deter-

mined, though unavailing, was the courage, how
?Teat the self-abnegation, of the warriors who
^hen maintained the honour of our country.

Let us tell the story as far as it can be gathered,
ind if it ends with no shout of victory, at least

*c can impress on our minds that the heroic

<^ead left a memory of which we may be sadlv

pioud, and that they were not found wanting
in carrying on the noblest traditions of the

English people.

The Zulu kingdom was a military power
that, under a line of despotic and warlike

wereigns. had long been a standing menace to

^ English colony of Natal and to the Trans-
vaal, the Dutch Kenublic, which in 1878 was
annexed by England. The first king of Zulu-
und,Chaka, had so organised his realm that it

was always ready for war at short notice, and

his system was maintained by his successors

—Dingaan, Panda, and finally Cetewayo, who
became monarch in 1872. Every able-bodied

Zulu was enrolled in one or other of the king's

regiments, and no one was allowed to marry

without the king's permission. The permission

to marry was generally given as a mark of favour

to a whole regiment at once for long or good

service, particularly if it had M bathed " its

assegais—or, in other words, had covered them
with blood in conflict. The discipline of the

Zulu army was the sternest. Implicit obedience

was required, and every fault was punished with

death. Cowardice was unknown, for the coward

dare not meet the vengeance and wrath of his

king. The saying of each man was, " I am the

king's ox"—meaning, I accept life or death as

the king may award, and my only business is

to carry out his orders without question. The
burden of one of their war-songs was, " If I go

back I am killed ; if I go on I am killed. It is

better to go on." With such feelings, added to

their natural fierceness and hardihood, influencing

a peculiarly powerful and athletic race of men,
it may be conceived how formidable was the

Zulu array, and with how much truth it came to

be called '»a very perfect man slaying machine."

The war-dress worn by the Zulu soldiers made
them striking and alarming-looking figures. On
the head of each man was a plume of feathers,

or sometimes a single beautiful feather, taken

from the bell crane, rising a good two feet into

the air. Round his waist hung a kilt of white

oxtails, and beneath his right knee and shoulder

were small circles of white goat's hair. For the

rest, he was naked ; unless he was a chief, in

which case he wore a leopard's-skin kaross, or

cloak, as an emblem of authority. In his left

hand he carried a fighting shield made of ox-

hide, of which the colour varied according to
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the regiment to which he belonged. In his

right hand he held his great broad-bladed

" bangwan," or stabbing assegai. He also had

three lighter and smaller assegais for throwing

as javelins, and a 44 knobkerrie," or club, made of

hard 44 umzimbete " wood. Many of them had

rifles, but very few were good shots, and their

fire only became formidable when they had a

broad mark, like a body of men, to aim at.

The Zulu tactics were always the same. They
always tried to attack in a half-circle, throwing

forward both flanks

of their fighting

force, like two

horns, which strove

to encircle and

threaten the rear

of their enemy,

while their centre,

in successive waves

of men, charged to

their front with

irresistible deter-

mination.

It has been said

that the warlike

Zulu kingdom had

been a standing

menace for years to

the European colo-

nies on its frontier.

Except in the towns

these colonies were

only occupied by

farmers, whose soli-

tary homesteads

were scattered over

the country at wide

distances from each

other, each Euro-

pean's house having

near it a small * 4

kraal." or village, where lived the

peaceful and unwarlike Kaffirs who formed the
native population. In days not long gone by,

the first settlers had frequently been obliged to

fight for their lives, and the Dutch names of

such places as 4
' Weenen " (weeping) kept alive

the memorv of old Zulu incursions. Many were
the alarms which spread through the countrv

from time to time lust these incursions should

be renewed, and many were the frontier farms

which had been, in consequence, deserted bv

their owners. Causes of dispute had arisen,

moreover, with Cutewayo, and the savage poten-

tate had showed that war would be far from

KIN<; CK.TEWAYO.

unwelcome to him. The English Governor and

High Commissioner in South Africa in i8;fiwas

Sir Bartle Frere, one of the ablest of the many

able politicians and administrators who have

been produced by our Indian Empire, and he

did all in his power to induce the Zulu king to

come to such terms as might secure the con-

tinuance of peace—to no purpose. Finally, an

ultimatum was sent to Cetewavo, and he wa:>

warned that if it was not complied with before

the nth January, 1879, operations against him

would be at once

commenced.

It had long been

foreseen in Natal

that war was almost

inevitable, and all

the available troops

had been massed

along the frontier,

under the command

of Lieutenant

General Lord

Chelmsford, K.CB.

The whole re-

sources of the

colony had beta

organised and pre-

pared for a cam

paign. There were

seven regiments >

'

English regular in-

fantry, a naval

brigade, seventeen

guns and a rocket

battery Royal Ar-

tillery, and twocom

panies Royal Engi-

neers. There was

no regular cavalry,

but there were t«o

squadrons of mounted infantry, and nearly Soo

colonial volunteers and police, besides more than

100 native Basuto hor5e. There was also a native

contingent, about Q,ooo strong. The whole

amounted to 6.63Q Imperial and colonial troop?.

0,035 native contingent, with 802 conductors

and drivers in charge of nearly 700 waggon',

forming the transport train.

The period allowed to Cetewayo for reply to

the ultimatum having expired, a declaration of

war was made bv Sir Bartle Frere, who then

placed in the hands of Lord Chelmsford the

further enforcement of all demands.

Lord Chelmsford's army, as detailed above, w»

Crnvfi.
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divided into five columns, which were to march

into Zululand at different points, and to move
on Ulundi, Cetewayo's capital, where they were

expected to be able to concentrate victoriously.

Fur our preseut purpose we need only consider

It was under the immediate command of Colonel

Glyn, C.B., and was formed by six guns, K.A.,

one squadron mounted infantry, the 1st battalion

24th Regiment, the 2nd battalion 24th Regi-

ment, about 200 Natal volunteers, 150 Natal

police, three battalions of the native contingent,

and some native pioneers. This force crossed

the Buffalo river on the nth of January, and

'THE CAMP WAS A PICTURESQUE SIOHT (/. 1 50

the :nd and 3rd columns, as the others were in no
way involved in the operations which led to the

battle of In>andhlwana. The 2nd column, under

Colonel Durnford, R.E., was almost entirely

! "t natives, and was, in the first in-

*Unee. more intended to be used as support and
communication between the (stand 3rd columns
than for any other purpose. The 3rd column
*m the strongest and most important, and to it

Lord Chelmsford attached himself and his staff.

encamped on the further side. The rainy season

was not yet over, and not only was there some
difficulty and even danger in crossing the flooded

river, but the broken country in front of the

column was nearly impassable from swamps and

heavy ground, so that much road-making had to

be undertaken to enable the guns and transport

to push forward.

A successful attack was made on the 12th
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against the Isipezi Hill, but the stubborn resist-

ance that was then made by the induna, or chief,

Sirayo and his followers showed that no final

success was to be hoped for except at the cost

of hard fighting. Several long reconnaissances

were made by the mounted men into Zululand,

and shots were exchanged with detached parties

of the enemy, but there was nothing to show
how fearful a storm was gathering in the horizon

and was nearly ready to burst.

By the 20th of January all the first difficulties

had been overcome, and the 3rd column was
encamped at the foot of the Insandhlwana Hill.

The position of the camp was thus described :

—

" We had a small ' kopjie ' (stony hillock) on the

right of our road, and then about fifty yards to

our left rises abruptly the Insandhlwana moun-
tain, entirely unapproachable from the three

sides nearest to us, but on the further—viz.,

that to the north— it slopes more gradually down,

and it is there connected with the large range of

hills on our left by another broad neck of land.

We just crossed over the bend, then turned

sharp to the left, and placed our camp facing

the valley, with the eastern precipitous side of

the mountain behind us, leaving about a mile

of open country between our left flank and

the hills on our left, the right of the camp
extending across the neck of land we had just

come over, and resting on the base of the kopjie

before mentioned."

The camp was a martial and picturesque sight

in the glow of the African sunset. Here were

the tents of the Queen's Infantry, the men
busy cleaning their arms and cooking their

rations, there the long lines of picqueted horses,

there the gun-park, there the swart native con-

tingent, as savage-looking as the foe that they

had come to fight, while the flag of England

waved over the marquee of the general, speak-

ing pride and defiance to all assailants. There

was one fatal mistake, however. The waggons,

which should have been ranged end to end in

front of or round the camp, in the fashion called

in Africa a " laager," forming a defensible bar-

ricade against sudden assault, were drawn up
uselessly in line behind the camp, and many a

veteran of the old colonial wars saw with appre-

hension that old lessons were neglected, and

that undue confidence had taken the place of

the caution taught by experience.

It was known that, at about twelve miles from

Insandhlwana, there was, on the Inhlazatye

range of hills, the stronghold of a chief called

Matyana ; and on the 2 1st two separate parties

were despatched from the camp at an early hour

to reconnoitre and, if possible, attack the place.

One of these parties consisted entirely of mounted

men—Natal volunteers and police—under Major

Dartnell, the other of two battalions of the native

contingent under Commandant Lonsdale. Major

Dartnell, the head of the police, was an experi-

enced soldier, who had served with the highest

credit in the English army, and had taken part

in several campaigns. Commandant Lonsdale

was also an old soldier of proved knowledge and

judgment. Major Dartnell's force encountered

Matyana's men about ten o'clock in the morning,

and, though the enemy appeared anxious to

fight, it was not considered prudent to engage

them without supports. The Zulus occupied a

rugged " kloof," or cleft in the hills ; and when-

ever the mounted men approached they sallied

out in large numbers. Mr. Mansel, of the polite,

a most daring officer, was sent forward with a

small body to try- to make them show their force,

and succeeded in this, as the Zulus advanced to

attack, throwing forward their two " horns "and

trying to surround Major Dartnell. The volun-

teers and police then retired before superior

numbers, and joined Commandant Lonsdik'*

men about three miles from the kloof.

The native contingent had shown on seven!

occasions that they were subject to panics, and

were not to be depended upon ; so Major

Dartnell decided that he and Lonsdale would

bivouac for the night where they were, and sen;

a messenger to Lord Chelmsford asking for the

assistance of some regular infantry to enable

them to storm Matyana's position.

In the middle of the night Dartnell's com

munication was received, and, as it told of the

enemy being in far greater numbers on the

Inhlazatye hills than had been supposed, the

general considered that an overwhelming strength

should be brought against them, and that an

opportunity was presented of striking a paralys-

ing blow against an important part of the Zulu

army. He therefore ordered the 2nd battalion

24th Regiment, the mounted infantry, and four

guns to be put under arms at once in readiness

to inarch, and. placing himself at their head, he

moved with the first faint grey of morning t<>

join Major Dartnell. As this detachment would

considerably weaken the camp, Lord Chelmsford

at the same time sent orders to Colonel Dumford

— who, with a portion of the 2nd column, wa>

now near Rorke's Drift—telling him to move at

once to Insandhlwana with the rocket battery

and the Basuto horse.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Pulleine, of the 24th Regi-

ment, was left in command of the camp. He
had with him six companies of the 24th, two

guns R.A., about eighty mounted men, includ-

ing mounted infantry, police, and volunteers,

and four companies of the native contingent.

His orders were to draw in his line of defence

and infantry outposts, but to keep his mounted
vedettes still far advanced.

After the departure of Lord Chelmsford with

the detached column, nothing unusual occurred

in the camp till between seven and eight o'clock,

?rhen it was reported from a picquet about

1,500 yards to the north that a body of the

enemy could be seen approaching from the

north-east, and the appearance of various other

•mall bodies was subsequently noticed. Then,
in the camp, there was all the bustle of quick

preparation for battle. Lieutenant - Colonel

Pulleine put every available man under arms.

The draught oxen, which had been grazing,

were driven into camp and tied to the yokes
;

the native contingent was pushed forward on
advanced duty on the hills to the left ; the

Suns were put in position on the left of the

camp
; the mounted men stood ready by their

horses
; and the 24th were formed up, awaiting

the duty which the turn of events might bring.

About ten o'clock Colonel Durnford arrived in

camp, and, as the senior officer, became by right

the commander. He did not, however, take the

^positions out of Colonel Pulleine's hands, and
the two officers worked cordially together.

Colonel Durnford had served for more than six

ears in South Africa, knew the natives and
Aeir customs thoroughly, and, with the most
undaunted valour, which he had proved in war
and to which a disabled arm bore testimony, he
combined a chivalrous and sympathetic heart

towards all who were brought in contact with
him, whether Europeans or natives. A hand-
some, soldier-like man, with a long, fair mous-
tache, he had an anxious expression of face, as
f>f one who is born to misfortune.

Repeated and more or less conflicting reports

now came rapidly from the outposts on the left

:

"The enemy are in force behind the hills;''

"The enemy is in three columns, one moving
to the left rear, and one towards the general ;

"

"The enemy is retiring in all directions." The
estimates of the enemy's strength were most
varied, but none approximated to the real

numbers that were threatening the doomed
English force, and the full extent of the danger
was not realised.

On hearing these reports Colonel Durnford

sent one troop of his Natal Native Horse to re-

inforce his baggage-guard, which had not yet

joined him, and two troops, under Captains G.

Shepstone and Barton, to the hills on the left,

while he himself determined to go out to the

front with the remaining two troops, which were

to be followed by Major Russell's rocket battery,

escorted by a company of the native contingent.

It is here worth while to say a word about the

Natal Native Horse, than which no corps fought

more loyally, bravely, and disinterestedly during

the troubles in South Africa. They were prin-

cipally recruited in Edendale, a Basuto agricul-

tural settlement formed by Wesleyan missionaries,

who had recognised that Christianity could best

be taught to people who had given up a savage

life, and had been trained in and appreciated

the arts of peace. The good missionaries had

taught the wild Basutos to build houses, to

make waggons, and to cultivate the ground

scientifically, and, in conjunction with these

benefits, had inculcated the Christian's moral

law and the Christian's sentiments. The settle-

ment at Edendale flourished exceedingly, and

the Basutos became not only prosperous citizens,

but God-fearing men. When war threatened,

they were appealed to to give their services to

the Oueen, and they eagerly responded. As
soldiers, they were like the old Covenanters.

Every morning they assembled round their

head-man for prayer, during the day no troops

were more daring and trustworthy, and at

night, before they lay down to rest, they

again assembled for united worship. In truth,

they were soldiers whom any general would be

glad to command, and disciples whom any

religious body would be proud to claim.

Colonel Durnford had asked Colonel Pulleine

to let him have two companies of the 24th, but

when it was represented that they could ill be

spared, the request was not pressed.

As has been said, the full amount of the
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impending, danger was not realised, and there

was no expectation of an attack on that- day. As

a precautionary measure, however, a company of

the 24th, under Lieutenant Cavaye, was sent out

as a picquet about 1,200 yards north of the camp,

while the remainder of the troops were dis-

missed from parade, but to remain in readiness

to fall in at a moment's notice.

The two troops which had been sent out under

Shepstone and Barton had proceeded about five

miles from the camp, when they met a large

Zulu force on the march. Captain Shepstone at

once ordered a retreat, and himself rode in with

the warning that an attack was probably immi-

nent, but the appearance of masses of the enemy
surging over the hills had already given the

alarm. Meantime, Colonel Durnford had, with

two troops, moved to the front at a canter,

followed by the rocket battery at a slower pace.

After he had proceeded some miles, his advanced

files reported an immense " impi " behind the

hills, and almost immediately the Zulus appeared

in force on his front and left in loose order, ten

or twelve deep, with heavy masses in support.

They opened fire and advanced with the startling

rapidity which marked all their movements.

Colonel Durnford retired a little way behind the

shelter of a " donga," a ravine-like crack in the

plain. There he extended his men and com-

menced a steady fire, but the numbers against

him were so overwhelming that he had to con-

tinue his retreat, only to find that the enemy
had been beforehand, and had annihilated the

rocket battery, slaying its commander, Major

Russell, with all his gunners. Deserted by the

escort of the native contingent, the battery had

fought with unflinching courage, but had been

overwhelmed by the fierce charge. Durnford,

sorely pressed, disputed even- inch of ground

until he reached another donga, where he found

himself in line with the camp troops, and was

reinforced by thirty or forty Natal Volunteers,

under Captain Bradstreet. Here his last desperate

stand was made.

Two companies of the 24th, under Captains

Mostyn and Younghusband, had been pushed

forward to the support of Cavaye's picquet, but

they were too weak for the gigantic task, and all

were driven in upon the main body.

The situation was now this : The usual Zulu

attack in half-circle was being made on the

camp, while a whole Zulu regiment, the Undi,

was pushing round the English left to gain pos-

session of the waggon road and line of retreat

upon Rorke's Drift.

fETEENTH CENTURY.

The two guns and the whole of the 24th were

in line, the native contingent was on the right

of the 24th, and then came Durnford's shattered

and weaiy band. All were doing their duty

manfully and well. The guns were in action,

served coolly and steadily as on a home parade

The 24th, one of the smartest battalions in the

service, was dealing withering volleys, and

Basutos and Volunteers fought stubbornly for

the homesteads of Natal. The enemy fell in hun-

dreds, but kept on advancing with undiminished

resolution. Rank after rank of the foremost

were swept away, but still others pressed for-

ward. The air was rent with the roar of battle

The guns, which had been firing shell, now at

such close quarters were pouring in case, and

each shot of the infantry told on the dense

masses. Even Zulu courage could not maintain

an advance against the deadly hail, and.Ccte-

wayo's chosen warriors wavered and lay down,

seeking shelter aftd covering the valley in

detached groups to the depth of three-quarters

of a mile. It almost seemed for a space as 1/

English tenacity was once again, as in the past,

to be rewarded with victory.

But the dire crisis of the day was at ha&l

The widespread horns of the Zulu arm)' had

worked their way round the flanks, and were

even now showing themselves in rear of the

English position. The native contingent had

always been a broken reed upon which to kan,

and it now broke and fled in the utmost dis-

order, thus laying openjhe right and rear of the

24th. The ammunition began to fail, and the

Zulu opportunity had come. Nor were thc^

chiefs slow to note and profit by it. HitherU'

the attack had been made in the silence ot

perfect discipline. Now, as the iron-hearted

warriors recovered from their momentary check

they raised the ominous Zulu war-shout, and

dashed forward in a last irresistible charge.

They poured through the fatal gap in the lint

of defence, and in a moment the English soldier-

were lost in the midst of the seething savage

crowd.

So sudden was the catastrophe, so rapid the

charge, that but few of the English soldier;

had time to fix their bayonets and prepare for

the hand-to-hand struggle. Many a brave

heart among the defenders was cold in death

long ere this, and sadly reduced were the

numbers that strove desperately against the

nervous Zulu arms and the assegais thirsting fa

blood. The savage warriors closed upon the

doomed men with a shout of " Bulala umlongo!
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—Kill the white man ! Then followed a scene to save the Runs, and the mounted men who
of direst confusion. Horse and foot, English were yet unwounded forced their way, weapons

.nJ Zulu, friend and foe, in one writhing slaugh- in hand, through the press. But the right of

J
mass, slowly pushed through the camp the enemy already occupied the waggon road

;.surds the road to Korke's drift, the road of and barred the outlet. There was no safety

real to safety. But of the 24th. few, if any, left

ground where they had fought so well. The
Itafion fell and lay by companies, surrounded

dam enemies. When the battle-field was
ttttcd, the remains of officers and men were

nond in the line of their la>t parade. No
,r

> had flinched, and all had died as they
: lived, shoulder to shoulder. When all was

the artillery had limbered u
;

> and striven

lltKV K\i-f:> rHK OMINOrS JUTLU

\VAK-"»I1<U I, \\|> hA3tl£U JOKWAKU"

except in seeking atHithci passage to the Buffalo

River, and the ground to be traversed wa> rugged,

boulder-strewn and broken. None but mounted
men had escaped from the precincts of the camp,

and the ground was such that an active Zulu

could cover it even faster than a hor.-e. The guns

were soon hopelessly impelled, and the drivers

were assegaied in their saddles. The long ravine,

which has since been called the " fugitives'

path." was a scene of continuous slaughter, and

even when the Buffalo was reached, it ran

swift, deep and fordless, an alternation of boiling
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current and sharp rocks. Not half even of those

who arrived on its bank succeeded in crossing.

Many were drowned, many assegaied, some were

shot, and the unrelenting pursuit continued

even into Natal. The only troops which had

maintained a semblance of cohesion were some
of the Natal Native Horse. These gallant Basutos

assisted many in the flight, which they covered

as well as they could under Captain Barton, who
rendered essential service by checking the

pursuit op the Natal bank of the Buffalo.

Such a day as that of Insandhlwana could not

pass without the performance of many deeds of

gallantry and devotion, but the actors and spec-

tators in too many cases were left among the

slain, and their voices are dumb. We know of

the heroic death of Captain George Shepstone,

who, having disengaged his men, and finding that

Colonel Durnford was still among the foe, said,

"I must go and see where my chief is," and

turned his horse again into the melee, there to

lay his boJy with that of his friend and leader.

Private Wassail, of the mounted infantry, gained

the Victoria Cross by plunging a second time

into the torrent of the Buffalo, under a heavy

fire, to save a wounded comrade, who would

otherwise have been lost. Captains Melville and

Coghill, of the 24th. who were both mounted,

saved the Queen's colour of their regiment

after they had fought to the last in its ranks.

They made, their way to the river, and Coghill

managed to get to the further side. Melville

lost his horse, and was left struggling in the

swift current. With sublime chivalry Coghill

rode back to his assistance, when his horse also

was shot. Both these brave officers succeeded

in reaching the Natal shore, but. exhausted and

wounded, they could do no more, and were

overtaken and killed, fighting till the fatal

" bangwan " did its work.

In this terrible disaster there perished twenty-

six imperial officers and boo non-commissioned

officers and men, while Oie loss of the colonial

forces was not less severe, twenty-four officers

being among the slain. All the waggons and

oxen, two gun>, 1,200 rifles, and an immense

quantity of ammunition and commi-sariat sup-

plies, were also lost.

Of all the regiments in the Queen's army, the

24th has perhaps paid as high a price as any for

the glorious legends inscribed on its colours.

Insandhlwana was the second battle-field in

which a battalion hail been practically annihilated.

About thirty years before, at Chillianwallah,

thirteen officers and the greater part of the non-

commissioned officers and men had laid down their

lives for the honour of England. Then the cheer*

of victory had been raised over the dead. The

evening of the second fatal day in the regimental

history closed in gloom and unrelieved sorrow.

We must return to Lord Chelmsford and the

column which he had led forth in the morning

to the support of Major Dartnell. Between six

and seven in the morning the general had joined

the force, which had bivouacked out during

the night, and operations against what was then

supposed to be the main portion of the Zulu

army were at once commenced. The mounted

infantry were despatched to the left front to

press the enemy seen in the distance, while the

general with the main body and the guns, pro-

tected on the right by the police and volunteers,

moved up the valley against the position which

had checked Dartnell on the previous day.

That "kloof" was now found deserted, but a

strong force was seen to be established on the

mountain spurs. It was engaged and driven

back with heavy loss. Everywhere the English

troops gained ground
;
everywhere the Zulu*

retired before them. But it is more than pro-

bable that the retirement was a piece of elaborate

strategy, intended to draw the general farther

and farther away from his camp and thus reduce

the force available for its defence. Whether such

was the case or not, the result was the same, and

at midday the general found himself twelve niilo

from Insandhlwana, looking for *i spot on which

to form a second camp. Several messengers had

been despatched to him by Colonel Pulleine,

telling of the threatened attack, but by fall

mischance none of them reached him. Between

twelve and one reports were brought in by

scouts that firing had been heard at Insandhl-

wana, but when, from the top of a hill, careful

examination had been made with a powerful

telescope, nothing unusual could be detected,

and, consequently, no uneasiness was felt. The

presence of large bodies of Zulus on the plain

which had been traversed in the morning

now announced, and Lord Chelmsford resolved

to retrace his steps with the mounted men and

the native contingent, leaving the artillery ar.J

the second battalion of the 24th in bivouav

At tour p.m.. when he was within six miles ^

the camp, a solitary hor>cman met him, reeling

in his saddle and riding at a Boot's pace. It was

Commandant Lonsdale, who, having been taken

ill with fever in the morning, had sought medical

aid. He brought the ghastly news, " The camp

is in possession of the enemy." It appeared tbst
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when, riding in the half-lethargy of sickness, he
was entering the camp, he was startled by a shot

tired at him. He looked up and saw, sitting in

and around the tents, groups of red-coats. He
then saw a gigantic Zulu stalking out of a

tent with a blood-smeared assegai in his hand.

Looking more carefully, he saw that the wearers

.•; the red coats were black men, and black men
only. The real state of the case flashed upon his

miud, and he turned and galloped off under a

scattered fire. Providentially he was not hit,

xad «ra> able to meet the general and prevent

him from riding with his staff into the trap of

destruction.

( )rders were at once sent to the guns and the

zath to join the general, but it was six o'clock

before they came. The force then collected was

b little case for much exertion. They had

covered nearly thirty miles under an African

vjn with only the slight supply of food which

each man carried in his haversack. Thev knew
that a nearly equal force of their comrades had

been destroyed, and that a victorious army was

berween them and support. English soldiers

never lose heart, however, in the hardest straits,

-nd Lord Chelmsford's men did not fail to

respond gallantly to the call which he made for

r Viewed effort. The march was resumed, and
^: nightfall they were again beneath the 44

little

!und." There w as no sign of life or movement,
be: the enemy might be lying hidden ready to

hoik forth. Two or three rounds of shell were

fired, but they only awoke the slumbering echoes.

Then two companies of the 24th, under Major

Black, ascended to the neck of ground south of

the great hill. The enemy had gone, bearing

with them their bloodstained plunder.

The night had fallen, and the silence of death

was around. There was nothing for it but to

bivouac on the spot. No one who shared that

bivouac will ever forget its horrors. The air

was heavy with the scent of blood, and mangled

corpses of English soldiers and Zulu warriors

lay thickly around. It was well that the

shades of night hid the blood-curdling details.

The infantry lay down grasping their rifles, and

the mounted men held the reins of their horses

during the long, anxious night. Shots were

fired and alarms spread at intervals, but it is

doubtful whether the enemy wished to make
any real attack. If they had, though each man
was prepared to die in his place, the attempt

would in all probability have been successful.

With the earliest light of morning the retreat

to Rorke's Drift was continued unmolested.

Bodies of the enemy were seen on the hills

overhanging the road, but no collisions with

them took place. When the Buffalo River was

reached a first gleam of encouragement and hope
for the future came from the British .flag, still

waving over the feeble fortifications which
Lieutenants Chard and Bromhead had so re-

solutely made good against the long assault by

a numerous and determined foe.
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" IVE me iron ii

I not mind mu\U the ships," &

in the men, and I shall

mch about the iron in

ips, said the American ad-

miral Farragut, when some of his

officers were discussing the changes that would

be introduced into naval warfare by the new

ironclad navies. And Farragut was right in

holding that, whatever the ships might be made
of, the most important thing was to have

enough " iron in the men " who worked and

fought them. We are sometimes too apt to

think that the power of rival fleets can be esti-

mated by setting off their weight of guns and

thickness of armour in two parallel columns,

and striking a balance, as if it were an account

in a ledger. But all naval history goes to prove

that, within certain wide limits, the power of

navies depends chiefly upon an element that can

only be tested by the Mtress of storm and battle

—namely, the courage, the nerve, and the
" grit " of their officers and men.

No more striking proof of this was ever given

than that which is afforded by the sea-fight of

Lissa, the only battle between ironclads that

has yet taken place in European waters. In

ships, in guns, in armour the Italian fleet was
superior to the Austrian. On paper there could

be no doubt on which side lay the power that

would secure, in event of war, the command 01

the Adriatic. The war came, and its grim
reality showed how fallacious was the comparison

made beforehand. The object of the Italians in

1866 was to drive the Austrians out of Venetia,

by attacking them there while they were

occupied eUewhere by the struggle with Prussia.

The Italian plan of campaign was to march

against the Austrians in northern Italy, and,

after defeating their land army, besiege Venice

by sea and land. The fleet was to crush the

Austrians at sea, in the earlv davs of the war,

so to be ready to co-operate in the operations

against Venice. It all worked out beautifully

on paper. But the plan was never reduced to

practice. War was declared on June 20th, and

four days later the Italian field army was defeated

by the Austrians at Custozza.

Nearly a month before war was declared.

Count Persano had been placed in command
of the Italian fleet, and ordered to prepare it

for active operations in the Adriatic, making
Ancona his headquarters. On June 20th, the

day of the declaration of war, eight ships

(including two ironclads) were at Ancona.

Persano with the main body of the fleet, con-

sisting of ten wooden ships and nine ironclads,

was still at the naval arsenal of Taranto.

Admiral Tegethoff, the Austrian commander,
was getting his fleet ready for sea at Fasana

and Pola, at the head of the Adriatic. He had

taken command on the qth of May. and ever

since had been hard at work fitting out his ship
and training his crews. The only effective

portion of the fleet was a squadron of seven
ironclads, broadside ships, with thin armour,
and no guns of really heavy calibre. At fir>t.

the Austrian Admiralty suggested that the fleet

should consist only of these ironclads and a few

light steamers to act as scouts and despatch-

vessels. But there were lying in the dockyard
at Pola and in the port of Trieste an old wooden
screw line of battle-ship, the A'tttscr, and six

wooden frigates. Tegethoff asked for these to

be added to his command. "Give me even'

ship you have," he said :
" you may depend on

it I will find good use for them." He was
given a free hand, and he organised his Beet

in three divisions. The first was composed ol

seven ironclads. The second, under his friend

Commodore Petz, consisted of the seven wooden
ships. The third was made up of gunboats,

paddle-steamers, and other light craft. The
crews were rapidly recruited among the fishing

population of the Dalmatian coast, and the

sailors of Trieste and Pola. So new were man)
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of them to work on board a man-of-war that

thev were not even uniformed when the fleet

oiled, and they still wore at Lissa the clothes

in which they enlisted. But they were brave

tod hardv seamen to begin with, and Tegethoff

had given them some weeks of training in

which the crews were busy from morning to

one of his steamers out with orders to recon-

noitre the Italian coast from Ancona southwards

as far as Bari. On June 23rd she returned to

the Admiral's headquarters at Fasana, and
reported that there were only a few ships at

Ancona, and no sign yet of the enemy's main
fleet coming up the coast. Tegethoff, on this,

FROM THIS POINT TE<.KTHOFF KBIT ON THE MIDGI "
(/>. l6o).

night at target practice, the captains of the guns

bring taught to lay a whole broadside so as to

coowge on a single mark ; and there was also

practice in mana?uvring under steam, in which

great stress was laid on the importance of rapid

turning so as to avoid the enemy's rams, and
me the same weapon successfully against them.

The result was that even the newly-enlisted

Men learned confidence in themselves and in the

hrate and skilful leader who commanded them.

At toon as war was declared, Tegethoff sent

resolved to see if it was possible to make a rapid

attack on Ancona. and on the 26th he put to

sea with thirteen ships, including six of his iron-

clads. He arrived off Ancona next dav, and

saw for himself that in the meantime Persano

had collected his entire force in the harbour.

But the Italians showed no signs of coming
out to meet him, and he had no intention of

fighting both their forts and their ironclads

at one and the same time. So he steamed

back to Fasana.
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Persanos orders were M to clear the Adriatic of

the enemy's fleet by destroying it or blockading

it in its harbours." But though he had on

his side superior numbers, heavier guns,* and

thicker armour, he seemed very reluctant to

begin. The fact is, he had not much confidence

either in his own powers or in his officers and

men. He remained at Ancona till July 8th,

and only put out to sea on that day because he

had received a telegram from the Government

bidding him to look for the Austrian fleet, and

blockade it if it was still at Pola. But even

then all he did was to steam across to the

Dalmatian coast and come back to Ancona on

the 13th, after practising some fleet manoeuvres.

The appearance of his fleet off the island of

Grossa was tele-

graphed to Te-

gethoff, who,

however, refused

to sail from

Fasana till he

knew clearlv

what were the

plans and desti-

nation of the

enemy.

Twodaysafter

the Italian fleet

returned to An-
cona its admiral

received a per-

emptory message from his Government informing

him that, after the great hopes that had been

built upon the fleet, everyone was disappointed

with his inactivity, and that if he did not do
something at once he would be removed from

the command. It was suggested that he should

attempt to capture by a cottp-dc-main the fortified

island of Lissa on the Dalmatian coast, and

several battalions were placed at his disposal to

act as a landing party in case he decided to

adopt this plan.

Persano was thus driven to venture upon what
has always been recognised as one of the most
dangerous of naval operations. He was to

escort a fleet of transports across the Adriatic,

• The heavier armament of most of the Austrian ships

consisted of smooth-bore 48-pounders. New rifled guns

of larger calibre were being made for the Austrian fleet

by Krupp at Essen, but when war became probable the

Prussian Government stopped the delivery of them. On
the other hand, one of the Italian ships carried 300-

pounder Armstrong guns, mounted in a turret, and
some of the other ironclads had 150-pounders in their

armament.

and co-operate with the troops embarked in thtm

in an attack upon a maritime fortress, having all

the time a hostile fleet watching for the <

;

tunity to fall upon him, while he was engaged

in the siege. True, the Austrian fleet w>

supposed to be inferior to that which he coin

manded ; but, if this was so, the sound course for

him was to blockade it in its harbours or cru>ii

it if it tried to come out. The enemy's flee:

ought to have been dealt with before anything

else was attempted. If he was not strong enough

to do this, he could not hope to reduce Li^

and keep Tegethoff at bay at the same time

But the fact is, he was not acting on any sotiDd

principle of naval war. He was merely trying

to M do something " to satisfy public opinio
j

and there was just the chance that he might

reduce Lissa before the Austrians arrived, or

that Tegethoff might shrink from attacking

him
;

or, if there was a battle, he might still

hope that numbers and weight of metal would

give Italy the victory over Austria.

Lissa is an island about thirty miles from the

Dalmatian coast, and one hundred and thirty

from Ancona. As the nearest of the Dalmatian

Islands to Italy, it has always been a naval statioo

of some importance when a war has been in

progress in the Adriatic ; and in our last war with

France its waters were the scene of a brilliant

frigate action in which our sailors defeated a

much superior French force. In 1866 the chief

harbour of Lissa, that of San Giorgio, and the

neighbouring inlet of Porto Carober were pro-

tected by strong batteries. There were also

batteries on the high rocks at Porto Comisaand

at Manego. The signal station on Monte Hum,

the highest point in the island (about 1,600 feet

above the sea), commanded in clear weather 1

view of both sides of the Adriatic, and the bland

was connected bv a submarine cable with the

neighbouring island of Lesina and the Dalmatian

coast. The garrison of Lissa consisted of i.^cc

men, with eighty-eight guns, commandcvl

Colonel Urs de Margina.

On July 17th Persano steamed round

island, reconnoitred its defences, and decided 1

his plans for the attack. Next day Admiral

Vacca, with three of the Italian ironclads HM

one wooden ship, attacked the batteries of P

Comisa. The main body of the fleet closed 1

upon the harbour batteries of San Giorgio, m

order to keep the garrison there as much

occupied as possible while Admiral Albini, with

another squadron, brought six large sere*

steamers crowded with troops into the bay J
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Porto Manege in order to effect a landing there.

A: Porto Comisa, Vacca found he could not

dcvate his gun* sufficiently to do any serious

linage to the high batteries, and he was driven

ff by their shell*. At Porto Manego. a heavy

hd on the beach and the fire of the Austrians

- the shore made the landing impossible. At

Sa Giorgio, Persano silenced the low-lying

s.r.«r.cs at the harbour mouth, blowing up two

a rkir magazines, but the inner batteries

prated his ships from entering the port.

!Vag the dav one of his steamers had gone

the neighbouring island of Lesina and cut

tk telegraph cable there. While the Italians

»cre in possession of the telegraph station at

joivu. a message from Tegethoff came through.

* was addressed to Colonel de Margina, and

d him to hold out to the last, promising that

fleet would come to rescue him. Persano

to persuade himself that this message was

to fall into his hands, and was a piece

tre il
bluff " on the part of his opponent.

On the following day he renewed the attack

t Lissa, but again failed to force his way into

ie harbour, while an attempt to land troops

Porto Carober was repulsed with heavy loss.

^ this same day. July iQth. Tegethoff put to

a with every- ship he could muster. His last

to his captains was to close with the

before Li>sa. and once the battle began,

fc'Ram everything painted grey." This was

Ic colour of the Italian ships. He gave his

fri hull> a coat of black paint before they

li.~d. in order to make it easier to distinguish

puds from foes in the coming melee.

lOn the evening of the ioth Persano was

JpkideJ what to do next day. He had been

W' davs in action, and though his ships had

only -light injuries, his supply both of

*i and ammunition was running short. Yet if

vent back to Ancona without having obtained

ictided success he would be deprived of his

nmand. So he at last resolved to capture

I ^ by a combined attack by land and sea.

next day he signalled to his colleague

Ai'mni to prepare for the landing. It was a fine

I rning. with a good deal of white haze on the

ItJ shutting off the distant view. Albini was
frtting the soldiers into the boats, and two of

frigates were standing in towards the creek

if Carober to clear the way for the landing. A
k«pital ship had joined the fleet and was taking

fc» wounded on board. The ironclads had
and were getting up anchor for the

on San Giorgio. It was eight o'clock : the

attack wa> to begin a: nine : but suddenly out

of the hare to the north-westward appeared the

frigate Es?.' rarre, which had been scouting in

the offing. She was steaming her fastest, and as

she came nearer. Persano was able to read the

signal she was fly ing. *" $asfitcr i$j-* ' tin* s&:*s

are in stfkt." He knew at once that he had to

deal with the Austrian fleet.

Tegethoff s fleet had been steaming all night

in three lines, the ironclads leading, the wooden
ships and gunboats following. The despatch-

boat SLitit n was out ahead, and at seven a.m..

long before Persano knew what was coming, six

urru or

L I S S A.
10 a. Mi

TW» IWl, ,:...«

0—- L'n-l» >«.••W V*«/j

of his
ships were

sighted by

th.> keen

eyes of the

look-out at

the mast-

head of the

I e a ding
Austrian
ship. She

signalled to her consorts, " Six steamers in

sig/if." Then the haze closed down ahead,

and Tegethoff slackened speed in hopes it

would clear, for in such thick weather he did

not care to venture into the narrow waters

between Lissa and Lesina. He formed for

battle, each of his lines throwing forward its

centre so as to assume the shape of a flattened

wedge. He led the first line in the Ferdinand
Max, with three ironclads on either beam. The
second line also consisted of seven ships. Petz in

the Kaiser leading, with three frigates on each

side. Thus the squadron moved towards Lissa

under easy steam. The haze was breaking up :

it was a hot summer day, and a little before ten

o'clock the sky was bright, the air clear, and the

sea smooth ; and close ahead the Austrians saw

the forts of Lissa with the imperial flag still

waving over them, and in front of the harbour
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mouth the mass of wooden ships, transports, and

small craft, interrupted in their preparations for

the landing, and nearer still the Italian ironclads

steaming out in one long line ready for battle.

Persano, regarding his wooden ships as useless,

had decided to take only his ten ironclads with

him, believing that they would be able to deal

with the seven which Tegethoff was bringing

against him. He formed his ironclads in three

divisions, each of three ships, with the turret ship

and ram Ajfbndatore, then the most powerful

rt" Italia', a large broadside ship, which had till

then been flagship, no longer carried the

Admiral.

When the haze cleared, the Italian fleet wa?

steaming across the Austrian front. Tegethoff

had already signalled to clear for action. He
now signalled to open fire with the bow gum,

and the distant shots from the leading Austrian

ships were answered by the broadsides of Admiral

Vacca's division, which led that of Italy. But

the range was fully two miles, and these " long

TKIESTK HAKBOUR.

vessel in the Adriatic,* on the starboard side

of the central division. The Ajfimdatvre, with

her ram and her heavy turret guns (two

300 pounders), was to come to the help of

whichever of the three divisions was in need of

succour. At the last moment he himself went
on board of her—an unfortunate move, which

led to much confusion during the battle, as

his captains were mostly unaware that the Re

* The AjfomJttort was a new ship built in the Thames
just before the war. A correspondent of the Ttmts who
saw her at Cherbourg, where she called on her way down
Channel, wrote that she looked sufficiently formidable to

destroy the whole Austrian ironclad fleet singlehanded.

bowls " did no harm. The fleets were wrapped
in drifting clouds of smoke, and geysers of

foam shot up here and there from the blue

water in the space between. " Full steam

ahead." signalled Tegethoff. The fleets were

closing, the Italians still keeping their broadsides

to the advancing foe. The fire was closer, and

now spars and ropes were cut away, boats and

wooden fittings were knocked to splinters, and

signalmen and others who had not yet got under

cover were wounded or killed by bursting shells.

" Ironclads will ram and sink the enemy" sig-

nalled Tegethoff, the last order he gave till the

battle was won. From this point he kept on
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the bridge of the Ferdinand Max, regardless of

personal danger, and led his fleet by showing

his consorts what a well-handled battle-ship

could do. Two of his captains, Molb of the

trooclad Drache, and Klint of the Xovara, were

«.._<.J the fleet* came to close quarters, Molb

suddenly up out of the smoke loomed the tall

masts of the AV d' Italia, which came up to the

rescue of her consort. Tegethoff, thinking he

was dealing with the Italian flagship, charged

her full speed and struck her fairly amidships.

This time he had succeeded : the ram crushed

being struck down by the fir?t Italian shot that

fell on board his ship.

The two lines of ironclads closed amid
thick clouds of smoke. The Austrian ships

i»rokc into the gap between Vacca's three

ironclads and the rest of the Italian fleet, and
I'etz, with the wooden ships coming up on their

right, co-operated with them in their attack on
the Italian centre. In a moment all order was

kat, and the battle became a melee. The
Ferdinand Max twice rammed a grey iron-

ciad without succeeding in sinking her, when

11

in her iron side, and the tall masts toppled over

as the ironclad WCIU down with her dew of 600

men. The Ferdinand Max had reversed her

screw to clear the wreck, when another Italian

vessel, the name of which could not be made out

by the Austrians, came bearing down upon her,

trying to ram. The Austrian flagship just

avoided the collision, and the two ships grazed

past each other almost touching. As she thus

ranged up alongside, the Italian ship fired a

broadside. What followed would be incredible,

only for the clear evidence which supports the

A
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Austrian record. So close were the muzzles of

the Italian guns to the side of the Austrian

flagship that the smoke of the broadside poured

in through the open portholes of the Ferdinand

Max and made her gun-deck for the moment
dark as night. But neither the ship nor the

men were injured, for in their hurry and con-

fusion the Italian gunners had fired a broadside

i>f blank cartridge.'

Admiral Ribotti, with the rearward division of

the Italian fleet, as he came into the fight en-

countered only the wooden squadron of Com-
modore Petz. Ribotti ought to have sunk them
one by one, but the Austrian* evaded his attempts

at ramming, and Petz in the Kaiser boldly

drove the oaken bows of his battle-ship against

the iron sides of his adversaries. He was not

able to do them much damage. He hit the Re
di Djrt'tgallo, Ribotti's own ship, one good blow,

that left its mark on her armour, but in doing

so his own ship was disabled. The bowsprit was

carried away, the foremast fell across the funnel,

and the wreck of mast and spars took fire. The
Kaiser, her crew working hard at cutting away

the debris and putting out the fire, steamed

through the Italian fleet and stood in to the

harbour of Lissa, exchanging shots with some

of the Italian wooden vessels. Cheered by the

garrison, she passed the harbour mouth and

anchored under the guns of the forts, the first of

the relieving squadron to arrive at San Giorgio.

Meanwhile the melee continued. While

Tegethoff was in the thick of the fight, Persano

made the great ram Affondatore nearly useless

by persisting in keeping on the outskirts of the

conflict. If he had ventured in with her it is

verv likely he would have been sunk by the

better-handled Austrian ships. The Palestro,

which had gone into action immediately astern

of the AV d' Italia, had been almost as severely

handled as her leader. She had been rammed.

Her steering gear and rudder had been knocked

to pieces, and her gun-decks were on fire. She

drew out of the fight, her commander getting

his steam hose to work to drown the magazine.

The Austrian ships were now clearing the Italian

line, and steering for Lissa. The melee, which

had lasted for rather more than half-an-hour,

was over. The position of the two fleets was

reversed. The Austrian^ with their left near

Lissa, were forming up in line across the channel

between that island and Lesina. Everyone of

their ironclads was still in good condition, and

even the disabled Kaiser, which had gone into

the harbour with her foremast burning and her

decks strewed with nearly two hundred kiikd

and wounded, was again clearing for action. The

Italian wooden ships were assembling off the

western end of the island. To the northward

the ironclads were scattered here and there, on

the waters that had just been the scene of the

fight. As the smoke cleared, Persano signalled

to the nearest ship—" Where is the AV

d' Italia / " and got for answer, ''Sunk to the

bottom." Close astern of the Affondatore Ly

the Palestra, the black smoke pouring from

hatchway and porthole. Her crew believed thai

the magazine had been successfully drowned, an !

that they were getting the fire under. As they

recognised Persano on the bridge of the

Affondatore, they gave him a cheer. His own

crew were answering it when there was a bur-:

of flame and a volume of dense smoke from the

Palestro, and an explosion louder than all the

din of battle went echoing over sea and shore

It was the death-knell of 400 men. for the

Palestro had blown up with all on board.

Admiral Vacca, thinking that Persano lu-

gone down with the AV d'Italia, had signalled

to the fleet to re-form in line of battle. The

same signal from the Affondatore showed h;ra

where his commander was. And the imnclais

now reduced from ten to eight, reformed in line

It was noon on a blazing hot day, and for s>me

time the two fleets watched each other across the

sunny space of open water that divided them

Persano had still the advantage of numbers, and

everyone expected that he would signal to renew

the attack. But if he had very little confidence

in his fleet before the battle, he was now re-

duced to a condition of something like despair-

Even the wooden ships of the Austrian squadron

had passed in safety through his line, whiU

their ironclads had destroyed two of his ship-

and more than a thousand of his men. 1'

must be added that he had now been three

times in action, and his stock of both coal- fot

his engines and ammunition for his guns mu>t

have run very low. In this state of affairs, he'

persuaded himself that he need not actually

attack the Austrians ; all that honour demanded

of him was to give them the opportunity <

•

renewing the trial of strength if they wished. V
for another hour he remained in line of battld

just out of long range of his enemy's guns.

But Tegethoff had accomplished the

assigned to his fleet. He had relieved Lissa, h\

bringing the guns, the men, and the supply °'

his fleet to the help of its brave little
garrison

He had done this, too, not by slipping P*5*
tbc
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Italians ia the morning fog, but by fighting his

\rav thmugh their most powerful squadron,

nulung them pay dearly for their attempt to

intercept him. Why should he renew the fight

- ben there was nothing more to be gained for

the moment ?

Persano at last decided that he, too, had done
crwsfh for honour. He signalled to the fleet to

tarn away to the north-west, and shortly after

ihrrtd hi> course for Ancona. He anchored
:bcic next day, and added to all his previous

.renders the final folly of sending to his Govern-
ment, and wiring all over Italy, the report that

he had fought a pitched battle with the Austrians,

•id won a victory over them in the waters of

ia-sa. That night Florence (then the capital)

was illuminated in honour of his " triumph."
Next day the facts began to be known. It was
rcpo^iblc to deny that the Austrian fleet was
intact

; that the Italians had lost two ships, and
id been forced to raise the siege of Lissa. It

ns in vain that Persano argued that he was the
-:<>r because he had remained in possession of

•^waters in which the battle had been fought,

-nd that he had for a whole hour dared the
AiKrians to come on again. There was the
arious reply that a naval battle is not fought

• r the possession of a stretch of open water
;

Per-uno had tried to prevent the Austrians

caching Lissa, that they had gone there in spite

1 him ; and that they would have been fools to

~c back in order to show twice over that they
*wen«t afraid to fight him. There was a wild

thirst of indignation against the unfortunate
-taira!

; there were riots at Florence, and a

-decree removed him from the command of
:*5eet. As if to add to the general collapse

' the Italian navy, the Afotufafore, supposed
: be its most powerful ship, whether through
"•juries received at Lissa, or through mere
•t-tccts in her structure, sank at her anchors in

"c harbour of Ancona.
1 >n the >ide of Au>tria, there were rejoicings in

' hich the name of Tegethoff was celebrated as

• tat <»f an heroic sailor who had given his country
consolation of a naval victory at a time when
fortunes on land were at the lowest. He

^ won his great victory with comparatively
•:tie los>. The Kaiser was the only ship that
offered at ail heavily. In some of the ironclads
'hot were only a few wounded, and every one

' the ship> was in a position to continue theW when the Italian fleet retired. The battle

•*a»lhe first that had been fought by ironclad

fleets in European waters, and the impression it

made upon naval experts was that the ram
would be the chief weapon of future battles on

the sea. Yet, though we have by no means
clear or full accounts of what happened in the

mclcc while the two fleets were passing through

each other's lines, it is certain that the number
of attempts to ram made by the Austrians was

out of all proportion to their two successful

attacks. All the attempts of the Italians to ram
ended in failure. It must be remembered that

since Lissa a great change has come over naval

tactics, through the development of the torpedo

and the quick-firing gun, and it is now generally

recognised by naval men that to attempt to ram
an adversary till he is disabled by gunfire or

otherwise is to invite failure and disaster.

Tegethoff regarded the ram as his chief weapon.

Nowadays it is looked upon as the means of

giving the coup de grace and completing a

victory that is already half won.

The victor of Lissa was rightly honoured by
his sovereign and his countrymen, while Admiral

Persano was put on his trial on the charge of

having lost the battle through cowardice and
incompetence. He was acquitted of the charge

of cowardice, but found guilty of having sacrificed

his fleet through his incompetent conduct at

Lissa, and he was deprived of all rank and dis-

missed from the navy. There is no doubt that

although he alone was condemned, he was not

the only officer of the Italian fleet who was

responsible for the defeat of Lissa. Throughout
there was a lamentable want of energy, pluck,

and decision. Otherwise the Austrian^ would

not have achieved their victory with so slight a

loss. Albini's conduct in looking on idly with

his frigates while Petz on the Austrian side was
leading his wooden squadron against Kibotti's

ironclads, is a good instance of this.

Indeed, the Battle of Lissa, considered in its

details, shows that success on the sea, as well

as on land, is primarily a question of brave and
competent leadership. Good officers are the

first condition of naval success ; well-trained

and disciplined crews the second : power-
ful ships are the third. Public opinion is

often so ill informed as to put in the first

place what really stands last ; but none of

these elements of naval power can be safely

neglected by a maritime State, and one which
claims the Fmpire of the Sea must *parc no
effort to po-^e>s all three, and to posses them
in abundance.
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IT
was noon of the 4th of June, 1859, before

the French general, Trochu, at the head

of his division, could move out in turn

from Novara along the high road leading

to Milan across the river Ticino. The Emperor,
Napoleon III., was commanding in person the

united French and Italian armies. He had
gone on ahead, and was himself preceded by
several divisions of the French troops. It was

known, in a general way, that the Austrian

enemy was not far distant to the south and
eastward beyond the river. An attack was
expected, but it was uncertain where it would

be made.

Suddenly the noise of cannon was heard from

the front, several miles away. It went on

steadily increasing.

" What is the meaning of that ? " inquired

Trochu of an officer he met watering his horse

by the roadside.

" At first we thought it was a fight," was the

answer ;
" but it is only General I^ebceuf trying

his cannon."
" Cannon would not thunder like that under

trial," replied Trochu. " Those guns are loaded

with something heavier than powder."

He hastened the march of his troops with not

a little anxiety. Soon another officer, in the

sky-blue uniform which marked the personal

staff of the Fmperor, dashed up.

" Ah, General, what a fearful surprise ! The
Emperor has been attacked by the Austrians

when he least expected them. We are all but

beaten."

" Where is MacMahon ? " asked the General.
11 MacMahon had orders to march forward,

no matter what happened, to the church-tower

of Magenta."

"Then nothing is yet lost. MacMahon is not

a Caesar, but he is stubborn. If he has been

told to march on the tower of Magenta, he will

reach it in spite of all. And then it is we who

shall have outflanked the Austrian army."

Several hours passed before the guns of

MacMahon made themselves heard. It was late

at night before the Emperor learned what Mac-

Mahon and his men had been doing. Generals

and soldiers, wearied out with the afternoon's

bloody fighting by the river, could not believe

that a great victory had been won in the evening

without them over by Magenta. In the

morning, when they looked for the battle to be

renewed, they found that the enemy was indeed

drawing off, sullen and beaten.

Even afterwards, when each movement of the

hostile troops was known and could be followed

on the map. great authorities in practical

warfare, like the Prussian general, von Moltke.

criticised the winning of the battle. MacMahon

at Magenta is an instance of a battle won

contrary to rule.

I.—The Pkkparations ok Battlk.

The enmity between Austrians and Italians

was of old date. It belonged to the great

popular movement in favour of a common

government for all of the Italian race and

language. Until now the whole of Italy had

been divided up piecemeal among many rulers.

To the north-west Victor Emanuel had his

kingdom of Sardinia, or Piedmont. He repre-

sented the Italian hopes in this war with Austria,

which held possession of the rich provinces of

Lombardy and Venice to the east of his

dominions. Toward the south were the petty

duchies of Parma and Modena, the grand-duchy

of Tuscany, the States of the Church, and the

kingdom of Naples, or the Two Sicilies. All

these were at one with Austria in striving to

keep things as they had been so long ;
but their

•
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people were ripe for the revolution which was

bound to come. Magenta was the first decisive

victory won, after an invasion of the Austrian

territory, in the name of United Italy.

The war had been long preparing. In 1 849
(be Austrians crushed for a time the Italian

sprang by a victory over the Sardinians here

it Xovara. For many years nothing could be

fcoe but by way of diplomacy. This was the

rai of Cavour, the Minister of King Victor

Emanuel. From 1852 he had been persuading

revolutionary society, reminded him that the

carbonari were relentless in their vengeance on

traitors to their cause. In July, 1858, it was
made known that the Emperor of the French

had entered into close alliance with the King
of Sardinia.

Austria, seeing that war was inevitable, pre-

ferred that it should come sooner rather than

later. On the 19th of April, 1859, she summoned
Sardinia to put her army on a peace footing

within three days. Cavour refused, and on the

GENUAL LEBUX'K DASHKD UP '\/V 166).

the governments of Europe that there was an

Italian question which would soon have to be

settled.

Louis Napoleon, who was now Emperor in

France, had himself been a revolutionist in Italy

*hen he was only a needy adventurer. That
was in 1S51, when he took part in an insurrec-

tion in the Papal States. He then became a

urbmutro. or member of one of those secret

^xieties in which the chief obligation was to

forward the cause of Italian unity. For a long

tirne after he became emperor he shrank from

precipitating the war to which his oath obliged

tam. The explosion of a bomb under his

carnage in Paris by Orsini, the son of the

hub who had stood sponsor for him in the

29th the Austrian commander Gvulai invaded

the Sardinian territory.

Napoleon III. now announced that the acts

of Austria constituted a declaration of war on
France, the ally of Sardinia. At once he set

about organising his army for the Italian

campaign. On the 4th of May his troops were

entering the valley of the Po, along which lav

the open wav to Lombardv. On the 10th the

Emperor himself left Paris for the seat of war, to

command the allied armies in person.

The news of Napoleon's coming was enough
to send Gvulai back from the threatening move-

ment which he had already made on Turin, the

capital of Sardinia. Napoleon had not yet his

artillery, but the Austrian commander did not
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know the essential weakness and confusion of

the forces that were coming to meet him.

Until the battle of Magenta, when consistent

and energetic measures were already too late,

the Austrian movements were a strange alterna-

tion of forward marches leading to no decisive

action, and of hasty and fatiguing retreats when
no enemy pursued.

General Gyulal's mind in the matter is now
known. He was continually urged from Vienna,

and afterwards from Verona, in Italy, where the

Austrian Emperor had placed himself to direct

the campaign, to push forward with his numer-

ous, well-drilled, and well-equipped troops, and

take the offensive. He himself was beset with

fears that the enemy might pass him by and

take Lombardy unprotected. He was not

reassured when a division of his army in

the north had succeeded in driving the free

bands of Garibaldi to the very edge of the

neutral Swiss territory. He gradually drew back

to the region where the river Ticino, in its

lower course, separated Lombardy from Sardinia.

There he gave all his attention to concentrating

his forces around the strong defensive positions

which he had already prepared. But all this

gave time to the French army to perfect its

order and equipment, and to concentrate its

own strength in line with the Sardinian troops.

Such was the general situation of things on

the i-jt of June, when Napoleon was directing

the main body of the allied troops along the

great highway leading to Milan, the capital of

Lombardy, only twenty miles beyond the

Ticino. On that day Gyulai again retreated

with all his forces, leaving the astonished French

Emperor free to enter Novara. Napoleon could

not believe that the Austrians would long delay

their attack. On both sides the service of scouts

was so ill-organised that neither commander
had any clear idea of the other's strength and

position.

On the 2nd of June Napoleon sent forward

two divisions of MacMahon's corps to see what

was awaiting them along the Ticino. General

Camou reached the river, with his light infantry,

at Porto di Turbigo, six miles to the north-

east of Novara. He found no one facing him
from the Austrian side but the single Customs

officer, who was still faithful to the post which

he had occupied in time of peace. From the

yellow and black flagstaff be>ide him floated

the double-headed eagle of Austria. Camou
ordered first one, and then a second cannon-

shot to be fired. The functionary disappeared

open-mouthed. General Lebceuf, who wa* in

command of the artillery, dashed up, pale with

indignation.

"General," he cried to Camou, "what an

you firing at ? It is lucky there is no one in

front of you. Do you wish to bring the enemy

down on us ?
M

In this campaign of blunders fortune steadth

favoured the French and Italian armies. Un

molested by any sharpshooters that might hau

been hidden in the marshy thickets across the

river, the bridge of pontoons was complete!

boat by boat, and at half-past six in the even

ing a division of the light infantry was sateh

established on the enemy's ground.

General Espinasse, with his division, bd

gone forward along the high road to Milan -

far as the stone bridge of San Martino. TV
was expected to be a strong defensive position <

:

the Austrians. To his surprise he found thx

it too had been abandoned, after an ineflectui

attempt to blow it up. The only two archo

that had been seriously injured were repaired

that same afternoon, and another way lay open

into the enemy's country.

It now seemed evident that the Austrir

would make their stand along the Navigl:

Grande—the broad and deep canal w hich foe

follows the general course of the Ticino, at It. :

one to three miles' distance toward Milan. T!

indecision of the French Emperor was still grca:

He could not determine on any general advance

of the allied armies further to the east, fear-

ing always that the invisible enemy might be

turning back to attack him from the south.

At three o'clock in the morning of the ."J

of June, the light infantry reached a bridge owl

the canal. It was untouched, and the Austrian*

were not there to defend it. Two companies ol

the French troops at once installed themseho

in houses on the bank, and, by mattresses at

the windows and otherwise, prepared a defence

against any sudden attack. The remainder of tlx

battalion crossed the bridge and disposed it-*'-

behind the stone walls of the gardens and the

haystacks which were near at hand. In th l»

way an enemy would be covered by the fire from

each bank. MacMahon's entire corps, compri>ii!£

the divisions of Generals Espinasse and Lanu>:-

terouge, besides the light infantry of Camou

had been ordered to cross the river and cana^

by the bridges which had thus been secured

While the greater part were still at th«

pontoons, MacMahon and Camou, with a large

body of troops, pushed on beyond the canal to
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Turbign, a village farther north. The corps

thus to ^k the position, which it kept through

ill the >ub>equent righting, of left wing (farthest

to the north and east) of the long, scattered

be of the allied armies.

General Mellinet, with the Grenadiers of the

Imperial Guard, was substituted for Espinasse at

tht Pidge of San Martino to the south. The
.Adrian division of Clam-Gallas, which was
^copying Magenta, faced all these troops ap-

p-.uching it from the north and west.

The Turcos, whom MacMahon had brought

nth his other soldiers from their posts in

Algier*. soon dislodged the few Austrian com-
pmt:- that were on guard at Turbigo. Seeing
the way clear, MacMahon, with Camou and a

-mill escort, rode forward to the hamlet of

Krtbecchetto, where the two generals climbed
the church-tower with the hope of ascertaining

the position of the enemy. Instead, they saw a

:jrge number of the Austrian troops charging

kmn on them. They had barely time to get to

their horses and ride away, with the Austrians

:xhmd them in hot pursuit. The Algerian

lurp>h<X)ters came to the rescue, and soon a

-criou- battle was raging around Turbigo.

At the same time a column of 4,000 men,
preceded by a battalion of Tyrolese sharp-

shooters, was directed against the bridge over

wecaiul. which the French troops had occupied

1 the early morning. The Austrian commander
M» foresaw the results of the negligence which
^'Wcd the allied troops to cross both river and
«ul above the positions on which he relied for

<*~ence. It was too late. Before the Austrian
xxk could dislodge the French infantry, who
:"-'tred their tire from each end of the bridge,

MfcMahon had gained the day at Turbigo, and
cannon sounded nearer and nearer. The

«croy, fearing to be cut off from their main
>l

-y, hastily retreated. It was seven o'clock in

;hc evening. The combat of Turbigo, which
*fc the prelude of the morrow's work, had been
foght and won. Napoleon, who came up
•luring the fray, gave the name to one of the
hr <<ad, new streets he was opening in Paris.

The Emperor returned to Novara for the
: - ; *ht. and made out the necessary orders for a
ieneral movement forward of the allied armies
°n the following day. These orders were
tanged next morning in several of their details.

01 they were based on no precise knowledge of

enemy's position and movements, they were
up*t by the fighting and surprises of the

mid-day.

II.

—

Thk Ridk of thk Commandant.

At six o'clock in the morning of the 4th

of June, Napoleon despatched Commandant
Schmitz of his staff with his final orders.

M Go first to the King. Inform him of my
march forward, and tell him to begin moving
his men, following Camou over the left side o.

the river." This was for Victor Emanuel, who
was in command of 22,000 men, one-half of the

Italian regiments of the allied armies. He was

but a short distance to the west of the pontoon

bridges which had been thrown across the

Ticino at Porto di Turbigo.
14 Go on next to the Ticino. I have ordered

two of the bridges to be brought down to San

Martino, to hasten what will be the long crossing

of our own troops." The Emperor referred to

the main portion of his army, made up of the

41.000 men of Canrobert and Niel, who were

still back of Novara, and of 40.000 more belong-

ing to the corps of Baraguey d'Hilliers and the

second Italian division. The latter were so

many miles in the rear that they could be of no
use in any battle to be fought that day.

" Then find MacMahon, who must be already

beyond Turbigo. Ask him what he counts on

doing if he has the enemy in his front. Inform

him of the march and position of the Guard,

which he has at his right." This was General

Mellinet 's division, which had been detached

from Camou and was already across the river at

San Martino. With the remainder of the Guard
under Camou. and the entire divisions of Espin-

asse and Lamotterouge, this brought to 32.000

the number of men sharing in MacMahon's
offensive movement on Magenta.

" I shall be at Trecate " (halfway from Novara

to the bridge of San Martino), continued the

Emperor " at noon precisely. Make the entire

round, and be exact in reporting to me at that

hour."

The line of march thus formed left MacMahon
in command of the left wing of the army. This

was already in great part across both river and

canal, and was to be followed closely by King

Victor Emanuel with his Italian regiments as a

reserve. The Emperor was commanding in

person the centre and right—that is, the long

line of troops which was to advance, division

after division, along the high road of Milan. He
had to expect a sharp fight in forcing the strong

defensive positions held by the enemy where

the road crosses the canal, before reaching

Magenta. The movement of MacMahon's corps

on Magenta from the other side was designed
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by him to divide the Austrian forces during this

attack.

In the absence of all precise information,

Napoleon still believed that the bulk of the

Austrian army was disposed in a long line

parallel to his own, and several miles to the

south. To avoid a possible general attack all

along the line, he had arranged the march of

his troops so that division trod on the heels of

division from far beyond Novara. He hoped, by

forcing b:«ck the right wing of the Austrian

army, which alone he supposed to be defending

the approaches to Magenta, to be able to pass

by the main body of the enemy and march
on Milan. At least, this is the only way of

explaining the Emperor's orders for this 4th day

of June. As a line of battle his forward move-

ment was preposterous, straddling a river and

canal, which were not easy of passage, and

without any defensive positions to support him

in case a concentrated attack should be made in

the meantime.

General Gvulai did not know the advantages

of his position. The line of battle which he

opposed to the French advance admitted of a

quick concentration of his troops which might,

by the mere force of numbers, have crushed the

corps of MacMahon and the Guard before the

divisions of Novara could have marched up to

their aid. Around Magenta the troops of Clara-

Gallas faced MacMahon to the north, and the

high road from San Martino to the west. There

was a strong body of cavalry at Corbetta close at

hand. The divisions of Liechtenstein were a!

Fonte Vecchio (the Old Bridge) and KobetO'.

along the canal below where the road CTOSSCi

it. These, which formed the right and centre ot

the line of the Austrian army as it was actually

engaged in battle, numbered 36,000 men. The

left was in the immediate neighbourhood, with

Zobel not two miles to the south and the

rest just beyond at Abbiategrosso, 2.H,ooo in

all. At Vigevano across the Ticino there

were 24,000 more, quite as near as the central

divisions of the French. The remaining r-.ooo

men of the Austrian army, like the extrenu

rear of the allies, were too far away to be

counted on for this day's work.

As it was, between ignorance and indecision,

the battle was to be fought with about equal

forces on either side. It was to be an instance

of an adage often in the mouths of military

men—-" Victory belongs to him who makes the

fewest blunders."

Commandant Schmitz galloped off on his long

morning ride. He warned the King to hasten
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the movement of his troops, which would be

needed as a reserve in case MacMahon should

be attacked. Only one of the pontoon bridges

would be left him for the tedious crossing over

the Ticino. Beyond the river he found the

division of Camou already on the way to follow

the main column led by MacMahon. It was

half-past ten o'clock before he came up with

MacMahon himself, riding at the head of the

division of Lamotterouge.

"The Emperor asks what you reckon on

doing if you meet the enemy."
" I have no

news yet, and

there is no at-

tack along the

front. On ac-

count of the

narrow road I

have only the

division of La-

motterouge with

me. I have sent

Espinasse by a

roundabout way
at a half-hour's

march from my
left. He is

keeping up with

me. Camou is

behind. Tell the

Emperor that I

count on being

at Magenta at

two o'clock."

The Com-
mandant rode back, after warning MacMahon
that the King had not yet begun crossing

the river with the troops which ought to be

his final reserve for the day. He reached

Trecate at noon, just as the Emperor was

alighting from his carriage. All along the

way he had heard the noise of cannon from

bevond San Martino. Napoleon received

his report, mounted his horse, and rode off

hastily with his escort in the direction of the

firing.

It was the portion of the Guard which was

under General Mellinet that had been violently

engaged beyond the bridge at the village of

Buffalora by the canal. Napoleon sent back at

once to hurry on the corps of Niel, which was

marching forward along the road from Novara.

The disposition which had been made of the

troops rendered this no easy task, and Mellinet

MAGENTA.
Position

was obliged to hold his own as best he might for

three hours longer.

At half-past four the Emperor, more and

disquieted at hearing nothing from MacMahon,

sent Commandant Schmitz once more bv the

wean,- round of the morning to get news of him

There was no nearer way by which he might

escape the enemy's fire in crossing the canal

At six o'clock the Commandant reached the

pontoons, which the Italian regiments had not

yet finished crossing. Victor Emanuel asked

if it was Canrobert who was attacked.

"No, sire: it

is the whole

army. Haveyou

nothing fruni

MacMahon?"

"Yes; a word

in pencil, signed

by his aide-de-

camp ; but it is

not pressing."

Commandant

Schmitz could

only conjure the

King not to lox

a moment J

time, and asked

for an officer u

keep him com-

pany in his own

search. As the}

rode off, the

Piedmontese in-

fantry was strag-

gling over the

pontoons. Some of the men were stopping to

heat their soup in the islands of the river, and

all, when a new burst of artillery w*as heard

from the distance, gave vent to their patriotic

cry—" Viva VItalia !
"

It was eight o'clock and night was falling

when Commandant Schmitz reached the line <A

railway from Milan, just beyond Magenta. On

the track before him lay a body covered with a

blue cloak and guarded by a staff-officer in tear>

It was General Espinasse, who had been shot

dead as he entered Magenta. At the other end

of the town a sharp fusilade was still going on

In the confusion, it was some time before

MacMahon could be found ; and it was half-pa>t

eleven at night before the Commandant arrived

with his news at Napoleon's quarters by tbe

river. The Emperor was lying, dressed, on the

bed in an attic room of the little inn. He arose,
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ad bv the light of a candle dictated the

: ^graphic despatch to the Empress Eugenie

wh -<.: al! Paris rejoicing next day
• A great battle—a great victory !

"

III.

—

Thk Fight at Maghnta.

F:«n the beginning, the task assigned to the

:r -.?> of MacMahon was long, difficult, and

injerous After crossing both river and canal,

:i>ry had to march down toward Magenta in a

-2c trending always to the right. They would
tine be ready to aid in the attack which the

ircsions under the command of the Emperor
were bound to make on the enemy's positions

-! og the canal.

Shortly after Commandant Schmitz left him
in the morning, MacMahon came suddenly on
:be enemy in front of Buffalora. This small

.tliage, situated on both sides of the canal, was
ncof the strongest Austrian positions, and the

hi serious obstacle which Napoleon would

-.!,"unter in his own movement forward from

c other side. MacMahon at once ordered the

-tack. It was made, with their wonted violence,

*f the Turcos and the foot-soldiers of the 4Qth

Keginicnt of the line. They were in the thick

the fray when a strong column of the enemy
sv dbcovered moving up to attack the divisions

MacMahon from the right. So far as he
c -uld discern, he would have to face the main
My of the Austrian army. The smoke of

side already clouded the air. heavy from the

? i Ltfields by the river, and it would be HO
task to bring his various divisions into line

"^ti their march across country. The enemy's
-i^aee already threatened to separate him

the troops led by Espinasse, and from
t-ahMi. who was not yet in sight.

Before him, where the combat was actually

Jjged, disorder had alreadv begun. The
-Sells, on which the Austrians chiefly relied in

thi* campaign, were whizzing through the air

-J leaving clouds of smoke and dust that added
the difficulty of his movements. One regi-

ment, which had been ordered to fall back,
' and itself marching straight on the enemy

;

wd another, wishing to rush forward to the

tfack which had been begun, turned back in

opposite direction.

MacMahon now gave orders that the Turcos
^nd foot-soldiers should give over the attack on
Buffalora and rally to his main column. This
*is a work of time. It was necessary to tear
the men from a mortal combat which they were
^luring with the Grenadiers of the Guard.

These, at the head of Mellinet's division, had

come up from the other side and were already

taking their position in the village. MacMahon
next ordered Espinasse to move his men
steadily to the right until he should be able to

act in concert with the division led by himself.

He then suspended his own movements until

he could enter into communication with Camou,
who was approaching but slowly from behind.

In these first movements of the day, General

MacMahon has been reproached for his sudden

attack on Buffalora ; but this seems to have

been in harmony with the essential plan of

the Emperor, who had little idea of the real

strength of the Austrian troops concentrated

round Magenta.

He is next blamed for withdrawing his men
from the attack when the Guard was in most

danger ; but it was the business of the Emperor
to protect his own line of attack. MacMahon
had been made responsible for the important

attack on Magenta itself ; and the advance of

the enemy on his right threatened to render

this impossible. Besides, the Grenadiers of

Colonel d'Alton-Shee had already secured pos-

session of Buffalora, which they had now only

to defend.

Most of all, MacMahon is criticised for the

long pause which now ensued in his operations,

while the enemy was attacking in force close at

hand. This was contrary to the tradition of

the French army, praised by Moltke, that haste

should be made where the cannon sounds. It

can only be answered that MacMahon had been

positively ordered to march forward to the

church-tower of Magenta ; that he was not

responsible for the slowness of Camou which
retarded his own movements ; and that the

victory which he won when he did move on
the enemy shows who it was made the fewest

blunders on that day.

In directing the movements of his thirteen

battalions, General Camou, whose experience

of war went back to the First Napoleon, had
been following all the rules. At the sound of

the cannonading in front, he marched straight

across the fields toward the church-tower of

Magenta, on which he knew MacMahon was
advancing before him. The fields were separ-

ated from each other by dense thorn-hedges,

and divided into small patches of maize. These,

in turn, were separated by rows of mulberry

trees bound together by wires, along which
grape-vines were trained. At each moment the

Sappers were called on to use their axes, and the
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other soldiers their sword-bayonets. This

needed no great time
;

but, at every open
space, the command of the tactician Camou
was heard, stopping all movement in order to

straighten properly the line of his advance.

HE DICTATED THE TBLRC.RAPHIC DESPATCH " (/». 1 7 1

J

At half-past four o'clock MacMahon himself,

with his uniform in disorder and accompanied

only by a few officers of his staff, dashed up to

hum* forward this reserve which was necessary

to his own attack. On the way he had run

into a body of Austrian sharpshooters who
saluted him as one of their own commanders,
not dreaming of the presence of the French

general. Hastening back to give directions to

Espinasse, he again barely escaped being captured

by the L'hlans. Camou had taken six hours for

less than five miles of inarch.

The drums now beat the charge, and a

determined attack was made on the enemy's

main column. It was taken between two fires,

from the division of Espinasse on one side, and

from that of Lamotterouge, led by MacMahon
in person, on the other. Step by step, resisting

desperately to the end, the Austrian troops fell

back on Magenta, whe re their general and his

staff were watching the fortunes of the battle

from the church-tower.

Espinasse, by order of MacMahon, hastened

his movement on the town from the side of the

railway, to stop the fire of artillery which fell

obliquely on the troops of I-amotterougc

A company of Tyrolese sharpshooters had

entrenched themselves in one of the first

houses. General Espinasse and his orderly

fell dead under their unerring shots. In

their frenzy, his Zouaves broke through

the defences of the house and put to the

bayonet each man of the three hundred

Tvrolese. The bloody fight was continued

around the railway station and through

the narrow streets of the town. It left

everywhere dead bodies clothed with the

hostile uniforms, the red breechc

of the French mingling with the

white jackets of the Austrian*.

On his side, MacMahon charged

again and again, but the resistance

was still obstinate around the

church. At last, from the tower,

the Austrian commander caught

sight of the four regiments ^

Camou advancing in that reguLtf

order which became old soldier-

of the Guard. They were im-

patient to share in the fray, but

the Austrian general abandoned

the place before them. Not one

of their number had burned a

cartridge or received a scratch.

Their coming two hours earlier

would have saved no end of good French blood

The Italian reserve, under King Victor Emanuel

in whose cause the war was waging, did not

appear all this day.

With nightfall, the soldiers of MacMahon-

those who had fought and those who had onlv

marched bravely —bivouacked as best they could

outside the town. The doctors began their

all night's work among the wounded in the

church.

General Trochu had brought his battalion-

forward at quick step along the road fro"1

Novara. At the bridge over the Ticino he

found the Emperor quite alone, listening in-

tently to the sounds of the battle. The officer*

of his escort had been despatched in tvery

direction for information to relieve his uncer-

tainty. Trochu asked for directions. Napoleon,

white and trembling, could not answer. A/
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last, in a scarcely intelligible whisper, he said,

pointing to the bridge

—

" Pass !

"

From General Regnauld de Saint-Jean

d'Angcly. who was in command on the other

side,Trochu learned that the enemy still held

out it the Old Bridge (Ponte Vecchio) over the

caniL in spite of Canrobert's impetuous onsets.

He ordered his men to move forward, rifle on
sboclder and all the drums beating and trumpets

winding. The Austrians, believing in the

imval of a large body of fresh troops, abandoned
their last positions. At four o'clock in the

morning Trochu followed them to the south

ith his artillery, and their defeat became a

mat. When Napoleon, on this day (the 5th of

Junei. sent 50,000 men against what he still

supposed to be the main body of the enemy,
not an Austrian was to be found.

After a day for rest, on the 6th, MacMahon,
rith his corps, was off to check the advance

from the north of General Urban, who was
hurrying back from his chase of Garibaldi.

Napoleon stood at the bridge of San Martino to

see the troops pass by. Calling MacMahon to

alight from his horse, he said
;

" I thank you for what you have done. I

name you Marshal of France and Duke of

Magenta."

At the request of the generals who could not

yet understand how the battle had been won
without them, the dignity of Marshal was also

bestowed on the modest and valiant commander-
in-chief of the Imperial Guard, General Regnauld

de Saint-Jean d'Angely. It was the heroic re-

sistance of General Mellinet and his Grenadiers

of the Guard, left unaided for hours at Buffalora,

that allowed to Camou all the time he required

for bringing up his men according to military

rules. It also gave MacMahon the shorter time

needed to march forward and to reach the

church-tower of Magenta.

"THE DOCTORS BICAN THEIR AM. NIGHT*! WOKK"(A 172't
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IT
is now more than forty years since we
entered upon our last great European

war, when, allied with the French and

the Turks, we were opposed to Russia.

The early part of 1854 was spent in complete

inaction at Varna, on the Black Sea. Cholera

made terrible havoc in our camp, and the men
were growing disheartened, while everybody at

home was dissatisfied. The great strength of

the Russians lay about Sevastopol, a nearly im-

pregnable fortress on the opposite shore ; and

it was at length decided to invade the Crimea

and attack Sebastopol. A magnificent armada

was prepared, and the allied armies were carried

across in a vast flotilla of steam and sailing

transports, escorted bv a proud array of battle

ships. All who saw it, declare that it was one

of the most imposing spectacles in modern war.

A powerful Russian fleet lay in the harbour of

Sebastopol, but it made no attempt at resistance,

although it might have done much mischief

;

and the allied armies were all safely landed on

the K>th September, at a place called Old Fort,

in the Crimea.

The Russians did not oppose us at first. Prince

Mentschikoff, who was in supreme command
throughout the Crimea, preferred to wait. Al-

though he knew all our movements, and might

easily have interfered with the disembarkation,

he thought he could do us more mischief when
he had us well on shore. He had chosen a fine

position for his army—that, in fact, on which

the battle of the Alma was fought two days

later, and bethought it impregnable. He was

a self-sufficient, headstrong man ; a poor soldier,

and very presumptuous, as we shall see.

He believed that the allies would soon waste

themselves fruitlessly; that he might easily hold

them at bay, perhaps for weeks. Then, when

they were weakened by los-^-s, ami disheartened

by failure, he meant to strike back, confidently

hoping to drive them into the sea. Not a man.

he declared, should regain the ships.

Pride often goes before a fall, and the result

of the first battle was very different from«hit

Mentschikoff expected. He was wrong all

round : wrong in his estimate of the fighting

qualities of the troops opposed to him, csperiallv

of the British
;
wrong in his belief in thegrcit

strength of his position
;
altogether wrong in

his dispositions for defence.

It was very extensive, this position : from the

sea, its westernmost limit, to the eastern si

of the Kourgane Hill was some five ami a ha!f

miles ; the whole front was covered by the river

Alma—a river in places deep and rapid, at other*

fordable, and there was a good timber bridge/.

Bourliouk, in the centre of the position, which

carried the great causeway or post road from

Fupatoria to Sebastopol. The western cliffs

nearest the sea, were steep, and supposed to

be inaccessible ; but the hills fell away as they

trended further inland, and the approach from

the river became practicable, although still

offering a rather stiff climb. The ground about

the centre and right rose high at two particular

points: one was called the Telegraph Height,

and it dominated the principal road ; the other

was the famous Kourgane Hill, an elevated peak

around which the battle ebbed and flowed, and

which is now acknowledged to have been the

key to the position.

Mentschikoff was but scantily supplied with

troops to occupy so long a line as this. But he

was not very greatly concerned about it. »'

cording to his view—and he arrived at the con-

clusion a little too readily, as he soon foundltd

his cost—the west cliff, that part of the position

nearest the sea. could defend itself, he felt sure

They were untenable, too, as he told himsv-.

for the whole surface of this plateau was wilhin

range of the allied fleets, and the fire of thc,r
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guns would soon have swept it of the Russian

troops. These reasons sufficed to justify him in

holding his chief strength, about 30.000 infantry,

between the two hills just mentioned, the Tele-

graph and the Kourgane, a front limited to less

than three miles. His cavalry, in which he was
especially strong, having about 3,boo sabres in

ill, guarded his right flank when the more open
diwn-Iand was favourable to their movement.
His ninety-six guns were distributed over the

ivhsle ground : some commanded the causeway,

«jme were with the cavalry, some with the

great reserves, some in the two redoubts.

These dispositions showed both carelessness

ind want of skill. The Prince had not satisfied

himself of the impregnability of the west cliff.

Had he visited and inspected it, he would have
found that a good waggon track ascended the
hill from the village of Almatamack, which could

be used, and was, for artillery. Vet he could

easily have broken up this road ; just as easily as

he could have thrown up formidable entrench-

ments to make assurance doubly sure, and forbid

absolutely all attempt to attack on this side.

This neglect to fortify all along the front,

although the ground lent itself admirably to

mch defensive works, was no less blamable.

Whether or not the position was everywhere
naturally strong, it might soon have been made
* If the heights of the Alma had been
converted into a properly and scientifically

entrenched camp, the allies would hardly,

perhaps never, have captured them.

AJl Mentschikoff did was to construct two
*wks, one named bv our men the " Greater,"
ilk other the " Lesser M Redoubt. The first

"fc nothing more than a breastwork—breast

•"iij?h. that is to say, without a ditch, and some
'hree hundred yards above the Alma, just on the
n*m slopes of the Kourgane Hill. The l'rince

»is very proud of this fortification, which had
two short sides for flanking fire, and was armed
with twelve heavy guns. More to the right, on
the same hill, was another slight entrenchment
taring north-east, and armed with field artillery.

This the Lesser Redoubt.
The allied forces marching on Sebastopol,

-mved in front of this position on the 20th
September, 1854. It was a momentous occasion.

the first time in modern history the French
aid English, two hereditary foes, were about to
fight side by side. A newer and a better rivalry
tad effaced old feuds. The fierce contests in
Spam and at Waterloo were forgotten, although
the English commander and many of his

generals had won their laurels against the

French. Now the two old enemies were the

fastest of friends. Lord Raglan, who, as Fitz-

roy Somerset, had lost his arm at Waterloo,

was revered by all ranks in the French army

;

and when Marshal St. Amaud, the French

commander-in-chief, passed along the British

line, he was received with loud cheers, to

which he replied, lifting his hat, and speaking

in good English, " Hurrah for old England !

"

Emulation in great deeds is a fine thing, but

when allies fight side by side there is always the

fear of divided counsels, the chance of divided

action in the field. The English and French

generals did not exactly disagree, but each went

very much his own way. St. Arnaud wished to

take the front at-

tack from the sea

to beyond the

causeway, leaving

Lord Raglan to

turn the Russian

right. This the

English general did

not choose to do ;

he thought a flank-

i n g movement
would be dangerous

in the presence of

a superior cavalry,

over ground espe-

cially suited to it

—

like a racecourse,

in fact, open, and covered with smooth, springy

turf. It ended in an agreement that each army
should go up against what was before it, the

French attacking the west cliff, from the cause-

way to the sea, the English taking the hills

from the causeway to the extreme right.

The result of this was that the French found

no enemy, and the brunt of the battle fell upon

us. The honour was all the greater, of course.

Rut this arrangement neutralised all our

advantages of superior numbers. French and

English together numbered some 03,000, as

against 30,000 Russians. As, however, Mentschi-

koff held the bulk of his forces about his centre

and right— in other words, just opposite the

English attack—it followed that Russians and

English would fight upon pretty equal terms.

This was all the more emphasised by the French

moving so much to their right that a large

portion of their army was quite out of the

action, while the rest was only partially engaged.

The allied troops were astir at daylight on the

J'klNCE MENISCHIKOKK.
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20th September, but the battle was not really

fought till the afternoon. Delays that were

vexatious yet inevitable interposed. Lord

Raglan was obliged to draw towards him
two of his divisions, with which he had been

covering his exposed left flank, and at the same
time he gave a safer direction for his baggage

train. The slow transfer of the latter from the

left to his own immediate rear occupied the

whole forenoon, and the French, who had no

such troubles, chafed greatly at the delay.

But at length Bosquet began the ball at

2 p.m. He led off witb his, the extreme right

or seaward French division, and went up against

the west cliff. One brigade, Bonat's, followed

by the Turks, crossed the river Alma at its

mouth, and scaling the heights without difficulty,

advanced—to do no more. His 15,000 men
met no enemy, and were put out of action for

the rest of the day. Bosquet's other brigade,

At this moment, it is generally thought, the

allies were within reach of grave disaster. Hid

Mentschikoff been a Napoleon or a Wellington,

with the genius to see and the skill to use his

opportunity, he might now have dealt a crushing

blow at the allies. He was in between his foe*:

one army was caught amongst a difficult country,

and separated in two parts by a wide interval

;

the other army, not yet engaged. Had he sent

his cavalry to hold the English in check, just as

the German cavalry at Mars la Tour with such

desperate gallantry turned Bazaine back to

Metz, he might have fallen upon CanrobertaDd

almost eaten him up. The utter defeat of one

French division at this early part of the drr

would have probably decided the battle, din
favour of the Russians.

But such masterly tactics were not to be

expected from such an incapable general. AB

Mentschikoff could do when Bosquet scaled the

THE HEIGHTS Of ALMA

D'Autcmare's, with which he rode in person,

faced the stiff slope and surmounted it. Both

men and guns got up, and were ready to go in

and win
;
but, like Bonat, they found nothing

in front of them. Bosquet's successful climb had

odly placed him alone in an isolated and really

unsafe position. He was quite unsupported.

Bonat was detached far away on his right ;

Canrobert, his nearest neighbour, had got mixed

up among the rockv. broken country above him,

and could barely hold his own, much le>s ex-

tend his hand. Next to Canrobert was Prince

Napoleon ; but the latter hung back unaccount-

ably—unless the stories afterwards published

discrediting his courage are deemed true.

west cliff, was to hurry up eight battalions from

his reserve to confront him
;
then, hesitating t'1

ioin issue, to march them back whence thev

came, and thus lose their services for more than

an hour. His cavalry remained inactive till

the golden opportunity was lost, and then he

found himself so fiercely assailed by the hitherto

despised Engli>h that he lost the power of the

offensive.

While the French were in this critical con-

dition, the English, who were also jeopardised,

still remained passive, halted, and lying <*°*n

under a dropping artillery fire. But now, »

length, Lord Raglan gave the signal for attach

and the order was received with soldier-like gh*
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by our troops, to whom the long inaction was

very irksome. At last the battle was to be

fought in real earnest, but to understand what

follows we must realise exactly how our forces

were arrayed.

1. Sir De Lacy Evans with the 2nd Division

stood next the

French. His right

rested on the

village of Bour-

liouk opposite the

causeway bridge;

his left joined on
to and was rather

jammed in with

the right of—
The Light

Division under Sir

George Brown,
who faced the

Kourgane hill,

with its two re-

doubts heavily

armed, and a gar-

rison of eighteen

battalions : a very

I jrmidable posi-

tion to storm.

At the same time
his left was what
soldiers call " in

'•he air "—resting

on nothing, that

ii to say, and ex-

pjsed.

Immediately
behind the Light

Division came the Duke of Cambridge with the

la, composed of the Guards and the Highland
Brigades.

4. The 3rd Division supported the 2nd, but at

a long interval.

5. The cavalry under Lords Cardigan and
Lucan, not a thousand sabres, were held with-

drawn to the left rear.

6. The 4th Division of infantry were a long
way behind, and did not come up till after the

action.

The first fighting fell to Evans, but at the

moment of his advance the enemy set fire to the
Milage of Bourliouk, which burst up into instan-

taneous flames, and Evans, to avoid it, drew one
brigade—Pennefather's—to the left, and sent the
other—Adams'—by a long detour to his right,

where it was in touch with the French. All

12

Pennefather's men got across the river, but were

stayed by the fierce fire of the causeway batteries
;

and one of his regiments—the 95th—crushed in

by the right of the Light Division, joined it and

its fortunes for the rest of the day. Evans had

thus only three battalions left, and with so

scanty a force he

could make no

impression : he

could but simply

hold his ground

beyond the river.

Part of the

Light Division,

the right, or Cod-

rington's Brigade,

was soon engaged

in a weightier

battle. The left,

or Buller's, also

moved forward,

but being en-

trusted with the

protection of the

exposed flank of

the whole army,

two of its regi-

ments were held

in hand while the

rest became in-

volved in Cod-

rington's attack
;

for this gallant

soldier was no

sooner across the

tivcr with hi> regiments all disorganised, and in

110 m.i 1 oi formation, than he led them immedi-

ately- forward.

His superior officer, the divisional general, Sir

George Brown, was not within hail, and Cod-

rington felt that his plain duty was to go ahead.

He himself headed the desperate charge upon the

Great Redoubt, which was now made in quite

inferior numbers, and in the teeth of a mur-

derous fire of big guns. His colonels, especially

Lacy Yea of the 7th Fusiliers, took the cue, and

springing to the front cried to their men :

" Come on—never mind forming ! Come on

anyhow."
" Forward ! forward !

" was the universal cry

of all ; pell-mell, higgledy-piggledy, but always

straight on, the first brigade of the Light

Division rushed up the slope.

The Russians were really in tremendous

strength. There were heavy columns of them all

THEN VOtlMU AN>TK!'1 HER
RACED FOitWAJtp" (/, 17S).
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around
; the Redoubt was armed with twelve

big guns, yet they could not resist an onslaught
which seemed only the vanguard of an imposing
attack.

There was another cause, no doubt, for their

weakness, as we shall presently see ; but now
already they were limbering up their guns and
going to the rear. Then young Anstruther, a
mere boy fresh from school, raced forward with
the Queen's colour of the 23rd, and placed it

triumphantly on the crown of the breastworks.
He was shot dead, the colour falling with him.
A sergeant, Luke O'Connor, following close,

succeeded to his mission, and raised the flag

erect.

He, too, was struck down, but would not yield,

and although des-

perately wounded,
carried the colours

for the rest of the

day. This was the

crisis of the fight

;

the flag was the

rallying point
;

crowds came rush-

ing in, and the

Redoubt was car-

ried—for a time.

The battle itselt

would probably

have been com-

pletely won had re-

inforcements been

at hand. But the 1st Division, which had been

ordered to support the Light Division, had not

yet crossed the river. Its advance was hastened

by the Quartermaster-General, General Airey,

speaking for Lord Raglan, who, as we shall see,

was at another part of the field. So the Duke
of Cambridge moved forward, but slowly ; the

Guards Brigade to the right, in line—a well-

dressed two-deep "thin, red line," which kept its

formation even when crossing the stream, each

man walking on whatever was before him,

shallow water or deep pool. On the left were
Sir Colin Campbell's three famous Highland

regiment-,—the 42nd, 0.3rd, and 70th—advancing

in an echelon of deployed lines, one behind and

a little further to the left of the one in front

of it. Such a stern array would have more
than sufficed to stiffen our hold upon the Great

Redoubt ; but it came too late, and other

untoward events had also occurred.

The Russians, of whom there were eighteen

battalions in the!* parts, could not brook the

MARSHAL ST. ARNAUD.

loss of the Redoubt to what seemed only a

handful of redcoats, and they came forward again

in great strength to recover the work. The

Vladimir regiment, approaching close, was mis-

taken for a French column, and no one fired at

it ; then some misguided English bugler sounded

the M retire "—by whose orders it was never ascer-

tained—but the call was taken up and repeated,

till at length, most reluctantly, Codrington'smen

in possession of the Redoubt prepared to leave ii.

They clung for a time to its reverse slopes, but

presently gave way, and under a murderous fire

retreated down the hill. Only indomitable Lacy

Yea, with his bold regiment, the 7th Fusiliers,

refused to withdraw, and, in line against a

column double his strength, alone maintained

the fight.

All this time the French were not prospering.

Bosquet still clung, isolated, upon the west

cliff ; Canrobert had climbed it, but had made

no forward movement ; Prince Napoleon stood ,

halted, irresolute, on the safe side of the river.

The Russian general in command of the centre,

which was posted around the Telegraph Height.
;

now put in motion eight of his battalions, id

dense double column, and crossed the plateau to

smite Canrobert, who forthwith crumbled bad

over the cliff. He had supports at hand—

»

brigade (D'Aurelle's) of Forey's Division, which

was on the hilly road jammed in between him

and Prince Napoleon, and the Prince him*li

was close behind ; but these supports were in

marching columns, with no frontage for attack,

and could not help Canrobert. Had KiriakofF,

the Russian general, pressed on, he would pro-

bably have completely 44
rolled up *' the French.

But he paused, and the battle meanwhile passed

into a fresh phase.

Strange as it may seem, the turning-point in

the action was a hazardous, and. speaking by the

book, a perfectly indefensible step taken by the

English commander-in-chief. Lord Raglan, with

his staff and a few dragoons—not twenty horse-

men in all—had ridden boldly, blindly, into the

very centre of the enemy's line. He had gone

down towards Bourliouk, but avoiding the burn-

ing village, and, anxious to see what was in

progress beyond the river, had dashed into it,

crossed, and galloped up the opposite slope.

He came out at a point under the Telegraph

Height and above the causeway, and thence could

survey at ease— for no enemy, happily, was

near enough to injure him— the whole state of

the battle. Better still, he looked into the

enemy's line of defence, taking it in reverse, and
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realised at once the supreme advantage his really

dangerous position gave him.
" If only we had a couple of guns up here !

"

he cried, and two artillery officers—Dacres and

Dickson, who rode with his staff—dashed off to

fetch them, while General Airey was sent to

bring up the nearest infantry, Adams' brigade of

Evans' 2nd Division.

The messengers found Turner's battery strug-

gling across the ford, and Turner himself hurried

up two of his guns, which were soon unlimbered

and worked—one, at least—by Colonel Dickson's

own hands.

across the river in support of Codrington's

discomfited brigade. The Russians on the hill

now numbered some 15,000 men, part of them

being the Vladimir column, which had retaken

the Great Redoubt. A very stout resistance was

made. The Scots Fusiliers were met with so

bold a front and such a withering fire that they

fell back in some disorder. It seemed as though

the Grenadier Guards would also be involved,

but this regiment, under Colonel Hood, stood

firm, and presently advanced in beautiful order

— a well-dressed, steady line, as perfect as

though it was in Hyde Park. To the left of the

Their very first shot was a surprise to the

whole field. It proved to the enemy, whose

guns were posted in advance in the causeway,

that they had been taken in reverse and had

better retire. It overjoyed Evans, who still stood

checked by this causeway battery. " Hark !

that is an English gun," he cried, and prepared

at once to advance, knowing that the barrier in

front would soon be removed. And so it was.

Evans swept forward triumphantly with his

three remaining regiments, their left still covered

by stout I-acy Yea and his splendid Fusiliers, who
just about this time had finally conquered the

Russian column with which they had so long

been engaged. Yea's obstinate heroism had not

only paved the way for the advance of the

2nd Division, but it had made another attack

possible upon the Kourgant£ Hill.

The Scots Fusilier Guards had been the first

of the Duke of Cambridge's troops to get

Scots Guards were the Coldstreams, anothei

regiment in magnificent array, which had not

been touched by the fire, and moved up the

hill with admirable precision. The Duke of

Cambridge rode with the Coldstreams.

So fierce was the fight into which the Guards
now entered, so strong the opposition, that some
cried in alarm, "The Brigade will be destroyed."

There was a talk of falling back, and then it

was that stout old Sir Colin Campbell made his

famous speech to the Duke :

—

M Better, sir, that

every man in her Majesty's Guards should lie

dead upon the field than that they should turn

their backs upon the enemy." The Guards
needed no stiffening—they were only too eager

to get on. But Campbell did more than exhort

in words. He had here, close at hand, his three

superb Highland regiments, and he was ready to

use them, to the last man, in support.

The Highlanders were now on the left of the
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whole line. Although Buller's two regiments finished—" Now, men, the army will watch us

:

on this extren ity, the 88th and the 77th, had make me proud of the Highland Brigade!"

held their own during the day, they were now He was about to engage twelve battalions with

beginning to fall back. But Campbell took his three ; each regiment as it advanced, the

charge of the flank, and, despising the still 42nd first, seemed to be outflanked by a

irresolute Russian cavalry, he brought up his heavy column ; but beyond each flank came the

THE HIGHLANDERS AT HIE ALMA.

deployed regiments in echelon, and prolonging

our line, threw them at the Russian right.

Our front was very extensive, for the line was

only the depth of two men ; but it looked so

threatening, that the Russian general, Gorts-

chakoff, concluding there were heavy masses

behind, thought himself outnumbered and

overpowered.

Sir Colin spoke a few words ot encouragement

to his men. M Be steady—keep silence— fire

low ; " and then, with tierce emphasis, he

next regiment in the echelon behind, and in

this formation the Highlanders carried all before

them. The Russians, after another despairing

and unavailing stand, began to retreat, and the

Guards and Highlanders took possession of the

Kourgane Hill.

All this time Lord Raglan had held his

ground—no longer perilous—above the cause-

way ; but now he was joined by Adams' two

regiments, and a red line was seen surmounting

the slope. He left them there, to be used, if needs
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were, in hastening the retreat of the Russian

columns ; a brigade of the 3rd Division, Eyre's,

had also arrived, and was across the Bourliouk

bridge. Now the French made head against

KiriakofT, who could not hold out with his com-

rades in full retreat ; and as he fell back Canrobert

came on, and, gaining the heights, took full

possession of the Telegraph Hill. There was

very little more fighting to be done, except with

a handful of forgotten riflemen : the Russians

were gone. Following Car.robert, Prince Napo-

leon and D'Aurelle advanced, so that soon two

strong and unbroken French divisions and a

whole brigade occupied the ground.

Then followed the grievous mistake of not

following up the beaten enemy. It was clear

that the English could not do this with effect :

the bulk of our men had been engaged, we had

suffered severely, and the survivors were worn

out with their exertions. Our cavalry could do

little against the Russian, which was still quite

fresh, and ready, if not too anxious, to cover

the retreat. Lord Raglan hoped that the

French would now reap the full advantage o!

the victory, and urged St. Arnaud to press on in

pursuit. The only answer was that any further

advance of the French that day was M impossible.'

The men, when moving up to the attack, had

left their knapsacks on the other side of the

river, and they could not go on without them

So the Russian army, which was now nearly

dissolved, a broken, helpless mass of fugitives,

was suffered to continue its headlong retreat upon

Sebastopol. A little more energy on the pan

of the victors would have dealt a crushing bknr

and probably annihilated it.

In this first error was sown the seeds of the

long and disastrous siege of Sebastopol.

LORD RAGLAN.

(/•rem tkt Painting by Andrew Morion,}
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ON the 2 ist of November, 1805, a striking

and warlike cavalcade was traversing

at a slow pace a wide and elevated

plateau in Moravia. In front, on a

jrrey barb, rode a short, sallow-faced man
with dark hair and a quick, eager glance,

whose notice nothing seemed to escape. His

dress was covered by a grey overcoat, which
met a pair of long riding-boots, and on his head
was a low. weather-stained cocked hat. He was
followed by a crowd of officers, evidently of high

rank, for their uniforms, saddle-cloths, and
plumed hats were heavily laced, and they had
the bold, dignified bearing of leaders of men.
In front and in the flanks of the party were

scattered watchful vedettes, and behind fol-

lowed a strong squadron of picked cavalry in

dark green dolmans with furred pelisses slung

over their shoulders, and huge fur caps sur-

mounted by tall red plumes. The leading horse-

man rode in silence over the plateau, first to one
point then to another, examining with anxious

ure every feature of the ground. He marked
Qrefully the little village from which the

expanse took its name, and the steep declivitv

f hich sloped to a muddy stream below. No
f>ne addressed him. for he was a man whose
train of thought was not to be lightly inter-

rupted. Suddenly, at length, he drew rein,

and, turning to the body of officers, said :

"Gentlemen, examine this ground carefully.

It will be a field of battle, upon which you will

all have a part to play." The speaker was
Napoleon. His hearers were his generals and
*Jaff. He had been reconnoitring, surrounded
•snd guarded by his devoted Chasseurs of the
Guard, the plateau of Pratzen, the main part of

the arena where was to be fought in a few days
the mighty conflict of Austerlitz.

Napoleon's headquarters were then at Brunn.
The French host, then for the first time called

the " Grand Army," had, at the command of its

great chief, in the beginning of September

broken up the camps long occupied on the

coasts of France in preparation for a contem-

plated invasion of England, and had directed its

march to the Rhine. It was formed in seven

corps under Bernadotte, Marmont, Davoust,

Soult, Lannes, Ney, and Augcrcau, with its

cavalry under Prince Murat, and the Imperial

Guard as a reserve.

The Rhine was crossed at different points, and

the tide of invasion swept upon the valley of the

Danube. From the beginning the movements

had been made with a swiftness unprecedented

in war. Guns and cavalrv had moved in cease-

less and un halting stream along every road.

Infantry had pressed forward by forced marches,

and had been aided in its onward way by

wheeled transport at every available oppor-

tunity. The Emperor had resolved to strike

a blow by land against his foes which should

counterbalance the several checks which the

indomitable navy of England had inflicted on

his fleets at sea. Austria and Russia were in

arms against France, and he was straining every

nerve to encounter and shatter their separate

forces before they would unite in overwhelming

power. The campaign had opened for him with

a series of brilliant successes. The veterans ol

the revolutionary wars, of Italv and of Egypt,

directed bv his mightv genius, had proved them-

selves irresistible. The Austrians had been the

first to meet the shock, and had been defeated

at every point—Guntzberg, Haslach, Albeck,

Fllchingen, Memmingen—and the first phase of

the struggle had closed with the capitulation at

ITm of General Mack with 30,000 men.

But there had been no stay in the rush of the

victorious French. The first defeats of the

Austrian army had been rapidly followed up.

The corps which had escaped from the disaster

at Ulm were pursued and, one after another,

annihilated. The Tyrol was overrun, and its
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strong positions occupied by Marshal Ney.

From Italy came the news of Massena's

successes against the celebrated Archduke
Charles, and at Dirnstein Marshal Mortier had

defeated the first Russian army under Kutusow.

The Imperial headquarters had been established

at Schonbrunn, the home of the Emperor of

Austria. Vienna had been occupied and the

bridge across the Danube secured by Lannes and

Murat. Kutusow, after his defeat at Dirnstein,

had been driven back through Hollabrunn on

camp at Boulogne was left, that the commnn
saying passed in the ranks that " Our Emperor

does not make use of our arms in this war so

much as of our legs "
; and the grave result of

this constant swiftness had been that many

soldiers had fallen to the rear from indisposition

or fatigue, and even the nominal strength of

corps was thus for the time seriously diminished.

It is recorded that in the Chasseurs a Chcval

of the Guard alone there was a deficiency of

more than four hundred men from this cause

Brunn by the same marshals at the head of the

French advanced guard, and had now joined

the second Russian army, with which was its

Emperor Alexander in person, and an Austrian

force under Prince Lichtenstein, accompanied by

the Emperor of Austria.

The main body of the " Grand Army " had,

under Napoleon, followed its advanced guard

into the heart of Moravia. Its headquarters

and immediate base were now at Brunn, but its

position was sufficiently critical, at the extremity

of a long line of operations, numbering less

than 70,000 disposable men, while the Russo-

Austrian army in front amounted to 02,000.

So rapid had been the movements since the

But all these laggards were doing their best lo

rejoin the army before the great battle took

place which all knew to be inevitable, and in

which all were eager to bear their part.

Napoleon had himself arrived at Brunn on

the 20th of November, and during the following

days till the 27th he allowed his army a measure

of repose to enable it to recover its strength

after its long toils—to repair its arms, its boot*-

and worn material, and to rally every man under

it> eagles. His advanced guard had been pushed

forward under Murat towards Wischau on the

Olmutz road, Soult's corps on his right had

pressed Kutusow 's retreat towards AusreriifZ

and the remainder were disposed in various
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positions to watch Hungary and Bohemia and to

maintain his hold upon Vienna.

On the 27th the French advanced guard was

attacked and driven back by the Russians at

Wi>chau, and certain information arrived that

this had been done by a portion of the main

Russian army under the Emperor Alexander.

It had been thought possible by Napoleon that

peaceful nego-

tiations might

be opened, but

this confident

advance of his

enemies seemed
to show that

the)* had by no

means lost
heart, and when
on the 28th he
had a personal

interview with

Prince Dolgo-

rouki, the fa-

vourite of Alex-

ander, he found

the Russian pro-

posals so insult-

ing and pre-

sumptuous that

he broke off

abruptly any
further commu-
nication.

We have seen

Napoleon rccon-

'•Mlring on the
•'

-t (if Novem-
ta, and we have-

marked the
marvellous coup

d'm'l and pre-

sence with

which he foresaw the exact spot where the

great battle, then looming before him, must take

P'ace. Every succeeding day saw the recon-

naissances renewed, and never was a battle-field

roore thoroughly examined, never was forecast

by a general of the actual turn of events
to be expected more completely justified by
fulfilment.

h had become certain that the united army
of tw o mighty empires was close at hand. From
the lone of Dolgorouki's communication it was
evident that both the Russian and Austrian
mwarchs had resolved to trust their fortunes to

NAPOLEON

the ordeal of battle, and that they, with their

generals and soldiery, were eager to retrieve

their previous misfortunes, and full of confidence

that they would do so. That confidence had

been increased by the repulse of the French

advanced guard at YVischau ; and they now
longed to complete their work by pouring their

superior numbers on the comparatively weak

French main
body.

With this

knowledge be-

fore him, Na-

poleon pro-
ceeded to earn-

out the plan of

action which he

had carefully

matured. To
the astonish-

ment of many
veterans in his

army, a general

retreat of his

advanced troops

was ordered.

Murat fell back

from Posoritz

and Soult from

near Austerlitz.

But this retro-

grade movement
was short, and

thev were halted

on the ground

chosen by Na-

poleon for his

battle-line. The
outlying corps

of Bernadotte

and Davoust

were summoned
to complete his .array. Munitions, food, ambu-
lances were hurried to their appointed posts, and

it was announced that the battle would be

fought on the 1st or 2nd of December.

The line of a muddy stream, called the Gold-

bach, marked the front of the French army.

This stream takes its source across the Olmutz
road, and flowing through a dell, of which the

sides are steep, discharges itself into the Menitz

Lake. At the top of its high left bank stretches

the wide Pratzen plateau, and it appeared to

Napoleon's staff that he had made an error in

relinquishing such a vantage ground to his

BONAPARTE.

;
by Pami Ptltrtkht.)
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enemy ; but he told them that he had done so

of set purpose, saying, " If I remained master of

this fine plateau, I could here check the Russians,

but then I should only have an ordinary victor)-

;

whereas by giving it up to them and refusing

my right, if they dare to descend from these

heights in order to outflank me, I secure that

they shall be lost beyond redemption. 1
'

Let us examine the positions occupied by the

French and the Austro-Russian armies at the

close of November, and we shall the better

understand the general strategy of the two
combatant forces and the tactics which each

made use of when they came into collision. The
Emperor Napoleon rested his left, under Lannes
and Murat, on a rugged eminence, which those

of his soldiers who had served in Egypt called

the M Santon," because its crest was crowned by

a little chapel, of which the roof had a fancied

resemblance to a minaret. This eminence he
had strengthened with field works, armed and
provisioned like a fortress. He had, by repeated

visits, satisfied himself that his orders were

properly carried out, and he had committed its

defence to special defenders under the command
of General Claparede, impressing upon them
that they must be prepared to fire their last

cartridge at their post and, if necessary, there to

die to the last man.

His centre was on the right bank of the

Goldbach. There were the corps of Soult and

Bernadotte, theGrenadiers of Durocand Oudinot,

and the Imperial Guard with forty guns. Their

doubled lines were concealed by the windings of

the stream, by scattered clumps of wood, and by

the features of the ground.

His right was entrusted to Davoust's corps,

summoned in haste to the battle-field, and of

which only a division of infanta* and one of

Dragoons had been able to come into line. They
were posted at Menitz, and held the defiles

passing the Menitz Lake and the two other

lakes of Telnitz and Satschau. Napoleon's line

of battle was thus an oblique one, with its right

thrown back. It had the appearance of being

only defensive, if not actually timid, its centre

not more than sufficiently occupied, its right

extremelv weak, and only its left formidable and

guaranteed against any but the most powerful

attack. But the great strategist had weighed

well his methods. He trusted that the foe

would be tempted to commit themselves to an

attack on his right. es>aving to cut his communi-
cations and line of retreat on Vienna. If thev

could be led into this trap, the difficulty or

movement in the ground cut up by bit,

stream, and marsh would give to Davoust the

power to hold them in check until circumstance-

allowed of aid being given to him. Meantime

with his left impregnable and his centre ready t
•

deal a crushing blow, he expected to be able t<

operate against the Russo-Austrian flank and

rear with all the advantage due to unlocked-!'

r

strength.

The right of the Russo-Austrians, commamieJ

by the Princes Bagration and Lichtenstein.ro:^

on a wooded hill near Posoritz across theOlrautz

road. Their centre, under Kollowrath, occupied

the village of Pratzen and the large surrounding

plateau ; while their left, under Doctorof and

Kienmayer. stretched towards the Satschao Like

and the adjoining marshes.

The village of Austerlitz was some dburw

in rear of the Russo-Austrian position, and rod

no immediate connection with the movement-

of the troops employed on either side, but the

Emperors of Russia and Austria slept in it «i

the night before the battle, and Nap<lc<

afterwards accentuated the greatness ol hi>

victory by naming it after the place from whxh

he had chased them.

The two great armies now in presence of c.C

Other were markedly unequal in strength

92,000 men were opposed to 70,000, and ttk

advantage of 22,000 was to the allies. But thb

inequality was to a great extent compensated

by the tactical dispositions of the leader of the

weaker force. Of the two antagonist lines ore

was wholly exposed to view, the other to a yu'

extent concealed— first advantage to the latter

They formed, as it were, two parallel arcs of a

circle, but that of the French was the more

compact and uninterrupted—second advantage

and this last was soon to be increased by the im-

prudent Russian manoeuvres. The two arniu*.

barely at a distance of two cannon-shot from

each other, had by mutual tacit consent formed

their bivouacs, piled arms, fed and repo-cd

peaceably round their fires, the one covered to

a thick cloud of Cossacks, the other by a spars:

line of vedettes.

Napoleon quitted Brunn early in the morning

of the 1st December, and employed the whole

that day in examining the positions which t!u

different portions of his army occupied. H>

headquarters were established in rear of the

centre of his line at a high point, from which

could be seen the bivouacs of both French

allies, as well as the ground on which the

morrow's issue would be fought out. The cold
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wj» intense, but there was no snow. The only

shelter that could be found for the ruler of

France was a dilapidated hut, in which were

placed the Emperor's table and maps.

The Grenadiers had made up a huge fire

hard by, and his travelling carriage was drawn
up, in which he could take such sleep as his

arairties would permit. The divisions of Duroc

ai Oudinot bivouacked between him and the

many, while the Guard lay round him and

Mads the rear.

In the late afternoon of the same day Napoleon

m watching the allied position through his

On the Pratzen plateau could be

a general flank movement of Russian

in rear of their first line, from their

centre to their left and towards the front of the

French position at Telnitz. It was evidently

supposed by the enemy that the French intended

to act only on the defensive, that nothing was

to be feared from them in front, and that the

aiJies had only to throw their masses on their

right, cut off their retreat upon Vienna, and
thus inflict upon them a certain and disastrous

kkfeat. It was forgotten by the Russo-Austrians

that in thus moving their principal forces to the

icn, the centre of their position was weakened,

Md on the right their own line of operations

-nJ retreat was left entirely unprotected. When
Napoleon detected what was beingdone, trembling
*ith satisfaction and clapping his hands, he
aid: "What a manoeuvre to be ashamed of!

They are running into the trap ! They are

pving themselves up ! Before to-morrow even-

ts? that army will be in my hands !
" In order

*fl more to add to the confidence of his enemy
Hi to encourage them in the prosecution of

titar mistaken plan, he ordered Murat to sally

-nh from his own position with some cavalry, to

Manoeuvre as if showing uneasiness and hesita-

tion, and then to retire with an air of alarm.

This order given, he returned immediately to

hi* bivouac, dictated and issued the famous

r eclamation in which he assured his army that

t>ie Austro-Russians were exposing their flank

^ <i were offering certain glory to the soldiers of

France as a reward for their valour in the
ming struggle : he said that he himself would

^'tct their battalions, but that he would not

«pose himself to danger unless success was
doubtful, and he promised that, after their

victory, they should have comfortable canton-
merits and peace.

The evening of the 1st of December closed

^ The allied movement towards their left was

still continuing, and Napoleon, after renewing

his orders, again visiting his parks and ambu-
lances and satisfying himself by his own observa-

tion that all was in order, threw himself on a

bundle of straw and slept. About eleven o'clock

he was awakened and told that a sharp attack

had been made on one of the villages occupied

by his right, but that it had been repulsed. This

further confirmed his forecast of the allied move-
ments, but, wishing to make a last reconnaissance

of his enemy's position, he again mounted, and,

followed by Junot, Duroc, Berthier, and some
othes of his staff he ventured between the

two armies. As he closely skirted the enemy's

line of outposts, in spite of several warnings

that he was incurring great risk, he, in the dark-

ness, rode into a picquet of Cossacks. These

sprang to arms and attacked him so suddenly

that he would certainly have been killed or

taken prisoner if it had not been for the devoted

courage of his escort, which engaged the

Cossacks while he turned his horse and galloped

back to the French lines. His escape was so

narrow and precipitate that he had to pass

without choosing his way the marshy Goldbach

stream. His own horse and those of several of

his attendants—amongst others Ywan, his

surgeon, who never left his person—were for

a time floundering helpless in the deep mud,

and the Emperor was obliged to make his way
on foot to his headquarters past the fires round

which his soldiery were lying. In the obscurity

he stumbled over a fallen tree-trunk ; and it

occurred to a grenadier who saw him, to twist

and use some straw as a torch, holding it over

his head to light the path of his sovereign.

In the middle of the anxious night, full of

disquietude and anticipation, the eve of the

anniversary of the Emperor's coronation, the

face of Napoleon, lighted up and suddenly dis-

played by this flame, appeared almost as a

vision to the soldiers of the nearest bivouacs. A
cry was raised, It is the anniversary of the

coronation ! Vive 1'Empereur !
"—an outburst

of loyal ardour which Napoleon in vain

attempted to check with the words, " Silence

till to-morrow. Now you have only to sharpen

your bayonets." But the same thought, the

same cry, was taken up and flew with lightning

quickness from bivouac to bivouac. All made
torches of whatever material was at hand.

Some pulled down the field-shelters for the

purpose—some used the straw that had been

collected to form their beds ; and in an instant,

as if by enchantment, thousands of lights flared
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upwards along the whole French line, and by

thousands of voices the cry was repeated, " Vive

1'Empcreur !
" Thus was improvised, within

sight of the astonished enemy, the most

striking of illuminations, the most memorable of

demonstrations, by which the admiration and

devotion of a whole armv have ever been shown

to its general. It is said that the Russians

believed the French to be burning their shelters

as a preliminary to retreat, and that their con-

fidence was thereby increased. As to Napoleon,

though at first annoyed at the outburst, he was

soon gratified and

deeply touched by

the heartfelt en-

thusiasm displayed,

and said that " This

night is the happiest

of my life." For

some time he con-

tinued to move from

bivouac to bivouac,

telling his soldiers

how much he appre-

ciated their affection,

and saying those

kindly and encour-

aging words which

no one better than

he knew how to

use.

The morning be-

gan to break on the

2nd of December.

As he buckled on

his sword, Napoleon

said to the staff

gathered round

—

u Now,

MARSHAL I KINCE MURAT (AFTERWARDS KING OF* NAPLES).

(From Ikt ramtint by (Wrartt.)

gentlemen,

let us commence a great da\\" He mounted,

and from different points were seen arriving

to receive his last orders the renowned chiefs

of his various cnr/>s-d\trmir, each followed

by a single aide-de-camp. There were Marshal

Prince Murat, Marshal Lannes, Marshal Souk,

Marshal Hernadotte, and Marshal Davoust.

What a formidable circle of men. each of

whom had already gathered glory on many
different fields ! Murat, distinctivelv the cavalry

general of France, the intrepid paladin who had

led his charging squadrons on all the battle-

fields of Italy and Egypt
;

Lannes, whose

prowess at Montebello had made victory certain
;

Soult, the veteran of the long years of war on

the Rhine and in Germanv, the hero of Alten-

kirchen, and Masscna's most distinguished

lieutenant at the battle of Zurich ; Bernadotte.

not more renowned as a general in the field

than as the minister of war who prepared the

conquest of Holland
;
Davoust, the stern disci-

plinarian and leader, unequalled for cool

gallantry and determination— all were gathered

at this supreme moment round one of the

greatest masters of war in ancient or modern
times, to receive his inspiration and to part

like thunder-clouds bearing the storm which

was to shatter the united armies of two Empires.

The Emperor's

general plan ofjfe

tion was already

partly known, but

he now repeated it

to his marshals in

detail. Hewasmort
than ever certain,

from the last report*

which he had re

ceived, that

enemy was conl
ing the flank

ment, and
hurl the hea^

attacks on
French right

Telnitz.

To Davousl

entrust ed 1 1

;

of holding tlu i>

treme righl

checking, in

defiles formed b\- tht

lakes, the heads of

the enemy's columns
which, since the pre

vious day, had been more and more entangling

themselves in these difficult passes.

Of Soult's three divisions, one was to assist

Davoust on the right, while the other two,

already formed in columns of attack, were to
hold themselves ready to throw their force on
the Pratzen plateau.

Bernadotte's two divisions were to advance
against the same position on Soult's left,

combined onslaught of four divisions on

centre of the Russo-Austrians which thev

weakened by the movement to their left, wc

be supported by the Emperor himself with

Imperial Guard and the Grenadiers of Oudinot

and Duroc. Lannes was ordered to hold

left, particularly the 44 Santon " height; wl

an.i

the
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Prince Murat/at the head of his horsemen, was

to charge through the intervals of the infantry

upon the allied cavalry which appeared to be in

great strength in that part of the field.

It was thus Napoleon's intention to await

and check the enemy's attacks which might be

expected on both his flanks, and more especially

on his right, while he himself made a deter-

mined and formidable forward movement
against their centre, where he hoped to cut

heights, the sun rose, brilliantly piercing the

mist and lighting the battle-field— the M Sun of

Austerlitz," of which Napoleon ever after loved

to recall the remembrance.

The moment of action for the French centre

had come, and the corps of Soult and Berna-

dotte, led by the divisions of Vandamme and

St. Hilaire, rushed forwards. No influence that

could animate the minds of these gallant

troops was wanting. They fought directly

"JHOCSANDS OP LIGHTS FLARED UPWARl*" (/. 188.)

them in two, and then, from the dominant
position of the Pratzen plateau, turn an over-

whelming force against the masses on their too-

far-advanced left, which, entangled and cramped
in its action among the lakes, would then be

crushed or forced to yield as prisoners.

It was eight o'clock. The thick wintry mist

hung in the valley of the Goldbach and rolled

upwards to the Pratzen plateau. Its obscurity,

heightened by the lingering smoke of bivouac

fires, concealed the French columns of attack.

The thunder of artillery and the rattle of

musketry told that the allied attack on the

French right had begun and was being strenu-

ously resisted, while silence and darkness reigned

over the rest of the line. Suddenly, over the

under the eye of their Emperor. They were led

by chiefs in whom they had implicit confidence.

Their ardour was fired by the proclamation

which had been issued on the previous evening,

and the bands accompanied their regiments,

playing the old attack march

—

" On va leur percer I© flanc

Rataplan, tire lire en plan i

"

The Pratzen height was escaladed at the

double, attacked in front and on the right and
left, and the appearance of the assailants was so

sudden and unexpected, as they issued from
the curtain of mist, that the Russians were

completely surprised. They had no defensive

formation ready, and were still occupied in the
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movement towards their left. They hastily

formed in three lines, however, and some of

their artillery were able to come into action.

Their resistance was feeble. One after another,

their lines, broken by the stern bayonet charge,

were driven back in hopeless confusion, and

at nine o'clock Napoleon was master of the

Pratzen plateau.

Meanwhile, on the left, Lannes and Murat

were fighting an independent battle with the

Princes Lichtenstein and Bagration. Murat, as

the senior marshal and brother-in-law of the

Emperor, was nominally the superior
;
but, in

real fact, Lannes directed the operations of the

infantry, which Murat powerfully supplemented

and aided with his cavalry. General Caffarelli's

division was formed on the plain on Lannes's

right, while General Suchet's division was on

his left, supported by the "Santon" height,

from which poured the fire of eighteen heavy

guns. The light cavalry brigades of Milhaud

and Treilhard were pushed forward in observa-

tion across the high road to Olmutz. The
cavalry divisions of Kcllermann, Walther,

Nansouty, and d'Hautpoul were disposed in two

massive columns of squadrons on the right of

Caffarelli. Against this array were brought

eighty-two squadrons of cavalry under Lichten-

stein, supported by the serried divisions of

Bagration's infantry and a heavy force of

artillery.

The combat was commenced by the light

cavalry of Kellermann, which charged and

overthrew the Russo- Austrian advanced

guard. Attacked in turn by the Uhlans of the

Grand Duke Constantine, Kellermann retired

through the intervals of Caffarelli's division,

which, by a well-sustained fire in two ranks,

checked the Uhlans and emptied many of their

saddles. Kellermann re-formed his division

and again charged, supported by Sebastiani's

brigade of Dragoons. Then followed a succes-

sion of charges by the chivalry of France, led by

Murat with all the Han of his boiling courage.

Kellermann, Walther, and Sebastiani were all

wounded, the first two generals seriously. In

the last of these charges the 5th Chasseurs,

commanded by Colonel Corbineau, broke the

formation of a Russian battalion and captured

its standard. Caffarelli's infantry were close at

hand, and, pushing forward, made an Austrian

battalion lay down its arms. A regiment of

Russian Dragoons made a desperate advance to

rescue their comrades, and, mistaking them for

Bavarians in the smoke and turmoil, Murat

ordered the French infantry to cease firing.

The Russian Dragoons, thus encountering no re-

sistance, penetrated the French ranks and almost

succeeded in taking Murat himself prisoner

But. consummate horseman and man-at-arms

as he was. he cut his way to safety through the

enemy, at the head of his personal escort.

The allies profited by this diversion to again

assume the offensive. Then came the oppor-

tunity for the gigantic Cuirassiers of Nansouty,

which hurled the Russian cavalry back upon

their infantry, and, in three successive on-

slaughts, scattered the infantry itself, inflicting

terrible losses with their long, heavy swords and

seizing eight pieces of artillery. The whole of

Caffarelli's division advanced, supported by one

of Bernadotte's divisions from the centre, and,

changing its front to the right, cut the centre

of Bagration's infantry, driving its greater part

towards Pratzen, separated from those who still

fought at the extremity of their line.

The Austro-Russian cavalry rallied in support

of Bagration, who was now hotly pressed by

Suchet. Then came a magnificently combined

movement of Dragoons, Cuirassiers, and infantry

The Dragoons drove back the Austro-Russian

squadrons behind their infantry. Simultaneously

followed the levelled bayonets of Suchet's

division and the crushing shock of d'Hautpoul's

mailclad warriors. The victory was decided—

the Russian battalions were crushed, losing a

standard, eleven guns, and 1,800 prisoners. The

rout was completed by the rapid advance of

the light cavalry brigades of Treilhard and

Milhaud on the left, and of Kellermann on the

right, which swept away all that encountered

them, and drove the shattered allied troops

towards the village of Austerlitz. The Russo-

Austrian losses on this part of the field of battle

amounted to 1,200 or 1,500 killed, 7,000 or 8.000

prisoners, two standards, and twenty-seven pieces

of artillery.

While Napoleon had thus struck a heavy

blow at the allied centre and had been com-

pletely victorious on his left, his right, under

Davoust, was with difficulty holding its own

against Buxhowden (who had assumed the com-

mand of the columns of Doctorof and Kienmayer ).

and but that the masses brought against it were

unable to deploy their strength it must inevit-

ably have been crushed. Thirty thousand

foemen of all arms were pressing in assault upon

10,000 French, already wearied by a long and

rapid march to their position at Raygern. But

Davoust was able to concentrate what power he
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had, and to meet at advantage the heads only of

the columns which were winding their way
iong the narrow passes that opened between

•.he lakes and through the marshy ground in his

treat. Even so the strain was terrible, and

v uld have been more than less hardy troops

c£cr a less able and determined leader could

h*t stood. But Napoleon was quite alive to

:U necessities of the gallant soldiers who were

•:_)Jing their ground so staunchlv. He ordered

va rocrve of Grenadiers and the Imperial Guard
V move up to the support of his right centre

.rid to threaten the flank of the columns that

TtTe attacking Davoust, while he also directed

:hc two divisions of Soult's corps, which had

:udt the attack on the Pratzen plateau against

Euthouden's rear.

It was one o'clock, and at this moment, while

the orders just given were being executed, the

Russian infantry, supported by the Russian

Imperial Guard, made a desperate effort to

retrieve the fortunes of the day near Pratzen,

and threw themselves in a fierce bayonet charge

5 the divisions of Vandamme and St. Hilaire,

inch offered a stout resistance. But, with the

Russian Guard ready to join in the combat, the

~> against the French divisions were too great,

k was the crisis of the day.

Napoleon, from the commanding position

::cre he stood, saw before him the Emperor
Alexander's guard advancing in dense masses

- regain their morning position and to sweep
kduie them his men, wearied and harassed by
the day's struggle. At the same time he heard

- his right the redoubled fire of the advanced

Wan left, which was pressing Davoust and
^ threatening his rear. From the continued

tfii increasing roar of musketry and artillery it

«ost seemed as if success must, after all, attend
:. c great flank movement of the allies. Small

»mder if even his war-hardened nerves felt a

thrill of confusion and anxiety when he saw
^mlv appearing through the battle smoke
r

ther black mass of moving troops.

"Ha! Can those, too, be Russians?" he
claimed to the solitary staff-officer whom the

exigencies of the day had still left at his side.

Another look reassured him, however. The tall

hcarskins of the moving column showed him
taat it was his own Guard, which, under Duroc.

moving towards the lakes to the support
,Jf Soult and Davoust. His right and rear were,
K any rate, so far safe.

But the Russian infantry attack had been
-owed by a headlong charge of the Chevalier

Guards and Cuirassiers of the Russian Guard,

under the Grand Duke Constantine. brother of

the Emperor Alexander, supported by numerous

lines of cavalry. So well led and so impetuous

was the attack, that the two battalions on

the left of Vandamme's division were broken

and swept away in headlong flight. One of

these battalions belonged to the 4th of the line,

of which Napoleon's brother Joseph was colonel,

and the Emperor saw it lose its eagle and

abandon its position, shattered and destroyed,

forming the one dark spot to sully the brilliancy

of French steadfastness on that day of self-

devotion. The tide of panic-stricken fugitives

almost surged against the Emperor himself. All

efforts to rally them were in vain. Maddened
with fear, they heard not the voices of generals

and officers imploring them not to abandon the

field of honour and their Emperor. Their only

response was to gasp out mechanically :
" Vive

I'Empereur !
" while still hurrying their frantic

pace. Napoleon smiled at them in pity
; then,

with a gesture of contempt, he said :
" Let them

go !
" and, still calm in the midst of the turmoil,

sent General Rapp to bring up the cavalry of

his Guard.

Rapp was titular Colonel of the Mamelukes, a

corps which recalled the glories of Egypt and the

personal regard which Napoleon, as a man, had
been able to inspire into Orientals. They, with

the Grenadiers a Cheval and the Chasseurs of the

Guard, now swooped upon the Russian squadrons.

The struggle of the melee was bloody and
obstinate between the picked horsemen ol

Western and Eastern Europe
; but the Russian

chivalry was at length overwhelmed and driven

back with immense loss. Many standards and
prisoners fell into the hands of the French,

amongst others Prince Repnin, Colonel of the

Chevalier Guards. His regiment, whose ranks

were filled with men of the noblest families in

Russia, had fought with a valour worthy of their

name, and lay almost by ranks upon the field.

It had been the mark of the giant Grenadiers a

Cheval, whose savage war-cry in the great charge

had been, as they swayed their heavy sabres,

" Let us make the dames of St. Petersburg weep
to-day !

"

When success was assured, Rapp returned

to report to Napoleon—a warlike figure, as he
approached, alone, at a gallop, with proud mien,

the light of battle in his eye, his sword dripping

with blood and a sabre cut on his forehead.

" Sire, we have overthrown and destroyed the

Russian Guard and taken their artillery."
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"It was gallantly done : I saw it." replied the

Emperor. "But you are wounded."
" It is nothing, sire : it is only a scratch."

" It is another quartering of nobility, and I

know of none that can be more illustrious."

Immediately afterwards the young Count
Apraxin. an officer of artillery who had been

taken prisoner by the Chasseurs, was brought

before Napoleon. He struggled, wept, and wrung
his hands in despair, crying :

" I have lost my
battery ; I am dishonoured : would that I could

part of the Guard, he entrusted the final

crushing of the enemies who had been driven

from the Pratzen plateau ; while he himself, with

all of Soult's corps, the remainder of his cavalry,

infantry, and reserve artillery descended from

the heights and threw himself oil the rear of the

Austro-Russian left near Telnitz and the lakes.

This unfortunate wing— nearly 30,000 men-
had in vain striven since the morning to force

its way through Davoust's 10.000. Now, still

checked in front and entangled in the narrow

< IIAK'.l. C't lilK cHtVAUiK OUAKDS.

die !
" Napoleon tried to console and soothe him

with the words, " Calm yourself, young man.

and learn that there is never disgrace in being

conquered by Frenchmen."

The French arm)- was now completely suc-

cessful on its centre and left. In the distance

could be seen, retiring towards Austerlitz, the

remains of the Russian reserves, which had

relinquished hope of regaining the central

plateau and abandoned Buxhowden's wing tu

its fate. Their retreat was harassed by the

artillery of the Imperial Guard, whose tire

ploughed through their long columns, carrying

with it death and consternation. Napoleon left

to Mui.it and Lannes the completion of their

own victory. To Bernadotte, with the greater

roads by the Goldbach and the lakes, it found

itself in hopeless confusion, attacked and

ravaged with fire from three sides simul-

taneously by Davoust, Soult, Duroc with bn

Grenadiers and Vandamme. It fought with a

gallantry and sternness which drew forth the

admiration of its enemies, but surrounded,

driven, overwhelmed, it could not hope to extri-

cate itself from its difficulties. There was no

way of escape open but the Menitz lake itsdl,

whose frozen surface seemed to present a path

to safety, and in an instant the white expanse

was blackened by the flying multitude, The

most horribly disastrous phase of the whole battle

was at hand. The shot of the French artilkry

which was firing on the retreat broke the ice s.
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many points, and its frail support gave way.

The water welled through the cracks and washed

over the broken fragments. Thousands of

Russians, with horses, artillery and train, sank

3tio the lake and were engulfed. Few suc-

ceeded in struggling to the shore and taking

ahantage of the ropes and other assistance

rhth their conquerors strove to put within

their reach. About 2,000, who had been able

to remain on the road between the two lakes,

node good their retreat. The remainder were
either dead or prisoners.

At four o'clock in the afternoon the battle

«ras over, and there was nothing left for the

French to do but to pursue

and collect the spoils of their

conquest. This duty was per-

formed with energy by all the

> mmanders except Bernadotte

ieven then more than suspected

I disloyalty to his great chief),

*ho allowed the whole of the

Huso-Austrian right, which
nad been defeated by Lannes
-r.d Murat and driven from its

n roper line of retreat on Olmutz,
to defile scatheless past his front

ind to seek shelter in the direc-

tion of Hungary.
After the great catastrophe

n the Menitz lake which defi-

nitely sealed the issue of the

^ nftict, Napoleon passed slowly

akag the whole battle-field,

Tm the French right to their

1& The ground was covered

*rth piles of the poor remains of those who had
fied a soldier's death, and with vast numbers of

mounded laid suffering on the frozen plain.

Surgeons and ambulances were already every-

where at work, but their efforts were feeble in

comparison with the shattered, groaning multi-

tude who were in dire need of help. The
Emperor paused by every disabled follower and
•poke words of sympathy and comfort. He
himself, with his personal attendants and his

'taff, did all in their power to mitigate the

P-mgs of each and to give some temporary
relief till better assistance should arrive. As
•tie shades of night fell on the scene of slaughter
!nd destruction, the mist of the morning again
rolled over the plain, bringing with it an icy

run, which increased the darkness. Napoleon
ordered the strictest silence to be maintained,
that no faint cry from a miserable sufferer

13

should pass unheard ; and his surgeon Ywan,
with his Mameluke orderly Koustan, gave to

many a one, who would otherwise have died, a

chance of life by binding up their hurts and

restoring their powers with a draught of brandy

from the Imperial canteen.

It was nearly ten o'clock at night when the

Emperor arrived at the Olmutz road, having

almost felt his way from one wounded man to

another as they lay where each attack had been

made and each stubborn defence maintained.

He passed the night at the small posthouse of

Posoritz, supping on a share of the soldiers'

rations, which was brought from the nearest

bivouac, and issuing order after order about

searching for the wounded and conveying them
to the field hospitals.

Though many of the most noted leaders in

the French army were wounded in the great

battle, comparatively few were killed. One of the

most distinguished dead was General Morland,

who commanded the Chasseurs a Cheval of

the Guard. His regiment had suffered terrible

losses in the charge under Rapp against the

Russian Guard, and he himself had fallen, fight-

ing amongst the foremost. Napoleon, who was

always anxious to do everything to raise the

spirit of his troops and to excite their emulation,

ordered that the body of General Morland

should be preserved and conveyed to Paris,

there to be interred in a specially magnificent

tomb which he proposed to build on the Espla-

nade of the Invalides. The doctors with the
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army had neither the time nor the materials

necessary tj embalm the general's body, so, as a

simple means of conservation, they enclosed it

in a barrel of rum, which was taken to Paris.

But circumstances delayed the construction ot

the tomb which the Emperor intended for its

reception until the fall of the Empire in 1814.

When the barrel was then opened for the private

interment of the body by General Morland's

relations, they were astonished to find that the

rum had made the dead general's moustaches

grow so extraordinarily that they reached below

his waist.

The defeat suffered by the Russians was so

crushing, and their army had been thrown into

such confusion, that all who had escaped from

the disaster of Austerlitz fled with all speed to

Galicia, where there wag a hope of being beyond
the reach of the conqueror. The rout was
complete. The French made a large number of

prisoners, and found the roads covered with

abandoned guns, baggage, and material of war.

The Emperor Alexander, overcome by his mis-

fortunes, left it to his ally, Francis II., to treat

with Napoleon, and authorised him to make
the best terms he could for both the defeated

empires.

On the very evening of the 2nd December the

Emperor of Austria had asked for an interview

with Napoleon, and the victor met the van-

quished on the 4th. An armistice was signed

on the 6th, which was shortly afterwards

followed by a treaty of peace concluded at

Presburg.

The total losses of the Austro-Russians at

Austerlitz were about 10,000 killed, 30,000

prisoners, 46 standards, 186 cannon, 400 artillery

caissons, and all their baggage. Their armies

practically no longer existed, and only about

25,000 disheartened men could be rallied from

the wreck.

In the joy of victory Napoleon showed him-

self generous to Austria and Russia in the terms

which he imposed, and he at once set free

Prince Repnin, with all of the Russian Imperial

Guard who had fallen into his hands. To his

own army he was lavish of rewards and acknow-

ledgments of its valour, and in the famous

order of the day which he published he first

made use of the well-known expression

—

,4 Soldiers, I am content with you." Besides a

large distribution of prize-money to his troops,

he decreed that liberal pensions should be

granted to the widows of the fallen, and also

that their orphan children should be cared for,

brought up, and settled in life at the expense of

the State.

The campaign of Austerlitz is probably the

most striking and dramatic of all those under-

taken by Napoleon, and its concluding struggle

was the most complete triumph of his whole

career. It was the first in which he engaged

after assuming the title of Emperor and be-

coming the sole and irresponsible ruler of

France. Unlike the vast masses of men which

he directed in subsequent wars, his army was

then almost entirely composed of Frenchmen,

and its glories belonged to France alone. Though

for several years to come the great Emperor's

fame was to remain undimmed by the clouds of

reverse, it never shone with a brighter lustre

than at the close of 1805.
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HRABI PASHA and his rebellious am-

bition were the cause of the British

campaign in Egypt (1882) which cul-

minated in the battle of Tel-el-Kebir

—a word which simply means " the large vil-

Arabi was of low origin, but had risen

is ability and force of character to be a very

popular colonel in the Egyptian army of the

in of Turkey's Viceroy, or Khedive, Tewfik.

He was an ardent advocate of the policy of

"Egypt for the Egyptians "
; but in the cham-

p ruhip of this policy he forgot that, amongst
< :hcr countries, England had immense interests

it stake in Egypt, not only as the holder of

about four millions sterling of Suez Canal stock,

tot also as the mistress of India, to which the

Canal formed a commercial and military route.

But Arabi, making light of these things, became
Neatly opposed to the growth of English in-

tonce in his native country, and to such an

«ot that at last he even sought to substitute

k> cm power for that of his master, the

Kiedive.

To let things go on in Egypt in this way would

bvebeento allow them to drift into chaos, and
before England resolved to put down the

febdlious Pasha. The latter had been making
Fat progress with his plans at Alexandria,

*hii:h became the scene of a massacre of Euro-
pans : and he had begun to arm the seaward

• of the city in a manner most threatening
1

• the British fleet. Thereupon he was told that
s* he placed any more guns in position, he would
••"aw upon himself the fire of Sir Beauchamp
Seymour's ironclads in the bay. Arabi made
5 M to disregard this warning, and. accordingly,
00 the morning of July nth, Sir Beauchamp's
^r-vessels opened fire on Arabi's forts, bat-
•
r-nng some to pieces and silencing all before

'^nset. This was the first noteworthy action
*hich the British fleet had fought since "the da\s

of Sebastopol, proving that its glory—founded
on the courage, skill, and discipline of its sailors

—had by no means departed.

But his defeat at Alexaiadria, far from breaking

the power and priue of Arabi, had the effect only

of deepening his hatred of the English, and he
retired into the interior with the view of organ-

ising further opposition to our arms. He had
thrown down the gauntlet, and England could

not refuse to pick it up. As our fleet could not

sail up the Nile to Cairo, it behoved us to equip

and send out an army which should land in

Egypt, seek out Arabi wherever he was to be

found, and make an end, once and for ever, of

him and his rebellious force. This army was

entrusted to the command of Sir Garnet (after-

wards Viscount) Wolseley, who had already dis-

tinguished himself in so many of our 41
little

wars " that he was facetiously termed M our only

General."

Nor could the command of the expedition

have been given to a better man. Sir Garnet

was a tried soldier, and now he became a prophet

as well. Before leaving England he had laid

his hand, with remarkable foresight, upon the

map, and, pointing to Tel-el-Kebir, said that

he would engage and beat the army of Arabi

there, about the 13th September ; and he kept

his word to the very letter. At first the French

seemed inclined to share with us the work of

restoring order in Egypt ; but at the last

moment they stood aside and left England to

deal with the task of quelling Arabi.

To accomplish this task, England at once began

to bring together in Egypt an army—or Army
Corps—ofabout 40,000 men. Some came from our

garrisons in the Mediterranean—Malta, Cyprus,

and Gibraltar—others were brought from India,

and the remainder sent out straight from

England.

Being gathered, as it was, from so many
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different sources, this huge force could not, of

course, all land at once ; but the marvel was

that its component parts reached the trysting-

ground in Egypt so soon as they did, and it

was admitted on all hands that no other nation in

the whole world could have performed such a

difficult transport operation so swiftly and so well.

It was known that Arabi had about 60,000

fighting men at his disposal, which was 20,000

more than were commanded by Sir Garnet

Wolseley ; and if these two armies had met one

challenge him to battle at the Egyptian lines 01

Kafr Dowar.

In order to encourage this delusive belief in

the mind of the rebel Pasha, a considerable

force had already landed here and indulged in

feints against the foe. Sir Garnet had craftily

caused it to be spread abroad that the grow ot

his force aboard the transports in the bay wa>

going to be put ashore ; but what was the sur-

prise of everyone—for the secret had been in

the keeping of only one or two—to behold one

THE SWEET-WATER CANAL.

another in full force, there is no saying but that

the result of the campaign might have been

different. But the beauty of Sir Garnet's war-

policy was that he kept his opponent so long in

the dark as to where he meant to strike ; with

the natural result that Arabi, deeming it wise to

be prepared on ever)' hand, had his 60,000 men
portioned out at the likeliest places, all over the

Delta—some in the neighbourhood of Alexandria,

some at Cairo, and some at Tel-el-Kcbir, a com-

manding point on the railway between Ismailia,

on the Suez Canal, and the capital. This suited

Sir Garnet to perfection, and his great aim was

to make Arabi think that he meant to land the

bulk of the British force in Alexandria, and

J HE SWEET-WATER CANAL, AT ISMAIMA.

night the magnificent flotilla of troop

escorting-ironclads and all, steaming iwaj

majestic procession towards the east and '.

mouth of the Suez Canal

!

Ismailia, on the Canal, midway betwu

Port Said and Suez, had been aimed at by
-

Garnet from the beginning ; and here, in truth,

on the 20th August—only a short eighteen day?

after he had left England by the sea route—the

British army began to disembark on the burning

sands of Egypt.

Among these burning sands water was more

precious than gold and silver to the Briti'h

soldier ; but the only source of its supply

the Fresh-water Canal running through the ani

desert from the Nile to Ismailia alongside of 1

railway line, and it therefore behoved the

English commander to secure the water in thi*

canal from being cut off by the enemy. But to

do this it was necessary above all things to pu>h

forward an advance force about twenty mil©

into the very heart of the desert as far as a ph*8
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called Kassassin, where there was a lock, and were things on which no one could reasonably

accordingly this was done with the utmost hope to whet his teeth and thrive. Two main

courage and promptitude. actions were fought at Kassassin—though these

At Mahuta the Egyptians had made an attempt formed the mere prelude, so to speak, to the

to bar this advance, but their opposition was grand spectacular drama that was presently to

swept away like chaff, and soon thereafter General be enacted at Tel-el-Kebir.

lilK LGY111AN UATIAl.IONS . . . HAD UK.EN TKAMI I FU AND SAltKKD INTO POSITIV1

ANNIHILATION "
(/. I99).

Graham reached Kassassin Lock with his van-

guard, entrenching himself in that position with

>trict orders to hold it against all comers. Well
aware of the importance of this position for the

British, the Egyptians made several attempts to

drive them out of it and back to Ismailia before

reinforcements could reach them ; but each
time they recoiled from the enterprise with the

bitter conviction that British bullets and sabres

The chief of these preliminary actions, fought

on the 28th August, will always be memorable
for the grand cavalry charge which closed it.

Early in the morning General Graham had

become aware that the Egyptians were making

preparations to attack him from a circle of

sand-hills which formed a kind of amphi-

theatre around Kassassin. Graham's force was

by no means a large one, but it was impossible
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for the Egyptians to make out how strong

it really was, and it is always half the battle

to be able to conceal your plans and numbers
from the enemy. A few days previously

Arabi had sent out his second-in-command,

Mahmoud Fehmi Pasha, a great engineer

and reader of military signs, to discover the

strength and dispositions of Graham, but by a

curious accident he fell into the hands of the

English and never returned to his own side.

To this capture Arabi himself afterwards attri-

buted the sole blame of his not having been

battle. Come they also did with right good

will, for they were all burning for a fight, but

only to hear that the Egyptians, after using

their guns for some time, had apparently retired

again behind their sand hills ; so back they went

to Mehsameh and off-saddled again.

The heat was terrific, and bucketfuls of water

from the canal had to be poured on the heads of

the English artillerists to enable them to stick

to their guns. Sunstrokes were numerous, but

our men bore all their sufferings with a fortitude

truly heroic. The scorching heat was probably

able to oust the audacious English from their

advanced post at Kassassin—and the incident

will show how very important it must always be

in warfare to seize and detain spies.

Graham's force at Kassassin was not a large

one (under 2,000), consisting mainly of a com-

pany of Royal Marine Artillery, the Duke of

Cornwall's regiment, the York and Lancasters,

with some mounted infantry and a few guns,

one of which, under Captain Tucker, was

mounted on a railway truck. But the Egyptians,

taking a leaf out of our own book of war, had

by this time imitated us in this respect—though

they were very bad range-finders, and did us

little harm.

Drury Lowe's Cavalry Brigade, consisting of

the 7th Dragoon Guards and three squadrons

of Household Cavalry (contributed by the 1st

and 2nd Life Guards, and " Blues," or Horse

Guards, respectively) were stationed some miles

to the rear at Mehsameh, and Graham helio-

graphed to these splendid troopers to come and

help him on his right flank in the impending

the reason why the Egyptians had drawn off

from their first attack on Kassassin, but towards

the cool of the evening they again began to push

forward from their sand-hills and threaten the

British position. The left of this position was

well protected, but the right less so ; and. in-

deed, General Graham expressly made such a

disposition of his force on the latter flank as

might tempt the enemy down from his sand-

hills so as to essay a turning movement, when

they would be caught in the trap which he was

preparing for them.

To this end, about 5.20 p.m., he despatched

his aide-de-camp, Lieutenant Pirie, 4th Dragoon

Guards, with a message to Drury Lowe, in the

rear, at Mehsameh, or wherever he should be

found, 14 to take the cavalry round by our right,

under cover of the hill, and attack the left flank

of the enemy's skirmishers."

But when* Lieutenant Pirie did at last reach

Lowe, after a long and fatiguing ride through

the arid desert sand—in the course of which ht>

horse fell under him from sheer exhaustion and
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he had to borrow another mount from a gun-

:cam—he delivered his message in this altered

form, that u General Graham was only just able

fold his own, and wished General Drury Lowe
•j attack the left of the enemy's infantry skir-

chhers." The famous cavalry charge at Bala-

Java had been due to a similar mistake in the

iiivery of a verbal order, though at Kassassin,

ii it turned out, the repetition of this mistake

iid not result in disaster, but in victory. So far

ns Graham from not being able to hold his

"*n that, about two hours after despatching

Lieutenant Pirie for the cavalry, he had ordered

a counter-attack and a general advance of

his line, which had meanwhile been reinforced

by a fresh battery, for his other guns had been

obliged to retire out of action, owing to want of

ammunition, it having been found impossible

t'j drag the battery carts through the deep and
yielding sand.

It was while Graham was engaged in this

general advance that at last Drury Lowe arrived

upon the scene with his cavalry. The sun had
now set, but a bright moon was shining, and the

taihes from the Horse Artillery and infantry

afforded some guide for the movement of the

British horsemen, which was directed on the

evening star—the orbs of heaven being the only

landmarks in the nocturnal desert. Suddenly the

cavalry came in sight of the extreme left of the

Ejryptians, and was at once exposed to a heavy
•' Shells screamed and shrapnel bullets tore

*p the road on either side of us." Rushing

¥ the front, the guns of the Horse Artillery

•ached to the Cavalry Brigade unlimbered and
Wched out several rounds of shell on the

Eflptian masses. Then the front of these

British guns was rapidly cleared, and Drury
c gave the Household Cavalry the order to

arge.

Ltd on by Colonel Ewart, away with a wild

went the three ponderous squadrons of

nking giants straight at the Egyptian batta-

pons, which in a tew more moments had been
sampled and sabred into positive annihilation.

How we have them !
" Sir Baker Russell had

fried out to the men ;
M trot—gallop—charge !

"

pr Baker's own horse was shot under him, but

W caught another, and was soon again in the
"«ck of the fray. Many were the feats of

ftrsonal adventure in connection with this

ftonous charge. Some of the troopers were
w«d

t some lost themselves in the darkness
•o were taken prisoners, happy to escape the
rittrous mutilations that were perpetrated

by the Egyptians on the British dead and

wounded.

The cavalry- charge at Kassassin was a splendid

feat of arms, but it somehow or other became

the subject of as curious a myth as that

which gathered round the sinking of the

Vengeur on the "glorious 1st of June." At

Balaclava the Light Brigade had ridden down
upon the Russian guns, and nothing would

content the chroniclers of Kassassin but the

performance of a similar act of glory. The
illustrated papers of the day which had artists in

Egypt gave stirring pictures of our Life Guards-

men dashing through the smoke of the Egyptian

batteries, slashing and thrusting at the gunners

as they crouched for shelter beneath their pieces.

But this was pure imagination. If commanded
to do so the Life Guards would have charged

into the very u mouth of hell," not to speak of

Egyptian guns. But what they were ordered

to " go for " was the Egyptian infantry, which

was considerably in front of its guns, and these

had limbered up and retired from action, render-

ing it impossible for our victorious troopers to

see and capture them in the darkness. But the

day had been won all the same, and another

bright name blazoned on the victory roll of the

British army.

A few days later, on 9th September, another

attack of the Egyptians on Kassassin was beaten

off in the most brilliant manner, the 13th Bengal

Lancers, in their picturesque turbans, especially

distinguishing themselves; and there were many
who thought that Sir Garnet Wolseley ought to

have rushed the not far-distant entrenchments

of Tel-el-Kebir there and then. But though

this might certainly have been done, there were

certain weighty reasons of military policy against

the step. For a commander must not be too

much of a Hotspur, but think of ulterior aims

as well as of present opportunities. It is the

man who can bide his time that will ultimately

w in

.

Foiled in their repeated attempts to bar the

British advance, Arabi and his Egyptians now
finally withdrew behind the entrenched lines of

Tel-el-Kebir, there to stand on the defensive

and await attack. These formidable lines, which

ran along a ridge of rising ground, presented a

front of about four miles long, and had been

constructed according to the most advanced

principles of military engineering. The Egyptians

are great hands at the spade, being constantly

employed in the throwing up of water-

dams and the like, and many thousands of

<
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willing hands had been at the disposal of Arabi

in the task of raising his famous line of earth-

works. How many men of all kinds—Egyptians,

Nubians, Bedouins, etc.—Arabi had behind the

shelter of these parapets Sir Garnet Wolseley

did not exactly know, but concluded that the

number could not be far short of 22,000.

On the other hand, the English commander
had now with him about 17,000 officers and

men, with sixtv - seven guns, wherewith to

crack the nut that was presented by Arabi's

entrenchments, and these Sir Garnet resolved

to storm at the hour when darkness was be-

ginning to glide into dawn—for the reasons that

them. On the right marched the 1st Division,

commanded by General Willis, the front, or

leading Brigade, under Graham, consisting oi

the Royal Irish, Royal Marines, York and Lan-

casters, and Royal Irish Fusiliers. Behind them,

at a distance of about a thousand yards, was the

Brigade of Guards (Grenadiers, Scots, and Cold-

streams), under the Queen's soldier-son, the

Duke of Connaught. The left of the attacking

line was occupied by the 2nd Division, led by

General Hamley (a great writer on the art of

war), the front position of honour and of danger

being accorded to the Highland Brigade ci

one-armed Sir Archibald Alison (son of the

at this cool hour his troops would naturally fight

much better than under the roasting rays of the

sun, that they would be less exposed to the

enemy's fire in the faint light, and that they

would also profit by the demoralisation which

invariably seizes upon soldiers when set upon

unawares. But, to make the surprise complete,

it was necessary that the very utmost care should

be taken to give no indication to the watchful

Egyptians behind the earthworks of the stealthy

approach of their British foes. When ranked

into line, the storming columns were to advance

—not to the word of command, but by the mere

guidance of the stars, like so many ships at sea.

Not a pipe was to be lit, not a whisper heard in

the ranks, and one man of the Highland Light

Infantry, whose high-strung feelings found vent

in sudden shouts, only escaped bayoneting on

the spot by being chloroformed to keep him

still and left behind.

The night (September 12-13) was more than

usually dark, and it was some time before the

troops could be placed in the positions assigned

celebrated historian of " Europe "), composed ^

the famous Black Watch, Gordon Highlander*

Cameron Highlanders and Highland Light

Infantry, four of the finest battalions that ever

wore the kilt and trews or thrilled to the

stirring strains of the Celtic war-pipe. Behind

these Scottish battalions marched, as a reserve,

Ashburnam's Brigade of the King's Royal Ri^
and Duke of Cornwall's Infantry, while in the

interval between the two Divisions was placed

General Goodenough's crushing mass of artillery

of forty-two guns. On the extreme right rear

flank of the assaulting force marched Drury

Lowe's cavalry heroes of Kassassin, already

spoiling for another charge ; while on the &•

treme left of the British line, on the other side

of the Fresh-water Canal, followed the Indian

contingent of General Macpherson, consisting «

the Seaforth Highlanders, three battalioos ^

native infantry, Bengal Cavalry, and some

mountain guns, the task of this conting*111

being to tun: Arabi's right flank, which rested

on the canal.
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Arabi and his men fondly believed that all

thi* British force was sleeping the sleep of

wearied soldiers at Kassassin and other points

between that place and the Suez Canal. As a

miller of fact, it was marshalling itself in line of

talk array as above detailed on an elevation

ailed Ninth Hill, about five and a half miles

by the long and strenuous march, they were all

eager to be led on to the fight without further

delay. Until the hour of starting, all the men
stretched themselves on the sand to snatch what

brief and hurried sleep they could. From pre-

vious experience it was reckoned that the actual

progress over the desert, with its darkness

/A!/ 1

Mr — I -A. +

7

"carrying them with the bayonet" (/. 203).

from Arabi's lines, from which it remained
hidden by the impenetrable curtain of the night,

'•me of the regiments—notably the High-
er*—had but a few hours before hurried up

^ the front from Ismailia*; yet, though wearied
\ of an account of many striking incidents of the

~**^. «otne of our readers may be glad to be referred to

j* raphic narrative of Sergeant Arthur V. Palmer, of
79dj Highlanders, in the Niitttctnth Ctntun for March,

«t"led "A Battle Described from the Ranks."
to the controversy to which it gave rise in ensuing

u<"nben of the came publication.

and other difficulties, would be about one
mile per hour—just think of that!— so that

by starting at 1.30 a.m., Sir Garnet calculated

to reach the enemy's works just before the fir^t

gleam of dawn—so nicely was even thing planned

beforehand. "The long sojourn at Ninth Hill,"

wrote General Hamley, " while waiting for the

moment to advance was of a sombre kind : we
sat in silence on our horses or on the sand, while

comrades moving about appeared as black figures

coming out of the darkness, unrecognisable
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except by their voices. A skirmish had taken

place some days before near this spot, in which

men and horses were slain, and tokens of it were

wafted to us on the breeze.'' Once there was a

false alarm on the right, and the prostrate men
sprang to their feet; but it turned out to be only

a body of British cavalry moving across the front

of the line.

At last, in the lowest undertone, word was

passed along all the line to advance, and soon

nothing was heard but the " swish-swish n of

the battalions footing it warily across the sand

as if it had been snow— silence otherwise

AKA1U 1'ASHA.

and darkness around and above, with the stars

shining down as they had done in the time of

the Pharaohs and the other dynasties of Egvptian

kings lying entombed in the Pyramids. Well

might the British troops have been impressed

with the suspense of the moment and the awful

solemnity of the scene. Directing poles had

been previously fixed in the sand by the Engi-

neers, but they proved of little or no use, the

only effective finger-posts being the everlasting

stars, and even these were now and then obscured

bv clouds. Sometimes the mounted men of the

Headquarters' Staff, moving up to the columns

with whispered instructions, were mistaken for

prying Bedouins; but silence and discipline were

wonderfully well preserved, and forward, ever

forward, moved the invisible and barelv audible

masses of fighting men. Once the Highland

Brigade lay down to rest for twenty minutes,

and this was the occasion of some confusion

which was like to have ended in a calamity.

For the order thus given in the centre of the

Highland line did not reach the outer flanks,

by reason of its being so cautiously passed f'

m

mouth to mouth, till some time after, the con-

sequence being that as the flanks continued t

step out, while maintaining touch with tht

recumbent centre, those flanks lost their dircv-

tion and circled round in such a manner that

the Brigade finally halted in a crescent -shaped

formation, with the right and left almost i r.

fronting each other ; and but for the intelligent

and efforts of the officers, these opposing flanks

mistaking each other for enemies, might have

come to actual blows.

With great difficulty the proper march-direc-

tion was restored, and on again swept—or, rather,

crept—the whole line, like thieves in the nigh:.

Weird and ghostly was the effect of the don

streaks, looking like shadows of moving cbs&s

but which were really lines of men stealing <\tx

the desert. All these men knew that they were

forbidden to fire a single shot until within rc

Egyptian lines, and that these were to be cartel

with a cheer and a rush at the point of the

bayonet ; so that they almost held their breath

with eagerness, and plodded ever on like phan-

toms of the desert—silent, resolute, and prepared

For nearly five hours they had thus advanced,

and then they knew that the supreme moment

must now be near. Nearer, indeed, than thev

fancied ! For, to use again the words of Genera!

Hamley, who was riding behind his Highlander-:

" Just as the paling of the stars showed dawn »

be near, but while it was still as dark as ever,

»

few scattered shots were fired in our front, pro-

bably from some sentries, or small pickets, i ut

side the enemy's lines. No notice was taken d

this, though one of the shots killed a Highlander;

the movement was unchanged, and then 1

single bugle sounded within the enemy's lines.

These were most welcome sounds, assuring ui

that we should close with the foe before daylight,

which just before seemed very doubtful. \ et a

minute or two of dead silence elapsed after the

Egyptian bugle was blown, and then the whole

extent of entrenchment in our front, hither:

unseen and unknown of, poured forth a stream

of rifle fire. Then, for the first time that night,

I could really be said to see my men, lighted bv

the flashes. The dim phantom lines which I

had been looking on all night suddenly woke t

'

life as our bugles sounded the charge, and. re-

sponding with lusty, continued cheers, and with-

out a moment's pause or hesitation, the ranki

sprang forward in steady array."

It was as if the footlights of the rebel P*^0 *

long-extended stage had suddenly flashed out
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Tith blinding flame ; and now the vast and

solemn theatre of the desert, which a moment
before had been wrapped in the deepest silence

13d darkness, grew luminous with lurid jets of

be and resonant with the deafening rattle of

rr.-ptun musketry and the roar of guns—

a

••^formation scene as sudden as it was impres-

snt Never had British soldiers been actors

M such a grandly picturesque stage. But

d>vou suppose that these soldiers returned the

oOrys rained on them by the Remingtons of

Anbfs men ? Not a bit of it. Not a single shot

ns fired from our lines ; but bayonets were

ixed, and away like an avalanche dashed the

tdcoats on the foe. Their distance from the

cubing line of entrenchment was deemed to be

-> ut 150 yards, and in the interval nearly 200

aen went down, the 74th (Highland Light In-

ij-itryion the left losing five officers and sixty men
rvVeit got to the ditch. This was six feet wide
and four feet deep, and beyond was a parapet

feet high from the bottom. The first man to

n-.'unt this parapet was Private Donald Cameron,
tf the Cameron Highlanders, a brave young
* Idicr from the braes of Athol ; but he at once
tc.l back among his struggling comrades with a

tulle: through his brain, dying the noblest of all

deaths. Little wonder that, on passing the 7Qth,

after the battle. General Alison exclaimed, "Well
; nc. the Cameron men ! Scotland will be

pood of this day's work !

"

It so happened that in the darkness the High-

Brigade, which formed the left of the attack,

got considerably in front of the rest of the

'--.so that it was the first, so to speak, to break
" Xyonet -teeth on Arabi's entrenchments ; and
k seizure of these works for the first ten

Kaates to a quarter of an hour of the fight was
k history of the advance of the kilted warriors
' ~ the North. They had not fought better

"wi at Fontenoy, Quebec, and Ouatre Bras
;

were their present foes to be despised, seeing
ihey were allowed by all to have borne the charge
T;th a discipline and a desperation worthy of
ae best troops. " I never saw men fight more
"ttadily," said Sir A. Alison. " Five or six times
*t had to close on them with the bayonet, and I

those poor men fighting hard when their

~cers were flying before us. All this time, too,

•ras a goodly sight to see the Cameron and
' " Ion Highlanders—mingled together as they
"-ere in the stream of the fight, their young
"\ers leading in front, waving their swords
l5At ^eir heads—their pipes playing, and the

rushing on with that proud smile on their

lips which you never see in soldiers save in the

moment of successful battle."

When the Black Watch had reached the

crest of the works, and were being re-formed to

attack some other guns in the interior entrench-

ments, a battery of the newly-formed Scottish

Division of the Royal Artillery swept past them,

shouting out " Scotland for ever !
" as the Greys

and the Highlanders had done on the ensan-

guined slopes of Waterloo. Here the Black

Watch had to mourn the death of Sergeant-

Major MacNeill, who fell pierced by three bullets

after laying low six of the enemy with his good
claymore. At one time some confusion was

caused in the onward rushing ranks of the

Camerons by some voices shouting " Retire !

Retire
!

" but these cries were found to have

emanated from a couple of "Glasgow Irishmen"

—Fenians who wished no good to the cause of

England and her army—and they were put an

end to there and then, meeting with the just

fate of all traitors. But the treachery of these

two unworthy sons of Erin was more than

atoned for by their countrymen of the Royal

Irish on the extreme right of the position, who,

with a wild yell, and all the splendid valour

of their nation, went straight as a dart at their

particular portion of Arabi's works, carrying

them with the bayonet, and completely turning

the flank of his position.

All along the line the engagement now be-

came general, our men plying butt and bayonet

upon the Egyptians, who fell in scores—in

swarms. At the bastions stormed by the High-

land Brigade the enemy la)' in hundreds. On
the other hand, the total casualties of the British

army at Tel-el-Kebir amounted to 330, of which

243 occurred in the Highland Brigade, leaving

06 to represent the losses of the rest of the

force.

Many died of their wounds, and the Guards

almost died of grief at the thought that they

had never got a chance to die of wounds.

Under the Queen's soldier-son they were in

the second line as a reserve, but so quickly

and successfully had the works been stormed

that they were not required to fire a shot-

On the other side of the canal, the Indian

contingent, with the Seaforth Highlanders, the

bronzed companions of Roberts in his immortal

inarch from Cabul to Candahar, had met with

less opposition, and come up just in the nick

of time to turn Arabi's right flank and com-

plete the rout of his broken men. His cotnp,

stores, and ordnance were all captured, and he
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himself fled alone from the field of battle on a

swift steed.

It was asserted by some of our ill-natured

foreign critics who were rather jealous of our

brilliant victory, that we had dimmed its lustre

by massacring many of the wounded Egyptians.

Hut this was not true in the sense implied.

None but savage nations commit such barbarities,

and British troops have never been wanting in

a humanity equal to their courage. Certainly

some of the wounded soldiers of Arabi had to

be bayoneted as they lay, but this was simply

owing to the fact that when our triumphant

troops were rushing on through the prostrate

ranks of their foes, numbers ot the latter,

feigning to be dead, suddenly raised themselves

and tired at the backs of our forward-bounding

men. There was even one case, at least, where

a wounded Egyptian did this after being treated

to a pull from the water-bottle of a kind-hearted

Highlander (the Sergeant Palmer to whose

account of the battle reference has already been

made in a note) ; and for such an act of base

ingratitude and treachery, there could only have

been one possible answer—the bayonet point.

By the time the action was over, our own men

were suffering frightfully from thirst, nor could

many of them be restrained from rushing to

quench their thirst in the adjacent canal,

although the water was almost putrid from the

corpses of men and the carcases of animals.

The battle had been won by the British in

fantry, but the artillery and cavalry (as well as

a splendid body of Blue Jackets) came up to

carry on the pursuit of the flying foe and pluik

the fruits of victory, which, on the night of the

following day, fell into the hands of the English,

when their cavalry, after a splendid forced nurd)

of about forty miles under a blazing sun.entwad

Cairo just in time to save the city from domc-

tion and capture Arabi himseh.

After Waterloo we sent the despot Napieau

to St. Helena, and after Tel-el-Kebir we tot

the rebel Arabi to Ceylon, where he lad

leisure enough to reflect on the folly of haTUf

called out into the field against him as fineh;-

organised a force as ever added lustre to the

British arms.
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IT
must have seemed to the people of the

United States as if Sunday was to be for

them a day of fate. Bull Run, the

initial battle of the Civil War, was
fought on a Sunday, and Shiloh, the battle

which may be considered the second clear

point of the great struggle, began on a

Sunday. But here coincidences between the

battles did not end. A General Johnston
i. Albert Sidney at Shiloh and Joseph Eggleston

at Bull Run) and General Beauregard com-
manded the Southern forces on both occasions

;

moreover, each battle may be said to have had
two clearly defined parts, and in each first

appearances, as is so often the case in things

civic or military, proved deceptive. At noon
on the Sunday of Bull Run the Federals

had carried all before them ; and at noon on
the Sunday of Shiloh the South was in as

favourable a position. Yet, in the end, the

North suffered defeat at Bull Run, as did the

South at Shiloh.

The fortunes of war, ever fickle, went sadly

against the Confederates at Shiloh. Skilfully

planned and boldly executed by the Southern
leaders, if luck had been at all equally divided

between the two armies, the Confederates must
surely have won. But in the thick of the action,

*hen Sherman had been driven back step by
step, when Prentiss and his whole command
had been captured, and when nothing seemed
able to stay the march of the South, and none
to withstand their savage charges—when, in

fact, it looked as though Grant and his army
must inevitably be annihilated or swept into

the Tennessee River—then it was that a rifle-

bullet struck General Johnston. The leader of
the Confederate army fell, and in a few minutes
hied to death.

The news ran along the Southern line, and
to everyone who heard it, foretold disaster.

It checked the charges of the South more
effectively than ten thousand Federals could

have done. The men from the South lost

heart. Their ardour cooled, and the partial

cessation of the fight allowed the Northerners

the breathing-time they so sorely needed.

To add to the confusion of the Confederates,

General Beauregard, second in command to

Johnston, could not at once be found, and for a

lime the army was leaderless. When Beauregard

learned of the death of his chief, he hastened

to assume command; but before he could get

his army in hand, two invaluable hours were

lost. This left him with far too short a spell of

daylight before him to successfully accomplish

all that was needed to be done for victory.

Night came on, and with the night came
General Buell and 30,000 men to the relief of

Grant.

Next day General Beauregard found himself

outnumbered, an army of fresh men opposing

him, and the victory so nearly won was snatched

from him.

The defeat of the Federal forces at Bull Run
came as a great humiliation to the North, but it

served a good purpose nevertheless. Up to the

destruction of McDowell's army at Bull Run,

the people ot the Free States had looked upon
the rebellion of the Slave States as a trivial

matter, of little moment, scarcely a rebellion at

all. But when the dead, wounded, and missing

of Bull Run were counted, the gravity of the

situation came home to a people unused to war.

It was then recognised that the enlisting of

75,000 men, and these for three months only,

had been but trifling with a situation full of

grave danger. President Lincoln called for

500,000 men to serve for three years, and this

call was answered by close upon 700.000. These

men enlisted in all sincerity, and from that day

to the close of the war there were no longer
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lighthearted, boisterous mobs, tramping gaily to

the South, but armies moving seriously, and fully

recognising that a stubborn contest lay ahead.

Bull Run was fought near Washington on the

Atlantic slope, but Shiloh brings us to the

Mississippi Valley. The battle-field is in the

State of Tennessee, near to the border of the

State of Mississippi, and rests on the Tennessee

River at a place called Pittsburg Landing. In-

deed, the battle would have been more appro-

priately named the Battle of Pittsburg Landing
—many do speak of it as such.

Leading up to the Battle of Shiloh were

several important movements and events. In

the first place, at the outbreak of rebellion, the

State of Kentucky, to use an American ex-

pression, attempted to " sit astraddle the fence."

A majority of those in authority in that im-

portant State, sympathising with the South, but

recognising that the people of the State were
largely in favour of maintaining the Union,

tried to induce them to declare neutrality—to

notify both North and South that any attempt

to send troops into Kentucky would be resisted

by the troops of the State.

This, on the face of it, was an impossible

position. If President Lincoln had recognised

the right of a State to remain neutral, and to

forbid the passage across it of national troops,

he would soon have found a barrier of such

States running clear across the continent, and
in the end he would have been unable to stamp
out the rebellion at all. Lincoln refused to

recognise such a position, and the people of

Kentucky, thinking better of it, declared their

loyalty and offered service.

When those at the head of Southern affairs

saw that Kentucky could not be hoodwinked
even by such a plausible plea as negative action,

General Polk, commanding a Southern force of

considerable dimensions, was ordered to push up
into the State. This he did, and seizing Columbus,
an important town some twenty miles or so

south of the junction of the Mississippi and
Ohio rivers, established there his headquarters.

Another force of Southern troops took posses-

sion of Bowling Green, an important centre on
the far east of Kentucky. Between these two Con-
federate centres the rivers Tennessee and Cum-
berland flowed, the rivers themselves and their

valleys forming natural highways to the very
heart of the South. To prevent any such use

being made of these by the Federals, the Con-
federates built two forts—Fort Henry on the

Tennessee River, and Fort Donaldson on the

Cumberland River. These were placed at points

where the two rivers were only twelve miles

apart ; and a line drawn from General Polk's

headquarters, Columbus, on the Mississippi eaK

to Bowling Green, intersecting the two fom,

would be the line between the North and the

South.

This General Polk, commanding at Columbus,

was a character in his way When war

broke out it found him Bishop of the Episcopal

Church in Louisiana ; and without resigning

his ecclesiastical position—intending, in fact, to

again resume active work when the war should

be over—he accepted command of a Confederate

force and served with considerable distinction,

effectively checking Grant at the Battle at

Belmont, and holding Columbus until the ajv-

tulation of Fort Donaldson, when he fell back to

join General Johnston at Corinth, which move-

ment brought him on the field of Shiloh. He

was killed on Pine Mountain by a cannon shot

in 1864.

When Polk and his Confederates seued

Columbus, a Federal force was massed at Cairo,

in the State of Illinois, not many miles north

of the Confederate headquarters. Among the

officers stationed at Cairo there was one who.

although as yet in a comparatively subordinate

position, was destined to become the central

figure of the war. Before the struggle ceased tk

name Ulysses S. Grant became known through-

out the length and breadth of the land.

Like a large majority of the officers engaged

in the war, Grant had served through the

Mexican campaign, and at the taking of Mexico

won personal compliments from General Worth

for, among many other remarkable deeds,

mounting a Howitzer in a church belfry, ind

from that elevation firing upon the enemy.

When the Mexican war collapsed, Grant retired

from the army and lived in obscurity, at one

time tilling a small farm near St. Louis, at

another clerking in a hardware store, and again,

earning his living as a carter ; but when the

civil strife began, the Governor of Illinois

appointed him mustering officer, and step by

step he advanced until the capture of Fort

Donaldson brought his personality vividly before

the people of America. From that day his

fame as a leader spread. After years of fighting

he brought the war to a conclusion, and before

he died had been twice elected President of ho

country.

But stationed at Cairo, and confronting

General Polk, he had his reputation still to
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make. The headquarters of the Northern

forces were at St. Louis, General Halleck being

then the commander of the Federals in that

part of the country. To him Grant proposed a

scheme, and applied for permission to break the

Southern line by an attack and capture of the

twin forts, Henry and Donaldson. Supplement-

ing Grant's appeal, this plan was urged upon

Hilkk by many prominent military experts

in the North.

For a long time General Halleck did not

tven reply to Grant's request. However, on

February 1st, 1862, Grant obtained the per-

mission for which he sought, and, marching

against Fort Henry, quickly reduced it. With-

out losing a moment's time he pushed across

the twelve miles intervening, and set about

the taking of Fort Donaldson. This proved

a much more difficult undertaking than Fort

Henry had been, but on account of divided

authority among the Confederates holding the

fort, and excellent fighting by the Northern

forces, this in time fell. For these successes

General Halleck was assigned to the command
of the Department of the Mississippi, and

Grant, raised to the rank of major-general,

assigned to the command of the military

Strict of Tennessee.

Polk evacuated Columbus, made a stand at

" Island No. 10," was driven from there, and

the Southern line was shattered.

Grant drove the Southern forces out of the

State of Kentucky and across the whole breadth
'-' the State of Tennessee.

General Johnston, the Southern commander,

"tiered a concentration at a place called Corinth,

or the border-line of Tennessee and Mississippi,

and the Northern forces concentrating at

Savannah, twenty-three miles farther north,

aide the battle of Shiloh inevitable.

On March nth President Lincoln in a war

order commanded, " That the two departments
tiow under the respective commands of Generals

Halleck and Hunter, together with so much of

that under General Buell as lies west of a north

wd south line indefinitely drawn through

Knoxville, Tennessee, be considered and desig-

ned the Department of the Mississippi, and
:tat. until otherwise ordered, Major-General
Halleck have command of said Department."
Halleck was an exacting officer, who carried

caution and prudence to such an extent that

they ceased to be virtues. About the time Lincoln

Owed this war order, Grant in some way had
offended Halleck, and, as a consequence, had

been superseded for the time being in the

command by General C. F. Smith, a sturdy

soldier, held in high esteem by his superiors.

Smith was first ordered to Savannah, and when
there, General Halleck instructed him to search

out a fit position in the vicinity to assemble the

Federal army preparatory to advancing on

Corinth. Pittsburg Landing, nine miles south

of Savannah on the Tennessee River, and on

the direct line to Corinth, was the chosen spot,

and thither General Grant, reinstated in his

command, proceeded to take up his position

to await the arrival of General Buell and

22,000 Northern troops who were on their way
to reinforce him before he advanced to Corinth.

Both North and South, recognising the inevit-

ability of a decisive battle, set about the

amassing of troops at their respective centres

—

Pittsburg I-anding and Corinth.

Albert Sidney Johnston, a general who had
seen much service against the Mexicans and
Indians, and who was looked upon as the most
brilliant of all the Southern leaders, had his

headquarters at Nashville, Tennessee, when the

crushing news of the capture of Forts Henry
and Donaldson reached him. He saw that he
must without delay fall back and at some point

consolidate the scattered forces of the South.

On February 18th he moved out, evacuating

Nashville, and leaving in that city only a small

company to preserve order, made Corinth his

object point. General Beauregard, second in

command at this time as at Bull Run, was
guarding the Mississippi, and Johnston now set

about joining their two armies to check the

advance of the Federals under Grant. To
accomplish this it was imperative that Johnston

should give up his hold either on the Mississippi

or Central Tennessee, and he decided to hold

the Mississippi at all hazard. For this purpose,

and to retain control of railways indispensable

to the South, he decided that Corinth was the

proper point for concentration. Picking up on
his way all those who had escaped capture at

Fort Donaldson, he arrived at Corinth on March
24th with 20,000 men. To meet him came
General Bragg, from Pensacola, with 10,000

men ; General Polk, from Columbus ; General

Ruggles, from New Orleans ; and General

Beauregard, commanding the whole. In all,

his force numbered about 50,000 men. General

Grant, already stationed on what was destined

to be the field of the Battle of Shiloh, had about

38,000 men, and General Buell, marching to

reinforce Grant, had something like 22.000 men.
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Johnston's troops as a whole were poorly

armed. Thousands ot them were, in fact,

practically without arms, and many regiments

were under the necessity of borrowing rifles

from other regiments with which to do their

drills. Moreover, there was a serious deficiency

and roads well-nigh impassable from heavy rains

and overflowing streams ; but Grant, with falsa

security, awaited his coming with no impatience.

It seems never to have crossed Grant's mind

that there existed a possibility of Johnston

attacking him. He erected no breastworks, nc«

SHIl.Ul! ItAll I.E-MEI D : SCENE AKOVE THE KJVF.R WHERF. Til E I ONKEDKRAIES ADVANCE WAS C l!E« Kl

IN 11IK KVF.NINi: OF THE FIRST DAY.

in ammunition, and the clothing of ihe majority

of the troops was in a deplorable com! it ion.

But Johnston and his officers set to work with

the greatest determination. Greet) regiments

were broken into their duties, the country was

scoured lor volunteers, and train-l<»ads of arms

were hurried from the Atlantic Coast. Johnston

strained every nerve to complete arrangements

and to net his army in a proper state to admit

of his attacking Grant and beating him, before

Buell could arrive with reinforcements He had

been so fortunate as to effect the concentration

of hi> forces tir>t , and there was, s <> it seemed to

him, a good chance of finding himself in a posi-

tion to fight the Northern army iu sections, If

he could but come at Grant before Ruell arrived

he entertained no fears of the results. Grant

once beaten, a highway to the north would be

thrown open to him. Buell, as it happened,

was being seriously delayed by broken bridges

docs he seem to have taken the sit

caution of keeping a sharp look-out with

or pickets at a reasonable distance in

him. The absence of ordinary prudena

have cost him thousands of lives in tl

Battle of Shiloh.

All matters carefully arranged, Johnst'

mined to strike at Grant without further del

issuing marching orders on the aft&SOOH

April 3rd. and the Confederate army set out

surprise the Federal army as it lav on the

of the Tennessee. The marching foto

sisted of 40,000 men divided into three <<

commanded by Generals Bragg, Hardee.

Polk
;

Breckenridge commanding the KM
Johnston, of course, assumed supreme eomrn

ami Beauregard was second in command,

out specific orders. Hardee led the van.

followed, and Polk and Breckenridge on t!

and right brought up the rear.
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As it turned out, the march to Shiloh was one

of galling hardship. Blinding sleet, and snow, and
' nun beat upon the advancing hosts that struggled

Iiloog knee-deep in slush and mire, painfully

fagging after them ladened waggons and heavy

\
pus. Ill clad, poorly fed, and sore-footed from

kag inarches to the place of concentration, the

fcicrs of the South still made the best of

Mtcrs, and seemed as eager as their commander
i fctrike the blow before it would be too late,

jj,
Johnston hoped to reach a position to permit of

a *« attacking Grant early on Saturday, April

; ftn; but when he saw the slow progress his men
(I Bade along roads that were nothing but stretches

THE MARCH TO SHILOH

in an earlier telegram he said— " The main
force of the enemy is at Corinth."

When he was writing these words the

Confederate armv, 40.000 strong, was at his

very door.

It clearly could never have entered the head

of General Smith, when he picked upon Pitts-

burg Landing as the proper camping-place for

the Northern army until such time as accumu-

lated forces warranted a march against Corinth,

Johnston bivouacked his army within four

miles ot the Federal camp, and neither Grant

nor his officers knew anything about the

movement.
To show how completely in the dark the

Federal commander must have been, it is only

necessary to look at official reports.

Sherman on Saturday reported to Grant

—

" All is quiet along my line"; and later,
,4

I do

not apprehend anything like an attack upon

our position."

The same day Grant, reporting to his superior,

Halleck, wrote

—

M I have scarcely the faintest

idea of an attempt being made upon us"; and

(Ci quagmire, he almost despaired ot ever cover-

*g the miles that lay before him, and, indeed,

up all hope of surprising the Federals.
Ikat Grant would fail to hear of his approach
ke could not believe. But in this he was mis-
token. Grant seemed to have abandoned all

Virion, and to have made very little, if any,
*tempt to keep himself in touch with the
nov*nients of the Confederates.

After two days wallowing through the mire.

14
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that there was a ghost or a chance of the South

assuming the offensive. Three sides of the

camp were bordered by waterways impassable

to troops. To the rear of the camp the

broad Tennessee River flowed, to the right

Snake Creek, to the left Lick Creek—both

deep, sluggish, and unfordable. The ground

enclosed by these waters was high, and in

places deeply scarred with gullies. The situa-

tion was a cul-de-sac, the only opening that

towards Corinth. And when on that Sunday

morning General Johnston's army suddenly

appeared, stretching across this opening, the

army of the North found itself in a trap from

which, it beaten, there could be no escape.

Retreat was utterly impossible. There was

nowhere to retreat. Never was an army more
hopelessly hemmed about than the army of

Grant atShiloh.

Shiloh Church stood at What may be called

the entrance to the cul-dc-sac. Against it,

forming the right wing of Grant's army, lay

Sherman, clearly the hero of the battle. In the

centre, and on a line with Sherman, was stationed

Prentiss, while at the extreme left near Lick

Creek lay Stewart. To the left and rear of

Sherman was McClernand, while in the rear lay

the divisions of Generals Hurlbut and W. H. L.

Wallace. Another General Wallace, Lewis by-

name, with 5,000 reserves, was encamped some

miles distant on the northern side of Snake

Creek. On the Tennessee River, opposite Pitts-

burg Landing, a few gunboats rode at anchor,

and these, later in the day, played a prominent

part in the action.

It was a few minutes after five o'clock on

Sunday morning, April the 6th, that Johnston

ordered his army to advance. A short distance

from the Northern army the Federal pickets

were encountered. These were brushed aside,

and the Southern soldiers came cheering

and firing through the wood. Before the

Federals encamped on the banks of the Ten-

nessee were rightly awake, the Confederates

came charging down upon the camp. Sherman's

men were the first encountered. The firing of

:he pickets and the subsequent cannonading

had awakened this general to the situation, and

he called his men under arms, and drew them
up to resist the attack. Sherman's brigades

standing firm as a rock, the Confederate attack

glanced off his ranks and struck Prentiss with

irresistible force. This unfortunate general

attempted to stay the charge, and lor some

minutes his men, half-dressed and in confusion,

fought valiantly ; but in a very short time

Prentiss himself and whole companies of hU rat-

were surrounded and taken prisoners, his gu::>

captured, and his camp overrun and destroyed.

Grant on Saturday had received a request

from General Buell to meet him at Savannah hi

this Sunday morning. Little thinking that an

engagement was imminent, Grant had gone

thither to keep the appointment, and the firs

news he had of the Confederate movement.*

was conveyed to him by the thundering 0:

the cannon. Listening, he soon realised that

a serious engagement was beginning. Taking

steamer to Pittsburg Landing, he arrived on

the scene of battle at eight o'clock, and foaod

the whole Confederate army about his en.

With 33,000 men, to all intents and purposes

men who had been taken by surprise, he had to

fight 40,000, who for days had been looking

forward to the fray. Already his men had been

driven back all along the line. The situation

was desperate, Sherman alone having for the

three hours made a good struggle of it. Stub-

bornly fighting against overwhelming 0C6,

himself sorely wounded, and his men falling bv

scores about him, General Sherman held hi?

ground so that those behind him might have

time to get into line and take up favourable

positions. Hard pressed, and in the thick of the

fire, he rode up and down the lines, persona*

supervising every detail' of the fight, and nervifl|

his men to the great occasion. But the soldier*

of the South were not to be gainsaid. Like a

wedge, they drove themselves between Sherman

and Prentiss, being slaughtered by hundred*

in the process
;
but, unflinchingly persevenng,

they assailed Sherman's left so savagely that

the general was in the end forced to use hi*

right as a pivot, and in that way to swing hi*

whole command into a fresh position to save hi*

left being turned. In the process he lost two d

his batteries and his camp. This movement of

Sherman's permitted General Johnston to hud

his forces against McClernand, who, unable to

withstand the ferocity of the charge, was driven

far back. Stewart, who held the extreme left

near Lick Creek, also fell back, and Hurlbut :n

the centre was onlv saved from annihilation by

General W. H. L. Wallace's division coming to

his succour, and allowing his command to retire

from the open ground into a wood, where ^

the day he was obliged to fight like a tiger,

withstanding charge after charge delivered b>'

the fiery Southerners. In the defence cS ths

position' General W. H. L. Wallace was killed
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General Lewis Wallace, in command ot the

Federal reserves—5,000 men—lay the other side

of Snake Creek, and for his arrival Grant waited

with impatience, for matters were becoming

desperate. The only way Wallace could possibly

reach the scene of battle was by means of a

bndge across Snake Creek, and so it seemed to

Grant the existence of his army now depended
m this bridge being held against capture.

Sherman knew this, too, and he gradually fell

back, until to fall back any further meant the

loss of the bridge. Then he took up as favourable

a position as he could find, and refused to retreat

one step more, although one-half of the Con-
federate army dashed against his lines. During
the long hours that he stood there, waiting for

Lewis Wallace and the reserves, it seemed as

though his whole command must be wiped out

of existence.

Drawn up in the partial cover of a wood,

with before them open rough country, across

which the enemy's forces must rush, and with

the know ledge that should they allow themselves

to be forced back their whole army would be

exterminated, each Federal under Sherman and
McClernand stood and fought with the despera-

tion of a trapped and stricken tiger. General

Johnston, hoping to force the position, hurried

forward brigade after brigade, and hurled them
against the soldiers of the North. Again and
again the van of the Confederates pierced the

ranks of the Federals, fighting hand to hand
and face to face, with thrust of bayonet and
a-ash of clubbed rifle, but pierced the line only

to be blotted out of existence by the men who
Uood, as it were, with their backs to a wall, and
who fought the fight of grim despair. This was
the first great slaughter-pen of the bloody battle

of Shiloh. Whole companies of Southern troops,

bareheaded, barefooted, in rags, hungry, and ill-

equipped, but undaunted and determined, rushed

headlong across the rugged ground, and with

the fury of fanatics flew at the hemmed-in ranks

of the North, only to be beaten back by those

who could go back no farther. The men of the

North grimly held to their position, trusting

that fate would soon bring Lewis Wallace and
his reserves on the scene to succour an already

defeated army.

The South fought for victory, but the North
fought for time, for darkness, for life.

At ten o'clock in the morning General John-
ston had the satisfaction of knowing that all

his plans had worked out to a nicety. He
had forced Grant into a corner, carried position

after position, captured many guns, and taken

prisoners by hundreds. Grant's army was now
confined in a space of not more than 400

acres. At eleven o'clock there came a lull in

the fight. The time had arrived for General

Johnston to begin the second movement of his

plan of battle. This was to turn Grant's left,

sweep him from Pittsburg Landing, and crush

the left against Sherman on the right. To do

this the Confederates must advance across open

ground in the very teeth of batteries and in-

trenched infantry. In the thick of this, the

most difficult work of the day, the South
suffered a sudden and irreparable loss. General
Johnston while directing the movement was
struck by a rifle-bullet. He fell, and almost

immediately died. The news ran trom lip to

lip, and checked the charge. And, to add to

the confusion, General Beauregard, on whom
the command devolved, could not at once be
found to be told that his chief was dead. The
fight still continued, but during the time it took
to find Beauregard, and the further time that

elapsed before he could get the strings of battle

into his hands, the Southerners fought them-
selves into some confusion, and Grant was able

to re-form and tighten up his lines. Moreover,

the Southerners had driven the Federals so

close to the river that they themselves, in

following up their successes, found themselves
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within range 01 the guns aboard the boats on

the Tennessee River, and shells from the gun-

boats began to play havoc in the Confederate

lines. But this could not be helped. It was

the price of success. The afternoon was ad-

vancing, and Beauregard hastened to the task

of the turning of the left before darkness should

make further fighting impossible. Across the

ground that divided Federal from Confederate

ran a deep scar, and on the shoulder ot the

opposite bank of this Grant had thrown up

reporting the state of things after the first day's

fight, said :

44 At six o'clock p.m. we were in possession of

all his encampments between Owl (a tributan.

of Snake Creek) and Lick Creeks but one.

nearly all his field artillery, about thirty flags

colours, and standards, over three thousand

prisoners, including a division commander

(General Prentiss) and several brigade com-

manders, thousands of small-arms, an immense

supply of subsistence, forage, and munitions

SHILOH BATTLE-FIELD '. SCENE WHERE GENERAL JOHNSTON FELL.

some hasty breastworks. When the Southern-

ers dashed into this gully, shot and shell from

the gunboats on the river shrieked up the

length of it, and an appalling rifle-fire came
down the slope and into the mass of men that

struggled torward to take the breastwork. The
Federals were at their last resource. It the

breastwork should be taken, and their left

turned, it meant the end of all things to them.

The Confederate-, too. were in desperation, for

night was falling upon the land, and victory still

unwon. Into the valley they poured, and up

the bank they struggled and scrambled, but

>carcely one of them reached the top. Shot

and shell and bayonet -thrust soon filled the

valley with Southern dead and wounded ; and

while the right -till continued, darkness fell, and

put an end to the day's struggle. Beauregard.

war. and a large amount of means of transpor-

tation—all the substantial fruits of a complete:

victor}'—such, indeed, as rarely have followed

the most successful battles."

But this was to be the end of the fruits of

victory' for the South.

When the bugles rang out on the evening

air the order to cease fighting, the soldiers of the

North, as well as those of the South, sank to

the ground in hopeless exhaustion. They had

fought like fiends from early morning, travelled

miles of country, scrambled through thicket*,

across quagmires and stagnant waters, hauling

guns and waggon- and store-. assi>ting ihc

wounded, savagely attacking and repul-iiu

attack : and now that a truce for the night !;

been declared, the soldiers found theiu-ehc-

worn and weak that many paid no attention I
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the cravings of hunger and the urgings towards

material comforts, but lay down on the ground

and bivouacked where they had stood when the

order to cease fighting reached them.

All the dark, stormy night it rained a chilling

Tennessee, kept up a deafening' bombardment
of the Confederate quarters throughout the

whole of the night, the shells shrieking and

crashing among the trees, hurling great limbs,

and even whole tree-tops, to the ground, and

^in. A cold wind moaned through the trees,

and so exhausted were the unwounded that the

wounded lay in the main unattended. Grant
himself lay with no other covering than the
clothes he wore, his head to the stump of a
tr<-*e. and passed the night as best he could. To
add to the horrors of the night, the two gun-
b'ats, riding safely upon the bosom of the

finally setting fire to the leaves that were on

the ground and the underbrush, until the badly

wounded were burned where they lay.

It was indeed a night of horror, of suffering,

and ot despair.

Rut worst of all for the South, in the middle

of the night Ruell arrived, and had the field of

battle explained to him ; and when the morning
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dawned, his army—22,000 men—fresh and eager

to fight, marched upon the scene, together with

General Wallace's 5,000 reserve. When Beau-

regard arose to continue the battle, he found

himself hopelessly outnumbered, and, fighting

bravely still, was rapidly driven from all the

advantages he had gained, and in the end

routed. His men marched a miserable march

to Corinth, again through sleet and mire, but,

fortunately for them, the North had been too

sorely cut up to follow for any great distance.

In this woeful retreat 300 men died of cold and

privation.

In this Battle of Shiloh about 100,000 troops

all together were engaged, and of these 23,209

were killed, wounded, or missing. It was

simply a hard, stubborn fight from start to

finish ; and the death of Johnston, and Buell's

fortunate arrival in the nick of time, in all like-

lihood saved the Northern army from a most

disastrous defeat. The Confederates fought

with the fury that distinguished them all

through the war. On the other hand, the

Federals fought with the dogged determination

which ultimately won them the rights for which

they had taken up arms. Draper, in his history

of the American Civil War, gives the following

as the Federal and Confederate losses :

—

In Grant's army there were six divisions.

Their losses, in killed and wounded, were :—

1st. McClernand s, loss both days ... 1.861

2nd. \V. H. L. Wallace's, loss both days ... 2.424

3rd. Lewis Wallace's, loss second day 305

4th. Hurlbut's, loss both days 1.985

5th. Sherman's, loss both days 2,031

6th. l'rentiss' (no report), loss estimated 2.000

Aggregate loss io.fo6

Of Bueii's army, four divisions had marched

to Grant's aid ; of these, three were engaged:—

2nd. McCook's loss ... ... 881

4th. Nelson's loss ... ... ... 693
5th. Crittenden's loss 300

Aggregate loss 1.964

The Confederate losses were 1,728 killed,

8,012 wounded, 959 missing. Total, 10,609.

General Beauregard, after Shiloh, retired

from the command of the Confederate forces on

the plea of ill-health, and General Bragg was

made permanent commander.

[Phil*., lfa*Jy, Sentk II '.tMngt <m. AC.
PRESIDENT LINCOLN.
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HE 31st of January," 1 874, will long be

a day noted in the memories of the

people who were, prior to that time, a

scourge to their neighbours and a

sanding menace to the native tribes under
the British protectorate at Cape Coast. It is

probable that the exact date itself has long ere
' this been forgotten, even if—which is very

doubtful—the Ashantis possess a calendar, or

have any means of calculating the dates of events,

lesa these happen to occur on the longest

«: shortest day, or, perhaps, on the occasion

of a new or full moon. The memory of the

battle, however, owing to a singular custom that

prevails among them and the other peoples of

I

the coast, will never be lost as long as the

j

Ashantis remain a tribe. As the Greeks and
jltaruns used to swear by their divinities, the

? Aikntis swear by their misfortunes ; and the
B>*. solemn oath that can be taken by a king
w chief of these peoples is a national defeat

I

w disaster. Assuredly, then, Amoaful will for

I "any generations be one of the most binding

among the Ashantis.

Ashanti had long shared with Dahomey the

epuiation of being the most warlike and blood-
'' inty of the peoples of West Africa

; they were

ntly at war with their neighbours, the

object of the incursions committed being not so

""•uch the extension of territory as the carrying

**"ay of large numbers of prisoners, to be
McTificed on the occasions of their solemn
fcsivals. They had long borne ill-will to the
British at Cape Coast, because of the protection

ranted by us to the Fanti tribes ; and from the

Gmimencemcnt of the present century hostilities

have broken out at frequent intervals, and more
than once the Ashantis have carried fire and
re<ffd up to the very walls of Cape Coast, ami

one occasion defeated and destroyed a British

under Sir Charles Macarthy.

This state of occasional warfare might have

continued indefinitely, had not the British ex-

changed some possessions with the Portuguese,

acquiring by this transaction the town of Elmina,

some five miles north of Cape Coast Castle, and

the protectorate of the district lying behind it.

The tribe of this district had been allies of the

Ashantis, and Elmina itself had been their port

of trade. The Portuguese had been in the habit

of paying a small annual sum to the Ashanti
;

this sum was considered by them to be a present,

but was regarded by the Ashantis as a tribute.

Ashanti, therefore, objected to the transfer, and

marched an army across the Prah to the

assistance of their allies in the districts dependent

on Elmina. Earlv in June, having brushed aside

the resistance of the Fantis, the invading army
reached Elmina, being joined by all the tribes in

its neighbourhood. A small party of Marines

and Marine Artillery were landed from the ships

on the coast, and inflicted a severe blow on the

invaders as they were on the point of entering

the town.

The position was so serious that the British

Government sent out Sir Garnet Wolseley, with

some twenty British officers, to organise, if pos-

sible, a native force to cope with the enemy ; or,

if this could not be done, to prepare the way for

the landing of a British force of sufficient strength

to strike a heavy blow at the Ashantis in their

own country. Just as the party left England,

a disaster befell us. Commodore Commerell
started to ascend the Prah with boats from the

squadron on the coast. They had gone but a

short distance when they were fired upon by the

Ashantis, in ambush behind the bushes lining

the bank of the river. Commodore Commerell
was severely wounded, as were other officers and
many seamen, and the expedition was forced to

return.

The attempt to get up a large native force
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failed ; but an expedition was undertaken from

Elmina, composed of blue-jackets and marines,

and a portion ot the 2nd West Indian Regi-

ment, and this, after a sharp brush with the

enemy, burnt several villages and cleared the

neighbourhood of the Ashantis, who had been

suffering very much during the wet season from

disease and the want of food. An attack on
Abra Crampa, whose king had joined us heartily,

was repulsed ; there was sharp fighting at

Dunqua and other skirmishes ; and the Ashantis,

disheartened by want of success, and more

than decimated by lever, fell back across the

Prah. The invasion had, thus far, been repelled

solely by the naval forces, aided by the 2nd West
'Indian Regiment and two native regiments com-

manded by Sir Evelyn Wood and Major Baker

Russell, each of whom had some eight English

officers under him.

A road was made to the Prah, huts erected at

suitable distances for the use of the white troops,

and when these landed, early in January, all was

ready for their advance. The force consisted of

a battalion of the Rifle Brigade and the 42nd ;

the 23rd Regiment remained on board the trans-

port that had brought them, it being considered

that it was better for them to stay in reserve, as

the difficulties of carriage were so great that the

fewer the number of men taken up the better.

There was also a naval brigade, composed of

blue-jackets and marines, some companies of the

1st and 2nd West Indian Regiments, Wood and

Russell's native regiments, and a batten* ol

little mountain guns commanded by Captain

Rait, and manned by natives trained by him.

and a small party of Royal Engineers. After

a few skirmishes of no great importance, the

force made their way nearly to Amoaful, where

it was known that the Ashanti army was

assembled in force to oppose their further

advance.

The white regiments halted at Ingafoo, while
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the two native regiments, with the Engineers

and Kait's artillery, marched forward to Ouar-

man, a little more than half a mile from the

enemy's outposts. Lord Gifford, who com-

manded the scouts, lay all day in the bushes

within sound of the voices of the Ashanti, while

Major Home, R.E., with the sappers, cut paths

almost up to the edge of the bush. At half-past

seven on the morning of the 31st of January, a

naval brigade, with two companies of the 23rd

who had just come up, the 42nd, and Rifle

Brigade, arrived at Ouarman and marched on
without a halt, followed by the force already in

the village, where a garrison was left with the

baggage. The two native regiments were
now reduced to but seven companies altogether,

owing to the necessity for leaving garrisons at

the various posts along the road. The plan of

operations had already been determined upon.

The 42nd Regiment were to form the main
attacking force. They were first to drive the

enemy's scouts from the little village of Aga-
mas»ie, just outside the bushes where Gifford's

scouts were lying, and were then to move straight

on, extending to the right and left of the path,

and, if possible, to advance in a skirmishing line

through to the bush. Two guns of Rait's battery

were to be in their centre, and to move upon the

path itself. Half the naval brigade and Wood's
regiment were first to cut a path out to the right,

and then to turn parallel with the main path, so

that the head of the column should touch the

right of the skirmishing line of the 42nd, while

the other half of the naval brigade, with Russell's

regiment, was to proceed in similar fashion on
the left.

The two companies of the 23rd were to come on
behind the headquarter staff; the Rifle Brigade

were to remain in reserve. The intention was

that the whole should form a sort of hollow

square, the column on the right and left pro-

tecting the 42nd from the flanking movements
upon which the Ashantis were always accus-

tomed to rely for victory. With each of the

Hanking columns were detachments of Rait's

battery with rocket tubes.

The 42nd, as they burst out from the bush,

encountered but little opposition ; the eight or

ten houses composing the village being occupied

by but a small party of the enemv, who fled

at once into the bush beyond. This was so

thick, and the open ground round the village

so small, that it was necessary to clear away a

space for the bearers of the litters, surgical

appliances, and spare ammunition, and it was

nearly half an hour before the rest of the force

issued from the narrow path into the open.

The pause had been a trying one, for a

tremendous roar of fire told that the Bb.k

Watch were hotly engaged, and, indeed, had

gained but a distance of a couple of hundred

yards while the native labourers were clearing

the bush round the village. As soon as thev

reached the open space, the flanking column?

turned off to the right and left, and it was m>t

long before the increasing roar of musketry

showed that they, too, were engaged.

The scene bore little resemblance to the

presented by any modern battle-field. Tbt

Ashanti bush consists of a thick wood of tree

some forty or fifty feet high, covered and inter-

laced with vines and creepers, while the heat and

moisture enable a dense undergrowth to flourish

beneath their shade. Above all tower the giant?

of the forest, principally cotton trees, which

often attain a height of from 250 to 300 feet.

Progress through this mass of jungle and

thorn is impossible even for the natives, except

where paths are cut with hatchet or sword

These paths are generally wide enough only f°r

a single file, and two persons meeting in oppov.tt

directions have a difficulty in passing each other,

the more so as long use wears down the sorl

moist earth until the tracks are converted inU-

ditches two or three feet deep. The ground

across which the 42nd were trying to force their

way was more open than usual, owing probably

to the undergrowth having been cleared away

to furnish firing to the little village. It was

somewhat undulating, and the depressions were

soft and swampy. Each little rise was held

obstinately by the enemy, who, lying down

beyond the crest, behind trees, or in clumps

of bush, kept up an incessant fire against the

Black Watch ; and even the aid of Rait'* t« •

little guns and two rocket troughs failed to over-

come their resistance. The two flanking column*

encountered even more strenuous opposition:

before they could advance into the bush a way-

had to be cut for them bv the natives under the

orders of the Engineer officers. Although the

troops endeavoured to cover this operation by

an incessant fire into the bush on either side,

the service was a desperate one. Several of the

men fell dead from the fire of their hidden foes,

others staggered back badly wounded, and

Captain Buckle, of the Royal Engineers, one 01

the most zealous and energetic officers of the

expedition, fell mortally wounded by two slugs

in the neighbourhood of the heart.
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Little wonder was it that, although the natives

behaved with singular courage, at times they

quailed under the fire to which they were ex-

posed
;
consequently the advance of the two

u'lumns soon came to a standstill, and the

men lying down kept up a constant fire on

the unseen enemy, directing their aim solely

uthe puffs of smoke spurting from the bushes.

S" difficult was it to keep the direction in this

dense bush that both columns had swerved

from the line on which it was intended that

they should advance. The roar of fire was so

general and continuous that none of the three

column* were in any degree certain as to the

direction in which the others lay, and from each

•
I them messenger after messenger was sent

back to Sir Garnet Wolseley, who had taken up
bis position with his staff at the village, com-

plaining that the men were exposed to the fire

trom the other columns.

The noise was, indeed, out of all proportion to

the number of combatants. The Ashantis use

enormous charges of powder—which, indeed,

would be absolutely destructive to the old Tower
muskets with which they were armed were these

laded with tightly-fitting bullets. This, how-

ever, was not the case, as on the powder three

tt four slugs of roughly chopped-up lead were
< : pped loosely down : the noise made by the

explosion of the muskets so charged was almost

k loud as that of small field-pieces
;
and, indeed,

although but two or three hundred yards from

the village the reports of Rait's mountain guns
*cre absolutely indistinguishable in the din.

The trees broke up the sound in a singular

Tunner, and the result was a strange and con-

Jn.d reverberation, mingled with the hissing
v,jnd rising from the storm of bullets and slugs

singled with that of the rockets. Well was it

br our soldiers that the enemy used such heavy
charges, for these caused the muskets to throw
high, and the slugs for the most part whistled

harmlessly over the heads of the troops and
almost covered them with the showers of leaves

cut from the trees overhead.

For an hour this state of things continued,

the two companies of the 23rd were then ordered
to advance along the main path and to aid the

4-nd in clearing the bush, where the Ashantis
Mill fought stubbornly not two hundred yards
fr"m the village. Two companies of the Rifle

brigade were sent up the left-hand road to keep
that path intact up to the rear of the Naval
Brigade, while on the right, the rear of Colonel
Wood's column was ordered to advance further
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to the right, so that the column might torm a

diagonal line, and firing to their right only, not

only cover the flank of the 42nd, but do away

with the risk of stray shots striking them.

Wounded men were now coming fast into the

village—42nd, Rifles. Naval Brigade, and natives.

On the left the firing gradually ceased, and

Colonel McLeod, who commanded there, sent

in to the general to say that he was no longer

hotly attacked, but that he had altogether lost

touch of the left of the 42nd. He was therefore

ordered to cut a road north-east until he came

in contact with them. He experienced a resolute

opposition, but the rockets gradually drove the

Ashantis back. In the meantime, the 42nd were

fighting hard. In front of them was a swamp,

and on the rise opposite the ground was covered

with the little arbours that constitute an

Ashanti camp. Not an enemy was to be seen,

but from the opposite side the puffs of smoke
came thick and fast, and a perfect rain of slugs

swept over the ground on which the 42nd were

lying. The path was so narrow that Rait

could bring but one gun into position. This he

pushed boldly forward, and, aided by Lieutenant

Saunders, poured round after round of grape

into the enemy until their fire slackened and

the 42nd were again able to advance.

Step by step they won their way, each ad-

vance being covered by the little gun, which did

terrible execution among the crowded, though

unseen, ranks of the enemy. The camp was

won ; but beyond it the bush was thick and

absolutely impenetrable for a white soldier, and

it was necessary' to advance solely by the narrow

path. This was swept by a storm of slugs from

the bush on either side, although the Snider

bullets searched the bush and the guns poured
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in showers of grape. At last the Ashanti fire

diminished, and the troops dashed forward up

the lane, and the bush thickened on either side

until too dense even for the Ashantis to occupy

it. With a cheer the Black Watch issued trom

the upper end of the pass, and spread out into

the wide open space dividing the village of

Amoaful into two sections. For a short time

the Ashantis kept up a fire from the houses and

from the other end of the cleared space, but the

42nd soon drove them from the houses
;
and a

shell from a gun fell among a group at the

farther end of the clearing and killed eight of

them, and the rest retreated at once. Major

McPherson and eight other officers were

wounded, and the total of 104 casualties in a

force of 450 men showed how severe had been

the struggle.

It was now twelve o'clock, and although they

had lost their camp and village and had suffered

terribly, the Ashantis were not yet finally beaten.

The principal part of the force that had been

engaged upon our left had swept round to the

right, and were pressing hard upon our right

column, and cutting in between them and the

42nd. Fortunately, however, the left column

had cut its path rather too much to the east and

now came into the main path, and so formed a

connecting link between the 42nd at Amoaful

and the head of the right column. Although

the latter had been strengthened by the ad-

dition of a company of the Rifles, it suffered

severely : Colonel Wood and six naval officers

were wounded, together with some forty men.

The fire of the enemy at last slackened, and it

seemed as if all was over, when suddenly a

tremendous fire broke out from the rear of the

column, showing that the Ashantis were making
a last and desperate effort to turn our right

flank, and to retake the village from which they

had been driven in the morning.

For a few minutes the scene in the village was

exciting. So near were the enemy that the slugs

came pattering down among the remainder of

the Rifles still held in reserve there, and they and

the guard of the reserve ammunition prepared to

resist an attack, three companies of the Rifles at

once moving out to prolong the rear of the right

column, and so to cover that side of the village.

For a while the roar of musketry was as heavy

and continuous as it had been during the morn-

ing, and continued so for three-quarters of an

hour. While it was going on another strong

bodv of the enemy attacked Ouarman, but the

small force of forty men of the 2nd West Indian

OUUQ BVa

north*.

Regiment and half a company of Wood's rep,

ment, under the command of Captain Burnet;,

although taken by surprise—for with a great

battle raging but half a mile away, they had no

idea of being attacked—defended themselves « ith

great gallantry, and even sallied out and brought

in a convoy that had arrived near the village,

and finally, being reinforced by a company of

Rifles, took the offensive and drove off thai

assailants.

Finding themselves met on whatever sde

they attacked, the Ashanti fire began to rein.

As soon as it did so, Sir Garnet gave the word

for the line to advance, sweeping round frcai

the rear so as to drive the enemy n<

before them. The movement was

executed. A company of men who
raised at Bonny, and who had fought

and silently all the time they had been on

defensive, now raised their shrill war

slinging their rifles and drawing

dashed eagerly forward, while by

skirmishing as steadily and quietly

parade, the men of the Rifle Brigade

every bush with their bullets ; and in five minute

from the commencement of their advance t:

Ashantis were in full retreat.

The number of casualties on the part <rf tbi

white and native troops amounted to about

!

—a very heavy proportion, considering

paratively small number of the force

Fortunately the wounds, for the most part

comparatively slight : the flying slugs inflict

ugly-looking gashes, but seldom penetrated t

Captain Buckle, of the Engineers, was the

officer killed, but the number of wounded

large, and included two other Engineer 0:

out of the total of five engaged.

No one had shown more determined brav

than the natives, who worked as sappers

their orders. The work was trying eno

for the men, who for five hours remained

prone, returning the fire of their invwbta

foes. The natives, however, for the sjh*

time, were working continuously, cutting path*

through the thick bush and exposed

less to the enemy's fire. Nearly half their

number were among the wounded. The tot*

number of deaths did not exceed twenty,

the side of the Ashantis no accurate record

obtained of the number who fell. It » tbt3r

custom always to carry off the killed and

wounded, unless hotlv pressed ; and thereto

until the last rush "of the Black Watch «*>

Amoaful. they had ample time to follow th^'
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usual custom. Nevertheless, the number of

dead found was very large, and the lowest calcu-

lation placed their loss at 2,000. Among these

was Amnion Ouatia, the general-in-chief of the

Ashantis, and Aboo, one of the six great tribu-

tary kings of Ashanti. The Ashantis fought

with extraordinary pluck and resolution
;
they,

to the British for their long endurance ot a

terrific fire from unseen foes, by the manner in

which they fought under conditions so absolutely

novel to them, and for the unwavering resolution

with which they won their way through the

bush and finally defeated a foe of ten times their

own numerical force. The victor}' of Amoaful

indeed, enormously outnumbered the little

British force, and their position was admirably

adapted for their peculiar method of fighting.

But, on the other hand, they were wretchedly

armed, and their old and worn-out muskets were
poor weapons indeed compared with the breech-

loaders of the whites, who had, in addition, the

assistance of their guns and rocket tubes.

Great credit was due to both sides : to the

Ashantis for their obstinate and long-continued
defence, and for the vigour with which, when
their centre was penetrated, thev strove to re-

deem the day by their flank attack upon u> ;

virtually decided the result of the campaign, for

although the Ashantis fought again on the other

side of the river Dah. the terrible punishment

inflicted upon them at Amoaful had greatly

reduced their spirit
; nevertheless, they fought

stoutly.

On this occasion the Bonny men led the ad-

vance up the path beyond the river, and before

they had gone half a mile were hotly engaged.

Lieutenant Saunders, with one of Rait's guns,

endeavoured to clear the bushes, but little pro-

gress was made for two hours, and Lieutenant

Lyre, the adjutant of Wood's regiment, fell
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mortally wounded when standing near the gun.

The Rifles now relieved the Bonny men, and led

the advance, and made their way slowly forward

until within fifty yards of a large clearing, sur-

rounding a village ; then with a cheer they rushed

forward, drove the enemy from the clearing, and

occupied the village. But behind them the

combat raged for another two hours. The troops

lined the sides of the path, and repulsed all the

efforts of the Ashantis to break through them,

holding the position while the native carriers

took the stores, spare ammunition, and medical

comforts along the path and up to the village.

As soon as the last of these had passed along, the

troops followed, until the whole force were

gathered in and round the village.

The loss of the Ashantis can have been but little

inferior to that which they suffered at Amoaful,

for they several times approached in such masses

that the whole bush swayed and moved as they

pushed forward. On the other hand, our casual-

ties were very slight, for as the road was, like all

the paths in the country, hollowed out by the

traffic fully two feet below the general level, the

troops lying there were protected as by a breast-

work of that height. When the whole force

were assembled in the village, the enemy still

kept up serious and desperate attacks upon the

rear, but were always repulsed by the Rifles, who
lined the edge of the clearing. Mingled with the

continued din of musketry was the lugubrious

roar of the great war-horns throughout the

woods, and the wild war-cry of the Ashantis.

The halt was a short one ; Coomassie was

still six miles distant, and soon after the force

were gathered round the village the Highlanders,

with Rait's guns, moved forward along the path.

For the first twenty minutes the fire of the

enemy was very heavy, but when the Black

Watch gained the crest of the rise beyond the

village, the resistance became more feeble, and

they dashed forward at the double, sweeping all

opposition aside. The resistance of the Ashantis

at once ceased
;
they had done all that was pos-

sible for them to do to oppose our advance, and
had failed. Their main body was still in the rear

of the village, engaged in unavailing attacks upon

the force there. Probably their best and bravest

troops were with this force, and at the rapid

advance of the 42nd a panic seized the defenders

of the path ; those in the bush could not hope

to move forward as rapidly as did the troops in

the open, while those in the villages along the

path, warned by flying fugitives of the rapid

approach of the foe, joined in their flight. The

road was strewn with articles of clothing, ih

stools of state of the chiefs, weapons, and food.

From this time no single shot was find

The warriors in the bush, seeing that thr

could not hope to get ahead of the advanci^

force and make another effort to defend thi

capital, either went off at once to their village*

or made a wide circuit and came down bchin

Coomassie upon the road between that town ir.<

a spot, five miles away, where the kings a

Ashanti were buried, and where, doubt!^

another battle would have been fought had th

troops advanced to the sacred spot. The^-rJ

halted at the last village before arriving a Go-

massie, until they were there joined by there:

of the force
;
then, after crossing a deep andkui

marsh surrounding the town, they entered the

capital of the enemy. It was not, as might h*e

been expected, deserted : a good many <i r>

inhabitants remained, some of the men being til

armed, and watched with curiosity rather thai

with alarm, the entry of the white warn n

who had broken the strength of their narjra

Orders were given to disarm them at once; bul

as soon as they perceived that this was the a*

. they gradually withdrew, and in half an hooj

the whole of the natives of Coomassie had dal

appeared in the bush.

Several fires broke out in various parts of tin

town. Some of these may have been the « i

of the Ashantis themselves, but most of thesj

were caused unquestionably by the native car?

followers, who, in spite of the stringent order!

against looting, stole away in the darkness «

gather plunder. Some of them were flogc-'^

and one was hung, and then, after posting pake;!*

thickly outside the town, the troops went A

to sleep.

The next morning the captured town could!*

fairly seen. The streets were very wide ;
tred

grew in them ; and from the irregularity «^

which the houses were scattered about, it r*

sembled a great straggling village rather than J

town. The houses were of the kind with whafi

the troops had already become familiar, aril

resembled the architecture of a Chinese temf-

rather than that of any other known building

Outside was an alcove with red steps, high raised

floor, and white pillars supporting the tai

This formed the front of the house, and

as there was no entrance from it into the

interior, it was, in fact, a sort of summer-

house and balcony, where the master must ha«

sat to look at the passing world and chat with

his acquaintances. Inside, the houses were ^
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he same character, comprising a number of

little courts with alcoves on one or more sides.

Everything in Coomassie bore signs of the super-

stitious belief of the inhabitants in fetish. Over
every door was suspended a variety of charms

—

id stone weapons, nuts, gourds, amulets, beads,

fc of china, bones, and odds-and-ends of all

fcais. The principal apartments of the larger

fcccsrs were lumbered up with drums, great urn-

hliis, and other paraphernalia of processions
;

tel there were no real valuables of any kind.

The great objects of interest to the troops

I the town were the palace and the great

a tree from which Coomassie took its name.
In a large clump of bushes adjoining the latter

were found the remains of some thousands of

Tictims sacrificed in the bloody festivals. The
majority were, of course, but skeletons ; but there

ten hundreds that could have lain there but
a tew weeks, many which must have been sacri-

ficed within a few days. The stench from this

chamel- place was horrible, and pervaded the

hole town. The palace occupied a very large

extent of ground. It consisted of a central stone
building ofEuropean architecture, which was used

,15 a storehouse and was crowded with articles of

furniture, silver plate, gold masks, clocks, glass,

china, guns, cloth, and caskets, resembling in its

confusion and the variety of its contents a suc-

cession of auction-rooms. The rest of the palace

was of native work—similar, but on a much
larger scale, to the houses of the great chiefs.

A horrible smell of blood pervaded the whole

place—for many of the executions were held in

the palace itself. During the day the rain fell

in torrents and as it became known that the

king had gone right away into the interior of the

country, as provisions were running very short,

the troops were already feeling much the

effects of the climate, and as the rains would

swell every stream and fill every swamp, it was

decided to make a start for the coast the next

morning, after burning down the place that had

been the scene of such countless horrors and atro-

cities. This was done as the column marched

out of the town. The Engineers fired the houses

and blew up the king's palace ; and a vast cloud

of smoke rising high into the air must have told

the Ashantis, scattered far and wide through

the forests, that vengeance had at last fallen on

the city that had for so many years been regarded

by them as sacred, and had been the object of

superstitious terror and hate to the tribes for

hundreds 01 miles round.

LOOMASS IK.
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£>( CHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN, the cradle of

the Anglo-Saxon race, was the beau-

J tiful and interesting province which

formed the bone of bloody contention

between the Prussians and the Danes in the

year 1864, just a \x*ar after the Prince of

Wales had wedded the Danish 41 sea-king's

daughter from over the sea," and made all

Englishmen take the very deepest interest in

the hopeless struggle of her undaunted country-

men against an overwhelming foe.

The cause of quarrel was one of the most com-

plicated questions which ever vexed the minds

of statesmen, and seemed so incapable of solution

that an irreverent Frenchman once declared it

would remain after the heavens and the earth

had passed away. But on the death of Frederick

VII. of Denmark, hi November, 1863, Herr von

Bismarck, who had the year before become
Prussian Premier, determined that the difficulty

should now be settled by " blood and iron."

BrieHv put, the new King of Denmark, Christian

IX., father of the Princess of Wales, wanted to

rule over the Elbe Duchies, as Schleswig-

Holstein was called, in a way, as was thought

at Berlin, unfavourable to the rights and aspira-

tions of their German population
;
while, on the

other hand, the Germanic Diet, or Council of

German Sovereigns at Frankfort, was resolved

that this should not be so. And rather than

that this should be so. it decreed " execution
"

on the King of Denmark, who had a seat in the

Diet as for the Duchies, and selected two of its

members, Hanover and Saxony, to enforce its

decision.

But not content with this, Austria and
Prussia, the leading members of the Diet, also

resolved to take the field, as executive bailiffs,

so to speak, of the judgment of the German
Court ; and this they did at the beginning of

1804 with a united force of about 45.000 men.

That was not so very large a force, con>idenn£

the size of modern armies, but it was mod

larger than that opposed to it by the valiant

Danes, about 36,000 in number, who were coo-

manded by General de Meza. The Austriam

were commanded by Field-Marshal von Gabled,

and the Prussians by their own Prince Freder.ck

Charles, surnamed the " Red Prince," from the

scarlet uniform of his favourite regiment, the

Zieten Hussars.

The Commander of the combined Au>tn>

Prussian army was the Prussian Field-Marfhil

von Wrangel—" old Papa Wrangel," as he «x<

fondly called—who looked, and spoke, and ai'.al

like a survival from the time of the Thirty YeaiV

or the Seven Years' War. He was a grim "ii

beau sabrcur^ who, in his later days, used t*

grind his teeth (what of them were I eft I
and

scatter groschen among the street arabs of BtrlA

under the impression that he was sowing a crop

of bullets that would yet spring up and prc\t

the death of all democrats and other nefarious

characters dangerous to military monarchy and

the rule of the sword in the civil state.

" In Gottes Nameu drauf! "—M Forward in

God's name "—" Papa " Wrangel had wired to

the various contingents of his forces on the i-t

February, when at last the Danes had replied

to his demands with an emphatic " N"o
!

" and

then the combined Austro- Prussian army swept

over the Eider amid a blinding storm of snow.

The Prussians took the right, the Austnan?

the left of the advance into the Duchies

;

after one or two preliminary actions of no great

moment, the invaders reached the Danewerk.J

very strong line of earthworks which had taken

the place of the bulwark thrown up by the

Danes in ancient times against the incurs^'

of the Germans. Here the Prussians prepared

for a stubborn resistance, but what was the::

surprise and their delight, on the morning of
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6th February, to find that the Danes had evacu-

ated overnight this first bulwark line of theirs,

leaving 1 54 guns and large quantities of stores

and ammunition a prey to their enemies

!

Caution, not cowardice, had been the motive

of this retreat of theirs, for they saw that, if they

had remained, they would have run the risk

of being outflanked and outnumbered ; so they

determined, from reasons of military policy, to

retire further northward and take up their

dogged stand behind

their second line of

entrenchments at

Diippel, there to

await the assault of

their overwhelming

foes.

Sending on the

Austrians on the

left into Jutland to

dispose of the Danes

in that quarter,

" Papa " Wrangel
selected the 44 Red
Prince " and his

Prussians to crack

the nuts which had

been thrown in

their way in the

shape of the re-

doubts of Diippel.

Prince Frederick
Charles was one of

the best and bravest soldiers that had been

produced by the fighting family of the Hohen-
follerns since the time of Frederick the Great.

A man about the middle height, strongly

built, broad-shouldered, florid-faced, sandy-

bearded, bull-necked, rough in manner and
speech, and homely in all his ways—he
was just the sort of leader to command the

affections and stimulate the courage of the

Prussian soldier. There was much of the bull-

dog in the 44 Red Prince," so he was the very

man to entrust with such a task as that of

hanging on to the Danes at Diippel.

Yet this task was one of exceeding difficulty,

for the redoubts of Diippel formed such a for-

midable line of defence as had rarely, if ever,

before opposed the advance of an invading army
in the open field. All the natural advantages of

ground, with its happy configuration of land and
water, were on the side of the Danes, whose
main object it was to prevent their foes from
setting foot on the Schleswig island of Alsen,

15
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forming a stepping-stone, so to speak, to Den-

mark itself, much in the same way as the island

of Anglesey does to Ireland. To continue the

comparison, the Menai Strait corresponds to the

Alsen-Sund which separates the mainland of

Schleswig from the island of Alsen. Of this

island the chief town is Sonderburg, which was

connected by the mainland, into which it looks

over, by two pontoon bridges, at the end of

which the Danes threw up a tete-du-prmt, or

bridge-head en-

trenchment, to de-

fend the approach

and passage ; while

about a couple of

miles further inland

they had constructed

a chain of no fewer

than ten heavy

forts, or redoubts,

all connected by

lesser earthworks
and entrenchments.

This line of re-

doubts, about three

miles long, ran

right across the

neck of a penin-

sula of the main-

land, called the
Sundewitt, one end

resting on the Alsen-

Sund and the other

on a gulf, or bay, of the Baltic, called the

Wenningbund. The redoubts were placed

along the brow of a ridge which overlooked

and commanded all the undulating country for

miles in front, while in the rear again the

ground dipped away gently down towards

the Alsen-Sund and its bridge-head, affording

fine shelter and camping-ground to the Danes.

A lovelier or more romantic-looking region,

with its winding bays and silver-glancing straits,

its picturesque blending of wood and water,

could scarcely be imagined.

Such a position as that which the Danes had

taken up would have been of no value whatever

against foes like the English, seeing that the

latter might have gone with their warships and
shelled the Danes clean out of their line of

redoubts without ever so much as landing a

single man, for, as already explained, the line of

forts rested on the sea at both ends. But at this

time, fortunately for the Danes, the Prussians

had little or nothing of a Davy, so that they

FIELD- MARIsHAL VON WRANGEl
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must needs essay on land what they could not

attempt by sea ; while the Danes, on the other

hand, though weaker on land, were decidedly

superior to their foes on water. In particular,

they had one warship, or monitor, the Rolf

Knikc, which gained immortal fame by the

bold and devil-may-care manner in which it

worried, and harassed, and damaged, and kept

the Prussians perpetually awake. It lurked like

a corsair in the corners of the bays, and creeks,

and winding sea-arms of that amphibious region,

and darted out upon occasion to shell and

molest the Prussians in their trenches before

the Duppel lines.

For the Prussians had soon come to see that

it would be quite impossible for them to capture

the Duppel redoubts save by regular process of

sap and siege. The redoubts proved to be far

more formidable than they ever fancied ; and

it would have involved an enormous sacrifice

of life on the part of the Prussians to rush for

them at once. The pretty certain result of such

impetuosity would have been that not a soul

almost of the stunners would have lived to tell

the talc. For three whole years the Danes had

been at work on these redoubts, and what it

takes three years to construct cannot by any

possibility be captured in as many days. Much
had to be done by the Prussians, then, before

sitting down before the redoubts. If a simile may
be borrowed from the game of football, the " for-

wards " of the Danes had first to be disposed of.

For not only did they occupy the redoubts, but

likewise all the strong points in the country for

two or three miles in front of them, just as

modern ironclads hang out nets to guard their

hulls from the impact of torpedoes. In a similar

manner the Danes had thrown out a network of

men to fend off all hostile approach to their

forts and prevent the Prussians from settling

down near enough to them for the purposes of

sap and siege.

While, therefore, the Prussians were busv

bringing to the front their heavy guns and
other siege-material, others of them were set to

the work of sweeping clean, as with a broom of

bayonets, the open positions in front of the

redoubts held by their defenders. But this

sweeping process was by no means either an

easy or a bloodless task. For while the Danes
numbered 22,000 troops, the " Red Prince" in

front of them disposed at this time (though later

he was reinforced) of no more than 10,000 men,

and there was always the danger that the Danes,

assuming the offensive, would sally out of their

lines and seek to overwhelm their numerically

weaker foes. Consequently the Prussians had

recourse to the spade in order to supple-

ment the defensive power of their rifles, and

thus they first of all took up an entrenched

position running in a long semicircle fmm

Broacker on their right to Satrup on the*lcft, at

a distance of about three miles or more from the

real object of their ambition—the line of Danish

redoubts.

Two positions in front of these redoubts—the

villages of Duppel and Rackebiill—were

contested by the Danes ; but on the 17th *

March, after fighting in a manner which gave

their foes a very high opinion of their course,

they retired behind their earthworks with the

loss of 676 men, while the Prussians, on tier

part, had to pay for their victory by only vi

lives. This disparitv in loss was doubtless doe

to the fact that, while the Danes were onh

armed with the old smooth-bore imiz/ledoadrnf

musket, the Prussians had adopted the new

Ziindnadelgcxvchr^ or needle-gun, the parent <k

all modern breechloading and repeating nflc\

which gave them a tremendous advantage over

their opponents. In one of the preliminary

encounters above referred to, a party of Panes

against whom a superior force of Prussian light

infantry {Jilgcr) was advancing, threw down

their arms in token of submission ; but as the .

Prussians came forward, they snatched them uj

again, fired a volley, and rushed on with the

bayonet. The Prussians let them come :e

within twenty-yards' distance, and then, raiding

their deadly needle-guns, shot them down to J

man. The treacherous conduct of the Danes

above referred to caused great bitterness among

the Prussians
;
but, even after death, the latter

showed their foes the respect which brave men

owe to one another, and in West Duppel thtf

raised a cross with this inscription :-— " Here lie

twenty-five brave Danes, who died the bero'i

death, 17th February, 1864."

The result of these preliminary tussles

that the Danes attempted no more outfalls, at-d

from the 17th to the 28th of March one mjgN

almost have concluded that an armistice hJ

been agreed to but for an occasional sputtering

and spitting of rifle-fire between the forepo*t>.

who thus employed their time when not ex-

changing other courtesies in the form of pip*

lights, tobacco-pouches, and spirit-flasks.

now the time was come when it behoved the

Prussians to get as close to the redoubts 2*

possible, for the purpose of opening their siege-
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trenches, and General von Raven's Brigade was

^elected to sweep the ground in front of the

Danish position of ail its outposts. It was an

early Easter this year, and just when the

preachers were proclaiming to their congrega-

tions that the season of peace and goodwill to

ill men had now again come round, the Danes

and Prussians were fighting like fiends under

oner of the darkness.

The 1 8th Prussian Fusiliers had crepe forward

a far nearly as the wire-fencing and palisades

in front of the redoubts, when the dawn sud-

denly revealed them to the Danes ; and just at

this moment, too, what should appear upon the

<ene but the ubiquitous Rolf Krake, which, at

3 distance of about

live hundred yards,

opened upon the ad-

vancing Prussians
*uch a shower of shell

and grape-shot as

lorced them to retire,

musing these baffled

tibiliers to curse the

•cry name of the

^iip-builder who had

ever laid the keel of

Hich a bold and
bothersome vessel.

At length, during

the night of the 30th

March, the Prussians

managed to open their first parallel at a

Stance of about eight hundred paces from

Jie line of the redoubts, and now, so to

peak, they had reached the beginning of the

end. The men on duty in this parallel, or

heller-trench (about eight feet deep), were re-

lieved at first every forty-eight hours, and then

every twenty-four, the former period having

been found to be too great a strain on the

*>ldiers, who, in consequence, had soon as many
»> ten per cent, on the sick list. For nothing
could have been more trying to the constitution

than this trench-life, with its cold nights, and
rain, and mud, and manifold wretchedness.

Vet the Prussian soldiers, who were all very
young fellows—mere boys some of them—kept up
their spirits in the most wonderful manner, and
tndulged in all kinds of fun—mounting a gas-pipe

°n a couple of cart-wheels, and thus drawing
the fire of the Danes, who imagined it to be a
cannon

; making sentries out of clay, and other-
wise indulging in the thousand-and-one humours
of a camp. They were also cheered by frequent

visits from their commander, the " Red Prince,"

who—although housed in most comfortable, not

to say luxurious, quarters at the Schloss, or

chateau, of Gravenstein, about six miles to the

rear—failed not to ride to the front every day

and acquaint himself with all that was going on.

With such a commander soldiers will do any-

thing, and hence the whole Prussian force in

front of the Danish redoubts began to burn with

a fighting ardour which neither cold, nor wet,

nor knee-deep mud could in the least degree

damp or depress.

On the other hand, the Danes, though better

off for shelter in their block-houses, wooden
barracks, and casemates, were not in such good

spirits. One of the

few things, appa-
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rently, that cheered

their hearts was the

sight of the numerous

English tourists

—

"T.G's," or "travel-

ling gents," as they

used to be called in the

Crimea, and A'ricgs-

b 11 m mlcr, or w a r-

loafers, as they are

dubbed in Germany
—who, arrayed in

suits of a most fearful

and wonderful make,

streamed over to the

Cimbrian Peninsula in quest of sensation and

adventure, exposing themselves on parapet and

sky-line to the shells of the Prussians with a

devil-me-care coolness which proved a source

of new inspiration to the Danskes.

Simultaneously with the pushing on of their

parallel work, the Prussians kept up a tremen-

dous fire on the forts, but the Danes showed
their good sense by lying quietly in their case-

mates and scarcely noticing the storm of

missiles directed against them. These missiles

did them and their earthworks very little harm,

and they were not to be terrified by mere noise.

Before the Prussians had settled down to their

trench-work, their batteries over the bay at

Gammelmark firing day and night had in the

course of a fortnight thrown about 7,500 shot

and shell into the Danish redoubts, yet not

more than seventy-five officers and men had

been killed or disabled by all this roaring

volcano of heavy guns ; and, indeed, it wa^

computed about this time that the Prussians

were purchasing the lives of their enemies at
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about 500 cannon-shots per head. M The huge

earthen mounds or humps (of forts)," wrote a

correspondent, " might have marked the graves

PRINCE FREDERICK CHARLES.

of an extinct race, or been the result of some
gigantic mole's obscure toil," for all the signs of

life which the Prussian bombardment drew from

the redoubts.

One night a curious thing happened to a

company of the 60th Prussian regiment. In

the course of some skirmishing it got too far

forward, and, when day broke, it found itself in

a slight hollow of the ground so near to Forts

I and 2 that, had it tried to return to its own
lines, it must have been annihilated by the

grape-shot of the Danes. The shelter afforded

it bv the nature of the ground was so trifling

that the men were forced to lie down flat upon

their bellies to avoid being shot. In this un-

pleasant position they lay the whole day, for the

Danes, strange to say, did not seek to sallv out

and capture them ; and it was not till late in

the evening that the company, under cover of

the darkness, was able to rejoin their friends.

They had eaten nothing in the interval, for,

though they had provisions in their pockets, or

haversacks, the least movement they made to

get at this provender exposed them to the

enemy's fire.

The first parallel had been opened on the

30th of March, and the second was accomplished

in the night of the 10th ol April. It was now

expected that the 11 Red Prince," without more
ado, would make a rush for the forts and be

done with them—the more so as there now
began to be whisperings of a political conference

of the Powers which might meet and baulk the

Prussian soldier of the final reward of all his

toil. But still Prince Frederick Charles gave
not the signal for the assault, and then it oozed

out that this delay was simply due to the com-
mand of his royal uncle, King (afterwards

Kaiser) William, a very humane monarch, who,

wishing to spare as much as possible the blood of

his brave soldiers, had directed that still another

—a third—parallel should be made, so as Co

shorten the distance across which the stonners

would have to rush before reaching the redoubts.

Meanwhile the Prussians prepared themselves

for the assault, among other things by getting

up sham works in imitation of those they had

to attack, where the battalions destined for the

purpose were practised in breaking down
palisades and using scaling-ladders, as well a*

in disposing of chevaux de frise and other im-

pediments usual in the defence of forts.

The Danish redoubts were known to the

Prussians as Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7, 8, 0, and 10,

beginning from their—the Prussian—right on

the sea, and their foremost parallel fronted

line of forts from 1 to 6. Against these f«

the Prussians had thrown up twenty-f<

batteries mounting ninety four guns, and n
at last these guns were to give voice in a chorus

such as had not rent the sky since the fall of

Sebastopol.

But just as every storm is preceded by a
strange delusive silence, so the day before the

assault on the Diippel redoubts— rhe 17th of

April—was a beautifully calm, sunny Sunday,
with earth and sky embracing in a common joy

over the birth of spring, and the encircling sea

smooth as glass—a lovely day, and the last but

one that many a brave man was doomed to see.

For the order had gone forth from Prince

Frederick Charles that at 10 o'clock precisely 00
the following (Monday) morning the redoubts

should at last be stormed. At dawn of day the

whole line of Prussian batteries should open fire

on the forts, pouring upon them one continuous

cataract of shot and shell till 10 o'clock, when

the storming columns would start out of their

trenches and "go for" the redoubts with might

and main.

At 2 o'clock a.m. these columns—six in

number, drawn by lot from the various brigades

so that all might have an impartial share
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in the honour of the day—emerged from

tk RutTell-Koppel wood well in the rear, and

sicntlv marched in the darkness to the parallels.

Eich of these six columns was thus com-

posed :— First of all a company of infantry with

fldtrs to take extended front about 150 paces

fan its particular redoubt, and open fire on

d* besieged. Following these sharpshooters,

powers and engineers with spades, axes,

ladders, and all other storming gear, including

bap of blasting powder, and after them, at

100 paces distance, the storming column itself,

Ulowed at 150 paces by a reserve of equal

aroused out of their sleep by such an infernal

outburst of cannon-thunder all along their front

as had never before, in lieu of the twittering and

chirping of birds, greeted the advent of a

beautiful day in spring. For six long mortal

hours did the Prussians continue this terrific

cannonade, of which the violence and intensity

may be inferred from the fact that during this

time no fewer than 11,500 shot and shell were

hurled at and into the Danish redoubts. The
material damage done to these redoubts was

less
t
perhaps, than the demoralisation thereby

caused to their defenders ; but the latter was

^enjfth, together with a score of artillerists for

"inning the captured guns of the Danes.

Hie Danes, in the darkness of the night,

*t»cw nothing whatever of .ill these preparations,

ts only when tlu t.rst streaks of dawn
• to chequer the easter n sky that they were

the result which the Prussians, perhaps, aimed
at and valued most.

Shortly before ten the awful cannonade sud-

denly ceased, and was followed by a few minutes'

painful silence. During this brief interval the

field-preachers, who had given the Sacrament to
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all the stormers the night before, now again

addressed to them a few fervid words of religious

encouragement, and then at the " Nun, Kinder,

in Gottes Namen ! " (" Now, my children, away
with you in God's name ! ") of their commanders,

the six storming columns, raising a loud and

simultaneous cheer, dashed out of their trenches

and across to their respective redoubts to the

stirring music of the Prcusscnlied played by the

bands of three regiments

—

uIch bin an Preusse ;

kcnnt Ihr mcinc Fiirbc?" (
4l

I am a Prussian :

know ye then my colours ? ")

For a few seconds the Danes seem to be taken

aback by this sudden onrush of their foe?, and

then they recognise that this is no mere out-

post affair such as caused them some time before

to boast that they had repulsed a Prussian attack

all along their line. They look and compre-

hend ; and by the time their Prussian assailants

have half covered the distance between the

trenches and the forts, their parapets are fringed

with the smoke of sharp-crackling volleys of

musketry, for, strange to say, they do not use

their guns and dose their assailants with destruc-

tive rounds of grape. The Prussians rush for-

ward, and many of them fall. Their pioneers

cut down the wires, hack and blow up the

palisades, tug, strain, and open up a passage for

the stormers, who swarm down into the ditch

and up the formidable face of the breastwork.

The Crown Prince, at the side of 11 Papa
"

Wrangel, is looking on from the Gammelmark
height on the opposite side of the bay, while his

cousin, the " Red Prince," and his staff have taken

. their stand on the Spitzberg, well to the rear of

the line of zigzags. The stormers swarm up

the breastworks like ants, and some of them fall

back upon the heads of their comrades mortally

struck by Danish bullets. At last they reach

the top of the parapets and see the whites of

their enemies' eyes, and a short but desperate

hand-to-hand encounter ensues. Many of the

Danes, seeing the foe thus upon them, throw

down their arms and surrender, but many will

not give in, and are shot or struck down with

bullet, bayonet, and butt.

At Fort 2 the Prussians cannot force their

way through the palisades, and are consequently

slaughtered as they stand. "Better one of us

than ten !
" cries a pioneer, Klinke by name (for

a monument now stands to his memory on the

exact scene of his heroism), who rushes forward

with a bag of powder and blows at once the

palisades and his own person into atoms—sacri-

ficing himself to save his comrades, and thus

secure himself a golden register in the annals o:

the Prussian army. The stormers now dash on

and up, and presently the black-and-white fla^

of Prussia is seen waving on the parapets of the

redoubt. It sinks again, but is once more raised

to remain, and in less than a quarter of an hour

from the time that the stormers sprang out <»t

their trenches they are masters of six redoubts

It was all done, so to speak, in the twinkling of

an eye—short, sharp, and decisive. From tin

six redoubts thus so swiftly rushed, the Prussian^

made a sweep to the rear of the others, and

captured them in much the same manner,

though one fort spared them the necessity of

fighting for it by surrendering.

As it was at Fort 2 where the highest act <i

individual heroism had been performed on the

side of the Prussians by brave pioneer Klinke. »
it was also within this redoubt that Danish

courage found its most brilliant exponent in the

person of Lieutenant Anker. The Prussians

were quite aware that a man of more than usual

bravery was posted here, for they had admired

the stubborn valour with which the redoubt had

always been defended. And when at last tbey

had stormed their way behind its parapets, they

beheld the man himself whose acts had hitherto

moved their admiration. He had spiked some

of his guns, and was in the act of firing another

when a Prussian officer sprang upon him, and,

clapping a revolver to his breast, cried, " If \m
fire, I fire !

" Anker hesitated, and finaBf

desisted. But just afterwards he took up a

lighted match and was making for the powder
magazine, when the Prussian officer cut him
over the head with his sword, only just in time

to prevent him from blowing up himself and

a considerable number of his foes. He wa»
then taken prisoner, and his lifelike figure mav
now be seen on the fine bronze bas-relief of the

Storming of the Diippel Redoubts, which adorn*

the Victory Column in Berlin.

The Danes had been defeated—not so much
because the Prussians were braver men, which

they were not, as because the latter were armed
with better guns and rifles, and more expert ax

handling them
; but, above all things, because

they had taken their foes by surprise. For it

cannot be doubted that this was the fact. Said

a Danish officer who was taken prisoner :

* 4 We waited all morning, thinking the assault

might still be given, although we had expected

that it would take place still sooner ; we waited

under the terrific cannonade kept up against as,

while hour after hour passed slowly away. At
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!i>t we said to ourselves that we must have been
misinformed, or that the Prussians had changed
their minds, and the reserves were withdrawn,

b was past nine o'clock when I left the forts and
*cnt back to breakfast. While thus engaged, I

hard somebody utter an exclamation of dismay.

What is that ? The Prussian flag floats over
" ft 4

!

' And so it was—the forts were lost."

But there was still another and a better reason
• r concluding that the Danes had not yet

^hile expected the Prussian assault, and that

was the circumstance that the Rolf Krake, most
A^ng and deviceful of warships, did not im-

mediately appear upon the scene to pour its

;r<l!eys of shell and shrapnel into the flanks of

:hc storming columns. True, it was lying at the

entrance to the bay (Wenningbund), like an ever-

•giLint watch-dog ; but by the time it had got

its steam up and come to where it was most
•vanted, the Prussians were already within the

['anish redoubts, and, after firing a few ineffec-

taal rounds, the monitor had to retire again

»dl battered with Prussian cannon-balls, but
o> no means beaten yet like the battalions

*hich had held the forts.

Vet even these battalions, when beaten out of

"t redoubts, continued to cling tenaciously to

the ground behind them, and once or twice they
tun made a counter-attack with the object of

recovering their lost positions. But Prussian
irdour proved too much for Danish obstinacy ;

and at last the Danes in the country behind the
rt\ after several hours' fighting, were all swept

to the bridge-head in their rear, and then
into the island of Alsen, leaving their foes

-'deputed masters of all the field.

Hiis latter phase of the fight was well described

IJ a correspondent with the Danes, who wrote :

-"Duppel was lost, but the battle was by no
e*ans at an end. Indeed, as we watched the
crrtble cannonade from 12 at noon till 3 or

i pm., the violence of the fire seemed to
increase at every moment. Anything more
luUime than that sight and sound no effort

'< imagination can conjure up, and we stood
.xllbound, entranced, rooted to the spot, in a
-itc that partook of wild excitement and

• mm amazement—a state of being which spread
equally to the dull hinds, ploughmen, woodmen.
:1 the foresters, and their families of wives and
'i ldren. as they emerged from fields, woods, and

•"'ats, and clustered in awestruck, dumbfounded
i-""ups around us. The flashes of the heavy
-mllcry outsped the rapidity of the glance that
tr<.ve to watch them ; the reports were far

23'

more frequent than the pulsations in our

arteries, and the reverberation of the thunder

throughout the vast spreading forest lengthened

out and perpetuated the roar with a solemn

cadence that was the grandest of all music to the

dullest ear. The air seemed all alive with these

angry shells. I have witnessed fearful thunder-

storms in my day in southern and in tropical

climates ; but here the crash and rattle of all

the tempests that ever were seemed to be

summed up in the tornado of an hour. Nor

was all that noise by any means deafening or

stunning. It came to us lingering far and wide

in the still air, softened and mellowed by the

vastness of space, every note blending admirably

and harmonising with the general concert—the

greatest treat that the most consummate pyro-

technic art could possibly contrive for the delight

of the eye and ear."

Many of the Danes surrendered, but many more

were taken prisoners ; and as they came along

the Prussian soldiers shook them good-naturedly

by the hand and tried to cheer them up. Few
of the men seemed to want cheering up, being

only too glad, apparently, to have escaped with

their lives, though their officers looked gloomy

enough over their defeat. The Prussians found

these captive Danes " sturdy fellows, but by no

means soldierly-looking," with their "rich sandy

hair reaching far below the nape of their necks."

And, to tell the truth, their victors, no less than

their admirers throughout Europe, expected that

they would have made a far more vigorous

defence ; for desperate a defence could scarcely

have been called which resulted in the capture

of their chief redoubts within the brief space of

about ten minutes.

The Prussians had won a glorious victory, but

a dear one ; for in dead they had lost 16 officers

and 213 men, and in woundtxl 54 officers and

1,1 18 men. Among the officers who were

wounded—mortally, as afterwards proved— was

the brave General von Raven, who, as he was

being borne to the rear, exclaimed :
" It is high

time that a Prussian General should again show
how to die for his King." On the other side-

General du Plat was also killed, while in dead

and wounded officers and men and prisoners the

Danish loss otherwise amounted to about 5,500.

Among the trophies of victory which fell into

the hands of the Prussians were 118 guns and

40 colours.

On being informed of all this, King
William telegraphed from Berlin—" To Prince

Frederick Charles. Next to the Lord of Hosts.
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1 have to thank my splendid army under thy

leadership for to-day's glorious victory. Pray

convey to the troops the expression of my highest

acknowledgment and my kingly thanks for

what they have done." On seeing that victory

was his, the " Red Prince " had bared his head and

muttered a prayer of thanksgiving to the Lord

of Hosts, while some massed bands played a kind

Prince Frederick Charles, his acknowledgment

of their bravery. Following hard on his telegram

his Majesty himself hurried to the seat of war,

with his " blood-and-iron " Minister, Bismarck,

at his side, and passed in review the troops who

had so stoutly stormed the redoubts of the

Danes. These troops appeared on parade in the

dress and equipment they had worn on the day of

Jilt PRUSSIANS ATTACKING HIE DANISH HKtAs I V\ oKKb (/>. a JO).

of Tc Deum. " In the broad ditch to the rear

of Fort No. 4," wrote Dr. Russell, " the bands of

four regiments had established themselves, and
while the cannon were firing close behind them,

they played a chorale, or song of thanksgiving,

for the day's success. The effect was striking,

and the grouping of the troops and of the

musicians, with their smart uniforms and bright

instruments, standing in the deep trench again-t

the shell-battered earthwork, and by palisades

riven and shattered and shivered by shot, was

most picturesque."

But King William was not content with tele-

graphing to his troop*, through his nephew

their great feat, and in the course of their nuah

past jumped a broad drain to show his Majct)

how nimbly they had stormed in upon the Dam*

A fortnight later a select number of the Diippi

stormers escorted into Berlin the guns—nu rc

than a hundred in number—which they ha.i

captured from the Danes, and were received WlW

tremendous enthusiasm.

But this popular jubilation grew louder

>till when a few weeks later the war w»

ended altogether by the storming of the iskmJ

of .U-.cn. into which the Danes had retired

after their defeat at Diippel and entrenched

themselves down to the water's edge. In the

)d bv
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deep darkness of a summer night (June 29th)

the Prussians, in 160 boats, crossed the channel

—

about eight hundred yards broad—between the

mainland and the island, though not without the

ibtial amount of harassing opposition from the

Rolf Krake, and under a murderous fire jumped
^kire and made themselves master of the

position in a manner which made some observers

describe the affair as a mere " skirmish and a

scamper."

But all the same it was a feat which recalled

the " Island of the Scots," as sung by Ayton,
and will always live in military history as a

splendid feat of arms.

L1E11ENA.N1 ANKLK lAKLN I'USONKK fj>. 2jO).
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THE Afghan War of 1878-79 was ter-

minated by the completion of what is

known as the "Treaty of Gundamuk,"
which was signed at that place in

May, 1879, by Yakoub Khan—who, on the flight

of his father, Shere Ali, had succeeded that ill-

starred potentate as Ameer of Afghanistan—and

by Major (afterwards Sir Louis) Cavagnari, re-

presenting Lord Lytton, the Viceroy of India.

This treaty gave practical—although, as it turned

out, only temporary—effect to the 11 scientific

frontier " of North-Western India, on the

attainment or which the late Lord Beaconsfield,

when Prime Minister, greatly plumed him-

self. The " scientific frontier " detached from

Afghanistan and annexed to British India for

the time being a large tract of territory. The
Treaty of Gundamuk stipulated that a British

envoy should thenceforth be resident in the

Afghan capital ; and to the onerous and dan-

gerous post, at his own request, was assigned

the resolute and cool-headed officer to whose

wise and calm strength of will was mainly owing

the accomplishment of the treaty. Sir Louis

Cavagnari took with him to Cabul a subordinate

Civil Servant, a surgeon, and a small escort of

the famous "Guides," commanded by the

gallant Hamilton.

On the night of September 4th, 187^, a weary

trooper of the Guides—one of the few who had

escaped the slaughter—rode into a British out-

post on the Shutargurdan height, with the

startling tidings that Sir Louis Cavagnari, the

members of his mission and the soldiers of his

escort, had been massacred in the Balla Hissar

of Cabul on the 3rd. The news reached Simla

bv telegraph on the morning of the sth, and

next day Sir Frederick Roberts, accompanied by

Colonel Charles Macgregor, C.B., was speeding

with relentless haste to the Kurum valley, the

force remaining in which from the previousam-

paign was to constitute the nucleus of the fOk

army of invasion and retribution, to the command

of which Roberts was appointed. In less than 1

month he had crossed the Shutargurdan, and

temporarily cutting loose from his base in the

Kurum valley, was inarching swiftly on Cabul,

whence the Ameer Yakoub Khan had fled and

thrown himself on Roberts' protection.

All told, the army which Roberts led on Cabul

was the reverse of a mighty host. Its entire

strength was little greater than that of a Prussian

brigade on a war-footing. Its fate was in its own

hands, for, befall it what might, it could hceje

for no timely reinforcement. It was a mere de-

tachment marching against a nation of fighting-

men plentifully supplied with artillery, no longer

shooting laboriously with jizails, but earning

arms of precision equal or little inferior to th<ise

in the hands of our own soldiery. But the men

of Roberts' command, Europeans and Easterns,

hillmen of Scotland and hillmen of NepauL

plainmen of Hampshire and plainmen of the

Punjaub, strode along buoyant with confi-

dence and with health, believing in their

leader, in their discipline, in themselves. Of

varied race, no soldier who followed Robert*

but came of fighting stock; ever blithely rejoic-

ing in the combat, one and all burned for the

strife now before them with more than uontnl

ardour, because of the opportunity it promised

to exact vengeance for a deed of loul treachery-

Roberts' column of invasion consisted of a cavalry

brigade, commanded by Brigadier-General Dun-

ham Massy, and of two infantry brigades, the

first commanded by Brigadier-General Macphcr-

son, the second by Brigadier-General Baker, with

three batteries of artillery, a company of sapper?

;;nd miners, and two Gatling guns.

The soldiers had not long to wait for the fir*
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'ght of the campaign. At dawn, of October 6th,

Baker marched out from Charasiah towards his

left front, against the heights held by an Afghan

host in great strength and regular formation.

Srapmg back the Afghan hordes with hard

acting. Baker wheeled to his right, marched

akog the lofty crest, rolling up and driving

More him the Afghan defence as he moved
awards the Sung-i-Nagusta gorge, which the

pliant Major White* had already entered. While
Biker had been turning the Afghan right, White
and his little force had been distinguishing them-

kts not a little. After an artillery preparation,

tic detached hill covering the mouth of the pass

tad been won as the result of a hand-to-hand

juggle. Later had fallen into the hands of

White's people all the Afghan guns, the heights

hi the immediate right and left of the gorge had

t>:en carried, the defenders driven away, and

the pass opened up. Artillery fire crushed the

defence of a strong fort commanding the road

through the pass. The Afghans were routed,

md on the following day the whole division

r-i'-ed the defile and camped within sight of the

BaOa Hissar, and the lofty mountain chain over-

k-nging Cabul. In the fight of Charasiah less

thin half of Roberts' force had been engaged,

*-id this mere brigade had routed the army of

Cjbul and captured the whole of the artillery

tie latter had brought into the field. The Afghan
was estimated at about three hundred; the

Rntish loss was twenty killed and sixty-seven

funded.
1

>n the qth the camp was moved forward to

i Siah Sung heights, a mile eastward from

fc Ralla Hissar (the palace and citadel of

kkl», to dominate which a regiment was de-

fied ; and a cavalry regiment occupied the

-hcrpur cantonment, the great magazine of

,r»ch had been blown up, and whence the

''?iracnts which had been quartered in the

antonment had fled.

It was a melancholy visit which Sir Frederick
R heru made to the Balla Hissar on the 11th.

Through the dirt and squalor of the lower

P"rtion, he ascended the narrow lane leading to
tie ruin which a few weeks earlier had been the
^ntish Residency. The commander of the
ivtnging armv looked with sorrowful eyes on
'V scene of heroism and slaughter, on the smoke-

ruins, the blood -splashes on the white-

•^hed \vall\ the still smouldering itibris, the

^-burned skulls and bones in the blood-dabbled
timber where apparently the final struggle had

Sir George White. Commander-in-Chief in India.

been fought out. He stood in the breach in the

quarters of the staunch and faithful Guides, where
the gate had been blown in after the last of the

sorties made by the gallant Hamilton, and lin-

gered in the tattered wreck of poor Cavagnari's

drawing-room, its walls dinted with bullet-pits,

its floor and divans brutally defiled. Next day,

under the flagstaff from which waved the banner

of Britain, he held a durbar in the audience

chamber of the palace—in front and in flank

of him the pushing throng of obsequious sirdars,

arrayed in all the colours of the rainbow ; behind

them, standing immobile at attention, the guard
of British infantry, with fixed bayonets which
the soldiers longed to use.

Promptitude of advance on the part of the

force to which had been assigned the supporting

line of invasion by the Khyber-Jellalabad route

was of scarcely less moment than the rapidity of

the stroke which Roberts was commissioned to

deliver. But delay on delay marked the mobilisa-

tion and advance of the troops operating by the

Khyber line. There was no lack of earnestness

anywhere, but the barren hills and rugged passes

could furnish no supplies ; the country in rear

had to furnish everything, and there was nothing

at the base of operations, neither any accumula-

tion of supplies nor means to transport supplies

if they had been accumulated. Communications
were opened from Cabul with the Khyber force

and India, it was true, but no reinforcement

came to Roberts from that force until the nth
December, when there arrived the Guides, qoo
strong, brought up by Jenkins from Jugdulluck

by forced marches. Five weeks earlier, when
the Kurum line of communication was closed

for the winter, Roberts had received the welcome
accession of a wing of the Qth Lancers, Monev's

Sikh regiment, and four mountain guns : his

strength was thus increased to about 7,000 men.
For some weeks after Roberts' arrival at Cabul,

almost perfect quiet prevailed in and around the

Afghan capital, but the chief was well aware

how precarious and deceitful was the calm.

When the impending announcement of Yakoub
Khan's dethronement and deportation should

be made, Roberts knew the Afghan nature too

well to doubt that the tribal blood-feuds would

be soldered for the time, that Dooranee and

Baraksai would strike hands, that Afghan

regulars and Afghan irregulars would rally

under the same standards, and that the fierce

shouts of " Deen ! deen ! " would resound

on hill-top and i ri plain. He was readv for

the strife, and would not hesitate to strike quick
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and hard, for Roberts knew the value of a resolute

and vigorous offensive in dealing with Afghans.

But it behoved him, above all things, to make
timely choice of his winter-quarters where he

should collect his supplies and house his troops

and their followers. After careful deliberation

Charasiah. The northern contingent from the

Kohistan and Kohdaman was to occupy the

Asmai heights north-west of the city, while the

troops from the Maidan and Warduk territory

away to the south-westward of the capital, W
by Mahomed Jan in person, should come in by

THE BRITISH RESIDENCY AFlfcR THE ATTACK.

the Sherpur cantonment, a mile outside of

Cabul, was selected. It was overlarge for easy

defence, but hard work, skilled engineering, and

steadfast courage would remedy that evil. And
Sherpur had a great advantage in that, besides

being in a measure a ready-made defensive posi-

tion, it had shelter for all the troops and would

accommodate also the horses of the cavalry, the

transport animals, and all the needful supplies

and stores.

The deportation to India of Vakoub Khan
and his three principal ministers was the signal

for a general rising. The Peter the Hermit of

Afghanistan in 1879 was the old Mushk-i-Alum,

the fanatic chief moulla (or priest) of (ihuznee,

who went to and fro among the tribes pro-

claiming the sacred duty of a religious war

against the unbelieving invaders. The com-

bination of fighting tribes found a competent

leader in Mahomed Jan. a Warduk general of

proved courage and capacity. The plan of cam-

paign was comprehensive and well devised. A
C< mtingc-nt from the Logur country south of

Cabul was to seize the Sher Darwaza heights,

stretching southward from Cabul toward

Urgundeh across the Chardeh Valley, take p-

session of Cabul, and rally to their banners lie

disaffected population of the city and the sur-

rounding villages. The concentration of the

three bodies effected, Cabul and the ridge against

which it leans occupied, the next step was to

be the investment of the Sherpur cantonment,

preparatory to an assault in force upon that

stronghold.

The British general, through his spies, bad

information of those projects. To allow the

projected concentration would be fraught with

mischief, and both experience and tempcranK:

enjoined in Roberts a prompt initiative He

resolved, in the first instance, to deal with

Mahomed Jan's force, which was reckoned some

5,000 strong ; the other contingents might bt

disregarded for the moment. On the 8th t*

December Baker marched out with a force i»n

sisting of 000 infantry, two and a half squadron*,

and four guns, with instructions to break up the

tribal assemblage in the Logur valley, taJ^b

thence south-westward, and take a positwo

across the Ghuznee road in the Maidan valley,

on the line of retreat which it was hoped tbal
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Macpherson would succeed in enforcing on

.Mahomed Jan. Macpherson was to move west-

ward with 1.300 bayonets, three squadrons, and

eight guns, across the Chardeh valley to Ur-

gurdeh, where it was expected that he would

6nd Mahomed Jan's levies, which he was to

attack and drive southward to Maidan upon
Biker. Should this combination come off, the

Afghan leader would find himself, it was hoped,

between the upper and the lower millstone, and

totild be punished so severely as to hinder him
hn giving further trouble.

It happened, however, as Macpherson was

ibout starting on the 9th, that a cavalry recon-

the previously arranged combined movement
and bringing about a very critical situation.

After a sharp fight Macpherson routed the

Kohistanees, and halted on the ground for the

night. In the hope that the combination might

still be effected, he was ordered to march south-

west toward Urgundeh on the morning of the

1 ith, where it was hoped he would find Mahomed
Jan and drive him towards Baker. Macpherson

had left his cavalry and wheeled guns at Aushar

on the eastern edge of the Chardeh valley ; and

he was informed that they would leave that place

at 9 a.m. of the same day, under the command
of Brigadier-General Massy, and move across

UK HELD A 1'i'kHAk "
(/. 235 .

Usance found the Kohistanee levies in con-
siderable strength about Karez Meer, some ten
roiles north-west of Cabul. It was imperative
Promptly to disperse them, and Macpherson, on
the loth, had to alter his line of advance and
Hove against the Kohistanees, a divergence from
^original plan which had the effect of wrecking

the valley in the direction of Urgundeh, where
Macpherson, it was expected, would re-unite

himself with them. Massy's orders were to

proceed cautiou>ly to join Macpherson, but 44 on
no account to commit himself to an action until

the latter had engaged the enemy."

Macpherson marched from Karez Meer at
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eight a.m. of the nth. Massy left Aushar an

hour later, and went across country instead of

keeping to the road. His force consisted of two

squadrons qth Lancers, a troop of Bengal Lancers,

and four horse artillery guns. Near Killa Kazee

his advance guard sent back word that the hills

in front were occupied by the enemy in consider-

able force. Massy halted when he saw some 2,000

Afghans forming across the road, and from the

hills to right and left broad streams of armed

men pouring down the slopes and massing in the

plain. The surprise was complete, the situation

full of perplexity. There was no Macpherson

within ken of Massy. If he retired, he probably

would be rushed. If, on the other hand, he-

should show a bold front, and, departing from

his orders in the urgent crisis face to face with

which he found himself, should strain even-

nerve to " hold " the Afghan masses in their

present position, there was the' possibility that

he might save the situation and give time for

Macpherson to come up. Massy, for better or

for worse, committed himself to the offensive,

and opened fire on the Afghan masses. But

they were not daunted, and the guns had

again and again to be retired. The outlook was

ominous when Roberts arrived on the scene.

He acted promptly, as was his wont, directing

Massy to retire till he found an opportunity to

charge ; he sent General Hills back to Sherpur

to warn its garrison to be on the alert, and to

order the despatch at speed of a wing of the

72nd Highlanders to the village of Deh Mazung
in the throat of the gorge of the Cabul river,

which the Highlanders were to hold to extremity.

The moment seemed to have come for the

action of the cavalry. Colonel Cleland led his

lancers straight for the centre of the Afghan

line. Captain Gough, away on the Afghan left,

eagerly "conformed." crushing in on the enemy's

flank at the head of his troop. There have been

few forlorner hopes than the errand on which,

on this ill-starred day. over 200 troopers rode into

the heart of 10,000 Afghans flushed with un-

wonted good fortune. Through the dust-cloud

of the charge were visible the flashes of the

Afghan volleys and the sheen of the Briti>h

lance-heads as they came down to the " engage."

There was a short interval of suspense, the din

of the mchU' faintly heard, but invisible behind

the bank of smoke and dust. Then from out

the obscuritv of the battle riderless horses came

galloping back, followed slowly by broken groups

of dismounted troopers. Gallantly led home,

the charge had failed. What other could have

been the result? Sixteen troopers had been
slain, seven were wounded ; two brave young
officers lay dead where they fell. Cleland came
out with a sword cut and a bullet wound, which
latter gave him his death a few months later

The Afghans pressed on. A gun had to be

spiked and abandoned, its officer, Lieutenan:

Hardy, remaining by it until killed ; three

other guns stuck fast in a watercourse. All four

were gallantly recovered by Colonel Macgregor
the same afternoon by a most skilful and daring

effort, which only he would have ventured upon
The retreat was stubborn and orderly ; but there

was an anxious interval at Deh Mazung until

the Highlanders came through the gorge at the

double
;
when, after a short interval of firing,

the Afghans climbed the slopes of the Shcr

Derwasa heights, and occupied the summit of

the Tahkt-i-Shah. Macpherson, marching in,

struck and broke the Afghan rear. On the 12th.

Baker fought his steadfast way back to Sherpur

The casualties of the nth were not light—thirty

men killed and forty-four wounded. The Afghans

were naturally elated by the success they had

achieved, and it was clear that Mahomed Jan

had a quick eye for opportunities and some skill

in handling men.

From the Sher Derwasa heights Macpherson.

with barely boo men. attempted, on the morning
of the 1 2th, to carry the rocky summit of the

Tahkt-i-Shah, but after a prolonged and bitter

struggle it had to be recognised that the direct

attack by so weak a force, unaided by a diver-

sion, could not succeed. Macpherson remained
on the ground he had actually won, informed

that on the following morning he was to expect

Baker's co-operation from the south. The
casualties of the abortive attempt included three

officers, one of whom—Major Cook, V.C.. of the

Goorkhas, than whom the British armv con-

tained no better soldier—died of his wounds.

The lesson of the result of attempting impos-

sibilities had been taken to heart, and the force

which Baker led out on the morning of the 13th

was exceptionally strong, consisting as it did <>t

the 02nd Highlanders and the Guides infantn.

a wing of the 3rd Sikhs, a cavalry regiment, and

eight guns. Marching in the direction of the

lateral spur stretching out from the main ridge

eastward towards Beni Hissar, Baker observed

that large masses of the enemy were quitting

the plain villages in which they had been

spending the winter night, and were hurrying

upward to gain and hold the summit of the

spur, which constituted the main defensive
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position of the Afghan reserve. His oppor-

tunity flashed upon the ready-witted Baker.

Bv gaining the centre of the spur he would cut

in two the Afghan mass, holding its continuous

summit, and so isolate and neutralise the portion

of that mass in position from the centre of the

spur to its eastern extremity. To effect this

^Uoke it was, however, necessary that he should

art with promptitude and energy. His guns

upend a hot fire on the Afghan bodies holding

:k crest of the spur. His Sikhs, extended

i:hnart the plain, protected his right flank ; his

cavalry on the left cut into the groups of Afghans

ravening to ascend the eastern extremity of the

?pur. With noble emulation the Highlanders

and the Guides sprang up the rugged slope,

:heir faces set towards the centre of the summit
iine. Major White, who had already earned

many laurels in the campaign, led on the Q2nd
;

the Guides, burning to make the most of their

first opportunity to distinguish themselves,

followed eagerly the gallant Jenkins, the chief

who had so often led them to victory on other

fields. Lieutenant Forbes, a young officer of

the 02nd, heading the advance of his regiment,

reached the summit accompanied only by his

colour-sergeant. A band of Ghazees rushed on
the pair, and the sergeant fell dead. As Forbes

>Jood covering the body, he was overpowered
and slain. The sudden and bloody catastrophe

-Ujjgered for a moment the soldiers following

their officer, but Lieutenant Dick Cunyngham
rallied them immediately and led them forward

« speed. For his conduct on this occasion

Cunyngham worthily received the Victoria

Cross.

With rolling volleys the Highlanders and the

Guides reached and won the rocky summit.
The Afghans momentarily defended the posi-

tion, but the British fire swept them away, and
the bayonets disposed of the Ghazees, who fought

and died under their standards. The severance
of the Afghan line was now complete. A
'ietachment was left to maintain the isolation of

*>me 2,ooo of the enemy who had been cut off

;

and then swinging to their right with a cheer

Baker's regiments swept along the spur towards
the main ridge and the Takht-i-Shah. As they
rushed forward they rolled up the Afghan line,

wd the enemy fled in panic flight. Assailed
from both sides, for Macpherson's men were
climbing the north side of the peak, and shaken
by the fire of the mountain guns, the garrison
f>f the Takht-i-Shah evacuated the position.

Baker's soldiers toiled vigorously upward towards
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the peak, keen for the honour of winning it

;

but that honour justly fell to their comrades of

Macpherson's command, who had striven so

valiantly to earn it on the previous afternoon,

and who had gained possession of the peak and

the standards left flying on its summit a few

minutes in advance of the arrival of White's

Highlanders and Jenkins' Guides. As the mid-

day gun was fired in the Sherpur cantonment,

the flash of the heliograph from the peak told

that the Takht-i-Shah was won.

While the fight was proceeding on the moun-
tain summits, another was being fought on the

Siah Sung upland springing out of the plain,

within artillery range of Sherpur. On this

elevation had gathered masses of Afghans from

the turbulent city and from the villages about

Beni Hissar, with intent to hinder Baker's return

march. The Sherpur guns shelled them, but

they held their ground, and the cavalry galloped

out from the cantonment to disperse them.

The Afghans showed unwonted resolution ; but

the British horsemen were not to be denied.

Captains Butson and Chisholme led their

squadrons against the Afghan flanks, and the

troopers of the oth Lancers swept their fierce

way through and through the hostile masses.

But in the charge Butson was killed, and Chis-

holme and Trower were wounded ; the sergeant-

major and three men were killed, and seven men
were wounded. Brilliant charges were delivered

by the other cavalry detachments, and the Siah

Sung heights were ultimately cleared. The
GuicW cavalry attacked, defeated, and pursued

for a long distance a body of Kohi.=tanee*

marching north apparently with intent to join

Mahomed Jan. The casualties of the day were

sixteen killed and forty-five wounded—not a

heavy loss, considering the amount of hard

fighting. The Afghans were estimated to have

lost in killed alone from 200 to 300 men.

The operations of the 13th were successful so

far as they went, but the actual results attained

scarcely warranted the belief that the Afghans

had suffered so severely that they would now
break up their combination and disperse to their

homes. The General, indeed, was under the

belief that the enemy had been "foiled in their

western and southern operations." But the

morning of the 14th effectually dispelled the

optimistic anticipations indulged in overnight.

At daybreak large bodies of Afghans, with many
standards, were discerned on a hill about a mile

northward of the Asmai heights, from which

hill and from the Kohistan road they were
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moving on to the Asmai crest. They were

presently joined there by several thousands

climbing the steep slopes rising from the village

of Deh Afghan, t he northern suburb of Cabul.

It was estimated that about .S.ooo men were in

position on the Asmai heights, and occupying

also a low conical hill beyond their north-western

termination. The array of Afghans displayed

itself within a mile of the west face of the Sherpur

cantonment, ami formed a menace that could not

be brooked. To General Baker was entrusted

the task of dislodging the enemy from the

threatening position, with a force Consisting of

up to the Afghan breastworks, on the northern

edge of the summit. The British shrapnel fire

had driven many of its defenders to seek shelter

down in Deh Afghan ; but the Ghazecs in th<.

breastworks fought desperately, and died un.:

their standards as the Highlanders carried tl

defences with a rush. The crest—about a quart

of a mile long—was traversed under heav>

and the southern breastwork on the Asmai ;••

was approached. It was strong, and stron;

held ; but a cross-fire was brought to bear n
garrison, and then the frontal attack, led

p

lantly by Corporal Sellar of the 72nd,

about 1,200 bayonets, 1 i<jh; gun-, and a regi-

ment of native cavalry. Baker's first object was

to gain possession oj the conical hill already

mentioned, and thus debar the Afghan bodies

on the Asmai heights frr>m receiving accessions

either froni the hill further north <.r bv the

Kohistan road

fire, the Highlanders and Guides occupied the

conical hill after ;i short conflict. A detachment

of all arms u.e left to hold it. and Colonel

Jenkins, who commanded the attack, set about

the ardii' >u* task ol "»t< >rming from the northward

the formidable position ot the Asmai height-.

The assault was led bv Bfownlow's brave High-

landers of the "2nd, supported "ii their li^ht by

the (»uides operating r»n the enemy's Rank, and
the Afghan position was heavily shelled from

the plain and the cantonment.

In the face of a heavv lire the Highlanders

and Gui«les climbed the rugged hillside leading

delivered. Alter a hand-to-hand ^rapph

which Highlanders and Guides w t • tnvl\

and slashed by the Gha/ee>. the position, wf
was lull of dead, was carried, but with cotl&id

able loss. The Afghans streamed down from

hciuhts. torn as they descended by shell -fire -

musketry - fire : when they took re! ^
At-h.m t h at place was heavily shelled,

whole s,iinmit ot the Asmai height* was now
British possession, and it seemed tor the mom
that a decisive victory had been won.

Rut scarcely had Jenkins found himself in

ion of the Asmai position, when the !

tunc of the day was suddenly overcast. A fr-

!i. -t < >f Afghans, estimated to number from lf,0C

to :o,ooo, had debouched from the direction

Indiki into the Chardeh valley, and wa> mow
swiftly northward with the apparent object

forming a junction with the m;

the hills to the north-west of the Asmai heigh:
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Cavalry scouts galloping from the Chardeh valley

brought in the tidings that large bodies of hostile

infantry and cavalry were hurrying across the

valley in the direction of the conical hill, which

was being held by Lieutenant-Colonel Clark, with

only 1 20 Highlanders and Guides. Baker, re-

cognising Clark's weakness, reinforced that officer

with four mountain guns and 100 bayonets—

a

reinforcement which proved inadequate. The
guns, indeed, opened fire on the Afghan bodies

crossing the valley and drove them out of range ;

but these bodies coalesced dexterously with the

host advancing from Indiki, and then the great

Afghan mass, sud-

denly facing to the

right, struck the

whole range of the

British position,

stretching from near

the Cabul gorge on
the south to and be-

yond the conical hill

on the north. The
most vulnerable point

was about that emi-

nence. Baker sent

Clark a second re-

inforcement, and 200

Sikhs doubled out

from Sherpur to

further strengthen

him. But the Af-

ghans, swarming up

from out the Char-

deh valley, had the

shorter distance to

travel, and were beforehand with the hurry-

ing reinforcements. As the Afghan front and

flank attacks developed themselves, they en-

countered from the garrison of the conical

hill a heavy rifle fire, and shells at short range

tore through the loose rush of Ghazees
;

but the bhang - maddened fanatics sped on

and up without wavering. As they gathered

behind a mound for the final onslaught, Captain

Spens with a handful of his Highlanders,

charged out on the forlorn hope of dis-

lodging them. A rush was made on the gallant

Scot ; he was overpowered and slaughtered after

a desperate resistance, and the charge of the

infuriated Ghazees swept up the hillside. In

momentary panic the defenders yielded the

ground, carrying downhill with them the rein-

forcement of Punjaubees which Captain Hall

was bringing up. Two of the mountain guns

were lost, but there was a rally at the foot of the

hill, under cover of which the other two were

extricated. The Afghans refrained from descend-

ing into the plain, and directed their efforts

towards cutting off the British troops still in

position on the Asmai heights.

It was estimated that the Afghan strength

disclosed this day did not fall far short of 40,0c©

men ; and General Roberts, reluctantly com-

pelled to abandon for the time any further

offensive efforts, determined to withdraw the

troops from all isolated positions and to con-

centrate his whole force within the protection

of the Sherpur can-

DcccmlxT

tonment.

issued to

Macpherson, grade-

ally to retire raU>

thecantonment. were

executed with skill

and steadiness. -Mac-

pherson c o o 1 1 v

marched through
Deh Afghan, his

baggage sent on in

front under a guard

Jenkins' evacuation

of the Asmai position

w a s conspicuously

adroit. Baker helJ

a covering position

until all the other

details had steadily

made good their

retirement, and be

was the last to

draw. By dusk the whole British force was

safely concentrated within the cantonment, and

the period of the defensive had begun. The
casualties of the day were serious—35 killed

and 107 wounded. During the week of fighting

the little force had lost altogether, in officers,

and men, 83 killed and 192 wounded.

Although overlarge for its garrison, the

Sherpur cantonment possessed many of the

features of a strong defensive position. On the

southern and western faces the massive and con-

tinuous enceinte made it impregnable against any

force unprovided with siege artillery ; but on

the eastern face the incomplete wall was low,

and the northern line of defence on the Behmaroo

heights was defective until strengthened by a

series of blockhouses supporting a continuous

entrenchment studded with batteries. The

space between the north-western
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heights was closed by an entrenchment supported

bv a laager of Afghan gun-carriages and limbers;

the open space on the north-eastern angle was

Mmiurly fortified ; the unfinished eastern wall

heightened by built-up tiers of logs, and its

".at, as elsewhere, was covered with abattis

r.st entanglements, and other obstacles. The
eaccnte was divided into sections, to each of

rkh was assigned a commanding officer with a

wicd detail of troops ; and a strong brigade

t European infantry was under the command
I Brigadier-General Baker, ready at short notice

to reinforce any threatened point. Before the

crwny cut the telegraph wire, in the early

- ming of the 15th, Sir Frederick Roberts had

informed the authorities in India of his situation

arid need for reinforcement.

During the 15th and ibth the Afghan troops

«e:e busily engaged in sacking the Hindoo and
Kaz^ilbash quarters of Cabul, in looting and

meeting the houses of chiefs and townsfolk who
-.i'l shown friendliness to the British, and in

freely quarrelling among themselves over the

spoil. On the 17th and 18th they made sundry

•Htentatious demonstrations against Sherpur, but

these were never formidable. Although they

nude themselves troublesome with some per-

tverance during the daytime, they consistently

refrained from night-attacks, to which ordinarily

tic Afghan hillmen are much addicted. There
fever was any investment of Sherpur, nor indeed

»v approximation to an investment. The
Aighan offensive was not dangerous, but annoy

-

Ri and wearisome. It was pushed, it was true,

*«h >ome resolution on the 1 8th, when several

frxaand men poured out of the city, and skir-

forward under a cover of the gardens and
Rd'^ures on the plain between Cabul and the
tsatonment. Some of the more adventurous
•tic able to get within four hundred paces from

enceinte, but could make no further head-
•Jv. although they long maintained a brisk fire,

return fire was chiefly restricted to volleys

P 'atcd on those few of the enemy who offered

P >ure mark by exposing themselves ; and shell-

P' c was chiefly used to drive the Afghan
-Tnishers from their cover in the gardens and

W'-~-'i"fures. On the morning of the 19th it was
1 that in the night they had occupied

I ~ N'«r Akhor fort, a few hundred yards in

P^nt of the eastern face of the enceinte. Baker
'"•nt out on the errand of destroying it, with

|/
3 bayonets, two guns, and a party of sappers.

I 13 approach through the mist, a sudden
lv% struck down several men, and Lieutenant

Montenaro, of the mounted battery, was mor-

tally wounded. The fort was heavily shelled, its

garrison was driven out, and it was blown up.

For the moment circumstances had enforced

on Roberts the wisdom of accepting the defensive

attitude, but he nevertheless knew himself the

virtual master of the situation. He had but one

anxiety—the apprehension lest the Afghans

should not harden their hearts to deliver a real

assault on his position. That apprehension was

not long to give him concern. On the 20th the

enemy took strong possession of the Mahomed
Shereeff fort on the southern face of Sherpur ;

and they maintained themselves there during

the two following days against the fire of siege-

guns mounted on the bastions of the enceinte.

On the 2 1st and 22nd large numbers of Afghans

quitted the city, and passing eastward behind

the Siah Sung heights, took possession in great

force of the forts and villages outside the eastern

face of Sherpur, which should have been destroyed

previously. On the afternoon of the 22nd a

spy brought in the intelligence that Mahomed
Jan and his brother chief had resolved to assault

the cantonment early on the following morning.

His tidings were true ; and the spy was even

able to communicate the details of the plan of

attack. The 2,000 men who were holding the

King's Garden and the Mahomed Shereeff post

had been equipped with scaling-ladders, and were

to make a false attack, which might become a

real one, against the western section of the

front. The principal assault, however, was to

be made against the eastern face of the Behmaroo
village, unquestionably the weakest part of the

defensive position. The 23rd was the last day

of the Mohurrum — the great Mahomedan
religious festival—when fanaticism would be at

its height ; and further to stimulate that incen-

tive to valour, the Mushk-i-Alum was his holy-

self to kindle the beacon fire on the Asmai
height which would be the signal to the faithful

to rush to the attack.

The information proved perfectly accurate.

All night long the shouts and chants of the

Afghans filled the air. Purposeful silence reigned

throughout the cantonment. In the darkness

the soldiers mustered and quietly fell into their

places. The officers commanding sections of the

defence made their dispositions. The reserves

were silently standing to their arms. Every eye

was toward the Asmai height, shrouded still in

the gloom of the night. A long tongue of flame

shot up into the air, blazed brilliantly for a few

moments, and then waned. At the signal a
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fierce fire opened from before one of the gateways

of the southern face, the flashes indicating that

the marksmen were plying their rifles within two

hundred yards of the enceinte. The bullets sped

harmlessly over the defenders sheltered behind

the parapet, and in the dusk of the dawn re-

prisals were not attempted. But this outburst

of powder-burning against the southern face was

a mere incident. What men listened for and
watched for was the development of the true

our thin line of men. Led by Ghazees, the main

body of Afghans, who had been hidden in the

villages and orchards on the east side of Sherpur,

rushed out in one dense horde, and every throat

was filling the air with shouts of 44
Allah-il-

Allah !
" The roar surged forward as the lint-

advanced, but it was answered by such a roll of

musketry that it was drowned for the moment,

and then merged into the general turmoil of

sound that told our men with Martinis and

NORTH END OF SHEkl'UR ENTRENCHMENTS,
CABL'L.

assault on the eastern end of the great parallelo-

gram. The section-commanders there were

General Hugh Gough, in charge of the eastern

end of the Bchmaroo heights, and Colonel

Jenkins from the village down past the native

hospitals to the bastion at the south-eastern

corner. The defending troops were the Guides

from Bchmaroo to the hospital, in which were

too Punjaubees ; and beyond to the bastion the

67th reinforced by two companies of the Q2nd.

From beyond Behmaroo and the eastern trenches

and walls as day broke, there came a roar of

voices so loud and menacing that it seemed as if

an army 50,000 strong was charging down on

Sniders were holding their

own against the assailants.

When the first attack

was made the morning was

so dark and misty that the

outlook from the trenches

was restricted, and the order to the troop*

was to hold their fire until the enemy should

be distinctly visible. The Punjaubee detach-

ment in the hospital opened fire prematurely,

and presently the Guides, holding Behmaroo

and the trenches on the slopes, followed the

example, and sweeping with their fire the

terrain in front of them broke the force of the

attack when its leaders were still several hundred

yards away. Between the hospital and the

corner bastion, the men of the 67th and o:nd

awaited with impassive discipline the word of

permission to begin firing. From out the mist

at length emerged dense masses of men, some of

whom were brandishing swords and knives,

while others loaded and fired when hurrying

forward. The order to fire was not given until

the leading Ghazees were within eighty yards.
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and the mass of assailants not more than two

hundred. Heavily struck by volley on volley,

the)' recoiled, but soon gathered courage to come
nn again ; and for several hours there was sharp

tyhting, repeated efforts being made to carry

. the low eastern wall. So resolute were the
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determined to take them in flank, and with

this intention sent out into the open through the

Behmaroo gorge four field-guns escorted by a

cavalry regiment. Bending to the right, the guns

came into action on the Afghan right flank, and

the counter-stroke had an immediate effect. The

Afghans that more than once they reached the

"tufas, but each time they were driven back
*ith heavy loss. About ten o'clock there was a

lull, and it seemed that the attacking force wa-
rning the frustration of its attempts ; but an
hour later there was a partial recrudescence of
the fighting, and the assailants once more came
* The attack, however, was not pushed with
much vigour, and was soon beaten down,
hut the Afghans still maintained a threatening
rttitude, and the fire from the defences was in-

•fcctual to dislodge them. The General then

enemy wavered, and soon were in full retreat.

The Kohistanee contingent, some 5,000 strong,

cut loose and marched away northward with

obvious recognition that the game was up. The
fugitives were scourged with artillery and rifle

lire ; and Massv led out the cavalry, swept the

plain, and drove the lingering Afghans from the

slopes of Siah Sung. The false attacks on the

southern face from the King's Garden and the

Mahomed Shereef fort never made any head.

Those positions were steadily shelled until

late in the afternoon, when they were finally
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evacuated, and by nightfall all the villages and

enclosures between Sherpur and Cabul were

entirely deserted. Some of these had been de-

stroyed by sappers from the garrison during the

afternoon, in the course of which operation two

gallant Engineer officers, Captain Dundas and

Lieutenant Nugent, were unfortunately killed

by the premature explosion of a mine.

Mahomed Jan had been as good as his word :

he had delivered his stroke against Sherpur
;

and that stroke had utterly failed. With its

failure came promptly the collapse of the national

rising. Before daybreak of the 24th the formid-

able combination, which had included all the

righting elements of North-Eastern Afghanistan,

and under whose banners it was believed that

more than 100,000 armed men had mustered,

was no more. Not only had it broken up—it

had disappeared. Neither in the city itself nor

in the adjacent villages, nor on the surrounding

heights, was a tribesman to be seen. So hurried

had been the Afghan dispersal that the dead

were left to lie unburied where they had fallen.

His nine days on the defensive had cost Sir

Frederick Roberts singularly little in casualties :

his losses were eighteen killed, and sixty-eight

wounded. The enemy's loss in killed and
wounded, from first to last of the rising, was
reckoned to be not under 3,000.

On the 24th the cavalry rode far and fast in

pursuit of the fugitives, but they overtook none,

such haste had the fleeing Afghans made. On

the same day Cabul and the Balla Hissar were

reoccupicd, and General Hills resumed his func-

tions as military governor of the city, rice the

old moulla Mushk-i-Alum, departed precipitately

to regions unknown. Cabul had the aspect ot

having undergone a siege at the hands of an

enemy ; the bazaars were broken up and dc

serted. After making a few examples, the

General issued a proclamation of amnesty, ex-

cluding therefrom only five of the principal

leaders and fomenters of the recent rising. Thi«

policy of conciliation bore good fruit ; and 1

durbar was held on January qth, 1K80, at which

were present about 300 sirdars, chiefs, and hod

men from the various provinces. Although the

country remained disturbed, there were no more

outbreaks. Cabul and Sherpur were strongh

fortified, military roads were made, and all covcf

and obstructions for the space of 1,000 yard*

outside the enceinte of Sherpur were swept

away. In March the Cabul force had increased

to a strength of about 11,500 men and twenty

six guns ; and General Roberts formed it into twr

divisions, one of which he himself commanded,

the other being commanded by Major-Genenl

John Ross.

On 2nd May, Sir Donald Stewart arrived a:

Cabul from Candahar, and took over from Sir

Frederick Roberts the command in North

Eastern Afghanistan.

SIR FREDERICK ROBERTS IN iSSo.
J kote., U-k if WhitfitU. Kfirm! St, *.
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kCUSTOZZA

.

WHEN* Nicholas Nickleby suggested

to Mr. Vincent Crummies that

the 11
terrific broadsword combat "

on his stage would look better if

the two adversaries were more of a size, the

veteran manager replied that the remark showed
b nv little he knew about the business. What
the public really liked to see was the little fellow

getting the better of the big one. And Mr.

Crummies was right. Most men have a 41 weak-
ness for the weaker side," and if there is one
thing they like better to see than a fair and
even fight, it is the spectacle of a victory won by
•kill and pluck against superior strength. Such
«as the victory that splendid old soldier the

Archduke Albert of Austria won at Custozza
iuring the brief campaign of Northern Italy

m 1 866.

As it happened, it was—so far as tangible

results were concerned—a barren success. The
*fue that was fought for was the possession of
' -"ice and its territory; and bv the course of

f'ents this went to Italy at the close of the war,

^withstanding her defeats by land and sea.

But for all that, Custozza and Lissa were a solid

Z-un to Austria, for they enabled her to yield
"

1 fate without losing heart and hope for the
future. Broken as her power was on the wider
5cld of the struggle with Prussia, she could yet
trust to sailors of the stamp of Tegethoff,

"Wicrs like the Archduke Albert, to secure for

ncr the respect even of the victors, and to

'':iure that before long she would again be a
;-i<-ti>r to be reckoned with in the councils of

Europe.

The Archduke Albert was the son of a famous
tidier, the Archduke Charles, who was one of
tHe m«»>t formidable opponents of the Great
Napota'tJ. and who by the victory of Aspeni
brought him within sight of ruin many years

Waterloo was fought and won. The

Archduke Albert had distinguished himself in

the campaigns of Italy in 1848 and 1849, taking

part in more than one hard-fought action on

the very ground which he held in 1866. When,
in that year, Italy began to prepare to take the

field against Austria as the ally of Prussia, the

Government at Vienna concentrated the bulk of

its forces on the northern frontiers of the empire

to meet the more formidable attack that was
threatened from Berlin, and the Archduke
was left to hold Venetia against the Italians

with very inferior forces. It was this marked
inferiority that gave special interest to his

successful campaign against the great armies

that were marshalled against him.

At the end of the month of May the Italians

had concentrated a main army of 140,000 men
in Lombard)', and a second force of about 60,000

between Ferrara and Bologna in the Romagna.

The army in Lombardy was commanded nomin-

ally by the King, Victor Emmanuel
;

really by

his chief of the staff, the veteran General La
Marmora, the same who had commanded the

Sardinian contingent in the Crimea. The army
was divided into three corps under Durando,

Cucchiari, and Delia Rocca. The King's eldest

son, Prince Humbert, then Crown Prince and

now King of Italy, commanded a division

in Delia Rocca's corps. His brother, Prince

Amadeo, afterwards King of Spain, commanded
a brigade of Grenadiers in the first corps. This

army was destined to cross the little river

Mincio, which formed the boundary between

Lombardy and Venetia, thus attacking the

Austrians in front ; while the second army of

00,000 men under Cialdini would be in a

position to cross the lower course of the Po,

and fall upon their flank. On the left of the

royal army Garibaldi was assembling a third

force of between 30,000 and 40,000 men, with

which he was to invade the Tyrol.

xl by Go^le
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To meet these three armies—amounting in

all to at least 235,000 men—the Archduke

Albert had nominally at his disposal a force

of 135,000. Thus he had a majority of 100,000

against him at the very outset, but even this

does not represent the whole deficiency. First

he had to detach 12,000 men for the defence

of the Tyrol. These were expected to be able

to deal with Garibaldi's 30,000 or 40,000

volunteers; 12,000 more were assigned to the

defence of Istria and the neighbourhood of

Trieste and Pola, where, considering the

strength of Italy on the sea, there was supposed

to be some danger of a naval descent ; 40,000

were employed in the garrisons of the Quadri-

lateral (Mantua, Verona, Peschiera and Leg-

nago) and in the fortresses of Rovigo and

Venice
;

finally 6,000 had to be left to guard

his communications with Austria. This reduced

the field army to a little over 60,000 men, and

with these he had to meet the 200,000 of Italy.

The Italians had divided their forces, and the

Archduke saw that his best chance of success

would lie in an attempt to deal with one of

their armies before the other could come to

its assistance. In order to do this it would

be necessary from the very outset to conceal

his own position and movements, and be fully

informed of those of his opponents. Therefore,

concentrating his army in a central position

behind the Adige, a little to the east of Verona,

a point from which he could move either against

the King or against Cialdini, he left only a screen

of cavalry outposts along the Mincio, between

Peschiera and Mantua, and along the north

bank of the Po, opposite Ferrara. Once war

was declared they allowed no one to pass the

frontier in either direction, and even before that

only those few privileged persons who had

obtained a special passport from the Austrian

military authorities were allowed to cross.

The cavalry scouts and vedettes did their

work to perfection. They prevented the Italians

from obtaining any information as to the plans

or movements of the Archduke, and they kept

him well informed as to all

that was going on upon

the Lombard shore of the

Mincio. The Archduke

had in the last few days

before the declaration of

war made up his mind to

attack the King's army. If

Victor Emmanuel crossed

the Mincio he would fall

upon him on the ground

between that river and the

Adige ; or if the Italians

remained in Lombardy he

intended himself to cross

the Mincio, trusting to be

able to defeat them, and

then return in time to deal

with Cialdini. In both

cases he would have the

advantage of being able to

make one or other of the

four fortresses of the Quad-

rilateral the base of his attack. On June 20th

he received notice that war had been declared.

On the same day he had reports from his

cavalry outposts to the effect that both the

Italian armies were preparing to advance. From

the westward the King's army was closing in

upon various points on the Mincio, and to the

southward Cialdini was collecting material to

construct bridges across the Po at Franco-

linetto, and had actually occupied an island

in the middle of the wide stream at that point.

The Archduke remained quiet near Verona for

nearly two days longer. His plan was to lull

his enemy into a false sense of security, and

then strike swiftly and sharply. All the bridges

on the Mincio were left standing, and the

screen of cavalry posts received orders not to

oppose the Italians seriously at any point when

they tried to cross. When the invaders entered
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Venetia the Austrian horsemen were to fall back

before them, to do as little" fighting as possible,

but never to lose sight of them.

On Thursday, June 22nd, the royal army of

Italy was concentrated on the right or Lombard
bank of the Mincio. At Monzambano the en-

gineers were at work constructing bridges. At
Yaleggio and Goito the cavalry of De Sonnaz

vis ready to seize the existing bridges as soon as

Italians very slow and cautious in their advance.

It was the afternoon before he retired from

Villafranca, and behind the little country town
he made a stand with his horsemen and a

battery of artillery ; and though he again

retreated after a short skirmish, the result was

that the Italian cavalry of De Sonnaz did not

push their explorations any further that day.

They reported to the royal headquarters that

VERONA.

the word was given to advance. In the grey of

the early morning of Friday they crossed the

river at both points. The Austrian cavalry,

under Colonel Pulz, fell back without firing a

shot. Avoiding the hills that lie northward

towards the Garda lake, Pulz retired across the

level ground of the plain of Villafranca. The
plain is thickly populated. There are numerous
villages and hamlets, and plenty of roads, foot-

paths, and tracks ; but it is difficult country to

manoeuvre in, for everywhere the ground is

cut up with small watercourses and irrigation

channels—hedgerows, orchards, and plantations

restrict the view. Along the course of the

streams are swampy rice-fields, and on every
stretch of sloping ground there are thickly-

planted vineyards. Pulz was able to make the

the Austrians had no force between the Adige
and the Mincio beyond a couple of regiments of

cavalry and a battery of horse artillery ; and

this confirmed La Marmora in his idea that the

Archduke would be compelled bv his inferior

numbers to remain on the defensive near

Verona.

All day the Italian army had been pouring

across the bridges of the Mincio, and advancing

by the hot, sandy roads—the right into the plain

of Villafranca, the left towards the low hills that

border it on the northward, stretching from the

lake of Garda to Custozza and Somma Cam-
pagna. General La Marmora was confident of

victory. He was occupying the verv ground

where the allied armies of France and Italy had

stayed their onward march in 185Q. He was
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going to take up the work of conquest where

Napoleon III. had left off, and he hoped to

complete it by entering Venice as a victor.

North and south and away to his front lay

the famed fortresses of the Quadrilateral, the

kevs of Northern Italy ; but their garrisons

were cowering behind the ramparts, and doing

nothing to disturb his movements.

On the Saturday night about half the Italian

army was across the river, and the rest was

close up to the bridges, ready to follow in the

morning. The troops were to be moving by

3.30 a.m., and La Marmora had issued orders for

an advance upon Verona. The right was to

move by the plain of Villafranca to the hills

round Sonuna Campagna ; the left was to

enter the hill country, more directly marching

from Monzambano and Valeggio on Caste!-

nuovo and Sona. The object of the. movement
was to occupy the mass of hills to the south-east

of the lake of Garda, cut off Feschiera from

Verona, and threaten the positions held by the

Archduke near that fortress.

On the Sunday morning the Italians were

under arms at half-past three, and soon after

their columns were on the move. The men had

no breakfast before starting, beyond a piece of

bread or a biscuit taken from the haversack and

eaten as they waited for the order to march off.

Jt was intended to halt later on for breakfast,

but the Italian staff was anxious to get the

march over as early as possible, as it was

expected that it would be a very hot day. So
suie were they that the enemy would not be

encountered in force that no cavalry were sent

out to scout in front. In front of each column

there was an advance guard ; but so badly was

the march arranged, and so loosely was the

connection between the advance guards and

those that followed them kept up, that the

vanguard of Sirtori's division, consisting of

some 2,500 men with six guns, took the wrong
road, and got in front of the vanguard of

Cerale's division ; while, by a blunder of the

leading portion of Cerale's column, his main

body wandered on to the road assigned to

General Sirtori. Thus there was the singular

spectacle of two advance guards following each

other on one road, while their main bodies

calmly marched in long procession along another.

The start had been made shortly before four

o'clock. The march had proceeded for a little

more than an hour, and rive had just struck

from the village bell towers, when General La
Marmora, who was -riding with centre, was

surprised at hearing far away to the right, in

the direction of Villafranca, the roar of gu^

in action. The two divisions of the Italian

third corps, commanded by the Crown Prince

Humbert and by General Bixio, had been at-

tacked by Austrian cavalry and horse artillery

The Italians behaved well. The infantry formed

into squares, and beat off three cavalry charge*

;

the artillery galloped up, unlimbered, and drove

away the Austrian guns with a few well-aimed

shells. By six o'clock the fight was over, and

the enemy was in retreat. La Marmora had

ridden towards the firing, and when he received

the report of what had happened, he at ooce

made up his mind that the affair was of very

little importance. He felt sure that the Austrian

force consisted only of Fulz's regiments, \k

same which had been watching the river t*c<

days before, and had retired through VillafriM

when the Italians advanced on the Saturday

The divisions of his first corps on the left had

now entered the hilly country, and at half-rust

six, a good half-hour after the last shot had

been fired at Villafranca, there was a still more
;

startling incident on the left. Sirtori was march-
j

ing his division across the deep little vallev

through which the Tione flows, and the leaiim?

regiment was ascending the slope beyond its left

bank. Sirtori himself rode near the head of the

column. Suddenly a volley was fired at the j

leading ranks by riflemen lying in ambu>h

among the trees and enclosures of a farmstead

at the top of the slope. Sirtori, pulling up hii

horse, looked through his field-glasses at tbe

wreaths of smoke that hung in the still, clear

morning air ; but so well hidden were the rifle-

men that he could not make out their uniforms

Nevertheless, he felt so sure that the Austrim*

were not in front of him, and he so little

suspected that his vanguard was on another

road, that he told those near him that the

ambushed foes must be their own comrades d

the vanguard firing on them by mistake, and he

sent two of his officers galloping forward to stop

the fire. They came careering back down the

slope to tell him that they had narrowly escaped

being killed or captured by a regiment of Aus-

trian Jagers, and the next minute the sight ot

guns unlimbering on the ridge told the startled

Italian general that he had come upon a hostile

army in battle array. A minute more and the

deep voice of the first gun told even u
Marmora that he had made a terrible mista^

and that the Austrians were in action on ha

left as well as his right.
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What had happened ? The Italian columns

working their way into the hills—one by this

road, another by that, with no connection

between them, with no concerted plan of action,

and, what was worse, with the men fasting and

itiprepared for a long day's battle, were one by

one coming into collision with the army drawn

op to receive them under the cover of the first

ridges of the hills. Late on the Friday the

Archduke had learned of the Italian advance,

-nd had given orders for the crossing of the

Adige, near Verona. On the Saturday, while

the Italians believed he was still inactive behind

the river, he had got his whole army across it,

nd he bivouacked for the night within striking

distance of the royal army, in which no one,

from the King to the youngest soldier, had an

idea that 60,000 foes were so close in their front.

Considering how densely peopled the whole

district is, it is a marvel that none of the

inhabitants warned the Italians of their danger.

If any of them made an effort to pass the

Austrian outposts, the attempt was a failure.

At midnight the Archduke received a telegram

from General Scudier, who commanded on the

lower Po. It informed him that Cialdini's van-

guard was crossing the river, and the Austrians

*ere slowly retiring before his advance. But
this made no change in the arrangements for

iext day. The Archduke still counted on smash-

es up the King's army before the two Italian

irmies could get near enough to help each

>:her. He believed the King's plan would be

to march direct through the plain of Villafranca

the Adige ; and his own orders for next day
•ere that the various corps were to face south-

ward and westward, moving from their camps at

• a.m., gaining the hills, and then sweeping
r und, so as to descend on the flank of the

Italian advance. Although he had not com-
pletely divined the plans of the Italians, his

plans were so sound that they met even their

altered arrangements. Instead of falling on their

flank, he struck the heads of their ill-connected

Columns as they strove to gain the hills. His
wn march had begun at 2 o'clock, in the dark-
ness of a midsummer night. There was soon
enough light to move rapidly and surely. At
«ve the sound of guns engaged in the brief

action at Villafranca led the Austrians for awhile
to believe that the main Italian advance was in

the plain ; but their scouts soon brought them
news of the real direction in which the enemy
«ia moving, and when the Italians entered the
hills they blundered into a fight for which they

were not prepared, while the Austrians met
them with a well-organised battle line, every

unit in which worked well with those to the

right and left of it, and proved once more that

even enormous numbers count for less than

discipline and union under one strong will

directed by a clear and well-trained mind.

So far as the Italians were concerned, Cus-

tozza was a series of detached fights ; for the

Austrian commander it was a tremendous

struggle, of which he controlled and co-

ordinated all the parts.

Let us return to the fight at the point where

it began on the Italian left. As soon as Sirtori

found that he had an Austrian force to deal

with, he got his division into line on the very

unfavourable ground on which its leading batta-

lion stood when the first shots were fired, and

made repeated efforts to drive the enemy from

the farm and the ridges round Pernisa. Soon
he heard firing away to the left and right. The
battle was becoming general. To the left, about

a mile and a half away, his advanced guard,

under General Villahermosa, had come upon
the Austrian reserve division holding the slopes

of Monte Cricol, a bold ridge over which the

Valeggio road runs about two miles to the south

of Castelnuovo. The fight here had a very

important effect on the fortunes of the day.

Villahermosa, believing that he had the whole

of Sirtori's division close behind him, resolved

to clear the way for it by driving the Austrians

from the hill, and sent forward his riflemen

—

the famous Bersaglieri—whose ordinary march-

ing pace is a smart run. They made a gallant

dash at the Monte Cricol, but the attack was a

failure. Outnumbered and over-weighted, the

Italian riflemen fell back, and then the Aus-

trians came charging down the hill after them,

and began to drive Villahermosa and his van-

guard along the Valeggio road. More than an

hour had passed in this fight in front of Monte
Cricol, when again the tide was turned by the

arrival of the leading troops of General Cerale's

division, which had marched towards the firing.

The division consisted of some 12,000 men, with

eighteen guns. First came General Villarey, a

Savoyard soldier, with two battalions of Bersag-

lieri as the vanguard. Then came the rest of

Villarey s brigade—eight battalions—and behind

it the guns and a brigade of eight more bat-

talions under General Dhd. As Cerale brought

his division into action he saw not only the

victorious Austrians in front, but other white-

coated columns moving on the hills to his right,
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beyond the Tione. These were part of the corps

that was attacking his colleague Sirtori, but

they brought their guns to bear even upon the

Valeggio road, so that Cerale had to turn some
of his own artillery upon them. His main force

he threw against the Austrians in front, in order

to rescue Villahermosa, and for the moment
superior force was on the side of the Italians.

They cleared the road, captured two guns,

and, pushing boldly on, got to the crest of the

Monte Cricol, and also turned the enemy out of

ARCIIDUKK ALBERT.

Mongabia on the right of the road. It looked

as if here, on the extreme western edge of the

battle, the Italians were winning.

But now came an incident which shows how,

even in modern war with tens of thousands in

the field, a handful of brave men can change the

whole aspect of a battle. Across the Tione, to

the right of this portion of the fight, there was

a regiment of Austrian cavalry, known as the

Sicilian Uhlans (lancers, who had formerly had

the King of the Two Sicilies for their honorary

coloncl). Colonel de Berres, who commanded the

lancers, had been watching through his field-

glass the fight for the Monte Cricol, and seeing

that the Austrian brigade, which was now re-

tiring before the Italians, was hard pressed, he

thought he could help his friends by a sudden

charge on Cerale's flank. One Italian brigade

was in line of battle driving in the Austrians;

the other was in a long marching column on the

road. Berres called up one of his captains—

Bechtoldsheim—and ordered him to take three

troops and attack the enemy on the road. The

three troops numbered exactly 103 officers and

men. The brigade of General Dhd was at least

5,ooostrong, but the hundred without a moment's

hesitation trotted off to charge the 5,000. They

descended the slope to the Tione, found a ford,

got across, and quietly made their way up the

hill to the right of the Italians. These seem not

to have had the least warning of the coming

attack. They were moving slowly fornrd in

column when the handful of splendid honma

came rushing down the hill like a humane.

Generals Cerale and Dho, with their staff, were

riding at the head of the column. The Uhlaas,

falling on the flank of the foremost regiment,

crashed through it with levelled lances, and then

rode for the crowd of officers, and scattered

them right and left. The two generals escaped

with difficulty. Cerale was hit by a revolver

bullet in the mclec, and Dho received three

lance wounds. Two guns which were on the

road just behind the staff were galloped back to

the rear by their teams, and battalion after

battalion broke and ran as the lancers dashed

down the road cheering and striking right and

left with their lances, the retiring guns being

now the main object of their charge. At la*

the frightened gunners cut the traces, and the

guns were overturned in the press. But. wJtk

the exception of one battalion, Dho's division

was now a panic-stricken mob. On both side*

of the road the valley was full of men who had

thrown away their arms and were running for

their lives. Two thousand of them did not stop

till they had put the bridges of Monzambano

and V'aleggio between them and the enemy.

And yet that enemy consisted only of a handfol

of lancers. If one company had stood its ground

and fired one steady volley the charge would

have been stopped. When the lancers at W
pulled bridle and turned to ride back they had

not lost a score of their small number. Capo*

Bechtoldsheim, their brave leader, had had b»

horse killed under him, but close by an Italic

major had just been run through with a lance,

and Bechtoldsheim caught the horse of his talk1"

foe and again put himself at the head of b*

men. But as they rode back they found theo**

Italian battalion that had kept together h»d

lined the ditch-s on both sides of the only
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possible track. The lancers had to gallop

through a sheet of flame from the hostile rifles,

ind the road was strewn with men and horses.

When Bechtoldsheim regained the hill there

ere only sixteen of his brave Uhlans beside

had just witnessed the charge of the lancers.

The Italians tried more than once to make a

stand, but they were driven from position after

position, and their commander, Villarey, was

shot dead while forming the 30th Regiment for

THE CHARGE OF THE AUSTRIAN LANCRRS (/. 252).

bun. They had left two officers, eighty-four

men, and seventy-nine horses in the valley, killed

and wounded ; but they had done their work, and
tkeir charge had decided the fortune of the day.

Villarey's brigade was now all that was left

Ceralc's division. The Austrians had been

reinforced, and they promptly attacked and
retook the Monte Cricol, and drove the Italians

down the hill and along the same valley which

a counter-attack on the victors. After his fall

there was nothing but wild confusion on the

Italian left. Here and there, however, handfuls

of brave men acted in a way that did something

to redeem the honour of the Italian arms. A
little group of ten officers and thirty men of the

44th Regiment, finding that they were aban-

doned by their panic-stricken comrades, threw

themselves into a farmhouse, taking the flag of
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the regiment with them. They held it for two

hours against the Austrians, and only surren-

dered it when the building was set on fire.

Rut their flag was not captured. They had cut

it into forty pieces, and each of them took a

piece. When they came back from Austria after

the war the pieces were sewn together, and the

flag was restored to the regiment.

The village of Oliosi, between the Valeggio

road and the Tione, was held by the Italians,

and afforded some protection to their retreat

from the disastrous fight before the Monte
Cricol. It was
stormed by a column

of two Austrian

regiments under
General Piret, which

crossed the river,

and cleared the vil-

lage without much
difficulty. In one

house—the presby-

tery*, near the vil-

lage church — the

Italians held out

for nearly two hours.

When the house

was all but demo-
lished the little gar-

rison surrendered,

and five officers

and forty-nine men
were made prisoners.

What was left of

Cerale's division, together with part of Sirtori's

vanguard, now rallied on the bold ridge of

Monte Vento. To their left General Pianelli's

division, which had just crossed the Mincio, was

coming up from the bridges of Monzambano,

bringing some 12,000 fresh men to support

them. The Austrians were pushing in between

the hill and the river ; and one of their rifle

regiments advancing over-boldly, was surrounded

by Pianelli's troops, and the 700 Jagers were all

either shot down or captured. The reserve of

the Italian 1st corps, consisting chiefly of Ber-

saglieri, was also directed upon Monte Vento.

On the possession of this ridge the safety

of the whole army depended, for if the

Austrians took it they would be in a position

to cut off the Italians from the bridges over

the Mincio.

So far the fight on the left had gone by ten

o'clock. On the rest of the field it was the same.

Everywhere the Italians had come into action

Advance o

Austrian} "**_'

J
8.1m '''V^«JJJ**

M -e-

piecemeal against solid masses of Austrians, ami

in every one of the detached fights that wa» m

progress from left to right they were being

pushed back. In the Tione valley Sirtori ha4

failed to carry the ridge near Pernisa. He 1,4

himself been routed and driven across the rnef

by the advancing Austrians, and had lost thrd

guns. He had rallied his men and crossed thi

stream a second time, only to be a second tiro

driven back. Still further to the right amen,

the hills towards Custozza Brignonc'> dhrbi

had come to grief. The Italians had foagfy

well and lost hcauh

Prince AmadcuiK

General Goi/ani

both falling smrehj

wounded at the !

of their brigade

About ten. La Mi

mora was so alarr.ti

by the reports thl

reached him fn

every side that

told the King

thought it wa*

lost battle, and

on the point

giving the order

retire to the bridj

when an encouil

ing message fa

Durando, who

bringing the

serves into ac

on the left, led him to change his mind,

continue the fight. Having made at the ou(

such a terrible mistake as to the position of

Austrians, he seemed all day to be expect

some new surprise and disaster ; and thoi

really there were only Puh's cavalry in

plain to his extreme right, he was so anxil

about a possible attack in that direction that!

kept Bixio and Prince Humbert's divil

inactive all day at Villafranca. They had

tired a shot since the short skirmish with

cavalry in the early morning, and all throu

the blazing heat of the day the men sat or

stretched in the shadows of the trees, listen!

to the roar of the fight in the hills, while tl

officers impatiently waited for orders to m<i

The only order they got was a message that

was lost, and the moment had come to rctrea:

But this was some hours later. By eleven

o'clock the Austrian*: had disposed of Sirtor

division, and crossing the river after his retrc

lATTLirms
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rurtalions, they stormed the strong position

Santa Lucia, thus almost interposing between

the Italian left and right. Artillery was massed

i£iin>t Monte Vento, and further westward a

iumii of attack moved forward to attempt to

*ue the bridges on the Mincio at Monzambano.

Ctothe right the two fresh divisions of Cugia

a* Govone strengthened the Italian line, and

.kircd for awhile the advance of the Austrians,

tin* object in this quarter was the capture of

lie village of Custozza, which stands on a bold

)£ overlooking the plain of Villafranca.

The loss of Santa Lucia made it very difficult

; r the Italians to hold on to Monte Vento.

General Durando was actually discussing the

cuestion of retiring when he was shot down, and

General Chilini, who had assumed the command
:n his stead, abandoned the position as soon as

the Austrians advanced upon it. This made
the defeat of the whole Italian army inevitable,

i.-r the Austrians could now advance and seize

the ground between Monte Vento and the

Mmcio, the very ground over which the Italian

army must retire if it was to withdraw to its

territory, and across which it would have to

ktep up its communications with Lombardy,
r-tn if it could maintain itself in Venetia.

On the right the Italians had been driven

hick upon Custozza. It was near four o'clock.

Tne Austrians had every available man and
ri'cry gun in action. Their men were weary

| die night march and the long fight among
lie hills under the blazing midsummer sun,

*ivh shone in a cloudless sky. But it was
for the Italians. Most of them had eaten

•tiing all day, and they had none of the

"^ration of success. They had been losing

. P«3nd all day, and they had lost all confidence

;
» their chiefs and in themselves. Yet they had

{'
forty thousand men who either had not

fredashot or had not been seriously engaged.
Th«« were the two divisions at Villafranca

iBuio's and the Crown Prince's) and the two
Te>tive divisions of Cucchiari's corps, which were
^ggling along roads so encumbered with
» confused mass of baggage and ammunition
*»»?ons that it was only when all was over that
'hcv approached the field. It would be difficult
10 find more striking proof of the hopeless
Kipacity of La Marmora and his staff.

At five o'clock the village and hill of Custozza

were stormed with a fierce rush by the columns

on the Austrian left. The hills were now com-

pletely in the possession of the Archduke. He
had driven the last of the Italians on to the low

ground, and everywhere they were retiring

towards the river, thousands having already

streamed across the bridges in a confused and

disorderly march. The Austrians were so ex-

hausted with their nineteen hours of marching

and fighting that there was no pursuit. If the

Archduke had had a few thousand fresh troops

he might have captured whole masses of the

fugitives, who were huddled together along the

Mincio, waiting to cross. Next day the Austrian

cavalry pushed into Lombardy. and such was

the impression made on the Italian army by the

collapse of Custozza that La Marmora made no
effort to stop them, but retired first behind the

Chiese and then behind the Oglio, abandoning a

considerable part of Lombardy. Meanwhile, the

Archduke had marched from the scene of his

victory back to the Adige, in order to be able to

fall on Cialdini if he persisted in his invasion of

Venetia. But the lesson of Custozza was enough
to make the second Italian army withdraw into

the Romagna.
The Austrians lost in the battle 960 killed,

3,6qo wounded, and some hundreds of prisoners,

chiefly the Jagers captured by Pianelli's division.

The Italian loss in killed and wounded was not

quite so heavy, the killed being 720 and the

wounded 3,112, but they lost in prisoners and

missing 4,315 officers and men. On the Italian

side General Villarey was killed, and Generals

Dho, Durando, Gozzani, and Prince Amadoe
were wounded. But a mere comparison of

losses can give no idea of the effect of the battle

on the two armies. The Austrian army was for

all practical purposes intact, full of confidence in

itself and in its leader. A great part of the

Italian army had degenerated into something

like an armed mob, all confidence in the

generals was gone, and, instead of talking of

a march upon Venice, men were asking them-

selves if they could hold Northern Italy against

an Austrian invasion. Custozza had given one

more proof of the fact that victory is not always

with the big battalions, and that a skilful leader

can bring to nought the onset of less ably handled

troops, though they outnumber his own by tens

of thousands.
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ON the 16th of March, 1812, when the

poplar trees that fringed the Guadiana

were bending under a tempest of wind

and rain, a British force some 15,000

strong, with a battering train of fifty-two guns,

reached Badajoz—a strongly-fortified Spanish

town near the frontier of Portugal—the bugles

of the "95th" playing u
St. Patrick's Day" as

they faced the furious equinoctial gale.

About a year before, the scoundrel Imas had

delivered up the place to Marshal Soult, whose
clubfoot did not prevent his being one of the

most active men and fearless riders in the

French service ; and although we had made two
attempts to retake it, we had failed on each

occasion after heavy losses, our battering train

being shamefully insufficient, and the enemy
very much on the alert ; the third time we were
successful, and it is of this I am about to tell.

Badajoz was the pax augusta of the Romans,
and a granite bridge with twenty-eight arches,

dating from Roman times, still spanned the

sluggish river on the north-west
;

but, save

that the town had been frequently taken and

retaken by Moors, Goths
v
and Spaniards, and

was the birthplace of Morales, the painter, there

was nothing very remarkable about its quaint,

crooked streets and massive cathedral beyond
the natural strength of its position, rising some

300 feet above the marshy plain, with eight

bastions and their connecting curtains to protect

it from attack.

It remained for Philippon and his gallant

garrison, and our veteran troops under the Earl

of Wellington—as he was then styled—to render

Badajoz immortal, and bring a flush of pride

and a thrill of horror to future generations

who may read the talc.

The General of Brigade Philippon, colonel of

the 8th of the French Line, and member of the

Legion of Honour, commanded in Badajoz with

a force of 4,742 men—composed partly of

the 9th Light Infantry, the 88th Regiment, the

Hesse-Darmstadt, some dragoons and chawn,

artillery, engineers, and invalids, and seventy-

seven Spaniards who ought to have been fighting

on the other side.

Although somewhat short of powder and

shell, Badajoz presented a formidable task to a

besieging army, being protected on one side

by the river, 500 yards wide in places, and

having several outworks, or forts, notably oof

called the Picurina, on a hill to the south-east,

whose defenders could be reinforced along

covered-way leading to the San Roque lunette

close to the town walls.

Philippon had, moreover, taken even*

possible to strengthen his post : mines were

the arch of a bridge built up to form a b

inundation, ravelins constructed and ram

repaired, ditches cut and filled with water,

that he should have no useless mouths to

for, the inhabitants were ordered to lay up t

months' provisions or march out there and

Such was Badajoz when Picton's 3rd.

" Fighting," Division
;
Lowry Cole's 4th—or.

they were nicknamed at the close of the

" Enthusiastic "—Division ; and the Light, kn

as " The " Division, invested it in the rain.

The rest of the army watched Souk's mori

ments closely, and prepared to oppose the reik

of the town if that should be attempted, and tl*j

5th Division was on its way from Beira to ass

the siege.

As soon as darkness had fallen on the night of

the 17th, 2,000 men moved silently forward *•

guard our trenching parties, anjd, with mattoct

and shovel, we began to break ground, 100 ya»*

from the Picurina, the sentinels on the rampart*

hearing nothing, as the howling of the *i»

drowned the sound of digging, and the sputter-

ing rain fell incessantly into the works. So wfl
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had the volunteers from the 3rd Division

laboured, for we had no regular sappers, that the

light of the misty March morning revealed 4,000

feet of communication, and a parallel 600 yards

k>ng, on perceiving which the garrison opened a

tremendous fire of cannon and musketry. The
deafening roar of the heavy guns and the crack

rifles and smooth-bores continued with little

cessation for many days, increasing as we finished

battery after battery and brought them to bear

upon the doomed town.

The condition of our siege artillery would

hardly be credited were it not borne out by the

unanimous published statements of credible

witnesses.

Of the fifty-two pieces, some dated from the

a little body of horsemen jingling out, followed

by 1,300 infantry, who concealed themselves in

the covered trench connecting San Roque with

the Picurina.

The cavalry pretended to skirmish, and, divid-

ing into two parties, one pursued the other

towards our lines, where they were challenged,

and allowed to pass, on replying in Portuguese.

There was some excuse for the conduct of our

pickets, as the French dragoons, in consequence

of the difficulty of procuring new uniforms from

France, were allowed to use the brown cloth so

general all over the Peninsula, and were thus

easily mistaken for our Portuguese allies, some

of whom also dressed in brown. But we were

soon undeceived, for the troopers dashed at the

BADAJOZ.

days of Philip II. and the Spanish Armada
;

fliers were cast in the reigns of Philip III.

M also John IV. of Portugal, who reigned

in 1640 ; we had 24-pounders of George II. 's

day, and Russian naval guns ; the bulk of the

extraordinary medley being obsolete brass engines

which required seven to ten minutes to cool

between each discharge, lest the overheating

should cause the muzzles to drop.

The ammunition was little better, and an

engineer officer tells us that his 18-pound shot

was of three distinct sizes, which had to be
sorted out and painted different colours, while it

was often possible to put a finger between the

t>all and the top of the gun, when the former
was placed ready for ramming. Yet, with this

miserable materiel we were expected to fight

the most intelligent army in Europe !

Wellington learned from his spies that the

garrison were to make a sally on the iqth, and
at 1 o'clock the Talavera Gate suddenly opened,

17

engineers' park, cut down some men, and

galloped off with several hundreds of the en-

trenching tools, for which Philippon had offered

a large reward.

Simultaneously the infantry sprang out of the

covered-way with a part of the Picurina garrison,

and, rushing forward, began to destroy our works.

We drove them back almost to the walls of

Badajoz, killing thirty and wounding 287. But
we lost heavily, for it was a sharp encounter

;
and,

unhappily, our chief engineer, Colonel Fletcher,

was badly hit, a bullet striking a silver dollar in

his fob and forcing it an inch into the groin,

confining him to his tent until the latter end
of the siege, the Earl going each morning to

consult about the day's operations.

Our movements were by no means faultless,

Wellington having great difficulties to contend

with in many directions ; in fact, during the

whole of the Peninsular War he may be said to

have fought the French with one hand, and
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Spanish pride, obstinacy, and selfishness with the

other—fortunate indeed in possessing a genius

which was ever at its best the more trying the

emergency. We stationed a cavalry regiment

to prevent any further surprises, and continued

our digging, the pitiless rain slanting unceasingly

on the trench guards in their grey overcoats

and oilskin shakoe-covers, while the working-

parties shovelled and measured, and piled up long

ridges of earth, standing ankle-deep in the water

which filled the saps and trenches.

Many a man of the 3rd Division spun round

and fell on the wet ground, for the enemy kept

up a steady fire, and one shell dropped, fizzing,

into a parallel and exploded, killing fifteen of

the workers in a moment.

The Guadiana, too, rose in full flood and tore

away the pontoon bridge which connected us

with our stores at Elvas : it was replaced, how-

ever, and the garrison of Badajoz saw us creeping

nearer and nearer to their walls, until, at last,

our men finding the fire from the Picurina

terribly galling, it was decided to storm that fort

on the 24th.

The rain had ceased, and the dark mass of

the fort, held by some of the Hesse-Darmstadt

Regiment, loomed up, stern and silent, as five

hundred of Picton's Division mustered before

it about nine o'clock on a fine night.

A hundred men were kept in reserve, while

the remainder, divided into two bodies, were to

advance against the right and left flanks, also

securing the communication with San Roque to

prevent any succour coming from the town.

Scarcely had the word to march been given,

when soaring rockets went up from the ramparts,

port-fires illuminated the darkness in places, and

the stillness became a babel of sounds, as shells

came hissing towards us, drums rolled, and the

bells of Badajoz rang wildly amid the deep

booming of the heavy cannon. Red flashes

streamed through the openings in the palisading,

the Hesse- Darmstadt opened a murderous fire,

but we swarmed irresistibly up the rocks and

groped for the gate, the pioneers of the Light

Division leading with their axes.

Down in the communication our fellows re-

pulsed a battalion coming to the rescue, but it

seemed for a time as if we had been baftled ; the

sides of the hill were dotted with our dead.

Oates, of the Connaught Rangers, three engineer

officers, with Majors Rudd and Shaw, who com-

manded the attack, and many a private soldier

had fallen there. But as Powis. of the 83rd,

brought up the reserve and forced the paling* in

front, the pioneers discovered the gateway on

the town side, and, battering it down, rushed in

with a shout.

Nixon, of the 52nd, was shot two yards within

the entrance, and we fought with gun-butt and

bayonet against a most heroic resistance ; but a:

last they were overpowered, and half the garrison

slain. One officer and thirty men floundered

through the inundation and gained Badajoz in

safety, but brave Gaspard Thierry, with the

eighty-six survivors, were compelled to surrender,

and the death-dealing Picurina was ours.

The firing from the town ceased at midnight,

but with the dawn of day they turned their guns

on to the captured fort, driving us o« and

crumbling it to pieces.

Philippon had hoped to have held the work

for four or five days, while he completed certaa

partially-finished defences, and its capture an-i

destruction were a severe blow to him. But he

urged his garrison to fresh efforts by reminding

them of the English prison-hulks, which, a

Napier justly says, were a disgrace to our country.

Three breaching-batteries were now ob-

structed, one against the Trinidad bastion,

another to shatter the Santa Maria, and tfat

third—which consisted of howitzers—was w

throw shrapnel into the ditch, and so prevent

the garrison from working there. We had been

eleven days before the town, and in spite ot ij

the obstacles had made considerable progress,:

although latterly a bright moon had interfere!

with our nocturnal operations.

Overcoats were laid aside, and our men ap-

peared in the well-worn scarlet coatee with

white-tape lace, and the black knee-gaiter,

which was the dress of a British-infantry private

at that time. Pigtails had been done away

with four years previously, and the well-knows

grey trousers were not issued to the troop

until the following September. The Rifle Corp*

wore dark green, and used a wooden mallet to

drive the ball down the grooved barrel ;
fusilier

and the grenadier companies of the line hid

bearskin caps, and light infantry were d>

tinguished by green tufts in their felt shakoA

while our Portuguese friends were mostly clad in

blue or brown, with green for the cafadores,<n

riflemen, each man carrying—including knap-

sack, accoutrements, kit, and weapons, etc—*

weight of seventy-five pounds twelve ounces. 0:

ten pounds more than their opponents. The

soldiers were enraged at the inhabitants u<

Badajoz for admitting the French, a sentime":
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which boded ill to them if we took the town.

But, in the meantime, many instances of pluck on

both sides were exhibited. One morning, early,

?dore the working-party arrived, a brave fellow

crept out of Badajoz and moved a tracing- string

:<jrcr to the walls, so that when we began

i%mg in fancied security, their guns suddenly

•ward and bowled the men over like nine-pins,

.liother time, two of our officers and some men
*xt forward in the night, gagged a sentry, and
hid barrels of powder against the dam which
u'ntined the inundation, and got back in safety

;

ha the explosion did not have the desired effect.

At last, the stones began to fall from the

Trinidad bastion, amid clouds of dust, as ball

after ball went home with terrific force ; the

>inu Maria also crumbled under the cannonade,

bat, being casemated, it resisted better than the

other, which, by the 2nd of April, yawned in a

dinner that must have dismayed the garrison,

for they commenced to form what is known as a

retrenchment, or second line of defence, within

the walls, by levelling houses behind the growing
breach. In places where the fortifications had not
been completed the energetic Frenchman hung
brown cloth which resembled earth, and his men
were able to pass freely along

; they also made a

r-'t with parapets and crossed the inundation to

our side. Bflt all their efforts were useless : the
breaches became larger as masses of stone and
rubbish fell like mimic avalanches into the
f'-*c below ; and, on the 6th, a tremendous gap
»bowtd in the ancient masonry of the curtain

between the two bastions which had not been

f««e*ed when the bastions themselves were
fttoiil about 1757.
Then came a moment's pause. Soult, Drouet,

*>d Daricau were advancing : a battle was
•amincn:. and would need all our forces. In
n>tnty-one days we had expended 2,523 barrels of

fimpmi-der, each barrel containing ninety pounds,
«nd we had fired 35,34b rounds of ammunition.
&Mjoz must be taken at all risk ; and orders
*erc now given for the most terrible of all

fpecies of warfare—the night-attack by storm !

Wellington's commands were precise and to
'be point, but they were terribly eloquent to
*«>* who read them. I have extracted a few
pragraphs from the original memorandum, and
pve them word for word :

—

1. The fort of Badajoz is to be attacked at
'o o'clock this night (bth of April). 2. The
Ktack must be made on three points—the castle,

face of the bastion of La Trinidad, and the

flank of the bastion of Santa Maria. 3. The
attack of the castle to be by escalade ; that of

the two bastions, by the storm of the breaches.

. . . 20. The 4th Division must try and get

open the gate of La Trinidad ; the Light

Division must do the same by the gate called

the Puerta del Pillar. 21. The soldiers must

leave their knapsacks in camp. ... 24. Twelve

carpenters with axes, and ten miners with crow-

bars, must be with the Light, and ditto with the

4th Division."

The time had been altered from 7.30 to

10 o'clock, and during that interval the French

placed the celebrated chcvaux-dc-frisc of

sharpened sword-blades in the gap we had made
in the connecting curtain

;
piles of shot and

shell were laid along the ramparts, with beams

of wood, old carriage-wheels, and every conceiv-

able missile that their ingenuity could devise
;

each soldier had three loaded muskets beside

him, and, as the unusual stillness in our trenches

warned them that something was in prepara-

tion, an officer tried to reconnoitre us with a

little escort of cavalry, but we*drove him back,

and all was quiet once more.

It was the calm before the storm, and men
grew silent and thoughtful as the time drew near.

Letters were written home by hands that

would never use pen again ; absent friends were

talked of in hushed voices, wills hastily made as

in the presence of death ; the married soldiers

lingered in their quarters till the last moment,
and then gave it out that they were M going on

guard"!

The April day drew into evening ; a grey

mist rose from the river and stole among, the

trenches and the marshy ground, where frogs

piped dismally and field-crickets kept up their

perpetual chirp ; then night came, still and
cloudy, not a star visible, but here and there

lights flitted along the ramparts, and the chal-

lenge of the sentries could be distinctly heard.

There was no bustle to show that eighteen

thousand men were forming for a desperate

attack
;
company after company they mustered

and got under arms silently, words of command
being given in a whisper.

Picton had been hurt by a fall, and his famous
3rd Division was led by Kempt in consequence.

Its destination was the castle, whose walls were

from eighteen to twenty-four feet high ; and the

regiments which formed it were the 5th. 45th,

74th, 77th, 83rd, 88th, and 94th British, and the

nth and 2 1st Portuguese.

The sth Division, under Lieutenant-General

zed by Gd&gk
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Leith—composed also of English and Portuguese

—had to make a feint upon the Pardaleras out-

work to the left, and then march round and

storm the San Vincente bastion in rear of the

town, while General Power made a false attack

on the bridge-head beyond the Guadiana.

in, and about 9 o'clock four companies of the

95th Rifles crept forward and lay down, under

the crest of the glacis, within a few yards of the

French sentinels, whose heads could be seen,

passing to and fro, against the sky.

Not a word was spoken as they crouched,

The Light Division and the 4th. under

Generals Colville and Barnard, were to tackle

the trenches, and were composed of the follow-

ing corps—the Light having the 43rd. 52nd, and

95th British, the 1st and 3rd Portuguese Caca-

dores ; and the 4th Division, the 7th, 23rd, 27th,

40th, 48th, and Q7th British, with the nth and

23rd Portuguese, and the 1st Battalion of the

Lusitanian Legion.

The trench-guards and the " forlorn hope " fell

unnoticed, in the mist that veiled their dark

uniforms. The)' waited the arrival of the " forlorn

hope " to begin the attack. At length a sentry

peered over the parapet : something had caught

his quick ear, for he cried " Qui vive?" and

there was a moment of keen suspense.

Not satisfied, he again challenged, and, receiv-

ing no reply, fired his musket into the darkness ;

and instantly the drums of Badajoz beat to arms.

Still, for ten minutes more the riflemen lay
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motionless, until the "forlorn hope" came up, and trenches and broken ground, and, filing over the

then, each man sighting carefully at the heads Kivillas by a narrow bridge, reached the foot of

above the rampart, they poured in a volley, and the castle wall under a heavy fire,

the attack began. Brave Kempt, who afterwards fought at

It was unfortunate—as it happened—for Waterloo, fell, badly wounded, and as they

"the next they WERE
leaping, iudikc, climb"

ing" (/. 262).

Wellington wished all our assaults to take place

simiiltaneoii'-lv, but it could not be undone ;

moreover the garrison threw a huge mass of

combustibles, called "a carcass," from the walls,

and by its powerful blaze they saw the 3rd

Division drawn up under arms
;

so, " Stormers
to the front !

" was our cry, and we rushed on
with an uproar of cheers and shouting.

The ladder-parties and those carrying the
grass-bags ran forward, scrambling across the

carried him back he met Picton hurrying to take

command with his sword drawn.

The 3rd Division had only twelve ladders, and

eighty to a hundred men were all that could

mount at a time ; but they reared them against

the masonry, and fought with each other who
should be first to ascend.

ioogle
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Stones, earth, live shells, beams, heavy shot,

and a rain of musket balls poured down ; those

who reached the top were stabbed and flung on

to the others behind them—here a cheer as a

man grasped the coping—there a howl of rage as

the ladder was hurled broken from the wall and

all its occupants flung in a heap below.
u Forward the 5th Fusiliers—Come on, Con-

naught Rangers." A corporal of the 45th fell

wounded oh hands and knees, a ladder was

placed on his back in the confusion, his com-

rades mounting above him, and he was found

next day crushed to death, the blood forced from

his ears and nose.

Several of the ladders were broken, and those

that remained were flung off repeatedly by the

garrison on the ramparts, until the French cried

" Victory," and the 3rd Division retired for a

moment, to re-form under the crest of the hill.

Meanwhile, the 4th and Light Divisions, after

a double allowance of grog had been served out,

marched quickly on to the breaches, and the

trench-guard rushed at San Roque with such

fury that they bayoneted its defenders and

carried the lunette without a rebuff.

As the stormers of the Light Division moved

off, Major Peter O'Hare—who had risen from

the ranks to a commission in the 95th (a most

unusual thing in those days), and who was, more-

over, one of the ugliest men and one of the

bravest in the army—shook hands with George

Simmonds, of the Rifles, saying

—

41 A lieutenant-

colonel or cold meat in a few hours !
" They

found him next morning stone dead and stark

naked, with nearly a dozen bullets in his gallant

frame. Officers were divided into two categories

by the Peninsular soldiers—the "Come on " and

the " Go on." O'Hare was one of the former.

As the firing commenced at the castle, the

heads of the double columns reached the glacis

to find all quiet and the place wrapped in

profound gloom.

The ditch yawned beneath them, and the

stormers threw their grass-bags, which measured

some six feet by three feet, into it, lowered the

five ladders which did duty for both divisions,

and the " forlorn hope " of the Light Division

descended into the chasm, doomed to a man !

A musket-shot told them that the silence was

a treacherous one ; but none were prepared for

the awful scene that followed. The ditch was

crowded with the stormers, and men waited

their turn to follow down the ladders, when all

at once a tongue of flame lit up the darkness, a

terrific explosion seemed to rend the earth itself,

and live hundred brave fellows were blown into

eternity under the eyes of their comrades on the

glacis above them.

One second's space the Light Division stood

aghast, the next, they were leaping, sliding,

climbing, never heeding the depth, into the gory

grave that lay between them and the breaches,

with a roar that went echoing along the walls ot

Badajoz—a roar of fury never to be appeased

until bayonet should meet bayonet on the tower-

ing ramparts, fringed with the foe, beyond.

Down poured the 4th Division and mingled

with them : the ditch was full of shouting rcc

coats, all struggling, regardless of rank, to get it

the French, who, yelling defiance in their tun-,

showered grape, round shot, canister, hind

grenades, stones, shells, and buckshot upon

them
;

rolling huge cannon-balls from the

parapet, sending baulks of timber thudding into

the tumult, and coach-wheels that acquired a

fearful velocity as they bounded down the rocks

into the living mass of British valour pent up in

the death-trap below.

Bursts of dazzling light were succeeded bv

moments of intense darkness ; for an instant the

huge bastions showed, bristling with armed men.

to be lost again in a Stygian gloom, re-illumined

the next minute by the flashing guns—bv

wavering port fires, and trailing rockets. A

hundred Albuera men of the Fusiliers were

drowned in an unexpected water-ditch : the

air was heavy with gunpowder smoke and the

sickening stench of the stagnant pools ;
indi-

viduals and regiments alike surged and scrambled

to find a passage ; until at last, getting on to an

unfinished ravelin, mistaken in the confusion for

a breach, both divisions were jumbled together,

and great disorder ensued.

Wellington, watching from a hill, and seeing

the pause, exclaimed repeatedly :
" What can be

the matter ? " sending aide-de-camp after aide-

de-camp to report progress, as the glare revealed

the faces on the ramparts and the peculiar

hollow booming reached him, caused by the

garrison firing down into the cavernous depths

of the ditch.

At length there was a rush for the great

breach. Officers and men, having extricated

themselves from the carnage below, rushed on.

to find an impenetrable barrier of sword-

blades fixed in wooden beams and set firmly

across the opening, while the debris in front wis

strewn with planks covered with spikes: if •»

soldier trod on one of them it slid down, cither
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:hr wing him on the spikes or sending him

buck on to the bayonets of his comrades ; and, to

.rtmn all. the garrison rolled barrels of powder

oto the middle of us. which exploded with

jocking effect, filling the nostrils with the

pcB of burning flesh and singed hair, and

Orwing the breach with scarlet figures in even-

t-able attitude of agony and death !

gallant fellows charged madly in masses,

groups, and even singly, one private of the

5 forcing himself among the sword-blades,

e the enemy shattered his bare head with

liter musket-butts.

. It was not until the cruel slaughter had lasted

$9 hours that the diminished divisions with-

drew to the bottom of the slope and stood

and exhausted, but powerless to effect

aim, and still under a fire that was

their broken ranks, while the enemy
mockingly down to them. " Why don't

come into Badajoz ?
" Captain Nicholas, of

Engineers, gathered a few men and made
efforts to force the Santa Maria breach,

he was joined by Lieutenant Shaw, of the

who collected fifty men from various

latent s and struggled over the broken

nry with them, but, two-thirds of the way

hail of balls and hissing grape-shot mowed
nearly all down, and the divisions re-

bed stolidly confronting inevitable death,

ble to advance, unwilling to retire, for the

es sounded twice unheeded, while, strange

y it seemed, a bright moon shining peace-

overhead, the Santa Maria, or M Holy

looking down upon them on the one
M The Trii itv," on the other,

Inferno sikp as Dame never

About midnight Wellington

k to re-form fo ur ther attack,

ime Picton's r u sion, whom
mg, had rusheu forward again,

Kidge, who placed a ladder

le wall, where an embrasure

£Tu""a chance of foothold. A grenadier

Cer named Canch reared a second one along-

k, and the two mounted together, followed

men. securing the ramparts after a

hand-to-hand conflict, and driving

out of the castle into the town.

• garrison sent a reinforcement, and there

M a sharp passage of arms at the gate, our

^Oats firing from one side almost muzzle to

with the blue-clad, square-shakoed

on the other; but we kept the castle,

unhappily, the gallant Ridge was slain.

Our reserves found the two ladders still

standing, the top rungs of one being broken
;

and when the 28th Regiment practised storming

a dry bridge with these, a couple of months

afterwards, they were even then covered with

blood and brains

!

It was about half-past eleven when the 3rd

Division succeeded in their escalade, and, re-

tarded by unforeseen obstacles, it was not until

the same hour or thereabouts that the fth

Division, under Lieutenant-General Leith, came
under the breastwork before San Vincente at

the west end of the town. As the 1st, 4th, qth,

30th, 38th, and 44th Regiments, with a Portu-

guese brigade, halted, undiscovered, a few yards

from a guard-house where the French could be

heard talking, the roar of a distant explosion

sounded, and the men whispered among them-

selves, " It is at the breaches !

"

All was intensely silent around them ; the

murmur of the river rose on their left, the

fortifications showed clearly before them as the

moon came out
;
they knew that their comrades

far off on the other side of the citadel were

engaged, and an eager thrill went through the

ranks. A sentinel discovered the mass of men
and the glint of the moonbeams on the bavonets

at the moment when our engineer guide ex-

claimed 44 Row's the time !
" and as he fired we

ran forward against the gateway.

Seized bv a sudden panic the Portuguese

ladder-party bolted, but we snatched up the

heavy ladders and our axemen chopped fearlessly

at the gate and wooden palings that fringed the

covered-way, while from the walls which

towered thirty-one feet overhead, the same
tempest (if beams, and shot, and bags of powder

showered down on the heads of the fth

Division.

We cleared the paling and jumped into the

ditch, crossing the dinette with difficulty and

finding the ladders too short for our purpose ;

the engineer was killed, and a small mine

exploded under our feet, but. as luck would have

it, the ramparts at San Vincente had been

thinned of some of their defenders, who had gone

off at the double to attack Picton's men in the

castle, and we placed three ladders under an

embrasure where there was a gabion instead of

a gun, and where the scarp was only twenty

feet high.

Hand over hand, the troops clambered up

under a concentrated fire that dropped them off

by dozens, and the topmost stunners had to be

pushed up by those behind before they could
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reach the embrasure, as the ladders were all too

short ; but at last the bold fellows got a foothold,

and pulled the others up alongside them, until

the redcoated mass grew larger and larger, and

half the King's Own charged the houses while

the rest of the division went roaring along

the ramparts, Brown Bess in hand, hurling the

stubborn garrison out of three bastions in suc-

cession. There was a great shouting, mingled

with the scream of the grape-shot and the

whistling hum of shells
;

yells, howls, prayers

and curses were drowned or half-heard amid

BADAJOZ
1812.

1 r.iti;rr> ll.ilt

a Tr,„,.l.,J l„,lt

3 Putru ,M f,t.tr

the boom of cannon and the incessant bang-

bang of the deadly muskets fired at close-

• quarters.

The awestruck watchers on the hill above

our camp stood in an agony of suspense, spec-

tators of the terrific struggle ; the entire citadel

seemed full of flame and noise, as mine after

mine exploded, and fire-ball after fire-ball

was flung over the walls to light the besieged

in their heroic resistance : never had Napoleon's

soldiers fought with more determined gallantry,

officer and man vying with each other in their

efforts to keep us out, and as we drove them

from one defence they retired into another and

stood once more at bay.

Philippon, and Vielland, the second in com-

mand, though both wounded, flew from rampart

to rampart, sword in hand, encouraging their

brave fellows by word and deed, while the

solemn chime of the cathedral rang out un-

noticed hour after hour of that night of horrory

A strange incident occurred at San Vin-

cente when General Walker fell riddled

with balls on the parapet : either by accident

or design, he made a masonic sign as be

staggered backwards, and a brother-mason in

the French ranks dashed aside the threatening

bayonets of his countrymen and saved him

:

afterwards, it is said, the general found his

preserver a prisoner-of-war in Scotland, and

procured his exchange in remembrance of his

chivalry on the ramparts of Badaj </.

The 5th Division had obtained firm

hold, knowing nothing of what m
happening at the castle or the bread*-

and as a portion of them were pursue

the enemy along the walls they rouixW

an angle and came upon a solitary gra

with one artilleryman, who flu

port-fire down as they approached.

Instantly there arose a cry of " A

mine ! a mine !
" and our fellows retired

helter-skelter, followed by a fresh bodv

under Vielland, who drove them baU

to the parapet again and pitched

several over into the ditch, but a re-

serve of the 38th, under Colonel

Nugent, about two hundred strong,

poured a volley into them, and *e

rallied and charged along the wall

towards the breaches.

The King's Own had entered the

town at the first onslaught of Leith'j

Division, and a strange contrast thev

found it to the uproar of the bas-

tions, as, with bayonets fixed am" bugles blow-

ing, they filed through the stnets, silent

deserted as the tomb
;
ever)' dot shut, lamps

alight in many of the windows, hit not a soul

abroad, except some soldiers leadiig ammunition

mules, who were promptly taken prisoners.

Sometimes a window opened ant. was imme-

diately closed again ; voices were heard, but the

speakers were invisible ; a few shots came from

beneath the doors, but they were unheeded, ar»

the adventurous 4th continued its march into

the great square, where the same silence reigned,

although the houses round it were brilliantly

lighted.

The renewed fury at the breaches turned their

steps in that direction, and they hurried ofl t»

take the garrison in rear : the attempt was irei.

meant, but they were met by a fire that repulsed

them, and they continued
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dom streets and lanes, but the French began

lo be disheartened, as well they might.

The castle in our possession they could pos-

libly have besieged from the town side, as there

us only one gate by which the 3rd Division

could have issued ; the Trinidad and Santa

Mail were also well-nigh impregnable in spite

of their shattered condition, had the garrison

town's our own, hurrah !

M and the carnage-

maddened men, breaking from all control, began

a wild org\-, which lasted for two days and two

nights, indelibly sullying the glory of our

triumph.

Churches and mansions were entered and

pillaged
;

costly sacramental plate and silver

money from the military chest strewed the

WILL YOU DRINK, OLD bOY ?

(/. 266).

able to concentrate there, but the forcing
of San Vincente had let us in behind them, and
the struggle was only a mattter of time ; so,

wave Philippon and Vielland, with their rem-
nants, forced the bridge and shut themselves up
in San Christoval across the Guadiana, sending
1 few horsemen on the spur to carry news to

Sotilt, and, the bleeding 4th and Light Divisions

Kranibling up again and rushing the breaches,

Badajoz was ours !

As the heavy firing died away towards
torniag, a mighty shout arose inside the walls,

caught up and echoed far and near by our
victorious soldiery, M Hurrah ! hurrah ! the

rugged pavement of the

town ; wine (lowed down
the gutters as freely as

blond hat! done on the

ramparts, and men stag-

gered along with their

shakoes full of liquor. One bestrode a cask with

a loaded musket and compelled officer and
private alike to drink as they passed him ; here

a group fired aimlessly down a street, caring

little whom they hit, others blazed away at the

convent bells, while some masqueraded in court-

dresses, in French uniforms, and monks' cowls,

howling, singing, dancing, like men possessed.

Many of the wretched inhabitants placed

lighted candles and flasks of aquadienta on their

tables and sought to hide themselves, hoping the

marauders would drink and go away
; they

drank, but every cranny of the house was ran-

sacked before they took their leave, and things
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were done of which we cannot speak, for the

sake of humanity and the honour of the army.
11 The town is ours, hurrah !

"

Women and children ran shrieking to the

officers for protection, which, alas, it was not

always in their power to afford. Many an

indignant subaltern risked his life among his

own men in frantic attempts to recall them to

order ; an officer of the Brunswickers was shot

while struggling for the possession of a canary

bird ; one party was seen tormenting a wounded

baboon that had belonged to the colonel of the

4th French Regiment. And breaking open the

jail, they liberated the prisoners, some of the

5th and 88th holding candles aloft as the scum

of a Spanish prison poured out to add to the

disorder. Wellington himself was surrounded

by a mob of drunkards, who fired their muskets

to his infinite peril, shouting as they brandished

bottles of wine and brandy

—

M Will you drink,

old boy ? The town's our own, hurrah !

"

At length a gallows with three nooses reared

its ominous form in the square, and a man
named Johnny Castles, of the 95th, was placed

beneath it ; but no one was hanged, and by

degrees the troops were drawn out of the town,

credited with having murdered eighty-five of the

inhabitants—in actual fact, the number being

thirty-two. In fearful contrast to the licence

within the walls was the scene outside. Philip-

pon had surrendered to the future Lord Raglan,

and retired from the service, in 1 81 6, a General

of Division. Baron of the Empire, and wearer of

the Legion of Honour and the Order of St.

Louis. The ditch, the slope, from the edge of

the glacis to the top of the bastions, resembled a

huge slaughter-house, nearly 2,500 of our men
having fallen between the Santa Maria and La
Trinidad alone, within a space of a hundred

square yards ; the 43rd and 52nd, respectively

the gayest and the most sedate regiments in

Spain, losing 670 men between them, and the

place presenting an unusually shocking appear-

ance from the explosions which had taken place

there.

In one place the wife of a grenadier of the

83rd moaned over the corpse of her husband ; in

another a little drummer-boy of the 88th lay

with his leg broken beside his dead father; the

most heartrending sights were witnessed as the

women and children sought frantically for their

dear ones amid thousands of bodies, and the

mangled fragments of what had once b«n living

men.

Amid the horror of it all, two Spanish Ud;e*

came out of the town and implored two officer*

of the Rifles to assist them : one of them. Dnrnu

Juana Maria de los Dolores de Leon. afterward*

married her protector, who became Sir HiT\

Smith, of Aliwal fame, and was long a promiiitn;

figure in English society—a curious instance of

the " romance of war."

We took the colours of the garrison an4

the Hesse-Darmstadt, but there were no eacb

in the town. The first man to die at the Sa:;i

Maria was a Portuguese grenadier, and there

was a story current in the army that Jose de

Castro, bugle-boy of the 7th Cacadores, had

sounded the French " recall " at a critifll

moment, for which he received a hundrd

guineas from the Earl of Wellington : certain 4

is that when a very old man, gaining a bare

living by teaching the cornet in the town d

Golega, he was still petitioning the Portuguc<

Government for a pension.

Five generals wounded, five thousand offi:er>

and men fallen during the siege—that is the

story of Badajoz. And when Wellington «<:od

in the breach and looked around him. stem

Spartan though he was, he burst into tears.
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KT the invitation of the newly-created

Republic of Chili, Admiral Thomas
Cochrane, tenth Earl of Dundonald,

sailed from England in the month
of August, 1818, in the Rose, merchantman,

to organise and take supreme command of

the Chilian navy. With him he took, be-

sides his wife and two children, English naval

officers upon whom he could rely in the

arduous fighting he was soon to engage in

against the superior armaments of Spain. He
landed on November 28th at Valparaiso, whither

General O'Higgins, Supreme Director of the

Chilian Government, had come to receive him.

Hi> reception was so warm both at Valparaiso

and at Santiago, the capital, and the continua-

tion of proposed festivities in his honour

threatened to be so prolonged, that he had to

remind his Excellency O'Higgins that he had

come to Chili to fight, and not to feast.

Preparations were accordingly pushed for-

ward to get such ships of war as the Chilians

passed into some kind of fighting order.

These ships were the O' Higgins, formerly the

Marta Isabel, a Spanish frigate of 50 guns, which
the Chilians had captured and re-named
after their adored chief ; the San Martin,

hrmerly the Cumberland, Indiaman, with 56
guns ; the Lautaro, also a purchased Indiaman,
with 44 guns ; the Galvarino, recently the

British sloop-of-war Hecate, with 18 guns
;

the Chacabuco, with 20 guns ; and the Araucano,
with 16 guns. This modest squadron of seven

vessels was to contend with and conquer the

Spanish fleet, made up of four frigates—the

Esmeralda, 44 guns, the Venganza, 42 guns,

the Sebastiana, 28 guns ; four brigs—the MaipO,
iH guns, the Pezncla, 22 guns, the Putrillo, 18

guns, and another, whose name is not known ;

one schooner, name not known ; six armed mer-
chantmen—the Resolution, 36 guns, the Cleopatra,
2* guns, La Focha, 20 guns, the Guarmcy,

18 guns, the Fernando, 26 guns, and the San
Antonio, 18 guns ; and twenty-seven gunboats.

Such were the opposing forces, whose opera-

tions for the next two years now were to

command the attention of the civilised world.

Under any other but Cochrane's leadership the

result could never have been doubtful. Coch-

rane, however, had already shown under the

British flag that odds made no difference to

him—a reputation that he was still further to

maintain.

It is necessary here to say that though Chili

had vanquished the Spanish forces in the in-

terior and had overthrown the Spanish Govern-

ment, her long line of coast was still exposed to

attacks from the Spanish fleet. Besides, the

enemy still held the impregnable forts that

commanded the port of Valdivia. These
advantages, added to the fact that her power in

Peru was still intact, made Spain even yet a

formidable foe to the newly-acquired liberties

of the Chilians. Thus, before Chili could rest

assured that Spanish dominion would not again

be re-asserted over her, she must break the

power of the Spanish navy, clear the Spanish

garrisons out of Valdivia, and see her neighbour,

Peru, liberated. It was to contribute to the

accomplishment of these ends that Admiral

Cochrane had now conferred upon him by com-
mission the titles of " Vice-admiral of Chili " and
" Admiral and Commander-in-Chief of the Naval

Forces of the Republic."

On December 22nd, nearly a month after his

arrival at Valparaiso, Cochrane hoisted his flag

on the O'Higgins, named, as already mentioned,

in honour of the Supreme Director, who was the

son of an Irish gentleman of great distinction,

who had risen so high in the Spanish service as

to occupy the position of Viceroy of Peru—the

highest post at that time in South America.

The son, however, on the outbreak of revolu-

tion, joined the patriots, and, as a reward for his
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signal services in the field, was chosen head of

the young Republic.

Resuming our narrative, we find Cochrane

sailing from Valparaiso on January 16th, 1 8 19,

with only four ships—the other three being

not yet ready. On that day Lady Cochrane

with the children had come on board to

bid him adieu. She had gone ashore, and

the last gun to summon all hands on board

had been fired, when suddenly a loud hurrah

near the house in which she was residing

made her go to the window to see what the

matter might be. She was petrified at the sight

that met her gaze. Her little boy of five years,

who had slipped away from her unperceived, was
perched on the shoulders of Cochrane's flag-

lieutenant who was hurrying with him down to

the beach. The excited populace were shouting

and hurrahing,

while the little

fellow, who had

begged of the by

no means unwil-

ling lieutenant to

be taken aboard,

was waving his

cap over their

heads and crying
44 Viva la patria."

Before Lady Coch-
rane could inter-

fere, the two

were being ra-

pidly rowed off in

a small boat to

the flagship which

was already under

weigh. It was

thus impossible,

to the delight of

the sailors as well

as the youngster,

for him to be sent

back ; and though

he had only the

clothes that were

on him, which

were altogether

insufficient, the

sailors said that

make him others

!

LORD COCHRANE.

(From tkt Painting by Stroehling.)

didn't matter—they would

so we pass to the end of February, when he

entered the port of Callao with the Qffiggm
and Lautaro under American colours. In this

port was practically concentrated the naval force

of Spain in the Pacific
;
yet such was the terror

with which Cochrane had already inspired them,

that the Spaniards dared not go out to meet

him. Instead of this they dismantled their

ships of war, and with the topmasts and spars

made a double boom across their anchorage to

prevent his approach. An unimportant action,

however, took place, and at the commencement

of the firing Cochrane locked his little boy in the

after-cabin. In the middle of the engagement

a round shot took off a marine's head. Thi>

attracted Cochrane's attention to the spot, where

he was horror-stricken to see his son, close by the

decapitated marine, and covered with blood.

The boy had es-

caped from his

co n finement
through the

quarter - gallery

window, and

throughout the

fight, in the little

midshipman '^uni-

form that the sea-

men had madef< r

him, had been

busily engaged in

handing powder

to the gunners.

His father now

thought him

killed. But it was

only the blood and

brains of the un-

fortunate marine

that he was be-

spattered with,

and up he ran to

his agonised

father. M I am not

hurt, papa; the

shot did not touch

me : Jack says the

ball is not made

that can kill

boy," however, wasmama's boy." " Mama's
forthwith ordered to be carried below.

During this cruise Cochrane inflicted so many It may here be pardonable to cite a few words

disasters upon the Royalist cause, as to become as showing what kind of u mama " that boy had.

known amongst the Spaniards by the title
44 El By a writer in the North British Rcvinr, we are

diablo." These disasters cannot be given in detail : told that one night whilst Lord Cochrane was m
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iff

command of the Chilian fleet, M his

ship got becalmed under a battery

from which h»e was assailed with red-

hot shot. His men were seized with

1 panic and deserted their guns.

If the fire from the shore were not

relumed, it would speedily become steady,

sustained, and fatal. He went down to the

cabin, where her ladyship lay :
1 If a woman

sets them the example, they may be

shamed out of their fears : it is our only

thance.' She rose and followed him upon the

deck. We have heard her relate that the first

object that met her eye was the battery with

its flaming furnaces, round which dark figures

were moving, looking more like incarnate

demons than men. A glance at her husband's

impressive features and his ' terrible ' calmness

reassured her. She took the match, and fired

the gun when he had pointed it. The effect on

the crew was electrical : they returned to their

posts with a shout, and the battery was speedily

silenced."

One more glimpse at Lady Cochrane. General

Miller—subsequently the hero of Ayacucho, and
as brave an officer as ever unsheathed sword-
was on one occasion sent on a secret service

under the orders of Lord Cochrane. With his

force, comprising 600 infantry and sixty cavalry,

he proceeded to Huacho, a little to the north of

Lima. M On the day after his arrival there," the

account proceeds, " and whilst he was inspecting

die detachments in the Plaza, Lady Cochrane
galloped on to the parade to speak to him. The
sudden appearance of youth and beauty on a

VALPARAISO.

fiery horse, managed with skill and elegance,

absolutely electrified the men, who had never

before seen an English lady. ' Que hermosa

!

Que graciosa ! Que linda ! Que airosa I Es
un angel de cielo!' were exclamations which

escaped from one end of the line to the other.

Colonel Miller, not displeased at this involuntary

homage to the beauty of his countrywoman,

said to the men, 1 This is our getterala; ' on

which Lady Cochrane, turning to the line, bowed

to the troops, who no longer confining their

expressions of admiration to suppressed inter-

jections, broke out into loud ' vivas? "

After the action in Callao Harbour, already

referred to, Lord Cochrane, on March 2nd, sent

Captain Foster with a Spanish gunboat and crew

they had captured, and the launches of the

O Higgitts and Lautaro, to take possession of San

Lorenzo, a small island about three miles distant.

Here they found thirty-seven Chilians, who had

been taken prisoners eight years before, and who,

all that time, had worked in chains under the
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supervision of a military guard. The military

guard w ere now taken prisoners, and the Chilians

released.

These showed their liberators the filthy shed

in which, chained by one leg to an iron bar, they

had been compelled to sleep. From them, too,

it was learnt that the patriot prisoners in Lima
were in a more deplorable plight still, and that

the fetters on their legs had worn their ankles to

the bone. The pitiful tale told by these men
moved Cochrane to send a flag of truce to the

Viceroy in Lima, with a request for an exchange

of prisoners, and complaining of the harsh treat-

ment accorded the Chilian prisoners, while the

Spanish prisoners in Chili were well treated. To
this message the Viceroy replied that he had a

right to treat the prisoners as pirates, and that

he was surprised that a British nobleman should

be found jn command of the maritime forces of a

Government "unacknowledged by all the Powers

of the globe." So he refused to treat for an

exchange of prisoners. To the Viceroy, Cochrane

replied that a British nobleman was a free man,

and therefore had a right to adopt any country

which was endeavouring to re-establish the rights

of aggrieved humanity, and that he had, hence,

adopted the cause of Chili with the same freedom

ofjudgment that he had previously e tercised when
refusing the offer of an admiral's rank in Spain,

made to him not long before by the Duke de San

Carlos in the name of Ferdinand the Seventh.

So ended Cochrane's humane endeavour on

behalf of the prisoners of both parties. Mean-
while, with the rather contemptible force and

appliances at his command being unable to

successfully attack the Spanish fleet, which lay

under the shelter of the guns of the forts of

Callao, he put to sea and made some important

captures. Among these was a vessel laden with

treasure lying in the river Barranca ; another on

the way from Lima to Guambucho with 70,000

dollars, the pay of the Imperial troops ; and on

April 10th the Gazelle, with 60,000 dollars. He
also landed parties at various points on the Peru-

vian coast, routed the different Spanish garrisons

with his marines, and captured their military

stores. In this way he was able to make the

enemy provide for the wants of his squadron,

and his extraordinary success was due to his

treatment of the natives. These he always paid

for everything required from them. He also

paid them highly for any information they might

bring him regarding the movements of the

enemy. Thus the natives became a kind of

detective force working on his behalf. On June

1 6th he returned to Valparaiso, where, laden with

the spoils of many victories, he was received with

loud and warm acclamations.

It was not for these, however, that he haJ

returned. It was to organise a more effective

force, whereby he might not only blockade—tha:

was too slow and luxurious a method of fightin;

for him—but even drive the enemy out of CahV>,

and so himself command the approach to Lima

from the sea. His plan was, by means of rocked

and explosives, to blow up the boom- y ;<

the enemy's ships to seaward, and to burn ik

shipping. To superintend the making of the

rockets Mr. Goldsack, principal assistant of Sir

William Congreve, at Woolwich, was engage!

and to actually make the rockets the Gover,

ment foolishly employed the prhoners-of-war

These prisoners, knowing that the explosive

they were engaged in making were intended 5»

the destruction of their own friends, put

sawdust, manure, and whatever other rubbi-A

they could find, at intervals in the tubes, wh

should otherwise have contained a continuua

packing of gunpowder. The result w* tha

when, some months later, Cochrane again found

himself before Callao. and proceeded to put h»

scheme into execution, the rubbish in the rocket?

prevented the progress of their combustion, and

reduced his elaborate design to a fiasco. It *»

then the Spaniards fired red-hot shot upon Kit,

and, after losing twenty men and a lieutcnart.

who was cut right in two by a round shot.ht

was forced to abandon the attempt.

However, he did not proceed home until he

had gathered fresh laurels, equipped though he

was with weapons more useless than toys. Ht

captured one or two treasure-ships, of which oW
the F*>tril!o, had on board 30.000 dollars, :t*

pay of the garrisons at Valdivia; he also captured

Pisco, in the square of which town <u

Miller was shot with three bullets—one enter-

the arm. another entered his chest and p

out at his back, while the third shatter.,

left hand. He even captured Valdivia itscJl-

a feat that was considered impossible.

The result of all these achievements was thai,

when he again put in at Valparaiso, he wf

covered with fresh glory, to the discomfiture of

those who had been sedulously seeking to d»

credit him and to put upon him the entire blame

of the failure of the expedition against Calla"1

Strange to say—and, indeed, mortifying to uW
who would entertain favourable views of human

nature—Cochrane's brilliant exploits and coo-

sequent popularity had awakened feeling* U
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jcaJousv against him amongst political intriguers

it Santiago. Their machinations drove him to

Jtcr his resignation. Thereupon the officers of

his licet tendered him their commissions, with

jic assurance that under him, and him alone,

tc«ld [hey serve. This brought his enemies to

thar senses. He was implored to withdraw his

peered resignation, and induced to do so by

thepromise of more earnest support.

The Chilian Government had not behaved well

t the sailors who had been fighting so bravely for

&,an under Cochrane. These sailors actually had

ra been paid their wages, and had not re-

ceived their proper prize-money, though their

captures of money and stores had been more
than sufficient to keep the squadron afloat. The
result was that, when preparations for the next

expedition were nearing completion, seamen,

naturally, refused to enlist. To overcome this

difficulty the following proclamation was issued

:

"On my entry into Lima I will punctually pay
to all foreign seamen who shall voluntarily enlist

tnt i the Chilian service the whole arrears of their

pay. to which I will also add to each individual,

according to his rank, one year's pay over and
a>'«c his arrears, as a premium or reward for his

*niccs. if he continue to fulfil his duty to the

day of the surrender of that city and its occupa-

tion by the liberating forces.

4
' (Signed) Jose de San Martin.

M Cochrane."

General San Martin signed this proclamation

* o mmander-in-ehief ; but his signature alone

«wld not have moved the men. They knew
Cochrane was their friend. In him they had
fet!i

; on him they could rely to do whatever he
prwniMrd. >f it were humanly possible. Conse-
quently, on the appearance of this proclamation
^>e crews were immediately completed, and the
*jiudron sailed, amid the enthusiastic plaudits of

tfx people, on August 2 1st, 1 8 20.

Under convoy Cochrane had transport vessels,

J^n with 4,200 troops under the command of
(j'.neral San Martin. These troops were to be
^•onbarked in close proximity to Lima, and to

°«rch upon the city by land, while the ships-of-

•» engaged the enemy by water at Callao.

Differences between Cochrane and San Martin
«rty developed themselves. Cochrane was for

*n immediate attack upon Lima. San Martin
delayed and was landed, according to his c arving
*idte\ now here and now there, ail the while
accomplishing nothing ; so that at last Cochrane

lost patience, and on the 30th of September they

parted company in the roads of Callao. Cochrane

had reconnoitred the fortifications, and urged

San Martin to immediately disembark and storm

the forts of Callao. He himself would see that

the troops were safely landed. San Martin, how-

ever, shrank from the undertaking, and insisted

on being landed at Ancon, a little to the north.

Cochrane, having no power as regarded the dis-

position of the troops, detached from his squadron

the San Martin, Galvarino, and Araucano to

convoy the transports to Ancon. He himself re-

tained the O'Higgins, Independencia (an Ameri-

can-built corvette that had been added to the

squadron in the previous year), and Laularo,

under the pretence of continuing the blockade.

In reality, he had, while reconnoitring the for-

tifications, formed a daring plan of attack, which

he kept concealed even from the commander-in-

chief. That plan was nothing short of capturing

the brigs-of-war in Callao harbour, moored

though they were beneath the ordnance of the

surrounding forts, putting their crews to the

sword, cutting adrift or burning the entire ship- •

ping of the enemy, and getting possession of a

treasure-ship on which he had learnt was em-

barked a million of dollars, kept in readiness in

case it should be necessary for the authorities at

Lima to seek safety in flight. How far he suc-

ceeded in carrying out his ambitious design, i;

now remains for us to describe.

The attack was to begin on the Esmeralda—
a frigate of 44 guns and manned by 370 picked

sailors and marines, who slept every night at

quarters in readiness against surprises. The
Esmeralda, with two other frigates, lay under

the protection of 300 pieces of artillery mounted

in the batteries ashore. Surrounding her, in

semi-lunar shape, were 27 gunboats and armed
blockships ; and exterior to them, as the first line

of defence, was a strong boom with chain moor-

ings. How on earth was Cochrane to capture

this, the finest ship on the Pacific Ocean ? How-

even was he to get near her. situated amid such

defences ? As well trv, one would think, to

capture the Castle of Callao itself by proposing

to creep into the mouths of the cannon and

pluck out the charges ! However, Cochrane

went to work ; and for three days, without

divulging his design to anyone, continued to

make ready for the final coup. Let it here be

said that two neutral warships were Iving in

Callao—the British man-of-war Hyperion and

the American Macedonian.

On the evening of November 5th, Cochrane's
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intentions were revealed with this proclamation,

which was posted up on his own ship, the

0'Higgins, and sent to be similarly posted up

on the other two, [ndependencia and Lautaro,

which comprised his squadron :

" Marines and seamen ! This night we are

going to give the enemy a mortal blow. To-

morrow you will present yourselves proudly

before Callao, and all your comrades will envy

your good fortune. One hour of courage and

resolution is all that is required of you to

triumph. Remember that you have conquered

in Valdivia, and be not afraid of those who have

hitherto fled from you.

Nautical Milts.

<L-_J I I I ?

Ml F»ohto»

CALLAO in 1819

"The value of all the vessels captured in

Callao will be yours, and the same reward in

money will be distributed amongst you as has

been offered by the Spaniards in Lima to those

who should capture any of the Chilian squadron.

The moment of glory is approaching, and I hope

that the Chilians will fight as they have been

accustomed to do, and that the English will act

as they have ever done at home and abroad.

" (Signed) Cochrane."

While the men on the different ships, gathered

in groups, discussed the proclamation, it was

announced that Cochrane was to lead the attack

in person, and volunteers were invited to come
forward, as he would lead no man unwilling to

go into so hazardous an undertaking. A buzz

of excitement followed this, and the whole of

the marines and seamen on the three ships

stepped forward. As it was impossible tr -

them all, the captains of the ships were or

to select men from each crew—the tot

.

exceed 160 seamen and 8o marines,

having been assembled on the flagship, C

gave the signal for the Indrfx-ndc

Lautaro to weigh anchor with all haste, and r

off to sea as if in pursuit of tome *

offing. This manoeuvre had the di

The look-out on the Esmerald>i \

departure of the two vessels, anil the

command, as he received the repor
4i Ah, well, then we may sleep

night !
" It had been all along the

of the Spaniards th

would spring a ni

upon them ; and, in

of such, an arrunj

been made with

neutral vessels, the

and Maced-iittin, tl

should display cert

lights, so as not ;

taken for the ciiemv \

directing the fire t:

batteries ashore.

The Spanish offi

scarcely finished hi?

ing remark, " We n;

soundly to-night," wh
picked men from Co.
crews, who had been r«

minute instructions as I

each was to do, were
]

on the deck of the O'/j

It was now dark :

enemy, however keen their vision,

no movement. The men presented a

appearance as they moved quietly to ll

sides and dropped into the four

arranged below to receive them. Not a wmi

was spoken, not even an order give:

the men were draped in white with a blue Ki

round each left arm—this, that in tfu

soon to stain the waters of Callao H.

in the blindness of their ferocity,

blood boiling, they might not in misl

upon and slay one another. In each right

was a gleaming cutlass and in each left a iimucu

pistol. In each man's ears, too, still lingeraJ

Cochrane's last command, given below: "Not

a word, not a sound, not a whisper ; use your

cutlasses alone : now come and do your daf

It must have been a weird sight that bund

of 2CO white-sheeted men, in the darkness «
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night, dropping silently and stealthily into the

boats.

By ten o'clock this strange company, every

one with visage firmly set, began to move slowly

towards the small opening left in the boom for

the enemy's own convenience. Cochrane's boat

led the way. The boats were in two divisions

—the first commanded by Flag-Captain Crosbie,

the second by Captain Guise. One division was

to board the Esmeralda at different points on

one side, while the other division was simul-

taneously to board her from the other side.

Thus, in the same instant of time upon the un-

suspecting Spaniards would rush from every

point a couple of hundred armed and determined

men. Meanwhile, these daring seamen have

more than two hours' silent rowing—for the

oars are muffled—before them, and during their

progress to the scene of action we shall give an

extract from the orders issued, as revealing some-

what of Cochrane's full design. '* On securing

the frigate," runs the order, " the Chilian seamen

and marines are not to give the Chilian cheer ;

but to deceive the enemy, and give time for

completing the work, they are to cheer 1 Viva el

AV>-.' The two brigs-of-war are to be fired on

by the musketry from the Esmeralda, and are to

be taken possession of by Lieutenants Esmonde
and Morgell, in the boats they command

j
which,

being done, they are to cut adrift, run out, and

anchor in the offing as quickly as possible. The
boats of the Independencia are to turn adrift all

the outward Spanish merchant-ships ; and the

boats of the O'Higgins and Lautaro, under
Lieutenants Bell and Robertson, arc to set fire to

one or more of the headmost hulks ; but these

are not to be cut adrift so as to fall down upon
the rest." This shows that Cochrane meant
nothing less than clearing out the entire port

so far as Spain was concerned in it.

Just on midnight, to return to our surpliced

dare-devils, they are Hearing the opening in the

boom and are challenged by the vigilant gun-

hoat set to guard it. Cochrane himself is well

in front of his party, and in a low voice, but with

a look that means all he says, gives the watch
to know that instant death will follow any
attempt at raising the alarm. So no alarm is

raised, and in a few minutes the boats are in line

alongside the unsuspecting frigate. Another
moment and that peaceful deck is the scene of a

hundred fights. The Chilian crews have swarmed
up her sides, and their bare cutlasses are already

drenched in blood. Cochrane, boarding her

by the main chains, has been L necked back by

the butt-end of a sentry's musket and has fallen

on the thole-pin of his boat. The pin ha*,

entered his back near the spine, and inflicted a

severe injury. He feels it not, however, and,

recovering his feet, re-ascends. This time he

reaches the deck, and is immediately shot

through the thigh. Hastily a handkerchief is

bound round the bleeding wound and he takes

his place in the fight, hewing down Spanurc-

till he meets Captain Guise with his party bev

ing them down from the other side. Together

they drive them back now, and the Spaniard

retreat to take their final stand on the fore-

castle. Meanwhile Cochrane hails the foie-: ?,

and receives an " Ay, ay, sir," from his ow'nra.

he similarly hails the main-top, and is simiirh

answered. So far his orders have been earned

out, and his men have got possesion of the

The Spaniards, however, entrenched on tic

forecastle have yet to be overcome. The Chiluns

charge them with their cutlasses, and 3re driven

back scorched with their fire. The Spaniard, a

the Chilian knows by experience, cannot fact coid

steel ; so another charge immediately foil

and again the Chilians have to retire. It is ink

for a second, and, at the third charge. :He

Spanish musketry being spent, the Chilian cut-

lasses sweep the deck. At this juncture it becarae

known that this scene of carnage had it-
1-

lookers. The British ship Hyperion was so ra

the Esmeralda that those on board witnessed :hr

whole proceeding, and a midshipman standi:^ t

the gangway so far forgot his neutrality a> t»

cheer at the way Cochrane cleared the forecastle.

For this he was immediately ordered below by

his commander, Captain Searle, and, further,

threatened with arrest.

After the forecastle was cleared as described,

the fight was renewed on the quarter-deck— or.lv

for a moment, however, the Spanish marines who

did not leap overboard or into the hold bo'£

instantly cut down. Meanwhile, the last qua'ttf

of an hour's uproar had attracted the atten'.K*

of the garrisons ashore, and these, presuming that

what had been so much dreaded— viz., the capture

of their frigate—had been accomplished, opened

fire upon the Esmeralda. For this, however,

Cochrane was prepared. He knew the arrancr-

ment made with the neutral vessels whereby tho

were to be distinguished by carrying ecru-

lights, so he hoisted similar lights on the captured

frigate. The result was that the garrisons wire

puzzled, and struck the neutral vessels oftenf

than they did the Esmeralda. This made the

vessels cut their cables and move away.

! SSk
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Now it was that Cochrane's orders began to

5c departed from. Wounded twice, as we have

iireadv seen, he was at length obliged to retire

fnen the direction of the conflict. The com-

mand, accordingly, fell upon Captain Guise, who
;r.t orders to cut the Esmeralda s cables. This

jjtx, there was nothing for it but to loose her

: iNiiband follow the retiring neutrals. Captain

iWs excuse for so violating his superior's com-

sail was that he had lost all control of the

r,c::, who had burst into the spirit-room of the

Esmeralda, and had otherwise broken up into

J> rganixrd bands bent solely upon pillage. But

: r this, seeing that they had succeeded in cap-

turing the Esmeralda, with her picked and

specially equipped crew, they might surely have

chased the Spaniards from the other ships, one
j/ter another, as fast as their boats would take

ihcm, and so the whole fleet might either have

been seized or burned. This was Cochrane's

intention, and to this end all his previous plans

bd been laid. But Cochrane now lay a wounded
and exhausted man, and perhaps, under any
-cr leadership, his daring design—if attempted
m full—would have ended disastrously.

As it was, their prize was no mean one. Thev
certainly missed the treasure-ship with its million

'•f dollars, which the captured frigate, provisioned

three months and with stores sufficient for a

t*o years' cruise, was meant to convoy. Aboard,

Wver, they found and made prisoner the

Spanish admiral, with his officers and 200 sea-

t*n. The rest of the 370, who had originally

•ttned her, had been either killed or drowned.
°5 Cochrane's side the losses were eleven killed

i thirty wounded. The whole affair, from the

» ment of boarding to the cutting of the frigate's

notes, occupied only a quarter-of-an-hour. Yet
Q that quarter-of-an-hour, according to Captain

Hall, who at the time was commanding the

British warship Conway in the Pacific—Cochrane
W struck " a death-blow to the Spanish naval

k'tc in that quarter of the world ; for although

there were still two Spanish frigates and some

smaller vessels in the Pacific, they never after-

wards ventured to show themselves, but left Lord

Cochrane undisputed master of the coast.''

The bitter feelings aroused in the breasts

of the Spaniards by the disaster of that night

received brutal exemplification next morning.

Then, as usual, the market-boat put off from the

United States ship Macedonian for the shore for

provisions. As the boatmen jumped ashore they

were surrounded with an angry crowd, who
began to accuse them of assisting the Chilians

the previous night. The boatmen's denials were

made in vain, and were answered with the con-

fident and positive statement that, without such

assistance, the feat had been impossible. Then
the mob, their anger increasing and their belief

in the charges they were making becoming more

assured by the mere force of repetition, set upon

the innocent boatmen and foully massacred

them.

After this, Cochrane tried hard to draw the

Spaniards from the shelter of their guns by placing

the Esmeralda in positions that might tempt

them to try to recapture her. Only once," when
she was placed in a more than usually tempting

position, did they venture out with their gun-

boats, and an hour's sharp firing followed. As
soon, however, as they saw the Q'lliggins

manoeuvring to cut them off, they hastily re-

treated. Thus, finding it impossible to draw the

enemy into an engagement afloat, Cochrane

induced General San Martin to lend him 600

soldiers, and with these and the ships of his

squadron he so harassed the Peruvian coast from

Callao to Arica, that he virtually compelled Lima
to capitulate on July 6th, 182 1. Three weeks
later, on the 28th of July, the national flag was
hoisted in the city of the Incas and in these

words Peruvian Independence declared :

—

" Peru is from this moment free and indepen-

dent by the general vote of the people and by
the justice of her cause, which God defend."
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POOR benighted heathen, but a first-

rate fighting-man/' is the description

of a savage adversary which Mr. Rud-
vard Kipling puts into the mouth

of Tommy Atkins. The New Zealanders who
fought against us in the sixties were not all

of them "poor benighted heathens": some of

them had been pupils in the mission schools,

others had come into the mission stations as

grown men to learn something of the religion

of the white men. When the everlasting quarrel

between natives and settlers over land rights

led to strife and bloodshed, and the Maories, or

natives, took to the bush, most of them forgot

what Christianity they had learned, though some

of them clung to the old observances ; and it is

said that when one of their forts was surprised

on a Sunday morning, they told the victors that,

had it not been for a service which they were

holding, they would have been at their posts, and

that the English must be strange Christians to

fight on Sunday. But whatever were the

opinions of the Maori tribesmen in such matters,

there is no doubt the second part of the de-

scription applied to them. They were " first-rate

fighting men." They had a skill in constructing

earthworks which no other race has ever sur-

passed, and they held them with desperate cour-

age. Frequently when they abandoned them

it was not from any fear of their adversaries,

for it was one of the principles of their mode
of warfare that the rapidly constructed pah, or

fort, was only to be held long enough to inflict

labour, delay, and loss upon the enemy, and then

it was to be secretly evacuated and another work

of the same kind held further inland. Of all the

battles they fought against us. none displayed

their soldierly qualities in a higher degree than

the fight at the Gate Pah, which for a time

seemed likely to end in a serious disaster to a

force that far outnumbered the Maori garrison

5

of the pah, and that brought against it 4 the

resources of modern civilised warfare.

The fight was one in a long series, all of itei

ended in successes for our arms. Sir Dut.J

Cameron, who commanded the British for

»

operating against the rebel Maories in theNonh

Island of New Zealand, was a brave and sk:

Highland soldier, and the temporary check

Gate Pah was no fault of his, for he had J

everything to ensure success, and it was the r

time that there was anything like failure in

whole career. In the spring of 1864, which

that southern climate is the late sum
early autumn of the year, he had made Audfai
his base of operations, and while the 1

blockaded the coast to prevent ai

ammunition being conveyed to the rebel*,

had made a successful expedition up the v.

of the Thames, and with very little bioodsW i

had broken up the Maori power on that riu? I

and on the Waikato. £
Early in April all lighting was over in th

province of Auckland and the district of tbt

Thames. The natives who had been in

against the Government had returned to

allegiance. General Cameron was discu-

with the local authorities the steps to be

for the further pacification of the North Islarti

when news arrived that there was a considtf-

able gathering of armed natives near Taurangi.

in the Bay of Plenty, and the General resolved

to transfer the forces under his command fro»

Auckland and the mouth of the Thames to tb»

new centre of disturbance. A detachment of

the 08th Regiment, under Colonel Greer,

already encamped near the mission station of

Tauranga. With the help of the naval squadrc*

on the coast, the troops were rapidly transferred

from the Thames Estuary to the Bay of Plenty

and by April 26th General Cameron had collevtoi

at Tauranga a formidable little force of nearK
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i
-00 men, including a naval brigade of 400

men and officers, the 68th Regiment, 700 strong,

:hc 43rd. nearly Jtoo strong, detachments of the

1.1th and 70th Regiments, each about 100 strong,

ud a small force of the Royal Artillery, with

three miles and a half from the Tauranga mission

station, on a neck of high ground about 500

yards wide, over which ran the road or track

from Tauranga to the interior. The ridge was

a swell of the ground about fifty feet high. On

THE ATTACK.

t*o 40-pounder Armstrongs, and two 6-pounders,

*4-pounder howitzers, and eight mortars,
b :he harbour, or close at hand and within call,

•*» a strong naval squadron made up of her
Hajetty'j ships Curacna, Est, Miranda, Harrier,
lr"i Eclipse, under the command of Commodore
Sir William Wiseman, and there was a small

•
•

- n at Maketu.
*"he enemy had taken up a position about

both sides it sloped easily to a tract of swampy
land very difficult to pass anywhere, even by

men on foot. To the right bevond the swamp
was one of the inlets of Tauranga Harbour.

The Maories had rapidly fortified the high

ground, the spot where they fixed their pah, or

earthwork, being evidently suggested to them
by the fact that just below the highest swell of

the ridge it was crossed by a three-foot trench,
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which marked the boundary between the mission

station property and the bush and - native lands.

They deepened and widened this trench, carrying

it down to the swamp on either side. Behind

it they dug out their pah—an oblong enclosure,

about eighty yards long by thirty wide. The
military despatches of the time describe it as a
" redoubt," but the word is rather misleading.

The Maori pah in this case, as in all others, was
a series of trenches, one within the other, and
communicating by cross cuts, and looking at first

sight like a labyrinth. In the sides of the

trenches shelters were hollowed out so that the

garrison could crouch in them until the assault

was actually begun. Further shelter was secured

by roofing in the trenches with wattle hurdles,

made with twigs and branches, thatching over

this with ferns, and sometimes shovelling earth

upon it. The eaves of the roofs were kept up
by posts at a height of six or eight inches above

the edge of the trench, so that the garrison

could sweep the ground in front with their guns.

At the Gate Pah, as this improvised fortress was

called, there were three tiers of rifle-pits or

trenches, one within the other, all having a

zigzag trace, so that it was all the more difficult

to make out at first sight their general plan.

On either side of the ridge, a line of trenches or

rifle-pits ran down the hill towards the swamps,

so as to sweep with their fire the approaches to

the flanks of the main work. In these rifle-pits,

at intervals, traverses or banks of earth lying

across the general direction of the trench, had
been erected to protect them from flanking fire.

In front of the works a light, open fence of posts

and rails, a kind of loosely-constructed stockade,

had been erected to impede the rush of a

storming party. The whole was a work which

would have done credit to European engineers.

The garrison was certainly not more than 400

natives, perhaps less. They had very few rifles,

their favourite firearm being double-barrelled

shot-guns, which they were able to load and fire

much more rapidly, and at close quarters quite as

effectively, as the old-fashioned muzzle-loading

Enfield rifle then carried by the soldiers. They
loaded with slugs and bullets, and sometimes

even with buckshot. For the fight at close

quarters they had their spears of hard wood,

small axes, or tomahawks, sometimes of stone,

and the beautiful greenstone or jade war-clubs

or mrrh of the chiefs.

On Thursday, April 27th, General Cameron
began his preparations for the siege of the

pah. The naval brigade had made a formidable

addition to his artillery force by getting ashore

from one of the ships an Armstrong no-pounder

gun, then the heaviest gun in the servke, and

probably the heaviest gun ever used on >hnrc

against a tribe of half-savage warriors. On the

27th the 08th Regiment, and a detainment c(

170 men under Major Ryan, of the 70th, moved

up to a point about 1,200 yards from the fr et

of the pah and encamped there. A* the

Maories had no artillery, and no long-range riles

and were not likely to risk a sortie, the caop

was safe from disturbance. On that and the

following day the guns and mortars were beaf

got into position for the attack, the handy hkr

jackets from the fleet lending, a* thc\

do on such occasions, invaluable assiseo.

During the day it was ascertained that at 1*
,

water it was possible to pass along the baA

outside the swamp on the enemy's right, mis

get to the rear of his position. Acting on :'na

information, Colonel Greer, with the 6»th Regi-

ment, left the camp after dark on the Friday

evening and slipped down to the beach, workif

along quietly in the dark, so as to outfiafc

the Maories. To prevent the garrison of daj

pah from paying any attention to chance ikooI

coming from the beach and so discovering im
move, the main body at the camp pu<hoi

ward a few riflemen, who fired long-ranM

shots at the stockade, from which the doitfm

barrelled guns of Maori sentries answered «4
random shots fired in the dark, w ithout mafl

idea of range, or even of direction. This mm
was soon over, and meanwhile Greer's men raf|

got round the back of the swamp and

settling down for the night among the tall fer*

to landward of the enemy's position. At tk*

camp the sailors and gunners spent the dirk,

hours making the last preparations for netf,

day's bombardment. When the sun rose, '-he

Armstrong guns, including the big 1
10-poutider,,

besides a battery of mortars, were in positi<*V

waiting for the word to open fire. Inland 'i*

68th held a position from which they >..'uld

shoot down any of the garrison of the p*

who ventured out of the work to get «Jttf

from the stream behind it, or who attempted w

escape inland.

At half-past six a thin line of skirmisher*

pushed forward to the edge of the swamp «°

the left of the pah and in front of the Briti»

right. General Cameron thought it possh*

that the enemy would abandon the work »j

bolt across the swamp, and took this mean* L

hemming them in on all sides. The natives"
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the rifle-pits on the slope above thought this

move must be the beginning of an attack, and
fired ineffectually at the redcoats. This was
taken as the signal for opening fire from the

batteries, and guns and mortars began to send

their shells roaring through the air. Over the

pah a red flag waved on a tall mast. From the

batteries this seemed to be the centre of the

pah, and at first most of the gunners took it for

their mark in laying their pieces. When the

pah was captured, it was discovered that the

flagstaff really stood, not in the centre of the

pah, but further off, just behind its rear-

ward stockade. The result of this mistake

was that for the first two hours many of the

shells passed harmlessly over the Maori position.

Not long after the

artillery opened fire

the Maori musketry
ceased. The garri-

son had got under

cover, but they were

watching the pro-

ceedings of the be-

siegers, for when
the guns were di-

rected on the left

angle of their fort

in order to demolish

the stockade and
make a breach in

the parapet, every

now and then a brave rebel would creep up to the

crumbling mound, shovel a few spadefuls of earth

into the gap, and slip back again, heedless of the

imminent danger of being blown to pieces by a

bursting shell. Once a plucky fellow actually suc-

ceeded in hanging a blanket across the stockade,

evidently to conceal the movements of those who
were bringing up material to repair the breach

close by. By this time the mortars had got the

range, and were dropping shells into the work.

The place was completely surrounded. The
68th and the naval brigade had closed in, and
were firing at the pah on the right and in the

rear. Twelve guns and mortars were blazing

away at the front and breaching the left angle.

A thirteenth gun had been got into position

beyond the swamp on the left, so as to rake the

rifle-pits on the slope, and thirty riflemen on
the edge of the marsh were firing into the pah
at a range of only 400 yards. Surrounded on all

sides, and with shells bursting over the wattle

roofs of their trenches, the garrison was in a

position in which most European troops would

THi: GATE Y\\\

have given up the defence as hopeless. The big

Armstrong gun fired no less than a hundred 1 10-

pound shells at the pah before it had to cease

firing (towards 3 o'clock) for want of ammunition.

The marvel is that the wretched little fort was

tenable. But subsequent inquiry showed that

the Maories had constructed their shelters so

well, and lay so close in them, that they lost

very few men. About noon they replied for

awhile with musketry to the storm of bullets

and shells that was pouring into the pah, but

their fire was ineffectual. Indeed, in the earlier

stage of the attack, the only losses of the as-

sailants appear to have been three men of

the 68th Regiment, wounded by shells that

flew over the pah and burst close in their front.

Crouching in the

hollowed sides of the

trenches, or stealing

round to the front

to look out over the

parapet, the Maories

must have realised

that before nightfall

the storm of fire

would suddenly
cease to allow a

superior force to

rush their shattered

fort with the bayonet. But they

waited quietly for the supreme trial

of strength, encouraged, doubtless, by

finding that even the huge shells thrown by the

white men, though they made a terrible noise,

killed or wounded very few of the garrison against

whom they were directed. It was an anticipa-

tion many years earlier of the experience of the

Turkish garrison of the Gravitza redoubt at

Plevna, who lost only a handful of men under

the volcano-like fire of the great bombardment.

After three o'clock the bombardment slackened.

The breach was considered to be wide enough

to be rushed by a strong storming party on a

broad front, and there were no obstacles on the

slope before it. When, just before four o'clock,

the stormers were drawn up behind the batteries

and received the order to advance, the immediate

capture of the Gate Pah seemed to be a cer-

tainty. The storming column was boo strong.

The vanguard, under Colonel Booth and Com-
mander Hay, of H.M.S. Harrier, was made up

of 1 50 men of the 43rd Regiment and as many
more of the naval brigade. The support, which

was led by Captain John Hamilton, of H.M.S.

Esk, consisted of the rest of the seamen and

• tlx tmtnt »> «Ji» ;.»»f,v
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marines and of the 43rd -in all, xoo men. At The Maories, on this, rushed back into the pah,

four o'clock General Cameron gave the word to giving some of the stormers the impression that

advance, and, with a cheer, the men dashed up the garrison had been suddenly reinforced,

the slope. A few shots were fired from the pah, When they first passed the parapet, all that the

and some heavy volleys from the rifle-pits, but, naval officers and those of the 43rd noticed of

until they were almost in, a swell of the ground the garrison were a few wounded men lying near

the breach. The openings of the

trenches close by looked like a tangled

labyrinth, and it was not easy to see

which was the easiest way into the

centre of the work. The roofs of

the Maori shelters jutted up here and

there, and the men seem in some

cases to have broken their ranks,

and even laid down their weapons

under the impression that thesenrt

abandoned houses that could be

safely entered in search of curios iad

plunder. Suddenly gun barrels were

pushed out from under the eaves,

and several officers and men dropped,

struck by shots that appeared to come

out of the earth. On all sides du'kv

figures sprang up as if from ti

doors, yelling, firing, flourishinj

spears and axes. From the rear

the work came a wild ru>h of sptjr»

and guns. The soldiers, espeviallv

those who had broken their form*-

tion, seemed seized with a sudda

panic. They felt as if they had hea

led into an ambuscade. Instead <i

resistance being over, it was onh*

beginning. Several of their officer*

had fallen at the first volley. A f<»

men gave way to the surprise and

terror of the moment, and then tbe

panic spread with that mysterious

suddenness with which it seems if*
,

be able to run through a mass of even indi-

vidually brave men. What happened at the

Gate Pah has happened in every* army in the

world ; and if there was headlong panic amon$

many of the men, there were many, too, »ho

stood bravely. The officers and the sergeant

of the 43rd, and the officers and leading seamen

of the naval brigade, did their duty splendidly,

and suffered losses that bore only too striking

evidence to the tenacity with which they Jtrow

to restore the fortune of the fight. The**«
more than one cry to retire, though the officer*

were calling out to the men to push forward.

At this moment Captain Hamilton brought op

the reserve, pushed gallantly forward to tbe

second line of trenches, and sprang up»
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gave some cover to the stormers, and the loss

they suffered was trifling. Still cheering, they

streamed in through the wide gap in the

stockade, poured like a flood over the shattered

parapet, and found themselves almost without

opposition masters of the left corner of the pah.

What happened next will never be known
with absolute certainty, for many of those who
survived, after being in the thickest of the wild

scene of slaughter that followed, give contradict-

or)' accounts of what occurred. It seems certain

that a part of the garrison was attempting to

retire by the back of the pah, when they were

met by a sharp fire from the 68th Regiment,

which was closing in upon the works, answering

with a loud cheer the cheering of the stormers.
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bank above them, waving his sword and calling

out,
u Come on, my men !

" A shot struck him
in the head and he fell, closing by an heroic

death a career of high distinction and great

promise. His fall renewed the courage of the

defenders, the panic of the assailants. The
struggling mass of sailors and soldiers streamed

back out of the breach, leaving nearly all the

o&cers of the 43rd and several of the naval

officers dead and wounded in the pah. Major

Ryan of the 70th Regiment and Captain Jenkins

of H.M.S. Miranda were among the last to

leave the work, after hopeless efforts to rally

what were left of the six hundred stormers.

How many brave deeds were done amid the

by Samuel Mitchell, the captain of the foretop

of the Harrier. He had entered the breach

close beside Commander Hay, and when his

officer fell mortally wounded, he took him up to

carry him out of danger. Hay told Mitchell to

leave him where he was, and take care of his

own life ; but the brave fellow brought him out

at considerable risk to himself, and then dashed

back into the fight. Watts, the gunner of the

Miranda, charged by the side of Captain Hamil-

ton. He marked out and cut down the Maori

who had killed his leader, but the next moment
he was himself brained with a tomahawk.

James Harris, a seaman of the Curafoa, actually

dashed right through the pah. He chased a

THE GATE PAH AFTER OCCUPATION.

*ild panic in the breach of the Gate Pah would
take a long time to tell. Two Victoria Crosses
were won in the disaster, one of them by
Surgeon Manley, R.A., who exposed himseif
roost recklessly in order to remove and give
tat help to the wounded close under the fire of
the victorious Maories. The other was secured

Maori out of the rear of the work, hunted him
down to the position of the 68th Regiment,

bayoneted him there, and was shot while

making a reckless attempt to again traverse

the pah and rejoin his comrades.

While the storming column was engaged with

the enemy in the pah, the 68th had made an
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attempt to rush it in the rear, but were met
with such a heavy fire that they gave up the

attempt. The repulse of the attack was hailed

with loud cheers by the garrison. The General

with his staff rallied the storming column as it

retired, and then rode forward to reconnoitre

the pah. At this point someone told him that

the troops had got into and were holding the

rifle-pits on the left. Turning in this direction to

verify the report, he was met by a volley which
wounded his horse and put two bullets into the

saddle of an officer who rode beside him. The
enemy held all the works, from which they fired

occasional shots at intervals for the rest of the

evening. It was soon dark, and the night was

cloudy and starless. In the dusk Captain Jenkins

had a narrow escape. There had not been a

shot for some time, and he went out to see if

the pah had been abandoned. A volley fired at

close quarters told him he was mistaken, and

showed him that he had wandered into the

lower part of one of the enemy's trenches.

Dispirited by the collapse of the 43rd Regi-

ment, the repulse of the whole column and the

loss of so many officers, the troops spent a

wakeful, anxious night. More than once after

dusk the Maories called out to them in English,

daring them to come on again ; but Cameron
had resolved not to make an attempt in the

dark, which might only end in confusion and
renewed disaster, but to rush the pah at day-

break. Meanwhile, the men were set to work
to throw up a line of advanced entrenchments

within about a hundred yards of the stockade,

so as to maintain possession of all the ground

that had been won. During this work, all fire

having ceased from the pah, Major Greaves, of

the staff, crept up the slope to see if the natives

were retiring from it. In the dark he could

make nothing out for certain. Just before mid-

night he went up again and penetrated into the

breach. All was silent within, but away land-

wards, to the rear of the work, some shots were

fired. The natives had scattered in small

parties and withdrawn towards the interior, and

the shots came from the outposts of the 68th,

some of whose sentries heard the Maories

stealing by in the dark, but could not stop

them.

How little the officers relied upon their men
after the previous day's experience is shown by

the fact that they did not venture to lead them

into the fort until the first light of the dawn
appeared on the early morning of the Sunday,

30th. When the pah was entered a grim sight

met the eyes of the victors. A few yards

inside the breach four captains of the 43rd lav

heaped together : two were dead, killed by

bullet wounds in the head and neck, another

had been slain at close quarters with a toma-

hawk, which had cut through his shoulder into

the chest ; a fourth, struck in the head bv a

bullet, was still breathing when his comrades

found him, but died before he could be removed.

A little further on lay Colonel Booth, of the

same regiment, shot in the spine and the right

arm, still alive after that terrible night, but not

far from his death. Captain Muir, of the 43rd.

and Captain Hamilton, R.N., lay dead together

well forward in the second trench, with no

other bodies near them. A little to the left lay

Lieutenant Hill, R.N., of the Curafoa, shot in

the neck and through both cheeks. He had

been alive some time after he fell, for he had

tied his handkerchief round his wounded face.

Watts, the gunner of the Miranda, lay dead

with his head split from crown to chin with

a tomahawk. Another seaman had had Ins

head cut in two crosswise by the same weapon,

scattering all the brains. The body of a Maori

was found in the centre of the pah fairly cut in

two by a bursting shell. There, too, the chief,

Reweti, or Davis of Tauranga, was picked up.

with seven bullets in his body and his legs

broken by a shell-burst, but still not only alive

but ready to talk to the white men, and

wondering why his countrymen had not carried

him off with the other wounded, whom thev

had removed. In all, during the attack, 9 offi-

cers and 23 men had been killed, and 5 officers

and 75 men wounded, a total loss of 1 \ z officers

and men, nearly all of whom fell in the actual

assault, and most of whom would have come

out of the affair, safe in life and limb, if the

advanced party of the 43rd had stood by their

officers. At the moment of the panic there is

no doubt the stormers were well into the work,

and standing as most of them did on the high

ground between the trenches, they could have

bayoneted the Maories as they scrambled out, or

shot them through the roofs. Of the British

wounded many died within a week of the fight.

The garrison had lost very few in killed and

wounded. Twenty dead and six wounded men

were found in the pah. Ten more were picked

up dead in the swamp, and the retreating

Maories must have carried some wounded men

with them. But their whole loss seems to ha\e

been under fifty. The chief, Rawiri, who com-

manded the defence, escaped unhurt. The
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wounded chief. Davis, told the English that if

his advice had been taken there would have been

yucfa prolonged defence of the pah
;
but, he

.iJcd, there were a lot of big chiefs present, and

•Jscy wanted a fight. It is pleasant to be able

:o record that both sides acted with that chival-

respect for each other which was worthy of

trxt men. The Maories had not touched the

ruches and chains or rings worn by the dead

szi wounded soldiers and sailors who fell in

it pah, nor had they in any way injured the

Mies. General Cameron showed his sense of

conduct on their part by ordering that the

lir-id Maories should be given a respectful

burial, and all possible care bestowed on the

rounded men. Even the fragments of the

Sodv that had been torn by the shell were laid

together in the row of dead outside the pah,

invi word was sent to some friendly Maories,

Monging to a tribe which had helped to garri-

i n the Gate Pah, that they might come in and

bury their dead kinsmen, the messenger adding

that, if they did not, the English would do it

for them. Before noon on Sunday they came
D the fort and dug a grave for the twenty dead

warriors from the pah. In the bottom of it

they laid the men of lower rank, that thev
might form a bed across which lav the corpses

of the chiefs. "It is well that the warrior

should die, to be a couch for his chief," runs an
old proverb of the warrior Maori race.

Later in the day the English dead were laid in

rows of graves at the Tauranga mission station,

under a great tree, not far from the beach, and
the volleys rang out their parting salute to the

men who had fallen so bravely trying to stem

the tide of disaster. The struggle between the

white man and the Maori has, happily, ended
years ago, and now both parties to the quarrel

remember only that it was bravelv fought out,

and that in the tribes of the North Island even
British soldiers and sailors found foemen well

worthy of their steel. The last traces of the

Gate Pah have long since been removed from

the ridge above Tauranga. A monument com-
memorates the gallant dead. Hamilton has

found another memorial in a flourishing town on

the Waikato River, founded and named after

him by the colonists, in the vert' year of his

death, in admiration of his splendid valour.

A MAOBI DWELLING.
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THROUGHOUT the summer of 1831 the

City of Warsaw lav like a citv of t lie

dead. Its magnificent palaces appeared

as though deserted ; its streets were

lonesome, and (fie few who ventured from within

their dwellings moved about as though smitten.

Although not declared, Warsaw lay in a state

of siege. The struggle tor liberty, long main-

tained by the brave nation of Poles, was drawing

to a close, anil all Kit that though hitherto

Victorious in the field, they must fall before the

counties* hordes of Russia in the end.

There had been a rising in the previous year.

Undeterred by the knowledge that they were a

handful against millions, and encouraged by the

recent examples of France and Belgium, the

Poles of Warsaw had risen in revolt against

the despotism of Russia, as personified by

Constantine, the ferocious governor of their city.

The direct cause of the outbreak was, as

is usual in such cases, slight—a bogus trial

on a popular officer for an imaginary offence.

A verdict contrary to the weight of evidence,

a street row among the military students, a

dozen of whom were promptly flogged with

the knout, while others were imprisoned, and

the mischief was done. The young Poles rose-

in November, and without ceremony broke into

the prison and freed their comrades. The gates

of the palace were forced, and the* governor

sought ; but without success, he having escaped.

But while Constantino evaded the vengeance of

his victims, his lieutenants fared otherwise, and

many of them tell into the hands of their relent-

less enemies. For the moment the Polish capital

was in the hands of the Poles. The Russian

aristocracy disappeared, and at every street-

corner meetings were held at which the pro-

ceedings were constantly interrupted by cries

of " Niech zyie Polska "—Poland for ever !

This state of things continued throughout the

winter of 18*0. The ice-bound steppes forfait

the Russians taking action. But the Carvmi
vengeance, and he kept his vow. In thtfal

days of spring a large army was despat&t

against the rebel Poles under General Chlofui

who, while in command of the thirteenth vd

fourteenth Army Corps, had earned tor hi?
-.-

the nickname of the Lions of Varna. The

was waged to the death. The Russian tiocpv

well drilled and ably commanded, elated ntl

the successes of the past, met the untutMti

Polish .soldiers with a confidence bicu ol

The Poles, imbued with a sense of patri<-

and recognising that it was to do or to

fought each man for his own hand, nc

giving nor expecting quarter, and the slain

was frightful. Even at Ostralenka, wher>.

Poles left seven thousand dead on the fidd

Russian loss was over fifteen thousand ; ar

Waror the Poles took ten thousand Ru

prisoners, besides a number of cannon, whkkj

were exhibited in the streets of Warsaw,

.

the enthusiastic applause of the inhabitant -

After being beaten all along the line

Russian army withdrew, leaving the flowi

its surviving officers imprisoned in Warsaw,

for a while the Poles had rest. But onk

a while. In the early summer another i'

marched on the capital, and at the end of June

General Paskewitsch, who had been specially

chosen by the Czar, took the command. Ths

officer enjoyed the personal friendship of the

ruler of Russia, and he took the field with m
express instruction from his master to teach :be

rebels a lesson which they would not forget. He

lost no time in resuming operations, but change!

his predecessor's plans. Hitherto, all attempt*

on Warsaw had been made from the right bank

of the Vistula. With the exception of tbePnP

suburb the city lies on the left or south bank.

»

that to capture it from the north the Rusu-~-»
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would have to fight their way across the Vistula

either through the streets and across the bridges

of Praga, or under the fire of the guns in the

Polish works. Paskewitsch decided upon making

a flank march down the right bank of the river,

crossing it near the Prussian frontier, where he

had secretlv arranged to obtain supplies and

bridging material from the Prussian fortress of

Thorn, and then marching up the south bank of

the Vistula he could attack Warsaw on the side

on which it was not protected by the broad river

which had hitherto barred the Russian advance.

The Polish Government was at this period

presided over by General Skryznecki, a patriot

of good family and education, and a man of the

highest principle. Skryznecki recognised the

the country to the south of the Vistula,

from which they had hitherto drawn supplies

and reinforcements. While Paskewitsch thus

hemmed in the Poles on the south, another

Russian army watched Praga ; and thus by the

end of August, while the roads for miles round

were guarded by Russian legions, the Poles

found themselves shut in like rats in a trap.

And now for the first time the Poles realised

their position. Surrounded by a relentless horde,

their supplies cut off, they realised the futility

of the claims of a just cause against the exigences

of necessity. The whole of the resources of

Russia were against them ; and while the sym-

pathies of France and England went far to cheer

the desperate band of patriots who yet fought

•

~5
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,la"ger too late. He hurriedly occupied a
5tr"ng position on the line of the Bzura river

*Ml 50,000 men, in the hope of barring the
Nubian advance

; but on August 15th the
Ku'Mans. in overwhelming force, drove the
^les from the river bank and forced them back
UPW Warsaw. Their city was now threatened
Vf 60,000 troops, who cut them off from

for freedom, the fact that Prussia, though
nominally a neutral state, was aiding the com-
mon enemy, was not reassuring. So far back as

June this fact had been known, and General

Skryznecki had written to the King of Prussia

enumerating the various acts indulged in by
his ministers, and demanding that they should

cease. In this historic document the General
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proved that the Prussians were supplying the

Russians with food from the storehouses at

Thorn, that they had lent their skilled artillery

to the Russians, that they had supplied ammu-
nition and uniforms made in Prussia, and that

most of the engineering works required by the

Russians—including the bridge over the Vistula

—had been executed by German engineers.

This letter was never answered, and Prussia

continued in her breach of the laws of war,

while the outlook in Warsaw became blacker

every day. Nor were the dangers only from

without. The Polish mob began to become

turbulent, and necessitated the watching ot

soldiers who would have been better employed

negotiating the enemy. But even these measures

were insufficient to keep the rough element

down. The irresistible descent of the Russian

army was the excuse for an outcry against the

noble Skyznecki ; and in the hope of uniting

the besieged he resigned his command of the

Polish army, General Dembinski being appointed

in his place.

But even this step did not succeed in quieting

the rabble. On the night of the 15th August

the mob rose and marched to the State prison,

where Russian officers who had been taken

prisoners in the war had been incarcerated.

The excitement of the mob was intense. Their

blood was up, and this is the only excuse that

can be urged for the foulest deed that blemishes

the history of Poland. The gates of the prison

were forced, and the prisoners led out and

shamefully ill-treated. The crowd behaved

like wild beasts, chasing and attacking the un-

fortunate Russians ; and after being tortured in

every way that occurred to the imagination

of their captors, the miserable beings were

butchered in the streets, the gutters literally

running in blood. Among the victims of this

tragedy were four Russian generals and several

ladies of high birth, who had been suspected

of sympathising with the enemy. All were

brutally murdered, the atrocities being con-

tinued for two days. At length order was

restored by the military, who were withdrawn

from the defence of the city for this purpose.

While these events were taking place within

the city General Paskewitsch was pressing on

in pursuit of the Polish army, which he had

compelled to retreat from the Bzura. But

even here the defenders were unable to hold

their ground, and on the 1st of September they

retired behind the entrenchments which had

been thrown up immediately before Warsaw.

Here the final stand had to be made. The

headquarters of the Russians was only three

miles away from the city walls, and the capital

was threatened on

every side. The

position was, in

short, so acute that

it is a matter of

some surprise that

the Poles did not

retire within the

city and stand a

siege. This ques-

tion has been ably

discussed by a

trustworthy histo-

rian, who writes as

follows :

—

•• It would have been

very easy." says M.

Brozozowski. " for the

army to defend it-clf

within the walls and

from house to hous«

It had already pef

formed more difficult

feats, and Europe

doubtless would have rung with its heroism if. alter

the example of Saragossa. it had buried itself under

the ruins of Warsaw, But the Poles could not, for the

sake of a mere empty renown, consent to the destruction

of a city which is the hearth-stone of their patriotism

and the centre of their nationality—a city which in

future struggles is yet destined to play an important part.
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far the Poles are far from succumbing under their present

misfortunes—very far from abandoning the hope of again

burning a nation." *

Rut still, the attacking army waited before

:ng the final blow. Reinforcements from

the south were expected. Several days were
vised pending

thai arrival, and
men they arrived

tier pontoons stuck

a the mud. But
ftskewit-ch did not

sad the delay. He
B reported to have
slid to one of his

stiff, "I await the aid

of two armies—the

rmy of the south

and the army of

famine." Nor were
these expectations

ran. While be-

leagured from with-

out, the doomed
tit) was ravaged
tithin. Gaunt fa-

Bine marched un-

tbecked through
1* 6ne streets, and

ation claimed

e victims than
shot or shell.

Then it was that,

ising all re-

>.e a-> futile, the

attempted to open negotiations with the

; but the mob would not have it, and

overtures made were cancelled in order to

ent a revolution, while an offer of terms

Wc by Paskewitsch was rejected for a similar

These preliminaries over, the attack upon
Warsaw began in earnest on the morning of

*e tith September. The fighting on this day

mostly at long range, but the Russian

tack was so strong and the firing so fierce

4w the Poles had to abandon their first line

' entrenchment. The assault then ceased, and
nth sides rested during the night ; but at

lybreak on the 7th the attack was renewed,
"d the slaughter was terrible. The Poles—es-

•cially the battalions occupying the redoubt on
the Wola «ide of the Vistula—made an heroic

•• La Guerre !a Pologne."

EMPEROR NICHOLAS.

resistance. The Russians had on this day no
fewer than 38b guns in position, and the fire

from them was so fierce and so continuous

that nothing could stand before it. The Poles

were ploughed down by the hail of projectiles,

and those spared by the shells were de-

spatched by small

arms. After some
hours of bomhard-

ment, when a mere
handful of the garri-

son of the Wola re-

doubt remained, the

Russians closed up
in their strength

and charged with

their bayonets. The
result was disastrous

in the extreme.

General Sowinski,

who commanded
the outpost, fell

pierced through and

through ; and when
the Russians finally

occupied the re-

doubt only eleven

men remained alive

out of three thou-

sand.

While this scene

of carnage was being

enacted outside, the

city was itself the

scene of intense

excitement. The majority of the inhabitants

foresaw that their fate was sealed. Their only

chance of salvation—the interposition of Eng-
land or France—had failed them. Were even

that to come now it would be too late. The
cannonade of the besiegers was continuous, and
every now and again a stray shell would fall in

the streets, scattering death and devastation

around. And all that could be done in response

was to fire occasional charges from the few guns
left to the garrison. Men there were in plenty

in Warsaw, and women, too, willing to play

the man's part in fighting for their country

;

but the guns were few, and it was no uncommon
sight to see eager, able men tear the rifles from

the hands of the wounded as they fell, in order

that the most might be made of the slender

sources at their disposal.

Amid all this scene of horror there was one
item of news which caused rejoicing. Marshal
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Paskewitsch had been wounded. It was said that carrying everything before them, inch by inch,

he was, indeed, disabled. This was the one at the point of the bayonet, while their guns

cheering event of the 7th September. were busied in sending missiles within the city.

The 8th opened still and fine, but it was which spread fire and rapine in their train. The

destined to be a bitter day in the story of Poland, day was still undone when the walls were gained.

The Russians had moved up to the very gates of

the town in the night, and only the innermost

line of trenches and the shaky walls stood

between them and the inhabitants. The can-

nonade re-commenced soon after daybreak, and

the attack was even more furious than on the

previous day. At least, it seemed so to those

within the doomed city. The men in the

trenches were ploughed down like flies, but their

bravery was indomitable, and as each man fell,

another took his place, to be ploughed down in

turn. The men finally stood upon the brink of

their trenches, and used the dead bodies of their

comrades as cover ; but it was futile. On and on
came the Russian host, back and back went the

Poles, until only the gaunt walls of Warsaw
stood between them and those they sought to

save. The enemy fought with irresistible fury,

The inmost line of defence was captured, its

last defender slain. The plain for a mile around

was strewn with the mutilated remains of what

had once been brave men, and the tvrants of the

North held Warsaw in their hands.

The city capitulated as the sun sunk in tht

west, and its inhabitants realised too late that

their doom was sealed. What that doom wa«

to be even the most imaginative failed t«
5

realise.

Having taken Warsaw, Paskewitsch spoke fair

He would, he declared, not enter the city till the

following day, and meanwhile the Polish army,

what was left of it, might retire to Plosk. The

Marshal admitted to having 3,000 men and t}

officers killed, and 7,500 and 445 officers

wounded, while the Polish loss was found to

amount to 9,000 slain.
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Defeated though they were, reduced in num-
bers, without the hope of succour, and exhausted

by the events of the past few days, the Poles

rcuined their heroism. The army, what was

left of the 30,000 men of which the garrison had

wnsisted, formed in order in the great place in

lie centre of the city, and marched towards the

ptt But it did not march to Plosk. It went

asead to the fortress of Modlin, and made
preparations for a final stand—a forlorn hope

—

mating to fortune to turn the Russians yet.

Bu: the scheme was foredoomed. Paskewitsch,

those wound was slighter than was supposed,

beard of the move, and promptly despatched a

brigade against the Polish remnant. The garrison

Modlin was promptly surrounded, all retreat

cut off. Entrapped, defenceless, without guns or

!'mJ, the band of heroes lay down their arms
and sought refuge on neutral territory across

the Prussian frontier.

It does not come within the province of this

hbtory to detail the events which followed the

capture of Warsaw. So far as the military history

of this, the last great struggle for Polish inde-

pendence, is concerned, the battle of Warsaw
brings the story to a close. The horrors that

followed still linger in the memories of the very

old. The fearful outbreak of Asiatic cholera

which devastated Central Europe, the tragic fate

of the thousands of Poles who, trusting in the

charity of the King of Prussia, were hounded
across the frontier into the hands of the Russians

;

the equally tragic fortunes of those who took the

word ot the Czar and gave themselves up to the

authorities; and the bitter savageries committed

by the Russians in compulsorily emigrating the

bulk of the people of Warsaw, sending children

away from parents and husbands from wives,

even to the furthest parts of Eastern Russia, are

all part of history. Of the civilising efforts of

the Russians while in occupation of Warsaw, we
have a sample in the fact that the conquerors

took nearly a million volumes of books from the

city—400,000 from the Zuluski Library alone.

19
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OF our recent wars on the frontiers of

India, the Hunza campaign was in

many respects the most remarkable,

and the storming of the enemy's

defences at Nilt afforded an ample proof of

what excellent material our Indian army is com-

posed. At the extreme north corner of British

India, or rather of the territories of our

feudatory the Maharajah of Kashmir, buried

amid the loftiest and wildest mountains of the

Hindoo Koosh, hemmed in by glaciers which

are the vastest in the world outside the arctic

regions, and by hundreds of barren leagues of

rock and snow, are two little States of heredi-

tary robbers, the Hunzas and the Nagars, the

first occupying the right bank, the second the

left bank of the Hunza or Kanjut torrent.

These people belong to what is known as the

Dard race, and are supposed to be of the purest

Aryan stock : many of them have the features

and the fair complexions of Europeans.

This inhospitable region is the very cradle,

some say, of the Aryan race ; and the Hunza-
Nagars present one of the most interesting

ethnological problems in the world—a problem,

however, which up till now could only be studied

from a safe distance, for the half-dozen or so of

Europeans who had penetrated the Hunza valley

previous to the campaign I am about to describe

had done so at considerable risk to their lives.

From the earliest times the Hunza-Nagars have

engaged in organised brigandage and slave-

hunting ; they were the most redoubtable

warriors of the Hindoo Koosh. The head

waters of the Hunza and its tributaries are on

the slopes of the Pamirs, and the tribesmen,

ascending the passes that lead from their valleys

on to the " roof of the world," were wont to

raid into Turkistan and fall on the caravans

that carry on the trade between India and

Yarkand. For hundreds of years they have

ac tsfl

in dJ

thus amassed rich booty, and they sold al4p

prisoners they captured to the Kirghiz no

When the Kashmir State conquered the

district it did its utmost to quell these

lawless tribes, but all in vain : secure in

mountain strongholds, they successfully real

the largest forces that were sent against tbea,

and carried their forays both into Ka>hmir :eni

tory and into Central Asia, though a Ka-hn

garrison of 6.000 men was always stationed 1

Gilgit. It was estimated that the "thums,"'

kings, of these two valley States could tnu

5,000 fighting men, fairly well armed withni

matchlocks, Martini-Henrys, Berdans isuppi

by the Russians), Sniders, and other

They also had some smooth-bore six or

pound guns of their own manufacture.

When the Indian Government undertook 1

exercise a more direct control over the

of the grossly mismanaged State of Kash

an agency was established at Gilgit which

became the northernmost outpost of our

in Asia. The Hunza river flows into the Gil

river two miles below Gilgit fort, and the

tier of the robber States is some thirty mile* <

the Hunza valley. The thums, though jealfl

of the establishment of British influence

their close vicinity, were persuaded by Cok)

Durand, our agent at Gilgit, to enter into

treaty by which they recognised Great Brit

as the suzerain power, and agreed to desist

raiding and slave-hunting, while the Inda

Government was to pay the thums an anni

subsidy each. But the thums, stirred up

Captain Gromchevtsky—who had visited t

Hunza valley with a party of Cossacks. an«l h

done his utmost to damage British presti£f

these regions—soon broke their faith <

Colonel Durand ; they recommenced their 1

practices, and in the spring of '891, bavsj

first greatly strengthened their defences in tfci

l
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jnrges near Nilt, they defied the Maharajah and

the British agent, declared that they would

rcsew their raids, threatened the Kashmir

Uoess of Chalt with a considerable force, and

- endangered our position at Gilgit that the

1 :;-uffcring Government of India found it

nttoory to send a punitive expedition into

vx- Hunza valley.

At this time the Agent's bodyguard consisted

crjv n| 3 score or so of Pathans of the 20th

Pnub Infantry, while the Kashmir troops who
f.Tx.ned the forts were scarcely to be relied

w f r these were the same men who had been

tpra:«l!y defeated by the Hunzas. They be-

JBgod. it is true, to regiments of the recently

rgj:u>cd Imperial Service troops which the

bhanjah had set aside for purposes of Imperial

eWe, and which had been trained for some
i^nth* by specially selected British officers ; but

*> had never been tried in actual warfare

nccthe new system had been inaugurated, and
*a> therefore considered advisable to despatch

«n Abbotabad 200 men of our Cth Gurkha
fimcnt, and two seven-pound guns of the

i^ra mountain battery.

The present road from Kashmir to Gilgit had
K hen been completed, and great difficulties had

N overcome in sending even this small force

the North. The distance from Srinagur to

%it 240 miles, or twenty-two marches. The
*-k winds among the mountains, and crosses

* high passes, one being over the main chain

Iht Himalayas, which divides Kashmir proper

|*:he northern possessions of the Maharajah.
:

- arc Ollly Open !»<: about four

te> ; for the rest of the year they are closed

f deep snow and are exposed to violent gales

KretOC coldness, which prove fatal to travel-

R
1 \ertaken by them. One of these storms

Qgup while the fth Gurkhas and a number
transport coolies were on the march, and

*ty 100 men perished of frostbite. Captain
*rrttt himself, who was in command, lost

*fil toes on this occasion, and was incapaci-
ty from taking part in the campaign. This
ton road traversed for many marches a rain-

»ind almost desert region. Of wild vegeta-

• there is scarcely any : it is only by means
»*niikial irrigation from the glacier streams

that the sparse population succeeds in
fcsnjF s:anty crops here and there. There are

«»f a more extensive cultivation in the past.
Kl the forays of the Shinakas—raiding tribes
»ta occupy a little-explored region beyond the
^ntains that border the Gilgit road on the

west—have long since made these valleys deso-

late. The road, where not winding over the

barren mountain ridges, follows the bottoms of

the gloomy ravines where the discoloured

torrents rush between cliffs and huge slopes of

fallen boulders. The country affords no supplies

to an invading force, and even the forage for our

horses had to be imported from a distance.

During the four summer months of i8qj

thousands of coolies were employed in carrying

up to Gilgit the supplies required for the ex-

pedition ; but despite all the efforts of our

transport officers, a large quantity of necessaries

never crossed the Himalayas : an early winter

and heavy snowstorms suddenly closed the

passes, and our little force was cut off from all

chance of reinforcement or communication with

the outer world for several months. Isolated by

impassable mountains, we were now left to fight

it out, not only with the 5,000 Hunzas, but

probably also with the Shinakas, who could put

1 5,000 men in the field, for they were known
to have a defensive alliance with the Hunzas,

and our line of communication was open to

their attack at several points.

The force at Colonel Durand's disposal con-

sisted of three regiments of Kashmir Imperial

Service troops, iKH men of the 5th Gurkha
regiment, about thirty men of the Agency body-

guard, two guns of the Hazara mountain

batten,-, and 100 irregulars from the mountains

of Puneal—in all about 2.000 men. Of these

i.000 men were left to garrison the forts and to

guard our long line of communication. The field

force, therefore, numbered roughly 1,000 men, of

whom more than 700 were untried sepovs of

the Kashmir regiments (Dogras and Gurkhas),

and quite untrained irregulars. Only thirteen

British officers were with the field force. To
Mr. Spedding, C.E., and his staff of six civilians,

was entrusted the duty of opening out a road

for the column : these civilians were on the

roster, and had under them 200 Pathan navvies,

who were armed with Snider carbines, and took

part in the fighting.

Despite the rigour of the climate in these

highlands, it was decided to prosecute the cam-

paign in mid-winter, for it is only at that season

that Hunza can be invaded with any hope

ot success. The tribesmen have purposelv left

the approaches to their country as difficult as

possible. The awful gorges of the lower Hunza
valley afford position after position that would

be impregnable if properly held. A very

narrow track, trying to the nerves of any but
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cragsman, was then the one route by which the

valley could be ascended in the summer months
;

for at that season the torrent, swollen by the

snows melting on the mountains, rages deep

and unfordable, filling the bottom of the

ravines from the precipices on one side to those

on the other, so that one has no choice but to

follow the dangerous path high up the hill-side,

in places crossing the precipices by frail scaffold-

ings of wood which a single man could in a

moment dislodge and send tumbling into the

torrent below, leaving impassable walls of rock

to face the invader. But in the winter the

difficulties are much lessened. The intense

frost silences all the tributary streams, the

Hunza torrent shrinks considerably in volume,

is generally fordable, and it is possible in most

parts of the valley to follow the dried margin

of the river bed instead of scaling the precipices

above.

Mr. Spedding and his men quickly opened out

a road, just practicable for a mule battery, to

Chalt, the last Kashmir fort in the valley. Here
the field force collected, and all being ready, we
crossed the river on December 1st, and having

formed a zereba, encamped for the night in the

enemy's territory. The tribesmen were known
to have gathered in force ten miles higher

up the valley at a point where several large

forts defended a naturally very strong position.

It was Colonel Durand's intention to make
an immediate attack on the most important

and the nearest to us of these forts — that

of Nilt.

Accordingly, at daybreak on December 2nd,

our force advanced ; but it was not until midday

that we reached our destination, for our road

lay across very difficult ground, and at some

precipitous places the enemy had broken away

the track, so that the column had to halt while

Spedding's Pathans with pick, shovel, and gun-

powder cleared the way. The enemy offered no

opposition, and, indeed, we saw no signs of theni

until we had turned a rocky spur of the moun-

tain side, when we suddenly beheld, right in

front of us and only two hundred yards or so

distant, the grey fortress of Nilt, with

the quaint triangular flags of the

Hunzas waving on its walls.

The illustration (on p. 297) will

render clear the following description

of the enemy's position at what the

tribesmen have for centuries consid-

ered to be the impregnable gateway

of their country. On the right and

left are the great gorges of Nilt and

Maiun, which pour their tributary

waters into the Hunza river. At the

mouth of the Nilt gorge stands the

fortress of Nilt, while on the culti

vated terraces beyond the two gorges

are the large fortresses of Thol and

Maiun and several smaller forts. The

two gorges descend from the glaciers

and snowfields of mighty mountains

whose peaks attain a height of 25,000

feet. The cliffs that fronted us on

the opposite slopes of both gorge

are inaccessible in most parts,

were lined at their summits from the edge

the glaciers high above down to the riv<

bed with sangas, or stone breastworks, rille

with the enemy's marksmen ever ready

roll down avalanches of rocks on any foe

should attempt the scaling. The high cliffs

that fell from the cultivated terraces on eithe

side forming the river banks were lined

sangas for several miles up the valley, so that

attempt to turn this formidable position by

,

advance up the river bed would be met by

withering fire on either flank. We were co*

fronted, in short, by a line of defence which ex4

tended from the glaciers on one side to thon: on

the other, held by some 4,000 determined men.

Our first object was to capture Nilt fort, tbl

only one of the enemy's defences which was on

our side of the tributary gorges. Our troop*
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had by no means an easy task before them. As

the Hunzas and Nagars, when not united to

raid on foreign soil or to repel an invader, used

frequently to wage war on each other, all their

\illages are strongly fortified. Nilt consists of a

congregation of stone houses, some of which are

two or three storeys in height, all strongly built,

wd having flat roofs of large stones so well

put together that our shells produced no

effect on them. These houses are built close

lier, and often open out one into an

terrace of irrigated fields and returned the fire.

The 5th Gurkhas, who led the attack, made
short rushes, section after section, availing them-

selves of the cover afforded by the low walls

that divided the fields, and directed a brisk

fire on the loopholes of the fort at 100 yards

other, while a labyrinth of very narrow alleys

intersects this human rabbit-warren. The
town is enclosed by a massive stone wall

nearly twenty feet in height and twelve

CAPTAIN AYLMER IGNITED THE FLSE" (/. 294).

feet in breadth, loopholed for musketry, with

towers at intervals. This wall is surrounded by

another loopholed wall eight feet in height,

distant some six yards from the first wall. This

outer wall, where it does not hang over the

precipice, has a deep trench outside it, at the

bottom of which the enemy had placed a strong

abatis of branches lashed together, and, lastly,

another abatis lined the outer edge of the trench.

As soon as we turned the spur of the mountain
the Hunzas opened fire upon us from their loop-

holes. Our troops deployed on to the flat

range. The Punialis and the men of the 20th

Punjab Infantry scaled the steep mountain spur

above the fort to the ridge on which we after-

wards had our " ridge picket " {see illustration on

p. 297), and fired down into the centre of the fort.

The two seven-pounders took up a position

about 150 yards from the fort, and opened fire

upon it with shrapnel and shot, which appeared

to produce no effect on the strong walls.

The action continued thus for about an hour.

The loopholes of the fort offered but small

targets to our riflemen, and the losses of the
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enemy must have been slight. On the other

hand, our own men began to drop pretty fast,

and it was soon obvious that the enemy's

marksmen were picking off the British officers,

most of whom had narrow escapes. Colonel

Durand himself was severely wounded in the

groin, and the command devolved on Captain

Bradshaw, 35th Bengal Infantry. The loopholes

of Nilt were luckily but few in number, or our

losses would have been very severe.

Just before he was wounded Colonel Durand
ordered that an attempt should be made to blow

up the main gate of the fort, and take the place

by assault. The story of how this was carried

out should be one to stir the blood of English-

men, for few so gallant deeds have been recorded

even in the glorious annals of our Indian war-

fare. Under cover of a very heavy fire opened

upon the loopholes of the fort by the rest of the

force the storming party of one hundred men of

the 5th Gurkhas, led by Lieutenants Boisragon

and Badcock, and accompanied by Captain

Aylmer (on whom, as our engineer officer, fell

the duty of blowing up the gate), made a rush

on the outer abatis. Through this the kukris of

the Gurkhas quickly clove a narrow opening,

and then the three officers, followed by their

men, leapt into the trench and began to cut

their way through the other abatis at the

bottom. The officers, with some half-a-dozen

men at their heels, scrambled through first,

climbed the side of the trench, and found

themselves before the outer wall. They ran

along it till they came to a small gate, through

which they had little difficulty in hacking their

way. Passing through this they found them-

selves between the two walls, and exposed to the

fire from the lower loopholes of the main wall,

which could not be silenced by .the covering

party. Turning to the right they followed the

main wall till they came to a large and strongly-

built wooden gate flanked by two towers. To
cut through this gate, which had been barricaded

within with a wall of stones, was impossible, so

Captain Aylmer, accompanied by his Pathan

orderly and a Gurkha sepoy, ran up to the foot

of the gate, and as rapidly as possible made his

preparations to blow it up, the enemy all the

while firing at him through the loopholes of the

towers and gate, and throwing large stones over

the parapets upon him. His companions pro-

tected him as far as they could by firing into the

loopholes at the range of a few feet, the officers

using their revolvers. That a single man of this

gallant handful escaped death is indeed marvellous.

Captain Aylmer, stooping down, removed

some stones from under the foot of the gate,

inserted his slabs of guncotton, packed them

with stones, and ignited the fuse. While he

was doing this he was shot through the leg

from a loophole so near to him that his clothes

and flesh were burnt ; and of the two men who

were in the gateway with him the Gurkha was

shot dead, and the Pathan orderly was severely

wounded in the head. Captain Aylmer and the

orderly then crawled along the foot of the wall

to a safe distance, and awaited the explosion.

The given time elapsed, and there was no sound.

It was obvious that the fuse had failed. So

Captain Aylmer, wounded as he was, once more

returned to an almost certain death, in order to

complete his task. He cut the fuse with his

knife, readjusted it, lit a match after several

attempts, for the wind was strong, reignited the

fuse, and again withdrew to safe shelter. This

time while at work in the gateway he received a

second wound. His hand and arm were very

badly crushed by a large stone that was thrown

at him over the walls.

This time, happily, the fuse did its work.

There was a loud explosion ; the stones came

toppling down from the shaking walls, and it

was seen that the gate and the barricade had

been blown in. Then, even before the cloud

of smoke and dust had cleared, the three British

officers—for Captain Aylmer was ready for the

fight, indomitable as ever, though streaming

with blood from his wounds—and the five siir-

viving sepoys rushed through the breach, and

were within the fort. Here they at once en-

gaged in a fierce hand-to-hand fight with the

bravest of the enemy who flocked down the

alleys leading to the gate. This handful of

men, standing close together in this narrow

place, resolutely held the position they had

gained against the whole Hunza garrison

They gave a very good account of themselves,

and killed a number of the enemy with bulkt

and cold steel : Lieutenant Badcock, with his re-

volver, shot the commander himself, Mahomet

Shah. Wazir of Nagar. But the odds against

them were too overwhelming : two more of the

sepoys were soon killed, and nearly all were

wounded. Captain Aylmer was now wounded

for yet a third time, being shot through the

arm with a jezail, while Lieutenant Badcock

was severelv wounded in the shoulder. It was

evident that not one of the little party at the

gateway would be left alive unless support came

up quickly. They had thus been fighting for
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about a quarter of an hour, when Lieutenant

P. :»ngon volunteered to go out and find his

r:xn, thus exposing himself both to the fire of

the enemy and that of the covering party. He
»ot through safely, and w as very soon back in the

.on at the head of a number of Gurkhas, eager

towenge their fallen comrades. They fought,

M 8 their wont, like little demons with their

doily kukris. The tribesmen defended them-

«KMvith desperate valour, but they could not

kfi? withstand the fierce attack of the Gurkhas,

*ho at last drove them back with great loss,

and hunted them panic-stricken through the

labyrinth of allevs into the surrounding gorges.

That the Gurkhas had not more quickly

followed their officers and six comrades to the

gateway was not due to any unreadiness on

their part, for Gurkhas are never backward in a

tight. It seems that after they had cut through

the abatis and crossed the trench they were

unable to see which way their officers had

g'ie before them, and turning to the left,

nwead of to the right, had missed the gate-

Bay, and had been checked by a great abatis

*Kh extended from the wall to the brink of

the precipice.

The storming of Nilt only cost our force six

iEt:i killed and twenty-seven wounded. The
Many left about a hundred dead behind them
a the alleys of the fort, and many were shot

iwn while escaping to their defences beyond
gorge. Captain Aylmer and Lieutenant

;on were both decorated with the

xtona Cross in recognition of their gal-

try on this day, and Lieutenant Badcock,

was also recommended for a V.C., re-

the Distinguished Service Order.

Thus fell Nilt Fort ; but its capture was only
*ke first step towards the subjugation of the
Han/a Nagars. The real strength of their posi-

^"f lay before us, and the enemy, not in the
few disheartened by their defeat, prepared to

°ake a resolute stand along their line of defence
fcjaood the two gorges. They omitted no pre-

caution
: not only did they break away all the

ft«d* across the ravines, but, taking advantage
^ the hard frost, they turned the irrigation

Qiu!s over the river cliffs where they were
fcu-lablc, and so formed smooth ramparts of
u t f> oppose us.

eighteen days we vainly endeavoured to
tyni this formidable position. On December
•,rd m attempt was made to repair the road
^pwh across the Nilt gorge ; but no sooner

men appear in the open than they were

driven back by a volley from the sangas oppo-

site, which killed three men and wounded six

others, among the latter being Lieutenant

Gorton, We now had five of our officers

/tors de combat, and in all forty men killed

or wounded. Several reconnaissances were

made by day and by night, to find out a

weak spot in the enemy's line of defence.

Once a party explored the river bed for some

distance, and found that it was obstructed by

barricades that ran across the beach : a heavy

fire from either bank compelled this patrol to

beat a hasty retreat. It was quite evident that

an attempt to advance that way would mean
the annihilation of our force. On the night of

December <Sth another futile endeavour was

made to force the mouth of the. Nilt gorge.

On one dark night a small party that had

crossed the river to surprise Maiun was dis-

covered and repulsed. We even attempted to

find a way across the glaciers at the head of

the gorge, but were frustrated by impassable

crevasses. Whenever a night surprise was

attempted at some point of the cliff that

appeared accessible the ever-watchful enemy
would roll down their avalanches of rocks and

also great fire-balls of resinous wood, whose
blaze disclosed the whereabouts of our men,

and enabled the defenders above to open a

deadly musketry fire.

Day after day our men were engaged in these

perilous but fruitless efforts to force a way past

these rocky bulwarks of the enemy. Still we
were held in check, and our position became one
of considerable peril. The Hunzas, emboldened
by the success of their resistance, threatened

our line of communication with Gilgit, and the

Shinaka tribes also were mobilising with the

intention of falling upon us from below. Had
they done so our small force would have pro-

bably been caught in a trap and cut to pieces,

even as was the fate of a far larger force of

Kashmir troops some years before in this very

valley. Shut out, as we were, from all hope of

succour for several months by the wintry Hima-
layas, but one course lay before our commander
—at all risks to force the enemy's position

before their Shinaka allies could come to their

assistance.

To Nagdu, a gallant Dogra sepoy of one of

the Kashmir Imperial Service regiments, the

credit is due for having discovered what was
possibly the only practicable method of effecting

our object. This man, like all his race, a good

cragsman, volunteered to explore the precipices
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on the further side of the Nilt gorge, with a

view of finding a point at which they could be

scaled by our troops. Night after night he did

this at great risk, for the enemy, perceiving him,

used to roll down rocks and fire upon him from

above. At last on one dark night he actually

succeeded in climbing quite alone from the

bottom of the gorge to the top of the cliff,

undetected by the enemy, and reached the

foot of the four strong sangas indicated in the

\ 4 *

7$

HI ACTUALLY SUCCEEDS IN CLIMBING QUITE
ALONE."

illustration. The enemy evidently considered

this to be a vulnerable point, for we had observed

that they used to roll down their rock avalanches

from these sangas at intervals each night, until

at last a regular shoot was worn apparently as

a light streak against the darker cliff. Nagdu
climbed down again in safety, returned to camp,

and propounded his scheme. Nagdu, of his own
native wit, realised a truth the ignorance of

which has on more than one occasion brought

commanders to grief—namely, that an almost

perpendicular cliflF is but a treacherous position

under certain circumstances, and proves a death-

trap to those who would defend its summit.

Nagdu pointed out that the cliff was so steep

that the enemy would have to come out of their

sangas and lean over the edge of the precipit-

in order to fire at a scaling party, and this, he

said, we ought to be able to prevent them from

doing with a covering party of picked marksmen

posted on our side of the gorge.

Nagdu's plan was so obviously the right one

that it was adopted, and it was decided to storm

the enemy's position at this point in broad daT-

light. Captain Colin Mackenzie, of the Seaforth

Highlanders, who was in command during Cap-

tain Bradshaw's temporary absence at

despatched this forlorn hope without any

The 5th Gurkhas had borne the brunt of I

first action ; it was now the turn of the h
Service troops. Accordingly, Lieutenant

ners-Smith and Lieutenant Taylor, with

men of the Kashmir Bodyguard Regiment,!

the camp noiselessly on the night of December

19th, which was very dark, and bivouacked

in the Nilt gorge at a spot sheltered frna

rock-rolling, and just below the precipice tlut

Nagdu had scaled. That night in camp «
listened anxiously for any sound, for had tic

enemy detected the party as it ascendtV.

gorge the rock avalanches would have wr

great havoc at several exposed places <*]

the way. But we had luckily at last caught

the tribesmen off their guard, and all w»

quiet.

Before dawn on the 20th the covering party,

consisting of 135 marksmen selected from d

different regiments, ascended the ridge and took

up a position near the block house indicated i

the illustration. Our men lined the edge of the

cliff, having been divided into four parties, eac

of which was instructed to open a steady inde-

pendent fire upon one particular sanga of the! 'iff

that were to be stormed. I was in commanJ <i

one of these parties, and was therefore a specta:''*'

of what I am about to describe. The cnetnT

opened fire upon us from the four sangas l«

were about 450 yards from our ridge) and fn

other sangas that dotted the hillside. It

not long before the four sangas were completed

silenced by the fire we directed upon them :
r*<

a defender dared stand behind a loophole. Then

Lieutenant Manners-Smith commenced the drfi-

cult ascent, followed by fiftv of the sepesx

Lieutenant Taylor coming after with the other

fifty. We saw the men, forming a long scattered

stream, slowlv and with difficulty scale the

feet of precipice, often coming to a checkI
having to return some distance to try again i'-

some more accessible point. Only cnp»*
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jch as these were, could have climbed this

:ghtful wall of rock.

At last, when they were two-thirds of the way

p, Lieutenant Manners-Smith came to a sheer

ceapice no man could scale : he tried to the

ight and left of it, but could find no way of

jtmng by, and then, to our dismay, abandoned
the hopeless attempt, and took all his men down
i(m to the foot of the gorge. But Manners-
Smith, himself an expert cragsman, was deter-

unwonted heavy firing, had come out upon the

roof-tops and were gazing upwards at the ridge.

They shouted a warning across the river, which

was taken up by sanga after sanga on the

cliff side, till it reached the men in the four

sangas that were the object of our attack,

who for the first time realised that a party

of men were scaling the cliff beneath them.

They then, but too late, made a desperate

attempt to defend their position. They threw

The Four SanpuMaiun Fort. TViol Fort

R Mr-
Block
Huu>t

N.:i rut

NILT FORTS, FROM THE SOUTH.

to scale the cliffs somewhere that day
*nd to uy conclusions with the enemy at close

Sifters. So he started again at a point higher

J|Pth« gorge, and this time, as we fired over his

we saw him and a few of the most active of
followers attain a ledge only sixty yards

Wow one of the four sangas. Here he waited
»kw seconds until more of his men had come
^- *nd then he rapidly clambered to the edge
rfthecliff.

.
^ *>» only at this moment, when the storm-

"*P*Ity had all but effected its task, that it

^
Cai* visible to the defenders of Maiun and

other forts below, who, hearing the

rocks over the parapets, and some brave Hunzas
rushed boldly out of the sangas and rolled down
the ready-piled-up mounds of stone, whose falling

stirred preat showers of rocks, ever increasing

in volume as they thundered down the gorge.

From our side we shot down each man as he

appeared in the open, in most cases before he

had time to roll down a single stone. Luckily,

our men had by this time passed the most

dangerous part of the ascent, and the greater

portion of the stones rushed harmlessly to the

left of them. Some men, however, were wounded,
and Lieutenant Taylor was knocked down, but

not severely injured, by a rock. Had the enemy
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received their warning but a few minutes earlier,

the cataracts of rock would probably have swept

a large proportion of the scaling party off the

face of the cliff.

And now the order was given to the covering

party to cease firing, and, as the smoke cleared,

we saw Lieutenant Manners-Smith and a few

men reach the foot of the sanga to the right.

They ran quickly round to the opening at the

back of the sanga, a few shots were fired by the

attacking party and the defenders, and then the

former, rushing in, took the sanga at the point of

the bayonet, slaying most of those within. The
rest of the sepoys now came up, and, despite the

gallant stand of many of the enemy, sanga after

sanga was taken by assault, and the whole hill-

side was covered with the flying tribesmen

hurrying to the forts below. Upwards of 100

of them were shot down by our riflemen, but

the greater portion escaped. This gallant forlorn

hope had been rewarded with complete success,

and the Kashmir Imperial Service troops had

proved on this their first trial how well they

<could acquit themselves when properly led.

And now the defenders of Maiun, Thol, and

all the fortifications on the plain below, seeing

that their position—which they had deemed
impregnable, and which from time immemorial

had defied their enemies—had been actually

turned, and knowing that we should, cut off

their retreat unless they escaped at once, lost

heart, and, abandoning their posts, took to their

heels. We saw the tribesmen in their hundreds

fleeing up the valley for their lives on both sides

of the river. They were not given time to

recover from their panic and to organise a stand

higher up. Our covering party was at once
brought down the hill, pur sappers quickly

opened a rough track across the mouth of the
gorge ; we effected a junction with Lieutenant

Manners-Smith's party ; and then, leaving bag-
gage and commissariat behind, our whole force

pushed up the valley in pursuit of the rooted

enemy. A forced march of thirty miles over the
most difficult ground, along the face of precipice-,

across frozen torrents, glaciers, and waste* of

rocky debris, brought us to the capital of Xagar

in about twenty-four hours— a most creditable

performance. The enemy offered no further

resistance, and on the following day we occupied

the thuins' hitherto inviolate citadel in tkc

capital of Hunza.

The complete pacification of the country

quickly followed. The Hunza-Nagars, having

been treated with clemency, are now very well

disposed to us. They acknowledge our suzerainty,

but are ruled by their thums as of old ; and we

do not interfere with them in the least so long

as thev abstain from raiding and slave-hunting

The Hunza valley provides a new recruiting

ground for India. When it was proposed to raue
J

a Hunza levy for frontier defence, the voun;

tribesmen gladly volunteered ; and within a i<a

months of the Hunza War, a small body 1 t

recent foes, led by British officers, completch

defeated a far superior force of Shinakas nrhkfa

had attacked our outposts on the Indus.

Lieutenant Manners-Smith, in recognition rf j

his gallant leading of the forlorn hope on the .

20th, received the Victoria Cross—the third

that had been gained in the course of this short

but memorable campaign.
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IUSEPPE (or JOSEPH) GARIBALDI
was for many years the most pic-

turesque and interesting figure in

all Europe. He might be called

tk William Wallace, or the William Tell, of

Italy. His name (which is still a common
enough one in Genoa among all ranks of life)

s said to have been a corruption of Garibaldo,

j> "Bold in War.'' At any rate, a warlike

star presided over his birth (at Nice in 1807),

lor he first saw the light in the very house

'here, forty years before, Massena, one of the

Great Napoleon's greatest generals, was born.

At the time of his birth his native country

—Italy—was in a woful state of disunion, and
ntKh of it was under the yoke of the foreigner

lie Austrian* in particular. It was cut up

several conflicting monarchies ; while the

Pope, the spiritual head of the Roman Church,

aii'j claimed—and had his claim allowed—to be

temporal sovereign of Rome. But as the cen-

nrj grew older, the Italian people began to be

red with a deep desire for national unity,

rithout which they knew they could never

become great, strong, or respected ; and of all

*ho threw themselves into this movement, none
- w with more ardour than the son of the

humble Nice skipper who sailed his own little

\c«cl all over the Mediterranean.

This son, Giuseppe, took to his father's call-

ing, and began life as a sailor. Once, when
Kxond in command of a brig, he was attacked

'revk pirates, after which he lauded at St.

itcholas to re-victual without so much as shoes

hi* feet. An Englishman, taking pity on
otn, offered him a pair, and this touched him

' >hc heart.

Whctl I look back upon it now," wrote

'""»Ui in 1870 to Casscli's Magazine, " I

<-annot help remembering that it was the first

°* the many acts of kindness which bind me

with such strong and lasting ties of gratitude

to your noble nation."

In 1836 he had joined a revolutionary move-

ment, which failed
;
and, after many privations

and vicissitudes, he finally sailed for South
America, where for the next ten years he led

a life of the most stirring excitement and adven-

ture among the quarrelsome young Republics of

that continent—fighting now on one side and

then on the other, like Riltmeister Dugald
Dalgetty in the Thirty Years' War, and gaining

a name for the greatest personal braverv. The
wanderings and adventures of Ulysses were

nothing to those of Garibaldi, which would fill

volumes of as fascinating reading as can be

found in the pages of a novelist.

When the revolutionary movement of 1848

swept over Europe—including Italy—Garibaldi

returned home with a knowledge of guerilla—or

irregular—warfare such as was possessed probably

by no other man alive ; and then, with his

volunteers, he threw himself heart and soul into

the movement for u making Italy free," as the

phrase ran, " from the Alps to the Adriatic."

With his Red-Shirt Volunteers, Garibaldi

took a prominent part in the fighting of 1848
and 1859, and with his "Thousand "—as famous

a fighting force as Xenophon's " Ten Thousand
"

—he, in 1S0O, attacked and conquered the Two
Sicilies (i>. the island of Sicily and Naples), anil

made a present of these kingdoms to his sove-

reign Victor Emmanuel, after which he returned

to his solitary farm on the little island of Caprera.

Here, on this rocky island—fifteen miles in cir-

cumference, and five in length—Garibaldi was

monarch of all he surveyed.

" The absence of priests," he wrote, " is one of

the especial blessings of this spot. Here God is

worshipped in purity of spirit without formalism,

free from mockery, under the canopy of the blue

heavens, with the planets for lamps, the sea
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winds for music, and the green sward of the

island for altars."

This was the den, so to speak, into which the

lion-patriot retired when no political prey was

stirring. But no sooner did he scent the oppor-

tunity for action than out again he would rush

with a roar, which was sometimes just as disquiet-

ing to his friends as to his foes. This was more
particularly the case on the occasion which led

to Aspromonte. But, before proceeding to the

tragic scene of this encounter, let us see what

sort of fighters

Garibaldi and his

red-shirted fol-

lowers were.
" Garibaldi,"

wrote a corre-

spondent of The

Times, " was a

middle sized man,

and not of an ath-

letic build, though

gifted with uncom-
mon strength and

surprising agility.

He looked to the

greatest advantage

on horseback, since

he sat in the saddle

with such perfect

ease, and yet with

such calm serenity,

as if he were grown
to it, having had,

though originally a

sailor, the benefit of

a long experience

in taming the wild

mustangs of the

Pampas. But his

chief beauty was

the head and the unique dignity with which

it rose on the shoulders. The features were cast

in the old classic mould : the forehead was high

and broad, a perpendicular line from the roots of

the hair to the eyebrows. His mass of tawny

hair and full red beard gave the countenance its

peculiar lion-like character. The brow was open,

genial, sunny ; the eyes dark grey, deep, shining

with a steady reddish light ; the nose, mouth,

and chin exquisitely chiselled, the countenance

habitually at rest, but at sight of those dear to

him beaming with a caressing smile, revealing

all the innate strength and grace of his loving

nature.

GENERAL GARIBALDI

M His garb consisted of a plain red shirt and

grey trousers, over which he threw the folds of

the Spanish-American poncho—an ample upper

garment of thin white woollen cloth with crim-

son lining, which did duty as a standard, and

round which his volunteers were bidden to rally

in the thick of the fight, as did the French

Huguenot chivalry round Henry of Navarre'?
' panache blanche? His sword was a fine cavalry

blade, forged in England and the gift of English

friends, and with it he might be seen at his early

breakfast on the

tented field cutting

his bread and

slicing his Bologna

sausage, and it-

viting those be

particularly wished

to distinguish, to

share that savoury

fare. The sabre

did good slashing

work at need, how-

ever, and at Mi-

lazzo, in Sicily, it

bore him out safeh

from the midst of

a knot of Neapo-

litan troopers who

caught him by

surprise and fancied

they had him at

their discretion.

Garibaldi carried

no other weapon*,

though the officers

in his suite had

pistols and daggers

at their belts ; and

his negro groom,

by name Aguyar.

who for a long time followed him as his shadow,

like Napoleon's Mameluke, and was shot dead

by his side at Rome, was armed with a long

lance with a crimson pennon, used as his chief's

banner.
M His staff officers were a numerous, quaint,

and motley crew, men of all ages and conditions,

mostly devoted personal friends—not all of them

available for personal strength or technical know-

ledge, but all to be relied upon for their readiness

to die with or for him. The veterans he brought

with him from Montevideo, a Genoese battalion

whom his friend Augusto Vecchi helped to enlist,

and the Lombard Legion, under Manara, were

r
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all men of tried valour, well trained to the use of

the rifle, inured to hardships and privations; and

they constituted the nucleus of the Garibaldian

bice throughout its campaigns. The remainder

was a shapeless mass of raw recruits from all

parts of Italy, joining or

letting the band almost at

liar pleasure — mere boys

tm the Universities, youths
.' n«.ble and rich family, lean

artisans from the towns, stout

peasants and labourers from

the country, adventurers of

indifferent character, de-

serters from the army, and

the like, all marching in

loose companies, like Pal-

staff's recruits, under im-

provised officers and non-

commissioned officers ; but

all, or most of them, entirely

disinterested about pay or

promotion, putting up with

long fasts and heavy marches,

only asking to be brought
face to face with the enemy,
•md when under the imme-
diate influence of Garibaldi

himself or of his trusty friends

Kldom guilty of soldierly

excesses or of any breach of

Cxiplinc. The effect the

presence of the hero had
among them was surprising.

A word addressed to them in

its clear, ringing, silver voice

tlotrined even the dullest.

An order coming from him
*v> never questioned, never
disregarded. No one waited

w a second bidding or an
explanation. ' Your business
13 not to inquire how you are
to storm that position. You
must only go and do it.' And
it was done."

"On the approach of a foe," wrote one of his

Lombard volunteers, Emilio Dandolo, "Garibaldi
•ould ride up to a dominating point in the
landscape, survey the ground for hours with the
'Pyglass in brooding silence, and come down with
1 »woop on the enemy, acting upon some well-

1 combination of movements bv which
^Wantage had been taken of all circumstances

his favour." And ab this was his custom in

the field of war, so it was ever also his habit

in what must be called the held of politics.

After finishing a campaign he would sheathe his

sword and return to Caprera, there to stand and

strain his eyes towards the mainland, watching

"EVERYWHERE THIS FREE-LANCE EVOKED ENTHUSIASM "
if. J02.

)

for his next opportunity of action. Not an

event escaped his notice, and he heard with a

smile of contentment how Victor Emmanuel
had stormed the fortress of Gaeta. and the two
crowns of the Sicilies had been placed upon the

head of the Piedmontese King. But the na-

tional unity was still far from complete. Above
all things, Venice still remained under the yoke

of the Austrian*, while Rome was equally in the
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power of the French, who remained there to

champion with their bayonets the pretensions of

the Pope.

They had been there ever since 184Q, when
the Romans rose against the Pope, declared a

Republic, and were supported by Garibaldi and
his Red Shirts. But then the French rushed

to the assistance of the Pope, and after a three

months' siege—during which the Garibaldians

behaved with splendid bravery -at last stormed

the city, restored the authority of the Pope,

and compelled the Hero of Caprera to retire

to the mountains.
" Soldiers !

" he had said, on leading his men
away from the Eternal City, "that which I have

to offer you is this : hunger, thirst, cold, heat
;

no pay, no barracks, no rations ; but frequent

alarms, forced marches, charges at the point

of the bayonet ; " and 4.000 men had readily

answered to this appeal.

The memory of this defeat rankled ever after

in (iaribaldi's mind, and he determined to seize

the first opportunity of retrieving it. This op-

portunity, he deemed, had at la^t come in the

year 1862, soon after <he death of the great

statesman Cavour. who had been the Bis-

marck, so to speak, of Italian unity, as Victor

Emmanuel had been its King William. But

while Garibaldi had been their greatest support,

he had also been the source of their greatest

weakness. For he was not a regularly appointed

servant of the Government, but the self-consti-

tuted soldier and champion of his countrv. He
chose his own time for fighting, irrespective of

what the King and his ministers wished, and

thus often placed them in the greatest difficulty.

So little, indeed, did Garibaldi consider his times

and seasons for action, that he was said bv manv

to have " an ass's head linked to a lion's heart."

He was nothing but a headlong soldier, who

scorned the arts of statesmen ; and his head wa*

turned with his extraordinary popularity 3mcni;

the masses of the Italian people, who paid h::i

something like Divine honours.

Everywhere this free lance hero evoked far

more enthusiasm than was even shown the

King, who, naturally enough, followed Gan-

baldi's movements with the greatest solicitudr.

whilst recognising that he had done so much for

his country that the very greatest indulgence

and forbearance had to be shown him.

But there came a time when it was thought

that Garibaldi should not t*

allowed the free hand which

had hitherto been granted hir.

This was when he announoi

his intention of placing the

national flag on the wall* >•'

Rome, which still owned thr

dominion of the Pope, and wi>

garrisoned by the Fresxr

However much Victor Em-

manuel desired to see Ri>rr.c

become the capital of luh.

he could not forget the debt

of gratitude which he owed the

French, who had been !>>

allies in the successful war

against Austria in 1850 ;
and

when he heard of Garibaldi'*

proposed enterprise, he issued

a proclamation to his subjects, saying :
" It is pain-

ful to me to see deluded and inexperienced young

men forgetting their duties and the gratitude we

owe our best allies, and making the name of R<.-me

a watchword of war. . . . Italians: berav

of guilty impatience and incautious agitath-

When the hour to finish the Government work

shall have come, the voice of your King will b*

heard among you. A call which does not come

from him is a call to rebellion and to civil war

Tne responsibility and the rigour of the law will

fall upon those who do not listen to my words.'

But this warning had no restraining effect '>»

the eager Garibaldi, who only panted to recover

frr his country the Etemai City, exclaiming:

"Rome! Rome! Who is not
*

urged by thy

very name to take up arms for thy deliver-

ance ? " At the same time, there is consider-

able reason for believing that the King and

Government had given secret encouragement to
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Garibaldi to embark upon his mad enterprise, in

1 rder to have a pretext for arresting the lion-

hearted but inconvenient rebel. In any case,

way to Sicily he went to make preparations for

his Quixotic expedition. He probably calculated

;
h
j; the news of his enterprise would induce his

countrymen to rise en masse, and that the

Frcach Emperor, seeing the enthusiasm of the

Ltun people, would withdraw his troops from

if, flic.

He landed at Palermo, whence a body of his

wJunteers marched to Corleone, a town of the

nrerior, where they overpowered the National

'Wd and armed themselves with their muskets.

Then they took up their quarters in a camp at

Ficnzza, a forest district about twenty miles from

Palermo. Here they were visited on August 1st

by Garibaldi, who thus addressed them :

My young fellow-soldiers ! To-day again

the holy cause of our country unites us. Again

to-day, without asking whither going, what to

do, with what hope of reward to our labours,

«ith a smile on your lips and joy in your
hearts, you hasten to fight our overbearing

'i' m:nators, throwing a spark of comfort to our

enslaved brethren. ... I can only promise

T"u toils, hardships, and perils ; but I rely on
your self-denial. I know you, ye brave young
Hen, crippled in glorious combat ! It is needless

to ask you to display valour in fight. What I ask

discipline, for without that no army can exist.

Tit; Romans were disciplined, and they mastered
the world. Endeavour to conciliate the good-

. *il of the population we are about to visit, as

Y'-t did in 1800, and no less to win the esteem of

• «c valiant army, in order, thus united with
tb: army, to bring about the longed-for unity

rftlie country."

Garibaldi now went to Catania, where the
: Ml troops already began to clo^e round him
*'th intent to take him prisoner. But many
de>crtcd to his side in the hope of sharing the

Tiartial glory which they believed to be again in

**' "c for the wayward Hero of Caprera. His force

swelled to a very considerable body ; but
'c i'. was on the island of Sicily, and how was

1 to Ret across to the mainland in order to com-
mence its march on Rome ? Garibaldi had no
vr

i?>
; but in the harbour of Catania there were

!}mg three vessels—a French trigate, the Marie
Jdtlaide ; a French steamer, Lc General Abba-
tocvi; and an Italian steamer, // Disfiacah, be-
longing to the Florio Company. In addition to
these vessels there was a royal Italian man-of-

Ou:a di Geneva—the commander of

which gave out that he would fire on any of

the other three ships which made bold to-

e-any over Garibaldi and his Red Shirts to the

mainland.

One day, however, the Duca di Genova

took it into its head to go for a little cruise

outside the Straits of Messina—probably, in-

deed, because it had received secret orders to-

do so, in order the better to lure Garibaldi into

the trap which had been laid for him. On the

disappearance of the Duca di Genora, Garibaldi

stepped into a boat with several trusty followers,

and was rowed off to the other three vessels

above referred to, when he put their respective

captains under arrest, and then proceeded to

fill them up with his impatient Red Shirts.

" At five o'clock in the afternoon," sa\s one of

his biographers, " the embarkation commenced,

and the good people of Catania crowded the

harbour, waving handkerchiefs and cheering.

Menotti" (Garibaldi's son) "and his 'Guides,*

the Tuscans, and the flower of the Sicilian

volunteers, moved off for // Disfiaccio ; General

Corrao, with some more Sicilians, occupied />
General Abbatucci ; whilst Garibaldi took the

command of the former and put Rurratini in com-

mand of the Marie Adelaide, with orders to get

her filled with troops as soon as possible. During

this time it had been growing dark, and each

ship was filled to suffocation, no one being able

to lie down, or get any rest, as boats were for

ever arriving with their cargoes of men. About

midnight the ships were got under way ; and

after crossing the Straits in the dark, without

anv mishap, the troops were all safely landed at

Melito next morning, on the spot celebrated as

the one on which the former expedition had

gone ashore."

Garibaldi landed in Calabria with a force of

about 3,000 men—a very insignificant body, one

would have thought, to march against walled

and embattled Rome with its formidable French

garrison. But by the time he came into collision

with the royal troops, who had been sent after

him to arrest his progress, his little army of Red
Shirts had dwindled by about a half on account

of the privations to which it was exposed and

the rapid marches which had been exacted of it.

On hearing of Garibaldi's naval cmp-dc-main

at Catania, and his crossing over to Calabria,

General Cialdini at once gave chase, and in order

to catch the Hero of Caprera, he sent two of his

generals—Revel and Vialardi—with a body of

royal troops to draw a cordon acros-. the isthmus

of Tiriolo at its narrowest point, between Nicastro
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and Catanzaro, so as thus to bar the Rome-ward

march of the Red Shirts. Having done this, he

next ordered three vessels of war to cruise about

the Straits so as to prevent Garibaldi from re-

ctnbarking, and then despatched Major-General

pallav icini, at the head of a considerable force,

from Reggio, with instructions to drive the Red
Shirts northwards in the direction of the afore-

said cordon on the isthmus, as game is driven by

the beaters towards the sportsmen—Pallavicini's

instructions being to attack Garibaldi " any.

where and anyhow," unless he consented to

an unconditional surrender.

Things had thus assumed a very serious aspect

indeed for the disillusioned Hero of Caprera,

who, on the evening of the 28th August, after a

long and tiring day's march, had pitched his

camp on the brow of the far-famed hill of

Aspromonte, on a plateau overlooking the sea,

with a wood behind which connected it with a

high range of the Apennines, and would afford

ample shelter for his troops. The men were

encamped at fresco under cover of this wood,

whilst Garibaldi occupied one of two woodmen's
huts which were on the plateau, and gave the

spot the name of " 1
'forestall."

1

It was wet and
gloomy, the rain put out the bivouac fires, every

rag on their backs was soaked, and thev had no
provisions with them ; so that the position of

the volunteers was far from enviable.

Next morning General I'allavacini came up
with the Red Shirts, and at once proceeded to

carry out his orders. How he did this let in;

from his own pen.

On the morning of the 29th I set forth orfji

directing my course towards San Stefano. »bai

I arrived at about half-past eight a.m. Then,

from secret information received, I knew thJl

General Garibaldi had encamped with his f«a

during the night on the plateau of Aspromocte.

I ordered the troops to pursue the march uot*

within a short distance of the plateau, and bd'ort

allowing them to proceed 1 caused the tr<*
j

K

rest themselves, as they were excessively fatigued

by a long march by abrupt paths. In the mea*-

time I learned that only two hours previously

General Garibaldi had encamped at the fix •:

the plateau of Aspromonte, and I saw that ^

two paths I could descend towards his camp
" I then divided my troops into two colur

which arrived at the same time in view ot :

Garibaldian encampment, already abandoned

him, he having taken up a position on the crest

of a rugged hillock to the east of the plateau d

Aspromonte. I then sent an order to the com-

mandant of the left column, while making the

right column fall back by a rapid movement. •

attacked the left flank of the rear of the ttb

in order to cut off their retreat. In the nu-i

time, with a battalion, I caused the entrance «

the valley to be occupied, that they might not

regain the plateau. The left column, with the

6th Battalion of the Bersaglieri at their bctd,

then attacked the rebels, and after a smart kt

0
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carried the position at the point of the bayonet

with cries of 1 Viva il Re!' 4 Viva Italia I
'

while the left side was also attacked by our

troops. General Garibaldi and his son Menotti
11

»ho had written to a friend in Liverpool, " In

ikte weeks we shall be in Rome !

") " having

been wounded, and the rebels being surrounded

ooill sides, resistance became useless, where-

in the Garibaldians gave the signal to cease

Their own account of the engagement was

tomewhat different. Garibaldi himself wrote :

—

•They thirsted for blood, and I wished to spare

k. . . . Yes, they thirsted for blood. I per-

it with sorrow, and I endeavoured, in

^uence, to do my utmost to prevent that

of oar assailants from being shed. I ran to the

front of our line, crying out to them not to fire,

md from the centre to the left, where my voice

»nd those of my aides-de-camp could be heard,

: a trigger was pulled. It was not thus on the

ing side. Having arrived at a distance of

hundred metres, they began a tremendous
e. and the party of Bersaglicri who were in

rat of me, directing their shots against me.

Kmck me with two balls—one in the left thigh.

not serious ; the other in the ankle of the right

foot, making a serious wound.

"As all this happened at the opening of the

conflict, and I was carried to the skirt of the

wood after being wounded, I could see nothing

more, a dense crowd having formed round me
while my wound was being dressed. I feel

certain, however, that up to the end of the line

(of troops) which was at my litter, and to that

of my aides-de-camp, not a single musket shot

was fired. ... It was not so on our right.

The Picciotti, attacked by the regular troops,

replied by a fire along the whole line, and,

although the trumpets sounded to cease firing,

there was at that spot a smart fui-ilade, which

lasted not more than a quarter of an hour. My
wounds led to some confusion in our line. Our
soldiers, not seeing me, began to retreat into the

woods, so that, little by little, the crowd around

me broke up, and the most faithful alone

remained."

A Garibaldian officer who was present thus

wrote :
" Wheil the ycncral received the bullet

he was passing along our front, ordering the men
not to tire. I saw a sJighl -hivcr pa>* through

his body : he took two or three >tcp», and then

" RAISING HIS CAP IN THE AIR, Ht CRIED ' VIVA V ITALIA!'" (/. J06).
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began to stagger. We ran to him, holding him

up ; he was regardless of his sufferings. Raising

his cap in the air, he cried ' Viva f. Italia ! ' I

had his poor foot resting on my thigh ; he called

out to his assailants, and asked what they were

doing with his people. I felt a shivering in all

his limbs ;
and, reminding him of his wounds,

I implored him to be quiet."

While the surgeon was dressing his wounds,

the sturdy soldier calmly produced a cigar and

began to smoke, inquiring of the doctor whether

he thought amputation would be necessary.

Twenty minutes later he had an interview with

his conqueror and captor, General Pallavacini,

who assured him, with tears in his eyes, that

this was the most miserable day of his life.

Yet he had received certain orders, and he had

no choice but to obey.

It was the bitterest of all moments for the

hero of Italian unity when, staggering from

the effects of his double wound, he fell forward

upon the Italian soil to which he had devoted his

whole life. Generals Cialdini and Pallavacini

had been his friends and comrades, their

troops were his compatriots and brothers-in-

arms.

Two bullets had thus put an end, sudden and

complete, to Garibaldi's march on Rome, though

he was to live to make another and an equally

unsuccessful attempt upon the Eternal Citv.

Meanwhile, the illustrious rebel was carried U>

prison at Spezzia, where he was, however, kep:

but a short time, and then removed to Pisa-

There Dr. Nelaton, of Paris, who came all the

way for the purpose, succeeded in extracting the

bullet from Garibaldi's ankle, for which bullet I

hero-worshipping Englishman offered as much

as 30,000 francs.

Two years later, when he had recovered froo

his wounds, he visited England, a country which

had always taken the keenest interest in hh

adventures, and even sent him volunteers, a
well as a doctor to attend him in his illness

High and low welcomed him with the warmcs;

enthusiasm, and the attentions that were raiooi

upon the Hermit of Caprera culminated in

grand banquet given in his honour by the Lord

Mayor and City of London.
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ONE must go back through centuries of

history to find anything approach-

ing the horrors of the Russian War
of i S i

Towards the end of June, 610,058 armed men
ud an enormous multitude of non-combatants

—

•omen and children—crossed the broad Niemen,

joaicd afterwards by 37.100 more, making a

total of 047,158; and on the iuh December

—

or rather less than six months later— 1 0,000

alone repassed that river with weapons in their

bruised and frozen hands, almost the sole remains

of a magnificent army whose bones are to this

dav turned up by the plough of the Russian

peasant.
a • • • •

The Niemen flows between Prussia and

I Poland; and in the forest of Pilwiskv, behind

llhc rocky heights on the Prussian side, a

Multitude of men lay concealed, speaking a

w** of tongues, and wearing a strange variety

Wf uniform, many nations having sent their

Mb: and bravest to swell the ranks of the

} Grande Armte.
The famous Imperial Guard was sleeping in

'iHc green corn, dreaming of future conquest*,

and that mighty host awaited the word ol

I «i»c man to embark on a campaign whose

disasters have had no equal—one little pale-

^u-J man dressed now in a long grey riding-

coat and a Polish cap— the man who. by the

wtc of his own intellect and the marvellous

«<*er of using men and circumstances to his

•*n ends, had ground the whole of Europe

—Kngland alone excepted—under the heel of

military boot

!

Vt two o'clock in the morning of June 23rd

?<>leon mounted his horse and rode off to

•nnoitre the river, his charger stumbling

1 throwing him on to the sandy bank.

A voice exclaimed in the darkness :
" That is

& bad augury: a Roman would go back." But

no one knew who had spoken, and. after

ordering three bridges to be constructed for

the following night, the little party returned

to its quarters, the words sinking ominously

into their hearts.

Next evening some sapper-, with their white

leather aprons and keen axe-, crossed in a boat,

and were met bv a Cossack officer, who rode

forward alone to inquire what they wanted in

Russia.

" We are Frenchmen," said one of the sappers,

"come to make war upon vou—to take Wilna

—to liberate Poland !

"

The solitary horseman disappeared without a

word, and the sappers tired their muskets into

the silent woods.

For three whole davs the tramp of men and

the heavy ramble ol guns tilled the air as the

army tiled down to the bank-, and pouted across

the bridges—Grenadiers, V' iltigeur-. Chasseur-,

and Dragoon*, regiment Succeeding regiment,

corps after corps, Now the scarlet and green

of the Mh Httss'.r- : again the heavv squadrons

of Seha-tiani's Cuir;'.s-iers, -mart Polish Lancers

of the Guard and Line, Carabineer- with brass

body-armour and -now-white uniforms, long

train- of lumbering artillerv, waggons and field-

forges, carriages, and Caissons, the sutler's cart

jostling the calechc t»l the general officer, a

sultry SUIl overhead, and the river dancing in

merry ripple- beneath them 3S the bridge-

trembled under the tread of the marching
thousands.

Napoleon crossed at Poniemon with his

Guard, the corps of Marshals Davout, Oudinot,

and Key, and Murat's dashing cavalry ; Prince-

Eugene, with the army of Italy, passed at Piloni

on the 2Qlh; and Jt;r6me Bonaparte's West-
phalians advanced upon Grodno which they

reached on the 30th.
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To the north Macdonald attacked Riga on

the Baltic, and Prince Schwartzenberg marched

through Galicia in the south ; but it is the army
of the centre, under the Emperor himself, whose

fortunes we shall most closely follow, omitting

the marches of the thirteen divisions into which

the invading forces were formed, and not pausing

to notice the minor actions in which they were

sooner or later engaged.

Hardly had Napoleon gained the enemy's side

than a black cloud

gathered in the sky,

and a furious storm

broke over the

count ry for fifty

leagues right and

left. The rain de-

scended with sur-

prising violence, the

air grew piercingly

cold, and the flat

land covered with

tall black pine-trees

became a swamp,
through which they

splashed dismally

onward.

Ten thousand

horses died, heated

by the green corn

which formed their

forage, and then

chilled by the rain

as they stood shiver-

ing in their exposed

bivouacs.

The bridge across

the Vilia having

been destroyed by

retreating Cossacks,

Napoleon impatiently ordered a squadron of the

Polish Lancers of the Guard to swim the

swollen stream, and, clad in crimson uniforms,

faced with dark blue and laced with silver, they

gained the centre, only to be carried away by

the current, and many of them drowned, crying

" I'tir i'limpcrcur '" as their heads disappeared

under water.

Beyond Wilna, Octave de Segur (brother of

the historian) and his 8th Hussars drew first

blood from the Russians, and were sadly cut

up ; but Oudinot drove Witgenstein back at

the same moment, and, sending Murat in pur-

suit, the Emperor returned to Wilma, to waste

twenty days in raising unsatisfactory levies, and

ALEXANDER [., CZAR OF RUSSIA.

to disgust the Poles with disappointing hopes

of liberty.

Russian proposals of peace were rejected by

Napoleon, whose entire conduct during the

campaign has baffled his iriends and foes ; and

leaving Wilna at half-past eleven at uight on

the ibth July, he marched to attack BarcLiy

de Tolly, provided he could find him.

Two hundred and fifty thousand Russians hid

been formed into three distinct armies—the First

Army of the West

under De Tolly:

the Second, under

Prince Bagration

;

and the Thai

which was nottken

completed, under

the cavalry geoenl

Tormasoff; llflX

Cossacks being dfr

tributed amor.;

them, those of the

Hetman Platoff e

pecially destined to

win a terrible re-

nown.
The infantry won

green, with sbu

pantaloons and

mud -coloured grea:

coats, the office'

affectingwaspwaist

tremendous curid

whiskers, and gold

rings in their cars

The Cossacki of the

Line were drcs>c

for the most put w

blue, with furc»p>

and long lance-

generally swarming with vermin, they

mounted on active little horses, which the

urged on with whips, there being al>o bami-

wild horsemen called Baskirs, who used botrs

arrows with a precision that caused mourning

in many a French home.
The war assumed a curious character: pd

through the swamps and lonely forests ot

Lithuania, interspersed here and there by

deserts of choking sand, the long columns

wound ; the Russians burning their villages

as they retired, the French in their turn

destroying what the Russians had left, devas-

tation and disorder marking every league

the way ; the roads dotted with the bodies
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rf dead men and horses, who had sunk with

fatigue, and the rear-guard of the enemy dis-

appearing as the French advance-guard came
in sight of it.

Napoleon derided the foe as arrant cowards
;

but the persistent retreat was all part of a wise

policy, originated by De Tolly, to draw them
into an unknown country, far from their

igazines, until hunger, forced marches, the
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and routed them in quick succession among
the birch woods ; Murat ordering some Poles

of the Line to charge, and being obliged to lead

them, although, as commander, he should have

kept out of danger.

The lances were lowered in a glittering row

behind him. and the troopers, gay in blue and

yellow, came thundering on. From the nature

of the ground escape was impossible, so, making

GENEHAL VIEW OF THE CITY OF MOSCOW.

burning heat of the days followed by nights

of intense cold, and last of all the terrible winter
' :ho-c- latitude.-, should crumble away the

i'i"v and utterly destroy it.

The young blood of Russia naturally revolted

at such a course and wished to fight, but results

hive justified its adoption, the significant fact

remaining as additional proof of its wisdom,
that in nearly even,- instance during the ad-
vaoce, where the two forces came into contact,

'he French proved victorious.

At Ostrowno the remnants of the 8th Hussars
cuoc up with three Russian cavalry regiments,

a virtue of necessity, the King of Naples

flourished his famous riding-switch, galloped at

their head, and the charge was successful : the

106th took the Russians on one side, Pire's

Hussars and 1 6th Chasseurs on the other. The
French artillery resumed its fire ; and falling

hack in disorder, the foe melted away into the

forest that hid Witepsk.

At that place De Tolly made a stand, hearing

that Bagration was about to join him : and
Napoleon saw the sun glinting on the arms of

eighty thousand men on a bright July morning,

as two hundred voltigeurs of the 9th crossed
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a narrow bridge and formed in front of the

Russian horse.

Murat sent the ifath Chasseurs-a-cheval at

the enemy, without any support ; but though

their skyblue facings had figured in almost every

campaign since they had no chance single-

handed on broken ground, and the Cossacks

of the Guard put them to the rightabout,

pursuing as far as a hill on which the Emperor
stood, and only being driven off by the carbines

of his personal escort. On their way back the

Cossacks attacked the voltigeurs with great

fury, the army holding its breath and regarding

them as lost ; but the little band took post

in some brushwood, and routed the Lancers in

full view of both forces, the French clapping

their hands and cheering their comrades to the

echo, Napoleon sending to inquire to what

corps the heroes belonged.

"To the Ninth." was the reply ;
" and three-

fourths of us are lads of Paris."

" Tell them that they are brave fellows," said

the Emperor to his aide-de-camp, " and that

they all deserve the Legion of Honour "—one

account stating that every man received it.

Murat, Eugene, and Lobau rushed on the

enemy's left, and compelled him to retire

behind the Luczissa ; but believing that De
Tolly meant at last to stand his ground,

Napoleon stopped the conflict, although it

was only eleven o'clock, saying to Murat :

"To-morrow at five you will see the sun of

Austerlitz."

The morrow came ; the sun rose redly

through the mists; but the wise Barclay had

vanished, having learned during the night

that Bagration had been worsted, the French

discovering one Russian asleep in a thicket,

and not a reliable trace of the direction the

others had taken.

The expedition had never been popular,

either with officers or men, and they began

to grumble with good cause ; for an army

that had conquered Prussia in fourteen days

and whose standards were heavy with the gilded

names of a hundred glorious victories, had

now penetrated for more

than a month into aland

teeming with discomforK

Many of the regime^-

were shoeless, the catalrv

horses died by dozens evtrv

day, the hospitals wercful!

of sick ; extremes of hei:

and cold, bad food and

little of it, blinding di-;,

a draught of muddy water

to wash it down—all thU

and more had been their

daily lot since theycrosxJ

the Niemen, and there

had been no great battle-

to revive their droopm;

hearts ; besides which, the

rye bread seriously d>-

agreed with them, and

dysentery and deadly typhus laying its wasting

hand upon them, had already sadly thinned

their ranks.

Their pride, too, sustained a shock when new>

came that the advance-guard had been repul^d

at Aghaponovtchina ; and at length awaking

from a lethargic dream, the Emperor sent the

various corps into cantonments on the skirt-

of Poland, Russia proper still before them ;
and

returning to Witepsk with his Guard, took

off his sword and laid it on his maps, saying

" Here 1 halt. . . . The campaign of J»i:

is over ; that of 1813 will do the rest !

"

But his ambition gave him no peace. Mura:

came riding in from the front, his green surto-:

all laced and bejewelled, and urged his brother-

in-law to action ; and although Napoleon went

daily to inspect the huge ovens, where 30.000

loaves of bread were baked at a time, and

arranged that theatrical companies should come

from Paris to enliven the dreary winter months

his suite soon began to find him bending down

to his maps again, turning his eyes towardi

Smolensk and Moscow.
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Soon afterwards he came across a proclama-

tion calling upon Russia to rise and exterminate

:hc invaders, and containing some very forcible

b metruths which enraged him ; and hearing,

> his great chagrin, that Alexander had made

Toce with Turkey, he gathered up his legions in

rurdays, left Witepsk to join them on the 13th

t August, and rushed headlong into difficulties

r.d disaster, from which neither he nor his

jrmy ever recovered.

By one of those masterly movemtnts of his

(so conspicuously absent during the rest of the

wir), he crossed the front of the Russian army
unknown to them, and two days later fell un-

expectedly on their left flank at Krasnoe.

N'ev forced the town, to find General

Ntwerowskoi beyond it, with 6.000 infantry

jnti Cossacks belonging to Bagration, which
* rmed into a square of such thickness that

the French cavalry sabred its way far in

without being able to break it, and the tall

com, now mellowed by Autumn's breath, saw

s.tne ghastly work as Ne'werowskoi came to a

-trong palisade and had to halt ; his rear ranks

living round to fire on the Wurtemberg Horse,

rhile the front-rank tore down the obstacle

;

the body succeeding in their escape, although

they left 1,200 dead, 1,000 wounded, and eight

?uns in the hands of the French, who fired a

silute in honour of the victory, which happened
to have fallen on Napoleon's birthdav.

The good folk of Smolensk were coming out

thurch, where they had been returning thanks

-rnewhat prematurely, when Newerowskoi's

fugitives poured panting into the city, closely

Howed by Marshal Ney, who, receiving a ball

m the neck, lost his temper, and led a battalion

-' the charge against the citadel, under a hail of

^iu>ketry that slew two-thirds of them.

Falling back to a hill whence he could

Hiunnoitre, he conducted Napoleon thither,

who exclaimed, " At last I have them ! " as

^veral immense columns of men were seen

'-Kening towards them on the other side of the

Dnieper, being nothing less than Barclay and
^ration with 120,000 troops, coming on at a

run. after learning how the Emperor had out-

fitted them, and arriving out of breath to
Htccour the threatened city.

Some sanguinary fighting took place, and a

great battle was expected for the next day : but
the wily De Tolly again retreated, his black

"•"lunuis being discovered on the opposite bank
lurching swiftly away, to the mortification of

•he invaders.

Even the fiery Murat tired of the campaign,

and at length urged Napoleon to stop ; but the

Emperor persevered, and the King of Naples,

exclaiming prophetically as he strode out of

Napoleon's tent, " Moscow will be our destruc-

tion !
" galloped to the front of a Russian battery,

flung himself from his horse, and waited for a

ball to kill him.

A violent attack was made on the city
;
twenty-

two men fell by a single shot from a Russian

gun, while Murat, who courted death, was

unhurt. The gorgeous artillery of the Guard

pounded unceasingly. An attempt to storm the

place was baffled by the defenders, and when

night descended, Smolensk was seen to be in

flames, the army finally entering the city to find

it a heap of smouldering ruins, and the state of

the army itself truly terrible.

General Rapp, who had ridden post to join

Napoleon, and who consequently followed their

route, gave a vivid recital of the miser)' and

devastation he had witnessed in the rear.

Sebastiani revealed the condition of affairs in

the heavy cavalry, and the Emperor could close

his eves no longer.

" It is frightful. I am fully aware," he said. " I

must extort peace from the enemy, and that can

be done only at Moscow."

At the hill of Valoutina a shocking conflict

was waged by the gallant Ney far into the night,

both sides fighting with terrible fury. Junot,

Duke of Abrantes, the Emperor'sold companion-
in-arms, showed symptoms of the insanity that

caused him to commit suicide not long after;

and failing to charge at the right moment, the

enemy saved his baggage and wounded. General

Gudin was killed, the whole army mourning the

loss of as gallant and good a man as ever fell

in action.

Lieutenant Etienne, of the 12th, took the

Russian General Toutchkoff, in the middle of his

troops. Napoleon gave eighty-seven crosses to

Gudin's regiments, and presented an eagle to the

127th with his own hands; but the misery of

the troops outweighed the glory they had gained:

they had seen seven hundred wounded Russians

left untended for three days at Witepsk, and the

French surgeons tearing up their own shirts for

bandages ; at Smolensk, fifteen large brick

buildings saved from the fire were then full

of groaning men. Lariboissiere's gun-wadding

and the parchments in the city archives being

used to dress their wounds. There, also, a

hospital containing a hundred sick was over-

looked for three days, until Rapp discovered it
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hy chance.
Eleven thou-

sand Bavarians

had b c i' n

m arched t < I

death without

firing a shot)

and discipline was so lax that at

Slawkowo the Guard burnt for

firewood the poly bridge by which
l he Empcmr could continue his

route next day.

Many Cuirassiers rode on native

ponies, regiments straggled along

and pillaged without check, Da-

vout's corps alone preserving anything like its

usual order : the popular impression that the

French disasters began with the winter's snow
is utterly false ; the Army of the Centre alone,

under Napoleon in person, having lost 105,500

in fifty-two days, and advancing on Moscow
with only 182,000, after deducting 13,500 left

at Smolensk.

Eventhing pointed to a decisive battle to

restore the morale of the Grande Armee, and
Napoleon seemed for the moment to pull himself

together, if we may be permitted a homely
phrase. Countless orders were despatched, every

carriage was to be destroyed that was likely to

retard the advance, and meeting with that of hi*

aide-de-camp Narbonne, he had it burned before

his eves, without allowing the general to retnene

a single article.

A change came over the Russian tactics at tk

same time : all ranks clamoured for a leader wh<

would fight and not retreat, and consequently

De Tolly was replaced by old Kutusoff, who,

notwithstanding his defeat at Austerlitz, was 1

Russian, and beloved by the army for his super-

stitious practices, and an affectation of Suvarrow >

eccentricity of manner.

The French advanced in three column*,

and troops of Cossacks began to hover round

them threateningly. Beyond Gjatz, Mu« be-

came so annoyed it

the hordes of time

filthy, unkempt horse

men, that he rushed

forward, and standing

in his stirrups, with

the very sublimit)' ol

conceit, waved them

back with his sword,

and they retired in

astonishment and id

miration.

But soon the high

road debouched on

to a natural battle-

ground, and dark

masses of troops were

seen drawn up in solid

bodies, there being do

longer any doubt that

the Russians intended

fighting to cover "The

Holy City," Moscow,

a large field-work

commanding the road

itself, bristling with

cannon in a threatening manner.

The army attacked without delay, and drove

the foe back to a range of hills. General Compam

leading the 6 1st, with bayonets fixed, against

the fortification.

Three times they took it, and three times thev

were dislodged ; but at length, other position*

being forced in their rear, the brave garrison

evacuated the blood-stained ramparts, and

Compans retained possession.

Among the heaped-up slain inside, a Russian

artilleryman, decorated with several crosses, uv

beside his gun, grasping it even in death with oo<

GARDENS OF THE KREMLIN.
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hand, and clenching the hilt of his broken sword

with the other ; while next day, when Napoleon

reviewed the survivors of the 61st, he asked,

with surprise, what had become of the 3rd

Battalion.

M
It is in the redoubt," said the colonel grimly.

A cold drizzle began to fall that night, and
Xapoleon, through the striped curtains of his

tent, pitched in a square of the " Old Guard,"
saw a great semicircle of fire from the Russian

bivouacs.

He slept little, and went early in his grey

riding-coat to reconnoitre once more, afraid

even then that the foe might retreat ; but

when morning came the huge force was still

in position, extending for six

miles, the flanks retired, and
the centre advanced towards

him.

Its right was protected by a

marsh, its centre strongly en-

trenched, a strong redoubt

mounting twenty-two guns
frowned near the left centre,

and the entire left wing was
on lower ground, terminating

on the old Moscow road, with

two more redoubts before it.

To turn that left wing, storm
the works, and drive the Rus-
sians into the marshes on the

opposite flank was the Em-
peror's plan, the battle proving
one of the most murderous
ever fought by the Grande
Armee, and known afterwards
by them as the " Battle of the
Generals," from the number
who fell there, or, officially,

the Mosqua, from the river

flowing near—the Russians
naming it after the village of
Borodino, where some of the
hardest fighting took place.

Marmont 's aide - de - camp
arrived with the news of that
marshal's defeat at Salamanca,
but the disaster was forgotten
in another incident—namely,
t5>e unexpected receipt of a
Portrait of Napoleon's little

son, the King of Rome, which
be showed to the grenadiers
W his tent door.

A proclamation was issued

to the army, beginning :
" Soldiers ! behold the

battle which you have so ardently desired

!

Victory now depends on yourselves," and con-

cluding with the words, 1 Let it be said of you
—

' he was in the great battle under the walls

of Moscow '
;
" but being distributed late, many

regiments went into action without reading it.

It was the 7th September. A sky of cloudless

blue stretched over the amphitheatre of hills,

where the leaves were already falling, and at six

o'clock Count Sorbier opened fire. Pernetty

and Compans were in full march ; the Russian

processions of priests in glittering vestments that

had chanted hymns and invoked the aid of

Heaven retired precipitately, and an hour later

NAK>LEON S ENTRY INTO MOSCOW.
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Davout had his first horse killed under him as

the fighting became general.

Compans' division found itself before one of

the enemy's works, and Charriere, colonel of the

famous 57th, gave the simple command,' 4 To the

redoubt !
" the regiment running briskly forward

up the slope with a shout.

Compans fell wounded, Dessaix had his arm

broken a little later, and Rapp took command.
M Grape shot, grape shot—nothing but grape

shot!" cried Bel-

liard to the artil-

lery, as a heavy

column of Rus-

sians poured
down to resist

the attack.

Within sixty

minutes Rapp
was hit four

times, the fourth

time on the

left hip—the
twenty - second

wound received

in his exciting

Battle of BORODINO. 1812.
(Sep- 7 5 a.m.)

Ma rthy C, ro u.

i » 4 v «: '•> J v* MAXr

ircxllnc

ft

<
iScbwardlno

• t m • • •

career ; and
while Ponia-
towski struggled

with his weak

corps among the

pine - trees on

the Russian left,

Delzon advanced

with drums beat-

ing, on the vil-

lage of Boro-

dino, where
Plauzonne was

killed at the head of the 11 6th, and where the

30th had to fight its way out, leaving General

Bonnomy badly wounded, Morand's eighty guns
tearing the dense mass before him, and Ney
seizing the heights of Chewarino.

The fiercest conflict raged about the redoubts.

Two were retaken by the Russians, and the third

was in danger, when Murat dismounted and,

waving his plumed cap with one hand, laid

about him with a private's musket.

So terrible was the carnage that one colonel

ordered his men to retire, and Murat, seizing

him by the collar, demanded what he was doing.

"We can stay here no longer," said the colonel,

pointing to half his regiment dead on the

trampled ground.

" I can stay here very well myself," exclaimed

Murat.
44 Eh bicn" replied the officer, looking

steadily at him :
" soldiers, face to the foe—

to be slain /
"

Rapp, carried wounded before the Emperor,

had said to him, " The Guard is required

to finish it," but Napoleon shook his head,

saying,
44 No, I will not have that destroyed

—I will gain the battle without it."

It was noon,

and though the

Russian left had

been forced, thev

still stood their

ground obsti-

nately. Mural

sent four times

for the Guard,

but Napoleon

paced slowly up

and down, al-

ways returning

to his chair,

some cannon

shot rolling al-

most to his feel

;

and it was ob-

vious that he

was not himsell.

he saying re-

peatedly during

the day that

44 he did not see

the moves
clearly on hi-

* chess board.''

- N .'

smonofewkert

» «

the old activity

of mind and

body having apparently forsaken the greatest

warrior that Europe has ever produced.

The thunder of a thousand guns boomed and

echoed far and near, the French alone firing

ninety thousand rounds and many millions of

ball cartridge.

The Russians re-formed for the third time,

and General Montbrun, at the head of the heavy

cavalry, was killed by a ball from the great

redoubt.
44 Do not weep," said Auguste Caulaincourt.

who took command, to Montbrun's aide>.

44 Follow me, and avenge him !
" and crying

to Murat. 44 You shall see me there immediately,

dead or alive !
" he placed himself at the head of

the 5th Cuirassiers, whose long swords gleamed
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in the bright sunshine, and turning to the left,

entered bv a gorge, and took the work, falling

mortally wounded at the moment of victory, and

ding within an hour. He was only thirty,

and had left Paris to join the army on his

raiding day.

Dense smoke clouded the heights, rolling into

Ik ravines to shroud the wretched wounded
;

ijocs showed where villages were blazing, the

nhaf muskets and the shouts of 250,000 men
cely diminishing as they fell by thousands to

redden the soil, or to crawl shrieking to the rear,

there the surgeons, under Baron Larrey, were

ou«y from morning until long after darkness

Kutusoff had made so sure of victory that he

«ras feasting with his staff well out of danger,

ffic cnjlictin announcing a French defeat already

fi^ttcn, when officers came crying for reinforce-

ments, the conceited old man at first refusing

to listen to any details that differed from his

own idea of what ought to be taking place, his

l'J'ij pigtail wagging incredulously the while.

But the reports were true. The French had

«*n the plain, and were battling for the heights

«nh irresistible fury.

Eugene improved Caulaincourt's success ; Bcl-

Iw'i shattered the last Russian attack with

lie concentrated fire of thirty guns ; Lauriston

pii ped up the reserve artillery, and did tre-

Ecndous execution ; and Grouchy—so well

to> \ni in after years from the undeserved abuse

fc .ered on his brave head—had swept the high

and the plain beside it. The Russians,

F-'cn in detail, retired to a second range of

fc» Hs from which the army was too exhausted

» di-kxlge them without the assistance of the

tuirj, and night saw the two battered and
iktdmg forces still facing each other amid a

Mil debris of slain.

' 'n the French side Davout had been hit

tote times ; Generals Montbrun, Caulaincourt,

muaonnc, Huard, Compere, Marion, and Lepel
*trc killed ; Nansouty, Grouchy. Rapp. Com-
Pi' \ Des-saix, Morand, Lahoussaye, and many
WB—some forty in all—had been hit ; and
d the soldiers 35,000 lay dead and wounded,
nulled by the showers of grape and the large

•usJict balls used by the Russians.

They, on their side, counted three generals,

'.fooofficers.and 30,000 men killed and wounded,
**"unts varying greatly as to the number of

Pawners taken by the French, some making
ll>eai ?jooo, others 700 or 800 at the most.

fcding slowly across the battlefield, when

the surgeons and the burial-parties were doing

their ghastly work, the hoof of Napoleon's

charger brought a groan from a prostrate form,

and one of the staff remarked in his hearing,

that " it was only a Russian "
!

" After a victory," exclaimed Napoleon severely,

" none are enemies, all are men."

The army advanced and fought a sharp action

at Mojaisk, where the Emperor lay for three

days, burnt up with fever, and compelled, not-

withstanding, to transact enormous arrears of

business—dictating to seven people at once, and,

when his voice left him, explaining with difficulty

by writing and signs.

He left Mojaisk on the 12th of September to

join the advance-guard in that famous travelling-

carriage which Londoners know so well, hi*

legions reduced to 198,000 ; and two days later,

having mounted his horse once more, he saw

the goal of his ambition, the ancient capital of

Russia, glowing in the light of the afternoon

sun.

In the centre of a vast plain, and built, like

Rome, on seven hills, the two hundred and

ninety-five churches and countless magnificent

buildings of the "city of the gilded cupolas,''

twenty miles in circumference, with a river

meandering through it, burst on the view of

the army as it crested the "Mount of Salvation."

and a shout went up of " Moscow ! Moscow !

"

as the soldiers cheered and clapped their hands ;

whole regiments of Poles falling on their knees

to thank the God of Battles for delivering it

into their grasp.

Fairy-like it stretched before them, dazzling

with the green of its copper domes and the

minarets of yellow stone. Oriental in its archi-

tecture, and constructed in Asiatic style with

five enclosures one within the other, it was like-

some fabled city of the Arabian Nights, spark-

ling with brilliant colours, the famous Kremlin

towering above the palaces and gardens.

The advance-guard under Murat mingled

with bands of Cossacks, who applauded him
for his known valour, and the King dis-

tributed his jewellery and that of his staff

among them ; but an officer arrived from

Miloradowitch with a threat of burning the

city if his rear-guard were not allowed time to

evacuate it.

Napoleon stayed his march therefore, and the

day wore on. When Murat at last entered by

the Dorogomilow Gate, he found that Moscow-

was deserted : the streets were empty, the

houses closed, a few loathsome wretches released
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from the prisons, and a handful of the lowest

of the low, alone surged round their horses

near the Kremlin ; but the inhabitants were

gone, in a cloud of dust that hid the

retreating Russian army, towards Voladimir.

The gates of the Kremlin were battered open
by cannon shot, a convoy of provisions cap-

tured, some thousands of stragglers were after-

wards taken, but that was all ; and on the gate

of the Governor's mansion at Voronowo, the

following notice was found in French :

—

" I have passed eight years

in embellishing this retreat,

in which I have lived happily

in the bosom of my family

;

the inhabitants of this pro-

perty, to the number of seven-

teen hundred and twenty,

quit it at your approach, and
I set fire to my house in order

that it may not be defiled by
your presence. Frenchmen, I

have abandoned to you my
two houses in Moscow, with

furniture to the value of half

a million of roubles, lltrt

you will find nothing but

ashes —Rostoi'schin."

With the army sing-

ing the " Marseillaise "

Napoleon entered at

night, and appointed

Marshal Mortier gover-

nor, saying :
" No pil-

lage—your head shall be

responsible for it.'' And
though several French
residents acquainted

him with the Russian

intention cf burning the city—that the senate

had agreed to it with only seven dissentient

voices, that all the engines had been removed,

and they were treading on the brink of a vol-

cano—he refused to believe it, and tried in vain

to sleep.

At two o'clock in the morning they brought

him news that Moscow was on fire !

When daylight came he hurried to the spot

to reprimand Mortier and the Young Guard,

but the marshal showed him that black smoke
was issuing from houses that had not been

opened, and the whole affair had evidently been

carefully planned.

He went to the Kremlin—a vast structure,

half palace, half castle, surmounted bv the great

Cross of Ivan, and built on a hill—from which

GENERAL JUNOf.

he wrote overtures of peace to the Czar, overtures

that received no attention.

In spite of the efforts of the soldiers the flame;

spread, a ball of fire had been let down into

Prince Trubetskot's palace, the bazaar was in \

blaze, and the strong north wind blew toward-

the Kremlin itself, which, report whispered. ».

undermined.

Murat, Eugene, and Berthier urged the

Emperor to leave the city, without success : Ik

had come there, and there he would remain

— a conqueror in the

very centre of thcRu 1-

sian empire. Butthecrr

arose that the Krcru"

itself was on fire: apoln-

agent was duawid

near the burning w*o,

and bayoneted by the

Old Guard almost a

Napoleon's pre

There was no longer

time for hesitation, or

dreams of empty gior,

and passing down tlx

northern staircase, « hrt

the massacre of the

Strelitzcs took plx*

under Peter the Great,

he left the city for rJ»

castle of Petrow>kv. 1

league on the St. Peter*

burg road.

The army also maaha

out, encamping in tbl

fields, eating their hor»

flesh from silver dtJid

and swathing thai

wounds with costly silks, the rain falling "

torrents, and Moscow a sheet of fire for fourehri

Much has been written of Napoleon's cscaa

by a postern, of hurried wanderings throat

burning lanes, past convoys of powder, whidl

the whirling sparks might have ignited at aa»

moment, and various dramatic situations Je*

to the French historian. In point of fact, h

ran little personal risk, and left the Kum-a

by the great gate, returning thither wher. i

flames had abated, and ordering the Gu^
to occupy the ruins of the city on the x&
and 2 1st.

About a tenth of the houses remained totxt

especially in the Kitaigorod, or Chinese qua^

many rich merchants' dwellings, and here &i

there a palace or church reared their bart-i"-
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-•ltd the general chaos
;
gay flower-beds

.. bloomed in the suburbs, and the old red wail

that surrounded the Kremlin was comparatively

unharmed ; but the aspect of the place, which

should have furnished winter quarters for the

Grande Armee, struck a chill into the hearts

of all, and caused the Emperor to say that "the

commerce of Russia was ruined for a century,

and the nation had been put back fifty years.''

In six, however, a new Moscow had arisen and

Napoleon was a captive in St. Helena !

Six thousand Russian wounded are said to

have been in the city when the French entered:

what became of them one dare not contemplate.

On the return of the troops universal pillage

became the order of the day, and readers of the

early French editions of Labaume's narrative

will understand why I pass much over in silence.

Some of the inhabitants had returned, others

had been concealed in the vaults of churches

and the cellars of their homes ; but the grena-

diers routed them out and committed un-

mentionable excesses.

In the camps and quarters all the wealth of

the East lay scattered about under foot : price-

less carpets, velvet hangings, lamps of gold and

silver set with gems, ecclesiastical vestments and

works of art, became the prey of settlers and

the riff-raff of Parisian slums ; choice wines

and liqueurs flowed like water
;
lace, linen, and

ladies' jeweller)' were taken from carved chests

and coffers of exquisite workmanship, for the

household effects had been left untouched

when the city was abandoned.

Drunken sappers lolled on sofas covered with

costly satin, and muddy boots were cleansed

on rich furs and Cashmere shawls of enormous

value : seldom had an army, famed for its

rapacity, had such an opportunity for its gratifi-

cation, while, with the Russian forces, white

bread was six shillings a loaf, sugar ten shillings

a pound, and butter unprocurable at any price.

In the midst of this disorder, the real origin-

ator of it all dated his correspondence from the

Kremlin Palace, and thought of pushing on to

St. Petersburg. A march of nine hundred leagues,

with sixty conflicts en route, had produced

nothing, difficulties were increasing, winter was

coming fast. Still the Czar kept an ominous

silence, and although an armistice had been

declared, the Russians daily cut off the foraging

parties, and the peasantry rose to arms.

"Take your three-pronged forks," wrote

Rostopschin in his proclamation to them. " A
Frenchman is no heavier than a sheaf of corn !

"

Murat, always to the front, had followed

Kutusoff in his circuitous march round Moscow,

and lay observing him between that city and

Kalouga, lighting two sharp but indecisive

actions—Czerikowo and Winkowo.
During the truce the Russian officers asked

the French if they had not corn, and air, and

graves enough in their own country
;

adding,

" In a fortnight the nails will drop from your

fingers."

The little pale-faced man grew visibly paler

with anxiety, and went on hoping against hope

discussing poetry just arrived from Par:-,

drawing up regulations for the Comedie Frawatu,

and trying to reassure himself that the winter

was still far off by poring over the almanacks for

forty years back, and trusting to the hot sun

that still shone in a blue sky above him.

Chef a escadron Marthod, with fifty Dragoon

of the Guard

—

his Guard, so seldom defeated—

had been cut off while foraging. A slight fall

of snow lay white for a few hours on the plain

—a foretaste of what was coming. No message

arrived from Alexander, and one day, to crown

all, while he was reviewing some troops, young

Beranger galloped in with the alarming ne\v>

that Murat had been overthrown at Tarutina.

near Winkowo, two generals being killed, the

King wounded, and the advance guard almost

destroyed.

It was clearly time to go, and dismissing the

troops, Napoleon issued orders for immediate

departure, leaving Moscow late the same even-

ing, October 1 8th, or, as some say, before dawn

on the ;qth, Marshal Mortier remaining behind

with the Young Guard to cover the retreat and

blow up the Kremlin.
• • • a •

Where are the words that will paint that

enormous and disorderly throng moving in a

ragged column over the plain to the south of the

ruined city ? Coats and gaiters were patched

and mended ; shakoes assumed every shape hut

the regulation one ; brass no longer shone, and

steel had grown rusty, as the troops straggled

onward, their knapsacks bulging with plunder;

bearskin -capped grenadiers pushing wheelbarrows

full of gold and silver plate, and the ambulance

waggons creaking and groaning with co>t!v

brocade, household furniture, pictures, statuary,

and every conceivable articles of value the

pillagers could carry away.

Napoleon set the example ; for the huge Cross

of Ivan, torn down by his orders, lumbered

along with many other trophies, under a strong
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escort, and miles of carts of every description

thronged the road and the fields on either side.

The French residents fled in the wake of the

r.rmy ; delicate ladies, clad in thin dresses and

stuff shoes, peering at the strange procession

from the windows 0/ travelling - carnages

;

wounded soldiers jolted by, lying on piles of

[rot, their aching limbs ill-tended amid the

lavish profusion of spoil, for never has man's

*15shne*s displayed itself more forcibly than

during that terrible retreat.

Night fell, and the host halted only a league

from the city. With the 103,000 men who
marched, more than 500 guns were dragged

by lean horses, the Emperor insisting that they

should not be abandoned ; but at the present

moment the bulk of them are ranged in rows

in the great square of the Kremlin—a lasting

memorial of that awful war.

Two roads led from Moscow to Kalouga, and

Napoleon pushed along the old one, on which

Kutusoff awaited him ; but at Krasno Pachra,

the Emperor turned off to the right and crossed

the fields to the new road, in the rain, which

hampered the artillery and lost much time ; but

once on the causeway, which they gained on the

-3rd, they set their faces towards Kalouga again,

trusting to pass Kutusoff undetected in one

day's march.

Napoleon slept at Borowsk that night, and
Delzons had occupied Malo Jaroslavetz, four

leagues in advance.

In the early morning, however, Doctoroff, with

the 6th Corps of Kutusoffs army, came shouting

out of the woods, drove Delzons down the steep

hill, and commenced one of the fiercest battles

of the campaign.

At sunrise Delzons forced the town again, and
the victory seemed won, but a ball through the

head slew him. His brother tried to carry him
out of the melic, and another ball laid him
lifeless. Guilleminot placed a hundred grenadiers
in the churchyard on the left of the road, and
for hours it became a mimic Hougoumont, the
Russians alternately charging past it and being
driven up again, exposed to a hot fire from the
lwpholed wall.

The whole of the 14th Division was engaged,
•ind the fight surged along the high road, now on
the heights, now in the valley by the river ; the
Wooden town ignited by the howitzers, and
huming the wounded, while the guns, breasting
the hill at a gallop, scrunched the charred
corpses, grinding the living and the dead into
a sickening pulp.

The 15th Division, mostly Italians, attacked

the burning town and suburbs, and took it for

the fourth time, but were driven back to the

foot of the slope, and as a last resource, Eugene
advanced with his Guard. The 13th, 14th, and

15th Divi.>ions rallying, and Colonel Peraldi

charging bravely with the Italian Chasseurs,

they gained the heights for the last time, and

the Russians, 50,000 strong (some say 00,000 ),

retired from their vantage ground before 1K.000

men, who had fought " uphill against the most

stubborn resistance.

All the eye witnesses speak of the awful sight

presented by the high road and churchyard.

The brothers Delzons were buried in one grave,

and the Grenadiers of the 35th fired a salute

over General Fontane ; while Napoleon himself

had a narrow escape as he hurried towards the

sound of the cannonading.

The road was blocked by the baggage train
;

stragglers marched along in safety in the midst

of the army, when the Emperor, Rapp, Berthier,

and a few officers, having outstripped the escort,

saw bands of Cossacks darting out of the woods,

between the rear of the advance-guard and the

head of the Grands Armic.
44 Turn back ! shouted Rapp ;

44
it is they !

"

and grasping the bridle, he pulled the Emperor's

charger round.

Reining in by the roadside, Napoleon drew
his sword, and they awaited the attack, Rapp
riding forward to shield his Emperor.

A Cossack's lance penetrated six inches into

the chest of Rapp's horse and brought him
down, but the staff rescued him, and unconscious

of the prize within their reach, the Cossacks rode

for the baggage waggons, until the cavalry of

the Guard came up and drove them into the

woods again. They were 6,000 of Platoff's

men, and Napoleon's life had hung in the

balance !

That night, in a weaver's hut, filthy beyond

expression, an emperor, two kings, and three

marshals of France held a stormy council of

war, at which Murat and Davout quarrelled, as

was their wont, and which Napoleon broke

up by saying, i%
It is well, messieurs—/ will de-

cide," electing eventually to retreat by the most

difficult road—that which the army had wasted

on its advance.

It was the last time that they had any option

in the matter. A few days more, and the re-

treat became a disorderly rout—emperor, kings,

marshals, and men glad to seize the first road

that led them from their remorseless enemies.
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On the 2\rd, at half-past one in the morning,

a hollow boom had startled their ears, even those

who were expecting it. The capitaine Ottone, of

the Naval Artillery, had fired his train. Mortier's

orders were executed, and the Kremlin had been

partially blown up by 180,000 lbs. of gunpowder,

Mortier rejoining, to the surprise of all, at Vereia

with 8.000 men, mostly dismounted cavalry.

At Vereia there was another brush with

Pbtoff, and his son, mounted on a magnificent

At Mojaisk the sky lost its intense blue, and

the landscape became gloomy, the cold wind

sobbing and wailing down the avenues of melan-

choly pines, and the men drawing closer to each

other as they marched.

The columns debouched on to the field of

Borodino, and sad memories were aroused it

every step
;

for, although thousands of bodies

had been burned by the Russians, the plain, the

heights, and especially the redoubts were littered

white Ukraine horse, was killed by a Polish

trooper.

On a hill covered with sombre fir trees the

Cossacks buried the dead boy. riding slowly

round him with lances lowered, uttering wild

cries of grief, and then filing silently away with

vengeance in their hearts.

Every village at which the French halted was

burned on their departure, each succeeding corps

helping to complete the devastation, so that the

route was marked by ruined homes, huge dogs

from each hamlet following the army until they

increased to enormous packs, living on the dcaa

who lined the road, and adding a new terror to

the retreating invaders.

with broken weapons and innumerable accoutre-

ments, the hands and feet of the hastily buned

slain protruding from the sandy soil in a2

directions.

One ghastly incident, vouched for by the gnat

majority of writers, occurred as the head of the

army traversed the field. Cries were heard, and

a mutilated spectre crawled towards the startkd

soldiers. It was a Frenchman, whose legs h*i

been broken during the battle more than «w»

weeks before, and who, unaided, had lived 00

the putrid flesh around him, sleeping in the

stinking carcase of a disembowelled horse.

Taking him tenderly up, the army hurried on

The skeletons they were leaving behind grinned
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silently as the straggling band passed by. A little

iirther on, the wounded at the abbey of Klotskoi

held out their hands beseechingly, and an order

m issued thai every vehicle should carry at

lost one of them, the weakest being left to the

.caier mercies of the Russians.

'v-cry now and again a dull explosion came
ho the line of march as caisson after caisson

re blown up when the horses became too weak

prisoners had chosen that method of ridding them-

selves of the weakly ones who lagged behind.

A stringent order went forth, and the murders

ceased ; but every night the miserable captives

were herded together like cattle, without fire,

on the bare ground, a meagre ration of raw

horseflesh served out to them, and when that

failed the frantic wretches turned cannibals and
devoured each other.

SMOLENSK, FROM THE UANKS OF THE DNIEPER, IN |8|2.

(Frem « CtHttmftrmrf Print.)

to drag them ; and a few miles on the road to

Gjau a terrible outcry arose as wounded men
*cre found lying cm the ground, having been
thrown out of the sutler's carts in order that

ihe vile wretches might save their plunder—one
•offerer, a general, living just long enough to

kfl the tale.

A» evening drew down and Napoleon ap-

proached Gjatz a Iresh horror awaited him ; for

Kiouan dead, still warm, and with their brains

fettered out in a peculiar manner, were met with
a every few yards. The esrort of Poles, Portu-

f^oe, and Spaniards told off to guard the

21

The 4th Corps, under Eugene, meanwhile
followed the Imperial column, and Davout
commanded the rear-guard, five days' march
behind.

Intense cold had now set in, and the land was
icebound

; violent winds fluttered the ragged

uniforms, the fifteen days' rations brought
from Moscow were exhausted, and the depth of

misery seemed to have been reached. Yet all

this was as nothing to the sufferings in store.

Napoleon waited thirty-six hours at Wiazma
for the rear-guard to come up, and seeing no

sign of it, left Nev there to relieve it, and
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marched for Dorogobouje on the ist November;
while Eugene and Davout, arriving at Wiazma
on the 3rd, found Ney hotly engaged with

Miloradowitch, the Russian Murat, who opposed

further advance.

A battle ensued, lasting many hours. Great

heroism was displayed, especially by the 25th,

57th, and 85th Regiments, and at length Eugene
got away through the town ; Davout, in his

turn, retiring step by step before ro.ooo men
and the crashing fire of twenty-four guns, was

met by another force in the winding streets,

and only extricated himself after tremendous

loss, the bulk of the Russians under old Kutusoff

remaining motionless within earshot, in spite of

all the efforts of Sir Robert Wilson to induce

him to attack.

During the fourteen days since the Grande
Armee left Moscow it had lost 43,000 men,

reducing its numbers to 60.000 ; and its con-

dition may be understood from the fact that

the day after Wiazma a little flour, carefully

measured out in a spoon, formed the only food

of the officers of the 4th Corps.

The dogs howled round the tail of the strag-

gling columns, croaking ravens followed in black

flocks. When a horse fell the hungry soldiers

rushed upon it and tore it to pieces before life

was extinct ; and on the 6th November the sun

disappeared, a grey fog enveloped the troops,

the wind dashed them one against the other

as they stumbled mechanically along, and IT

BEGAN TO snow !

Whirled on the storm wind, the flakes shut

out the country on either hand. No sooner had
a waggon—a gun carriage a decimated regi-

ment gone by than it was instantly lost to sight.

The road vanished, the hollows were filled up
;

one could pass within twenty yards of a log hut

and not see it. Everything became white—

a

pitiless, monotonous, dead level of snow, and
strong men sobbed struggling onward—as they

hoped—towards that Belh France that not a

third of their number were destined to reach

again.

Napoleon was on the heights above Mike-
lewska when the snow began, and news of the

most serious import reached him at the same
moment, Count Daru arriving with the account

of General Mallet's attempted conspiracy in

Paris.

Surrounded by a circle of his Chasseurs, shiver-

ing in their scarlet pelisses, the Emperor listened

to the startling narrative, the storm howling

round him as he bent over the neck of his

horse ; and even when he retired into a po*t

house to digest the alarming intelligence his. iu;>

of bitterness was not full, for Colonel Dalbipu.

came from the rear-guard, which Ney had take:,

over, with a terrible report of the disorder tha:

the marshal had discovered at Dorogobouje.

" I do not ask you for these details, colonel,

said Napoleon ; but some waggons arriving hvm

Smolensk laden with provisions, he waved Bet

stares, who wished to keep them for the Guard,

aside, and sent them on to Ney, saying, "Th "*

who fight shall eat before the rest," beggi^;

him, if possible, to check the foe, and allow the

main body some time to reorganise at Smolerak

The bulk of the Russian spoil, including rise

great Cross of Ivan, had been sunk in the

of Semlewo, and cannon were abandoned £

every mile. Generals and staff officers marched

in bands, without men, without thought of a n

thing but their own preservation. Twelve t

sixteen horses were required to draw a sin^

gun up the slightest hill, slippery as glass, mi
with the thermometer registering twenty<u;iV

and thirty degrees of frost, 10,000 wretched

animals died in a single night— the ternl^

night of sixteen hours of darkness. In ym.

Italian villages they still speak with horror

" the night of the fifteen hundred frozen "-

that being the number of Italians that died '

one occasion between sunset and sunrise.

Even the Russian Miloradowitch suffer^

from a frozen eye, and men who sat to res: 1

moment on the snow fell back in a stupor,

a little blood gushed from mouth and nose, and

their earthly woes were over.

Horrible the fate of those who straggled frum

the track and fell in with the villagers. Sir

Robert Wilson at one place saw sixty naked

Frenchmen laid in a row, their necks on a felled

tree, while men and women hopped round ther:

singing in wild chorus, and battering out the:'

brains in succession with faggot sticks.

At Wiazma fifty were burned alive : at Selx

the same number, still breathing, were burn 1.

the dog belonging to one of them returnim:

daily to the graveside for a fortnight before the

peasants slew it.

Yet amid all this misery, his men wearing bed

quilts, pieces of carpet, women's clothes horn the

baggage waggons which they began to pilla^

on the 7th November, and existing too often

the bodies of their comrades roasted by die

flames of a burning log hut, Marshal Ney.

styled " the bravest of the brave,"' set his face to

the foe, and fought for ten days and nigha
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against Cossacks— artillery, horse, foot, and

(iragoons—and, worst of all, the terrible General

Ihrijov, as the Russians called the frost. Hold-

ing each wood, contesting every hill, knowing

tint he was virtually sacrificed to save the

vntk of the army, his men deserting, despair-

:..{, dying, he fought on foot to give them
outage, his face livid with the cold, and almost

.-recognisable from the long red beard he had

. »ed to grow.

Some idea of the stubborn character of those

ild Cossacks may be formed from one little

nadcat One of them came into the Russian

amp, having ridden twenty miles after being hit

by a cannon shot. His arm was taken out at

the shoulder -joint by the famous Doctor Wiley,

*ho afterwards amputated Moreau's legs at

Dresden, During the operation, which lasted

Mir minutes, the man never spoke, the next

morning walked about his room, and drank
tei. and, getting into a cart which jolted him
' irteen mile- <>\ir a Russian road, was after-

wards heard of, many hundreds of miles on his

journey homeward to the Don, doing well !

Small wonder, then, that the hoarse hourra

'-ruck terror into the fugitives, and that half a

i <icr\ of the barbarians would send a battalion

f bleeding conscripts flying for their lives down
tf* glittering aisles of drooping birches, whose
fun-like branches glistened with magic beauty
is the wintry sunshine.

Eugene was attacked as his corps crossed the

^ p with five or six thousand soldiers under
anus, double that number of stragglers and
'- irnled, and more than a hundred guns. The
l -J became blocked, the current was very rapid,

ad the river only partially frozen. A shameful

pillage of the waggons took place, gold, silver,

»nd costly plunder being scattered in the mud ;

-id it was not until a brave Italian colonel named
frclfanti crossed up to his waist in the floating

that the others took heart and followed him.

Colonel Labaume tells us that he picked up a
rn*gninccnt cup of splendid workmanship, drank
*"me muddy water out of it, and flung it aside
v

' h indifference ; but others, thinking only of

C-un. exchanged silver money for gold at a great

"crificc, secretly laughing at their comrades,
»ho soon sank under the weight, while they
^aped with the lesser bulk.

()nc officer, apparently lifeless, felt a man
pulling off his boots, and exclaimed, "Ah, rascal,

I have still need of them. I am not quite dead."'

"Eh hen, mon general" said the soldier,

«*% Jilting down beside him, " / can watt:'

Napoleon rested five days at Smolensk ; but so

neglected had been his orders that no meat was

found there—only rye flour, rice, and brandy

—

and the army fought desperately at the doors of

the magazines, killing many men, raging at the

Guard, whom they accused, with great reason,

of being unduly favoured, and breaking out into

excesses of every kind.

On the 14th November, at four o'clock in the

morning, the main column left for Krasnoe.

leaving little or nothing behind them for

Eugene, Davout, and the valiant Ney, who had

instructions to evacuate the city with a day's

interval between each corps, Ney to blow up

the place when he took his departure.

Out of 37,000 dashing cavalry who had

crossed the Niemen only eight hundred remained

mounted at Smolensk, the 20th Chasseurs being

credited with a hundred ; and this remnant was

collected under Latour-Maubourg, a brave and

very popular officer, who, on losing a leg at

Dresden the following year, said to his weeping

servant, " Mon ami, why do you grieve? In

future there's only one boot to clean."

The army was now 42,000 strong, having

lost 18.000 in the previous eight days ; but it

was estimated that 60.000 unarmed stragglers

still impeded the march. Before leaving Smo-
lensk, however, a reinforcement brought the force

up to 47.000. to meet four Russian armies, one

of them with 90,000, under Kutusoff, another

commanded by Miloradowitch with 20,000 men.

The artillery of the Guard took twenty-two

hours to do the first five leagues out of Smo-
lensk. One company of sturdy Wurtembergers

mustered Jour men, and when Eugene reached

the abandoned city in a furious gale his men
had to mount the slippery hill literally on their

knees.

Beyond Korythnia Miloradowitch opened on

the Imperial column, and Napoleon rode in the

centre of the Grenadiers of the Old Guard. He
seemed to bear a charmed life, for three times a

certain Captain Finkein had penetrated Moscow
to kill him. and he was often under fire during

the retreat. This time, however, he had to pass

a hill bristling with cannon, and the band struck

up a then well-known air, " Where can one be

happier than in the bosom of his family ?
"

M Stop," cried Napoleon, fearful of the memories

it might raise in the minds of the men. "Rather
play, ' Let us watch over the safety of the

Empire. And to that air they marched past

the batteries, soon leaving the danger behind

them.
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When the column had gone, Miloradowitch

descended from the hills, drew across the road,

and cut off the rear corps, who had to fight their

way through with terrible loss.

Eugene tried to force a passage, but failed
;

and leaving his fires burning—and what miser-

able fires they were !— turned the flank of the

Russians, and got by in the night.

At the critical moment the moon shone out,

and the wretched band was challenged.
M Hist, fool," whispered a Polish officer named

Klisby in Russian. " Do you not see that we
belong to Suvarow, bound on a secret mission ?

"

And so. without interruption save from the

Cossacks, the Viceroy joined his stepfather at

Krasnoe. where Napoleon made a retrograde

march to succour Davout, who came in, his

baggage gone, his marshal's baton taken, his

men reduced to a few platoons, and with no
news of Nev, who was reluctantly left to his fate,

the army moving on Orcha, Mortier and the

wreck of the Young Guard retiring slowly in the

rear, after holding Krasnoe as long as possible,

I>aborde saying to the troops. "The marshal

orders the ordinary time—do you hear ?—the

ordinary time, soldiers." although under a heavy

fire of balls and grape shot.

At Orcha Napoleon destroyed his papers. At

Lubna the twenty-one staff officers of the 4th

Corps crouched round a miserable fire in a

cart-shed, with their horses behind them. At

Krasnoe the brave Delfanti limped along on the

arm of Villeblanche. A round shot struck him

between the shoulder blades, carried off Yille-

blanche's head, and they fell dead on the snow.

Wherever one turned it was horror upon horror.

Delicate women and little children lav by the

roadside. The Cossacks stripped everyone they

found.

Wilson has some dreadful details in his inte-

resting diary. At one place a number of nakd

men sat round a burning hut, their backs quite

frozen, when, turning to warm them, the tire

caught the congealed flesh and roasted it in

his presence.

Again, he saw four wretches huddled together

hands and limbs immovable, but minds yet vigor-

ous, with two dogs snarling and tearing at tbr.'

frozen feet ; while nearly all the dead he an*

across seemed to have been '' writhing

some agony at tlx n

merit their heart's Mood

congealed."

Woe to the nun who

lost his bivouac,- and

strayed to another fire

He was driven away with

blows and curses firon

one after another unti!

lie sank and died. If any

one fell on the inarch

and implored a hetpinc

hand, the passers-by shook

their heads and passo'

on, although many were

still laden with plunder

An awful thing occurred

as Ney left Smolensk,

showing the depths to

which human nature can

sink, a female sutler being seen to throw her

little five-year-old boy off her heavily-laden

sledge and leave him. Twice the marshal haJ

him placed in her arms, and twice she flung the

child from her, saying, " He had never seen

France, and would never regret it, while she wa-

resolved to see it again." The soldiers could

stand it no longer. They carried the boy safelv

through the rest of the march, and left the

unnatural woman to perish in the snow !

Ney's retreat with the rear-guard was one of

the great events in French history, and his

never been exceeded by any general for courage,

determination, and self-reliance.

With barely 6,000 men, twelve guns, and

300 crawling skeletons—which it is a mocken

to call horses— and burdened with 7,&°

stragglers, whose wants and selfishness added

greatly to the difficulties, he followed the trace

of the Grande Armic, easily recognisable tj
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the burnt-out bivouacs with their circles of

dead—the white mounds that indicated where

1 cuirassier, a dragoon, a barefooted voltigeur,

'lept his last sleep, and the patches of trampled,

blood-stained snow strewn with helmets and
ciicpses, over which the dogs wrangled and the

twenty-six days without attempting to break

his parole.

Ncv boldly attacked the eighty thousand men,

heading his feeble band in person. They broke

the first line, and were rushing on the second

when the guns began again, sweeping the

'THE ENGINEER SET FIRE TO THEIR SOLE MEANS OF ESCAPE " {/. 3J7).

ravens croaked in the dul! light that showed
•t battle-gmund.

Beyond the plain of Katova, where, three
r>'tiths before, they had driven Newcrowskoi
'iirough the cornfields, they were summoned by
an officer in the name of Kutusoff ; but while
he mat -peaking forty guns opened on the
French, ami Ney exclaimed, " A marshal never
surrenders - you are my prisoner," the as-

m-hed Ku>-ian marching with them for.

columns and killing some women in the

waggons.

The French fell back in confusion, but Ney
rallied them again, replying with his six remain-

ing guns, and showing his teeth with the two

thousand ragged wretches who kept their ranks.

It Kutusoff had sent a single corps against them,

not a man would have survived to tell the tale.

As it was, when night fell Ney turned his back

on them, and retreated towards Smolensk.
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After an hour's dreary march they halted,

Ncy, as usual, in the rear ; and breaking the ice

on a streamlet to find which way the current

ran, followed its course through the silent forests

until they reached the Dnieper.

Guided by a lame peasant, they found a spot

where the ice would bear them, although a thaw

was setting in
;

and, after lighting fires to

deceive the hovering Cossacks, the intrepid

marshal rolled himself in his cloak and slept

on the river bank for three hours.

At midnight they began to cross, the ice

parting and letting many of them in as they

crept in single file. An attempt was made to

get the wounded over in the waggons, but the

treacherous blocks gave way, and they were

drowned with heartrending screams, Ney him-

self rescuing one survivor, an officer named
Brigueville.

Using the cowardly stragglers as a shield, by

placing them between his men and the foe,

he pursued his way, taking advantage of the

woods, surrounded by 6,000 Cossacks, and re-

peatedly played upon by cannon
; lying in the

forests by day, and marching when darkness

had set in, until, with 1,500 men underarms,

most of the stragglers slain or taken, and all bis

guns and baggage gone, he rejoined the wreck

of the army at Orcha on the 20th November,
Napoleon well saying before his arrival, " I

have two hundred millions (francs) in the cellars

of the Tuileries, and 1 would have given them
all to save Marshal Ney."

Oudinot and Victor also joined the wreck

about this time, bringing up the total number
to 30,000 or thereabouts, the Emperor's column

mustering only swat thousand men and forty

thousand stragglers, mingled with the enormous

baggage train of the 2nd and oth Corps that

had escaped much of the previous disaster ; and

closely pressed on each flank by the immense
armies of Kutusoff and Witgenstein, the doomed
men prepared to cross the Berezina in the face

of Admiral Tchitchakof, who lined the opposite

bank.

Latour-Maubourg had only 150 horsemen left,

and Napoleon formed 500 mounted cavalry

officers into what he called his Sacred Squadron,

Grouchy and Sebastiani commanding it, and

generals of division serving in it as captains ;

but in a few days this last romantic idea had

crumbled away.

Corbineau, with the remains of the 8lh

Lancers and 20th Chasseurs, saw a peasant

riding a wet horse, and compelled him to show

them the ford opposite to Studzianka ; and

while the French made all the parade they

could lower down the river to attract Tchitcha-

kof 's attention, the brave engineer Eble arrived

at Studzianka in the dark winter evening of the

25th November with two field forges, six chests

of tools, some clamps made from waggon tyres,

and a few companies of pontoniers, and began

to make a bridge, the water rising, the ice float-

ing in blocks, and the men working up to their

necks without even a draught of brandy to

protect them from the cold.

As the grey dawn broke, the first pile was

driven ; eight hours' work was required before

the bridge would be practicable, and the haggard

fugitives waited with agonised hearts for the

cannonade that would destroy their last hope ;

but to the astonishment of all, the admiral

was seen in full retreat on the farther bank,

disappearing into the woods with all his guns.

A caricature exists, showing Kutusoff and

Witgenstein tying Napoleon up in a sack,

while Tchitchakof is cutting a hole in the

bottom of it ; clearly indicating the Russian

view of that individual's conduct.

Napoleon wished to question a prisoner, and

two officers swam their horses across, through

the ice, Jacqueminot, Oudinot's aide-de-camp,

seizing a Russian, holding him on his saddle-

bow, and swimming buck with him.

When an old man he mounted to the top of

Strasbourg Cathedral, and hung fearlessly from

an arm of the cross with hundreds of feet of

space beneath him : it was natures like his alone

that survived the retreat.

Chef d'escadron Sotird, with fifty men of the

7th Chasseurs, carried some infantry over behind

them, and two rafts conveyed four hundred

more across to defend the bridge head. A

second bridge for artillery and baggage was

finished at four o'clock ; it broke twice during

the night, and again the following evening :
all

was confusion and disorder. The Russians were

expected any moment on the heights that com-

manded the low-lying snow-covered shore, yet

the stragglers waited fatuously until the morning

of the 27th, and then all attempted to cross

at the same time.

When the remnant of the Guard was seen

clearing a way for the Emperor, there was a

rush ; the bridges were blocked—men, women,

and children were crushed to death and many

drowned. Yet that night—the panic over-

thousands returned to the bivouacs uf Studzi-

anka, and the bridges were deserted again.
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Victor, with 6,000 men, kept Witgenstein in

check ;
Tchitchakof, a martyr to the cold, who

had by that time warmed his toes thoroughly,

returned to the opposite shore and began

firing, and another terrible rush was made for

the trail structures on the 28th, while Ney,

across the river, was repulsing the admiral, and
Victor fought all day long to give the wretches

time.

The waggons and carriages were more than

iould have crossed in six days, said Eble—who
died soon after from exposure. Ney wished

them burned, but Berliner, who was little better

than a writer of reports and a species of machine

actuated by Napoleon himself, opposed it on his

own responsibility, and caused the death of a

multitude of sufferers in consequence ; for when
the shot and shell began to fall in the river and

plinter the ice, the drivers charged down on
the bridges, tearing their way remorselessly

through the living obstacle.

Sword in hand, single horsemen cut a passage

! r themselves
;
women, waistdeep in the water

-Ii ng>ide, were frozen with their arms raised to

preserve their children, who were too often left

i"freeze there by the passers-by.

The Countess Alesio— a young Italian bride

•t eighteen, who had accompanied her husband
•a that ghastly wedding-trip—survived all these

horrors, and /ti es, as I write these lines, full of

urriblc memories of the retreat.

Sdfishness and heroism went hand in hand.

An artilleryman jumped from the bridge to save

3 mother and her two little ones, succeeding in

re-cuing one boy ; others pushed their comrades

•ffto find room for themselves. And even when
the early night settled down, the Russians knew
"here to point their guns by the screams and
imses that rang over the waste amid a fearful

snowstorm.

When the 4th Corps reached the other side,

[heir only fire was a miserable blaze lighted for

Kugine, of wood begged from some Bavarians,

and his officers ran about all night to keep
« arm.

The artillery bridge had long since broken
down—hundreds being engulfed - and only one
remained, leading into a marsh choked with

arriages. guns, waggons, wounded, dead and
tying; across which, at nine o'clock, Victor's

Mattered battalions had to force their way over
*ith their bayonets.

(hie instance of remarkable coolness is re-

v-Tded of an artillery officer named Brechtel,

whose wooden leg was smashed by a cannon

ball. " Look for another leg in waggon No. 5,"

he said to a gunner ; and when it was brought,

he screwed it on, and calmly continued his

firing.

Ney's pay-waggons were crossing at the same

time under the care of Nicolas Savin, a hussar

who had been at Toulon in 1 703, in Egypt

with Bonaparte, at Austerlitz, Iena. and in the

Peninsula ; but through a breakage of the

bridge he and his gold were taken by Platoff's

Cossacks, and marvellous to relate, the veteran

died in Russia, during the winter of 1894, at the

extraordinary age of 127.

In vain Eble urged the fugitives to fly—many
still lingering on, until at half-past eight on

the morning of the 20th, the engineer set fire to

their sole means of escape on the approach of

the enemy.

Heartrending was the scene
;
language fails

to describe it, though many men of many nations

have poured forth all their eloquence upon the

theme.

Snow, flames, round shot and shells ; the half-

frozen river, the army already passed on its way
;

France, friends, home, everything gone. A father

on one bank, a mother on the other, never to

meet again in this world
;
brothers, children, old

men and young girls, the bridges blazing, and

the hoarse " Hotirra !
" of the Cossacks as they

tore down the bank among the forsaken crowd

like vultures on a carcass.

A little while and the frozen land was still

again ; the wolves came out of the woods to

sniff at the ghastly heaps; the white dogs, no

longer lean and famished, wrangled with each

other for the choicer morsels, finding the mother

and the babe more to their liking, and leaving

the war-worn veteran to the carrion crows.

When spring thawed the ice. thirty thousand

bodies were found and burned on the banks of

the Berezina ; and happy they whose troubles

had ended there. For the weather grew colder,

the storms were more frequent, hundreds of

miles had yet to be traversed ; the Old Guard
had lost from cold and missing a third of its

diminished numbers, the Young Guard halt', and

the army was reduced to a wandering mob of

nine thousand, twenty-one thou-and having

fallen in three days and four action*.

Over the marshes in the keen north wind

they hurried, Ney still commanding the rear-

guard ; on the 30th. Oudinot. badly wounded,

defended himself in a wooden house with seven-

teen nu n for several hours, and drove the Russians

out of the village.
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The sun shone out to mock them ; there was

hard fighting almost every day ; and at length,

when the main body reached Smorgoni, the

Emperor resolved to put in practice an in-

tention he had formed some time before of

hurrying secretly to Paris to forestall the real

truth of his disasters.

He has been unjustly accused of deserting his

men when they were at their last gasp ; but in

reality no blame attaches to him, as his presence

in France was absolutely necessary, and had he

On the 1 8th the Emperor arrived in Paril

The day after his departure the cold increased

to a frightful degree ; men lost their reason, and

sprang into the burning huts. At Wilna, where

there were great stores of food, they pillaged

without check ; and even the Old Guard pahi

no heed to the generate. All Napoleon's linen

and his state tent were burned there, and the

few remaining trophies, drawings being nude

of them before their destruction by his orders

The Jews committed nameless cruelties on

"IN A TOWERINO TASSION THE MARSHAL DRKW HIS SWORD " [p 329).

remained with the army he could have done

nothing to restore it, for things had gone too

far. To what extent he had contributed to

those disasters is, of course, another matter.

After revising his 2Qth Bulletin, and appoint-

ing Murat to the chief command, he got into

his carriage with Caulaincourt (brother of

Auguste), Kustan the Mameluke, and Captain

Wukasowitch sitting on the box, Duroc and

Lobau following in a sledge, and escorted by

some Polish lancers, drove off in the dark on

the night of the 5th December.

Later on he exchanged the carriage for

another sledge, the peasant driver of which died

in Bavaria as recently as 1887, preserving to the

last some of the coins Napoleon had given him.

the French wounded, and although Duruttt'-

division increased the army by 13,000, the

died by hundreds, immense numbers having

been frozen and suffocated at the gate of the

city in their mad attempt to get in.

The day after their arrival the Russians were

on them again. De Wrede's Bavarians *cn

routed, Murat lost his head and bolted, and

everything devolved on the heroic Key.

volunteered again for rear-guard duty, keep"1*

Kutusoff at bay while the army retreated on ih<

road to Kowno.'the last Russian town before

they could reach the Niemen, 4,000 men alow

preserving an orderly demeanour under irmi

At the hill of Ponari the Cossacks fell foul <

them, and, while under tire, Napoleon''* p' :
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treasure was portioned out equally among such

".' the Guard as remained, every man who
;unived afterwards accounting for his share to

the last coin.

The final scene may be summed up by a brief

urration of the fabulous gallantry of Marshal

%
I had been his invariable custom to halt and

fat from five in the evening until ten, and then

•'vitne the march ; but at Eve, near Kowno, he

f\i up to find his fourth rear-guard gone,

their arms still piled, and glistening in the frosty

sight.

When he overtook them they were in dis-

order, and could not be rallied, Ney entering the

:o«rn attended only by his aides, but instantly

siting to work to form a fifth guard.

He found 2,000 drunken men dead on the
•~ and the fugitives gone on to the river

;

but with 300 German Artillery and 400 others,

under General Marchand, he set about to defend

Knwno.

The last remnant, having crossed the Niemen,
*<rre flying through the Pilwisky forest, from

•hkh they had issued five months before in very

Afferent plight, only 13,000 in reality mustering

^hmd that river. Kowno was attacked on the
™ 'ming of the 14th December, and hastening to

t' c Wilna Gate, Ney found the German artillery

tal -piked their guns and fled.

Is a towering passion the marshal drew his

word and rushed at the officer in command,
*ho still remained there, and, but for his aidc-

ic camp averting the blow, would have slain

^ m. The officer escaped, and Ney summoned
'ne of his two weak battalions, also German, and
ifter a spirited address, formed them behind the

;:"w-capped palisade as the enemy approached,

fate was against him.

A ball broke the colonel's thigh, and he blew
' ut his brains before his men, who instantly

threw down their guns and fled, leaving Ney
dote.

<iathering all the muskets he could reach, the

^shal fired them through the palisade

—

one

Tan against thousands—until others came to his

odp; the town was attacked on the opposite

side at the same time, and though he maintained

his post with thirty ragged scarecrows until

dark, he had to retreat step by step, through

the town and across the Niemen, the last man,

after forty days' and nights' incessant fighting

with the rear-guard, to leave the Russian

shore.
• • • • •

In Gumbinnen, Mathieu Dumas was sitting

down to breakfast, when a man in a brown coat

entered, his beard long, his face blackened and

looking as though it had been burnt, his eyes

red and glaring.

" At length I am here," he exclaimed. 11 Don't

you know me?" "No," said the general.

"Who are you?" "I am the Rear-Guard of

the Grande Armec; I have fired the last musket-

shot on the bridge of Kowno ; I have thrown

the last of our arms into the Niemen, and come
hither through the woods. I am Marshal Ney."

• • • • c

Macdonald, in the North, was reduced by

hardship and the defection of the Prussians
;

Schwartzenberg, in the South, had been obliged

to retire, and the magnificent army of the

Centre, led by masters in the art of war, under

the Emperor himself, we have seen dwindled

down to 13,000 in less than six months. It was

not altogether the Russians, it was not entirely

the frost, although both contributed to its

destruction : when all laws, physical and moral,

are transgressed, when flesh and blood are tried

beyond the limits of possible endurance, and

wild ambition takes the place of common -sense,

something will give, and disaster is certain iu

the long run.

By one of the most careful of contemporary

computations it is concluded that 552,000

unfortunate creatures who had marched under

the eagles of Napoleon never returned from that

campaign, and the medal struck by Alexander to

commemorate it, sums up the whole case in a

sentence of singular piety.

On one side, in a triangle surrounded by rays,

is the Eye of Providence, with the date beneath

it ; on the other, the inscription : "Not unto us;

not unto me; but unto Thy Name"
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V I T the end of 1S78 there stood upon a

1 rocky terrace on the Natal side of the

1 -A. Buffalo River two stone buildings

with thatched roofs, which had formed

a Swedish mission station, one of them
having been used as a church and the other

having been the dwelling of the missionary.

These two humble edifices were destined to be,

on the 22nd January, 1870, the scene of the

most brilliant feat of arms performed during

the whole Zulu War—a defence by a small deter-

mined force against the attack of vastly superior

numbers, an exploit whose lustre, relieving a

period of disaster, maintained the prestige of

British arms, and whose success, there can be

little doubt, secured Natal from invasion when
failure would have laid the colony open to the

advance of a savage enemy. vSo perfect was the

conduct of the officers and men concerned in

the episode, and so well conceived and executed

were the measures adopted, that even foreign

military books quote the exploit as an example

of the value of improvised fortifications when
they are held by brave men.

When war was declared by Sir Bartle Frere,

the High Commissioner lor South Africa, against

Cetewayo, the Zulu king, the conduct of opera-

tions was placed in the hands of Lieutenant-

General Lord Chelmsford, K.C.B., as Commander-
in-Chief. It was determined to invade Zululand,

and all the forces available for this purpose were

moved to the frontier. They were divided into

five columns, of which three were to advance

into the enemy's country from different points,

with the intention of finally concentrating at

Ulundi, the Zulu capital, while the other two

were in the first instance to guard the Iron tier

against possible Zulu raids. The third column,

under the command of Colonel Glyn, C.B., the

centre of the three columns of invasion, was to

assemble near Korke's Drift and cross the Buffalo

River at that spot, within a mile of the old

Swedish mission station.

The river at Rorke's Drift was, like mot

African streams, an impassable torrent after rain,

but the flood quickly ran off, and a passage

could then be effected by the " drift," or ford.

There had also been established two pouts, cr

big, flat-bottomed ferry-boats, each of irhkll

could transport an African wagon or a company

of infantry.

Colonel Glyn's column crossed the river f-n

the nth January, 187Q, and from that tirr.c un-

engaged in operations in Zululand. Its line

communications with Pietermaritzburp, the chit!

city of Natal, was through Rorke's Drift to

Helpmakaar, and thence by Ladysmith ami K>t-

court, or by the shorter, though more difficult,

route through Greytown. Rorke's Drift, as the

actual starting-point of invasion, was formed in!"

a depot of stores and a hospital. The deserted

mission-station buildings were utilised for this

purpose, the old church being converted into a

storehouse and the missionary's dwelling forming

the hospital. As a garrison for this important

post and to secure the passage across the river.

Colonel Glyn left B Company of the second bat

talion of the 24th Regiment, under commarJ

of Lieutenant Gonville Bromhead. With him

were also Major Spalding, who was in general

charge of the line of communications, Lieutenan.

Chard, Royal Engineers, Surgeon Reynolds, Arn

Medical Department, and other officers. Th

>

garrison was encamped near the store ar.J

hospital.

For some days after the departure ol the third

column, which was also accompanied by L»rd

Chelmsford and the Headquarter Staff Ik

quiet routine of duty was pursued. Letter*

were passed to and from the front, necess.rv

stores and supplies were sent on, and the nie
n

wounded in the first engagements were received
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into the hospital. Among these last was one of

hi enemy, who had been shot through the

hv;h at Sirayo's kraal, and who was treated and

surged with the same care and attention as the

Esflishmen against whom he had fought. On
icoth January, however, a large portion of the

<acJ column, under Colonel Durnford, Royal

Eapneers, arrived at Rorke's Drift and encamped.

Ticirstay was brief, for they were summoned to

!>c ratal camp of Insandhlwana on the morning
' :iit ::nd. Colonel Durnford leaving a company

"f the Natal Native Contingent, under Captain

Vrphenson, to strengthen the little post. It

. ime evident from various circumstances that

C i.>nc! Glyn's column was encountering a

•:r.nger resistance than had been anticipated,

uvl that, as the enemy were in force within

i fc« miles, they might make a rapid descent

upon the weakly-guarded line of communiea-
Qt'Oi. It was known that two companies of the

fast battalion of the 24th were at Helpmakaar,

tra miles distant, and Major Spalding resolved to

j there at once in order to bring them up ftt 9

"tinforcemetU to Lieutenant Bromhead's force.

In his absence, Lieutenant Chard became senior

•• r at Rorke's Drift, and responsible for its

>c- being.

Although on the zzxul January there was thus

» feeling of uneasiness at the river post, nothing

*! occurred till some hours after mid-day to

bvc any special alarm to its garrison. We may
Itieve that a general plan of action had been
>' ukred if an attack should be made upon it,

k: in the meantime all the officers and men
tre engaged in their usual employments.

Lieutenant Chard was at the ponts, and Lieu-

kfunt Brornhead was in his little camp hard by

: -t..rc and hospital. Shortly after 3 p.m. two
-anted men were seen galloping at headlong

• 1 toward? the ferry from Zululand. There
: fittle difficulty in recognising messengers of

ifcifrter, the men who ride with the avenger of

4 dose on their horses' track, ami Chard, as

"•< nut them, knew that something terrible had
tafpened. His worst anticipations were more
t!un realised when the two fugitives)—Lieutenant
'• itnjiirfr, of the Native Contingent, and a Natal

luntcer—told their story : the camp at

kvmdhlwana had been attacked and taken by
enemy, of whom a large force was now

• "King on Rorke's Drift. The Natal volunteer

'•-I on to give the ahum at Helpmakaar;
1 "He man was enough for this service,

"d Adetulorff—gallant fellow '.—said that he
»*uld remain at Rorke's Drift, where every

additional European would be a valuable rein-

forcement, and cast in his lot with its defenders.

Chard at once gave orders to the guard at the

ponts to strike their tents, put all stores on the

spot into the wagon, and withdraw to the main
body of the post. Now occurred the first incident

which testified to the spirit which animated the

small force on the banks of the Buffalo. The
ferryman—Daniells—and Sergeant Milne, of the

3rd Buffs (who was doing duty with the 24th),

proposed that they should be allowed to moor
the two ponts in the middle of the river, and

offered, with the ferry-guard of six men, to

defend them against attack—a brave thought,

indeed, but it was put aside. Chard was too

good a soldier to divide his few men in any
way. He saw at once that the commissariat

stores and hospital would require every avail-

able rifle for their defence, and that the safety

of every other place was comparatively a very-

minor consideration.

While he was giving his orders an urgent

message came from Brornhead asking him to

join him at once. To Brornhead also had come
several mounted men fleeing from Insandhlwana,

bearing the same dread intelligence which

Adendorff had brought to the ferry, and the

trained officer of engineers was required to

concert and decide upon measures of defence.

But when the engineer joined the infantry

subaltern he found that the latter, aided by

Assistant-Commissary Dunne, had already begun

the necessary work, and that there was nothing

to change, if much was still left to complete.

The three officers held a hurried consultation,

and prompt use was made of all ordinary

expedients of war, while materials never before

employed in fortification were pressed into

service. The store and hospital were loop-

holed and barricaded, the windows and doors

blocked with mattresses ; but it was necessary

to connect the defence of the two buildings

by a parapet. There were no stones at hand
with which to build a wall, and if there had

been, there was no time to make use of them ;

the hard rockv soil could not be dug and

formed into ditch and breastwork : but there

was a great store of bags of mealies or

the grain of Indian corn, which had Ken
collected as horse provender for the* army.

Assistant-Commissary Dunne suggested that

these should be used in the fashion of sand-

bags for the construction of the required parapet.

Everybody laboured with the energy of men
who know that their safety depends on their
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exertions. Chard and Bromhead, Surgeon Rey-

nolds and Dunne not merely directed, but

engaged most energetically in the work of

LIEUTENANT CHARD.

</>**(•*, /. HauHtf. r/ymtmtk.)

preparation. When the alarm was first given it

was intended to remove the worst cases from the

hospital to a place of safety, and two wagons

were prepared for the purpose ; but it was found

that the attempt to move the patients at the

slow pace of ox-teams when the Zulus were so

close at hand would only result in offering them

as easy victims to the murderous assegai. The
two wagons were therefore used as part of the

defences, and mealie bags were piled underneath

and upon them, so that each formed a strong

post of vantage.

The ferry-guard had joined the rest of the

force at 3.30 p.m., and a few minutes later an

officer of Durnford's Natal Native Horse, with

a hundred of his men who had been heavily

engaged at Insandhlvvana, rode up and asked for

orders. Chard directed him to watch for the

approach of the enemy, sending out vedettes,

and when he was pressed, to fall back and assist

in the defence of the post. So far it seemed

certain that when the threatened Zulu attack

developed itself against the Rorke's Drift fortifi-

cations they would be found, though hurriedly

devised and executed, to be adequately defended

by the company of the 24th, Captain Stephen-

son's company of the Native Contingent, and

about a hundred Basutos of the Natal Native

Horse. But if the gallant English officers who

had striven so hard and with so much military

genius to make their position tenable looked

forward to this amount of support, they vat

destined to grievous disappointment and moratt-

cation. At 4.15 p.m. the sound of firing n
heard behind a hill towards the south, and tok

that the vedettes of the Native Horse vet

engaged with the enemy. Their officer retuniol

reporting that the Zulus were close at hand, aw

that his men would not obey orders. Chard and

his comrades had the sore trial of seeing then

all moving off towards Helpmakaar, leaving the

garrison to its fate. Nor was this all. The evil

example was only too soon followed. Cajtun

Stephenson's company of the Native Continent

also felt their hearts fail, and, accompanied by

their commander, also fled from the p«i «

duty. For the Native Horse there is «nx

excuse to be made. They had been o the

saddle since daybreak
;
they were the svrnm

of a terrible defeat and massacre
;
they had sea

a large number of their comrades slain, andthty

were demoralised by the loss of their belied

commander, Colonel Durnford. If onthisoccisai

their valour failed them, it is to be remcmbera

that they had behaved nobly in the early parU

the day, and that in later episodes of the

«

their gallantry and self-devotion were provia

ial. But for the Native Contingent compai

nothing can be said. They were fresh, m

as yet unscathed by war ; they had the M
example in the calm demeanour of their Enga

LIEUTENANT BROMHKAP.

(rket*. Ellirtt A* Fry, Bater Strtri. W

comrades, and they had many causes of tend

quarrel with the enemy. But, as in all «

occasions of the war where Natal Kaffir*
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employed, they gave way in time of stress,

and the greatest shame of the matter was that

their colonial European officer now shared their

misconduct.

The garrison at Rorke's Drift was now

reduced to Bromhead's company of the 24th

—

about eighty strong—and some men of other

wrps, the total number within the post being

including a well-built stone kraal or enclosure

which abutted on it to the eastward. To carry

out this plan he commenced an inner retrench-

ment, forming a parapet of biscuit-boxes across the

larger enclosure. This was only about two boxes

high when the expected flood of attack hurled

its first waves against the frail solitary bulwark

which stood between Natal and savage invasion

'39i of whom thirty-five were sick or wounded
men in hospital. The original scheme of defence

W provided for a much larger force, and Chard
r
«ognised that it would now be impossible long
to occupy effectively the range of parapets and
lf«pholes which had been prepared. There was
nothing for it but to form an inner line of

defence, to which the garrison might fall back
fthen the outer line became untenable. He
decided that, if necessary, the hospital must be
abandoned, and that the defence must be re-

«ricted to the store and the space in front of it,

About 4.30 p.m. five or six hundred of the

enemy appeared, sweeping round the rocky hill

to the south of the post, and advancing at the

swift pace characteristic of the Zulu warriors

against the south wall which connected the store

and hospital. But they had to deal with stern

men who were braced up for the encounter

by feelings of duty, patriotism, and the long

habit of regimental discipline and comradeship

which makes each feel assured and confident that

all are striving shoulder to shoulder, and that

none will blench from his appointed place. From
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the parapet of mealie bags and from the hospital

poured forth a heavy and well-sustained fire,

which was crossed by a flanking discharge from

the store. No man wasted a shot, and the aim

was cool and deliberate. Even Zulu valour and

determination could not face the deadly leaden

hail, and the onslaught weakened and broke

within fifty yards of the British rifles. Some of

the assailants swerved to their left, and passed

round to the west of the hospital ; some sought

cover where they could, and occupied banks,

ditches, bushes, and the cooking place of the

garrison. But this first attack was only the

effort of the enemy's advanced guard. Masses

of warriors followed and flowed over the elevated

southward ledge of rocks overlooking the build-

ings. Every cave and crevice was quickly filled,

and from these sheltered and commanding po-

sitions they opened a heavy and continuous

fire. It was fortunate that the spoil in rifles

and ammunition taken at Insandhlwana was not

yet available for use against the English, as at

Kambula and later engagements, but the enemy's

firearms were still the old muskets and rifles of

which they had long been in possession. Even

so, at the short range these were sufficiently

effective, and, in the hands of better marksmen
than Zulus usually are, might have inflicted

crushing losses.

The first attack repulsed, a second desperate

effort was made by the enemy against the north-

west wall just below the hospital ; but here

again the defenders were ready to meet it, and

again the assailing torrent broke and fell back.

Such of the sick and wounded in the hospital as

were able to rouse themselves from their beds of

pain had by this time seized rifle and bayonet

and joined their comrades ; but though every

man was now mustered, the total number was

all too small for the grim task before them.

The misfortune of the extreme hurry in the

preparations for defence was now painfully

apparent. In strengthening any position for

defensive occupation one of the first measures

taken by a commander is to clear as large an

open space as possible round the parapet or

fortifications which he proposes to hold. All

ditches and hollows should be filled up ; all

buildings, walls, and heaps of refuse should be

pulled down and scattered ; all trees, shrubs,

and thick herbage should be cut and removed
;

so that no attack can be made under cover, no

safe place may be found from which deliberate

fire may be delivered, or any movement can

be made by an enemy unseen, and therefore

unanticipated. At Rorke's Drift, not only were
the buildings and parapets overlooked and com
manded to the southward by a rocky hill full « f

caves and lurking-places, but there wa-> a garden

to the north, a thick patch of bush which vca-

close to the parapet, a square Kaffir house and
large brick oven and cooking trenches, beside-

numerous banks, walls, and ditches, all of w hich

offered a shelter to the enemy, which thev were
not slow to profit by. The post was encircled

by a dense ring of the foe, and from ever)- side

came the whistle of their bullets.

Up till this time, though several men rud

been wounded, no one had been struck dead

Suddenly a whisper passed round among tic

24th, " Poor old King Cole is killed." Private

Cole, who was known by this affectionate

barrack-room nickname, was at the piraprt

when a bullet passed through his head, and

he fell doing his duty—a noble end.

If the Zulu fire was telling, however, tbc

steady marksmanship of the English ..ffi.cr-

and men was still more effective. FVivait

Dunbar, of the -4th, laid low a mounted chkl

who was conspicuous in directing the enemv,

and immediately afterwards shot eight warrior,

in as many successive shots. Everywhere the

officers were present with words of enc our ail-

ment, exposing themselves fearlessly and sli. wr-

ing that iron coolness and self-possession whk
rouses such confidence and emulation in h
diery on a day of battle. Assistant-Commissai

Dunne—a man of great stature and physiq-ae,

with a long, flowing beard—was continually

going along the parapet, cheering the men and

using the rifle with deadly effect. There was a

rush of Zulus against the spot where he vri\

led by a huge man, whose leopard-skin kar ~>

marked the chief. Dunne called out " Pot that

fellow!" and himself aimed over the parapet a
another, when his rifle dropped from his hand

and he spun round with suddenly pallid face, shot

through the right shoulder. Surgeon Reynold-

was by his side at once, and bound up th:

wound. Unable any longer to use his nfie, he

handed it to storekeeper Byrne, but continued

unmoved to superintend the men near to hir.

and to direct their fire. Byrne took his pbcv

at the parapet, and his bullets were not waited

In a lew minutes Corporal Scammel, Natal

Native Contingent, who was next to him, was

shot through the shoulder and back. He fell,

and crawling to Chard, who was fighting side bv

side with the men, handed him the remainder

of his cartridges. In his agony he asked for »
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tek of water. Byrne at once fetched it for

taand irhilst handing it to the suffering soldier,

rv himself shot through the head, and fell

(r ue. a dead man.

While fighting was thus going on all round

!ic;'>t. a series of specially determined attacks

cide against the northern side. Here the

«ere able to collect under cover ot the

priai and patch of bush, and from that shelter

ible u> rush untouched close up to the

papa. Soon they were on one side of the

hrrccade. while the defenders held the other,

ma across it there was a hand-to-hand struggle

't the bayonet against the

r.\id-b!adcd hangman, the

ncbing assegai. So close

tc the combatants that

iic Zulus seized the English

ayonets, and in two in-

ances even succeeded in

•tJiching them from the

iScn though in each case

icbreechloader took a stern

Bgeance. The muzzles
;

the opposing firearms

«-t almost touching each

her, and the discharge of

Bosket blew the broad

topper" hat from the

ai "f Corporal Schiess, of

it Natal Native Contin-

ue This man (a Swiss

Hbth), who had been a

pit in hospital, leaped
5 i> the parapet and

Lted the man who
regained his place, and shot another

;

*a. repeating his former exploit, again leaped

i the top of the mealie bags and bayoneted
"urd. Early in the fight he had been struck

i bullet in the instep, but though suffering

Ke pain, he left not his post, and was only
a.i'Itned to perform deeds of heroic daring.

The struggle here was too severe and unequal

-e long continued. Besides the ceaseless

^dej of their enemy in front, the defenders
the parapet were exposed to the fire which

thern in reverse from the high hill to the
wh Five soldiers had been thus shot dead
1 1 ^hort space of time. At six p.m. the order
*' given to retire behind the retrenchment of

^uit-boxes. When the defence of the parapet
31 thus removed, the dark crowd of Zulus surged
c
;
the mealie bags to attack the hospital ; but

t"*a*dhti

ZULU ( AMI

retrenchment that nearly every man who leaped

into the enclosure perished in the effort. Again

and again they charged forward, shouting their

war-cry " Usutu ! Usutu ! " and ever the death-

dealing volleys smote them to the ground.

The story has now been told of the struggle

during the first hour and a half ahout the store-

house and large enclosure, till the moment came

when it was no longer possible to hold the whole

of the defences as they were at first organised,

and Chard was constrained to withdraw behind

the biscuit-box retrenchment which his foresight

had provided. All this time the enemy had been

making fierceand constantly

reiterated attempts to force

their way into the hospital,

which was at the west

end of the enclosure. Here

Bromhead personally super-

intended the resistance, and

here such deeds of military

prowess, cool presence of

mind, and glorious self-

devotion were performed

as our nation may well

inscribe on its proudest

records. It has been said

that the building had a

thatched roof, and the

Zulus not only strove to

force an ingress, but used

even,' expedient to set the

thatch on fire, and thus

to destroy the poor strong-

hold which so long mocked
at their attempts to take it.

While many of the patients whose ailments were
comparatively slight had risen from their pallets

and taken an active part in the defence, there were
several poor fellows, utterly helpless, distributed

among the different wards ; and it is difficult

to conceive a situation more trying than theirs

must have been, listening to the demoniac yells

of the savages, only separated from them by a

thin wall, thirsting for their blood. At every

window were one or two comrades, firing till

the rifles were heated to scorching by the un-

ceasing discharge. Bullets splashed upon the

walls, and the air reeked with dense sulphurous

smoke. The combatants may have been excited

and carried away by the mad fury of battle ; but

to men depressed by disease, weakened and

racked with pain, truly the minutes must have

been long and terrible in their mental and
Kft a heavy fire was sent from the line of the physical suffering. Shortly after five o'clock
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the Zulus had been able so far to break down
the entrance to the room at the extreme end of

the hospital that they were able to charge at the

opening ; but Bromhead was there, and drove

them back time after time with the bayonet.

As long as the enclosure was held, they failed in

every fierce attempt. Private Joseph Williams

was firing from a small window hard by, and on

the next morning fourteen warriors were found

dead beneath it, besides others along his line of

fire. When his ammunition was expended, he

joined his brother, Private John Williams, and

two of the patients who also had fired their last

cartridge, and with them guarded the door with

Private Henry Hook. John William*

Hook then took it in turn to guard the b

through which the little partv had com •

the bayonet, and keep the foe at bav, whik

others worked at cutting a further passage

this retreat from room to room, anotba '

soldier. Private Jenkins, met the same (xt<

did Joseph Williams, and was d:

death by the purser*. The otl

arrived at a window looking into the cikv

towards the storehouse, and leaping fi

the gauntlet of the enemy's fire till the}

their comrades behind the biscuit-box Rtnt

ment. To the devoted bravery and<

of Privates John Williams

Commlaaaiint
Store Uoum

Cook Houm

DEFENCE OF
RORKE'S DRIFT

SV.i!c of \ ariK^ 40 50 '

their bayonets. No longer able to keep their

opponents at a distance, the four stood grimly

resolute, waiting till the door was battered in

and they stood face to face with the foe.

Then followed a death struggle. The English

bayonet crossed the broad-bladed bangwan, the

stalwart Warwickshire lads met the lithe and

muscular tribesmen of Cetewayo, and the

weapons glinted thirsty for blood. In the melee

poor Joseph Williams was grappled with by

two Zulus, his hands were seized, and, dragged

out from among his comrades, he was killed

before their eyes. But now it was known that

the hospital must be abandoned, and as the

usual path was occupied by the enemy, a way
had to be made through the partition walls.

John Williams and the two patients succeeded

in making a passage with an axe into the

adjoining room, where they were joined by

eight patient*, who had

half i

Hi,

prew

several wards which they

owed their lives. If it had

the assistance of these two
all th< eight would have

they lay. These, however,

some ol the hairbreadth

the hospital, and only voine ol tin

of stubborn hardihood performed in

A few ol the sick men wefflL
half ltd by chivalrous comrade*
enclosure to the retrenchment,

had to make their own way over

now swept by the Zulu bullets,

that space was clear was du< t0

fire maintained by Chard,which
the Zulu- themselves from lea\

spots where they were
Troope: Hunter. Natal Mounted
a very tall young man, who luj

patient, e—aved the rush to safi

was hit and fell before he reach

Corporal Mayer, Natal Native Con-

had been wounded in the knee bv

thrust in one of the early engage

the campaign, Bombardier Lev

lery, whose leg and thigh u<

disabled from a wagon accident,

Green, Natal Police, also a nearly

valid, all got out of a little wind

into the enclosure The window w

distance from the ground, and cj

in escaping tnun it All had t

none of them could walk 1 through the cttfc

fire, and all ]>a>-ed scithle>> into the retfi

ment except (jrcen, who was struck on the fl

In one of the wards facing the hill on the s

side of the hospital, Privates William

Robert Joties had been posted. Theft »

seven patients in the ward, and these r*o n*"

an
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defended their post tili six of the seven patients

had been removed. The seventh was Sergeant

Maxfield, who, delirious with fever, resisted all

attempts to move him. Robert Jones, with rare

courage and devotion, went hack a second time

to try to carry him out, but found the ward

already full of Zulus, and the poor sergeant

stabbed to death on his bed.

It has been mentioned that a wounded prisoner

was being treated in the hospital. So much had

he been impressed by the kindness which he had

received, that he was anxious to assist in the de-

fence. He said " he was not afraid of the Zulus,

but he wanted a gun." His new-born goodwill

was not, however, tested. When the ward in

which he lay was forced, Private Hook, who
was assisting the Englishmen in the next room,

heard the Zulus talking to him. The next day

his charred remains were found in the ashes of

the building. That communication was kept up

with the hospital at all, and that it was possible

to effect the removal of so many patients, was

due in great part to the conduct of Corporal

Allen and Private Hitch. These two soldiers

together, in defiance of danger, held a most

exposed position, raked in reverse by the fire

from the hill, till both were severely wounded.

Their determined bravery had its result in the

safety of their comrades. Even after they were

incapacitated from further fighting, they never

ceased, when their wounds had been dressed, to

serve out ammunition from the reserve through-

out the rest of the combat.

When the defence of the hospital was relaxed,

it had been easy for the enemy to carrv out their

plan of setting fire to the thatched roof, and now
the whole was in a blaze, the flames rising high

and casting a lurid glare over the scene of

conflict. The last men who effected their

retreat from the building had as much to dread

from the spreading conflagration as from the

Zulu assegais. We have seen that, from the

want of interior communication, it had been

necessary tor those who did escape to cut their

way from room to room. Alas ! to some of the

patients, it had been impossible for the anxious

leader and his staunch, willing followers to

penetrate. Defeated by the flames and by the

numbers of their opponents, Chard records in

his official despatch, " With the most heartfelt

sorrow, I regret we could not save these poor

fellows from their terrible fate."

While in the hospital the last struggle was

going on, Chard's unfailing resource had pro-

vided another element of strength to his now

restricted line of defence, and had formed a

place of comparative security for the recepti •

of his wounded men. In the small yard bv tlx

storehouse were two large piles of mealie bap

These, with the assistance of two or three mm
and Dunne, who, severely wounded as he *»,

continued working with unabated energy and

determination, he formed into an oblong and

sufficiently high redoubt. In the hollow vpa ...

in its centre were laid the sick and woundu!

while its crest gave a second line of nre.wtu

swept much of the ground that could M h

seen by the occupiers of the lower parapeti Kt

the intrepid men were making this rcixik

their object was quickly detected by theenrnr,

who poured upon them a rain of bullet*

Providence protected them, and unhurt. tk\

completed their work. The night had iCa,

and the light from the burning hospital was v%

of the greatest service to the defender-, as
'

illumined every spot for hundreds of yard*

round, and gave every advantage to the tra;::ed

riflemen of the 24th. The Zulu losses had \\*

tremendously heavy ; but still thev pressed thttf

unremitting attack. Rush after rush was mai

right up to the parapets so strenuously hebiaii

their musketry fire never slackened. The ouuj

wall of the stone kraal on the east of the <'•

had to be abandoned, and finally the gar - 1

was confined to the commissariat store, tfcg

enclosure just in front of it, the inner w~l

the kraal, and the redoubt of mcalie bags.

the steadfastness of the defenders was nevtf

impaired. Still every man fired with :i*

greatest coolness. Not a shot was wasted, a»i

Rorke's Drift Station remained still proudly

impregnable. At 10 p.m. the hospital lire had

burnt itself out, and darkness settled <ao*

defence and attack. It was not till midni^

however, that the Zulus began to lose hear*

and give to the garrison some breathing spa*

and repose. Desultory firing still continual

from the hill to the southward, and from :k

bush and garden in front ; but there were r»

more attacks in force, and stress of siege

practically over. The dark hours were lull i<l

anxiety, and even the stout hearts which bad

not quailed during the long period of trial

that was past must have had some fceltftf

of disquietude for the morrow, lest weaned,

reduced in numbers, and with slender supph

of water, they should be called upon to mcci

renewed efforts made bv a reinforced foe.

The dawn came at last, and the eyes of

were gladdened by seeing the rear of the l&
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masses retiring round the shoulder of the hill

'Mm which their first attack had been made.

The supreme tension of mind and body was

over, and if the struggle had been long and

i'.en the victory was for the time complete.

H* bitterly it had been fought out was shown

S [he piles of the enemy's dead lying around,

isd by the silence of familiar voices when the

nH was called. There was yet no rest. The
ceray might take heart and return, for, though

ikw of their warriors had seen their last fight,

their numbers were so overwhelming, and

they must have known so well how close had

oeen the pressure of their attack, that they

might well think that, with renewed efforts,

-jjuess was more than possible. Patrols were

<cnt out to collect the arms left lying on
the field. The defences were strengthened,

ind, mindful of the fate of the hospital, a

* "king party was ordered to remove the thatch

from the roof of the store. The men who were

' i employed otherwise were kept manning
the parapets, and all were ready at once to

-natch up their rifles and again to hold the

f"< which they had guarded so long. A
'•Ktnllv Kaffir was sent to Helpmakaar, saying

!'>.:: they were still safe, and asking for assist-

ance. About 7 a.m. a mass of the enemy was
- - i < n the hills to the south-west, and it seemed
» if another onslaught was threatened. They
*rrc advancing slowly when the remains of the

"ti'd column appeared in the distance, coming
' ni Insandhlwana, and, as the English ap-

f .uhed, the threatening mass retired, and
frully disappeared.

Lord Chelmsford, Colonel Glyn, and that part

' their force which, having been engaged else-

'here, had not been in the Insandhlwana camp
•hen it was attacked and taken, had passed the

^ht in sad and anxious bivouac among the

kill bodies of their comrades and the debris of

» most melancholy disaster. Full of disquietude

ih>>ut the fate of the post at Rorke's Drift, and
h* line of communications, they had pushed
•n with earliest dawn. Their advanced guard of

> ;i:ited men strained eager eyes towards

*fke's Drift. The British flag still waved over
he Morehouse, and figures in red coats could be
«tm moving about the place. But smoke was

'tiK where the hospital had stood, and. rcmcm-
•rmg that the victorious Zulus at Insandhlwana

clad themselves in the uniforms of the dead,
'here was a moment of dread uncertainty to the
freer who was leading the way. But surely
that was a faint British cheer rising from the

post ! A few hundred yards more of advance,

and it was known that here at least no mistake

had been made ; here courage and determina-

tion had not been shown in vain ; and that here

something had been done to restore the con-

fidence in British prowess which had just

received so rude a shock elsewhere. What r.

sight was the spot in the bright morning sun-

light ! There lay hundreds of Zulus either dead

or gasping out the last remains of life ; there

was the grim and grey old warrior lying side by

side with the young man who had come " to

wash his assegai " ; there a convulsive movement
of arm or leg, the rolling of a slowly glazing eye,

or the heaving of a bullet-pierced chest showed

that life was not quite extinct ; and there were

the defenders wan, battle-stained, and weary,

but with the proud light of triumph in their

glance, standing by the fortifications which they

had so stoutly held—fortifications so small, so

frail, that it seemed marvellous how they had

been made to serve their purpose. The skeleton

of the hospital still was there, but its roof and

woodwork had fallen in, and in the still smoking

pile men were searching for the remains of lost

comrades. And there, in the corner of the

enclosure, reverently covered and guarded, were

the bodies of the dead who had given their lives

for England and sealed their devotion to dutv

with their blood. Well might Lord Chelms-

ford congratulate the defenders of Rorke's

Drift on the brilliant stand that they had

made, and well might the colony of Natal look

upon them as Heaven-sent saviours from cruel

invasion.

In telling the story of the events of the 22nd,

it has been said that Major Spalding left Rorke's

Drift to seek reinforcements at Helpmakaar.

There he found two companies of the 24th, under

•Major Upcher, and with them he at once com-

menced to march to the river post. On their

way they met several fugitives who asserted that

the place had fallen, and when thev arrived

within three miles of their destination, a large

body of Zulus was found barring the way, while

the flames of the burning hospital could be

seen rising from the river valley. It was onlv

too probable that if they went on, thev would

merely sacrifice to no purpose the only regular

troops remaining between the frontier and

Pietermarit/burg. Helpmakaar was the prin-

cipal store depot for the centre column, full of

ammunition and supplies, and it seemed best

that its safety should, at any rate, be provieled

for as far as possible. The two companies were
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therefore ordered to return, and preparations

for the defence of the stores were commenced.

Many names have been mentioned of men
who, when all did their duty nobly, were particu-

larly remarkable in the duty which they did

and in their manner of doing it. Two men have

not, in this narrative, been yet specially named,

but they were each as heroic as any of those who
stood behind Chard's improvised defences. Theirs

was not the duty of handling deadly weapons
;

theirs was not the lot to meet the enemy hand

to hand. It was for them to comfort the dying,

to tend the sick, to give aid to the wounded

—

and right worthily they played their part. The
Rev. George Smith, acting chaplain to the forces,

and Surgeon Reynolds, Army Medical Depart-

ment, were exposed to all the dangers that

surrounded every man of the garrison, and to

everj- man they showed the example of treating

those dangers with a grand indifference. Re-

sides performing to the full the tasks of their

noble professions, they were constantly present

among the soldiers with words of cheer and

encouragement. They distributed such poor

refreshment as was available, and were inde-

fatigable in supplying reserve ammunition to

those whose cartridge-boxes were empty. Never

can British soldiers hope to have with them, in

a time of trial, better men that the Rev. George

Smith and Surgeon Reynolds.

According to the closest estimate, the numhr

of Zulus who attacked Rorke's Drift wa* ah. il

4,000, composed of Cetcwavo's t'ndi and I'dk'.i'J

regiments, and about 400 dead bodies wen

buried near the post after the attack. The

wounded were all carried away from the held

The loss of the garrison was fifteen killed and

twelve wounded, of whom two died almev.

immediately.

No military rewards could have been tw

great for the glorious actions at Rorke'i Drift,

and of rewards there was no niggardly distrtbo-

tion. Lieutenants Chard and Brom head taw*

Captains and Brevet-Majors. The Rev. George

Smith, a missionary chaplain in Natal, naned

a commission as Army chaplain. Every ofcti

was promoted in his corps or department, ad

besides the decorations given to others, Onrd

and Bromhead, Corporal Allen, Privates J'<a

Williams, Henry Hook, William Jones, R<*en

Jones, and Frederick Hitch received iht

Victoria Cross
;

Colour-Sergeant Brown »oi

eight men received medals for distinguish^

service in the field.

Many brave exploits have been performed by

men of the English army, and we may belie*

that the scroll of glory is not yet complete ;
b*

whatever the future may have in store. it wouU

h

difficult to find in past history any action whic

excels in brilliancy the defence of Rorke's
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00K out for cavalry!" Such was the

cry that was raised on the sanguin-

ary field of Vionville-Mars-la-Tour

oftener than in any other battle of

the Franco-German war.

When France declared war against Germany
m July, 1R70, she sent all her available troops

—

numbering about 300,000 men—as fast as ever

dc could to her eastern frontier, where they

formed themselves into what was called the

Army of the Rhine," under the supreme com-
BunJ of the Emperor Napoleon. This " Army
of the Rhine " was composed of eight separate

Aran Corps, or Corps d'Armee, commanded by
Marshals Bazaine. MacMahon, and Canrobert,

*J by Generals Bourbaki, Frossard, Ladmirault,

•ally, and Felix Douay.

I On the other hand, the Germans divided

jjfcir forces into three main armies-—each also

Cm-King of several Army Corps—of which the

fMr.hined strength was about 3X4,000 men ; and
*> quickly had the Germans—who are famous for

their powers of organisation—done the difficult

*"rk of mobilising their forces (that is to say,

preparing them to take the field), that, within

» fortnight after the order for this process had
btvn issued, no fewer than 300,000 helmeted

defenders of the Fatherland stood ranked up
*id ready along the Rhine. Old King William
<>' Prussia assumed the nominal command of all

this tremendous fighting force ; but in reality

the man who directed and controlled its move-
ments was Field-Marshal Count von Moltke,
who was perhaps the most studious and scien-

tist soldier the world had ever seen. He had
•Wed all the field strength of Germany into

three separate armies—each also composed of

several Army Corps. The First Army, on the
fight, was commanded by General von Stein

; the Second, in the centre, by Prince

Charles, known as the " Red Prince

and the Third, on the left, by the Crown Prince,

son-in-law of Queen Victoria.

The Crown Prince was the first to draw blood,

on the 4th August (war had only been formally

declared on the 19th July), when he won the

great battle of Weissenburg, and on the 6th at

Worth, when he completed the defeat of Marshal

MacMahon's army. On this very same day, too,

Steinmetz, on the right, had stormed the heights

of Spicheren at a very great sacrifice of life,

causing Frossard, who held these heights, to

fall back on the excessively strong fortress of

Metz, which stands in the lovely valley of the

Moselle. MacMahon had retreated towards the

great training camp— the Aldershot, so to speak,

of France—at Chalons ; while the rest of the

"Army of the Rhine" meanwhile retired on

Metz. and thither the Germans now also began

to push with might and main.

It was thought probable by Moltke, from all

appearances, that the French meant to make a

desperate stand in front of Metz. But he met
with less resistance there than he expected ; and

on the 14th August a victory gained by the

Germans at Colombey-Nouilly had the effect

of making all their opponents in the open field

thereabouts withdraw towards the fortressed

city- This battle had been fought on the east of

Metz, while on the west side ran the high road

to Verdun and Paris. On the 15th the Germans
came to the conclusion that the FVench in Metz,

not wishing to expose themselves to the risk of

being cooped up and rendered useless within

their fortress, meant to escape towards Verdun,

to join hands with MacMahon's beaten forces,

and then give battle to the advancing Germans
in the plain.

For the French were confident that they

could give a good account of their hitherto

victorious foes, could they but meet them on

pretty equal terms in the open. The Germans
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saw very well that the object of the French at

Metz was to escape to the west, and they there-

fore determined to strain every nerve to prevent

this. Yet they sadly feared they would not

succeed, for they were on the right, or east, bank

of the Moselle, while the French were on the

left, or west side ; and it was necessary for their

pursuers to make a wide sweep in order to

cross the river and insert themselves in good

time between Metz and Paris, so as to have

the retreating Frenchmen face to face.

As early as the evening of the 1 5th a Division

of Cavalry—the 5th, under Rheinbaden—had

crossed the Moselle, and pressed round and

forward with prying intent as far as the village

of Mars-la-Tour, on the Verdun road, where it

bivouacked for the night. It had seen certain

masses of French troops away in the direction

of Metz, but was unable to conclude whether

this formed the rear-guard of the French army

retreating on Verdun, or only its vanguard. As
a matter of fact, this army was still struggling

with the difficulties of getting away from Metz.

Early on the morning of the [6th the French

Emperor, escorted by two brigades of cavalry,

had driven away to Verdun by the Etain

road, which was still comparatively safe, leaving

the command of the Metz army to Marshal

Bazaine.

All the roads from Metz were blocked by
heavy baggage, and the French army could not

get away from the fortress with expedition and
method. The left wing of the army was ready

to march, but not the right
j and so the left had

been sent back to its bivouacs until the after-

noon. Thus Bazaine lost much valuable time,

and what he lost the " Red Prince " won. For

by 10 a.m. on the morning of the 16th August,

the 3rd, or Brandenburg, Army Corps—one of

the best and bravest in all Germany—had come
within sight of the Verdun road, marked at

intervals of about a mile by the successive

villages (coming from Metz) of Gravelotte,

Rezonville, Vionville, and Mars-la-Tour, which

the German soldiers punningly called Marchc-
rifaur after the French had been finally beaten

back on Metz. It was an excessively hot day, the

sun pouring down its rays on field and wood
with almost tropical force ; and by the time the

brave Brandcnburgers of General von Alvens-

leben, who had crossed the Moselle at Noveant
the' previous night, and resumed their forced

march after a brief snatch of rest—by the time,

I say, they had threaded the wooded glen of

Gorze, leading right on to the Verdun road,

they beheld to their great joy that a Frcno

force was in front of them.

After some preliminary skirmishing and word

fighting, Alvensleben came to the concha

that he had to deal with the whole, or at It*-:

the greater part, of Bazaine's army, which hiJ

thus not escaped after all. But before the arrival

of Alvensleben's Corps on the scene, the acti« a

had been opened by the horse-batteries A

Rheinbaden, which, advancing from Mar>-Li

Tour towards Vionville, opened a de>tr

shell-fire on Murat's dragoons, who, encampd

thereabout, were engaged in cooking. Arc.

stampede ensued, the dragoons bolting through

the camp. But the French infantry wrc

quickly on their guard, and opened » ban

a fire on the audacious German horsemen-*h>

had, of course, followed their guns—thai ir*

latter were soon driven to seek shelter a

hollows and behind copses.

It was at this time that Alvensleben's Ofp*

made its timely appearance, and began to er.-.rf

into action, although it could not doubt thai t

had to contend against desperate odds. But S

had been sent forward by its old command*

Prince Frederick Charles—who still wore :he

scarlet uniform of one of its Hussar (Zietest

regiments, and hence was known as the "ReJ

Prince"—to seek out and hold Bazaine at ruv,

as a bulldog would a bull, until the arrival 4

reinforcements ; and the doughty Branden-

burgers were ready to resist to the very la*,

man, if they must die for it. What would their

beloved "Red Prince '* say if they .UUu.i

game to escape ? Their only chance lay in the

hope that Bazaine would not be able to a«-

1

centrate all his colossal host and hurl it agaic*|

them at once, and that the 10th PlruaSi

Corps, with other parts of their army whidi

they knew to have been despatched on tin

errand as themselves, would meanwhile hum

up to their assistance and save them iMi

complete annihilation.

The infantry part of the battle began 00 *<*

wooded hills above the village of Gorze,

eight miles south-west of Metz. on a stream

running from Mars-la-Tour into the Moselle X

Noveant. " The Prussians," said a correspoodo*

of the Daily jYrus, 11 pushed into the w""*'

gradually, by dint of numbers and sheer In-

fighting, driving the French skirmishers h ^

them. What happened in this part of the hi*

no one knows or can know, as it was entire*')
"

the woods and valleys, and no general view d *

could be obtained. The French position
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was a most formidable one, and the wonder is,

not that it took the Prussians seven hours to

take it, but that they ever got it at all. The
woods above Gorze extend to within about two

miles of Gravelotte, behind which village the

French lav in the morning, as also at Rezonville,

another village higher up on the road from Metz
to Verdun. Nearly the whole of the Prussian

second position was backed by the thick woods
the\' had got possession of in the morning.

"The plain on which the battle was fought

extends fiom the woods to the Verdun road, about

one mile and a half, and is about three miles in

length. On the French right the ground rises

gently, and this was the key of the position, as

the artillery, which could maintain itself there,

*vept the whole field. More towards the centre

are two small valleys, one of which, being deep,

Has most useful to the Prussians in advancing

their troops. In the centre of the field is the

road from Gorze to Rezonville and Gravelotte,

joining the main road to Verdun between the

two villages.' From the woods to Rezonville, on
the Verdun road, there is no cover, except one
t »ttage midway on the Gorze road. This cottage

was held by a half-battery of French mitrail-

leuses, which did frightful execution in the

Prussian ranks as thev advanced from the

wod."

The Brandenburg Corps consisted of two
^visions, one (the 5th) commanded by Stulp-

lagel, and the other (the 6th) by Buddenbrock.
The latter was on the right of the German line,

ifd it fought its way to the front with desperate

murage, but with varying fortune. One regi-

ment in particular—the 52nd—lost heavily in

covering some ground which had been wrested
from it by the French. Its first battalion lost

tvery one of its officers, the colours were passed

wWH hand to hand as the bearers were succes-

sively shot down by the bullets of the chassepots,
and the commander of the brigade, General von
During, fell mortally wounded. General von
^tulpnagel rode along the line of fire to en-
tourage the men, while General von Schwerin
collected the remnants of the troops bereft of
their leaders, and held the most commanding
!>«nt on the field of battle until reinforced by
1 portion of the 10th Corps,

nttt it was Buddenbrock's Division, on the
j«ft wing, which Degan to be so sorely pressed.
Thb» Division had been ordered to advance on
'"cold Roman road, also leading from Metz to

ita sl. S hl inaccuracy here. Tlie Gorze road runs into the
U™ '

> Verdun at Keronville.

Verdun, on the assumption that Bazaine might
choose this as his main line of retreat. But on
approaching Tronville, near Mars-la-Tour, it

was quick to see how matters stood, and then,

wheeling to the right, it advanced with the

most death-despising courage against Vionville

and Flavigny.

It is impossible in the space at my disposal to

describe all the ins and outs of the tremendous
conflict which now ensued ; I can only give its

salient points and incidents. When Bazaine

had seen the Germans advance from the direction

oj Verdun, whither he himself was bound, he
muttered to himself :

11 C'est une reconnais-

sance " (" It is only a scouting affair "). But he
was quickly undeceived, and saw that he would
have to fight and conquer before he could con-

tinue his westward march. The position of the

French was one of great advantage, their left

flank being protected by the fortress of Metz
and their right by formidable batteries along the

old Roman road, while they also had at their

disposal a very strong force of cavalry (three

and a-quarter Divisions to two German ones),

so that they could thus afford to wait an attack

on their centre.

The two Infantry Divisions of the Germans
began to get very much mixed

;
but, by taking

advantage of every rise in the ground for cover,

the regimental officers got their men steadily

forward in spite of the very heavy fire from the

French infantry and guns. Flavigny was taken

by assault, and one cannon, with a number of

prisoners, fell into the hands of the brave Bran-

denburgers. Slowly, but surely, the Prussians

made their way beyond Flavigny and Vionville,

and, assisted by a heavy fire from their artillery,

compelled the right wing of the 2nd French
Corps to retire on Rezonville—a movement
which turned into a perfect flight when the

French generals Bataille and Valaze had been
killed.

To regain the lost ground, the French Cuiras-

sier Guards turned resolutely on their Prussian

pursuers ; but their charge was cut short by
the schncllfeucr (or rapid fire) of two companies
of the 52nd Regiment, drawn up in line (like

the 93rd Highlanders at Balaclava), who waited

until the rushing horsemen, with their flashing

swords and waving plumes, were within 250
yards, and then poured a murderous volley

into the teeth of their assailants. The latter,

parting to right and left, rushed past and into

the fire of more infantry behind, leaving 243 of

their horses and riders lying on the plain. These
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French Cuirassiers barely escaped complete anni-

hilation ; for scarcely had they turned to retire

when they were set upon by Kcdem's Horse
Brigade (of Rheinbaden's Division), consisting of

the llth Black Brunswickers— Prussia's "Death
or Glory n boys—and 17th Hussars, who, emerg-

ing from a hollow behind Flavigny, dashed

straight at the flying foe and cut many more of

them out of their saddles.

But their pursuit was presently checked by a

French battery in

front of Kezonville,

which began to

blaze away at them

;

and for this battery,

in turn, they went

like the wind. Shots

and sabre-cuts are

exchanged in the

wild meltey the gun-

ners are cut down,

and only a knot of

mounted French

officers remain. One
of them—a short,

broad - shouldered,

bull -necked man,

with drawn sword

—

i> evidently a gene-

ral of high rank from

the richness of his

uniform. As a mat-

ter of fact it is Ba-

zaiue himself, the

commander - in-chief

of the French army,

who has placed this

battery in position.

A knot of the Black

Brunswickers make
a dash at him, but his Staff surrounds him.

parrying the sabre - thrusts and cuts of the

Hussars, till at last he is rescued by a timely

charge of the 5th French Hussars forming his

escort, and many of the Brunswickers straight-

way find death as well as glory.

But now the 6th Cavalry Division of the

Prussians—Cuirassiers, Lancers, and Hussars

—

led on by the Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

rushes up in turn to repel this cavalry counter-

stroke of the French which had the effect of

rescuing Bazaine ; and then is seen another

surging mass of mounted combatants mingling

in a " murder grim and great." Prescntlv

COUNT VON MOI.TKE.

spectacle by the sight of the red-tunicked Zieten

Hussars—so called after the Great Frederick's

greatest horse-captain—emerging from the dust-

clouds and dashing themselves with a wild cheer

at a line of French infantry—Grenadier Guards—

in their front. But at about 500 paces distance

they are received with a truly infernal fire from

chassepot, field-gun, and mitrailleuse, and then

colonel—also a Herr von Zieten—falls dead out

of the saddle, while Captain von Grimm is mor-

tally wounded, and

the horse of the

adjutant, Lieutenant

von Winterfeldt, is

literally lorn to

pieces by a shell.

The bravest men

on earth cannot face

such a fire ; id

the Zieten Hussars

wheel round and

rush back to their

lines, leaving the

ground strewn with

scarlet uniforms, *>

if it were an Engli-h

battlefield. The

French fire i=> t»>"

m u rderous ; the

Germans must check

their advance ;
the

battle for some little

lime after becomes

an artillery duel.

It was now two

o'clock. So far,

Alvensleben had

skilfully deceived

the enemy, with re-

gard to the slender

number of his troops, by incessant assault?

But the battle was now at a standstill, the

battalions visibly thinned by four hours of

the hardest and bloodiest fighting, while the

infantry had almost exhausted their cartridge-.

There was not a battalion, not a battery, left in

reserve all along the exposed line. Nevertheless

the Brandenburgers would not yield a single

inch of the ground thev had so bravely won.

Presently, however, they were threatened with

a new danger. Their left wing at Vionville was

very much exposed to the French artillery on

the Roman road, and they were threatened with

a turning of this weakest flank. At the same

the eye is diverted from this dust-enveloped time Marshal Canrobert, our old Crimean ally,
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discerned from his position in the centre the the Old Mark of Brandenburg. The former

true moment to make a push for Vionville was commanded by Colonel Count von Schmet-

with all his forces. Ruin or retreat stared the tow. the latter by Colonel von der Dollen. The

Germans in the face. It looked as if they were regiments were in a reduced condition, having

only three squadrons each instead of five.

Before them were the enemy's guns, and

behind these, dense masses of infantry,

fresh to the front. " That infantry

over there must be broken !
" said an

aide-de-camp to General von Bredow.
44 That infantry ? " echoed the General,

in some surprise, as his eye ranged

A
Ax)

c

" THE PRUSSIANS ri'MIED INTO IKE WOODS .... 1'KIVINC lilt

FRENCH SKIRMISHERS FROM I HEM "
(/ 342. >

going to be completely overwhelmed in this

part of the field. The reinforcements from the

loth Corps, which they were so anxiously await-

ing, had not yet made their appearance, and

the French were assuming an ever more threat-

ening attitude. What was to be done ?

In a hollow behind Vionville was standing

Bredow *s heavy Cavalry brigade, consisting of

the 7th Magdeburg Cuirassiers (Prince Bismarck's

fegiment) and 16th Uhlans, or Lancers, both of

along its bristling front behind the guns. "The
fate of the day depends upon it," was the brief

reply.

That Was quite enough. Leading his brigade

out of the hollow in column, he quickly formed it

into line of squadrons—the Cuirassiers on the left

and the Uhlans Oft the right, a little thrown

back—and then, with a " Forward !
" M Trot !

"

" Charge !
" while their thrilling clarions rang

out above the din of battle, away dashed the
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ifji

Heavy Brigade at Balaclava, riding in and 04
of the ranks of their assailants and bearing man
of them to the ground.

And as M Scotland tor Ever !
" was the cry of

the " Greys," both at Waterloo and Balaclavi.

so Scotland is also again to the front on th>

devoted troopers with a loud and long-con-

tinued roar more than a cheer. It is Balaclava

over again. In a few moments they are among
the first French guns, sabring and stabbing the

gunners
;
and then, in the teeth of a frightful

hail of bullets from cannon, musket, and mit-

railleuse, they storm across to the next infantry battlefield of Vionvilk in the person of one nf

line, with which they play equal havoc. The her adventurous sons. This is young Campbell

second infantry line was next broken through of Craignish, in the shire of Argyll, irbo b

by the ponderous horsemen, many of whom had serving as a lieutenant in the Bismarck Cuiri*-

siers, and who, rushing shcrc

the fight is thickest, capture

a French eagle after oitrin;

down its bearer. Then he H

set upon by a crowd ofFrcrxh

troopers, who are determined

to win this darling badjt U

honour back. It i> the <«

French standard which to*

been captured, and at allcofr

it must be recovered. A

pistol-shot shatters Lfcutl

Campbell's hand, and he h*

to relinquish his trophy B<c

some of his men. hewing th

way into the circle ri b
assailants, succeed in cut)

him out of the melh.

All that the little remm
the brigade could DOW do »
to rally as w ell as possible jrvi

sabre its way back to its own

lines. This it did, pursued b\

the masses of French 1

men, volleyed at by infantn.

and lained upon by mitrail-

leuse bullets, but game to the

last. Less than half ot the

men returned to Flavigny alive,

where they were reorganised into two aqoadft*

—two, instead of six. Of 310 Cuirassiers wh->

had gone into action, only 104 came out of it I

while only QO Uhlans answered to the roll-til

Of our Light Brigade charge at BalaiLnz

Marshal Canrobert observed that it might he

magnificent, but it certainly was not war. Bitf

the charge of Bredow's Heavy Brigade at Vk*

ville, which was equally witnessed by Canrobert

was both one and the other, as the gaila^

Marshal himself must have been the first W

admit. It had been beautiful to look at, and 1:

had entailed a fearful sacrifice of life ; but it b>l

achieved its object, which was to save Budded

brock's infantry Division and give it breathm;:

time. The French had received such a shock tror.

tGmum Infantry. B(mmm Cavalry. \fn h Infantry. 0ft*Ao.,,,>..

already fallen, and the panic they created by their

heroic Tndtenritt, or ride to death, even spread

to the remoter line of batteries, which prepared

to limber up. In its excitement the brigade,

like the Scots Greys at Waterloo, rode far

beyond its mark, and, like the gallant Greys,

it suffered terribly for its excess of ardour.

Alter charging on thus for about 3,000 paces, it

was set upon in the most furious manner by an

overwhelming force of French horsemen—the

cavalry brigades of Murat and Gramont, and

the entire division of Vallabreque. Thinned as

Bredow's ranks now were, and exhausted bv

their exertions so far, how were they to cope with

such hordes of horsemen ? Yet cope they did

with them stoutly and gallantly, like Scarlet's
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the charge of Bredow's Brigade that, for the

present, they abandoned their attempt to en-

:rde the German left and advance on Vionville

ai Flavigny. The loss of life had been

nsmense, but it had been justified by the

raah; and, after all, that is the main thing

w.
General Henry, of Canrobert's Corps, aftcr-

<;rissaid : "On taking position with my battery

Tiiuiig was to be seen of Prussian cavalry.

Where in the world had these Cuirassiers come
rr m? All of a sudden they were upon my guns

fiic a whirlwind, and rode or cut down all my
-avt only one Ami this one was laved by

xhmcttow. The gunner ran towards the Cuir-

i*iers, crying l

J? me remis ! je me rends I
'

But the Prussians, not understanding this, were
t - despatching him, and were only prevented

from doing so by their colonel, Count von

Jvhmcttow." The man lived to tell the tale,

•'id to receive the golden medal. General

Henry continued :
" It was only by the skin of

my teeth that 1 myself escaped as the mass

<< furious horsemen swept past me, tramp-

ling down or sabring the gunners. But it

was a magnificent military spectacle, and I

aid not help exclaiming to my adjutant

* we rode away, '
. Ih '. Quelle attaquc mag-

On the other hand, Count von Schmettow,
*fv> commanded the Cuiras>icrs, gave the

^•wing account of their "death-ride":

—

'Every one of the gunners of the first battery

<a which the troopers fell were cut down or

P'-Tk.'ed
" (the Count himself striking down the

QfXain). " In approaching the second battery

my helmet was pierced by two bullets, and my
icrly officer thrown from his horse, wounded

in two places. Lieutenant Campbell, the Scot-

ti'h officer, when the French CuirasMcrs fell in

turn upon us, seized the eagle of the regiment

n |t ft hand, which was at once shattered by
- bullet, and he was surrounded by the French

rvemen
; but some of our own Cuirassiers cut

heir way desperately towards him. and saved
K
im. Never shall I forget the moment when I

c the order to the first trumpeter I met to

°und the rally. The trumpet had been shattered

^ a shot, and produced a sound which pierced

*to the quick." This incident has been im-
;r

' nalised by the great German poet Freiligrath
,n the following ballad, entitled "The Trumpeter
« Mars-la-Tour "— the spirited English ver-

'Kjq being by hi> daughter, Kate Frciligrath-

Kroeker:-
'

Death and destruction they belched forth in vain,

We grimly defied their thunder

.

Two columns of foot and batteries twain

—

We rode and cleft them asunder.

With brandished sabres, with reins all slack.

Raised standards, and low-couched lances,

Thus we Uhlans and Cuirassiers wildly drove back.

And hotly repelled their advances.

But the ride was a ride of death and of blood .

With our thrusts we forced them to sever,

But of two whole regiments, lusty and good.

Out of two men. one rose never.

With breast shot through, with brow gaping wide.

They lay pale and cold in the valley,

Snatched away in their youth, in their manhood's

pride

—

" Now . Trumpeter, sound to the rally !

"

Anil he took the trumpet, whose angry thrill

Urged us on to the glorious battle,

And he blew a blast— but all silent and still

Was the trump, save a dull hoarse rattle .

Save a voiceless wail, save a cry of woe.

That burst forth in fitful throbbing—
A bullet had pierced its metal through,

For the Dead, the wounded was sobbing '

For the faithful, the brave, for our brethren all.

For the Watch on the Rhine, true hearted '—
Oh I the sound cut into our inmost soul !

—
It brokenly wailed the Departed '

And now fell the night, and we galloped past,

Watch-fires were flaring and Hying.

Our chargers snorted, the rain injured fast

—

And we thought of the Dead and the Dying '

Then take the following from a correspondent

of The Times, who was a witness of the battle :—

"The want of infantry caused a somewhat serious

sacrifice of cavalrv, which had repeatedly to

charge both infantry and artillery to hold them

in check. The men do not ride particularly

well to look at, but the manner in which they

ride into the jaws of death is really quite <i la

Balaclava. One regiment— the 7th Cuirassiers

— was ordered to charge a battery of artillery,

and actually got into it, one of the first in, I am
proud to say, being a young Englishman, who
has taken service in the Prussian army, and has

just got his lieutenancy. It went in some

;oo strong, and what its loss is I tremble to

say. When I next saw it, it scarcely seemed to

me a hundred all told. At 2.30 the reserve

artillery
- was brought up, and the cannonade

became heavier than ever. The sun, too, at this

moment seemed to have come nearer to us, as if

to see this fearful butchery of mankind, and the

heat became tremendous. Then, wherever

you went, came the pleading cry of 'Water!

water ! For pity's sake give me water '.

' The
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Kr.inkcntnlgfr, or bearers of the sick, had now-

more than they could do, admirable as the whole

mxhiiicry of the corps is worked. . . . The
tuitions of both the combative forces were per-

fectly stationary for about an hour, a sort of

duel being carried on between them, which,

•Jwigh at some distance, was quite near enough

to have fearful results. I saw a whole string of

(French) prisoners brought in of every descrip-

tion. There was the burly giant of cuirassiers

beside the little French liner, the green-jacketed

hussar, and the artilleryman— all chattering

way, and seeming to me uncommonly glad

to be out of the affair at anv price.

"Seeing some of the infantry engaged on the

extreme right, I went there, and met one regi-

ment just coming out of action to recruit, being

at that moment commanded by a youth of nine-

teen, having lost thirteen of its officers since the

morning. The number of it was the 52nd, and

to the usual inquiring glance that all officers

"ho had not seen me before threw over my
mcht unregimental attire, I replied by offering

him a drink of some of the dirtiest water I ever

saw, which I had procured from a pond, and

*hich to both of us was better than the best

iced champagne. There was no inquiring then.

I was instantly the best fellow he ever saw, and
he told me all about what fun it was to be in

command, and that he was sure to get some-

Ithing now, and that he meant to have another

if) in directly, etc. He was the most thoroughly
i; ^l;-h r,crm.in boy I ever saw. We stood

Knder a tree together, and I gave him some
cicars and left him. Two hours afterwards I saw

MITRAILLEl'Sl (BACK VII.W).

Jus dead body laid out with others in a row, the

°f?ars still stuck between the buttons of his coat.

This one little anecdote—when I say it is but a

wmple of other regiments—will show how
fearful the loss has been on the Prussian side."

At a subsequent roll-call near Tronville it was

found that the 24th Regiment had lost J,ooo

men and 52 officers, while every officer of the

2nd battalion of the 20th Regiment was killed.

It was not till three in the afternoon that the

MITRAILLEUSE (KRONT VIEW'.

3rd Corps, which had been fighting single-

handed for five hours against a fivefold force,

received any efficient assistance from the 10th

Corps, which was now to the Brandenburgers

what Bliicher's army had been to Wellington

at Waterloo. It was only the devotion of the

artillery which had meanwhile saved the in-

fantry from complete annihilation. For, after

recovering from the shock of Bredow's brigade,

the French had again concentrated their attack

on the German left, and compelled it to retire,

fighting as it went.

But presently reinforcements from the 10th

Corps began to come up, and these were

followed by the arrival of a man who was a

host in himself—Prince Frederick Charles. His

headquarters were away at Pont-a-Mousson,

about fourteen miles to the south ; and on
hearing rather late in the dav that his own
Brandenburgers were up to the hilt in action

and so hotly pressed, he mounted his horse and

galloped away, without ever once drawing rein,

to the field of battle. And now let Mr. Archi-

bald Forbes, the famous war-correspondent, give

us one of his telling battle-pictures:

—

"It was barely four o'clock when he*' (the

"Red Prince") came galloping up the narrow
hill-road from Gorze, the powerful bav he nxle

all foam and sweat, sobbing with the swift

exertion up the steep ascent, yet pressed ruth-

lessly w-ith the spur, staff and escort panting

several horse-lengths in rear of the impetuous

foremost horseman. On and up he sped,

craning forward over the saddle-bow to save

his horse, but the attitude suggesting the
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impression that he burned to project himself

faster than the beast could cover the ground.

No wolfskin, but the red tunic of the Zieten

Hussars, clad the compact torso ; but the strain-

ing man's face wore the aspect one associates

with that of the berserkar. The bloodshot eyes

had in them a sullen lurid gleam of bloodthirst.

The fierce sun and the long gallop had flushed

the face a deep red, and the veins of the throat

stood out. Recalling through the years the

memory of that visage with the lowering brow,

the fierce eyes, and the strong-set jaw, one can

understand how to this day the mothers in the

French villages invoke the terrors of 1 Le Prince

Rouge,' as the Scottish peasants of old used the

name of the Black Douglas to awe their children

wherewithal into panic-stricken silence.

"While as yet his road was through the

forest, leaves and twigs cut by bullets showered

down upon him. Just as he emerged on the

open upland a shell burst almost among his

horse's feet. The iron-nerved man gave heed

to neither bullet-fire nor bursting shell
;
no, nor

even to the cheers that rose above the roar of

battle from the throats of the Brandenburgers

through whose masses he was riding, and whose

chief he had been for many years. They
expected no recognition, for they knew the

nature of the man—knew that, after his fashion,

he was the soldier's true friend, and also that he

was wont to sway the issues of battle. He
spurred onward to Flavigny, away yonder in the

front line ; the bruit of his arrival darted along

the fagged ranks ; and strangely soon came the

recognition that a master-soldier had gripped

hold of the command as in a vice."

With the arrival of the "Red Prince" and of

reinforcements, the battle now again took the

form of a desperate infantry fight. Let me
notice only one of its leading incidents, which

was graphically described by Moltke. When
General von WedeU's Brigade, no more than five

battalions strong, advanced to the attack by

way of Tronville, he found himself in front of the

extensive line of the 4th French Brigade. The
two Westphalian regiments advanced steadily

under the storm of shell and mitrailleuse fire

until they suddenly reached the edge of a deep

ravine. This, however, they soon crossed ; but,

after scaling the opposite bank, they were met

by a murderous shower of bullets from the

French infantry, who were everywhere close

upon them. Almost every one of the generals

and officers were killed, the remnant of the

broken battalions fell back into the ravine, and

300 men— unable to re-ascend the steep southern

slope after the fatigue of a twenty-four-mile-

march, almost at the double—were taken pri-

soners. Those who escaped mustered at Tron-

ville around the bullet-riddled colours which

Colonel von Cranach—the only officer who still

had a horse under him—brought back in his

hand. Seventy-two officers and 2,542 men wen
missing out of 95 officers and 4,546 men—more

than a half.

And now there occurred another of those

magnificent cavalry charges in which the battle

of Vionville-Mars-la-Tour was so sacrificialk

rich. Raising a shout of triumph over the re-

pulse—almost the annihilation—of WedeU's bri-

gade, the French infantry advanced at the doubk

for the purpose of completing the wreck of the

German left, and all seemed lost. But just at

this critical moment out rushed the 1st Dragoon

Guards in their sky-blue tunics and dashed

straight at the pursuing foe, who poured int>

the ranks of their assailants a murderous bullet

fire, while shrapnel played upon their flank-

But " immcr vorwt'ir/s I " stormed the devotee*

dragoons, and plied their sabres on the Freiu.

fantassins with terrible effect.

Again this cavalry regiment had achieved it-

object—which was to save its own infantry Iron:

destruction -but at a frightful cost. Colonel

von Auerswald was mortally wounded, and it

was reserved for the youngest Captain, Prince

Hohenlohe, to rally the remnants of the brave

regiment and lead it out of action. Only abou:

a third of the troopers afterwards answered to

the roll-call. The regiment had left on the held

1 5 officers, 1 1 non-commissioned officers. 7 trum-

peters, 103 privates, and 250 horses. The im-

portance of this great sacrifice of life may be

gathered from a remark made by the Emperor

William two years later, on the occasion of J

visit he paid to the barracks in Berlin. "Gen

tlemen," he said, M but for your gallant attack

at Mars-la-Tour, who knows whether we should

have been here to-day ? " This gallant regimen:

afterwards became the " Queen of England'

Own," and a higher military compliment could

scarcely have been paid her Majesty by her

German grandson, William II.

Among the ranks of the 1st Dragoon Guard*

at Mars-la-Tour were the two sons of Prince

Bismarck, riding as private troopers ; for this

happened to be the year in which they were

doing their compulsory term of military service.

The Chancellor's sons—one in his twenty-ri^t.

the other only in his eighteenth year—behaved
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in action with a courage worthy of their father.

The elder, Herbert, had received no fewer than

three shots, one through the front of his tunic,

another in his watch, and the third in the thigh;

while his brother William (Count " Bill " he was

always called) had come out of the deadly welter

unscathed. " During the attack at Mars-la-

Tour," said Bismarck once, 44 Count Bill's horse

(tumbled with him over a dead or wounded Gaul,

within fifty feet of the French square. But after

a few moments he shook himself together again,

jumped up, and not being able to mount, led

the brown horse back through a shower of

bullets. Then he found a

wounded dragoon, whom
he set upon his horse, and,

covering himself thus from

the enemy's fire on one

side, he got back to his own
people. The horse fell dead

after shelter was reached."

But the charge of the

tst Dragoon Guards was
scarcely over when it be-

came apparent that the

French were preparing for

another attack on the in-

vincible left wing of the

(iermans bv hurling upon
it a stupendous mass of

their cavalry. Three regi-

ments of Le Grand's Divi-

sion, and both regiments of

the Guards Cavalry Brigade,

were seen trotting up to

the west side of the Grayere
wine. Opposite to them
stood the whole of the

Prussian cavalry, concentrated to trie south

of Mars-la-Tour, in the first line being the 13th

thlans, 4th Cuirassiers, and iQth Dragoons,

and behind them the 16th Dragoons and 10th

Hussars. The 13th Uhlans dashed straight

against the foremost French cavalry line ; but
the regiment had become somewhat disordered,

and the French Hussars rode right through it.

Then, however, the 10th Hussars turned up
for the second time, and repulsed the enemy's
cavalry. The two evenly-balanced masses of

horsemen rushed upon each other in an awful
cavalry me/re. But, as a mighty cloud of dust

concealed the ensuing hand-to-hand encounter
^ ?,ooo men swaying to and fro, it was impos-
*'ble to follow with minuteness the incidents of
the conflict.

MARSHAL BAZAINK.

Fortune gradually decided in favour of

the Prussians, for, man to man, they were

heavier than their opponents. General Mon-

taigu was taken prisoner, severely wounded, and

General I*e Grand fell while leading his Dra-

goons to the assistance of the Hussars. This,

the greatest cavalry combat of the war, had the

effect of making the French right wing give up
all attempts to act on the offensive. But out of

this gigantic combat of horsemen the victorious

Prussians had again emerged with great loss
;

and among those who had fallen was Colonel

Finckenstein of the 2nd Dragoon Guards, who
had been the midnight

bearer of Moltke's moment-
ous message from Gitschin

to Koniginhof during the

Bohemian campaign of

1866.

Darkness was now ap-

proaching, and the battle

had practically been won
by the Germans. The
troops were utterly ex-

hausted, most of the ammu-
nition spent, while the

horses had been saddled for

fifteen hours without any-

thing to eat. Some of the

batteries could only be

moved at a slow pace, and

the nearest Prussian troops

on the left bank of the

Moselle were a day's march
off. Nevertheless the im-

petuous Red Prince, de-

siring to increase the moral

impression of the day's en-

deavours, and, if possible, destroy altogether the

internal cohesion of the French, ordered a general

advance against their position. But the poor

Prussian troops were too utterly fagged out by

their incessant exertions during the day to do

much more than make a formal response to this

cruel and unnecessary command
;

and, again,

they suffered great loss without inflicting a

corresponding one on the French.

Fighting did not entirely cease till teti o'clock

—that is to say, the bloody battle had lasted

for twelve long hours, entailing a loss of about

16,000 officers and men on either side. But the

(Iermans had won the battle. For they had

achieved their object—which was to prevent the

escape of Bazaine. Yet, in his despatch to

the Emperor, Bazaine had made bold to assert
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that " the enemy, beaten, retreated on all

points, leaving us masters of the battlefield."

Moltke, on the other hand, wrote that "the
troops, worn out by a twelve-hours' struggle,

encamped on the victorious but bloody field

immediately opposite the French lines." And
Moltke wrote the truth. Bazaine had evidently

learned the habit of lying about his reverses

from the Great Napoleon, and even from

Napoleon the Little.

battle just described. Leaving Gorze, with its

gilded statue of la Saitite Vicrgt on the brow,

of a beetling cliff, I passed up the steep and

wooded defile through which the Brandcn-

burgers pressed on the 16th of August, and

here the first affecting relics of the bloody

strife appeared. In a little, lonely green valley

skirted by the road, a few grassy moui^

luxuriant with the crimson poppy and the

wild fern, each being surmounted by a white

Yet Mars-la-Tour was only the prologue to

the still bloodier and more decisive drama

of Gravelotte two days later. " The battle of

Vionville," said the Emperor William II. once,
41

is without a parallel in military history,

seeing that a single Army Corps, about 20,000

men strong, hung on to and repulsed an enemy
more than five times as numerous and well

equipped. Such was the glorious deed that

was done by the Brandenburgers, and the

Hohenzollerns will never forget the debt they

owe to their devotion."

Several years later I visited the field of

wooden cross, told where the tafifcrc Krie£f>

began to drop from the bullets of the cha^e

pot. But when the summit is reached, what

a touching sight ! The rising plateau on even

side is dotted with white crosses, which thicken,

thicken, thicken as you advance, and the no;

far distant horizon edge is bristling with obelisk-

and stone memorials of more pretentious and

lasting form, making the whole region look

like one colossal cemetery. An involuntary

sadness comes over the traveller, and when

approaching every tomb and commemorative

tablet he feels instinctively moved by the mute
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appeal contained in the inscription :

U
.S7</, viator,

heroen ca/cas/'' The graceful obelisk, with its

lengthy death-roll of officers and men, the

piling-encircled and ivy-grown mound looking

like a well-filled family vault, the silver-edged

cross still hung with withered oaken wreaths

and immortelles, the slender column snapped

in twain to indicate the fate of hopeful youth

suddenly cut off, the neatlv-trimmed sepulture

and the graveyard plot of flowers—conceive

all these objects scattered over the summit

of a bare plateau facing northwards to the west

of Metz, and you will have some idea of the

*cene.

On an eminence behind Vionville, which

formed the centre of the German position, is a

pyramidal kind of monument of roughly-hewn

stone, surmounted by the Hohenzollern eagle,

and surrounded by a railing hung with shield-

like tablets bearing the multitudinous names ot

those officers of the fth Division who fell on
that fatal day. The reverse and coverless side

of the plateau—densely dotted with mounds
and monuments testifying to the terrible losses

of the brave Brandenburgers—leads you down
to the village of Vionville, where tombstones on
the public highway point to where the dust of

Gaul and German is commingled in the recon-

ciliation of death. " Mit Gott fur KtiMg und
Vaterland" is the recorded warcry on the

monument of one Teutonic soldier
; while at

its side there stands a marble cross, tastefully

wreathed with flowers, to the memory of one
brave and noble young lieutenant of the Empire
who died on the field of honour with these

words, preserved in golden letters, on his lips :

" Ditcs a ma mere" he cried, " que je meurs en

soldat et en chreticn. Marches en avantf"—
" Tell my mother that I died like a soldier and

a Christian. Forward !

"

FRENCH UNJKORMS IN 187O.

23
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EAST of the kingdom of Portugal lie the

great plains of Leon, bordered north

and south by mighty mountain ranges;

and in the short December days of

1 808, when wintry winds swept howling through

the passes and across the level land, and the

red roofs of Salamanca were covered with snow,

a small British army, some 23,000 strong, was

preparing to assist Spain against Napoleon.

Led by the gallant Lieutenant-General Sir

John Moore, and wearing the red cockade out

of compliment to the nation, we had been

received with great enthusiasm, and were given

to understand that the country burned with

patriotic zeal and had large forces, perfectly

equipped ; but this was soon found to be untrue,

for, while the Spaniards were ready for any

amount of castanet playing and looking-on,

the English were expected to do their fighting

for them.

Their magnificent army dwindled upon in-

vestigation to half its supposed numbers, and,

with a few honourable exceptions, proved itself

one of the wrctchedest collections of ragamuffins

of which history bears any record, so that Sir

John Moore found himself in as awkward a

position as ever fell to the lot of a British

general. Nevertheless, in spite of the severity

of the weather, the impertinent meddling of

Mr. Frere, the English Minister at Madrid, the

poor equipment of our troops and the absence

of Spanish aid, we marched boldly out of Sala-

manca on the nth December to attack Soult

in the north, and afterwards succour the capital

if that should be practicable.

It was a brave little army, and its doings are

deeply carved on the pillar of British fame.

There were five cavalry regiments, all Hussars,

dashing fellows in braided pelisses, and mounted
on active nagtailed horses : viz., the 7th, 10th,

15th, and 1 8th, with the 3rd of the King's

German Legion.

Artillery, Engineers, Waggon Train, and a

detachment of the scarlet -coated Staff Corps

filed out across the plain, white and monotonou?

under a gloomy sky.

Two battalions of the 1st Guards and thirty-

two of the Line completed our force, including

amongst others such splendid regiments as the

Royal Scots, the 4th, 5th, and the nth, nick

named the " Holy Boys," because they after-

wards sold their Bibles for wine ; the Welsh

Fusiliers and 28th 44 Slashers," the Black Watch,

the Fighting 43rd, the 71st Glasgow Highland

Light Infantry, now the strictest regiment in

the service, the Cameron Highlanders, and the

green 95th Rifles.

• • • • •

General Baird was hastening from Coruntu

to join us, and we had already advanced several

marches towards the enemy, when a blustering

French aide-de-camp got himself murdered in a

village ; his papers were purchased for twenty

dollars, and Sir John Moore learned for the first

time the true extent of the overwhelming odd?

against him.

Madrid, which was to have made such a brave

defence, had held out one day ; the shops were

open and the people tranquil
;
Toledo, Ocana.

and the whole of La Manche were in the hands

of the French ; a strong force was about to

march on Badajoz, and the Emperor Napoleon

was reviewing 60,000 veteran troops, including

part of his famous Imperial Guard, at the capital.

Two hundred and fifty-five thousand men

were mustering to oppose us ; their cavalry

alone exceeded our entire army by 12,000, and

to linger on the plains with such a horde closing

round us would have been absolute madness.

There was nothing for it but to show a bold
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front to Soult, and gain the sea with as much
honour as possible before the others could come
up; and though the word "retreat" has an

mpleasant sound to English ears, when it is

ncndcd with as great a display of heroism as

op.ro that unfortunate occasion, it becomes a

fi$. in British annals which we could ill afford

to -fae.

< • • • •

The Reserve, on whom, with the cavalry,

z : <f the fighting devolved until the army
'ahd Corunna, was formed of the 20th and

1 and the 28th, oist. and 95th, under
antrals Anstruther and Disnev. First blood

ns drawn at Eueda, where the 18th Hussars

'-v titty prisoners, and the same evening the

tied of the 7th Hussars played the Reserve into

to, mi the Douro.
f'-yet. afterwards Marquis of Anglesea, whose

Bother, Lord Edward, was in command of the

focrve, marched the loth and 15th Hussars on
H::cr and intensely dark night to Sahagun,
living in the grey dawn to find the place full

f French cavalry. Without a moment's hesi-

ttwtn the 15th charged and overthrew them,

thirteen officers and a hundred and fifty-

w men in twenty minutes.

The 15th was the Duke of Cumberland's rcgi-

«u. and one of the most expensive in the armv.
Napoleon heard of our advance on the same
*? :hat Sahagun was fought, and, leaving

*«o men to overawe Madrid, marched with
ftooo to cross the Guadarama range,

ft^hing on in the depth of winter— the
pa.: 3rds forced to cut roads through the snow
fthem—they reached the passes, and toiled
'* r twelve hours without the advance guard
arable to gain the summit; but so tremen-

was the wind that the Emperor had to

wi'iint and struggle forward on foot, holding

* to the arms of Marshals Lannes and Duroc,
* -tafl following linked together, with heads
"it before the driving snow.

Haff.way up they stopped, the generals ex-

"Ked in their heavy jack- boots, and bestriding
m t brass guns, Napoleon and his officers in

* manner arrived at the top, seeing through
* "hiding flakes the plains of Leon far below
tern

^'-unbling down, he hurried the jaded troops
71 and twelve leagues a day until he Came
*hin three miles of the river Esla—only to
r'J that we had already crossed it, and had
*1 two days' rest at Benevente.
Furious at our escape, he sent his favourite

Chasseurs-a-Cheval of the Guard in hot pursuit,

with a support of infantry ; but without waiting

for the foot-soldiers, the gallant Charles Lefebvre

Desnouettes splashed through the fords with

his horsemen into the open fields full of camp-
followers, and drove our pickets back towards

the town.

Six hundred of those splendid troopers, in

green jackets and red pelisses, careered mag-
nificently over the trampled snow ; but behind

some straggling houses Paget was waiting with

the I oth Hussars, until they should have got

sufficiently forward.

Then a line of blue and silver, and curving

sabres and brown busbies, tore out of the con-

cealment, gathered up the retiring pickets, and
rushed upon the Chasseurs. There was slashing

and shouting and riding down, and the French
squadrons returned through the fords again at

full gallop, leaving fifty-five killed and wounded,

and seventy prisoners.

They re-formed on their own side, and for a

moment it was thought they would charge us,

but a couple of guns put them to the right-

about, and their leader remained in our hands.

Private Levi Grisdale, of the 10th, saw him
riding for the river, in a green frock, with a hat

and feather, and, spurring after him, dodged v.

pistol-ball and cut him over the left cheek.

Grisdale was promoted, although the 3rd

Germans claimed that a private of theirs, named
Bergmann, had taken the general ; but the uni-

forms of the two regiments were very similar

then, both being in blue w ith yellow facings and

white braid, and it is difficult to distinguish

things accurately in the hurry of a combat.

Desnouettes lived at Malvern and Cheltenham,

where he made many friends, until May. 1812.

when, breaking his parole, he escaped to France,

only to be taken again at Waterloo, where Gris-

dale also fought as a sergeant, and the unlucky

general was eventually drowned off the Irish

coast in 182;.

At Benevente the 3rd Hussars alone lost

forty-six men and twenty-two horses, with forty-

seven more wounded ; but we had checked the

Guard and shown our teeth ; and when the

night winds were howling among the porcelain

friezes and broken porphyry columns of the old

castle on the hill, we withdrew cautiously in a

thick fog and continued our retreat.

Captain Darby and seventeen privates of the

10th died of fatigue during the march to Bem-
bibre. and they shot sixty horses that could go

Uo farther.
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Deep snow lay on the ground, rutted and

trampled by the passage of the guns and bullock

carts ; this had frozen like iron, and then been

concealed by another snowstorm, so that men
and horses stumbled and lamed themselves at

every stride.

One officer lost a boot among the ruts on
Christmas morning, and marched all day with-

out it

!

Every regiment had received a new blanket

per man and a hundred and fifty new soles and

heels, but the execrable roads quickly wore out

the leather.

Astorga was found to be full of miserable

Spanish soldiers, who had eaten up most of the

stores, and whose condition was summed up in

their own words :
" Very hungry—very sick

—

very dry !

"

m~ A number

\\XLa>^^^2^^^r^y °f women
S^Jj^^

m
-*Q) andchildren

rVZ'l^fe- *
X
\mi * followed the

^W/^V yK. army, and

: thdr suflfer "

ingS Were

\ r^J_ vuly ter-
\—' rible. Sol-

" ' \ BATTLEw diers began
co* *»* a~

. coRUNNA. to fall out,

V.'v»rf ' i , . unable to

\C^°(LNN^ _\ keep up
w it h the

columns, and the rear-guard passed scores of

poor wretches frozen to death in the snow,

while at Bembibre, where there were large

wine-vaults, discipline began to relax its hold,

and shameful drunkenness stained the hitherto

excellent record of the troops.

Meanwhile, Napoleon made the most strenuous

efforts to overtake us.

He insisted on marching from Benevente to

Astorga in one short winter day, a distance of

thirty odd miles, under an icy rain, the infantry

being obliged to strip five or six times and

scramble through the streams, holding their

clothing and ammunition above the water.

So exhausted was his army that three veteran

grenadiers of the Old Guard blew out their

brains, unable to go on, and knowing that the

sullen peasants in their sheepskin caftas would

murder them if they lagged behind.

Napoleon was much affected, but he still

pushed forward, and late at night, drenched to

the skin, and attended only by Lannes, the staff,

and a hundred Chasseurs, he dashed into Astorga.

Had Paget, who was only six miles off, learned

this, he might have swooped down with the

Hussars and changed the future fate of Europe

by capturing the Emperor himself. Napoleon

had marched two hundred miles in ten dav-

with 50,000 troops in the depth of winter, but

for all his haste, we had eluded him and gained

the mountains, and at Astorga the Emperor

handed the reins to Soult, reviewed his legion?,

and returned to Valladolid, leaving the Marshal

Duke of Dalmatia to drive us into the sea.

The features of the retreat now underwent a

change : our columns began to ascend into a

wild and dreary region, the road winding along

the mountain sides halfway between the summit?

and the rushing water in the valleys below.

Here and there a solitary cottage showed it*

slate roof ; at intervals the weary leagues were

marked on stone pillars by the way ; the droning

hum of the axles of the bullock carts could be

heard for a great distance, and slanting rain

beat on the tired stragglers, whose numbers were

by this time terribly increased.

Bembibre, when the Reserve entered it on

New Year's Day, was full of drunken soldiers

from Baird's divisions
; officers and men grew

careless, and thought only of themselves, and it

was found necessary to flog and hang to restore

some semblance of order, with an active enemy

on our very heels.

The light troops had marched for Vigo,

whither Sir John Moore intended to follow

:

but at Orense a message overtook them, bidding

them send the transports round to Corunna,

and Captain Heisse, after a hard gallop through

the snow, was just in time to despatch the

vessels before an unfavourable wind set dea>1

into the harbour mouth.

At Calcabellos, while Lord Edward Page-

was haranguing the Reserve on the subject pi

the growing insubordination, two plunderer'

were caught in the act. The troops were In-

stantly formed in hollow square round a tree t
1

witness their execution, when a hussar dashed

in with news that the cnemv were upon us.

" I don't care if the entire French cavalry

are here," roared the general ;
" I'll hang the*

scoundrel* !

"

They were lifted in the arms of. the provost-

marshal's men, the ropes were adjusted, and in

another moment they would have dangled in

mid air, when a second hussar came up, and

carbine shots rang out from the ?rd German>

at the bridge.

" Soldiers," cried Lord Edward
x
" if I pardon
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these men will you promise better behaviour for

the future ?
"

" Yes," was the unanimous reply.

"Say it again !

"

11 Yes, yes !
" from a thousand throats.

" A third time !

"

It was done with a cheer, the men were

released, and the troops went off at the double

towards the firing.

Colbert attacked us there with a large body

of cavalry, and our Rifles, posted in a vineyard,

emptied a score of saddles as the French dragoons

and light horse tore up the road to the bridge-

head. Colbert was not only a splendid soldier,

but a good man, in an army where, unfortun-

ately, virtue was at a low ebb, and two days

before, at the review, Napoleon had said to him,

"General, you have proved in Egypt, Italy,

and Germany that you are one of my bravest

warriors : you shall soon receive the reward due

to your brilliant successes."

"Make haste, sire," replied Colbert, "for,

while I am not yet thirty, I feel that I am
already old."

At Calcabellos, an Irishman of the 95th, named
Tom Plunkett, ran out and threw himself on

his back in the snow. Passing the sling of his

rifle over his foot, he sighted and fired, and

Colbert fell from his horse. Jumping up
Plunkett cast about and reloaded, firing again

and killing the aide-de-camp who had rushed

to his general's assistance, after which the lucky

marksman rejoined his comrades in safety (only

to be discharged some years afterwards, without

promotion, a victim to drink, that curse of our

Peninsular armies).

Wherever the danger was pressing, Sir John
Moore was to be found—nothing could exceed

his personal exertions on the retreat.

At Villa Franca, romantically situated in a

deep valley, with the pointed turrets of a Domi-

nican convent rising against a background of

bare hills, and where the ferocious Duke of Alva

once had a castle, the army committed great

disorders, and Sir John had a man shot in the

market-place as a warning to the others.

Although we checked the enemy wherever

the rear-guard faced about, the march had not

been resumed long when their horsemen were

again riding among the stragglers, cutting them
down without mercy—man, woman, and child !

The 28th, with its brown calfskin knapsacks,

taken from the French stores in Egypt, toiled

over the snow, and the handsomest man of

the Grenadier company, named McGee, fell

lame and dropped behind, his comrades carrying

his pack and musket for him, but two French

troopers came up, and, unarmed as he was,

slashed him to pieces almost in sight of his

company.

Misery and disorder increased ; the cavalry

were sent on ahead, with the exception of a

part of the 3rd Hussars, and the rear-guard

fought every yard of the way until they reacheJ

Lugo, where Sir John drew up in order of battle,

and discipline was again restored.

All day, in the drenching rain, we waited for

the French to attack, but Soult was too wan :

and at night, leaving the fires burning, the array

continued its retreat, gaining several hours' star:

before the enemy became aware of it.

The pay-waggons, heavily laden with silver

dollars, were abandoned, as the oxen were quite

used up, and Lieutenant Bennet stood with a

drawn pistol and orders to shoot any soldier

who lingered there.

Hugo, of the 3rd Hussxh-s, gave an equal pro-

portion to each man of his detachment, and it

was carried in their corn-sacks to Corunna and

delivered to the Commissariat ; but the rcst-

^'25,000 worth — was pitched over into the

valley, the barrels breaking on the rocks and

sending a silver cascade far down beyond the

reach of the marching army.

The stragglers crowded round and fought for

the money spilled on the road, one woman—wife

of Sergeant Maloney, of the 52nd—making her

fortune for life
;
but, stepping from the boat < 11

to a transport at Corunna, she slipped, and the

weight of the stolen treasure took her to the

bottom of the harbour, never to rise again !

While the miserable wretches were scrambling

in the snow, the enemy came up and slaughtered

without mercy, stopping in their turn to gather

up the spoil, and giving us a little breathing time

Farther on we met some Spanish troops dis-

charging their muskets briskly, as though skir-

mishing, and it was feared that the French had

intercepted us, but on getting closer we were

told that the contemptible riff-raff were "only

Jiritig to warm their hands !
"

At Lugo Sir John Moore had issued an order

in which he said :
" It is evident that the enemy

will not fight this army, notwithstanding the

superiority of his numbers, but will endeavour

to harass and tease it on its march
The army has now eleven leagues to march

:

the soldiers must make an exertion to complete

them. The rear-guard cannot stop, and thwe

that fall behind must take their fate !

"
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.\Ionv of the troops were now barefooted, and

jL were more or less in rags. Far too many
^amp-followers had been allowed to accompany

us, and all were starving in a wild and sterile

.ountry, where a yellow fowl was often the only

result of a plundered cottage.

The :8th found nothing at Villa Franca but

loc piece of salt pork, which Major Browne tied

ti>hi> holsters—to lose it in the night-march to

Htrrerias.

The same officer, on embarking, exchanged

his horse for a pig, but in the confusion the

major was shipped on board one transport and

(he pig on to another !

Small wonder that the " Slashers," on finding

•ne Spaniards frozen to death among the debris

"t turn bread-waggons, moved the corpses to

hunt ravenously for the crusts among which

they were lying !

At length it was the custom to stop all strag-

glers and take from them a proportion of the

'""xi they carried, and by that means they col-

lated sufficient to serve out a ration to every

nun of the rear-guard !

At Nogalcs—where the country reminds one
of Glencoc—a private who had been sent on
ahead found a quantity of potatoes, which he

McJ, and as the 28th filed past the house he

distributed three or four to officer and man
i-ite, without distinction ; and at the same place

»nu- officers of the " Slashers " went into a

Wta^e where there was a fire, and where they

Knpped to dry their clothes.

A Spanish general was sleeping snugly in an

inner room, well wrapped in furs, and his two
i:devde-camp were standing by the fire.

One of the " Slashers " laid his valuable watch
down, and, returning from the door, where he
had been directing some stragglers, found
that one of the aides-de-camp had walked off

*uh it!

" I cannot be held responsible for all the

People about me," was the grumpy remark of

the Spanish general. What could be expected
from an army whose officers were thieves ?

The last halt was made at Betanzos, and while
the rear-guard covered the partial destruction of

the bridge there, the army inarched in column
to Corunna, only to find the Atlantic roaring on
*e rocks, but not a sail in sight

!

The French were in great force at Betanzos,
*nl furious at our continued escape. One ser-

Rtant charged alone in advance of his squadron,
l,) the centre of the bridge, but a private of the
i^h. named Thomas Savage, stepped out and

shot him, securing his cloak before the others

came up.

The Engineers bungled the bridge, and blew

up one of their officers with it, while we had to

fall back on Corunna before it was properly

destroyed.

Fine weather now dried our rags. On the

1 ith January the Guards were quartered in the

town, the Reserve near St. Lucia, and the other

regiments posted in strong positions. Vast

stores were meanwhile destroyed in Corunna,

and two hundred and ninety horses of the

German Legion shot in the arsenal square at

St. Lucia, amid the tears of the brave troopers.

The 1 2th proved damp and foggy, and no
trace of the fleet could be seen. The French
still held back, our officers exchanging pot-

shots with them until Paget put a stop to it

;

and on the 13th a terrific explosion from 4,000

powder-barrels caused something very like a

panic in both armies. Corunna was shaken, its

windows smashed, and a rain of white ashes fell

for a considerable time.

At last, on the afternoon of the 14th. the

transports hove in sight, and as soon as thev

were anchored we began to embark the wounded
and the guns, the cavalry being ordered to ship

thirty horses per regiment and shoot the rest

as there was not time to get them on board

with a heavy sea running. The 15th Hussars

brought four hundred to Corunna, and landed

in England with thirty-one ! The 10th—the

Prince of Wales's particular regiment, and the

first in our service to wear the showy Hun-
garian dress, which its hussar troop had adopted

in 1803 and the entire corps two years later—

began the campaign with six hundred handsome
chargers and took thirty home again.

The greatest confusion took place among the

camp-followers, but by degrees the embarkation

proceeded, our gallant tars going in some cases

two days without food in their noble efforts to

help us.

There was a little skirmishing, but no very

decided movement, until the it>th— in fact,

French officers were seen picking up shells on

the sands at low water within range of our

muskets—but at last the infantry alone remained

on shore, and the 28th, among others, was

ordered to fall in at two o'clock on the lbth to

march down to the boats.

Scarcely had they mustered when, a violent

cannonade being opened upon us, and a forward

movement being observed, they went off at the

double towards the enemy again. They had done
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eighty miles in the last twelve days, standing
several nights under arms in the snow

; thev had
repulsed the French seven times, and the 28th
alone had lost more than two hundred men

; yet,

C O R U N N A

when the battle ot Carolina began, the Reserve
had fewer men missing than any other division !

Some of the generals wished Moore to
tome to terms with Soult, but nothing was
farther from the brave Scotchman's thoughts.

Circumstances had compelled us to retreat,

but it was no part of a British soldier's training

to shirk a battle at the last moment ; conse-
quently, the low hills behind Elvina were soon
echoing to the rattle of musketry as our black-

gaitered infantry opened fire 011 the French
columns.

There was little or no manoeuvring during the
engagement : Soult advanced in three masses,
driving our pickets out of the village of Elvina.

Baird, of Seringapatam fame, held the right

of our line, Sir John Hope formed the centre
and left with his division, while Paget and
Fraser were in reserve before Corunna : 14.500
men in all, facing 20,000.

Sir John Moore sent the 50th and 42nd to

retake Elvina, which was rendered formidable

by sunken lanes and stone walls, but after j

brave scrimmage which lasted half an hour, the

French were driven out and the Guards ad

vanced tn take up the position

originally occupied by the two regi

rnents.

The Black Watch having a
hausted their cartridges fell bak,

thinking the Guards were marching

to support them, and the eoernv

returned in force and entered the

vUlage again.

Sir John rode up to the aad.

and learning that their

was expended, said, " You hm*i
your bayonets, my brave Highlaaien

—remember Egvpt !
" and with avdl

the Black With

shed forwird

1 RKC more.

WhileSirJoha

Moore was watch-

ing the strugr,*,

a round shtC

struck him *

the left bread

and dasheJ

him out 4

the saddle

butwithoi

a groan,

h

sat up, rot*

ing on h»
arm and for a moment gazed intendy <
the Highlanders driving the French steadihr

back.

Then, as a happy look came into his hand-

some face, the staff crowded round him ml
saw the shocking state of his wound. The

shoulder was completely shattered, and the let

arm hung by a piece of skin
; the ribs over the

heart were broken and bared of flesh, while the

muscles of the breast were torn into shreds and

strips, among which the hilt of his sword had

got entangled.

" I had rather it should go out of the ndd

with me," said the dying hero, as Hardmge

made an attempt to disengage it.

Men of the 42nd and Guards carried hoi

tenderly in a blanket, taking an hour to reach

Corunna, the general frequently making theei

halt and turn him round.

Like Wolfe at Quebec, his anxiety vm f"

the success of the army, and like Wolfe bib*
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moments were cheered by the knowledge that

st had beaten the French.

Soult had fallen back, General Raird was badly

ouoded, and Hope carried out Sir John's

•igmal plans lor the embarkation.

"Ihope the people of England will be satis-

fed," said the dying man. " I hope my dear

ewitry will do me justice. Oh, Anderson !
" he

ibixrcd to his friend, " you will see my friends

ihome; tell them everything—my mother——

"

icn he broke down.

He was believed to be devotedly attached to

Lady Hester Stanhope, eldest daughter of the

Jiird Earl Stanhope, famous alike for his eccen-

tricity and his study of the electric fluid ; and

Mi ».ire's last recorded words were in remem-
brance of her, addressed to her brother, his

udc de-camp.

He pas>cd away very quietly in his fortv-

c.iihrh vear, and England lost one of her most

rous soldiers.

Hi* burial, in the citadel at night by some

men of the nth, has been described in a poem
nth docs immortal honour to the Irish clergy-

i who penned it, and the gallant enemy Hew

tricolour halfmast high on the citadel and

a salute over his grave. Marshal Soult alter

»ard* erecting a tomb to

» memory.

Our loss at Coruuna

800. the French,

their own accounts.

[cannon, vpoundcrs.

on without Sir

hn's orders, had been

ndoncd during the re

it, and nearly 4,000

left their bones to

D the plains of Leon

«d the rugged roads of

•allicia ; but the retreat

,,yn praise from Welling-

n and Napoleon alike,

nd not a regimental

•l"iir remained in the

nemy's hands.

The 95th was the last

'-Kimcnt to enter Co-

uma, the 23rd the last

e it.

at confusion existed

ird the vessels, and

tempi to transit! the

10 their respective

ships was prevented by the encmv opening fire

from St. Lucia. The cables were cut, and
the three hundred transports put to sea on the

17th, convoyed by several men-of-war, the old

f'ictoty amongst them, and after cruising about

in the offing for two days, they put helm up for

England, where the army landed in a wretched
condition.

All the clothing of the Rifles was burned
behind Hythe barracks, in a state that spoke

vtlumes for the misery undergone.

The Stnallhrttigt' went ashore near Ushant, and
over two hundred of the German Legion were
drowned. Then the newspapers began to raise

a disgraceful outcry against the whole expedi-

tion, and the good name of Sir John Moore was
placed under a cloud by men whose information

[•FA tl( OK SIR JOHN MOORE.
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was false, and whose opinion was of no more
value than a spent cartridge.

We have learned the true state of things

since then, and ample justice has been rendered

to Moore's noble character in the subsequent

histories of that glorious period.

The last survivor of Corunna, Thomas Palmer,

of the 23rd, died at the great age of a hun-irtd

and was buried at Weston-super-Mare, with full

military honours, in April, i88q—eighty \ej?

after his chief was laid to rest " with his manii

cloak around him."

THE BURIAL OK SIR JOHN MOORK.

* We buried him ilarkly at dead of night.

The sods with our bayonets turning,

iiy the struggling moonlieams' misty light.

And the lanterns dimly burning."

Rev. Charles Wolfe.
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fT^HE immediate causes which led to the

J I I battle of Navarin, or Navaritio, are of

JL. a romantic and dramatic character.

On the 6th of July, 1826—the Greeks

hiving risen in revolt against the oppression of

the Turks in 1820— a treaty had been signed in

London on the part of Great Britain, France,

and Russia, having for its object the pacifica-

tion of the Levant by intervention between

Turkey and Greece. Through the indiscretion

'I some unknown official the treaty found its

v...'. to the Times, which published it in its issue

».
f
July 12th, 1820—six days after its signature.

>: thus became fully known to all concerned

k r
orc the official instructions which it rendered

--.(FY could be delivered. As .1 result, Sir

Kdnard Codrington, the British admiral in the

Mediterranean, found himself in a situation of

perplexity, and was directed to consult with the

French and Russian admirals, and arrange a

plan of action with them.

The instructions of the three admirals in ques-

tion definitely required an armistice between

Turkey atid Greece, and limited the period for

i'.s acceptance to one month. If the result of

negotiations should be—as was, of course, antici-

pated—acceptance by Greece and rejection by

Turkey, the admirals were instructed to enter

into friendly relations with the former country,

and unite their fleets to prevent all Turkish or

F.^iptian reinforcements or warlike stores from

king transported for employment against the

'"•reeks. Kach of the allied admirals had par-

ticular instructions to take care, if possible, that

any mearures they might adopt in restraining

the Ottoman navy should not wear the aspect

nf open hostilities. They were directed to en-

deavour to earn- their arguments rather by a

display of force than by the emplovment of it.

ITiis, briefly, is a review of the situation whose
climax was the battle of Navarino.

Sir Edward Codrington, the British admiral

in the Levant, as we have already said, found

himself in a situation of perplexity on the publi-

cation of the treaty. The French squadron was

at Milo, and the Russians had not yet arrived.

But with that instant resolution which has

always been such a fine characteristic of the

British naval officer's spirit, Sir Kdward deter-

mined to take the initiative, and with three sail

of the line he placed himself before Hydra to

oppose, 14 when all other means are exhausted,

by cannon shot " the whole of the Turkish and
Egyptian fleet. The "general order," which he
issued to all his captains on September 8th,

1827, well illustrates the policy which the

English commander-in-chief resolved to adopt.

"You arc aware," he writes from on board

the Asm, "that a treaty has been signed between

England, France, and Russia for the pacifica-

tion of Greece. A declaration of the decision

of the Powers has been presented to the Porte,

and a similar declaration has been presented to

the Greeks. The armistice proposed to each, in

these declarations, has been acceded to by the

Greeks, whilst it has been refused by the Turks.

It becomes, therefore, the duty of the allied

naval forces to enter, in the first place, on

friendly relations with the Greeks ; and, next,

to intercept every supply of men, arms, etc.,

destined against Greece, and coming either from

Turkev or Africa in general. The last measure

is that which re-quires the greatest caution, and,

above all, a complete understanding as to the

operations of the allied naval forces. Most par

ticular care is to be taken that the measures

adopted against the Ottoman navy do not

degenerate into hostilities. The formal inten-

tion of the Powers is to interfere as conciliators,

and to establish, in fact, at sea the armistice

which the Porte would not concede as a right.

Every hostile proceeding would be at variance

with the pacific ground which they have chosen

to take, and the display of forces which they
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have assembled is destined to cause that wish to

be respected ; but they must not be put into

use, unless the Turks persist in forcing the

passages which they have intercepted. All

possible means should be tried, in the first

instance, to prevent the necessity of proceeding

to extremities ; but the prevention of supplies,

as before mentioned, is to be enforced, if neces-

sary, and when all other means are exhausted,

by cannon shot. In giving you this instruction as

to the duty which I am directed to perform, my
intention is to make you acquainted thoroughly

with the object of our Government, that you may
not be taken by surprise as to whatever measures

I may find it necessary to adopt. You will still

look to me for further instructions as to the

carrying any such measures into effect."

On September nth Sir Edward Codrington,

with the Genoa and Albion, arrived off Navarino,

and beheld the whole of the expedition from

Alexandria at anchor in the harbour, where it

hat! arrived two days previously. The English

squadron hovered off this place for above a week,

awaiting the coming of the allies. On the 19th

September Sir Edward Codrington notified the

admiral commanding the Ottoman force in the

port of Navarino that he would be prevented

—

by extreme measures, if necessary—from attack-

ing the Greeks. Notwithstanding, on the 21st

a division of the Turkish expedition got under

way, and came out of the harbour. Their inten-

tions were clear, and the British ships cleared

for action. What the issue of this incident

might have been it is difficult to say, had not

the sails of a strange squadron appeared upon

the horizon to windward whilst the English

and Turks were still manoeuvring near the land.

The vessels turned out to be the French fleet,

under Admiral de Kigny, and whatever might

have been the intentions of the commander of

the Ottoman expedition, it retired back into the

harbour immediately the strangers were near

enough for the French colours to be visible.

By the arrival of Admiral de Kigny at Nava-

rino, not only was Sir Edward Codrington's force

largely augmented, but he was relieved of his

isolated and critical responsibility by the cer-

tainty of a joint action in whatever steps might
now be taken. The Russian squadron had not

yet appeared ; but the British and French
admirals at once commenced proceedings by

interviewing Ibrahim Pacha, the commander of

the Turkish forces at Navarino, and clearly im-

pressing upo" him the determination of the

allied Courts to carry out the spirit of the treaty,

and the necessity imposed on them (the admirals 1

to enforce the armistice referred to in their

instructions. The interview was a long one.

Ibrahim said that the admirals must be aware

he was a soldier like themselves, and that it

was as imperative for him to obey ordcr» a-

for them ; that his instructions were to attack

Hydra, and that he must put them into execu

tion, it being for him merely to act and no:

to negotiate. The admirals replied that the.

quite sympathised with the feelings of a brave

man under such circumstances, and that thev

congratulated him upon having a force opposed

to him which it was impossible to resist. Thrv

reminded him that if he put to sea in defiance

of their amicable warning they must carry their

instructions into execution, and that if he

resisted by force the total destruction of hi«

fleet must follow, which, they added archly an i

significantly, was an act of madness the Grani

Seignior could not applaud. Amidst a profusion

of Oriental compliments, French politeness, and

British bluntness was this interview between the

warlike Turk and the allied admirals carried on

and, although in conclusion Ibrahim pledged hu

word of honour to observe the armistice, yet the

actual result of the long palavar was to leaw

things very much in the same situation in w hich

they had been before.

Admiral Codrington's description of Ibrahim,

contained in a letter written by him to his sister

Jane shortly after the interview referred to. i>

particularly interesting. After a very graphk
description of the Turkish camp and of Ibrahim »

tent, he proceeds :

—

M They first began with the

ceremony of introduction, which, as there were

a good many of us on either side, was proper

tionallv long. ... At length, however. I got

settled, and began to look around me again, .

This tent also was open, and from his sofa be

looked down over the whole harbour, and realh

the sight was beautiful, covered as it was by the

ships and boats of all sorts continually passing

to and fro. His tent was outside the wall? . t

Navarin
;
and, indeed, what force he had with

him appeared to be outside of the town. Ah<

gcther, I thought he had chosen the coolest and

most convenient place to pitch his tent in tha:

could be found. But to return thither. He
is a man of about forty years old, not at all

good-looking, but with heavy features, very much

marked with the small-pox, and as fat as a por-

poise. Though I had no opportunity of seeing

his height—as he was on his sofa, lying down or

sitting the whole time— I should not think him
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sea. This was a direct breach of the parole

which had been passed, and the Honourable

Captain Spencer, in the Talhot, was instructed

to inform the Turkish admiral that he would

not be permitted to proceed, and that if he

allowed a single gun to be fired at the English

flag the whole of his fleet would be destroyed.

This message speedily caused the Turks to

bring their ships n> the wind, and the second in

command, Halhil Bey. came on board the Asia.

He admitted that he had been present at Sir

.ml Codrington's interview with Ibrahim

Pacha, when the latter bound himself in

honour not to send any of In- tleet out of

ZA.NTE.

more than five feet seven inches. He was, for a

Pjcha. plainly dressed, I think, particularly as his

followers and officers were covered with gold

ind embroidery ; and, for a Turk, I think his

manners were very good indeed. The conver-

sion first began about the weather, and such

cmnmon-place things ; for I learnt (from the

interpreter) he does not talk of business till

tfkr cofee."

Ibrahim proved treacherous. He disregarded
hi* own word of honour to accept the armistice,

wid there followed a long series of negotiations,

"i which the attitude of the allied admirals

Rradually grew more threatening and that of

the Ottoman leader proportionately defiant. On
the 2nd of October, in the midst of a heavy
thunderstorm, the Turkish fleet boldly put to

the port, but pretended to believe that it had

been sanctioned for a Turkish squadron to go to

Patras. The British admiral bluntly informed

Halhil that, having broken their faith with

him, he would not trust them henceforth, and

that if they did not put about and return to

N.ivarino he would make them. This message

was accompanied by the Asia firing a gun

and filling her main-topsail ; on which the

Turkish fleet, by a signal from their admiral,
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sw ung their yards afresh and stood back towards

the harbour.

This little incident confirmed Sir Edward
Codriugton in his intention of summarily en-

forcing the treaty he had been despatched to

uphold. Admiral de Rigny, on his part, showed

no less a degree of determination to maintain

the pledge which his nation had conjointly

given to the Greeks. Down to this period,

however, the Russians had not appeared upon

the scene; but on the 15th of October their

quadron, under Count Heiden, joined the

French and British fleets off Zante. Sir Edward
Codrington, from seniority of rank, was com-

mander-in-chief of the combined fleet. On the

1 Xth of October the three admirals held a

conference for the purpose of concerting the

measures of effecting the object specified in the

Treaty of London— namely, an armistice dc

facia between the Turks and Greeks. They
considered: " That Ibrahim Pacha having vio-

lated the engagement he entered into with the

admirals on September 25th for a provisional

suspension of arms, by causing his fleet to come-

out and proceed towards another point in the

Morea ; that since the return of the fleet, owing

to meeting Admiral Codrington near Patras, the

Pacha's troops had carried on a warfare more

destructive and exterminating than before, kill-

ing women and children, burning habitations,

etc., for completing the devastation of the

country ; and that all endeavours to put a stop

to these atrocities by persuasion and concilia-

tion, by representations to the Turkish chiefs,

and advice given to Mehemet Ali have been

treated as mockeries, though they could have

been stopped by a word : Therefore the admirals

found that there remained to them only three

modes of action :

—

"1st. The continuing throughout the whole of

the winter a blockade—difficult, expensive, and

perhaps useless, since a storm might disperse the

squadrons, and afford to Ibrahim the facility of

conveying his destroying army to different parts

of the Morea ami the islands ;

" _'nd. The uniting the allied squadrons in

Navarin itself, and securing by this permanent

presence the- inaction of the Ottoman fleets, but

which mode alone leads to no termination, since

the Porte persists in not changing its svstem
;

" 3rd. The proceeding to take a position with

the squadrons in Navarin, in order to renew to

Ibrahim propositions which, entering into the

spirit of the Treaty, were evidently to the

advantage of the Porte itself."

Having taken these three modes into con-

sideration, the admirals unanimously agreed '.hi:

the last method was best calculated, wiuVu:

bloodshed, but simply by the imposing prcvi.n

of the squadrons, to produce the desired ;nd.

Sir Edward Codrington had a considerable diffi-

culty to contend with in the jealousy w.ncis

existed between the Russian and French admi-

rals, and it called for no small exercise of uct on

his part to maintain harmony in the combined

fleet. The allied force was as follows:

—

English: Three line -of- battle ships four

frigates, four brigs, one cutter.

French: Three line -of- battle ships, one

double-banked frigate, one frigate, two cutten.

Russian : Four line -of- battle ships, wr

frigates.

In all twenty-four ships of war.

The Ottoman force was as follows:—Th: .

line-of-battle ships, four double-banked frigate*

thirteen frigates, thirty corvettes, twenty ,

brigs, six fire brigs, five schooners, fort}

transports.

In all, one hundred and thirty sail of vessck

The Turks had in addition to this imposmj

force an army of 35,000 Fgyptian troops in the

Morea, of whom 4,000 were on board the

transports.

On the 19th of October Admiral Codling!""

issued his instructions to his colleagues as to the

manner in which the combined fleet was to be

disposed on entering the port of Navarino.

" It appears," runs the order, " that the

Egyptian ships in which the French ulfiar>

are embarked are those most to the south-east
*

It is, therefore, my wish that his excellency

Rear-Admiral Chevalier de Rigny should plate

his squadron abreast of them. As the next ia

succession appears to be a ship of the line with

a flag at the main, I propose placing the Afii

abreast of her, with the Genua and Albion IKH

to the Asia ; and I wish that his excdkoq

Rear-Admiral Count Heiden will have the c

ness to place his squadron next in s i;v ,<.«-:.

to the British ships of the line. The RuSMtf

frigates in this case can occupy the Turkish ship

next in succession to the Russian ships of the

line ; the English frigates forming alongside such

Turkish vessels as may Ik.- on the western side of

the harbour abreast of the British ships of the

line ; and the French frigates forming in the

same manner, so as to occupy the Turkic

• It Ml known thai a number of French oftcen»«rt

in the enemy's ships, and to these Admiral de Kf:>

addressed a letter of warning.
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frigates, etc., abreast of the French ships of the

line. If time permits, before any hostility is

1 mmitted by the Turkish fleet, the ships are

:.i moor with springs on the ring of each

anchor. No gun is to be fired from the com-
v.ed fleet without a signal being made for

purpose, unless shot be fired from any of

* Turkish ships, in which case the ships so

:;sg are to be destroyed immediately. The
fvettes and brigs are, under the direction of

^
r
->:ain Fellows, of the Dartmouth, to remove

tire vessels into such a position as will

•tvtnt their being able to injure any of the

"ibined fleet. In case of a regular battle

ensuing, and creating any of that confusion

huh must necessarily arise out of it, it is to

he observed that, in the words of Lord Nelson,

'no captain can do very wrong who places his

>nip alongside that of an enemy.'—Edward
Codrington, Vice- Admiral."

The combined fleet made an attempt to stand

into Navarino on the 19th of October, but the

"tad was too light and the current too strong

1
1
enable them to effect their purpose. On the

' I: 'Wing day, however, at about two o'clock in

the afternoon, the allied squadrons passed the

Knterics at the entrance to the harbour to take

up their anchorage. The Turkish ships lay

ntxorcd in the form of a great crescent, with

•prigs upon their cables, the large ones pre-

dating their broadsides towards the centre, and
-r -mailer craft filling up the intervals between
>rn. The allied fleet was formed in the order
«' sailing in two columns, the British and
Knch forming the starboard or weather line,

»«J the Russian the lee column. Sir Fdward
^drington, in the Asia, led in, closely followed

>v the Genoa and Albion, and anchored in

.ession close alongside a line-of-battle ship

king the flag of the Capitana Bey, another ship

t the line, and one of the large double-banked
r .Utcs, each thus having her proper opponent
"i the front line of the enemy's fleet. The four

•hips to windward, which formed a portion of

Hxyptian squadron, were allotted to Admiral
Kigny's vessels ; and those to leeward, in the

%'ht or hollow of the crescent, were to mark
c -Utions of the whole Russian squadron, the

• sips of their line covering those of the English

and being followed by the frigates of their

livision.

Admiral Codrington had been very express in

instructions that no gun should be fired until

•"nie act of open hostility was committed by the
lurks, and this order was strictly carried out.

The three English ships were permitted to pass

the batteries, and proceeded to moor in their

respective stations with great celerity. But upon

the Dartmouth sending a boat to one of the six

fire vessels lying near the entrance to the harbour,

Lieutenant Fitzroy and several seamen in her

were killed by a volley of musketry. This im-

mediately produced a responsive fire of nuis-

ketrv from the Dartmouth and likewise from

La Syrette, the flagship of the French admiral,

followed almost at once by the discharge of a

broadside gun from one of the Egyptian ships,

and in a breath almost the action became

general.

The Asia was ranged alongside the ship of

the Capitana Bey, and equally close to that of

Moharem Bev, the commander of the Egyptian

squadron. As neither of thes^' ships opened

upon the British flagship, notwithstanding the

action was raging briskly to windward. Sir

Edward Codrington withheld his fire. No inter-

change of hostilities between the vessels took

place, therefore, for a considerable while after the

Asia had returned the first volley of the Capi-

tana ; and, indeed, it was evidently the intention

of the enemy to try and avoid a regular battle,

for Moharem sent a mes-age that he would not

fire at all. Sir Edward Codrington, equally

willing to avert bloodshed, sent the British

pilot, Peter Mitchell, who also acted as inter-

preter, to Moharem with a message to the effect

that it was no desire of his to proceed to ex-

treme measures. As the boat went alongside, a

discharge of musketry from the Egyptian ship

killed Mitchell, and at the same time she opened

fire upon the Asia. Upon this Admiral Cod-

rington opened his broadside in real earnest,

and so furious was the fire from his ship that in

a very little while the ship of the Capitana Bey
and that of Moharem were reduced to total

wrecks, and went drifting away to leeward.

The French and Russian squadrons played

their part gallantly and well. " The conduct

of my brother admirals, Count Heiden and the

Chevalier de Rignv, throughout," wrote Sir

Edward to the Duke of Clarence, " was admir-

able and highly exemplary." In the British

division the Genoa and Albion took their stations

with magnificent precision, and maintained a

most destructive fire throughout the contest.

The Glasgow, Cambrian, and Talbjt followed

the example set by the intrepid Frenchman who
commanded the Armiilr, which effectually de-

stroyed the leading frigate of the enemy's line

and silenced the batteries ashore. Captain
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Fellows, in the Dartmouth, succeeded in frus-

trating the designs of the fireships stationed near

the mouth of the harhour, and preserved the

Syrette from being burnt. The battle was main-

tained with unabated fury for above four hours,

and owing to the crowded formation ot the

Ottoman fleet, and the close quarters at which

the allied ships engaged them, the havoc and

bloodshed were prodigious. As the Turkish

vessels were one after another disabled, their

crews set them on fire and deserted them, and

the lurid scene was rendered infinitely more

terrible and weird by the flaming ships and

incessant explosions among the huddled and

shattered craft. The resistance of the enemy then

began to sensibly slacken. By the time that

night had closed down upon the scene, the

Turkish fleet was so crippled as to cease any

longer to be a menace to the violation of the

Treaty. " When 1 found," wrote Sir Edward

Codrington, u that the boasted Ottoman's word

of honour was made a sacrifice to wanton, savage

destruction, and that a base advantage was

taken 01 our reliance upon Ibrahim's good faith.

I own I felt a desire to punish the offenders/
1

And most terribly punished they were. Never

did British arms bear part in a more complete

and decisive victory. When the dusk of the

Oriental evening, obscured into a pall-like gloom

by the dense banks of smoke, descended over

the terrific spectacle, the enemy's cannonade had

grown feeble and scattered, and presently cea*c

altogether. Their vessels continued to blaze am!

to explode. Out of the proud fleet which in the

noontide of that day had floated serenely up>«

the blue waters of Navarin harbour sixty ship-

were totally destroyed, and the remainder drive

ashore in a shattered condition, with the a

ception of the Leone, four corvettes, six brir.

and four schooners, which remained afloat after

the battle. The carnage was frightful. AcorJin:

to the statistics furnished bv Monsieur Lcki-

lier, the French instructor to the Egvptu

navy, to Commander Richards, of the PtUru.

the enemy's losses

amounted to ;,ooo

and I .IOQ wounded

defeat, indeed, practuiiv

amounted to annihi-

lation. At ten o'clock <n

the night of the batu.

Sir Edward Codling*,

was writing an account H

the victory to his wk'

"Well, my dear, the Turn

have fought, and foitfk

well too, and we have an-

nihilated their fleet. W«

have lost poor Smi:b

Captain Bell, RM .

many good men.

I am entirely unhurt, b-js

the Asia is quite a wreck,

having had her full alk*

ance of the work." Tbx

admiral, however, had ;

succession of marvel

escapes, and. indeed, ahu

seems to have borne a charmed life through-

out the battle. Mr. Lewis, the boatswain •

the Asia, while speaking to him early m :
•

action, was struck dead. Mr. Smith, the master

was also shot down whilst talking with hur

Sir Edward was a tall man, and in his ui

form must have made a conspicuous fipn

upon the Asia's deck. Instead of his OOckcC

hat he wore a round hat, which aflordo

better shade to his eyes ; this was pierced intw

places by bullet -holes. His coat-sleeve, wlu?

chanced to be rather loose, had two bulkt-hoks

in it just above the wrist. A ball struck the

watch in his fob and shivered it, but left him c;

injured. Tahir Pacha afterwards admitted
'

Mr. Kerigan, on board the Monde, that he hirr

self posted a company of riflemen to aim at 1

British admiral and shoot him if they
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The combined fleets quitted the harbour of of the Military Order of St. Louis
j
and the

N'avarino on the 25th of October, having tarried Emperor Nicholas of Russia, in an autograph

awhile, unmolested, to repair damages. They letter, bestowed upon him the rare honour of

were suffered to depart by the Turks without the wearing the second class of the Military Order
tiring of a single shot, although it had been quite of St. George.

"IHR BATTLE WAS MAINTAINED WITH II SATIATED FI'RY FOR AltOVE FOUR HOURS "
( /. 368).

utpected that the batteries would open upon
:hem as they passed the harbour mouth. On the

of November they arrived at Malta. Here
; Hey spent some considerable time in refitting.

For his services Sir Edward Codrington received
r he Grand Cross of the Bath ; the King of
France conferred upon him the Grand Cross

24

Navarino was fought without any declara

tion of war, and the news of hostilities created

great surprise in England. Many questions

were asked in Parliament as to whether the

British Commander-in-Chief had done wisely to

treat the Turks as enemies', and there was much
vacillation displayed by the weak Government
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—Lord Goderich's— then in power. In the

following June Sir Edward Codrington received

a letter of recall from Lord Aberdeen, dated at

the Foreign Office, London, May, 1828. It was

a most elaborate document of twenty paragraphs,

embodying a number of charges of misconception

and actual disobedience of his instructions, and

concluded :
" His Majesty's Government have

found themselves under the necessity of request-

ing the Lord High Admiral to relieve you in the

command of the squadron in the Mediterranean.''

He left Malta for England on September nth,

amid the hearty regret of his companions-in-

arms, and arrived home in the Warspite on the

7th of October, 1828. A revulsion of public

feeling had meanwhile taken place during the

interval—indignation at his recall and general

reprobation of the injustice with which he

had been treated. The Duke of Wellington's

ministry was now in office. His Grace sum-

moned Sir Edward to an interview, but seems to

have behaved in a very cavilling manner. The
pride and sense of honour of the fine old naval

officer were deeply injured by the treatment he

was receiving from a country to whose annals

he had just added fresh laurels. His resentment

of the injustice done him is well illustrated by

the following anecdote :—About a year after he

had been recalled, Sir Edward Codrington wis

present at a party given by Prince Leopold,

when the Duke of Wellington came up to htm

and said : "I have made arrangements by which

I am enabled to offer you a pension of /800

for your life." The admiral's answer was read),

and immediate :
" I am obliged to your Grace

but I do not feel myself in a position to accept

it. . . . I cannot receive such a thing my-

self while my poor fellows who fought under

me at Navarin have had no head-money, and

have not even been repaid for their dodies

which were destroyed in the battle." Thedoke

remonstrated, said there was no precede* for

head-money, and insisted that, as the pawn

was bestowed by the king, Sir Edward omiki

not refuse it. But refuse it he did, stoutly vi

resolutely. Shortly afterwards one of the duke *

political friends inquired : "What are you going

to do with Codrington ? " 41 Do with hnn
!

'

answered the duke, *' what are you to do with

a man who won't take a pension ? " But time

rights most things ; and Sir Edward Codnng-

ton lived to see full honour accorded to ha,

and those who had fought under him at the

battle of Navarino.

X A V A X I N O .
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L AoWARtl and A55AYEW
? BY HLRBERT COMPTON A

V ¥ T the beginning of the present century

KH what was known as the Maratha Do-

1 -A. minion had reached its zenith in India,

and the progress of British policy

brought the two powers into conflict. The
Marathas were a Hindu people whose home
was on the tablelands of the Deccan. During

the middle of the seventeenth century, under

(he guidance of a great national leader called

Sivaji, they expanded into a martial race,

and ultimately became one of the main factors

in the downfall of the Great Mogul, as the

titular head of the Muhammadan Empire over

Hindustan was called.

In 1803 the Marathas were masters from

Delhi in the north to the confines of Hyderabad
and Mysore in the south, and, excluding the

Ganges provinces, from Cuttack in the east

to the sandy deserts of Rajputana in the

*est. Their territorial or tributary possessions

•ere probably five or six times greater than

those of the English. Their government was

merged in a confederacy of five powerful chiefs,

nf whom the principal, called the Peshwa, held

hi* court at Poonah. Their national charac-

teristics were strongly marked
;

for, although

instantly warring and jarring with one another,

it needed but the presence of a foreign foe to

create immediate union in their ranks. Each of

these great chiefs entertained an immense feudal

*nay of predatory horsemen (not unlike the

modern Cossacks, but without their discipline),

and could bring literally hundreds of thousands
< i them into the field to carry on the system of

guerilla warfare which enabled them to sustain

their rule of terror. Their wild soldiery swept
over Hindustan like a whirlwind ; devastation

Mlowed their path
;

they never stopped to
fight, but scattered when they could not secure

submission at their first appearance. They were
nomads of the nomads

; their saddle was their

home; they slept in the open, their horses

picketed to their spears stuck in the ground,

and with their swords at their sides, ready at a

moment's notice for foray or for flight. They
were invincible vagabonds, whose invulnerability

lay in the impossibility of getting a blow at them.

They would have been wise had they re-

mained true to the system of warfare which

raised them to a great martial power. But
towards the end of the eighteenth century one

of their chiefs—Madhagi Scindia, a shrewd states-

man and an experienced soldier — observed,

during a period of war with the English, the

superiority in battle their disciplined ranks of

infantry gave them, and how easily their small

but compact bodies of foot were able to repel

the attacks of the freebooting lancers, who
never dared to come to close quarters. Where-
fore, he began to create a regular army of his

own, under the command of a very remarkable

soldier of fortune named De Boigne, who en-

tered his service as a generalissimo in 1784,

and raised and drilled troops for him after the

European fashion—an example which was soon

followed in a lesser degree by other chiefs in

the Maratha Confederacy.

De Boigne and his brigades became famous

passwords in their day, and won many notable

battles for their master in Central and Western

India. The adventurer entertained friendly

feelings towards the English, but when he re-

signed Scindia's service, in 1796, his command
passed to a Frenchman named Perron, who,

at a time when England and France were

engaged in war, was naturally antagonistic to

the British power in India. Perron increased

the Maratha regular army until it amounted
to 40,000 infantry, 5,000 cavalry, and 464 guns,

and encouraged Dowlut Rao Scindia—a vain,

worthless, dissipated chief, who had succeeded

Madhaji—to regard his troops as equal to those

of the English, and himself as the strongest

and greatest prince in Hindustan.
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Scindia's enormous standing army, large de-

tachments of which were stationed on the British

frontiers, was a menace to our power, and abso-

lutely overawed the Peshwa, who was constantly

embroiled in troubles with his subordinate

chiefs until his nominal ascendancy became a

mere mockery, and it was they, not he, who
directed his government and dictated his policy.

At last, in 1803, matters came to such a crisis

that the Peshwa threw himself on the protection

of the English ; and the Marquess Wellesley,

the Governor General of India, and one of the

most far-seeing statesmen who ever ruled there-

over, determined to seize the opportunity thus

presented to disband these standing armies of

regular troops and crush out the French interest

that controlled them and, by direct intrigues

with France, made them a source of grave

political danger.

A treaty was entered into with the Peshwa by

which he became dependent on the English,

who, in return for a large cession of territory,

contracted to furnish him with troops for his

protection. Scindia and the other Maratha

chiefs at once took alarm, conceiving—not un-

reasonably — that the independence of their

nation was threatened. Called on to acquiesce

in the new political arrangement, they insoleatly

refused, bade us defiance, and accepted the gage

of war.

There were at this time two remarkable sol

diers in India—General Gerard Lake, Com-

mander-in Chief of the British forces, and Colonel

Arthur Wellesley, a younger brother of the

Marquess Wellesley, and afterwards the great

Duke of Wellington. Lake had seen service in

the Seven Years' War in Germany, under Lord

Cornwallis in America, and in the inglorious,

campaign against revolutionary France in 1703.

Arthur Wellesley had recently won his spurs at

the siege and storm of Seringapatam, where.

" although he held only subordinate military

command, his clear and commanding intellect, and

his energy and skill in action, were displayed in

the rapidly decisive operations with which he

terminated the war." To these two great soldier*

the chief conduct of affairs was now entrusted.

Scindia 's influence extended from the Dcccan.

where he was himself, to Delhi, where General

Perron governed Upper India in his name, as

the nominal viceregent of the Great Mogul—

a

potentate represented at this time by a poor,

harmless, blind old man, kept secluded in close

and cruel captivity in the citadel of Delhi.

At the time of the declaration of war Scindia

had about 20,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry i>
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the vicinity of the Mogul capital, 14,000 in- against Delhi. His first exploit was the reduc-

fantry near Poonah, and an additional 6,000 lion of the fortress of Aligarh, where the enemy

mrchinR up from the latter place to reinforce proved their valour, for they ''fought like lions,"

the army of Upper India. In addition to these and 2,000 were killed before they surrendered

Mined troops he had command of countless to the stormers. Delhi fell a week later, after

TJIK MAUSOLEUM ok akhak. ai;ka.

hordes of Maratha horse, contemptible as tight

mg material, hut excellent as pure plunderers t<>

harass an invading army and cut off its sup-

[fties. There were also several large contingents

p irregular infantry belonging to the other

chiefs in the confederacy, and to minor chieftains

»ho owed them feudal obedience. The total

force, disciplined and irregular, opposed to the

Hnglish in what is known as the second Maratha

war did not fall short of 150,000 fighting-

men, of whom a third had enjoyed an almost

uninterrupted career of victory for twenty years,

during which they had never lost a gun, and

were held to be—as indeed they subsequently

proved themselves—little, if at all, inferior to

>ur Sepoy troops. The strength of the English

amounted to about 50,000 men, distributed in

5ve armies over the length and breadth of India,

u such widely-distant spots as Cuttack, Guzerat,

^awnpore, Poonah, and the southern Maratha

:ountry. Lake, in the north, and Wellesley

it Poonah, were at the head of the most

idcrable divisions, numbering about 11,000

each.

War was declared in August, the height ol

rain\ season, and General Lake advanced

an obstinate battle fought in sight of its

minarets, in which 3,000 of the enemy were

killed or wounded, and bH of their guns taken;

,m<l within a month the celebrated fortress of

Agra, at that time considered the key of Upper
India, was captured after a thousand of the

garrison had been slain.

A foe who could sacrifice 6,000 lives, or nearly

a third of their fighting strength, in three con-

secutive actions, was not one to be despised, and
the resistance offered to Lord Lake was pro-

bably the most obstinate hitherto displayed by
any native army in India. The fugitives from

the three places—Aligarh, Delhi, and Agra

—

now formed a junction at a spot equi- distant

from them to the westward, where they were
joined by the brigade of regular infantry that

Scindia had ordered up country at the begin-

ning of the war, and who were known as the
" Deccan Invincibles."

Just previous to the outbreak of hostilities

that chief had summarily dismissed from his

service all his European officers whose sympa-

thies were, or were supposed to be, with the

English ; and after the first reverses the French
officers of the force followed Perron's example,
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and deserted their colours. In consequence, this

army of fugitives found themselves at their most

critical hour bereft of all their European leaders

—a disaster sufficient to dismay the most daring.

But there arose an able and gallant substitute

from their own ranks in the person of a native

named Surwar Khan, who assumed command,

and proved himself a very capab'.e, if unfortunate,

general in the field.

Hearing of this rallying on the part of the

enemy, General Lake determined to attack

them, and annihilate the Maratha power in

Northern India with one final blow. Leaving

a force to hold Agra, he set out from that city

on the 27th October, and four days later learnt

that the Marathas were encamped within a

forced march of him. Ordering his infantry to

follow, he pushed on at the head of his cavalry

brigade of three regiments of British Dragoons

and five of Native Horse, and at sunrise on the

morning of 1st November, 1803, came upon the

.enemy at the village of Laswaree.

Of all the great and gallant generals whose

names adorn the roll of British valour there is

not one more distinguished for individual prowess

than Gerard Lake. He believed in personal

example in the leader, and dash and daring in

the follower. As an ensign of foot he had seen

and noted, during the Seven Years' War, the

tactics of Frederick the Great, and been imbued
with them. It was his creed that attacking

troops enjoyed a moral superiority over a

stationary enemy, and although the immediate

loss of life might be greater, the battle was

generally to the assailants. But the assailant*

had to be led, and Lake conceived it was the

duty of their chief to lead them. However

erroneous this doctrine may be considered no*,

it held good a hundred years ago. Throughout

his active career Lake is ever to be found at the

head of his men in battle, whether cavalry or

infantry, encouraging them forward. Where the

danger was greatest, the assault most arduous

there was Lake surely to be seen leading

the van.

So it was with him now. Notwithstanding

that the Marathas numbered over 14,000

strong, of whom Q.ooo were disciplined troop

and 5,000 irregular cavalry, and were advan-

tageously posted, he determined to attack them

instantly, and setting himself at the head of

his little brigade, as any cavalry colonel might

at the head of his regiment, he rode at the

enemy's position.

He was successful in forcing their first line,

but it was at a desperate cost of life. The troop

he was opposing—swarthy mercenaries though

they were, and they were nothing else—hid

learnt the art of war under De Boigne. a genenl

as brave and able as Lake himself. On then

standards were emblazoned the names of many

hard-won, but now forgotten, victories, of which

they were justly proud. They had made their

first reputation in restraining and repelling the

wild charges of the Khator Rajpooto. then

accounted the finest horsemen in Western India,

and countless squadrons of gallant Mughals and

fierce Kohillas had dropped away before their

withering volleys, as they stood in close serried

ranks, shoulder to shoulder, reserving their fire

until those who taught them discipline gave

them the word of command. They were ascotl

and resolute now, when I^ake and his Dragoons

dashed at them. It was the first campaign in

which they had been brought face to face with

the famous Feringhee warriors, but they »<- rL

not daunted. They were prepared, for their

guns had been linked together with duir\

stretching from one battery to another ; and

these impeded Lake's cavalry, who blundered on

to the unseen obstacles, for the grass of the pU 11

was tall and rank, and before they could recover

themselves were exposed to a frightful slaughter.

" Surwar Khan's battalions," writes Major

Thorn, the historian of the war, " reserved the::

fire till our cavalry came within a distance of

twenty yards of the muzzles of their |W
which, being concealed by the high jimp1

bigitiz
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grass, were perceptible only when a fierce dis-

charge of grape and double-headed shot mowed
ji.wn whole divisions, as the sweeping storm

.

' hail levels the growing crops of grain to

he earth. But notwithstanding this iron

tempest, nothing could repress the ardour of our

cavalry, whose velocity overcame every resistance.

Hiving penetrated the enemy's line they im-

aediately formed again, and charged backwards

?J forwards three times, amidst the continued

rear of cannon and the incessant shower of grape

_"d chain-shot, with surprising order and effect.

The scene of horror was heightened and the

work of destruction increased by the disadvan-

tage under which our cavalry had to act ; for no
-oner had they charged through the artillery-

men of the enemy—who to save themselves
- pt under their guns for shelter—than, directly

our men had passed, they darted out, reloaded

their pieces, and turned them on our rear."

In the face of this prodigal resistance Lake
*as at length compelled to retire, and drawing
• ff his shattered brigade out of fire, he waited

(of his infantry and guns to come up.

They arrived about noon, after a forced march
of twenty-five miles, during which the music of

hlttic in front had quickened their footsteps and
impelled them to extraordinary exertions. Their

length consisted of one regiment of European
iwantry and four of sepoys, with a few light

k' !i% the greater part of their artillery having

tan unable to keep up with them in the heavy
tale of the roads consequent on continual rain.

Two short hours were allowed them for rest and
refreshment, during which Surwar Khan took
up a new and stronger position, a little behind
hi> former one, which brought a large tank,

of artificial lake of water, into his front, whilst

his rear was protected by the village of MehaT-
pur. Cutting the embankment of the tank, he
Huxled the space between the two armies and

<.ummanded it with his artillery. He was no

mmon leader this, who could link his guns
: Cether, repulse a charge of British cavalry,

•md, on the spur of a moment, impede his

enemy by transforming the ground they had to

:mcrse into a marsh !

The Maratha army was drawn up in one
"»ng line, awaiting the attack, when, at two
tl"ck, Lake formed his infantry into two

"'iumns, one to support the other in turning

UK enemy's right flank, and ordered his cavalry
;o advance against their front. The renewal of

d* battle was ushered in with a tremendous
inonade from the Maratha gun-, which had

been posted with great judgment by Surwar

Khan, who, directly he perceived the plan of

attack, threw back his right wing with much
adroitness, so as to bring it almost at right angles

to his front, with the village wedged in the

angle so made, and protecting both rears—seeing

which the 76th Regiment, supported by the

1 2th Native Infantry, wheeled and advanced

against the Maratha line
;
but, as they closed

in, the admirably-served guns of the enemy
mowed down their ranks, and for a time

threatened them with actual annihilation.

It was just at this urgent moment that General

Lake's horse was shot under him, and his son,

dismounting to offer his own, was severely

wounded before his father's eyes. Simultane-

ously a matchlock-man in the enemy's ranks

aimed at the general, who fortunately happened

to turn, and this accidental movement allowed

the charge to pass under his arm, burning the

side of his coat. But never for an instant did

his cool judgment and resolute fortitude forsake

him. With scarce a glance at his stricken son,

he calmly remounted, watched for a moment the

progress of the action, recognised it was too

great a risk to wait for the reserves to come up,

and determined to dare all and charge home
with the bayonet.

No sooner had the command been given

than, with a ringing British cheer, the 76th leapt

forward, supported with praiseworthy alacrity

by the Native Infantry corps. And now Surwar
Khan, with consummate generalship, ordered

his cavalry to charge, but even as he did so the

British dragoons dashed up to the relief. Horse

and foot met in one great shock of battle ; sabre

rang out against bayonet, and musket flashed

against pistol and carbine. A short period of

indescribable milec ensued, in which the fate of

the day was decided.

But although defeated, the Marathas were not

disgraced. They were veteran troops, and knew
how to die with a dignity seldom displayed by

mercenaries. True to the traditions of 11 De
Boigne's Brigades," they fought to the end.

Their breasts met the opposing British bayonets;

their gunners yielded up their lives rather than

desert the pieces they worshipped with a de-

votion that was fanatic, if it was not actually

religious. Staunch and true to the discipline

they had been taught, a little remnant of the

infantry retreated in good order until they

were broken in column by the dragoons, who
detoured and took them in rear. Then came
the end. The Maratha cavalry escaped, but
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of their 9,000 infantry who stood in battle array

that morning, only 2,000 survived to surrender

as prisoners. In all the ghastly annals of war
there have been few more dreadful instances of

carnage, or more devoted sacrifices to the shrine

of a soldier's duty, than that exhibited by this

Marat ha legion on the field of Laswaree.

The afternoon's battle was fought and won
in less than two hours. The enemy's camp
was captured, together with seventy-four guns
and forty-four stands of colours. The British lost

LORD LAKE.

{Frfm an Original Pmmtint by Dtttmmpnd.)

nearly nine hundred men, including forty-two

officers, out of a total of about 6,000 engaged.

The credit of the victory was due to the

presence of mind and cool daring of General

Lake. H His masterly plans of attack were

carried into instantaneous execution by his un-

rivalled personal activity ; and he appeared with

matchless courage in front of every principal

charge." This was the tribute of the Marquess

Wellesley to the conqueror, who paid one a*

noble to the gallantry of his foe. " All the

sepoys of the enemy," wrote Lake the day after

the battle, " behaved exceeding well, the gunners

standing to their guns until killed by the

bayonet. If they had been commanded by their

French officers the affair would, I fear, have been

doubtful. For these fellows fought like devils

—

or rather like heroes !

"

And it is recorded by one who had a share in

these stirring events that on the evening of thr

battle, as the general was returning from the

field, the Europeans, who loved him as such

leaders are loved, cheered him. Whereupon,

taking off his hat, he thanked them, and then

pointing to the Marat ha artillerymen, who lay

clustered thick around their guns," Do," he cried.

" as these brave fellows have done, and despise

death |

"

We must now turn our eyes to the south,

where Scindia and the Rajah of Magporr,

another chief of the Confederacy, took the

field at the head of their united armies. Geoenl

Arthur Wellesley was in command of the farce

sent to attack them. Crossing the Godwin

river to the north-east of Foonah, he reached

Aurangabad, where he learnt that Scindia tod

entered the territory of the Nizam, after cvadin|

Colonel Stevenson, who, with an army of 7,000

men, was watching the Ajunta Pass. In coo-

sequence of this information General Wellesley

altered his route, and proceeded south, intendinf

to intercept the enemy before they could react

Hyderabad. Whereupon Scindia, whose wild

Mardtha scouts kept him excellently informed,

retraced his steps, and in this way managed to

elude his pursuers for three weeks, in spite oi

several attempts to bring him to action. It was

not until the 21st September that a chance

occurred of doing so ; and at a conference be-

tween Wellesley and Stevenson, who had fo

a junction, they arranged to attack Scindia

the 24th. For this purpose the two divisi

separated again, in order the more quickly

pass through some narrow and difficult del

in the hilly country which barred their way »
their objective point—a place called Bokerd

where it was believed Scindia could be

to bay.

In pursuance of this concerted plan of attack

Wellesley, after a fatiguing march of twenty-two

miles, found himself at one o'clock on the after-

noon of the 23rd September at the Kaitna river,

and suddenly came upon the foe drawn up <**

the opposite side of the stream to dispute hi«

passage.

So shifty were the tactics of Marat ha warJi'

and so often had Scindia decided to figh:

"another day," that now the chief was with

striking distance the general determined toatti

him without waiting for Colonel Steven.'

India has been won for us by the boldness 0

our generals, who from the days of Lord Oi

to those of Lord Roberts have ever sri
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opportunity by the forelock, no matter what

the peril or how great the responsibility. But

*idom has such a daring decision been arrived

it a* thai which led to the battle of Assaye.

For Scindia's force of 17,000 foot contained

377

M the Marathas, numerous and daring as they

were, stood astounded and appalled at the

audacious spirit of this comparatively insigni-

ficant array that thus presumed to attack their

formidable host." It was a prodigiously bold

"TBIHtD THEM ROUND AND POURED CRAPE AND CHAIN-SHOT INTO THE REAR Or THE VICTORIOUS BRITISH "
{f. 378).

500 disciplined infantry. He was overpower

-

°giy strong in artillery, being accompanied by
grand park of 1 15 guns ; while his hordes of

Mvilha horse numbered not less than 30,000.

Apinst such odds as these Wellesley prepared
0 lead his little force of 4,520 men, of whom
'.•70 (the 74th and 78th Regiments) were
British infantry, 2,000 native infantry, 1,200

*»alrv. and f co artillery No wonder that

bid for fame and fortune, and laid Wellesley

open to a charge of rashness. 44 But had I not

attacked them," he is recorded to have said in

answer, 44
I must have been surrounded by their

superior cavalry, my troops have starved, and

I had nothing left but to hang myself to my
tent pole !

"

The Marathas had taken up their position

facing south, and in a triangular piece of ground
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formed by the junction of the rivers Kaitna and

Juah, which flowed from west to cast, the former

intervening between them and the English, and
the latter protecting their rear. Wellesley, re-

connoitring the position, perceived two villages

almost facing each other on opposite banks of

the Kaitna, and rightly surmised that a ford

communicating between them must exist. Leav-

ing his cavalry to watch and check a demonstra-

tion on the part of the enemy's horse, bodies of

which had crossed the Kaitna towards his left,

the general, turning to the right, led his infantry

and guns through some ravines and broken

ground, which hid their progress, until he

reached the ford. Crossing it, with little or no

lost nearly 400 of their total strength of

men, whilst of their nineteen officers eleven wert

killed and seven wounded. Taking advantage

of their distressed condition, a body of Maratha

horse summoned sufficient courage to charge

them, and in one wild, nervous scum- broke

their gaping ranks. "This," writes a capable

observer, who was present throughout theactior..

"was the critical moment of the engagement

and if the enemy's cavalry had pushed thesepovs,

they would never have withstood that which

overpowered the 74th." But assistance ws at

hand, for the general had already ordered up his

cavalry, who had overawed the body of Marithi

horse they were left to watch, and they wee

now sent to the

2r\a Position.

Battlo of ASSAYE.

loss, he began to form line of battle, facing

westward. This necessitated a corresponding

manoeuvre on the part of the Marathas, whose
line had been facing south, and with all practic-

able speed they changed front, until their left

rested on the village of Assaye and the Juah
river, whilst their right extended to the banks of

the Kaitna. Thus situated they faced the British,

who were hemmed in between the two rivers,

whose confluence was at their rear. Round the

village of Assaye, Scindia massed a great number
of guns, and, while our troops were forming,

their shot fell like hail, and created great

slaughter in our line, and especially amongst
the artillery bullocks.

At this moment one of Wellesley s officers, who
commanded on the advanced right, blundered,

and, contrary to orders, attacked the village of

Assaye. This brought the whole fire from the

guns stationed there upon the 74th Regiment,

who were so dreadfully cannonaded that they

relief trf thetr

comrades in dis-

tress. Forward

dashed the 11th

Dragoons, who

drew 350 sabres,

followed by a

regiment of na-

tive cavalry.

Nothing could

resist their im-

petuous

and they

the Marat

pell - mell inM

the Juah nv

followed

to the

side, sabred some of the enemy's infantry whom

they stumbled across there, and then re-crc

joined our main line.

Despite this serious check on our right.

British advance had not been really impeded

Pressing steadily forward in the face of il

tempest-blast of shot and musketry, the troop*

reserved their fire until it could be given with

effect, and then, delivering but a single volley,

charged bayonets and stormed the enemy's 1««

of guns. The ardour of their onslaught carried

them over and past it in their determined pur-

suit of theMaratha infantry, who were now &lltn#

back to a second line in their rear. Whereuf*'3

—as at Laswaree—the Maratha gunners crawicd

out from under their pieces, where the)' had

taken refuge, and manning them again, turned

them round and poured grape and chain-

shot into the rear of the victorious BrinsJi

advance.

This obliged our infantry to turn back *
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storm the guns for the second time, but from an

"pposite direction—a movement that had so

much the resemblance of a retreat that the

Maratha infantry, who were still in good order,

were encouraged to halt, face about, and come
back to the attack.

Whilst the main tide of action was thus

surging backwards and forwards, a body of the

cdctv's infantry, whose line in the first instance

oarpietely outflanked ours, having slipped past

ou; flank, managed to reach some of our guns,

which, owing to the destruction of the bullocks

dragging them, had perforce been left behind.

Observing this dangerous movement, General

Wellesley—who throughout the whole battle

had been riding everywhere, directing the

officers and encouraging the men—placed him-

*If at the head of the 78th foot and 7th Regi-

ment of Native Cavalry, and led them to the

spot. On the way his horse was shot under

him, and himself exposed to the most imminent
dinger ; but mounting another charger, he

iiAlv achieved his object and drove the

enemy off. This marked a phase in the battle,

for the whole Mardtha line now began to waver
and fall back, fighting desperately notwithstand-

ing, until they were brought to bay on the

hanks of the Juah river, which intercepted their

natural retreat to the northwards. Here, huddled
«nd cramped for room, they made their last

Kuhborn stand, until they were finally defeated

*id scattered after a spirited and sanguinary

tonflict that had lasted for three hours.

Long before the end Scindia and the Rajah
of Berar deserted them, flying at an early stage

« the action, whilst the Mardtha cavalry, after

their one charge against the wrecked ranks of

the 74th, never again adventured to face those

"perfect war tigers" the British dragoons.
u
These dragoons " (wrote one of their captains)

""were large, powerful men, the weight of whose
**bres almost annihilated us, whilst they un-
horsed numbers of my troopers by merely riding

apinst them !
" And so the Mardtha horsemen

Rented themselves with hovering on the out-

*krts of the battle until they saw the day was
fost. when they sought safety in flight, followed
fcy the remnants of their infantry.

Thus ended one of the most important and, so
fe w British losses were concerned, most san-

r/Jinary battles ever fought in India. Our casu-
alties amounted to 1,566 killed and wounded,
«f whom 600 were Europeans and 50 officers.

The percentage was one in three of the total

number engaged—probably the highest ever

recorded amongst Europeans in a pitched battle.

The enemy's loss was estimated at less than our

own, but their oX guns, 100 tumbrils, and entire

camp and military stores were captured. It was
a glorious victor)-, gloriously won by General

Wellesley. " It is nothing to say of him," writes

one who was by his side throughout the day,
" that he exposed himself on all occasions, and
behaved with perfect indifference in the hottest

fire (for I did not see a European do otherwise,

nor do I believe people do) ; but in the most
anxious and important moments he gave his

orders as clearly and coolly as if he had been

inspecting a corps or manoeuvring at a review."

The enemy that withstood us at Assave were
no common " country " foe—to use an adjective

of disparagement indigenous to India—but a

trained and disciplined army ; and officers

present who had witnessed the power of the

French artillery in the wars of Europe, declared

that the Mardtha guns were equally well served,

and that they fought with a prowess worthy of

a European nation. Nor was it to be wondered
at, for " De Boigne's Brigades " had won a

reputation at that time in India as great

amongst the native Powers as ever did the

legions of ancient Rome in the countries they

conquered.

This 11 matchless victory " (as his brother the

Governor-General termed it) raised Welleslev to

the first rank of British generals, and laid the

basis of that great career of glory and renown

which he subsequently increased on the plains

of Spain and crowned on the field of Waterloo.

To the genius of Gerard Lake and Arthur

Wellesley Great Britain owes the chief expansion

of its empire over India. For their victories

crushed out the last remnant of French influ-

ence in that country, broke down the powerful

dominion of the Mardtha, secured an immediate

increase of territory that doubled our then-exist-

ing possessions, paved the way for future con-

quest, and obtained for us the master)- of the

entire seaboard of India. For these advantages,

which we have enjoved for nearlv a hundred

years, and which have helped to raise us to our

proud pre-eminence among the nations of the

world, we are indebted to the British blood so

freely poured out by Britain's gallant sons on

the battlefields of Laswaree and Assaye.
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THE operations which ended with the

fall of Vicksburg, on the great Missis-

sippi river, constitute one of the most

interesting and important episodes in

the American War of Secession. The capture

of that strong fortress, familiarly known as the

Gibraltar of the South, was the turning-point

in the long fratricidal struggle between North

and South. Till then there were grave doubts

as to the issue of the rebellion. The Con-

federates had been more generally success-

ful than the Federals ; the Union cause was

growing rather hopeless ; the North was dis-

heartened at many failures ; the latest elections

had declared against the vigorous prosecution ot

the war, voluntary enlistments had ceased, and

conscription—or forced recruiting—was most

unpopular. Only a decisive victory could re-

establish the fortunes of the North. This was

the firm conviction of a general who now for

the first time was to come prominently to the

front—the famous Ulysses S. Grant. He was

resolved to use every effort to bring about a

change, and being in command of the national

forces employed against Vicksburg, he meant,

if possible, to reduce the fortress and open up

the Mississippi.

The Vicksburg campaign is the more notable

because it was the real starting-point in the

triumphant military career of this remarkable

man. It was now that General Grant showed

his fine qualities, that his reputation rose till he

was universally acknowledged as a great com-

mander. In spite of his generalship at Shiloh

and elsewhere, he had been but little appre-

ciated ; no one realised his genius for war. He
had few friends ; he was libelled as a confirmed

drunkard ; he would have been superseded in

the command of this very army which he was

soon to lead to victory but for the support of the

President, shrewd old Abraham Lincoln, who,

although personally unacquainted

replied to the many demands for hanvnl
" I rather like the man ; I think we willtr.

a little longer." Six months later the wbfcr

this forbearance was fully proved, and 0

practically saved the Union.

The possession of Vicksburg was of Jfc

mount importance to both sides : occujn

strong natural position, which had been aac

fortified, it commanded the lower waters of I

Mississippi. This mighty river was the di\

line "between the Southern and Western S»

of the Confederacy, cutting them exactly in I

The North held it above and below, but V

burg and another fortress called Port Ht

blocked it in the middle, thus affording the I

federates a means of communication with tl

outlying territory beyond on the western side

the river. From this territory they drew I

supplies : beef from the prairies of Texas, n

tions of war that had run the blockade or

tered by the Gulf of Florida, and by th» H
alone they had news from the outside worn

If Vicksburg and Port Hudson surrendered

would be an irreparable misfortune : for

Confederates would be circumscribed

narrower limits—shut in and shut out—and
first serious blow would be struck at

secession.

But Vicksburg still defied its enemy, howeitf

pertinacious and enterprising. Its peculiar si

tion was its principal protection. It stood

high land on the eastern shores of the Mis-

sissippi, and was unapproachable except

that side. The ground upon the other si

was swampy, intersected with rivers and wi

courses, overgrown with a dense growth <i

forest -trees at times an almost impenetrab*

jungle. It was a country nearly im

summer, and in winter generally SB
1

The soil was soft and stickv, and the

Dig
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river was. with its numerous tributaries, for

ever changing its channels. Before Grant could

even attempt to take Vicksburg he must get at

it, and this was impossible from any but the

astern shore. On this side, too, the Confeder-

als were in strength
;
Vicksburg was in com-

munication with, and drew its supplies from,

Jacboo, the State capital further to the east-

•ird, where a considerable Confederate army
ate kept the field.

During the winter and early spring months

prepared for the still more arduous work that

was awaiting them.

What Grant wanted, and what he knew he

must have, was a firm foothold on dry ground

and on the eastern shore. To secure it he

conceived a new and original plan. This was to

carry the bulk of his army to a point a long way
below Vicksburg, and work up against it from

down the river. The scheme was both daring

and hazardous, for it meant the exposure of

communications with a great fortress planted

GUNBOATS l ASSINii VKKsltl R'.

•any efforts were made by Grant against

Ifcksburg. The novel expedient was tried of

•oiating it by diverting the course of the great

Her. The effect of this would have been to

Uve left Vicksburg high and dry—a so-called

:: -*nd city. But the canal, planned on a stu-

pendous scale for this purpose, was a failure when
;,mp]eted. So was a movement down a laby-

mth of rivers and creeks which approached

I'uksburg from the northward, and a third

•ort made by the afterwards famous General

Wfnmn to ascend another set of watercoursesB the south-west was also a failure. The
,0, >' useful result of these tedious and un-

-ucaaful operations was that the Federal

IBXJp* grew hardened and acclimatiscd v well

in between, the probable loss of the ba->e of

supply, and the lighting of the enemy perhaps

on his flank, perhaps to his rear. But Grant

had counted the cost, and was ready to face

the risks for the great advantages they might

possibly bring. He persisted in this plan,

moreover, in the teeth of much opposition ;

his subordinates did not approve of it ; hi> most

trusted lieutenant, Sherman, directly opposed it

as conceived in error and as false to military

principles. But nothing could move Ulysses

Grant from his purpose.

In order to rightly understand the move-
ments of the campaign now imminent — one
which, in truth, ranks with Napoleon's best

—

it is necessary to realise something of the lie
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of the land and the positions of the opposing

forces. The Mississippi, roughly speaking, flows

from north to south. On its western bank was

the low ground which Grant, leaving his base at

Memphis far behind him in the north, was about

to descend in order to cross the river far south

of Vicksburg. The fortress stood on the eastern

bank, between the Mississippi and another river

— the Big Black— which covered its rear.

Jackson, the capital of the State, was east of

Vicksburg ; and behind it, still eastward, was

the main strength of the Confederacy.

Grant commanded four army corps, each

numbering, roughly, some 1 5,000 men. They
were—the 13th Army Corps, under General

McClernand ; the 15th ditto, under General

Sherman ; the 16th ditto, under General Hurl-

but ; and the 17th, under General McPherson.

Of these he desired to use the 13th, 15th,

and 17th in the field, leaving the 1 6th under

General Hurlbut at Memphis as a reserve. In

the order of movement McClernand was to

take the advance, McPherson to follow, and

General Sherman was to bring up the rear. As
the whole line of march was long, and ex-

tended to fifty or sixty miles, the troops were

much spread out, so that Grant commenced the

campaign with barely 20,000 men up at the

front, and when it was nearly half over he had

only 33,000. The Confederates were three times

as strong ; General Pemberton, who commanded
in Vicksburg, had in all some 50,000 men, and

in Jackson and beyond there were as many
more.

The first indispensable step in the campaign

was to get a portion of the Federal fleet from

above to below Vicksburg. Steamers were

needed to ferry troops across the river, and

to keep them supplied. There were, however,

fourteen miles of batteries to run past—

a

perilous undertaking ; but it was accomplished

in the teeth of a terrible fire from the fortifi-

cations of Vicksburg, and without serious loss.

The steamers and transports were protected

by great bales of hay and cotton and by sacks

of grain, against which the enemy's shot and

shell did but little damage. This operation was

twice carried out successfully, and nearly all

the steamers and barges carrying freight got

through safely.

Grant now hurried forward to take personal

command of the advance. Throughout this

enterprising campaign it was he himself who
directed and controlled everything. He was

the life and soul of the whole business, the

centre and mainspring of every movement

He wrote all his own orders, giving brief for.

minute instructions to even-one—general,

commissaries, quartermasters ; and olten enough,

when careful execution was vital, he was 011

the spot to see his orders carried out Thcit

never was a man who knew his own mind

better, or who, having once made it up, per

sisted in the course he had decided upon with

such unshaken tenacity and confidence. He
stood alone, too, in the most trying part oi

the campaign. Superiors and subordinacy

alike condemned his scheme as hopeless and

doomed beforehand to inevitable failure. Grant

knew all this, yet he never once faltered. He
saw his whole danger, discounted anv difficult

.

and went straight ahead. When by
generalship he had hoodwinked,

and finally overwhelmed his enemy, his tunc

as a military leader burst forth brilliantly like

the sun through clouds.

McClernand crossed the river with IOjooq

men on the 29th April, 1863. They found 1

good landing at Bruinsberg, and on the folio*-

ing day his corps and part of McPherson *s wet

disembarked. At last Grant found hirmdt

as he himself tells us, "on dry ground, 00]

the same side of the river with the
.... When this was effected, I felt a d
of relief scarcely ever equalled since." Yet
was already in a position of danger. He was U

the enemy's country with a fraction only W
his force—a vast river and the stronghold at

Vicksburg between him and the rest of ha

army and his base of supplies. But his courage

rose to the occasion, and he promptlv proceeded

to strike out. He had already committed a gr«
mistake. He meant now to do worse ; and
defiance of all military principles he
cut himself quite adrift from his o-mm
tions, taking with him only his ammuni
trains, and trusting to the country

a rich one—for his supplies of food. His

carried a couple of days' rations in their haver-

1

sacks, which they were told must be made x»\

last seven. All baggage was reduced to a mmi-

nium. He (the general-in-chief) took

with him but a tooth brush. He had no t

he picked up a meal where he could ; aw!

the first week he rode on a borrowed hone,

his saddle, of unfinished workmanship,

provided only with stirrup leathers.

Time was the essence of the movemei
initiated. He had placed himself in

two fractions of the
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were far superior in numbers, but which he

could tackle singly and in equal strength with

his otherwise inferior force. This is considered

i crowning triumph in strategy, and Grant set

himself with extraordinary vigour to reap the

benefit it afforded.

His movement, made with great rapidity, was

nor eastward. He aimed at Jackson, the capital,

nth the right, while his left hugged the Big

Back River(behind which was Vicksburg), watch-

ing all the fords and bridges, and both shielding

bis advance upon the right flank, and securing

it from attack by Pemberton. McClernand's

corps—the first across—had fought and won the

lint action at Port Gibson on the ist May, the

effect of which was to

open up Grand Gulf, a

point upon the river which
became theonly base which
Grant possessed for three

*ceks, but which he never

peatly used. This Grand
Gull was now evacuated
by the enemy as unten-
able; but still, the Con-
federates had no clear

ixxion what Grant was at.

Thcv were the more con-
,u^d, looking rather to an
stack from the northern
•dc. in consequence of the
few ordered by Grant and
Qtvuted by Sherman upon
Hiines Bluff, above Vicks-

This was only a

Aversion, but it was made with so much
oergy that Pemberton was led to believe that
»rant was coming on in force in that direction.
"his mistaken idea was further encouraged by a

*W successful cavalry raid which had just been
•mplished by Colonel Grierson, and who

*1 traversed the whole State of Mississippi in

tteen days from north to south, marching
* hundred miles in that time, having inflicted

calculable damage, and incurring only the
1 trifling loss.

So, while the Confederates were looking for
ni elsewhere, Grant pushed on to the east,

le could have approached Vicksburg at once
wn where he stood, and his scouts got within
* roiks of it ; but he knew Gregg, the Con-
dcrate commander, was alone at Jackson, and
c wanted to hit him before he could conccn-
*te with Pemberton. Having changed the
»itioni of his army corps, so that McClernand,

SKETCH SHOWING GENERAL SITUATION IN 1S63

supported by Sherman, who was now coming

up into line, held the Big Black River, while

McPherson took the extreme right, he directed

the latter general to reach out towards Jackson.

On the morning of the 12th May, McPherson en-

countered the enemy in position at a place near

Raymond, not eighteen miles from Jackson, and

promptly gave battle. Being in overpowering

strength, he won an easy victory. This opened

the road to Jackson, and while Pemberton, still

deceived, was expecting him at Edwards Station,

on the Jackson-Vicksburg railway, Grant put

out his whole strength to capture the State

capital with all conceivable despatch.

A new Confederate commander, General M Joe
"

Johnson, had replaced

Gregg, and was now at

Jackson. He was a leader

of repute, and with a less

doughty antagonist mat-

ters might have gone dif-

ferently. Johnson desired

now to detain Grant in

front of Jackson, and on

the 13th, the day after

the battle of Raymond,
he sent orders to Pem-
berton to come up in

force and attack Grant's

rear and supposed line

of communications with

Grand Gulf.

But Grant was too quick

for him, too strong on

the decisive spot. On the

evening of the 13th McPherson was at Clinton,

within fifteen miles of Jackson ; Sherman was

in front of Raymond ; McClernand had with-

drawn from in front of Pemberton at Edwards

Station, and was coming up behind McPherson

,at Clinton.

On the night of the 13th both McPherson

and Sherman were ordered to march straight

on Jackson at early dawn. It was raining in

torrents, and the roads were almost intolerable

—sometimes a foot deep in water. But both

generals pressed forward. By Q a.m. on the

14th McPherson was in touch with the enemy's

pickets, and drove them back ; by 1 1 a.m. Sher-

man was up, and both were ready to attack.

The onslaught was made with so much spirit,

the opposition was so feeble, that by 3 p.m. both

corps were in possession of Jackson. "Joe"
Johnson had evacuated the city, and hurried off

northward, hoping still by a long detour to effect
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a junction with Pemberton. On the night of

the 14th Grant slept in the very house which

Johnson had occupied the night before.

Grant's first business was to dismantle the

capital, to tear up the railways, destroy factories

NHIM ani> there the ffhrrais crowned the works WITH THfclK

flags" (/. 386).

and arsenals, and render Jackson useless to the

Confederates. While the work of demolition

was in progress he learnt through an intercepted

despatch that the enemy was endeavouring to

concentrate, and that unless he forestalled them

a junction between Johnson and Pemberton

would speedilv be effected. To allow this would

be to lose all the advantages he had secured so

far, and more, it might bring him into imminent

peril. Grant acted with his usual promptitude,

and at once faced round. Orders were issued

to countermarch all his columns, and leaving

Jackson city behind, to turn on Vicksburg—

westward, that is to say—and fight back towards

the Mississippi River.

This retrograde movement

began on the 15th May. Grant

directed all his forces to con-

verge upon Bolton, a station on

the Jackson-Vicksburg railway,

twenty miles from the former,

twenty-five from the latter

place. Meanwhile, Pemberton,

with his Confederates, had

marched southward from

Edwards Station, striking it

Grant's communications ; but,

in deference to the positive

orders of his superior, Johnson

had retired with the intention

of attacking Clinton, whereat

he imagined the rear-guard of

Sherman was posted. Pembcr

ton was quite unaware that tb<

whole of Grant's army was

this neighbourhood, still lea

that it was on the move against

him. But as he fell back he

came in contact with Grant"

advance, commanded bv

McPherson, and took up -1

strong position on the cmi

nence known as Champion*

Hill. The battle which fol

lowed was the most serious

and hotly contested in this

campaign.

On the morning of the 16th.

Grant, having heard that Pern-

berton was marching east, and

feeling certain that a great

contest was imminent, sum-

moned Sherman up from Jack

son, and desired McClernand,

who was south at Raymond, to

close up, and support McPherson. Grant himself,

in response to McPherson's urgent request, went

up to the front, and assumed command. II

was well that he did so, for McClernand, who

was next senior in rank, was a disappointing

man, of doubtful generalship ; and had n"t

Grant been present in person the battle of

Champion's Hill might have ended badly for

the national forces. As it was, McClernand.
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through over-caution or ineptitude, was so slow

in his movements that he was too late to take

;urt in the action, the brunt of which fell upon
McPherson. The opposing forces were in con-

sequence very evenly matched, and it was long

doubtful to which side victory would incline.

Bat Grant's dispositions secured a tactical

advantage, and by a well-directed movement
he turned the enemy's flank. A precipitate

retreat followed, and after four hours' hard

lighting the battle was won. Had McClernand,
who throughout was within a mile or two of

the battlefield, come up in support, very few

of Pemberton's men would have escaped. As
ft was, he lost 3,000 men, killed and wounded,
nd as many more were taken

prisoners.

The battle of Champion's
Hill was the last but one in

the series of engagements that

brought Grant under the walls

A Vicksburg. It was also the

most closely contested and the

mt*t costly in lives. Only one
mure was fought—at Black
Kiver Bridge, where a division

1 McClernand's, which had
'leaded the pursuit, came upon
Pemberton's rear-guard in an

intrenched position, and car-

ried it most gallantly- Lawler,
J brigadier-general, was con-

Jpicuous in this attack, and led

ific final charge in his shirt-

sleeves. After that the whole

Grant's forces swept for-

ward, Sherman taking the right, McPherson the

ccatre, and McClernand the left. In this order
they quickly approached and encircled the city.

The goal now was in sight. Vicksburg was
within striking distance, and the first aim of this

hazardous campaign was accomplished. Grant

on firm ground to the eastward, and far

m.-re. he was once again in touch with the river

md his base of supplies. The communications
'hich he had practically severed in the south

*hen leaving Grand Gulf he now reopened to

the northward at Haines Bluff. The result was
*c!l worth the daring effort made. In less than
three weeks, between the 30th April and the

1 ith May, Grant's victorious army was in rear

d Vicksburg just where he had wished to place

t- He had marched his troops, to whom in all

'Ti'.y five days' rations had been issued, through
m unexplored country for 1 80 miles ; he had

fought and won five battles. The capital of the

Mississippi State had fallen
;
6,000 prisoners had

been taken, and the same number of Confeder-

ates killed or disabled Above all, Grant had

secured at length the ungrudging approval of all

who had never anticipated such triumphant

success. Sherman especially—the man whose

opinion he most valued—came to him before

Vicksburg and confessed that up to that moment

he had no positive assurance of success.
44 This

campaign," he added forcibly, "even although

Vicksburg is not yet taken, is undoubtedly one

of the greatest in history.''

But it could not be called complete until the

fortress for which so much had been risked

was actually captured. Everything urged Grant

to make a dash on it. Although still full of

spirit, his troops had suffered much. They
were short of food, in rags, and the hot weather

was most trying. Johnson had been beaten off,

but he was gathering his forces again, and in

greater strength, to try conclusions afresh. So

Grant resolved upon an immediate assault. The
men themselves were eager to go in—anything
rather than the tedious processes of a siege.

Only two days were spent in strengthening their

positions and in bringing up supplies, especially

of bread and biscuit ; and then, on the 22nd,

another—the second—and most determined at-

tempt was made to storm the much-coveted

city. There were three columns of attack. Each
corps was to advance against the works in its

front. Sherman attacked on the right, the

northern side of Vicksburg
;
McPherson, in the
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centre, took the eastward defences ; McCler-

nand, on the left, was to account for the south

side to the river. A murderous cannonade

was to precede the onset.

At 10 a.m. the attack commenced, and simul-

taneously the stormers from the three army
corps burst forward with magnificent hardihood.

The ground was most difficult ; it was necessary

to cross a series of ravines, and beyond were

earthworks and rifle-pits manned by desperate

defenders. For four hours the assailants pressed

bravely forward, undismayed by the most mur-

derous fire. But no serious impression was made.

The slaughter was terrible : the hillsides were

strewn with the dead and dying, while the gar-

rison, sheltered within their trenches, suffered

little. Here and there, at isolated points, the

Federals gained a foothold and crowned the

works with their flags. McClernand at one

time imagined his men had driven out the

enemy, but he was mistaken. At no point had

the attack succeeded, and as the afternoon drew

on Grant was reluctantly compelled to with-

draw. The assault had failed all along the line.

The position of Vicksburg was too strong natur-

ally, and it had been too well fortified, to be

carried by storm.

This second and last attempt on Vicksburg

has been counted unparalleled in modern war.

No assault had ever been made previously on

such fortifications except where the assailants

had greatlyoutnumbered thedefenders. At Vicks-

burg they fought on nearly equal terms. The
fame of Vicksburg and its heroic resistance against

this most persistent attack has outshadowed

the memory of Badajoz, Ciudad Rodrigo, San

Sebastian, or Sebastopol.

Grant now realised that he could only reduce

Vicksburg by investment and siege. It must be

approached by trenches and hemmed in on all

sides till it was starved out. For this the Federal

general drew all his strength towards him, and

filled up the long line of investment, fifteen

miles in all, with troops. The men went into

camp, whence they furnished large working

parties to open trenches and conduct regular

siege operations. There were eight principal

lines of approach, all across difficult ground.

The siege-train was very inadequate, but some

heavy guns were borrowed from Admiral Porter's

fleet. Engineer officers were also exceedingly

scarce, and the want of them was made up by

volunteers. It was the peculiar characteristic

of the American armies in this war that men
of all professions were to be found in the ranks.

Skilled labour—that of mechanics, engineers,

handicraftsmen of ail kinds, and the higher

proficients to superintend—was always forth-

coming. Then Grant was a host in himself, and

he was ever ready to give his personal attention

to direct and control the engineering operation

throughout the siege.

A month of incessant labour now passed,

chequered with great trials : worst of all wa>

the great scarcity of water and the mien-c-

heat of the weather. As the time passed, and

Vicksburg still held out, a fresh danger grc«

imminent. Grant heard on undoubted authority

that Johnson was determined to try a great effort

to raise the siege. He was hovering around

north of the Big Black River with a large armv.

in Grant's rear, and might, if he could combine

movements with the beleaguered garrison, give

very serious trouble. At this moment, indeed,

Grant was in a strange, not to say dangenu->

position. He was between two fires. In front

of him was the fortress which he was besieging

;

behind was Johnson's army, so to speak, besieg-

ing him, for Grant had constructed a strong tot

of works from the Big Black River to the Gw,
so as to cover him from Johnson's atuck

Sherman was put in command of these defence

and would no doubt have resisted Johnson

;

still Grant's anxieties were immense, and it

seemed quite possible that now at the eleventh

hour the great prize for which he had fought

might elude his grasp.

Matters were, however, growing from bad to

worse within Vicksburg. Ammunition had al-

ways been scarce, especially copper caps. No"

food also ran short. Rations were reduced t"

half ; there was so little meat left that the is^

of sugar, rice, and beans was increased. Priu-

had gone up to a fabulous extent. Flour was

a pound sterling per pound ; beef eight and tt-'i

shillings per pound. The poor were on the

verge of starvation. Every building in the city

had been struck by shot and shell ;
so mam

non-combatants, women, and children had bee"

killed by the besiegers' fire, that the inhabitant-

largely sought shelter in caves dug out of the

clay hillsides.

At last, on the ist of July, Grant had pushed

his approaches so close that he touched the

enemy's ditches in some places ; at others he

could move up under cover to within a hundred

vards. All was ready for a third assault, and

the date was fixed for the 6th July. But ahead;.

Pemberton was thinking of making term*.
"e

had canvassed the opinions of his leading
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generals as to surrender, and on the 3rd July he

*nt out a flag of truce with proposals to Grant.

The end was at hand.

Kmberton, M anxious to save the further effu-

sion of blood," asked for the appointment of

nissioners to arrange for the capitulation.

Grant replied stiffly that he could accept nothing

unconditional surrender. Pemberton de-

clined at first, and said hostilities would be

resumed. M Very well," replied Grant, as he

iftmissed the bearers of the flag of truce. But

ir. the end he gave more generous terms. The
iprrison was to lay down its arms and be paroled

;

the officers alone were allowed to retain their

-arms and private property. On July 4th

the anniversary of American independence

—

:he Vicksburg garrison marched out, and the

Federals entered and took possession of the town.

Thirty-one thousand men surrendered, among
whom were 2,153 officers, fifteen of them generals,

and 172 cannon were taken, " the largest cap-

ture of men and material," says Grant's historian,

General Badeau, " ever made in war."

The news of the fall of Vicksburg was received

with wild enthusiasm in the North. On the

same day the Federals had won a great battle

at Gettysburg, and the two victories " lifted a

great load of anxiety from the minds of the Presi-

dent, his Cabinet, and the loyal people all over

the North. The fate of the Confederacy "—

I

am quoting Grant's own words—" was sealed

when Vicksburg fell. Much hard fighting was

to be done afterwards, and many precious lives

were to be sacrificed ; but the morale was with

the supporters of the Union ever afterwards."

It was Grant himself who did it.

OtNERAL MACPHIJtSON.
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THE colonial history of France contains

few episodes more striking or more
dramatic than those which took place

during the Tonkinese expedition of

1883-1884. It is of one of the most brilliant

achievements of the Gallic arms during this

campaign—the seizure by assault of Son-Tai

—

that we have now to tell.

In April, 1882, Hanoi, the capital city of

Tonkin, was captured by the French ; but they

had a hard enough task to keep it. The Chinese

made frequent attempts to regain it, and it was

not until strong reinforcements entered in July,

1883, in the shape of the newly-formed naval

brigade, under Admiral Courbet, who had been

appointed commander-in-chief, that the holders

of Hanoi felt at all secure.

Soon after his arrival in the city Admiral

Courbet, who had received injunctions from his

Government to conduct the campaign with

energy, began to plan an extension of French

conquests in the Delta—a considerable tract of

country watered by the river Song-Koi and its

affluents, containing several fortified towns—of
which Son-Tai and Bac-Ninh were the chief

—

and considered as, in a military sense, the " key "

to Tonkin.

The French commander had the choice of

attacking first either of the two places men-

tioned ; but after a little hesitation he resolved,

for strong strategic reasons, to direct his atten-

tion to Son-Tai, leaving Bac-Ninh to be

dealt with subsequently. Accordingly, active

preparations were made for the expedition.

And here we must pause to give the reader

some idea of the situation and defences of Son-

Tai. The town is placed upon the Song-Koi

—literally " West River," known to the French

as the " Fleuve Rouge," or Red River—from

whose bank it is distant about a mile due south,

an almost straight road connecting the two

points. Hanoi lies some forty miles up *nam

from it. Son-Tai is built at the cental aid

highest point of a tract of low-lying country

Although it may be said to owe but little tP

Nature for its defences, yet its proximity u

the river, while rendering it open to assault on

that side bv any force possessing gunboats, un

doubtedly gives it protection from any army

able only to attack landwise.

The main portion of the fortificationsconsistei

in December, 1883, of a citadel covering a squut

space about 400 or 500 yards either way, with 1

semicircular battery and gate in the middle A

each side, and surrounded by a ditch some to

feet wide, which was crossed by a permai:c'.

stone bridge on the north or river side. AluflJ

the bank of the Song-Koi was an embankment

twenty feet high and thick, which had beta

transformed into a powerful entrenchment,

extending for three or four miles, touching the

river near the village of Tien-Loc and titadipj

to the west. North of Tien-Loc the embank-

ment had been doubled, owing to an influx I

water, and the two dykes enclosed a trians'^

with a base of nearly a quarter of a mile, and

a length from base to apex of about a mile and

a quarter. A third of this space was under

water, and impracticable for troops, and at the

apex end there was a strong triangular work

with casemated guns. Upon the dyke neareS

the river were three small redoubts, and froa

the central one, called Phuc-Sa, the French

named the entire works. Other entrenchment*,

armed with guns and protected by ingeniously-

contrived palisades of pointed bamboos and stakes,

offered further resistance to an attacking kutt

A regularly-constructed enceinte ran arouod

the citadel in an oval form at a distance ^

about Soo yards from it.

The garrison of Son-Tai totalled some
*5/>°J

men. Of these 10.000 were M Black Flaf
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soldiers, under their celebrated chief Luu-Vinh-

Phuoc (or Liu-Jung-Ku, as he was variously

called). These warriors originated with Li-Hung-

Clung, a leader of rebels at Canton, who in

1863 took refuge with his followers in Tonkin,

whom Admiral Courbet nad at Hanoi ne resolved

to despatch about 6,000 fighting-men, together

with 1 .350 coolies. This force was divided into

two columns. The left, comprising 3,450 troops

and 250 coolies, was led by Lieutenant-Colonel

"THE 'BLACK FLAG' SOLDIKK . . . DIED WITH HIS FACE TO THR FOE " ( A 392).

wd soon became a formidable power, establi>h-

lfig an independent government of his own.
fen thousand regular Chinese troops and 5,000

Anrumites made up the rest of the force, whose

^ectiveness was greatly diminished by lack of

ttocord between Luu-Vinh-Phuoc and the

whinese mandarins.
By December 10th, 1883, all preparations were

picte for the expedition. Out of the soldiers

Bejin, and was to go by land ; the right, com-
manded by Colonel Bichot, consisted of 2,600

combatants and 1,100 coolies, and was to travel

up the river. Each detachment included sections

of Algerian Fusiliers (Turcos), marine infantry,

engineers, artillery, and native (Annamite) auxil-

iaries. The river flotilla had at its head Captain

Morel - Beaulieu, and comprised the gunboats

Pluvier, Tromdc, Jiclair, Hoche
y
Mnusqueton^
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Yatagan, and Fanfare, three steam sloops, and

over sixty merchant vessels and junks tor the

conveyance of troops and stores. Admiral

Courbet commanded the whole expedition in

person.

Early on the morning of December nth the

force set out. The vessels conveying the right

column and its stores were soon under way, and

at half-past three in the afternoon had reached

the point of disembarkation, where the division

was to await the co-operating troops. The land

column marched steadily onward to the Day

River, a tributary of the Song-Koi, which it was

intended should be bridged by the engineer

corps. Sufficient native craft and rafts, however,

were not available, and the column, with its

artillery, had to be ferried over. This slow pro-

cess it was necessary to defer until the next day

—the 1 2th—the whole of which was occupied in

the operation. After a toilsome night-march the

two columns became reunited on the morning of

the 13th within a few miles of Son-Tai ; but as

the troops were very fatigued, there was nothing

for it but to wait until daybreak on the 14th

before resuming the march. Then the force

proceeded, cheery and eager for the fray. The
right column followed the dyke by the river

bank, while the left pursued the Son-Tai road,

the flotilla keeping abreast. A couple of hours'

progress brought out the heads of the columns

at Tien-Loc, at the junction of the dyke with

the road, and after a brief artillery duel between

the guns of the expedition and some Chinese in

a small entrenchment the village was occupied

by the French troops.

After carefully reconnoitring the ground,

Admiral Courbet resolved to carry the Phuc-Sa

works first of all, in order to secure a solid base

for his subsequent operations against the town.

Accordingly, at a few minutes before ten o'clock,

the French artillery opened a brisk fire upon the

enemy, whose outposts were quickly driven in,

leaving the village of Linh-Chien in the occupa-

tion of the expeditionary force. Next, a severe

cannonade was commenced both by the land

artillery and by the guns of the fleet upon the

central works of Phuc-Sa. The Chinese replied

from a point some two or three hundred yards

behind the embankment with a six-inch smooth-

bore gun, which apparently was the only piece

they could bring to bear upon the ships. This

weapon, however, had hardly fired half a dozen

shots before it was struck and dismounted by

a well-directed shell from the gunboat Eclair.

Henceforth a rifle fusilade was the sole means of

the defenders wherewith to contend against the

heavy fire of the flotilla.

In the meantime the land attack was bcinc

developed, but the marshy nature of the ground

rendered rapid progress difficult to the troop-

Suddenly the Chinese made a remarkably plucky

sortie from the east gate of the citadel, catching

the French on the left flank. For a few minute-

it was touch-and-go. Panic-stricken, the Al-

gerian troops broke. But Courbet promprr,

ordered forward all his artillery, and in the face

of the storm of shot and shell which was poured

into their ranks the enemy gave way and fai

About half-past four in the afternoon so muJ

ground had been gained that the admiral ordered

the final assault upon the entrenchments to be

given. The fire from the fleet ceased, and a:

given signal the French troops dashed lorwini

with desperate eagerness. A company of Turci*

under Colonel Jouneau, assailing the north «dc

of the works, essayed to mount into it. A fearful

fire was poured into them by the defender-,

and nearly half* their number rolled over,

a while confusion prevailed ; then, reinforced";

other and cooler troops, they pressed on. n :

without serious loss. The south side was al*

hotly beset by the Annamite soldiers, led to

Captain Doucet, who fell shot dead in the

moment of victory. In a few minutes be-

sides of the entrenchment were in the hand-
*

the French, and the defenders were forced mto

the triangular work at the apex, which they hc i

with desperate valour, pouring in a close aaJ

deadly fire upon the attackers. Captain Gochnet

cheering on his men with a shout of " Inward

dropped with a bullet in his heart, and

tenant Clave was also slain. V; >. : •

J

bravery prevailed : the Chinese were hu::».

from their fastness, and the works were »

At a heavy cost, however ; for during the hJ

hour's struggle no fewer than twenty-two orr^-

and two hundred men of the French force b

fallen, killed or wounded.

The attack upon the citadel itself w as rex''

for the morrow. The troops were tired by the"

long day's work, and it was necessary that M
should strengthen themselves within their

position bv the construction of certain entrc".-*!!

ments. This done, the attacking party V.^'M

acked for the night. But 11
it is always jl

unexpected that happens,'' and so it proved" ' I

Soon after one o'clock in the morning, wh^ V

the camp was sunk in slumber save for the

tries pacing their beats, a shower of rodcet> r*

discharged from behind the embankment on 1 1
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THE CAPTURE OF SOX-TAI. 3<> i

the thatched roofs of the huts in which the

French soldiers were sleeping. Then fierce

volleys flamed out, and the still air of the night

was broken by the savage war-cries of the

Chinese. It was a night attack, and the foe

had fairly caught the invaders napping, literally

as well as figuratively. The French troops

tamed out hastily, the Turcos among the first
;

but they were repulsed, and a score of their

number were captured and slain. Fortunately,

i company ot marine infantry hurried to the

-ocuc, and succeeded in driving back the enemy
temporarily ; but the attackers came on again

and again with the utmost perseverance and

pluck. A number of Chinese rushed to the foot

! the stockade

was further postponed. The French commander,
however, in the afternoon made a flanking

movement up the embankment, with a view to

facilitating his assault upon the West Gate. No
opposition was met with from the defenders,

owing to dissension between Luu-Vinh-Phuoc
and the Chinese mandarins as to the proper

course to be pursued.

At daybreak on December ibth the French

force began its attack upon the citadel. The
outer enceinte was found to be a strongly-con-

structed earthwork, defended in front by a moat
and a treble fence of bamboo. At the point

where a gate led into it, the ditch was set with

pointed bamboos, while a palisade of thick logs

DEFENCES OF

SON-T A I.

EnS l xh Miln

t ** -•" v v

only with

axes, with which

: hey attempted to

'.ut their way past

;he tough bamboo
dicing. The
French troops, ut-

rerly fatigue ! by
the heavy dav's

fighting that they
tad already gone
:hroqgh, and de-

moralised by the

apidity and sud-

denness of the
surprise, began to

despair and to give

ay,when to their

y they heard the

Chinese trumpets blare forth the 11 recall " and
ihe enemy quickly drew off his forces, leaving

many dead and wounded to show with what

determination the assault had been carried out.

A few months later a Chinese officer, captured
hy the French, claimed to have been the leader

"f this gallantly-conceived night attack. He de-

clared that he had with him only 300 men, and
that he was led to make the attack on account

reward of 200,000 dollars which Luu-Vinh-

ilmochad promised to give to the man who
hooid recapture the works. He calculated, with

•^curacy, upon the French being worn out by
; heir labours, and that he would have a com-
I'iratively easy task. He had not, however,

nade allowance for the vigilance exercised by
; he sentries of civilised armies.

The next dav— or rather, the same day—was
devoted to burving the slain and caring for the
u 'unded, and the final attack upon the citadel

covered the entrance. A plank bridge afforded

means of crossing the moat, but the approach to

it was guarded by a chevaux de f'rtse of pointed

stakes. Some few pieces of cannon were placed

at this point, but they were mostly antiquated

specimens of artillery, and so badly situated as to

be capable of firing only straight ahead. Poor
as they were, however, had they been handled

with anything like skill and pluck they would
have caused serious loss among the attackers.

After a smart tussle, the outlying village and
temple of Phu-Xy were captured, and then the

main attack upon the Western Gate was com-
menced. Under cover of a terrific fire from their

artillery, posted on a hillock a few hundred
yards away, the storming party advanced. Shells

crashed in scores through the stockade, and, burst-

ing inside, wrought havoc among the Chinese

soldiers, who nevertheless fought obstinately.

At length the bridge was crossed, and the forces
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of France approached the portal. And here was

seen an instance of cool and devoted bravery

hardly excelled by that which was displayed by

that other " captain of the gate " who held the

Tiber bridge against the Tuscan host. There,

told off to guard the narrow passage between

the stockade and the wall, stood a gallant

" Black Flag M
soldier. His Winchester repeat-

ing rifle was in his hand, its magazine filled with

cartridges. Although half the French force were

at the gate, he quailed not. Shot after shot

he fired, deliberately and calmly, and each bullet

found its billet. Down went brave Captain

Mehl, leader of the Foreign Legion, with a ball

through his heart, and other attackers were

slain ; and when the stormers rushed in at last

the heroic " Black Flag," true to his trust, died

with his face to the foe, as a soldier should die.

The French, quick to recognise bravery either

in friend or enemy, buried him with military

honours when the day's fight was over, at the

gate which he defended so well.

The expeditionary force was in the town, but

its work was not yet at an end. Luu-Vin-Phuoc

and his followers disputed every inch of the long

street entered by the gate, and it was not until

late in the afternoon that the " Black Flag

"

chieftain's house, round which the last rally

centred, was taken and burnt. At the other—

the east—side of the town the Algerian troop

forced their way in after but slight re>i>tancc.

In spite of this, and to the discredit of French

arms, a regular sack took place, and it is im-

possible to say how many perished in the

slaughter.

On the following day the victors formally

took possession of the now deserted citadel.

They captured over a hundred cannon, for the

most part of ancient pattern and in dilap: 1

condition ; a quantity of bar silver ; rice ami

other provisions ; rifles and ammunition ; beak?

a number of horses and an elephant.

The French losses were heavy in proportion

to the number of men they brought into action.

Ninety-two officers and men were killed and

318 were wounded during the three days' fight-

ing. Of these, three-fourths fell on the first day

The Chinese losses were never known with any

accuracy, but probably at least a thousand soldier-

perished, besides the people massacred by the

Turco troops.

Thus was taken the town of Son-Tai, and thi-

event, coupled with the previous capture 1

Hanoi and the subsequent storming of Bac-Ninh.

firmly established the French in their occupation!

of Tonkin.

LUU-VIN-PHUOC AND HIS FOLLOWERS DISPUTED EVERY INCH OK THE LONG STREET.
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DENSE woods drooped under the burn-

|

ing heat of a Spanish July afternoon ;

the grass of the plain was scorched

to a dull brown, and white dust lay
:

u,k on the roads that led to Talavera. The
ne-storied, red-tiled houses of the squalid town
n the banks of the Tagus were reflected in

the broad river, but the habitual siesta of its in-

bbitants was for once interrupted as, from the

dadow of the ancient ramparts, they watched a

British army drawn up in line of battle—a line

hatching, with here and there a gap, until it

rested on a steep hill, two miles away, beyond
which again a chain of blue mountains rose

^unst a cloudless sky.

It was a tattered line—patched, torn, and
L^mpaign-stained. and the dust of the roads

tad sullied it, dimming the scarlet of its coats,

it was, moreover, a hungry, half-starved line,

toying lived for many days on a h;:ndful of rate

*v,ti and a draught of water, or a species of

t'. Li-pea called corova/izrrt, by wav of rations,

("here were rough detachments and undrilled

id> among its regiments, some still wearing
r.iiitia badges on their appointments, as many of

men did afterwards at Waterloo ; but never-

•'-cvs they were waiting for the French, who
ere somewhere across a little river hidden by
he woods in their front, beyond the Casa de
-linas, where Sir Arthur Wehesley lay with

•c outposts, 10,000 Spaniards under Cuesta
ng strongly posted on the skirt of the forest,

irer to the town itself.

The plain that stretched before the line was
\cl. and well grown with olives and handsome
rk trees; and on the 27th July, 1809, it was
-*.ed and dry, the passage of a single horseman
''g sufficient to raise a great cloud as the sun

fiercely down.
King Joseph Bonaparte, brother of the great

::iperor, was marching to oppose our further

<gress into Spain, and when the clocks of

Talavera were striking three the divisions of

Ruffin and Lapisse, having forded the Alberche,

came through the forest, with their cartouche-

b .its and red epaulettes worn outside long

white linen overcoats, and debouched so sud-

denly that our leader was nearly captured in

the Casa, and the outpost was thrown into

momentary confusion.

The young, untrained troops lost their heads,

fired on each other, and were driven into the

open, the gallant " Old Stubborns "—as the 45th

were nicknamed—and the "th Battalion of the

60th Regiment alone remaining firm, and re-

ceiving the French with a heavy fire from the

well-known " Brown Bess " and the Baker rifle.

After 400 of our men had fallen, and a goodly

number of the enemy, the French paused, and

our two brigades retired step by step, under

cover of our light dragoons, to take up their

position in the main line, which had eagerly

listened to the rattle of the musketry and

watched the smoke drifting slowly away above

the tree-tops.

With drums beating, and the sun pouring on

them until the brass eagles on their shacko-

plates glowed like gold— with the bold assurance

of men whose colours bore the magic names of a

score of battles won bevond the Rhine against

Germany, Austria, and Russia—the veteran sol-

diery of the Empire came proudly on, their

artillery unlimbering to open a cannonade against

our left wing, while their green Chasseurs trotted

forward to discover the position of the Spaniards.

Sir Arthur Wellesley had taken great pre-

cautions in posting our allies, who were placed

behind mud walls and high banks between our

right and the town, screened still further by the

cork woods and barriers of felled timber and the

buildings of a large convent, whose musical

chime went unheeded amid the strife ; but he

had no confidence in them, and events proved

him to be right.
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The character of their leader is well indicated

in a perfectly true incident which happened some

time before TaJavera was fought. Sir Arthur,

wishing to give battle on one occasion, sent

to tell Cuesta and to desire his support. The
ancient tyrant, thinking the enemy would make
a stand, replied that, the day being Sunday, his

conscience would not allow him to tight ; but,

hearing directly after that the French were re-

treating, his religious scruples vanished and he

intimated his readiness to engage ! No pen can

picture the wretch in his true infamy, and his

villainous countenance was a fit index to the

craven soul within.

The Chasseurs soon discovered the Spaniards

through the screen of leaves, and, cocking their

carbines and pistols, sent some balls whistling

among them.

For a moment there was a returning fire, but

the next instant, without warning, ten thousand

able-bodied cowards turned tail and fled helter-

skelter to the rear, carrying with them artil-

lery, stores, and baggage- waggons, Cuesta him-

self being driven hurriedly off in a lumbering

coach-and-six, amid a crowd of grenadiers in

white and linesmen in brown, tumbling over

each other in their frantic fear, and spreading

the report that we were beaten and all was

over !

A few remained, and after a while a few more
returned, driving off the enemy, who fell back

in confusion ; but six thousand of the scamps

had melted into air—a fair sample of the

Spanish valour of Peninsular days and the

difficulties our general had to encounter.

We meanwhile were emptying many a saddle,

and more than one bold chasseur was dragged

away dangling to his stirrup iron in that en-

counter, which was the first of the three pre-

cursors of the sanguinary hand-to-hand battle

of Talavera.

Close to a large field redoubt the Oporto road

bisected our position, and Brigadier-General

Campbell's division stood there in two lines,

on their left being Sherbrooke's division the

ist Battalion of the Coldstreams and 3rd Guards
—with Mackenzie's men behind them, panting

from their recent skirmish at the Casa.

To the left of the Guards were the King's

German Legion, their artillery posted on the

slope of the height that bounded our line,

and which was also occupied by Rowland Hill's

2nd Division, with our cavalry in their rear—
19,846 men only on whom we could depend, to

oppose 50,000 veterans under Marshals Jourdan

and Victor, with such well-known percral'

as Villatte, Lapisse, Ruffin, Sebastiani, Latour*

Maubourg, and Milhaud to execute their u-m-

mands.
• • • • •

The last gleam of the setting sun wa* fading

from the spires of the town, and twilight haJ

already begun to shroud the two hostile armic?,

when they came at us again, making a desptuii

attempt to seize the hill, Ruffin's division rul-

ing forward with great rolling of drums 00

Colonel Donkin's brigade posted there.

Luckily, two regiments lost their way in 2

ravine, and the 9th arrived alone, thus giving

time to bring up reinforcements before Yilbt'.e

and Lapisse reached our line ; but as it wis.xme

of the bold fellows got round in the dusk r.i

climbed the height, from which they fired d«n

on to Donkin's men, who were taken in be:

and rear.

Rowland Hill was ordering on the 48th whta

bullets began to rain round him, and thinkia;

that some of our lads were aiming in the «r 1*

direction, he rode up the rising ground with b
brigade-major, Fordyce, to find himself instan'Jv

surrounded by the enemy.

A grenadier wounded his horse and grabbed

at the bridle, but the general spurred so viokn:

that he broke away, and, leaving Fordyce doi

galloped down again to meet the 29th, which

he led back at the charge.

The Worcestershires, with bayonets lowered,

made short work of the daring 9th, and pitched

them over into the valley; but red flashes c.ime

from the darkness as two other French columns

advanced. The whole of our line stood to arm.s

cartridges were bitten and ranks dressed, while

the brass drums kept up their dull roar, anyd

cries of " En wantI " " Steady there \
" "Mak

ready, present, fire !
" and all the jumble ^

sounds and shouting that told of a deadly

combat.

Villatte—who, to his immortal honour, refund

in after years to sit in judgment on Marshal

—urged his horse forward and brandished h-

sword in vain ; in vain the gallant Lipi**.—

formerly colonel of the famous 57th Penu-

brigade—pushed his men on against theGernuii

Legion until his feint attack became a real <
-

The British kept their ground, cheering as tho

reloaded, and closing up the ranks as man ill 1
"

man sank bleeding on the withered herba^.

until Victor drew ofl" and silence fell over the

plain. The wounded crawled towards their own

lines, where bright bivouac tires were sa*
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bluing; but 1,000 Frenchmen and 800 of the

Jiies lay stark and stiff in the starlight.

During the short summer night there were

<\xtjI alarms that kept us on the alert, though
they arose principally from our Spanish friends,

who suddenly began firing at nothing at all, with

do object whatever ; but with the dawn of the

:<:h the serious business of war recommenced.
The French beat the pas-de-charge—known as

-old trousers " by our men—and Ruffin again

inced to turn the coveted hill, followed

.T Villatte, and heralded by a cannonade that

ti wed us down by sections.

From the openness of the plain in front of our

position—for the Spaniards had all the cover to

themselves—we could see the enemy's masses
icd the French officers flying from one division

: < another. They, on the other hand, had a

precipitous hill before them, dotted here and
there with patches of dingy red above which the
grey smoke floated—dangerous patches which
resolved themselves into companies and bat-

talions as they approached them at a quick step.

There is something grim and soldierly in the
ean shaven faces of our Peninsular infantry,

with the little tufts of side-whisker then in vogue
is we see them in the prints of the time ; and
-" they must have looked to the enemy on
fat Talavera morning, with the sunrise lighting

their bayonets and the pikes of the ser-

ponts, as they awaited the attack unflinching

wder the fire of the guns.

Ai the grenadiers and light infantry neared
' • position, the cannoniers turned their pieces

* the centre and right of the British, leaving

hill to the stormers, who approached at a

jn on two sides, shouting loudly.

Rocks and ridges, grassy dips and hollows,
t ke the compact columns as they got within
-ms length, and the attack became a series

* little struggles where all formation was lost,

l"d each man fought for himself.

Kentish Buffs clubbed their muskets and
ewed at the moustached veterans of Je'na and
taterltti

; the Connaught Ranger and the
"'"it He Paris grappled with each other and
•lied down the slope strewn with ammunition-

P«per and cartridge-cases.

The vicious little curved briquet of the French
" <-r flashed in the sunlight and met the re-

flation sword of our subaltern, generally in

'"our of the former ; for we were behind them
:n the use of small arms, as in many other
lr, '

: »gs. Some of their men mounted the height,^ were dislodged with difficulty. HU1 was

wounded, and many of our best and bravest met

a soldier's death with the hurrahs of their com-

rades ringing in their ears. But inch by inch

we forced them back, and after a fiendish forty

minutes they retired in disorder, with the loss

of fifteen hundred, to the shelter of their batteries.

Sir Arthur sent to Cuesta for artillery, but the

cowardly Spaniard only responded with two guns,

though the Duke of Albuquerque came up on his

own account with a fine brigade of Spanish horse,

disgusted at the conduct of the old tyrant, who
after the battle began to shoot his runaways for

following an example he had himself set them
on many occasions.

King Joseph now reconnoitred our line with

a glittering Staff, and held a council of war at

which Jourdan and Victor violently opposed

each other in a way that seriously embarrassed

poor Joseph, at heart an amiable, good-natured

fellow, but a mere cat's-paw in the hands of his

ambitious brother.

Marshal Jourdan, who had been so frequently

beaten in battle that the soldiers christened him
" the anvil," was in favour of taking up a position

and waiting for Soult to arrive ; but Victor,

smarting under his three repulses, urged the

king to reopen the conflict, promising to carry

the hill if they would attack along our whole

line simultaneously. The greatest indecision

prevailed, but the king eventually gave in to

Victor against his own better judgment, afraid

lest Napoleon should rebuke him for neglecting

an opportunity. Sir Arthur Wellesley sat on

the summit of the hill, calm and cool under

a fearful weight of responsibility, and when
Albuquerque sent to tell him that Cuesta was

about to betray him, he listened without turning

his head and observed quietly to the officer :

11 Very well
; you may return to your brigade."

Our "General of Sepoys," as he was con-

temptuously called in some quarters, had full

confidence in his own powers, and continued to

gaze across the plain, where our thirsty men
mingled with the enemy at the stream, forgetting

for a time their mutual animosity.

This may seem a strange statement, but the

history of that war is full of generous instances

on the part of both armies. Manv courtesies

were exchanged between brave fellows who,

perhaps, next day met in mortal combat ; sen-

tries would often chat, and obtain a light for

their pipes from each other, or the French bands

give concerts for the benefit of our men. Readers

who rely on such narratives as those of Parson

Gleig are far from getting at the real truth.
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The British cavalry, which had gone some
distance to water their horses, had now returned

and drew up behind the hill. Several hundred

infantry came back from their duty of bearing

the wounded to a place of safety, and were mis-

taken by the enemy for Sir Kobert Wilson's

corps ; and now the drums and bugles recalled

each army to its ranks, as the French eagles were

uncased about half-past one.

The day was intensely hot ; a blue sky

stretched in unclouded brilliancy overhead, and

every feature of the landscape showed with great

distinctness, except where the dust rose round

Battle of TALAVERA
(The French Attack.)

the mustering men, whose accoutrements and

flashing bayonets scintillated in the glare.

Eighty pieces of cannon stood ominously

silent, waiting the touch of the dark-blue uni-

formed artillerymen to vomit death among us.

Three strong brigades of infantry with mounted
officers were drawn up in columns, the silk tri-

colours drooping in the breathless air, each en-

sign flanked by two scrgcnts-portc-aiglc$
y
chosen

from the most valiant in the ranks who could

neither read nor write, and hence could not

hope for promotion, and whose honourable duty

it was to guard the eagle with their lives, carry-

ing a formidable halbert and a brace of pistols

for that purpose.

Behind the infantry were long lines of horse-

men, the tall vellow-and-black plumes of the

5th French Chasseurs—whose first colonel,

D'Andigeau, was a romantic Spanish brigand far

back in the seventeenth centurv—and the

crimson facings of the ioth, lending a touch of

bright colour to the array, further increased by

the brass helmets of the ist and 4th Dragoons,

with gay scarlet revers to their green coats.

In rear of Villatte a bunch of red-and-whitc

pennons showed where the Polish Lancers stood,

stern troopers from the Vistula with light yellow

plastrons and blue uniforms, and a great doud

of the ubiquitous dust betrayed King Joseph's

Guards marching up in reserve.

The people of Talavera, once more on the

ramparts, saw a movement agitate the four

French columns; eightytoogue

of flame darted from thecamwn

behind them
;

eighty pufr '

white smoke mingled into 1

dense pall which threw its

shadow along the plain, fol-

lowed by a mighty crash thai

set the horses rearing and made

the Spaniards tremble in then

security. Marshal Victor had

given the signal, the enetnv

sprang forward, and the batik

proper, to which the other

affairs had been merely pre-

ludes, began.

The 4th Corps was the

to reach us, the active littk

fantassins scouring over the

ground and flinging themselves

upon our 4th Division, only to

be impaled on the bayonet* d

the 7th Fusiliers and the "Old

Five-and-Threepennies," whufl

was the cant name of the 53rd Shropsh

while the 5th Battalion of the ooth, in «f

ranks were many Germans, emptied I

rifles into them again and again. The I

versal practice of Napoleon's armies was

send a cloud of light infantry against

enemy, preceded by a cannonade and full""-

by the line. It was the light infantry tW

Campbell - regiments had repulsed, ami

column behind came through the du-t G«

Mackenzie•'- men and some Spaniard- step]

out to help the 4th Division, reserving thai

until they came to close quarter-.

Sir Arthur watched the combat from I

hill, and seeing Kuffin creeping round t" :

our left, and Villatte advancing at the d<

in front, he sent orders to Anson's cavaln

charge down the valley which

mountains and our friendly eminence
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M Squadrons, march ! " rang the trumpets, and

two gallant corps—the 1st King's German Legion

Hussars and our 23rd Light Dragoons—moved
>ff and trotted towards Villatte.

The 2}rd, in blue with crimson facings and

huge bearskin crests surmounting their helmets,

Hill's division cheering lustily as they thundered

past the height.

Within thirty yards of the squares there lay a

hidden gully, quite concealed by the long grass

until you came close on to it, and which history

has exalted into alarming proportions, like the

rode on the right of the Hussars, whose yellow-

braided pelisses and scarlet busby bags floated

P^cefully out when they got under way and
the trot merged into a canter.

Villatte threw his men into three squares and
began Bring

; steel scabbard and black sabretache
dashed and jingled as the canter became a hand-
gillop and the trumpets sounded " Charge !

"—

very much overrated M sunken road of Ohain ;

"

but, although it was only eight feet deep by from

twelve to eighteen in width at its worst part, it

was still an obstacle bound to disorder a charging

squadron, and the watchers on the hill saw the

Germans rein up, as Arentschild pulled his horse

on to the crupper and cried, " Halt ! I will not

kill my young mens !

"
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Some of the Hussars, nevertheless, jumped it

and continued their way, and the 23rd, who
arrived at a spot where the hollow was broader

but much more shallow, dipped into it at full

speed, lost their formation as some of the horses

fell, and scrambled up the opposite bank in twos

and threes, having lost their impetus and order,

but not their hearts, for they rode right through

the intervals of the squares before them, and

laid about them gallantly with their half-moon

sabres on the green Chasseurs.

Their triumph was short. Colonel Seymour
was hurt, and Major Frederick Ponsonby led,

gallantly as was his wont ; but down came the

Polish Lancers and the Westphalian Chevaux-

Legers ; the 23rd were outnumbered, cut down,

and ridden over ; and although a few got back,

amid the redoubled cheering of our infantry, 207

lay under their horses, the loss of the 1st Hussars

being also heavy—37 men and 64 mounts.

While this incident was enacted, Campbell and

Mackenzie had closed with the main body of

the 4th Corps, under the brave Corsican general,

Count Porta Horace Sebastiani, and a furious

struggle took place, the carnage on both sides

being horrible.

At Talavera French and English fought hand

to hand, the French having the advantage of

length in their musket-barrels, although our

Brown Bess bayonets were longer than theirs.

We were half-starved into the bargain, but we
possessed that historic characteristic of never

knowing when we were beaten.

The huge silk colours were riddled with balls

;

writhing groups of mutilated wounded screamed

piteously as they were trampled under foot. It

was more like a mclec of the Middle Ages than a

nineteenth-century battle ; for men got at each

other and hit hard, the blood spurting right and

kit until the musket-butts, and the trodden

;;rass, and everv bayonet in the division was red

with it, while the cannon-balls came whanging

and tearing into the throng, and we smashed

and smote blindly through the smoke and sand.

" Forward, forward !
" was the cry, and with

tremendous cheering we sent Sebastiani's veterans

back and captured ten guns, a regiment of

Spanish horse cutting in as they tried to rally,

and driving the 4th Corps to the rear.

Sir Arthur thanked the 2nd Battalion of the

Fusiliers ; but Lapisse's drums turned all eyes

on the hill again, and the German Legion, who
were assailed with fury in their turn.

Magnificent as the Hanoverians always proved

themselves while they were in our service-

equal, and in some points superior even, to our

troops, whose uniform they wore—the impt'...

osity of this attack shook them. Sherbrookt'..

Guards were shattered at the same moment

by the French artillery, and the very centre 0:

our line was broken.

The Guards charged valiantly, and were for

an instant successful, but they advanced too far

and there was great confusion. Von Rettber^. -

battery pounded steadilv, and Bombardier Dirr

king won the notice of Sir Arthur WelleJcv,

who exclaimed, 44 Very well, my boy !
" ilappin;

him on the back as shot after shot fefl int:»

the middle of the enemy ; but the sitiatxciw-

most critical.

Our leader ordered Stapleton Cotton up

with his cavalry, sending to Colonel DonelUn ;

bring the 48th from the hill ; and soon thebr ai

buff regimental banner was seen approaching side

by side with the king's colour, as the S«o-

amptons marched proudly into the disorder,

wheeling back by companies to let the retiring

jumble through and then resuming their sle*iv

line, shoulder to shoulder.

Gallant Lapisse lay dying on the gras?. b»

life-blood welling out over the general's $M

aiguillette ; but his column, hot with vicron.

had penetrated our centre, and were making tic

most of a triumph destined to be short.

The sun had got behind us, for it was after-

j

noon, and the band of purple shadow that pre-
J

ceded the scarlet line of the 48th was omirwiaj

of the disaster about to fall on the Frenchmen.

Taking the column on its right, the Northamp-

tonshire poured a tremendous volley into it

closed with the bayonet.

Colonel Donellan fell mortally wounded dot ,

the gruesome masses of dead guardsmen, wo

whom were slaughtered there ; but even in ha

agony the fine old man remembered hi> rep-i

ment, and raising his three-cornered Nivef**

hat—the last seen in our service—he desiud

Major Middlemore to take command, sinkinf

back with dimmed eyes as the stout feiK>*>

faded from his sight for ever.

Like an avalanche the 48th fell on the colurr

and checked its progress, giving the Guards ^
the Germans time to rally ; then another hw-

to-hand struggle began, fiercer if possible tbja

the last, for we were fighting desperately tp

recover lost ground, and two of the braves,

nations in the world strove for master)', kw"

and long.

Those who could not get to the front b&

aloof, and fired shot after shot wherever the? M*
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in enemy; men wrestled and rolled over, clutch-

ing at each other; fists were used when weapons

were broken ; bearded Sapeurs in bearskin caps

mi white leather aprons hewed with their axes

is though our men had been the walls of a

'tress ; officers in topboots shouted themselves

hone; and Dermoncourt's 1st Dragoons slashed

mi pointed in the most frantic attempt to break

u<; but our order was restored by the example

: the Northamptonshire, and our cavalry came
.p.it a trot with sabres in hand.

Nearly all the Staff were either unhorsed or

iv.uinded, and Sir Arthur was hit on the shoulder,

bu; not seriously. Ruffin hesitated beyond the

rallev, and was lost ; Lapisse lav dead, andSebas-

ttUU was in disorder. King Joseph's reserves and
iiis Guard had not been engaged, but the French
m,ral<- was shaken and we began to cheer—

a

pretty usual sign that we were conquering.

The artillery still continued ; but little by little

'hi enemy retreated to their own side of the

plain, and about six o'clock the battle was over.

Towards the end, while the shot was plunging

around Von Rettberg's battery, a distinguished

•ict of heroism was performed by Sergeant Bos-

telmann, who was bringing ammunition up from

the waggons in the rear. The dry grass caught

tire, scorching the wounded and burning some of

them to death, and it threatened the powder as

the flames ran rapidlv across the heath.

With four brave gunners named Luttermann,

/igreve, Wamecke, and Lind, the sergeant

dragged each waggon, four in all, to a place of

safety behind a trench, heedless of the fact that

they might all be blown to atoms in an instant

nhuuld one of the tempest of balls strike their

dangerous charge ; and after superhuman efforts

all the waggons were saved and galloped down
the road beyond, when the limber teams arrived,

H ' telmann being publicly thanked, and after-

«ard> receiving a commission.

Fearful was the slaughter when men found

time to look around them.

Generals Mackenzie and Von Langwerth of

'.he Legion were killed, and 31 other officers,

with 707 rank and file ; 3 generals, iq2 officers,

? "i8 sergeants and men wounded, and 652 of

ranks missing ; or a total on our side of 6,268

during the two days. Of these the 7th Fusiliers

,v
t t;. and the German Legion nearly 1,500

-n<i HS horses ; while other corps counted their

casualties in varying proportion.

One strange incident reaches us from the

private journal of an English officer to whose
fnend it occurred : the enemy, seeing him to be
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badly wounded and in great pain, requested his

permission toput him out of his misery. Needless

to say, he declined with thanks !

The French are reported to have lost 10.000

men, 2 generals, and 17 guns, the prudent

Napier giving the number at between 7,000 and

8,000. Truly an awful feast of blood and woe !

Again the bivouac fires flared up in the dark-

ness, and the surgeons were busy on each side.

We were too weary and too weakened to pres>

in pursuit, and both armies remained all night

within range of each other, ours suffering in ad-

dition from hunger—the commissariat, as usual,

unequal to its duties, and death threatening

any who attempted to plunder.

Bread had not been issued since the 22nd ;

men were pale with exhaustion and sick for

want of food, but there was no grumbling
;

although in Talavera alone there was enough

corn concealed by the unspeakable Spaniards

to have lasted our army a whole month !

In the morning the search parties of the

German Legion discovered three blue standard-

poles among their dead, and after a ghastly hunt
Captain von During, of the 5th Battalion, found
the brass eagles belonging to them.

A burst of military music rose unexpectedly,

and shading their eyes from the sun which again

beat down on the now corpse-covered plain, our
army saw Craufurd's light division march proudly

in, too late to take part in the battle, although

their efforts to arrive in time have made their

march historic. The iron warrior, whose stern

discipline rivalled that of Martinet, the celebrated

colonel of the Regiment du Roi under Louis XIV.,
had halted his men, after a twenty-mile tramp,
near Malpartida de Placencia, and they were
cooking their meagre rations when Spanish
fugitives hurried up with a report of our defeat.

" Buglers, sound the ' fall in !
'
" cried Crau-

furd, buckling on his sword-belt ; and there and
then, after selecting fifty of the weakest to

remain behind, he marched off with his three

regiments—the 43rd, 52nd, and 95th Light
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Infantry—covering sixty-two English miles in squadron after squadron, gazed with sullen anger

twenty-six hours, every man carrying sixty at the tattered British line, now sadly thinned,

pounds on his shoulders. which had maintained its position in spite ol

Although it was the hottest season of the them, and which still stood to arms in the

year, only seventeen stragglers dropped behind pearly haze of the morning. The dull tap of the

—a glorious record of British endurance and drums grew fainter ; the rumble of caissons, and

DLATU OF COLON KL DONELLAN.

eagerness for the fray, the division taking over

the outpost duty immediately on its arrival.

Before this, however, with the first gleam of

daylight, the French army left its gory bivouac.

For the last time the dust floated along the

edge of the forest, and whitened the foliage

of the cork trees
;
regiment after regiment,

waggons heavy with the wounded, died away ;

the Lancers wheeled in a cloud and followed, and

the sunshine burned in a dazzling blaze on the

brass helmets of the vanquished Dragoons. Then

the woods hid them ; the crows and the vultures

settled undisturbed as the dust subsided—the

French army was gone !
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By John 7\i^,uStus 0'5hea

WHEN Lombardy reverted to Italy

after the war of 1859, the idea

of a free and united peninsula

became robust.

In the kingdom of the Two Sicilies the popular

dissatisfaction rose until it came to a head on the

landing of Garibaldi at Marsala, and it was felt

that the seizure of Umbria and the Marches was

the complement of the annexation by popular

vote of the Duchies and the Romagna to Victor

Emmanuel, pending the time when Venice could

be wrested from the Austrians and Rome could

be entered by the dynasty of Savoy.

The first overt act of hostility against the Pope
had showed itself at Perugia, the chief town of

Umbria, where Joachim Pecci, now Leo XIII.,

•as bishop, by a street rising of the discontented

« the 20th of June, 1859. This was put down

tGeneral Schmid, of the Pontifical army, and

ted Swiss troops, with rigour and, some said,

*th a needless severity.

When the undreamt-of success of the Red
Shirts in the South the following year startled

the world, Cavour saw that to Garibaldi the

Otdit would accrue of conquering Francis II.,

if Victor Emmanuel did not intervene to over-

*»e the revolution and tie it to his own leading-

•rings. But the French were in Rome, and
pledged by the Emperor Napoleon to hold the

patrimony of Peter against all assailants ; and to

join the followers of Garibaldi it was imperative
to transport a costly expedition bv long sea, or
to make a shorter journey overland by crossing

the Papal territory in Central Italy.

U Moriciere was entrusted with the defence

^ this territory. On the 3rd of May he had
^ponded to an appeal of Pio Nono and had
Put himself at the head of the Papal army, which
he at once proceeded to organise and strengthen
fo* all adequate services, by which he did not

^template resisting an invasion by a regular
Power, but simply the maintaining of peace

within and the guarding against revolutionary

incursions.

La Moriciere was a Breton, and a soldier of

high military' repute. He was the comrade of

Bugeaud, Pelissier, and others in Algeria ; had

compassed the downfall of Abd-el-Kader in 1847;

led the troops who drove the Red Republicans

to the left bank of the Seine at Paris in June,

1848, but in the Assembly had voted against the

expedition to Rome. However, when he was

imprisoned for objecting to the coup d'etat by

the Prince-President, he seemed to have acquired

an austere religious bias and a bent towards the

Vatican.

As soon as Victor Emmanuel resolved to send

his homogeneous and seasoned troops to invade

the Pope's country, La Moriciere saw that his

task was hopeless. His heterogeneous levies were

ill-equipped and badly-disciplined, and in far

weaker numbers. His forces consisted of a few

hastily-improvised batteries of artillery, on foot

and mounted ; some regiments of Swiss and

Italian infantry (the latter of a sorry, scarecrow

type)
;
Austrians, who could be depended upon ;

a corps of Franco-Belgians, uniformed as Zouaves;

dragoons, gendarmes, guides formed into a

corps d'elite of the Legitimist nobility, each

private ranking with a lieutenant of the line ;

and a body of Irish volunteers. These latter

were called mercenaries, but so little of the

hireling was in the majority of them that they

refused the bounty of twenty scudt and were

free-handed with their own small money. Thev
were mostly peasants, with a sprinkling of

students, clerks, and artisans, ex-policemen and

be-medalled veterans of the Crimea and the

Indian Mutiny. Beyond their not very luxu-

rious rations they received only about twopence

each day. The control of these men was

given to Mr. Myles O'Reilly, a former captain

in the Louth Militia, and under him served

such captains as O'Mahoney and Murray of the
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Austrian army, Count Russell dc Killoghy, and
O'Carroll, a former subaltern of the 1 8th Royal

Irish. A Baron dc Guttenberg, a Bavarian,

acted as adjutant-major.

La Moriciere hated the revolution, which he

compared with Islamism, against which he had

been arrayed for the greater portion of his

previous career ; but he bluntly admitted that

to send him against a standing army with such

resources as he had was like pitting one against

ten, or asking a man with a pistol at 150 paces

to match himself with an adversary armed with

a carbine. And yet that was the task that

was set him and his army of 11,000 men, many
dispersed over widely separate stations.

On the afternoon of September 10th, Captain

Farini. aide-de-camp to General Fanti, Minister

of War and Commander in-Chief of the Pied-

montese army, arrived at the headquarters of

I-a Moriciere, at Spoleto, bearing a message

from his chief intimating that by order of the

king he would occupy Umbria and the Marches

in any of three cases : Firstly, if the Papal

troops had to use force to put down national

manifestations (that is, manifestations on behalf

of United Italy or Victor Emmanuel himself) in

the cities held by them
;

next, if the Papal

troops were ordered to march upon any city

where manifestations had taken place ; and

lastly, if, such manifestations having been re-

pressed, the Papal troops were not forthwith

withdrawn, so as to leave the locality free to

express its will.

La Moriciere was indignant at this summons,

and replied that he had no authority to reply

to such a communication without reference to

Rome, and explained to Captain Farini that he

might have been spared the humiliation of being

asked to evacuate the provinces without striking

a blow. An open declaration of war would have

been franker.

After dinner a telegram from Fanti arrived

ordering Farini back without waiting for a reply,

which was equivalent to the desired formal out-

break of hostilities ; and on the following dav

a Piedmontese general—Cialdini, who led a

brigade at the Tchernaya, in the Crimea—crossed
la Catthlua, the imaginary frontier-line between

Rimini and Pesaro, and advanced to the attack

of the latter Papal fortress.

At the same time that this invasion was made
by the coast, Fanti pushed into Umbria by a

mountain pass and descended along the west of

the Apennines, and a third column, spreading

fan-like in the middle, preserved the connection

between both. On the same evening MonsignoT

de Merode sent a despatch that Napoleon had

written to Victor Emmanuel, broadly hinting

that he would find France opposed to him if he

entered the dominions of the Pope. A pro

clamation to this effect was made to the Papal

army, by whom it was believed and haikd with

satisfaction.

Pesaro was held by Colonel Zappi with about

400 men, including a half-battalion of German>

under Count Zichy, detached from Ancona. and

three guns. For two-and-twenty hours he

offered a stout resistance, and then. (Irivw In

the last extremity by the number of the enemy,

computed at 8,000, he was compelled to snr

render.

It leaked out that bands in the interest of "*

Piedmontese had broken in on the morning d

the preceding qth on the Pontifical territory it

Fossombrone, Urbino, and Citta del Pieve, tu

the north of Ancona. A brigade of Papalim

under General de Courten, a Swiss officer, was

directed on Fossombrone, with orders to pusb

on to Urbino, manoeuvring to keep in touci

with Ancona, which was the base of operation

This column, discovering that Senigaglia wis

occupied by a Piedmontese division, made J

slight retrograde turn so as to pass the Mfr

stream at about two leagues from its mouth,

and here occurred the first affair in the open in

the brief campaign, which was brisk and ikww

discreditable to the weaker side. The Piedmon-

tese, consisting of artillery, cavalry, and infantry,

bestirred themselves and attempted to intercept

and enmesh the Papalini. The leading column

of the latter, mostly Austrians, which was com-

manded by Colonel Kanzler, were not to he

cowed without a stiff fight. Shortly after mid-

day on September 1 3th they seized a position it

Sant" Angelo, and, with their small force of i.:oo

men and a couple of field-pieces, gave challenge

to the enemy. Coherent accounts by eye-wit

nesses of this encounter are lacking, but r;

is agreed that it was sharp, that some briihan:

onsets by the Piedmontese cavalry were baffled,

and that the Papalini, having received word H

fall back before the overwhelming clouds of the

Piedmontese, retired doggedly until they finally

wore out the pursuit. It was an overthrow

most obstinately denied, not a rout ;
but 15° 04

Kanzler's force were left behind, after four hours'

unequal strife. It was five before the last da-

charges died away, and the heated and tired

combatants took up the line of retreat unmo-

lested further. Harassed and leg-wearied, the)
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intend Ancona, after their fatiguing trudge

<-ver hilly paths to the coast-road, where their

hot cheeks were fanned by the Adriatic breezes.

As the garrison was roused in the darkest small

hours to the martial strains of their band, the

r.ttr, who was with those who welcomed their

•
• try, is bound to say they stepped out with

the elation of men who had done their duty.

A>an example of how trivial matters, at such

moment, will impress themselves on the

mory, the recollection of a great shaggy dog,

th lulling tongue, shuffling under the big

'Jrum, will never be effaced.

In the meantime La Moriciere, with the bulk

his small army, was prosecuting his way from

the interior to

ihc sea, under a

-weltering sun,

by steep and
dusty courses.

Of a necessity

hi* progress was
as his guns

were feebly
horsed, he was
without regular

Ki^gage train,

wd his van-

guard had to

N: vigilantly

"•^rJed from am-
tacade. Peru-

faand Spoleto,

His rear, were
Nth gobbled

-Vir ^hort bites. Perugia was occupied by a com-

pany of the Irish and a battalion of the 2nd Regi-

ment of the line. The germ of mutiny showed

it^lf in a portion of the latter. After three hours'

interchange of gunpowder—desultory skirmish-

ing under cover in the streets for the most part

—

! V Sonnaz, the Piedmontese general, sent word
t 1 General Schmid that it was useless to prolong
- stance, as Fanti was nigh and would speedily

reinforce him. A suspension of arms for rive

hairs was stipulated, and at its expiration, Fanti

taving in the meantime arrived, terms were

'*anged and the fortress was handed over to the

hedmontese.

Spoleto, with 58Q of a garrison—more than

h-uf of whom were Irish and the rest Italians,

*>wtss, and Austrians, with a handful of invalided

franco-Belgians— sustained a well-concerted

-tuck almost from breakfast-hour to dusk. Major

1 Kcilly was in command, and although un-
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accustomed to fight, and allowed a truce early,

made excellent play with his untried soldiers and

his two old iron guns with worn carriages. He
placed his own corps at the gate and a wall near

it and a breach covered with palisades, and the

Franco-Belgians in a post of vantage adjacent.

General Brignone, having established four bat-

teries, opened on the keep with shot and shell

after eight o'clock on the 17th, his rifles keeping

up an incessant peppering from the surrounding

hills. Having exhausted seven hours with this

preliminary pounding and popping, it was

thought that the moment for assault had

arrived, and a column of bcrsnglicri and grena-

diers, led by Brignone himself, formed in the

causeway before

the gate.
O'Reillyhad but

one of his iron

guns available

now, and having

drawn it to the

entrance, and

loading it to the

muzzle with

grape-shot, he

banged twice at

the Hearing
Piedmontese,
and a furious

sheet of mus-
ketry swept
their front and

laid so many of

them low that

the rest had to seek shelter in retreat. The
corpses of nine bersaglicri littered the soil. So
vigorously had the offensive been pushed, that

one Irish officer at the barrier, Lieutenant

Crean, a burly stripling from Tipperary, was
wounded in the arm by a bayonet-thrust from
a pioneer. The assault was not renewed, but

the batteries, to which another had now been

added, resumed their attentions, some companies

of bersagUeri aiding with a well-nourished fusil-

ade. Twice had the roof and the rooms near the

powder magazine been set in flames by shells,

and twice had the kindling conflagration been
got under with some trouble. About seven

o'clock, as the torrid warmth of the day was
declining, capitulation was offered, the de-

fences being much shattered and the ammuni-
tion beginning to fail. O'Reilly saw the wisdom
of yielding, although he had had compara-

tively few casualties ; for his own men needed
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rest and food, and the Italians, who had been

hiding in cellars during the hurly-burly, were

not to be trusted in a night attack. But he was

granted honourable conditions, in token of his

valiant defence. Fanti by this was in undis-

puted possession of the entire upper valley of

the Tiber.

Returning to La Moriciere, he managed to send

On the very day that Spoleto fell, news was

brought that Ancona was likely to be beset by a

powerful fleet under the Piedmontese admiral,

Persano ; therefore it was more than ever im-

perative for him to penetrate to that, the Last

stronghold of the Papal power outside of Rome

The Emperor of the French might at last relent,

or Austria might interpose. To Ancona hewa*

1

,\ SCON A

a despatch to Ancona, winch was received there

on the 15th, confirming his advance thither, and

terminating with this warning: "Defend the

approaches of the place courageously, and rally

to the sound of my cannon." A proclamation

was simultaneously posted in the town stating

that the Marches had been invaded, that Zappi

had been beaten, that a great battle was im-

minent, and that in prevision of emergencies

the church of St. Dominic was about to be con-

verted into a hospital for 400, to which the in-

habitants were requested to contribute bedding.

trending; thru was his objective point nil th r «

•

It could hoUl <uit against a large force 1

land side. It was essential that h< -1'

get in there. But here, close to Loreto, at ti»

point of effecting the hoped-forjunction, he foi

that Cialdini had been beforehand with n 1

This advance guard of dragoons clattering

Loreto, a squad of Piedmontese lancers hu"

off like hunters caught napping. De P.i

Guides, with .1 gendarme, having ventured M

as a barricade on the high road, wa- halted b\

point-blank discharge of canister, fatal t<> nil
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and wounding his comrade. He calculated that

the Piedmontese general had hastened up three

divisions of his army, and had lodged them in

parallel lines on the direct passage between him
md the tongue of land, with its circling emin-

ences, on which Ancona was situated. The
enemy was lying in strength, comfortably occupy-

ing the rising ground between the mamelon or

.'siound of Castelridardo, in front, and the plain

ipreading at the feet of Loreto. He mustered

hii weak columns, ai\d took thought of his plan

1hem to pass it w as necessary to take and hold

the two farms. The banks of the river were

high, but might easily be climbed, and the bed

of the stream was very shallow—nowhere knee-

deep.

La Moriciere, before engaging in the action,

went to the shrine of Our Lady of Loreto, the

holy house of Nazareth—said to have been

wafted through the air by angels—and performed

some devotional exercises.

De Pimodan, his second in command, who was

of action. The plain was within 500 yards of
the Musone river, then run so dry as to be
practicable for artillery. There was a ford here,
and on each side a good country road. On the
18th it appeared to him that this point had been
reinforced. A strong detachment rested on a
knn midway, and a second farm about 500 yards
to the rear, on the crest of a hillock crowning
die first position. A wood was near, and there
•ere numerous rifled cannon on the slopes in

the neighbourhood. The ford of the Musone,
which the Papalini must pass to reach

Ancona, was less than a mile and a quarter from
the outmost ground of the foe, but to enable

no stranger to powder, got the order to cross the

river, seize the first farm—the Crocetta—bring

his guns to play upon the wood and the second
farm—Cascina—and thus clear the way for the

remainder to advance. For this arduous task he
had at his disposal about 2,300 men—that is to

say, four battalions and a half— 8 pieces of light

artillery 6-pounders, and 4 mortars, with about

250 cavalry, consisting of two squadrons of light

dragoons, the troop of guides, and a section of

gendarmes.

D'Arcy 's company of Irish—who were ineffi-

ciently equipped, having neither pouches nor

knapsacks, carrying their cartridges in their
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haversacks—were attached to the artillery, to

help them in moving the guns and afford them
all necessary protection.

The battle began well for La Moriciere. The
first farm was assailed at a scamper, and gallantly

carried in spite of a gallant defence, and 100

prisoners captured. Two guns were moved
forward to the bottom of the slope, and the

Irish, under a hot fire, helped to place two of

the mortars in front of the farmhouse. Then,

having fulfilled their mission, they mixed with

the sharp-shooters and fought with them till

the close of the engagement.

Then an advance on the second farm was

essayed and spiritedly made by a column of

Franco- Belgians, headed by Commandant Bec-

delievre ; but it was repulsed by a murderous

fire, and though they rallied and faced the

enemy with bullet and bayonet, it was useless.

The Franco-Belgians—bare-throated, vain of

their loose picturesque garb of silver-grey

braided with scarlet, their wide scarlet waist-

cloth, and the isthmus of gamboge buskin be-

tween Zouave trousers and gaiters—were as

conspicuous by their eager martial bearing as

by their cool resolution. Having gained their

ground with a rush and a rallying cheer, they

dropped on their knees and kept up a sputter of

independent shots from behind a hedge. The
Piedmontese held fast, and by smiting them with

a steady but rapid flame of rifle-shots checked

them, and, keeping up the rattle of death per-

sistently, compelled their shattered ranks to fall

back. To the shouts of defiance of onset suc-

ceeded a sullen retirement. Such was the im-

petuosity of these young warriors and the

firmness of their bearing that many came to

the white arms, and the onset was repelled

with steel. The Viscount de Poli received a

desperate bayonet-wound in the breast.

The troops sent to their assistance, several

thousand led by La Moriciere in person, behaved

with shameful weakness. They occupied the

centre, and carried with them on their flanks a

battalion of Swiss Rifles and a boyish Roman
corps. The indigenous regiment wavered as it

deployed, and finally sought safety under the

reeds by the river. Its want of steadiness was

charitably attributed to youth and indiscipline.

The drivers attached to one battery of guns cut

their traces and fled, leaving their cannon behind

them. The Franco-Belgians, with Major Fuch-

man's half-battalion of Austrian sharpshooters in

support, were the only troop> who did not show

symptoms of resorting to leg-bail. The tough

Piedmontese were very stubborn, especially that

crack light infantry the little blue-jacketed her-

siiglierty to be marked by the constant hur>b i

'

smoke from the line defined by gla/ed round

hats tipped with jaunty cocks'-feathers. The

haycocks and farm-steadings of Crocttta were

clung to with tenacity while a chance remained,

but reinforcements poured down from the ridgo

opposite, and soon a general panic was caused,

bearing away the brave with the faint-hearted.

To add to the confusion, De Pimodan, who vz-

mounted and daringly encouraging his men. w>

shot in the face and subsequently in the hack-

some said by his own followers, either through

mistake or treachery—and fell from hi* addle

bleeding from four wounds. La Moriciere

him a farewell grasp before he died. The Pied

montese prisoners captured at an earlier stage d

the combat got out of the toils, the captain

Tromboni, preventing retaliations. But the in-

trepid Franco-Belgians left a third of their :n>

on the field, and trenches were dug for them r»>

next day near the spot where they fell on the

slopes of the Musone.

La Moriciere was powerless to control or in

fuse courage into his force. There were acto d

individual heroism, but what could they w*

against the odds in numbers, discipline, and ma-

terial ? The disorder degenerated into son*

thing worse, and the mass of the Pope's arm> I

sought refuge in flight at the double-quick, while

corps and fragments of corps, embracing men <•' <

different nationalities, tramped or trotted t"

Loreto, where some of them laid down arm* in

j

a hopeless muddle. The Piedmontese did tx<
,

pursue : they saw it was not necessary. Tru-\

had succeeded in their object, which was to pre-

vent the relief of Ancona, and they had bamd

the road and caught their enemy in a trap from

which there was no escape. The affair had not

lasted quite three hours, the actual conflict bdcfE

confined to one hour. Some of the vanquished

made for the mouth of the Musone, and twein

Papal artillerymen, with two field-pieces, the

military chest, and a flag of the Swiss, succeeded

in coasting in a fishing-boat to Ancona. A te*

guides and a Swiss sapper also reached the sarr- 1

harbour in a skiff. But the army which had W
Loreto in the morning—preceded by some <<

the banners of Don John of Austria, the hero *

Lepanto, removed from the shrine of Loreto

was " ground down and beaten to pieces" before

shatles of evening fell. A few bold spirits talked

of defending the town, but the majority were too

much demoralised, and continued the retreat to
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Rtcanati. where formal surrender was made.

The Papalini marched out by torchlight to

give up their arms, with bayonets fixed and bands

at their head, between lines of Piedmontese

infantry, who presented arms as they passed.

When the names of the Franco-Belgian pri-

yners and the guides—such as Rohan Chabot,

SL Sernin, the Marquis d'Holiand, the Count

Bourbon deChalus, and Prince Edward de Ligne

were being ticked off from the roll-call, before

being sent into detention in the interior, General

Cugia remarked with surprise that it was just

like reading a list of invitations to a court ball

under Louis Ouatorze.

But La Moriciere, who
had directed the opera-

tions of the day on horse-

hack with a cane, had

disappeared. It will be

seen that there was no
strategy on his part in

this brief, disastrous cam-
paign. His plan was the

obvious one of plain,

straightforward fighting ;

Jnd had he been seconded

by the due valour and
numbers the result might
have been adjourned, but

ultimate defeat could not

have been averted. He
had no allies whom he
could trust. The Emperor
Napoleon III. dared
not stir out of Rome ; in

fact, he had advised his

iliies of the former year to "strike hard and
promptly" if they would lift him out of cm-
oarrassment.

La Moriciere, with his purpose grimly set,

took the opportunity of the smoke and turmoil

to assemble about 300 infantry and what remained
f an escort of dragoons, and bent by a devious
mountain path to Ancona. A peasant acted as

euide, having first been sworn by all he prized

* most sacred to point the right direction. At
boA attended by the horsemen he entered the
ramparts and went to his countryman, the Count
<ie Quaterbarbcs. 44 You are welcome," said the
governor

;

44 and your army ? " 44 You see it,"

aid La Moriciere, pointing to the lew fugitives

"utiide. 41
1 have no longer an army."

It was his earliest experience of failure in war,
fut he did not expect miracles. He did not count
°" beatinp a well-armed lorce of 40,000 men,

A PONTIFICAL ZOUAVE.

eager and inured to the field, with some thousand

volunteers who were weighed down from want

of rest and the long, forced marches. But all

was not lost, although Persano's fleet of thirteen

vessels, carrying 400 guns, was in the offing and

had started the bombardment that day, without

notice, contrary to the usages of war. After a

stout defence of Ancona for over a week, Persano

forced the boom at the entrance of the harbour,

and blew up the battery at the lighthouse.

La Moriciere hoisted the white flag upon the

citadel, and repeated the signal of capitulation

in the forts. The garrison ceased fire. Shortly

after, the Piedmontese

army resumed the offen-

sive all along the line,

and up to nine in the

following morning the

din of cannon lasted, not-

withstanding the despatch

of parlementaires and the

landing of Piedmontese

naval officers and marines.

The garrison marched out

of the city with the

honours of war in the dusk

of the following evening,

gave up their arms, and

were led under escort to

Alessandria, where they

were liberated under con-

dition of not serving for a

year against the king. La
Moriciere gave his sword

to Persano, who handed

it back to him, and the

officers were embarked on a vessel for Genoa.

Victor Emmanuel was free to advance to the

Neapolitan border, and lend the prestige of his

name and the aid of his arms to Garibaldi ; in

short, he was allowed the occasion of tipping the

lance-shaft with a sharp steel head.

The Pope dismissed his troops to their homes,

giving the Irish auxiliaries, in an order of the

day. the highest praise. A medal of silvered

bronze, girdled with a serpent with tail coiled in

mouth, symbolising eternity, was issued to his

legionaries, with an inverted cross oji the hol-

lowed middle in commemoration of the cruci-

fixion of St. Peter, and the inscription on one side,

Pro Petri Sede (" For the See of Peter and on

the other, 1'tcforia qtnr vinct't mundum fides

nostra (
44 The victory which overcomes the world

is our faith"). Thus ended with a decoration

the tale of defeat not entirely without d^honour.
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HLTHOUGH not remarkable either from

the issues involved or the importance

of the events dependent upon it— still

less from the number of the troops

engaged—the fighting before Magdala is notable

as being the crowning success of one of the most
remarkable expeditions of modern times.

Theodore, king of Abyssinia—a man of great

natural talent—had seized some English and
German missionaries, and had for a long time

held them prisoners. Although crowned under
the name of Theodore, the king's name was

Kassa. He was nephew of a powerful chief,

but his father had died early. His mother was
reduced to great poverty, and he himself was
brought up in a monaster)' with the intention of

becoming a priest. The monastery was attacked

and sacked by robbers, but Kassa escaped to the

castle of his uncle. On the latter's death, quarrels

arose between his sons : Kassa sided with the

elder, who was, however, defeated, and Kassa

became a robber chief. He soon afterwards

raised the standard of rebellion, and one by one

conquered the various provinces of Abyssinia, and

was crowned in 1856 king of the whole country.

His power was as yet, however, by no means
consolidated, for rebellions broke out in various

provinces. These were all put down with an

amount of ferocity and cruelty that rendered

him odious to his subjects. When all resistance

ceased Theodore sought to introduce European

arts and methods. The education he had obtained

in the convent had rendered him far in advance

of the majority of his people, and had not his

career been cut short by coming into collision

with England he might have done great things

for his country. His grievance against us was of

a threefold character. In the first place Mr.

Stern, the English missionary, had returned for

a time to England, and had there published a

book containing some very di>paraging remarks

on him. When Stern returned he bad the

rashness to bring one of his books with bin

;

the remarks relating to himself were transited

to Theodore, and from that moment Stern and

his companions became virtually captives.

In the next place, Theodore wrote a letter to

the Queen, and this letter, instead of receiving 1

courteous answer, was put into a pigeon-hole in

a Government office in London, and forgotten.

Lastly, he had requested that a number of

artisans of various trades should be sent out to

him, but this request also received no repk

Theodore, moreover, believed that the English

were stirring up the Egyptians to invade hs

country. In this he was entirely mistaken,^

upon the contrary, our Government was anxi

to cultivate friendly relations with Aby«nu

which country offered a wide field for trade
,

hail it not been for the gross carelessness of the

Liberal Minister, who neglected to send in

answer to Theodore's letter, we might by

time have been carrying on a very consider^

trade with Abyssinia, and with so powerful

ally the course of events in the Soudan won .:

have had a very different termination. Captain

Cameron, our consul at Massowa, a town on the

Red Sea, was appointed consul to Abyssinia,

but upon his going up the country he was also

seized by Theodore, and imprisoned.

At length a Mr. Rassam was sent as ambas-

sador to the king ; he was accompanied by

Lieutenant Prideaux and Dr. Blanc. They also

were seized, and after many attempts to obtain

their release, an expedition was determined upon

to rescue them from their captivity. No more

generous effort was ever made by a nation. The

distance from the coast to Magdala exceeded 400

miles ; the country to be traversed was almost

unknown ; the heat on the sea-coast was to

Everything required in the way of transportw^ 1
"'

have to be brought either from India or Eun

:
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and in face of the serious opposition that was

anticipated, it was necessary that the force should

k a strong one. All these difficulties were sur-

mounted. Mules were bought up by the thousand

in Spain, Italy, and Asia Minor, camels in Egypt

and Arabia. Transport trains were organised in

India, where also were embarked elephants to

can}' mountain guns. A force some 10,000

strong, under Sir Robert Napier, was transported

from India to Annesley Bay, and in spite of

enormous losses among the animals from want of

water at the landing-place, the expedition started

from the coast, the advance-guard moving up on

populated country, and from the steady deteriora-

tion of the transport animals from the effects ot

fatigue and insufficient food. A considerable

portion of the force was left at various points on
the road, especially at the posts of Senafe, Adi-

grat, and Antalo. At last, on the 7th of April,

the plateau of Dalanta was reached. The force

consisted of the 4th and 33rd Regiments and
a wing of the 45th, a Beloochee regiment, the

Punjaub Pioneers, a wing of the 10th Bombay
Native Infantry, a company of Royal Engineers

and one of Sappers, two batteries of mountain-

guns, a naval brigade with rocket troughs, the

to the plateau land 7,000 feet above the sea early

in December, and the rest of the expedition

during January.

No opposition whatever was met with during
the long journey. Theodore, instead of advanc-
ing to meet us and harassing us on the march,
remained in his mountain fortress of Magdala,
and the only obstacles to be surmounted
were those caused by the difficulty of obtaining
forage or provisions of any kind in a thinly-

3rd Bombay Cavalry, the Scinde Horse, and two
squadrons of the 3rd Dragoon Guards—in all

some 4,000 men, of whom 460 were cavalry.

Two miles from the spot where they were en-

camped Magdala could be seen, some eight miles

distant. The view was a grand one from the

plateau. A precipice of some 600 feet fell sheer

down, and from its foot was a steep fall down
to the Bachelo River, some 4,000 feet below

;

beyond, the ground rose in a succession of
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billows one behind another, higher and higher,

to the foot of some lofty mountains some forty

miles away. In the midst of these rounded

hills rose the steep crags of Magdala, like a

great ship on a stormy ocean. Its appearance

from Dalanta was that of a three-topped

mountain with almost perpendicular sides, two of

which together resembled a saddle with high flat

peaks. That to the right was called Fahla ; that

to the left, a few hundred feet higher, Salamgi.

Magdala itself could be seen over the saddle be-

tween the other two hills. It was connected

with Salamgi by a plateau known as Islamgi.

Fahla and Magdala had both flat tops ; that of

Salamgi was more peaked. A few huts could be

made out en the top of Fahla, and by the aid of

glasses a number of guns. Native encampments

could be seen on the terraces of Salamgi, and

on the saddle between it and Fahla.

The ascent was by a zigzag road cut on the face

of Fahla, and terminating on the saddle. It was

altogether a very formidable position. Theodore

was known to have a large number of cannon

which had been cast by European workmen he

had with him ; he had 3,000 soldiers armed

with percussion guns, and a great host of spear-

men. From the Bachelo a steep ravine ran up
through the hills almost directly towards Mag-

dala, but making a curve at its upper end

and passing round by the left of Salamgi.

At Dalanta the army had been able to purchase

large stores of grain and a considerable amount

of other provisions from the natives, but water

had been very scarce, and the animals had all

to be taken down to the deep ravine that had

been passed before ascending to the plateau. On
the 9th the force encamped on the edge of the

plateau, and at daybreak began to descend into

the ravine. It was not intended to attack Mag-

dala that day, the commander-in-chiefs plan

being to encamp two miles from the fortress ;

and it was considered probable that no attack

would be made before the arrival of other troops,

who were coming up tast behind us.

General Sir Charles Staveley was in command
of the advance. The road down to the ravine,

which had been made by Theodore for the trans-

port of his cannon, was an excellent one ; but

the sun shone down with great power, and the

men during the descent pressed forward eagerly

that they might slake their thirst in the waters

of the Bachelo. A bitter disappointment awaited

them. The river was some eighty yards wide,

but the water was almost inky black in colour,

and as thick with mud as a puddle in the streets

of London. There was, however, no choice. It

was improbable that anv other water would be

met with, and men and animals alike drank the

turbid fluid. Water-skins and waterbottk-

were filled, and the march resumed. The bag

gage-train kept straight up the ravine, with 1

guard of 100 men of the 4th, preceded by £00

sappers and miners under Colonel Phayre, while

the main body of infantry struck up the hill. 1;

was a very stiff climb, and the mounted office*

were unable to get up until the Punjab

Pioneers cut a track, up which the hones

managed to scramble.

When it arrived on the first shoulder, the ad-

vance force, consisting of the 4th Regiment. the

company of Royal Engineers, the Bcloochee,

the Punjaubees, and two companies of ttw

10th Native Infantry, halted, until a messenger

arrived from Colonel Phayre saying that beheld

the head of the valley and that the road vis

quite practicable. General Staveley at once sent

an aide-de-camp to Sir Robert Napier aying >

that the baggage and guns, which were waittif

for the news at the river, might safely proceed

The force then marched four miles farther upi

succession of rises to a place where the natives

had stated that water would b_» found. There

was, however, but one small pool of extrenxlv

dirty water. Here Sir Charles Staveley. to hs

astonishment and dismay, found Colonel Pruyre

and his 800 men, who were supposed to be

guarding the head of the valley. As thi>w^5

now crowded with baggage animals carryir^

ammunition and with artillery, and was open

to the view of the enemy at Magdala. the

situation was an alarming one indeed; for there

was nothing whatever to prevent the garr!.^

of Magdala from pouring down and falling up*
|

the unwieldy body, defended only by a hurled i

of the 4th Regiment.

Had we been in lace 01 a European encrnrj

a terrible disaster must have occurred, anJ

whole of our guns, ammunition, and store* rr-<

have fallen into the hands of the enemy. General

Staveley lost not a moment in endeavour:^

to repair the blunder that had been committed

The men, who had thrown themselves down ^

the ground, were at once set in motion,

pressed forward at the top of their speed to the

spot that had been determined upon for their

camping-ground. It lay a little behind thecrest

of a low hill : here the tired troops threw them-

selves down, while the general advanced over

the crest to reconnoitre the pootion. I: v3>

divided by a small ravine from a plateau 100
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feet or so, below the spot occupied by the troops,

md extending to the foot of Fahla and Salamgi.

The little ravine widened out to the left until it

HI into the main valley, half a mile away. Sir

Charles Staveley at once despatched the Punjaub

P. neers to this point, and there was then nothing

; 1 d j but to wait All listened most anxiously

t the outburst of a roar of fire from the valley

- our left, where we knew the baggage-train

ns making its way up.

While waiting, Sir Robert Napier and his staff

rode up in haste, the news of the blunder that

had been committed having been sent to him by

General Staveley as soon as it was discovered.

With glasses, a dozen guns
m line could be seen on the

th: top of Fahla and as

~uny upon Salamgi. Pre-

*ntly some artillerymen

*ere made out going from

.run to gun, and loading

them in succession. Still

ill was quiet, but it was a

time of anxious suspense
;

for all knew that from the

fortress they could see our
I ni; line of animals wind-

•V up the valley, and that

t head of the train must
*fa*t approaching. There
*is an exclamation of plea-

se as the naval rocket

*igade was seen advancing

jp the valley, where they

failed and joined the Pun-
jabcei at the point where the side-valley ran

Ko it. Almost at the same moment a large

"odv of horse and foot were seen pouring down
be road from the saddle. Every glass was
u 'led upon them, and a lively discussion began
• in whether it was a peaceful embassy or an
ttack

; but the doubt did not last long. A
vff of smoke burst out from the brow of

ahb.

" Is it blank ?
" an officer exclaimed. The

-'ver was supplied by a heavy thud as a

- t*>und shot struck the ground a few yards

"m the Punjaubees, and a cheer broke from
ic officers clustered round the general. Still,

he position was a most serious one. The second

Cade was miles behind the baggage—un-

bended except by its feeble guard and by the

ijaubees -and it was easy enough for the

nemy to avoid the latter by making a circuit,

in Robert Napier instantly despatched an aide-

de-camp to the Punjaubees to take up a position

on elevated ground to their left, where they

could better protect the baggage, and at the

same time sent to the naval brigade to hurry

up the valley to the spur on which he was stand-

ing. Aide-de-camp after aide-de-camp was sent

to hasten them on. The next five minutes

were intensely exciting to those watching the

scene. The enemy were coming down with

great rapidity : they had already descended the

road from the fortress and were scattered over

the plain. The main body was making towards

the road up which the baggage was coming ;

the rest were advancing in scattered groups,

The March to

MAGOALA. 1867-68.

NEIGHBOURHOOD OF MAGDALA.
EnClish Mile*
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while the guns upon Fahla kept up a steady fire

upon the Punjaubees.

The advance of the enemy was as pretty a

sight as has ever been presented in modern war-

fare. Here and there among the groups galloped

chiefs in their scarlet-cloth robes
; many of the

footmen, too, were in scarlet ; the rest were in

white. Numerous flags were visible among them.

All kept on at a run without pause or hesitation,

and advanced across the plateau with alarming

rapidity, and it was for some time doubtful

whether they would not reach the brow of the

little valley along which the naval rocket train

was still coming up in single file, before the latter

could ascend to the higher ground where the

general was posted, or the infantry arrived to

check them. Had they done so there could be-

no doubt that the sailors would be terriblv cut

up, if not annihilated. The path up from the

valley to the spur was steep and very- difficult,
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and considerable delay occurred in getting the

animals up. The leading mules were still

scrambling up the steep incline when the

infantry came up from behind at the double.

The sound of the first gun had in a moment
dispelled ever}' thought of thirst, heat, and fatigue.

Every face was lit up with animation, and they

responded heartily to the cheer with which their

arrival was greeted by the staff. The 300 men
of the 4th came first, followed by the Engineers,

after whom came the Beloochees, the two com-

panies of the 10th Native Infantry, and the

Sappers and Miners. As thev came up the 4th

were ordered to go on in

advance in skirmishing

order, and just as they

dashed down into the

valley the leading mules

reached the top of the

crest. It took the sailors

but an instant to unload

the rocket tubes and am-
munition, and in less than

a minute from the first

mules arriving on the

crest, a rocket whizzed

out over the plain. It

was the first answer to

the fire which the guns
of the fortress had kept

up, and was greeted with

a cheer by the troops.

The race had been won
;

we had been saved from

disaster, and there was

no doubt as to how the

combat would go hence-

forth. Rocket after rocket

rushed out in rapid succession. Astonished at

the roar of these novel missiles, the enemy paused

in dismay ; the horses plunged wildly, and many,

in spite of the efforts of their riders, careered

across the plain ; but with animated gestures

the chiefs encouraged the men to advance, and

they came forward at a run. They were now
but some four hundred yards from the crest

from which the naval brigade were working the

rocket tubes, and not more than a hundred from

the edge of the ravine up whose side the 4th

were rapidly climbing. As the line of skirmishers

breasted the slope and set foot upon the plateau,

they opened a heavy fire with their Sniders upon
their enemy. The latter, taken completely by

surprise, paused, discharged their muskets, and

then retreated—slowly and doggedly at first, but

increasing their speed as they felt how hopeless

was the struggle against antagonists who could

pour in ten shots to their one. Indeed, at this

point they were outnumbered by the 4th alone,

for they were in no regular order, but in group*

and knots scattered over the whole plain. The

4th advanced rapidly, followed by the other regi-

ments, driving the enemy before them. So fast,

indeed, did they press forward that numbers of

the Abyssinians could not gain the path up to

the fortress, but were driven away to the right,

off the plateau into a ravine, from which the

rockets again drove them to the right and

away from Magdala.

The 4th and the other

regiments formed up a few

hundred yards from the

ascent, and for half an

hour maintained an ani

mated fire against the

riflemen who lined the

path, and kept up a brisk

return upon them from

small rifle-pits and the

shelter of stones and

rocks. All this time the

guns from Fahla and Sa

lamgi kept up a con^ant

fire, but their aim was very

defective, and the grea;

proportion of the shot

passed far over the head,

of the troops. When the

sailors came up, their

rockets drove the enemy

speedily up the hill, anJ

they then turned their at-

tention to the guns 1.000

feet above them, doing considerable danuct

and nearly killing Theodore himself, who wi?

superintending their working.

In the meantime a far more serious action hri

been going on to the left. The main body of the

enemy had made directly towards the Punjau^

Pioneers, who were defending the head of the

road. Fortunately, Colonel Penn's train of steei

guns which was following the sailors, arrived a!

the top of the road before they reached then.,

and taking their place by the side of the Pun-

jaubees, his men instantly opened fire with

shell on the mass of the enemy, now distant

but three hundred yards, while the Pioneer?

at the same time opened with musketry. The

Abyssinian advance was at once checked, and

the greater part of the natives rushed down

LOKD N AI'I fcK OF MAODALA.
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into the valley and pressed on to the attack on

the baggage.

The guns of the fortress had, however, placed

the guard of the baggage on the alert, and a trans-

port officer had galloped down the valley, giving

warning of the intended attack. The men scat-

tered along the line hurried up, and Captain

Roberts, who was in command of the detachment
of the 4th, with his subalterns and the officers of

the transport train, gathered at the head of the

baggage. As the enemy poured down the

ravine they were received with a heavy lire

from the breechloaders of the 4th. The guns of

Penn's battery scattered death among them
;

the Punjaubees, after firing a volley, rushed

down and charged them with the bayonet ;

and in a very few minutes the remnants of the

force that had poured out from the fortress

WISC. THEODORE OK MAGDAIA.

confident of victory, and exulting in the pro-

spect of the spoil, fled up the opposite side of

the ravine, decimated as they did so by the fire

of the 4th and Punjaubees, the survivors being,

like those driven off from the plateau to the

right, entirely cut off from any chance of re-

turning to Magdala.

The battle of Aroghee was, so far as the

British were concerned, a mere skirmish, and in

itself very much less important than scores of

encounters between our troops and various hill-

tribes in India and Burmah which have passed off

without attracting any public attention whatever.

To the enemy, however, it was a crushing and

decisive defeat. Upwards of 5,000 of Theodore's

bravest M,Micrs sallied out ; scarce as many hun-

dreds returned to the fortress. Over 500 were

killed, and our soldiers earnestly expressed the

hope that it would be unnecessary to storm the

fortress, for fighting with these poorly-armed

natives was little short of slaughter. They had

fought gallantly, too. Not a single shield, gun, or

spear was picked up except by the side of the

dead ; the living, and even the wounded, re-

treated—they would not fly. There wa>
1

rout—no throwing away of arms, as would haw

happened among European soldiers in similar!)

desperate circumstances.

On the British side not a single man was killed,

and but thirty wounded, for the most part slightlv

Captain Roberts, however, was hit in the elbow,

and lost his arm. In one respect the skirmbh

was a memorable one, it being the first encounter

in which the British troops ever used breecb-

loading rifles.

On the two following davs the whole of

the captives were sent in by Theodose. The

king, however, on finding that the onlv term*

that Sir Robert Napier would grant him

an assurance that his life should be sp

all with him, determined to resist to t

Knowing, however, that his troops «rt

disheartened by the loss of so mam
chiefs, and of nearly the whole of those who

regarded as regular troops, and could l

be depended upon to offer any res

the British advance, he summoned tin

together and told them they were at lib

make terms for themselves and to uV

then retired into Magdala, with but a c

so of his immediate followers. The cl

down early next morning into the ^amf

offered to surrender Fahla and Salamgi ai

if they themselves and their families should be

allowed to depart, with their property.

The proposal was accepted ; and the 3rd Nj

Cavalry returned up the hill with them,

whole force was paraded, both brigades beu

now up, and headed by the 33rd, who had borne
]

the brunt of the hard work throughout, ascendeij

the road to the saddle.

The scene here was a surprising one. Somej

30.000 men, women, and children were crowded ]

together, mixed up with oxen, sheep, and

donkeys. The women, children, and donkeyi

were already laden with their scanty belonging---

the Abyssinian man thinks it beneath him

carry anything but his arms. The women wel-

comed the troops with quavering cries, and iH

seemed delighted to be freed from the tyrannv

that had so long oppressed them. The men M>-

retained their weapons, but were disarmed

they went down the hill The road up the

steep natural scarps of Salamgi was an extreme,

winding one. The strength of the |>om

indeed extraordinary, and, held by a gariWOB

European troops. could have defied tlu arm
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the world. Descending from Salamgi, the

advance guard came down on the flat shoulder

that separated it from Magdala.

The space was covered with little shelters

(rude of coarse grass, and about the size and

^jpc of haycocks. A little body of horsemen

in gay robes were galloping to and fro in front

t< the fortress, discharging their rifles. Among
.hex the figure of Theodore himself was con-

spicuous. He had, the previous night, attempted
' make his escape by a path down the preci-

pice behind the fortress ; but finding his retreat

that way cut off by his inveterate enemies

—

rAcGallas—he had returned, determined to die

a:her than surrender to us.

Those in advance found twenty of his cannon

ringed in line. He had evidently intended to

Ac them into Magdala, but had not had time

to do so. There was ammunition in the boxes,

i Lieutenant Nolan, of the Royal Artillery,

with a few soldiers, loaded them, and opened fire

it the horsemen, and at upwards of a hundred
irtned natives clustered at the foot of the narrow

road cut in the face of the perpendicular rock

tJ the gate leading through the wall which
c urled it. In a short time Penn's battery

-tne up. and speedily drove horse and foot

into the fortress. There was quiet now, until

tie greater part of the force was gathered

ready for the assault.

The general feeling of compassion that had
«vvn felt for the outmatched king, was dissi-

ptoi by the rage excited among the troops

« * spectacle of unparalleled horror. The re-

taol captives had brought down news to the

-sip that on the day before our arrival Theo-
fcrc had ordered the massacre of upwards of

|J0 prisoners—men and women—and that he
iimself had begun the slaughter by slaying until

fc was tired. While awaiting the order to form
for the final advance, a soldier happened to

<*A over the ledge of the precipice by the side

•• the plateau, and saw, a hundred feet below
*iai. a great pile of naked bodies, gashed and
outdated, lying heaped on each other, as they
^1 been thrown down from above. From that

fnent all thought of pity for the inhuman
jnni vanished at once

;
and, burning with

-rv. the troops prepared for the assault.

At a quarter to four all was ready. The guns
!r'J rockets opened a tremendous fire to cover
He advance, and, preceded by a party of the

^gmeers to blow in the gate, the 33rd ad-

i;Ked, followed by the 45th. When within

yards of the rock the 33rd formed line, and

opened fire at the gateway and a high hedge

bordering the summit of the precipice. Under
cover of this fire the Engineers and the leading

company advanced up the path. When they

were half-way up the troops stopped firing, and

the storming party dashed up at a run. All this

time answering flashes came back from a high

wall that extended a few yards on either side

of the gateway, and from behind the houses

and rocks near it. On arriving at the gateway

the troops thrust their rifles through the loop-

holes, and kept up a continuous fire.

There was a long pause, and then a soldier

made his way down the crowded path with the

astounding news that the powder bags to blow

in the gate had been forgotten—an act of for-

getfulness probably unparalleled in warfare. A
few pioneers of the 45th were sent up with axes

to cut down the gate. In the meantime, how-

ever, the men of the 33rd discovered a spot,

half-way up the road, were they were able to

scramble up the rock, and forcing their way
through the hedge, quickly cleared away the

defenders of the gate. The greater portion of

the regiment followed them, and blew in an

inner gate at the top of a flight of steps leading

up a natural scarp thirty feet high, and wide

enough for but a single man to ascend

at a time. Beyond this was a flat plateau

scattered over with a large number of the

round native huts, with stone walls and high

conical thatched roofs. At a short distance from

the gate lay the body of Theodore. He had

received two wounds, but death was caused by

his own hand, he having discharged a pistol

into his mouth.

All resistance had ceased as soon as the

33rd had made their way in. Some eight

or ten bodies lay near the lower gate, three or

four others by the upper one. All these were

those of chiefs who had remained faithful to

Theodore to the end. The rest of the de-

fenders, numbering about a hundred, had made
their way down from the fortress by the path

by which Theodore had attempted to escape

the night before. The rest of the troops entered

by the gate, which had now been shattered by

the axes of the pioneers. It was found to be

blocked by a great number of heavy stones piled

up behind it. At least a hundred prisoners

were found in chains, doubtless destined for the

same fate that had befallen their companions

four days previously. Three days later Magdala

was burnt, and the army set out on its return

to the coast.
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OBELEFFS SEIZURE OF OEOK TEPE
BY s4 MILLIARD ^fTTER/DOE
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£ T BROAD belt of desert lands stretches

rmA across the continent of Asia from

1 JL Arabia, in the south-west, to the rain-

less highlands of Gobi, or Shamo, in

the far east. This desert zone is here and there

broken by a tract of steppe land that is covered

with grass for a portion of the year, while more
rarely a large oasis is formed by a fertile region,

where the rivers and streams, descending from a

mountain range, supply water to the fields before

losing themselves in the sands of the desert

beyond.

Eastward of the Caspian, and south of the

Aral, much of the waste land is a salt desert,

and the shells, mixed with the surface sand,

afford further evidence that it was in times not

very remote part of the bottom of a large

inland sea, of which the land-locked waters of

Western Asia are a survival.

Along the Caspian the steppe and desert sink

gradually to the water-level, and the margins of

the sea are so shallow that, except where exten-

sive dredging works have been carried out, and

long jetties constructed, ships have to discharge

their cargoes into barges two or three miles

from the shore.

This desert region marked for many years the

southern limit of the Russian empire in Central

Asia. A barren waste is a more formidable

obstacle to a European army than the ocean

itself ; and the Turkoman tribes of the oases

not only refused to acknowledge the dominion

of the White Czar, but successfully raided up

to the very gates of his border forts in the

spring, when the grass of the steppe afforded

forage for their horses. The first successful

advance across the desert zone was made by

Kaufmann, whose expeditions marched by the

belt of fertile land which interrupts it where

the Amu Daria (the Oxus of classical times)

flows down from the central highlands of Asia

to the great lake of the Aral Sea. But in 1878

the Russians began another series of conquests,

starting not from their forts on the (has, but

from their new ports on the south-western shore

of the Caspian.

In this direction the most powerful d the

Turkoman tribes were the Tekkes of the Akhi

oasis. Between their strongholds and the Cas-

pian there was first a desert nearly 150 mi

wide, and then the ridge of the Kopet Da.

mountains. The desert, which stretches fr

the northern shore of the Atrek river, is par

sandy waste, partly a tract of barren clayev

baked hard by the sun, and broken by ctj

and crevices in the dry season, and like a 1

flooded brickfield when it rains. The wak

the river is scanty, and not good to drink,

flows in a deep channel between steep ha:

and so closely does the desert approach it t

for miles one might ride within a hundred yard

of its clay-banked canon without suspecting
•

water was so near. Where the Sumber r

runs into the Atrek the Russians had an

vanced post—the earthwork fort of Tchad, 1

its eight-gun battery. Following the Sum
one enters the arid valleys on the sovth of

Kopet Dagh range. On this side the slopes

gradually ; on the other side of the ridge ti

is a sharp descent, and sometimes the mourr.

form for miles a line of precipitous rocky

At the foot of this natural rampart lay uw

fortified villages of the Tekke Turkomans.

For numerous streams descend from the Kopet

Dagh, flowing to the north-eastward, and after 1

few miles losing themselves in the sands of the

Kara Kum desert. Between the mountain wall

and the desert the ground thus watered forms

a long, narrow oasis—the land of Akhal—

d

which a local Mussulman tradition say* thai

Adam betook himself when he was driven forth

from Eden. No doubt much of the praise that

has been given to the beauty and fertility <*

this three-hundrcd-mile strip of well-watereJ
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garden ground comes from the contrast between

it* green enclosures and the endless waste that

dusc* in the horizon to the north-eastward.

Corn and maize, cotton and wool, form part of

the Health of its people. They had the finest

horses of all Turkestan, and great herds and

djcbof cattle, sheep, and camels. The streams

.uroed numerous milk, and were led by a

network of tunnels and conduits through the

fields and garden. The villages were mud-walled

quadrangles, with an inner enclosure for the

Tekkes had thus an outlet for their surplus pro-

ductions, among which were beautiful carpets,

the handiwork of their women. In war they

had proved themselves formidable to all their

neighbours. United with the warriors of Merv,

the men of Akhal had cut to pieces a Khivan

armv in 1 S5 5 and a host of Persian invaders

in i*bl.

The conquest of Akhal had long been a subject

of Russian ambition. It was not merely that

they were anxious to put an end once for all to

TURKOMAN MLSICUNS.

cattle, the kibitkas, or tents, and the mud huts

o( the Tckkes filling the space between the

inner and outer walls, and straggling outside in

temporary camps that could be rapidly cleared

•iway in war time. The people were over 100.000

Krong—perhaps 140,000 in all—men, women,
iiid children. They were united in a loose con-

federacy, acknowledged the lordship of the Khan
' Merv, who had come from one of their own
Plages. They raided the Russian and Persian

Orders successfully, these plundering expedi-

tion* filling up the part of the year when they

were not busy with more peaceful occupations.

Along their fertile strip of land ran the caravan

tn»ck from Merv by Askabad to Kizil Arvat and
the Caspian, and when they were not at war the

27

the raids of the Turkomans of the great oasis,

but they regarded the possession of this region

as a great step towards the consolidation of their

power in Asia. From Baku, the terminus of

their railways in the Caucasus, it was easy to

ferry troops across the Caspian ; and what they

wanted was a secure road from some port on its

eastern shore to their provinces on the Upper
Oxus, and anyone who knew the country must

have felt that this road would eventually run

through the Akhal and the Merv oases. Even

before the last war with Turkey serious opera-

tions for the conquest of Akhal were in con-

templation. No sooner was peace concluded

than an expedition was organised under General

Lomakine, and whilst the British were fighting
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their way into Afghanistan in another part of

Central Asia the Russians were advancing along

the first stage of what is now their chief road

towards our Indian frontier.

Tchiskishliar, some miles north of the point

where the Atrek flows into the Caspian, was the

starting-point of the Russian expedition of 1.S78.

It consisted of ahout 2.500 infantry, 700 or Soo

Cossacks, a hattery of Cossack Horse Artillery,

a rocket company, and a detachment of sappers.

There was an enormous train of camels for the

baggage and stores, and escorts were furnished

for these by Cossack, Khirghiz, and friendlv Tur-

koman irregulars. The long column of men,

horses, and camels left Tchiskishliar on August

3rd under a blazing sun, and struggled slowly

across the neighbouring tracts of sand and salt

marsh, suffering terribly from heat, thirst, and

the continual torment of flies. The bank of the

Atrek was reached at Bayat Khaji, and there the

column halted for a week to recover from the

effects of its first stage acro-s the desert. After

another fatiguing march the fort of Tchat was

reached on the 15th, and the column camped
there till the 23rd, the men already suffering a

good deal from sickness. Then the march was

resumed up the Sumber valley and through the

passes of the Kopet Dagh. Lomakine appears

to have met with no resistance in the defiles,

until he was within a few miles of the edge of

the oasis. He had pitched his camp at a ruined

fort with mud walls, when he learned that the

Tekke horse and foot were gathering in their

thousands to fall upon him.

But he was in no position to continue the

campaign. Heat, fatigue, thirst, and sickness

had thinned his ranks, ami many of the survivors

were more fit for the hospital than the battle-

field. His supplies were nearly exhausted, and

the approach of the Turkoman cavalry made
foraging difficult and dangerous. His camels

were dying by hundreds, so that even if he hail

had supplies it would soon be no easy matter to

transport them. On the approach of the Tekke
vanguard he tried to play what is familiarly

called a game of bluff. He sent word to them
that if they would agree to his hoisting the

Russian flag at the fort of Khoja Kala, and leav-

ing a small post to take care of it, he would
retire to Tchat. But they knew too well in what

desperate straits he was. They refused to treat,

and as they closed in on the fort he retired

through the mountain pa*se>. Pursued bv the

Turkomans, he retreated to Tchat and then to

the Caspian, thcTurkonun> besieging the garrison

he left at Tchat, and carrying off numbers of his

camels as he struggled across the desert The

expedition had ended in disastrous failure.

The attempt was renewed next year, under

the command of General I-azarcff—a soldier who

added to the experience of long years of Asiatic

warfare the distinction won by his gallant lead

ing of the right storming column at the taking

of Kars. Early in April, 187Q, I^azareff crowd

the Caspian to Tchiskishliar and took command.

On the day of his arrival eighteen Tekke Turko-

mans were brought before him, men who tad

been held as hostages for the safety of four

Russians who had fallen into the hands oJ their

countrymen. He ordered the hostage* to be

released. *' You are at liberty," he said to them

" Go back and tell your brother Tekkes that 1

shall soon pay them a visit. Four soldiers art

nothing to me, nor are eighteen Turkomans ;fw

when I come I will take i.S.ooo of you. andlwfi

not leave a village in the whole district. Awav

with you, and tell this to your friends." The

Tekkes departed across the desert, carrying with

them this message of fierce defiance.

On the following day Lazareff, with a Cossaik

escort, made a reconnaissance of the desert as fa

as Fort Tchat. On his return to Tchiskishliar hi

embarked for Krasnovodsk, the Russian trans-

Caspian capital of those days, where he conierrei

with Lomakine as to the plans for the expedi-

tion. Then, leaving him in charge of the has:

of operations, he recrossed the Caspian t-> Balvu.

and went on to Tiflis to arrange with the auth

rities in the Caucasus for the despatch of the

troops he had asked for. He was a man of rest-

less energy, and he seemed hardly to take time

for sleep or meals during these days of prepara-

tion for the march against the Turkomans. It

was while he was at Tiflis that the Tekkes. a* «

in answer to his defiance, raided up to within

three hours' ride of Krasnovodsk, and carried <<fi

two hundred of the camels which Lomakine wa>

collecting for the expedition.

The concentration of the troops and stores v
the expedition at Tchiskishliar was a slow arivi

toilsome piece of work. It was easy enough !

get men, horses, and merchandise to Baku, and

to ferry them across the inland sea in the local

trading steamers. Difficulties began when the

low shores near the mouth of the Atrek and the

tumbledown fishing- village of Tchiskishliar came

in sight. Three miles out the steamers anchored:

then boats and barges gathered round them, and

conveyed men and freight towards the shore.

Within half a mile of it the heavier boau
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grounded, and they were either dragged by

main force over the shallows or their freight was

carried ashore on men's shoulders. A jetty was

constructed in AprU to remedy this state of

things, but it was never pushed far enough out.

.Around the village the camp grew up—a vast

crowd of soldiers, transport labourers, drivers,

amp-followers, horses, and camels, living on the

swampy ground between the desert and the long

hallows of the sea margin. No wonder that

ucknas was rife in the camp long before the

day arrived for setting out on the march.

Early in April Lazareff was on the spot. He
w_> soon ill himself, and the doctors told him to

:Ae some rest ; but he refused to listen to them,

„ni aH day and far into the night he was at work
Erecting and urging on the operations. Alto-

:;tht;r the expedition was to consist of some
10,000 men, with about 5,000 more to hold

the base of operations and various points

• long the route ; and there was a baggage-

train of 15,000 camels and o.ooo pack-horses.

By the end of May all the troops were in

camp, but the baggage animals were still

short of their proper number. The water

>upply was bad. and fodder for the horses

was so scanty that many of them were

Starving. The weather was hot and dry,

there was not a bush or tree to give shade,

•iJid the hot winds brought in storms of

•and and dust from the desert. Mosquitoes

rom the neighbouring marshes of the Atrek

infested the camp, and added much to the misery

•>f the place. Twice, in the middle of June, a

storm from the seaward sent long waves rolling

tar in on the low lying shore, and flooded all

the camp. Everyone was longing to get away
from it. May 10th had originally been named as

the- day of departure, but May ended, and it was

not till the middle of June that the advanced

i;uard marched off.

This delay of five weeks resulted in exposing

he- expedition to the fierce midsummer heat in

Us inarch across the desert
;
and, to make matters

*<>rx:. it was not till the second week of August
that the main body was ready to follow, the

advanced guard having meanwhile established

r«Ko along the route by Tchat to the Bcndessen
}>av» across the Kopet Dagh range-. On the 12th

the march began, the long lines of men, horses,

n J camels moving off across the desert. Lazareff

was so ill that even his reckless energy had for

oacc to yield, and bv the advice of the doctors

he consented to wait in camp till the expedition

had reached Fort Tchat, and then follow quickly

after it. On the evening of the 1 8th the expedi-

tion camped round the fort, having already lost

many men through sunstroke, thirst, and fever.

On the 20th the march was resumed by the

cavalry. Four days later Lazareff set out for

Tchat. He was acting against the advice of the

doctors, who told him he could not stand the

journey. To ride was impossible, but he sat in

a carriage in the midst of a troop of Cossacks.

When he reached the fort of Tchat he was in

such pain and so weak that he had to be lifted

out of the carriage, and conveyed in the arms of

the soldiers to the commandant's house. Ill as he

was, however, he ordered a messenger to ride on

to the next camping-place—Douz Oloum—and
say that he would be there on the morrow. But

he had made his last march. At half-past four

next morning General Lazareff died at the Fort

of Tchat.

General Lomakine, whose name was associated

with disastrous failure, and who was unpopular

with the army, now assumed the command. The
expedition was by this time well on its way to

the Akhal oasis. The vanguard was established

at the ruined fort of Khoja Kala. By the last

day of August, a week after Lazareff s death, the

bulk of the force was camped on the edge of the

oasis. After the muddv wells of the desert and

mountain region, it was a delight to find them-

selves again among well-watered fields. The
finest champagne was nothing to the first cup of

cool water," wrote one of the officers. The van-

guard had had some >kinni-hcs with the Turko-

man horsemen, hut it was ascertained that they

meant to fight at the fortress of Geok Tepe,

further to the eastward. Humour said that they

had assembled there some jo,coo men, driving

their flocks beyond it towards Merv, and camp-

ing in and around the mud-walled tort with their

families. The rainy season would begin before
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the end of September, and marching would be

difficult. Lomakine resolved to push on and

attack the Tekkes at once.

On the 4th of September Bami, a fortified

village in the oasis, was occupied, the troops

traversing a difficult pass of the Kopet Dagh
to reach it. The mud-walled fort of Bami had

no defenders, and next day the expedition

moved on the first stage of its hundred-mile

march between the desert and the hills.

Beurma, the next of the Tekke fortresses, was

occupied without firing a shot. All the men
capable of bearing arms had ridden off to the

great gathering at Geok Tepe. Artchman, the

next town on the route, sent a deputation to

tender its submission ; but here, too, the

Russians found that most of the men had

gone. The Khan of Kizil Arvat, which lay

on the western edge of the oasis, also came in

and surrendered. Near Duroon, when fifty

miles of the march through the oasis had

been accomplished, the Tekke scouts appeared

in front

—

too well-mounted men—who retired,

exchanging shots with the Cossacks of the van-

guard. On the following night (that between

the 6th and 7th September) they disturbed the

Russian camp with a sudden night-attack.

Next day the whole force formed into columns,

and began its march, prepared at any moment
for an attack, for Geok Tepe was now only a

day-and-a-half 's journey in front. Rumour
raised the numbers gathered there to 40,000

horse and foot ; and though it was expected

they would wait for the Russian advance, they

might try to fall upon the army on the line

of march, encumbered as it was with its long

train of camels and pack animals. What with

posts already established in the rear, and the

necessary guard for this huge convoy, the

Russians did not expect to be able to put

much more than 2,000 men in their line of

battle. On the 8th there was a day of rest.

The attack on the Turkoman position close in

front was fixed for the morrow.

The real name of the fortress attacked by the

Russians was Dengeel Tepe

—

i.e. " the remarlub/e

hill"—remarkable on account of the defeated the

Persians, which took place there eighteen

y ears before. The hill itself is a snuQ one,

and the camp of black tents and clay huts

formed round it was enclosed onlv by alow

mud wall, strengthened with a few j-null

forts. The place stands close to the foot

of the rocky wall which here forms the

northern face of the Kopet Dagh. About

two miles to the eastward a prominent

peak juts from the mountain wall, and

known as Geok Tepe (the blue hill). Thi>

name has become the popular designation

of the fortress of Dengeel Tepe, whiJi

nearlv always spoken of as Geok Tepe.

Early on the morning of September oth

Lomakine. leaving his baggage camped

under a strong guard, moved to the attack

in two columns, the advanced guard coming

first, covered by a chain of Cossack and

Daghestani horsemen, and the main body

following. It was a bright, sunny morning,

and the troops were in high spirits. Captain

Alikhanoff (the future general and the victor oi

Penj-deh), who was with the vanguard, wrote in

his narrative of the eventful day :
" We marched

slowly across a clayey common, the bands play ing

merrily, the soldiers singing the songs of Russia,

and the irregulars darting hither and thither in

front to examine the ground. To the right of

the detachment stretched, as usual, the rugged

wall of the Kopet Dagh, and on the left were

the yellow sands of the desert—too distant

almost to be seen by the troops. The viev

of the Kopet Dagh lasted without chang

until almost q o'clock, when in the distanc

a sharp-pointed and solitary peak began to

assume outline above the terrace of hills along

side it. ' That is Geok Tepe,' exclaimed th

Turkomans (guides), pointing to the peak

'At the foot of the mountain Iie> the fr^r

which we seek.' The stronghold could »n<
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yet be seen
;

but, none the less, to the foot

of Geok Tepe were directed numerous binocular

glasses and eager eyes. Soon, in the distance,

the dust began to rise. Black dots appeared

na the horizon like a swarm ot" ants creeping

. ver the plain. They were the enemy's cavalry

coming to meet the column." *

The Tekke horsemen did not venture to try

noitred it. General Lomakine rode up to the

top of the hill chosen as the artillery position.

What he saw is thus described by Alikhanoff,

who rode beside him :
" On the plain to the

east, at a distance of three-quarters of a mile

from the battery, sinking somewhat in the

middle like the hollow in the palm of the hand,

stood the nearly regular quadrangular fortress

V
TUB WOMEN MlNni.KD in hie mm*k" (/. 4^2).

inclusion* with the Russian columns, hut they
'im-ht.il with the Cossacks, and, sweeping past

«. vanguard, tried to surprise the baggage camp,

ihera retired in dark masses before the advanc-

. trmy, tailing back upon their stronghold. It

>'»n when the vanguard halted within range

the place. The men had suffered much from

^t and tliir-t, and they rested ; but meantime
atter\ moved to the front and threw some

into the fortress, while the staff' recon-

• Marvin's translation.

of Gcok Tepe, or Detigeel Tepe, occupying, witli

il^ enceinte, an area of a mile. Neither high

outer walls nor inner citadel constituting the

usual Tekke fortress were observable here. The
whole of the interior of the clav enceinte, which

appeared to be very low, was filled with kibitka-.

(tents) crowded together, and looked in the

distance like a thicklv-packed beehive. They
say the number of them exceeded u.ooo. At
a distance of a mile and a half from the fort, to

the south, rose the Kopet Dagh, and to the east
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Mount Geok Tepe. The two other sides faced

the open plain, the ground rising somewhat, so

that at gunshot distance artillery could be placed

in such a manner as to command the interior of

the stronghold. From the face of the fortress

in front of us issued the principal irrigation

stream of the settlement. After running towards

the battery hill for 500 yards or so, it turned to

the north, and afterwards to the north-west.

On the banks of it, not far from one another,

stood two mills, and at the side of each a kala,

or fort. These constituted, as it were, the outer

defences. The ground in front of the western

and northern sides of the stronghold was cut up

with irrigation canals, clay banks, and corn plots,

rendering it a confused network of obstructions.

This was all that could be seen. The impression

produced on the spectator was such that his

mind immediately set to work wondering how
the Tekkes came to select for defence this

apparently weak, insignificant fortress, the sur-

roundings of which gave superiority to the

assailants, if only they possessed a few guns."

The actual strength of the garrison was about

15,000. They were mostly armed with swords
;

comparatively few had firearms. There were

no cannon on the rampart, only some heavy

muskets or wall-pieces.

It was not until three o'clock that the main

body came up, but meanwhile the advanced

guard had pushed forward a line of skirmishers

against the north and west sides of Geok Tepe,

driven the defenders from the outworks, and

poured a shower of shells into the mass of

closely-packed tents within the enclosure. A
crowd of fugitives attempted to leave the place

by the east side, making for the direction of

Askabad ; but the Russian cavalrv swept round

the place, and drove them back, some of the

Tekke horsemen alone getting away and dis-

appearing towards the desert. With the arrival

of the main body the firing line was strength-

ened, and more guns and rocket tubes opened

upon the crowded interior of the stronghold.

And now from the south side a mass of women
and children, with camels and pack animals,

poured out. making for the Kopel Dagh. The
cavalrv were upon them like a whirlwind, not

to slav, but to drive them back into the deadlv

space where the shells were bursting and the

rockets were falling. The poor women threw

themselves on their knees before the horses,

holding up their babies, and begging in plain-

tive tone> to be allowed to pass. Others flung

themselves flat on the ground. But whips were

used freely, the horses were spurred upon them,

the butts of lances levelled at them, and the

shrieking crowd was gradually forced back in: >

Geok Tepe. Then a number of the older men

came out on the west side, and tried to open

negotiations with the Russian commander. But

he would not consent to suspend the bombard-

ment. He was determined to avenge his failure

of the previous year by carrying Geok Tepe at

the sword point.

Officers experienced in Asiatic warfare he.!

that if he would consent to treat, the Tekke*

would surrender ; that if he would let thcirwKf

and children pass out, the men would MCStth

any very desperate resistance ; and that, foully,

as the enemy had no artillery, if he merely cw-

tinued the bombardment, the place would SOT

be evacuated. But Lomakine wanted to haveth-j

glory of a successful storming of the Tekkefcr.-

ress, and he neither negotiated, nor let the fugi-

tives pass out, nor limited himself to an arttllcr

attack. Though he could not dispose of quiu

1,500 bayonets for the assault, lie ordered thr

Geok Tepe should be carried by storm, and tru:

the infantry should advance with the bayon<:

against the north and west faces at five o'clock

In a long, thin line the Russians moved for-

ward on the north and west. On the ea-t ~:

south the cavalry completed the investment

'

Geok Tepe. Looking from the little hill 00 ti

west, Lomakine watched the assault. Under ..

sharp musketry lire from the crest of the wall

the Russians struggled across the ditches, and

helped each other up the rampart at wru:

ever points the artillery fire had damaged u

There were scaling-ladders with the bajiga?;.

but they were not brought up. The me

climbed the low mud walls as best they couV

But the place had been badly reconnoitre'

There was a second low wall inside th«

first, and beyond that again there were hum-

cades, and living barriers formed bv kneels" -

lines of camels, their legs tied to prevent ihc.'

from rising. From every mud-batik and bam

cade blazed out a fire of musketry. Kound lb*

stormers there sprang up a surging ma» of tie'-

-

swordsmen, maddened at the slaughter of thi
'

wives and children, desperate whh the though-

that all that was left for them was to sell toes'

lives dearly. The women mingled in the

Some fought with sticks ; others poured boil;-

water on the stormers. The Russians had ev

pected that once the rampart was passed UK?'

would be a panic among the defenders. But

the sight of the new obstacles before
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outnumbered twenty to one by men who, when

i: came to cold steel, were at least their equals,

the stonners felt that the game was up, and they

were forced back into the ditch. Out poured

the Turkomans after them, and drove them back

upon their guns. They followed up their re-

treating foes. One chief was literally blown to

pieces as he charged up to the very muzzle of

ibx Russian cannon. Others were shot down
ell to the rear of the batteries. For a moment

it looked as if the Russian guns would remain

:n the hands of the Tekkes. If the cavalry had

been at hand they might have charged into the

confused mass, but they were away to the east

;md south, and knew nothing of the danger of

their comrades. Luckily for the Russians, the

Tekkes after the first dash at the guns drew

back into the fortress. Darkness came on

quickly, and brought the day's fight to an end.

The Russians passed the night in momentary
expectation of an attack. The cavalry came in

soon after dark, and happily were recognised as

friends. There were no fires lighted, though the

night was cold, and it was difficult to collect the

wounded. Nearly =co men were missing, and so

hopeless did the situation appear to Lomakine
that he ordered the retreat to begin at dawn.

Some of his officers in vain urged that he should

at least stand his ground and offer the Turko-

mans battle, trusting to his rapid-firing rifles

and his artillery to secure victory. But he had

thoroughly lost heart.

But on the Turkoman side there was equal

depression. Far from being elated at their un-

expected victory, the Tekkes were terrified at the

'instruction caused by the Russian shells. They
had lost more than 4.000 men, women, and

children, chiefly by the bombardment, and they

fully expected that it would begin again at sunrise,

-ill night the women wailed their dead, and did

uhat little they could for the hundreds who were

'Iving. As for the men. who had fought with
vuch desperate courage, they chose delegates to

P» out next morning and throw themselves on
the mercy of the terrible soldier whose murder -

"us guns had wrought such havoc. At sunrise

the envoy-, went forth, but Stopped and turned

Hack when they saw the Russian columns already

m full retreat to the westward.

At ; a.m. the Russians had broken up their

imp and begun their inarch, keeping near the

•nountain-wall to secure their left flank, while

the cavalry moved on their right. For a week
'hey marched thus along the oasis, the Turko-

mans harassing their rear and picking up the

exhausted camels and pack-horse, they aban-

doned. At last it was ordered that these

should not be left alive to the enemy, and as

cartridges were running short the wretched

animals were stabbed to death with bayonets.

Daily the wounded and sick soldiers were dying.

The heat was tropical, supplies were short, and

the streams near the hills often gave only a

scanty supply of water. The Turkoman guides

and camp-followers deserted, and to add to the

alarm of the fugitives, news arrived that the

Khan of Merv was hurrying up to join the pur-

suit with 0,000 horse and a battery of artillery.

Not till the pass through the Kopet Dagh was

reached did Lomakine feel safe. The expedition

then straggled back to the Caspian, the Tekke

horsemen riding up to the very gates of Fort

Tchat. and raiding acro-s the desert till they were

all but in sight of Krasnovodsk. In thirty years

of Asiatic warfare Russia had known no such

disaster. Kauffman sent word from Tashkent

that if it were not avenged he could not count

on peace even in his distant province.

The man chosen to retrieve the fallen prestige

of the Russian arms was Genera! Skobeleff. He
had the reputation of being the most dashing

soldier in the armies of the Czar. Born in 1 H4 5

,

he had distinguished himself in Poland, in the

Caucasus, and in Central Asia, and he was a

general at thirty, when those who had passed

through the military school with him were

mostly still captains. In the Turkish war he

had gained new laurels, especially by his reckless

valour in the assaults on Plevna. The army

heard with exultation that he was to command
the next expedition against Gcok Tepc, but there

were some who shook their heads and expressed

the opinion that Skobeleff was likely to be im-

prudently daring in his conduct of the enterprise

—that he would try to conquer the Tekkes by

one fierce rush, and there would be another

disaster.

Those who spoke thus showed how little thev

knew the man. Reckless as to his own personal

safety, he was one of the most careful and pains-

taking of soldiers in all that concerned the pre-

paration for the military operations entrusted to

his command. He neglected no detail. He laid far

-

reaching plans, and thoroughly realised the truth

of the important fact that battles are won quite

as much by the previous organisation of the

campaign as by the actual fighting. He studied

the causes of the failures of his predecessor ; and

not Russia, but Europe aNo, was surprised at

seeing this soldier, who was supposed to be all
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eagerness for the actual conflict, spend a full

twelvemonth in preparing for his conquest of

the Akhal Oasis.

Skobeleff resolved, in the first place, not to

collect his force on the eastern shore of the

Caspian until everything was ready for it to

move off. He determined to have a powerful

train of artillery, and he ordered a chain of

depots of supplies to be formed all along the

route up to the front, and the largest depots

of all to be collected under a sufficient guard

on the edge of the

oasis itself. He chose

for his chief of the

staff Colonel Kuro-

patkine, who had

been his right-hand

man at Plevna, and
who is now a general

and governor of the

Transcaspian pro-

vinces. General An-
nenkoff, who had di-

rected the transport

and supply of the

Russian armies dur-

ing the Turkish war,

was sent to assist

him, and at once

obtained Skobeleff's

consent to the exe-

cution of what had

long been one of his

favourite ideas. In

the spring of 1880

he began to lay

down a railway across

the desert from St.

Michael's Bay (a

little south of Kras-

novodsk), in the direction of Kizil Arvat at the

west end of the Akhal oasis. The railway was not

finished in time to directlv connect the oasis with

the Caspian during the campaign, but its eastern

end was used as a depot, from which caravans

of camels moved across the desert ; and thus

Skobeleff had a double line of supply and a

double base. In England questions were asked

in the House of Commons about this new
railway, and the Minister of the day laughed

at the 9torv of its progress as a mere canard.

In July Skobeleff collected about a thousand

men, with a few mountain- and machine-guns,

in the passes of the Kopet Dagh, and, push-

ing on to the neighbourhood of Geok Tepe,

GENERAL SKOflELEFF.

(Fketo, Charlei Itt'samtuo, St. Prlrrihurg.)

reconnoitred the now famous fortress. He aw
that the Turkomans had considerably strcngth-

ened its walls and widened its ditches, and he

decided that it must be taken by a regular -ic^c.

Having got his information, he retired, followed

by the Turkoman cavalry ; and the rumour

spread through Central Asia that the Russians

had failed once more to capture the place. But

Skobeleff cared very little for this. He knew

that with the means he had at his disposal its

surrender within a few months was as certain as

inevitable fate.

While he was re-

connoitring Geok

Tepe a naval bnpde

from the Cafbn

seized Ki/il Anal,

repaired the fordid-

tions, and began Id

collect there a sspph*

of stores brought

across the desert hf

Anncnkoff's railway

and camel caravan;

The summer passed

and the short raiuv

season, and in thi

cold of winter Sko-

beleff at last moved

his battalions and

batteries acr<»^ the

Caspian, martheu

them from fortitieJ

post to post into the

Akhal oasis, and in

the middle <>t De-

cember startled the

Tekkes by suddcnl\

coming down upon

them from the

passes and driving them back on their strung

hold. There was some fighting during this

advance, and among the wounded was Annen-

koff, who had hurried to the front. On the

1st of January, 1 881, the army was in sight oJ

Geok Tepe, Skobeleff having under his command

10.000 picked troops, with fifty-four cannon,

besides machine-guns and rocket -tubes. JCo

detail had been neglected, and a heliograph

signal corps connected together his various

camps, and enabled him to send back news

rapidly to the telegraph stations beyond the

Kopet Dagh and on the railway. Behind the

clay ramparts of the fortress between 20,000

and 30,000 men awaited the attack.
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The first parallel was opened and the first

Kuteries constructed in the night between

January 8th and 9th. Two days later the

Turkomans made a sortie in force. They tried

to rush the besieging lines just after dark,

2nd the fighting was not over till midnight.

Tfce Tekkes actually captured two guns and a

liixhrd, and for a short time were in possession

r.'/wt of the Russian works. On the 16th they

Geok Tepe and on the snowy crest of the moun-
tain range. There was a pleasant sharpness in

the air. It was very different from the torrid

summer afternoon which had witnessed Loma-
kine's failure. All the Russian guns thundered

against the walls, or sent their shells into the

camp behind it, while the four columns of attack

formed up under cover of the advanced works.

On the west side Colonel Haidaroff, a Circassian

we out again, but were again repulsed. The
works were pushed rapidly forward, and

1 the morning of the 17th the head of the

P had been carried to within forty yards of

c Jitch on the south side. All the outworks

in the hands of the Russians, whose steady

'Cress must have seemed to the Tekkes far

terrible than the wildest onset. On the

fd the wall was breached, and, all unknown
the garrison, two mines had been driven

fcler the rampart, one charged with gun-
•wdcr, the other with dynamite. The assault

u fixed for next day.

The morning broke fine and clear. The bright

"light shone on the greyish-white walls of

veteran, with a battalion of infantry and five

rocket-tubes, made a false attack on the Tekke
defences, his men firing as fast as they could

load, showing themselves here and there with

scaling-ladders in their hands, and doing all

they could to induce the Tekkes to believe that

it was there the chief assault was to be made.
Meanwhile Kuropatkine was forming another

column for attack opposite the east side, and
Colonel Kosselkof had got more than 2,000 men
together opposite the south angle, while the

fourth column waited in reserve behind him.

The artillery was firing over the heads of the

infantry, and a soldier in Kosselkof's column
was killed while waiting by the lead coating of
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a shell, which had become detached from the

projectile. A little after eleven the mines were

fired. The explosion caused momentary panic

among the garrison, and in the midst of the

confusion the two storming columns rushed for

the breaches. But before they could climb the

heaps of smoking debris the Tekkes were back

at their posts, and it was through a sharp fire of

rifles and muskets that the Russians pushed in

through the first line of defence. The fight

in and around the breaches was a close and

desperate struggle ; but as the stormers in front

fell, others clambered up to replace them, and

at the same time Haidaroff, converting his false

attack into a real one, escaladed the southern

wall.

M No quarter !
" had been the shout of the

Russian officers as they dashed forward at the

head of the stormers. The Tekkes expected

none. They fought in desperate knots, back

to back, among the huts and tents of the town,

but at last they were driven out by the east side.

Skobeleff did not make Lomakine's mistake 01

blocking their way. He let them go ; but once

they were out on the plain the Cossack cavalry

was launched in wild pursuit, and for ten long

miles sword and spear drank deep of the blood

of the fugitives. Women as well as men were

cut down or speared as the horses overtook

them. More than 8,000 Tekkes fell in the

pursuit. Asked a year after if this was true,

he said he had had the slain counted, and that

it was so. Six thousand five hundred bodies

were buried inside the fortress, K.ooo more
strewed the ten miles of the plain. Skobeleff

looked on the massacre as a necessary element

in the conquest of Geok Tepe. 11
1 hold it *

a principle," he said, " that in Asia the durati

of peace is in direct proportion to the slaughu?

you inflict on the enemy. The harder you h.:

them the longer they will keep quiet after it

"

No women, he added, were killed by the troop*

under his immediate command, and he set at

liberty 700 Persian women who were captnes :;;

Geok Tepe. After ten miles the punuit n>

stopped. There was no further resistance. NVt

a shot was fired on either side after that terriWc

day. The chiefs came in and surrendered. The

other towns in the eastern part of the <n»«re

occupied without fighting
;
nay, m<Tt,wilfai

month of Geok Tepe Skobeleff was able to |c

without a guard into the midst of ihcTtrywn

who had fought against him. We in Euwpt

cannot understand the calm submission «ntk

which the Asiatic accepts as the decree ot frtt
;

the rule of the conqueror whose hand has be«

heavy upon him and his. The crumbling ranvj

parts of Geok Tepe remain a memorial of in
years of warfare which it cost the Russians,

a

the iron track on which the trains steam pi

the ruined fortress shows how complete hi

been the victory.

Skobeleff looked upon his triumph as «

the first step to further conquests. But witii

eighteen months of the storming of Geok Tcj

he died suddenly at Moscow. Others have he

on the foundations which he laid ; and, for go

or ill, the advance which began with the a

jugation of the Tekke Turkomans has o

brought the Russian outposts in Central Ai

in sight of the passes that lead across li

mountain barriers of our Indian frontier.



THE Boers of the Transvaal are descended

from the settlers brought to the Cape

by the Dutch East India Company in

the seventeenth century. In 1814 the

colony was finally ceded to Great Rritain by

the King 0f the Netherlands. The Boers

had been intolerant of the stern rule of the

masters of their own nationality, and they chafed

not less under the milder dominion of the later

English government. The truth was, and still

i>. that the Boers from the first have disliked all

government, especially when it clashed with their

ideas regarding their rights over the natives. A
disturbance which occurred in 1 815 led to the

"great trek," as the emigration of the Boers

<rom Cape Colony was called—a movement
which resulted in their settlement in the

rran>vaal and in the territory now known as

the Orange Free State. Up to 1852 the British

government theoretically extended up to the

twenty-fifth degree of latitude. But no attempt

was made to enforce this claim, and in the etui

even the shadow of suzerainty was renounced

when, on 17th January, 1852, the Sand River

Convention was entered into between the

British Government and the delegates of the

Transvaal Boers, by which Great Britain for-

mally renounced all rights over the country
north of the Vaal river. Originally there were
four republics in the Transvaal, but in 181,0

they were united into one under the title of the

"South African Republic," which is now its

official designation.

The South African Republic did not prosper.

Prom the rir>t it was impecunious, and within a

decade after it^ establishment it was practically

insolvent. The discovery, in 1867, of diamonds
and of gold brought into the country a rush of

"tranters, whose energy and enterprise might
have altered the condition of the Transvaal but
for the lethargy and obstinate isolation of the
Boer population. Burger^, the last President

before the annexation, was a man of vigour and
talent, but the stolid and ignorant Boers declined

to be welded by him into a nation. In a war

upon which they entered with Sekukuni. a

powerful native chief, their poltroonery was

flagrant. The fighting was done for them by

the warlike native tribe of Amaswazis, who were

so disgusted with the cowardice of their white

allies that they left them in dudgeon. When
the Boers had to do their own work their

hearts failed them, and they fled ignomini-

ouslv. Burgers, with tears, strove to rallv them,

but in vain, and he begged them to shoot

him rather than disgrace him. But they

shrugged their shoulders, and more than two-

thirds of them " trekked " home, leaving him
hemmed in and powerless.

The republic was encircled by native enemies

all round the Transvaal borders, all waiting for

the impending onslaught by Cctewayo, the

Zulu king, the master of a formidable army
which lay on the frontier ready to strike, and
restrained from immediate hostilities against

the Boers—who had provoked him by many
encroachments—only by his fear of the English

and the personal influence of Sir TheophiWis

Shepstone, the Native Secretary of Natal. On
the north-east the Amaswazis brooded in sullen

discontent ; northward, within and beyond the

frontier, anarchy raged ; and in the west the

Bekhuanas were waiting for their opportunity.

Financially the republic was hopelessly insolvent.

The Boers set their faces against taxation. It

is a notorious fact that when Shepstone an-

nexed the Transvaal there was found in the

public treasury only twelve .shillings and six-

pence, part of which was base coin. Clearly a

crisis was impending which threatened to involve

South Africa in great peril. The annexation

w.i^ no sudden act. The Blue-books contain

remonstrance on remonstrance addressed bv

British officials to the Transvaal authorities. At
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length Lord Carnarvon's forbearance was ex-

hausted. Shepstone was sent for to England,

and received a commission of date ;th October,

1870, directing him, should the emergency

render such a course necessary, to annex the

Transvaal to her Majesty's dominions. Shep-

stone, escorted by twenty- five mounted police-

men and a few officials, reached Pretoria in

February, 1877. It was an open secret that he

was empowered to annex the country if he

deemed it advisable, but he expressed his readi-

ness to refrain from that step if certain reforms

cmcutc occurred, but there were ominous demon-

strations, which would probably have come to a

head but for the presence of the troops. The

Boer discontent was enhanced by the positive

intimation from the Colonial Secretary that

" under no circumstances whatever would the

Transvaal independence be restored to the Boers,'
1

and by Sir Garnet's less prosaic but equally

resolute utterance, that " so long as the sun

shone and the Vaal river flowed to the sea the

Transvaal would remain British territory." He

finally left the Transvaal in March, 1SS0. and

were carried out. The Boers would have no

reforms, and on April 12th, 1877, Shepstone

issued a proclamation formally annexing the

Transvaal to Great Britain. For some time the

Boers remained sullenly quiet. A few of them
rendered good and loyal service with Sir Evelyn

Wood during the Zulu war, but the main body

stood aloof. Sir Owen Lanvon succeeded Shep-

stone as Administrator of the Transvaal, and

from the first was unpopular with the Boers. At
the do?e of the Zulu war Sir Garnet Wolseley,

who held the position of High Commissioner for

South -Eastern Africa, came up into the Trans-

vaal with a considerable strength of regular and
irregular troops. During his stay no actual

the troops in that territory were gradually re

duced until in November of the same year thev

consisted of but thirteen companies of infantry,

two troops of mounted infantry, and four guns,

distributed in detachments in some half-aWn

garrisons scattered over the country.

Throughout the land there was a deceptive

peace, which lulled Lanyori into a sense ot

security, and to some extent deceived Wolseley.

The Boers were playing the waiting game. Mr-

Gladstone became Premier in March, 1880.

Taking it for granted that he would act on the

lines of his speeches when in Opposition, the

Boer leaders called on him to rescind the an-

nexation. The answer of the Government can>e
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in the curt telegram :
" Under no circumstances

can the Queen's authority in the Transvaal be

relinquished." There was consternation among
the Boers ; the British inhabitants, trusting im-

plicitly in an assurance so specific, rejoiced greatly

,'.nJ bought land without hesitation. In the

matter of taxation the Boers had always pre-

detailed to another service presently to be

described.

Lanyon was powerless to interfere, and he and

the English in Pretoria had to await events,

pending the expected arrival of the detachment

of the 94th Regiment which had been ordered up

from Lydenburg, whence it was known to have

moved on December 5th.

This ill-fated body was

destined never to reach

Pretoria. On the march

Colonel A nst rut her had

frequent warnings of dan-

ger, to which he paid in-

sufficient heed ; there pre-

vailed in the force the

rooted belief that the Boers

did not intend serious

mischief. It was scarcely

to be expected that the

men who had pu>illanini-

oti-.lv recoiled from before

tented a passive resistance

Big the British rule,

but Lanyon 's officials con-

nered that they might
fi»»w crush this resistance

active measures. A
Boer named Bezuidenhuit

pU levied on, and in de-

fault of payment a seizure

was made. Bezuidenhuit
and his friends forcibly re-

covered the article seized,

and an attempt to arrcot

him was thwarted by a

lathering of Boers. At
a mass meeting on the 13th of December, 1880,
it was decided that the South African Republic
should be restored ; it was resolved to fight for

independence, and a triumvirate consisting of

Kruger, Joubert, and Pretorius was appointed
to administer the Government. On the ibth
the republic was proclaimed at Heidelberg,
which became the headquarters of the new
Government. A large body of Boers took
possession of that place, another went to

Potchefstrom, and a third "commando" was

SCKNF.S AROUND PRETORIA.

Sekukuni's spear-armed natives would venture

to assail a body of British regular infantry.

But long before the end of this miserable war

the valour and constancy of the Boers, not less

than their moderation and humanity, had come
to be ackowledged and admired. In this, their

first conflict with the " red soldiers," their un-

erring marksmanship was the chief surprise.

The scouting duties of Colonel AnstrutherV.

detachment were performed with carelessness
;

else, whatever might have been its fate, it would
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not have been taken by surprise. About noon

on December 20th the little column, marching a t

ea>e, was approaching Bronkhorst Spruit. The
ground traversed by the road was sparsely

wooded, sloping down from either side. Military

precautions were neglected, and the convoy

stretched to an interminable length. The band

at the head of thecolumn abruptly stopped playing

when about 150 armed mounted Boers suddenly

became visible in skirmishing formation on a rise

on the left of the road, at a distance of a few

hundred yards. Colonel Anstruther immediately

galloped back, and ordered the leading waggon

to halt and the others to close up. A Boer

I

advanced midway with a flag of truce, and was

met by Colonel Anstruther, to whom he handed

n letter written in English. Its terms were at

once quaint and peremptory. " We don't know,"

it ran, " whether we are in a state of war or not,

consequently we can't allow any movements of

troops from your side, and wish you to stop

where you are. We not being at war with the

Oueen nor with the people of England, but

are only recovering the independence of our

country, we do not wi-h to take to arms, and

therefore inform you that any movements of

troops from your side will be taken by us as a

declaration of war."

The messenger was to take back an answer,

which had to be given within five minutes.

Anstruther read the letter and tersely replied :
" I

go to Pretoria ; do as you like." The messenger

departed, and the colonel, hurrying back to-

wards his men, ordered them to skirmish. Rut it

was too late. The Boers had closed in upon the

rear and flanks of the column and opened t:u

point-blank range. Their fire was deadly—ever,

shot told ; that of the troops was scattered an!

ineffective. In ten minutes, out of a total t*

259, there had been killed or wounded IJJ

officers and men. Colonel Anstruther. him-

self riddled with bullets, then ordered the

" Cease fire," and intimated the surrender of

the remains of his force. The Roa« then

closed in, ordered all arms to be laid d<«ra, and

formed a cordon round the scene of the .dicker.

When the righting re

over, Boers and wiiven

became very friendly The

Boer commander. Jwittt,

came forward and d»c*

hands with Colonel Vn

struther, expressing reftn

that he should be- a?<^

the wounded. A botptfl

camp was pitched u •

»

and leave was given

the retention of the iq

gons containing b.igga

provisions, and hc*pi

equipment, tents for 1

wounded, and some 1

injured men as hu*pi

nurses ; the remaining 1

wounded prisoner- *

the rest of the wagfl

were removed to Hew

berg. Two men were f

mitted to carry the 1

of the disaster to Pretoria, whence v>

hindrance surgeons, hospital orderlies

ambulances were sent out to BronLhfl

Spruit. The Boers showed themselve- «

obliging, and were extremely solicitous U*

comfort of the wounded in camp, bringiiij

milk, butter, eggs, bread, and fruit gratuitoi

The statements regarding the Boer Iosjo

the short fight were curiously conflicting

Boers affirmed that they amounted only U

killed and five wounded.

When Sir Garnet Wolseley w ent home b

been succeeded, in July, as High Comrn**

for South-Eastern Africa, by Colonel (aft'

Major-General) Sir George Pomeroy Collev

officer of high character. Tidings of tbc <

break in the Transvaal reached him at H
Maritzburg on 19th December, and tune

ho

1
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possession of the Colonial Office in London on

the following day. Reinforcements from India

were promptly ordered to Natal, and further in-

stalments of troops were sent out from England

as early as possible. Considering the weakness of

the forces at Colley's immediate disposition, he

*..uld have been wise to wait until he had been

i dficd; but he had a great contempt for the

F-vrs, and was eager to distinguish himself

bcfcre he should be superseded by officers of

ht^her rank. He was warned by Colonel Bel-

tors (in military command of the Transvaal)

that there were " from 6,000 to 7,000 rebels in

At field, who, under good leadership, would
ah:btt courage, discipline, and organisation."

Colley hurried up towards the Transvaal frontier

life kw companies of infantry which he had in

.

v
4a' The arrival of some drafts was very

opportune—a naval brigade was landed and sent

up. a^also a squadron of dragoons ami mounted
infantry under the command of Major Brownlow,
and the Natal Mounted Police. Colley had early

htimated his intention to enter the Transvaal

tf«".:t the 20th January, 1881, with a column
>"w>ting of eight companies of infantry, four

p>n\ and a mounted squadron—a miserably

^adequate force. So far from accomplishing
l>iv anticipation, he was able only to quit New-
*tlc la border town of Natal) on January 24th
nth about OO officers and 1.200 men. This little

0 '-- w.i> -tyled tin "reliel column," .1- il was
Boded to raise the siege of the Transvaal

rn> in which were scanty British garrisons

*k uuered by the Boers. Apart from Pretoria,

W he-sieged capital of the Transvaal, there were
* of those places—Potchefstrom, Rustenburg,

liMba>tadt, Lydenburg, Standerton, and Wak-
Bstrotn, all of which held out gallantly until

k restoration of peace.

before advancing from Newcastle, Colley cent
"* 1 ' nut utn to the Boers, ordering them, as

bur^ents, to disperse. They replied, declaring

*at all they wanted was the rescinding of the

locution and the restoration of the South
•'

r
-:i Republic under the Protectorate of the

men. On the 26th the British force cn-

^"•hed itself on an elevated position at Mount
r,V-vt. about twenty miles north of Newcastle,
nh L mountainous region forming the northern

P&jtUion of Natal. The camp was about a mile

ll*1
' of the road from Newcastle to Standerton,

**xh crowed the ridge known as Lang's Nek

—

*>«t three and a half miles further northward.
1 the vicinity of Lang's Nek a considerable

"ubv-r of Boers were seen. On the morning of

the 28th, Colley moved out with a strength, all

told, of about 1,1 bo men consisting of five com-
panies of the 58th, under Major Hingeston, and

150 mounted men under Major Brownlow, the

whole commanded by Colonel Deane ; five com-
panies of the 3rd battalion 60th Regiment,

under Colonel Ashburnham
; 75 men of the

Naval Brigade, four guns under Captain Green,

R.A., and details. The pass over Lang's Nek
crosses the riefge about the centre of a rough

semi-circle, on the west of which is the Majuba
mountain; on the east is a long spur surmounted

by a rocky crest. In front of the proper left of

this spur, several hundred yards to the front, is

an isolated conical hill. The ground in the

bottom of the enclosed basin is low, with a

gradual rise towards the face of the spur, some-

thing in the nature of a glacis. About nine

o'clock the British force, having moved up along

a ridge out of shot, formed into position on a rise

in the bottom, with the mounted squadron and
the 58th on the right, the guns in the centre,

and the 60th and naval brigade on the left, the

whole facing toward the spur.

The action was begun by shelling parts of the

enemy's position, and by pushing forward a

company of the 60th and the Naval Brigade,

with their rockets, which took some effect on the

Boer reserves in rear of the Nek. At ten o'clock

the 5>»th advanced to the attack of the spur,

covered on its right by artillery fire and by

Brownlow's squadron. The leading troop of

mounted men swept with fine dash up the isolated

hill, and then charged. The hill-top was held by

a Boer piquet of considerable strength. Brown-
low shot the Boer leader with his revolver, but

his horse was shot under him ; Lieutenant Ler-

mitte and Sergcant-Major Lunny were killed; the

supporting troop was checked—the leading troop,

fatigued and broken bv the charge, and with its

leaders all down, could make no head, and the

whole squadron gave way. It was no proper

ground for cavalry, and the horsemen should

have acted as mounted infantry. Meantime, the

58th had begun climbing the steep ascent through

the long entangling grass, which retarded the

men's progress. The Boer piquet from the

hill, having repulsed Brownlow's squadron,

moved down anil opened fire on the now exposed

right flank ami rear of the 58th, while the Bt>ers

on the spur gathered on its brow and maintained

a deadly fire from behind cover. Anxious to get

to close quarters out of this purgatory, Colonel

Deane gave the order toeharge. The officers led

nobly, and the men struggled on through the
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hail of fire. Colonel Dearie's horse was shot,

but he dashed forward on foot until riddled with

bullets ten yards in front of the foremost man.
Major Poole and Lieutenants Inman and Elwes
were killed in supporting Colonel Deane

;
Major

Hingeston, and all the mounted officers of the

fHth, were shot down or dismounted. The
stubborn soldiers of that gallant regiment

—

youngsters as they were, most of them—con-

tinued to hold their ground unflinchingly for

some time, notwithstanding the bitter fire.

Lieutenant Baillie, earning the regimental

colour, was mortally wounded, and when his

comrade Hill went to his

assistance, the braveyoung
officer said with his last

breath, " Never mind me;

save the colour!" Hill,

who had been carrying

the Queen's colour, took

the other also ; when he

went down, Sergeant

Budstock took both

colours, and carried them
until the general retire-

ment, which soon had to

occur. " The fNth," wrote

Colley, " having fallen

back leisurely without

haste or confusion, re-

formed at the foot of the

slope, and marched back

into position in as good

order, ar.d with as erect

and soldierly a bearing, as

when it marched out."

Spite of much British

bravery, the combat of Lang's Nek was an

unquestionable and severe defeat. But many
noble deeds were performed. Lieutenant Hill

(already named) brought wounded man after

man out of action, and worthily earned the

V.C. Trooper Doogen saved the life of

Major Brownlow ; Private Godfrey and Bandboy

Martin remained with Major Hingeston and

Captain Lovegrove when those officers lay

wounded, enduring heavy fire in doing so. The
great brunt of the losses fell on the sHth. The
casualties altogether amounted to iqH, of which

173 belonged to that regiment, which had to

bury 75 officers and men out of a total strength

of 494. Lang's Nek caused the Boers excep-

tionally heavy loss. Their total casualties from

beginning to end of the war were but ioi, of

which Lang's Nek accounted for 41—14 killed

SIR G. !> COLLEY

and 27 wounded. The Boers behaved with

humanity. The moment that the " Cease fire"

sounded they gave permission to the English

surgeons to attend the wounded lying in front

of the Boer position, fetched water to them,

and assisted in binding up their wounds.

The folly of the forward position prematurely

taken up by General Colley with an inadequate

force was made apparent by the result of the

battle of Lang's Nek. The comparative handful

of men in the Mount Prospect camp could no

lunger be regarded by any stretch of imagina-

tion as a " relief column." That repulse

taught the Boer> then

ability to arrest the further

advance of the Britbh

force, and enabled them

to turn their attention to

the interception of i:>

line of conununkatXMi

The Boers, in effect, were

masters of the situation

Their patrols penetrated

nearly to Ladysmith, and

threatened Newt**
from the Drakensbergr.:

Utrecht districts. Convo\>

were cut off, captured,

and destroved ; the ma:l

service was arrested, am:

except for the telegraph

service, which remained

uuinterfered with, the

Mount Prospect camp

was all but entirely iso-

lated. An escort

mounted infantry sen:

out on February 7th to attempt to reach Ne*

castle with mails, was driven back to the camp

by the fire of the Boers. Colley then determin'.

to make a more formidable effort next day to

open up communications with Newcastle, and to

clear the Boers from the road. On the mormni

of the 8th he left camp with five companies

the 60th Rifles under Colonel Ashburnham, two

field- and two mountain-guns under Captain

Greer, R.A., and a small detachment of mounted

men under Major Brownlow. About five mik^

south of the Mount Prospect position the Ne*

castle road is crossed by the Ingogo river, which

runs from west to east through a valley. The

ground north of the river is broken and rugtfa.

from the south bank there is a gentle rise to the

foot of a flat-topped ridge strewn with rocks and

boulders, and irregularly cut by rocky depression*
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The general, leaving the two mountain-guns

and a company of infantry on a commanding crest

north of the river, crossed it with the main body,

which he formed on the plain beyond, and then

PRESIDENT KRUGKR.

moved it forward to the foot of the ridge bound-

ing the valley to the southward. As the troops

were ascending the rise to the ridge the Boers

showed themselves in considerable strength,

and they at once galloped forward to dispute

the ridge, and to take advantage of the cover

afforded by the intersecting valleys. Greer

brought his two guns into action, but the Boers

had already taken cover, from which they

directed a heavy and active fire on the guns and

skirmishers. Greer was killed early, and the

command of the guns devolved on Lieutenant

Parsons. The engagement became heavy and

general about noon, when the companies of the

both were pushed forward against the enemy,

whose fire from behind cover was very deadly.

The guns had to be freely exposed, and were in

action with case-shot at a range of les,s than 500

yards. The gunners suffered very heavily, and

a company of the ooth, which most gallantly

advanced to cover the guns, and met the Boer

fire at close range, had many casualties from the

steady and accurate fire of enemies enjoying

almost perfect cover. So severe was the fire of

tin.- Boers that the guns had soon to be with-

drawn from their exposed position, and during

the rest of the affair fired only occasionally.

It was apparent that the enemy were being

gradually reinforced, and the general sent orders

to camp for three companies of the 58th to

move out and occupy the ridges north of the

river, and for a part, if practicable, to cros> rtw

Ingogo in support of the troops aiready dcvpK

engaged and reduced bv severe lo*se>.

About three o'clock there was .t c<'n:parat \i

lull, although the Boers maintained .1 fei

accurate fire, anyone on the British side bri .

almost certainly stru.k if at all exposing him*ei:

Later in the afttrr.on the Boers iea

considerable reinforcements, and LicUtcnaii:

Parsons, wounded as he was. reopened

his guns for a short time ; but darknev pi.

sently set in, and the Boers gradudlv withdrew

to their carnp. It was Colley's conviction tin:

the enemy intended renewing the ei^ .

next morning in overwhelming stre: .

he acted wisely in deciding to wit 1

1

camp under cover of darkness. It was

some night. Torrents of rain were

and the darkness was intense, except wl

lightning flashes broke the blacknes-

cold and dismal night. The ambulani

out during the fight had not been able 1

the actual scene of action, since the R<>

threatened to fire on them if they adva

while the engagement was going on.

were not mm- available in the darkiu

the wounded, whom in many instance *

been impossible to remove from the a»i

positions, had to be searched for. Th<

were found were collected and sheltered

night as well as possible with waterproof s

blankets, great-coats, etc. ; but many lav

had fallen throughout the long, inclemei I

The guns were horsed, although insutl

by collecting all the available animal-,

withdrawing the team from the anin

waggon, which had to be abandoned. \^

all arrangements had been completed, Lh<

moved off in silence, formed in hollow

the guns in the centre, the infantry in -

ing order on the four sides. The river,

by the rain, was deep and rapid ; and sol

the first men trying to cross were swep:

but found foothold on .1 -andbank. Tl

body crossed in detachments with tockl

The camp was reached about 4 a.m. oil

The soldiers had dragged the guns up the

the horses being unable to pull them

steep and slippery road. The sSth CO

spent the night on the northern ridt.

were not withdrawn until the following 1

The casualties had been heavy. Am
slain were Captain MacGrcgor, R.E., I

Colley's assistant military secretary ;
C

Greer, K.A.; Lieutenants Garrett and O'C
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and Mr. Stuart, a Natal resident magistrate.

A must promising officer, Lieutenant Wilkinson

<if (he 60th, was drowned while crossing the In-

gogo, when returning to the Held with assistance

for the wounded, after having distinguished him-

nrlf throughout the engagement by his coolness

ind gallantry. The total loss of this unfortunate

day amounted to 139 officers and men. Accord-

ing to the statement of the Boers, the Ingogo

111 cost them eight killed and six wounded.

The R<kts returned to the scene of action on
the morning of the 9th, expecting to renew the

engagement. They took away two gun limbers

and the ammunition waggon abandoned over-

n^ht by Colley's people, and then fell back

behind Newcastle to join their main force, re-

ported as threatening to prevent the advance

<»t the reinforcements recently arrived from India.

Their disappearance gave opportunitv to suc-

cour the wounded and bury the dead without

molestation, and opened the road from Mount
Prospect to Newcastle, to the hospital at which
Utter place were promptly sent the wounded
from the British camp. The communications
m rear of Mount Prospect remained open from

thi, time forward.

Sir George Colley had sustained a second re-

^vrse, proportionately more bloody than had
been the first. By this time, one would imagine,

might have begun to dawn on the home
authorities that Colley, to say the least, was not

a successful commander. His experience of actual

warfare was but slender : he had served only in

the China war of i8bo and in the Ashantee cam-
paign. He was comparatively new to South
-Africa, and was quite unfamiliar with tile Boer
nature. Yet the authorities had assigned to him
a* second in command an officer senior to him
in army rank, who had fought with distinction

through the Crimean and Indian Mutiny wars,

and in the Ashantee and Xululand campaigns,
in high and successful commands. Brigadier-

General Sir Evelyn Wood, V.C., was the only
r,rrker in the latter campaign under whom Boers

rv«sd and died— served with a loyal devotion,

died gallantly under his eye. He knew the

Grange, simple, vet stubborn nature of the Boers;

he was ready to fight with them, and equally

ready to argue them out of a folly. Wood and
Colley were old and fast friends ; Wood was
quite content to serve under his junior, and had
hurried out to India with a number of "special

service" officers. He reached Durban on Feb-
ruary I2th, four days after the Ingogo reverse.

Sir G. Colley's account of which was in London

on the 10th, and notwithstanding the unwar-

rantable optimism of its tone, must have been

read between the lines in Pall Mall. Then
would have been the time to avert further futile

waste of brave soldiers bv instructing bv tele-

graph Colley and Wood to exchange their

relative positions. The arrangement would

have been perfectly regular, and Colley was

the sort of man who would loyally have accepted

the secondary position.

Picking up on his rapid journey the Indian

column from its cam]) on the Biggarsberg, Wood
and it (consisting of the I 'th Hussars, the -ml

battalion 60th Kifles, and the ()2iu\ Highlanders

reached Newcastle on the 17th. Colley met him
there, and it was resolved between the two
officers that no further advance should be at-

tempted until more reinforcement;-, now on the

way up, should arrive. They parted on the 2 1st,

Colley moving the Indian column up to Mount
Prospect without molestation ; Wood returning

to Pieter Maritzburg to press on the advance of

further reinforcements.

Sir George Colley's motive in making the

fatal advance on the Majuba mountain-top,

whatever it might have been, died with him.

His assurance had been given to Wood that no

further advance should be attempted pending

the arrival of further reinforcements. He had

engaged with the Boer Vice-President in negotia

tions which promised favourable results. A

OENERAL SMIJT.

reconnaissance in force to the summit of the

mountain could give no more information than

a mere patrol could easily ascertain—the position

of the Boer laagers and an approximate estimate

Digitized by Google
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of the force occupying them. A Boer piquet

occasionally held the hill-top during the day,

and Colley resolved to occupy it by making a

night march. At ten o'clock on the night of

February 26th he left the Mount Prospect camp
with a force of 22 officers and 027 men— a smaller

force than he had employed at Lang's Nek. At

the start its composition and order were as fol-

lows :— Two companies 5 <S t h , the Naval Bri-

gade, three companies 92nd, followed by some

details ; two companies of the 2nd both moved out

later to the piquet post close to the foot of Inquela

boulders and deep dongas, varied by sharp cragi

and treacherous loose stones, over and up whu.h

the wearied and burdened men had to drag

themselves. Near the top the ascent had to be

accomplished on hands and knees. Between

tour and five in the morning of the 27th the

force, much exhausted after the heavy toil, and

now only about 400 strong, gained the summit

Like most of the mountains of South Africa,

the Majuba is crowned by no peak, lb tap

is a plateau of saucer -like shape, dipping

towards the centre, across which is a redkv

MAJUBA HILL

hill, with Instructions to occupy its summit

with some detachments. Further on, upon the

narrow Nek between the Inquela and the Majuba,

Captain Robertson's company of the Q2nd was

dropped as a link, with orders to entrench itself.

The Nek traversed, the troops, guided by friendly

Kaffirs, had now to undertake in single tile the

actual climb up the steep and rugged side of the

Majuba, whose top is 0,200 feet above sea-level

and more than 2.000 feet above the positions of

the Boer laagers. From time to time during the

tedious and toilsome ascent, a halt was made to

enable the men—heavy-laden with rations and

extra cartridges—to regain their breath. As the

troops neared the summit the obstacles increased.

The steep gra»y slopes were succeeded by great

reef about breast-high. The circumference «

the plateau is about 1,200 yards. When the

summit was reached it was still dark, and the

troops having got mixed during the scramble

up, and being weary, lay down where they stow

until dawn. With daylight they were extended

round the edge of the plateau, with a ^^ufl

reserve in the central hollow. No instructufli

were given to entrench, and. indeed, the trouj»

had no tools for such a purpose ; but the nx*

of their own accord attempted to obtain »•<

cover bv throwing up defences of turf

stones. Here and there the soldiers showed

on the sky line, and a few shots were

which for the moment caused great

tion in the Boer camps in the lower grou
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nf>rth-west of the Majuba. Seeing that the

mountain was in British occupation, the ex-

pectation was natural that an attack would

presently be made on their positions on the

Nek, in which case they would find themselves

summons a number of the younger men began

to climb the mountain side under cover of

the stones and scrub. Joubcrt, the command-
ing general, detailed a force of the older men
in support of the storming party—picked shots

THE HOKRS, NOW DISDAINING rOVEK, . . . AND, FIRING DOWN UPON THE SCARED TROOPS,
PICKED OFF THE MEN AS IF SHOOTING GAME " (/. 438}.

between two fires. Their first idea, it seems,

tU of flight. The oxen were inspanned, and
hurried preparations were made for retreat.

Bu: when it became evident thai the troops

M the summit were in no great strength and
hafl neither cannon nor rockets, and that their

Nek position was unmolested, the courage of

the Boers revived. Smijt, the fighting general.

ro«"lc a short stirring speech, and at his

who remained below watching the edge of the

plateau, and firing at every soldier who exposed

himself. As the morning passed Boer detach-

ment* attacked and hemmed in the British

position on the north, the east, and the south-

west. The defenders were not in sufficient

Strength to hold the whole of the edge of

the plateau, and detachments had to be moved
hither and thither to meet and attempt to
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thwart the advances of the Roers. Slowly and
steadily the hostile skirmishers clambered up-

wards from cover to cover, while the supports

below protected their movement with a steady

and accurate fire. During the hours from dawn
to noon our men had not suffered very heavily,

notwithstanding the Roer marksmanship. The
first officer to fall was Commander Romilly, of

the Naval Rrigade, while reconnoitring with

General Colley. Rut the long strain of the

Roers' close shooting began to tell on the

morale of the Rritish soldiers, and when the

Roers at length reached the crest and opened

a deadly fire at short range the officers had

to exert themselves to the utmost in the effort

to avert disaster. The reserves stationed in

the central dip of the plateau, out of reach until

then of the enemy's fire, were ordered up in

Mipport of the fighting line. Their want of

promptitude in obeying this order did not augur

well, and soon after reaching the front they

wavered, and then gave way. The officers did

temporarily succeed in rallying them, but the
u bolt " had a bad effect. To use the expression

of an eye-witness, " a funk became established."

It was struggled against very gallantly by the

officers, who, sword and revolver in hand, en-

couraged the soldiers by word and by action.

A number of men, unable to confront the deadly

fire of the Roers, had huddled for cover behind

the rocky reef crossing the plateau, and no

entreaty or upbraiding on the part of their

officers would induce them to face the enemy.

What then happened one does not care to

tell in detail. Everything connected with this

disastrous enterprise wen 4
: to naught, as if there-

had been a curse on it. Whatever may have

been the object intended, the force employed

was absurdly inadequate. Instead of being

homogeneous, it consisted of separate detach-

ments with no link or bond of union—a dis-

position which notoriously has led to more

panics than any other cause that the annals

of regimental history can furnish. Fragments

of proud and distinguished regiments fresh from

victory in another continent shared in the panic

of the Majuba, seasoned warriors behaving no

better than mere recruits. To the calm-pulsed

philosopher a panic is an academic enigma. No
man who has seen it—much less shared in it

—

can ever forget the infectious madness of panic-

stricken soldiers.

In the sad ending, with a cry of fright and

despair the remnants of the hapless force turned

and fled, regardless of the efforts of the officers

to stem the rearward rush. Sir George Colley

lay dead, shot through the head just before

the final flight. A surgeon and two hospital

attendants caring for the wounded at the

bandaging place in the dip of the plateau were

shot down, probably inadvertently. The elder

Roers promptly stopped the firing in that

direction. Rut there was no cessation of the

fire directed on the fugitives. On them the

bullets rained accurately and persistently. The

Roers, now disdaining cover, stood boldly on

the edge of the plateau, and, firing down upon

the scared troops, picked off the men as if

shooting game. The slaughter would have been

yet heavier but for the entrenchment which had

been made by the company of the 02nd, left

overnight on the Nek between the Inquela and

the Majuba. Captain Robertson was joined at

dawn from camp by a company of the toth,

under Captain Thurlow. Later there arrived

at the entrenchment on the Nek a troop of

the 15th Hussars, under the command of Cap-

tain Sullivan. After midday the sound of the

firing on the Majuba rapidly increased, and men

were seen running down the hill towards the

laager, one of whom brought in the tidings that

the Roers had captured the position, that most ol

the troops were killed or prisoners, and that the

general was dead with a bullet through his head.

Wounded men presently came pouring in, and

were attended by Surgeon-Major Cornish. The

laager was manned by the two companies, and

outposts were thrown out, which were soon driven

in by large bodies of mounted Roers, under whose

fire men fell fast. Robertson despatched the rifle

company down the ravine towards the camp,

and a little later followed with the company of

the 02nd under a murderous fire from the Roers,

who had reached and occupied the entrench-

ment. The Highlanders lost heavily in the

retreat, and Surgeon-Major Cornish was killed.

The surviving fugitives from Majuba and from

the laager finally reached camp under cover of the

artillery fire from it, which ultimately stopped the

pursuit. With the consent of the Roer leaders

a temporary hospital was established at a farm-

house near the foot of the mountain, and

throughout the cold and wet night the medical

staff never ceased to search for and bring in

the wounded. Sir George Colley 's body was

brought into camp on March 1st, and buried

there with full military honours. The other

dead of the Majuba fight rest in a cemetery on

the plateau of the mountain summit—victims

of a strange and almost incredible folly.
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Of the 650 officers and men who were in

action an this disastrous day QO were killed,

IJ3 were wounded, 58 were prisoners, and two

wca- missing, the total" casualties being 283,

the great majority of which occurred in the

:nd, whose losses were 125 ; in the 58th, with

a loss of 03 ; and in the Naval Brigade, which

iitet ;o—more than half of its strength.

Sir Evelyn Wood reached Newcastle on March
4th, and assumed command. On the 6th he met
:he Boer leaders, when an armistice to last for

dgh: days was agreed upon. The British garri-

son? in the Transvaal w ere revictualled for twelve

days, pending the raising of their siege on the

consummation of peace ; and Sir Evelyn Wood
acknowledged the right of the Transvaal people

la complete self-government subject to the

suzerainty of the. Queen. Terms of peace were
signed on March 23rd ; and next day General

Sir Frederick Roberts, who had been sent out

with large reinforcements to succeed Sir George

Colley, reached Cape Town, but learning of

peace being signed, immediately sailed home.

The total number of Transvaal Boers capable

of carrying arms was under 8,000 at the begin-

ning of hostilities. The total British force in

South Africa, or on the way thither, at the close

of hostilities consisted of thirteen infantry regi-

ments, five cavalry regiments, twenty-two guns,

three naval brigades— in all, not far short of

20,000 men. This total was exclusive of the

British garrisons besieged in the Transvaal

during the war. The Boer casualties through-

out the war, as already mentioned, amounted to

43 killed and 58 wounded. The British casual-

ties were over 800 killed and wounded. At
Majuba the Boers had one man killed and five

men wounded.

HOUSE OK A RICH FAKMER IN THE TRANSVAAL.
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THE French invaded Algeria in 1830 in

order to overthrow a power which for

many centuries had heen the scourge

of Christendom. It sounds like an-

cient history to talk of the Barbary corsairs,

yet they existed, as a matter of fact, till quite

lately, making constant war against all maritime

nations, harrying their commerce, and carrying

their people into captivity.

It was only in 18 16 that Lord Exmouth with

a British fleet bombarded Algiers. The treaty

which he forced upon the Dey insisted on the

abolition of Christian slavery for ever : as the

immediate result no fewer than 3,000 slaves were

liberated from Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers. But

the Dey—an incorrigible old Turk—would not

reform. For fifteen years more his pirate ships

infested the Mediterranean, and he was insolent

and unbearable to the last. He was in the habit

of compelling the British consul to approach him
bareheaded and on foot, obliging him to await

an audience seated humbly on a stone bench

outside his palace. On one occasion he struck

the French consul with his fan.

France resolved at length to suppress him, and

sent out a combined force, naval and military, to

invade Algeria. An army of 34,000 men landed

without difficulty, fought two victorious engage-

ments, and marched straight upon Algiers. The
city soon fell, and the Dey's power crumbled

into the dust.

But this did not end the French operations.

The complete subjugation of Algeria was a long

affair. In the early years of the conquest there

was continuous fighting, either against the

indomitable Arabs or some one or other of the

Dey's former lieutenants who here and there

still resisted the French. One of these held

Constantine, in the eastward, and defied the

French authority for just seven years after the

fall of Algiers.

This was Hadj Ahmad—an old Turk who had

been a chieftain under the Dev. but who had

constituted himself pacha or supreme ruler under

the authority of the Sultan of Turkey. It must

be remembered that for centuries the Sublime

Porte had exercised suzerainty over Algeria, and

the Algerian Turks owed nominal allegiance to

Constantinople. Hadj Ahmad was by reputation

a cruel and rapacious tyrant. His mountain

stronghold was a centre of resistance, whence he

laughed at the French. They issued a proclama-

tion deposing him from his power ; he told them

to come and drive him out ; and as he com-

manded at this time a very considerable force,

mostly hardy mountaineers and excellent troop-,

his position seemed fairly secure. He was well

supported by a capable lieutenant—one Ren

Aissa, a man of low origin—a Kabyle or moun

taineer, one of the turbulent tribe which gave

the French much trouble to the very last.

It was now felt by the French—no less as a

matter of prestige than for the completion of the

conquest of eastern Algeria—that Hadj Ahmad
should be overthrown. This was fullv realised

by the French general-in-chief, Marshal Claustl,

one of Wellington's opponents in Spain who

had fought him at Salamanca—a veteran soldier

who had made war on a large scale, and who no

doubt counted upon easily overcoming the old

Turk. The marshal was, moreover, in a hurry ;

he expected momentarily to be recalled to France,

and the season was so late there was little time

left to take Constantine before the winter—always

arduous in the mountain regions of Algeria—set

in. Then he was sanguine of success, even

without fighting. He had been assured thai

Constantine would open its gates directly tin

French appeared before it. This was promised

him by an Arab adventurer named Youssofl". who

had come over, and who later on rose to high

rank in the French service.

Accordingly, Marshal Clausel pushed forward

his preparations, and started on a difficult
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western side. Wlien the French came to Con-

stant ine the bridge of Fl Kantarah was an

ancient and beautiful Moorish construction,

hanging high in the air as it spanned the

gloomy gorge.

Marshal Clausel invested Constantine on the

two sides jus\ mentioned, the southern and

western. One brigade took post at Mansourah,

an eminence opposite the Fl Kantarah bridge ;

the other worked round to another height—
that of Condiat Ati, which commanded the

city walls and gates on the landward side. The
leader of this second brigade was directed to

hoist the tricolor flag on the highest point of this

ground, as a signal to friends inside. Rut here

was a fresh disappointment. Clausel waited in

vain for any overtures from within the city. The
enemy meant fighting, not voluntary submission.

MDlTtRKANtA*

campaign with an insufficient force, very in-

adequately supplied. His whole army numbered
barely 7.000 men. The roads were so bad

—

uphill all the way—that he took with him no

-lege-train and only the most limited number
•>t mountain-guns— fourteen in all. There were

"iilv 1.400 rounds of ammunition for the artil-

lery. For the same reason, the troops them-

<!ves were but badly found : the force had but

Mtceii days' rations, and half of these the men
carried in their own haversacks. As a mere mili-

tary demonstration ClauseIs expedition might

have answered, but it was manifestly unequal

to serious business—it could neither face a

protracted siege nor a determined assault.

From the first, too, misfortune dogged his

>teps. The weather became frightfully bad ;

tempestuous winds, storms of semi-tropical rain,

and, on reaching the higher

levels, icy cold set in. Every
mountain stream—and num-
ber- had to be passed — was
swollen into a raging torrent

;

:tie path;, and mountain roads

were broken down or carried

away. Fuel was terribly

-carce. so that most nights

:he troops bivouacked without

ire; they could not even cook

'heir food. But after thirteen

days of most disastrous march-
ing, Clausel arrived at Con-
a amine.

This city has been famous
lor ages, not only as the key
of Eastern Algeria and the

:utural capital of the sur-

rounding country, but on ac-

count of the splendid position

i: occupies. Constantine has

always been deemed one of the

wonders of the world. Some
French writer has compared
k to a picture standing on an
wsd. It is planted high up
«n a square and rocky pla-

teau, with its back against the hills. Deep, wide Hadj Ahmad was in the open country, at the
ravines encircle it on all sides but one ; at their head of a large body of alert and enterprising
fc»*e, a thousann feet down, flows the rapid cavalry. Ben Aissa, who commanded the garri-

Rmnniel, easily con -erted by rain and snow into sou, snowed a firm front in the fortress. There
•w impassable flood. The only natural commu- was no choice for Clausel—his only hope of
location is on the fourth side—the southern— success lay in an immediate attack. His want
where the rocky peninsula is joined by an of battering-train forbade the idea of siege ; but

is to the mainland ; but from time im- worse than all, the French troops were growing
the ravine has been bridged on the demoralised from starvation and hardships, and

' Z - - ili '%

CONSTANTINE
in 1837.
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it was obvious they could not hold their ground

before the place for long.

There were to be two columns of attack, made
simultaneously and at midnight—one at the

land side from Condiat Ati, the other upon the

El Kailtarah bridge. Both were to be preceded

by the demolition of the gates which barred the

way. But now came a fresh mischance. Till

now the nights had been overcast, with incessant

rain. Just before the assault the clouds cleared

off ; a bright moon came out, and fully betrayed

the movements of the assailants. All efforts to

blow in the gates were checked by such a mur-

derous tire that the French could make no

progros. and the assault entirely failed.

About daylight Clausel was compelled to order

a general retreat. Rigny's brigade at the bridge-

fell back first, and was presently joined by the

other from Condiat Ati. Both were covered by

the firm demeanour of a small rear-guard com-

manded by Changarnier—a major then, who
afterwards became a famous general. He stimu-

lated the courage of his little force by pointing

out to them that, although the enemy numbered
<),ooo and the French but 300, the proportion

was equal : it was a fair match between them.

Such devoted courage was amply rewarded.

Clausel was extricated and retreated in good

order unmolested by the Arabs, who, wearied

with fighting, did not attempt to pursue. Six

days later the shattered and unsuccessful French

Column re-entered Bone, having in a brief three

weeks' campaign lost in killed, wounded, and

: ick nearly 2,000 men, or a third of the whole

force engaged.

In this the first siege of Constantine, the luck

had been entirely against the old marshal.

Clause! was promptly recalled, and the French

people, too proud to sit down under such a

defeat, insisted upon a fresh expedition against

the mountain fortress. The new force was

organised 011 broader lines, and the chief com-

mand entrusted to General Damremont, who
had gained long experience in Algerian warfare.

He \\a^ to be ably supported. There were to be

four biigades of infantry, with a total of 10,000

men, ami an imposing quantity of artillery, six-

teen field-pieces, a siege-train of seventeen guns,

and an ample ammunition-train. The artillery

was under General Valee, who. although senior in

rank t<> Damremont, chivalrously offered to serve

under him. Ten companies of >appers and engi-

neer accompanied the army to assi>t in the siege.

The new expedition was composed in part or

troopi then newly raised, but destined to become

famous in the annals of French warfare. The*

were the Zouaves, who made tip niaink one

brigade—that of the Duke de Nenu>ur>, a prime

of the reigning house. In the early da\> nf the

French invasion a body of warlike mountaineer^

had been found among the Kabyl e tnncs who.

like the Swiss in Europe, hired themselves out .,-

mercenary soldiers to the native princes ar- uiid

They were called " Zouaoua\" and they wore a

distinctive dress which foreshadowed the ncm

famous Zouave uniform— the red fez, the fhurt

jacket, and wide red Turkish trou>en>. The

French willingly secured the services of these

fighting-men, and emboelied them in npir.cn!'

which by degrees lost their native character ai*i

became filled with adventurous spirits ->
always French born, but attracted from allKffi"-

pean countries by the dashing nature of the

service required from them. The Zouaves***

became remarkable for their brilliant wpW.4

in the field, their impetuosity in attack, their

boldness and self-reliance in the face of the

most serious danger. Yet they required to

be handled with discretion and forbearance. A
j

lighter discipline was enforced in quarter-. ,

this peculiar character led to their being c«tb-|

manded by the most rising and intelligent \ouitf 1

officers in the French army. In addition t«> :h<
!

Zouaves, General Damremont's army included I

a foreign legion speciallv raided for this «ar,J

and, like the Zouaves, recruited from the tn>'rm

daring spirits of all countries.

The second expedition against Con»t;.'.i!:u«
J

started earlier than the first. It lelt Bone « M
October 1st, 1837, and, finding fewer ob>Uc'.c%j

reached the Kummel on the 6th— six dav>' ir...rdll

against thirteen. But Constantine >howed »I
bold a front as ever. According to an cvc-l

witness, the French were received with vigon'ii*!

demonstrations. Immense crimson fk'g" \urcj

waved incessantly from the walls, Arab uuncflj

from the roofs of the houses yelled >hrili eric* ci\

defiance, which the Arab warriors hoarsch t-

j

echoed. As the French appeared a brisk ere I

was opened upon them. I jter on, when General 1

Damremont summoned the place to rurrender,
|

he received a most heroic refu*a!. " Constantine I

is well victualled and well armed." >aid the Arab I

emissary. " It understands neither a breach nor

a capitulation. We shall defend our town and

our homes to the very last. The French shil!

not take the place till they have killed our la*
j

man." General Damremont acknowledged their

courage, but declared there would be all tbc

SKOre glory in beating them.
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A more leisurely and more scientific plan of

attack was now followed than in the first attempt.

Hmerics were established at points from which

j breach might most easily be made, and which

mo< favoured an assailant. This was at

(. -ndiat Ati, the height already mentioned, in

'•<<& of which were a strongly fortified wall and

pte, but with a comparatively level approach.

The French fire was hot and continuous; within

a days a practicable breach was made in the

wall. On the morning of the 12th October

n iiraJ Damremont came in person to recon-

•.re. and was satisfied that the attack might
ni-«- be made. Everybody was in high spirits

;

1! ra* felt that the prestige of the French arms
effected by the first failure was now about to be

indicated. The luck, indeed, had changed, but

1. wa> still hostile, so far as the leader of the ex-

pedition was concerned. General Damremont
was destined to lose his life at the outset. He

eager to inspect the breach that he ven-

tured too near, and exposed himself rashly to

the enemy's sharpshooters. Just as the Due de
Nemours was protesting, and the general had
1 ->l]y replied 44 There is nothing to fear," a fatal

- >: struck him low. He fell lifeless on the very

threshold of his triumph.

The command now devolved upon General

ftiec,who forthwith proceeded with the disposi-

for attack. The bombardment was con-

1 ed all day, and during the night the columns
iotined to enter by the breach silently took
up their positions, there to await the signal to

fiijck. There was no time to lose. Now, as

tt the first siege, adverse influences were begin-

to work, and would soon have entailed

mother disaster. Sickness was increasing ; the
ro^ps were ill-fed and much exposed

;
they were

(ttantly drenched by heavy rains, and stood

' hours knee-deep in mud and slush. Fever
J dysentery were already making serious in-

•i> in their ranks. The baggage animals

—

-Wh might become of vital importance if rc-

fci: was ordered—were worn out with fatigue

shortness of rations. The French armv
night be in a critical condition before long, and
he knowledge of this, which was no secret,

^de all more determined to win a victory.

The attack was to be made in three columns,
och to follow on and support the other. The
&nt, led by Colonel La Moriciere, afterwards a
;rejt general, consisted mainly of Zouaves ; the
*vond and third columns were commanded by
-olonel Combes ; the reserve, posted inside the
Kudo Barracks, was under Colonel Corbin. Each

column was 500 strong, the reserve 400. The
remainder of the army lined the trenches or

occupied posts of observation around Constan-

tine, one brigade being held at Mansourah
opposite the El Kantarah bridge.

The movement of attack was by successive

companies of fifty men. About 7 a.m. the first

company started at a run under the stentorian

command of La Moriciere—" I'p, my Zouaves !

forward at the double. March !
" A hundred

yards of open ground had to be crossed, and

in the teeth of a death-dealing fire, but fifty

by fifty, the gallant assailants with the headlong

dash that ever characterises the French soldier

in attack, entered the yawning breach. The
second column was on the point of taking up the

charge, when it was seen that the first assailants

had met a serious check.

There was an inner line of defence—a wall,

still unbreached, and commanded by a fierce

converging fire. A call went up for scaling-

ladders. The French sappers gallantly re-

sponded, but as they brought and placed them a

whole section of the wall was thrown down by

an unexpected explosion. Numbers were buried

alive beneath the fragments, but the way was
opened for the rest.

Now the second column was launched forward,

and went gamely on. The Arabs plied them
hotly with musketry, and just when a great mass

of Frenchmen had got well past the breach and
the second wall, there was a fresh catastrophe

—

a second murderous and terrific explosion scat-

tered death and destruction around. The few

survivors lost heart ; they came streaming back

with loud and frantic shouts of "Retire! re-

tire ! It is impossible. The whole ground is

mined !

"

It was a critical moment, but the prompt in-

trepidity of the leaders grappled with the danger

and checked the retreat. A young captain of

the Foreign Legion—St. Arnaud (better known
afterwards in connection with the coup d'etat

and the command of the French Crimean army)
--now came conspicuously to the front. Boldly

advancing, he rallied his men, and led them on,

crying 14 Forward ! forward ! Give them the

bayonet. There is nothing to fear." The ex-

plosion had been caused by a powder magazine

which had taken fire ; the flames had spread

rapidly, and had caught the powder bags carried

by the French sappers—even the ammunition

pouches of the infantry. Yet, in spite of the

horrors of the situation, the assailants gathered

fresh courage under the impulse of one man; the
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cry of " Forward !
" was taken up on all sides,

and the assault was gallantly resumed.

The difficulty was to get inside the town.

Every house was held by small garrisons, and

the resistance was very stout and unceasing.

At last an engineer led St. Arnaud at the head

of his company against a barricade formed across

a narrow street, beyond which were some of the

great thoroughfares of the city. St. Arnaud was

iifted bodily over the obstacle, and found safety

street, the French leaders always encouraging

their men, and assuring them that it was Kail)

safer to go on than to stand and be shot do*::

At last a small central square was reached, c

which stood a mosque. Here three street* «.'

verged, and at last the firing slackened. By thi-

time all the French columns had entered anc

were engaged within the town. General K21

hieres had been sent forward to unite all in one

general attack, and a concentrated determined

"IN I HE I EKi'li OF A DEA I H-DKALING Flk&" (/ 443).

bv falling on the ground inside. Of the hundred

of shots aimed at him none hit him, although

his scabbard was pierced and his cloak was

burned by the powder. His imminent danger

brought his men to his help, and all pressed

on, entering a larger and the principal business

street of Constantine. Here the roofs of the

one-storeyed shops and the houses above were

alive with Arabs, who kept up an incessant fire.

There was no help for it but to take house

after house, fighting ahead inch by inch, and in

so fierce a struggle that the losses were cruel,

and the French as they advanced waded among

corpses knee-deep in blood. Hut the pro-

gress made was always forward from street to

effort was about to be made, when an

came running up, crying, "Carta! Carta'"

was carrying a paper in his hand— a lett

addressed to the general in chief conu

which contained a formal proposal to capiti

from some of the leading inhabitants. But ti

wish to surrender was by no means unanimot

A stubborn spirit still animated many > f

defenders, who preferred to risk the chances

escape with the alternative of a terrible

Thousands lowered or threw themselves over

:

ravines around the town, and the dead or d

presently filled the rocky bed of the river

The French victory wa- well earned

attack had been carried out with a courage
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was not to be denied, and on the best principles

of the military art. Only the vulnerable side had

been assailed. No attempt had been made, as in

the first siege, upon the El Kantarah bridge
;

and wisely, for St. Arnaud after the capture

came upon this bridge at the inner side, and

fuunJ it to be all but impregnable.

As but too often happens when fortified towns

ire taken by storm, terrible excesses followed this

triumph. Constant ine was barbarously pillaged

xnd plundered by the French conquerers. For

ihrcedays the sack continued. But order was

."iiually restored, and with it came confidence,

• the French general promised faithfully to

it the religion, property, and customs of

people. All the Arabs were invited to re-

main peacefully in Constantine. If they would

lay down their arms and trust to the French

authorities, they would be permitted to share in

the government of their city. This proclama-

ttoa gave general satisfaction, and quiet was

tuon established.

Nowadays Constantine, although still retaili-

ng something of its Arab character, is quite a

rrciich city, with its boulevards and squares, its

afc>. its kiosks, and public gardens But the

ncmory of the great fight for its possession still

e> in the names of its streets and in the

Ulues of its conquerors. The Bardo barracks,

Hansourah, the EI Kantarah gate leading to

ht new iron bridge, are still extant, but the

uil "I Condiat Ati is being levelled, and the

Place de la Breche occupies the ground where

the attacking column entered, and near at hand
is a bronze statue to Marshal Valee. A stone

pyramid just outside the city commemorates
the death of General Damremont, and streets

are named after Colonels Combes and Peregaux,

who were also killed at the assault.

The capture of Constantine marked an im-

portant epoch in the conquest of Algeria. But

it by no means ended the struggle. There was

fierce fighting for long afterwards, and all

through this stormy period the colony has

been to France what India is to England—

a

military training-ground. Nearly all the most

notable French generals of the last generation

won their spurs in Algeria. The names of

Changarnier, Cavaignac, and La Moriciere first

became famous in Algerian military annals.

The leaders of the French in the Crimea

—

St. Arnaud, Canrobert, Pelissier—were first

distinguished in Algerian warfare. Marshal

MacMahon fought there, and Niel, Morris,

Martimprey, and Le Bceuf. Algeria is thought

to be pacified now, but it is still held at the

point of the sword ; and as late as 1871, when
the French power at home was imperilled by

the German successes, a serious insurrection

was set on foot, which for a time jeopardised

the weakened forces in the colony. To this

day the most experienced French officers de-

clare that the Arabs cannot be trusted, and

that renewed fighting is always on the cards.

GALLERY IN THE PALACE AT CONSTANTINE.
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HT the western end of Jamaica is Negri 1
.

Ray, a wide, safe, and convenient

anchorage. There, on the 24th of

November, 1814, was assembled one

of the most imposing and efficient combined

naval and military forces that Great Britain has

ever sent across the Atlantic. More than fifty

ships were there, most of them men-of-war, and

the remainder transports. The men-of-war in-

cluded many vessels of the largest size, and their

commanders numbered amongst them the most

renowned and trusted officers of England's navy.

Sir Alexander Cochrane's flag was hoisted on the

80-gun Tnnnant, and he had with him Rear-

Admiral Malcolm in the 74, Royal Oak. Sir

Thomas Hardy—Nelson's Hardy—was in the

Ramilics, and Sir Thomas Trowbridge was in

the Armtdc. Many others there were, scarcely

less well known to fame and fresh from the great

deeds which had given to England the un-

disputed sovereignty of the seas. The decks of

the fleet were crowded with soldiers. The 4th,

44th, 85th, and 2 1 st Regiments, with a pro-

portion of artillery and sappers, had come from

North America, where they had fought the

battle of Bladensburg, burned the public build-

ings of Washington, and lost in action their

general— the gallant Ross—during the past

summer. These had just been joined by the

03rd Highlanders, six companies of the 95th

Rifles, two West India Regiments, two squadrons

of the 14th Dragoons (dismounted), with detach-

ments of artillery and engineers, and recruits for

the regiments which had been already campaign-

ing in America. The whole probably formed an

army of about 6,000 men, though of them it

could not be said that above 4,400 were troops

on which a general could thoroughly depend, as

the two West India Regiments, being composed

of negroes, were not completely trustworthy,

particularly if they were to be called upon to

endure much expo' ure to cold in coming service.

Their leader was Major-General Kcane. a young

and dashing officer, who had been sent out from

England to be second in command to General

Ross, and who did not know till he reached

Madeira on his voyage that, by Ross's lamented

death, he had no senior. Other forces wereaNo

on their way, which would eventually join the

great armament now in Negril Bay. A fleet

from Bordeaux was still on the ocean, the nan!

squadron of Captain Percy was to effect a junc

tion from Pensacola, and more ships were to

come from England conveying a commamkr-

in-chief.

The object with which so much warlike power

had been collected had long been studioud)

kept secret, but at last it was known that a

descent on Louisiana was intended, and that the

first operation would be the capture of New

Orleans. It was thought that the Government

of the United States would be taken by sur-

prise, that little or no resistance would be met

with, and that the charges of the expedition

would be more than covered by the large booty

in cotton, sugar, and otlur products which had

not been able to leave the country during the

course of the war while the seas were watched

by English cruisers.

There was no long delay at the place of rcr.

dezvous, and the great fleet got under weigh en

the 26th November. Confidence was in even

heart, and no forebodings of disaster clouded the

anticipations of success which, as by second

nature, came to soldiers and sailors accustomed

to victory.

New Orleans is built on the east bank of the

Mississippi, the " father of waters," about eight)'

miles from its mouth. In 1814 its inhabitant*

numbered from 20,000 to 30,000, of whom the

majority were French Creoles, while the re

mainder were Spaniards and Americans, be-ide-

a floating multitude of merchants, sailors, and

others who had been detained in the city and
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dehrred from their usual avocations by the war.

It wa> doubtful whether this population was

loyal to the American Republic, of which it had

•dy for a few years formed a part, and, indeed,

i! the defence of the town had fallen into less

roils hands than it did, it is more than likely

thai serious disaffection might have showed

The mighty flood of the Mississippi,

baring down with it a vast accumulation of

tenuis, had formed a great delta, and the waters

themselves found their way to the Gulf of

Mexico through many channels. Its main outlet

vif, however, the only one navigable for ships

any size, and this had at its mouth a con-

tend? shifting bar, which was impassable for any

drawing over sixteen or seventeen feet of

»vjter. Besides the natural difficulties of the

entrance to the river, it was further defended by

ifort, strong in itself and almost impregnable by

it* position in the midst of impervious swamps.

Even supposing that an enemy should be able to

ru - the har and the first fort, he would find that

"hen he had ascended the river about sixty

fits two other strong forts presented themselves,

e cross fire swept the channel, at a point,

"o. where the river makes a bend, and the

filing ships of the day had to wait for a change
v niud to ensure their further progress.

! banks of the river were composed of

morasses, rank with semi-tropical vegeta-

ind intersected by bayous, or creeks, utterly

icticable for landing or for the march and
*»a ruvring of troops. To the east of the

py delta formed by the great river, a shallow

t of open water stretched inland from the

1 >f Mexico, and was only divided from the

sippi at its further extremity by a narrow

of comparatively firm land, and on this

*ek was situated the town of New Orleans,

"he open water near the gulf was known as Lake
l"rgne, and, where it widened out eastward of

city, as Lake Pontchartrain. The entire

r.d:h of the neck of land between Lake Pont-

hirtrain and the river might vary from eight to

"i miles but of this about two-thirds was reed-
*"mi morass, while the remainder was occupied

Cotton anil sugar plantations, separated by

^ railings and drained by numerous deep
itches or canals. The whole at certain seasons

*the year was below the level of the river, and

protected from inundation by high artificial

>'ke», or ramparts, called in Louisiana

Vben the designs of the British armament be-

amc apparent, Major-General Jackson, of the

'nited State* army, an officer who had greatly

distinguished himself in Indian wars, was en-

trusted with supreme command at the threatened

point, and arrived at New Orleans on the 2nd
December. As a man who made his mark in

history, and who served his country well at a

great crisis in her fortunes, his personal descrip-

tion is of peculiar interest :
—

" • a tall, gaunt

man, of very erect carriage, with a countenance

full of stern decision and fearless energy, but fur-

rowed with care and anxiety. His complexion

was sallow and unhealthy, his hair was iron grey>

and his body thin and emaciated, like that of

one who had just recovered from a lingering

and painful illness. But the fierce glare of his

bright and hawk-like eye betrayed a soul and

spirit which triumphed over all the infirmities

of the body. His dress was simple and nearly

threadbare. A small leather cap protected his

head, and a short Spanish blue cloak his body,

whilst his feet and legs were encased in high

dragoon boots, long ignorant of polish or black-

ing, which reached to the knees. In age he

appeared to have passed about forty-five winters."

Immediately on his arrival at New Orleans,

General Jackson began making every arrange-

ment for the defence of the town, inspecting

and improving the river forts, reconnoitring

the shores of Lake Borgne and Lake Pontchar-

train, fortifying and obstructing the bayous

which gave a waterway to the near neighbour-

hood of the town, and stimulating and encourag-

ing the people. In truth he had apparently no

easy task before him. We have seen how
mighty was the force arrayed against him,

which was even now lying off the coast ready to

advance in a wave of invasion. To oppose it he-

had at his immediate disposal only two newly-

raised regiments of regular troops, a battalion of

uniformed volunteers, two badly- equipped and

imperfectly-disciplined regiments of State mi-

litia—some of whose privates were armed with

rifles, some with muskets, some with fowling-

pieces, some not armed at all—and a battalion of

free men of colour, the whole amounting to be-

tween J.ooo and fighting-men. Two small

ve»els nt war lay in the river, hut these were, so

far, unmanned. There were also six gunboats

on Lake Pontchartrain. Commodore Patterson

was the senior naval officer, and he had few sub-

ordinates. Reinforcements were, however, on

their way, and were strenuously pushing forward

in defiance of the inclement season, swollen

streams, nearly impassable roads, and scant supply

of food and forage. General Coffee, with nearly

3,000 men, was coming from Pensacola. General
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Carroll was bringing a volunteer force from

Tennessee, and Generals Thomas and Adair, at

the head of 2,000 Kentuckians, were also on their

way down the Mississippi to join in the defence

of Kentucky's sister State. Such an army as

—

even when all should be assembled—General

Jackson was to command would, to all seeming,

have little chance in a ranged field against the

highly-disciplined soldiery of England ; but it

attempted, and Sir Alexander Cochrane and

General Keane had determined to effect a land-

ing on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain, and

hoped, by pushing on at once, to be able to take

possession of the town before effectual prepara-

tion could be made for its defence. It has been

said that Lake Borgne and Lake Pontchartrain

were shallow
;

indeed, their depth varied from

six to twelve feet. The troops were, therefore,

Pi

SUNSET IN A MISSISSIITI SWAMP-

had, for its greatest and most reliable advantage,

the occupation of a position in the highest

degree difficult of approach, and, when reached,

capable by its nature of effectual resistance.

On the 8th December the leading ships of the

English fleet, which had left Negril Bay on the

26th November, anchored off the Chandeleur

Islands, which stud the gulf opposite to the

entrance of Lake Borgne ; and by the 1 2th the

whole of the men-of-war and troopships had

arrived. It had been recognised that to

advance again>t New Orleans by the channel of

the .Mississippi was a task too difficult to be

transferred from the larger into the lighter

vessels, and on the 13th were prepared to enter

upon the transit of the land-locked waters.

They had not proceeded far, however, when 11

became apparent that the American gunboat-

which occupied the lake were prepared to offer

resistance to the movement, and, until that re-

sistance could be removed, no disembarkation

could be attempted. The gunboats, with their

light draught of water, could bid defiance to

even the lightest vessels of the English fleet,

which could not float where they sailed. They
could only be reached by ship>" launches and
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barges rowed by seamen, and a flotilla combined

under Captain Lockier of the Navy was at once

prepared for the enterprise. The boats pushed

off, and by noon came in sight of the foe, w ho

would willingly have retreated and given their

attackers long and weary toil in their approach,

but that, the morning breeze having died away,

they were compelled perforce to fight at anchor

line moored fore and aft. Captain Lockier

solved to refresh his men before he commenced
the action, and, dropping his grapnels just out of

reach of the enemy's guns, allowed his crews

to eat their dinner. After an hour's repose the

boats again got ready to advance, and, with a

hearty cheer, they moved on steadily in a long

line. Then began one of those brilliant boat

actions in which some of the best qualities of the

Knglish sailors so often showed themselves. The
American guns opened, and a hail of balls was

lowered upon Captain Lockier's flotilla. One
<r two boats were sunk, others disabled, and

many men were killed and wounded. But the

Knglish carronades returned the fire, and, as the

determined, stalwart rowers gradually closed with

the Americans, the marines were able to open a

deadly discharge of musketry. A last powerful

effort, the gunboats were reached, and, cutlass in

hand, the bluejackets sprang up their sides. The
distance was stern and unyielding, worthy of

5he American Republic. Captain Lockier re-

vived several severe wounds, but, fighting from

•<cm to stern, the boarders at length over-

i
powered their enemy, the " Stars and Stripes

"

*as hauled down, and on every vessel the

English flag was hoisted in its place.

On the waterway of the lakes there was now
no longer any resistance, and again the light

ve\sds, to which the troops had been transferred,

t&iayed to pass over it. But the depth beneath
the keels became less and less, and even the

lightest craft one after another stuck fast. The
buns were of necessity hoisted out, and the

soldiers, packed tightly in them, cramped in one
portion, began a miserable transit of thirty miles

to Pine Island—a barren spot where all were to

he concentrated before further operations were
attempted. No boat, heavily laden as all. were,

could cover the long distance in less than ten

hours, and, besides the discomfort to the men,

from such long confinement, matters

infinitely worse by a change in the

weather. A heavy rain began, to which a cloak

formed no protection, and such as is only seen

>n semi-tropical countries.

began on the ibth, and, with all

the diligence and continued exertion ot which

officers and men, soldiers and sailors, were

capable, it was not finished till the 2 1st. By

day and night for these days boats were being

pulled from the fleet to the island, and from the

Unultth Mile*

s H'a m r )'
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island to the fleet. The strain upon the sailors

was terrific, and many of them were almost

without cessation at the oar. Not only had they

to support hunger, fatigue, and sleepless nights,

but the constant changes of temperature aggra-

vated the hardships. Drenching rain by day

alternated with severe frosts by night, and tried

to the uttermost the endurance of all. Nor was

the army, as it landed in successive detachments

on Pine Island, in a better plight. Bivouacked

on a barren, swampy spot, which did not even

produce fuel for camp fires, the clothes which had

been saturated with rain by day congealed into

hard and deadly chilling husks by night, with no

supply of food but salt meat, biscuit, and a little

rum provided from the fleet, soldiers have seldom

been exposed to more severe trials of their for-

titude. But, in spite of all, no complaints or

nuinnurings rose from the expedition. The
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miseries of the present were forgotten in the

high hopes of the immediate future, and this

confidence did not arise alone from trust in their

own strength, but deserters from the enemy
related the alarm that existed in New Orleans,

assured the invaders that not more than 5,000

men were in arms against them, that many of

the city's inhabitants were ready to join them
when they appeared, and that conquest, speedy

and bloodless, was within their grasp.

Meanwhile, in New Orleans itself, General

Jackson had been meeting difficulties, working

to restore confidence, and providing for the

necessities of the military situation with all the

energy of his nature. The news of the disaster

to the American gunboats had filled the people

with alarm. Rumours of treason hegan to spread,

an insurrection of the slaves was dreaded, the

armed ships in the river were still unmanned,

and the expected reinforcements had not arrived.

A desperate situation demanded the strongest

and most unusual measures. Jackson did not

hesitate to adopt them, and assumed the great

responsibility of proclaiming martial law, so that

he could wield the whole resources of the town,

and direct them unimpaired by faction against

his foe. Expresses were sent to the approaching

additions to his strength, urging them to in-

crease their efforts to push forward. The two

war vessels—the Carolina and Louisiana—
whose possible importance as factors in the ap-

proaching struggle was recognised, were manned
and prepared for service ; and even a lawless

semi-piratical band of barratarian smugglers was

forgiven its crimes, taken into the service of the

Republic, and organised into two companies of

artillerymen. So great, however, was the lack

of war munitions that even the flints of these

privateers' pistols were received from them as

a precious prize, and were forthwith fitted to

muskets.

The whole of the English field army was

assembled on Fine Island on the 21st December,

but having been so long on board ship, and its

various corps having been gathered from many
different points, it became necessary, before

further advance was made, to form it in brigades,

to allot to each brigade a proportion of depart-

mental staff— such as commissaries, medical

attendants, etc.—and to establish depots of

provisions and military stores. In completing

these arrangements the whole of the 22nd was

passed, and it was not till the morning of the

23rd that General Keane's advanced guard could

start for its descent on the mainland. This

advanced guard was made up of the 4th, the

85th Light Infantry, and the six companies ot

the 95th Rifles. To it were attached a party

of rocket-men and two light three-pounder field

pieces. The whole was under command i-t

Colonel Thornton, 8;th. The main bodv of die

force was divided into two brigades—the firs,

composed of the 21st, 44th, and one West

India regiment, with a proportion of artillery

and rockets, under Colonel Brook ; and the

second, containing the 93rd and the other We£

India regiment, under Colonel Hamiltou, ai»>

provided with rockets and field-guns. The

dismounted dragoons remained as a pewoil

bodyguard to the general until they couad be

provided with horses.

It was intended that the descent of the army

on the mainland should take place on the baiA

of the Bayou Bicnvenu—a long creek which tit

up from Lake Pontchartrain to within a short

distance of New Orleans through an t.xtctwu

morass. Ever)' boat that could be sent from the

fleet was to be used for the service, but not more

could be provided than were sufficient t<> trans-

port a third of the army at one time. The

undertaking was therefore most hazardous, as

if the troops were placed in proximity to the

enemy in successive divisions at long interval*

of time, each might be cut to pieces indetadj

Neither leaders nor rank and file were, howcer,

men to be deterred even by excessive ri>k*, and,

as has been said, they had the assurance 0!

deserters that great resistance was not to be

anticipated. Colonel Thornton's advanced guard

was therefore embarked. Many miles had to be

traversed, and again the soldiers were exposed tal

long hours of confinement in a cramped posits

;

again the heavy rain of the day was succeeded /.

sundown by a bitter frost. Nor could they p"

ceed after dark had set in, and, during the l''-<£

weary hours of night, the boats lay in silence eJ

their landing-place. By nine o'clock on 'M
following morning, however, the landing r.a

effected, and with limbs stiffened and alnvsi

powerless, with little available food to restore

exhausted strength, 1,600 men stood at b*

upon the enemy's shore.

Wild and savage was the scene where the hvM

band found itself. A scarcely distingui?-hjr>ir

track followed the bank of the bayou. On either

side was one huge marsh, covered with tall rents*

No house or vestige of human life was to he

seen, and but few trees broke the monotony «*

the dreary waste. Forbidding as was the

and ill-adapted for defence in case of att-~i>
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1

i! might have possibly been supposed that

General Keane, who accompanied the advanced

cuard, would have here remained in conceal-

ment till the boats, which had returned to Pine

Mand, had brought the remainder of his force;

bat he judged it best to push on into more open

country, influenced by the hope of striking a

rtrift and unexpected blow, and by his fairly

cll-founded doubts whether even now his

enemy's scouts might not be hovering round

h:m. The advance was formed, and, after several

hours' march, delayed by the difficulties of the

marshy road, by the numerous streams and ditches

that had to be crossed, and by the fetid miasma
that rilled the air, the track began to issue from

rite morass, there were wider and wider spots of

firm ground, and some groves of orange trees

presented themselves.

It was evident that human habitations must

be near, and increased caution and regularity

became necessary. At last two or three farm-

Jf..ises appeared. The advanced companies

ru?hed forward at the double and surrounded

tliern, securing the inmates as prisoners. There
was a moment of carelessness, however, and one

man contrived to effect his escape. Now all

farther hope of secrecy had to be abandoned.

General Keane knew that the rumour of his

landing would spread with lightning speed, and
j!! that was left to him was to act with deter-

mination, and make the appearance of his force

a- formidable as possible. The order of march
was re-formed so that, moving upon a wide front,

the three battalions had the semblance of twice

their real strength, and the pace was quickened
in order to gain a good military position before

an enemy's force could show itself. Onward they

pressed, till they found themselves close to the

bank of the mighty Mississippi, and, wheeling to

their right, they were on the main road leading

t" New Orleans.

They faced towards the city on a narrow plain,

about a mile in width, with the river on their

left, and the marsh which they had quitted on

their right. A spot of comparative safety had
been reached, the little column halted, piled

rn>, and its bivouac was formed, It was late

m the afternoon before the moment of repose

<ame, but the soldiers prepared to make the

m-jst of it : outposts were placed to secure

them from surprise, foraging parties collected

J jod, and fires were lighted.

The evening passed with one slight alarm,

caused by a few horsemen who hovered near

the picquets, and darkness began to set in. In

the twilight a vessel was seen dropping down
the current, and roused curiosity among those

who had not stretched themselves by the fires

to seek much-needed sleep. It was thought

that she might be an English ship, which had

managed to pass the forts at the mouth of the

river. She showed no colours, but leisurely and

silently she dropped her anchor abreast of the

camp and furled her sails. To satisfy doubt she

was repeatedly hailed, but no answer was re-

turned. A feeling of uneasiness began to spread,

and several musket shots were fired at her, but

still reply came not from her dimly-seen bulk.

Suddenly she swung her broadside toward the

bank, and a commanding voice was heard to cry.

" Give them this for the honour of America."

The words were instantly followed by the flash

and roar of guns, and a deadly shower of grape

swept through the English bivouac. The light

artillery which had accompanied General Keane's

advanced guard was helpless against so powerful

an adversary, and nothing could be done but to

withdraw the exposed force behind the shelter of

the high levee. The fires were left burning, and,

in the pitch-dark night, those who were un-

injured were forced to cower low while the con-

tinued storm of grape whistled over their heads,

and they could hear the shrieks and groans of

their wretched comrades who had been wounded
by the first discharge. Thus they lay for more
than an hour, when a spattering fire of musketry

was heard from the picquets which had been

able to hold their position. Whether this fire

was onlv the sign of slight skirmishing at the

outposts, or whether it foreboded a serious

attack, was for some minutes doubtful, but a

fierce yell of exultation was heard, the blackness

of night was lighted by a blaze of musketry fire

breaking out in semi-circle in front of the posi-

tion, and the certainty came that the enemy
were upon the advanced guard in overpowering

numbers.

The situation seemed almost desperate. Re-

treat was impossible, and the only alternatives

were to surrender or to beat back the assailants.

General Keane and his followers were not the

men to surrender, and at once assumed t he-

bolder course. The 85th and 95th moved rapidly

to support the picquets, while the 4th were
formed as a reserve in the rear of the encamp-
ment. In the struggle that followed there was

no opening for tactics, none for the supervision

and direction of a general, or even of the colonels

of battalions. The darkness was so intense that

all order, all discipline were lost. Each man
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hurled himself direct at the flashes of musketry
;

if twenty or thirty united for a moment under

an officer, it was only to plunge into the enemy's

ranks and to engage in a hand-to-hand conflict,

hayonet against bayonet, sword against sword.

In the dire confusion of the bloody melee it

soon became impossible to distinguish friend

and 167 wounded, besides 64 taken prisoners.

The miserable night wore on, but with the

morning's dawn there came a renewal of in-

glorious peril. The schooner whose fire had

been so disastrous on the preceding evening

still lay off in the river, and had now been

joined by another vessel. They were the

NtW OK LEANS AT THK PUUKl TIME.

from foe. The British field-artillery dared not

fire for fear of sweeping away Americans and

Englishmen by the same discharge. Prisoners

were taken on both sides, and often released at

once by the sudden rush of assistance. As both

armies spoke the same tongue a challenge was

of no avail, and till the deadly thrust or shot

came no man could be certain who stood in

front of him.

In the nature of things such fighting could

not be of long continuance. The Americans,

astonished by the vigour of the assault, gave

way, and were followed up for some distance
;

but the English officers strove to rally their

men, and to make them fall back to their first

position; and soon all but those who had fallen

were re-formed and concentrated. The Ameri-

cans had been repulsed on all sides, but the

fight had cost the English dearly, as, including

the loss from the fire of the ship, 46 were killed

Carolina and Louisiana. Safe from any MO
liation, their guns covered the shore and

effectually precluded any movement of the

English, who were obliged—hungry, cold, and

wearied—to seek shelter under the UvH from

the shower of projectiles which swept the

plain.

But meanwhile the rest of the army WJ>

landing, and hastening to join their comrade^

The roar of the cannon had been heard tar

over the waters of Lake Pontchartrain, an*«

had added energy to the strong arms tha

were pulling the boats. By nightfall on tbc

23rd the two brigades had both arrived on

the scene of battle, and had taken up ti««-

ground between the morass and the river, bttf

throwing back their left, so as to avoid thv

fire of the ships. The advanced guard could

at last be extricated from the trap into trhxh

it had fallen, and the night of the 24th was
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passed in quiet and in disheartened speculation

whether the advance could be resumed or not.

The responsibility of decision was, however,

removed from General Keane by the unexpected

arrival on the morning of the 25th of Sir

Edward Pakenham and General Gibbs, who had

been sent from England as first and second in

tonimand.

Let us see what had been the course of affairs

in New Orleans while the events just related

»ere occurring. At the time that the English

army was concentrating at Pine Island the

Jefence of the city still depended alone on
ihc small, half-organised force which General

jukson had found under his hand on his first

there was no military cohesion among them.

If the English advanced guard had pushed at

once on the city, instead of bivouacking during

the afternoon of the 23rd, they might possibly

have encountered no combined resistance, and

have overthrown the Americans in detachments.

But Keane's halt, however much it may possibly

be justified, gave Jackson the opportunity he

required, and enabled him to put all his men in

line. The Carolina and Louisiana were sent

down the river, with what result we have seen.

The land troops were hurried to meet the enemy
in the field, and the bitter struggle on the night

of the 23rd took place.

When Sir Edward Pakenham took over the

naL But on the 21st the long-expected

nforcements began to pour in. General

ffce—the numbers of his following terribly

iuccd by the toils of an unpreccdentedly

nd march—came at the head of mounted
nessee sharpshooters, hunter- .md pioneers

their youth. Colonel Hinds brought the

ippi Dragoons. On the 22nd General

1*1 Hot ilia arrived with a further body of

•cans, and, what was almost more
nit. a supply of muskets. The different

were not yet, htm ever, actually united

Me body, and when the sudden report

that General Keane had actually landed,

"11 wa> havon f. r a<;ai.n.vi

UAVONhl "
(f. 45^).

command of the English armv he found himself

in as unsatisfactory a position as could well fall

to the lot of any general. He found himself

committed to a course of action which he had

not initiated, and of which possibly he did not

approve. He found his force in a cramped posi-

tion, which offered no scope for the operations
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of highly trained and disciplined soldiers, and he
learned that its advanced guard had suffered,

if not a defeat, at least a very serious check.

If the end of the campaign was failure, he cer-

tainly should not be laden with all the blame.

Carefully he reconnoitred the situation, and
carefully he considered the state of affairs. It

was evident that no advance could be made as

long as the Carolina and Louisiana were able to

pour forth their murderous fire, and the night

of the 25th was employed in erecting on the

levte batteries armed with heavy ship-guns sent

from the fleet. When these opened with red-

hot shot on the morning of the 26th, the doom
of the Carolina was sealed, her crew escaped in

their boats, and she blew up. The Louisiana

effected her escape while her consort was the

sole object of the English artillery. Now that

the river was thus cleared, and the left flank of

his force was no longer exposed to destruction if

it moved forward on the road to New Orleans,

Pakenham made his dispositions for decisive

advance. He reorganised his army, dividing it

into two columns. That on the right—consist-

ing of the 4th, 2 1 st, 44th, and one West India

Regiment—he placed under command of General

Gibbs ; the other—comprising the 95th, 85th,

03rd, and the other West India regiment, with

all the available field-artillery, now increased to

ten guns—remained under General Keane, and

was to take the left of the line, while the

dragoons, few of whom were yet mounted,

furnished the guards to hospitals and stores.

But there was still much to do. Heavy guns,

stores, and ammunition had to be brought from

the distant fleet, the wounded had to be disposed

of, and the numberless requirements of provision

and protection for an army in the field had to

be attended to. For two days the English lav-

perforce inactive, though their outposts were ex-

posed to constant harassing and deadly attack

from the American sharpshooters and partisans.

In European war, by tacit convention, picquets

and sentries confined themselves to the duties of

watchfulness alone; but the riflemen of America

saw in every enemy's soldier a man to be killed

at any time, and they stalked individuals as they

would have stalked deer in their own backwoods,

slaying and wounding many, and causing anxiety

by the never-ceasing straggling fire.

At length all was ready for the long-delayed

advance, and on the bright, frosty morning of

the 28th the army began its march. Confidence

in a new commander of high reputation had

restored spirits to the men
;
cold, wet, hunger,

and broken rest were forgotten, and as the

enemy's advanced corps fell back before them,

hopes of conquest were renewed. Four or five

miles were traversed without opposition. On

the dead flat of the plain nothing could be seen

far in advanoe of the columns, and they had no

cavalry to scout in front and say what lay in their

path. Suddenly, where a few houses stood at a

turning in the road, the leading files came in

view of the foe's position. In their front was a

canal, extending from the morass on their left

towards the river on their right. Formidable

breastworks had been thrown up, powerful bat-

teries erected, while the Louisiana and some

gunboats moored in the Mississippi flanked their

right. Sudden and tremendous was the can

nonade, withering the musketry fire that buK

upon the English column and mowed down their

ranks. Red-hot shot set fire to the houses

which were near to them. Scorched by flame,

stifled with smoke, shattered by the close dis

charge, the infantry were, for the time, powerless,

and had to be withdrawn to either side of the

line of attack, and the artillery were hurried

forward to reply to the American guns. To no

purpose. The contest was too unequal. The

heavy guns in the batteries and the broadsides ct

the Louisiana destroyed the light English field-

pieces almost before they could come into action.

The infantry again pressed forward, only to find

themselves hopelessly checked by the canal.

Staggered, shaken, and disordered, the English

columns reeled under the blows which they had

received. A halt was ordered, and then, slowly,

sullenly, with sorrow, the whole force fell back

Again Sir Edward Pakenham found himselt

obliged to bivouac by the river side instead ol

occupying New Orleans, again he had to con-

sider how the determined American resistance

was to be overcome. The English bivouac was

formed two miles from the American lines. A

sorry place of rest it was. Once more the out

posts were exposed to the stealthy attacks of an

ever-vigilant, cunning, and active foe. Even

the main body was hardly secure, for, by giving

their guns a great elevation, the Americans were:

occasionally able to pitch their shot among the

camp fires.

The possibility of turning the enemy's left b\

penetrating the morass which protected it wu>

contemplated, but the idea had to be abandoned

as soon as conceived. In the meanwhile General

Jackson was vigorously at work in strengthening

his already strong position. Numerous part e-

could be seen labouring upon his lines, :ni daily
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reinforcements came in to swell the numbers of

their defenders. By the suggestion of Commo-
dore Patterson, a strong field-work was con-

structed on the opposite bank of the river, and

armed with heavy ship-guns, from which a

flanking fire could be poured on all the space

over which the English must attack. In view of

the many difficulties which presented themselves,

General Pakenham called a council of war,

which was attended by all the English naval and

military readers. It was impossible to carry the

American lines by assault, for their powerful

artillery would deal certain destruction to in-

fantry columns. To turn them was impossible,

and their defenders could not be induced by any

manoeuvring to leave their protection. The
council decided on the only other possible alter-

native—to treat them as a regular fortification,

and, by breaching batteries, to try to silence

^ome of their guns, and to make in them a

practicable gap, through which an entrance

might be effected.

To give effect to this resolution the 29th, 30th

and 31st December were employed in bringing

up heavy cannon, accumulating a supply of

ammunition, and making preparations as for a

regular siege. When these arrangements were
complete—arrangements which demanded the

most strenuous and unremitting toil from every-

one, from the general in command to the

humblest private soldier—hesitation had no
place and delay was at an end. Under cover of

mght, on the 31st, half of the army stole silently

to the front, passing the picquets, and halted

within 300 yards of the American lines. Here a

chain of works was rapidly marked out, the

greater part of the detachment piled their fire-

locks, and addressed themselves vigorously to

work with pick and shovel, while the remainder
stood by armed and ready for their defence. So
nlently and to such good purpose was the work
performed, that before the day dawned six bat-

teries were completed, in which were mounted
thirty pieces of heavy ordnance.

The morning of the 1st January, 1815, broke
dark and gloomy. A thick mist obscured the

*un, and, even at a short distance, no objects

u.uld be seen distinctly. The English gunners
:<kx1 anxiously by their pieces, and the whole of

the infantry were formed hard by, ready to rush

»:ito the breach which they hoped to see made.

Slowly, very slowly, the mist at length rolled

away, and the American camp was fully exposed
to view. As yet unconscious of the near pre-

sence of the thirty muzzles which were ready to

belch forth their contents, the Americans were

seen on parade. Bands were playing, colours

flying, and there was no preparation for imme-
diate deadly struggle. Suddenly the English

batteries opened, and the scene was changed.

There was a moment of dire confusion, a disso-

lution of the ordered masses which stood ready

for review by their general. The batteries were

unmanned, the pieces silent. But, though the

English salvo was unexpected, there was no real

unreadiness to resist and to reply to its stern

challenge. The American corps fell quickly

into their positions in the line of defence, their

artillery, after brief delay, opened with rapidity

and precision, the furious cannonade on both

sides rent the air with its thunder, and battery

answered battery with storm of shot and shell.

Heavy as was the attackers' fire, however, it

produced comparatively little effect on the solid

earthworks of the defence, while the numerous
guns which Jackson had mounted, aided by the

flanking fire from the works on the opposite

bank of the river, were crushing in their power.

Hour after hour the duel continued, and yet no
advantage was gained which would warrant

Pakenham in hurling his infantry at the forti-

fications that stood in their front. The English

ammunition began to fail and their fire slackened,

while that of the Americans redoubled in vigour;

and towards evening it became evident that

another check had been suffered, and that again

the invading army must fall back.

Dire was the mortification in the English

ranks, bitter the murmurs that spread from man
to man. The army had endured hardships with

cheerfulness, they had undertaken severest toil

with alacrity, but they had thought that victory

was their due, and still they encountered re-

peated defeat. Now their encampment was open

to the enemy's unremitting fire, and advance

or retreat seemed equally impossible. But

Pakenham had some, at least, of the best quali-

ties of a leader. He refused to lose heart, and

adopted a plan which well merited success by its

boldness, and whose ultimate failure was in no
way to be credited to any laxity on his part.

He had recognised that the enemy's flanking

battery on the right bank of the Mississippi was

his greatest obstacle, and he conceived the idea

of sending a strong force across the river, which

should carry this battery by assault and turn its

guns against the Americans themselves, while a

simultaneous attack should be delivered directly

upon the entrenchments. To do this, however,

a sufficient number of boats must be provided,
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and it was necessary to cut a canal from the

Bayou Bienvenu wide and deep enough to float

the ships' launches now in the lake. Upon this

arduous undertaking the whole of the force

was at once set to work. Day and night the

labour was carried on
;

relay after relay of

soldiers took up the task, and by January 6th

it was accomplished. No better means could

have been taken to restore the spirits of the

men than the imposing of work, however hard,

which seemed to promise a definitely favourable

influence on their fortunes. Discouragement

and forebodings were still further dissipated by

the unexpected arrival of Major-General I-ambert

with the 7th and 43rd, two fine battalions, each

mustering 800 effective men. Further reinforce-

ments of marines and seamen also joined,

bringing the English fighting strength up to

nearly 6,000. At the same date, General Jackson

had probably about 12,000 under his command.
It has been said that the canal from the bayou

to the river was finished on the 6th, and no

time was lost in carrying out the plan of which

it was so great a factor. Boats were ordered up

for the conveyance of 1,400 men, and Colonel

Thornton, with the 85th, the marines, and a

party of sailors, was appointed to cross the river.

But ill-fortune still dogged the English general,

still it seemed fated that his best-laid plans

should be frustrated by accident. The soil

through which the canal was dug being soft, part

of the bank gave way, choking the channel

and frustrating the passage of the heaviest boats.

These, in turn, impeded others, and, instead

of a numerous flotilla, only sufficient for about

350 men reached their destination, and even

these did not arrive at the time appointed.

It was intended that Colonel Thornton's force

should cross the Mississippi immediately after

dark on the evening of the 7th. They were to

carry the enemy's battery and point the guns on

Jackson's lines before daybreak on the 8th. The
discharge of a rocket was to give them the

signal to commence firing, and also was to let

loose the rest of the army in a direct attack.

The disposition for this direct attack was as

follows:—(ieneral Keane, with the Q>th, the

light companies of the 21st, 4th, and 44th, and

the two West India regiments, was to make a

demonstration on the enemy's right ; General

Gibbs, with the 4th, 21st, 44th, and q^rd should

force their left ; whilst General Lambert, with

the 7th and 43rd, remained in reserve. Scaling-

ladders and fascines were provided to fill the

ditch and mount the wall ; and the honourable

duty of carrying them to the point of attack

was allotted to the 44th, as being the regiment

most experienced in American war. It was

hoped that the fate of New Orleans would be

sealed on the 8th January.

While the rest of the army laid down to sleep

on the night of the 7th, Colonel Thornton, with

1,400 men, moved to the river's brink But the

boats had not arrived. Hour after hour passed

before any came, and then so few were they that

only the 85th, with about 50 seamen—in all 340

men—could be embarked. The duty admitted

of no hesitation or delay, and Colonel Thornton,

with his force thus sadly weakened, pushed off.

The loss of time was irreparable. It was nearly

dawn ere they quitted the canal, and they

should have been on the opposite bank six

hours earlier. In vain they made good their

landing without opposition
;
day had broken,

the signal rocket was seen in the air, and they

were still four miles from the battery which

ought long before to have been in their hands.

Before daylight the main body was formed in

advance of the picquets, ready for the concerted

attack. Eagerly they listened for the expected

sound of firing, which should show that Thornton

was doing his work
; but they listened in vain.

Nor did Pakenham's plan fail him in this respect

alone. The army, in its stern array, was ready

for the assault, but not a ladder or a fascine was

in the field. The 44th, who had been appointed

to bring them, had misunderstood or disobeyed

their orders, and were now at the head of

the column without the means of crossing

the enemy's ditch or mounting his parapet.

Naturally incensed beyond measure, the general

galloped to Colonel Mullens, who led the 44th,

and bade him return with his regiment for the

ladders ; but the opportunity for using them

was lost, and when they were at last brought

up they were scattered useless over the field

bv the demoralised bearers.

The order to advance had been given, and.

leaving the 44th behind them, the other regi-

ments rushed to the assault. On the left a

portion of the 21st, under the gallant Rennie.

carried a battery, but, unsupported and attacked

in turn by overpowering numbers of the enemy,

they were driven back with terrible loss. The

rest of the 21st, with the 4th, supported by the

Q3rd, pushed with desperate bravery into the

ditch, and, in default of the ladders, strove to

scale the rampart by mounting on each other's

shoulders—and some, indeed, actually effected

an entrance into the enemy's works. But, all
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too few for the task, they were quickly over-

powered and slain, or taken prisoners. The
xhhering fire that swept the glacis mowed down

the attacking columns by companies. Vainly

vn the most desperate courage displayed. Un-
seen themselves, the defenders of the entrench-

ments fired at a distance of a few yards into the

their head, he called for Colonel Mullens* to lead

them forward, but he was not to be found at his

post. Placing himself at their head, the general

prepared to lead them in person; but his horse

was struck by a musket-ball, which also gave him

a slight wound. He mounted another horse, and

again essayed to lead the 44th, when again he

"THEY STROVE TO SCALE THE RAMi'AK V [f. 456}.

>ng that stood helplessly exposed, while the

uns on the other side of the river—yet un-

ed—kept up a deadlv cannonade. Never

English soldiers died to so little profit,

r has so heavy a loss been so little avenged.

Sit Edward Pakenham saw his troops in con-

ion, and the wavering in effort which ever

retudes hopeless flight. All that a gallant

Kfer could do was done by him. The 44th had
'>me up, but in so great disorder that little could

<• hoped from such a battalion. Hiding to

was hit. Death took him before he had tasted

the full bitterness of defeat, and he fell into the

arms of his aide-de-camp. Nor did General

Gibbs and General Keane fail to do their duty

as English soldiers. Riding through the ranks,

they strove to restore order and to encourage

the failing energy of the attack, till both were

wounded and were borne from the field. Their

leaders gone, and ignorant of what should be

• Colonel Mullens was subsequently tried by court-

martial and cashiered.
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done, small wonder if the troops first halted,

then began slowly to retire, and then betook

themselves to disordered flight. Great as was

th^ disaster, its results might have been even

more crushing than they were but that the 7th

and 43rd, presenting an unbroken, steadfast front,

prevented any attempt on the part of the enemy
to quit the shelter of their lines in pursuit.

We left Colonel Thornton and his 340 men on

the right bank of the Mississippi, and four miles

from the battery which they had been detailed to

take, and whose power was so severely felt by

the main body of the English army.

They had seen the signal-rocket which told

that their comrades were about to attack, and

late though they were, they pressed forward to

do their share of the day's operations. A strong

American outpost was encountered, but it could

not withstand the rush of the 85th, and fled in

confusion. The position where the battery was

mounted was reached, and to less daring men
than Colonel Thornton and his little following

might have seemed impregnable. Like their

countrymen on the other side, the Americans,

1,500 in number, were strongly entrenched, a

ditch and thick parapet covering their front.

Two field-pieces commanded the road, and flank-

ing fire swept the ground over which any attack

must be made. The assailants had no artillery,

and no fascines or ladders by means of which

to pass the entrenchment. But, unappalled by

superior numbers, undeterred by threatening

obstacles, the English formed for immediate

assault. The 85th extended across the whole

line ; the seamen, armed with cutlasses as for

boarding, prepared to storm the battery, and the

few marines remained in reserve. The bugle

sounded the advance. The sailors gave the wild

cheer that has so often told the spirit and deter-

mination of their noble service, and rushed for-

ward. They were met and momentarily checked

by a shower of grape and cannister, but again

they pressed on. The 85th dashed forward to

their aid in the face of a heavy fire of musketry,

and threatened the parapet at all points. From

both sides came an unremitting discharge ; but

the English, eager to be at close quarters, began

to mount the parapet. The Americans, seized

with sudden panic, turned and fled in hopeless

rout, and the entrenchment, with eighteen

pieces of cannon, was taken. Too late! Tbcst

very guns had been able already to take their

part in dealing destruction to Sir Edward Paken

ham's morning attack, and if they were now

taken—if their defenders were dispersed—they

had done all that they were wanted to do.

Even yet, if the disaster to the British main body

had not been so complete and demoralising.they

might have been turned upon Jackson's lineta&d

covered a second assault ; but this was not tobt

General Lambert, on whom had fallen the com-

mand of all that remained of the army, resolved

—perhaps, under the circumstances, with wisdom
^—to make no further attempts on New Orieam.

To withdraw his army was, in any case, difficult;

another defeat would have rendered it impas-

sible
;
and, as the Americans had gained c<*

fidence in proportion as the English had lost it.

defeat was only too probable. In the last fatal

action nearly 1,500 officers and men had fallen,

including two generals, for General Gibbs had

only survived his wound for a few hours. The

English dead lay in piles upon the plain—a sac*

rifice to faulty generalship, and even more to 1

course of relentless ill-fortune. Of the Americans
|

who had so gallantly defended their country,
j

eight only were killed and fourteen wounded.

Alas ! that electricity did not then exist to

prevent so great a sacrifice of honour and life

;

for the preliminaries of peace between Englaad

and the United States had been sig.ied in Europe

before the campaign of New Orleans was begun.

A BAYOU OF THE MISSISSI ITI.
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IT
was in the second month of the siege of

Paris. The pigeon post had brought in

news of the gathering of armies on the

Ixire and in the North destined to come

the rescue of the beleaguered capital ;
but, so

ur. there were many hopes but few signs of the

promised succour. The iron ring of the German
-lcgc-works cut off the city so effectually from

the rest of France that it was only at long in-

tervals that some daring adventurer succeeded

in passing the enemy's outposts and bringing

to the besieged tidings of what was passing just

outside the German lines of investment.

On Sunday morning, November 13th, at the

outposts near Creteil to the south-east of Paris,

a sentry challenged a man who had crept up to

hi> post half-seen in the grey light of the dawn.
The man answered the challenge in French, and

declared that he was a farmer of Valenton who
had, at the risk of his life, passed the German
""entries in the dark in order to bring important

news into the city. He refused to give his infor-

mation to anyone but the governor, General

Trochu, or one of his staff-officers. He was at

bat brought to the headquarters at the I^ouvre,

there Trochu gave him an interview. The
farmer said that for the last three days the

''trmans had seemed anxious and uneasy. He
had heard them talking among themselves
of something serious that bad occurred at

Orleans : the force holding the villages to the

*mth of Paris had been reduced, and the troops

thus withdrawn had marched away to the south-

wards. Trochu discussed the news with General
ftucrot, his most trusted colleague during the

They agreed that it was most probable

fat the new French army of the Loire was
advancing and pressing the Prussians seriously,

and that it had perhaps even won a victory

near Orleans.

Next day all uncertainty was at an end. A

pigeon arrived from Tours bringing a despatch

from Gambetta, and soon all Paris was reading

it, for it was posted on the walls with a pro-

clamation from the Governor. This was the

good news :

—

•• Gambetta to Trochu.
" Tours. NevemIfr nth, 1*70.

" The Army of the Loire, under the orders of General

Aurelle de Paladines. took Orleans yesterday, after two
days' fighting. Our losses in killed and wounded do
not exceed 2.000. Those of the enemy are heavier.

We have made more than a thousand prisoners, and
the pursuit is adding to the number. We have
taken two Prussian guns, twenty waggon-loads of

ammunition, and a great quantity of carts laden with pro-

visions and stores. The chief fighting was round Coul-

miers on the 9th. The <
!/an of the troops is remarkable,

notwithstanding the wretched weather.'"

Paris was wild with joy. At last it had been

proved that the Prussians were not invincible

!

The new armies that had arisen at the call of

the Republic had done what the legions of

the Empire had failed to accomplish. They
were pressing on to the rescue of the capital ;

surely the time was come when the army of

Paris should burst through the German besieg-

ing lines, and join hands with the victorious

soldiers of the south and west. The very name
of Orleans seemed of good augury. Was it not

at Orleans that Jeanne d'Arc had won her first

triumph over another invader ? Might one not

hope that again the tide of war had turned in

favour of France at the same historic spot ?

The newspapers all called for a grand sortie

against the German lines. Everyone felt that

the decisive moment was coming—that the fate

of Paris and of France would be decided within

the next few weeks, or even days. On the

18th there arrived a despatch from Gambetta

calling on Trochu to co-operate with the re-

lieving armies by acting vigorously against the

Germans before Paris, and so preventing them
from detaching any more troops to the help of
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their armies in the provinces. The generals in

Paris were already preparing to act. They had

been arranging for a sortie across the Seine from

the west of the city, with a view to breaking

through the investing lines to the north-west.

But now, with a victorious army pressing on

the Germans to the southwards, they decided

on changing the direction of the blow ; and

though to the last moment the change of plans

was kept secret, and attempts were made to lead

the Germans to still expect an attack on the side

of Mount Valerien, General Ducrot was directed

by Trochu to concentrate

all the best troops in

Paris for a sortie to the

southwards, across the

Marne, just above the

point where it joins the

Seine.

The ground in this

direction was eminently

favourable for such an

enterprise. The German
line of investment ran

across the Marne near

Noisy-le-Grand, followed

the river bank near Brie,

and then ran across a

swell of rising ground to

Champigny, the river be-

tween these two villages

curving away sharply

towards Paris, the pe-

ninsula thus formed

being about a mile and

a quarter across. The
fort of Nogent, on the

French side of the Marne north of the curve,

commanded the ground within it, and crossed

its fire with the guns of the redoubt of St. Maur
south of the curve. At the western end of the

space thus enclosed the French held Joinville.

If they crossed the river here under cover of the

guns at Nogent and St. Maur, they might hope

to turn the Prussian outposts out of Brie and

Champigny, hold the neck of the peninsula

while reinforcements crossed in their rear, and

then break through the German lines in their

front, their retreat across the river being fairly

secure in the event of a disaster. The Marne,

before joining the Seine, makes a second and
still sharper curve round the height of St.

Maur, and a canal cuts across the loop, pass-

ing under the hill by a short tunnel. This

passage, known as the Canal of St. Maur,

GENERAL CLl.MENT-1 HOMAs.

played an important part in the plans for the

sortie.

The ground about the loops of the Marne,

which was destined to be the scene of one of the

fiercest and most prolonged struggles of the

siege of Paris, was not so built over as it is at

the present time ; but it was a suburban rather

than a country district, with numerous roads,

detached houses, walled parks and gardens, and

plantations, so that there was abundance of

cover. The large walled parks of Villiers and

Coeuilly had been put in a state of defence by

the Germans, the walk

being loopholed and the

gates barricaded. The

park walls stood a little

back from the edge of

the plateau on which

the villages of the same

name are built. This

line of high ground

formed the main posi-

tion of the Germans,

their outposts being

nearer the river in Brie-

sur-Marne and Cham-

pigny.

Nearly a fortnight was

spent by the French in

preparing for their great

effort. There were to

be several false attacks,

to mislead the Germans

and prevent them from

moving troops to rein-

force the position actu-

ally assailed—a position

held by portions of the Wurtemberg and the

1 2th Saxon Corps. These false attacks were to

be made by the troops under General Vinoy's

direction, but all the best regiments in Paris

were formed into a field-army under Ducrot.

In all, there were three armies organised in

Paris during November. The " First Army

"

consisted of the National Guard, under General

Clement-Thomas, afterwards one of the first

victims of the Commune. Clement-Thomas was

rather a politician than a soldier. He had no

record of service, and the hundreds of thousands

under his command were rightly described as

mostly mere " men with muskets." They had,

generally, very little fight in them. They drilled

in Paris
;
they drew their pay and rations ;

they

mounted guard at the ramparts (which no one

attacked) ; and the Government did not venture
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to put them in line of battle until the closing

days of the siege, when they were marched out

10 be shown what a battle really was, and for

the most part they behaved very badly.

The " Second Army, " under Ducrot, was com-
posed of very different materials. The infantry

«cre made up of the 35th and 42nd of the line,

*ho had been withdrawn from Rome at the

outset of the war, and the line regiments that

hid formed Vinoy's corps, which he had saved

from the catastrophe of Sedan by his splendid

retreat from Mezieres. These were nearly all

the troops of the line that were now left to

the Seine and Marne sent their contingents, but

of the Parisian battalions not one was to take

part in the main operation for the rescue of the

capital. The M Second Army " was divided into

three corps—the first under General Blanchard,

the second under General Renault (a distin-

guished soldier of Africa), and the third under

General d'Exea. A cavalry division, under

General de Champeron, was partly made up of

old soldiers, partly of new levies. Altogether

Ducrot had about 120,000 men under his

command, the pick of the army of Paris.

The M Third Army," under General Vinoy,

THE BROKEN BXIDGE AT JOINVU.LE.

; nice—all the rest had been made prisoners

»t Metz, Sedan, Strasburg, and elsewhere. To
bring their numbers up to war strength and
repair their losses men had been drafted into

them from the depots, and to these had been
»d<ied reservists who had been late in joining

heir proper regiments. A Zouave regiment thus

"rmed was largely made up of recruits ; it was
5ngaded with the 136th of the line. The rest of

he infantry consisted of thirty-three battalions

* mobiles, drafted in from the provinces—the

foe battalions of the West, the men of Brittany

Bid La Vendue, Normans from the neighbour-

bood of Rouen, sturdy countryfolk from Orleans,

he men of the central plateau from the Cote
1'Or, and fiery, dark-eyed volunteers of the
^outh from Languedoc. The upper valleys of

was composed of very various elements. One
brigade was formed chiefly of gendarmerie and

the dep6t troops of the old Imperial Guard; a

second was made up of custom-house officers and

men of the State forest service, with the depot

troops of two line regiments. Two line regi-

ments and two brigades of sailors and marines

supplied further excellent material ; and the

other battalions were formed of mobiles from the

provinces and regiments of volunteers picked

from the Paris National Guard. This army
was organised as a single corps of six divisions.

In the first days of the siege, when the de-

fenders of Paris were in a very excited frame of

mind, and full of the idea that the best way to

resist the Prussians was to recklessly destroy

their own property in the neighbourhood of the
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capital, the fine bridge which cro^^ed the Marne
at Joinvillc had been blown up. its central arch

being destroyed and the debris forming a kind

of rough dam acro*5 the stream. This bridge-

would have been invaluable for the sortie, but as

it was broken temporary means of crowing had

to be substituted; and as over IOO.OOO men had

to pass the river, several such bridges would be

necessary. The material for these was collected

on the Seine within the walls of Paris, and it

was decided that on the very eve of battle it

should be towed through the tunnel of the

canal of St. Maur into the Marne. Thus up to

the very la^t moment the preparations for the

sortie would be concealed from the enemy. In

order to add to the already powerful array of

heavy artillery that swept the banks of the

Marne, the plateau of Avron was to be seized on
the eve of the sortie, and heavy naval artillery

placed in battery there by the sailors, EO as to be

ready to open fire at dawn. Ducrot concen-

trated his army near the scene of action in the

last week of November. His first and second

corps (Blanchard and Renault) bivouacked near

Joinvillc and in the park and wood of V'in

cennes. The third corps (d'Exea) concentrated

to the south of Nf gent. To the north of it

gathered the troops destined for the ciup-de-

main against Mont Avron. Southwards, west-

wards, and northwards, at various points, Vinoy
placed in position the detachments that were to

make the false attacks. It was a whole series of

battles that were thus being prepared, and
Ducrot \s army was accompanied by an immense
train of waggons destined to convey its ammuni-
tion and other supplies in the event of its

breaking through. The regular ambulances of

the army were ordered to follow well to the rear,

and reserve themselves for the further stages ol

the march towards the Loire; while the wounded
of the sortie were succoured by the ambulances

of the various Parisian volunteer Red Cross

societies, and by floating ambulances established

on river steamers, which could convey the

wounded rapidly and smoothly by water to the

central hospitals of Paris.

Proclamations from Trochu and Ducrot were

posted on the walls, announcing that a great

effort was to be made. Ducrot's, issued at the

last moment, ended with the somewhat melo-

dramatic phrase: " I will return either dead or

victorious." The gates were closed, and no one

was allowed to pass the ramparts, the object of

this precaution being to prevent possible v,pies

from conveying information to the Prussians.

All Paris soon kz» w^cre tie blow would Ul.

for the march c-i Du -::"* troops to Yioceano

and Nogent took soot davs. And was accom-

panied by so much noisy display that everyone**

attention was attracted to zbe great concentri-

tion that was in progress. Finally, on the etc

of the sortie, the forts all round the circle of the

fortifications poured a storm of shells agaiac

the German lines. This wild firing dad very

little harm, and while hardly eacvtin^ anything

in the way of preparing the ground far tic

morrows fight, it cenainiy served to keep the

besiegers on the qui r irs.

Yet, with ail this, Ducrot persuaded bimset

that he was keeping the secret of his efflerpree.

He wrote out his orders at first with blanks for

the names and dates, only filling in these on tk

day before the battle, the zilh of November

being selected for the great s< rtie These orie^

were far too complicated. While the German

commanders in France in 1*70 contented

themselves with broadly indicating to their sub-

ordinates what they wanted done, and left to

the commanders of corps, divisions, and brigade

great latitude in arranging the details of attad

or defence, the French commanders seem 1

have had a mania for drawing up detailed rx»

grammes of their battles, in which even' nw*

ment was carefully defined as to hour, place, and

numbers to be employed, with the result that it

any part of the programme failed to come A
all the subsequent movements which depended

on such or such an occurrence being noted bi

a corps commander were likelv to be left ua

executed. Ducrot's main idea was that \\i<m

having been seized during the night, and x\ed|

pontoon bridges thrown across the Mann <

and above Joinville, in the early morning wh3e

the Prussians were distracted bv the false attack*]

and the immediate field of battle was swept br

the guns of St. Maur on the right, and Nogeat

and Avron on the left, Renault and Blanchai^

were to cross the Marne and attack Brie aril

Champigny first, and then the heights be\ «4

d'Exea watching their progress from the ng-Ji

bank above the bend, and, when certain p-inj

were reached by the French attack, crosMnf

on the flank and rear of the German iine*

or supporting the French left by immediate

reinforcing it.

On the evening of the 28th everything w»

supposed to be ready. Ducrot came doan r->

Joinville to watch the throwing across ol the

bridges, and Trochu was close at hand at Nogent

All round Paris the forts were blazing with th:
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dashes of their heavy guns, and the long rocket-

l:ke trails of their shells lit up the sky- North

Nugent, through the cold and rainy evening,

1,000 mobiles were tramping across the valley

and up the slopes of Avron, scouts feeling the

way in front, and behind long teams of cart-

horses tugging at the heavy guns which the

>ai!<>rs were to place in position. Through the

dirk tunnel of St. Maur came the first of the

:1c tug-boats with the pontoons and frame-

work of one of the bridges trailing behind it.

Engineers were at work on the Joinville bridge.

They had thrown some more stones down on
the rubbish heap under the central arch, and

:i the mound thus formed had fixed wooden
trestles and constructed a foot-bridge. The
Reamer, with its train of pontoons, made for the

-rJi nearer the bank on the Joinville side of the

stream. Under the arch the river was rushing

down with a loud ripple that suggested that the

stream was in flood. The steamer tried to pass

through the arch, but the current first held her

and then swept her down below the bridge.

Behind her other boats arrived. The river was
black w ith the great mass of pontoons and boats.

1 i.ghts flickered here and there, but not many,
for it would be dangerous to arouse the attention

the Germans, away in those villages on the

kit bank. The attempt to pass the bridge was
renewed. It failed again. Then despairing

efforts were put forth, but apparently with little

method or intelligence. After a while it was
realised that so much time had been lost that,

:u-n if the materials could be got through, the

nght bridges could not be completed before

daybreak. In the small hours of the morning
the engineers announced to Ducrot that the

river was in flood. The attempt must be put
' ft for another day. The bridge material was
hidden away, partly behind the island at Join-

ville, partly in the tunnel and the canal. A
hurried council of war was held. Would it not

K better to stop the false attacks ? There was
--me hesitation. Then it was resolved to allow
the generals to act, and to add one more to a

night of mischances it was not till next morning
thai the commanders of the various detachments

off for these minor sorties were informed
that the main effort had been deferred for

t«tnty-four hours.

And now comes the strangest part of the story.
I: has been proved since then that there was
1

' Hood in the Marne that night. The rush of

*atcr under the Joinville bridge had been aug-
mented by the ill-directed efforts of the engineers,

who had added to the mass of debris that blocked

the middle of the stream. Men who knew their

business would have rather tried to clear away

the obstruction under the broken arch before

they brought up their heavy convoy of bridge

material. The mistake was fatal to the success

of the whole operation.

At Avron all had gone well, and in the early

morning the naval guns, worked by Admiral

Saisset's blue-jackets, opened on the German
posts across the Marne. Out to the south-west

of Paris, across the loops of the river, Vinoy

and Admiral Pothuau stormed the advanced

Prussian posts at Choisy and at the big cattle

station on the railway near the village. Else-

where there were minor sorties. The roar of

guns from Avron at first confirmed Vinoy in his

belief that all was going well with Ducrot. At

the barriers of Paris anxious crowds waited for

the news of a great victory. Tidings came that

Mont Avron had been occupied, that success had

crowned Vinoy's arms at Choisy. The first

wounded were brought in along the river by the

steamers. But there was no news of the crossing

of the Marne. At last came the chilling an-

nouncement that the one serious operation of

the day had been put off. Something was wrong

with the bridges. So Vinoy and his colleagues

abandoned the ground they had won, sad at the

thought of useless sacrifices made, and blood

shed freely, because 44 someone had blundered."

With the early twilight of the November
evening work was resumed at Joinville, and the

bridge material was got past the broken bridge,

chiefly through the channel behind the island.

In the small hours of the 30th the bridges were

ready, and before dawn the strong columns

began slowly to cross. The temperature had

fallen suddenly, and it was bitterly cold, but with

the frost there had come fog, which favoured

the march of the besieged, and would have

concealed their movements still better if the

cannonade from the forts had not been resumed.

It was hoped the noise would prevent the

Germans from hearing the approach of their

foes. Perhaps it did. Perhaps they thought

that the weak sorties of the previous day in-

dicated the collapse of the great French effort

to break their lines. In any case, it seems to be

fairly clear that while they had been on the qui

vivc all through the 2Qth, they felt a little more

secure on the morning of the 30th. The Saxons
,

were to relieve the Wurtembergers at the out-

posts across the peninsula of the Marne that

morning, the latter handing over the care of
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Brie and Champigny to the former about 6.30,

while it was still quite dark. This was again

lucky for the French, for the Saxons did not

know their way about in the villages. The
107th Infantry held Champigny, and their

patrols were searching the roads towards the

bend of the river, when about half-past seven,

just as it was beginning to get brighter, one of

them rushed breathless into the village, calling

out that at least four P'rench battalions were

coming on after him.

The alarm was sounded through the village,

but the French were into

the western end of its

main street, and, driving

the Saxons before them,

they gradually cleared

the place, and by eight

o'clock held the whole

of it. The German gar-

rison consisted only of

three companies, or about

500 men, and it was no

discredit to them that

they had to give way
before the French

column, but it looks as

if they might have kept

a better watch to their

front, and discovered

somewhat earlier that a

whole army was pouring

across the bridges. If the

sortie had come the day

before there would have

been only a brigade of

Wurtembergers in posi-

tion to meet it. Now, besides the Saxons in the

first line, the Wurtembergers whom they had

relieved were close at hand, and gallopers were

sent off to bring them back.

To the left of Champigny another column,

linesmen and mobiles of the western depart-

ments, advanced through the village of La
Plante into the little valley of the Lande, passed

the smoking limekilns outside Champigny, and

pushed on to the barricaded embankment of the

Mulhousc railway, the Germans falling back

before it, a thin firing line, that was reinforced

as it withdrew. On the higher ground, behind

the Germans, a battery came into action, and

one of its first shells, bursting on the railway

line, wounded General Renault, shattering his

leg. Renault was a soldier of the old school.

Though a corps commander, he insisted on

being in front of one of his divisions, and he hid

told his men that their best plan was not to fire,

but to press on with the bayonet. He died four

days after the battle. Boissonet, who com-

manded his artillery, was killed by another shell

soon after the fall of his chief. But though the

German fire was becoming heavier, and there

were serious losses in the dense marching

columns that crowded the peninsula, the fat

rush had been successful. The railway had bees

crossed, and the French tirailleurs were dafHf

up the hollow of the Lande valley, toward* the

plateau of Villiea Morr

to the left Brie, as the

river bank, had ben

stormed, the German

giving way before flft

rior numbers, and effect

ing their retreat with

difficulty-

And now the French

began to press forwud

against the heights 4

Villiers and Coeuilh/.a^

the resistance becaflt

more se r ious. More thl

once they gained w
edge of the plateau cdr

to be driven back by thtl

storm of bullets from thtl

loopholed park wd|M
Artillery brought up Dl

close quarters might

have cleared away these

obstacles, but only a bat-

tery of mitrailleuses was

available, and its streaa

of balls produced no effect on bricks and mortar.

The brave captain who brought it into actio*

was killed beside one of his pieces. Up to not*

no impression whatever had been made on tht

second German line.

Meanwhile, across the river to the south-west,

another French column had marched out U

Creteil and attacked the Germans in Meslev

onlv to be driven back with the loss, ain««|

oilier-, ot its commander, General Lacbv

l.i Ch.ivrure, who was shot down while cbcvi

on hi> men within titty vard> of the Pruv

line. To the north of Paris another attack »-

in. ule from St. Denis, and obtained temp«

possession of Epinay. These and other r

attacks prevented the German staff at Vcfsasl

from rapidly reinforcing the position *

Diicrot was assailing. They did not te%id
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till the middle ot the day as to which was the

main attack.

It was only after one o'clock that D'Exta

hrought bis corps into action, crossing the river

by the bridges north of Brie and pressing the

German right. An earlier attack might have

had serious results tor the besiegers. As it was,

the effect of his advance was to renew the fierce

onslaught upon Villiers. The 107th and 136th

cf the line, the Mobiles of the Seine and Marne,

the Bretons of Morbihan, and the 4th Zouaves

threw their lives away recklessly in the attempt

to gain a footing on the plateau. Three times

the firing line of the Zouaves pressed close up to

the north-west corner of the park of Villiers, and

three times they fell back, leaving at last nearly

all their officers and half the rank and file strew-

ing the ground, killed and wounded. At four

the sun set red in the cloudy western sky, and

the darkness came on 'rapidly, the French

drawing off to the villages they had won, and

bivouacking for the night on the frozen ground,

without blankets or even overcoats to cover

them ; for by order of Ducrot all these impedi-

menta had been left with the train on the other

side of the river to lighten the load ot the men
— a blunder for which they had to pay dearly.

Over 100,000 French had been in action, and

about 26,000 Germans had successfully held the

fortified heights against them. But still the

French had won ground which the Germans
held in the morning, and in so tar they might

claim a success. About 2,000 Germans and

3,000 French had fallen in the fight.

There is an old saying about " lying like a

bulletin," and the bulletin despatched that night

from the royal headquarters at Versailles was

anything but truthful. This was what King

William sent by wire to Queen Augusta :—

•• Royal Headquarters. Versailles.

" November 30M. 1870

"Today important sorties were made on the east of

Paris against the WurtemberRers and Saxons at Bon-

ncuil sur-Marne. Champtgny. and Villiers, which were

captured by the French and afterwards recaptured by our

own troops with the aid of our "th Brigade. Before night-

fall less important sorties were made simultaneously to-

wards the north-east at St Denis against the Guards and

4th Army Corps. I was unable to leave Versailles, as I

desired to remain in the centre
William. 1

Not a word to show that on this Monday evening

the German headquarters were seriously anxious

about the situation, seeing that, so far from the

villages on the Marne being recaptured, they

were held by the French, who were bu*y forti-

fying the ground they had won. True, the V
sieged had not broken out. The attack> on the

plateau of Villiers and Coeuilly had been re-

pulsed, but it was also true that the French had

not been driven from the ground they had woo

in their first onset. The fact is that up till

now the German staff had sent out true informa-

tion as to the progress of the war because it had

gone in their favour ; but the truth about the

fighting on the Marne was suppressed tor three

days, and a false version of the story was offiriaHv

put in circulation. It may be that the old kmc

was himself deceived by the staff. Of Pod-

bielski—the adjutant-general who was rtspco

sible for the official communiques — Generil

Beauchamp Walker, the English attache at tk

royal headquarters, wrote a few dap law:

—"Podbielski told an official lie which is a

disgrace to our profession."

The news of the first day's battle wis sect

out of Paris by a balloon on the night betwoai

November 30th and December 1st. It fell x

Palais, in Morbihan, the following morning, *ad

the tidings of what was represented as a cc»

plete victory were telegraphed to Tours aai

thence all over France. The despatch was

»

brief that it led to a most serious misundr-

standing. It announced that Ducrot had >-*

cessfully crossed the Marne and defeated

Germans, and that the French had taken B'<;

Champigny, and Epinay. The mention 4

Epinay was particularly unfortunate. Gambvial

supposed that the place mentioned wu» txd

Epinay-sur-Seine, but Epinay-sur-Orge, a

day's journey towards the Loire. He annou' ^fl

that the Army of Paris was in full march !*

Orleans, and against the advice of his geiKnifi

he insisted on the Army of the Loire, whidfl

had just received a serious check at Beaufcl

la-Rolande. advancing at all hazards against tin

army of Prince Frederick Charles. The r^JH

was widespread disaster. Two words addtxi m
the name in the despatch would have prevent*!

the possibility of mistake.

To return to the battlefield, hundreds of :m
wounded died of the bitter cold in the ejHjj

hours of the 1st of December. The soldiers A
Ducrot's army, huddled together waiting for rid

dawn, were chilled through and through, w tbaSl

sleep was barely possible, and numbers of tbaB

who lay on the ground awoke frost-bitten e» ^
seriously ill that they had to be carried to tij

ambulances. There was little ammunition iiM

in the men's pouches, and before dayhgbt 4
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Thursday, December 1st, Ducrot and Trochu had

decided that it would not be possible to renew

the attack on the German lines till Friday. So

the Thursday was spent by the French in renew-

ing their supplies of ammunition, rapidly fortify-

ing Brie and Champigny, entrenching the ground

between the two villages, carrying off the

wounded, and burying the dead. A truce was

inunged for these latter purposes in the after-

mon. Nor were the Germans less busy. They
hid expected to be attacked at dawn. When
'he earlv hours passed without an advance on

:/jc parr of the French, they employed this

•>pite in strengthening their hold on the

I'ffiwn plateau. General Fransecky took com-

p.nnd of the lines facing the loops of the Marne,

ind reinforced the Saxons and Wurtembergers

with some in,000 Prussians and several batteries.

M four o'clock the truce for the burial of the

lead came to an end. It was dark very soon

jftcr, and on both sides the soldiers lay down
with a tolerable certainty that the dawn would

xe another great battle.

The first snow of the winter fell during the

second night's bivouac. The French had had

very little rest, and had suffered terribly from

exposure. A day of battle, another of hard work,

Bid two nights passed in frost and snow without

even an overcoat, would have been trying even

-n veterans, and the greater number of Ducrot 's

olJicrs, even in the so-called line regiments,

»ere new levies. The French throughout the

rar were very careless about their outposts. No
fonder that on that snowy Friday morning the

oldicrs were half-asleep and some of them cower

-

3? under cover. Just before dawn there came a

u>h of German infantry and rifles into Cham-
igny and Brie, and through the plantations in

'k Lande valley where the French centre lay.

!rie was taken by this sudden onset, and at

hampigny the French were swept out of the

fearer part of the village, and, what was worse,

ic Mobiles of the Cote d'Or and of the Ille-et-

iJairie broke and fled, a panic-sticken crowd,

«ards the ridges. Ducrot, who had turned out

his quarters between Champigny and Joinville

the first alarm, met the fugitives as he rode

:tii his staff at headlong speed towards the

ene of action. Speaking words of encourage

-

ent to some, threatening others with sword or

.'her, he and his officers rallied the mobiles

d brought them back towards Champigny.

There the French had recovered from the first

rprise, and were rapidly driving the Germans

t of the place. It was a hard fight, in which

again and again the bayonets crossed in the lanes

among the houses. At Brie, also, the village was

attacked and retaken by the French, and in the

centre they held their own gallantly against the

German onset. From the heights—the scene of

the battle of two days before—a hundred German
guns opened on the French positions. The
heavy artillery of the forts and outworks of Paris

and the few batteries of Ducrot's army replied.

But in the broken ground, and among the

numerous enclosures along the front of the two

armies, the battle was mainly an infantry fight.

Three times during the eight hours that the

battle lasted the villages were taken and retaken,

remaining at the close of the day still in the hands

of the French. In Champigny the fighting was

close and desperate—from house to house, from

barricade to barricade. Late in the afternoon

the Comte d'Herisson, one of Trochu's aides-

de-camp, rode out from Paris along the frozen

roads, bringing a message from the headquarters

at the Louvre to the Governor, who was with

Ducrot on the battlefield. He looked for him
first in Champigny. In his journal he noted that

though he had seen many campaigns he had
never heard or seen such a fire as that which

raged round the village. Infantry were exchang-

ing volleys at close quarters, and the German
shells were falling on every side. One of them
burst in a cottage as he passed by, and the

window with its shutters attached was blown out

and flew over the head of his horse. He in-

quired of a mounted officer if he had seen the

general, and though their horses were pulled up
side by side, and the riders leant over and shouted

into each other's ears, it was with difficulty they

could make themselves heard.

Outside Champigny, near the cross road to

Brie, he found Trochu and his staff. The
general seemed to him to be seeking for death

on the field, for he rode slowly across a stretch-

of open ground where the enemy's shells were

bursting on all sides, the hard ground making
their explosions all the more dangerous. The
aide-de-camp gave him the message from

Paris. A pigeon had come in from Tours, and it

brought a letter from Garnbetta, informing him
that the Army of the Loire was in full march
for the forest of Fontainebleau, and bidding him
meet them there with the Army of Paris. For
a moment Trochu's face brightened as he heard

the news, but he had already realised that

Ducrot could not break through the circle of

iron in which Paris was enclosed. The most
that the Army of Paris could do that day was to
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hold the narrow tract of ground it had won on

the left bank of the Marne. Even if the Army
of the Loire was so near at hand, all he could

hope would be that next day its pressure on the

German rear would enable him to resume the

offensive with some better hope of success. But,

alas ! the pigeon despatch was the outcome only

of Gambetta's sanguine spirit. He spoke of his

THAU?
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projects as if they were accomplished facts. True,

on November 30th he had ordered the advance

of all the corps of the Loire army towards Fon-

tainebleau
;
true, that yesterday the movement

had begun ; but this Friday, December 2nd, they

were still slowly marching to the north-west

of Orleans, engaged with the advance troops of

Prince Frederick Charles. It was the first day

of the disastrous battle of Loigny.

Ducrot had also acted as if he meant to keep

the promise of his proclamation, and find death

if not victory on the field of Champigny. He

had more than once rallied his young troops

and led them in person against the enemy. In

one of the numerous mclecs he had dashed in

among the enemy's bayonets, and fought sword

in hand until he was disarmed by his blade

breaking off short in the body of a German

infantry soldier. It was a sword that had been

presented to him by some of his soldier friends

before the war. But in

spite of this dashing

bravery, it must be said

that it was hardly the work

for a general commanding

three army corps. His

place was not among the

bayonets, but at some

central point whence he

could direct and combine

the operations of his corps

and divisions.

Towards four o'clock the

fire began to slacken. The

Germans, inferior in num-

bers to the French, and

attacking them in partly

entrenched positions, had

failed to break through

their line. The second

battle of Champigny had

ended like the first, leaving

the French in possession of

the villages on the Marne.

but making their chance of

breaking out more hopeless

than ever. Thus, though

the French had held their

own when attacked, and

though they claimed the

day as a victory, the main

advantage was with the

Germans. The great sortie

had failed.

And it was a costly

failure. The Germans had lost in the two

days of battle 259 officers and 5,913 men, the

French more than double the number— 530

officers and 11,546 men. In all, more than

18,000 men had fallen in the fight for the

villages on the Marne. The third night of the

bivouac on the battlefield was for the French

the most wretched of all. The frost was keener

than ever, and something like a thousand men
were invalided by the cold of that terrible

night, many of them dying before the end of

the year. In the early morning of Saturday,
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December 3rd, Trochu and Ducrot visited the

bivouacs, and were horrified at the look of weari-

ness and misery on the faces of officers and

soldiers. They had sent their picked regiments

into battle. They knew they had no troops of

the same quality with which to relieve them.

the bridges of Joinville. The Germans did

nothing to disturb this retreat. It was only

on Sunday morning, December 4th, that they

reoccupied Brie and Champigny. A French
post held Le Plant to the north-west of the

latter village till the morning of the 5th.

rhey knew, too, that the Germans in their front

had been further reinforced with men and guns.

To bold on to Brie and Champignv any longer

•ould have been to risk a fearful disaster.

Orders were given to retreat. At various points

"oog the front there was desultory skirmishing

•Tth the Prussian outposts, and the artillery

*as fox awhile in action on both sides. Mean-
•hile, division after division fell back across

Thus ended the most hopeful effort that the

French had made to break through the German
besieging lines. The mistake about the bridges

at the outset did much to increase the difficulties

of what was never an easy enterprise. The
unfortunate part of the situation was that the

French commanders, with such an enormous
number of armed men at their disp -.il in Paris,

were able to make only a comparatively small part
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of them into reliable soldiers. If Trochtl had

been able to seriously menace other portions of

the German lines on the day of Champigny, he

could have prevented Von Moltke from rein-

forcing the Saxons and Wurtembergers along

the Marne ; and if he had possessed solid reserves

of fresh troops he could have replaced the regi-

ments that suffered most in the first dav's fight

with troops that would have been in condition to

renew the battle on the morrow. As it tk

soldiers of Ducrot's three corps failed, bu: failnl

with honour. Whilst they were fighting n

front of Paris their comrades of the Loire arrm

were fighting as bravely but with as little resuh

at Loigny. The day that saw the retreat oi

Ducrot's army across the Marne saw also the

defeat of Chanzy on the field of Loigny, and the

two events sealed the fate of Paris and of Fnna
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THE history of nations has plenty of in-

stances to offer of the very trifling

causes hv which war may be brought

about, but none, perhaps, of such

utter insignificance in its import as the inci-

dent that was answerable for that great Baltic

trama whose central brilliant feature was

the Battle of Copenhagen. There were, of

coarse, political motives at work influencing

and urging on the plucky little Scandinavian

Pwer ! that mad and brutal Russian monarch
the Emperor Paul secretly forced the Court of

Denmark into an attitude of hostility, from

which it would doubtless have far sooner

refrained. But the direct Causa belli was as

Mows :—
On the 25th of July, 1800, a British squadron,

existing of three frigates, a sloop, and a

hggcr, fell in with a large Danish forty-gun

tneate, the Freya, which was convoying two
&ps, two brigs, and two galliots. Denmark
*a> at that period a neutral Power ; England
*a* engaged in conflict with very nearly half of

Europe. Orders had been given for British

Prkcrs to search the ships of neutral Powers for

fc>r.raband of war, with which there was reason

p - i-pect our foes were being liberally supplied

fc-n these sources. In the exercise of hi*

1 i ubted right, Captain Baker, of the twenty

-

Hit gun frigate Nemesis, the senior officer of

I- little British squadron, hailed the Freya,

f
:

- stated his intention of sending boats to

ard the vessels under convoy. Captain

kabbc, of the Dane, replied with warmth that

any such attempt were made he should

hesitatingly open fire upon the boats. This
iiiude could, of course, be productive of but

k result : both threats were put into execu-

. and a general action ensued. The Freya

"\erpowered by the superior force against

she had to contend, and was obliged to

lit : and the whole of the vessels, including

the convoyed ships, made sail for the Downs,

where they anchored, the Danish frigate, by

command of Admiral Skefhngton Lutwidge,

keeping her colours flying. Unhappily, the

affair had not passed off without bloodshed.

The British loss was two men killed and

several wounded ; the Danes likewise had two

men killed and five wounded.

The episode was one to have been easily

adjusted by a little political diplomacy, par-

ticularly as a tolerably good understanding had

previously existed between the two nations.

The British Government despatched Lord

. Whitworth to Copenhagen to arrange the

matter : conferences resulted in the agreement

that the Freya and her convoy were to be re-

paired at the cost of the English, and released,

and the question of the right of British naval

officers to search neutral ships was to stand over

for discussion at a future period. And here the

affair might very well have been allowed to rest.

But Russia, the inherent foe of this country,

even more than France, although actuallv

deemed to be an ally of ours, seized the

opportunity which the popular bitter feeling,

briefly aroused in Denmark, gave to her. She
established an armed neutrality between herself

and Sweden, laid an embargo upon all the

British ships then lying in her ports ; coalesced

with Prussia, and, as history has since shown,

practically compelled, by secret pressure, the

Court of Copenhagen to join in the general

Northern confederacy against Great Britain.

This was an alliance in which Denmark was

as a puppet in the hands of the Moscovite

string-pullers. The hardy Norsemen, whose
svmpathies must assuredly have been far more
with us at heart than with the bullying,

hectoring nation which was urging them into

unwilling hostility, were destined to bear the

whole brunt of the strenuous conflict. But in

those brave days of old the pulse of the British
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nation beat high, and the spirit of aggressive-

ness, born of long series of wars, ran strong
;

the Northern Powers had assumed a menacing

posture, and with all her traditional swiftness,

England was upon the offensive. On the 12th

of March, 1801, there sailed from Yarmouth,

under the command of that mild old admiral

Sir Hyde Parker, a fleet of fifteen, shortly

afterwards increased to eighteen, sail-of-the-line,

with a large number
of frigates, bombs,

and other craft. A
terrible disaster,

however, weakened

the British force at

the outset of the

voyage. The In-

vincible, of seventy-

four guns, carrying

the flag of Rear-

Admiral Totty,
struck upon a shoal

called Hammond's
Knoll, where she

lay beating for up-

wards of three hours,

and then, gliding off,

sank in deep water,

taking with her four

hundred people.

As second in com-

mand of this expe-

dition went Lord

Nelson, with his flag

in the .SV. George,

of ninety-eight guns.

In a letter preserved amidst the voluminous

correspondence and despatches collected by

Sir H. N. Nicholas, Nelson thus describes his

command :
" You cannot think," he wrote on

February 9th, 1801, " how dirty the St. George is.

.... The ship is not fitted for a flag. . . Her

decks leaky, and she is truly uncomfortable ; but

it suits exactly my present feelings." These
" feelings," one deplores to discover, were

melancholy, caused by his separation from Lady

Hamilton. Nelson hoisted his flag on February

1 2th, but, owing to the violence of the weather,

he was unable to go on board until seven days

later. A curious anecdote, illustrating the

wonderful tactical genius of the great admiral,

is narrated. Immediately prior to his departure

for Copenhagen, he was visiting a friend of his,

one Mr. Davidson. Speaking of the Baltic

expedition he was about to enter upon, Nelson

LORD .NELSON

desired a chart of the Cattegat should be

procured and brought to him, that he might

study it and impress his memory with a know-

ledge of those waters. This was done, and in

the presence of Mr. Davidson, Nelson studied

the chart, musing awhile as he overhung

it. Then, saying he believed the Government

would spare only twelve ships-of-the-line, he

marked out the situation in which he should

dispose them, a pro-

phetic indication

which was exactlv

fulfilled.

Meanwhile, in the

belief that Den

mark, for all her

hostile demonstra-

tions, would be will-

ing to enter into

negotiations for the

preservation of

peace, the British

Government had

despatched the

Honourable Nicho-

las Vansittart v>

Copenhagen, about

a fortnight pnor

to the departure ot

the fleet, with full

powers to treat.

The issue of his

mission was, of

course, unknown at

the time of the de-

parture of Sir Hyde

Parker's force. Strong winds prevented the

British fleet from making the Naze of Norwav

before the 1 8th of March, and scarcely were

they Avithin sight of land when a heavy gale,

lasting for two day's, scattered the ships in all

directions. One of these, the Blazer, gun-brig,

was driven under the Swedish fort of Warberg,

and there captured.

The fleet having again assembled, on the 23rd

there arrived from Copenhagen the Blanche

frigate, bringing back Mr. Vansittart and Mr.

Drummond, the British charge d'affaires ; and

the reply of the Danish Government, instead

of being one tending towards conciliation, was

a sheer message of defiance. On the 2 r>lh

of March. Lord Nelson struck his flag from the

cumbersome ami unseaworthy St. George, and

hoisted it afresh on board the Elephant, »'f

seventv-four guns. The gallant spirit had been
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greatly vexed by Sir Hyde Parker's procrastina-

tion on the arrival of the fleet at Cronenberg,

outside of which he proposed to anchor in order

to give the British minister time to negotiate

at Copenhagen. 14 To keep us out of sight," he
writes in a letter to his friend Davidson, " is to

seduce Denmark into a war. I hate your pen-

and-ink men : a fleet of British ships-of-war are

the best negotiators in Europe
;
they always

speak to be understood, and generally gain

their point ; their arguments carry conviction

to the hearts of our enemies."

In truth, Sir Hyde Parker, though as brave

and hearty an admiral as ever hoisted his flag

on a British liner, was scarcely fitted to the

command of such an expedition as this. Nelson

account of the battle, points out that Nelson's

plan, had he been commander-in-chief, would

have been to start immediately from Yarmouth
with such ships as were in readiness, and made
straight for the mouth of Copenhagen Harbour,

leaving the remainder of the fleet to follow as

rapidly as they could contrive. Such a dashing

movement would have rendered it almost impos-

sible on the part of the Danes to provide against

the expected attack by preparations, which

Sir Hyde Parker's lingering had enabled them
to render formidable. As a specimen of the

dallying which went on :
" The pilots," writes

James in his Naval History, " who, not having

to share the honours, felt it to their interest

to magnify the dangers of the expedition,

1

COPENHAGEN.

fretted under the delays which accompanied

every fresh move. His own theory was always

one of instant action. It was his swiftness

which paralysed the French at the Nile, which
characterised his masterly manoeuvring at the

Battle of St. Vincent, and which assured the

•access of his scheme at Trafalgar. Colonel

Stewart, who commanded the troops in the

fleet at Copenhagen, and who wrote a very full

occasioned a few more days to be dissipated

in inactivity. In the course of these, Admiral
Parker sent a flag of truce to the Governor of

Elsinore, to inquire if he meant to oppose

the passage of the fleet through the Sound.
Governor Strieker replied that the guns of

Cronenberg Castle would certainly be fired at

any British ships-of-war that approached."

What other answer could Sir Hyde Parker have

Google
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anticipated ? One may conceive, and sym-

pathise with, the bitter impatience of Nelson at

these protracted delays. " Time, Twiss, time," lie

once remarked to one of his favourite captains,

in emphasising the value of instant action. The
Danes themselves did not fail to appreciate, and

make full use of, the long interval which was

granted to them. Even Lord Nelson himself

confessed to being astonished by the com-

manding and formidable appearance of the

enemy's preparations. His sketch of the

Danish hulks and ships-of-battle certainly ex-

hibits a very powerful array ! several towering,

two-decked hulks, their sides a-bristle with the

muzzles of cannon, and each equipped with a

solitary pole-mast amidships
;

tall, fully-rigged

liners, sloops and gun-brigs, and in perspective

the great Crown Battery, with the masts of

vessels moored within it showing above the

walls.

Totally ignoring the threat of Governor

Strieker, whose answer Sir Hyde Parker must

certainly have accepted as an ultimatum, the

British fleet, early on the morning of the 30th.

got under way, and with a fine working breeze

stood through the Sound in the formation of

" line ahead," Nelson commanding the leading

division, Sir Hyde Parker the centre, and Kear-

Admiral Graves the rear. The Elsinore batteries

opened fire, but not one of the ships was struck.

Shortly after noon the fleet anchored a little

way above the island of Hiien, distant about

fifteen miles from the Danish capital ; and

Nelson, accompanied by Admiral Graves, went

away in the Lark lugger to reconnoitre the

enemy's defences. The preparations looked

truly very formidable. Eighteen vessels, com-
prising full-rigged ships and hulks, were moored

in a line, stretching nearly a mile and a half,

flanked to the northward by two artificial islands

called the Trekrona, or Trekroner batteries,

mounting between them sixty-eight guns of

heavy calibre, with furnaces for heating shot,

and close alongside of these lay a couple of large-

two-deckers which had been converted into

block-ships. Across the entrance of the harbour

was stretched a massive chain, and batteries had

also been thrown up on the northern shore com-

manding the channel. Outside of the harbour's

mouth were moored two seventy-four gun ships,

a forty-gun frigate, a couple of brigs, and some

xebecs. To the south of the floating line of

hulks and ships, upon Amag Island, several gun
and mortar batteries had been erected, so that

on the seaward side of it Copenhagen was

protected by defences which, from end to end.

Stretched for nearly lour miles. Added to these

artificial defences, additional security \va> fur-

nished to the enemy by the dangers <>! the

navigation. The channel, hazardous at all tuna

and beset with shoals, had been beaconed a

false buoys, for the purpose of decoying our

ships to destruction upon the sands.

Upon these elaborate preparations Lord Nelson

gazed, not, we may be sure, with feeling* ot

dismay, but, as he himself admits, with astonish-

ment and admiration. What the Danes though:

of the great British admiral is well exemplified

by the following anecdote :—When our fleet Uy

at anchor outside Cronenberg an aide-de-ump

of the Prince of Denmark came on board the

London. Whilst seated in the admiral's abb

writing a note the pen spluttered, and the

youthful officer exclaimed to Sir Hyde Parker,

w If your guns are no better than your pens,

admiral, you had better return to England"

He then inquired who commanded the different

ships, and presently coming to the Elephant,

Nelson's name was pronounced. " What 1

exclaimed the aide-de-camp, " is he here? I

would give a hundred pieces to have a sight

of him. Then, I suppose, it is to be no joke

if he has come !

"

The British fleet having passed into the Sound

on the 30th March, as has already been related,

and Lord Nelson being returned from reconnoi-

tring the enemy's defences, the commander-in-

chief on the evening of this same day summoned

a council of war. Sir Hyde Parker was kf

delaying the attack ; Nelson was against losutg

another moment. " Give me ten sail-ot-the-

line. Sir Hyde," he exclaimed, " and I veil

undertake to carry the business through in »

proper manner."

Knowing the character of his second, Admiral

Parker cheerfully accepted Nelson's offer, and

granted him two sail-of-the-line in addition W
those for which he asked—that is to say, r«t»

fifty-gun ships, which the Danes always reckon

as line-of-battle ships. The force at the disposal

of Lord Nelson consisted of seven ships of

seventy-four guns each, three ships of sixty-four

Huns, one of fifty-four, and one of fifty gun\

five frigates, mounting in all one hundred and

ten nuns and several sloops, bomb-vessels, fire-

ships, and jjun-brigs—a total of thirtv-six sail ^

m] nar c- ringed vessels. In all. the British arma-

ment numbered seven hundred gun-, vk

one hundred and fifty-two pieces were carfoe-

adev The Dane-, by their hid
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mx hundred and twenty-eight guns, all heavy

pieces, and no carronades.

With the indomitable energy which charac-

terised all his manoeuvres, Nelson, accompanied

by Captain Brisbane of the Cruiser, proceeded

in a boat, under cover of darkness, on the night

[Sir llvde Parker's council of war, and explored

the channel between the island of Saltholm and

ux .Middle Ground, in order to acquaint himself

»::h the navigation of that dangerous stretch

: Hater. Foot by foot he groped his way
.cr the darkling current through the biting

March air and ice of that bitter Northern clime.

He rebuoyed the channel, and ensured the

safety of his ships, so far as the reefs and sand-

bnks were concerned, whose whereabouts was

treacherously falsified by the Danes. " How
many admirals," says Clark Russell in his

Life of Nelson," "then afloat would have

undertaken this duty for themselves ? Most
r*f them, possibly, would have applied to such

a task Lady Nelson's theory of boarding, and
left it to the captains.'

"

On the 31st of March Nelson made another

examination of the Danish fleet, with the

result that he abandoned his original project

to attack from the northward, and, the wind
being favourable, . he resolved to deliver the

^<uult from the southward. Late on the

morning of the 1st of April the British fleet

v".:ghed, leaving Sir Hvde Parker's division

1 ' eight sail-of-the-line at anchor in the Middle

Ground. Lord Nelson had gone on board the

Amazon frigate, in order to take a final view

M the enemy's situation and disposition ; 'and

when he returned to the Elephant he ordered

the signal to be made for all the vessels under

un command to get under way. It is related

:hat at sight of those colours the seamen of

'he fleet broke into a hurricane of cheering,

<h:ch must have been borne to the ears of

'he Danes afar. The wind blew a light breeze,

hough from a favourable quarter, and the

hips, in perfect line, led by the Amazon,

dreaded the smooth water of the narrow

hannel. Simultaneously with the weighing

I Nelson's division the commander-in-chief's

quadroo of eight ships also lifted their anchors

nd floated into a berth a little nearer to the

•>uth of the harbour, where they again brought-

p And here, throughout that famous battle,

>\ Sir Hyde Parker, a passive spectator of

ic Titanic conflict, scarcely, perhaps, illustrating

hlton's noble line—
* He also serves who only stands and waits."

At dusk Nelson's column anchored for the

night within two miles of the tail of the

enemy's line. Throughout the hours of dark-

ness the English guard-boats were stealthily

creeping hither and thither upon the narrow

water*, sounding and testing the buoys. In

one of these boats Captain Hardy, of the St.

Gorge—the man in whose arms Nelson died

at Trafalgar—actually rowed to within the very

shadow of the leading Danish ship and plumbed

the water around her with a pole, so as not

to be heard. On board of the Elephant on

the eve of battle Lord Nelson was entertain-

ing most of the captains of his division at

dinner. The hero was in high spirits, and

drank to " a leading wind and to the success

of the ensuing day." Until one o'clock that

night he was dictating his orders, and, although

he retired to his cot, he did not sleep, but

every half-hour called for reports of the direc-

tion of the wind. At six o'clock he was up
and dressed, and at seven caused the signal

to be made for all his captains to come on

board.
41 The day of the 2nd of April," says James,

in his precise Naval Historv, " opened, as the

British had hoped it would, with a favourable

or north-easterly wind. The signal for all

captains on board the flag-ship was hoisted

almost as soon as it could be seen, and at

8 a.m. the several captains were made ac-

quainted with the several stations assigned to

them. As circumstances prevented the plans

being strictly followed, it may suffice to state

that all the line-of-battle ships were to anchor

by the stern abreast of the different vessels

composing the enemy's line, and for which

purpose they had already prepared themselves

with cables out of their stern-ports." This

system of mooring abreast of the enemy when
the formation of the fleet permitted it, and

engaging ship to ship, was a very favourite

manccuvre of Nelson's, and was brilliantly

successful both at Aboukir and Copenhagen.

The battle began at ten o'clock. The Edgar

\

a seventy-four, commanded by Captain Murray,

was the first vessel to get into action, and for

some while engaged the Danes unsupported.

The blockship Provesteen opened a heavy

fire upon her the moment she came within

range ; but she held on all in grim silence

until abreast of the craft she had been instructed

to tackle, and then poured in a terrific broad-

side. So narrow was the channel that in bearing

down to their respective stations the Bellona
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and Russell grounded. The Elephant, whose

situation was very nearly amidships of the line,

signalled for the two stranded ships to close

with the enemy. As this order was not at

once complied with, Nelson instantly guessed

the reason, and with his marvellous promptitude

and capacity of swiftly formulating his plans,

he changed the intended mode of sailing, and

starboarded his helm to provide against a like

casualty, trusting to the vessels in his wake
to perceive his reason, and follow his example.

engaged was 100 fathoms— terribly close quarters

for such ordnance as the broadside metal of the

liners. " 1 hope," Lord Nelson had written to

Sir Edward Berry in anticipating this fight, "we

shall be able to get so close to our enemies that

our shot cannot miss their object, and that wc

shall again give our enemies that hailstorm ot

bullets which is so emphatically described in the

Naval Chronicle, and which gives our dear

country the dominion of the seas."

For three hours the cannonade was sustained
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This they all did, ami the rapid manoeuvre of

the admiral - ship undoubtedly saved nearly

two-thirds oi the fleet from grounding,

The crati which Nelson had singled out

as his particular opponent was the flagship <>t

the Danish commander-in-chief, Commodore
Fischer. This «ras a vessel named the

Dannebrog, mounting sixty-two punn ami «. .it r\--

mS 336 pneti When within ;i cable's length

(120 fathom- 1 bl her. the Elephant let go her

anchor. Kelson wished to get s till closer to his

foe, but the pilot- were afraid <>i the shoaling

water, and when the lead indicated a depth of a

quarter less five, they insisted upon bringing-

up. The average distance .it which the vessels

by each side with undiminished fury, and

the fire of the Danish block-ships, praams,

rideaus began sensibly to slacken. Still the

lot could not be said to have shown symptorr.-

of taking a decisive turn. The Russell

/ietlona were Hying signals of distress and

Agamemnon, which had also grounded,

hoisted Hags indicating her incapacit\

L'liulnn lay a long way off, and it hai

Miggested by James that Sir Hyde Parker'* w
ol the progress of the tight might haw
imperfect. This is more than !

wc consider the dense clouds of sro

mn-t have rolled from the broadsides of rhe<

tending ships. The Danes' tire was UK
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and furious
;
nothing seemed yet to have been it should be deemed." And so, according to

>ilenced, aud the commander-in-chief, viewing Southey, with all imaginable reluctance, Sir

the ceaseless spitting flames from every point of Hyde Parker, at about one o'clock upon that

the ponderous looming line of defence, began memorable day, hoisted the signal for the action

to grow apprehensive for the British vessels, to cease.

" HE WAS FULL, OF ANIMATION * (/. 478).

ind to fear that the fire was too hot even for

Nelson. The notion of a retreat must have
been cruelly mortifying to the fine-spirited old

Briton
; but his sense of honour was foremost in

ti>e motive which prompted him to fly a signal

* recall. "He was aware," he said, "of the
'•'i sequences to his own personal reputation ;

3ut it would be cowardly in him to leave Nelson
to bear the whole shame of the failure, if shame

How that order, delivered by the bunting of

the London, was received by Nelson is one of

the immortal episodes of the hero's career.

During the course of the battle down to this

time, the admiral had been pacing the quarter-

deck of the Elephant. He was clad in a blue

coat, epaulettes of gold fringe, and a plain, small

cocked-hat, whilst on his breast were several

orders. Colonel Stewart, who was on board
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throughout the engagement, says "he was full of

animation, and heroically fine in his observa-

tions." He had just remarked to the colonel

that the fight was a warm one, and that any

moment might be the last to either of them,

and was adding " Rut, mark you, I would not

be elsewhere for thousands !
" when the flag-

lieutenant reported the order from the London,

and asked whether he should repeat the signal.

" No," replied Nelson ;
" merely acknowledge

it." He then inquired if signal No. 16 was
still flying -that being the order for "Close

action." The lieutenant answered that it was.

" Mind you keep it so," said Nelson sternly, but

with the stump of his amputated arm working
as it was wont to do when the admiral was

agitated. Then turning abruptly to Colonel

Stewart :
" Do you know," said he, " what's

shown on board the commander-in-chief, No.

39 ? " The colonel inquired the purport of

No. 39. "Why, to leave off action." A
moment later he burst out :

" Leave off action !

Now damn me if I do !
" Captain Foley stood

near : Nelson turned towards him. " Foley,"

said he, "you kn,ow I have only one eye: I have

a right to be blind sometimes." He levelled his

telescope, and applying his blind eye, said :
" I

really do not see the signal." It was therefore

merely acknowledged on board the Elephant,

and not repeated, whilst on high, clear of the

clouds of smoke, continued to stream the signal

for " Close action."

It is only fair to Sir Hyde Parker, in

reference to this signal of recall, to quote the

statement of the Rev. Dr. Scott, who was

chaplain on board the London. " It had been

arranged," he affirms in his account of the battle,

" between the admirals (Parker and Nelson)

that, should it appear that the ships which were

engaged were suffering too severely, the signal

for retreat should be made, to give Nelson the

opportunity of retiring if he thought fit."

The frigates and sloops of the British fleet,

however, obeyed Sir Hyde Parker's signal and
hauled off. They were suffering cruelly, and
their services were all but worthless. The
gallant Captain Riou in the Amazon, who had

been wounded by a splinter in the head, sat

upon a carronade encouraging his men. A
volley from the Trekroner batteries killed his

clerk and laid low a file of marines. So close

was the frigate, that, in rounding, her stern

beam grazed the fort. Springing up, Riou ex-

claimed : "What will Nelson think of us? Come,
my boys, let us all die together ! " Scarcely

were the words off his lips when a round shot

cut his body fairly in half.

At about half-past one the fire of the Dane>

began seriously to slacken, and twenty minute*

later it had ceased along nearly the whole of the

line astern of the hulking Zealand. The enemy

had suffered frightfully : the carnage had been

terrific, the destruction enormous. Several ot

the lighter vessels had gone adrift owing to their

cables having been shot through. Between the

bulwarks the corpses lay strewn knee-deep,

reinforcements continually coming off from the

shore to serve the guns. Several of the Danish

ships had surrendered ; but there was much

difficulty in taking possession of these prize*,

partly on account of the ceaseless fire from the

Amag batteries, and partly because of the shot

discharged at the boats of the captors by the

fresh drafts, who seemed not to heed that the

vessels they reinforced had already struck.

Particularly was this the case with the Danish

admiral's ship, the Danncbrog. She was on

fire ; her colours had been lowered ; the com-

modore had struck his pennant and left her ; and

still men from the shore continued to swarm in:o

her, firing at the boats sent by the British to

take possession, in all defiance to the right and

custom of warfare. Enraged by this obstinate

resistance, Nelson again directed the batteries ol

the Elephant to open upon her, and another

vessel joined in the attack. When the smoke

from the two ships' broadsides had cleared away,

the Dannebrog was perceived to be drifting

before the wind, ablaze fore and aft, with her

men flinging themselves into the sea.

At about half-past two, the battle now having

taken a decided turn in favour of the British.

Lord Nelson sent ashore his aide-de-camp. Sir

Frederick Thesiger, with a flag of truce to the

Crown Prince and the celebrated letter, hastily

written by him upon the rudder-head of his

ship and addressed " To the brothers of English

men—the Danes." In this note he wrote: "Vict

Admiral Lord Nelson has been commanded to

spare Denmark when she no longer resists

The line of defence which covered her shore-

has struck to the British flag
;
but, if the firing

is continued on the part of Denmark, he mu*t

set on fire all the prizes that he has taken, with-

out having the power of saving the men who

have so nobly defended them. The brave

Danes are the brothers, and should never be the

enemies, of the English."

Whilst Captain Thesiger was gone on shore

with this letter, the destructive fire still kept up
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by the Monarch, Ganges, and Defiance silenced

the fire of the Indusfarethen, ffolstcin, and the

adjoining ships of the Danish line. The
Offence and Ramillics, from Sir Hyde Parker's

division, which had heretofore been unengaged,

were approaching, and things looked black for

the Danes. But the great Trekroner battery,

raving had nothing but frigates and smaller

craft to oppose it, was comparatively uninjured,

and sustained a hot, destructive fire. Eifteen

hundred men had been thrown into it from

the shore, and it was considered too strong to

urry by assault. It was deemed wise to with-

draw the British ships from the dangerous

intricate channel whilst the favourable wind

Save them an opportunity of getting out, and

trials were actually being made to that

purpose when the Danish adjutant-general,

Lindolm, came out, bearing a flag of truce,

d sight of which the Trekroner and Crown
batteries ceased fire ; and the action, which had
.a>tcd for about five hours, during four of which
d had been very fiercely contested, was brought
to a close.

The Crown Prince, whom Captain Thesiger

found standing in a sally-port, inquired Nelson's

motive in sending a flag of truce. The reply

*as :
a Lord Nelson's object in sending on shore

i dag of truce is humanity ; he, therefore, con-

*nts that hostilities shall cea.se till Lord Nelson
can take his prisoners out of the prizes, and he
consents to land all the wounded Danes, and
to hum or remove his prizes." Formidable pre-

stations had been made on board the British

*hip* to provide against the non-acceptance of

the terms of the truce. As Captain Thesiger
•eft Nelson's ship, 1,500 of the choicest boarders
«f the fleet entered fifty boats, under the com-
mand of Colonel Stewart and Captain Fremantle.

"The moment it should be known," says Clarke
•nd M'Arthur's Life of Nelson, 44 that the flag of

frucc had been refused, the boats were to have
pushed for the batteries, and the fire of every
gun in the fleet would have covered their

approach."

Lindolm, on coming aboard the Elephant
*"«h his flag of truce, had been referred to
Sir Hyde Parker ; and about four o'clock in

uit afternoon of this eventful day, Nelson him-
«lf went on board the London. His own ship,

along with several others of the division, in

endeavouring to sail out of the narrow channel,
tad taken the ground, and remained stranded.

Lord Nelson, it is recorded, was in depressed

•ftmt, notwithstanding his brilliant success. He

appeared to have been shocked by the explosion

on board of the Dannebrog and the frightful

slaughter of that five hours' conflict. 44 Well,"

was his remark, " I have fought contrary t<>

orders, and may be hanged : never mind, let

them."

The Elephant floated again at about eight

o'clock in the evening ; but Nelson, in ignor-

ance of this, remained for the night on board

of the St. George. He returned at dawn on the

3rd of April, and finding his own ship was afloat,

he made a tour of inspection of the prizes that

had been taken. One of the enemy's ships, the

Holstcin, a Danish line-of-battle ship, which lay

under the guns of the Trekroner batteries, re-

fused to acknowledge herself captured, although

in reality she had struck to the British. Her
crew quibbled that they had never hauled down
their colours. Two British captains had been

on board to demand her, and both had been

refused possession. Nelson entreated Sir Hyde
Parker to send Captain Otwav on this mission,

and his request was complied with. As this

gallant officer went alongside the Holstcin, he
ordered his coxswain—a bold, impudent fellow

—to go into the maintop and bring away the

ship's pennant whilst he himself engaged the

commander in conversation. The man exe-

cuted this order, and returned to his place in

the gig with the colour hidden in his bosom.

Captain Otway's demand of surrender having

been refused, he insisted that a ship which had

struck her colours must be a prize, and it was
agreed to refer the question to the Danish

commodore, who was in the arsenal hard by.

The commodore replied that the vessel had

not struck her colours, adding that the pennant

was still flying, and begged Captain Otway to

look at it. The British officer gravely replied

that he did not see it, and the mortified Danes
were compelled to concede the ship. Otway
hastily cut her cables and towed her clear of

the batteries. This anecdote is related by

Captain Brenton.

On the 4th of April Lord Nelson went on
shore to visit the Prince of Denmark. So'me

accounts say the British admiral was received

by the populace with marks of admiration and
respect : in actual fact, he was accompanied by

a strong guard to assure his safety. Negotia-

tions began and continued until the nth April,

the British fleet meanwhile refitting, and pre-

paring to bombard Copenhagen should hostilities

be renewed. There was much hesitation on the

part of the Danes, and they honestly avowed
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their fear of the Russians. Nelson answered that bombardment. Glancing about him as he pro-

his reason in demanding a long armistice was ceeded, Nelson exclaimed to a friend, sufficiently

in order to demolish the Russian fleet. There loud to be overheard, 11 Though I've only one

was a great deal of procrastination, and one eye, I see all this will burn very well."

of the members of the Commission, speaking in After this banquet Nelson and the Crown

in French, suggested the possibility of a renewal Prince were closeted together, and a fourteen

"HE POLED THIS RAFT FROM THE SHORE TO RIGHT UNDER THE VERY STERN OF THE ELEPHANT" (/. 481.)

of hostilities. Nelson caught the words, and

rounding upon the commissioner, cried :

14 Re-

new hostilities ! Oh, certainly, we are ready

in a moment : ready to bombard this very

night ! " The commissioner hastily apologised.

A banquet had been prepared in the Palace,

to which Nelson was invited ; and as he passed

through the corridors and up the staircases, he

noticed that most of the apartments had been

denuded of their furniture, in anticipation of a

weeks 1

armistice was agreed upon. The Danes
had no alternative : most of their defences had
been taken or destroyed. Nearly all the float-

ing hulks had been cannonaded into sieves.

Colonel Stewart states that the ships would
have been knocked to pieces in much less

time than four hours had Nelson's misgivings

of the North Country pilots not prevented him
from occupying a much closer position. Admiral
Fischer admitted the loss on the Danish side to
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be about eighteen hundred men. The British

had two hundred and thirty-five men killed and

>ix hundred and eighty-eight wounded. The
hulks and block-ships of the enemy were thus

accounted for : the Wagner, Provesteen,Jutland,

Kronenburg, //a/en, and Suersistwn were cap-

tured and burnt ; the Aggerstonz and Nyburg
sunk; the Zealand was burnt along with the

Ckarlotte-Amelia and the Indosforethen ; the

R/nsburg was driven ashore and burnt, and the

H'Jstein alone was carried away by the British.

The Danes had fought magnificently ; but the

valour of the seamen whom Nelson led on was
irresistible. That memorable day teems with

insunca of pluck on both sides. One of these,

it Ieast.no narrative of the Battle of Copenhagen
*ould be complete without. A lad of about

seventeen, named Wclmoes, or Velmoes, had
charge of a little floating batten,', mounting
sx small cannon and manned by twenty-four

men He poled this raft from the shore to right

under the very stern of the Elephant, and began
peppering the huge liner with his little artillery.

The marines of Nelson's ship poured in several

volleys with terrible effect, and twenty of the

tiny band fell, killed or wounded. But their

boy commander stood, waist-deep amongst the

corpses, and refused to quit his post until the

truce was proclaimed. Such gallantry was a

sure appeal to Nelson, and at the banquet he

requested the Crown Prince to introduce him
to young Welmoes. Having embraced the lad,

he turned to the Prince and remarked that such

a hero should be made an admiral. " My lord,'*

was the answer, " if I were to make all my brave

officers admirals, I should have no captains

or lieutenants in my service."

Three days after the conclusion of the armis-

tice—that is to say, on the 1 2th of April—Sir

Hyde Parker sailed from Copenhagen, leaving

behind the St. George and two frigates. Peace

was not formally concluded for a long while, and

Nelson remained in the Baltic, watching the

Russian fleet. But at length, on the 13th of

June, despatches came, commanding the return

of the St. George to England ; and on his

arrival, Nelson was created a Viscount for his

services at the Battle of Copenhagen.
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THE STORMING,.OF KARS:
17- 15: NOVEMBER : 1577.

BY MAJOR ARTHUR GRIFFITHS

aY*mPARS has the reputation of being one of

the strongest fortresses in the world.

A. I In the old Crimean days it stood a

six months' siege : gallant Fenwick

Williams, an English artillery officer, with a

garrison of devoted Turks, made an heroic

resistance in it against superior numbers, and

yielded only to famine in the end. At the peace

Kars reverted to Turkey, who spared no pains

to restore its defences and make it as nearly as

possible impregnable. It was surrounded with

new fortifications, built for the most part on the

ancient sites
;
they were constructed under the

skilful direction of the first military engineers,

and armed with powerful artillery. When, in

1877, Russia once more came to blows with

her traditional foe, Kars became again the scene

of furious conflict ; its possession was hotly

contested, but it was finally won by almost

unexampled bravery in the teeth of a no less

stubborn defence.

The early days of the winter of 1877 were at

hand when the Russians closed down on Kars-

The Turkish arms had but recently met with

serious reverses in Armenia ; Moukhtar Pacha,

the Turkish generalissimo, had been badly beaten

in a great battle—that of Aladjh Dagh—and his

army, which had hitherto covered Kars, was

almost destroyed : only a wretched remnant of

panic-stricken fugitives took refuge in the moun-

tains about Erzeroum, where Moukhtar speedily

followed to reorganise his shattered forces.

Another general (Hussein Pacha) was left with

a garrison of 24,000 to defend Kars. It was

hoped that the great fortress would long hold

out. It was so strongly fortified, so well armed,

so amply provisioned, that a protracted siege

seemed inevitable. The Turks, moreover, were

excellent soldiers, especially good and brave

behind fortifications. At that very moment
Plevna, an improvised fortress just south of the

Danube, was still defying the most strenuous

efforts of the Russians to take it. Kars had

many superior advantages as a place of arms.

The Russians were, however, resolved to tap

ture Kars, and soon, if they could. They wanted

it badly. Its fall would make the Russian com

munications safe where at present they were

insecure ; from Kars they could best proceed

against Erzeroum, and pave the way to complete

mastery in Armenia. But to want a thing i>

not necessarily to get it, especially in war. Kars

must be taken—granted ; the point was how

to do it.

Now, there is more than one way of reduce

or getting possession of a fortress. It can be

" invested "—surrounded on all sides, that is to

say, cut off from outside relief or support, and

starved into surrender ; or it may be besieged in

due form, with regular 41 approaches," trenches

and saps pushed up nearer and nearer, and with

breaching batteries of heavy artillery, which

after repeated bombardments open the road to

assault
;
or, last of all, it may be carried by a

coup-de-main—one great vigorous blow, delivered

without delay or hesitation, which, if successful,

settles the matter at once and out of hand

Which was it to be with Kars ?

This was the problem which confronted the

Russian generals, and which could only be

solved after anxious consideration of all the prui

and cons. Investment is a slow, often very

tedious, game ; in the present case it was both

doubtful and dangerous, for the cold weather

was at hand, and the winters are so severe in

Armenia that the besieging troops must in-

evitably endure great hardships and privations

Nor was the process of investment certain to

lead to capture. The garrison, after holding

their assailants at bay for six months or more

(and they had provisions for quite that time),

after perpetually harassing them by sortie and

counter attack, might beat them off in the end.

The same objections applied to the regular
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the Turks could meet the Russians with 300

guns, heavy artillery, admirably posted, and

with a garrison sufficient to man the whole

length of their defences. The siege might be-

come a long duel, in which the advantage would

. t necessarily be with the besiegers.

There remained only the boldest, the most

hiardous, probably the most costly in human
lives, but still the most profitable if successful

-the method of immediate open assault. Kars

-•night perhaps be carried by storm, if only the

enterprise was undertaken on a proper scale,

11 the attack was planned with judgment and

attempted in adequate strength. This was the

course which the Russian generals adopted-

They resolved to go in and win ; to capture

Kars, or at least to make a bold attempt at

capture by sheer force and weight of arms.

To understand what follows, a brief descrip-

tion of the whole fortress, as it then stood, is

indispensable.

K'jrs was rather a series of fortified works
than a single fortress. The actual city was only

b't.vnded by a citadel, perched high above it on
J tall, straight rock, and by an ancient wall

bui/r by the Turks in the sixteenth century, and
B <w half in ruins. The strength of the place

'"'J* in its twelve detached forts, planted at

*>ints of vantage and surrounding it entirely.

J hoe forts may be classed in four groups, viz.

—

aking them according to the points of the

BOpass—those to the north-east, south-east,

rest, and north-west of the town.

fJ) To the north-east were Forts Arab and

Caradagh, both on the high rocky ground known
5 the Karadagh, or Black Mountain, built on

)e bare rock, but faced with earth, which had

ten carried up by hand for the purpose. These

its had no ditches ; the first was closed at the

ar bv a stone barrack, the second was to have

xn similarly defended, but the war »broke out

f »re the work was completed.

IS] To the south-east of the town the country

is an open plain, and as such more easily

visible. So it was defended by two of the

"ngest forts, known respectively as Fort Hafiz

d Fort Kanly : the first was a square redoubt,

f'jrt closed on all sides, that nearest the town

rtsisting of a casemated barrack of three

revs ; tive second consisted really of two small

foubts, also square, supporting each other,

o with a barrack at the end. There were,

•ides, Forts Souvari and Tchini, much simpler

fortifications, but adding to the strength of

(3) To the westward, where the ground again

rose and became mountainous ( it was called the

Shorak Mountain), there were three forts, known
as Tekman, Tek Tepasse, and Laze Tepasse, all

placed on commanding points, and well armed

with batteries.

(4) And, lastly, on the Tchanak Mountain, to

the north-west, there were three more forts

—

Forts Mouklis, Inglis, and Veli Pacha, the

last-named being the strongest of the three.

It must be obvious that Kars, thus defended,

was a hard nut for the Russians to crack. These

twelve forts were nearly all well placed : they

were at such distances from each other that they

could afford mutual support in case of attack, and

their rocky sites forbade all idea of undermining

them. On the other hand, they were a source of

weakness to the town, being so near it that its

bombardment was possible by the enemy thus

permitted to come within range. They were un-

provided with magazines or storehouses
;

they

were short of water, all of which had to be

dragged up from the river ; they had no ditches

round them, and their fronts or sides were unde-

fended by flanking fire, which, moreover, when
damaged by the enemy's batteries, could not be

quickly repaired for want of earth in the pre-

vailing rockincss of the soil. But the crowning

defect in the whole system of defence was

that it was cut into two parts : one set of forts

lay on the west side of the river, the other on

the east, and the river itself, running in a deep

gorge, completely separated them.

The actual condition of the defences of Kars,

the numbers of the garrison, strength of artillery,

the amount of ammunition and supplies, were

fully revealed to the Russians by spies and de-

serters
;
any further knowledge required was

obtained by careful reconnaissances. By these

•means the best line of attack was arrived at, and

it was decided to make the first principal

effort against the three forts upon the plain

to the south-east of the town. The approach

was easiest in this direction, and hereabouts

the Turks kept all their depots and stores of

provisions. At the same time, while the chief

attack was in progress, demonstrations were to

be made at other points, mainly to distract the

enemy's attention ; but these other movements
were to be pushed forward and developed

into real attacks if there was any promise of

substantial advantage therefrom.

Hardly second in importance to the place

was the time fixed for attack. If made during

the day, it would undoubtedly entail enormous
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losses. The Turkish forts and trenches covered

a wide extent of front ; the fire they could bring

to bear, both with cannon and small arms, would

certainly be intense and deadly. It would begin

at long range—for they had excellent weapons

—

and, so to speak, scorch up the ground of ap-

proach, which was altogether without cover or

shelter for troops advancing in broad daylight.

Worse than this, the precise movements of the

attacking columns would be betrayed. Many of

the Turkish forts stood on such high ground that

they could see and search out everything in the

plains below. So feints and false attacks would

be useless, and the Turkish

commander, having pene-

trated the real design, could

A
I

GENERAL M ELI KOI I

concentrate in sufficient, per-

haps in overwhelming, force

to meet it at the points

threatened.

A night attack was the inevitable conclusion.

The storming must be made in the dark, and

yet not in complete darkness ; for that would

certainly cause confusion, and probably entail

disaster. There must be light enough to direct

movements near at hand, and yet not so much
light as to betray them from a distance.

This could only be attained when the moon
was at the full

;
so, although a prompt attack

was decided upon, the actual date was governed

by the almanac, and the day, or rather night,

fixed was the 15th November. It was delayed

two nights later by cloudy weather and a heavy

snowstorm, which obviously impeded the opera-

tions. Profound secrecy was observed on the

part of the Russians, for a first element of success

in the attack was that it should be a surprise.

So well did they keep their own counsel, that

even on the afternoon of the 17th, when the

orders and instructions were actually drafted for

the- forward movement a few hours later, Russian

officers in conversation with some of the war

correspondents declared that nothing like an

assault was contemplated. The Turks were them-

selves absolutely deceived. So little did they

anticipate what was so near at hand, that they

kept two-thirds of their whole strength on the

western side of the river—that most remote from

the point at which the attack was imminent. It

must be said in excuse for them that in the

former siege of Kars, under General Mouravieff.

this side was that on which the great assault had

been made.

The Russian commander-

in-chiefwas the Grand Duke

THE GRAND DIKE MICHAEL.

HUSSEIN PACHA,

Michael, a brother of the

Czar Alexander, but the real

head of the army—the life

and soul, the active leading

spirit—was General Loris Mclikoff, a soldier ot

high repute who had already earned distinction

in this war. It was he, practically, who made

the arrangements, and his orders were to the

following effect :

—

Five columns were to attack, two only to

demonstrate :

(1) The first column of attack, under General

Komaroff, was to move along the left bank ot

the Kars river through the ravine, and attack

Fort Tchini.

(2) The second, under Colonel Prince Meli-

kofffnot the general), was to deal with Fort

Souvari.

(3) The third and fourth columns, under

General Count Grabbe, was to attack, moving

separately, each of the two redoubts known by

the one name of Fort Kanly.

(4) The fifth column, under General AlkhazotT,
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was to attack Fort Hafiz. These five columns

were under the supreme command of Lazareff.

The two columns of demonstration were to

appear to attack the most northern and the

eastern forts ; the first, under Colonel Tchere-

missikoff, taking Forts Laze Tepasse and Mouklis;

the second, under General Rydzevsky, was to

deal with Forts Arah and Karadagh. These

movements were to be mere feints unless they

made rapid and easy impression, in which case

they were to he pressed home.

Each of the five attacking columns, except

the second, was accompanied with guns ; with

each also marched detachments of engineers

carrying scaling-ladders, dynamite cartridges to

blow in gates and obstacles
;

gunners also

accompanied the columns to spike or dismount

guns. The Russian cavalry was distributed in

three positions, to watch the various roads

approaching Kars from the north, the west,

and Erzeroum.

Half-past eight p.m. was the hour appointed

for the assembly of the troops. It was a bright,

clear, frosty night, the moon was at the full, the

air bitterly cold, and very still. Nothing was

heard as the skirmishers crept smartly and still

silently forward
;
only a few shots were fired by

the Turkish outposts, but as there was no reply

silence again reigned. About nine p.m. the

Russian guns, to draw off attention, began to

salute the Tekman fort considerably to the

westward of the line of real attack. Half an

hour more, and secrecy or stratagem was no

longer possible. The murder was out ; MelikofTs

men " rushed " Fort Souvari without firing a

shot. Its garrison was altogether unsuspicious

of the impending danger ; the Russians were

over the parapet, inside, bayoneting right and

left, spiking and dismounting the guns, and after

a very short fight in full possession of the place.

Then this, the second column of the attack,

streamed out to the rear of the fort, and hurried

off to assist in the capture of Fort Tchini. the

nearest to them, but upon the other side of

the river.

This Fort Tchini was the point to be aimed at

by General Komaroff with the first attacking

column. His men had advanced at about nine

p.m. <>n hearing the noise of battle at Fort

Souvari, but met with very different fortune.

He had to cross very difficult, rocky ground,

and inter* hange ol shots aroused the camp
that lav under Fort Tekman, up above his left,

and brought down a host of Turks on this his

left flank. Colonel Boutchkieff, who commanded

the Russian attacking column, turned at once to

his left, and, postponing the movement on Fort

Tchini, went up against this enemv. He scaled

the heights successfullv, and driving back the

Turks followed them close under the defence;

Fort Tekman. His column was only of thru

battalions, but without hesitation he went i:>

at this strong redoubt, hoping to earn,- it b\

audacity. But he was met with a murdcrou*

fire, musketry trom three tiers of trenches,

shrapnel shot, stones, and hand grenades. Colooef

Boutchkieff was killed, his men were cniefly

slaughtered, and the remnant fell back to the

river, to be of no more use that night.

Fort Tchini was still untouched, and Konurofl

drew up his reserves to form a fresh column oi

attack ; he had one regiment only, backed by

four-and-twenty guns, and this handful went

forward gallantly to encounter a warm reception

and eventually reap disaster. They were nearly

destroyed by direct and cross fire from the neigh-

bouring forts of Tekman and Veil Pacha, but

held their ground till long after midnight, then

fell back defeated behind the river. Nor had

Prince Melikoff, coming from the Fort Souvin.

which he carried so easily, any better lud

against Tchini. He had got to the rear of k,

having crossed the river by fords and boats, and

attacking it on that side had taken the Turk*

completely by surprise. But in leading on ha

men he was dangerously wounded, and they fell

back—to wait, in the first place, for Komaroff.

who never appeared, and then to recross the

river. Their retreat was greatly facilitated, how-

ever, by the smaller attack made by Komaroff*

reserve, which had failed, as ha* ju-t 'been

described.

So far, then, on this western side the Russian*

had made no sort of impression upon Kars. But

these attacks on Tekman and Tchini. although

unsuccessful, had been indirectly of the utroo*

service, for they occupied attention, and kept

the Turkish troops employed, who would other-

wise have reinforced the defenders of the southern

and eastern forts at the point where, in fact, the

fate of Kars was being decided all this time. It

fell to the lot of the third, fourth, and fifth

columns of assault to overcome resistance and

capture the stronghold.

Count Grabbe was entrusted with the attack

of the two redoubts known as Fort Kanby, and

about ten p.m. his men got close up to them,

much harassed by the ground and the enemy*

fire. The right column approached the easterr.,
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or smaller redoubt, and, climbing the parapet,

effected a lodgment, although opposed by supe-

rior numbers. The left column, headed by

Count Grahbe in person, swarmed around the

western or main work, attacking it in front,

flank, and rear. Grabbe was killed at the critical

moment—shot dead by two bullets—and was

succeeded by Colonel Belinsky, who later was

also killed. After an hour's fierce engagement—
so fierce that 500 dead Turks were found in this

/art of the redoubt next day—the Russians

effected an entrance, and drove the garrison

bck, but still fighting stubbornly, hand to hand,

till they reached the stone barrack, which closed

the rear of the fort. Here
the Turks took refuge and
rallied to such good pur-

pose that Belinsky's men
u'tild get no further. The
barrack was protected with

iron gates, and the Rus-

sians tried in vain to break

them down ; then they suf-

fered such terrible losses

that they were compelled

to retire. It was at this

time that their leader.

Belinsky, met his death.

A cavalry charge made
by Cossacks, sent on by
Loris Melikoff, renewed the

attack, and once more com-
pelled the Turks to take

'

refuge in the barrack. At
>anie time. General Loris Melikoff, finding

that the assailants of Fort Kanly had lost two
caders in succession, sent a third—Colonel
Bulmering—to take the chief command and

Knew the fight. Bulmering divided his forces

nu, two portions, which were to turn both

!anks of the fort. The left column he com-

muted in person, and made such good progress

ttli it that he got to the very edge of the

»»n. By one a.m. the whole of the fort was in

"e hands of the Russians, with the exception

f the stone barrack, which still held out

bttiaateJy. Colonel Bulmering now summoned
t<> surrender, threatening first to batter it

>wn with artillery, then to destroy it with

imamite. This last was an irresistible argu-

t-nf, to which the gallant Turk in command
Daoud Pacha—at last succumbed ; but it was

.idy foui a.m. before lie yielded, and by thu
Tie the intrepid garrison of the barrack had

in reduced to barely 500 men.

The capture of Fort Kanly was not, however,

the first Russian success that night. It had

been preceded by that of Fort Hafiz and Fort

Karadagh. The 5th column of assault, under

General AlkhazofT, had advanced in two portions

about nine p.m. against the first-named, which

was next to Fort Kanly, on its right. But

the right attacking party found itself seriously

incommoded by the fire from batteries at

the foot of the Black Mountain or Karadagh,

and it was resolved to get possession of these

before attempting to storm Hafiz. The Russians

advanced with such determination that they

soon took the batteries and drove the Turkish

artillerymen back pell-mell towards the fort

of Karadagh, on the slopes above. This was

one of the occasions indicated by the general

orders for attack : any unexpected advantage-

was to be immediately followed up by a vigorous

attempt to go further.

In this way Fort Karadagh fell ; but only

through the dauntless energy of the Russian

onslaught. While some of the assailants climbed

up on each other's shoulders, and so effected

an entrance into the redoubt, others used dyna-

mite to blow down the angle tower, and all with

so much spirit that the Turks were driven back

into the inner work, and from that right out of

the fort, in great disorder. They withdrew upon

Fort Arab, which was still intact, and from this

point made several courageous attempts to re-

take Fort Karadagh, but altogether without

success. The Russians had got it, and held it

for good and all.

This was the unlooked-for prize of one half of
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the fifth column. The other half, moving to the

left, pursued the original purpose—that of

assaulting Fort Hafiz. General Alkhazoff led

this attack in person, and struck at both on the

direct front and on the left flank of the fort.

The Russians went up boldlv, scaling the parapet

and over into the redoubt, bayoneting all they

had been seized by sudden inspiration ; Forts

Hafiz and Kanly had fallen to direct attack.

But this victory did not extend beyond the

right bank of the river. On the left, or western

side, the Russians had made no decided impres-

sion. The forts on the mountainous heights

above, known as Tchanak and Shorak, still held

met, and forcing back the garrison into the

barrack, which, like that of Fort Kanly, closed

the throat or entrance of the fort. But this

barrack was in no condition to resist; it had

been nearly ruined by the Russian bombardment,

and it soon fell into the hands of the assail-

ants. From Fort Hafiz, AlkhazofTs men pressed

forward right under the walls of Kars itself.

By this time—two a.m.—the whole of the

forts on the right bank of the river were in the

hands of the Russians, for Fort Arab, north of

Fort Karadagh, was captured soon after the

Russian success at the latter had come to be

known. The barrack at Fort Kanly alone held

out, but this, as has been told, was actuallv

doomed. Recapitulating, Fort Souvari had

been carried early in the night ; Fort Karadagh

out : these were the Forts Tekman, Tek Tep.iv*.

Laze Tepasse, Mouklis, Inglis, and Veli Pacha;

and the Turkish troops which garrisoned them

numbered some 15,000 men, still fresh and

capable of fighting, although somewhat de-

moralised. Hussein Pacha, the Turkish com-

mander, determined, therefore, to make a last

bid for safety, if not to reverse fate, and, massinc

these forces on the west, struck out for the

mountains that ranged back towards Erzeroum.

The davlight, which broke about five a.m., be-

traved his movement, and the Russian general,

Roop, who commanded all the troops on the

left bank, set himself to intercept the Turkish

march and prevent escape. His cavalry took

the fugitives in flank, while his infantry faced

and stopped them. The largest part of the
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Turks were caught, and lay down their arms,

but some got through and hurried towards the

mountains with the Cossacks in hot pursuit.

Surrender was the order of the day, and nearly

jJl the Turks were overtaken and made
prisoners. Only a few of the principal officers,

including Hussein Pacha, escaped, through the

fieetness and endurance of the horses they

rode.

Early that forenoon—the 1 8th November

—

the Russian double eagle floated from the citadel

of Kars. The whole place, with all it contained,

ras in the possession of the assailants ; those

who had indirectly contributed to success on the

left bank now entered the town, and joined

their comrades from the right bank, upon whom
the brunt of the business had fallen.

The result of this really audacious feat of

arms was commensurate with the unflinching

courage that had planned and carried it through

A fortified place of the first class had been

carried in open assault, 17,000 prisoners were

taken, 303 guns (many of large calibre), 25,000

stand of small arms, and a vast quantity of

provisions and war material. But the cost had

been heavy to both sides in this desperate

struggle : 2,500 Turks lav dead in and about the

defences, 4,500 sick and wounded filled the

hospitals ; and the Russians lost in killed and

wounded 77 officers and 2,196 men.

" NEARLY ALL THE TURKS WERE OVERTAKEN AND MADE I'KISONKKS."
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RE there many British subjects amongst

the Carlists?" asked a young English

wayfarer of Mr. Smith Sheehan,

whom he met returning with the

writer from northern Spain to the village of

Hendaye one evening towards the fall of 1873.

There was a twinkle of humour in the eyes

of Sheehan, who was a Carlist from Cork, as

he answered deliberately, as if taking time for

thought

—

M Well, yes ; at least, there were once, but

hardly now."
" How's that ?" pursued the lad, who was on

his way to join Don Carlos, like one of those

knights-errant who sought adventure of yore.

" Their soldiering days are mostly over," said

Sheehan. "They came here to work, not to

play. There was an Irish Legion, but a third

of it is dead, and a third wounded."

It was a fact, but the Legion had only con-

sisted of three. Wade, who was killed, had

been a law-student when he had left Ireland

a few months previously to see service by t he-

side of his friend Sheehan. By the chance turn

of a coin the latter was destined to leave with

despatches for Bayonne, and his companion died

valiantly while advancing at Yvero to the attack

of a post of guardia civil, or military police, who
had remained faithful to the Madrid Govern-

ment in keeping with the traditions of their

corps. He had fallen before three successive

bullet> in a leg, in an arm, and in the forehead.

Leader, who was on the list of wounded, was

crippled by a stray shot in the foot at Azpeitia.

He had been heading a band of Carlists, or

Royalists, as they chose to call themselves in

distinction to their foemen. He had been an

ensign in the 30th Regiment of the British

Line ; had resigned to join the French army
on the outbreak of war with Germany ; had

won the red ribbon of the Legion of Honour
under Bourbaki. and was so full of former

memories that he was reported to have ihoattd

M I'wa la Rcpublica .' " as he urged fonrari the

adherents of the 44 king in the clouds." V»

remaining third of the Legion aforesaid was

the redoubtable Smith Sheehan himself, wh"

had campaigned in the mountains of hah

before attaching himself to the guerrillas in the

Pyrenees.
44

1 suppose the Carlists have had a bad titneti

it, on the whole ; but no doubt there is some

fun to be had amongst them for all that ?
" *a>

the intending volunteer's next inquiry.

" Rather ! Their life is all fun. they maid

with billiard-tables in the rear, and these are *d

up when they halt at night," continued the

waggish Sheehan. 44 And as for dancing, they

have the finest music in creation."

That yarn about the billiards was rather stitt,

but the other was literally correct. At tha

period—September, 1873— there were six capital

military bands with the Carlists, and as tlx

conductors generally came from Paris, the aits

they affected inclined to the sprightliness d

opera-bouffe. Their choice piece—a rattling

martial quickstep—recalled to the ear the duet Cl

the two gendarmes in Genevieve de BrabanK

or what was popular in London as "\NcTI

Run 'em In," although it was usually sunpebed

to go to a patriotic chorus anent 41 Vera

:

and when played at a halt, led to breezy indulg-

ence in the/0/77, or a half-waltz, half-galop, with

partners in uniform lacking fair sefiontas to take

part in the mazy whirl.

The Carlists were in the heyday of tbeff

career in the warm autumn of 1873 Navarre,

Logrono, and the rich country north of tbc

Kbro was theirs, save the strong fortress <£

Pamplona, which was held as an isolated pot

of defence by the Republicans, or "negroefc

or "vermin," as they were commonly called

their opponents. The Vascongadas, or Basque

provinces (except the coast towns)—that**
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ay, the provinces of Guipuzcoa, Biscay, and

Alava—were actually in possession of the

natives, the hardy sous of the mountains.

They were gradually acquiring excellent anus

jnd abundant ammunition ; they had captured

horses and mountain-guns from the enemy
;

the Government factories of Eybar and

I'Ucncia were in their hands, and turning out

tiu'arly a goodly amount of rifles and bayo-

nci- ; their forces were numerous and daily in-

i'u»ing
; they had a Court journal, El Cuartel

Real, a small sheet said to be printed on the

summit of a hill fastness, the Pena de la Plata,

ind it was reported that the sanguine champions

t the rightful king, many of them sallow

plotters in Bayonne coffee-houses, were already

living of forwarding their letters under cover

of a new royal stamp—thus providing a surprise

.t those collectors of postage tokens who
proudly call themselves philatelists. The Carlist

banner of two strips of yellow bordering one of

wr/ute. horizontally placed, was in high favour

m the rugged north. The favourite rallying-

caJl was Dt;s, Patria y /fry, " God, Country
ind King," and glistened in striking gilt letters

on many a guidon ; and the messages from the

combatants were always headed El Gitnfto del

Homr, for wherever they happened to be, that

for the time being was know n as " The Field

oi Honour.

The partisans of royalty— whether the

monarch was to be considered a legitimate

claimant or a usurper does not concern the

llitarv chronicler—were in riotous joy, and
full of hope ; yet towards Madrid, or, indeed,

it the other side of the Ebro, they never had
•fx ghost of a chance.

For the Christinists of the last civil war now
we substituted the Republicans—a whimsical

phase, so far, of Spanish politics in the south,

md the Carlists, or so-called Royalists, of, the

' rth, who were actually working on behalf

"' the most sturdy democratic principles to

retain their fitrros, or sacred domestic privi-

tl'cs, as sworn to under the famous oak-tree

• Guernica. They enjoyed their own laws,

uted their own taxes, paid dues to the Sove-

vign as a gift, were liable to no conscription.

Vone but natives could have clerical appoint-

ments All were perfectly equal, because all

fere noble. Every man's home was his castle,

lad there were armorial bearings chiselled over

he door of every stone dwelling. In short,

hey boasted the fullest of Home Rule, subject

»niy to fealty to the king in Madrid.

It may be well to explain the origin of this

struggle, which may arise again at any day. By
an ancient French law, called Salic, females were

debaned from succeeding to the Crown, because

the stricter military duties w ere unsuited to their

sex. This law was introduced into Spain by the

Bourbons in 1700, and abolished in 1M0 by Fer-

dinand VII. On his death his eldest daughter,

known as Isabella II., became queen. The
adherents of her mother, Maria Christina of

Naples, who held the sceptre for her until

she was of age, were termed Christinists, and

those of her rival and cousin, Carlos V., were

dubbed Carlists. In 1834 the insurgent banner

was raised bv the latter in Spain, and fighting,

with much bloodshed, lasted until 183Q. A
British Legion, under De Lacy Evans, aided the

partisans of the queen. Hostilities ended in

the Vergara convention. That was termed the

first Carlist war ; but the struggle having been

renewed in 1872 by the Pretender's grand-

nephew, Carlos VII., his cause was upheld by

the children of sharers in the former Carlist

war, the adherents of the legitimate cause all

over Europe, and tile sticklers for conservatism

and religion of the rigorous kind. But even

in the disturbed district the old Roman quarrel

of town and country existed to a great degree,

the peasants being all inveterate Carlists, and

the Christinists in the north being townsmen
and sons of those who had been active in the

former feud.

The outset of the rising began in a small way,

but the little spark had spread into a wide flame,

and was gradually sweeping onwards in a huge

blaze. The thirty followers who had ventured

into Navarre with Olio had now grown into

thousands. The defeated of Oroquieta were no
longer to be laughed at, for they had fought

stubbornly, and won undeniable victories.

This Olio, the leading general of Navarre, is

a figure not to be neglected. He had been a

major in the regular army of Spain, but quitted

the service when the Italian Amedeo was ac-

cepted as monarch, and left for exile in Paris. A
letter reached him there, asking him to return

to his native province and head a guerrilla out-

break. The poor man flushed with enthusiasm:

it was to realise his darling wish, but he had no
money to pay his fare, and he sighed as he
directed his step-son (Joaquin Zubirri ) to acknow-

ledge the note—he was sorry he could not go

:

his engagements tied him to Paris. He had not

a spare sou, but bis pride as a soldier would

not permit him to own his poverty. The son
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pocketed the letter, and secretly wrote to the

Junta, or revolutionary committee, representing

the true state of the case, and hy quick post

received a reply, and quietly handed it to his

father. " My child," said the veteran, burning

at the prospect of action, " how lucky you forgot

to post that letter ! Here they press me to go,

and thoughtfully they enclose enough money
to frank me to the frontier."

About forty-five years of age, when the writer

met him in his quarters in the outskirts of

Tolosa, the dignified veteran was grave and

quiet, with weatherbeaten face and small blinking

eyes, and as he was stout of figure, under the

middle size, and slightly bent, he suggested a

likeness to the third Napoleon. A pen-and-ink

picture of him as he appeared may give a clue to

the garb of men who formed the Carlist staff.

He wore a blue boina, or flat cap, with a gold

tassel. It is no more the etiquette of a Carlist to

remove his boina than for a Moslem to lift his

turban. His tunic was blue, with double rows

of gold (or, perhaps, brass gilt) buttons, with the

monogram C in front ; his trousers, with the ends

stuffed into his riding-boots, were blue, and on

his left breast was his only ornament the star

of the Order of St. Ferdinand. Olio, we may
be sure, did not steal his decoration, which had

a real meaning. Not so Belcha, a cabecilla of

Guipuzcoa, or chief of a roaming faction, who
had intercepted and rifled a case of orders in

transit to the troops at Madrid, and put the

largest on himself and dispersed the remainder

at his fantasy among his band.

The men under Olio's immediate command

were the pick of the Carlist cohorts, mostlv

natives of Navarre, which claims independence

of Spain, and proudly calls itself a kingdom.

They were the best clad and disciplined in the

host—smart, muscular fellows : patient, brave,

and sober—who could willingly get over a forced

march and start from a posture of rest at the

first strain of blithe music to join in a revel. All

these hill-men were splendid walkers, did not

grumble, and could manage to be cheerful at

need on the most frugal fare—an onion or a

morsel of garlic to

relish a crust. As

fact, when billeted

near a village muni-

cipality, they got

daily rations of two

pounds of white

bread, one pound

of meat, and a pint

of wine, the r«J

astringent Valdc-

penas, which mu>t

have been lfce

Horace's rough

Falernian, and a

pay of one real—

about the equiva-

lent of twopence

halfpenny—for the

purchase of soap,

tomatoes, oil, or

the everlasting

cigarette. This

allowance was made by a levy proportioned

to means, and was distributed so that nobody

was unfairly treated, and bonds were given

in exchange, negotiable on the entry of D":\

Carlos into his " only court " of Madrid.

Similar provision was made for grain and

forage for horses. At this stage of Carli>n;

there were seven battalions of Navarre, each of

eight strong companies. The crack one (tin.

2nd) was commanded by a dashing officer, one

Radica, who had thus altered his name from

Rada because there was a traitor of that ilk. Hi-

lads, who stepped out with a panther-like gait,

wore blue canvas blouses, trousers with red

stripes, and red boinas with brass badge of the

king on top. There were four four-pounder>

(two smooth and two rifled) with them, and

about seventy-five volunteer cavalry of a kind,
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mounted and equipped anyhow, among them
being six lancers with alpargatas, or the Basque

canvas shoes with hempen soles.

Marching with them from the siege of Tolosa

!o Estella, the stranger had ample opportunity

infantry, succeeded by the baggage train, another

battalion, and lastly the cavalry led by Ferula.

A picturesque sight it was to watch this sinuous

chain of colour, with gay flags and guidons,

winding along through vineyards drooping with

note their peculiarities. They were accom-
Jiiicd by two brass bands, who played them
imugh every hamlet, where they were greeted

uh joyous vivas by the inhabitants, who loaded

icrn with grapes or flowers and waved their

tx kerchiefs.

The column was opened by a battalion, then

imc the artillery on mules, followed by the

neral and his staff; then the bulk of the

clustering grapes, up acclivities covered with

olive growths, over grassy ridges, through ferny

dips, by zigzag mountain-passes, across stream-

lets, and through the black depths of railway

tunnels, and hearken to the whinny of horses,

the jingling of accoutrements, the gossip of

laughing guerrillas, the breaks of mirth at the

pa-sage of a scudding hare, or a slip on the path,

varied by odd bursts of song or ambitious solos
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on rustic instruments. There were no laggards,

although there must have been sore feet, and

any attempts at pilfering were checked by the

officers, who sent the plunderers back shame-

faced to the ranks with a few sharp words.

The chief leaders of the Navarrese were

Argonz— a grim, tall, gaunt veteran, with a

pallid, bony face, who had a great eye for

country, and was so familiar with every by-

path that he was known as the " Topographical

Directory." Ferula, with short grey jacket, fur-

trimmed, looked happy in front of his cavaliers.

He had been an advocate, but he had given up

briefs for the sword, and was frank, enterprising

broad-faced, and strong as a lion. Joaquin

Zubirri, on a grey Andalusian barb, was here,

there, and everywhere, compelling order in his

hoarse, peremptory Spanish. Elio, a veteran of

the former Carlist war, was chief of the staff to

Don Carlos. Lizzaraga, an ex-field officer of

the Spanish army, was dapper and very gallant,

but a martinet, and religious as a friar. He had

executed several men of the Guipuzcoan con-

tingent for theft at Saraul, but had more scruples

than the priest, Santa Cruz—a fierce, uncom-

promising factionist, who had shot twenty-seven

carabineros, or revenue guards, at the bridge of

Knderlaza, some of them while actually trying to

escape by swimming the Bidassoa, because they

had fired on one of his, coaxed to show himself

to them by display of a Hag of truce. Santa

Cruz was the one antipathy of Lizzaraga and
Loma, a brother-officer of old days, his favourite

opponent. The Marquis de Valdespinas, son of

him who had unfurled the flag at Vitoria in 1833,

was chief of Biscay, and with him were many
minor leaders of flying partition of parochial

repute. But the supreme head was Antonio

Dorregaray, who was noted for his blue boina

laced with gold.

Don Carlos, a stalwart, imposing personage,

dignified, with olive face, thick-lipped, and like

to a picture by Velasquez until he opened his

mouth and bared his bad teeth, was in general

officer's uniform, with a kepi bordered with

three wavy gold bands, and the collar of the

Golden Fleece at his throat. His courage was

reputed to be more of the passive than the active

cast. He was the dial of the clock ; he was

not its mainspring. His brother, Don Alfonso,

who was in control of the revolt in Catalonia,

was more active and aggressive.

To the person of Don Carlos was attached a

mounted bodyguard entitled the Squadron of

Legitimacy- To this belonged a number of

adventurers from every clime, all bright fortune-

seeking gentlemen, honest and chivalrous albeit

some might be termed wild or hare-brained

by long- faced people. There was Barm

Barbier, an ex-Chasseur d'Afrique, riding knee-

to-knee with another Baron, an Austrian vfao

had been in diplomacy, but had been jilted

by a French beauty, and in his dudgeon had

won the star of valour ; the Marquis de <iante>,

son of a Colonel of Hussars killed at Sedan;

the Count d'Alcantara, a brave elderly Bclgun

banker ; and to show that the Spanish Mngr-

azui was not wanting, there was Silva. MS to

the Duke of Aliaga with a Campbell for mother,

who was fourteen times over Grandee oi Spin,

though a light weight on a charger. Thar*

was the only approach to a set mess in tht

camp, and a light-hearted, larkish society tbn

formed, to which duly-accredited foreigner* were

free, such as a Prussian, Baron von Wedell, wh'

had been an officer of Uhlans in the Fro

war; the gigantic Captain Fred Burnaby, of the

Blue Guards (as he was introduced by *rr\

foreign friends); and Frank Vizetelly, a )<•

broad-girthed chevalier of the pen and pcnol

ever ready for a joke or a skirmish, a Krctvi

chitrisonitfttc or a tramp up the sierras. Checriel

of souls, how his vast boina and his expanvu

red faja were familiar and beloved to the Carii<> J

ot every degree ! Alas! that he his to bel

remembered with another colleague on tbefl

opposing side—Edmond O'Donovan—by a hrai«

iu the crypt ol St. Paul's Cathedral to the!

Victims of the Soudan.

It i-. not easy to give a proper notion of

war lasting with varying fortunes over a kxQ
term of years, and which consisted mainry dm
dc-iiltory skirmishes between isolated bodiewl

At it" opening phases there was much of the!

grotesque element, but comicality was sc<M

wiped out by carnage, for, like to every crvO

war, there were many instances of ferocity

h> -th sides. To such humours as Lizzaraffl

shouting " Artillery to the front!" to which if
small mountain-gun carried by a solitary muWl

responded, and then a fearful din was causal

by two rustics in cuirasses, a world too wide I

foi them, ami feet cased in hemp, clattering

the (huts ol a village street—succeeded action

like the real business, where thousands wf*

sacrificed, forays of the desperate Border V

inarches through bleak gorges where men dw
by fifties of the cold, and a regular engagem-

in uhah generals lost their lives. It ma\

as well to describe one small battle, itu:
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Paeate de la Reyna, which, although claimed

bv the Republicans, was most certainly gained

by Olio. Estella was the chief town in Navarre

held by the Carlists, and may be looked upon

as their headquarters. It is in the midst of a

fruitful vale of olives and vines, with spreads

of corn, fields of flax and orchards, and is

watered by two streams, the Ega and the

Arae/cua, bounded by oil-mills and wool factories.

It has a population of some six thousand, and

m accounted of considerable importance in the

! rmer Carlist struggle. It is dominated by a

scarped rock crowned with defensive works, and

was used as a prison. There, in 1830, were shot,

bv order of Maroto, five Carlist generals. On
the outskirts at the right is the village of Lorca

«n the Salado, and still further to the right

> the pueblo of Cirauqui, with a stone bridge

<»vcr a little rivulet and a road leading to

•Waneru—a group of houses about a mile off.

A league from Maneru is Puente de la Keyna,

or Queen's bridge, a town half the size of

K-tella, with many convents in a lovely en-

irding plain bathed by the Arga, a tributary of

the Ebro, spanned by five bridges. Between
Cirauqui and Puente de la Keyna the landscape

B diversified by ridges swelling irregularly or

sinking into gentle depressions.

A report reached Estella on the evening of

the 6th of October that Moriones, from the

Pamplona direction, was advancing upon it

with a Republican corps. His strength was

given by the spies as 9,500 infantry, with 200

Q'.alry and twelve guns. It was also said that

Pnmo de Rivera was co-operating with him
with a smaller, but still a formidable body. To
'ppose to this threatened attack Olio could only

Ulster 5,000 men, with 150 horse and his four

nountain-guns. His weakness was rendered

ni.re glaring by his shortness of ammunition,

rhe contingent of three battalions of Alavese

mder Mendiri were badly armed. But these

laniy mountaineers were possessed of a hatred

gainst their foes. The question at stake with

lem more than with others was apparently

nked to fanaticism. Barone, one of the Carlist

unta in A lava, had a placard posted ordering

aat municipalities should assist at High Mass,

;.!! all pastimes should be prohibited and

'aliment houses closed during hours of

vine Serv ice, and that all blasphemers, scandal-

mongers, workers on holidays, and persons who
meed indecently, should be scourged. Many
the Alavese (like the Vendeans in their war)

tc the scapular of the Sacred Heart sewn

over the left breast. Other kinds of scapulars

were also worn, as well as rosaries and blessed

medals, which gave courage and confidence to

these peasant soldiers.

At nightfall of the 5th, the 2nd, 3rd, and

4th battalions of Navarre under Iturmendi, with

two guns, were ordered to form up between

Cirauqui and Maneru to check the menaced
attack. Argonz was left behind, in defence of

Estella, with the 1st and 5th, four companies

of the 6th, 200 of the 8th (newly formed), two
companies of engineers, and the remaining two
guns. Brigadier Mendiri with the Alavese was
assigned to Lorca, and at this point, as com-
manding a central spot from which converging

assaults could be observed and met, Olio took

his stand as general in command.
The morning of the 6th was ideal, clear and

sunny, with a keen dry air from the mountains,

bracing the lungs and adding a zest to existence.

The Republicans were in sight, and gave early

signs of activity. They were on foot at cock-

crow, and began popping at the Carlist outposts,

but quick as they were, Radica with the alert

2nd of Navarre was before them, and had

ascended the most advanced ridge at this side

of Puente crested with the hermitage of Santa

Barbara. At half-past seven Olio was advised

of the advance on this height, and immediately

ordered Mendiri to go forward to Maneru, near

Santa Barbara, and issued instructions to Argonz

to bring up all available reinforcements, upon

which that quiet, ready chief set out at a

chasseur's quickstep. At the start Iturmendi,

having the intrepid Radica with him, was forced

from the ridge above Puente, and sorely pressed

towards the region about Cirauqui, which Olio

was marching to reach. The truth is, Moriones,

having put his entire force in motion, the

impetuous Radica, finding himself at the end of

his cartridges, gave his men word to go ahead

with the naked steel. With a yell they an-

swered to the call, and bore themselves with a

furious zeal, rushing with so much more bravery

than foresight that if the other two battalions of

Navarre, who were in support, had not hurried

to their rescue, not a man could have escaped

being killed or taken prisoner. After this

opening brush, led up to with heavy, almost

reckless firing, the three battalions discovered

that they were so fearfully outnumbered, and

had experienced such serious losses, that they

had to withdraw to a hamlet near Puente de

la Reyna.

The 5th of Navarre, the vanguard of Argonz,
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arrived first—even before the coming of the

general-in-chief. He joined Mendiri and his

Alavese at Cirauqui, and Olio ordered the united

Carlists to mass themselves on a height in the

rear of that from which Iturmendi had been

driven, and to form the serried ranks of battle.

At this, the crucial moment of the action, the

volleying became tremendous. The new ground

assumed was on a horseshoe range of hills, with

the outer curve towards Puente de la Reyna.and

the ends, towards the base, prolonging them-

selves to Cirauqui and Maneru. The Alavese

got the post of honour nearest the enemy, and

between their foremost men and the ridge

—

almost as high as that of Santa Barbara—now
occupied by the Government troops, stretched a

deep valley. The unfortunate Alavese had been

At half-past three the Alavese (covered by dis-

charges from their ordnance) were forced to fall

back to the vale and ascend the ridge, where

their comrades eagerly awaited the moment

to relieve them. The Republicans scrambled

up the abandoned height, and made an essay to

advance for about a hundred yards ; but they

were panting, and had suffered weighty losses

in climbing that hill, and here they were con-

fronted by their implacable foe, whom they had

to assault in a stronger position. The bonds

of discipline must have been lax with then, or

perhaps they thought better of their ask-

Suddenly they hesitated, looked at wte •»

before them ; there was a shiver of indeoMnm

their ranks, and finally they came to a dead<op

Olio seized his opportunity. Two of his pm«,

peltnl conlinutnisly by llt£ artillery <'t

Morionejs an*) line after line o1 infant r \

wa- hurled again-t them : but ilu v stooc

their ground with the til mitcs^ and f< »rtitude

of veteran-, despite t In. ir inferable arm-

ami equipment, and had repealed re-

COUrse i<» the bavotiet with a courage, that

drew firtih tin. applau»C <•! Ulli., mulcr whose

eve- thev were lighting : ami that counted t"r

something, tor he was ;i seasoned warrior, not

given to the display <>t emotion. Tlte RepubH-

can position was advantageous ;
hut two ol the

Carlist guns having been got into action* were

brought to bear upon it with fatal precision,

n

ESTELLA,

not vet utilised, were run up to the right

to enfilade the Republicans, who were turn

it to move against the Royalist left front.
M

with -hell
*' was the word. A bomb. aJm

diiecied. lobbed amongst them, ami OIK

ami two men, as could plainly be disc

through a reconnoitring glass, fell from
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ranks. A second followed an instant later with

more destructive effect ; the enemy showed his

hick and scattered behind the slope of his posi-

tion, amid resounding vnvis from the Carlist

wit The inferiority of the Carlist artillery was
tv.ore titan made up for by the perfection of the

gunners, who were all former officers of the

step by step the positions they had previously

held, and the Republicans slowly melted away

towards Pucnte de la Keyna. Santa Barbara was

reached. The Royalists had left eighteen wounded
behind them there in the forenoon. They were

all massacred. No quarter was listened to after

that gruesome revelation. " At them with the

iFrsiii l/tt I'uturt hjr J. Cutiuht.)

Qentifk corps in the regular army, who had
rft oo the promotion of Hidalgo. The Govern-
tent guns were all commanded by promoted
Rgeants. The Carlist gunners pursuing their

^vantage, Moriones began his retre.it by with-

bwing his men by echelon of battalions from

te Itft, and the Carlist left got its orders to push
B- A rapid fire was directed on the Carlists by

te regiments formed on the Republican right,

•protect their comrades' retirement. But the

bod of the Alavese and Navarrc^e was tired to

tr heat. They had caught the rapture of the

|ht, and shouts of " Con la baxoncta .' " were

•cd. The bayonet it was, for that was the

S weapon of these children of the mist ; and

*fcca's men again to the fore, and inflamed

l'h the rage of reprisal, led the hunt, with

snty steel as ever. Forward at a racing pace

>cy swept, bounding over the valley and seizing

32

cavalry !

" was the shout raised by the fatigued

and enraged foot-soldiers. The terrain, jagged

and .stony, was not tit tor cavalry operations, and

the scll-poss:sscd Olio retorted with an expletive

of a Cambronnc nature. Turning round to

Captain Burnaby, who was standing near, he

flushed like a girl and apologised for his impatient

language. "./</« /<////< ."' was the cry anew, a>

the ignominious flight of the enemy could not

be mistaken. Some of their sharpshooters main-

tained an annoying tire in the thick of Carlists

on the rising ground, and as the bullets fell in

their midst an artillery officer, riding up. asked

where the guns should be placed. 11 There."

said Olio, pointing to Santa Barbara ;
" and now

let the cavalry charge."

At the signal, anxiously expected, the single

squadron tore out after the Republicans, some

of whom were already plunging for shelter into

Die >ogIe
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the Arga. A few minutes afterwards it returned

with some prisoners and a good tally of killed,

amongst whom was a Republican commander,

sabred by a youthful lieutenant. " There he

lies," said the lad to Olio, "and here is his

blood on my blade," showing his weapon dripping

with gore. A captain inquired where he was

to billet his men. "There," said Olio, nodding

towards a hamlet. " I thought I told you

already ; but while you are there, take your

company into the first house in Puente de la

Reyna and stay there for the night." The
officer saluted, aird went off to execute the order.

Then, turning to a lieutenant of artillery, the

general said :
" Take one of your guns, and fire

a shot at the first street of the town. 1 will

let the people know that Moriones is there like

a whipped cur, and dare not stir out."

TheCarlists lost I colonel—Martin Echarch

—

4 subalterns, and 14 privates killed
; 4 captains,

1 1 subalterns, and 79 privates wounded. The
Republican account gave 130 Carlists killed and

SPANISH LANDSCAPE.

800 wounded, but that was a list of casualties

doctored for the Madrid chatterers. Their own

loss was considerable, but may be left to con

jecture. Many corpses were strewn like patcho

on the heights where the Republicans had fallen

or had crept to hollows or fur/e bushes to die.

After all the excitement of the battle wa>

over, a battalion of Navarrese rushed to the

image of a c/ino, outlined on a wall with a bum:

stick by Vizetclly, to decide bets as t«> whether

he had been struck. Not a shot had touched

him, although he was hedged round with bullet-

marks, like the aureole of stabs encircling the

head of a performer in a show, rproarwr.

were the bursts of glee of the simple Navarre*.

The attack was not renewed next day. the bet-

furnished battalions having but forty round* 1

man, but Moriones had gone back to Tafafli.

Primo de Rivera was still in Logrofio, and Don

Carlos, with Dorregaray,Velasco,and Yaldespini,

and four battalions of Biscay and two of Gui-

puzcoa, was on the road to exultant Estellx

Dig
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Tli£ DESERT FIGHTS : c

flftU-KLEA and ABU-KRU.
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/^f ENERAL CHARLES GORDON was

I f-y the Chevalier Bayard

—

44 without fear

and without reproach "—of the nine-

teenth century ; and it was mainly

on his account that, in the year 1884, England
was led to embark in an enterprise without a

parallel almost in her military annals. The
object of this armed expedition was to reach

Khartoum, the distant capital of the Mahomedan
Soudan, on the Upper Nile, and rescue General

j'ordon, who had himself gone to relieve its

Egyptian garrison, but could not. After acquir-

ig his Chinese title by his leadership of the

ever-victorious army " in the Far East, Gordon
-ID whom there was a considerable dash of the

>ldier of fortune, albeit of a higher and more
.^unitarian type than that of his famous

Hintryman, Dugald Dalgetty—Gordon, I say,

id passed into the service of the Khedive, and

srome Governor-General of the Soudan, which

id been annexed to Egypt by the great Mehemet
li In 1879 he resigned this post, and in the

urse of the next four years the fanatical in-

bitants of the Soudan, rallying to the standard

the iMahdi, or False Prophet, rose in arms

»inst the authority of their Egyptian rulers.

Various were the fortunes of this insurrec-

nary war, but at length, after the utter anim-

ation of an Egyptian force, under English

tks Pacha, at El Obeid, it was proved conclu-

dy that the disaffected provinces of the Soudan

ild not lie re-conquered without military

rrations on a scale which the circumstances of

case did not permit, and therefore a policy

withdrawal was decided on.

Jut what in the world had we to do with the

idan ? The answer is that the Soudan then

ned an integral part of Egypt, of which we

undertaken the good government after the

at of the rebel Arabi at Tel-el-Kebir (1882),

that we therefore deemed ourselves in

our bound to do all we could to save the

garrison of Khartoum after deciding on the

evacuation of the country. The only man who
could do so, in the opinion of Mr. Gladstone's

Government, was General Gordon, who knew so

much about the Soudan, and accordingly, accom-

panied by Lieut.-Colonel Stewart, he left London
at the beginning of 1884, and in an incredibly

short space of time reached Khartoum.

But soon thereafter the news reached England

that Khartoum had been cut off from all com-
munication with the rest of the country by the

forces of the Mahdi, and that therefore General

Gordon and his garrison were in the direst peril.

Yet it was some time before our Government
could brace itself up to an energetic policy of

action. At last, however, it decided to send an

expedition to relieve the reliever, Gordon, and

the command was given to Lord Wolseley, who
reached Cairo on 9th September, 1884.

But now there arose the serious preliminary

question : by what route should the relieving force

seek to reach its aim ? Practically, the choice

of routes was narrowed down to two. Disem-

barking on the shore of the Red Sea at Suakim,

the expedition might strike across the desert to

the Nile at Berber
;
or, concentrating in Lower

Egypt, it might ascend the Nile. Each line of

advance had its advocates, but in the long run

Lord Wolseley decided in favour of the Nile

route as being, on the whole, the best ; and

Gordon himself seems to have been of this

opinion too. The Suakim-Berber route, with

its desert sands, would, among other things,

have exposed the troops to dreadful sufferings

from the want of water ; but while privation of

this kind could not possibly be associated with

the line of the Nile, the long ascent of this river,

on the other hand, would be greatly impeded by

the succession of cataracts or, rather, as the

Canadians would call them, 44 rapids," which

marked its course.

It does not fall within the limited scope of
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this description to detail all the manifold ob-

stacles and incidents of the advance up the

Nile in the 800 whale-boats sent out from

England—how stores had to be amassed, camels

collected, and all other necessary preparations

made. Suffice to say that, by the end of

November, when the head of the immensely

long flotilla had reached Hannek, Lord Wolscley

thought it time to issue a stirring appeal " To
the Sailors, Soldiers, and Marines of the Nik-

Expedition," in which he dilated on the 14 glo-

rious mission which the Queen had entrusted to

them," and concluded :

—

"We can—and with God's help will—save

General Gordon from such a death. The labour

of working up this river is immense, and to

bear it uncomplainingly demands the highest

soldier like qualities,

that contempt for

danger, and that

determination to

overcome difficulty

which in previous

campaigns have so

distinguished all

ranks of her Ma-

jesty's army and
navy. The physical

obstacles which im-

pede our rapid pro-

gress are consider-

able, but who cares

for them when it is

remembered that

General Gordon
and his garrison are

in danger ? Under
God their safety is

now in our hands,

and, come what
may, we must save

them. It is needless

to say more to

British soldiers and

sailors."

The better, more-
over, to stimulate the energies of his men.
Lord Wolseley offered a prize of ^'lOO to

the battalion which should make the quickest

passage in its whale-boats up to Korti. a prize

that was ultimately won by the Royal Irish,

the Gordon Highlanders coming in second,

and the West Kent men third. Telegraphing
from Korti to Lord Hartington, the Secreurv
for War, the commander-in-chief said:—"The

Slk HERBKRT 5TF.WART.

English boats have up to this point fulfilled all

my expectations. The men are in exccllem

health, fit for any trial of strength, as the

result of constant manual labour. The work in

the boats against the current is very hard, but is

borne moit cheerfully, without a grumble."

But how this galley-slave-like tugging at the

oars had told upon the mere tailored appearance

of the men may be judged from what was thus

written of them by a correspondent on their

arrival at Korti :

—

"The troops arriving in the boats present an

absolutely ludicrous appearance in their torn

and ragged garments, the condition of which

testifies to the utter unsuitability of the clothes

served out to our soldiers for a hard campaign

There is literally not a sound garment in the

whole column,

which resemblo

FalstafTs ragged

regiment rather

than a body <'!

British troops. The

tartan trews of the

Black Watch have

been patched with

old sacks, with na-

tive cloth from the

bazaars, and even

portions of biscuit ,

tins have been sewn
j

on to the trousers (

to repair the wear

and tear made by

rowing. What the

appearance of the 1

troops will be b

the time the expe

dition has finished

its work we canm<t

even contemplate

A large camp wa>

formed at Korti.

where Lord Wolsc

ley established hi-

headquarters, and

by the middle of December the bulk of the ex-

peditionarv force was gathered there, with grea:

part of its war-material and stores. Christmas

came, and the day was celebrated in as home

like a manner as possible. Although holly and

mistletoe were wanting, the troops had brought

with them the ingredients of plum-pudding, ar.

the camp-fire circles were hilarious with well

earned pleasure. Early in the morning there
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was a grand parade : towards noon the chaplains

held a semi-church service, followed by the Holy

Communion; whl; the day was wound up

with a camp-fire " sing-song," attended by Lord

Wolseley and staff, at which several men of the

vjrious arms gave proof of their musical accom-

plishments ; and by way of prelude, or overture,

to this camp concert, an officer stepped forward

read forth to the men the telegram which

tad just been received by Lord Wolseley from

massacred, together with the young and gallant

Mr. Frank Power, consul and correspondent of

the Times. After wreaking summary vengeance

on these barbarous Monassirs, General Earle was

to detach part of his force to open up the desert

road between Abu Hamed and Korosko, and

then with the remainder push on to Berber,

thence to co-operate with his fellow-commander,

Stewart, in the relief of Khartoum.

On the other hand, Stewart was to make his

the Duke of Cambridge and the Marquis of

Hmington :
—" Our united best wishes to your-

self and troops at this festive season. May
success attend your efforts."

The Christmas festivities over. Lord Wolseley

*gan his preparations for an immediate advance
»n Khartoum. His plan of operations he had varied

torn time to time, according to the political and
military exigencies of the moment ; but now he

lecided to divide his force into two separate

olumns— one commanded by Major-General

^arle, and the other by Brigadier-General Sir

ierbert Stewart. The former force, called the

iiver Column, which numbered about 2,200 men,
Deluding the famous Black Watch and Gordon
fighlanders, with six screw-guns, was to proceed

p the Nile to punish the Monassir tribe for the

lurder of Colonel Stewart, who had accompanied

'ordon to Khartoum, and who, on his way down
*e river again to Dongola, had been barbarously

way straight across the Bayuda desert to Me-
tamneh, and thus open up another and directer

road to Khartoum. A glance at the map will

show that, between Korti and Khartoum, the

Nile makes a great irregular sweep, roughly

speaking like a bow well bent ; and it was by

the land-string of this bow that Stewart was

directed to advance as fast as ever he could.

The composition of this Desert Column was of

a most peculiar kind, far more so, indeed, than

that of the Abyssinian Expedition, of which

Lord Beaconsfield had picturesquely said that

it witnessed the ordnance of Europe transported

across the mountains of Africa by the elephants

of Asia. But it was the sandy wastes of Africa

which had now to be crossed, and for this pur-

pose the bulk of General Stewart's column were

mounted on camels, those ships of the desert—

a

sensation entirely new to the British army with

all its varied experience of warfare in every part

1
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of the world. Of this army the Desert Column
now represented the very cream—men chosen

specially for their discipline, stamina, and strength.

The force at Stewart's disposal consisted of the

First Division of the Naval Brigade, under the

gallant Lord Charles Beresford, of " Well done,

Gmdor,/" fame ; one squadron ioth Hussars (on

horses) ; the Guards Camel Regiment, composed

A

MAP SHOWING SCOPE OF OPERATIONS.

of picked men from the regiments of guards

(Grenadiers, Coldstreams, and Scots), and from

the Royal Marines, all under Colonel Boscawen
;

the Heavy Camel Regiment—" the Heavies "

—

of Colonel Talbot, composed of selected men from

the three Household and seven other cavalry

regiments, Royals, Scots Greys, Bays, 4th and
5th Dragoon Guards, 5th and 16th Lancers; the

Mounted Infantry Camel Regiment (Major

Gough), composed of selected men from various

regiments, most of whom had served in South

Africa or Egypt ; a detachment of Royal En-

gineers (Captain Dorward) ; half a battery Royal

Artillery (Captain Norton) ; 400 men of the

Royal Sussex (Major Sunderland) ; one company

of the Essex Regiment; a bearer company;

a movable field-hospital, and transport details

—in all, about 120 officers and 1 ,qoo men, with

about 300 natives, interpreters, camel-driven,

etc. There was also a Light Camel Regiment

—" the Lights "—composed of picked men from

nine cavalry regiments, but

they were employed almost

entirely on escort duty- A

total of 2,000 combatants!

Surely this was but a ridicu-

lously small force to venture on

a one-hundrcd-and-seventy-su

miles' march across the desert

to the relief of Khartoum, in-

vested, as this city was, by the

swarming hordes of the False

Prophet, numbering, as Gordon

himself wrote, about jo.ooo

fanatical warriors

!

Various communicationsfrom

Gordon had reached Lord

Wolseley, but the worst of i:

was that they were not all of

a consistent character. On

November 14 the commander-

in-chief received a message,

which had been ten days on

the road, to the effect that

Khartoum could hold out for

another forty days, but that

"after that it would be diffi-

cult "—which meant that the

relieving British force ought to

be at Khartoum by about the

14th December. But on the

last day of the year, the day

after a detachment of the

Desert Column had made its

first push forward into the

wilderness, a second messenger reached head-

quarters at Korti, and produced a tiny bit 01

paper, no larger than a postage stamp, which had

been rolled up to the size of a pin and con-

cealed in the seam of the man's garment. On

this paper were the words : " Khartoum. All

right. C. G. Gordon. 14 Dec., 1884."

But this sanguine-looking statement did not

exactly tally with the verbal information which

the messenger had also been ordered to give to

Lord Wolseley, and of which the general effect

was expressed in one sentence :
" We want

you to come quickly." On the very day this
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messenger left Khartoum Gordon had written to

a friend in Cairo :
" All's up ! I expect a catas-

trophe in ten days' time." But, not knowing

this Lord Wolseley had gathered enough from

Gordon's message to convince him that the

kituation at Khartoum was already one of ex-

treme urgency, if not, indeed, of desperation
;

« it behoved the Desert Column to make its

iacious dash across to Metamneh without

IVhile camping at Korti the various com-

ponent parts of this Column had been carefullv

trained to meet all the exigencies of its pro-

tective inarch. All the men—all but the Blue-

jackets who wore their ordinary summer suits

-had discarded their distinctive regimentals

—

red coats, bearskins, brass helmets, etc., and
ilonned a tropical kit—drab khakee tunics and
trousers, with puttees, or Indian leggings, and
pi;iyaree-wrapped sun-helmets of pith, the

glaring white of which many had embrowned
srith coffee, so as to make them less conspicuous

Hjects for the marksmen of the foe. About
thirty red coats were taken with the Column, to

be worn by those who should proceed by the

first steamer from Metamneh to Khartoum, so as

thus to impress the besiegers of Gordon with a

firefy terror of the British name, and with the

reality of the relief of which this picturesque
! :'t!e party should form the scarlet vanguard.
Nor, after this, let it ever be argued that a

*/iuwy uniform has not great advantages even in

the-sc days of utilitarian tailoring for the army.

The " Heavies," whose proper arms were lance

w sabre, had to be taught some infantry drill

"ith the use of rifle and bayonet, while all had
to be accustomed to the riding of camels. More-
over, the steadiness of these animals had to be

toted in a variety of ways. But they behaved
uiniirably under the most trying ordeals, 11 barely

u>ing their heads or even blinking " when the

Uu-^ars dashed close past them in a thundering

harge, cheering, shouting, and flashing their

abres.

Immense amusement was caused by the be-

•Tviour of the jolly, rollicking Blue-Jackets—than

• ii<>m no finer body of fighting-men ever longed

die for their Queen—when they found them-

.•hres on board the "ships of the desert." Even
He<c animals seemed to be puzzled by the vivacity

! their new riders, who formed a strong contrast

o the apathy of the natives accustomed to pilot

'urn across the desert. " The sailors," wrote

tr Charles Wilson, Chief of the Intelligence De-

irtment, 14 with Beresford on his white donkey,

were very amusing and nautical." "Quarter-

master, can't you make that gun sit a little better

on the camel ?
" " Can't, sir ; camel's got his

hump all a-starboard." "Steer small. Bill,"" Mind
your helm, Jack, or you'll run me aboard," were

some of the phrases which caught the ear ot

Lord Wolseley as he reviewed the Column
previous to his departure for Metamneh on

the 8th January.

This was three days after the return to Korti

of Sir Herbert Stewart, who, starting with the

Camel Corps on the 30th December, had pushed

forward to occupy the wells of Gakdul, and

otherwise secure the line of march. " It was a

strange sight," wrote one observer, " to see the

3.000 camels with their necks stretching out like

ostriches, and their 6,000 pairs of long legs

moving along in military array, until the rising

dust first blended desert, men, and camels in one

uniform grey hue, and finally hid them from the

sight of those who remained in camp." The
great Column moving silently along under the

moonlight was a sight not easily to be forgotten.

Each soldier was supposed to earn- with him
on his camel food and water for three days—the
water being stored in mussacks, or goat-skins.

Once or twice the Column missed its way in the

dark, and otherwise experienced all sorts of vexa-

tious mishaps— loss of camels with their burdens,

leaking of water-bottles, etc. Soon after day-

light on the 10th it reached the first wells at

Hambok. but only to find that they contained a

few cupfuls of water, so it had to continue its

wean- march to El Howeiyat, about nine miles

further on. Yet even here it was also found

that Colonel Stanley Clarke's store-convoy,

especially its Egyptian camel-drivers, had also

drained the wells, and it was some time before

the men could be marched up by companies to

enjoy a drink of the muddy water which gradually

trickled into them again.

On the afternoon (of the 10th) the Column
started again for Abu Haifa, but had tp bivouac

soon after dark in rough, stony ground. The
way in which the unfortunate camels tumbled

about in the dark, and loads came off, and the

strong language that was used, were things to

see and hear. At Abu Haifa there was a^aiii

much less water than had been hoped for. But

the engineers set to work to open new holes,

which soon filled ; and the camels, donkeys, and

ponies rushed for the water directlv thev arrived,

and had to be kept back by main force. All the

afternoon there was a continuous stream of men
going down to the wells, and it was kept up the
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whole night. Sonic of the officers worked hard

in the hot sun, digging new wells and distributing

water to all comers.

On the morning of the i^th the Column,
struggling along bravely, at last reached the

wells of Ciakdul, which lie in a rocky, crater-like

amphitheatre of the desert. Here the Guards
had been left by Sir H. Stewart on his first dash
into the wilderness to hold and fortify these

wells, "and we were astonished at the amount

writer previously quoted, " may be best described

as drinking and washing days. We feasted "n

fresh, clear, cold water, unadulterated. \V«

gratified our eyes as well as our throats and

stomachs, and had the unaccustomed luxur,

splashing and tubbing. Happy day? !

aforetime silent soldiers, who had saved theii

breath to moisten their lips, now bepj:

sing snatches of camp ditties, while nc« spirit

and life were infused into everybody."

"J\ ATTACH
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of work they had done. Two stone forts had

been built, the ground had been laid out for us

to camp on, paths made, and signboards put up,

so that we easily fell into our places. ... In the

evening the Guards gave us a capital dinner, to

which we did full justice ; Gordon Cumming had

his usual luck among the gazelle, and many sand

grouse had been secured as well, so there was a

pleasant change from bully beef and the thirst

which it begets."

"To see 3,000 camels and more," wrote

Sir Herbert Stewart to Lord Wolseley, " and

all waterskins filled up, is a sight to be

seen to be appreciated." "The two days suc-

ceeding our arrival at Gakdul," observed the

Early on the morning of the 14th thcColumaJ

leaving a detachment of the Sussex Regiment to

hold the wells, again left Gakdul for theSfle;

and on this, as well as on the following day. <

first came upon traces of the enemy—a Reming-

ton rifle lying on the rocks, with tracks of horso,

evidently those of the Mahdi's scouts

several of his camel-men. The Column camped

for the night (of the 15th) i\ear Jebel Sergaio,

the camels being well tied down, and ertrr-

thing prepared for a possible attack. When

daylight broke on the 16th—after

night march, attended, as usual, with

confusion and delay—" we found oursdvo «
;

vast plain, scantily covered with savas p

4
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with the hills of Abu-Klca in front of us in he had to drop his prisoner and ride for his

the distance." life.

Harrow, with his Hussars, was ordered to push The hopes of all now began to rise high at the

and occupy the wells, while the Column fol- near prospect of at last coming to hand-grips

lowed more leisurely with its camels; but lie with the foe. The Column was halted on a stony

"THE DAUNTLESS GUARDSMAN I.RAPID TO HIS FEET, SWORD IN HAND, AND SLASHED AT THE

FEROCIOUS GROUP" (/- 50S).

HX>n returned with the news that he had found
the enemy in force between us and the water.

One of his officers had a narrow escape. Start-

ing with three or four Hussars in pursuit of the

enemy's scouts, he had followed them into the

Abu-Klea vallev, where he actually caught hold
of one man j but a lot of swarthy, evil-visaged

spearmen springing up out of the long grass,

plateau, and an officer, going forward to recon-

noitre, could sec a long line of parti-coloured

banners floating in the breeze, and stretching

right across the road. " There was a large tent,"

he said, M and we could hear the tom-toms, or

war-drums, beating vigorously," while some puffs

of white smoke in the distance showed that their

riflemen were trying to find the range.
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On learning this, Stewart gave orders to fence

in the column with a zeriba—or rough fortalice of

--tone*, brushwood, baggage, boxes, and the like

— and therein camp for the night, a.s he deemed
the day to be now too far advanced for hostile

operations. Hussar pickets were thrown out to

>ome high ground on the right, but these were

«oon forced in again by the fire of the enemy's

•sharpshooters, who, now within range, began to

gall the zeriba with its dropping tire, which hit

one or two Hussars, as well as several horses

and camels.

All night long they kept up this drizzling

fusilade, but luckily it was very dark, and

there were few casualties, though the con-

stant whistling of bullets overhead and the

vigorous beating of the tom-toms kept the re-

cumbent Column ever on the alert. To show

what a sharp look-out was kept by the Mahdist

forces, it may be mentioned that, when one of

the surgeons was performing an operation in the

zeriba, the man holding the lantern incautiously

turned it towards the hill-side occupied by the

Arab riflemen, when a volley of bullets was the

immediate consequence.

The Column stood to its arms as Venus rose

in the early morning (of the 17th). "that being

the signal by which we had heard the Arabs

generally attacked," and thus it waited till the

dawn, when the fire from the hills became hotter,

and some of the Guards and Mounted Infantry

were sent out to keep it down. The enemy in

the valley had also come nearer in the night,

and their tent was now down, though they

did not yet show in large masses. While the

Column was thus waiting to be attacked, Gough,

commanding the Mounted Infantry, was hit on

the side of the head, the bullet passing through

his helmet and puggery, but not breaking the

skin ; while Major Dickson was shot through

the leg just below the knee. Some Arab horse-

men came round by the right, but were soon

dispersed by a few rounds of shell ; and as it now

became apparent that the purpose of the enemy

was merely to harass and not attack the column,

Stewart determined, like a good soldier, to

march out and give the Arabs battle, leaving

.1 miuII force behind to hold the zeriba.

The square was then formed in the manner

indicated on the accompanying plan, and about

ij .1 111. it marched down the valley towards the

ii.w nl banners which stretched across it, while

Hai urn's Hussars moved off to the left to keep

the eiitinv on the hills in check. The com-

h.iiive Aicngili of the Column- diminished as it

XETEENTH CENTURY.
•

was by the detachments which it had left behind

to hold the zeriba and the various wells in the

rear—was now only about 1,500 officers anJ men
all told, with three screw-guns and one Gardner

But then this handful of heroes represented the

very flower and kernel of the British army.

In the centre of the hollow square were the

camels, carrying water, ammunition, and hospital

requirements. The rest of the camels, together

with the sick and baggage, had been left in the

zeriba. On the square moving out of the

hollow in which it had formed, it at once drew

a brisk fire from the enemy's skirmi-diery, and

already the men began to drop. It wis now

that Captain Lord St. Vincent, adjutant d the

H Heavies," received the wound from which he

afterwards died, while Surgeon McGill, of the

Coldstreams, was also struck.

The square halted repeatedly to return the

Arab fire with its Martinis and screw-gum. and

numbers of the enemy could be seen streaming

off on their right. The worst of it was that the

square could move but very slowly, having fre-

quently to halt to repair its form and avoid

having its rear face forced out by the sluggish

camels. Meanwhile, Campbell's company d
Mounted Infantry continued skirmishing on the

left front, and the foe fell back, gradually dW
appearing among the long grass, until nothing

could be seen of them but their flags waving

across the valley diagonally to the British lint

of advance.

The square had now reached a point about

five hundred yards from those flags when it was

again halted for the purpose of being " dressed,'"

especially the rear face, which had again been

bulged out by the lagging camels ; but before

the process could be completed, a mass of about

5.000 of the enemy suddenly started up from

behind the flags, advanced at a quick run, in j

serrated line, headed by horsemen, and charged

down with the utmost fury towards the left

front corner of the square.
14

It was a beautiful and most striking sight,'*

wrote Sir Charles Wilson, " such a one as Fitz-

James must have seen when Roderick Dhu*
men rose out of the heather : nothing could be

more applicable than Scott's description. . . -

When the enemy commenced the advance, 1

remember experiencing a feeling of pity mixed

with admiration for them, as 1 thought febey

would all be shot down in a few minutes. . • •

As they advanced, the feeling was changed to

wonder that the tremendous fire we were keeping

up had so little effect. When they got within

Digitiz
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eighty vards, the fire of the Guards and Mounted

Infantry began to take good effect, and a huge

pile of dead rose in front of them. Then, to my
.i-tonishment, the enemy took ground to their

;h: as if on parade, so as to envelop the rear

the square. I remember thinking. 1 By

Jnve, they will be into the square !
' and almost

next moment I saw a fine old sheikh on

horseback plant his banner in the centre of the

quare. behind the camels. He was at once shot

down, falling on his banner. . . If any man

deserved a place in

the -Moslem Paradise,

he did.

"Directly the sheikh

fell, the Arabs began

running in under the

camels to the front

part of the square.

Some of the rear

rank now faced

about and began

tiring. By this time

Herbert Stewart's

horse was shot, and
i- he fell three Arabs
ran at him 1 was

close to his horse's

tail, and disposed of

the one nearest to me,

about three paces off,

and the others were,

I think, killed by the

Mounted Infantry

"fficers close by. . . .

There was one strange

incident. An un-

n ounded Arab, armed
« ith a spear, jumped up and charged an officer.

The officer grasped the spear with his left hand,

and with his right ran through the Arab's body,

and there for a few seconds they stood, the

fficer being unable to withdraw his sword until

a man ran up and shot the Arab. It was a living

embodiment of the old gladiatorial frescoes at

Pompeii. . . .

" Carmichael was accidentally shot through

the head by one of our own men, so that death

mast have been instantaneous. Gough, of the

Koyals, and, I fear, others lost their lives in the

same way. ... I was much struck with the

demeanour of the Guard officers. There was no

noise or fuss ; all the orders were given as if on
parade, and they spoke to the men in a quiet

manner, as if nothing unusual was going uti

—

COLONEL Bl'kNAIIV

{Diete. K. II*. Thruft, Bi>minj;/iani.)

one man, when he found the Arabs had swept

past him, handed his company over to his sub-

altern, and rushed into the thick of the fight

round Burnaby. How he got out of it without

a scratch was a marvel to all."

Colonel Burnaby, of Khiva and ballooning

fame, was less fortunate— or, as he himself pro-

bably thought, more fortunate — for now he found

the soldier's death which he had so often sighed

f.ir. Sword in hand, Burnaby had advanced on

horseback from his place among the M Heavies"

to succour the skir-

mishers, who were fall-

ing back on the square

pursued by the rush-

ing Arabs brandishing

their spears, hurl-

ing javelins, and

wielding huge double-

handed swords. An
eye - witness — Mr.

Bennett Burleigh, of

the Daily Telegraph

—thus described the

scene that followed:

—

" As the dauntless

colonel rode forward

on a borrowed nag

—

for his own had been

shot that morning

—

he put himself in

the way of a sheikh

charging down on

horseback. Ere the

Arab closed with him

a bullet Jrom some-

< ne in our ranks, and

not Burnaby 's sword-

thrust, brought the sheikh to the ground. The
enemy's spearmen were close behind, and one

of them suddenly dashed at the colonel, pointing

the long blade of his spear at his throat. Check-

ing his horse and slowly pulling it backward,

Burnabv leaned forward in his saddle and parried

the Moslem's rapid and ferocious thrusts ; but

the length of the man's weapon—eight feet— put

it out of his power to return with interest the

Arab's murderous intent. Once or twice. I think

the colonel just touched his man, only to make
him more warv and eager. The affray was the

work of three or four seconds only, for the savage

horde of swarthy negroes from Kordofan, and

the straight-haired, tawny-complexioned Arabs

of the Bavuda steppe, were fast closing in upon
our square. Burnaby fenced smartly, just as if
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he were playing in an assault-at-anm, ami there scene now being enacted— a soldier ran out and

was a smile on his features as he drove off the drove his sword-bayonet through the second

man's awkward thrusts. assailant. As the Englishman withdrew the

" The scene was taken :'n at a glance—with steel, the ferocious Arab wriggled round and

that lightning instinct which I have seen the sought to reach him. The effort was too much,

desert warriors before now display in battle while however, even for his delirium of hatred against

the Christian, and the rebel reeled and

fell. Brief as was BurnabyV glance

backward at thi> fatal episode, it was

long enough to enable the first Arab

to deliver his spear-point full in the

brave officer's throat. The blow drove

Burnaby out of the saddle, but it

required a second one before he let

go his grip of the reins and tumbled

upon the ground. Half-a -dozen

Arabs were now about him. With

the blood gushing in streams from

his gashed throat, the dauntless

Guardsman leaped to his feet, sword

in hand, and slashed at the ferocious

group. They were the wild strokes

of a proud, brave man, dying hard.

Private Wood, of the Grenadier

Guards, sprang to his rescue, but i:

was too late, for the colonel was

overborne and fell to the ground.

Wood raised his head, and, seeing

that the case was hopeless, exclaimed.
1 Oh, colonel, I fear I can say no more

• than " God bless you !
" ' The dying

man, his life-blood running out in a

stream from his jugular vein, opened

his eyes, smiled, gave a gentle pres-

sure of the hand, and passed away,

close to his old comrades, the Blues."'

Changing their original direction

towards the left front of the square,

the Arabs had come down on the

left rear corner with lightning speed.

They had been quick to " spot " the

square's most vulnerable point, which

was where it had been bulged out

by the camels as well as " gapped "

by the Gardner, and was consequently in

some confusion. The last hundred yards were

crossed in a few seconds, although during

this brief space numbers fell before the fire

of the " Heavies " and the Gardner gun. which

the Naval Brigade had run out about twenty

yards outside the left rear face. But the number

of rifles was insufficient to annihilate the masse*

of Arabs who came rushing on, and in a few

TYI'E OK A MAIint SOLDIER.

coming to one another's aid—by an Arab who,

pursuing a soldier, had passed five paces to

Burnaby's right and rear. Turning with a

sudden spring, this second Arab ran his spear-

point into the colonel's right shoulder. It was

but a slight wound—enough, though, to cause

Burnaby to twist round in his saddle to de-

fend himself from this unexpected attack.

Before the savage could repeat his unlooked-for

blow—so near the ranks of the square was the seconds the left rear corner was pressed back by

;d by GoogI(
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>heer weight of numbers. Unfortunately, too,

the Gardner gun jammed, and caused the

I ss <•:" nearly half the Naval Brigade, who gal-

lantly stood by it until they were slaughtered or

swept into the square by the rush of Arabs.

Many of the rifles also jammed. " I tnvself

\,' wrote an officer, "several men throw

J.wn their rifles with bitter curses when they

the lock of the jammed barrel out, when the

enemy were upon us. Khoods was killed with

a spear. Walter Miller, armourer, I also saw killed

with a spear at the same moment on my left. I

was knocked down in the rear of the gun, but

uninjured, except a small spear-scratch on the

left hand. The crowd and crush of the enemy
were vers' great at this point, and, as I struggled

UE rATlGVCs <->t 1 11 K l»AV WKkK tOU.otteu t.V t UK IKllH'LATlO.SS OF A MOONLtsi NK.lt I" MARCH "
(/». 51I).

and them jammed ami useless ; and if infantry

1 this, the cavalry. u>ing the long rifle for the

«t time, must have been worse. Can vou

agine a more dreadful position than that of

ing face to face with an Arab, and your onlv

•apon a rifle that will not go off?
"

The jamming of the Gardner gun was thus

scribed by I-urd Charles Bcresford. command-

g the Naval Brigade :— " The Gardner gun
tuned after firing about thirty rounds. The
omy were then about two hundred vardsfrom

t£nuzzle of the gun. The captain of the gun,

Rhoods, chief boatswain's mate, and myself,

screwed the plate to clear the barrel, or take

up, I was carried against the face of the square,

which was literally pressed by sheer weight of

numbers about twelve paces from the position of

the gun.
41 The crush was so great that at the moment

few on either side were killed, but fortunately

this flank of the square had been forced up a

very steep little mound, which enabled the

rear rank to open a tremendous fire over the

heads of the front rank men ; this relieved the

pressure, and enabled the front rank to bayonet

or shoot those of the enemy nearest them. The
enemv then, for some reason, turned to their

right along the left flank of the square, and
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streamed away in numbers along the rear face of

it. In a very few minutes the terrific fire from

the square told on the enemy. There was a

momentary waver, and then they walked quietly

away. I immediately manned the Gardner, and

cleared the jam as soon as I could. This, how-

ever, was not done in lime to be of much use in

firing on the slowly-retreating enemy, as they

had got back into the nullah and behind the

mound before it was ready.''

The onrush of the furious Arabs—brandishing

their weapons and yelling out their M Allah-il-

Allah !

"—was compared to the rolling on of a

vast wave of black surf. About 12.000 of them

*<•••.

v'

I'J'-M....

SKETCH or BATTLE
or

ABU KRU

were estimated to have been on the ground,

though only about 5,000 of these took part in

the actual attack—5,000 against 1,500! It was

no wonder that, at the first impact of this im-

petuous mass of raging devils, the British square

—a formation which has become a synonym for

impregnable stability—had been dented in and

thrown into momentary confusion. Indeed, for

some little time, the fate of this handful of

England's finest fighting-men trembled in the

balance. " I think," wrote Lieutenant Douglas

Dawson, " that all present would never care to

sec a nearer shave than this, and it is, in my
opinion, due to the fact that the two sides not

immediately attacked (the front and right ) stood

their ground that the enemy retired discomfited.

Had the Guards moved, none of us would have

lived to tell the tale." But the Guards, as ever

stood firm as rocks.

At one time it looked as if the two remaining

sides of the square must be " swallowed up by

the hordes surrounding us ; so much so that,

seeing my brother a few paces off, I rushed to him.

shook his hand hard, and returned to my place

Setting their feet apart for better

purchase, our Guardsmen refused to budge orx

inch ; we put our rear rank about, and they shot

down or bayoneted every Arab that came near

them.'

By sheer weight of the Arab rush, the left face

of the square was gradually forced back to close

to the rear of the front face. The camels, which

had hitherto been a source of weakness to the

square, now became a source of strength;

for, when the rear face was also forced

in, the camels formed a living travenc

that broke the Arab rush, and gave time

for the right and front faces to take ad

vantage of the higher ground on which

they stood and fire over the head-

those engaged in a desperate hand-to-

hand struggle on the surging masse* of

the enemy behind. The centre of the

square became the scene of a most

desperate conflict—camels, horses, men.

all involved in one sanguinary welter.

Within the square the din of battle

was such that no words of command

could be heard, and each man was

obliged to act on the impulse of the

moment, and fight for his own hand,

like Hal o' the Wynd. " No men could

have fought better," wrote Colonel

Talbot, commanding the Heavies, "and

although two detachments lost their

nfikvrs, their places were at once assumed by

the non-commi--i< 'iicd officers, It wa> an hike:

man on a small scul< a soldier's battle. Strengtl

determination,steadtncss,and unflinchingcottragt

alone could have stemmed the onslaught

The whole affair only lasted lor about t -

minutes, and before the lapse ol this brief t

the little band ot 1 .=00 British soldiers, as was

by Colonel Colvilk oi the GrenadierGuards,
*'

by sheer pluck and muscle killed the la-t of

fanatics who had penetrated into their mid-

At the same time, the fire of the Heavies

Royal Sussex had checked a formidable char

of Arab cavalry towards the right rear cornel

the square. Several men got the Victoria L

for acts of con-picuous braverv ; all ought t

have received it

When the inside of the square » a- -' -

cleared, its out-ide assailants sullenly drc
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turning every now and then to hurl curses at

their "infidel " conquerors ; and then a ringing

cheer burst forth from the victorious little band

of British soldiers—a cheer that was followed

bv well-aimed volleys of musketry and grape at

the baffled foe, which hastened their retreat.

The battle had been as bloody as it was brief.

No fewer than 1,100 dead Arab bodies were

cmnted in the immediate neighbourhood of the

•yuare, while the prisoners stated that their loss

:u wounded had been exceptionally heavy- Had
we but been able to slip a few squadrons of

cavalry at the flying foe, the extent of their

disaster might almost have been doubled.

But our victory had been as dearly, as it was

narrowly, bought. The spears and swords of the

Arabs had done ghastly execution during that

terrible live minutes of the fray. " I went out

tu help about the water, etc.," wrote Sir C.

Wilson, " and found the spot where the square

had been broken a horrible sight—too horrible

tor description." Killed were 9 officers, and 65

non-commissioned officers and men ; while the

wounded (including Lord Airlie) numbered 9
officers (two of whom afterwards died), and 85

non-commissioned officers and men.

From this shocking scene of carnage the

^uare was moved away a few hundred y%r<i>

to pull itself together again ; and then, while

'.he uounded were being attended to, and the

enemy's arms, ammunition, etc., burnt, the

Hussar* were sent forward to find the wells.

The men were suffering agonies of thirst, but

behaved splendidly. At last the Column reached

the Abu-Klea wells, of which the muddy water

tasted to all like cream or champagne, after the

exertions and privations of the day. Here the

!'>rce bivouacked for the night, which proved

raid and miserable, as the stores and baggage had

not yet come up from the zeriba. " Verney,

Wortley, and I," wrote Sir C. Wilson, " tried

to sleep under the prayer-carpet Wortley had

Looted ; and I think we spent most of the time

:n trying to pull it off each other, for none of

lb did more than doze a few minutes at a time."

Next morning ( 1 8th) a small fort was built for

the protection of the wounded, who had to be

left behind under a guard of 100 men of the

Royal Sussex ; and in the afternoon the column

•^ain moved off to Metamneh, about twenty-

three miles distant. Here it would strike the

Nile, and for a sight of the waters of the Nile

Stewart's thirst-afflicted men were now yearning

• itha desire far more passionate than that which

possessed the home-sick soldiers of Xenophon

when, after fighting their way from Cunaxa
through the mountains of Armenia, they strained

to catch a glimpse of the distant Euxine sea.

All that distressing day the gallant Column
pushed forward, and the fatigues of the day

were followed by the tribulations of a moonless

night march over very trying ground. The
confusion was endless, and the noise of swearing

men and 4
* grousing " camels might have been

heard miles away. Frequent and long were the

halts, the briefest being seized on by hundred*

of soldiers to dismount and throw themselves

on the ground for a few minutes' sleep—'* sleep

so dead that they had to be roughly roused

before they could be made to mount again."

After thus traversing a most troublesome-

region of bush, the head of the Column came
out on open ground about I a.m. (on the 19th),

and then, after a short halt, being still guided by

Ali Loda (a noted robber), it pressed forward

once more till dawn (about 6 a.m.), when the

return of daylight began to revive the spirits of

both men and animals. At this time the Column
was only about five miles west of the river, and

the same distance south of Metamneh. To
traverse the distance from Abu-Klea (eighteen

miles) it had taken the force fourteen hours

!

At 7.30 a.m. a gravel ridge was topped, and

the Nile, with Shendy and Metamneh, at last

appeared in sight. But it was also seen that a

formidable force of Arabs had interposed itself

between the Column and the Nile, with intent

to dispute its approach to the deeply-longed-for

water. Turning with a smile to his staff, General

Stewart said :
11 Tell the officers and men we

shall first have breakfast, and then go out to

fight." He had by this time seen that there-

was no hope of reaching the river without giving

battle to the Arabs, and so he determined to

laager, or zeriba, his transport, and march straight

for the blessed river with his fighting force.

The zeriba was formed on open ground, upon
a small hill of gravel, commanding the surround-

ing sea of grass and bush—about four miles from

the Nile. Everyone was dead beat after march-

ing all night, but down sat the Column in its

zeriba to enjoy its morning meal. Yet can any

meal be said to be enjoyed which is taken to the

accompaniment of a dropping shower of long-

range bullets ? One of these struck and killed

Mr. Cameron, the gallant war-correspondent of

the Standard, just as his servant was handing

him a box of sardines ; and soon afterwards

the same fate overtook Mr. St. Leger Herbert,

of the Morning Post, who was also acting as
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private secretary to Sir Herbert Stewart. But,

worst of all, Sir Herbert himself was struck

by a bullet in the groin, his wound after-

wards proving mortal ; and now the command
of the Column devolved on Sir Charles Wilson.

Thus, with all these things to do, it was not

till after two o'clock that the square prepared

to make for the Nile. It was composed much

in the same way as at Abu-Klea ; but half the

" Heavies," the iqth Hussars, the Royal Artillery,

and the Naval Brigade, with their

guns and the Gardner, were left be-

hind for the protection of the iath

and the redoubt.

" As we formed up," wrote

Lieutenant Dawson, " we were ex-

posed to a very heavy fire, acu

among our own officers in the regi-

ment the escapes were something

wonderful. One had the button ol

his coat carried inside his shirt ji>t

above the belt, another was surprised

by a bullet whizzing through hi-

whiskers, a third had one right

through his helmet and out the

other side, and a fourth got one <

*

the sword scabbard, which gbnceu

off and struck his ankle."

The prospect, indeed, was

calculated to inspire even the boldel

men with doubt and misgiving. Bu:

it daunted not the hearts of tl

British heroes of the desert, tired ou:

though they were by the privation:

and fatigues of the previous four

days. A sigh of relief all round thi

square denoted that the moment tbo

had been waiting for all dav had a:

length arrived.
M We all realised," wrote Sir C

Wilson, " that our work was cut ou:

for us, and many felt that if wc did

not reach the water that night

would go hard with the whole force

1 felt the full gravity of the situation

out from the moment 1 entered the

square I felt no an.xietv as to the

The men's faces were set in a determine!

hich meant business, and I knew that

tended to drink from the Nile that nigh:

ever mi much struck with the appearand

men : lhey moved in a cool, collected

itliout noise or any appearance <>!

it. Many, as I afterwards heard, DC
d to get through, but were determined

heir lives dearly."

mi became evident that the enemv «<-'

it force, and that reinforcement' h

nan had arrived. The gravel ridge. w

ween the zeriba and the village d

Meanwhile, it had been determined to con- result,

struct a redoubt on an eminence about eighty way w

yards from the zeriba, to prevent its occupation they in

by the foe. This had to be done under the 1 was n

fire of the enemv, and the boxes, etc., for the of the

wall of the redoubt were carried across from the way, w
zeriba by the officers and men of the " Heavies" citemei

and the Guards, assisted by some Engineers, expecte

Mr. Burleigh, of the Daily Telegraph, also to -ell t

took an active part in this arduous duty, for

which he was mentioned in despatches— the in grea

first honour of the kind that had ever been paid Omdun
to any English war-correspondent. ran bet
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Kru on the river, was alive with foot and horse,

and in ever)' direction their banners could be

seen rising out of the long grass, streaming in

the breeze, while the tom-toms were agaiii kept

going at a tremendous rate. The square fol-

lowed rather a zigzag course this time, so as

always to keep on open ground and not be

surprised by a sudden rush of the Arabs ; while

every now and then it halted to send a few

volleys in the direction of the white smoke-puffs

issuing from the long grass. Meanwhile, when-
ever the enemy showed in force, the guns in the

ttriba would open upon them with showers

f shrapnel, while the Gardner, too, was kept

grinding away. The continual fire from an in-

risible foe was particularly trying to the men,
many of whom dropped ; and so it was with

cheers of relief that, on nearing the gravel ridge,

they beheld the Arabs preparing for a charge.
" All at once," wrote the English commander,

"as suddenly as at Abu-Klea, the firing ceased,

wd the enemy's spearmen came running down
the hill at a great pace, with several horsemen in

front. It was a relief to know the crisis had
vome. The square was at once halted to receive

the charge, and the men gave vent to their

feelings in a wild, spontaneous cheer. Then
they set to work firing as they would have done
at an Aldershot field-day. At first the fire had
little effect, and the bugle sounded ' cease

firing,
1

the men, much to my surprise, answering

to the call. The momentary rest steadied them,

and when the enemy got to within about three

hundred yards they responded to the call ' com-

mence firing' with deadly effect. All the leaders

with their fluttering banners went down, and no

one got within fifty yards of the square. It only-

lasted a few minutes : the whole of the front

ranks were swept away, and then we saw a wild

backward movement, followed by the rapid dis-

appearance of the Arabs in front of and all around

us. We had won, and gave three ringing cheers."

"I shall never forget my drink," said an

officer, " when we reached the river. The men
were half mad with joy on seeing the Nile again."

They were so exhausted that when they came
up from their drink at the river they fell down
like logs.

The loss on this day of Abu-Kru amounted
to one officer and twenty-two non-commissioned

officers and men killed, with eight officers and

ninety non-commissioned officers and men
wounded.

By its heroic courage and endurance the

Desert Column had, so far, done much ; but

much more still remained to be done. Khartoum
itself, the object of the expedition, still had to be

reached, and Gordon rescued. But the tragic-

sequel to the desert battles of Abu-Klea and

Abu-Kru must be reserved for a separate story.

SIR HERBERT STEWART BEING CARRIED TO THE NILE.
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" Thy home is in the hardy north.

Thy head lies pillowed in the snows.

At thy broad shoulder* frets and flows

The thwarted tide of oceans forth.

Thy fruitful breast, the rolling plains.

Great rivers are thy throbbing veins."

—To Canada.

HWAR that had for its tilting-ground

the picturesque frontier of Canada, and

for its period the opening of the

nineteenth century, when, as yet, the

great West was a mystery, and the forests 01

America stretched far beyond the white man's

ken, could not but be one of infinite colour

and romance. When all Canada—one-sixteenth

of the land surface of the globe—contained a

white population of less than 300,000 souls,

and the United States, now the home 01

more than sixty millions of people, could only

boast of a population of eight millions ; when
no express trains snaked their way across the

mammoth continent, nor swift steamers trailed

their smoke athwart the blue of the skies

;

when the bayonet still played an important

part in the winning or losing of battles ; when
flint locks had not been bred into hammer-

less guns ; when the ring of the long ramrod

was heard where now is heard the snap or

the breechloader ; when cannon were few and

small, and when an army was complete without

a telegraph corps to weave a network of wire at

its rear like the tail of a comet—in those days

wars were longer drawn out, the dead were not

counted by the tens of thousands, as now. Hand-
to-hand fighting was still to be had, and it would

seem that individual valour played a greater part

in the result of the conflicts than can be the

case in this the day of machine-guns and elec-

tricity. So it is that, although many wars of the

century saw more troops in the field and larger

armies confronting one another, few indeed are

more romantic in their details than that which

is known in Canadian and American history i-

"the War of 181 2."

The opening battles of this unfortunate. this

criminal war were fought amidst some of

grandest scenery of the world. A broad bloc

river—the equal of which is scarcely to be fan!

—bore on its bosom Tecumseh, fighting chief

of the Shawnese, and with him General Isaac

Brock, to the capture of Fort Detroit. The

muffled thunder of the Niagara Falls sro

upon the ears of the soldiers who met in

shock of battle at Lundy's Lane. The
veil of the falling waters and the swirl of

river fresh from its maddening plunge

within sight of the battle of Oueenston Heig

—hills, rocks, precipitous banks, wide rh

lakes so vast as to be rightly termed i

sea>. forests unending.

Then, too, the world had not as yet botirr

itself out of its picturesque stages. Time*

were still old-fashioned. Governments, genera!

and people alike were in those days dr

pendent for news of the outside world upo

the sailing-vessels that battled their wax's fn*

port to port—a prey to adverse winds, ux

charted currents, and unmarked rocks, ao<

worse than these evils, the ever-present dangt

of being swooped upon by one of those ha*»

of the sea, the privateer, of which vast numbr

flitteil to and fro on the bosom of the A

lan tic. Nor were communications muJi

risky ashore. The courier with his coon->L

cap. hi> moccasins in summer and mi<>v\

in winter, and flint-lock over shoulder, li-

the forest where lurked a hundred dangers.
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But these strange features of departed days

do not complete the list of things that have

been, but are never again to be. In " the War
of 1812 " the crasis —the " make up " of the army
for the defence of Canada—was such as can never

again take the field. For side by side with the

men of the 49th—"Green Tigers" the Ameri-

cans nicknamed them at Queenston Heights for

their ferocity in battle—stood the Canadian

Militia, made up of farmers, village artisans and

craftsmen, clerks, fur-traders, and such-like com-

ponents of an army ; stood United Empire
Loyalists and French-Canadians ; stood Indians,

under Tecumseh and the younger Brant
;
stood,

it is told at Queenston Heights, negro slaves as

well as freemen— all joined together to defend

the country against the invading American. A
heterogeneous band, in all conscience, assembled

to oppose an advancing army not quite so mixed
in its personnel. In writing of the Battle of

Queenston Heights, it will be as well to refer

to the defenders of Canada as Canadians ; for,

notwithstanding the presence of British troops,

pure and simple, the bulk of the antagonists

hich the Americans encountered were Canadian

volunteers—Canadian white men and Canadian
•ed men.

It is unnecessary* here to go into the question

"i blame for " the War of 1812." But this may
be said : the struggle was an unpopular one in

the United States. Indeed, some of the most
patriotic States in the Union—States that had
tfood firm for the cause of liberty in the struggle

for independence—condemned the action of

the President in declaring war on Great Britain.

The legislature of Maryland denounced the

•«ar. The Governments of Rhode Island, Con-

necticut, and Massachusetts—three of the most

mportant States in the Union—looked upon the

druggie with so great a di>like that they at first

refused their quota of troops. And many of the

shiest men in the country cried out against the

»W as unrighteous.

But war, righteous or unrighteous, once begun,

» country must stand by the central authority
;

md soon the full resources of the people of the

V nited States were brought forward with the

"bject of attaining a success. The United States

were fortunate in so far that they had no other

finesses on hand at the declaration of the war

'XCept the pursuing of the war. On the other

;and, such was the state of Europe, so critical

<>tage had been reached in the Napoleonic

nflagration, that Great Britain found herself

ible to spare even secondary forces for the war

in the West. Says the historian Alison : "Three
days after the declaration of war Wellington

crossed the Aqueda to commence the Salamanca
campaign. Six days after, Napoleon passed the

Niemen on his way to Moscow at the head of

380,000 men."

All Europe was aflame. Bellona stood toc-

a-tip, and flashed her naked sword across the

world. The sweat ran from the brow of Brit-

annia as she gathered her forces to grapple with

the despot Napoleon. The struggle meant
national life or death. Defeat could only be

followed by destruction. It was at this moment
that Madison, President of an English-speaking

Republic, seated in the chair of authority so

recently vacated by Washington, chose to strike

a blow which, if successful, he knew must mean
the destruction of liberty, the enthronement of

despotism. That it did not succeed is to the

lasting honour of the people of Canada.

Among the many strange and deplorable

features of "the War of 181 2," none were

more remarkable than that Canada, a meagrely

populated country, a poor country, and the

people of which were no parties to the quarrel
;

a country having, in fact, everything to lose

and nothing to gain, should have had thrust

upon her the whole brunt of the war during

the first years of its career. True, on the sea

British and American frigates fought to a finish

time and time again ; and at the end of the war

the Americans, good seamen and honourable,

valiant fighters, were able to congratulate them-

selves on the stand they had made against thz

mistress of the sea. There was the crimson duel

between the Chesapeake and the Shannon^ a

pounding match short and bloody, in which the

Shannon captured the American. On the other

hand, the Americans had their victories, and

Perry's defeat of the British fleet on Lake Erie

placed the great lakes under the control of the

forces of the Republic. But the real struggle

lay along the Canadian border, and its object

was, on the part of the United States, the

conquest of Canada, and on the part of Canada

the determination not to be conquered by the

invaders. In this the Canadians succeeded

against well-nigh overwhelming numbers.

The United States declared war on Great

Britain, June 1 8th, 1812. Canada at once found

herself on the defensive. Previous to the de-

claration of war, the United States had concen-

trated at the best strategical points large bodies

of troops, and. as everything was ready, the

moment the declaration of war was officially
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made known, these moved on Canada. On July

1 2th, General Hull withdrew his army from Fort

Detroit, and, there being no opposition in that

part of the country, bloodlessly established him-

self on Canadian soil by crossing the Detroit

River with his army. The initial steps of what

must have appeared to the American armies

an easy task—the overrunning of Canada—had

been successfully taken.

The dividing line between Canada and the

United States is in every way worthy of so vast

out upon the breast of the blue Ontario. Run;

for some distance down the St. Lawrence River,

the dividing line leaves the waterways at Ik.

and, striking off into the bush, nukes for the

shores of the Atlantic. A waterway tin-

cession of lakes, rivers, thundering falls, and

swirling whirlpools, unparalleled m all thewe
JJ

But this stretch of 1 ,700 miles was far too
-

a frontier for the meagTe population of

"

with its 4,450 regulars, to defend with ease.

Every war has its commanding figure,

TUB. STF-. MARIS RIVER.

a continent as North America. The extent of

it, as known during the years of M the War of

iHi2," is one succession of mighty rivers and

mightier lakes. Beginning with the greatest

lake in the world (Superior), the dividing line

runs through the Ste. Marie Kiver, with its foam-

ing rapids, at the foot of which even to this day

may be seen the Red Indian in his birch-bark

canoe dipping his net and sweeping the struggling

white fish from the waters. Through Lake

Huron, down the St. Clair River, the imaginary

line runs, cutting in two the great reed marshes

that stretch farther than the eye can see, the

home of wild goose, duck, muskrat, and black

bass ; on down the majestic River Detroit into

Lake Erie, then through the turbulent Niagara,

plunging the Falls famous the world over, and

hero, standing out clearly among the

towering head and shoulders above his bit

in arms, and he is imposing in proportion

importance or number of the under;

which it has been his fortune to p'

It may appear strange that the ho

War u! 1 s 1 from the Canadian stand|

least, did not live to lake more than a mot

part in any battle of the war—in £

killed by one of the earliest volleys I

American soldiers in the first battle

Yet it is a fact that of all those \vh<

m this war there is no one who U hddj

kindly remembrance by the peoph

nor to whom so much honour has b

Sir Isaac Brock, who fell early in t

of the battle of Oueenston Heights
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Brock was a Guernsey man by birth, born in

the same year as Wellington and Napoleon.

Wr

hen but fifteen years of age he joined the

British army, first serving in the West Indies,

and, rising rapidly, he commanded the 49th Foot

15 senior colonel in the expedition to Holland.

In 1801 he served under Lord Kelson in the

Brock himself seems to have recognised the

pacific intentions of the American people, but

disbelieved altogether in the honour or good

faith of the men who at that time governed

the States.

In 1 8 10 General Brock established his head-

quarters at Fort George—a small post on the
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ack upon Copenhagen. In 1802, he went
lh his regiment to Canada, and soon obtained
oimand of all the troops in that country. He
* among the very first to recognise the threat

-

•ng attitude of the authorities across the
fder, the drilling and concentration of troops,

& he at once set to work to put Canada into

efficient state to resist invasion. But in this

had an uphill fight, for the people of Canada
te loth to believe that their neighbours to
s south would wilfully bring about a collision.

Canadian bank of the Niagara River, and some
miles from Oueenston. From this centre he
paid a visit to the frontier ports, spending some
time at Fort Maiden and Sandwich. In 1 8 1

1

the Lieutenant-Governor of Upper Canada
(Francis Gore) returned to England on leave,

and Brock succeeded him in his position. So
it happened that when the war was declared

Brock held both civic and military command in

Upper Canada.

The general direction of the campaign for the
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conquest of Canada was entrusted by the Govern-

ment of the United States to General Dearborn.

This able soldier determined to invade Canada at

three points simultaneously. General Hull, at

the head of his well-equipped army of 2,500

troops, was, as has been told, stationed at Detroit,

with only the broad blue river between him
and Canadian soil. In all that part of Canada

there were only some 300 troops, and these were

stationed at Fort Maiden—a small post at a point

where the Detroit River flows into Lake Erie.

His part of the campaign was looked upon as

a foregone conclusion. He was to subdue the

western peninsula of Canada, and if necessary

march its length to Niagara.

Niagara was, of course, the second point of

invasion. On the banks of this river, at the

little village of Lewiston, General van Rens-

selaer assembled a force of some 4,000 or 5,000

soldiers, preparatory to crossing the river. When
he finally took this step, it resulted in the battle

of Queenston Heights, the death of General

Brock, and the slaughter or capture by the

Canadians of the whole of the American troops

who crossed the river.

The third army of invasion headed for Mont-

real and Lower Canada. This was under the

command of General Dearborn himself, and he

and his army made for Canada by way of that

strange waterway, famous in the annals of the

cruel wars between the English and French, to

wit—Lakes George and Champlain. Every

schoolboy is familiar with this historic waterway,

with its Fort Frederick, its Crown Point, its

Ticondcroga, for has not Fenimore Cooper told

the tales of the forest and the streams, and re-

peopled the rugged country with the red man,

the light-hearted voyagcur and sturdy pioneer ?

Along this route General Dearborn moved his

forces. Canada found herself in sore distress.

Three armies to withstand, armies divided bv
hundreds of miles of practically uninhabited

country, and each one of them consisting of

almost as many troops as Canada had at her

disposal altogether

!

When the bad news sped through the land

there were many sinking hearts, and few indeed

who believed that the invasion could he for long

withstood. Nevertheless, at the call for volun-

teers, the farmers and townsmen, tradesmen and

the followers of the professions, all shouldered

their guns and made off for the front. They
rallied in such numbers that it was found im-

possible to arm them all, and many were sent

back to their homes to look after the tilling of

the ground. Everyone feared that a long war

lay ahead.

General Hull was the first to cross the frontier

Establishing his headquarters at Sandwich, he

issued a fire-eating proclamation to the people

of Canada, and did nothing. True, he nude

some ponderous movements against Fort Malder.,

held by the 350 regulars—these, no doubt, sup

ported by many volunteers from the south 0

Essex, a part of the country which had been

settled by United Empire Loyalists, sturdy

patriots who had given up their all and made

their way to Canada when the United Sutr

gained their independence. But soon theinnd

ing General Hull received a severe reverse. He

depended for his supplies on convoys from Oh*',

and these had to make their way through a ifty

wild tract of country. On the 4th of Augu*.

1 81 2, a convoy commanded by Major van Home

was suddenly confronted by Tecumseh, chief >
t

the Shawnese Indians, and his followers. AwiM

fight took place in the woods, and in the end tic

great chief was victorious, scattering van Home*

command and capturing the stores. Genera

Hull had but a short time before this heard c'

the fall of Michillimackinac, thus establishing ;

Canadian force at his rear. And now the new^

that General Brock was hurrying from Niagin

to confront him caused the cautious Hull to ukc

fright. He at once retreated across the river,

and again established himself behind the stnmi;

defence of Fort Detroit.

When General Brock heard of Hull's invasion

of Canada he lost not a moment. Gathering

around him some 300 volunteers, and taking I

handful of regulars, he marched to Long Pom:

on Lake Erie, and there embarked for a tu<~

hundred miles journey in open boats, in tem-

pestuous weather, along a dangerous coast—tk*

northern shore of Lake Erie. Night and d^v

the little force continued its dangerous journey,

tossed about by the waves of the great lake

Only the sound leadership, together with 1

cheerful determination on the part of office?

and men alike, saved this expedition from disa>:c

On this remarkable journey not a man was k<

Amherstburg was reached on the night U

August 13th. The energetic Brock was struck

with amazement when he heard of Gcnenl

Hull's retreat ; but, as he had little time tospare

from the more important strategical position -

Niagara—he made up his mind to storm Fort

Detroit without delay.

At Amherstburg Brock and Tecumseh

—

tbt

two clear figures of " the War of l8ia*'— me,
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and together they planned the taking of

Detroit.

Tecumseh was, without doubt, a warrior of

valour and craft, a fit follower of Pontiac ; and

about him he had chiefs of sagacity and daring

—the Wyandot Roundhead, Noonday, and

Sajjinaiv, to mention but three. These Indians,

under the leadership of Tecumseh, rendered in-

nerved the people of Canada, and they prepared

for a stubborn defence of their beautiful country.

Leaving Proctor in charge of the captured fort,

Brock hastened back to Niagara to confront

General van Rensselaer.

A grander setting for a battle could not well

be found than Nature had prepared for the battle

of Oueenston Heights. This neat little town of

valuable assistance to the Canadians in that part Queenston, with its population of five hundred

of the country. He generalled his warriors bril- souls, was in the stirring days of 181 2 a place of

iantly on every occasion, and fell—cornered but no small importance. Here were established the

«9I fighting furiously, as was

his wont—at the Battle of the

MICHIGAN

(U.S.A.) ,

GOO

On August 1 6th Brock sum-

moned Hull to surrender Fort

Detroit. Hull, having an army
of ;,;oo soldiers behind the

breastworks, refused. That night

Tecumseh led his warriors

ac:o:>s the river and lay in the

woods that surrounded the post,

cutting off all communication

between the fort and the outside

world. Early the next morn-
ing Brock landed his force,

consisting of 730 regulars and
miJitia, safely on the American
side at Springwells, and march-
ing rapidly up the river bank
appeared before the fort.

General Hull took fright. When
the war-whoops of the Indians

truck on his ear and the glint

of the bayonet Mashed in the

flight, and when a bold sum-

mons came from Brock, without striking a blow

he surrendered fort, army, stores—everything.

Br.xk found himself with 2,500 prisoners of war
on his hands, and in possession of the key to all

'Jiat part of the continent, besides thirty-three

pieces of cannon and stores to a vast amount.

What might have happened if the aged general

ia 1 made a fight of it there is no telling. The fort

was a stronghold, well equipped, well garrisoned,

iiid the Canadian army was small in numbers.

3r<<k must have found his hands full had the

iatcs been shut in his face instead of being flung

ride open. For this mad surrender General

Hull was sentenced to be shot, but it is good to

enow that this sentence was not carried out. In

iu> day he had served his country well.

Brock's triumph sent a thrill of joy and pride

Canada. Foreboding, and even de-

quickly gave place to hope. Success

Operations on tm £ DETROIT RIVER.

Laki

Opcrations ©m thc NIAGARA RIVER.

Sk ill- "( l
: Mllo

IO TO 30 fO

depots for all public stores brought from Lower
Canada and bound for the West ; here was the

focus-point between the Upper and the Lower

Canada—the outlet for the now rapidly-de-

veloping West. The two western forts—Erie

at the juncture of Lake Erie and the Niagara

River, and Maiden at the mouth of the Detroit

River—were both dependent upon Oueenston

for their stores and supplies, as were also

the great tracts of countries those two forts

dominated.

In those days there centred at Oueenston a

picturesque gathering of queer, rough people :

fur-traders, merchants, Indians, voyageurs from

Lower Canada, pioneers, soldiers, hunters—in-

deed, a typical frontier throng. Here the civil-

ised East touched elbows with the barbarous

West. From the West came stores of rich furs

;

from thc East many things—including rum.

Google
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But trade is precarious : Nature alone is un-

changing. The commercial glory has long since

deserted the little town on the banks of the

Niagara. The fur-ladened canoes have drifted

down the streams of Time.

The pioneer has shouldered his

axe and marched into the past.

But still, perched upon a ledge of

the rock, Queenston looks down
upon a river — deep, rapid,

braided with currents, dimpled

with eddies, and carrying on

its bosom the bubbles horn of

crew, almost as diversified in its atoms as were

the Canadian ranks across the river. Among

the American general's 4,000 men were many

strange characters—frontiersmen, trappers, bush-

the mammoth falls. Across this strait the banks

of the American shore rise to a great height.

Behind the quiet town the land heaves abruptly

to a hill which commands a view of all the sur-

rounding country. On top of this hill now stands

the grandest shaft in Canada, to the memory of

the general who fell in the fight below. In the dis-

tance can be seen the perpetual cloud of spray

which is flung to heaven by the thundering

waters of the Falls of Niagara, for these are only

nine miles distant from Queenston.

The latter days of September and the opening

days of October of the year 1812 were busy ones

on either side of the Niagara Kiver. Both Ameri-

cans and Canadians were energetically preparing

for the struggle that was inevitable. Van
Rensselaer had chosen the village of Lewiston as

his headquarters, and here he assembled a motley

AMHERSTBORC.

men, Indian fighters, half-savagr

troops from the West and the South,

together with New England farmer>

and sailors from the seaboard. These

were more or less loosely knit together bv the

1,500 regulars that were under the valiant

general's command.
But. do what he might, the unruly troops

tailed to understand a number of things—for in-

stance, why a flag of truce should be allowed to

shelter its bearer, and many other niceties which

go without saying when regulars confront

one another on the field of battle. However, the

men, unruly or no, proved themselves brave in

battle, which in the world of arms covers a nrohi

tude of sins. Those who chose to take part hi

the battle fought to the bitter end.

During the second week in October General

van Rensselaer found himself in command of a

sufficient force to warrant him in beginning

operations without further delay. He chose the

morning of the iith for crossing the rifcr.

General Brock was uncertain as to which part

of the river the Americans would pick upon fcr

crossing, and had established himself in For.

George, leaving Queenston in charge of a

force under Captain Dennis. From some 1
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the American general found it impracticable to

cross on the Mth, as he had intended, and, un-

fortunately for him, was under the necessity of

postponing the movement until the 13th.

Sow it so happened that on the 12th of

October General Brock, desiring to effect an

exchange of prisoners, despatched, for the

purposes of negotiation, Colonel Evans across

the river under the meagre protection of a

flag of truce. When this British officer reached

ibe American shore, he was met at the water-

side by an American officer who forbade him to

land, and, after a couple of hours' delay, he
was told to return to his commander and tell

him that "Everything would be satisfactorily

arranged the day after to-morrow." This strange

reply set the colonel a-thinking, and as he was
turning the matter over in his mind, trying to

At this time the only regulars at Queenston

—

men of the 49th—were under arrest for mutiny.

These Evans at once released, as he did so

urging them to do their duty, and word was
sent far and wide to the Canadian Militia, calling

upon them to assemble at Queenston and Fort

George. When these arrangements were com-
pleted, Colonel Evans, leaving Captain Dennis

in charge, rode to inform General Brock of what

he had heard, seen, and done. Brock agreed in

his surmises of an attack, approved of his acts,

but had his doubts as to whether the Americans
would land at Queenston or no. That night

the officers slept in their uniforms.

Sure enough, at two o'clock in the morn-

ing, the ominous boom of cannon awakened

the garrison in Fort George. The attack

on Queenston Heights had commenced.

^ke head or tail of such a message, his quick

«c discovered boats slung in the fissures of

">e rocks and covered with bushes. At once

t guessed that an attack was imminent. He
astened back to Queenston, and, without wait-

•g to ride the seven miles to Fort George,

e took matters in his own hands, and prepared

ic place for the threatened attack.

The morning was black. The wind blew cold

and raw, and a drenching rain—such as, in North

America, usually follows the lovely days of the

Indian summer—had for days been stripping

the last remaining leaves from the trees, and

beating them into the sodden ground, and

hurrying the laggard bird to its winter home
in the south. But neither the darkness and
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dampness of the morning, nor the dangers of

the swirling river daunted the hearts of the

American troops as they set out in silence to

cross the water and to scale the heights of

Oueenston. Skilled navigators of the treacherous

river had been pressed into service, and all

things having been carefully arranged, great

boats loaded with troops breasted the rapid river,

and commenced to make a landing on a narrow

ledge below the village of Oueenston. The
darkness and the silence seemed only to be in-

creased by the lap of the swiftly flowing waters.

That night the Canadians kept a vigilant

watch. Brock anticipating a crossing, and quite

unable to guess at what point of the rocky shore

the Americans would attempt to land, had seen

to the throwing up of slight breastworks all

along the river from Oueenston to Fort George

—a distance of seven miles ; and behind each of

these a handful of troops were posted and on

the alert for any signs of an invasion. In the

grey of the morning sharp eyes made out the

boats upon the waters, and an alarm was at

once sounded. Captain Dennis called to arms

his two companies of the 4Qth, and these,

together with a hundred militia, set out to

oppose the landing of the forces.

The troops under the charge of Colonel

van Rensselaer—a relation of the command-
ing general's—first encountered the Canadian

forces.

The Americans effected a landing on a woe-

fully narrow strip of beach, and notwithstanding

that the batteries on the American side of the

river swept the heights above where stood the

adventurous invaders, Captain Dennis managed
to bring his little band within rifle shot, and

to direct his hail of bullets so well that van

Rensselaer and his men were driven to take

shelter behind a steep bank, where, safe from

the Canadian riflemen, they awaited reinforce-

ments, firing as best they might up the

steep cliffs. But soon the boats, industriously

plying across the river, had landed more and
more of their comrades at different points of

the shore. Not without serious loss, however,

for the Canadian volunteers were splendid

marksmen. Captain Dennis and his small

band found themselves sorely pressed. The
Americans, crouching behind the rocks on

the narrow strip of shore, began to cast

about for a place to scale the cliffs. Thty
were not long in finding one to their liking.

When General Brock, away at Fort George,

heard the cannonading from the direction of

Queenston, he called for his horse, and at once

mounted. There seems to be little doubt that

he thought the firing at Qucenst< u a feint by

the Americans, made in the hope that he

would withdraw the garrison from Fort George,

and that the invaders, when their expectation*

in this particular should be fulfilled, would land

and take easy possession of the fort. Determine!

to find out the true state of affairs, and leaving

General Sheaffe in command at headquarters

he set out, unattended, on the back of hi>

favourite horse, Alfred, for Oueenston. He rode

hard. On his way he passed the Canadian

volunteers hurrying on foot to the succour of

their comrades at Oueenston. Arriving at i

favourable position for a survey of the field, a

height where stood an 1 8-pound batten, he

and his two aides-de-camp, who had now caugh:

him up, dismounted.

Matters were going well with the defending

forces. The Americans had been discovered

much too early for the good of their project

Captain Dennis, with his handful of regular

and their backing of militia, doggedly confining

the invaders to their original landing-place, an^

although lacking the necessary force to prevent

a landing, still harassed the troops as the

crossed the wide river. Brock swept the seem

of action through his telescope. His officer

and men were doing the best that could be

done. That the movement on the part of van

Rensselaer's troops was no feint, but a full-

blooded action, was now quite apparent to Brock

That it was very unlikely to succeed should

Dennis manage to hold the Americans to their

strip of white sand by the margin of the swirlini

river until reinforcements, at that moment on

the way, had time to arrive from Fort George,

Chippewa, and the various breastworks on the

river, must also have been the thoughts of the

general who had planned, with the minute*:

care, the defences of the frontier. Although

in van Rensselaer he had to deal with a general

of a calibre altogether different from that of Hull,

he could have had no more than the anxiety a

good leader must always harbour as to the rcsui:

of the conflict.

But a sad disappointment heralded a still

more calamitous loss. At the very moment thai

General Brock had finished his survey of the

field, and was lowering his telescope, the nttif

of small-arms came down from the heights. Thx*

was immediately followed by a sweeping hail

of bullets which cut into the ranks of thegaibnt

defenders of Queenston Heights. Enemies ra
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the rear ! There was no time for mounting.

General Brock and his aides, together with the

men in charge of the battery, being hopelessly

exposed to a fire they had no power to silence,

ru>hed pell-mell to a place of safety.

The volley which had caused such a startling

change in the aspect of affairs came from the

crest of the heights.

Captain Wool, a young American officer, find-

ing the position on the strip of sand a far from

p.'easant one, with men falling about him and no

prospect of an immediate alteration in the state

affairs, and being of a daring turn of mind,

asked for and obtained permission from his

Mrior officers to attempt the scaling of the

heights at a point which seemed to him to hold

oof hopes of success. Taking with him a strong

ietachment of regulars, he began to search the

Mce of the cliff, and was not long in discovering

1 fisherman's path cut into the face of the rock.

This had been looked upon by the Canadians as

la impossible path. But Wool and his brave

men quickly turned the impossible into a most
successful possibility. Scaling the heights un-

detected by the Canadians, displaying in so

doing singular agility, coolness, atid sagacitv for

•ne so young and unused to war, he established

Ins force in a commanding position before

making his presence known to the Canadians
hy the most disastrous volley that whistled past

the ears of General Brock. This bold movement
put an entirely different complexion on the con-
flict. The Canadians were now between two fires.

The nivation of the Canadian position demanded
hat he be driven from his dangerous hold.

General Brock saw that this must be done,

>nd done at once. First despatching in hot haste

message to General Sheaffe, ordering him to

ring on the troops from Fort George, Brock
repared to personally lead the attack on the
r-ung American's position. Placing himself at

'le head of Captain William's command of one
undred regulars, and with his own beloved

rk (Toronto) Volunteers supporting, he
tvanced towards the stronghold. After ex-

unging a heavy fire, he ordered a charge.

1*. the Americans, tenaciously holding their

"und, all the while poured down the hill a

rady and well-directed fire.

General Brock standing as he did quite six

t two in height, dressed in the conspicuous

ijf« »rm of a British officer, and in the very

kest of the fight, small wonder that the men
Captain Wool's command, good shots as

re all frontiersmen, soon singled him out.

At the very instant the brave general raised

his hand toward the height and shouted, "Push
on, the York Volunteers !

" a bullet struck him

on the right breast, and passed completely

through his body. Brock sank to the earth.

Many who saw him fall ran to give him the

assistance that not one of them had in his

power to give. As they raised his head he

had only breath left to ask that the news of

his death be kept from the soldiers, so that

they might not be discouraged. Then he spoke

some words of his sister ; but his voice was

weak, his breath failing, his heart's-blood gushed

from him, and those about who strained an ear

were quite unable to make out his request. As
his body lay wrapped in his cloak at a small

house in Oueenston, the cannon of the Tower
of London thundered, and the bells of London
rang madly and merrily. The news of Brock's

capture of Detroit had, that very hour, reached

the people of England. The honours that were

bestowed upon him fell upon a pale, dead face.

Here let it be told to the credit of mankind

that when the body of the British general was

on its way to its first burial-place the American
general caused his men to fire minute guns, out

of respect for the dead. "The War of 1812"

was conducted with peculiar cruelty. Life and

property were destroyed needlessly, wantonly.

But it had its moments of conscience.

The death of the leader of the Canadian

forces brought the battle to a momentary lull.

The nerve-centre of the army had been struck.

But when the first shock of the news passed,

consternation changed to fury. With an angry
shout the Canadians made for the heights.

However, Wool and his men were not to be
driven, and the Canadians quickly sustained a

second shivering blow. In the charge Brock's

Provincial aide-de-camp, Macdonell, who had
assumed command of the York Volunteers, fell

mortally wounded.

But the losses were not all Canada's. Wads-
worth and Colonel van Rensselaer, the American
leaders, had fallen badly wounded. In fact, about

this time so many officers were down on both

sides that there came a second cessation in the

fighting. The Americans had much the better

of the position at this stage of the game. Wool
had been reinforced, and fresh boatloads of

soldiers crossed the river.

But a change was now about to take place.

General Sheaffe, on whom the command de-

volved, was on his way to the field of action

when he heard of Brock's death. He proved
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to be the man for the emergency, acting with

promptness and great determination. When,
after a hard march, he arrived within sight of

the field, matters looked black indeed for the

defenders of Canada.

Sheaffe set about his task in soldier -like

fashion. With the assistance of the two Indian

fighting had not long continued when Wool

fell badly wounded, and Scott took his place

But the fatal tightening of the cordon con-

tinued, and General van Rensselaer saw that

unless substantial reinforcements were brought

forward at once his hardy men, who, at the cost

of so much blood, had gained a firm footing on

M MANY A MAN 1 FAI'Kli to UK l>Ks I Kl'i T ! >N

chiefs Brant and Norton and their warriors,

200 volunteers from Chippewa, a post sonic

miles above the Niagara Falls, and hi- own

300 regulars ami two companies of militia, he

formed, on the brow of the heights, a cordon

around the whole field, the flanks of his forces

resting on the river ; and taking even' advantage

the ground offered him, he began to narrow the

semicircle, firing volleys into the now exposed

forces of the States. The Americans, in turn,

now found themselves taken in the rear. The

Canadian soil, would be swep

into the river. He took bcu

across the Niagara to hum
the necessary reinforcement*.

When he stepped ashore on his own side

the river he found a pretty how-d'ye-do, H
troops refused to cross. They were Fcndblo
They had nol enlisted to serve oul of thnrnv»
land. The invaders refused to invade.

The truth of the affair seems to be that

sight of the dead and wounded brought back t

camp from Oueenston Heights had struck ta
into the hearts of those who had remained
hind, and that when their general commanded
them to cross the river they feJl back upon
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undoubted rights as Fencibles. But it was a

patty mess for an invading general to find

himself in.

Van Rensselaer did all that he could under the

circumstances to induce his troops to go to the

assistance of their comrades now clinging for dear

life to the precipitous cliffs of Queenston Heights.

But no
;
they refused to quit their native land.

Meanwhile the Canadian volunteers, now aware

of the death of their leader, were fighting with

the fury of maddened tigers. The cry ran along

the lines M Avenge Brock !

n and the Indians,

who all looked upon Brock as a father, launched

00 the air their ominous war-whoops as they

darted here and there like evil spirits, firing with

unerring aim at the invaders, who in turn shout-

ing
i4 For the honour of America !

" clung to the

face of the heights like lichen.

In the core of that fatal circle the Americans
t ught grimly, and prayed for the reinforcements

that never came. As time passed the Canadians

tightened and tightened the circle. Soon the

American officers were in difficulties ; then the

men slipped out of hand, and at last, with a rush

and "Hurrah !
" the Canadians were upon the

invading forces. Nothing could withstand the

i 'w nhill charge of Sheaffe's men. Wool and
his men were spilt over the shoulder of the cliffs

like water.
.
Many a man with the bayonets

and tomahawk behind him, leaped to his de-

struction, falling on the rocks below or into

the ominous silent river ; while the Indians,

infuriated, hurled down the cliffs many that

would have fain placed themselves as prisoners

in the hands of the Canadians. The carnage

was horrible. The cliffs dripped with red.

When at last Scott, bearing on his sword-point

a fluttering white cravat, surrendered the Ameri-

can army to Sheaffe, and when the Indians could

be called from their slaughter—they had fought

a winning fight with their wonted fury, for they

hated the Americans (" Long Knives," as they

called them) and were maddened by the death

of Brock—General Sheaffe found himself in

possession of a field slippery with blood and

about 1,000 prisoners, including Major-General

Wadsworth and many officers.

The number killed in this, the first great battle

of " the War of 18 12," will never be known. A
great many men were seen to throw themselves

into the river, preferring death by drowning than

from the tomahawk of the red man or the

bayonet of the white. One man was heard to

crv significantly to a group of his fellows, "Come,
men : it's better to be drowned than hanged "

;

for there were many British renegades serving in

the American army and navy during the years

of this war. Although the Americans were

severely defeated in their determined invasion,

yet it is probable Canada lost more by the

death of General Brock than she gained by the

victory at Queenston Heights. For he was a

man trained to war in the ablest school, and

a leader who knew every mile of the frontier he

was called upon to defend, and who was loved

by his soldiers.
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THE memory of Balaclava will always

be cherished by Englishmen with

peculiar pride. It is true that the

great event of the day—the great

central episode—was a blunder, a gigantic mis-

take, and that through it many brave men
lost their lives. But the splendid courage of

those who were sacrificed, and their unhesitating,

unswerving devotion to duty, will always rank

among the finest of our warlike achievements.

Everyone has heard of Lord Cardigan and his

gallant light cavalry brigade : how a handful

of horsemen, only a few hundreds of them,

headed by their chivalrous leader, the last

of the Brudenells, galloped straight into the

"jaws of death." It was the order : that was

enough. To hear was to obey, even although

the chances of survival were altogether against

them. The brigade went into action as fine a

body of light cavalry as the world has ever

seen—perfect in every point, precisely and beau-

tifully arrayed ; the remnant rode back by twos

and threes, stricken and shattered. But they

had performed their task, they had carried

out the commands given, and had conquered

although they had all but perished in the

attempt.

There was more, however, in this Battle of

Balaclava than the charge of the Light Brigade.

There were many episodes, some highly credit-

able, one rather the reverse. The prowess of

individuals was immense, but the generalship

was not always of the best. Lord Raglan knew
what was right, and ordered it ; but his instruc-

tions were often misconstrued. For the military

student the battle is full of valuable lessons,

but everyone who reads it must be interested,

for it tells how small a thing interposes between

absolute victor)- and defeat.

Before describing the actual battle it will be

well to consider why it was fought ; what the

Russians had in view ; what would have happened

had it been won. For a right understand^ tf

all this, it must be remembered that the lib,

English and French, were besieging Sebastopd.

and that they were posted on a plateau or bnad

upland of high ground just in front of the

fortress. The " left attack/' or the operations < r

the left hand, was in the hands of the French,

whose base, or port of supply, was at Kamiesch,

on their left rear. The M right attack " from

the centre, where it joined with the French, «<

entrusted to the English ; this right or extreme

outer flank of the whole allied army rested on

the heights of Inkerman, afterwards to becomt

famous. We English drew all our supphc

from Balaclava, another and a rather dbtan:

port five or six miles to the rear.

Now, in military science it is held that id

army is most vulnerable along its " line of com-

munications "
; in other words, along the road by

which it communicates with its base of supply.

This road is a sort of " life line "
;
by it food and

munitions of war are brought up to the fightwf

front, by it the wounded and all news are sent

safely to the rear. It is a first and imperativt

duty with a general to protect his line of com-

munications ; and for the same reason an enenrf

is always eager to strike at it. If he can get X

it, place himself athwart of it and hold on, the

army which has been worsted has lost everf*

thing. It must either change its front so as •
open a new line to a new base, or it must thro*

up the sponge.

Well, the communications of the English with

Balaclava lay within very tempting reach of th*

Russians. They were not actually exposed, far

some attempt had been made to fortify thea;

but the defences were weak, and quite uneqoJ

to resisting any determined or formidable attadu

There were two lines of forts ; the inner,

around Balaclava, where the ground

and difficult, and these were manned by

marines, and armed with naval guns. The

Google-*
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was a line of feeble redoubts encircling the

Balaclava valley ; the first of them on the right,

just opposite Kamara, was on the hill known to

our soldiers as " Canrobert's," the rest, numbered
from 2 to 6, crowned the Causeway Heights

—

a low range of hills, across the crests of which

ran the great Woronzoff road into Sebastopol.

These forts were of weak construction— 4
' a

donkey might have ridden through them 1'—

their armament was inferior, and they were
garrisoned by Turks. They have proved them-
selves stout soldiers, these Turks, behind earth-

works when properly handled and encouraged ;

but in the coming fray they were overpowered,

and suffered, but not very fairly, in reputation.

The only British forces in the valley were one
infantry regiment, the 93rd Highlanders, and the

whole of the cavalry, about 1,600 sabres. Lord
I.ucan was in supreme command of the latter

;

Generals Scarlett and Lord Cardigan, respec-

tively, led the Heavy and Light Brigades. The
place thus assigned to our horsemen was largely

due to the nature of the ground : these open
plains were admirably adapted for cavalry. More-
over, there was no other equally important duty

O which they could be engaged, and Lord
Raglan, by thus utilising them, was saved from

further weakening the already insufficient forces

employed in the siege.

Such was the situation about Balaclava. It

as of a kind to offer a great opportunity to an

WKtrprising commander. Mentschikoff could

by no claims to military genius, but even he

must have seen the great results that might
result from a successful attack upon the English

Ime of communications. It has been said that

he had no greater object in view than the de-

struction of an artillery park at Kadikoi. Yet
surely he must have aimed at more than that,

bf his effort was imposing ; the force to be

employed large—in all some 25,000 infantry,

thirty-four squadrons of horse, and seventy-eight

funs. To General Liprandi the chief command
•as entrusted, but a distinct and smaller force

wilder General Jabrokitsky co-operated.

A spy had visited the Russian lines the day
*iore the action, and brought back news of the

•"ntemplated attack. Lord Raglan was duly

nfurmed, but he gave no orders, took no step

0 meet it, for he had been misled by spies

^-fore. But as day broke on the morning of

he 25th, there could be no longer any doubt as

• the Russian intentions. As the light grew
tronger, it revealed to our cavalry, which had
traded in the valley an hour before dawn, the

signal flying on Canrobert's Hill that the enemy
was advancing. There could be no longer any
mistake. Lord Lucan forthwith despatched his

son and aide-de-camp to Lord Raglan, who at

once turned and rode to a commanding point

called the Col, where he saw the approaching

columns with his own eyes, and was able to

measure the probable scope of the impending

attack. He could not trust his cavalry to face it

alone ; he knew the Turks were too few to

resist long, so he sent orders to the first and

fourth divisions, those of the Duke of Cambridge

and Sir George Catheart, to move down into the

plain and assist in the defence of Balaclava. He
forbade the cavalry to move until the infantry

arrived, for he was at this time in hope that a

general action might be imminent, to be fought

by all arms. A weighty and decisive struggle

might, perhaps, settle the fate of Sebastopol

without a protracted siege. General Canrobert

did not share his views in this respect, and Lord
Raglan himself was doomed to be bitterly dis-

appointed before the day was done.

Meanwhile the Russians had come on with

all speed. They were in three great masses : one
on their left, coming from Kamara, was destined

to storm Canrobert's Hill ; the second, in the

centre, was to move up against the five redoubts

on the Causeway Heights ; the third, under

General Jabrokitzky, was holding the right

upon the Fedioukhine Heights. They made
short work of the Turks. The single battalion

which held Canrobert's Hill showed a firm front,

but it was shattered by a fierce artillery fire,

which disabled guns and decimated the Turkish

ranks. Five Russian battalions went up to the

assault, while six more were in support. The
attack was overwhelming ; the slaughter terrific:

170 were killed out of 500, and the Russians

became masters of the redoubt by half-past

seven a.m.

By this time the middle columns were close

upon the Causeway Heights, threatening them
with another attack so menacing and irresistible

that the rest of the Turks began to waver. They
had seen the overthrow of their comrades ; there

were no supports at hand, and panic at once

possessed them. Without any pretence at stand-

ing firm they streamed away to a man, in full

flight across the plain to the rear, even before

the redoubts were stormed. Nothing stayed

them. A Scotch soldier's wife, who met them
as they ran, belaboured all she could reach

with a broomstick. Still they ran on, until by

voice and gesture, Captain Tatham, of the Royal
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Navy, arrested some of the fugitives, and ranked

them up in some disorder behind the 93rd.

GENERAL SCARLETT.

The time had come for the Highlanders to

show of what stuff they were made. So far the

fight had gone against the allies ; its first episode

was a disastrous defeat. Now the Russian

cavalry, in great strength, a fine mass of horse-

men, numbering 3,000, eager to avenge their

inactivity at the Alma, were approaching the

Causeway Heights, and nine squadrons had
already debouched into the south valley. The
road seemed open all the way to Balaclava, save

for one obstacle—the famous " thin, red line " of

history. This was the 93rd Highlanders, and

not quite all of them, standing two deep, not in

square, the traditional formation in which to
M receive cavalry." Brave old Sir Colin Camp-
bell, the brigadier, was with the regiment in

person—a host in himself
;

yet these brave

defenders of Balaclava only numbered 550 souls

all told. There was also a battalion of Turks on

each Hank
;
but they could not bear to face

the coming peril, and long before the Russians

got near the Turks dissolved, turned tail, and

ran straight for the port, crving in English

—

"Ship! ship!"

Whatever resistance was to be made de-

pended now on the " thin, red line." Sir Colin,

as was usual with him, spoke a few words
of warning and encouragement. " Remember,
men," he cried, as he rode along the line, " re-

member there is no retreat from here. You
must die where you stand." Quite equal to the

occasion, the gallant Highlanders, cheering, re-

plied, 11 Ay, ay, Sir Colin : we'll do just that."

By this time the line had been withdrawn

a little behind a rising hillock, and the men

lay down, just to screen themselves from the

enemy's artillery fire. On and on came the

Russian cavalry, until suddenly the Highlanders

rose to their feet, and would have charged. But

this would have been a very hazardous act, and

Sir Colin sternly checking it steadied the line.

It stood quite firm, fired a volley, which emptied

many saddles, and the Russians, having no hean

to go further forward, hesitated, halted, and

presently retired in disorder. The demeanour

of the Highlanders alone had sufficed to hurl

back the attack.

Meanwhile the main body of the Russian

cavalry had pressed on to the Causeway Height*,

and now came a fresh episode in the battle—the

first cavalry encounter. This gallant and suc-

cessful exploit of Scarlett's brigade of heavy

cavalry has never been sufficiently appreciated,

simply because it has been eclipsed by the

brilliancy of the more hare-brained feat that

followed.

At this time Scarlett's brigade was in motion

towards the east. It had been ordered by I-ord

Raglan some time previously to come up in

support of the already fugitive Turks. Scarlet!

was on the march with his six squadrons, whtfi

he suddenly became aware of the presence of the

LORD CARDIGAN,

Russian cavalry upon his left, just appearing

over the heights above him. His regiments
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were in two parallel columns: on the inner,

nearest the enemy, were one squadron of the

Inniskillings and two of the Scots Greys ; on

the outer another squadron of the Inniskillings

and two of the 5th Dragoon Guards. Further

to the rear were the Royal Dragoons and the

Fourth Dragoon Guards.

Scarlett's decision was instantly formed. The
Russian cavalry—we must not forget there

were about 3,000 of them—was halted, a great,

inert mass, just in the condition to invite

What the fight was may be judged from the fact

that the general received five wounds and Alick

Elliot received fourteen.

One squadron of the Inniskilling Dragoon*

followed Scarlett in the front line ; with them

came two squadrons of the Scots Greys—two

regiments that have ever been close comrade*

and friends. On each flank behind rode in

second line a second squadron of the Inniskilling,

and the 5th Dragoon Guards ; in extension of the

last named were the 1st or Royal Dragoons

attack. Without a moment's hesitation, the

English general wheeled the first column into a

line, a short line composed of barely 300 sabres,

and charged. The second column also formed

into line and came on in support. Scarlett

himself, a fine old man with snow-white mous-

taches, who rode straight and sat strong in his

saddle, headed the charge ; his aide-de-camp,

Alick Elliot, a bold sabreur, who had seen much
fighting in India, galloped by his side ; close

behind came the general's trumpeter and his

orderly : and these four brave men—general,

lieutenant, and two private troopers—crashed

first and alone into the middle of the enemy's

heavy column, where they were at once engaged

in a hand-to-hand fight, sword against sword.

As our gallant " heavies " raced forward, eager

to overtake their chivalrous leader, who wa»

already in the thick of the fight, the Russian

cavalry advanced a little, but had no heart for h.

and halted irresolute, their very numbers help

ing to encumber and confuse them. The impact

of our charging horsemen carried all before :'-

"There was a clash and a fusion as of wave

meeting wave," the combatants joined issue.

41 swords rose and fell/' then almost in a momen!

the vast mass of Russian cavalry broke up—
three thousand conquered by eight hundred—
and, turning, fled fast and in great disorder

from the field.

This " trulv magnificent charge," as it tru

called by a French general who was presefit
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" the most glorious thing " he ever saw, won
universal admiration from all. The enormous

odds, the unhesitating promptitude of the attack,

the fierce, enterprising courage shown in the

conflict, roused the spectators—of whom there

were crowds of both armies and all arms
above—to enthusiasm. Sir Colin, clannish as

ever, rode at once to his dear countrymen, and,

uncovering, apostrophised them thus: "Greys,

eallant Greys, I am sixty-one years of age, but

if I were young again I should be proud to serve

m your ranks." Lord Raglan showed his appre-

ciation by despatching an aide-de-camp with a

special message of congratulation to Scarlett,

couched in the simple words, 44 Well done."

But now the mistakes began. The first was
in the neglect of Lord Cardigan (who commanded
the Light Brigade) to make Scarlett's victory

absolutely decisive. The broken Russian cavalry,

retreating, passed within easy striking distance

of Cardigan's splendid and still untouched force.

Had he acted now with vigour the enemy must
have been completely annihilated. He held 700
superb horsemen ready, within a quarter of a
mile. Yet he never moved a man, nor made
i sign. His excuse was that his commanding
officer, the divisional general, Lord Lucan, had
Jeff, him with precise instructions to remain on
the defensive. Lord Lucan subsequently denied
this strenuously. He admitted that Lord
Cardigan was expected to defend the position he
vcupied, but he declares that he expressly told

him " to attack anything and every thing " that

came within reach of him. The ordinary rules

^ war, if properly interpreted by Lord Cardigan,
Here also against him. Defence or no defence, it

was his bounden duty to improve the occasion.

The Russian cavalry, which had been scattered
by Scarlett, should have been wrecked and
utterly ruined by Cardigan. But with obstinate

misconception of his duty the latter remained
•upine, and the enemy was suffered to escape.

Worse was to follow. Lord Raglan, who from
the heights above saw the whole performance,
wa* much chagrined by the inactivity of the
Light Cavalry, and sought by despatching
repeated orders to correct it. He first directed
Urd Lucan to use Cardigan's brigade in

recovering the Causeway Heights, of which the
K avians by their retreat were losing hold.
Lord Lucan did nothing of the kind. He
•it i^ned himself that the operation was one for

infantry, or for combined action, the cavalry in

apport of infantry, and till that could be effected

he would not move. The infatury, however,
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through the independence, not to say insub-

ordination, of General Sir George Cathcart, did

not arrive ; and so for half an hour the still un-

injured Light Cavalry paused, and a great and

golden opportunity was lost.

The next step taken by the Russians stimu-

lated Lord Raglan to issue another and more

decisive order. It seemed as though the enemy,

by bringing up horse teams, intended to carry

off the guns captured in the Turkish redoubts.

This must be prevented, and Lord Raglan felt

that it could be done most quickly by the

cavalry. So he sent Captain Nolan—a brave

soldier whose name is indissolubly connected

with the catastrophe that followed—with a fresh

message to Lord Lucan. It was an order in

writing, " directing the cavalry to advance

rapidly to the front and prevent the enemy from

carrying off the guns."

These guns were on the high ground above.

Lord Lucan could not see them, or what the

Russians were doing, and he accordingly did not

understand the order. Some critics say now
that its wording should have been more precise

and explicit. Any-how, Lord Lucan misinterpreted

it, and got into his head that the guns meant
were the Russian guns in action firing at them,

and that the 44 advance " ordered was against

those guns. He protested ; such an attack

would be useless, mad, and while he still hesi-

tated to obey Captain Nolan, the aide-de-camp,

chafing at the delay, broke in with the words—
44 Lord Raglan orders that the cavalry should

attack immediately." Netded by this, as he

thought, implied impertinent rebuke from a

junior officer, the Lieutenant-General hotly re-

torted :

44 Attack, sir ! Attack what ? " Nolan,

with a wave of the hand, made, according to

Lord Lucan, in the direction of the battery at

the end of the valley, said :

44 There, my lord,

is your enemy ; there are your guns." Whether
or not this was what Nolan intended we shall

never know, for he was killed very shortly after-

wards. But the general belief nowadays is that,

as he had just left Lord Raglan and the high

ground, he meant something very different.

The terrible mistake was now set going, and

the mischief speedily increased. Lord Lucan,

having misconstrued his orders, and declining to

exercise his own judgment in correcting them,

rode over to where Lord Cardigan sat at the

head of the Light Brigade, and told him to

advance down the valley. Lord Cardigan did

not actually demur. 44 Certainly," he said ;

44 but

allow me to point out that there is a battery in
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front of us and guns and riflemen on either

flank.
1
' 41

1 know it," replied Lord Lucan ;
" but

Lord Raglan will have it. We have no choice

but to obey." Then Lord Cardigan, without

hesitation, bowed before the fiat, and quietly

turning round, cried out, " The brigade will

advance."

He was going, and all that rode with him, to

almost certain destruction.

It is the proud privilege of the cavalry leader,

as 1 have shown in the case of General Scarlett,

to ride in the forefront of the battle, to be the

" first man in " when charging. Lord Cardigan,

whatever his tactical skill, was undoubtedly as

M brave as a lion "—Lord Raglan's own words

—

and he at once placed himself alone well in

advance of his staff and of the squadrons that

followed him. The regiments in the first line

were the 13th Hussars and the 17th Lancers;

the latter were supported by the nth Hussars;

in a third line came Lord George Paget with

the 4th and the 8th Hussars. Lord Cardigan

sat tall and erect in his saddle—a noble figure-

on a thoroughbred chestnut horse ; a couple of

horses' lengths behind him rode his aide-de-

camps, Maxso and Sir George Wombwell. So

the gallop began in the Valley of Death—

a

splendid act of devoted heroism.

It was the order, and it had to be obeyed.

Almost at the start a strange incident occurred,

and the whole mischance, but for cruel fate,

might have been avoided. Captain Nolan rode

suddenly across the front of the advancing bri-

gade, and greatly to Lord Cardigan's indignation,

seemed to be interfering with the command,

shouting and waving his sword, as though he,

and not the general, was at its head. The
action and the gesture were not then understood

;

but by the light of what followed we may easily

interpret them. Nolan had seen from the

direction of the charging squadrons that they

were going desperately wrong. He knew that

they should be making for the Causeway Heights,

not for the end of the valley, and he hoped by

this violent indication to correct their mistake.

Alas ! his intention was speedily and prematurely

foiled. While he was still pointing out the

right road, a fragment of a shell struck him in

the breast, and killed him on the spot. Yet

after death he still sat erect, until his horse,

feeling no hand about his bit, wheeled round

and galloped home. Then the inanimate corpse

dropped, and was dragged some distance along

the ground,

There was no hope now of arresting the

horsemen in their glorious but mad career.

" Led by Lord Cardigan," says Sir Edward

Hamley, who was an eye-witness of the charge,

" the lines continued to advance at a steady

trot, and in a minute or two entered the lone ct

fire, where the air was filled with the rush < t

shot, the bursting of shells, and the moan <A

bullets, while amidst the infernal din the work

of destruction went on, and men and horses

were incessantly dashed to the ground." Thi*

fire came from the guns on the flanks
;

presently,

the brigade was near enough to be decimated

by the battery in front
;
but, nothing daunted,

the survivors increased their pace, and dashed

in at last among the guns. The Russian po-

llers were cut down as they served them. Sm£

knots of Englishmen charged straight at grct

masses of the enemy's cavalry and forced them to

retreat. The struggle went on hand to hand

between the many and the still undaunted fe«,

until the latter had almost melted away.

Then all that was left of the Light Brigade

emerged from the smoke of the battle, and the

survivors came dropping back by twos and thret>

across the plain. Two small bodies only showed

any signs of coherence. About seventy men ti-

the 17th Lancers and 8th Hussars kept together

in formation, and cut their way home through

three squadrons of Russian Lancers ; -mother

party of about the same strength, of 4th and

nth Hussars, were led out by Lord George

Paget, and overcame an intercepting force ti

Russians. But after the charge no light cavaln

regiment existed as such ; all were partial]}

destroyed. Out of some 673 men. 247 were

killed or wounded ; and almost all the horses

were killed. This was the murderous work

not more than twenty minutes in all, includinc

the start, the struggle, and the retreat.

Lord Cardigan—who had been the first to

enter the battery, and who had used his good

sword with splendid prowess—survived to bear

the consequences of his " heroic but self-dc

structive exploit." The error was plain, but the

deed was so splendid that it could not be Yen

severely* condemned. Lord Raglan was, d

course, cut to the heart by the loss of hb

cavalry Light Brigade. He reproved Lord

Cardigan angrily, asking how he dared attack

a battery in front M contrary to all the usage?

of war "
; still he could not withhold his adm -

ration of the charge, which he characterised a>

the finest thing that was ever attempted. The

French general Bosquet, who saw it from firs

to last, said of it that it was magnificent, but
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that it was not war—"C'est magnihque, mais

ce n'est pas la guerre." As for Lord Cardigan

and the principal actors, their remarks deserved

to be recorded in proof of their unshaken cour-

age. When the general declared aloud that the

charge was a " mad-brained trick," or a " great

blunder," some of the gallant little band of sur-

vivors cried out :
" Never mind, my lord, we

are ready to do it again."

Although it is earnestly to be hoped that

British troops may never again be wasted upon
so foolish an enterprise, still the charge of the

Light Brigade at Balaclava is a precious herit-

age, the glory of which will last for all time.

We think more now of the achievement than

of the mistake that made it possible. Greater

and more imposing feats of arms have since

been performed, but none which redound more
thoroughly to the credit of the soldiers who
were engaged.

Some doubts still prevail as to the side on

which victory remained. The Russians carried

off the captured guns, and they remained in the

possession of the Causeway Heights—both dis-

tinct triumphs. On the other hand, the brave

demeanour of the 03rd and the splendid valour

of our cavalry greatly raised our military pro-

tige, and the Russians would never again wil-

lingly meet our troops in the open field. Even

in the ensuing fight at Inkerman they only

attacked because supported by the knowledge

that they were in overwhelming numbers

Still, we lost the outer line of the Baladavj

defence ; we lost the command of the Woran-

zoff road, and were in consequence restricted to

other and worse tracks, which were to be found

nearly useless in the winter months. The hard-

ships and privations of the British besieging

army were greatly aggravated if not entirely

caused by the Battle of Balaclava.
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The Spaniards' last stand in Chili?'
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ONE fine September afternoon in the

year 1816a squadron of cavalry might

have been seen pursuing its leisurely

way in a southerly direction along

the eastern slopes of the Andes. It had set

ut from Mendoza, and its destination was

the fort of San Carlos, where on the morrow
v>me singular proceedings were to commence.

At its head rode General San Martin, and in

it* train followed a number of baggage mules

strangely laden. These carried 120 goatskins

of grape brandy, 300 skins of wine, large quanti-

ties of spurs, bridles, and such-like trappings,

hats and handkerchiefs, all the embroidered and

Ue dresses that the patriotism of Buenos Ayrean

ladies had induced them to part from, glass

beads, and other trinkets—all destined for pre-

sents to the Pehuenche Indians, whom General

San Martin had invited to a conference.

At eight o'clock next morning the Pehuenches,

in full war-paint, began to appear in front of the

fort. Each chief rode at the head of his

warriors, and was met by an escort of Buenos

Ayrean cavalry, who kept up an irregular fire

•>t blank cartridges from their pistols as they

advanced on to the esplanade in front of the

f"rt. Here the women and children, who
brought up the rear of their several tribes, filed

off, and without dismounting took up a position

on one side of the square.

When it was ascertained that all the tribes

had arrived, a series of sham fights began, in

w hich only the warriors of one tribe engaged at

a time, vying with each other in displaying

their skill in the arts of savage warfare. As
they galloped, curvetted, and pranced through

their various manoeuvres, thev presented to the

European eye a somewhat grotesque spectacle.

Their long hair was unconfined, their bodies,

naked from the waist, were painted with different

colours, and the bodies of their steeds were

also stained and in full fighting costume. At
intervals of six minutes a gun was fired from the

fort, and this salute was answered by the Indians

slapping their mouths with their open palms,

and making other signs and noises expressive of

their satisfaction at the honour that was being

bestowed upon them.

By noon all the tribes had severally partici-

pated in these mimic acts of warfare, and then

the real business of the conference began. The
chiefs, leaving their warriors drawn up and still

under arms on the esplanade, proceeded into

the fort, and took their seats in the order of

seniority at a long table. At the head of the

table sat General San Martin, flanked on one

side by the governor of the fort, and on the

other by Father Julian—a Franciscan friar who
was there as interpreter. It was soon explained

to the assembled chiefs that all that General

San Martin wished of them was permission to

pass unmolested with his army through their

territory on his way to Chili " to attack the

Spaniards, who were strangers in the land, and

whose intentions were to dispossess them of

their pastures, their cattle, their wives, and their

children." It was also enjoined upon the

savages that they were expected to keep the

projected route of the liberating army a secret

from the Spaniards, otherwise the latter would

be able to fall upon it in the mountain passes

and annihilate it.

Dead silence now fell upon the assembly, the

painted savages wearing the appearance of sages

wrapped in the profoundest meditation. By-

and-by one after another, quietly and without

interruption, gave expression to his views, and

in the end it was discovered that the Pehuenches

agreed to grant San Martin's request. All now
rose and successively embraced the general in

token of the friend>hip that had just been

established between them. On the result of the
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conference being communicated to the Indians

outside, these at once unsaddled and surrendered

their horses to the care of members of the

garrison. They next deposited their arms

—

lances, hatchets, and knives—in the barrack-

room, so that the carousals they were now about

to enter upon might be attended with conse-

quences as little serious as possible.

We shall not stay to depict the frightful

excesses the Indians now indulged in. On the

fourth day San Martin's presents were dis-

tributed amongst them, and of these the hats

and embroidered dresses, which they put on the

moment they received them, seemed to please

them most. For two weeks the drunken orgie

was kept up, and then the Pehuenches returned

to their tents as they came forth—empty-handed

except for their arms. All San Martin's presents

had gone back to Mendoza in the hands of

dealers, to whom they had been bartered for

spirits

!

Meanwhile San Martin had long left for the

headquarters of hi> army, and was busily engaged

in completing what has been described as one of

the most extraordinary feats recorded in military

history—to wit, the organisation of the Army of

the Andes. With his eyes upon their snow-clad

summits he had said :—" What spoils my sleep

is not the strength of the enemy, but how to

pass those immense mountains." And now for

two vears he had Deen unceasingly labouring

to rival the achievements of Hannibal and

Napoleon in crowing the Alps—not for the

mere sake of rivalling them, but for the purpose

of liberating Chili from the Spanish army then

occupying her. As his final instructions from

the Buenos Ayrean Government said: "The
consolidation of the independence of America

from the kings of Spain and their successors,

and the glory of the United Provinces of the

South, are the only motives of this campaign.

This you will make public in your proclamations,

by your agents in the cities, and by all public

means. The army must be impressed with this

principle, and shall have no thought of pillage,

oppression, or of conquest, or that there is any

idea of holding the country of tho>e we help."

In addition to the difficulty of passing " those

immense mountains" that shut him out from

Chili, there was the danger of meeting a pre-

pared and expectant foe, entrenched on chosen

ground, with all the means at its command of

hurling destruction upon his army while on the

march. It was to overcome this danger that

San Martm had with so much circumstance, as

already described, cultivated the friendship nt

the Pehuenche Indians. There were -ix known

practicable passes for him to lead his army int..

Chili by, and of these the Pehuenches com-

manded the entrance to the most southerly an^

the easiest, viz. El Portillo and El Phmchor.

By these, as we have seen, he had asked fur

and received permission from the Indians to go.

by these, too, he gave out to his most intimate

adherents he intended to go, telling them, more

over, that he had made arrangements with thc

Indians to supply cattle and provisions to tit

army while on the march. Vet was all tin-

simply a ruse. As he foresaw, the Pehueocha

soon sold his secret to the Spaniards, with t)x

result that President Captain-General Maro

who commanded the Spanish armv in Chv

transferred the greater part of his forces from

the north to Talca and San Fernando. Thi-

splitting up of the royalist army was precise

what San Martin desired, and to keep up the

deception he sent bands of light troops bv the

southern passes, while the main army laboured

in safety across the passes of Uspullata and L -

Patos.

It was on the i~th of Januarv, 1817, thai

the famous Army of the Andes broke up it-

cantonments and marched from Mendoza Pre

vious to its departure an impressive cerem.'-;',

took place. General San Martin ascended 1

platform that had been erected in the pre;:

square of Mendoza, and, waving the flag whkl

had been embroidered by the ladie> of the tu«t:.

said :

Soldiers ! This is the first independent rl.u

which has been blessed in America.
" Soldiers ! Sw ear to sustain it, and to die i=

defence of it. as I swear to do."
11 We swear !

" was the response that cami

from thousands of tongues, followed bv a trip ,

discharge of musketry. Then a salute w as fircJ

from twenty-five guns to the new flag, which

was destined to play so important a part in

the redemption of South America, and wh:. v

ultimately served as a funeral pall to the boO'.

of the great commander who had now presento'

it to his army.

That army when it set forth was made up *
follows :— 2,800 infantry mounted on muK-

with a spare mule to every five men, and If*

baggage mules ; 200 chiefs and officers of in

fantry, w ith three saddle mules and one baggage

mule to every two officers, and two baggage

mules to every chief ; Qoo cavalry and artillery-

men, with three saddle mules for every two men
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and five baggage mules for every 50 men ; 00

chiefs and officers of cavalry and artillery, with

00 saddle mules and 40 baggage mules ; staff,

ivith 71 saddle and 40 baggage mules ; hospital

and hospital attendants, with 47 saddle and 75

baggage mules ; company of artificers, with tools,

500,000 musket ball cartridges, 180 loads of

spare arms, with 87 saddle and 083 baggage

mules ; spare horses for cavalry and artillery.

1,boo. Besides the foregoing, which comprised

the main army, flanking parties were sent up by

the mountain passes to the north and south of

74 saddle and 30 baggage mules ; 120 workmen,
with implements to render mountain tracks

passable, 180 saddle and 10 baggage mules
;
1.200

militia, in charge of spare mules and the trans-

port of artillery, 1,800 saddle mules ; provisions

for 15 days for 5,200 men, 510 baggage mules ;

113 loads of wine (rations being a bottle per day
each man), 113 baggage mules ; train conducting
a cable bridge, grapples, etc., 65 baggage mules ;

field-train of artillery, no rounds per gun,

Los Patos and Uspullata, to pursue a guerilla

warfare and mislead the enemy on the subject

of San Martin's route.

The provisions of the Army of the Andes were

comprised mainly of jerked beef highly seasoned

with capsicum, toasted Indian corn, biscuit,

cheese, large quantities of onions and garlic.

The latter was a necessity against the puna or

soroche—a peculiar disease that affects men
and animals al these high altitudes. It was
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administered to the horses and mules by being

rubbed on their nostrils. Another part of the

fifteen days' provisions was taken in the shape of

700 oxen, which marched with the army, and

were slaughtered as required. At distances apart

of twelve leagues stocks of provisions were left

in depots in charge of small guards of militia.

These were, in case of defeat, to save the rem-

nant that might succeed in making good their

escape, from starvation during their retreat.

Every precaution notwithstanding, nearly the

whole army became affected with puna, and

many died. The intense cold, too, of the higher

altitudes, near the line of everlasting snow, killed

many more. Even the mules, than which no

hardier beast of burden is known, dropped hourly

under their loads, so that their carcases were

continuously in sight along the whole line of

march. Out of the 1,600 horses, too, whose sole

business it was simply to transport themselves,

and of whom the greatest care was taken, that

their usefulness in time of action might in no

wise be impaired, not more than 500 survived to

tread Chilian territory.

The army, as we have already remarked, left

Mendoza on the 17th January, 1817. On the

24th its leading files entered the mountain

passes. It was arranged in three divisions, each

of which was entirely independent of the others.

Two of these divisions went by Los Patos, the

first under General Soler, and the second, a day's

march in the rear, under General O'Higgins ;

while the artillery, under General Las Heras, took

the pass next to Los Patos on the south—the

Uspullata pass, which was easier and more

suited for the transit of heavy guns and ammuni-
tion. General San Martin himself went by the

pass of Los Patos. The whole army was under

orders to debouch on Chilian territory from the

6th to the «Sth of February.

An interesting insight is here obtainable into

San Martin's strategy. We have seen how
cleverly, through the instrumentality of the

Pehuenches, he had induced the Spanish general

to divide his forces. The consequence was, on

issuing into Chilian territory, he had less than

half the Spanish army to oppose his advance.

" March separately, strike combined," was the

famous dictum of a later strategist, the renowned

Moltke. So far as the nature of the territory

would permit, San Martin had marched separ-

ately. His separate marching divisions, how-

ever, like separate parts of a machine packed up
for transit, had to be put together before a

general engagement could be entered upon.

To understand in an elementary way how he

accomplished this it will suffice for the reader

to imagine a lofty mountain with an army on

one side of it. The different divisions of anothc

army are winding round the base of this moun-

tain in opposite directions, and with the intent^n

of meeting where the enemy is stationed. What

happens ? The enemy cannot remain stationtd

there, else it will be between two fires. It mu-t

retire from the mountain base. It does so. The

different divisions of the other army meet, unite

their forces, draw up in order of battle, charge,

and win the victor}'.

Such in bald outline is the strategy that » n

the battle of Chacabuco. The lofty mounun
was the great peak of Aconcagua. Round ^
northern side ran the Los Patos road, the p>
by which the divisions of Generals Solcr aru

O'Higgins had come ; on its southern side nn

the Uspullata road, the pass by which :hr

artillery- under General Las Heras had

These forces converged upon Chacabuco, and n
February the 12th, less than a month from the

time of its leaving Mendoza, the Army of the

Andes had totally routed the only obstacle tb:

lay between it and Santiago, the capital of Chi:

which it entered in triumph on the 1 8th. H.u

Chacabuco been more vigorously followed up.

the Spaniards might have been entirelv expclicd

from Chili. As it was, they were able to collo.:

their scattered forces and retired upon Talca

huano, whence by no effort on the part of the

Patriots could they be driven out.

With this firm footing still in the south J
Chili, the Spaniards prepared to make a supreme

effort to regain their former mastery. An ex-

pedition was accordingly fitted out bv Pezuc'

Viceroy of Peru, which was still under Span>h

dominion, and, under the command of Genen

Osorio, Pezuela's son-in-law, sailed from Call*

.

December qth, 1 8
1
7. This expedition comprised

three regiments of infantry, one of cavalrv, and

twelve pieces of artillery, and with the gamVr.

at Talcahuano, where it disembarked, made x

total strength of 6,000 men. With this force

Osorio began to advance northward toward

Santiago. Generals O'Higgins and Las Ht-rv

who had laid unsuccessful siege to Talcahuan".

and were still in that quarter, now fell b&>

towards Talca, while San Martin, whose arm

had been encamped near Valparaiso, mewd

southwards to form a junction with them. The

he accomplished on the 15th of March, 1 81?. 2

San Fernando, and found the united forcr

under his command to amount to 7,000 infantrv,
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1.500 cavalry, 33 field pieces, and 2 howitzers.

He had thus the superiority in point of numbers

over Osorio. Osorio's troops, however, were
professional soldiers, while the main body of

•he Patriot army were merely civilians with

little more than a year's experience of actual

campaigning.

San Martin now advanced southward to meet
the foe, while Osorio, ignorant of the numbers
^nd movements of the united army, crossed the

river Maule in his northward march upon
Santiago. The armies consequently soon met.

This was on March 18th, at Quechereguas,
where the Royalist vanguard, being worsted in

an encounter with the Patriot advance, Osorio

beat a precipitate retreat. San Martin now
pressed forward upon the retiring Spaniards,

and sought by an oblique movement to his own
left to interpose between them and the ford of

the Maule. Next morning both forces crossed

the river Lircay at the same time at points

*ven miles apart, and continued to march all

day in nearly parallel but gradually approaching
columns. In the afternoon Osorio's rear was so

terribly harassed by the Patriot cavalry, under
General Balcarce, that it became necessary to

make a stand. This was done an hour before

*un««et, when Osorio wheeled into line.

His position was now a strong one. His
ight rested on Talca, his left on the river

Ctoro
; while his front was defended by a broken

stretch of ground, known as the Cancharayada.
Some sharp skirmishing now ensued, but the

Opening twilight deferred all thought of a
general action. Meanwhile the Royalist generals,

canning the Patriots through the gloom from
the church tower of Talca, held a council of

war. The pusillanimous Osorio advised a stealthy

Mreat in the night. General Ordonez, however,
- pposed this, pointing out the peril of such a
course with the deep and rapid Maule behind
them and a superior foe in front. " In instant

action," said he, ** is our only safety. If you,
Osorio, will not lead us, I myself will lead."

I he other officers agreeing with Ordonez, Osorio
Retired to a convent to pray, leaving Ordonez in

mmand. The latter now drew up in line of

Mttle, placing cavalry on his wings and artillery

in the intervals between the different battalions,
jnd marched straight upon the beacon fires of
4e Patriot vanguard.

Meanwhile San Martin, who had been warned
by a spy of what was going on in the Royalist
^mp. dissatisfied with his position, had ordered
*ome battalions of Chilian artillery from his front

to his extreme right. While this manoeuvre was
still in performance, the Patriot outposts raised

the alarm that the enemy was upon them, and
almost immediately the Royalist right, led by

Ordonez himself, charged. Something in the

nature of panic now overtook the Patriots.

O'Higgins had his horse shot beneath him, and
received a bullet in the elbow. In the confusion

the Patriots shot many of their own friends.

San Martin, at whose side an aide-de-camp was

killed, tried to restore order. It was all in

vain, and he was obliged to retire, followed by

O'Higgins with the remnant of his division.

Meanwhile the Patriot right, still entrenched in

their secure position, were in utter ignorance of

what had occurred, and awaited orders. These,

however, never came, so the officers held a

council of war and put themselves under Las
Heras. That brave general now found himself

in command of 3,500 men, but without cavalry

and without ammunition for his guns. Placing

his guns in the centre, and forming his infantry

into one compact column, he began his retreat

soon after midnight.

Meanwhile, fugitives from the Patriot army
fled with the speed of the wind to Santiago.

Here their fears enlarged the disaster that had
befallen. Everything, according to them, was
lost. The entire army was dispersed, San Martin
was slain, O'Higgins was mortally wounded, and
the Spaniards were in full march upon the

capital. Consternation now ensued. The people,

in dismay and terror, began to move their valu-

ables to convents and nunneries, and such places

as they thought likely to be respected in the

pillage and devastation soon to be wrought bv

the Spanish army. Many fled ; those that could
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not were frantic with terror. The Govern-

ment officials, likewise—who are eager to fill

lucrative offices in times of peace, and whose

duty it was to restore confidence—shared, and

thereby added to, the general disorder, thinking

only of the public treasure, not as a treasure for

the public good, but as a treasure from which

Martin arrived, to make a stand against tht

Spanish advance on the plain of Maipo, about

seven miles south of the city. The work of re-

assembling the fugitives and reorganising the

army was instantly proceeded with, and or

March 28th Las Heras came up with the divisor:

he had conducted in so masterlv a manner from

I II K USPULLATA PASS.

they must not be separated, and began to move

it away with their own worthless bodies, until

they were obliged to return by the timely arrival

of San Martin and O'Higgins, whose exertions

and vigorous measures soon brought the panic-

stricken inhabitants back to their sober senses.

Everyone now felt that the supreme moment
was arriving, and that, if the cause of South

American independence was to be saved, it must

be saved now. It was immediately decided, at a

council of war held the same day on which San

the almost fatal field of Cancharayada. In 1*"

days more the recently dispersed army was re-

organised and ready for action- It comprised fi"

battalions of Chilian and four of Argentine c

fantry, making a total of 4,000 men ; two re^

ments of Argentine and one of Chilian cavalrv

numbering 1,000 ; and 22 guns. The entir:

strength did not exceed b.000 men. Ths

Spanish forces numbered about the same. Ob

April 2nd they encamped on the left bank of the

river Maipo. On the 3rd, having left the nan

Di
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road to Santiago and crossed the river lower

down, they encamped at Calera. Thence, on

:he 4th, they advanced to the estate of Espejo,

ji the farmhouse of which Osorio established

his headquarters. Close at hand lay the Patriot

irmy, and to both sides it was clear that a fight

vis imminent.

The scene of the battle that we are about to

witness is a plain named after the River Maipo,

which rises in the Andes, and, after an impetuous

hillock which acted for the Royalist left as a

kind of advanced work.

General San Martin had his army arranged in

three divisions, facing south-west—the first divi-

sion under General Las Heras on the right, the

second under General Alvarado on the left, and

the third as a reserve, in a second line, under

Quintana. The brave O'Higgins, still suffering

from his wound, had to content himself with re-

maining in command of the garrison of Santiago.

/// . i .

'THE DIVISION UNDER ALVARADO WAS CROSSING THE LOW GROUND" (/. 542).

course of 130 miles, enters the Pacific forty-
ave miles south of Valparaiso. Towards this

plain there extends from Santiago a stretch of
uch land, on whose crest was encamped the

tot army. In front of the western extremity
"' this crest, a stretch of low ground lying be-

tween, the high land appears again in the shape
"< a triangular patch. On this triangular patch

»W the Royalists, while behind, and a little be-

V">nd its south-western angle, was the farmhouse
;|f r>pejo, connected with the higher ground by
1 doping road shut in by vineyards and mud
ills. The low ground between the two oppos-
ing camps varied from 300 to 1,250 yards in

*tdth, and was hemmed in on the west by a

San Martin kept the cavalry and reserve

under his own orders, besides directing the

general operations. After issuing minute in-

structions as to the conduct of the troops in

action—specially enforcing that on no account

were thev to await a charge from the enemy, but

at fifty paces distant should rush forward to the

attack with sword or bayonet—he rode to the

front, attended by a small escort, to examine

the position and movements of the enemy.
" What dolts these Spaniards are !

" he ex-

claimed, after a careful scrutiny which disclosed

to his keen eye a weakness in their position.

" Osorio is a greater fool than I thought him. I

take the sun as witness that the day is ours."
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And, while he was yet speaking, the sun shone

forth from a clear sky over the snow-capped

ridges of the Andes.

Another incident that occurred later, while

the Patriot columns were advancing from their

camping ground, was the degradation and dis-

missal of a leading officer before the whole

army. Marshal Braver, who had been the

nimblest to get back to Santiago after the

disaster of Cancharayada and the foremost to

magnify it, rode up to San Martin and made
the preposterous request that he be permitted

to go to the baths of Colina.

" You have the same permission," replied the

general quietly, " that you took at Canchara-

yada. But as half an hour will decide the fate of

Chili, the enemy being in sight, and as the

baths are thirteen leagues off, you may stay

if you can."

Brayer, complaining of an old wound in his

leg that he said was causing him pain,

answered that he couldn't stay. This fairly

nettled San Martin, who, turning upon him
sharply, said

—

•'Senor general, the humblest drummer in the

united army has more honour than you !
"

Then following up this severe reproof, he
instantly issued orders that every soldier in the

army be informed that Marshal Brayer, the

general of twenty years of warfare, was that

moment dismissed for unworthy conduct.

On reaching the edge of the high land on

which they had been encamped, the Patriots

were drawn up in order of battle, with four

heavy guns in the centre, light pieces and

cavalry on the wings, and the reserve two

hundred yards behind.

The Royalists commenced the game. Primo
de Rivera was sent by Osorio with eight com-

panies of infantry and four guns to occupy

the hillock that formed the western boundary

of the low ground between the armies. From
here he could effectively attack the Patriots in

their right flank if they crossed the low ground.

His connection with the main army was main-

tained by a body of cavalry, under Morgado.

The main army still occupied the triangular

table land ; two infantry divisions, with four

guns each, and cavalry on the extreme right.

The next move was made by San Martin, who
ordered the two divisions under Las Heras and

Alvarado to attack the enemy. Las Heras, it

will be remembered, occupied the Patriot right,

and so had Primo de Rivera to oppose. To this

end he resolutely advanced to an intervening

hill under the fire of Rivera's four guns. While

these were playing upon Las Heras the cavalry

on the Patriot right, charging Morgado. drove

him and his horsemen from the field. Rivera

was thus isolated from the main body : and all

that Las Heras had to do was to keep him so.

and to check his advance.

Meanwhile, the division under Alvarado was

crossing the low ground, its right flank being

no longer in danger from Rivera, whose hand*

were now full, in consequence of the movement

of Las Heras, and the dispersion of his support

ing cavalry. It arrived at the foot of the elevated

ground occupied by the Royalists, climbed the

slope, and even reached the high land without

opposition. Then a sudden and a vigorous charge

burst upon them, and they were hurled doro

the hill with severe loss. The Spaniards fol-

lowed up this advantage, pursuing the beaten

Patriots across the low ground, until they found

themselves being blown to pieces by the four

heavy guns in the Patriot centre, and which

were still stationed ort the crest of the high

land, and so were forced to retire.

The critical moment in the battle had now

arrived, and San Martin was not slow to per

ceive it. He ordered Ouintana to advance with

his reserve to the support of the left wing.whkh

had just been broken back, and to do so by a
oblique movement from right to left across th<

low ground, so as to take the Spanish infanm

in the flank. On the way Quintana was rein

forced by three battalions of Alvarado's retinn*

division, and so was enabled to fall upon dx

Spanish infantry with all the greater force. Ht»

attack, all the same, was stubbornly resisted

But the Spaniards were being out-generaled on

every hand. The Patriot cavalry, on the let:,

had already charged and put to flight the

Royalist cavalry, on the right ; and now return

ing, fell upon the other flank of the infantry

Meanwhile, Alvarado had rallied the rest of h»

broken division, and now he, too, bore d<.wn

upon the Spaniards, eight guns accompany..".*

him.

Osorio, seeing the main portion of his xnr.\

being worsted, recalled Primo de Rivera from

the hillock to the rescue ; and then, like :he

coward that he was, fled. Ordonez now assumed

the command ; but the battle being practical

lost and won, he withdrew his men from the

field, retiring upon the farmhouse of Espej^

Rivera having abandoned the hillock. Las Heras

was released with his division to lend momentum

to the already irresistible advance of the Patriot
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which indeed had now become a pursuit. At

this point the disabled O'Higgins arrived on

the field, and hailed San Martin as the saviour

of Chili.

There was some hard and bloody lighting to

do yet though Ordofiez had safely gained

Espejo and made hasty preparations for its

defence. Las Heras was the first general officer

to arrive before it, and gave orders for the

occupation of the high grounds commanding
it round about. General Balcarce, however,

who was in general command of the infantry,

arriving, ordered an immediate attack. Colonel

Thompson led the assault with a battalion ot

light infantry, but was received by a terrific fire

of grape and musketry, and driven back with

all his officers wounded and 2 50 men killed.

This cooled Balcarce's impetuosity, and the

advice of Las Heras was taken. Fire was

opened from seventeen guns occupying the

high ground, and the enemy driven from its

outer defences into the houses and vineyards.

Then the foot soldiers advanced, broke through

the mud walls, and took the houses by assault.

The carnage was sickening, and would possibly
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have continued until there was not a Spaniard

to kill had not Las Heras, who, like all brave

men, was also humane, at great risk to him-

self, put forth all the efforts at his command,
threatening even to shoot his own soldiers unless

they desisted, to check the ferocity of the

victors. The brave Ordonez thought it no

dishonour to surrender his sword to the equally

brave Las Heras.

Such, then, was the battle of Maipo, equalled

in importance in the whole war of South Ameri-

can independence only by the battles of Royaca

and Ayacucho. The Spanish loss amounted
to 1,000 killed ; I general, 4 colonels, 7 lieu-

tenant-colonels, 150 officers, and 2,200 men
taken prisoners ; besides twelve guns, four flags,

large quantities of small arms, ammunition, and
haggage captured. The Patriot loss exceeded

1,000 killed and wounded. General Osorio

succeeded in escaping by the coast, and arrived

at Talcahuano with only fourteen followers.

These, joined by 600 other fugitives, left Chili

as soon as possible by sea for Lima. The Army
of the Andes had done its work. It had liberated

Chili from Spanish dominion.
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W Eylau . Febq and <f. Friedland . June u. 1807.

H[ By H Sutherland Edwards.

THE battles of Eylau and Friedland were

closely connected with one another

and with the Treaty of Tilsit (July 7th,

1 807), to which they led. At the begin-

ning of 1 807 it seemed that the destinies of Europe
were about to be decided on the shores of the

Baltic, where a mighty struggle was pending be-

tween the resources and genius of the North in

conflict with those of the South ; between Alex-

ander, Emperor of Russia, and the King of Prussia

on the one part, and on the other Napoleon

—

or " Bonaparte " as he was then called—Emperor
of France and King of Italy. The latter derived

support from the nations he had subdued: Italy,

Spain, Holland, and a great portion of Germany.
The former were dependent, in a measure, on the

goodwill and co-operation of Great Britain and
Sweden. The battle of Eylau, however—the

first in which Napoleon received a check, though
not a defeat—was fought by the armies of Russia

and Prussia against those of Imperial France.

The Russians in a general sense occupied, as

they always must in conflict with the nations of

the West, a very advantageous position ; for,

even if unsuccessful, they could be sure, in their

retreat, of drawing the enemy into an inhospit-

able and barren country, while they on their side

would be able to obtain both reinforcements and
supplies. The battle of Eylau was claimed both

by the French and by the Russians as a de-

cisive victory
;
though it really decided nothing.

Napoleon's immediate object in attacking the

Russians was to drive them back, and advancing

upon Konig*berg occupy the ancient capital of

Prussia and seize the king
; which he failed to

do. But the more important aim of the Russians

and Prussians was to drive the French from the

country they had invaded ; and towards this

result they made no effective step. The French
at the end of the second day's righting occupied

the field of battle, tended the enemy's wounded,
buried the dead, and remained in their positions

for upwards of a week ; after which they re-

turned, unmolested, to winter quarters.

In numbers the French were superior to the

enemy, in the proportion of 75,000 to 70.000

but they had the climate against them, and

Napoleon found but little opportunity of em-

ploying his infantry. This can scarcely be taken

into account in reckoning up the opposing force*.

But as a matter of fact, the battle was won b\

the French cavalry and artillery ; and in both

these arms, Napoleon was stronger than the

allies. Though Napoleon's infantry toot but

little part in the action, one particular regi-

ment, the 25th, suffered so severely that it Lost

nearly the whole of its officers. "To the officer*

of the 25th regiment," says the brief monu-

mental inscription recording the fact. One

other peculiarity of this remarkable battle mav

be noted : some of the Tartar regiments in the

Russian army were armed with bows and arrow?

—to the great amusement, it is said, of the

French artillery. An English publicist, writing

soon afterwards of this sanguinary encounter,

found cause for satisfaction in the fact that

although our political interests demanded the

defeat of the French, the troops of civilisation

had shown themselves able to put back the

northern hordes. Considering, however, that

the French were superior in numbers to the

Russians, that they Were better armed, and that

they were commanded by Napoleon in person

(whose presence on the field was estimated bj

Wellington as equivalent to an additional forty

thousand men), the wonder is that the Russians

who formed the bulk of the allied army, were

able not only to hold their ground against the

French for two successive days, but when they

at last retired, to do so without being seriou;h

pursued. For if at the end of two days' fighting

the French occupied the field of battle, they

took care not to advance beyond it.

After the latal day of Jena, King Frederic
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William of Prussia found himselt reduced to

one province and 25,000 soldiers. He and his

court retired to Konigsberg, there anxiously to

await the arrival of the Russians ; and no sooner

had Prussia's powerful allies come within reach

than Napoleon prepared to attack them. After

several reconnaissances in force and partial en-

counters, Napoleon by a skilful and formidable

flank movement forced Benningsen, the Russian

commander-in-chief, to retreat to Eylau, a

small town on the Pasmar, about twenty-two

BIB t
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Battle of EYLAU. February 7-B. 1B07.

nuies south-east ol Konigsberg. Marshal Souit,

in rapid pursuit, entered the place at the head

of his corps almost at the same time as the Rus-

sians. A collision took place in and around the

Eylau cemetery, where the fighting was kept up

with fury on both sides for several hours, until

night came on. The Russians then fell back

behind the town, but lighting their camp fires,

showed that they had no intention of retreating

further. They evidently meditated a renewal

of the conflict on the following morning.

Napoleon lost no time in ordering Marshals

Ney and Davoust to take up their positions—the

former on his left, the latter on his right ; and

Davoust was on the right of the French early

the next morning, ready to fall upon the Russian

flank. Key's corps, however, being at some-

distance, it was impossible to communicate with

him in time for the next day's battle.

On the following morning, February Kth, the

Russians commenced the attack with a brA

cannonade on the village or town of Eylau, held

only by one division under St. 11 i la ire To the

Emperor's military eye a hill commanding the

town presented itself as the most important object

of attack. Until this was carried the centre ot

the army would be unable to act offensively

against the enemy, for it would be impossible to

execute the necessary

operations of extending

it in the plains. Mar»ki

Augereau was therefore

ordered to advmc

with his corps and to

open a cannonade

against this command-

ing spot. He was suf-

fering from rheuma-

tism and fever ;
and

unable to sit firmly 1 n

horseback, had caused

himself to be straprx :

to the saddle. He

directed, however, 1

vigorous artillery tire

upon the key of the

position ; and the

armies being now with

in short distance d

one another, even

shot took effect. The

^laughter was terrific

At one moment '*•

appeared from the

movements of the

Russians that, impatient of suffering so muai

without any decisive result, thev wished

outflank the French on the left wing. But ;

that moment Marshal Davoust's sharpshooter

appeared, and fell on their rear. Upon '

Augereau'.-. corps filed off in columns to attack

and occupy the centre of the Russian anny.

which might otherwise have overwhelm

Davoust by its superior number*. At the sure

time the division commanded by General K

Hilairc tiled off to the right in support d
Davou-t, and in order to facilitate eventual!)

junction between Davoust and Augereau.

No sooner had these movements been bec

than so thick a fall of snow covered the I

armies that neither could see beyond the d

tance of two feet. The point of direction ^

1,^1 >. CiMf/J
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lost, and the French columns, inclining too much
to the left, wandered about in uncertainty. This

darkness lasted half an hour. When the weather

cleared up, 20,000 Russian infantry, supported by

cavalry and artillery, were on the point of exe-

cuting a turning movement, with the view of

cutting off the division of General St. Hilaire.

The French army was in the most critical posi-

tion. It was without cohesion. Its columns
• ere straggling about in all directions, incapable

of supporting one another. Many superior

officers, including Augereau, had been wounded.
The latter, assisted into Napoleon's presence,

:omplained bitterly of not having been adequately

upported.

Napoleon saw the danger, and calling for

Murat, said to him :
M Are you going to let us

be devoured by these people ? " He then or-

Jered a grand charge to be executed by the

cavalry of the whole army. Eighty squadrons
look part in it, and the masses of French horse-

men broke through the lines of the Russian

army, to sabre the enemy right and left. The
Russian cavalry, in endeavouring to oppose this

movement, were routed with great slaughter.

But it was the Russian infantry, against which
:he charge had been directly made, that especi-

ally suffered. Its two massive lines were utterly

broken. The third, falling back, rested for

upport upon a wood.

The fortune, however, of the battle was not

much changed until Davoust, whose progress

Had been greatly impeded by the weather, was
a: last enabled to fall on the rear of the enemy
ind drive them from the hilly ground. The
Kussians, after repeated attempts to regain the

ground they were constantly losing, beat a

retreat, leaving behind them masses of killed

^rid wounded and a portion of their artillery.

The battle seemed won. But at this moment
'<<>k place what Napoleon had been constantly

tearing might occur : the arrival on the scene

of a Prussian force, from 7.000 to 8,000 strong,

under General Lestocq. The Prussian com-

mander was being pursued by Marshal Ney.
Hut he was some two or three hours ahead of

his enemy, and the battle would certainly be

decided before Ney could come up. The rapid

entry into action of new troops has often had a

•ietcrraining effect upon a battle of which the

issue was previously doubtful. The part played
by the Prussians at Waterloo, by the French at

Jiikerroan, are cases in point. But eight years

oefore Waterloo the sudden appearance of Prus-

un reinforcements at Eylau had no effect, except
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perhaps to modify the character of the French

victory and of the Russian defeat. But for the

assistance rendered by the Prussians, the French

might have routed the Russians and executed

the meditated advance upon Konigsberg. As
it was, General Lestocq held the French to

some extent in check ; and the balance had in

some measure been restored between the con-

tending forces, when Benningsen, just as he was

proposing a final attack, received news of the

approach of Ney, who was about to fall on his

left flank as Davoust had previously turned his

position on the right. A final retreat was now
ordered, and Benningsen was at least able to

boast that his line of retreat was the one chosen

by himself. He marched, that is to say, in the

direction of Konigsberg without being seriouslv

pursued by Napoleon, who throughout the

battle had kept Konigsberg constantly in view,

and more than once had sought to encourage

his troops by pointing to the just visible steeples

of the ancient Prussian capital.

It had been the design of Bonaparte to take

Konigsberg, but he was forced to fall back on the

Vistula. It had been the design of the Russians

to drive back the French beyond the Vistula, to

retake Ebling and Thorn, and to force them to

raise the sieges of Colberg, Gaudenz, and, above

all, Danzig. But by a series of successive

actions they were themselves driven back by
the French as far as Eylau, and, on the day

after the great battle, beyond the Pregel.

Sixty-three years later, a similar question arose

as to which side had gained the victory in a

battle fought at Bapaume, in the north of France,

between the French under General Faidherbe

and the Germans under General von Goeben.

The French drove back the Germans, and occu-

pied at night the positions held by the Germans
in the morning. This looked like victory. But

the object, said General von Goeben, of the

French attack was to break through the German
lines and march towards Paris for the relief ot

the siege ; and this the French did not do.

The doubtful victory of Eylau not being suffi-

cient for the Emperor's glory, there was now no

possibility of Napoleon's returning to Paris until

after the accomplishment of an unmistakable

conquest. Dan/ig, it is true, had fallen. But

the Russian army was still in a threatening

position, and had to be disposed of.

Napoleon's army, meanwhile, had been in-

creased, through the fall of Danzig, by more than

30,000 men ;
and, though there was neither truce

nor armistice, he did not take any immediate
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measures for opening the campaign and sur-

prising the enemy, according to his usual system,

by the promptitude and rapidity of his move-

ments. He, on the contrary, manifested every

symptom of a sincere and even somewhat
earnest desire that hostilities might be, for the

present, terminated by negotiation. Till this

could be arranged, Napoleon seemed deter-

mined to remain on the defensive. The am-
bassadors attending his court at Finkenstein

were witnesses of the proud eminence on

t-nglUli Miles

which he now stood, and abundant care was

taken that they should fully understand the

importance of his recent conquest—the great

bulwark of the Vistula. When the ambassador

of the Porte was presented, on the 28th May,
by the Prince of Benevento, Napoleon declared

that he and the Sultan Sclim would be for

ever after as inseparably connected as the right

hand and the left. The offices and administra-

tion of the Government were now transferred

from Warsaw to Danzig, which seemed at

this time to be intended for the capital of the

French dominions in those parts. The recently

captured city was visited on the 30th May by

Napoleon, at the head of the greater part of his

staff, together with his Minister for Foreign

Affairs, and all his Court. The Emperor
reviewed his troops, and gave orders for the

reparation of the works demolished in the course

of the siege. General Rapp—a great favourite

—was appointed governor, and I-e Febvre

created Duke of Danzig. Each soldier who

had been engaged in the siege received a

gratuity of ten francs.

In the meantime the light corps of the army

advanced in various directions in order to pass

the Russians, and get between them and thcu

magazines, by cutting off their retreat to Konigv

berg ; and soon afterwards the headquarters of

the French army arrived at Eylau. Here the

fields were no longer covered with ice and

snow, but, on the contrary,

presented one of the most

beautiful scenes in Nature. The

Country waseverywhere adorned

with beautiful woods, inter-

sected by lakes, and enlivened

by handsome villages. On the

13th, while the Grand Duke of

Berg and the Marshals Soult

and Davoust had orders to

manoeuvre in the direction of

Kbnigsberg, Napoleon, with

the corps of Ney, Lannes,

Mortier, the Imperial Guard,

and the 1st Corps, commanded

by General Victor, advanced

on Friedland. On the same

day the 9th regiment of Hus-

sars entered that town, but was

driven out of it again by 3,000

Russian cavalry. On the 14th

the Russians advanced on the

bridge of Friedland, with the

intention of pursuing their

march to Konigsberg, and at three in the

morning a cannonade was heard. "It is a

lucky day," said Napoleon ;
" it is the anniver-

sary of the battle of Marengo." Different move

ments and actions now took place, by which the

Russians were stopped on their march. A mighn

struggle was unavoidable, and both armies pre-

pared for a decisive battle. By five in the

evening, the several corps of the French were at

their appointed stations. Marshal Ncy was 00

the right wing, Marshal Lannes in the centre,

and Marshal Mortier on the left. The corps

of General Victor and the Guards formed tbc

reserve. The cavalry, under the command d
General ( Irouchy, supported the left wing .

the

division of dragoons of General La Tour M»u-

bourg was stationed as a reserve behind the right

,

and General La Housay's division of dragoUDV

with the Saxon Cuirassiers, formed a rcs< rve far

the centre. The whole <>t the Russian > n •• r*>
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also drawn up in the best order that the place

and circumstances seemed to admit. The left

wing extended to the town of Friedland, and

the right wing a league and a half in the other

direction. The position taken up by General

Btnningsen was apparently one continued plain,

which, however, was intersected by a deep

ravine full of water, and almost impassable.

This ravine ran in a line between Domnow and
Friedland, where it formed a lake to the left of

that place, and separated the right wing of the

the town of Friedland, and nearly opposite to

the centre of the army, was the small village of

Heinrichsdorf. The held of battle lay between

the left of this village and the river, to the

south of Friedland.

Bonaparte, having reconnoitred the position

of the enemy, determined to take the town of

Friedland. Suddenly changing his front and

advancing his right, he commenced the attack

with the advanced part of that wing. The
tiring of twenty cannon from a battery was the

" sKVKKAI. RUSSIAN COLUMNS WERE DRIVES INTO THE RIVER " (/». 55<>1.

Russians from their centre. A thick wood at signal of battle. At the same moment the
the distance of about a mile and a half from division under General Murchand, supported on
friedland, on more elevated ground, fringed the the left by another division, advanced upon lie
plain nearly in the form of a semicircle, except enemy, the line of direction being towards
•it its extremity on the left, where there was the steeple of the town. When the Russians
an open space between the wood and a narrow perceived that Marshal Xev had left the wood
river. In front of the wood about a mile from in which his left wing had been posted, they
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endeavoured to surround him with some regi-

ments of regular cavalry and a multitude of

Cossacks. But General La Tour Maubourg's

division of dragoons rode up at full gallop to the

right wing, and repelled the attack. In the

meantime General Victor—who commanded, as

has been mentioned, a corps of the Grand Army
—erected a battery of thirty cannon in the front

of his centre ; and his works, pushed forward

more than four hundred paces, greatly annoyed

the Russians, whose various manoeuvres for pro-

ducing a diversion were all in vain. Marshal

Ney was at the head of his troops, directing

the most minute movements with his character-

istic intrepidity and coolness. Several Russian

columns that had attacked his right wing were

received on the point of the bayonet and driven

into the river. Thousands were thus lost,

though some escaped by swimming.

In the meantime Marshal Key's left wing

reached the ravine which surrounded the

town of Friedland. But the Imperial Guard of

Russia, horse and foot, had been placed there

in ambush ; and it now rushed suddenly on

Marshal Key's left wing, which for a moment
wavered. Dupont's division, however, which

formed the right of the reserve, fell on the

Russian Imperial Guard and defeated it with

great slaughter. Several other bodies were sent

from the centre of the Russian army for the

defence of the all-important position of Fried-

land. But the impetuosity, the numbers, and the

prompt and skilful co-operation of the assailants

with an immense artillery prevailed. Friedland

was taken, and its streets bestrewed with dead

bodies. The attempts of the Russians on the

left wing of the French being defeated, they

made repeated attacks on their centre. But

all the efforts of their infantry and cavalry to

obstruct the progress of the French columns

were exerted in vain. Marshal Mortier, who
during the whole day had exhibited the greatest

coolness and intrepidity in supporting the left

wing, now advanced, and was in his turn sup-

ported by the fusiliers of the Guard, under

the command of General Savary. The French

columns pressed forward on the Russians, chiefly

along the sides of the ravine ; which was thus as

advantageous to the French as disadvantageous

to the Russians. Victor)-, which had never, in

the judgment of the French generals who drew

up the bulletin, been for a moment doubtful,

now declared decidedly in their favour.

The field of battle presented one of the most

horrible spectacles of wounded, dying, and

dead men and horses that was ever beheld

The number of the dead on the side of the

Russians was estimated by the French at from

15,000 to 18,000, and that of the dead on their

own side at less than 500. But they admitted

that the number of their wounded amounted to

3,000. Fighty cannon and a great number of

covered waggons and standards fell into the

hands of the conquerors. The Russians were

pursued in their retreat towards Konigsberg

till eleven o'clock. During the remainder of the

night the cut-off columns endeavoured to patf.

and part of them did pass, the river at several

fordable places. But next day covered waggon?,

cannon, and harness were everywhere seen ir

the stream. 41 The battle of Friedland," says the

French bulletin, " is worthy of being numbered

with those of Marengo, Austerlitz, and Jeni

The enemy were numerous, had fine cavalry,

and fought bravely."

Next day, June the 15th, the Russians en-

deavoured to re-assemble on the right bank ot

the river, while the French armv manoeuvred

on the left bank to cut them off from Konigv

berg. The heads of the hostile column*

arrived at Wehlaw, a town situated at the

confluence of the Alia and the Pregel, nearlv

at the same time. The Russians at daybreak on

the 16th passed the Pregel, and continued their

retreat to the Niemen. The French bulletin

says that 41 having destroyed all the bridge,

they took advantage of that obstacle to pro-

ceed on their retreat." If, however, there were

several bridges on the Pregel, they must (as

was pointed out in reply) have left one at lea>:
1

standing till they had crossed the river them-

selves, though the French gazetteers would

insinuate that they escaped only by means ci

the demolition of all the bridges.

The consistent and true account of the nutter

seems to be that which is given by an eye

witness of the campaign, who says that "a"

Wehlaw the Russian army passed the PregeL

without any loss or even annoyance, on *

single bridge. A detachment of 4,000 French

troops watched their movements, but did n<«t

oppose their retreat. The bridge was the*1

burnt, and the Russians continued their rcO»- 1

grade movement to Pepelken, where thev

rejoined by the Prussian corps under Gcneta

Kaminskoy. who had been detached to K> n c

berg en the toth, for after the defeat of the n«»

Ru--i.in armv Konigsberg was untenable."

At eight in the morning Napoleon threw •

brulge o\er the Pregel, and took up J p
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there with his army. Almost all the magazines

which the enemy had on the Alia had been

thrown into the river or burnt. At Wehlaw,
however, the French found an immense quantity

of corn. Possession was taken of Konigsberg by
the corps under Marshal Soult. At this place

were found some hundred thousand quintals of

com, more than 20,000 wounded Russians and
Prussians, and all the arms and ammunition that

had been sent to the Russians by England, in-

cluding 1 60,000 muskets that had not been landed.

The French bulletin continued as follows :
" It

was on the 5th of June that the enemy renewed
hostilities. Their loss in the ten days that

followed their first operations may be reckoned
at - 0.000 men, killed, wounded, taken, or other-

wise put hurs de combat. They have lost a part

of their artillery, almost all their ammunition,
and the whole of their magazines on a line

of more than forty leagues. The French armies

have seldom obtained such great advantages

with so little loss."

Over the conduct of this short campaign on
the part of the Russians, as well as its com-

mencement after the reduction of Danzig, there

still hangs a mysterious cloud. After this im-

portant event, and the addition that was made
to the French army by the liberation of between

50,000 and 40,000 fighting-men, it was univer-

sally supposed that General Benningsen would

"play the part of Fabius." As the possession

of Danzig and the peninsula of Nehrung gave

£reat facilities to the French for turning the

right flank of the Russian army on the north,

u was supposed that instead of making an

attack, he would fall back behind the Pregel,

and support his right on Konigsberg, where he
would be nearer his resources, and the French
further from theirs. Thus, also, time would have

been afforded for the execution of those military

plans which were projected in Swedish and Prus-

Man Pomerania. The conduct of the Russian

general, which had been so much extolled

when his operations were supposed to have

heen successful, was now, as commonly happens

10 the unfortunate, severely condemned. The
grounds of censure appear, indeed, to have

fK-en at least very plausible. But the world

did not then know, nor do we now know,
the whole of the case. That the Russians

should have lost in the course of ten days

'•0,000 men, while the French had only about

1.200 killed and 5,000 or 6,000 wounded, appears

so monstrous an exaggeration that even the

policy of it may reasonably be questioned. Yet

the losses and disasters of the Russians were
admitted by themselves to have been immense.
General Benningsen did not attempt to conceal

the real situation of affairs after the battle of

Friedland, as he had done after that of Eylau
j

and he did not hesitate to give it as his opinion

that any further contest with the French on the

field of battle would be hopeless.

It was computed by the most dispassionate

and competent judges that the French com-
menced this short campaign of ten days with

160,000 men, including all kinds of troops

stationed between the Oder and the Alia
;

and that the allies had about 100,000 effective

men, infantry and cavalry, besides Cossacks,

Bashkirs, and other irregular troops. It was
acknowledged by French officers that from the

5th to the 14th June the Grand Army had lost

in killed and wounded at least 20,000 men.
On the 19th, at 2 o'clock p.m., Bonaparte with

his Guards entered Tilsit.

Although the Russians were completely beaten

at Friedland, they had presented such an obsti-

nate resistance both at Friedland and at Eylau
that Napoleon now thought it worth his while

to make peace with them in the first place at

the expense of Prussia, Russia's powerless ally,

and secondly at the expense ot all Europe, with

a special view to the injury of England. Over-
tures of peace were accordingly made, and the

result was a meeting of the two Emperors at

Tilsit. Prussia was now entirely sacrificed, the

King losing all his possessions, with the ex-

ception only of Memel. Without abandoning

the Duchy of Warsaw, formed out of the Polish

provinces taken from Prussia, to which was after-

wards added the whole of western Galicia (the

best part, that is to say, of Austrian Poland),

Napoleon arranged, beyond doubt, with Alex-

ander a partition of the continent of Europe.

The treaty was, of course, not made public. But
in reference to its provisions Napoleon in his

speech to the Senate, in August, 1807, said :

France is united to the people of Germany by

the laws of the Confederation of the Rhine, to

those of Spain, Holland, Switzerland, and Italy,

by the laws of our federative system. Our new
relations with Russia are cemented by the

reciprocal esteem of these two grand nations."

Many were the stories told of the peaceful,

conversational collisions between Napoleon and
Alexander at Tilsit, sometimes during the con-

ferences, often when the conferences were not

taking place, and the two monarchs were talking

privately together. Alexander declared himself
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a disbeliever in the hereditary principle, to which

he owed everything. Napoleon, on the other

hand, who had in no way profited by this

principle, was its warm partisan.

Once when the French and Russian Emperors

were walking out together, they met a French

sentinel of the Imperial Guard, whose face was

terribly disfigured.

" What do you think of soldiers," asked

Napoleon, M who can survive such wounds ?
"

" And what do you," replied Alexander, " of

soldiers who can inflict them ?
"

M lis sottt tons marts.

'

" interrupted the sentinel.
14 Your side is always victorious," said Alex-

ander, with a smile.

•'Thanks to the timely support of my Guard,"

answered Napoleon.

This sort of military martvawlagc is repro-

duced by M. Thiers in his
44

Histoire du

Consulat et de l'Empire," though the light,

vaudevillistic style of repartee was not at al]

in harmony with the character of Napoleon^

mind.

Numbers of persons professed to know, almot

immediately after the event, what had taken

place at Tilsit ; and one political agent sold

what he declared to be the secret articles o:

the Treaty to the English Government, which,

according to M. Thiers, wasted its money in

buying them. What, however, could two such

powerful sovereigns do—already masters of

nearly the whole continent of Europe—he

develop a project for uniting their forces a&J

perpetuating their dominion !

COSSACKS.



:>53

FIVE hundred and thirty years ago the

land of lofty mountains and deep valleys

called Tyrol was made over by its last

Countess to the Duke of Austria ;

JTti from that day to this the people have

wned no sovereign but the head of the

House of Hapsburg. Above all, they have re-

nted every effort to incorporate them with

Bavaria. Of the same blood and speech,

aistoms and religion, it might have been ex-

acted that the two countries would have long

- united ; but the old rivalry between the

Austrian and Bavarian houses seems to have

extended itself to the peoples, between whom
'hire has always been more or less feud. In

i"o: the Elector Max Emanuel, in alliance with

France against the House of Austria, attempted
t" pas* through Tyrol to join Marshal Vendome
coming up from Italy. " But," says the historian

< f Ravaria, 44
in Tyrol there dwells a breed of

men loyal to their old customs and to their

prince. Moreover, this people is rough and
valiant, and proud of its mountains, which, with

poverty, guarantee freedom and security against

the might of foreign foes."

And so Max Emanuel found. He reached
Innsbruck, pushed on to the Brenner, and sent
a 'mall detachment round by the Inn valley to

look for the expected Frenchmen. They got as
Jr a s the bridge of Potulatz, above Landeck.
At this point the valley contracts to a gorge.
»'<J at the narrowest point the Inn, here a tur-

>ulem torrent forty or fifty yards wide, ha- to be
n *s*d. The Bavarians found the bridge broken
l"«n On the further side a breastwork had
*cn erected. Not a single foe could be seen.
J
resently shot after shot cracked from the
"'•untain side ; tree-stems and rocks rolled down
^hing men and horses, and cutting off all

ctrcat, and in a few minutes such of the un-
J«.kv Bavarians as were not shot down or

Imwncd were prisoners in the hands of the

Tyrolese. A few days later the whole country

was up. The alarm bells rang from even- church

tower
;
every road towards Italy was barricaded ;

every mountain side was alive with sharp-

shooters, and nothing remained for the Elector

but to cut his way through the swarming foes

back to his own territories, with a heavy loss of

officers (including his chamberlain, Count von

Arco) and men. A worthy Tyrolese peasant of

those days kept a short diary, which has been

preserved. Here is an extract from it :
— " In

1703, on the eve of St. John Baptist (June 23)

^0,000 enemies invaded Tyrol, did great damage,

killed many of our people, but still more fell on

their side, came as tar as the Lower Meadow" (a

place at the south foot of the Brenner, of which

we shall hear again
-

!.
14 and after that were driven

out hv our mark>mcn and militia on St. Anne's

Day (July 201"

Tvrol was not troubled with a hostile invasion

again till the last years of the centurv. In

March. the French general, Joubert,

attempted to cro-s the Brenner from Italy.

Where the great eastern road through the

Pusterthal falls into the Brenner road, and close

to the point where the strong fortress of

Franzen-feste now dominate- the junction of the

two railways, stand- a little village called Spinge-.

lying in the angle between the roads, and about

1,coo feet above them. Here a peasant army
awaited the French, and for some dav- the sur-

rounding forest- were the scene of desperate
fighting. The pea-ant- fell on with clubbed
guns, and with a fury that nothing could with-
stand. Otie Prixa of Axams was found dead
after the fight, with seven Frenchmen lying
around him. Peter Haider brought down six

with hi- rifle. He was then attacked by five at

• -nee. He shot one with his rifle, one with his

pistol, and cut down a third before a shot laid

him low. The two remaining opponents slashed

him with their -word-, leaving him for dead
;
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but it took more than that to kill a Tyrolese of

those days, and Haider survived. In these

mountain villages the church and churchyard

often form a natural citadel. Time after time

did the French storm that of Spinges. A girl

of twenty-two, Katharina Lanz, who lived to

relate her exploit till 1854, led the defenders.

With her hair floating in the wind and her

skirts well tucked up, she plied a pitchfork with

a goodwill and efficiency that was too much for

the French bayonets. Meanwhile the road back

to Italy was blocked by an Austrian force, and

General Joubert had to make the best of his

way down the Pusterthal. By April 13th the

enemy was out of the country.

The hostilities between France and Austria

in 1805 affected Tyrol so far that Innsbruck

received a visit from Marshal Ney ; an honour
which the Tyrolese had done their best to

decline, by offering a stubborn resistance to his

passage from Bavaria by way of Scharnitz.

Their positions, however, were turned ; but Ney
was shrewd enough to see the benefit of exasper-

ating so warlike a people as little as possible.

In December the war ended with the Peace of

Presburg ; and now for the first time what
Tyrol had dreaded for centuries came to pass.

The province was annexed to Bavaria, and the

bond of over four centuries was snapped. No
more brutal disregard of national wishes and

national rights was ever shown, even by

Napoleon. The Bavarian Government was pro-

bably sincerely anxious to act fairly by its un-

willing subjects, but it went to work all in the

wrong way. Into a land of well-to-do. indepen-

dent, intensely religious peasants, who had never

felt the pressure of external authority, but had

gone on governing themselves for centuries on

the old Germanic system, the Bavarians tried to

introduce all the pedantries of officialism. Com-

pulsory enlistment was substituted for free

volunteering; the local authorities were replaced

by officials from Munich, who gave theraidve

airs ;
* the parish priests were removed, and the

Church organisation generally interfered with

to the point of persecution ; the name "Tyrol'

disappeared under a new-fangled division int.'

"Circles" ; worst of all. the old castle of Tyrol,

near Meran, the very heart of the land, was sold

by auction.

Tyrol had never abandoned the hope of re-

covering its freedom under its former sovereign
j

Communications were maintained all this time 1

between the Archduke John, the most beloved

member of the Imperial house, and certain men

in Tyrol who enjoyed the special confidence

of their countrymen. The most notable

these, Andrew Hofer, was an innkeeper and

horse-dealer from the Passeir valley, whxi

runs up into the mountains behind Merm

His humble inn, which still exists, stands

the wild torrent of the Passeir, where tbe

bed widens into a little beach. From it»

situation, it is known as " On the Sand."

and its owner was often spoken of n

Tyrolese fashion as the " Sandwi.th." <*

landlord of Sand. The position of Hoferl

house is as central as any in Tyrol. Fro«

it Meran may be reached in four hctf^

while in the opposite direction a sot*

hours' march brings you to Sterzing, haf

way up the Brenner on the south udi

It was, therefore, possible for Hofer with hi

force to attack the rear of an enemy craaqfl

that pass in either direction. Hofer was a add
(>l about l<»rtv, distinguished more for phyflCfl

strength, kindly disposition and upright charattfl

than tor any special military talent or caaadBG

for government. It is, indeed, a little diftodtj

to explain the great influence which he iM
doubtedly exercised. Though there is no iuXHf|

to doubt his courage, he showed none of til

dash amounting to recklessness with which *«
of his subordinates exposed their lives ; while all

extreme good-nature, and unwillingness todaQH
any rn.m. led him especially towards the <
of his career into pitiable vacillation. Nor

Ik- anv gift of eloquence, sueh as often has nuaj

nun with 110 other qualification into papa*

k-.nk-T- Yet there can be no doubt that fori

Tin- Kii>k is a nice gentleman enough W
mi with whom he had happened t" iprat

lhk through the country, "but his clerk -v arc BO
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nionths he was the recognised chief in the grand

resistance which this little mountain-country

< tfered. and offered for a time successfully, to

1 he conqueror of Europe. Other leaders whose
names ?hould be mentioned were Martin Teimer,

J -eph Speckbacher, and the Capuchin Joachim
ftapinger. All these men had taken part in

:he fighting of recent years. Teimer, who was
:he youngest of them, being thirty years ot age,

h^d risen to the rank of major in the latuistttrm,

. r militia. He was probably the ablest of all the

Tyrolcse leaders, as he was no doubt the best

educated ; but he never inspired the same con-

fidence. Joseph Speckbacher was ten years

1 !ier. He was now an employe in the salt-works

at Hall, near Innsbruck, and comfortably off.

His youth had been very wild. As a boy of

twelve he had taken to a poacher's life ; and
r> aching among those mountains is a very

different business from the rabbit-snaring and

pheasant-netting which occasionally enlivens

English coverts, and helps to fill English gaols.

Even the most authorised chamois-hunting is

fairly dangerous sport ; and when the hunter
a liable at any moment to become the hunted,
and share with his game the sensation of a

bullet in the ribs, unless his own wits can save

him, it will be easily seen that no better training

could be found for mountain warfare. Speck-
bacher was a man of undaunted courage,

kundlcss resource, and a thorough knowledge
M the country which was to be the chief field of

operations. Father Joachim had served as an
iniiy chaplain, and had earned a medal for

fclour. Now he was to lead in many a fierce

Utack
; but he made it a point of honour to

am- no weapon save a great ebony crucifix,

riuch, it was currently reported, became in his

unds as formidable as the maces wielded bv
nediajval bishops. 44 The Redbeard," as he was
ailed, was perhaps the especial favourite of the

<r,ple. He, too, survived into the second half

f the century.

Thus when Austria, encouraged by Napoleon's

Towing difficulties in Spain, plucked up courage

9 declare war against him once more in March,

the Tyrolese were all ready to bear their

art. On April 9th, Teimer and Hofer issued

general order, making it clear to every district

hat its special task would be. Teimer then

'parted to take the command in the Inn
alley above Innsbruck

; Speckbacher being in

urge of the district between the capital and

Bavarian frontier. Hofer disseminated the
rder through other innkeepers—the country-

inns in Tyrol being the natural centres of

information— until every man knew precisely

what he would have to do, and had merely

to await the arrival of the little note bearing the

words 44 It is timk." Another signal was given

by strewing sawdust in the streams, and sending

planks bearing red flags down the rivers.

The men from Passeir and the neighbour-

hood of Meran assembled round the little inn
44 on the Sand." There were some thousands of

them altogether, Hofer, with his broad shoulders

and mighty black beard, conspicuous among
them. All wore the dress of their valley

—

brown jacket with red facings, a red waistcoat

with broad green braces over it, a broad leather

belt on which were worked the owner's initials,

leather breeches, bare knees, and red or white

stockings. Each man carried his heavy rifle,

with which he could make pretty sure of a

chamois at 300 yards ; and a Bavarian was a

larger mark. It must be remembered that few

regular troops of that day had anything but

smooth-bore muskets. Hofer made a short

speech :

44 When you have carved a wooden figure,

may you take it to Vienna and sell it ? Is that

liberty ? You are Tyrolese—at least your

fathers called themselves so ; now you have

to call yourselves Bavarians. And our old castle

of Tyrol has been demolished. Does that

content you ? If you raise three ears of maize,

they demand two from you. Do you call that

prosperity ? But there is a Providence, and

it has been revealed to me that if we plan to

take our revenge, we shall have help. Up then,

and at the Bavarians ! Tear your foes, ay, with

your teeth, so long as they stand up ; but when
thev kneel, pardon them !

"

The first shot was fired not far from the place

where Joubert had been overthrown eight years

before. Colonel von Wrede (who in later days

was to be a thorn in the side of the French) was

in command of the garrison of Brixen. Intelli-

gence reached him that an Austrian force under

General Chasteler was approaching through the

Pusterthal, and on April 10th he sent a detach-

ment to destroy the bridge over the river Rienz

at St. Lorenzen, near Bruneck. The peasants

were up in a moment, the detachment was

not suffered to approach the bridge, and when
Wrede brought up his whole force in support, it

was met with a hail of bullets from the mountain
side. An attempt to get the guns into a position

whence their fire might destroy the bridge was
frustrated by a furious charge of the peasants,
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who, many of them armed only with cudgels

and flails, dashed upon the troops, surrounded

the guns, and hunted the gunners into the river.

Wrede could do nothing but try to make his

way to Sterzing, where he might unite with the

garrison of that town. A force of 3,000 French

under General Bisson, on its way from Italy,

wisely decided to meet them in the open, where

military discipline might tell. The steady fire

of grape-shot and musketry- checked the onward

rush, and the peasant force retired into a hollow-

road to re-form, while girls and women from the

town supplied refreshments. A second rush was

similarly checked. Hofer, sitting, as one his-

torian of these events remarks, like Muse*

on a hill above, and watching the for-

tunes of the fight, espied some loaded

hay-waggons, doubtless bringing supplies

for the garrison from the mountain hay-

sheds. A brilliant idea struck him, or

was suggested to him. If these could be

brought up they would serve as cover for

the sharpshooters, who could then dispose

>t the enemy's gunners. But at first no

man ventured to bring them within range

ot the deadly grape. Then a girl stepped

1 YKOI F.SK t;lRI_-».

1/ V.-.'.'j, F, lS*!trbrr£tr
t
/««]*« writ.

)

accompanied him a little below where the

fort 0! Franzensfeste now -lands. The
way from the Pusterthal to the ureal

northern road passes through a narrow defile

—the Brixener KIawK.% or tior^e of Brixen

—and here the unlucky French and Bava-

rians were, of course, at the mercv of their

furious eneuues. Pelted with rocks, trce-

stenis, and bullets by an invisible foe, in

momentary fear of being overtaken by the

Austrians, whose advance-guard actually ap-

peared belore they were well out of the defile,

they made their way with heavy loss to the

plain in which lies the little town of Sterzing.

Meanwhile Hofer and his men had dashed
over the Jaufen Pass. Colonel Barenklau (this

looks like a mythical name, but appears to be

correct), the commander of the Sterzing garrison,

forward, swung herself on to the back 0!

one of the oxen, and, regardless of the

bullets, urged the team on with whip and

voice, exhorting her countrymen at the iai

time "not to be afraid of the Bavarian dump

lings." The guns were now soon silenced ;
the

Ty rolese fell on with the butt, and in a few

minutes the whole Bavarian force, or so much of

it as remained, was disarmed, and before eveninp
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-tfclv under lock and key in a neighbouring

x, under the guard, as often happened, of

the women. AH traces of the fight were care-

fully removed, the victors dispersed among the

mountains, and when Bisson and Wrede arrived,

u the follow ing morning, April 12th, no garrison

domes of the Innsbruck churches below them,

and hoped for a respite. A mounted officer was

sent on to announce their approach to General

Kinkel and Colonel Dittfurt, commanding the

garrison of the capital. As he rode through the

gate of the town he dropped from his horse,

lilt ( An ILK OF TYROL.

« to be found, no news of its fate could they

•tract, no enemy was to be seen. Puzzled, and
ill more alarmed, they pursued their march, or

ther flight, harassed, as before, wherever a

Tge or defile—of which there are many along

mountain road—gave an opportunity to the

?~rolese for their favourite tactics.

But a yet more terrible surprise awaited them,

the early dawn of the 13th, the weary, hat-

red army, still numbering nearly 4,000, saw the

pierced with a bullet. To explain what had
happened we must pass to the Inn valley. The
village of Axams had incurred a fine for resist-

ance to the conscription, and on the nth a

detachment had been sent to collect this. They
fared little better than their comrades at St.

Lorenzen, and retired, vowing vengeance. In

the course of that day the whole of the valley

above Innsbruck was astir, and ready to march
upon the town. Meantime, Speckbacher had
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summoned the lower valley to arms. All night

long beacon fires blazed on the mountains which

look down into the streets of Innsbruck. The
morning of the 12th had hardly dawned when
he was at the gates of Hall, and no sooner had

these been opened as usual by the unsuspecting

garrison than the Tyrolese rushed in. The
officers were seized in their beds, hardly a shot

was fired, and in a few minutes, with a loss of

two only of his men, Speckbachcr had captured

400 Bavarian soldiers. These were marched off

to Salzburg, again under the escort of women,
for no men could be spared from the task of

liberating the country. Hall is a short eight

miles from Innsbruck, and long before noon

Speckbacher was with the levies from the upper

valley, who were attempting to storm the two

bridges that here cross the Inn just outside the

walls of Innsbruck. Up to this time they had

made little progress, for want of leading ; but

when Speckbacher, waving his hat and shouting
" Long live the Emperor Francis !

" placed him-

self at their head, they wavered no longer. The
gunners fell under the terrible clubbed rifles, or

were thrown into the river
;
some young mathe-

matical students from Innsbruck University

slewed the guns round, and poured volleys into

the troops who were hurrying up from the town ;

the peasants pressed forward, some with no

weapons but their fists ; an attempt to break

through with cavalry was frustrated by the sharp-

shooters, who by this time had got into the

houses, and were dealing death from every

window. To complete the victory, at this

moment appeared Major Teimer, with some
more or less drilled battalions of landsturm

from the upper valley. General Kinkel, tho-

roughly terrified, wished to capitulate, but his

more energetic subordinate, Colonel Dittfurt,

declared that he would sooner die than surrender

to a rabble of peasants whom a couple of

squadrons could keep in order, and made a last

desperate effort to rally his men. As he was
speaking two bullets struck him, and he fell

from his horse. Struggling to his feet, he dashed

with drawn sword on the advancing mass, to be

again shot through the chest. Even then he
made one more effort, aided by a few officers, to

dislodge some of the enemv from a position

which enabled them to keep up a galling fire;

but a fourth bullet, in the head, stretched him
senseless, and he was carried to the main guard.

After his fall the surviving troops surrendered,

and Innsbruck was in the hands of the Tyrolese.

It was not yet eleven o'clock.

The remainder of that day was passed in

rejoicing, and, it is to be feared, to some cxtcn:

in pillage. Such of the burghers of Innsbruck v>

were thought to have been on too good terms with

the hated Boar were regarded as fair objects

for a little plunder. At the same time, man
generous actions were done by individuals in

saving the lives of the vanquished. A Bavarian

official was on the point of being struck down

by a furious mob when a girl flung her arms

round him, and asserted, quite fictitiously, thai

he was her betrothed. He was spared at once.

A young Tyrolese who had captured a Fretka

officer took him to an inn and gave him fajd.

The officer, in gratitude, offered him a pair

gold earrings which he wa» wearing. " I'

think I did it for pay ? " said the lad ; and

with difficulty would he accept them as a k

sake. The old imperial eagles were hunted up.

and rapturously greeted when found. "Your

leathers are grown again, old tail," said a prv-

haircd man, as, with the tears flowing down
cheeks, he embraced the beloved symbol.

Men slept that night where they could

.streets or gardens. In the earliest dawn
alarm-bells rang, and the word went r<

that the French were upon them. A>
know, this was the force under Bisson

Wrede ; but those in the town knew noth

of the way in which they had fared on

other side of the mountains. The gates

barricaded, and all preparations made far

street tight. At five o'clock the head of

column appeared oil Berg Isel ; and bv UX
were drawn up in order of battle in the

ground that lies between the south side of

town and the toot of the mountains : Bavar

on the left wing, French on the right. At
same time a strong force of Tyrolese had
round to the rear, and occupied Berg Isel.

were fairly entrapped. Teimer had mean
extracted from General Kinkel an order b:

the Bavarian commander send someone into

town to see how matters stood ; in comp"'

with which Wrede himself, and a French
officer, came in, and the former was d
while the latter was sent back to rep< I

sharpshooters had already opened fire. T
then came himself to meet General B
the suburb of Wilten. The French «.ornra

.i-ked N>r a free passage into Germ
offered to take all the flints out ai the

before moving ; but Teimer would
nothing hut capitulation. All th>-

builds o{ the sharpslv .ere dr..;n
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the dense ranks, adding to the general demorali-

sation, and enforcing the arguments of the

TvtoIcsc leader. At length General Bisson

vielded. The French and Bavarians laid down
their arms. Two generals, 130 officers, and

,000 men, with seven guns and 800 horses,

surrendered to the Tyrolese.

Colonel Dittfurt, lying in the guardhouse,

during one of the intervals of his delirium, had
paused in his furious cursing, to ask :

M Who
ltd your forces yesterday ? " M No one," was
the answer ;

" each man fought as he best could

» Emperor and Fatherland." " Not so," he
ud

; "I saw him again and again : he was
d:ng a white horse." And the story went
'und that St. James, the patron Saint, as

happens, of Innsbruck, had fought for his

tv, as of old he fought for Spain.

The Austrian troops, under General Chasteler,

rived next day ; but it was not expected that
»e Tyrolese would be left long in undisturbed
^session of their conquests. Napoleon's fury

hen he heard how his troops had been served
a herd of undisciplined mountaineers knew

I bounds. He issued on May 5th an order of
c day, in which " a certain Chasteler, calling

mvelf a general in the Austrian service," was
cused of having caused an insurrection in

vtoI, and allowed some Bavarian conscripts to
'• massacred : and it was directed that the j>aid

Chasteler, whenever captured, was to be brought

before a military commission and shot in twenty-

four hours. To the Tyrolese, of course, this

mattered little, but it undoubtedly shook Chas-

teler's nerve, and to some extent prevented the

regular troops from giving efficient help.

On May 1st a strong force of Bavarians and

French, under Wrede, now general, and Marshal

Lefebvre, the Duke of Danzig, occupied Salz-

burg. The shortest route from that city to

Innsbruck lies by Reichenhall and through a

narrow defile called the Strub Pass, entering the

Inn valley at the little town of Worgl. The
Strub was held by Tyrolese and soldiers, 275
in all, with two guns. Wrede's entire division

was sent on May I ith to force the pass, and suc-

ceeded in doing so after nine hours' hard fight-

ing, in which the handful of defenders had four

times repulsed the assailants. On the following

day General Deroy, advancing bv wav of Inn
valley, relieved the frontier fortress of Kufstein,

which the Tyrolese were blockading, and on the

1 3th the two forces joined in the neighbourhood
of Worgl. The Bavarians had encountered a

stubborn resistance all the way, and were
infuriated : village after village was set on
fire, property destroyed, women and children

slaughtered. General Chasteler. with a force

of 2.000 regular troops, having failed to prevent

the junction of the Bavarian*, with the French,
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was forced to accept battle at Worgl and utterly

routed, himself escaping only by the speed of

his horse, and after the commission which was
to earn' out Napoleon's order had already been

selected. On his way through Hall he was

roughly handled by the salt-miners. The French
and Bavarians marched upon Innsbruck, ravag-

ing and burning, a task in which the former now
seem to have taken the lead. At any rate, it is

iALZIVlO.

recorded that Lefebvre, enraged at the sight of

the Austrian eagle over the gate of the little

town of Rattenberg, was only prevented from

burning the place down by Wrede's strenuous

opposition. Fifty-three peasants, taken with

arms in their hands, also owed their lives to

the firmness and humanity of the Bavarian

general, who further issued a stringent order

forbidding all ill-treatment of the inhabitants.

On May 19th the Duke of Danzig entered Inns-

bruck. Two davs later Napoleon was defeated

by the Archduke Charles in the battle of Aspern,

or, as the French call it, Essling ; but before

the news of thi* could have reached them,

Lefebvre and Wrede, believing all opposition was

at an end, and wishing to cut off the Archduke

John's retreat from Italy, had returned to Salz-

burg, leaving General Deroy's division to hold

Innsbruck.

Marshal Lefebvre was so far right, that orders

had been received by the Austrian commander,

in Tyrol to withdraw their troops. But he

reckoned without Speckbacher. That indefa-

tigable man, on the day of the defeat

at Worgl, had been in Innsbruck

collecting all the weapons and powder

upon which he could lav his hands.

Then he went to General Buol, who

was at Volders, near Hall, preparing

to retreat over the Brenner, and

vainly tried to persuade him to make

a stand. Finally, climbing one of the

mountains whence all the country

round Innsbruck could plainly be

seen, he carefully estimated the

strength of the enemy, and found

that he had not more than 18,000

men to deal with. On May 23rd with

two faithful companions, George

Zoppel and Simon Lechner, he made

a dash for the Brenner. Two more

joined the party at Steinach, and

the rive, by spreading themselvo

about the mountain side, and chang

ing their position at every shot, sue

ceeded in putting to flight a cavalry

patrol of several hundred men, which

had been sent up to reconnoitre

General Buol was still holding the

defile of Lueg, just north of the

Brenner Pass, and Hofer with 6,000

men was also there. To them Speck

bacher addressed himself, pointing

out that the panic among the in

habitants of the Inn valley, caused

by the events of the previous' days, was over,

and that they were quite ready to rise again

Buol was persuaded to put 1,200 men with

6 guns at the disposal of the Tyrolese leaders

;

and on May 25th, Hofer took up his posi-

tion at Berg Isel, while Speckbacher, with

the men from the lower Inn valley, held the

right wing as far as Hall. The Tyrolese num

bered some 18,000; Deroy had at most 12,000,

but many of these were veterans. Some isolated

fights ensued that day ; more than once the

Bavarians attempted to storm the position, and

were repulsed. In the evening heavy rain came

on (it rains most days at Innsbruck) and fighting
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was suspended. Owing, it is said, to the in-

junctions of an old man, who pointed out to

Hofer that May 29th was a great Church festival,

Hofer fixed that day for the attack. This delay

also gave time for Teimer, who was at Landeck,

to bring his men down the valley. General

Deroy, a kind-hearted old man. used the in-

terval to issue a proclamation recommending
submission, which, naturally, produced little

effect, unless that of impressing the peasants

with the idea that he was wavering.

On the morning of May 2Nth the Bavarian

army was drawn up round the town of Innsbruck.

The Tyrolese line extended in a great crescent

to the south, its left on Zirl, ten miles above the

town, its right on Volders, about as far in the

other direction. The battle began on the wings.

Speckbachcr took the bridge of Volders and

attacked Hall. On the left, Father Joachim
Haspinger led the men from Meran, supported

by two Austrian companies, by way of the

villages of Mutters and Natters, into the marshy

tract known as the Galhviese, just above the

town on the right bank of the river. He was

soon at hand-grips with the enemy. A Bavarian

soldier was delivering a thrust at him with his

bayonet when a bullet laid the assailant low

—

fired over the Capuchin's shoulder, and so close-

that the famous red beard was singed. Only
staying now and again to shrive a dying man, he

pressed forward at the head of his peasants, who
slowly but steadily drove the Bavarians before

them. At a farmhouse called Rainerhof another

gallant deed was done by a girl. With a small

cask of wine on her head, and a glass in her hand,

she was going about in the thick of the fight,

dispensing drink to the weary men. A bullet

went through the cask, and the wine began to

pour out. In a moment she had it down from

her head and her fingers in the holes. " I have

only got two hands," she shouted ;
" if another

bullet comes the wine will be lost. Put your

mouths to all the holes, and drink while you

can !
" The fighting went on till noon with no

definite results. An attempt of the Bavarians to

storm Berg Isel, the centre of the Tyrolese posi-

tion, was repulsed with the aid of Colonel Ertel's

troops, though not till the right had nearly been

turned by the foe. Hofer—surveying the whole

field from the heights of Schdnberg. where his

headquarters were—cast anxious glances towards

the left to see if any signs of Teimer were visible.

At the head of his column, he appeared on the

• >ther side of the river ; but they came up slowly,

and ammunition was failing. To gain time, Hofer

sent a flag of truce to the Bavarian commander,

with proposals for a surrender. This was R-fu'*d :

but Deroy asked for a twenty-four hours' armistice,

which Hofer equally declined. However, it W3S

now too late in the day to resume the fighting,

and under cover of the night General Dcrov

managed to evacuate the town unobserved, the

wheels of the guns and the hoofs of the horse*

being all muffled, and to march, away, never

halting till the Bavarian frontier was reached

By seven o'clock next morning the Tvrole*

were once more in Innsbruck.

The next month passed in tranquillity. After

his defeat at Aspern Napoleon remained for

several weeks on the island of Lobau, in the

Danube, making his preparations to retrieve hi>

lost ground. For reasons which have never bet:

satisfactorily explained, the Archduke took do

steps to do more than watch his foe. On July 5th

Napoleon again crossed the Danube, and onthx

and the following day inflicted on the Austrian

the decisive defeat of Wagram. An armistki

quickly followed, and again all Austrian troop*

were ordered to evacuate Tvrol. This time the

persuasions of the Tvrolese leaders were oi

no avail, and General Buol could do nothing but

withdraw, after issuing a proclamation in which

the peasants were exhorted to tranquillity and

resignation. On July 30th the Duke of Dana?

re-entered Innsbruck, and ordered that all

weapons should be given up within forty-eigh:

hours, and that the leaders should surrender

at once. A force was sent over the Brenner

another up the valley of the Inn. Hofer, on h>

side, sent round a circular note calling all men t

arms. On August 2nd, a body under Haspinger

and others took up a position in the valley 1'

the Eisach, a little higher up than the spot

where Bisson and Wrede had been so roughlv

treated in April. They secured the Peisscr

bridge, where the road crosses the river between

the hamlets of Oberau and I'nterau— the Fppe*

ami Lower Meadow. Speckbacher, with th<

Fustcrthal men, joined them, and all was mark

ready to receive the first enemy who >hould

appear. General Rouyer's division had reached

Sterling on August 3rd. At 7 a.m. on the Ji

the leading column— a Saxon regiment. oW
j.ooo strong—entered the narrow gorge below

MauN, A barricade brought them to a bah.

during winch they afforded a mark t<» Speek-

b.icher's nun. A torrent of «tmio .1'-

011 them. Still they moved forward a- fir 1

MittLU.ild. where artillery had to be e«ed I

«.V.ir the road. Fully >co marksmen «er« ;
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front and on both sides of them, and they

were losing heavily. As they reached the bridge

a voice rang out overhead :
" Stephen, shall

I cut away ? " " Not yet," came the reply.

The column halted, and an orderly was sent

to report the matter to General Rouyer. He
ordered the advance to be continued, but, it is

>aid, himself retired to the rear of the column.

Then the voice was heard again :
M Now cut,

John, in the name of the most Holy Trinity !
"

With a roar like thunder the terrible " stone-

hatter)- " burst out. Rocks, larches, huge frag-

ments of the mountain side, crashed down upon
the luckless Saxons and Bavarians, overwhelm-

ing hundreds and cutting the column in two.

The losses of the force by the day's end
amounted to 1,300. In the night Rouyer with-

drew his rear to Sterzing. The Saxons were sur-

rounded, and after a gallant defence compelled to

Mirrender. To this day the defile between Mitte-

vald and Oberau is called the "Sachsenklemme."
Hofer, meanwhile, had again crossed the

jaufen, and lay a couple of hours' march to the

west of Sterzing, in a position where he could

join hands with Haspinger on the right and on
ihe left with Speckbacher, who, with his usual

rapidity, had moved to the north of Sterzing,

and now occupied a line of which the centre was

the village of Tschoffs. At noon on August
:he 6th Marshal Lefebvre, with 7,000 men and
:o guns, entered Sterzing, and at 3 a.m. on the

following day marched forward to Mauls, having

taken the precaution of putting on the uniform

of a private soldier. He also endeavoured to

dear the heights with skirmishers. Haspinger

gave way at first, probably only with the view

d getting his enemy into greater difficulties.

When the Tyrolese really advanced, Lefebvre was

beaten back, escaping narrowly with his life, and
the evening found him back at Sterzing, where
he tried to rally his men. But the Tyrolese gave
him no rest, and on the 10th he ordered a retreat.

The column which was trying to make its

way round by I-andeck had no better luck. At
the ill-omened bridge of Pontlatz they fared just

U their countrymen had fared 106 years before.

The " stone-batteries " played so effectively on
'hem that most had to surrender, and only a

third of the whole number got back to Landeck.

On the 10th they were again at Innsbruck, with

a loss of 22 officers and over 1,000 men.

Lefebvre arrived on the following day, but he
had not been allowed to reach the capital un-

molested. 44 The finest hunt I ever had in my
life," said Speckbacher, who led the pursuit, and

stuck so close to the heels of the enemy that he

himself dragged a Bavarian officer from his

horse, and, like one of Homer's heroes, carried

off his sword and spear as a trophy. Some of

the German officers seem to have found a little

consolation in the thought that the French had

now had a taste of the Tyrolese.

Both sides rested on the 12th. The 13th

was a Sunday. In the early morning Father

Joachim said mass in the church of Schonberg.

Hofer made one of his short speeches :

4'Are you

all here, Tyrolese ? Then we will advance. You
have heard mass, you have taken your dram. In

the name of God, then." The military serv ice in,

the great abbey church of Wilten was not over

when the first shots were fired. The numbers

were about the same—some 20,000 on either

side, the Bavarians, Saxons, and French having

perhaps slightly the advantage. The tactics

were very much as in May. Haspinger again

led the left wing, Speckbacher the right. The
marshal, however, in order to keep his retreat

open, had detached a force under Count Arco

to hold Schwatz. The levies from the upper

Inn valley were on the opposite side of the

river, but they were unable to do much more

than give employment to part of the enemy's

force. At 2 p.m. the marshal ordered an

advance. Covered by artillery fire, two regi-

ments stormed Berg Isel, while others attacked

Ambras, on the further side of the river Sill.

Every foot of ground was stubbornly contested.

The men of Passeir were forced to give way.

Speckbacher was driven from his positions. Only

Haspinger, on the left, hurled the attacking

columns back into the plain. The Bavarians

began to set fire to the houses. It was the

worst move they could have made, as it only

served to infuriate the Tyrolese. Rallying under

cover of the forests, they burst out again, and

after one volley charged home with clubbed

guns, the weapon which served them best. All

the positions were recovered, and though Le-

febvre ordered five more assaults, the assailants

reeled back each time with broken heads.

The struggle only ended with daylight. The
Bavarians had lost 2,000 men. Count Arco had

fallen, like his ancestor, to a Tyrolese bullet, but

the way to Kufstein was still open ; nor was

Hofer desirous to drive the enemy to extremi-

ties. So long as the land was freed from his

presence, it was enough. At 7 p.m. on the 14th

the Marshal Duke of Danzig left Innsbruck

with his whole force. That night he entrenched

himself at Schwatz, but soon found that the
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neighbourhood of Haspinger and Speckbacher

made the position undesirable, and on the 19th

he proceeded to Salzburg. For the third time

in four months Tyrol was freed.

It is beside our present purpose to trace the

course of events further. It may be said that

for some weeks Hofer governed Tyrol from

Innsbruck, with about as much success as could

be expected from a peasant suddenly raised to

such a position. His upright nature prevented

him from making so many blunders as his want

of education and experience might have been ex-

pected to lead him into. On October 4th, the

Emperor's "naincday." a great festival was held,

and Hofer was presented with a medal, sent by

the Kinperor himself. On the same dav the

treaty of Schdnbrunn was signed, and Tvrol was

finally handed back to Bavaria, and overwhelming

forces were sent to enforce submission. Sjieck-

bachcr was defeated on the Sal/burg frontier on

October 1 6th, and barely escaped capture. A
few day- after. Holer left Innsbruck, and took up
his quarter* at Schonherg. Once again, on the

27th, the Tyrolesc turned to bay, and inflicted

some l« ,ss on the Bavarians ; but on November
ist General Wfede succeeded in surprising their

position on Berg Isel at a time when they were

celebrating the festival of All Saints in the

neighbouring churches, and inflicted a heaw

defeat. Once more victory was propitious to

Hofer, when, after three days' hard fighting at

St. Leonhard, close to his own home, he com-

pelled 1,200 Frenchmen, who had crossed the

Jaufen in pursuit of him, to lay down their

arms. But this was the last gleam of success.

Hofer's mind seemed failing ; he was no longer

master of himself. A price was set on his head,

and on December 2nd he fled into the moun-

tains, and took refuge in a remote spot knoun

only to himself and a few trusty friends. TtM

secret was, however, betrayed, and at the end vi

January a force of ooo Frenchmen was sent t"

take him. He was brought to Mantua, and tried

by a military commission. The majority were

in favour of some penalty short of death ; but

Napoleon was not likely to spare the man wli*-

had baffled his generals so long, and a peremp-

tory message commanded that he should be shot

forthwith. He underwent the sentence with

heroic fortitude on February 20th, 18 10.

On the fall of Napoleon, Tyrol again came

under its old counts.

ANDREW HOfhk MAUE CoVfckSOR Of THE TVROL.
i if ftami Vt; 'it''
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THE cUTTEK'DESTFQJCTIOSl
/i

OF\^ BRITISH sIRMY.

BY 1642

TORBES

V

/"Y LORIOUS, for the most part, as have

I £*mr been the military annals of Great

V*-/ Britain, the student of them will not

fail to find the record of occasional

disaster. In our own time a regiment has perished

under the shadow of the Isandlwana mountain,

and another was all but annihilated at Maiwand.
Rut once only in the long roll of our many wars

has been consummated the total ruin of a whole

British army. In January, 1842, between the

cantonments on the plain of Cabul and the

hillock above Gundamuk. whereon the last

remnant of fighting-men sold their lives dearly,

there fell upwards of 4,500 soldiers, and more
than double that number of camp followers.

How this ghastly catastrophe came about, and

how stern retribution for it was exacted, is told

in the following narrative.

In 1838 the Sutlej was the British frontier.

Between that river and the mountains of

Afghanistan lay the Punjaub State, then ruled

by Runjeet Singh. Under evil counsel, Lord

Auckland, then Governor-general of India,

resolved to send an army into Afghanistan to

dethrone Dost Mahomed, and reinstate Shah
Soojah, who, so early as 1H00, had become a

fugitive and an exile. All men whose experience

K'ave weight to their utterances denounced this

preposterous enterprise.'' Lord William Ben
tinck, Auckland's predecessor, characterised the

project as an act of incredible folly. Marquis

W'ellesley, a previous Governor-general of great

distinction, regarded " this wild expedition into

a distant region of rocks and deserts, of sands

and ice and snow," as an act of infatuation. The
Duke of Wellington pronounced, with prophetic

Mgachy, that the consequence of once crossing

the Indus to settle a government in Afghanistan

i"a perennial march into that country."

Lord Auckland was determined on the

ting. He gathered at Ferozapore an

army, and sent it, with the ill-

omened Shah Soojah on its shoulders, into the

unknown and distant wilds of Afghanistan. That

army began its march in December, 1838, and

did not reach Cabul until the following August.

A mere puppet in the hands of Macnaghten, the

brilliant but uncertain civil servant who accom-

panied the new monarch in the capacity of

envoy, Shah Soojah inspired the Afghans with

no enthusiasm for his cause. They realised that

he was restored to his throne merely by British

bayonets ; and they contrasted this creature of

the Feringhis with his predecessor, the vigorous

and masterful Dost Mahomed, who had fled

across the Hindu Kush on the approach of the

British troops.

The two years during which the quasi-occu-

pation of Afghanistan lasted were far from

quiescent ; but the sanguine Macnaghten could

not bring himself to recognise that Shah Soojah

had no real grip on the country, and that the

holding of the British troops was no more than

the ground on which were their camps. He
believed—or professed to believe—that " the

country was quiet from Dan to Beersheba."

"The people," he said, "are perfect children,

and they should be treated as such. If we put

one naughty boy in the corner, the rest will be

terrified." Brave, wise General Nott. who com-

manded at Candahar. and who " never interfered

in the government of the country." differed

totally from the envoy's views. 44 Unless," he
wrote. 4

* strong reinforcements be quicklv sent,

not a man of us will be left to describe the fate

of his comrades. Nothing will ever make the

Afghans submit to the hated Shah Soojah."

Nott regarded the situation with shrewd, clear

common-sense.

In September, 1841, Macnaghten was about to

quit Afghanistan. He had been appointed to the

high post of Governor of the Bombay Presidency,

and he was looking forward to an early depar-

ture for a less harassing and tumultuous sphere
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of action than that in which he had been labour-

ing for two troubled years. Before starting, the

duty was cast upon him of cutting down the

subsidies paid to the Afghan chiefs as bribes to

keep them quiet. He had objected to this re-

trenchment
;

but, yielding to pressure from

India, he intimated to the chiefs that their

subsidies were to be reduced. They vehemently

remonstrated, but without effect ; and they then

formed a confederacy of rebellion. The Ghilzai

chiefs were the first to act. Quitting Cabul, they

occupied the passes between Cabul and Jellala-

bad, and entirely intercepted the communications

with India by the Khyber route.

Macnaghten, busy with his arrangements for

departure, gave himself no trouble in regard to

this significant demonstration, remarking merely

that it was " provoking." The time was ap-

proaching when Sale's brigade was to quit Cabul

on its return journey to India, being relieved by

the brigade which Shelton was bringing up.

Macnaghten had intended to accompany Sale's

march, for he wrote that he " hoped to settle

the hash of the Ghilzais on the way down." But

the Ghilzai rising anticipated him, and it spread

so widely and rapidly that on October 9th Colonel

Monteath was despatched to clear the passes with

a strong detachment of all arms. Broadfoot, who
commanded a corps of sappers, made a tour of

discovery in search of entrenching tools. Driven

from pillar to post, he at length betook himself

to the officers in chief military command in

Afghanistan. Poor General Elphinstone was a

gallant soldier, but utterly unversed in Afghan

warfare ; wrecked in body and impaired in

mind by physical infirmity, he had lost all

faculty of energy ; and he was so exhausted

by the exertion of getting out of bed, that

for some time afterwards he could not concen-

trate himself on business. He could give Broad-

foot no instructions, and when the latter took

leave, the poor old general said, " For God's

sake clear the passes quickly, that I may get

away ; for if anything were to turn up, I am
unfit for it— done up, body and mind." And this

was the man whom Lord Auckland had ap-

pointed to the most responsible and arduous

command at his disposal, and that in the fullest

knowledge of Elphinstone's disqualifications for

active service.

Sale fought his way down the passes, suffering

occasionally serious losses. His European regi-

ment—the 13th (now Prince Albert's Light

Infant rv)—consisted chiefly of young soldiers,

some of whom, at the debouche into the Tezeen

valley, after a skirmish in which an cfiiccr an<!

several men were killed, fell into precipitate

flight, hotly chased by the Ghilzais. On the

steep ascent to the jugdulluk crest, the line

of march, blocked by the baggage abandoned cm

the summit by the main bouv, was compelled i<>

halt while the rear-guard had to endure the

fierce attacks of the tribesmen and the fire

poured down from either side on the confu«1

mass in the ravine below. The onslaught wa>

valiantly repulsed ; but the crest was not pas*u

until upwards of 120 men had fallen, the

wounded among whom had to be abandoned

with the dead. At a council of war held during

a long halt at Gundamuk it was resolved :•

march on to Jellalabad, which was regards

as an eligible point d 'appui on which a relieving

force might move up and a retiring force tnovt

down. Accordingly the brigade proceeded t-

that place, which was occupied on November

14th.

While Sale was battling his way through the

passes to Gundamuk, the British people at Cabu!

were enjoying unwonted quietude. Since the

previous summer the Bala Hissar garrison had

been withdrawn ; and the troops, quartered in

cantonments on the plain north of the city, had

ceased to be an expeditionary force, and had

become substantially an army of occupation

The officers had sent for their wives to inhabit

with them the bungalows in which they had

settled down. There were dances and dinner*,

the morning "coffee house," and the evening

gathering round the bandstand ; a racecourx.

had been laid out, and there were " sky " race* .

and more formal meetings. And so " they were

eating and drinking, and marrying and giving in

marriage, and knew not until the flood CUDC

and took them all away."

The defencelessness of the position, neverthc

less, had long disquieted thinking men. The

cantonments were surrounded by the caricature

of an obstacle in the shape of a shallow ditch

and a feeble bank over which an active cow

could scramble. Their area was commanded on

all sides by Afghan forls, which were neither

occupied nor destroyed, in one of which were

contained the commissariat stores In aH

essentials of a defensive position the Cabui

cantonments at the beginning of the out-

break were simply contemptible. The envctf

and the general lived in the cantonments ;
Sir

Alexander Burnes occupied a house m the city

close to the Treasury, and several other officer*

resided in the suburbs. Shelton, with hi* brigade.
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was in camp on the Siah Sung hills, about a

mile both from city and cantonments. The
length of the British force, apart from the

Muh's contingent, amounted to four infantry

regiments, two batteries of artillery, three com-
panies of sappers, a cavalry regiment and some
irregular horse, all well equipped and in good

rder. In the Bala Hissar, Shah Soojah had

j considerable body of military and several guns.

Quite unexpectedly there broke out a sudden

n-ing on November 2nd, 1 841 . On that morning

-i truculent mob assailed Burnes's house and

hacked him to pieces. The Treasury building was

-jvked ; both houses were fired, and their sepoy

plants massacred ; the armed mob swelled in

numbers, and soon the whole city was in a

>tate of tumult. Prompt and vigorous action

would have crushed the outbreak ; but its rapid

development was encouraged by the indifference,

vacillation, and delay of the authorities. Shelton

at length marched into the Bala Hissar with part

of his force, the rest moving into the canton-

mints ; but little else was done save to recall

nam the passes Major Griffith with his regiment.

Urgent orders were forwarded to Sale at Gun-
u unuk, calling him back— orders with which he
did not comply. A brigade was begged of Nott
from Candahar, which could not get through

oviqg to the inclemency of the weather.

Captain Mackenzie was in charge of the com-
missariat fort in a suburb of the city. Fiercely

stacked on the 2nd, he maintained his post

with unwearied constancy until midnight of the

,

; rd. although his garrison was short of am-
munition and crowded with women and children.

Xo aid was sent him, the gate of the fort

v.as fired, and his wounded were fast dying. He
^acuated the fort, and fought his way gallantly

into the cantonments, bringing in his wounded
and the women and children. Nowhere else did

the Afghans encounter any resistance, and the
orange passiveness of our people encouraged
them to act with vigour. From adjacent forts

thty were threatening the main commissariat
'<>rt, hindering access to it. The young officer

'Uimanding its garrison lost his head, where-
J}>on the general ordered the withdrawal of him
and his garrison, abandoning the fort and its

contents. In this attempt several officers and
men were lost. The disastrous consequences of

the abandonment of the fort were urged by the
c-mmissariat officer, containing, as it did, all the
•tores except two days' supplies in cantonments,
with no prospect of procuring anv more. Orders
were then given that the fort was to be held

to the last extremity ; but on the morning ot

the 5th, just as troops were preparing to reinforce

him, the officer and his garrison evacuated the

fort. Thus, with scarcely a struggle to save it,

was this vital fort dropped into the enemy's

hands, and thenceforth our unfortunate people

were reduced to precarious and scanty sources

for their food.

On November nth, owing to the general's

mental and physical weakness, Brigadier Shelton

was summoned into the cantonments. He was

expected to display some vigour, but the hope

was not realised. He was a very resolute man, but

was of a sullen temperament, and when worried

by Elphinstone, li retired behind an uncommuni-
cative and disheartening reserve." From the

first he had no belief in the ability of the

occupants of the cantonments to maintain their

position, and he never ceased to urge prompt

retreat on Jellalabad. He was a determined

fighting-man ; but the 44th, the only European

regiment of the force, unfortunately had a

record of misbehaviour, to which it was un-

happily true during this miserable period. A
sudden stampede from an already evacuated

fort left the colonel of the regiment and

a brave handful who stood by him to

be hacked to pieces. Shelton with difficulty

rallied the poltroons, but a call for volunteers

from the regiment was responded to but by one

solitary private. On another of those days of

disheartenment Major Scott, of the 44th, made
appeal on appeal ineffectually to the soldierly

spirit of his men, and while they would not

move the sepoys could not be induced to ad-

vance. The insurrection spread with ominous

rapidity. Tidings came in that the officers of

the Kohistanee regiment at Kuhdurrah had been

cut to pieces by their own men. On November
15th there rode wearily into the cantonments

two wounded officers, the only survivors of

the Goorkha regiment stationed at Charikar in

Kohistan. Major Pottinger was wounded in the

leg, and Haughton, the adjutant of the corps, had

lost his right hand, and his head hung forward

on his breast, half severed from his body by

a great tulwar sla«.h. The final fight occurred

on the 22nd on the Behmaroo heights, when
Shelton, with five companies of the 44th and
twelve of native infantry, with some cavalry

and a gun, were assailed by Afghan masses.

Shelton commanded a bayonet charge, but not

a man sprang forward at the summons which

British soldiers are wont to welcome with cheers;

the troopers heard, but obeyed not, that trumpet
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call to ''Charge !
" which so rarely fails to thrill

the cavalrymen with the rapture of the fray.

The gunner- only, men of t hat noble force the

Company's Horse Artillery, quitted themselves

valiantly, anil stood to their piece to the bitter

end. The sombre day ended in a wild rout

towards the cantonments, the Afghan cavalry

making ghastly slaughter among the panic-

stricken runau ays.

As the resolt of this disaster, Maciiaghten

resorted to negotiations which the Afghan

designedly prolonged. At length, on December
nth, he met the principal chiefs on the river

side between the cantonments and the citv,

with a draft treaty to which the sirdars assented.

More delay occurred ; but on the 2}rd, the

envoy, with his staff officers, Lawrence, Trevor,

and Mackenzie, rode out to hold a conference

with Akbar Khan, the treacherous and ferocious

son of Dost Mahomed. Alter a brief colloquy,

the unfortunate envoy was suddenly seixed,

dragged down the slope, and hacked to death

by Afghan knives. Hi< head was paraded in

triumph through the streets of Cabul, and the

mangled trunk, after having been dragged

through the citv, was hung up in the great

bazaar.

Major Pottinger, as now the senior political

MR KOHfcRT SALE.

officer, was called upon by General Elphinstone
to conduct negotiations with the Afghan leaders.

On the sombre and cheerless Christmas morning

that brave man rose in the council of timid men

who wore swords.and remonstrated w ith ^dxrlv

vigour and powerful argument ay linM Accepting

r>o-i M AliOM KI

i

the degrading terms win. h the chief- had

tumeliously thrown to them. Hut the faint-

hearted council unanimously decided that to

remain in Cabul and to force a retreat were alike

impracticable, and that nothing remained but

to release the army by accepting the conditi
~

stipulated by the Afghans. " Under those nr«

cumstances," in the words of Pottinger. '
I

considered it my duty, notwithstanding rr.

repugnance to ami disapproval of the rreasuT

to yield and attempt to carry on a negotiation

Severe and humiliating as were the terms, tht

were not obtained without difficult v. Potttnc

hail to plead, to entreat, tn be abject : to bee

the truculent Afghans "not to overpower!
weak with sufferings," and to entreat them u

iv

to forget kindness" shown bv u>. in former da\

One blushes, not for, but with the galb

Pottinger, loyally earning out the miserab

duty put upon him. The shame was not hi

it lay on the council of superior offieer-

overruled his remonstrances and ground

face into the dust.

< >ur people were made to pass under the

every hour of their wretched lives during

last winter days in the Cabul canton

Day after day the departure was dclaved,

pretext that the Afghan chiefs had not

pletcd their preparations for the safe cond

the force. Day after day the snow was ff

with a quiet, ruthless persistency. At last

ill-omened evacuation bv our doomed
the cantonments, wherein they had

everv c\t remit v ot humiliation, was
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the dreary winter morning of January Mh, 1842.

Snow lay deep on plain and hillside ; the cruel

add bit fiercely into the debilitated frames of

the sepoys and the great herds of camp-followers.

The marching-out force consisted of about 4,500

armed men, of whom about 600 were Europeans,

enterprise, whose deserved failure was to be

branded vet deeper on the gloomiest page of

our national history, by the impending catas-

trophe of which the dark shadow already lay

upon the blighted column.

The advance began to move out from the

AN Ah. II AN HORSEMAN ROUE AT HER WITH UPLIFTS!) SWORD "
I p. 570).

1*40 native soldiers on foot, and 070 native

avalrymen. In good heart and resolutely com-
manded, a strength of disciplined troops thus

instituted might have been trusted not only
a hold its own against Afghan onslaught, but
0 take the offensive with success. But. alas !

he heart of the hapless force had gone to water,
s discipline was a wreck, its chiefs were feeble

Apathetic. The awful fate Iho.hIi.I >>\i t it-

> banners of expiating In -

it ^ utter amiihi-

thc foolish and sinister prosecution of the

cantonments at nine a.m. The main bodv under

Shelton, accompanied bv the ladies, sick, and

wounded slowly followed, alreadv disorganised

by throngs of camp-followers with the baggage.

The Afghans occupied the cantonments as

portion after portion was evacuated, rending

the air with their exulting cries and committing

every kind of atrocity. When at length the

rear-guard moved off in the twilight, an officer

and riftv men were left dead in the -tiow, victim-,

of Afghan lire ; and owing to looses in the gun-
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teams two horse-artillery guns had to be spiked

and abandoned. The route ot the rear-guard

was cumbered already with heaps of abandoned

baggage, which the Afghans were plundering

assiduously. Other Afghans, greedier for blood

than for booty, were hacking and slaying among
the sepoys and followers who thus early had
dropped out of the column. Babes lay in the

snow abandoned by their mothers, themselves

prostrate and dying a few yards farther on. The
force bivouacked in the snow at the end of the

first short march of six miles. During the night

of bitter cold, soldiers and camp-followers, food-

less, tireless, and shelterless, froze to death in

numbers, and numbers more were frostbitten.

The silence of the camp next morning betrayed

universal despair and torpor. Already defection

had set in : part of the Shah's contingent had

deserted during the night.

No orders were given out, no bugle sounded

the 44 advance " on the sullen morning of the

7th. The column heaved itself forward slug-

gishly, a mere mob, destitute of any order or

discipline. The Afghans hung on its skirts

slaughtering and plundering, and of the seven

guns five fell into their hands. A body of

Afghan horse charged right into the heart of

the column, spreading confusion and dismay

far and wide. At Boothak was found Akbar
Khan, who professed to have been commissioned

to escort the force to Jellalabad, and who insisted

on a halt until the morrow, when he would

provide supplies—supplies that never came. He
wrung from Pottinger a subsidy of 1 5,000 rupees,

and demanded and obtained him, Lawrence, and

Mackenzie as hostages.

Another night passed with its train of horrors

—starvation, cold, exhaustion, death. Scarce

any of the baggage now remained ; neither for

man nor beast was there any food. Daylight

brought merely a more bitter realisation of utter

misery. The two nights of exposure to frost

44 had so nipped even the strongest men as com-

pletely to prostrate their powers and incapacitate

them for service ; even the cavalry, who suffered

less than the rest, had to be lifted on to their

horses." The few hundred men still capable of

exertion at the sound of hostile fire struggled to

their feet from their lairs in the snow, leaving

many of their more fortunate comrades stark in

death. A turmoil of confusion, plundering, and

bloodshed reigned. The ladies were no longer

carried in litters and palanquins, for the bearers

were mostly dead : they sat in the bullet fire in

panniers slung on camels, invalids as some of

them were—one poor woman with a two-days-

old baby.

It was not until noon that the living mass of

human beings and animals was once more in

motion, the task before thern to thread the stu-

pendous gorge of the Khoord-Cabul pass, over-

hung on either side by perpendicular precipice*.

The " Jaws of Death," as the Afghans styk- the

ravine, were barely entered when the slaughtt:

was renewed. Lady Sale, who rode with the

advance, had a bullet through her arm and thru

more through her dress. Some of the other

ladies had strange adventures. In one of the

panniers of a camel were Mrs. Boyd and her

little son, in the other Mrs. Mainwaring with her

own infant and Mrs. Anderson's eldest child.

The camel fell, shot. A native trooper took

Mrs. Boyd up behind him, and brought her

through safely; another horseman, behind whom

her child rode, was killed, and the boy fell into

Afghan hands. The Anderson girl shared the

same fate. Mrs. Mainwaring was making her

way on foot, when an Afghan horseman rode at

her with uplifted sword. She was rescued by

a sepoy, who killed the Afghan, and then con-

ducted the poor lady and her child through the

dead and dying and the heavy firing to the

mouth of the pass, when a bullet slew the chival-

rous grenadier, and Mrs. Mainwaring had to

continue her weary and hazardous tramp to the

bivouac beyond. Near the exit of the pass a

commanding position was held by some detach-

ments, supporting the only gun remaining, and

under the cover of this stand the rear of the

mass gradually drifted forward while the Afghan

pursuit was checked, and at length all the sur-

viving force reached the camping ground.

Akbar, accompanied by the chiefs and hostage>,

followed in the track of the retreat. He pn>-

fessed that his object was to stop the firing, but

Pottinger distinctly heard him shout "Slay

them !

" in the Pushtoo tongue. In passing

through the scene of the heaviest slaughter thtv

" came on one sight of horror after another. AH

the bodies were stripped. There were children

cut into two. Hindustanee women, as well a*

men, were found literally chopped to pieces,

many with their throats cut from ear to ear."

Snow fell all night on the unfortunate*

gathered tentless on the Khoord-Cabul camping

ground. On the 10th, Akbar sent into camp a

proposal that the ladies and children, with whose

deplorable condition he professed to sympathise,

should be given over to his protection, and that

the married officers should accompany their
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wives. The general had little faith in the sirdar,

hut he was fain to consent to an arrangement

which gave some promise of alleviation to the

wretchedness of the ladies, scarce any of whom
tad tasted a meal since leaving Cabul. Some,

weak from childbirth, were nursing infants

idva few days old; other poor creatures were

t,i 'McMitarily apprehending the pains of mother-

kwd It was not surprising that, dark and

i'ubtful as was the future to which they were

v ibigning themselves, the ladies preferred its

«»lu to the awful certainties which lay before

:hc doomed column. If in the

breasts of their husbands there was

3 druggie between public and private

duties, the general decided the issue

by ordering them to share the for-

tunes of their families.

Akbar sent in no supplies, and

the retreat was resumed on the 10th

by a force attenuated by starvation,

cold, despair, and desertion. The
advance, consisting of the remnant
of the 44th, the solitary gun, and a

handful of cavalry, forced its way
:o the front, and marched on un-

nole>ted until the Tunghi Tarika

«s reached—a deep gorge barely

en feet wide. Men fell fast in the

•flrrid defile, struck down by the

Afghan fire from the heights ; but

At advance struggled on to the

biting-place beyond, and waited

Acre for the arrival of the main
Wy. But that body was never to emerge from
Jie >hambles in the Tunghi Tarika. The few

tneglers brought to the advance the ghastly

ihngs that it now was all that remained of the

frieade which had quitted the Cabul canton-

ments The steep slopes had suddenly swarmed
*>th Afghans rushing down to the butchery
*wd in hand, and the massacre had stinted

W while living victims remained.

The remnant of the army consisted now of

J* ut seventy files of the 44th, about 100 troopers,

ad a detachment of horse artillery with a single

yn. Akbar protested his regret for the

Slighter, pleading his inability to control the

Hid Ghilzai hillmen ; but he offered to guarantee

safe conduct to Jellalabad of the European
•Seers and men if they would lay down their

mm. This sinister proffer was rejected, and the

larch was continued, led in disorder by the

soroant of the camp-followers. During the

'body march from Kubbar-i- Jubbar to the

Tezeen vallev.Shelton's dogged valour had mainly

saved the force from destruction ; and he it

was who now suggested that a resolute effort

should be made to reach Jugdulluk by a rapid

night-march of four-and-twenty miles. This was

the last chance, and Shelton's proposal was

adopted. Fatal delays occurred, and ten miles

short of Jugdulluk the little column was running

the gauntlet of jezail fire, which lined the road

with dead and dying. The harassed advance

reached Jugdulluk on the afternoon of the nth,

and bivouacked under volley after volley, poured

down on the weary band by the inexorable

enemy. Here Akbar claimed as hostages General

Elphinstone, Brigadier Shelton, and Captain

Johnson, and he pretended that what remained

of the force should be allowed to march un-

molested to Jellalabad. •

The little band, leaving perforce the sick and

wounded, marched out into the darkness, reso-

lute to push through or die fighting. The fierce

Ghilzais hung on the rear and flanks of the

column, encumbered with its fatal incubus of

camp-followers, mixed among the throng with

their deadly knives, and killed and plundered

with the dexterity of long practice. On the

crest of the Jugdulluk height the tribesmen had

erected a formidable abattis of prickly brushwood

across the road, which dammed back the fugi-

tives. In this trap were caught our hapless

people and the swarm of native followers, and

now the end was very near. From behind the

barrier and round the lip of the great trap the
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hillmen fired their hardest into the seething gunless now. rallied to -him the few staunch

mass of soldiers and followers, writhing in the gunners who were all that remained to him of

awful Gehenna on which the calm moon shone his noble and historic troop, and led them on to

down. On the edges of this whirlpool of death share with him an heroic death,

the fell Ghilzais were stabbing and hacking with The barner was ultimately broken through,

JE1.1AI.AHAD.

and a scant remnant «

the force wrought out its

escape from the slaughter

pit. The morning of the

13th dawned near Gun-

c'.amuk on the straggling

jiroup of some twent\

officers and forty-five Eur»

pean soldiers — all thai

remained alive of a strong

brigade. Its march arre-tod

by sharp assaults, the little

band turned aside to occupy

a defensive position 00

an adjacent hillock. The

swarming Afghans tried to

snatch from the soldier*

their arms, but the attempt

was sternly resented at the

bayonet point. Then the

Afghans set themselves to

the work of deliberately

picking off officer after

officer, man after man. Thr

few rounds remaining ui

the pouches were soon ev

hausted. but the detach

ment stood fast, cabal]

awaiting the inevitable

ferocious industry. Among our people, face to end. Rush after rush recoiled from its steadtt-:

face with death on the rocky Jugdulluk, officers front ; but a final onset of the enemy, sworJ i"

and soldiers alike fought with cool, deadly hand, ended the unequal struggle, and complete!

rancour. The brigadier and the private, engaged the dismal tragedy. Captain Souter, of the 44^

in the same bitter mi/fe, fought side by side and who, with a few wounded privates, was carno:

fell side by side. Stalwart Captain Dodgin, of into captivity, saved the colours, which he haJ

the 44th, slew five Afghans before he went wound round his waist before the departure from

down. Captain Nicholl, of the Horse Artillery, Jugdulluk. Of a little group of mounted officer-

VIEW OK THE KHOORD-CABDL TASS, SHOWING the spot (a) WHERE THE
REMNANT OF THE 44TH REGIMENT MADE THEIR GALLANT STAND.
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who had ridden forward, only six reached Futte-

hibad, where two were slain. Of the four who
.'Kit- further, three were massacred within four

miles of Jellalabad. One officer alone survived

• reach that haven of refuge.

The ladies, married officers, and hostages

... Hid Akbar Khan along the line of retreat

urewn with its ghastly tokens, and recognising

. ': •>•{ at everv step the bodies ot friends and

ccmrades. At Jugdulluk they found General

Qphinstone, Brigadier Shelton, and Captain

immi, and learned the fate which had over-

taken the marching force. On the following

Aiv Akbar quitted Jugdulluk with his hostages

and the ladies, and rode away northward into

the mountains. On the fourth day the fort of

Bodiabad. in the Lughman valley, was reached,

there Akbar left the prisoners while he went to

Mtcmpt the reduction of Jellalabad.

When Sale's brigade occupied Jellalabad on
evember 12th, 184!, that place was incapable

jf resisting a vigorous assault. The skilled and
•rrgetic Broadfoot, in the capacity of garrison

•^pneer, had the duty of making it defensible
;

the repairs were already well advanced

1, on the 2Qth, the Afghans surrounded the

aad pushed their skirmishers close up to

A sortie worsted the invading both

considerable slaughter, and drove it from

Pottinger, confirming the rumours already rife

of the murder of Macnaghten, and of the virtual

capitulation to which the Cabul force had sub-

mitted. A week later an official communication

9/' $
w W* * •

AKbAk KHAN.

TYPES OK AFGHAN SOLUIEKb.

• mity. Bad news at intervals filtered

the passes from Cabul, and at the new
" ' arrived a melancholy letter from Major

was received, signed by General Klphinstone and
Pott inger, formally announcing the convention
entered into with the Cabul chiefs, and ordering
the garrison of Jellalabad to give up that place

to an Afghan sirdar, who was the bearer of
the humiliating missive, and forthwith retire to

PeshaK'ttr. Sale gallantly pronounced himself un-

trammelled by a convention

forced from people "with

knives at their throats," and
expressed ln> determination

to hold Jellalabad, unless

ordered by the < government
oi India to withdraw.

Rumours of disasters be-

falling the Cabul torce had,

in a measure, prepared the

people in Jellalabad for mis-

fortune, but not for the

awful catastrophe of which
I>r. Brydou had to tell,

when, in the atternoon of

January 1 u 1 1 , 1 >a j. the lone

man, whose approach to

the fortress Lady Butler's

painting so pathetically

depicts, rode through the

Cabul gate oi Jellalabad

and announced himself the

sole survivor of the British

army which had quitted the Cabul cantonments
a week before. Dr. Brydon wa> covered with cuts
and contusions, and was utterly exhausted. His
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first few broken and hasty words extinguished all

hope in the hearts of the listeners regarding

their Cabul comrades and friends. Almost simul-

taneously with this shock there came tidings up
the Khyber of the failure of Wild's efforts to

come to the relief of the Jellalabad garrison, and

the information that further attempts must be in-

definitely postponed. This intimation weakened
in some degree Sale's resolution to hold Jellala-

bad to extremity, and he scarcely appreciated the

glorious opportunity presented of inspiriting by

the staunch constancy of the garrison a weak
Government staggering under a burden of cala-

mity. Sale summoned to a council of war the

commanding officers of his brigade, and express-

ing the conviction that nothing was to be hoped

for from the Indian Government, he sought their

opinion regarding offers received from Akbar
Khan to treat for the British evacuation of

Afghanistan. He laid before the council, in

reply to a message from Shah Soojah, the draft

of a letter professing the readiness of the garrison

to evacuate Jellalabad, on the terms of exchange

of hostages, restoration of British prisoners and

escort to Peshawur " in safety and honour," with

arms, colours, guns, supplies,, and transport. Sale

frankly owned that he was in favour of accepting

the specified conditions.

Then the noble and high-souled Broadfoot

arose in his wrath, denouncing the project of

withdrawal as neither safe nor honourable, and
contending that they could hold Jellalabad in-

definitely—" could colonise, if they liked." His

branding as disgraceful the giving of hostages on

our part roused Captain Oldfield to express him-

self tersely but pointedly on the subject. " I for

one," he exclaimed in great agitation, " will fight

here to the last drop of my blood ; but I plainly

declare that I will never be a hostage, and I am
surprised that anyone should propose such a

thing, or regard an Afghan's word as worth any-

thing." The resolution to abandon Jellalabad

was carried, Broadfoot and Oldfield being the

sole dissenters. But Broadfoot's representations

later turned the current of opinion, and the other

members of the council, gradually regaining their

self-respect and mental equipoise, unanimously

declined the proposals advocated by their com-
manding officer ; and thus ended with honour

the deliberations of the memorable council of

war, whose eleventh-hour resolve to " hold the

fort " mainly averted the ruin of British prestige

in India and throughout the regions bordering

on our Indian empire.

The close investment of Jellalabad by Akbar

Khan thwarted the efforts of the garrison to ob-

tain supplies, and at length, on the morning of

7th April, Sale led out a sortie in force. Of the

three columns Havelock commanded the right,

Colonel Dennie the centre, and Colonel Mon-

teath, commanding the native regiment, the

left. Akbar, reputed 5,000 strong, was in po-
tion in front of his camp, about three miles we>t

of Jellalabad, with a strong outpost in a fort

midway between the camp and the town

Havelock and Monteath marched straight on

the enemy, but Dennie halted to assault the in-

termediate fort, with the result of failure and l«s>

of his own life. The artillery came to the front

at a gallop, and poured shot and shell into

Akbar's mass. The three columns, by this time

abreast of each other, deployed into line, and

moving forward at the double in the teeth of the

Afghan musketry fire, swept the enemy clean

out of his position, capturing his artillery, firing

his camp, and putting him to utter rout. Akbar,

by seven o'clock of the April morning, had been

signally beaten in the open by the troops he ha<i

boasted of blockading in the fortress.

The garrison of Jellalabad had thus wrought
out its own relief. Thenceforth it expcrienccc

neither annoyance nor scarcity. General Pollock

arrived with strong reinforcements a fortnight

after the brilliant sally which had given the gar

rison deliverance from all trouble, and the head

of his column was played into its camp on the

Jellalabad plain by the band of the 13th to the

significant tune of " Oh, but ye've been lang o'

coming !
" The magniloquent Ellenborough

dubbed Sale's brigade "the Illustrious Garrison,

and, if the expression was somewhat over

strained, its conduct was without question

eminently creditable.

It was little wonder that the unexpected
tidings of the Cabul outbreak, and the later

shock of the catastrophe in the passes, should
have temporarily unnerved the Governor-Gene
ral. But Lord Auckland rallied his energies

with creditable promptitude. In the remnant
of his term that remained he could do no more
than make dispositions which his successor

might find of service. Lord Auckland appointed
to the command of " the Army of Retiibution

"

a quiet, steadfast, experienced artillery officer,

who during his forty years of Indian service had
soldiered creditably from the precipices of Nepau!
to the rice-swamps of the Irawaddy. Pollock
was essentially the fitting man for the dun.
characterised as he was by strong sense,

shrewd sagacity, calm firmness, and singular ^It-
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command. There were many things in Lord

Auckland's Indian career of which it behoved

him to repent ; but it must go to his credit

that he gave Pollock this high command ; and he

could honestly claim, as he made his prepara-

tions to quit the great possession whose future

his policy had endangered, that he had con-

tributed towards the retrieval of the crisis by

rromptly furthering 11 such operations as might

be required for the maintenance of the honour

ad interests of the British Government."

Pollock reached Peshawur in the beginning of

February, 1842. Wild had attempted to force

the Khyber and had failed. One-half of Wilds
bngade was sick in hospital and the whole in a

state of utter demoralisation, which spread to the

>epoy regiments which Pollock and McCaskill

"•rought up. In this situation Pollock had to

roist the pressing appeals to advance made to

him, and patiently to devote weeks and months
to the restoration of the morale and discipline of

h> native troops and to the reinvigoration of

their physique. He gradually succeeded in this

a-k, and, having inspired them with perfect

kith and trust in himself, he felt himself at

length justified in advancing with confidence,

Nrcngthened by a brigade comprising British

cavalry and horse artillery. He moved on the

m iming of April 5th, with a force about 8,000
strong, and carried out a scheme of operations

perfect in conception and complete in detail.

Ihe hillmen had blocked the throat of the

Khyber Pass, and were waiting behind the

«fctacle for the opportunity which never was to

ttme to them. For Pollock's main body quietly

halted in front of the barrier, while his flank

-

'RK columns hurried in the grey dawn along the
*k>p« and heights, pushing so far forward as to
take in reverse with their fire the obstacle and
t» defenders. The guns swept with shrapnel

front and lateral slopes, the centre moved on
onmolested, while the flanking parties pushed
krthcrandyet farther forward, chasing and slaying
the fugitive hillmen ; and making good Welling-
ton's observation " that he had never heard that

troops were not equal, as well in their per-

"'nal activity as in their arms, to contend with
M overcome any natives of hills whatever."
Pollock's march up the passes was thenceforth

$ but unmolested. He found at Jellalabad, in

hi« own words, " the fortress strong, the garrison
filthy, and, except for wine and beer, better off

than we are." One principal object of his com-
mission had been accomplished : he had relieved

^ garrison of Jellalabad and could ensure its
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safe withdrawal. But a great company of his

countrymen and countrywomen were still in

Afghan durance. His commission gave him a

considerable discretion, and he determined in

his patient, steadfast way, to tarry awhile on the

Jellalabad plain, in the hope that the course of

events might play into his hands.

Stout old General Nott had meanwhile been

holding his own in the Candahar country, fight-

ing, marching, and expressing himself with re-

freshing plainness. When the local chiefs, after

the Cabul disaster, suggested negotiations for his

withdrawal, his answer was brief and to the point:

" I will not treat with any person whatsoever for

the retirement of the British troops from Afghan-

istan until I have received instructions from the

supreme Government." When General England,

bringing up a brigade to reinforce him, met with

a discreditable repulse in the Kojak pass, and

piteously begged Nott to come to his support,

the grim old warrior peremptorily ordered

England's prompt advance, remarking sarcasti-

cally in his biting letter :

44
1 am well aware that

war cannot be made without loss ; but yet, per-

haps, British troops can oppose Asiatic armies

without defeat."

Lord Ellenborough, the successor of Lord

Auckland, on his arrival in India had pub-

lished a manifesto which spoke of
44 the re-

establishment of our military reputation by the

infliction upon the Afghans of some signal and

decisive blow ; " but six weeks later he was order-

ing Nott to evacuate Candahar and retire to

India, and instructing Pollock to withdraw with-

out delay every British soldier from Jellalabad

to Peshawur. Pollock temporised, pleading

inability to retire for want of transport. Nott

reluctantly began preparations for withdrawal.

But early in June Lord Ellenborough, while

reiterating injunctions for his retirement, gave

him the alternatives of returning to India by

the direct route, or of boxing the compass by

the curiously circuitous retirement via Ghuznee,

Cabul, and Jellalabad. Pollock, for his part, was

permitted, if he thought proper, to advance on

Cabul in order to facilitate Nott's withdrawal,

if the latter should elect to 44 retreat " by the

circuitous route just described. The two gen-

erals accepted with joy the responsibility which

the Governor-General had shuffled off" upon

them, and proceeded to act with soldierly

initiative and vigour. They moved in con-

cert. Pollock concentrated his force at Gunda-

muk, and began his march on Cabul on

September 7th, eager to hurry forward, since
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Nott had written that he expected to reach

Cabul on the 15th, and Pollock was burning

to be there first. On the 8th he found the

Ghilzais in force on the Jugdulluk heights, who
stood their ground against a heavy artillery fire,

and had to be driven off at the bayonet-point

by brave old General Sale at the head of the

Jellalabad brigade. Akbar made his final stand

in the ravine beyond Tezeen with a force some

15,000 strong, and the Afghans fought with

miles
;
indeed, the whole march from Gundamuk

to Cabul may be said to have been over the

corpses of the massacred army." Pollock reached

Cabul on the 15th, and camped on the race-

course of the city. He had won the race for

Cabul with Nott by a couple of davs.

Nott from Candahar had far the longer dis-

tance to traverse, and he had to encounter the

heavier fighting. He gave Shumshooden^army

of 10,000 men a thorough beating, drove the

"MOVING FORWARD AT THE DOUBLE IN THE TEETH OF THE AFGHAN MUSKETRY FIRE " (/. 574).

desperate fury. Up among the precipices there

were many hand-to-hand encounters, in which

the sword and the bayonet fought out the issue
;

but the hillmen were finally driven from the

rocky summit of the Huft Kotul by Broadfoot's

bloodthirstv little Goorkhas, who, hillmen them-

selves, chased the Afghans from crag to crag,

using their fell kookcries as they pursued.

There was no further opposition, and this was

well for the Afghans, for the awful spectacle in

the Khoord-Cabul pass kindled in Pollock's

soldiers a white heat of fury. " The bodies,"

wrote Captain Backhouse, " lay in heaps of

hundreds, our gun-wheels crushing the bones

of our late comrades at every step for several

Afghans from Ghuznee, and hoisted the British

flag on its capital ; and after a final victory

within a few marches of Cabul, he reached the

vicinity of that capital on September 17th.

For months there had been negotiations foi

the release of the British prisoners whom Akbar

had kept in durance ever since they came int

his hands during the disastrous retreat in Janu

ary ; but those had been unsuccessful, and it was

now known that the unfortunate company U

officers, women, and children had been carried

off to the westward of Cabul into the hill countrv

of Bamian. Pollock promptly despatched Sir

Richmond Shakespear with a force of horse on

the mission of attempting the liberation nf
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the captives. But our gallant countrymen had

already wrought out their own freedom. They
had guaranteed to their custodian their re-

demption money
;

and, captives no longer,

they proceeded to assert themselves in the

masterful British manner. They hoisted the

national flag ; Fottinger became once again

the high-handed M political," and ordered the

local chiefs to attend his durbar. Their fort

\\a> put into a state of defence, and victualled in

case of siege. But when tidings came of Akbar's

defeat at Tezeen, the self-emancipated party set

out On the march to Cabul. On the 17th they

met and were taken charge of by Shakespear

and his horsemen, and on the 21st Pollock

greeted the company of British men and women,
whose rescue had been mainly effected by his

tool, s:rong steadfastness.

Little more remains to be told. An Afghan

rce still in arms at Istalif, a beautiful village of

the inveteratelv hostile Kohistanees, was at-

lacked by a division which carried the place

by assault, burnt part of it, and severely smote

the garrison. Utter destruction was the fate

of Charikar, where Codrington's Goorkha regi-

ment had been destroyed. Follock determined

to "set a mark " on Cabul, to commemorate the

retribution which the British had exacted ; but

he contented himself with destroying the great

bazaar, through which the heads of Macnaghun
and Burnes had been paraded, and in which

their mangled bodies had been exposed. On
October 12th the conjunct force turned its back

on Cabul, which no British army was again to

see lor nearly forty years, and set forth on the

march down the passes. As the army was cross-

ing the Funjaub, Dost Mohamed passed up to

reoccupv the position from which he had been

driven three years previously. And so ended

the first Afghan War, a period of history in

which no redeeming features are discernible,

except the defence of Jellalabad, the clogged

firmness of Nott, and Follock's noble and

successful constancy of purpose.
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THE liberation of Sicily completed by

the victory of Milazzo on the 23rd of

July, 1H60, Garibaldi, bent on freeing

the Italian mainland, sent across the

straits 210 pioneers to raise the flag of revo-

lution there, intending to proceed across the

frontier into the Papal territory, give battle to

the Papal and French troops, and crown Victor

Emmanuel King of Italy in Rome.
This last part of his programme was opposed

by Cavour, who, however, obtained permission

from the French emperor to invade Umbria and

the Marches, and attack and defeat La Moriciere's

legion, on the understanding that all conflict

with the French troops would be avoided and

the Pope's authority respected.

Garibaldi, after a triumphal march through

the Calabrias, entered Naples on the 7th of

September, accompanied by General Cosenz,

Dr. Agostino Bertani, the surgeon -soldier and

organiser of the volunteer expeditions, nine staff-

officers and orderlies.

The young king, with some 50.000 troops who
remained faithful to him, retiring to Gaela with

the royal family, on board a Spanish warship, as

his own fleet refused t<> leave the Bay of Naples,

Garibaldi at once realised that the final duel

would have to be fought out bv the royal and

revolutionary forces between Gaeta and Capua.

He took up his position, therefore, between Naples

and the Voliurno, and after a slight reverse,

due to the imprudence of the officers left in

charge during his brief absence, he fixed his

watch tower on the summit of S. Angelo, never

quitting it save to sleep at headquarters in

Caserta.

Towards the end of September, 1 800, Garibaldi's

army of volunteers, numbering in all some 21,000,

were distributed between Caseita and the

river Volturno, as follows : At S. Angelo, the

centre and key of his position, was Medici (the

man who had held the VasceUo against the

French throughout the siege of Romeh rtS

4,000 Infantry and nine guns in position

Sta. Maria, Milbitz (also a Roman veteran* 00

manded the left wing, instead of Cosen/ i:>*

Minister of War), with 5,000 men and four

.

Corte and i
f500 men being on hi> extreme leh

towards Aversa ; at Maddaloni, Bixio |i

on the 30th April, 1849, captured 300 Fr

invaders and brought them prisoners t

the commander of the LamharHu—wl

the Pkdmonty had borne the Thou*
Quarto to Marsala—with 5,603, was in

the right wing ; while isolated at Cartel M I

stood Bronzette with 227 sharpshootei

S. Leucio and Gradillo, Gaetano Sacchi,

baldi's Montevidean comrade, whom
carried off wounded from the victorious

Salto and nursed on the return vo\

tenderest care.

All the generals and superior office

fought under him in Lombardv in the " H
of the Alps" volunteer corps, pioneers

Franco-Piedmontese allies agaiiw the .

At Caserta, under Sirtori, now chi

staff, were the reserves, to the number
and thirteen guns, the Guides, and a rev

for all cavalry. Such wa* the "twcl
Garihaldian line extending from A
Maddaloni. 44 A defective line." wrote tl

later, " irregular and all too long for 1

at my disposal." But their defects i

avoidable considering the formidable I

of the Neapolitans in Capua, \vh<

fications forming the trt:-ic-t">nt , un-

rounded on three sides by the Volturn

the one solid bridge across the river in

hands, together with all the $CdHt
or ho/

ferries, with 50.000 troops ; numen
supplied field-artillery with sixty-four ritit-

besides batteries in position in the fro

fortress and on the heights of JerusaJt

7,000 splendid cavalry, which daily
|
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their evolutions on the exercise -ground of

Capua.

Seeing that seven roads issuing from the Vol-

turoo converge on Naples, the enemy's objective

point, it behoved indeed that he who held the

city in trust for Victor Emmanuel should keep

hourly watch and ward along the left bank of

the tortuous, snake-like river which, in its

course from its source in the mountains of the

Abruzzi to its mouth in the Gulf of Gaeta,

crawls here at a snail's pace, there runs with

hare-like velocity. On September 27th appeared

in the official Gazette Garibaldis proclamation

of Cialdini's victories over La Moriciere and
of the taking of Ancona, ending thus :

" The
valiant soldiers of

the army of the

North have passed

the frontier and are

on Neapolitan soil.

We shall soon have

the good fortune to

grasp their victori-

ous hands."

Probably this un-

welcome news de-

cided King Francis,

who with his step-

brothers had joined

the troops at Capua,

to consent to his

general's plan far

attacking Garibaldi

along all his line, so

that the king should " spend his birthday in

Naples."

Garibaldi—who, from his eyrie on Mount
Angelo marked, pondered, and understood the

movements in front of Capua and along the
river—divined their intention, and on the 30th

September, warning Medici to repulse but not

to follow Colonna's column i t ;,ooo. which
attempted to cross the Volturno at the Traflisco

terry, he started for Maddaloni, telling Bixio that

the Royalists would pour down on him from
Ducenta, and advising him to withdraw from
Valle, concentrate his forces round Maddaloni,
occupy the Caroline Aqueduct, and to hold
Monte Caro at any cost " If vmi |.>m.- that, 1

daU be cut off from Naples." 'Monte Caro
^hall be yours as long a.s life is mine," answered
the daring, dashing veteran. Returning to S.

Angelo, Garibaldi gave his last instructions
to Medici, then to Milbitz at Sta. Maria, and
seeing Medici's forty wounded just brought in,

of the . _^J*&<fciu<
URNO. Sf^-^V^V

said to old Ripari, surgeon -soldier at Rome and

detained there after the siege in the Papal

galleys for seven years, il Send them down to

Naples, empty the Caserta hospital, and mind
that you all sleep on the wmg."
At three a.m. on the following morning,

leaving strict orders with General Sirtori to

keep the reserves at Caserta till he should

summon them, he again alighted from the

railroad at Sta. Maria just as the battle had

commenced, as he had foreseen, " along all the

line."

From Capua two brigades— 10,000 men

—

under Afan de Rivera, marched against Medici's

4,000. Another column, 7,000 strong, attacked

Milbitz and his

4,000, and a detach-

ment under Ser-

gardi, going towards

Aversa to find Corte

De Mechel, with

X.ooo, poured down
by the Ducenta road

on Bixio's 5,600—
Perrone starting to

rejoin him with

2,000 more. Co-

lonna, repulsed by

Medici the day be-

fore, was at the

Treflisco ferry, now
with 5,000 men, and

7,000 reserves at

Capua, all the
columns well supplied with batteries and horse,

2,500 cavalry still remaining in front of the for-

tress ready to be despatched where needed

—

40,000 regulars pitted against 20,000 irregulars!

So sudden was Tabacchi's attack on Milbitz that

his outposts at the brick-kiln and convent fell

back, and S. Tammaro was evacuated
; the

little battery of four pieces on the railroad

answered bravely to the enemy's batten - of eight

on the Capuan high road. Alter an hour the
infantry duel commenced, and the Neapolitans
were driven back behind their pieces, the bright

picctottt of Corrau's brigade badly mangled.
Garibaldi at once summoned Assanti's brigade
— 1,100—from Caserta, then leaving Milbitz to

shift for himself, he dashed off in a carriage

towards S. Angelo to see how it fared with
Medici. He was greeted by a hail of bullets,

his coachman being killed and an aide-de-camp
and the correspondent of the Daily News
wounded. He and his staff sabred their way
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through till they reached Mosto's crack corps of de Rivera, with two brigades, invested his entire

Genoese sharpshooters, who, with Simonetta's front ; the outposts fell back, nor could two

Lombards, were in the thickest of the fray, battalions led against the enemy's right, t

Medici, with his centre in the village of S. prevent their occupying the road, prevail aganw

Angelo in Formis, his extreme right extending the number of the assailants and the superiority

NAPLES, FROM FtttUMX

to the S. Vito wood, his left to the Sassano and

Di Napoli villas, loopholed, barricaded, and for-

tified on the Sta. Maria road, with his guns

on the heights, a battery constructed on the

Capua— S. Angelo cross-roads, had stationed

his outposts to the north on the river banks,

to the south, within 2.000 paces of Capua, with

a loose line of skirmishers thrown across to

Sacchi's Brigade at S. Leucio. At dawn Afan

of their guns: the GaribaJdians were driven

back to the slopes.

At the same time the Sassano and Di Nap ii

villas were attacked and taken ; then the

battery on the cross-roads, when the grape from

Torricelli's battery stopped their progri-

Simonetta, Ramorino's battalions, and the Eng

li-li (Dunn's two companies of ptcciotti), after 1

fierce fight, recaptured the guns; then Dunn*
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ammunition failing," To the bayonet 1 " he cried,

and gallantly his boy-soldiers charged under the

lire of the guns till, Katnorino killed and Dunn's

thigh gnashed, the Bourbons scored another

success and retook the guns. Medici, Guastalla,

his staff chief, and Major Castellazzi, leading

an onslaught at the bayonet, arrested their pro-

gress but could not then re-capture their guns.

It was at that niomenl that Garibaldi appeared

on the scene of action, and, gathering together

portion of Sacchi's brigade, he, from the top

of S. Nicola, succeeded in dislodging them, but,

surveying the battlefield, saw Medici still en-

compassed by his foes. 'Dashing down he expelled

them from a villa, collected all the troops he

could lay hands on from a battery to the west,

opened a rattling fire, electrifying officers and

men by his presence, saw them recover the

villa on the Capuan road, the barricade, and

three loit pieces, taking two companies prisoners.

IT WAS AT THAI' MOMENT THAI' GAKlllWD! AITEAKblt

ail the forces at hand, made them charge the

fourfold foe with tile bayonet, repulsed, routed,

and retook the two houses ; then, believing

the enemy to be "only on his left," made for

S. Angelo. To his surprise, he found several

battalions in his rear, stationed on the formid-

able heights of Tafata, actually dominating

Mount S. Angelo. Better acquainted with the

country than he or his, the Colonna brigade
had, during the night, penetrated Medici's lines

one of the sunken roads—old military routes
or watercourses, now dry and so deep that

"even cavalry and artillery can occupy them
and remain invisible." With his Genoese and a

At noon there was a lull. Medici ordered his

men to " halt and eat," when, just as they were

falling to, Afan di Rivera brought up fresh

troops who devoured the rations, seized two

pieces, and, setting fire to several houses, pos-

sessed themselves of S. Angelo in Forin is.

Medici—cool and imperturbable as ever, with his

men perfectly in hand—slowly retired to th

•

slopes, keeping up a steady and constant fire ; still

Garibaldi saw that without fresh troops he must

be cut to pieces. But how to summon the re-

serves ?—the road and telegraph lying between

S. Angelo and Sta. Maria in the enemy's

hands, no tu'ws as yet of Bixio
r
no certainty of

I
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Milbitz's fate. Putting in practice his favourite

proverb, " Who wills goes, who wills not sends,"

alone with his faithful Basso, that inseparable

comrade, orderly, sick-nurse, and friend, taking

care that the soldiers should not see him depart,

by goat-paths and watercourses across country,

he regained Sta. Maria, where Milbitz, himself

wounded, his troops decimated, still held the

post-road, the rail, and the town of Sta. Maria

against tremendous odds, as Tabacchi, with ever

fresh forces and well-supplied artillery, kept up

a ceaseless fire.

Bixio's news had varied from hour to hour.

Attacked by three columns on his front, on

Monte Caro. and on the aqueduct, a lively fire

was interchanged ; a rifled battery of eight guns

sent the Eberhard brigade flying, leaving the

aqueduct in possession of the enemy. Boldrini,

with seven officers and most of his soldiers

wounded, fell mortally wounded on the summit

of Monte Caro.

Dezza, in command of that " precious gem,"

sends up Menotti Garibaldi with two com-

panies, but the enemy had scaled the heights
;

Taddei, under cover on the left, surrounds

them in the rear, waving his cap as he

reaches the summit. Dezza, with Menotti re-

inforced, charges at the bayonet on their

front
;
they retreat with a run, and Monte Caro

is saved.

Bixio, relieved of this anxiety, rallies his

forces, drives the enemy along the road, sends

back to Maddaloni his two howitzers, with

their commanders killed, other two from the

aqueduct ; then a general charge at the bayonet,

and two of the enemy's columns retire behind

their own battery. Dezza and Menotti charge

four times at the bayonet, and the third column,

which, protected by a wood, has aimed at cutting

off communications with Caserta, is sent to join

the others.

This success was owing in great part to

the heroic resistance of Bronzetti, who for ten

hours " detained " Perrone, with 2,000 men,

marching to the assistance of Von Michele.

Pilade—twin brother of Oreste, killed at Tre

Ponte in 1850—alone sustained the shock of

the guns on a height and of the enemy's

musketry. When ammunition failed they rushed

on to the bavonet—just fifteen, the rest killed

or wounded on the slopes. "Surrender, oh

brave ones !
" cried Perrone ; but, marching on to

death, Bronzetti fell with a bullet through his

heart. The rest were carrieJ wounded into

Capua. Bixio, who at noon had telegraphed to

Caserta for reinforcements, at 5 p.m. sent word

that he could hold his own.

Garibaldi having summoned all the reserve

from Caserta, reanimating the troops at Sta

Maria as he had done at S. Angelo, went him

self to watch for their arrival.

Guessing his fasting condition, some friend-

(amongst them the writer ), who were present,

conveyed to him by two British tars, with

"H.M.S. Hannibal" on their caps, who had beer

pleading 11 for muskets to join in the fray." a

pail of water, a basket of fresh figs, and a t:i

of English biscuits. The inhabitants of Su.

Maria, having quitted or shut up their houses, rv>

more solid fare was obtainable. As we reached

him with these, a bright, sunny smile lit up b
serenely serious face.

44 What !
" he said,

14 are you encouraging yn:'

Queen's sailors to desert ?

"

44 Never a bit," we replied.
44 They are wrt

for a holiday, and want some fun."

Then as, after drinking eagerly from the

pail, his hand was stretched out for the biscuit*

a shell, ricochetting from the field, burst ii

his feet. A splinter, as he told us afterward,

grazed his thigh, but this he heeded n<'t,

his eyes now sparkling with delight as the.

rested on the head of the reserv e column, and the

bcrsaglicri of the Milan brigade recognising him,

dashed forward shouting 14 Evviva ! " *' The

day is ours," he said ; and, despite the heav,

fire on the left and the fact that two battalion?

sent across the fields to Parisi were surrounded

he bade them halt for five minutes. Then, form-

ing them in column of attack, he sent the Miiaa

brigade to 44 clear the road " of the Bavarcsc who

divided him from Medici, where they were

assailed by a galling fire, Tabacchi, determined

to seize the Capuan gate, shelling the S. Angw'

road and the Eber column in the shelter of the

trees.

On were sent the gallant " Calabriam
*

under Pace, and as the trumpet sounded the

charge the Milanese sharpshooters rushed on the

enemy, followed by another battalion, chargir-S-

as ordered, without firing a shot.

The corps of Tabacchi and Afan de Riven

were now pursued on flanks and rear. Media

who. with his inflexible obstinacy, had held hi

own against such overpowering numbers, rally-

ing all his men for a last assault, Tabacchi

began to beat a retreat, and to cover this charged

the Milan brigade with four squadrons of cavaby,

but, greeted with a hail of bullets, they turned

tail and fled. Milbitz sent out of the Capo*

r J
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gate some seventy hussar;, and Tabacchi kf;

three pieces behind him.

Then the Hungarian legion arrived, and Gari-

baldi, pointing to the wooded plain to the left,

whence the Bourbons were firing volley after

volley, called out :
M Welcome, my brave Hun-

garians ; drive away those rascals for me

—

ihasscz-tnot ces coquins." Said and done. Up
came Eber (who was acting, it may be men-
tioned, as correspondent of the Times) with his

brigade, and the French company De Flotte,

which had been under fire since dawn, and the

remnant of the piccintti—Corran, the fellow-

pioneer of Rosalino Pilo, badly wounded, shout-

ing with joy at the sight of Galibardo.

Medici, with old Avezzands (Guastalla

wounded), cleared their end of the road, Tiirr's

battery shelled from the rail, he charging bril-

liantly at the head of his hussars.

A little band of Englishmen maintained the

reputation that Peard, Wyndham, Dowling, and
•he wounded Dunn had created. The so-called

British legion had not yet arrived.

Vainly the Bourbon cavalry charged across

the plain : the cavaliers turned tail as the home-

thrii!-t> of the bayonet touched them. The very

gunners seemed to miss their range—perhaps

because the Garibaldians rushed too close under

the muzzles of their guns. Clear, audible above

the battle din, rang out from time to time the

Duce's clarion voice :
" Bravo, my Calabresie !

M

" Hungary, well done !
" " Charge, Milan,

charge !
" " What heroes are- my picciotti !

"

Suddenly one " heard the silence": the enemy,

after fighting obstinately for twelve mortal hours,

re-entered Capua, protected by the guns of the

piazza. Bixio telegraphed that Von Mechel had

returned to Dugenta. The Garibaldians lost

one-tenth of their numbers—306 killed, 1,717

wounded, all of whom were brought into am-

bulance or hospital, tended and their wounds

dressed before midnight. Of the Bourbon killed

and wounded we have no list on that day and

the morrow. Garibaldi took 2,070 prisoners,

chiefly of Perrone's column; so Bronzetti was

avenged. At 5 p.m. on the 1st October the

field battle of the Volturno was fought out and

won, the Bourbon dynasty for ever doomed,

and Italian unity assured by that Garibaldian
11 Victory along all the line."

SS<f* SfS* - "
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was a happy coincidence that the greatest

of all Lord Wellington's victories in the

Peninsula should have been won at a

place near the foot of the Pyrenees called

Vittoria— a name which is now proudly blazoned

on the colours ot no fewer than forty-four

British regiments.

Begun in 180S, the Peninsular War, under-

taken by England for the deliverance of Spain

and Portugal from the insufferable yoke of the

French, had already been dragging on its

chequered course for a period of nearly five years.

The glorious career of British victor}' had been

diversified by defeats, disappointments, retreats

—by everything but surrender and despair.

Portugal had been twice purged of its French
invaders ;

and Wellington's masterly retreat

behind the tamous lines of Torres Vcdras, run-

ning from the Tagus to the sea, had been

followed by the heroic storming of Ciudad

Kodrigo and Badajoz, which secured the Spanish

gate- of Portugal ; while the victory of Sala-

manca opened up the road to Madrid, and

with it the prospect of a speedy and successful

termination of the war.

But, again, the failure at Burgos, and the

consequent retirement of Wellington into

Portugal, gave the French a further respite from

the certain doom that awaited them and their

upstart Emperor's brother, Joseph Bonaparte,

whom the Cor.sican despot had foisted upon the

people of Spain as their king. For with Wel-
lington, to retreat was only to return after brief

space a* the repairer of his own reverses. His

motto was, " Reculer pnur micux sautcr." And,
after all. it is only soldiers of the highest genius

who can do this.. Marshal Moltke was once in a

companv where someone ventured to say that

his name would rank in history with those oi

Marlborough, Turenne, the Great Frederick,

Napoleon, and Wellington. " No," said the im-

mortal German strategist, " I have no right to

be named with those great commanders, for I

have never in my life conducted a retreat."

Hitherto the French had vastly outnumbered

Lord Wellington's troops (British and Por

tuguese) in the Peninsula, but the winter •'

1812-13, after his third retirement from Spain

to Portugal, turned the scale in his favour. F

this winter had all but destroyed Napoleon''

" Grand Army " on its frozen flight from flaming

Moscow ; and on returning to Europe— .1-

mav be said to do who comes from Russia—

Emperor had to weaken his armies in the Peiim

sula bv the drafts required for enabling him I

meet his allied foes at Leipzig. Thus, in I

spring of 1813, the relative strength of the C

tending armies in the Peninsula was no l< .

in favour of the French, who had now roih

about 100,000 effective men with the Eagle?

while Wellington had the command of a n.

host of nearly 200,000, of which 44.000

were British, 31,000 Portuguese, the rest hew;

Spaniards and Sicilians. In May his Ang!

Portuguese army, numbering 75,000 men, \i\

cantoned from Lamego to the Bafios Pass, anu

it is only this portion of his force that nv»

concerns us.

Wellington had spent the winter in re-orgar.;*

ing his army. He had received reinforcemvnL-

from England, including the Life and Hon*

Guards ; he had re-established with a stern

hand the discipline which had been tending

to become loose ; tents and pontoon trains hit

been provided ; and by the time the buds were

on the tree, and the fields again green with the

forage necessary for his cavalry, he found him

self at the head of an army ready to g<> anywhere

with him and do anything. For if ever a leader

commanded the confidence of his men. it cer-

tainly was

—

" England's greatest son.

He that gained a hundred fights.

Nor ever lost an English gun
"
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That the spring would again see the great Spain, though he had nothing of his brother's

Kngli>h leader on the move, the French knew transcendent genius for the art of war

—

full well. But what they did not know exactly had posted the bulk of these forces between

was in what direction this movement would the Tagus and the Douro on a line extending

be taken. Hitherto Wellington had always from Toledo (once so famous for its sword-blades)

THE Hir.HLANDKKs IWEI'T ON"(/. 5S7).

operated from Portugal by the valley of the

Douro— his audacious passage of this river in

the face of Marshal Soult's army in 1S0Q had
been one of his very finest feats ; and the

French concluded that this would again be the

line of his advance.

In this expectation King Joseph Bonaparte

—who commanded the French forces in

through Madrid to beyond Salamanca. In this

position he was fond enough to hope that he

would be able to repel any frontal attack which

might be made by Wellington on any part of

his line ; and Wellington, on his part, did all he

could, bv the circulation of false reports and

other rust's de guerre\ to encourage the French

in their belief that he meant to re-invade Spain
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through the central provinces between the

Tagus and the Douro.

But for various reasons Wellington resolved

to make a flank march by the north, so as,

if possible, to turn the French right and

fall upon their rear. Dividing his forces into

three armies— the left one under Sir Thomas
Graham, the centre one commanded by himself,

and that on the right led by Sir Rowland

Hill—Wellington, by a series of masterly move-

ments which complete!}' deceived the French

and took them by surprise, crossed the Ebro

and fought his difficult way across the successive

affluents of its right bank, pushing the out-

manoeuvred Frenchmen ever before him through

Burgos, which they blew up in their retreat, and

compelling them to transfer their main position

from the line of the Douro to that of the Ebro.

" A grand design," wrote Napier, the eloquent

historian of the Peninsular War, "and grandly

it was executed. For high in heart and strong

of hand Wellington's veterans marched to the

encounter, the glories of twelve victories played

about their bayonets, and he the leader so proud

and confident that, in passing the stream which

marks the frontier of Spain, he rose in his

stirrups, and, waving his hand, cried out :

'Farewell, Portugal!'"

Wellington, so to speak, had now burned

his ships, or at least his bridges, behind him.

For, having executed his splendid flank move-

ment, which compelled his enemies to fall

back on their lines of communication with

France through the Pyrenees, he transferred his

own base of supplies, formed by his ships, from

the Tagus to the Biscayan ports. It was like

a transformation scene in a theatre ; and the

curtain of war now rose on the pleasant little

town and valley of Vittoria, whither Joseph

Bonaparte had hastened to concentrate about

60,000 of his men, together with all his stores

and baggage, the pillage of five years, the

artillery depots of Madrid, Valladolid, and Bur-

gos, and a convov of treasure from Bayonne

—the birthplace of bayonets. M Was fur

Plunder '"— "What a city to sack !" "old

Marshal Blucher once exclaimed on looking

down on London from the dome of St. Paul's.

But the sight of all the treasure which was now
amassed in the valley of Vittoria would have

almost made the fingers of " Marshal Vorwarts "

itch still more.

While Wellington expected, and expected not

in vain, of his red-coated soldiery that thev should

prove second to none in battle, he did not exact

of them a familiar acquaintance with the his-

torical associations of the scenes which tbcv
0

immortalised anew by their bravery. But had

they been aware of the incidents which, in time

long past, had been enacted on the scene ut

their present battle array, they would doubtless

have felt doubly resolved to sustain the martial

glory of their country. For here it was that, in

the year 1367, Edward the Black Prince had

routed some of the finest troops of France under

their famous leader Bertrand du Guesclin ; and

a prominent height in the region was still known

as the "Englishmen's Hill" [Altura He fcf

Ittglcscs), from the gallant stand which had

been made by some English ktiights and their

followers against a large body of Spaniards under

Don Telo. Vittoria had previously to this de-

rived its name from some ancient and forgotten

victory, but now it was to receive a fresh coating

of scarlet paint that would last to the end i<

time.

The position of the French could not wd!

have been stronger by nature. Their left, under

Maransin, rested on an elevated chain of craggy

mountains ; their right, under Reille, on a rapid

river (the Zadora) ; while Gazan held the com-

manding heights in the centre, and a succession

of undulating grounds afforded excellent situa-

tions for artillery. The French line extended

for about eight miles, and this was guarded by

about 60,000 men with 152 guns. King Joseph

himself was in nominal command of this army—

a

splendidly equipped one in every respect—though

he allowed himself to be guided in all things by

Marshal Jourdan, who, on this 21st of June, was

suffering so acutely from fever that he was unab>

to mount his horse. The French army could

not have consisted of better fighting materia!,

but it was badly commanded. In respect 01

position, cavalry and artillerv, King Joseph wa«

decidedly superior to Wellington ; but, on the

other hand, Wellington had the advantage &
being numerically stronger than his opponent

by about 20,000 men.

After an early morning of mist the day broke

in glorious sunshine, and then the British army

began to move forward over very hilly and

irregular ground from its bivouacs on the Baya>

river, running almost parallel with the Zadora-

The scene was one of the most splendid and

animated that could be imagined, being a peHbS

picture of all " the pomp and circumstance of

glorious war," all the panoramic sights of battle,

and all the sounds :

" The neighing of the cavalry horses, the wfl
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of tumbrils and gun-carriages, the distant yet

distinct words of command, the mingling music

of manv bands, the trumpets of the Horse, the

bugles of the Rifles, and the hoarsely-wailing

uar-pipes of the Highland regiments, ever and

jnon swelling upon the breeze, pealing among
the heights of Puebla, and dying away among
the windings of the vale of Zadora."

The attack on the French position was begun

bjr Sir Rowland Hill on the British

right, where he advanced a Spanish

h-igade under Morillo to gain posses-

son of the Puebla heights. With
^reat difficulty, though unopposed,

the Spaniards gallantly scrambled to

the top of those heights. But pre-

KQtly they were sharply opposed by

the French, who, perceiving the

danger which thus threatened their

left, detached a portion of their centre

force, and began to make immense

exertions to hurl the overweening

Spaniards down the hill again. And
i: would now have gone extremely

hard with the valiant Dons had not

Hili been quick to perceive the peril

they were in, and tell off the 71st

Highland Light Infantry with another

light battalion, under Colonel Cado-

ean. to rush to their assistance.

Then the pipers of the Highlanders

'truck up " Johnnie Cope," the regi-

mental march, which had been

written to celebrate the finest of all

Highland victories—that of Preston-

pans:—

" Cope sent a challenge frae Dunbar.

Saying. Charlie, meet me gin ye daur,

And I'll learn you the art o' war,

If you'll meet me in the morning.'

" Hey. Johnnie Cope, are ye waukin' yet ?

Or are your drums abeating yet ? " etc

As though inspired by all the memories asso-

ciated with these stirring strains, the 71st rushed
t<> the succour of the hard-pressed Spaniards, and
-x>n reached the summit of the heights, though
at a great sacrifice of life. Scorning the use of

hullets, the Highlanders, with levelled bayonets,

»»Cpt up and upon the foe through clouds

si smoke and tearing volleys of grape and
musketry

; and their fighting rage was further

intensified by the sight of their idolised com-
mander (Cadogan) falling mortally wounded
from his horse. A few minutes later he died

in the arms of Colonel Seaton, of the 02nd

Highlanders. Nothing could now withstand

their headlong charge, which was like that of

the clans at Prestonpans ; and after a desperate

hand-to-hand conflict, Maransin's Frenchmen
were hurled back and down the reverse side

of the hill, which now began to resound with

the victory paeans of the Highland war-pipe.

"We lay on the heights for some time," wrote

a soldier of the 71st. "Our drought was exces-

sive. There was no water there, save a small

spring, which was rendered useless. One of our

men stooped to drink. A ball pierced his head.

He fell in the well, which was discoloured by

brains and blood. Thirsty as we were, we could

not drink of it. There were only three hundred

of us on the height able to do duty out of one

thousand who drew rations that morning. The
cries of the wounded were most heartrending."

The spirit which animated the British troops

on this day of victorious battle was well described

bv Sergeant Donaldson, of the Scots Brigade, in

his " Eventful Life of a Soldier" :—" Those who
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have not known it from experience can form no

idea of the indifference with which our soldiers

entered a battle after being some time in the

Peninsula. As an instance of this, when we were

lying in front of the enemy in expectation of

being engaged, one of our men, a Highlander,

having lost a small piece of ornamented leather

which is worn in front of the uniform cap, on

taking it off the deficiency caught his eye, and

looking at it for a few moments, he said very

seriously, " I wish there may be an engagement

to-day, that I may get a rosette for my cap !

"

While as yet the battle on the Fuebla heights

seemed doubtful,

Wellington, with

his eagleglance,

had discerned the

advance of the

tartans, and then,

turning to his

staff, he an-

nounced that the

hill had been
won : and n<tt-

Meanwhile, in the centre, where Wellington

himself swayed the battle, General Picton, who

commanded the famous "Fighting Third" Divi-

sion, was fretting his heart away under his

enforced inaction. His soldiers were straining

to advance like greyhounds in leash, and their

equally fiery leader had some difficulty in re-

straining them. As the day wore on, and the

fight waxed ever warmer on his right, Picton

became furious and observed to an officer,

" D n it ! Lord Wellington must have

forgotten us." His stick fell in rapid stroke*

upon the mane of his horse. At length a staff-

officer galloped up from Lord Wellington.

Picton' s face began to glow with animation at

the prospect of his being ordered into action

;

but it suddenly grew black again on the officer

simply asking whether he had seen Lcrd Dal-

housie. "No, sir,'' answered Picton sharply:

" but have you any orders for me .-* " " None,"

replied the aide-de-camp. "Then pray, sir," con-

tinued the irritated general, M what are the orders

you //" bring ? " " Why," answered the officer,

"that as soon as Lcrd Dalhousie, with the 7th

VI1TOKIA: l'LA£A HE LA CONvriTlCION.

withstanding repeated efforts on the part of the

French to dislodge them from this important

position, the allies retained possession of them
throughout the day.

Division, shall commence an attack on the

bridge" (pointing to one on the left), " the 4th

and bth are to support him."

Picton could not understand the idea of any
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other Division fighting in his front, so, drawing

himself up to his full height, he said to the

astonished aide-de-camp, with some heat, " You

mav tell Lord Wellington from

me, sir, that the 3rd Division

under mv command shall, in less

than ten minutes, attack the

bridge and carry it, and the 4th

and 6th Divisions may support

me if they choose." Saying which,

he turned from the aide-de-camp

and put himself at the head of his

eager men with a wave of his

hand towards the bridge and the

cry of " Come on, ye rascals

!

Come on, ye fighting villains !

"

He well fulfilled his promise.

Under a heavy fire of artillery his

" fighting " Division moved steadily

on, his leading companies rushing

over the bridge, where they formed

up in open columns. Then they

moved by their left, so as to attack

the enemy's centre. Still advancing

in the same order, they pressed

up the heights, where they quickly

deployed into line. The foe hardly

awaited the attack, for so ably and

rapidly were these bold manoeuvres

carried out that the French for

the moment were as if panic-

stricken. Picton had gained the

heights in front of him, but the

Divisions on his right had not yet

made sufficient progress to come
into line with and support him.

Halting his impatient " rascals," he waited for

the advance of the ~th Division (Lord Dal-

housie's) and part of the " Lights," while the

4th (under General Cole) passed the Zadora a

little further to the right by the Nanclares bridge.

During the tardier advance of these Divisions,

the French made desperate attempts to roll back

Picton, opening upon him with fifty guns and

hurling serried masses of infantry at his line.

But the incessant fire which his " fighting

villains " poured into the teeth of their assailants

made terrible havoc in their ranks, and what

thev could not -do with their bullets they did

with their bayonets. When these were crossed

with the enemy, the issue of the struggle in this

part of the field was certain.

All this time " Picton'* Division," as an

eye-witness wrote, *' acted in a manner which

excited at onc« the surprise and admiration of

the whole army. For nearly four hours did it

alone sustain the unequal conflict, opposed to a

vast superiority of force. From the nature of

"THE SOLDIERS HELD AN AUCTION THROUGH THE NIGHT " (/. S9»)-

the ground, the rest of the army became wit-

nesses of this animating scene ; they beheld,

with feelings more easily conceived than ex-

pressed, the truly heroic efforts of this gallant

band. They saw the general—calm, collected,

and determined— leading them on in the face of

clanger, amidst a shower of cannon and musket

balls. Nothing could appal, nothing could resist,

men so resolute and so led. They subdued every

obstacle, bore down all opposition, and spread

death, consternation, and dismay in the enemy's
kM

s.

The uneven and broken ground made Picton's

advance difficult and his line irregular, but there

was no confusion in his ranks. A second time

did the " fighting villains " charge down with the

bavonet on the rearward position to which they

had forced the enemy to retire, and so hasty was

the French flight that they left twenty-eight of
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their guns in the hands of Picton's irresistible

men.

Thus the fight went on for several miles,

prominent incidents in its course being the

storming of the village of Margarita by the

Oxfordshire Light Infantry at the point of the

bayonet, and a similar carrying of Hermandad
by the Royal Irish Fusiliers with a rousing yell

of victory. Thus, for a distance of six miles,

the tide of battle rolled backwards towards

Vittoria. The whole basin was a scene of san-

guinary strife. Every valley and height and

woodland was covered with sheets of flame,

and ever}- vineyard wall and hedgerow served as

a breastwork, which was desperately contested.

Later, on the British left, Sir Thomas Graham
—with the ist and 5th Divisions, Pack's and

Bradford's infantry brigades, a Spanish Division

under Longa, and Anson's brigade of horse

—

had been equally successful in passing the

desperately-defended Zadora and threatening

the French right.

Some idea of the fighting on this flank may
be gained from the terse account which was

given of it bv Lieutenant Campbell (afterwards

to become Sir Colin, the hero of Lucknow, and

Lord Clyde), who was then acting as orderly

officer to Lieutenant-Colonel Crawford :

u While

we were halted the enemy occupied Gamara

Mayor in considerable force, placed two guns at

the principal entrance into the village, threw a

cloud of skirmishers in front among the corn-

fields, and occupied with six pieces of artillery

the heights immediately behind the village on

the left bank. At 5 p.m. an order arrived from

Lord Wellington to press the enemy in our

front. It was the extreme right of their line,

and the lower road to France, by which alone

they could retire. Their artillery and baggage

ran close to Gamara Mayor. The left brigade

moved down in contiguous columns of com-

panies, and our light companies were sent to

cover the right flank of this attack.

" The regiments, exposed to a heavy fire of

musketry and artillery, did not take a musket

from their shoulder until they had carried the

village. The enemy brought forward his reserves,

and made many desperate attempts to retake the

bridge, but could not succeed. This was re-

peated until the bridge became so heaped with

dead and wounded that they were rolled over

the parapet int<» the river below. Our light

companies were closed upon the oth, and brought

into the village to support the 2nd Brigade.

We were presently ordered to the left to cover

the flank of the village, and we occupied the

bank of the river, on the opposite side of which

was the enemy. After three hours' hard fight

ing they retired, leaving their guns in our

possession."

The battle now presented a magnificently im-

posing spectacle as the three divisions ofWd
lington's army, after having crossed the Zadora

and beaten back their opponents from ridge t«

ridge, and from village to village, moved forward

to a grand general attack. Here, again, Pictflo'i

"fighting villains" were ever to the front

Frequently the Divisions on the right and Id:

would see them charging into the very heart ol

the enemy's centre, and immediately after the

enemy retreating in confusion.

" Many guns," wrote Napier, " were taken a-

the army advanced, and at six o'clock the encrm

reached the last defensible height, one mile in

front of Vittoria. Behind them was the plai';

on which the city stood, and beyond the an
thousands of carriages and animals and n<*

combatants, men, women and children, were

crowding together in all the madness of terror

;

and as the English shot went booming overhead

the vast crowd started and swerved with a con-

vulsive movement, while a dull and homi

sound of distress arose. But there was no ht>pc.

no stay for army or multitude. It was the

wreck of a nation. However, the courage 1

the French soldier was not yet quelled ; Reilk.

on whom everything now depended, maintair«.J

his post on the upper Zadora ; and the arn. i-

of the south and centre, tfrawing up on their

last heights, between the villages of Ali srA

Armentier, made their muskets flash like

lightning, while more than eighty piece* <»

artillery, massed together, pealed with sucfa a

horrid uproar that the hills laboured and ;hot>k.

and streamed with fire and smoke, amid>t whkh

the dark figures of the gunners were sccc

bounding with a frantic energy."

The French retirement was successively con-

verted into retreat, flight, and headlong ro-_:

followed by the scarlet masses of Wellington"?

victorious infantry from ridge to ridge, ard

from height to hollow. In the morning 1

superbly organised army, the French had b\

sunset become a wild and affrighted mob. Kinjr

Joseph himself had a very narrow escape. The

10th Hussars galloped into the town just as he

was leaving it in his carriage, and when Captur

Wyndham dashed after him with a squadroo.

his Majesty only escaped by quitting his vehicle

and mounting a swift horse. But the Hussar»
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irett rewarded by the finding of the greater

portion of the king's regalia in his carriage.

Another object, though less of value than of

interest, that was captured, was Jourdan's baton

of a field-marshal, which Wellington sent home
to the Prince Regent as one of the trophies of

his almost unparalleled victory—unparalleled by

its military and political results, as well as by

;he immense amount of booty of all kinds which

fell into the hands of the allies.

This consisted, among other things, of all the

enormous amount of plunder which the French
had rapaciously amassed in the course of their

campaigning in Spain. To use the words of

one of their commanders, Gazan, ' They had

lost all their equipages, all their guns, all their

treasure, all their stores, all their papers so that

no man could prove how much pay was due to

him. Generals and subordinate officers alike

»ere reduced to the bare clothes on their backs,

Md most of them were barefooted."

The work of fighting had scarcely ended when
the work of plundering began. The camp of every

Division was like a fair : planks were laid from
waBR°H to waggon, and there the soldiers held an

auction through the night.disposingofsuch booty
Ji had fallen to their share. Of five and a half

million dollars alone, which were indicated by

the French accounts to be in the money chests,

not one dollar was ever credited to the British

public. The British private, however, had his

fair share of all this immense spoil, and he had

richly earned it by contributing to one of the

most complete victories which had ever been

won—a victory which, purchased by the allies

at the comparatively small cost of 5,176 killed

and wounded (that of the French being about

the same), secured to the British arms the glory

of having finally delivered Spain from the in-

sufferable presence of its French oppressors.

True, the work of the war was not yet com-

plete. San Sebastian had still to be stormed,

and the battles of the Pyrenees fought. But,

meanwhile, as Napier wrote, " Joseph's reign

was over ; the crown had fallen from his head,

and, after years of toils and combats, which had

rather been admired than understood, the

English general, emerging trom the chaos of

the Peninsular struggle, stood on the summit of

the Pyrenees a recognised conqueror. From
these lofty pinnacles the clangour of his trumpets

pealed clear and loud, and the splendour of his

genius appeared as a flaming beacon to warring

nations."
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Y OU are surrounded by twenty thou-

sand men, and cannot, in all human
probability, avoid suffering rout and

being cut to pieces with your troops."

It was with these alarming words, by way of

preface, that Santa Anna, the Dictator of the

Mexican Republic, on the eve of the Battle of

Buena Vista, called upon the United States

commander-in-chief, Genera! Taylor, to sur-

render within an hour. Taylor's reply was short

and to the point :

—

" In answer to your note of this date summon-
ing me to surrender my forces at discretion, I

beg leave to say that I decline acceding to your

request."

The Battle of Buena Vista, or Angostura,

when the foremost generals on either side met
for the first and last time, was in many ways

the most remarkable engagement of the war
about Texas between Mexico and the United

States. It will be well to state briefly the cause

of the war. Mexico's struggle for independence

and liberty was prolonged and painful, and revo-

lutions were for many years of almost annual

occurrence. In iH^b, when Antonio Lopez de

Santa Anna, one of the most remarkable men
that Mexico has ever produced, was President,

the Texans revolted, and with the aid of the

United States defeated the chief of the Republic

at San Jacinto. Santa Anna was not one to for-

get that he owed a grudge for this. He declared

some vears afterwards that he would never re-

cognise the independence of the M land pirates
"

of Texas while he could draw a sword. He
vowed to exterminate them, and even to chastise

the Government of the United States. How-
ever, this would-be Napoleon of America was

rudely awakened from his ambitious dreams and

banished by his fickle countrymen.

In 1845 a measure tor the annexation of Texas
to the United States was passed by Congress

and ratified by the Texans. The motives for

this step need not now be di>cusscd. It H

sufficient to say that General Zachariah Twjk*

was sent with forces to occupy the country t>>

the banks of the Rio Grande, or the Rio Brav

del Norte, being instructed to act as much a»

possible on the defensive. The Mexicans, ntf

unnaturally, regarded such action as ajnotgMfe

to a declaration of war. Active hostilitiesHP*
in May, 184b, battles being fought at Palo Al-

and at Resaca de la Palma. which General Ta\

followed up by the brilliant capture of Montcrc

Then the greater portion of the American
were withdrawn to swell the ranks coi

by General Scott, the senior officer, whose
of operations I iv in another direction; art

Taylor, whose prowess li.nl greatly impr<

picturesque enemy, seemed fated to have not hi;

.

to do for a time. Meanwhile, successive Mcxki
Governments, unstable as water, had been tm
thrown by the dissatisfied ami possibly alarnu

people. Santa Anna was recalled in Januar.

1K47, from his retreat in Havana. Compare

to Cincinnatus, he was made Dictator, and *

everywhere received with the wddest enthusiast

and with as much confidence as that with whki

the Invincible Armada was despatched. With th.

u\ "t "God and Liberty!" Santa Anna cali.f

1: 1 »v •! 1 hi- countrymen to rallv round hirn. anJ »

deliver the land from "the northern barbaruak

the dt spoilers o| your soil, the desecrated- 1

v - r eh;irche>." In an incredibly short : r

more than .'O.ooo men responded to hi* -

no •!)>-. and, even mortgaging hi> private

to raise moiiev, Santa Anna u\<

General Taylor at full speed.

A vivacious ladv, who saw the Die

long before, described him as "a gent

good-looking, quietly-dressed, rather ml
pcr-oii. apjurcntlv somewhat ol an :'iv

a -allow complexion, fine, dark, penctrati

I

r
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and a wooden leg "—his own having been

amputated below the knee. Altogether, "a
more polished hero " than she expected to find.

None other could have kept such an army to-

gether, or have moved it with such marvellous

rapidity. Santa Anna left San Luis Potosi with

21,340 men, some of whom, however, were de-

spatched in other directions before they reached

Agua Nueva, a village some sixteen miles south

of Saltillo, the capital of the province of Coahuila.

General Taylor had previously occupied Agua
Nueva, and he retreated thence before the foe.

This was only a ruse of his, but the Mexican

general encouraged his men with the cry that

the Americans were flying before them. " On-

ward ! onward !
" he cried, " and avenge your

slaughtered countrymen." He left San Luis

Potosi with only twelve days' provisions, all of

which had to be carried owing to the unfertile

nature of the country. " The immense granaries

of the enemy are before you/' said the general

to his men ;
" you have only to go and take

them." As it happened the Mexicans reached

the field of battle after a march of twenty

leagues, for the last sixteen of which they had

had no water nor food, except one ration of ham
served out at Encamacion. General Taylor had

only retired a few miles nearer Saltillo. He had

some time before noted the hacienda of Buena
Vista as an invaluable retreat in case of need.
44 'Tis a principle of war," Napoleon once re-

marked, 44 that when you can use the lightning

'tis better than cannon "
; and man could scarcely

have made this place so well-nigh impregnable

as Nature had done.

General Taylor, or 4
- Rough and Ready " as he

was affectionately called, had long before—he

was now sixty-three years old—won his spurs on

the battlefield. He was short, round-shouldered,

and stout. His forehead was high, his eyes keen,

his mouth firm, with the lower lip protruding,

his hair snow-white, and his expression betokened

his essentially humane and unassuming character.

No private could have lived in simpler fashion.

When he could escape from his uniform he wore

a linen roundabout, cotton trousers, and a straw

hat, and, if it rained, an old brown overcoat. In

battle he was absolutely fearless, and invariably

rode a favourite white horse, altogether regard-

less of attracting the enemy's attention. The
old hero never wavered when he heard of the

approach of the dreaded Santa Anna. He
quietly went to work, and, having strongly

garrisoned Saltillo, placed his men so as to seize

all the advantages the position offered. The

forces at his disposal for the latter purpose only

numbered 4425, of whom 344 were officers ind

even of this small force but two squadrons of

cavalry and three battalions of light artillery,

or 453 men all told, belonged to the regulir

army. Very few had thus seen actual warfare,

and so it was with Santa Anna's armv. The

Mexican forces that engaged in battle con-

sisted of 13,432 infantry, 28 battalions; 4,3:*

cavalry 39 squadrons ; and a train of artillery

—three 24-pounders, three ib-pounders, five

12-pounders, five 8-pounders, and a seven-inch

howitzer—all served by 413; a total of 18,153

men.

Imagine a narrow valley between two moun

tain ranges. On the west side of the road a

series of gullies or ravines, on the east the sheer

sides of precipitous mountains. Such was the

Pass of Angostura, which, at one spot thrcv

miles from Buena Vista, could be held as cani',

as Horatius kept the bridge Iu in the brave da;>

of old ; and here were placed Captain Washing-

ton's battery of three guns and two compamc?

as a guard. Up the mountain eastward the res

of the American army was ranged, more espe-

cially on a plateau so high as to command aH

ground east and west, and only approachable

from the south or north by intricate winding

formed by ledges of rock.

At nine o'clock on the morning of the imi

of February the advance pickets espied the

Mexican van, and General Wool sent in ho:

haste to Taylor, who was at Saltillo. The

Mexican army dragged its slow length along,

their resplendent uniforms shining in the sun.

With much the same feelings as Macbeth sa*

Birnam Wood approach, must many of the

Americans have watched the flow of the steely

sea. Two hours after the pickets had announced

the van, a Mexican officer came forward with a

white flag. He bore the imperious message from

the dictator the opening words of which have

already been quoted.

After General Taylor's curt reply had been

made, an immediate attack was expected, but it

was delayed while the Mexican general waited

for his rear columns to come up. In the course

of the afternoon some of the enemy, as they mad-

their way towards the plateau (while the main

body was advancing up' the pass where Captain

Washington was waiting), exchanged shots with

the Americans, and brought their howitzer to

bear ; and this kind of thing, which the gromt

prevented from being more serious, went

until after sundown. Then, seeing that nothing
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of any importance was likely to liappen that

night, Taylor returned to Sakillo, whither also

some Mexican cavalry, under General Minon,

, were advancing in order to cut off the expected

retreat of the intruders. Night fell, and the

silence could be felt. Already the vultures were

gathered together. Although it was bitterly

cold on the mountain tops, the Americans

bivouacked without fires and upon their arms.

Under the cloak of night some 1,500 of the

Mexicans out-manoeuvred their foes, gained the

summits, and passed away in order to attack the

left wing at the given

-ignal. This was dis-

covered at daybreak.

The white mist slowly

rolled away from the

solemn mountain
heights before the im-

perious sun, but the

nsta could scarcely

have been considered

huena by the Ameri-
cans as their eyes

rested everywhere on

Santa Anna's legions.

But the ten hours1

fight soon began in

deadly earnest. While
j heavy column of

Mexicans advanced to

'.he pass, being repulsed

by the well-directed

fire from Washington's
batter)-, a rush, which
it seemed must be

irresistible, was made
for the plateau eastward. The Indiana troops
were ordered forward, but were presently
called upon by their colonel—Bowles—to cease
tiring and retreat." They fled, and only a few
"f them could be rallied, and these afterwards
j"ined the men from the Mississippi. Riding
up to upbraid such cowardice, Lieutenant Lincoln
Wl, riddled with bullets. Captain O'Brien,
"blivious of the Indiana desertion, pressed on-
ward with three pieces of artillery in face of • a

rain of grape and canister and the incessant
musketry of 3,000 infantry. The captain, dis-

couraged when he discovered the truth, was not
dismayed. Above all the tumult he heard
General Wool's voice ordering forward the trusty
Illinois. Two horses were -hot under him, and
he himself was wounded in the leg. He opened
fire with an effect that only those who have-

been on the field ot battle can fully appreciate.

Stimulated by his success, O'Brien went forward

for another fifty yards, and repeated his dose

—

M as before.'' The brave Mexicans, however,

rallied, and every breach was immediately

filled. Before long not a single cannonier was

left alive to work the guns, to say nothing of

the destruction of the horses; and the captain

had to retreat to the American lines. He
soon borrowed two six-pounders from Wash-
ington and returned to the plateau, whose safe-

guarding was necessary, no matter at what cost.

Meanwhile, more American artillery to O'Brien's

left was driving back the Mexicans, who thus

involuntarily reinforced the cavalry opposed to

the gallant captain. The Mexican lancers charged

the Illinois soldiers- " the very earth did shake."

It was not until the former were within a few

yards of O'Brien that he opened fire. This gave

the Mexicans pause, but with cries of " God and

Liberty!" -on they came again. Once more
the deadly cannonade—another pause. O'Brien

determined to stand his ground until the hools

of the enemy's horses were upon him, but the

recruits with him, only few of whom had escaped

from being shot down, had no stomach to this

fight left. The intrepid captain again lost his

pieces, but he had saved the day.

At this point the leisurely General Taylor, on

his white horse, so easily recognisable, came

Battle of BUENA VISTA
(The Mexicans advancing
to the Attack on the
morning of Feb. 23. 1047 )

t.S.Trvfi..\ m ., a ..

MM' Artaury.
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the Mexicans now re-

from Saltillo to the field of battle. North of

the chief plateau was another, where the

Mississippi Rifles, under Colonel Davis—who,

although early wounded, kept his horse all

day—stood at bay, formed into a V-shape with

the opening towards the enemy. Nothing loth,

the Mexican lancers rushed on, and the riflemen

did not fire until they were able to recognise

the features of their foe and to take deliberate

aim at their eyes. This coolness was too great

to be combated.

As energetic as ever,

solved to make for Buena

Vista, where the Ameri-

can baggage and supply

train were. The Ken-

tucky and Arkansas

cavalry offered such op-

position as they could,

but a portion of the

Mexican cavalry reached

their rear, and in the

conflict a lance entered

the mouth of Colonel

Yell, commanding
the men of Arkansas,

and wrenched off his

lower jaw, mercifully

killing him at once.

Lieutenant-Colonel May
had been told off in

charge generally of the

American horse, and he

succeeded in cutting

off the Mexican body,

who had cau-e to regret

their short-lived triumph,

as in the narrow ravines they had no chance.

In the rage of battle, especially when its

operations cover so wide a field as this, it is

not always easy to arrive at the truth.

There are two accounts of what immediately

followed, either of which may be correct. The
more probable is that Santa Anna sent one

of his officers with a white flag to ask what

the American general "wanted," and that

General Taylor ordered General Wool to see-

the Mexican dictator, but that the envoy was

unable to stop the enemy's advance, notwith-

standing the truce, and so returned with his

mission unfulfilled.

The other story is that General Taylor, pity-

ing the Mexican remnant and disliking the shed-

ding of so much blood, sent Lieutenant Critten-

den to demand their surrender and so save their

CENKKAL l.VVLOR.

lives. Crittenden, speeding on his errand, aid

in reply to May, " I am going to tell those

fellows to surrender in order to save their lives."

M Wait till I have charged them," May implored

" Impossible ! The old man has sent mc, and

I must go on." " But," said the colonel, "tin

good fellow, for God's sake just rein up for five

minutes and give us a chance." Taken blind-

fold to the dictator, Crittenden was told to

point out to his general the folly of continuing

the contest, whereupon the messenger coolly

replied, " I have come to demand your imnu

diate surrender to Gene-

ral Taylor." The vera-

cious chronicler add*, that

Santa Anna raised his

eyebrows in speechlev

amazement, as well he

might. No matter which

version be correct, it

quite clear that the wily

Mexican gained sufficient

time to enable his men

to quit their unpleasant

position, the American
having to endure the

mortification of seeing

their sure prey ocatx

under the pretext of the

truce. General Mint*

came up to the rear at

this period of the dav,

but was repulsed bv

artillery without UN
difficulty — as though,

indeed, it were a shar.

fight.

There is some limit to mankind's endurance,

and for a time the struggle was less ardu. .-

Suddenly it was seen that the Illinois rcgimcUl

and the 2nd Kentucky Cavalry were in grievous

straits, in two senses of the word, and were being

overwhelmed by the combined forces of the

enemy.
" Hand to hand, and foot to foot.

Nothing there, save death, was mute.

Stroke, and thrust, and flash, and cry

For <|uarter, or for victory.

Mingle there with the volleying thunder
"

General Taylor ordered Captain Bragg. -

comrade-in-arms worthy of O'Brien, forward with

batten', and he obediently rushed to the rescur

with the lightest carriages that he oould gtt

The advance artillery was taken by the Mexicans

who also repulsed the supporting iofmtn.
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Bragg appealed for fresh help. " I have no re- bayonets as he lay wounded on the ground, and

inlorcements to give you," " Rough and Ready" Lieutenant-Colonel Clay, who was wounded in

is reported to have replied, "but Major Bliss the leg. Clay's men carried him till the rough-

(the assistant adjutant general) and 1 will sup- ness of the route and the enemy's hot pursuit

port you"; and the brave old man spurred made it a difficult and dangerous ta*k for them,

his horse to the spot beside

(he cannon. Unheeding, the

Mexican cavalry rode forward

-the day was now theirs for a yf_.

certainty. " God and Liberty !

"

their proud cry again rang

nut. Their horses galloped so

near to Captain Bragg's coign

f vantage that their riders

had no time in which to pull

;hem up before the battery

opened fire with canister. As
the smoke cleared, the little

Croup of Americans saw the

terrible work they had done
in the gaps in the enemy's
ranks, and heard it in the

screams of men and of horses

in agony. They reloaded with

grape. The Mexicans pressed

on : their courage at the can-

non's mouth was truly marvel-

lous. This second shower of

lead did equal, if not greater,

mischief. A third discharge

completely routed the enemy.
n!i », being human, fled in

headlong haste over the

wounded and the dead—no

matter where. The American
inlantrv pursued the flving

:
: "v, with foolish rashness, be-

yond safe limits. The Mexi-

cans, all on an instant, turned

jH.nit. the hounds became the

hare, and had it not been for

Washington's cannon check-

ing the Mexi.an cavalry, who
had had enough grape and
cani>ter for one day, they would
have been annihilated.

But before Captain Bragg had come to the He then insisted on being left to hi- tate. and he

rescue the American loss had been very severe, was last seen alive in the act of defending him-

so that General Taylor afterward- wrote, "I self with his sword from the Mexican bayonets,

have no exultation in our success when I miss Colonel Hardin, of the Illinois regiment, also fell

all the familiar face-"—for the old mm called at the same time, but. although wounded to the

the army under him his military family, and death and lying prostrate on the ground, he shot

regarded it with proportionate affection. The one of his foemen with a pistol before a bayonet

Kentuckians lost in tl lose fatal minu.'e- Colonel thrust silenced him too.

who:n the Mexicans killed with their At six o'clock, after ten hours' uninterrupted

IS I HE NARROW RAVIJIM I HE MEXICANS HAD NO CHANCE"
( p. 596).
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and fierce fighting, the battle came to an end

with the curious result that both armies left off
44 as you were," occupying the same positions as

in the morning. But the losses on both sides

had been very heavy, as will shortly be shown.

The silence of that night— also passed on the

mountain tops without fires, although with

darkness came again the bitter cold—was un-

broken, except by the cries of the injured, whose
wounds smarted in the raw air, and by the

howls of the wolves and jackals eager to dispute

with the birds of prey the human carrion.

General Taylor expected a renewal of hostili-

ties on the morrow, but the welcome daylight

showed that the Mexicans had retreated—or

rather countermarched—to Agua Nueva for rest

and refreshment. Butler's words are not neces-

sarily untrue because written in sarcastic vein

—

•' In all «he trade of war, no feat

Is nobler than a brave retreat

Both the rival generals would have liked to

have continued the battle, but the Mexicans

were utterly worn out, and the Americans were

scarcely less weary. A day or two afterwards

Santa Anna was invited to exchange prisoners,

and he agreed to set free all those he had

taken, Taylor undertaking to care for the

wounded whom the Mexicans had left behind.

The dead were buried with all convenient

speed, and the wounded taken as comfortably

as possible—which is saving very little—to

Saltillo.

The American loss was reported by General

Taylor to be 267 men killed, of whom 2«H were

officers (an unusually large proportion), 45b men
wounded, and 23 missing. Santa Anna reported

his loss to be 1,500 men killed—"and that of

the enemy was much greater." By some the

Mexican loss was estimated at double the figure

given by the dictator.

At the close of the battle Wool embraced

Taylor, who exclaimed, 14 Ah, general, it is im-

possible to whip us when we all pull together."

That was the secret of the American hiccck

They fought with perfect unanimity of action

But without their artillery this would have but

unavailing. Success it was ; for had the M«i

cans triumphed, the army of occupation wnuU

have been destroyed from off the face of (be

earth. To General Wool the very highix

praise is due. Before his superior officer vrirod

on the scene he directed everything, and h.

skill on the field proved invaluable. Hi> volun-

teers had been almost mutinous before, ail

unused as they were to military discipline

and General Wool was a stern disciplining

but they lived to appreciate and to acknowledge

the service he had done them in properly tu:n

ing them. General Taylor bore ungrudg-n.

testimony to his colleague's worth.

Santa Anna did not exaggerate the truth en*

whit when he said his army had done more than

could be expected under the laws of Nature i'

had just been formed, and had not had time t

acquire discipline or military habits. The Men

cans were fatigued and famished—nay, many d

them were positively ill—and it is not strange

that their action was not so united as thi:

of their adversaries. 41 Our last effort w

have been decisive," said the dictator, "t

General Minon had done his duty in attackn;

the enemy"; and he had the offending otn.-"

tried by court martial. As it was, Santa Anna

claimed the victory, and the obsequious governs

of San Luis Potosi proclaimed it as such, prc^

mising ''eternal gratitude to the illustn«'us

renowned, and well-deserving general and ho

invaluable army."

As already stated, General Taylor and General

Santa Anna never again tried conclusion*

That the " northern barbarians " event uallv

won their point, and that the Rio Grands

became the boundary between the two re-

publics, are now matters of history. Amort*

his grateful fellow-countrymen, who never for-

get Buena Vista, old " Rough and Readv " buit

himself an everlasting name.

-4-
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00 little is known by the general public

of the expedition to Egypt in 1801.

There is a vague idea that our troops

forced a landing in the face of a stout

resistance, and that afterwards a battle took place

in which the French lost the day and we our

general, Sir Ralph Abercrombie.

The above is generally all that is known
of an expedition which was well conceived,

ably carried out, and completely successful.

Moreover, it was fertile in acts of gallantry,

and served to give a much-needed encourage-

ment to the British army, which during the

preceding forty years had not been intoxicated

by success.

In 1800 the French were firmly established in

Kgvpt, and the British Government, anticipating

a design on India, determined to send an expedi-

tion to the land of jhe Pharaohs. At the same

time a force from India of some 6,000 men was

to co-operate.

The principal blow was, however, to be dealt

by an army under Sir Ralph Abercrombie.

Refore we come to the history of the campaign

let us glance for a moment at the career of this

gallant soldier. The son of a landed proprietor

in Clackmannan, he was born in 1734, and

was educated first at Rugby and afterwards

at the Universities of Edinburgh and Leipsic.

His father obtained for him, in 1756, a com-
mission as cornet in the 3rd Dragoon Guards,

and he first saw active service in 1758, as

aide-de-camp to General Sir William Pitt in

the seven years' war in Germany. He became

lieutenant in 1760 and captain in 1762. The
vear 1793 found him a major-general in com-

mand of a brigade in the army which, under

the Duke of York, co-operated with the allies in

the invasion of France. He greatly distinguished

himself, and displayed much capacity when in

command of the rear-guard on the retreat

through Holland in August and September,

1794, having, it is worth noting, under his orders

Colonel the Hon, Arthur Wellesley, the future

Duke of Wellington.

In November, 1795, he was sent at the head
of 15,000 men to reduce the French sugar

islands in the West Indies, a task which he
accomplished with signal success ; and after

serving as commander of the troops in 1797 in

Ireland (and having come into conflict with the

Castle authorities by his determination to sup-

press the outrages of the Yeomanry and Militia),

and afterwards in Scotland, he was promoted in

1799 to the rank of lieutenant-general, and sent

to the Helder in command of 10,000 men. He
acquitted himself so well in this brief campaign
that the Ministry wished to raise him to the

Peerage ; but. disgusted at the inglorious ending
of the expedition, he indignantly refused the

proffered honour. This is but the briefest resume
of Abercrombie's public career as a soldier

previously to the expedition to Egypt. Of his

private character, we learn from an article in

the Gentleman's Magazine for 1801 that it was
il modest, disinterested, upright, unstained by
any negligent or licentious vice." " He was a

good son, brother, father, husband," proceeds

the writer, " as well as an able and heroic

general."

It was in Malta that the expedition was
organised. Abercrombie had been sent to the

Mediterranean in 1S00, and had proceeded,

after an unsuccessful attempt to effect a landing

at Cadiz, to Minorca with the intention of land-

ing in Italy—a project which had been baffled

by Napoleon's victory at Marengo. The object

of the invasion, as has been said, was to arrest

the apprehended danger of French designs on
India, and it was arranged that the Indian con-

tingent of O.ooo men should co-operate from

the south. His army may be said to have been
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organised at Malta, whence it sailed on the 20th

and 21st December, 1800, for Marmorice, in

Anatolia, on the coast of Asia Minor.

While there, the ship which was carrying the

42nd Highlanders was visited by a venerable

white-bearded old Turk, evidently a person of

rank. On seeing the Highlanders in their kilts

he burst into tears, and to their astonishment

addressed them in Gaelic. It seemed that he was

a Campbell from Kintyre, and in early youth

—according to the author of "Stewart's High-

landers,'' who was with the 42nd as a captain on

the occasion of the visit—when playing with a

schoolfellow had accidentally killed him. Ac-

cording to another account, the schoolfellow was

converted into an adversary slain in a duel. Re
that as it may, Campbell fled the country for fear

of the law, and had about l'bo joined the

Turkish army, in which he had risen to the

position of general of artillerv.

During the stay in Marmorice—which was

made for the purpose of collecting gunboats

and effecting arrangements with the Turks,

both as to co-operation in tbe invasion of

Egvpt and a supply of horses—tbe troops

were practised in embarking and disembarking.

Only a few horses having been obtained,

and there being little hope of immediate

effective co-operation on the part of the Turk*,

the expedition sailed for its destination in

February, 1801.

I

The expeditionary force was composed as

follows :

—

Brigade of Guards.—Major-General Hon.

George Ludlow : eight companies 1st Battalion

Coldstream Guards, the flank companies being

left at home.

The 1st Battalion Scots Guards, the flank

companies left at home.

Major-Gcneral Coote's Brigade. — 1st (the

Royal) Regiment ; two battalions of the 54th

Regiment ; <>2nd Highlanders.

Major-General Cradock's Brigade.—8th, nth.

jQth, and QOth Regiments.

Major-General Lord Cavan's Brigade.—:nd.

50th, and 70th Highlanders.

Brigadier-General John Doyle's Brigade.

—

j 8th, 50th, 44th, 80th.

Major-General John Stuart's Brigade.—The

Minorca. De Rolles', and Dillon's regiments.

Reserve (commanded bv Major-General Moore,

with Brigadier-General Oakes in command).—
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1

Flank companies of the 40th Regiment, and the

:3rd. 28th. 42nd Highlanders, 58th, Corsican

Hangers, and detachments of the nth and

Hnmpesch's Dragoons.

Cavalry Brigade under Brigadier-General

Kinch.— 1 2th and 26th Dragoons.

Artillery and Pioneers, under Brigadier-

General Lawson.

The total strength was 12,804, including about

300 sick, according to Stewart ; according to

Walsh, 14,067, 300 sick. Wilson gives the force

it 15.350 men, excluding officers but including

<><x> sick ; 500 may be perhaps accounted for by

Stewart's excluding our Maltese Pioneers and

lullowers. He estimates the effective force at

prabably not above 12.000. Alison gives the

following figures

— 16.5 13 infan-

try, artillery, and
cavalry, and qqo

aek. On the

!e. I prefer

I " accept Wil-
• i*5 estimate

of 1 2,000 effi-

cient fighting-

men.

The French
numbered, ac-

cording to Ali-

son. 26.520 and

•04 sick ; but

thes; were dis-

tributed at dif-

ferent points

—

chiefly Alexan-
dria and Cairo.

Die commander
M the French
irmy was Me-
lon, who. from
» vain belief in

'nciliating the

Egyptians, had

narried the rich

laughter of the

>!.!-: cr of the

lath^at Kosetta,

mbraced the Mahommcdan faith, and assumed
he name of Abdallah Jacques Francois Meiiou--

ingular conduct in one who, under Louis XVI..

ad been a baron and a marechal-dc-camp. A
allant soldier, he displayed little ability as a com-
lander-in -chief, and was not much respected by
i* officers and men. It may b^r mentioned that

SIK RALI'll AliEkCKOMlUL.

at Marmoricc, Abercrombie received information

which led him to believe that the French army
was three times as numerous as the British force.

This information was incorrect, as has been

shown, but still the numerical superiority of the

French was substantial. As will be shown,

moreover, fortune gave Mcnou an opportunity

of concentrating of which he failed to take

advantage.

On the 1st March the British fleet anchored

in the Bay of Aboukir, twelve and a half miles

east of Alexandria. It was intended to dis-

embark at once, but owing to bad weather the

landing was not effected till the 8th March.

Though the British fleet had appeared in

sight on the afternoon of the 1st March, the

preparations for

resisting a land-

ing were insuffi-

cient and com-

p a r a t i v e 1 y
feeble. The total

number of
French troops

in the Bay of

Aboukir num-
bered only 2.000

men. including

200 dragoons

with t w e 1 v e

guns. These
were formed on

the top of a

concave arc of

sandhills about

one mile in

length, and
rising in the

centre to about

fifty or sixty feet

above the beach.

The slope was

very steep and

the •iand loose, so

that ascent was

extremely diffi-

cult.

The arrange-

ments for the landing were as follows:—About

5.230 men were to be put on shore first,

to be supported as soon as possible by another

body of troops. The men were to be con-

veyed from the ^hip- in boats of the Royal

Naw and of transports. The right flank of the

boats u.i- to be protected by the fire of a cutter
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and two gun-vessels, the left by that of a

cutter, a schooner, and a gun-vessel. On each

flank also were two armed launches. Two bomb-

vessels and tfiree other ships also assisted to

cover the landing by their fire. Sir Sidney Smith

was in charge of the launches carrying the field-

artillery.

The regiments were drawn up in the following

order, from right to left :—The four flank com-

panies of the 40th ; the 23rd, 28th, 42nd High-

landers, and the 58th from the reserve ; the

brigade of Guards, the Royal regiment, and the

two battalions of the 54th on the left of all.

There is no special mention of the Corsican

Rangers, but they must have landed, for they

lost twenty-nine killed and wounded. Thus, it

will be seen that the force first disembarked

consisted of the whole of the reserve, with

the exception of some cavalry detachments, the

Guards, and a portion of the 1st Brigade, and

ten field-pieces. Of the 2nd battalion of the 54th

Regiment, only 200 landed with the first party-

General Eyre Coote commanded the whole,

but the commander-in-chief was close in rear of

the centre. It was reported that Lord Keith,

knowing the impetuosity and indifference to

danger of Sir Ralph Abercrombie, had given

a hint to the naval officer commanding the

boat which carried the commander-in-chief to

keep as far back as possible
;
nevertheless, Sir

Ralph was on shore shortly after the landing

of the troops.

The troops who were first to land—about

5,320 in number—were placed in boats at 2 a.m.

of the 8th March, but as there was found not

to be room for all, some 1,600 were left behind to

come ashore in the second trip. The remainder

of the 1st and 2nd brigades were removed to the

most advanced ships in order to be able to give

prompt support. The boats carrying the first

instalment were ordered to rendezvous in rear

of H.M.S. Mondavi^ which was out of reach of

the enemy's guns. Owing to the great distances

which some of the boats had to row, all did not

reach the Mondwi before 8 a.m., and it was

9 a.m. before the order to advance was given.

The sea was as smooth as glass, and for a short

time there was no sign of an enemy. Soon,

however, the castle of Aboukir (which from a

promontory on the British right was able to

take the boats in flank), and the field-pieces

on the sand hills, opened a heavy fire with

shot and shell, and afterwards grape, which

dashed the spray into the boats. Captain

Walsh, 93rd Highlanders, aide-de-camp to

General Coote. who was present on the occasion,

and wrote a history of the campaign, dadm&
that the effect was that of a violent hailstorm

trpcm the water. Two boats were sunk, one rl

them carrying a part of the Coldstream Guard>.

and most of those not slain by the fragments, 0'.

the shell were drowned. The covering fire c!

our gun-vessels, launches, etc., produced link

damage to the enemy, and as the boats ap-

proached the shore, to the shot, shell, and grape

was added a destructive fire of musketry from
,

the French infantry posted on the sand hilk
j

Our boats, however, never faltered, and the

beach was quickly reached. It had been arranged

that they should all take the ground together,

but owing either to the configuration of the

coast or to the fact that some delay was caused

in the centre owing to a momentary stopping

to pick up men from the two boats that were

sunk, the right wing reached the beach fir^t

;

then came with a short interval the centre, and

finally the left, which consisted of hired transport

boats, last of all.

As soon as we got under the fire of the
j

enemy's artillery some of their infantry rushed

down to the water's edge and bayoneted men

in the act of landing. The four flank com-

panies of the 40th, on the extreme right, are

believed to have been first on shore, the first, or

among the first, of them being their commander.

Colonel, afterwards General, Sir Brent-Spencer.

The records of the 40th Regiment state, regard-

ing this officer :

—

14 As he leaped on the beach 1

French soldier instantly ran out from behind the

sand hills, and, advancing to within a short dis-

tance from him, took a deliberate aim at Colond

Spencer, and seemingly deprived him of any

chance of escape. The colonel, however, wasj

not in the least dismayed, but immediate!. !

raised his cane, for he had not drawn his sword

and shaking it at the soldier, his eyes flash:!*;

ferociously at the same time, called out. 'Oh,

you scoundrel
!

' Spencer's extraordinary o-n

posure under such desperate circumstances seen.-

to have paralysed the Frenchman's intention*,

for without firing he shouldered his musko

with all possible expedition, and darted off to h>

comrades behind the sand hills."

General Moore, afraid that the landing «rouM

fail unless a post of the enemy situated on -

high sand hill—probably that which we haw

mentioned as being the highest peak—from

which the fire was very destructive, ordered

Colonel Spencer to take it. At the head of hi>

four companies, aided by the 23rd on his let:,
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he stormed that part of the position with the

bayonet, broke two French battalions, pursued

them, and captured three French guns. The
4:nd Highlanders landed, and formed up as

"tcadily as if on parade, and with the 28th carried

and charged up the sandhills in their front,

ill spite of the fire of a battalion and two guns.

The French infantry were drawn off, and Captain

Brown, with the Grenadiers of the 28th, captured

two guns with their horses, limber, and waggons,

after a desperate resistance, which cost their de-

fenders a loss of twenty-one men. No sooner had

this event taken place,

when 200 French dragoons

attempted a charge, which,

however, was promptly

repulsed. This body of

cavalry, however, soon

rallying, swooped down
< n the Guards, who had
just landed, and had not

vet formed up. There was
- momentary confusion,

but the 58th, on the right,

checked the onslaught

with their fire, which gave

the Guards time to get

into line. This done, the

Guards soon put the

French horsemen to flight.

The 54th and the Royal

Regiment, being the last

to land, appeared very

pportunely on the scene,

' r at that moment they

descried 600 French in-

fantry, who had emerged through a hollow in the

sand hills, and were advancing with fixed bayonets

against the left flank of the Guards. The French,

« n seeing this fresh body of troops, fired a volley

and retreated.

The struggle had now lasted about twenty

minutes, and the French had been driven back

everywhere. In fact, the action was virtually

• ver. The French and the British, however,

kept up a desultory fire of artillery' for about

•>n hour and a half, Sir Sidney Smith and
the- sailors having, with superhuman exertions,

dragged up to the top of the sand hills several

tidd-pieces. A little after 1 1 a.m. the French
fell back, and our troops advanced to a position

about three miles from the shore. Thus ended
this hazardous enterprise, carried out under great

difficulties of every description. Nor was our
victory dearly purchased, our casualties being

only 08 killed, 515 wounded, and 35 mwstug, the

latter having been, no doubt, drowned. The
loss of the French was computed at 400 killed

and wounded, while eight guns and many horses

were captured. So excellent were the arrange-

ments that by nightfall the whole of the army-

was landed.

The ground which was the scene of subse-

quent operations was a narrow spit of land with

the sea to the north and Lake Aboukir on the

south
; it is about a mile and a half broad and

twelve miles long, on the western extremity

being Alexandria. Immediately after the battle

some men-of-war boats entered Lake Aboukir

by an open cut. This lake was of great value

to us in respect to protection to our left flank

and also for the transport of stores. Thus a

serious difficulty was overcome, as we were almost

destitute of transport animals. Sir Ralph Aber-

crombie was at first anxious about the water

supplv, but his fears were soon dispelled by-

Sir Sidney Smith, who pointed out to him
that wherever date trees grew water was to

be found. Explorations were at once made,

and proved successful. The castle of Aboukir

on our right rear was blocked by the Queen's

and the itoth Dragoons, who were dismounted.

On the qth, the wind being fresh, no stores

could be landed. On the 10th the disembarka-

tion was completed, and the day was spent in

reconnoitring. Some skirmishing between the
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advanced posts took place, a surgeon and twenty

men of the Corsican Rangers being captured

by a sudden advance of French cavalry.

On the 12th the army advanced about four

miles to Mandora Tower. Beyond a little

skirmishing between the cavalry and advanced

posts no fighting took place on that day. On
the 13th the advance was continued, with a

view of turning the right flank of the enemy,

who had taken up a strong position across the

peninsula, chiefly on an elevated ridge. The
French having been reinforced by two regiments

of infantry and one of cavalry from Cairo, and

by a portion of the garrison of Rosetta, were

able to put about 6,000 men and between twenty

and thirty guns into line ; their cavalry num-
bered 600 well-mounted men. Menou arrived

that day from Cairo, but does not seem to

have directed the operations. The advance was

commenced in a line of three columns, with

intervals. Each column was in mass of open

column. The right column consisted of the

brigade was followed by Coote's brigade, the

Guards, under Ludlow. The left consisted of

Cavan's brigade, with the 92nd Highlanders as

advanced guard, Stewart's foreign brigade and

Doyle's brigade following in succession.

It may here be mentioned that there had

been a little re-distribution of regiments, and

that a battalion of marines had been added to

the force. Our small body of cavalry, badly

mounted and only numbering 250, were on

the right of the rear of brigade of the centre

column. TJuring part of the advance Lake

Aboukir was on the left, and that flank «as

covered by a flotilla of armed boats under

Captain Hillyar, R.N.

The army marched off" at 6.30 a.m., and when

it came within range the enemy opened fire

from their artillery, which, searching out the

columns from front to rear, caused heavy low.

Sir Ralph Abercrombie, therefore, ordered a de-

plovment of the left and centre columns. Tlicv

formed two lines—Doyle's brigade remaining

Al.LWNl'KIA: VIEW I ROM FORT C WAKtl I •

reserve under Sir John Moore in two brigades, in column in rear of the left, while the Guard>

one in rear of the other. It skirted the sea. and formed a third deployed line in rear of Coote*

was a little in rear of the alignment of the rest brigade in the centre. The reserve, wndei

of the army. In the centre wa< Cruddock's General Moore, remained in column on the

brigade with the ooth Light Infantry, under right, with their leading company on a level

Colonel Hill as advanced guard. Craddock'- with the second lin.- of the deployed troops.
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Whilst the troops were deploying the French

descended from their position to attack us. The

wth, which were forming the advanced guard

of the centre column, were charged with im-

petuosity by the 20th Chasseurs-a-Cheval. It is

said that the qoth, as a light infantry corps, wore

helmets, which fact induced the French to mis-

take them for dismounted cavalry. Hence they

however, the gallant Highlanders sprang to meet

them, and poured in so heavy and effective a fire

that thebist Demi brigade were forced to retire,

abandoning the two guns. For their brilliant

conduct on this occasion both the 90th and

Q2nd were authorised to bear 44 Mandora " on

their colours. About this period of the action

Dillon's regiment attacked with the bayonet a

IWO OK TUB M'MII&B kOUE AT '1 HE GENERAL" (/>. 607.)

"ere attacked with great confidence. It is not

expressly so stated, but it would appear that the

'Oth received their opponents in line, receiving

them with a steady fire which emptied many
uddlcs. Some of the more daring of the Chas-

*urs persevered, however, charging right up
the regiment, but were quickly bayoneted.

Colonel Hill on this day owed his life to hi*

helmet, which resisted a bullet which would
otherwise have penetrated his head. In the

nttit Sir Kalph Abercrombie, whose personal

intrepidity amounted to a fault, was surrounded,
liis horse was shot, and he was nearly captured,

when he was rescued by a party of the 90th. At
about the same time the Q2nd Highlanders were
stacked by the 61st Demi brigade, named "The
Invincible*,' ' and were also exposed to the fire

with grape of two field-pieces. Nothing daunted,

bridge over the canal and captured it and two
guns. The French fell back, halting from time

to time to open on us with their well-horsed

batteries. Our progress was, on the contrary,

slow, for our guns had to be drawn by hand

and the sand was heavy. About 2.30 p.m.

the French having abandoned the crest which

they had originally occupied, took up a fresh

position on another crest close in front of the

forts and works of Alexandria.

About this time the 44th captured in splendid

style a bridge over the Alexandria Canal, which

skirted the southern border of the field of

battle ; the bridge was defended by a body of in-

fantry and cavalry, and a howitzer. The bridge

was taken, but so heavy an artillery fire

was opened upon them by the French, who
had brought up some heavy guns from the
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fortification in their rear, that the regiment was

obliged to fall back Almost simultaneously

the commander-in-chief ordered General Hut-

chinson, with Stewart's and Doyle's brigades, to

attack the enemy's right. Hutchinson was.

however, met with a destructive fire, and

Abercrombie, fearing that even if he carried

the enemy's position the fire of the forts in

rear would prevent him from retaining it,

ordered a retreat to the position which the

FYench had held before the action. Our
force was about 12,000 combatants', that of the

French about 6,000. The respective losses

were: English, 1.300 ;
French, 700 and 4

guns.

On the 15th we commenced to fortify our

position, and the day was also remarkable as

being that on which tents were brought up.

So few, however,' could be issued, that though

intended only for fifteen, it was found impossible

in some cases to serve out more than one tent

to every thirty-nine men. Up to that date

all ranks, from the commander-in-chief down-
wards, had slept in the open air. On the 17th

the Castle of Aboukir, having endured a very

severe bombardment, surrendered. On the

1 8th a portion of our cavalry had an affair

which, though at first in our favour, ended

disastrously.

On the iqth 500 Turks joined the army. On
the 20th nothing occurred, but on the following

day took place the battle of Alexandria, the

most severe action of the campaign.

Before entering on an account of this glorious

combat, we must describe the position of the

British army on that eventful day.

The reserve, under General Moore, was on a

height close to the sea, on the right and in

advance of the rest of the army. On the right

of the heights were some extensive ruins, evi-

dently of palatial origin. These were occupied

by the 58th. On the left of the ruins was a

rock spoken of as a redoubt, but really it had no

rear face. The garrison consisted of the 28th.

In rear of the above-mentioned troops were the

flank companies of the 40th, the 23rd, the

Corsican Rangers, and the 42nd Highlanders.

On the left of the height occupied by the reserve

was a valley some 300 yards broad, in which was

placed the cavalry attached to the reserve. To
the left, or south, of this valley, on some rising

ground, were the Guards, with a redoubt on the

right, a battery on the left, and a trench and

parapet connecting the>e two along the front.

In echelon to the left rear was Coote's brigade,

next to him stood Craddock's brigade. On the

extreme left, and with part of his brigade thrown

back en f>otence
y
so as to face the shore of Lake

Mareotis, stood Cavan. In second line were

Doyle's brigade, Stewart's Foreign brigade, ami

the dismounted cavalry of the 12th and :6th

Dragoons.

It must be mentioned that Lake Mareoti*

was dry, and almost everywhere passable by

troops. On the morning of the 21st March

the army was under arms, as usual, at 3 a.rc.

Half an hour later a musket shot rang out in

front of the left of the line. Several cannon

shot followed, and the enemy advancing tem-

porarily obtained possession of a small ficckts

occupied as a picket post. The enemy were,

however, soon driven back, and a profound still-

ness ensued. General Moore, who happened lo

be general of the day, had, on hearing the fir*:

shot, hurried to the left. He soon, however,

became convinced that the real attack would be

on the right, and he therefore galloped bad

through the dark, close, cloudy, and now silent

night, to the reserve. Scarcely had he returoul

when cheers, followed by a roar of musketry,

proved that his military instinct had not mUUJ
him.

The 28th, which had been drawn upon the

left of the redoubt, were ordered into it, and tin

left wing of the 42nd, under Major Stirling, were

directed to take up the ground left vacant by the

28th; while the right wing, under Lieutenan:

Colonel Alexander Stewart, remained 2co yariS

in rear. The enemy attacking the redoubt

were received with so heavy a fire that they fell

back precipitately to a hollow a little in rea:.

but soon recommenced fire. In the meantime,

taking advantage of the darkness, which was s«

great that an object two yards off could not be

distinguished, a French column, consisting o<

the 44 Invincible Legion " and a six-pounder gun.

advanced by a shallow valley intervening bx

tween the 42nd and the Guards, and, wheeling

to their left, were marching in profound silence

between the parallel lines of the wings of the

Highlanders.

It was, as we have said, still pitch dark, anJ

the Frenchmen were further shrouded by the

heavy smoke which hung about in the still

night air. Their feet made no noise as thev

fell on the sand, and it is probable that they

might in another two or three minutes have

reached the ruins unperceived. Providentially,

a soldier of the right wing, blessed with excep-

tionally sharp sight, perceived them, and steppiri'
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nut of the ranks said to his captain—Stewart of

Garth—whose account we follow: 444
1 see a strong

column of the enemy marching past in our front:

I know them by their large hats and white

frocks; tell the general, and allow us to charge

:hem.' I told him to go back to his place, that

the thing was impossible, as Major Stirling, with

the left wing of the regiment, was in our im-

mediate front, at a distance of only 200 yards.

However, as the man still insisted on the

accuracy of his statement, I ran out to the front,

soon perceived through the darkness a large

moving body; and though I could not distin-

guish any particular object, the sound of feet and
.ia:ik of arms convinced me of the soldier's cor-

rectness. In a few minutes Colonel Stewart and
Major Stirling's wings charged the column in

he ruins. But is is proper to explain that it

«!> only the rear rank of the left wing that

jail about and charged to their rear ; the front

-ink kept their ground to oppose the enemy in

iicir immediate front."

When the column saw that it was discovered

t rushed towards the ruins. As the Frenchmen
u-xd the so-called redoubt, but which was

•pen at the gorge, the rear rank of the 28th

iced about and tired into them, the front rank

f the regiment, unmoved, keeping up a fire

B the enemy in their immediate front.

Weakened in number and in some confusion,

ie " Invincibles " dashed onwards to the ruins,

jtaed by the fleet-footed Highlanders, and
enetrated through the openings. The 58th

ud 40th, however, coolly faced about and
red into the French. When surrounded by
"<> and corpses the gallant survivors—two
undred in number—surrendered. The standard

is given up by the officer who bore it to

1 ij >r Stirling, of the 42nd, who handed it over

I Sergeant Sinclair, with orders to remain with

»e trophy by the captured six-pounder. Sub-

uuently he was overthrown and stunned by

•me French cavalry. When he came to himself

ie standard was gone. Some time after, Lutz, a

Idler of the Minorca regiment, came to Colonel

r>ercrombie, and presenting him with the

andard, said that he had taken it from a French
fcer. Lutz obtained a receipt and twenty-four

liars. This incident caused some ill-feeling,

encrals Moore and Oakes were wounded about

'is time, but remained at their posts.

A> the enemy made a renewed attack on
ie left of the redoubt, Moore ordered the

!nd out of the ruins to bar their progress,

s the French drew close, Sir Ralph Aber-

crombie, ever at the point of danger, rode up
and called out :

41 My brave Highlanders,

remember your country ; remember your fore-

fathers.'' Responsive to the appeal, tne gallant

Black Watch, with a true Highland rush,

dashed at the foe and sent them back in dis-

order and hotly pursued. Moore, who had a

keen vision, differing in that respect from Aber-

crombie,who was very short-sighted, saw through

the smoke and dust some fresh French columns

drawn up on the plain, and three squadrons of

cavalry about to charge through the intervals

of the retreating infantry. Consequently, he

ordered the regiment back to its old ground.

Owing to the noise of the firing the order was

only heard by some. Those companies who did

hear it fell back, the others hesitated, and the

next instant the French cavalry were upon

them, with a fair prospect of success, for the

advanced companies of the 42nd were broken

and scattered. The men, however, stood firm,

in groups, or even individually maintained a

stout fight with the dragoons. The companies

which had been withdrawn in time, and were in

comparatively regular formation, repulsed the

cavalry, some of whom galloped through in-

tervals, and were almost all cut off. After

penetrating our line, some wheeling to the left

were shot by the 28th, who faced to the rear.

They were thrown into great disorder by
their horses falling over the tents and holes

for camp kettles, dug by the 28th.

It must have been about this time that

Sir Ralph Abercrombie was nearly slain on the

spot by a French dragoon. He had sent off all

his staff with orders when some French cavalry

reached the spot where he was watching the

fight. Two of the number rode at the general,

and were about to cut him down, when the

gallant veteran succeeded in wresting the sword

from his adversary, who was immediately shot

by a corporal of the 42nd. the other, seeking to

ride away, was bayoneted by a private of the

same regiment. According to Sir Robert Wilson,

he was unhorsed in the struggle, and it is pro-

bable that he was, for we read of him as having

afterwards walked to the redoubt on the right of

the Guards, and as continuing to walk about.

It was only known that he was wounded bv the

sight of blood trickling down his leg, for he

never mentioned the fact that a bullet had lodged

in his hip-bone, though he complained of a con-

tusion in the chest, caused by a blow from the

sword which he had eventually wrenched from

the French officer. When the battle was over he
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found himself utterly spent, and after having his

wound attended to by a surgeon of the Giurds,

he was carried on board ship. While being

carried to the beach he asked what had been

put under his head. His aide-de-camp replied,

" Only a soldier's blanket." " Only a soldier's

blanket !
" was the rejoinder ;

" make haste, and

return it to him at once."

A little after the attack on the right the

French assailed the Guards, driving in their skir-

mishers. The enemy advanced in echelon from

the right, with a view to turning the left flank

of the (iuards. Several companies, however, of

the 3rd Guards being thrown back, this ma-

noeuvre was foiled, and the steady fire of the

brigade, coupled with the advance of Coote's

brigade on the left, caused the French to retire.

Scarcely had this first charge of cavalry by two

regiments of dragoons failed than the second

line of three regiments made another bid for

success. There was a good deal of hand-to-hand

fighting. According to Captain Walsh, the 42nd
opened and let the enemy's horsemen through,

and then faced about and fired on them. The
survivors strove to force their way back, but few

succeeded, their commander, General Koize,

falling about this tune. At the end of the charge

General Stewart's brigade came up on the left

of the 42nd. This was about 8.30 a.m., and

till Q.30 a.m., when the battle virtually ceased,

nothing but a combat of artillery and an inter-

change of musket -shots between the skirmishers

took place on this part of the field. About
Q.30 a.m. the French began, to retreat, and by

10 a.m. all firing ceased

It may here be mentioned that the 02nd High-

landers had inarched very early that morning

towards Ahoukir, where it was to go into garri-

son, being much weakened by casualties inaction

and from disease. When the firing began it was

two miles from camp, but under Major Napier

immediately countermarched, and arrived to take

part in the battle. It is noteworthy that the

steady conduct of the 42nd stood them in such

good stead that, though twice engaged hand to-

hand with the enemv's cavalrv, only thirteen

men received sabre wounds.

The French of all arms behaved with the

Utmost gallantry, but it is with regret that we
mention that many of them when captured were

found to be drunk, and among these was an

officer of high rank.

The brave and chivalrous Sir Sidney Smith

was, as usual, to be found wherever the danger

was greatest. In the heat of the action Major

Hall, aide-de-camp to General Craddock, while

carrying orders, had his horse killed under h:ro

close to where Sir Sidney was watching ihc

fight. Disengaging himself from his fallen snxJ

he went up to Sir Sidney and begged that off.tr

to hand over to him his orderly's horse. Su

Sidney at once consented, and told the man t

hand over his horse. While he was speaking

a cannon ball took off the dragoon's head,

which Sir Sidney calmly remarked, "'This n

destiny. The horse, Major Hall, is yours."

A period of inactivity followed the battle, due,

probably, to the wound of the commander-in-

chief. The problem, moreover, was one •

was difficult to solve. Evidently the g
Alexandria would not soon surrender,

position was strong, their resources

able. A French force, moreover,

Cairo, and the capture of that city would
}

duce a great moral and material effect

distance, however, was great, and owir

want of transport it would be neo
advance on the capital by the Nile. The
operation of the Turkish army was net

it was not yet certain to what extent 1:

be depended on. The attitude of the M r

had also to be taken into consideration. 1

General Baird was expected from India

some regard to his movements had to K
At length, however, General Hutching

had succeeded to the command of the army

the death of Sir Ralph Abercrombie—who
pired on board ship on the 28th—dc\ u!cd <-

a plan of operations, the main feature :

was an advance by a portion of the arm .

his personal command, while maintait

investment of Alexandria by the re ;

under General Coote. He was the nx»ii

enabled to arrive at a determination be

the 20th March, the Capitan Pa>ha with I

Turks had disembarked in the Bay of A
On April 2nd Colonel Spencer, with .. .

Regiment, the flank company of the 40th, ml
thirty of Hompesch's Hussars, was sent to uke

possession of Kosetta and obtain command of the

Nile, for the fleet wanted water and the troop*

Iresh meat. Besides, the capture of Kosetta *m
the first step in an advance on Cairo. Spencer

was accompanied by 4,000 Turks. Onthcoth.

Hutchinson, learning that the garrison of Rosetta

had been strengthened, reinforced Spencer with

the Queen's Regiment. On the morning of th*

8th, Spencer, after a trying march acro» uV.

desert, reached the luiKhbourh

and found the passage of the ri
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was, however, soon forced, and a portion of the

French marched to El Hanied, on the left

bank of the Nile. Detaching the Queen's and

500 Arnauts, under Lord Dalhousie, to blockade

Fort St. Julien, with the remainder of his

force Spencer marched south, and established

himself in front of the enemy's strong position at

El Hamed. There he remained for several days,

sending out reconnoitring patrols and receiving

reinforcements. Gradually during the following

twelve days his command was brought up to

—exclusive of Turks—about 300 cavalry, 4.000

infantry, with, however, only 100 horses and

camels for the guns, water, and provisions.

Returning to Alexandria, Hutchinson had,

with some misgiving and reluctance on account

of the devastation which the measure would

cause, cut the embankment of the canal and let

in the waters of Lake Mareotis. By this means

he almost isolated the town from external sup-

plies, and succoured and secured his left flank,

which was now protected by a flotilla on the

lake. He was thus enabled to leave with con-

fidence Coote, with about 6,000 men, in front of

the town, while employing about 5.310 of his

troops and some Q.510 Turks in the advance

along the banks of the Nile towards Cairo. He
himself proceeded to Rosetta, where he arrived

on the 26th April. Lord Dalhousie and the

Capitan Pasha had established batteries against

Fort St. Julien, and on the 16th a bombardment

was begun from these, aided by the fire from the

men-of-war and boats. On the loth, after a

sturdy resistance, the garrison — having lost

40 killed and wounded and being without any

prospect of succour—surrendered, with 15 guns

and 20K men.

On the 4th May a detachment, consisting of

two 6-pounders, two 12-pounders, two howitzers,

twenty of the 12th Dragoons, the 89th Regi-

ment, and a body of Amauts with four horsed

Turkish guns, under Colonel Stewart, was sent

across the Nile, with instructions to conform with

the movements of the main bodv on the left, or

eastern, bank of the Nile. On the following day

the main body advanced in two columns, one

with its left on the Nile, the other with its right

on Lake Edki, the whole preceded by about

4.000 Turks. At the same time a flotilla of

Turkish gun-vessels and some armed djerms, or

native boats, manned by British sailors, sailed up

the Nile. On the oth the allies halted in front

of the canal of Deroute. which falls into the Nik-

on its left, or western, bank. To the south of

the canal the French occupied a fortified position.

On the 7th May our cavalry- reported that

the French had fallen buck, and by a return

picked up in their abandoned camp it was k<ur\£

that they numbered 3,031 men. including boo

cavalry. On this day the army was joined b\

000 Syrian cavalry—badly mounted, undiso

plined, half-naked, and many without weapon.

On the Qth the armv marched towards Rah

manieh, where the canal of Alexandria falls into

the river.

Some skirmishing took place on both banks of

the river, and Stewart constructed batteries with

which to fire on the fort and an entrenched

camp situated on the left bank. The ncVi

morning, when Stewart was in readiness to

open fire, the fort capitulated and the en-

trenched camp was found to be cvacuatui

On the nth the army resumed its advatwt.

and on that day a very daring capture of a

French convoy was effected.

The Arabs reported that a considerable body

of French were advancing with a convoy, but

perceiving signs of the proximity of the British

army they retired into the de-ert. Gencri

Doyle was ordered to pursue with 250 cavaln.

two guns, and his own brigade. Colonel Abe*

crombie, son of the deceased Sir Ralph, and Maj-r

—afterwards Sir—Robert Wilson, officers on the

staff, galloped ahead of the force onlv accompanied

by a few Arab horsemen. After a seven-miles' ride

they came up with the enemy, whom they found

drawn up in square, surrounding the convoy.

A little desultory interchange of shots between

the French and the Arabs ensued. Major

Wilson thought that audacity might prevail,

and obtained leave from Colonel Abercrombie

to try what he could do. Riding up, waving

a white handkerchief, he announced that he

had been sent by the commander-in-chief to

demand surrender on condition that the officer*

and men composing the party should be sen

at once to France. Colonel Cavalier, commanding

the convoy, peremptorily ordered him to irrixb-

draw. Major Wilson, however, persisted, saying

that the offer was merely dictated by humantn.

and that Colonel Cavalier would incur a heav%

responsibility if he refused it. To this harangrj*

the French colonel paid no apparent attenbcR.

and again ordered him to retire. Major Wifaocu

fearing that his attempt had failed, was riding

towards General Doyle, who in tbe meantime

had come up with his cavalry and was witfci*»

musket shot of the convoy. S udderdy a Ficnch

officer galloped up to Major Wilson with a

request that he would return to Colonel Cavalier.

Di
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who requested time for consultation with his

officers. After some haggling it was agreed

that the convoy should surrender, being allowed

to lay down their arms in the British camp and

not in the desert before the Bedouins. Thecon-

vov consisted of 500 men—cavalry, infantry, and

.irtillcry (including 120 of the Dromedary Corps,

who were picked men)—one four-pounder gun,

and 550 camels. The captors and captured

then marched off to camp, not meeting the

infantry till they had gone about a league. It

lppeared afterwards that the mention of "France"

by Major Wilson had produced so great an

effect on officers and men that Colonel Cavalier

had little choice ahout surrendering.

General Belliard, commanding at Cairo,

marched with 5,500 men and twenty-four guns to

attack the Grand Vizier. Meantime the advance

of the British continued up the Xile, with

occasionally great sufferings. On the 23rd

May, for instance, there was a sirocco, the

thermometer rising to 120'. So oppressive was

the heat that several horses and camels died,

and the troops were almost suffocated. On
the ibth June the British army arrived in

r >nt of Gizch, opposite to Cairo, on the Other

>:de of the river. Preparations being made
to attack Gizeh, and the Grand Vizier being in

position on the east bank of the Xile, threaten-

ing an assault on Cairo, General Belliard on the

::nd sent an officer to propose a capitulation on

terms. The negotiations came to an end on the

:oth, and it was agreed that the garrison should

-urrender on the following conditions — that

General Belliard and his troops, numbering up-

wards of 10.000 effective men, with fifty guns,

were to retain their arms and personal property

and be escorted to the coast. On arrival at the

coast they were to be embarked on ships pro-

vided by the British and transported to France.

By a secret article it was agreed that the French
should give up their arms as soon as they were
' n board ship. By the embarkation return given

by Belliard, it would appear that exclusive of

native auxiliaries and civil employees, the total

number amounted to 12,802.

On the 15th July the march to the coast

began, in the following order : A body of Turks,

the British army, the French, the British

cavalry, with some Mamelukes. On the oth,

foth, and 1 ith August, the British troops from

Cairo marched into camp before Alexandria,

having arranged for the embarkation of Belliard

and his men. This reinforcement was needed,

for though Coote had been joined by several

battalions and some drafts, sickness had reduced

his force to 3,200 men fit for duty. Now the

army in front of Alexandria was raised to a

strength of 16.000 effective men. On the ibth,

at nightfall, Coote with the Guards, under

Ludlow, Lord Cavan's and General Finch's

brigades, a few field-pieces, and 100 of the 26th

Dragoons—4,000 men in all—were transported

in boats by Lake Mareotis to the west of Alex

andria. In order to cover the movement, on

the morning of the 17th, Dovle with his brigade

was ordered to carry the green hill on the French

right, while Moore was directed to send some
light troops to seize the knoll about a quarter

of a mile in front of the French lines, in

order to reconnoitre. Little opposition was

made to Doyle, the French abandoning the open

work on the green hill, the artillery on which

had been previously removed. Moore having

accomplished his object, and the knoll being too

far advanced to be maintained, returned to our

lines.

About 7 a.m. the enemy made a furious sortie

with 000 men, and attempted to recapture the

green hill. The 30th, being somewhat scattered

to avoid the heavy cannonade, were taken bv
surprise, but rallied and charged, driving back

the French, who suffered some loss.

Returning to Coote : he, seeing at daybreak

that the French occupied a strong position about

three miles to the west of Alexandria, left Finch

to make a demonstration, whilst he himself went

on a few miles further, where he disembarked,

without meeting with any opposition, at a spot

nine miles from Alexandria. , The isthmus

between the sea and Lake Mareotis was

about half a mile broad. On the night of

the 1 7th- 1 Sth there was a causeless alarm in

camp, with much shouting and confusion. Coote

issued a severe animadversion, but a brigade

order stated that his remarks did not apply to

the Guards. On the 1 8th. batteries were begun

against Fort Marabout, which was situated on a

rocky islet guarding the western entrance to the

harbour of Alexandria, and 150 yards from the

shore. The batteries were begun on the

night of the 17th-! 8th, and aided by the fire of

some small Turkish and British ships and a body

of sharpshooters. On the 20th the tower fell,

and on the 2 1st the commandant surrendered,

with ten guns. The garrison had originally

consisted of 200 men, of whom fourteen were

killed. Our loss was ////.

On the ISth the army advanced about one

and a half miles towards Alexandria. On
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the 22nd the armv advanced some four or

five miles under a heavy cannonade, which

caused us a loss of sixty killed and wounded.

The French suffered

heavily, and aban-

doned a strong

Dragoons were ordered to charge a halted body

of French cavalry. The latter retired slowly

on a battalion of infantry, who were not per-

ceived by the 26th till they were within thirty

yards. The French then fired a volley which,

marvellous to relate, hit neither man nor horse.

fortified position, with several guns, their camp,

and baggage. On the 23rd, Coote was reinforced

by a brigade under Colonel Spencer. The enemy
threw many shells into our camp, causing, how-

ever, but few casualties. Soon after dark <>n the

24th the 20th, 54th, and a detachment ol the

20th Dragoons proceeded to drive in the French

outposts. Our men used only the bavonet, and

were completely successful after a struggle of

about three-quarters of an hour. About 11

p.m. the French made a determined counter-

attack, but after another three-quarters of an

hour's fighting were again driven back, their loss

on both occasions being heavy, seventy French-

men having been captured and thirty bayoneted,

besides the casualties caused by our handful of

cavalry. It was in one of these actions ihat a

most singular event occurred. Coote was ad-

vancing with a company of the Guards when a

discharge of grape smote them, taking oft'

several hats but hurting no one. On an-

other occasion a detachment of the 2t>th Light

Coote on the 23rd had opened a fire from

three 24-pounders and five mortars, and the

French had retaliated with a heavy artillen

fire. The crisis was evidently at hand, and

in order to create a diversion for Coote the

troops in the east, and the British batteries on

that side, opened fire, and in the evening

an aide-de-camp of Menou came in under J

flag of truce with a proposal for an armistice

preparatory to capitulation. After some dis-

puting and a prolongation of the armistice, the

capitulation was signed on the terms that the

French army was to be transported to France,

with ten guns and private property. The em
barkation return of General Menou was 11,780,

exclusive of ^o sick to be left behind. Our

Google
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force in front of Alexandria at that time was

about 1 0.000 men. When General Menou signed

the capitulation, he wrote his name " Abdallah

Ali y Menou." Turning to General Hope, who
represented General Hutchinson, he said that

he was no doubt surprised at his signature ; that

he had tried most religions, but found the

Mahommedan the best. After the capitulation

Menou entertained Hope at dinner, horseflesh

xing one of the dishes. Probably this was a

nttle four dc theatre, but there can be no doubt

that the French had been reduced to great

•traits for animal food,

though thev had plenty of

rice left.

It was thought in the

British camp that Menou
*as somewhat hurried into

1 surrender by fear of

possible atrocities by the

Turks in case Alexandria

was carried by assault. It

:s undoubtedly true that, as

"ion as the armistice was

-igned. he begged Coote

to withdraw all Turks and

Mamelukes from the out-

posts. He had good reason

to fear the cruelty of the

Turks, for when Madame
Menou was captured at

Kosetta the Capitan Pasha
wanted to send her as a

•lave to the Sultan. The
British authorities, how-
ever, insisted on despatching her to join her

husband at Alexandria.

It now only remains to say that General Baird.

with a force of 5,500 European and native troops,

had proceeded from India.' landed at Cosseir, in

the Gulf of Suez, marched 120 miles across the
dc-ert to Keneh, on the Nile, and thence de-

manded in boats to Kosetta, which he reached
(>n 31st August. He was thus too late to take

part in the campaign. Towards the end of

September the army was broken up, most
of the regiments belonging to it quilting the
country.

SIR EYRE COOTE.

The loss of the British army during this cam-

paign was 23 officers, 20 sergeants. 2 drummers,

and 505 rank-and-file killed ; 168 officers, 1

quartermaster, 140 sergeants, 17 drummers, and

2.723 rank-and-file wounded
; 7 officers, I quar-

termaster, 2-sergeants, 1 drummer, and 73 rank-

and-file missing.

As usual, however, disease was responsible for

more casualties than the enemy. Ophthalmia anid

dysentery caused much loss. From ophthalmia

200 men became blind of one eye and 1 60 of

two eyes. At one time there were no fewer

than 700 men out of the

two battalions of the

Guards in hospital from

ophthalmia, and Ensign

Dalrymple, 3rd Guards,

records in his unpublished

journal that 3.500 men had

died in the hospitals.

It will be seen from a pe-

rusal of the preceding pages

that thi- wa- by no means,

as so many believe, one

sharp fight at landing and

another in the battle before

Alexandria ; but a cam-

paign in which, besides

these two actions, there

were many skirmishes, in-

cluding some severely-con-

tested engagements. Alto-

gether, it was a creditable

and glorious expedition,

doing much to re-establish

our military reputation, which, owing to our bad

fortune in Flanders, had fallen very low in the

estimation of Europe.

The value set upon it by the British nation

was shown by the rewards conferred on the

army and navy : a peerage to Abercrombie's

widow, with a pension of ^'2,000 a year ; the

same to General Hutchinson, with the Bath
;

Lord Keith created a British Peer ; thanks of

Parliament to the Army and Navy employed.

In addition, the Sultan granted the Order of

the Crescent to the generals, and to other

officers gold medals.
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THE first phase of the Zulu War of 1879

may be said to have closed on the

23rd January in that year. It had

been marked by a terrible disaster to

the invading army — the taking of the third

column's camp at Insandhlwana. But though

this, in its magnitude and severity, overshadowed

the results of the operations carried on by other

portions of the army, and sent a thrill of horror

and mortification through the British Empire,

there had not been wanting sufficient instances

of bold and successful conduct to encourage

confidence in the future and to point out how
victor)' was to be achieved. The defence of

Rorke's Drift had covered with glory a small

detachment, and had secured the colony of Natal

from invasion ; the first column, under Colonel

Peanon, had driven the enemy before it on the

banks of the Inyezane river, and had established

itself at the old mission station of Etshowe

;

while the fourth column, under Colonel Evelyn

Wood, had traversed and widely reconnoitred

the Zulu country to the north of the White
Umvolosi river, had everywhere brushed opposi-

tion from its path, and was well prepared for

further advance. In the meantime, however,

the movement of British forces was checked,

a new plan of operations had to be formed, the

army had to be reorganised, and the stores and

transport lost at Insandhlwana had to be replaced.

At the end of January the general situation

was this : Colonel Pearson, though he had re-

ceived permission and even advice from Lord

Chelmsford to retire from his advanced position,

had bravely determined to maintain his hold on

the south of Zululand, and had built a strong

fortification at Etshowe, sufficient for the accom-

modation of all his force except the mounted
men, whom he sent back to the banks of the

Tugela. Colonel Wood had moved to Kambula
Hill, where he formed a strong entrenched camp

as a point d %

apf>ui from which he could protect

the north of Natal and harass the enemy by

continued unexpected movements. Between

Colonel Pearson and Colonel Wood the remain*

of the third column held Rorke's Drift, now

strongly fortified, and Helpmakaar. The frontier

of Natal was thus watched and guarded from

end to end, and even if the Zulus, emboldened

by their one great success, had been tempted to

make an inroad into the colony, they miK

either have met with formidable resistance, or. if

they avoided the strong posts, they would ha\c

exposed themselves to attack on their flank or

rear.

Lord Chelmsford—who, after the disaster at

Insandhlwana, returned to Pieter Maritzburg-

had sent information about recent events to

England. As South Africa was not then to

telegraphic communication with the mother

country, the general's despatch had to be con-

veyed by steamer to St. Vincent before it could

be put upon the wires, and it did not arrive in

London till the nth of February. The whole

of England was stirred by the calamitous new*,

and powerful reinforcements were at once pre-

pared for despatch to the seat of war, in addition

to others which were alreadv on their wav. But

not from distant England alone was help to

come. Colonial troops undertook the duties at

Capetown, setting free the regular garrison:

volunteers replaced the wing of the 88th on the

frontier of Cape Colony ; the Shah, which wa*

on her way home from the Pacific station, w»
in port at St. Helena, and her commander.

Captain Bradshaw, took the prompt decision to

alter her destination, embarked the St. Helena

garrison and sailed for Durban, thus provifiBf

an immediate force of 650 men, including •»»

bluejackets ; while the 57th Regiment, just o»

the point of leaving Ceylon, was direct^

proceed to Natal.



THE END OF THE ZULU WAR, 1879.

During the whole of February and the early

weeks of March the general attitude of the

various portions of the English army was one of

defence. Strong posts were established along

the frontier of Natal, and the forts on the lines

of communications were improved and held by

increased garri>ons. On the north alone, the

column under Colonel Wood was unceasingly

active, and carried out many raids and wide-

reaching movements with perfect success. Zulu

kraals were attacked and burned, sometimes at

a distance of over thirty miles from Kambula,

:he enemy's cattle were swept in, in defiance of

all resistance, and even the family of Oham,
Cetewayo's brother, which was anxious to place

itself under British protection, was sought out at

a distance of forty-five miles in the heart of the

enemy's country and safely escorted to Kambula.

The heart and soul of all these daring operations,

which did so much to restore confidence when
confidence was sorely needed, was Lieutenant-

Colonel Buller. whose tireless energy was checked

by no obstacles, and whose colonial horsemen
were ready to follow him through all hazards.

The advantages gained by Colonel Wood were,

however, more than balanced by the surprise of

a convoy, escorted by a company of the 80th

Regiment, which was conveying supplies to

Luneberg. Captain Moriarty and sixty-two

men lost their live>, and the remainder of the

company was only saved by the boldness and
presence of mind of Sergeant Booth, who rallied

a small group of men and retired slowly, firing

occasional volleys. The saddest part of the story

was the misconduct of a subaltern officer, who
iorsook his men in action, and who, in general

orders, was afterwards held up to the reprobation

of the whole British army.

It has been said that Colonel Pearson had
>trongly fortified his position at Etshowe, and
maintained his hold upon the south of Zululand.

He had with him from 1,000 to 1.200 European
x-ldiers with a sufficient supply of ammunition
atid provisions, and from his post of vantage

he was able not only to survey and examine all

the surrounding country, but also to carrv out

fccvera] well-devised and daring expeditions

against the enemy, and to inflict on them severe

loss. But he was unable either to advance or

retire his force. The whole power of Cetewavo
and the fastnesses of Zululand were in his front,

and the long and difficult road behind him to

the river Tugela, and the Natal frontier was

•xrcupied by the enemy in overpowering numbers,
rhe first task which Lord Chelmsford had to

perform, therefore, was to join Pearson's garrison

with such reinforcements as would enable it

either to push to the front or to retire to its

immediate base of operations, pending the con-

struction of a new scheme of campaign for the

whole armv. Some reinforcements had already

arrived in Natal, but many more were still on

the sea, and the general decided that Pearson

should be withdrawn from Etshowe, and that

in the meantime no further movement should

be made along the line by which the first column

had originally advanced.

The weather for some time had been wet, and

during the African rainy season the difficulties

of moving large bodies of men with sufficient

transport to maintain their food supplies in a

barren country are great. By strenuous exer-

tion, however, Lord Chelmsford had collected

on the banks of the Tugela. hy the 27th

March, a column strong enough to force its

way through any probable resistance to the

beleaguered post of Etshowe. It comprised

the 57th and Qist Regiments, six companies

of the both, five companies of the ooth, and

two companies of the Buff's, in addition to a

naval brigade formed of men from the Shah,
\

Tcncdos, and Boadicea. There were also a
|

squadron of mounted infantry, some two hun-

dred mounted natives, with two field-guns, four

rocket tubes, and two Gatlings. Two battalions

of the Native Contingent were added, but little

confidence could be placed in their fighting

qualities. The whole amounted to 3.390 whites

and 2,280 natives, atid was divided into two

brigades under Lieutenant-Colonel Law, K.A.,

and Lieutenant-Colonel Pemberton, 60th Kifles.

Besides the fighting force, the column comprised

122 carts and waggons containing provisions

and stores, intended not only for its own supply

but also to relieve the wants of Colonel Pear-

son's men, who had been so long cut off" from

the outward world.

The lessons taught by the Insandhlwana

disaster bore ample fruit in the method of

movement in the relieving column. No pre-

caution was neglected, no opening given for

surprise by an active and bold enemy. A route

was taken which was comparatively open and

presented little cover for a concealed hostile

attack. Surrounded bv a screen of mounted

Europeans and natives, the main body and the

transport marched by day in the closest possible

order, ready at any moment to form for defence

in battle disposition, while at night the waggons

were carefully parked in laager, a shelter-trench
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was drawn round the camp, and besides ordinary

picquets and sentries, each regiment kept one

company alert and ready for immediate action.

The first two days of the march, which com-

menced on the 2Qth of March, were over rolling

grassy plains with gentle slopes, wooded knolls,

and small streams at intervals, diversified with

an occasional deserted kraal and patch of culti-

vated ground ; but on the third day the aspect

of the country began to change, the column

entered on a more wooded land with large

masses of the high and strong Tamboukie grass

bordering the road, and many boggy places, the

crossing of which demanded skill and resource.

On this day (the 31st of March) little progress

in distance was made, as the Amatikulu river

had to be crossed by a drift where the current

ran, swollen, angry, and dangerous from the re-

cent floods ; but on the 1st of April the advance

was steadily maintained till a slight eminence

was reached, about a mile from the Inyezane,

and here the laager for the night was formed.

The Gingihlovo stream ran hard by the camp,

and the comparatively open surrounding country,

shot had been fired, no distant muttering told

the approach of war's tempest. It was evident,

however, that a crisis was at hand, and in Lord

Chelmsford's force watchfulness was redoubled.

SIK EVELYN WOOD.

(Photo, FrtuUIU.)

free from thick bush, marked the spot as a good
defensive position. During the day large bodies

of Zulus had been seen by the watchful scouts,

and one dark threatening mass had moved
parallel to the English march ; but so far no

SIR REOVERS LL'LLER.

the strength of the camp defences was carefully

made as perfect as possible, and the soldier* wire

ready to stand to their arms in their appointed

places at the first alarm.

The day closed in heavy rain; and, wet and

sodden, all lay down to take what rest thev

could in their silent, anxious bivouac. At three

in the morning of the 2nd of April the general

went round his waggons and trenches to satiety

himself that all was in order and that no pre-

caution had been neglected. Still the enemy

came not, and the advantage to be gained by

night attack was passing away. Watchful eye>

were strained, peering into the long, shadowy

grass to see the expected mass of dusky warriors,

and watchful ears were on the alert to catch the

quick patter of naked feet which would tell of

the Zulu charge, but all remained quiet. As

day began to break, the mounted men were

sent out to reconnoitre, and under the com-

mand of the gallant Barrow they cantered

into the dim veldt, while their infantry com

rades remained standing at ease round the

laager, at each of whose angles looked out field-

pieces, Gatlings, or rocket-tubes.

Hark ! a shot in the distance, followed by

several more faint reports in quick succession.
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The Zulus have been found, and soon the

mounted men fall back with the news that

heavy masses of the enemy are approaching.

A tew quick, sharp orders, the shelter-trenches

ire manned, and over their slight parapet the

line> of rifles are laid ready to speak when they

have to answer the enemy's challenge. The
mounted men form up close to the waggons,

jiiil on the waggons themselves

:hc conductors and other non-

c/imbatants who are in posses-

ion of firearms place themselves

ready to take a part in the

approaching fray.

Two dense columns of war-

nor> rapidly come into sight

on the further side of the

Inyczane river, and cross its

channel at different points.

These form the left wing of

the Zulu army, and, deploying

into a wide and loose order,

they advance with the deter-

mined bravery of their nation

»gainst the northern and eastern

fronts of the laager. Almost
simultaneously another column
—the right wing—shows itself

o the westward, coming from

he Amatikulu bush, and it

ibo deploys for the attack of

he southern and western faces

>f the English defences. The
ngagement begins with the fire

fGatlings at 1,000 yards; but,

hough this tells with cruel

ffect. the fury of the attack is

ochecked : the men in rear

tcsA to the front, and, in wave
Iter wave, mocking at death

nd only eager to close with

be stabbing assegai, the Zulus surge for-

ward. In all their warlike bravery of coloured

hields, feathered crests, leopard-skin cloaks,

necklets and knee orna-

chanting their battle

time of its measure

dancing step. Occasional shots come
ie savage host, but, confident in their

irs. in their dauntless courage, and in

estige of recent victory, they think to anni-

late their foe with their strong right arms

one as they had done at Insandhhvana.

But when the leading lines have come within

© yards of the shelter-trenches a sudden sheet

of flame bursts from the English parapets, and a

leaden hail hisses over the plain, blighting them

with destruction. Many a grim warrior reels and

falls, many a kraal may now look in vain for

its young men returning over the veldt. But

there is no craven thought of retreat. As one

man sinks to the earth, others rush on in his

place, and from the cover afforded by the long

ad white oxtail

lents, they come,

id marking the

song

with

from

num-
their

OROUP OF ZULUS IN FULL DRtSS.

Tamboukie grass the Zulus now keep up a heavy

and well-sustained fire. An attempt is made
on the northern angle of the laager, and some
of the warriors even reach to within twenty-five

yards of the death-dealing rifles. But nothing

human can stand against the withering steady

volleys that come from the 60th, and the attack,

not checked alone, but blasted and destroyed, is

hopeless. Better fortune or less steady resistance

may be met with in an assault on another face

of the laager, and, without confusion or delay,

some of the heavy masses run round to join

the western attack, which is withstood bv the

57th and gist. Again the desperate charge is
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delivered, again it is met by the paralysing torrent

of lead. Effort after effort is made with de-

spairing courage to come to close quarters, and

Dabulamanzi himself, the great induna who
commands the whole, is seen leading heroically.

But all to no purpose. The flower of Zululand

are scattered and broken on the plain where

they have fought so well. Lord Chelmsford sees

that the time has come for counter-movement to

complete the success of defence. Major Barrow,

who, with his mounted men. is already in the

saddle, is launched at the Zulu flank, and gives

the order to charge. The little band of horse-

men, their sabres biting deep, scatters the

enemy's groups which still retain any cohesion,

and soon the remnant of Cetewayo's warriors

are in hasty and disordered flight.

Assault so desperate and defence so stern

could not but entail loss to the English,

even though they were completely victorious.

Lieutenant-Colonel Northey, of the 6oth, and

Lieutenant Johnson, of the QQth, with q non-

commissioned officers and men, were buried

at Gingihlovo ; and 6 officers, with 46 non-

commissioned officers and men, were wounded.

It cannot be said that Lord Chelmsford's success

was dearly bought, but the price paid was none

the less to be deplored.

As the immediate result of the battle, Colonel

Pearson's garrison at Etshowe was relieved and
withdrawn to the Tugela ; and Lord Chelmsford

was free to consider his future plans for invading

Zululand.

Among other measures taken by Lord Chelms-

ford to facilitate his operations between the 28th

March and the 4th April, he had sent directions

to Colonel Evelyn Wood to make, if possible, a

diversion in the north, which might have the

effect of withdrawing in that direction a pro-

portion of Cetewayo's army, and thus reducing

the opposition which might be looked for on the

march to Etshowe. Such orders were welcome
to the commander of the force at Kambula, and

he set himself with characteristic energy to act

upon them, and to undertake such an operation

as by its audacity should stir Cetewayo to

employ a large force in reprisal, and by its

vigour should shake the Zulu monarch's pres-

tige in a great part of his dominions.

The Inhloblane mountain is a table-topped

eminence about three miles long, whose nearest

point is twenty miles from Kambula. Its sides

are precipitous, and its summit can only be

reached by a few difficult paths winding through

rocks, and commanded at every turn by such

strong positions of defence as caves and over-

hanging heights. In 1X71 it was occupied bv

a strong and warlike Zulu tribe, whose km1 -

were perched on an almost inaccessible lc^.

or terrace, and whose cattle, in time of danger,

found a place of safety on the topmost plateau

Colonel Wood had had, on the 16th March, an

opportunity of reconnoitring this fastness ; and

he resolved that he would best make the diver-

sion desired by Lord Chelmsford, in attack:-^

and raiding it from end to end.

At so great a distance from his camp it wi*

obviously impossible to employ the Bntbh

infantry under his command, and the attad

on the mountain was therefore entrusted t-

the mounted troops and to the light and ectsve

native allies who had been partially armed and

organised as a portion of his force. The

attackers were divided into two portions, which

were to operate against the two end> <«" tbt

mountain—that sent against the eastern end

being intended to form the main attacking

force, while the other was to create a diver-

sion and act principally in support. The first,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Buller, consisted 4

about 400 white men and 277 natives ; ik

second, under Lieutenant -Colonel Rus>ell, i*

sisted of 200 white men and 440 natives.

On the 27th March the two small forces kfc

Kambula camp and bivouacked for the night a

different points in the neighbourhood of tht

mountain, Lieutenant-Colonel Buller about fcvt

miles from its south-eastern extremity, and Lcm-

tenant-Colonel Russell four miles from it to tit

south-west. On the 28th Buller left his restinf-

place at 3.30 a.m., and, under cover of the mora-

ing mist, began the ascent of the narrow pata

leading to the summit. The way was hardh

passable for mounted men, and it could not have

been traversed in the face of prepared rcsst-

ance ; but the few Zulus who guarded it vat

taken by surprise, and could not withstand d*

daring attack. As it was, indeed, the piateat

was only reached by the strength of Bullet*

energy, with a loss of two officers and c«c

private, besides many casualties among the

horses. Colonel Wood, with his staff and per-

sonal escort, passed the night at Russell's bivww.

and left it soon after 3 a.m., intending toj<*

Buller. On the way he met Colonel WeatherJev

who commanded some colonial mounted trwp

attached to Buller's party, and w ho, losing tend*

with the column in the darkness, had failed tP

follow it up the mountain side. In the ***

increasing light Colonel Wood could see Bullet
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men already on the hilltop, and the sound of

firing was audible on the north-east face. Lead-

ing the way himself, he pressed forward with

Weatherley towards the path by which Buller

hai ascended, and followed the track marked by

:;.«. bodies of dead and wounded horses. The

enemy were, however, by this time thoroughly

j-tir. and a heavy fire was opened from front and

:ik, poured from behind huge boulders of

rock. Mr. Lloyd, Colonel Woods interpreter,

fell mortally wounded, Colonel Wood's horse was

killed, and other casualties were suffered. The
uta! shots seemed to come from a particular

wkv crevice, and Colonel Wood ordered some
«' Weatherley 's men to dislodge the Zulus who
were in it. There was some little delay in

obeying this command, and Wood's staff and

escort, taking the matter gallantly into their

inn hands, charged into the cave. Captain

Campbell, who was leading, was shot dead by a

Zulu hidden within ; but his comrades forced

their entry, cleared the cave, and resistance at

th:> point was overcome for the moment by

their pluck and determination. Buller 's task

hail evidently been accomplished, however, and,

with two of his staff killed, Wood gave up the

thought of joining him. Some of Weatherley 's

nie-i had also been killed, and he received

permission to try to force his ascent by another

track. Colonel Wood then returned to see how
Russell's party had progressed, bringing with

hmj a wounded man.

Meantime, Russell had effected the ascent of

the western end of the hill without opposition,

but found himself on a lower plateau than that

a'hich Buller had reached. The descent from
'he upper plateau to the lower one was an

ilmost sheer cliff, up the face of which was a

?ath, practicable for men climbing, but quite im-

X)ssible for the upward movement of horses.

FVr»m hiding-places in the cliff fire was opened,

fhich caused some casualties, but this did not

prevent communication being opened by dis-

u^unted men with Butter's force above, and all

leaned to be going well. A quantity of cattle

""is seized, and the force remained halted,

waiting for the turn of events. Suddenly the
seen sighted native allies were seen gesticulating

md pointing to a distant ridge of hills to the

HTthward. The dull eyes of the Europeans
"iild detect nothing, but a powerful telescope

flowed a Zulu army on the march, moving with
he marvellous swiftness of their nation. Their
lumber could not then be estimated, but there
*cre evidently many thousands, and they were

moving apparently towards Kambula camp. The
threatening presence of this great torce intro-

duced a new and unlooked-for element into

the conditions of the day's operations, and

Russell judged it best to release the cattle which

had been captured, and to send the dismounted

natives who were with him back to Kambula
;

as, in case thev were pressed, the horsemen

would then be able to act more freely and inde-

pendently. It was obvious that Buller must

soon retreat from the top of the mountain, but

it was uncertain by what route he would come,

so Russell took up a position on some rising

ground, from which he could give aid to Buller

whenever he might appear.

Colonel Wood was moving westward along

the side of the hill, as has been told, when he

also became aware of the proximity of the Zulu

army, and all that its threatening presence

meant. Russell's force was the only one under

his hand, and to it he sent a written order to

move to the Zungen Nek, going on him-

self to the place which he distinguished by

that name. Unfortunately, Russell, who had

only lately arrived in that part of the

country, did not know the Zungen Nek, and

the aide-de-camp who brought the order was

unable to direct him. The officers of the force,

some of whom knew the land, were called in

council, and all indicated a place about six miles

distant, which had been passed on the march of

the 27th. Russell then moved there rapidly,

loath to leave the place where he believed that

he could cover Buller's retreat, but supposing

that Colonel Wood, who knew the whole situa-

tion better than he, had good grounds for

wishing him elsewhere. Alas ! Wood had

meant another spot, and by this misinterpre-

tation of the order Russell was removed from

the place where he was afterwards sorely

wanted, and took little further part in the day's

work.

Not alone by Wood and Russell had the ap-

proaching Zulu army been noted, but Buller

had also seen it from the upper plateau, and

the inhabitants of the Inhloblane mountain,

gathering renewed courage and confidence from

the nearness of a great mass of allies, began to

press on the men who an hour before had

scattered them in flight. Buller had to retreat,

and the only way that was open to him
was the precipitous path at the western end
of the plateau. Down this path no man
could ride, and, even when left to them-

selves and driven down it like sheep, many of
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the horses, though African bred and surefooted

in any ordinary circumstances, fell headlong

almost from top to bottom. Buller was encum-

bered with wounded men, the horses of many of

his followers had been killed, and his position

Dutchman who had rendered many valuable

services to Colonel Wood's column. When the

lower level was at last reached there was still a

long and weary march before the shattered band,

and if the great Zulu army had attacked, the

"RIKLK IN HAND, HE HELD THE TOST OF HONOUR IN REM "

result must have been fatal. But, exhausted

by their rapid movement from Ulundi, thev

did not close, and Buller was able to bring

off his men with little further loss. That he-

did so was entirely due to his own undaunted

courage ami resolution, and to the personal

example which he set. as. rifle in hand, he held

the post of honour in rear, and maintained a

r^|yd tj^Google

*emed almost desperate, but his grand coolness

wd courage never failed, and he conducted his

retreat with the utmost steadiness and heroism.

The descent from the upper plateau was accom-
plished, the Frontier Light Horse and the Boer
contingent forming the rear-guard, and striving

lo hold the enemy in check; and at this time
•ell sixteen men with Mr. Piet Uvs, the gallant
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steady front against the foes who thronged in

pursuit.

But the heaviest losses of the day were not

where Buller commanded in person. Before the

great Zulu army came in view he had sent a

party under Captain Barton, Coldstream Guards,

his second in command, to bury his comrades

slain in the early morning, with orders that,

when the duty was accomplished, they should

make their way independently to Kambula.

Captain Barton eventually met Colonel Weather-

ley, after, as has been told, the latter parted

ith.Cr I Com/. Ijtk.

HockfttiCcunttrAtUth.

— •*•>•

PLAN OF THE DAT IXE OK KAMUl'I.A.

from Colonel Wood, and with him moved to-

wards Kambula by the south side of the moun-

tain. But they found themselves unexpectedly

within a short distance of the Zulu army,

" which had by this time approached the

Inhloblane so closely as to leave no outlet

between its right flank and the mountain."

The position was critical ; but as all were

mounted men, there was still hope that, by

retracing their route, they might pass to the

safe line of retreat by the north side of the

Iifhloblane over the rising ground called the

Itventika Neck, without coming into collision

with the overwhelming hostile force. Too late
;

the retreating soldiers might indeed have es-

caped from the portion of the main Zulu army

which had been detached to pursue them ; but

their path over the Itventika Neck was barred

by a number of the enemy, occupiers of the

mountain, who, scattered and defeated in the

morning, had now again gathered from the

caves of their refuge and had descended to

the strong position where they had the English

at their mercy. Captain Barton, supported by

Colonel Wcatherley, did all that a gallant soldier

could do under the circumstances. He strove

to cut his way through the now swarming

masses of the enemy, but everything wa*

against him. Hampered by difficulties of the

ground, greatly outnumbered, with men and

horses ex-

hausted, all

his efforts were

unsuccessful,

and of his and

Colonel Wee

t herley's men

only a few

survived the

fatal conflict.

Neither Cap-

tain Bart*;!

nor Color.cf

Weatherlev
was amonc
that few. The

story of Cap-

tain Barton-

end was not

disclosed till

the followiiL'

year, when

was learned,

principals
from the storv

of a Zulu, who acknowledged that he himscl:

had struck the last and fatal blow, and parti,

from the position in which the remain? ti

the gallant soldier were then found. He h3ii

succeeded in passing the place where his

enemies were thickest, and was in a fair

to escape but that he had taken a wound-.'

man behind him on his horse. The wearied

beast failed to cany the double burden awav

from his pursuers, and Captain Barton and the

companion for whom he had sacrificed his c« .

life dismounted and were separated. The latu

being unarmed was killed at once. The Zulu*

then turned on Captain Barton, whose ooh

weapon was a revolver, which unfortunate!,

was out of order and missed fire. Even then

though defenceless, his bold front seems to haw

kept his enemies at a distance till he fell, shot h
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a stealthy savage from behind, and the murder-

ous assegai was able to do its bloody work.

Brave, chivalrous, and gentle, when almost

artain safety was within his reach he threw

it away because he could not forego the chance

ot saving a comrade's life; and when all hope

tvas gone and death stood before him he met

1 .teadfastly as an English officer and a gentle-

man, with his face to the foe.

If the day on the Inhloblane mountain had

<<x*\ alone, even though it was distinguished

by many acts of personal self-devotion and left

manv proud memories, it would none the less

have been counted as one of disaster and

have shaken public confidence in the fortune

«' the English arms in Africa ; but happily it

was only the first act of a battle drama whose

cod was to wear a different aspect.

It was now certain that a formidable army
*as in the neighbourhood of Kambula. but it

not known what were its ultimate designs

—

whether it intended to attack the English force

under Colonel Wood, or whether, neglecting

that force altogether, it was preparing for the

invasion of Natal. Information received from

tarious sources, however, at length led to the

belief that the English position would be as-

saulted about midday on the 20th of March.

The position taken up at Kambula was on

the ridge of a mountain spur. Its most im-

portant feature was a large waggon laager,

end. .sing the hospitals, stores, and giving a

Circle of defence for the greater part of Colonel

Wood's force. On a small knoll about 150

urd> to the westward was a strong redoubt

capable of holding three companies, while on
the southern side, commanded both by the-

reat laager and the redoubt, there was a

fccond and smaller laager in which were shel-

tered the draught oxen. Towards the north

the ground trended away in a gentle slope

f nn ijg a natural glacis, but southwards there

ic-rc several abrupt ledges and broken ground,

"hi could not be commanded by the fire of

tk- defence, and which afforded cover under

*hich an attack might be made. The force at

Kambula consisted of 2.080 men of all arms,

including sick in hospital and some natives.

It was in the highest state of discipline and

preparation. No expedient of war had been

overlooked by its commander. Every man
knew his post, and all felt perfect confidence

that if an attack came, however formidable it

might be, it would break in vain against the

Well-ordered defence.

So thoroughly prepared was everything tlwt

on the 2Qth March it was not considered

necessary to alter the daily routine of the

camp. Two companies were sent to cut fuel,

which was urgently needed, and the usual

reconnoitring parties moved out to patrol and

watch the neighbourhood. At 1 1 a.m. reports

came in that the Zulus were approaching, and

shortly afterwards they were seen moving from

the Zungi mountain in five dense columns.

The woodcutters were brought back, the call

" Stand to your arms !
" was heard, the tents

were struck, boxes of reserve ammunition placed

open in convenient spots, and every man fell

in at his appointed post. By half-past one the

general movement of the Zulu army was full

in view, its right wing circling round the camp
to the north, and the centre and left keeping to

the southward, but both out of fire from the

artillerv. Colonel Wood wished to force the

right wing to engage prematurely, and thus to

avoid the delivery of a simultaneous combined

attack from the whole army. To this end he

sent out some of his mounted men under

Lieutenant-Colonels Buller and Russell, and the

action commenced by their riding up to the

Zulu flank, dismounting and opening fire. Even
Zulu discipline was not strong enough to keep

in hand a powerful column when attacked bv

a handful of men, and the whole Zulu right

wing turned and charged the little body of

horsemen. These remounted and retired, having

accomplished their task. As they neared the

camp the artillerv opened, and shell after shell

sped over their heads against their pursuers.

But the Zulus were committed to the attack,

and pressed on, coming under the heavy fire

of the laager and the redoubt. Their losses were

severe, and. determined as they were, thev never

reached within 200 vards of the death-dealing

muzzles, and eventually had to fall back to the

shelter of some rocks to the north-east.

The attack of the Zulu right wing having

been checked, Colonel Wood was now able to

devote all his energies to repelling the enemy's

centre and left. By 2.15 p.m. the west and
south of the camp were heavily assaulted, and,

taking advantage of the broken ground above

described, the Zulus gathered in large numbers
to pour themselves upon the cattle laager. Here
Captain Cox, of the 13th, with a company of his

regiment, was posted, and made a strenuous

defence till, himself severely wounded, and with

many casualties among his men. lie was over-

whelmed by numbers, and forced to retire to
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the main laager. This success encouraged the in doubt after this episode. True, the defenders

enemy to make a deciding effort, and a heavy now only held the main laager and the redoubt

mass began to form where the dip of the ground True, the Zulus, with desperate bravery, made
sheltered them from fire. But before they could rush after rush almost up to the English rifle>

make themselves felt, Colonel Wood, with the but the power of the defence never relaxed,

truest military instinct, resolved to anticipate while the attacks became feebler and feebler a,

them by a counter attack. The word was passed: the afternoon wore on. By 5.30 p.m. it became
"The 90th are going to charge: cease firing evident that the Zulus had thoroughly lost

from the laager," and two companies, magnifi- heart, and were beginning to draw back from

the stern bulwarks which had so long

defied their best efforts to break in

The Zulu attack was now repulsed

on all sides. Wearied with their

efforts, discouraged by their heav\

losses, their choicest warriors mown

down by the pitiless hail from the

impregnable barrier before them, small

wonder if the brave savages who had

fought so well turned to flight. The

threatening masses melted away, ami

were soon a disorganised stream <>•

panic-stricken men fleeing across the

plain to distant strongholds. Bu;

safety was not to be easily and quickly

gained. The indefatigable Bulltr wa^

again in the saddle, and, at the head

of the mounted men of Wood's force,

followed hard in pursuit of the

shattered, hopeless foe. Rapidly a-

the Zulus moved, the mounted ride

men easily kept pace with then:

maintaining a ceaseless galling tire,

and the bodies of the slain marked

their track across the veldt. Sonic

turned, with the boldness of despair

to essay the chance of resistance

but their very bravery only made

their fate certain, as their fire had

little or no effect, and they were at

the mercy of an enemy who could

act with deliberation.

The pursuit lasted for seven miles, when the

fall of night ended a day of victory for Colonel

Wood, a day whose issue, more than that of am

other in the whole war, broke the power of

Cetewayo and secured Natal from any l1i.uk o*'

invasion. But the pride of victory was mingled

with sorrow. Three officers were killed-

Lieutenant Nicholson, R.A., shot while bravcK

working his guns in the redoubt. Lieutenar.:

White, of the Transvaal Rangers, and Lieu

tenant Bright, QOth ; 25 men were also killed.

5 officers and 50 men were wounded. In the

loss that was sustained Kambula paid

PLAN 1879.

cently led by Major Hackett, issuing from the

defences, swept down upon the gathering foe,

and, opening a heavy fire, forced them to fall

back. There was a heavy cross fire, however,

from a westward height, to which Hackett's

companies were exposed, and they were recalled

to shelter, having suffered severely in their

brilliant and effective movement. The gallant

Hackett himself was most severely wounded,

and never again saw the light of day. for a bullet

passed through both eyes ; Lieutenant Bright

was mortally hit while running forward to pick

up Hackett, and the rank-and-file paid dearly

for their valour. The issue of the day was never

1 v

penalty for Insandhlwana, for the Zulus us^
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with effect the captured rifles of the ill-fated

first battalion of the 24th.

It has been told that when the calamitous

news of Insandhlwana arrived in England

powerful reinforcements were at once sent to

South Africa. Besides those of which mention

has already been made, a total strength of 387
officers, 8,895 men, and 1,866 horses was de-

spatched from the United Kingdom, and all

these had disembarked at Natal before the

middle of April. Included in this force were

four general officers, two regiments of cavalry,

two batteries of artillery, five battalions of in-

fantry, and strong detachments of Royal En-
gineers and Army Service Corps, besides a due
proportion of the departmental services. A
gallant volunteer, the Prince Imperial of France,

whose military education had been completed in

the country which had sheltered his family after

its fall from power, also sailed with England's

soldiers to throw in his lot with theirs.

The successes at Gingihlovo and Kambula had

paved the way for a definite scheme of invasion

into Zululand, and the method of campaign

was now entirely rearranged. The numerous
columns were done away with, and the various

forces already in the field, together with the

lately-arrived reinforcements, were placed on

a new footing. The first division, under Major-

General Crealock, C.B., was to operate in the

south from the lower Tugela. The second divi-

sion, under Major-General Newdigate, C.B., was

to advance from Landman's Drift on the Buffalo

river, while Colonel Wood, now Brigadier-

General, was to retain command of the troops

which had fought so well under him, and which

were now to be called
44 Wood's Flying Column."

and to move from the north of Zululand. The
cavalrv brigade (the 1st Dragoon Guards and

17th Lancers) was attached to the second

division.

With regard to the first division, it will be

sufficient to say that it accomplished nothing

important, though it may have, to a con-

siderable extent, occupied the enemy's at-

tention, and thus facilitated the operations of

the remainder of Lord Chelmsford's forces. A
long time was required for the final organisation

of the second division and the flying column,

for the newly-landed troops had to make a long

and wearisome march up country, and there were

many difficulties in procuring the necessary sup-

plies and transport. When at last they did

move forward, progress, though slow, was sure.

There were several minor encounters with the

enemy, in one of which the ill-fated Prince

Imperial lost his life, under circumstance*

which, alas ! reflected little credit on his English

comrades. The Zulus made no great effort*, and

day by day General Newdigate and Brigadier

General Wood closed, nearer and more oar.

upon the king's kraal at Ulundi or Ondun

On the 2fth of June Cetewayo opened commc

ideations with Lord Chelmsford, but as he did

not fulfil the terms insisted upon, these camel -

nought. On the 3rd of July the second dhi

sion and the flying column, now moving asooe

bodv, were in the near neighbourhood of L lundi

so close indeed that from the English bttOU

the sounds of singing in the kraals could be

plainly heard, and a night attack was mtk

pated. The distant din of the war song died

away, however, and all remained quiet. With

the dawn of the 4th, Buller with his men COtCN

the further advance. The Umvolosi ri\e*

had to be crossed, and on the other side the

ground was rough and covered with thick bifch-

If opposition had here been met, it might hue

been, if not effective, at least very troublesomc-

But the passage of the river and the mov
over the rough ground were not in any

interfered with. The force, consisting of 4.1

Europeans and 058 natives with twelve guz>

and two Gatlings, then on issuing into the

open country assumed the formation of a hoik*

rectangle, the troops forming the sides d
which marched in fours, those forming the

front and rear faces being deploved. while
'

interior was occupied by the Native Coiitingi

the ammunition and tool carts, and the beai

companv. The cavalrv covered the whole.

Threatening clouds of Zulus had been Men

the surrounding height- -0011 .titer the !•

troops l [ear of the bushy ground, and *i

In this time advancing on all sides. An an.

in lorcc u.i> evidently in contemplation

vent further approach to Ulundi, now

mile and a half distant. The cavalry fell r .

and entered the rectangle. Lord Chelm

c;..\c the order to halt, and at once, c\i

in. in t.o. m<r outward, the bristling forni

stood prepared to receive the onset. P»>s*» :

the last time in war the colour* of the r«

mints had liven carried into action. Tho >•

now lUK.iscd. and. as the proud old flags -prs

themselves to the .nr, the battalions made rea»-

}'. add another scroll of triumph to their bl.«'
'

The Zulus advanced, firing, in a great comer,

ing circle, and it their musketry had been t»<

aimed the casualties among the Britis.fi troop
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collected as they were in a dense mass on open

ground, must have heen most serious ; but for-

tunately they had not mastered the use of the

weapons of which they were possessed, and their

wild shots were, for the most part, harmless. As
soon as the cavalry had cleared the front the

artillery opened fire, and while the Zulus were

advancing over perfectly shelterless ground the

shells exploded among them with terrible effect.

But the gradually contracting circle faltered not

in its efforts to close with the British force and

crush it with a deadly embrace. Now the

infantrv volleys began, steady and well aimed,

and the Gatlings vomited their showers of

bullets. Nothing born of woman could advance

with the armc blanche alone against such a fire,

and, for all practical purposes, the assegai was the

Zulu's sole weapon. Every side of the rectangle

was threatened, but everywhere the same solid

wall of infantrv showed itself. The gallant

Mvages could not but recognise that their

dash and determination had failed to produce

any effect. They wavered and began to fall

hack. Their indunas lost confidence, and the

heavy reserves which were in the field were

not brought up to reinforce the shattered first

line. At Q.25 Lord Chelmsford saw that the

time had come to deal a crushing blow, which

should complete the dissolution of the host in

front of him ; and he ordered Colonel Drury
l0>we, with the 17th Lancers, to engage the

enemy. An opening was made in the rear face I

of the rectangle, and the squadrons filed out. The
commands rang out—" Form line !

" 14 Gallop !
"

" Charge !

"—and, with their lance-points down,

the English horsemen, upon the tall Eng-
lish horses, swept upon the Zulu impis. The
charge was well timed, well executed, and turned

the defeat into a hopeless rout. One scattered

volley was sent which emptied several saddles,

but stayed not lance and sabre from slaughter.

Huller and his men had followed the lancers in

their movement, and every knot of Zulus which

still held together was scattered and overthrown.

The last struggle of Cetewayo's army was over,

and Zululand was at last at the mercy of the

English conquerors. It was calculated that more
than 20.000 Zulus were in the field at LTlundi,

and their loss could not have been less than

1,500. The English loss was 3 officers and

10 men killed, and 18 officers and 60 men
wounded.

CMAKGh Of THE I7TH LANCERS AT VLUNDI.
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aSED as he was to splendid pageants,

Napoleon III. can seldom have seen

anything more impressive than his

reception by the people of Genoa
on the 1 2th May, 1859. He was welcomed

as the friend of Italy, who had come to deliver

two of her fairest provinces from the Aus-

trian yoke. His troops had preceded him.

Some had crossed the Alps over the pass of

Mount Cenis, by a road first built by the Great

Napoleon ; others had been disembarked at

Genoa from Algeria and Toulon. And now
the Emperor of the French himself was land-

ing, to take the command of the armies of

France and of Piedmont, the kingdom of his

ally, King Victor Emmanuel.
The harbour, one of the most beautiful in the

world, was crowded with merchant shipping,

anchored in long straight lines—perfect streets

of ships ; and at the breakwaters lay squadrons

of French and Piedmontese men-of-war. As
Napoleon left his yacht to take his seat in a

gilt state barge, the warships manned their

yards and thundered out the royal salute of

101 guns ; the batteries along the water's edge

replied ; and then the forts which crown the

amphitheatre of hills around the bay caught up

the fire. The ships were all dressed with flags ;

the vessels between which he passed were gay

with music ; flowers were strewn upon his

watery path ; men swam before his barge ;

hundreds of rowing-boats put out to welcome

him.

On shore a transformation had been effected

in the narrow streets of imposing palaces

through which the procession wound its stately

way. Every window was a flower garden ;

costly tapestries fluttered in the breeze ; gar-

lands of roses were festooned from house to

house
;

flags hung across the streets. Every
window, every roof, every inch of standing-room

in the densely-packed streets was occupied by

handsome, dark eyed Italians, vociferously wel-

coming the chivalrous Frenchman, who, they

were assured, was pledged to rid Italy for ever

of the hated presence of her Austrian tyrants.

There were few Piedmontese troops left in

Genoa to receive the Emperor, for Victor

Emmanuel's little army was facing the Austrian*

in Piedmont ; but enough remained to make

the French soldiers familiar with the uniform

of their allies. The heavy cavalry wore huge

brass helmets, with brightly-coloured horse-'

tails hanging from their crests, dark grey-blue

tunics, and grey overalls. The infantry of the

line had long, flapping grey coats, buttoned

back at the hip to clear the knee in march-

ing, baggy grey trousers gathered in at the

ankle, long gaiters, and a kepi. The BcrsagUeri

—riflemen—were certainly the most picturesque

corps in the Piedmontese service, as their

successors are now in the army of United

Italy. Short men, chosen for great strength,

activity, and depth of chest, they were trained

to perform forced marches against time, while

carrying their heavy kit upon their backs

:

to swim with their rifles and cartridge-pouchr-

held above their heads
; to scale almost in-

accessible mountains—in a word, to go any-

where and everywhere and to do anything.

They were the idols of the Italians in 1859;

and to this day their uniform of rifle green,

with a huge round hat, worn over the right

ear, and a plume of cock's feathers streaming

down their backs, is the popular ideal of military

beauty in Italy.

For a few days before the emperor arrived

Genoa was full of French troops. They were

encamped on every fairly level piece of ground

within miles of the harbour. To walk through

their camps was to see contingents of nearly

every branch of the French army as thev lived

on active service. The stately Grenadiers of the

Imperial Guard, fresh from their luxuriuu;
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quarters in Paris, roughed it on the dry bed

of a river : their camp was always thronged

with admiring Italians, for as a martial spectacle

it is difficult to conceive anything more attractive

than these, the picked infantry men of France.

Napoleon 111. had revived for them the uniform

of the Old Guard of his uncle, the Great Napo-

leon—huge bearskins, dark blue coatees, white

breeches and gaiters. Splendid as was their

appearance, it was equalled by the splendour

of their manners—to ladies, at least, for to

their brothers of the French line they were

condescending, and to all civilians, except the

English, superbly insolent. To a party of English-

men who visited their camp they were affable,

'.hough a trifle patronising. They exhibited the

Hussars in light-blue tunics and baggy red

trousers strapped over the foot. Lean and

tanned by their African campaigns, and

mounted on beautiful Arab chargers, they

looked the beau-ideal of light horsemen.

A mile or two away were the Algerian sharp-

shooters, or Turcos, as these swarthy Africans

were called throughout the army. In their

fantastic uniform of jacket and baggy knicker-

bockers of light blue, yellow leggings, red sashes

and turbans, they looked picturesque, but savage

to a degree. Indifferent to minor punishments,

death was the only sentence they respected ; and

even a firing-party in the grey of the morning

had little terror for them. One of them, sen-

tenced to be shot at dawn the next day, sat

GENOA.

rimean medals which the British Government

ad distributed among the French troops who
.id taken part in the Crimean War. "Medailles

c sauvetage " (life-saving medals) ,4 we call

lem/* said a grim old sergeant: "the Queen

England sent them to us because we pre-

nted the Russians from killing all her soldiers

Inkernian !

"

Xear them were cavalry fresh from Algeria

—

cheerfully smoking and drinking coffee with

his friends at the door of his tent, and chatted

in gutteral tones with the sentry, who with

loaded rifle and fixed bayonet mounted guard

over him.

The Zouaves also camped for several days

near Genoa. They were the very opposite to

the Grenadiers of the Guard, except as regards

politeness to women, in which the whole of the
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emperor's army excelled. The Grenadiers were

spick-and-span, well drilled, correct, decorous;

the Zouaves were slouching, rollicking mad-
caps, who disembarked at Genoa from Algeria

with a menagerie of pets attached to each

battalion. As they marched along the quay

from the steamers, monkeys and parrots chat-

tered from the men's shoulders, and dogs trotted

beside their masters in the ranks. Their

uniform was the same as the Turcos, but of

different colours ; and the men were French

—

BKRSAG Lt F. K I .

often, it was said, young gentlemen who had

exhausted the patience of their relations before

they became soldiers.

Artillery was there in abundance, but the

public were kept as much away from it as

possible, as the French were anxious that no

information as to the rifling of their new guns

should reach the Austrians before the fighting

commenced.
Needless to say that the infantry of the line

were found at every turn—win", cheerful little

men, who marched all day with huge weights

on their backs without fatigue or grumbling,

and who, like the French soldiers of every

age, excelled in the art of making themselves

comfortable. You would see a regiment led

to a dried-up plain and ordered to encamp.

At once the men piled arms, and took off

their knapsacks
;
fatigue-parties filed off to fill

the kettles carried on the march by the men

themselves ; and the little shelter-tents which

the men also carried in pieces between them,

were run up like magic. Some parties made

little cooking-places with stones, others col-

lected wood and started fires ; the water

fatigues returned ; meanwhile the food had been

prepared, and in about half an hour the fm>u-

pious had a comfortable meal cooking in their

camp-kettles.

As fast as possible the

French troops, as the}* landed

at Genoa, were pushed up

towards Piedmont, which

had already been invaded

by the Austrians. At one

time fears were entertained

that the Austrians would bt

able to reach Turin before

the French columns, whit,

were pouring over the Alpine

passes, had arrived there

but the quick marching d

the French, and the pro-

crastination of the Austrians

combined to save the capitx

of Victor Emmanuel from

capture.

Eight days after Napoleor

landed in Italy was fought

the first of the series of

battles which culminated tf

Solferino. At Montebdlo.

and again at Palestro, the

Austrians were worsted by

the allied armies. On the 4th

June, at Magenta, they made a gallant, though

unsuccessful stand ; and after this fresh defea:

retreated slowly to a strong position oft

of the Mincio, their front covered by thx*

river, their flanks guarded bv the fortress©

of Peschiera and Mantua. The Franco-Pied-

montese army, much hampered by want «

transport, slowly pursued them, and on tbt.

23rd bivouacked on both banks of the Giies*

river, about fifteen miles to the west of tbt

Mincio. Short were the hours of sleep aDo»>i

that night to the French and their allies, f*

at two o'clock in the morning the leading:

divisions resumed their march. Napoleon'*

orders for the operations of the dav were based

upon the reports of his reconnoitring

and his spies. These led him to believe

Dig
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although a strong detachment of t-he enemy
might be encountered west of the Mincio,

the main body of the Austrians was awaiting

him on the eastern side of the river. But

the French intelligence department was badly

served. The Austrians had stolen a march

upon Napoleon. Undetected by the French

scouts, they had re-crossed the Mincio, and by

nightfall of the 23rd their leading columns

were occupying the ground on which the

French were ordered to bivouac on the evening

of the 24th. The intention of the Austrian

emperor, now commanding his army in person,

had been to push forward rapidly and fall upon
the allies before they had completed the passage

of the river Chiese. But this scheme, like that

of Napoleon, was based on defective informa-

tion. The allies broke up from their bivouacs

many hours before the Austrians expected

them to do so ; and when the two armies came
into contact early in the morning of the 24th

June the Austrians were quite as much taken

by surprise as the French.

The march of the allies was in the following

order :—Baraguay d'Hilliers was leading the 1st

-Army Corps from Esenta to Solferino ; one
« f his divisions followed a country road along

the crest of the hills, the other two marched
by the plain. McMahon, with the 2nd Army-
Corps, had bivouacked at Castiglione, and was
moving upon Carriana. Niel was ordered to

proceed with his corps— the 4th— through

Medole to Guidizzolo. Canrobert's corps—the
Jrd—which had been encamped on the western

side of the Chiese, crossed the river on a bridge

thrown over in the night by the Piedmontese

engineers, with orders to march to Castel Goff-

redo, and thence to Medole. The Imperial

Guard, the reserve of the army, was in rear,

<>n the road west of Castiglione. The Piedmont-

e>c contingent, under the command of Victor

tmmanuel. were on the left of the French, and

commenced their share in the day's work by-

sending out strong reconnaissances from their

camps near Lonato, Desenzano, and Kivolta, in

the direction of Pozzolengo.

The Austrians finding that the French had
already crossed the Chiese, had occupied a

position which ran from north to south through

the village of Pozzolengo, Solferino, Carriana,

•aid Guidizzolo. Guidizzolo stands on the level

plain of Medole ; the other villages are perched

<>n the highest points of the triangular upland

which jut> out like a wedge from the shores

of the Lake Garda for ten miles south into

the plain. To the care of the First Armv,
under Wimpffen, was committed the defence of

Medole and its surroundings ; the task assigned

to the septuagenarian Schlick with the Second

Army was to maintain the position on the hills.

The hill of Solferino, the key of the position,

is a formidable stronghold. It stands at the

head of a network of valleys, so steep that the

roads along them are locally known as the
M Steps of Solferino." On the dividing spurs

are strong stone buildings : a church, a con-

vent, a high-walled cemetery, an old feudal

tower, all command the approaches to the

hamlet. The village itself is well adapted

for defence. The houses, built on terraced

gardens standing in walled enclosures, rise tier

above tier on the slope of the precipitous hill.

Early in the day the Austrians occupied the

place in force. Each wall was loopholed, and

at every loophole was posted a picked shot, with

men behind him loading and capping the

muzzle -loading rifles then in use. Solferino

became a series of miniature fortresses which

had either to be breached by cannon or taken

by escalade. Yet, formidable as it undoubtedly

was, it presented a grave tactical disadvantage.

The back of the hill is so steep and scarped that

it can only be descended by one winding path ;

and consequently, when the French had suc-

ceeded in establishing their artillery on the

heights commanding the flanks of the village,

and it became untenable, there was no way
of escape for the garrison, whose only alterna-

tive was to die fighting, or to surrender as

prisoners of war.

It has been already shown that the French,

marching in several columns and on every

available road, all unconscious of their enemy's

sudden return across the Mincio, were moving
straight for the very positions on which the

Austrians were encamped. Very striking was
the view which met the French columns as day

broke upon their march. To the left rose the

broken ground, with the old grey tower of Sol-

ferino looming high against the sky-line through

the morning mist. In every other direction

the plain of Medole stretched away before them.

Long lines of poplars marked the roads ; the

red-tiled roofs and white belfrys of many a town
and village showed in the distance. In the

foreground solidly-built farmhouse* rose like

islands out of a sea of vines, mulberry trees,

and Indian corn. Flat as a board, the plain

was eminently fitted for the action of cavalrv,

and in this arm the Austrians excelled
; yet
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during the day they executed no grand charges

they performed no feats such as live in history.

Apparently the cavalry arm was demoralised by

the defection of Lauingen, who, seized with

panic early in the day, withdrew his whole

SOLFERINO, 8a.m. June 24.1859.

division of splendid horsemen from the field of

battle, before the day's work was even well

begun !

Soon after sunrise the advanced guard of

Niel's army corps, the 3rd, met a strong detach-

ment of Austrian cavalry in front of Medole.

After a sharp skirmish Niel drove them off the

road and took the place, though stoutly held,

by storm. As he was directing his attacking

columns, two staff-officers arrived at a gallop to

report that about a mile and half to the north

McMahon, with the 2nd Corps, was held in

check by large numbers of the enemy. Some
were debouching into the plain at Cassiano

;

others already crowned the heights in every

direction ; and McMahon feared that the 1st

Corps, under Baraguay d'Hilliers, would be

crushed. He wished at once to turn to his left

to aid them. But if he did so, the gap. already

dangerously wide, between his own army corps

and Niel's would necessarily be increased.

Would Niel conform to McMahon 's movement

and himself move off to the

left ? To this Niel, like a loyal

comrade, instantly assented,

on the condition that he should

first secure himself by taking

Medole, and that Canrobert,

who commanded the 3rd Army

Corps on the extreme right,

and who was also moving on

Medole, should guarantee

Niel's outer flank from attack.

But Canrobert was unable

to help his colleague till late

in the afternoon. Orders from

the emperor had reached

him to watch for 25,000 Aus-

trians who were said to be

threatening the French right

from Mantua. The Austrians

did not appear, but the neces-

sity ofguarding against a possi-

ble attack paralysed Canrobert.

Until after three in the after-

noon he took no part in the

battle, and Niel was left un-

aided for many hours to bear

the brunt of the heavy and

determined onslaughts of the

First Austrian Army, under

Wimpffen.

Soon after Niel had stormed

Medole he ascertained that

Wimpffen had thrown out

brigades on all the roads leading to the vil-

lage of Guidizzollo, that he was moving a

whole division towards a farmhouse, Cut
Nuova, about a mile out of Guidizzollo on the

road to Castiglione, and that he was receiving

large reinforcements. After a weary time of

inaction, skirmishing, and distant cannonading,

a welcome reinforcement of artillery reached

the French general, and he at once concentrated

his guns on the Casa Nuova farm. It was sur-

rounded by trees, hedges, and ditches ; its

outbuildings gave a flanking fire ; the Austrian

engineers had improved these natural advantage*

and converted the homestead into a formid-

able work. By noon things looked very ugly

for Niel : he had made no impression on the

defence, and a fresh Austrian corps was seen
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advancing against him ; but the Scotch blood

which he inherited with his name was not to be

daunted. He saw that he must either take the

Casa Kuova or retire. The farm was fiercely

shelled. Suddenly the guns ceased, for a

moment the hoarse roar of the battle was

hushed ; and then column after column of active

little Frenchmen sprang forward to the assault.

The Austrians stood well and firmly, they shot

straight and plied their bayonets vigorously
;

tricolor now floated where the Imperial standard

of Austria had flaunted its black and yellow

colours in the breeze. A detachment of sappers

were hurried into the farm to loophole its

walls on the side facing the enemy, and the

Chasseurs were ordered to hold the farm at

all hazards and against all odds.

Several times during the remainder of this

hard-fought day did Wimpffen make strenuous

efforts to regain Casa Nuova and Rebecco—

a

"EVERY SOLDIER WHO ATTEMPTED TO SAVE THE EAGLE WAS SHOT DOWN "
(/. 634).

but Xiel was not to be denied. The green- hamlet to the south of the farmhouse, which
coated 6th Chasseurs, with part of the 52nd and Niel had occupied early in the djy. In spite

Kth of the line, threw down the barricades, of great gallantry, however, the First Austrian
smashed in the doors, climbed through the Army failed to retake them,
windows, and hunted the garrison from room Among the many episodes recorded of this
to room. Casa Nuova was taken ; and the part of the battle is the following :—A French
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battalion, surrounded by greatly superior Austrian the morning a giant hussar watching by the

forces, was retiring, with the eagle proudly carried wayside. The figure for an instant disappeared,

in its midst by a young lieutenant. Hard hit, jumped over a ditch into the road, crossed it,

he fell, clasping the colours to his breast. A then turned, and assaulting the French officer

grey-haired sergeant stooped to pick up the at the head of the detachment on his left or

standard, when a shell swept off his head
; unprotected side, dealt him a tremendous cut

a captain, bronzed by the sun of Africa, snatched across the head, followed by another equally

up the pole, which fell, broken by the same shot well directed. A volley from the troops behind

that struck him down. Every soldier who at- rattled after him, and brought him down. The

tempted to save the eagle was shot down. But echo of the fire was repeated by the hills, and

the flag was not destined to fall into the hands was the signal that two hostile armies had

of the enemy. When the battle ceased it was met."

found buried under a mound of dead. We have already seen how McMahon applied

Early in the afternoon Niel's position was to Niel to assist him in aiding Baraguay d'Hillier?,

becoming critical. His men were worn out by and that Niel was prevented from giving hi>

fatigue, by hunger, and by the extraordinary help by Canrobert's enforced idleness on the

heat of the day. His formations were broken
; extreme right of the French line, where he wa>

his troops were in great confusion, and the condemned to watch for 25,000 Austrians who

pressure along his line was so continuous that never appeared. Thus McMahon for several

he had no time to restore order. Even the hours, unable to advance, was forced, much

forty-two guns which he had in action could against his will, to remain strictly on the defen-

not obtain for him the momentary respite sive. In this part of the field the battle was

necessary for reorganisation. The gap between for long confined to the artillery, and in this duel

his left and McMahon's right had, by the the French, thanks to the sound views which the

emperor's orders, been filled with the cavalry emperor had instilled into the generals, were

of the Guard and two cavalry divisions ; and able to hold their own. Louis Napoleon was net

two regiments, the 2nd and 7th Hussars, were a great captain. There were many of the secret

ordered to charge the enemy and distract his of his uncle's marvellous success which he had

attention from the infantry. The Hussars not mastered : for instance, the employment

rode straight and well; the Austrians staggered of cavalry reconnoitring parties fort}', fifty, or

under the blow ; and while the enemy were even a hundred miles ahead of the main body

recovering their formations Niel rapidly re- w as a lost art in the French army. But to do the

stored order in his ranks. So much did he nephew justice, he had thoroughly grasped the

recover himself that, on the news that Can- Napoleonic idea that artillery fire to be effectual

robert was at last abotit to reinforce him, he shodld be overwhelming and concentrated under

collected seven battalions of infantry, and hurled the direction of one commander,
them at Guidizzolo—a gallant enterprise, but The French grouped their artillery in masses

;

unsuccessful. The head of the column reached the Austrians fought their batteries indepen

the first houses of the village, but there meeting dently. The result always proved the eternal

masses of troops, formed up for a counter attack, truth that unity is strength. Thus a solitary

the leading ranks were crushed by a withering Austrian batter)- was in action against twenty

fire, and the French retired, overmastered by four of the new rifled guns of the French, which

superior numbers. were punishing it severely. To distract the

It is now time to trace the progress of the French gunners, and enable the batten- to retire,

fight on the other portions of this straggling two or three horse-artillery batteries, supported

battlefield, of which the total length was about by three brigades of cavalry, made a demonstra

eleven miles. The contending armies were of tion ; but the batteries came into action singly

about equal strength : each side numbered some At about 1 .700 yards range the French opened

1 50,000 combatants. fire upon the first that opposed them, and in a

In McMahon's march across the plain towards very few minutes had dismounted five out of it-

Carriana his advanced guard early met the six guns. Another batter)' galloped up to it-

Austrian outposts, and the first actual contact help, but in the space of one minute half Its

between the scouting parties is thus described : guns were silenced by the weight of shells hurled

4i A detachment of French cavalry in front against them by the French rifled cannon. While

observed what seemed through the mist of the debris of these two batteries were making
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the best of their way to the rear the French

sjuns were turned on the cavalry, and it is said

that 500 out of the cavalry and artillery horses

were hit in this affair, which lasted altogether

but a few minutes.

Meanwhile, the 1st Corps, under Baraguay

d'Hilliers, was hotly engaged round Solferino.

Very early in the day this general received

orders from the emperor to take the village.

Slowly and painfully, after many a check, he

had by noon succeeded in winning the lower

slopes of the cone-like hill of Solferino. Further

he could not go. The Austrians, with dogged

irage, held to the crests of the spurs which

commanded the valleys. Foret, one of the

generals of division, led a fierce assault upon

the old tower ; but his columns, crushed and

withered by the fire of the enemy, who over-

hung them in every direction, failed to attain

their object. With equal firmness, but with

le>> success, did the soldiers of Austria-Hungary

defend the convent and the cemetery. The
infantry attacks failed, but the artillery, playing

igainst the walls at 300 yards range, made
3 practicable breach through which the French
poured furiously, and then settled matters with

the bayonet.

The emperor now determined to reinforce

the first corps with part of the Imperial Guard,

and the Chasseurs de la Garde were thrown into

the fight. Formed up in the dense columns
which had survived in the French army since

the days of the Great Napoleon, they awaited
the signal. The bugles sounded the charge,

and the hoarse voice of the colonel could be

heard as
- he placed himself at their head,

' Bataillon en avant—pas de gymnastique !
' 'En

avant, en avant ! Vive l'Empereur !

1 burst

from every throat, answered by the fierce

hurrahs of the Austrians ; and in a perfect

transport of military frenzy the whole mass
'prang up the hill. The thunder of the guns,

mingled with the wild cries of the combatants
and the shrieks of the wounded, made an awful

medley of sound. The men dropped cruelIv fast :

the dark forms of the Chasseurs were marked
by the glancing of the sunbeams on their

word - bayonets. The supporting columns
pressed on. As they neared the village the

puffs of Austrian smoke became less frequent.

Now the French reached the first houses, and
f«>r a moment the column wavered ; then with
-nc mad rush the Chasseurs swept the white-
- f>ated linesmen and the Tyrolese jagers before

hem into Solferino ; and the edge of the village

was won." But every house, every garden,

every vineyard, was a fortress, and had to be

taken separately by storm. A newspaper corre-

spondent said: "These small enclosures had to

be carried at the point of the bayonet. I saw

several of them which were literally covered

with dead bodies. I have counted more than

200 in a small field, not 400 yards in length by

300 in breadth." It was not until 2 o'clock,

after several more assaults and much hard

fighting, that the French reallv became masters

of Solferino ; but once they had accomplished

this, they had pierced the Austrian centre.

While this sharp work was going on at

Solferino, a body of Voltigeurs of the Guard
and other troops were slowly forcing their way
along the heights towards Carriana. It was a

series of hand-to-hand fights, in which the per-

sonal qualities of the French soldier, his courage,

his intelligence, his elan, all stood him in good
stead. Monte Fontana, a hill in front of

Carriana, was the scene of a fierce conflict be-

tween the Turcos and the Austrian infantry.

The Africans, who hated firing and loved the

bayonet, were launched in the attack. Bound-
ing like panthers from rock to rock, crawling

like beasts of prey from cover to cover, rush-

ing with horrid yells upon their astonished

antagonists, they seized the hill ; the Austrians,

reinforced, took heart of grace, and after a sharp

struggle hurled the assailants down the slopes.

The Turcos reappeared, again drove all before

them, and again the defenders by a supreme effort

regained this much-disputed hill, which they

held until the French, crowning the opposite

height with artillery, made Monte Fontana

untenable. To crown that height with artillery

was no mean feat. So steep were the slopes

that the gun-teams could not scramble up them.

The Grenadiers of the Guard cast their usual

dignity to the winds : they threw themselves

on the guns and hauled them to the crest ; then

forming a chain, they passed from hand to hand

the cartridges and shells from the waggons in

the valley to the gunners on the top of the hill.

Soon after the Austrians had been shelled

out of Monte Fontana, the French emperor,

who had exposed himself freely to danger

throughout the day, came up to a line regiment

fighting to get into Carriana. The emperor,

followed by his escort of Cent Gardes, splendid

men in bright steel cuirasses and tall helmets,

"proceeded to the head of the battalion, and

the fire became warmer as the uniforms and

the breastplates of the body-guard served as
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points to aim at. The colonel threw himself

in front of the emperor, and said :
' Sire, do not

expose yourself : it is at you they are aiming.'

' Very well/ replied the emperor, with a smile
;

'silence them, and they will fire no longer !

'

The expression gave us fresh vigour, and, I

know not how it was, but at a bound we
gained a hundred yards, and twenty minutes

later we had taken Carriana."

A hapless Austrian cavalry regiment, in pro-

towards Pozzolengo, the village where by

Napoleon's orders the Piedmontese were to

bivouac on the night of the 24th. Very earlv

in the morning these detachments encountered

the Austrians at various points of the plateau

of San Martino. They attacked bravely, but

haphazard, without combination and without

supports, and they soon found themselves

thrust backwards down the hill. By middav

the Piedmontese received reinforcements, and

tecting the retreat towards Carriana, suffered

great losses. They charged the French mounted

skirmishers, and in doing so passed the nth
Chasseurs-a-pied, who were lying down among
the standing corn. As the cavalry went by,

the Chasseurs sprang up and poured a deadly

volley among them. Two French batteries

completed their confusion by firing upon them

in flank.

While the Austrian left and centre were thus

hotly engaged with the French, their right was

no less actively occupied with the Piedmontese.

Victor Emmanuel, whose little army had been

encamped about Lonato and Dezenzano, com-

menced his share in the dav's work by sending

out strong reconnoitring parties of all arms

fiercely assailed the village of San Martino.

which had been solidly occupied by the

Austrians. At first they carried all befon

them. They stormed outlying farms, the

church, and some of the houses : and then

in wild enthusiasm, cheering for Italy and for

Victor Emmanuel, they surged forward against

their enemy's main line. The Austrians stood

firm. A storm of musketry swept awav the

heads of the Piedmontese columns, and guns,

suddenly brought up within 250 yards of their

left flank, mowed them down with grape shot.

There was a panic ; some of the troops thus

roughly handled ran two miles before they could

be stopped : but to their honour be it said, the}

rallied sufficiently to take a distinguished pan
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in the final capture of San Martino. On the

centre and right the Piedmontese retired, but

with deliberation, and only as far as the railway

line, behind which, while waiting for reinforce-

ments, they hastily entrenched themselves. At

length, late in the day, came the welcome aid.

Victor Emmanuel had promised Napoleon

that a division of Piedmontese infantry should

o>-operate in the French attack on Solferino;

but on realising the desperate need of his

own troops, he diverted the march of this

division, and hurried them to the assistance

of their fellow-countrymen. Again and again

the heights of San Martino were assailed,

and finally with success. The Piedmontese

troops captured the village ; they beat back

an Austrian counter-attack by a charge of

cavalry, and then, exhausted by the want of

food, by fatigue, and by the terrible heat, they

wearily dropped to sleep among the dead and

dying, whose bodies lay thick upon this hard-

fought field. Out of 25,000 Piedmontese en-

gaged round San Martino 179 officers and 4,428

men were killed or wounded—a heavier loss

than was sustained by any of the French army
corps of equal strength either on the hills round

Soiterino or in the plain of Medole.

Early in the afternoon the Emperor of

Austria determined to make a final bid for

victory. His centre was broken. Solferino

m lost, Carriana was threatened ; but his

tight flank was still safe, and his left was

holding its own against the 4th French Corps.

A bold counterstroke against Kiel's tired men
slight yet retrieve the fortunes of the day.

He accordingly ordered Wimpffen to hurl

hrce army corps at Niel, and to crash through

»i> lines. The Austrian troops displayed their

tccustomed qualities of courage and devotion.

Jut the Fates were against them. Round the

arm of Casa Nuova, the key of the position,

aged much hard fighting, and in the episode

»f it> attack are found interesting illustrations

I the value of cavalrv against infantry. Prince

Vindisch-Graetz led a brigade against the

inn, while other battalions were destined to

ttack it in front. To press home the frontal

Uack his columns deployed. Wave after wave
i Austrians beat against the walls of the

Casa Nuova, still held by the 6th Chasseurs

who had wrested it from them in the forenoon.

In all the confusion of the assault the prince

fell mortally wounded. He insisted on con-

tinuing to command, supported in the arms

of his faithful soldiers. Suddenly, with a hoarse

shout, a French lancer regiment burst from

its cover behind a belt of trees, fell upon the

disordered Austrians, and drove them from

the farm like chaff before the wind. At the

same moment the column intended to turn

the farm was once more proving that cavalry

may delay, but cannot break solid and unshaken

infantry. The Austrian column was repeatedly

charged by two brigades of cavalry, but on

each occasion the infantry had sufficient time

to form square, and thus beat off the French

with little loss in men. But the necessity

for halting and forming square had consumed

so much time, that before this column had

arrived near Casa Nuova the assault in which

it was to have played an important part had

failed.

In laconic language Wimpffen announced

to Francis Joseph the failure of the counter-

stroke :
" I have twice attempted to take the

offensive, and have used my best reserves. I

can no longer hold firm, and must retreat,

covered by the nth Corps." Francis Joseph

received this report at Carriana, where, ex-

posed to a heavy artillery fire, he was making

strenuous but unsuccessful efforts to stem the

tide of French success. With great difficulty

was the emperor persuaded to give orders for

a general retreat across the Mincio ; with even

greater difficulty did his staff induce him to

leave the rear-guard, where he was furiously

urging his beaten troops once more to turn

and face their foe. The fighting was still con-

tinuing along the long front of this straggling

battlefield when, to use Niel's words, " a violent

storm, preceded by whirlwinds of dust, which

plunged us in darkness, put an end to this

terrible struggle, and enabled the Austrians to

retreat in safety to the east of the Mincio."

The victor)' cost the allied armies dear, how-

ever: their killed, wounded, and missing were

about 18,000 : the Austrian loss amounted to

about 22,000 in all.
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TOWARDS the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury a certain Hindu religious reformer,

named Nanak, founded the sect which

came to be known as the Sikhs of the

Punjab. Nanak preached pure Deism : his

gospel was one of glory to God and goodwill to

mankind ; and his endeavours were consistently

directed to a reconciliation between Hindu and

Mohammedan.
After Nanak's death the increasing numbers

and importance of his disciples raised up enemies

against them, and they suffered much persecu-

tion. This in time led to reprisals on their part,

and Govind, the Guru, or Teacher, tenth in

succession to Nanak, completely altered the

character of their creed by destroying the

system of caste (which, up to this period, had

been religiously respected), preaching the doctrine

of perfect equality, and advocating, as an argu.

ment, the use of cold steel, especially against

their relentless enemies the bigoted Moham-
medans. With this new departure in doctrine

he changed the distinguishing title of his fol-

lowers, from Sikh, student or disciple, to Singh,

which means lion or warrior.

After the death of Gurii Govind, the Sikhs

became separated into different tribes or clans

scattered over the Punjab, each ruled bv its own
Sitre/Jr, or chief, but all united as equal members

of the Sikh Commonwealth, or Kkalsa, a

mystical term that included salvation, perfect

equality, and government according to the prin-

ciples of Guru Govind.

Early in the present century the Sikh clans

were welded into a nation by one of the most

remarkable men that India has ever produced

—

Hanjit Singh, the Lion of Lahore. In the de-

tractions consequent on the decay of the Moghu!
Empire, he trained his countrymen into a homo-

geneous as well as a martial people, and led them
to war with such success that at one time it

seemed doubtful whether he would be content

to confine his conquests to the north and west

of his dominions, or dare to dispute with the

English the mastery of India, which they had

wrung from the Mahrattas. But Ranjit Singh

was a sagacious statesman as well as a doughty

warrior, and he decided on a policy of friendship

with his British neighbours, to which he adhered

with a faithfulness not common in an Asiatic

sovereign.

At an early period of his rule Ranjit Singh

had been vastly impressed with the discipline

of the British troops, and like Madhaji Scindu.

the founder of the great Mahratta regular varies

of the previous century, the Sikh chief deter-

mined to train and order his troops after the

methods of the West. To this end he enter-

tained the services of several able European

officers, among whom were Generals Ventura.

Allard, Court, and Avitabile. Two of these had

seen service under the Great Napoleon, and

learned the art of war and its disasters in the

campaign against Russia. These experienced

soldiers of fortune brought the Sikh army int

»

a state of high discipline ; and more especiaih

its artillery, an arm much more cultivated then

in the countries of Europe than in England.

Ranjit Singh died in 183Q, and when once hi>

strong controlling hand was stayed, the Punjab

speedily fell into a state of anarchy. In le.->

than four years four rulers had ascended ;he

throne, the last being the late Maharajah

Dhuleep Singh, then a mere child. Under such

fickle form of government factions arose, and

insubordination amongst the Sikh soldiery made

alarming progress. The troops began to elect

Ptinchdvats, or regimental committee;-, under

whose sole orders and direction they acted ; and

when these came to decide questions of graw

national policy it was plain the real power of dM

State had passed into their hands. One of their

first acts was to increase the pay of the Sikh

soldier, and before long the Punjab private drew

I
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nearlv double the amount given to the British

leptry. With an immense army to keep up, this

naturally resulted in the depletion of the Punjab

Treasury, and the national troops fell into

urean of pay.

The reins of government were in the hands of

Dhuleep Singh's mother, the Rani Jindan, or

Chundan. a young and beautiful but utterly

unprincipled woman, whose court was an open

wne of unbridled debauchery, and who had

foisted her son on Ranjit Singh, whose offspring

he was not. This woman attempted to rule

through the medium of her paramour, Lai Singh,

i debauchee remarkable only for cruelty and

intrigue. But the army was the master of the

situation, obtaining what it wanted by threat or

v.olctice, until the time came when there was

Mhing left with which to satisfy its avarice.

it was a stalwart army, equipped with every

requisite which the prudence and administrative

sbility of Ranjit Singh had deemed necessary

br war ; its ranks were overflowing with men
rho were warriors by birth and long tradition,

icd who thirsted for battle and plunder. The
sxent reverses of the British in the disastrous

ampaign in Afghanistan had shaken our prestige,

rhc Sikh soldier had learnt to sneer at us. He
iad beaten the Afghan in warfare, and the

Afghan had beaten us, and the logical conclusion

that he could do it too, only better. In 1 838,

luring a review of the British troops, some Sikh
r Idiers who were present scarcely veiled their

relent criticisms, and boasted that their

«riments could manoeuvre better than ours

;

:id a few days later, at a review of their own
•?vc>. they actually copied our evolutions with

he greatest accuracy and precision. And now
uddenly this nation was possessed with a war
rver. Contiguous to their territory lay the

ich countries of the East India Company, which
ad ever been the goal of rapine in all the

iirtorical invasions of Hindostan. " To Calcutta "

ras the universal cry of the Sikhs—ay, and even

To London," in their ludicrous ignorance of

graphical details. The Rani re-echoed it,

od urged the soldiery to cross the Sutlej—the

'•undary between the two peoples—assuring
hem they might count on the co-operation of

I! the British sepov troops. Action for the

tinghs was a priceless panacea that would
•-copy them and keep her in peace from their

caterings. Unveiled, she stood in front of the

"en la thing no other woman of gentle birth in

*f nation would have done) and pointed to the

rwuier. And where she pointed, thither the

army pressed, with clamorous cries and shouts.

The first Sikh war was one of pure aggression

on the part of the Sikh nation : and the Sikh
nation was the Sikh army.

The population of the Punjab at this time
amounted to three millions, of whom half were
Hindus, a third Mohammedans, and only one-

sixth Sikhs. How martial and masterful were
these 500,000 Singhs may be deduced from the

fact that their army mustered 1 50,000 disciplined

and irregular troops, of whom considerably

more than half invaded the Company's pos-

sessions.

Sir Henry Hardinge was the Governor-General

of India. On the 12th December, 1845, he re-

ceived information that the Sikhs had crossed the

Sutlej. British troops were immediately hurried

forward from Arnbala to reinforce our frontier

posts at Firozpur and Ludhiana. Simultaneously

a proclamation was issued confiscating and an-

nexing to British territory the Cis-Sutlej States,

which had hitherto preserved their independ-

ence. The gage of war had been thrown down,
and taken up with a vengeance.

The first division of the Khalsa army, under

Lai Singh, the Rani's favourite, encamped in

front of Firozpur, which was garrisoned by a force

of 10,000 men under Sir James Littler. For the

next week, daily reinforcements crossed the

Sutlej and joined the Sikh general. On the

18th of the month Sir Hugh Gough, the British

commander-in-chief, accompanied by the Gover-

nor-General, completed a forced march of

150 miles in six days, and reached Mudki. dis-

tant about eight leagues from Firozpur. But

previous to this Lai Singh—leaving a strong force

under Tej Singh, another Sikh general, to mask
Firozpur and guard the passage of the Sutlej

—

pushed forward fifteen miles to Firozshah, a

walled village half-way between Firozpur and
Mudki, where he threw up a vast entrenched

camp. On hearing of the approach of Sir Hugh
CrOUgh, and believing his force was merely an

advanced guard, Lai Singh moved out of Firoz-

shah at the head of 20.000 men and 2: guns to

give him battle.

It was noon on the 1 8th December, 1845,

when the British army arrived at Mudki. after a

distressing march id" twenty-one miles. Possibly

insufficient use had been made of the cavalry for

scouting purposes, for the propinquity of the

enemy was not suspected. The order was given

to rest, and the troop.>. suffering grievously from

thirst, lay down to await the arrival of the

baggage and snatch a hasty meal.
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" Suddenly a scrap of paper was brought to

Major Broadfoot, the Political Agent in charge

of the frontier, who was with the Governor-

General. He read it and said, ' The enemy is

on us !
' He was not at first believed, and even

the cloud of dust which appeared in the direction

of the enemy failed to convince the sceptical.
4 That dust,' he energetically exclaimed, ' covers

thousands. It covers the Sikh army !
' Then,

resistance. But the manoeuvre intended was briK

liantly executed, and the enemy's line—ample,

and far outflanking ours—was turned. Soon

the air was thick was dust, churned up by the

hoofs of the squadrons, until it somewhat re-

sembled a November fog, and daylight was fas;

fading when our infantry advanced in echelon (

I

lines. The Sikhs fired with admirable rapiditv

and precision ; but they had yet to learn the

galloping up to Sir Hugh Gough, he gracefully

saluted him and said :
' There, your Excellency,

is the Sikh army." It was the Political Agent

making over the frontier to the Soldier."

About three o'clock the Sikh artillery began

the battle. They were soon answered by our

guns, whilst the troops hastily buckled on their

accoutrements, seized their muskets—it was in

the days of 14 Brown Bess," when battles were

perforce fought at close distances—and formed

up. The cavalry division, led by the 3rd Dra-

goons, was ordered out to the right and soon en-

gaged the Sikh horse, who made a determined

dauntless resolution of the British soldier, wko

closed in doggedly, drove them along at the

point of the bayonet, dislodging them from the

trees and jungle in which they were lurking, and

capturing position after position. " Night onh

saved them from worse disaster ; for this stou:

conflict was maintained during an hour and j

half of dim starlight, amidst a cloud of dust from

the sandy plain, which yet more obscured even

object."

The battle was sharp and sanguinary. It cod

us K72 killed and wounded, although the English

portion of the army did not exceed one-third 01
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the whole. Generals Sir Robert Sale and Sir

John McCaskell were killed, and amongst the

wounded was the late Field-Marshal Sir Patrick

Grant, who died in the spring of i8q:. Fifteen

cannon were captured, and "heaped round

them lav the stalwart forms of the Sikh gunners,

locked in death's last embrace. How the native

reveres his gun was well exemplified : there were

few that had not fallen near the pieces they

worshipped."

Such was the first encounter between Sikh

and Saxon on the field of Mars. Many hard

knocks were they fated to give each other during

the next lustre, and this

initial trial of strength

engendered a mutual re-

>pcct which was destined

to yield a rare result

when.twelve years later,

they stood shoulder to

-h« iulder and contested

with Pandy and Mussul-

man the supremacy of

Hindustan.

I-al Singh, after his

defeat at Miidki. fell

^.u.k on his entrenched

camp at Firozshah. On
the evening of the vic-

torySir Henry Hardinge,

the Governor-General,

tendered his services in

J military capacity, as

>econd in command, to

the commander-in-chief.

The act raised considerable criticism as one
derogatory to the dignity of his high office

ruler of British India ; but it has been

*eU retorted that to lead the wing of a

British army against the enemies of the country

can derogate from the dignity or no man."
Sir Henry was an experienced Peninsular

veteran, a soldier of calm resolution and cool

judgment in danger, whose genius and quick

perception, when yet only a young officer of

twenty-three, had in a critical moment saved the

battle of Albuera. Sir Hugh Gough was also a

Peninsular veteran, but one of another type.

N'o more gallant or dare-devil general ever

breathed, but '* his only tactics were storming

batteries and carrying them at the point of the

bayonet." It was by the desperate method of

burling his infantry at them that he captured

:hc Mahratta guns at Maharajpur, just a year

before the battle of Mudki
; and these tactics he

Hfc.NKY

consistently adopted throughout the present cam-
paign. An Irishman by birth, headstrong and

impetuous by nature, he lacked that calmness in

affront necessary in a great general. " I nevei

was bate, and I never will be bate," he once

exclaimed, when his rashness had nearly engulfed

him in disaster ; and these few words depict his

character better than a page of analysis could

do. Under these circumstances it was an enor-

mous gain to the British arms that Sir Henry
Hardinge, waiving the dignity of his high office,

consented to accept command under his chief

captain, and, as it
-

.vere, supplied the ballast that

was lacking in that man
of war.

A day was devoted to

the decent interment of

the dead, and then an

immediate assault on the

Sikh entrenchment at

Firozshah was decided

on. The position was a

formidable one, being a

mile long by half a mile

broad, protected with

earthworks, breast-high

•n some places, defended

by seventy-three guns of

large calibre, and man-

ned by 35.000 Sikhs, the

flower of the Khalsa

army. The force under

Sir Hugh Gough con-

sisted of 20.000 infantry,

3.500 cavalry, with forty-

two 6-pounder and twenty-four 9-pounder guns.

Orders were sent to Sir James Littler at

Firozpur to move out and join in the attack

with all the men he could spare, and to facilitate

the junction a considerable detour was made by

the main army, which carried it about four miles

south of the enemy - pi isition. At eleven o'clock

on the 2 1st December Sir Hugh Gough called

a halt in the middle of a broad expanse of level

plain, much encumbered with thorn-jungle and

dotted with infrequent villages. Meanwhile,

Sir James Littler, leaving his camp standing to

disarm suspicion, started quietly in the early

morning to reach his rendezvous, without Tej

Singh, the Sikh general in command of the

army in front of Firozpur, being aware of his

departure. But it was considerably past noon

before he found himself in touch with the com-

mander-in-chief.

Sir Hugh Gough, restless ever and impatient

HARLMNGE.
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for action, could not brook the delay, and

shortly after he had ordered the halt, rode up to

where the Governor-Genera] was resting and

exclaimed, M Sir Henry, if we attack at once I

promise you a splendid victory." Hardinge at

once realised the gratuitous rashness of assaulting

the extended Sikh position before being reinforced

by Littler. Rising from the ground on which he

was seated, he withdrew, followed by the com-

mander-in-chief, to a small grove of trees a few

yards distant ; and there, walking up and down,

the two conferred, whilst much speculation was

rife amongst the staff as to the result of the

interview. Memory mechanically reverts to the

days of Give, and how he retired to Plassy's

Grove to brood on the task that lay before him.

The question now being discussed between Sir

Henry Hardinge and Sir Hugh Gough was

fraught with almost as great importance for the

British dominion in India as that which occupied

the master mind of the man who laid the founda-

tion of our Eastern Empire. " For the fate of

India trembled in the balance during the event-

ful night of the 21st December. . . . and no

moment was perhaps more critical during the

whole campaign " than this, when the two

leaders were discussing the advisability of an

instant or deferred attack. Sir Hugh Gough,

with all the energy of his fiery nature, pressed

for the former, but the Governor-General re-

solutely refused acquiescence, and at last, after

an animated discussion, terminate J the confer-

ence by saying, "Then, Sir Hugh, I must

exercise my civil powers as Governor-General,

and forbid the attack until Littler's force has

comeiun."

It was the first time that such powers had ever

been exercised by a Governor-General in the

field, but happy it was for the welfare of British

arms that Sir Henry Hardinge had the moral

courage to exert his authority in a way which

must have been painful to himself and galling

to the gallant veteran he overrode.

Littler arrived a little before one, but much
valuable time was lost in getting the troops

into position, and it was not until nearly three

o'clock of the shortest day of the year that the

Governor-General " informed the commander-

in-chief there was daylight for an action ... it

being scarcely po.ssible to adopt any alternative

than to fight the battle that afternoon."

The advice was bold. Perchance it savoured

somewhat of the very rashne*>> which Sir Henry

Hardinge had but a short time before reproved.

He disregarded the experience of Mudki, where

a battle begun in the open plain rt that very

hour had been robbed of the fruits of victory bv

the advent of night. Scarce two hours of day-

light remained within which to conquer an arrnv

of 35,000 disciplined men, entrenched in a strong

position, with one less than two-thirds of their

number. It was advice which very nearly ended

in disaster as we shall see.

The British brigades advanced with some irre-

gularity, owing to the jungle which obstructed

their passage. The commander-in-chief led the

right wing and the Governor-General the left

Sir James Littler's division moved against the

west face of the Sikh entrenchment, and Gene

rals Wallace's and Gilbert's divisions attacked

the south-west and south, whilst the cavalry

division formed the second line, and a fourth

infantry division, under Sir Harry Smith, wa>

held in reserve.

At four o'clock the actual attack began. The

artillery was ordered to the front and the in-

fantry wheeled into line. It was soon evident

that our guns were far inferior in metal to those

of the enemy, on whose batteries we could nuke

no impression in our fruitless efforts to silence

them. Littler's force was the first to come*
close quarters, receiving in the act, at a distant

of not more than three hundred yards, a furiosi

discharge of grape and canister. His assault

chanced to be against the strongest face of the

entrenchment, and regiment after regiment

advanced against it, only to waver and wither

away under the leaden hail. Finally, the 62nd

(Queen's), when almost in the battery they wens

storming, halted and wheeled about under

orders from their brigadier, who conceived it

necessary to withdraw them from annihilation,

when nearly half the rank-and-file and the

majority of the officers had been killed and

wounded. "They were absolutely mowed down

by the fire under which they were advancing,

remarked the Duke of Wellington in the Home

of Lords during a generous defence of their

gallantry, which had been called into question.

And we learn from a trustworthy historian

the war that " their ranks were filled with

who had never before heard a ball whistle,"

that they were but ill supported by the

battalions. With this repulse Littler's

failed, and he was obliged to draw off.

Towards the centre and right matters

better. Wallace's and Gilbert's divisions

forward in echelon of regiments, Sir

Hardinge with the former, which,

somewhat to the right, left a fatal gap
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hit and Littler's line. The Sikh guns were their numbers thinned, but covered with im-

«er\x:d with extraordinary rapidity and precision : perishable glory !

"

their infantry stood between and behind them. But only a portion of the Sikh entrenchment

or lav on the ground priming their muskets and had been carried, and the enemy still held the

discharging their pieces in the face of the on- greater part of it. To the west they had

coming force. Advancing under this murderous beaten off Littler, to the south-west withstood

(ire of grape and ball, and led by the 9th Kegi- Wallace ; and now darkness came to their aid.

ment. the British line captured the Sikh batteries Presently a portion of the camp, in which was

one by one at the point of the bayonet with stored a large supply of forage, took fire, causing

matchless gallantry-. Gilbert, to the further many explosions : one magazine, in particular,

right, was equally successful, and made good his u rent the 1st European Light Infantry in

footing in the Sikh

camp, where his force

was shattered and

shaken by a terrific

explosion from several

mines. Notwithstand-

ing this it gallantly

held its ground until

reinforced by the re-

serve under Sir Harry

Smith, when the vil-

lage of Firozshah

was stormed and

cleared of the enemy,

whilst simultaneously

the 3rd Dragoons de-

livered a charge that

i>cnshrined in history.

During the hottest

period of the con-

flict they were sent

against a battery

which was playing on
our struggling line

with deadly effect. In

front of them lay a

yawning trench which
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no trooper could leap. With a wild cheer they

filled it, the trench being soon levelled with the

bodies of the men and horses of the leading

squadron, and over this living bridge of their com-
rades the rear ranks rode. The Sikh artillery-

men were sabred fighting at their pieces, even as

I-ike's Dragoons—the " Dumpty Pice," the ring

Of whose metal has sounded on many an Indian

battlefield—sabred the Mahratta gunners at

Laswaree, and then, " with a valour only equalled

by the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaclava,

the 3rd Dragoons faced the whole Khalsa army
within the entrenchments, swept through their

camp with loud huzzas, over tents, ropes, pegs,

fires, and magazines, cutting down all that

their passage, and having traversed the

position from side to side, emerged,

twain." The confusion became great amongst

the British. Overhead, like a Titanic pall, hung
a vast cloud of smoke supported on a murky
flame, throwing its lurid glare far and wide. In

the fitful light and shadow mep became separated

from their regiments, and, unable to find them,

attached themselves to others ; many of the

battalions were hoplessly clubbed in the confined

space, whilst the Sikhs poured a destructive and

demoralising fire into them, which they were

powerless to return.

At length the chances of successful progress

seemed more and more impossible, and it was

found necessary to beat the retreat. The troops

were withdrawn from that part of the entrench-

ment they had captured to a position a quarter

of a mile to the south of the Sikh lines, and here
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the wreck of Wallace's and Gilbert's divisions the honour of England was dearer than safer,

bivouacked, whilst Sir Harry Smith's brigades —dearer than life — and the timid council

retired to the village of Misriwala, two miles to met with the reception they deserved. "The

the south-west. The Sikhs at once returned to two chiefs met at night and decided without

the batteries on the south face, manned their re- hesitation that the attack must be at once re

captured guns, and turned them once more upon sumed in the morning." Nor were thev blind

our dispirited men,

who crouched and

huddled on the bare

ground, baffled and

disappointed, hungry,

thirsty, and exhausted,

and with the cutting

winter night-wind of

the bleak Punjab

plains chilling them
to the bone.

And now thev were

called on to exhibit

the highest and most

trying form of courage

—passive acceptance

ofsuffering. Sir Harry
Smith. " with admir-

able prudence," for-

bade his men to fire

a shot in self-defence

or retaliation, and or-

dered the white covers

to be taken off their

caps, so as not to

afford a mark for the

enemv, and Sir Henrv

A >JKI1 SOMUkK.

to the danger in

vc lived. " Sir Hugh

came to me." wrote

the Governor-Gene-

ral. " and candidl 1

,

avowed the critic^

-Lite of our affairs, for.

mo>t cordially con-

curred in all my sen'.i

ments." They were

sentiments w<>rth\ r

a British soldier. A

British armv must n>

:

be foiled, and foilci

this army shall

be." was the ^

that went lorth U

hour of desper.:

-trc--. And th>

lute general \vho*p <

tli< -c l lar ! :

" delivered hi- *

.

and star to hi-

care, to show tfe

was determined

leave the field a •

or die in the

Hardinge "insisted on every man lying down And we hear it from a trustworthy source

and not talking." Once, and once only, when "in ca-c of disa-ter, which was lar fron

the Sikh fire from a certain battery became in-

supportable, the Koth Regiment and European
Light Infantry were ordered to charge it, and

rushing forward in the dreadful dark the gal-

lant fellows stormed the guns and spiked them
" by as brave a charge as there is on record."

Never, surely, in the annals of our conquest of

India had anv British armv found itself in such

sore plight as this. Isolated in three divisions,

each cut off from the other two and not

even knowing where thev were, 20,000 fighting-

men crouched on the bare plain all through that

long December night, baring their heads and

hushing their voices in their attempt to secure

sate hiding, whilst the fire of the foe sent shot

and shell over their wincing bodies. Soon
murmurs «>t despondency began to be heard, and

there were those who carried her Majesty's com-
mission and yet urged a retreat to Firozpur.

But the leaders of the armv were men to whom

possible, the Governor-General sent order*

Miidki, where Mr. Currie was in charge »

official paper- of the Government «>l India

Mr. Cu-t of the Records of the (Sikh) Afi

for the destruction of all State papers."

Strange as it seems, during thi- critical p*

of anxictv and dire foreboding, and when

Khalsa armv a!mo-l held victory in its gTasp

subordination and licence broke out in it^'j

The Akali-— a fanatical section ol the »
plundered the tents of Lai Smgh. their i

mander. ami. a general riot ensuing, all rcrw

of discipline w ere lost. But the moral cow

of knowing this, and the confidence it woi Id

engendered and restored, were not permitted

the Britidi leader-.

The Sikh- during the night remained M
session ot their entrenched (.amp. a:

morning the trampling ol large bodie-

showed they were reinforcing then hno
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the fire of their guns, which had continued

sullenly booming throughout the long night,

increased as daylight enabled the gunners to

0 rrect their aim.

A little before daybreak dispositions were made
for the renewal of the assault. The Governor

-

(ieneral sent his son (the late Sir Arthur

Hardinge, Governor of Gibraltar) to bring up
Littler 's division to the attack ; but without

waiting for its arrival Sir Hugh and Sir Henry
put themselves at the head of the force, and

"riding thirty yards in front of the British line

f" prevent the men from firing," led it to the

•'"rm of the south face of the Sikh encampment.
British pluck and British persistency triumphed
-as how often have they not triumphed on

the battlefields of India ? The men were

wrn out with fatigue, numbed with cold, and
had passed a long, sleepless night without food

and without water. The despondency of some
of their officers had been manifested to them.

Sikhs amidst the screaming of shot and shell

and the shrieking of rockets that rioted through

their ranks. With the indomitable courage that

has ever made their countrymen proud of them,

the British troops advanced. Resolute and reck-

less of everything but the victory they were

determined to win, they carried battery after

battery at the point of the bayonet, surging on

with the unimpeded majesty of a storm cloud,

and rolling rank after rank over and through

the Sikh encampment.

It was a just enthusiasm which prompted Sir

Henry Hardinge to write thus of these heroes in

his despatch :
" The British infantry quite re-

minded me of the glorious days of the Penin-

sula !
" The regiments whom he thus honoured

were the oth, 2Qth, 31st, 50th, 62nd, Soth, and

(honourable comrades in arms and emulation)

John Company's First Furopean Light Infantry.

Driving the enemy helter-skelter from the

village of Firozshah, the British line changed

THEY CARRIED BATTEivY AM' Eft UATIERY Al IHt l'ul.M OK THE liAYONEI.

id they had been deserted by at least one

ualry regiment, which, during the dark hours,

»<1 mounted and ridden oft' to Firozpur. But,

nmated by the sight and example of the two
ble veterans who led them on. they flung

emselves on to the masked batteries of the

front to the left, and swept the Sikhs out of

their entrenchments, capturing many standards

and seventv-eight guns, and emerging victorious

on the plain to the north. It was a feat of arms

worthy of the best traditions of our gallant army,

and the more memorable from the rapidity with
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which it was effected after the serious repulse ot

the previous evening.

But the day was not yet won : the most

critical hour had yet to be passed. Tej Singh,

the Sikh general at Firozpur, attracted by the

sound of the cannonade and the arrival of a

few Sikh fugitives, struck his camp, and hurried

to the succour of his countrymen at the head of

anarmyof 30,000 men.chiefly cavalry, and seventy

guns. He quickly drove in the British cavalry

parties, whose wearied horses could not muster

a trot. M The advance of the Sikh cavalry, ac-

companied by their horse artillery','
1

writes an

eloquent historian, M
is described as the most

splendid sight of the campaign. Their horses

caracoling and bounding, and the bright sun-

light flashing from steel armour, sabres, and

spears, they came on at a rapid pace to within

four hundred yards of the British line."

Littler's brigades were immediately thrown

into the village of Firozshah to maintain our

hold of the Sikh entrenchment, and the other

three divisions formed in line to resist this new
attack from an army the strength of which was

more than double their own, and whose ranks

were filled with men fresh, vigorous, and eager

for combat.

Tej Singh, in a strenuous effort to recapture

the entrenchment, concentrated his attack on

the left of the British line, which, under a heavy

cannonade from his well-served guns, was com-

pelled to change front to the right. And then

came an ominous sign—our own artillery did

not reply. They could not, for their ammuni-
tion was expended. It is said that out of sheer

desperation an occasional blank charge was fired

to keep up the semblance of fight.

Disaster crowded on disaster, and at this

perilous crisis the cavalry deserted and rode

off to Firozpur, followed by half the artillery.

Later on the brigadier commanding averred,

in explanation, that he had received an order

from the acting adjutant-general "to save his

cavalry, and retire to Firozpur," nine miles

distant ; and the artillery stated that, "wanting

ammunition, they had followed the cavalry." It

is but charitable to add that the officer who
delivered this amazing order was suffering from

sunstroke and a mind unhinged.

Before the cavalry retired a stampede of the

camp-followers had taken place, for the sudden

appearance of Tej Singh and his enormous army
struck panic far and wide. " The whole ground

between Firozshah and Firozpur was covered

with fugitives, some running, others looking

behind them with terror depicted on their faevs,

the dread of the Sikhs at their heeU alm^:

depriving them of the power of motion. . . .

The panic spread to the rear of the army. The

bearers of the Dhulis threw down the wounded

men and fled." It was sauve qui fxut with

cavalry, artillery, and non-combatants.

But the "thin, red line" stood firm—that

glorious thin, red line whose heroism has »
often stirred our blood in the quiet security

our English homes, and thrilled our puUc-

till they tingled with pride. In brief soldicrl,

phrase Sir Henry Hardinge records how, "it

this moment the British cavalry were suddenly

seen to go off to Firozpur, followed by the horn-

artillery, but the infantry with the greatest un

concern held their ground, and advanced when

ordered. The enemy retired, afraid of our

infantry, which was actually abandoned by the

cavalry and at least thirty pieces of artillery

It was three in the afternoon. The battle hii

been in progress twenty-four hours ; the troop*

were exhausted, starving, driven mad with tmr<

" Recollect, men," cried their leader, " you rou*

hold your ground to the last, and trust to yotr

bayonets." Nobly was that appeal responded:'

The ground was held.

Out of evil sometimes comet h good. Tte

retreat of the cavalry carried them past the

right flank of Tej Singh's armv. In his advarux

he had left the bridge over the Sutlej, and with

it his line of retreat, weakly guarded. Unable

to believe that such a large force as that whth

he now saw in rapid motion was retreating, he

conceived their movement to be a tactical one

to turn his flank and interpose between hire

and the Sutlej, whither Lai Singh had fled at in

earlier period of the day. His apprehension*

were further increased by information he re-

ceived of the loss and carnage in the Sikh

ranks during the storm of the previous night

and their defeat this morning, and he fc&

hopeless of driving the British nut of a positx*

they were now defending and from which tber

had expelled the original holders. To the c-

treme surprise and relief of the British leader^

he drew his army off, and Sir Hugh Gou^
remained master of a field soddened with the

blood of 2,400 of his brave men and 8,000 <*

their gallant foe.

So ended the most hardly-contested battk

ever fought by the English in India. At set

of sun the Sikhs sullenly sought the refuge cf

the Sutlej. The British armv had >taggertd

at their shock—staggered, but stood,
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V"") ADAMA, king of Madagascar, once said

that he had little fear of a European
"^—1 invasion, for he had always two good

generals who could stop an army of

•Write men from reaching his capital, and their

names were 14 General Forest " and 44 General

Fever." Not only in Madagascar, but in

C nsiderable portions of the African mainland,

European soldiers have to contend with these

^ime redoubtable generals ; and this is especially

the case on the west coast, as we found in Ashanti,

and our neighbours the French in their recent

conquest of Dahomey.
That enterprise had the same origin as most

African conquests, the European Power first

KCupying some point on the coast, then becom-
ing involved in disputes with the natives of the

country behind it, and ending bv annexing the

whole countrv after one or two little wars. The
French got their footing on the Guinea coast in

1^2, when they assumed a protectorate over the

trading station of Porto Novo and the neigh-

Ik uring district. A negro kinglet was left to

nominally rule the place, but he really exercised

less authority than the latest-arrived French
official.

Until 1862 the place had been reckoned a

part of Dahomey, and the king of Dahomey
made repeated attempts to reassert his right to

levy tribute within the borders of the pro-

tectorate. In i8qo there was a short war be-

''veen Behanzin, king of Dahomey, and the

French ; but the collapse of his army on its first

a" tempt to capture Porto Novo led him to patch

up a treaty with the white men. A temporary

peace having been thus secured, he set to work
to collect European weapons, breech-loading

rifles and artillery, thinking that he would be

thus in a position to tempt the fortune of

again with better chances.

Along the ill-defined frontier of the Porto Novo

kingdom, his chiefs were always drifting into

quarrels with tribes and villages who claimed to

be under French protection. They pursued

fugitives across the border, and in their slave-

hunts they were not very particular as to where
their own territory ended. Moreover, they

accused Toffa, the king of Porto Novo, of con-

niving at 'the escape of fugitives from the rough-

and-ready justice of Dahomey. Then the old

claim of tribute was revived, and finally, in the

early summer of l8q2, this state of friction cul-

minated in a regular invasion of the Porto Novo
territory. Behanzin tried to explain that he had

no quarrel with the French, but only with their

black neighbours ; but then these neighbours

were their prulegcs, and in any case the

French could not tolerate the total suspen-

sion of local trade and the serious danger that

threatened their small garrisons, so they took

measures to clear the Dahomevans out of the

protectorate.

For a short time the situation was not unlike

what it was in our colony of the Gold Coast,

when King Coffee's warriors were raiding up to

the gates of Elmina and Cape Coast Castle, before

the arrival of Wolseley and the first reinforce-

ments. The trading posts held bv the French
on the coast were Porto Novo, Cotonou, and

Grand Popo ; and for some days there was con-

siderable anxiety as to their safety, for they were

unfortified and held only bv small garrisons. In

the month of March bands from Dahomey en-

tered the territory of Porto Novo and burned

several villages, after plundering them, and

carrying off hundreds of prisoners to be enslaved

or slaughtered at the annual 44 customs." The
gunboat Topazr went up the Oueme river to try

to stop the pillaging, but was fired on from the

bank and forced to retire, much as CommereU's
reconnaissance on the Prah was driven back

by the Ashanti ambuscade at the outset of our
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own campaign in the same region. Early in

April the French settlements were threatened by

bands of Dahomeyan negroes, mostly armed with

modern European rifles and in some cases several

thousands strong. No one wa> safe beyond rifle

range from the fortified posts. On the 4th

M. Ballay, the Governor of the Benin coast,

received a letter from Behanzin composed in

French and couched in language of insolent

defiance.

by Frenchmen, who have done good service in

all the recent French campaigns in Central Africa.

A shallow-draught gunboat, the Arlairrur, wa«.

sent out to strengthen the naval force, and

shortly after a stern -wheel steamer, built )<••

river work and armed with machine-guns, wa«

bought from Messrs. Yarrow of Blackball, named

the Opale, and sent out to Cotonou. At thi-

place a light iron pier was run out from tht

beach beyond the line of the surf, to facilitate

PORTO NOVO : A FF.TI5H PLACE.

"
I have never gone to France to make iv.it

against you." wrote the negro king. " and 1

pained at seeing that France i> trying to pri-

me from making war in an African country, with

which it has no concern. If you are not s

lied you mav do what von please. As for n

am ready for you."

If Behanzin had made a determined rush hi

could have captured some of the French settle-

ments, for it was not till Mav that the reinforce-

ments despatched from Fiance and the Senegal

began to arrive. The first troops to rea

Cotonou and Porto Novo were some companies

of Senegalese tirailleurs—African troopsofficered

t!n landing of troops and store-, and fin^

\ 1.
• \ i.ipahle tidier who had already dK

Ll.n-hed him-elf in African warfare was appoir

;>. the command ot all the force-, on the OK

..!'. 1 '-dered to march on Ahomey a- *oon »
':•

1 I _ •: a -utfi,icnt tone together, and tl

put an end ome and lor all to the power

Behanzin;

Thi- officer held the rank of colonel, jnd b

an Engli-h name. Hi- grandfather wai j
1

I ). uld-. .m English trader who had marria

native wi.mau iiw he Gambia colony, in teffil

atteru anl- tran-ferred to France. He was hi

-elf born in the French colon \ ot Senegal
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he was thus a man for whom the climate of

West Africa had no terrors. He had fought in

a series of campaigns on the Upper Senegal and

in the Western Soudan. He knew the country

and the people, and withal was a well-trained

s>ldier, who had received the basis of his mili-

tary education in France. Colonel Dodds was

taking a short holiday in Paris when he was

i-dered to prepare plans for the conquest of

Dahomey, and to go out to the West Coast and

"smash up" King Behanzin.

Briefly, the information on which he had to

base his plans was this : To break the power of

Behanzin it would be

necessary first to clear

his armies out of the

coast district, and then

march upon Abomey,
hi> capital. The opera-

tion was, roughly speak-

ing, the same as that

which Lord Wolseley

had to carry oat against

the neighbouring king-

dom of Ashanti, and

Dadds carefully studied

the campaign that ended
with the burning of

Coomassie. Abomey is

about seventy miles from
the nearest point on the

region of marshy, shallow lagoons, into which

the rivers empty themselves the coast towns

generally standing on narrow belts of land be-

tween the lagoon

and the sea.

The chief diffi-

culty to be faced

was the unhealthy

character of the

coast region and

the forest, the latter

being only passable

by means of narrow

DAHOMEY I- It Li -LABOURER.

coast. The distance-

to be traversed was
thus fifty miles less

than in the march
upon the Ashanti

capital. Abomey
stands in a region

of fertile undulating

plains. To the

northward the
country is hilly.

T<> the southward,

after passing the

swamps of Agrime.
one has to traverse a broad beU, of forest, with
here and there occasional clearings round the
villages. Then one comes down to the coast

I'AHOMEY Ml >! IAN
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paths and affording only

scanty supplies. As for

the forces that would

have to be encountered,

Behanzin, in one of his

letters t<> M Ballav, spoke

of taking the field at

the head of 40.000 men;
but the French estimated

that his real lighting

strength would be nearer

1 5,000. It was composed
of three classes of soldiers.

First there were the

famous Amazons, an

army of women who
were supposed to be the

fiercest warriors in Wot
Africa. In rflba Burto.i, after visiting Abomey
as our envoy and seeing a review of these

dusky heroines, estimated their numbers at

about 2,500. It wa< known that the popula-

tion of Dahomey had decreased considerably

in the thirty years since then, and it was
supposed that there could not be more than
2.000 of them, if s,, many, in 1^02. M. Chaudouin.
who was a prisoner in Abomey in iSqo. esti-

mated the number of the male warriors at from

4.000 to ;.ooo. Besides these there would be a

levy of some b.OOO armed slaves, the slaveholders

being required to furnish the king with men and
arms in time of war. These numbers added
together would give a force of from 1 2,000 to

13.000. which would probably be supplemented
by a few thousands more in case of a lewrw m (;wc.

1
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6;o BATTLES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

In the brief campaign of two years before,

the warriors of Dahomev had been armed only

with old-fashioned smooth-bore muskets. Their

ammunition was so bad that their fire was in-

effective even at a hundred yards, men being

frequently hit at that range by slugs and bullets

so spent that they hardly inflicted so much as a

bruise. But in the interval that elapsed before

the renewal of hostilities Behanzin had pur-

chased, chiefly through traders at Whydah, a

quantity of modern rifles, and some at least of

his motley levies had been taught to use them.

It was also reported that he had obtained artil-

lery and machine-guns. But, in any case, Dodds

felt that his real difficulty would be not so much
fighting battles in the bush as keeping his men
in good health during the march through the

malarious coast and forest regions.

. A Continental army is not like our own,

ready at brief notice to send its line regiments

to any part of the world, and the French

Government could only draw upon certain

restricted classes of its troops for the Dahomey
expedition. One hundred and fifty marines

from the fleet and 800 of the Foreign Legion

were the European troops confided to Dodds at

the outset. Besides these there were ten com-

panies of Senegalese riflemen, each company
about 150 strong, and two companies of Houssas,

making altogether about 1.800 native African

infantry under French officers. A company of

engineers, a battery of mountain artillery, a

handful of cavalry, and a transport and ambu-

lance detachment, completed the force, which

numbered in all 113 officers and 3,338 men.

Under scientific advice a code of instructions

was drawn up for preserving the health of the

troops. A special dress and equipment were

served out to them, quinine became part of

the daily ration, and it was ordered that when,

according to French custom, brandy was served

out to the men, the quantity should be restricted

to a minimum, and officers should be present to

see that it was not drunk undiluted, but was

mixed with a fair quantity of either water or

tea. The first days of August were devoted to

completing the preparations for an advance

into the interior. The roads in the immediate

neighbourhood of Porto Novo were improved

by native workmen, and on the Qth a recon-

naissance in force was made from Cotonou, a

strong detachment supported by the fire of gun-

boats on the lagoon driving the Dahomeyan
troops from their positions about Zobbo. In

this first brush with the enemy the French lost

two killed and thirteen wounded. But the

weapons picked up on the field showed that

the enemy had fought with nothing better

than old flint-locks. The troops armed with

more modern weapons chiefly the Amazon,

and the royal guard, were farther away in the

interior, camped near Allada, under the peroral

command of King Behanzin.

The direct route from the coast to Abomev

passes by Allada. and everything was done to

encourage the king to believe that this would

be the direction taken by the expedition. A

detachment of some four hundred Stnegalcs:

was pushing forward northwards from Cotonou.

in the hope that Behanzin would mistake it \< r

the vanguard of a larger force. But, meanwhile,

the real advance began from Porto Now

Dodds had decided to follow the line of the

Oueme river as far as possible, and then stnkc

off to the north-west for Abomey. Tfm tec

of advance would enable him to pass round the

east end of the Agrime swamps instead of having

to cross that difficult region, and it would ak>

allow him to make use of water tran>port fcr

the bulk of his stores in the fir>t stage of tit

advance, the gunboats and a flotilla of barse*

moving up the river while the troops marchei

along its eastern bank. Transport was through-

out a serious question. After providing forth:

coast garrisons, r,ooo men were available for the

expeditionary column, but they required nearlv

2,000 more native porters to convey their stores.

The rest of the troops assembled on the coast

were left to guard the various trading stations,

for the advance from Porto Novo in the extreme

east of the colony left the rest of it open to

attack until the power of Behanzin was broken

by the first battles.

The advance along the lower Oueme bcgai

on August 17th. No resistance was met with

until Dogba was reached ; but the march w*>

slow and toilsome, so many tributaries of the

river, each flowing through a swampy holl< *.

had to be passed, and so much hard work ha.i

to be done, widening the tracks through tK

bush by cutting down the underwood and the

tall coarse grass, which was often six feet high

The same severe labour had to be carried out a:

each camping-ground, in order to give a c!ej.
r

opening of at least a hundred yards all rounJ

the bivouac. On September 14th the coluir-

encamped just below Dogba, at the point where

the Badao river runs into the Oueme. Tbc

Badao is the northern boundary of the kingdom

of Porto Novo. Once it was crossed the French
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THE FOREST-FIGHTING IN DAHOMEY. 651

would be actually invading the territories of dim light of the early dawn a number of negroes

Behanzin. But in order to cross it a bridge moving stealthily out of the bush in his front,

would have to be built, for it was ten feet deep " Haltc-lal" he cried. No notice was taken of

and some fifty feet wide. Close to the junction the challenge, and he fired. His comrades fired

of the two rivers there was a bit of rising ground, also ; but the reply was a wild yell, a rush of

oval in shape, and about 300 yards long and 200 hundreds of dusky forms, and a rolling fire of

yards wide. On this knoll, which was compara- musketry directed upon the camp, the warriors

lively clear of wood, Colonel Dodds resolved to of Dahomey firing as they came on without
establish a roughly-fortified post. Below it on halting for a moment. An officer of the marines
the bank of the Oueme a small wharf was built

fur the landing of stores from the flotilla. North
of the wharf, near the mouth of the

Oueme, the stern-wheel gunboat

Qpalt lay, with her machine-guns
trained so as to sweep the front

"f the French bivouac. Just above

this point on the other bank were
the groups of native huts that

formed the town of Dogba.

Four days of steady work nearly

completed the stockaded post on
the knoll. North and west the

Hadao and the Oueme covered it

from attack; east and south there

was a clearing little more than 200

vards wide, beyond which was
thick low bush with a few large

trees rising out of it. The advanced

K'uard, consisting of 600 native
'

troops, with two mountain guns,

had crossed the Badao and pushed
on to the next bivouac, established

opposite the village of Zunu. There
were no tidings of the enemy, who
>eemed to be undisturbed by this

invasion of his territory. But un-

known to the French, who could

not scout far from the ground they

actually held, a considerable force of Dahomeyans
was moving down through the bush to the east

of their line of advance, and early in the morn-
ing the camp near Dogba was attacked from the

eastward. It was the first serious fight of the

war. *

Throughout the expedition the column always

cimped in a large square. The infantry under
the cover of tents, or improvised shelters, formed
the four sides, each company having a post of

two or three men on the look-out a hundred
yards to the front. At the angles of the square

were the mountain-guns, and inside of it the

vtores were piled, the mules picketed, and the

native porters bivouacked. At five on the morn-
ing of the iQth, a sentry of the marines, in front

o/the north-east angle of the square, saw in the

was killed by a bullet through his head as he
rose from the ground to come out of his tent.

Several of the men fell as they sprang to their

arms. But there was no confusion. They formed

in line in front of the ground on which a moment
ago they had been sleeping, and the rapid volleys

of the repeating rifle checked the wild rush of

the enemy, though when the first volley was
fired he was within fifty yards of the camp.

But foiled in their first rush thev made
repeated efforts to close with the French. The
light increased, and while the negroes kept up
a heavy fire from the edge of the bush, their

marksmen climbed into the larger trees and
tried to pick off the French leaders by

shots from these posts of vantage. The Opalc

now brought her machine-guns to bear, while

the mountain-guns of the camp sent case shot

and shell into the bush. The enemy began to
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6:2 BATTLES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

give way. Those who understood the Ewe. the

dialect of Dahomey, could hear the chiefs cal-

ling out to their followers :
" Is this what you

promised to King Behanzin ? How will you

dare to face him again ? Forward with you !

"

and then there was a final charge. But the wild

onset of the enemy melted away hefore the

fire of the French rifles, and then the Senegalese

and the marines made a counter-attack, and the

Dahomeyans broke and fled, pursued by the

fire of the mountain-guns whenever an opening

in the bush gave a glimpse of their retreat.

their way through the bush fifty yards on either

side of the column, but the enemy had received

so severe a lesson on the loth that for some

davs he made no further effort-. t<> disturb the

march.

On the 27th the whole force was av-cmhled at

the bivouac of Zunu, and the gunboats steamed

up the river to reconnoitre. At a sharp bend

above Gbede they were fired at with cannon

and rifles from both hanks. A few shell* and

a stream of bullets from the machine-gum

seemed to produce no effect on the enemy.

THE O PALE.

The fight had lasted three hours, and cost the

French two officers and three men killed, and

twenty-seven men wounded. The enemy left

l ;o dead on the field, but he was seen carrying

off numbers not only of wounded, but also of

killed. The attacking force was afterwards

ascertained to have been nearly 4.000 strong.

Next day. leaving a small gam-on at the forti-

fied post on the knoll, which he named Fort

Faurax, in honour of one of the two officers

killed in the fight of the day before. Colonel

Dodds began the advance of the main body-

to Zunu. The weather was rainy. The forest

track became a swamp, and two wide creeks

which had to be crossed on the way were in

flood, so that the march wa> of the slowest. The

advance was flanked by detachments which cut'

who. entrenched in the bush on the river bank,

stood pluckily to his guns. The light stern-

whcelers might easilv have been *unk, even

by the verv inferior artillery thus brought into

action against them. Moreover, it was do-

covered that the river was dangerously shal-

low, and the boats might ground under the nre

of the hidden batteries. So it was decided to

retreat. The fact was. that knowing that at

this point there were several fords 00 the

river bv which the trade route from the soutl

east to Dahomey crossed the Oueme. Behaium

had decided that it would most likely be mm
here that the French would try to pas*, ft

had therefore thrown up entrenchments

batteries along the western bank, and estabbsbrf

strong advanced post* on the opposite sb*«

Dig
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But the weak point of savage armies is that backwards and forwards along ropes worked by

iheir commanders never seem to realise that a the crew of the Opu/f, the operation beginning

position can in most cases be easily turned, in the night between the ist and 2nd of October

Bchanzin felt quite sure that the French would under the cover of a fog, and being completed

advance by the fords in his front ; but Colonel by the following afternoon. Colonel Dodds had

HAUC-La'"' ill CRIF.D (/. 651).

)odds no sooner heard that they were held in

Tee by the negro king than he determined to

lower down at Gbede. He camped at this

>lace on September 30th, and in order to con-

inn Behanzin in his preconceived idea, pushed
orward a reconnaissance to the ford-., while

[inetJy preparing to ferry his army over the

tream five miles below them. The crossing

>egan with the help of rafts and boats, hauled

thus established his 2,000 men and six guns,

with their convoy of 2.000 poiters, on the

western bank of the Oueme river, about fifty

miles from the coast. Abomey, the point he

was aiming at, was just thirty-rive miles away

to the north-west. In Europe those thirty-five

miles would have meant two days, or at most

three, of marching. But the way lay through a

tropical forest. Hitherto he had had the river
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654 BATTLES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

for his chief line of supply, but he would now
have to depend on what could be carried or

dragged along the forest paths. Moreover, the

warriors of Dahomey, both men and women,
were prepared to make a desperate resistance

now that the invader was in the heart of their

wild woodlands. Those thirty-five miles cost

Colonel Dodds more than six weeks of weary

marching and hard fighting.

The first step was to break up the Dahomcyan
force that had concentrated to oppose the pas-

sage of the river. A reconnaissance pushed to

the northwards showed that the enemy was

entrenched along the right bank of the Oueme,
a little more than a mile away, and that he had

artillery in position. The 3rd of October was

devoted to preparations for the coming fight.

To the right of the camp, at some distance from

the river, a road was cut for 1,500 yards through

the bush, the enemy having no scouts in this

direction and making no attempt to disturb the

work. Next morning the French advanced in

two columns. Commandant Rioti marched
along the river bank, while the left column, led

by Commandant Gonard and accompanied by
Colonel Dodds, marched by the new path so as

to turn the right of any enemy that met Riou

in front. Two of the gunboats moved up the

river. But the enemy did not wait to be

attacked. They came to meet the French.

About nine a.m. the two columns had almost

closed on each other, when suddenly a heavy

fire was opened on them from the bush at point-

blank range. Deploying into line, the French
replied, and for nearly two hours there was a

sharp fight at close quarters in the trees and the

long grass, the enemy bringing into action

troops armed with European rifles. The French

mountain-guns, and the fire of the gunboats

which enfiladed the Dahomeyan line of battle

from the river, turned the scale against King
Behanzin's troops, and a little after eleven they

were in full retreat. They carried off their

wounded, but the victors found among the

bushes one hundred and fifty dead bodies, and
among them seventeen corpses of the famous

Amazons. They were young women, tall, and

strongly built. In every case a breechloading

rifle lay beside them, and they had plenty of

cartridges in their pouches. The French had

lost in killed and wounded six officers and thirty-

seven men, and their advance was checked for

the day. The wounded were sent down the

river in one of the gunboats, and the columns

bivouacked, and spent next day in reconnoitring

and cutting roads through the bush. On the

6th there was another sharp fight. Marching

out from their bivouac, the French soun came

upon a creek, and proceeded to bridge it

Before the bridge was begun several vollcvs and

some shells from the artillery were fired into the

bush on the other side, but nothing stirred

there, and it was not till the first company begin

to cross the bridge that the enemy opened fcrc

from his ambush. It took more than an hour f t

steady firing to drive him from his ground, and

the passage of the creek cost the expedition

three officers and thirty-two men. This bush

fighting was slow work. In six days only about

three miles of ground had been won.
But now the prospects of the expedition began

to improve. A mile beyond the bridge the

vanguard came upon a large camping-ground

that had evidently only just been abandoned

Behanziu was retiring, evidently afraid of being

cut off from his direct line of retreat on Abomev

Near the village of Poguessa the column

bivouacked. North-westward a marked tract

with numerous ruts of cart-wheels on it. ran

through the bush, which in places had Kti

cleared for fifty or sixty yards on each siderf

the way. This the native guides recogni^da

the main road to the capital. No attempt to

made to closely pursue the enemy. Itwasnc

possible to move rapidly until supplies had been

brought up from the river. So five days vat

spent at Poguessa, a fortified post being estab-

lished a couple of miles away on the river, 1

good road made up to the village, and a serott

of light carts organised to bring up supplier

Beyond this point they would have to be con-

veyed by the porters.

On October the 10th the march was resumed,

and on the 1 ith the vanguard had covered about

thirteen miles, and reached the village »*

Umbuemedi, where the country was more open,

wide clearings giving a good view in nunv

directions through the bush. The engineer*

constructed a kind of crow's-nest or look-od

place on the top of a huge baobab tree, and frun

its summit they saw a long line of smoke oat is

front, and far away some large native buildicr

The line of smoke was taken to indicate the

fires of an extensive camp, and the guide?

declared that the buildings were those t<

Behanzin's palace at Kotopa on the KotornW-

five or six miles away. All the wells in tfc

neighbourhood had been filled up by the it*

treating enemy, but a downpour of rain suppW
good drinking water, but at the same time m**
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the unpaved roads very difficult for both soldiers

and porter-*.

On the 1 2th, in hot dry weather, the march

began again. The country soon became a perfect

jungle of bush, long grass, and frequent thickets

-1 large trees. Within a mile of the camp the

vanguard came upon an entrenchment dug across

the road, and running into the bush on each

>ide. Driven from this shelter by the fire of the

{Tuns, the Dahomeyans retired fighting doggedly

through the bush. So close was it, that in order

to keep his men in something like a connected

line, Colonel Dodds ordered the bugles to

sound and the drums to beat every minute. It

was a battle in which little was seen either of

the enemy or of comrades on the right and left,

and the advance was slow, because as soon as

the firing began a square had been formed, and
with the porters and baggage animals in the

middle this cumbrous formation marched on,

not only fighting as it went, but also hacking

and cutting away a good deal of the bush in

order to make a passage on as broad front as

P"?sible. Two and a quarter miles was the

extent of the day's march, and a halt was made
in a clearing near the village of Akpa. Next
day two more miles of bush fighting brought the
«- I'lumn in sight of the Koto River.

The stream runs through a narrow valley, the

en»und on either side sloping rapidly to the

water. Along the river there is a densely

tangled tropical forest, the trees being knotted

together with rope-like creepers, and a dense

undergrowth filling all the space from the lower

branches to the ground. Much of this under-

*<>od is made up of strong thorny plants. Until

he river is reached the ground along the hollow

1 very dry, and on the margins of the thickets

here are lines and masses of huge anthills.

'Vhere the road to Attorney crosses the hollow

narrow clearing had been made through the

'u»h, and beyond the bridge over the river could
<-' seen the huts of the king's house or " palace"
t Kotopa. Scouts pushed forward by the road

sported that on the other bank, commanding
ic passage of the river, there was a triple line

f entrenchments. From the plateau on the

rench side guns could be seen in position on
ic higher ground beyond. Colonel Dodds was
sformed by the guides that there was another

1 -age over the river a little higher up. and he
vtded on crossing there so as to turn Behanzin's

.fences and avoid the losses that would probably

suit from a front attack on an entrenched

-<ition.

For once he had made a mistake that very

nearly imperilled the success of the whole-

expedition. A direct attack on the bridge over

the Koto would hardly have cost more loss of

life or entailed heavier risks than resulted from

the attempt to avoid it. On the morning of

October 14th two guns and some 500 infantry

were left camped near the road, to protect the

baggage and porters, and the artillery was
directed to fire upon the position beyond the

river in order to keep the attention of the enemy
fixed on the ground near the bridge. Meanwhile
the rest of the column marched northwards

through the bush, the intention being to turn

to the westward after the first three thousand

yards, come down on the river, and find the

passage through the bush and across the water

which the guides had described. The battle

began on the French left near the river, the

mountain-guns opening with shell against the

opposite heights. The enemy's artillery replied.

They evidently knew the range, and had at

least some trained gunners among them, for the

very first shell dropped into the French camp.
It came from a modern rifled field-gun, but,

luckily, the ammunition was not of good quality,

and the shell did not burst. The same thing

happened with most of those that followed.

But the fire of the enemy's guns was so rapid

and so well aimed, that although they were

practically only throwing solid shot, they forced

the French guns to withdraw to a less exposed

position. Ammunition was not plentiful with

the column. When every shell has to be

brought up through miles of forest on a porter's

head it does not do to throw them away
;

so, as

he could not observe the effect of his fire, the

French artillery commander contented himself

with an occasional shot just to show that he was
not quite silenced.

Meanwhile the column was cutting and

trampling its way slowly through the bush, in

an atmosphere like that of a Turkish bath.

About nine a.m. they came out into a clearing

where the ground rose into a kind of plateau.

The sun was shining brightly, and the reflection

from the arms of the moving column must have

told the Dahomeyans on the look-out at Kotopa

that an attempt was being made to turn their

position. The French now began to march

westward toward the river, but at the same time

along the high ground on the other bank there

rapidlv marched a mass of Behanzin's Amazons
and warriors, with two guns. The guns were

placed in position on the higher ground, and
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while the main body held the rising bank above

the bush, several hundreds of picked shots, many
of them hunters of big game by profession, and
therefore used to making their way through the

forest, descended into the tangled bush along

the river, and in many cases crossed to the

French side so as to hold its edge. The guides

now informed Dodds that they could not rind

the crossing. But, still believing in its exist-

ence somewhere in the neighbourhood, he sent

three reconnoitring parties into the bush. All

three were repulsed by rifle fire, and in one

instance some men were severely wounded with

explosive bullets. It is easv enough to forbid

such horrible things in civilised warfare, but they

are sent to Africa for use against elephants and

other big game, and it is no wonder that when
the hunter becomes an improvised soldier he uses

the same deadly projectile against men.

The situation was now becoming serious.

The supply of water with the column was all

but exhausted. There were no wells or streams

on the higher ground, and the river water was

on the other side of a tangled mass of bush held

by the enemy. The shells of the Dahomeyan
artillery were dropping both into the camp and

on the ground where the column had halted

Their riflemen (and riflewoinen also) emboldened

by success, were stealing out of the bush, shel-

tering behind the " ant-hills" on its margin, and

firing up the >lope at the French. A few volleys

would drive them back among the trees, but

they soon came out again, and once they tried

to rush the French position, but paid dearly for

the attempt. On the road near the bridge they

made another sortie from their position, and all

but surprised the two guns that had been left

at the camp. Unable to push on. harassed by

these continual attacks, without water enough

to make even a cup of coffee for the men, and

encumbered with 140 wounded and oo fever

patients. Colonel Dodds felt that to remain

where he was would be to risk a disaster. He
reluctantly gave the order to retreat.

At the last moment, as the troops withdrew

towards Akpa. rain began, and in the night

there was a downpour. This, with a supply of

water brought up by the cavalry from the wells

at Umbuemedi, put an end to the greatest peril

that menaced the expedition. Encouraged by

the withdrawal of the invaders, the Dahomeyans
attacked their camp the next day. *>nly to

be repulsed with heavy loss ; and then for a

week the two adversaries stood on their guard,

without anything more than a tew skirmisher

A reinforcement of 400 men arrived from Porte

Novo for Colonel Dodds, the sick and wounded

were sent down to the coast, and a large quantity

of stores was accumulated at Akpa. Better still,

a good supply of water was found within a few

hundred yards of the village. At the end or

the week Behanzin sent in a flag of truce. He

wanted to know what terms the French com-

mander could give him. Dodds replied that as a

first step to negotiating the king must evacuate

the position on the Koto. He was determined

that his campaign should not end with a repulse.

As the king would not hear of this. Dodds put

his column in motion again on October 26th.

This time he tried to turn the right of the

Dahomeyan position. Marching off to the

south-west, the vanguard soon came upon a

river which the guides declared was the Kot<

It was bridged and crossed without any re?ist

ance, and in the bush beyond there was sonu

slight skirmishing. The column was then

ordered to wheel to the right and move

northward, in order to strike the flank of the

position at Kotopa. But soon there came it;

sight a hollow full of thick bush, with glimpse-

of shining water here and there, and what

looked like trenches on the higher ground

beyond. The guides then confessed that the

had made a mistake. The Koto river was still

in their front. They had only crossed the

Han, a tributary of the main stream. Dodii-

was preparing to push on nevertheless, when

word came from the camp near Akpa that

Behanzin had sent in a letter and a flag

truce. The letter declared that, being anxiou*

for peace, he would next morning withdraw

from the Koto. The French might take pos-

session of the bridge and the village of Kotopa.

This was good news ; and accordingly the

Han was recrossed, and the column bivouacked

on the road a thousand yards from the bridge

which it hoped to cross next day. When the

march began in the early morning there wen

some fears of treachery. But the head of the

column actually reached the bridge without

anv sign of the enemy. Then from ambuscade

in front and to right and lett a heavy fire

burst out, while the artillery opened from tht

heights. Behanzin thought to catch the French

in a trap. But he was " hoist with his oven

petard.'* for, furious at this treachery, and pre-

ferring to risk disaster rather than retreat hi

the prc-ence of a savage toe, the French ru>heii

the position with the bayonet. There was a

close and desperate struggle, but the week?
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rest at Akpa had done wonders for the men
;

and without halting for a moment, they ran

forward from trench to trench, driving the

Dahomeyans before them like a mob. Even
the Amazons and the royal guard made hardly

a stand after the first onset. They had been

told that the French would be panic-stricken

by the ambuscade, and would never cross the

river. The failure of their own treachery filled

the savage warriors with dismay. The lines

of Kotopa, after having delayed the French

for a fortnight, were stormed in half an hour,

and with only trifling loss to the victors.

The end of the expedition was now almost

in sight. The main line of detence taken up

by King Behanzin had been broken through.

Abomey, the capital, was only eleven miles

away in front. Nearer still, a little more than

four miles along the road, was Cana, the sacred

city of Dahomey, the centre of its religion, the

favourite residence of its kings. Throughout
the expedition Dodds had found that nothing

was to be gained by hurrying the march. It

is a principle of warfare in countries where

transport is difficult that supplies must be

accumulated at the front before each move-

ment is made, so there was a halt at Kotopa
till November 1st. A fortified post was con-

structed, a reserve of ammunition and food

was collected there, and every man was given

two hundred cartridges for the repeating-riflc

and three days' provisions. On November 2nd

the march was begun once more.

This last advance was made in a square, with

the convoy in the centre. Instead of following

the road, on which entrenchments had been

thrown up at various points, the square marched

through the bush towards Cana. If resistance

was encountered, the square could move in any

direction, and turn obstacles, instead of rushing

them in front, and at the same time it was

ready to meet attacks from any quarter. It

would have to cut its way foot by foot
;
progress

would be slow, but it would be sure; nothing

would be left to chance.

During the next four davs there was almost

continual bush -fighting. The Dahomeyans,

though they must have already lost several

thousands of their best fighting - men and

women, nevertheless harassed the advance by

ceaseless skirmishing, and at least once each

day tried to overwhelm the little army with

a rush from several sidcr, at once out of the

dense underwood, where the flintlock musket,

loaded with slugs, was almost as effective as

the rifle. In the last fight of all. at Yukuc,

the attack was made partly by some hundreds

of prisoners and slaves who had been promised

their freedom as the reward of victory. Several

of them were picked up wounded after the

fight, and it was found that most of them were

half-drunk with gin or rum, which had been

freely served out to them before the battk.

So the four days went by, each day bringing

the column about a mile nearer to Cana. On

the afternoon of November sth, as the firing

of the last fight died away, the sacred city

was seen close in front through a clearing of

the woods ; and along the path that led to

its gates there came a party of mounted chiefs

with white flags. Behanzin was suing for peace

Cana was occupied on the 6th, and the peace

negotiations began. What Dodds demanded wa>

really the unconditional surrender of the negr

»

king, and Behanzin made desperate efforts ti»

be allowed to retain something of his former

power. At last, on the 15th, Dodds, now pro

moted to the rank of general, decided to occupv

the capital. As the vanguard advanced, the

country became more cultivated. Instead iri

forest, there were groves of palm and pasture-

and tilled fields between them. Away in frtra:

rose the first houses of the scattered suburb

of Behanzin's capital. Suddenly a dense column

of smoke shot up from the midst of the

city. Then fires broke out here and there, and

several loud explosions were heard. The cavalry

riding on in advance found the suburbs in a

blaze, and halted outside them. Behanzin had

made a Moscow of Abomey, and as he fled t<*

the northward, taking with him a handful of

faithful warriors —some four hundred in all—

he left to the French only the ruins of the

great city, which for a century had been at the

annual feasts little better than a vast hurrua

slaughter-house.

The kingdom of Dahomey had ceased to

exist. Within a few weeks the king hidseU

was hunted down and captured. Much ascot

may admire the dogged resistance he made t

the conquerors in the almost daily fighting akm£

the forest tracks, no one can regret his down&i-

The success of General Dodd>—a success due

as much to careful organisation and patienth

prudent leadership as to the bravery of his wo
—was one more victory of civilisation over br

barism ; which, though it deprives the tribes

a nominal freedom, at the same time abolished

human sacrifice, slave-hunting, and other hateful

forms of savagery.
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IT
is instructive, though scarcely gratifying,

to note how largely the British fighting-

man depends, for due appreciation of his

exploits by land or sea, upon circumstances

w hich in common fairness ought not to be taken

into account in settling claims upon the national

regard. The British public is much too prone to

pauge military and naval valour by the measure

of success ultimately attained by the operations

in connection with which that valour was speci-

fically displayed. Thus, while we are at all times

ready to exalt moderate achievements when
arising out of notable surroundings or leading

up to brilliant consequences, we often sadly

under estimate really praiseworthy work because

its associations are humdrum or its results dis-

agreeable. Of the latter class of injustice no more
striking example could be found than the com-

parative obscurity in which is shrouded much, if

not all, of the genuine heroism displayed in the

iJ]-starred enterprise that forms the subject of

this sketch. That the Walcheren expedition was

disastrously marred by faulty conception, imper-

fect strategy, and miserable delays, is habitually

accounted quite sufficient reason for denying to

the gallant sailors and soldiers engaged in it the

full meed of credit due to them for a notable

exhibition of energy and pluck. No doubt this

i s human nature, and nothing will ever succeed

like success. But it is not in the eternal fitness

of things that the merest hanger-on of Trafalgar

or Waterloo should go down to posterity as

a popular hero, while the fine fellows who
faced the Flushing batteries in i8cn should be

forgotten, merely because their Government and

commander alike were to be blamed for pro-

crastination and ineptitude.

Advancing from this brief introduction into

the region of fact, it may be noted, for the benefit

at those whose geography is a "negligible

quantity,"' that Walcheren is one of a group

of very low-lying islands which have been

formed by alluvial deposits at the mouth of the

Scheldt, and now constitute the Dutch province

of Zeeland. Walcheren is separated by very

narrow channels from the adjacent islands of

North and South Beveland : it is about thirteen

miles long by eleven broad, and lies about a

hundred miles due east from the English coast.

Inland it contains the considerable town of

Middleburg, and on the south the important sea-

port of Flushing, the batteries of which in iHoq

closed the passage of the western or principal

branch of the Scheldt to any but the most

powerful of hostile fleets. On the north of the

island the fortress of Veere commanded at the

same period the Veeregat, the channel separating

Walcheren from North Beveland, while at the

eastern extremity of South Beveland, Fort

Bahtz—or, as it is now commonly called, Bath

—barred the East Scheldt, and so still further

blocked for an enemy's ships the water-way to

Antwerp. The latter port- the key to the great

estuary which, as has been justly observed, is the

natural rival to that of the Thames—although

fallen indeed from its former commercial grand-

eur, was in 1809 fast rising, under the magic-

hand of Napoleon, to fresh importance as a great

naval stronghold. Already an arsenal and .Vast

wet-docks had been created, and various other

steps taken with the obvious intent of rendering

Antwerp an excellent base for a future great

attack upon England. But. owing to distrac-

tions on the Danube and in the Peninsula, these

preparations were temporarily in abeyance, and

in the meantime Antwerp was being quite in-

adequately garrisoned by about :,ooo invalid*

and coastguards, the majority of the French

troops still remaining in these parts being thrown

forward, to the number of 0.000 or thereabouts,

for the manning of Flushing and other forts on

the islands of the Scheldt.

The immediate ratson d\trc of the Walcheren

expedition is to be found in the memorable
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effort made by Austria in the spring and early

summer of i8oq to stem the torrent of Napo-

leon's career of European conquest. Although

hostilities in that connection were not actually

commenced until April, i8oq, the resolution of

the Austrians t<> declare war had been communi-
cated to the British Government in November,

1808, and simultaneously the cabinet of Vienna

had impressed upon that of St. James's the

desirability of a British diversion, more par-

ticularly by a land force in northern Germany.

But England, although fully alive to the

necessity for such action, and, moreover, fully

equal, as regards resources, to the part it was

proposed she should play, was lamentably slow

in rising to the occasion. Instead of taking the

field simultaneously with Austria in April, the

Government allowed itself to be at any rate

temporarily discouraged by the failure of Sir

John Moore's Spanish expedition, and did not

even commence to take preliminary steps until

quite the end of May. Meanwhile, the Aus-

trians had been badly beaten at Echmuhl, and

had triumphed somewhat doubtfully at Aspern.

Throughout June and July, an English expedi-

tion to the Scheldt having been finally decided

upon, the work of getting ready ships, battering-

trains, and men, went slowly forward—so slowlv

that the preparations were not complete until

news had reached this country of Napoleon-

rout of the Austrians at Wagram. Thus, at

the outset, the expedition failed to accomplish

its original object—the creation, namely, of a

diversion calculated to assist a friendly Power

in opposing the Napoleonic supremacy. Hence

forth it was little more than a blow aimed a:

Napoleon's back by Great Britain on het own

account, and never was blow more portentously

delivered or more feebly fol

lowed up.

The expedition which left

the Downs on the 28th July.

1800, en route for the Scheldt,

was, from both a naval and j

military point of view, one oi

the largest and finest ever «lc

spatched from these or any

other shores. It consisted ol

thirty-seven ships of the line

twenty - three frigates, an^

eighty-two gunboats, besicV

transports having on boar.:

over 40.000 of all arms, in-

cluding two complete battering

trains. The naval force wi*

commanded by Sir Richarii

Strachan, the troops, and Gt

some extent the expedition

generally, being placed in

charge of Lord Chatham, soc

of the great earl and brother d

William Pitt. " a respectable

without merit in the routine o-

it home." but " totally destitute 0*

the activity and decision requisite in an enter

prise in which success was to be won rather pv

rapidity of movement than deliberation of con-

duct." According to Lord Chatham's instru«.

tions, the object of the conjoint expeditions wa>

the capture or destruction of the enemy's ships,

either building or afloat, at Antwerp or Flushing,

or afloat in the Scheldt ; the destruction of the

arsenals and dockyards at Antwerp. Terneuze.

and Flushing; the reduction of the Island <*

Walcheren ; and the closing of the Scheldt, if

possible, to navigation by ships of war.

On the 2qth July the left wing of Lord

Chatham's force, under Lieutenant-General Sb

Eyre Coote, arrived off Domburg, on the north

side of Walcheren Island, and on the follomng

day was landed on the sandhills in the vicing

of Fort Vecre. On the morning ol' the 3K
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a deputation was received from Middleburg schooners, and fourteen gunboats— made a

bating that the French garrison had retired determined effort to recapture Fort Rath, but

into Flushing, and offering terms of capitula- after a smart cannonade were forced to re-

tion, which were accepted. Fort Veere. after tire. Returning to Walcheren we find Lord
an obstinate defence by a garrison some boo Chatham's headquarters fixed from the 2nd of

strong, was captured on the 1st of August. August at Middleburg. the troops being engaged

"SIR RICHARD STRACHAM IEIFT UP KOK SEVERAL HOURS a ikEMENDOis cannonade" i/. 602.)

Meanwhile, a division under Sir John Hope
had landed on South Beveland and had taken
possession of the whole island, including Fort
Bath. The enemy's ships, which, when the

English expedition arrived off Holland, were
moored off Flushing, had by this time retired

up the river, and on the 4th August were lying

some at Antwerp, others at Fort Lillo, between
Antwerp and Bath. On the 5th a strong
detachment of the enemy's flotillas-consisting

of two frit hirty brigs, eight luggers or

in getting guns into position and otherwise

making vigorous preparations for the reduction

of Flushing.

The activity and zeal of the naval force

throughout the whole of these proceedings were

beyond all praise. Loyally subordinating his

own action to that of Lord Chatham in the

first essential of getting the troops safely dis-

embarked, Sir Richard Strachan subsequently

lost no opportunity of rendering his hold

upon the East and West Scheldt up to Fort

>ogle
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Bath as secure as he could make it both by

general ubiquity and judicious concentration

of force at points of importance. Nor was

anything left undone that could be done in

the way of useful minor bombardment, cutting

communications, and preventing supplies from

being thrown into Flushing. One specially fine

performance was the forcing of the entrance to

the West Scheldt, under the fire of the Flushing

batteries, by ten frigates,* under the o;ders

of Lord William Stuart, captain of the Lavinia.

This squadron was under fire for two hours,

and the gallant and seaman-like manner in

which it was conducted, and its steady and

well-directed fire, were greeted with roars of

applause by the English troops which were

able to watch the action from the shore. But,

notwithstanding these diversions, some of Sir

Richard Strachan's despatches seem to indicate

that the operations were regarded as unduly

extensive and complicated, and that the pro-

tracted delay caused by the military prepara-

tions for the bombardment of Flushing was

producing a certain amount of naval misgiving.

It is to the delay in question that the ultimate

failure of the expedition is commonly attributed;

and, indeed, there is much to support this view.

Lord Chatham, at the time the expedition en-

tered the Scheldt, was in possession of authentic

information to the effect that Antwerp was
practically undefended. If the division which
landed in South Beveland under Sir John Hope,

and captured Fort Bath without striking a blow,

had, after leaving a sufficient garrison for the

latter, pushed on to Antwerp at once, it would
probably have captured both that town and
Fort Lillo en route without any difficulty. Such
a course, moreover, if promptly taken, would

have had the effect of cutting off the French

fleet, for, as noted above, when the expedition

arrived off Holland the enemy's ships were
moored off Flushing, and would probably have

remained there or returned thither had Ant-

werp been carried by a coup dc main and both

Forts Lillo and Bath been in the hands of

English garrisons. As it was, the French
squadron escaped up the river, and Sir John
Hope's division remained inactive in South
Beveland, being joined on the qth August by

the divisions under the Earl of Rosslyn and
the iMarquis of Huntley.

On the evening of the ~th August a notable

sortie was made from Flushing upon the right

• Lavinia. Uttcint, Amdhyit. Rota, NymfhtH, I'AigU.

Euryjlus. Siatira. Diyad, and Palm.

of our line, the attack being directed chiefly

upon our advanced picquets, which were *up

ported by the 3rd Battalion of the Royals—the
cth and the 35th—which, together with detach-

ments of the Royal Artillery, the 05th, and

the eight battalions of the King's German

Legion, engaged the enemy with great gal-

lantry, and forced him to retire. Subsequentlv

the besieged garrison endeavoured to cau*

some embarrassment by opening the sluice* at

Flushing and letting in the sea upon the

island ; but adequate precautions had been

taken to render this ingenious attempt at

inundation ineffectual, and the preparations for

the bombardment were steadily pushed forward

On the 13th August, the land batteries before

Flushing being completed, and Lord Chatham

having duly notified the fact to his naval col

league, the latter caused his bombs and gun

vessels to take up suitable stations at the

south-east and south-west ends of the town

and at half-past one p.m. the bombardment

was commenced, the enemy promptly and

vigorously responding. At the outset we had

on land alone fifty-two pieces of heavy ordnance,

and an additional batter)' of six ^a-pounder-

was completed the same night, the whole con

tinuing to play upon the town till late the

following day. On the evening of the 13th

an entrenchment in front of the right of our

line was brilliantly forced by the 14th Rcgi

merit, now the Prince of Wales's Own (West

Yorkshire), and detachments of the King's Ger

man Legion, under Lieutenant-Colonel Nicolk

who drove the enemy out, and effected a I«»dg

ment within musket-shot of the walls of the

town, taking one gun and thirty prisoners. But

otherwise no great impression appears to have

been made on the gallant defenders till the

following day.

On the morning of the 14th August Sir

Richard Strachan, with the St. Dvmtnf
Blake, Repulse, Victorious, Denmark, Auda

lions, and Venerable linc-of-battle ships, got

under weigh, and, ranging up along the sea-lint

of defence, kept up for several hours a trc

mendous cannonade, with the result that by fou'

o'clock in the afternoon the town was almost

everywhere in flames, and the enemy's fire had

for the time entirely ceased. Lord Chatham,

who describes the scene of destruction as "most

awful," hereupon summoned the place to sur

render, but no satisfactory reply being given

hostilities were resumed with the utmost vigour.

About eleven o'clock at night one of the enemy'*
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advanced batteries was carried at the point of the

bayonet by detachments from the 36th. 71st,

and light battalions of the King's German Legion,

opposed to great superiority of numbers ; and
about two in the morning of the 15th August
the enemy demanded a suspension of arms for

forty-eight hours. This was refused, only two
hours being granted, when General Monnet,
commanding the French troops, agreed to sur-

render on the basis of the garrison becoming

prisoners of war. On the 16th, articles of capitu-

lation were ratified, and the English troops took

possession of the town. The return of the garri-

son which surrendered includes 16 officers of the

>taff, 101 officers, 3,773 non-commissioned officers

and soldiers, 480 sick and wounded—total, 4,370.

In addition to these the original garrison in-

cluded, besides the number killed during the

siege, which must have been very large, upwards

of 1,000 wounded who had been removed to

Cadsand previously to the complete investment

of the town.

With the fall of Flushing the Walcheren ex-

pedition practically came to an end, but not in

the manner that might have been expected from

such a glorious beginning. Instead of being

rapidly followed by the seizure of Antwerp and

the destruction of the enemy's fleet, the siege,

successful as it had been, had changed the whole

aspect of affairs by giving to both the French
and Dutch Governments time to place Antwerp
in an excellent state of defence, to withdraw the

fleet into a place of security, and to assemble

;o,ooo troops within striking distance of the

Scheldt. This does not seem to have dawned on

Lord Chatham until, with ridiculous tardiness,

he had advanced his headquarters to Fort Bath,

which he only reached on the 26th August, ten

days after Flushing—barely thirty miles distant

—

had surrendered ! Meanwhile the marsh fever was

beginning to tell most seriously upon the troops,

of whom little short of 3,000 were in hospital.

A council of war was accordingly called, and it

was unanimously decided that a further advance

was impossible. Orders then followed indicating

a gradual withdrawal from the advanced position

in South Beveland and the embarkation of such

troops as remained, after providing a substantial

garrison for Walcheren, which it was hoped

might still be permanently retained.

Had the retention of Walcheren been feasible,

the expedition might still have secured an im-

portant result by practically sealing the Scheldt,

• iiid the garri-on detailed some 15.000 strong-

was apparently ample for the purpose. But fate

and fever were too strong for the " respectable

veteran " and his unfortunate soldiers. The
Walcheren malaria soon caught the Englishmen

in its fell grip, and did not readily release its

victims. By the middle of September—about a

fortnight after the rest of the expedition had re-

turned home—half the garrison were in hospital,

and the death-rate was running up to two and

three hundred a week. After two months of

ghastly misery the final order for evacuation was

given and carried out—one can imagine, with

gloomy cheerfulness—after the works and naval

basin of Flushing had been carefully destroyed.

Thus ended "Walcheren, 1800," an expedi-

tion which cost us 7,000 British lives, not to

THE walcheren expedition.

speak ot nearly twice that number who were in-

valided home, and thousands more who brought

back constitutions so shattered by malaria that

they never fullv regained their strength. What
lessons are to be gained from such a colossal

failure are writ sufficiently large in the foregoing

simple narrative ; but, at least, it is comforting

to reflect that, serious as those lessons are, they

involve no sort of slur upon the courage and

discipline of the British naval and military ser-

vices. As a great stroke of Continental policy

the Walcheren expedition was radically culpable,

in that it started at least three months too late.

Strategically speaking, it was characterised by

utter want of enterprise and sinful waste of time.

But it included a very fair modicum of what Mr.

Kipling's Terence Mulvaney calls " sumpshuous

fightin'," and there is plenty of evidence to show

that in this respect the British troops engaged,

as well as their gallant opponents—who for

thirty-six hours maintained their hold on Flush-

ing against one of the most terrible bombard-

ments ever recorded—worthily upheld the best

traditions of their respective nations.
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IT
was the early spring of 1885. Canada was
still covered with her mantle of snow, pure

and unsullied on the vast prairies of the

west and the farms of the east ; and like

tufts of cotton-wool on a child's Christmas tree,

it still rested on the dark branches of the pines

and the hemlocks of her pathless forests, where
the axe of the lumberman and the tap of the

woodpecker alone awakened the silence of winter.

Less beautiful, the snow was piled and dim-

in the streets of her great cities, which were

just waking to trade and to the opening navi-

gation of the mighty rivers, whose fleets of ice

floes surged slowly to the sea. In the far north

the tributary rivers still bore upon their frozen

breasts a wealth of piled logs, to be floated to the

huge saw-mills of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence,

or shipped as squared timber across the Atlantic

from the stately old city of Quebec.

The rosy-cheeked, light-footed Canadian girls

and athletic young men were getting tired of

the fun and frolic of winter carnival. Snow-
shoe and skate and toboggan would soon be

laid aside for the canoe and tent and fishing-

rod, among the Thousand Islands of the St.

Lawrence, or on the shores of Riviere du Loup
and Tadousac. But the tinkling sleigh-bells

were not yet silent, and gay picnic parties still

frequented the leafless maple groves, and dis-

turbed the stolid Habitan at his sugar harvest.

The seven provincial Parliaments and the Fed-

eral Parliament at Ottawa still debated on

even* subject, including woman-suffrage (which

the Dominion Parliament discussed at an all-

night sitting), till daylight dawned upon the

corpses that strewed the battlefield of Fish

Creek. Though a free hand had been given

by the Cabinet to the minister, no one thought

war imminent, except the lonely settler on his

ranche hard by the Saskatchewan, where the

Indian was fast becoming dangerously insolent,

and the French half-breed was sullenly nursing

his discontent at the delay of the Government
in legalising their claims to the scattc

huts and half-tilled prairie farm*.

The pioneer white settlers were also Wtjfl

themselves into wrath over similar delays in

granting homestead rights. The prairie Indian-

had no tangible grievance against the Govern
ment beyond their natural dislike to sharing

their country with while men. They had been

given ample reserves and daily rations of beel

and flour, blankets, and a small sum of mono,

annually. But with the buffalo had disappeared

not only food and clothing, but happy hunting

The transition from hunter and horse-thief to

rationed loafer was too sudden Work th</

would not, to beg they were not ashamed ; «o

they mounted their kyuscs (ponies), and, rifle in

hand, left their reserves, followed by their women
bestriding the ponies that drew the travoises—

a trailing contrivance of tepee poles that carried

tent, papooses, puppies, and cooking-pot*. A>
the ration-issuer could not follow their pere-

grinations, they frequented the small towns that

spring up along the Canadian Pacific Railway,

with the usual demoralising results. Rifles tbjlv

had from the old buffalo days, ammunition they

craved, though there was little to shoot but

the white man or his cattle. For cartridge

they would sell anything, from squaw* to

medicine pipes.

The Wood Indians, Crees, and Chipwavans,

in the far north, lived on fish, game, and barter

of furs with the Hudson Bay posts. They abo

had been relegated to reserves, a system they

disliked. The great chiefs " Big Bear " and
" Poundmaker " had collected bands they could

not feed. The emissaries of Rid were busy

among them, with promises of a millennium of

pork and flour from the plunder of the Hudson

Hay stores and settlements—" no police, plenty

whisky." These blessings were to be obtained

with the aid of their brethren from the United
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States and the evergreen Fenian Brigade. They

were also told King George's red soldiers could

not help the Canadians, as they were fighting

the Russians.

At Frog Lake an Indian had been im-

prisoned for stealing beef (said to have been

put in his way by the Indian agent). While

undergoing imprisonment his squaw became in-

timate with the prosecutor. When the Indian

had served his imprisonment he returned, and

the agent was shot, as well as two Roman

this last mute prote-t the Indians released all

their white prisoners, and surrendered them-

selves and their arms.

But we are anticipating, as the Canadian

Government did not anticipate. The cloud no

bigger than a man's hand that hung over the

great lone land suddenly spread and burst.

The news was flashed to ( Htawa that a detach-

ment of North-West police— fifty strong, with a

7-pounder gun and a company of loyal volun-

teer- from Battleford. lent out to collect supplies

itholic priests at the mission and some equally

nocent settlers. Three Government officials

:rc murdered, and the rest, with all the women
ul children, taken prisoners ; the church, saw-

dl, and the whole settlement plundered and

irnt by Big Bear's band, his son. M Bad Child,"

ing conspicuous. And so the curtain rose on

e first act of the tragedy.

After the last fight of Steele's scouts at M Loon

ike/* the squaw was found hung on a tree in

r line of march, also the agent's dog. With

MHM AT THE MOUTH OF THE SASKATCHEWAN.

— had been forced to retire to Fort Carlton with

heavy loss; that the fort had been abandoned

and burnt ; and that the police and volunteers

had fallen back on Prince Albert. The rebels

had taken cover in a coulee, or depression of

the prairie ; and when the advancing mounted
police and volunteers showed themselves, they

were met bv a withering fire from the half-

breeds and Indians, under Gabriel Dumont, a

celebrated old buffalo • hunter. Before the

mounted police and volunteers, who were

in sleighs, could properly extend, their losses

became so heavy that retirement was found

necessary, and, to add to their difficulties, the

first shell was jammed in the bore of the

7-pounder M. L. gun. rendering it useless.
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Captain Morton and eight men were killed,

Captain Moore and four men wounded. The
large proportion of killed, and the picking out

of officers, shows the deadly accuracy of the

half-breed aim. It was unfortunate that police-

inspector Crozier allowed himself to take the

initiative, when he knew that Colonel Irvine,

commissioner of police, was within a day's

march with a reinforcement of too men. The
latter officer had marched from Kegina with

unexampled rapidity— 291 miles in seven days,

42 miles per day, the thermometer often below

zero. He had marched through hostile country

and evaded Kiel, who, with 400 men, desired

to prevent his passage of the Saskatchewan

river and junction with

Inspector Crozier. Colonel

Irvine got scant credit for

the swift strategy with

which he opened the

campaign, or for the effi-

ciency of the North-West

Mounted Police, which

could make such marches

and yet were left shut up

in Battleford and Prince

Albert.

Then the fact was

brought home to the

Government that a police

force was not sufficient to

cope with so formidable

an outbreak.

The long familiarity be-

tween police, Indians,

and Metis had bred mutual contempt. The fact

that Louis Riel, who fifteen years before had

seized the government of the Red River country,

proclaimed himself president, turned thegovernor

sent by Canada out of the territory, imprisoned

all those opposed to him, and after a mock trial

executed Scott, a sturdy Orange Loyalist—and

yet had been amnestied, allowed to return from

the United States, and for many months to hold

seditious public meetings, caused the half-breeds

to hold the Government in profound contempt,

so much so that the Indian name for the then

Premier, on account of his policy of procrastina-

tion, was '"Apinoquis"

—

4> Old To-morrow." On
the other hand, the Government thought that

because Louis Riel had fled, and his force

collapsed without firing a shot against the

Red River Expedition under Colonel (now Lord)

Wolseley, that the outbreak of 1885 would

also be a flash in the pan.

CREE IMJlAN.

It was fortunate at this juncture that a voung

French-Canadian gentleman, Mr. (Sir) Adolphc

Caron, was Minister of Militia and Defence.

He did not hesitate, but wisely left the

executive to General Middleton, commanding

the Militia, who acted with equal promptness

and left for Winnipeg the day after the receipt

of the telegram of the disaster at Duck Lake.

He picked up on his way to Winnipeg the ooth

Battalion Militia Volunteers (Major Mackeandi,

268 rank and file, and Major Jarvis's Militia

Field Batter}'. Orders were sent for the imme

diate entraining from Quebec and Kingston of

"A " and M B " Batteries Royal Canadian Artil-

lery, consisting of two field-batteries (two gum

of each only were taken!,

under Majors Short and

Peters, and a detachment

of gunners acting as in-

fantry, the whole com-

manded by Colonel Monti-

zambert. From Ouebtx

also came the Cavain

School Troop (Colonel

Turnbull), 50 sabres ; from

Toronto "C" School

Infantry Company (Major

Smith), qo rank and file.

The Royal Canadian

Artillery and the so-called

" Schools" of infantry and

cavalry are the regular

disciplined troops <4

Canada, whose duty in

peace time is to instruct

the Militia of their respective arms—an excellent

system, but puzzling in nomenclature.

Every province and city sent its quota. The

10th Grenadiers, strength 250 (Colonel Grassetr.

the Queen's Own Rifles (Colonel Miller), 274.

and the Bodyguard Cavalry, 81, under Colonel

Denison, from Toronto ; from Ottawa the picked

marksmen of the Governor-General's Foot

Guards, 51 (Major Todd), the Midland Battalion,

340 (Colonel Williams). The French-Canada

rifle regiments- the Qth (Colonel Amyot) thr

65th (Colonel Ouimet) — from Quebec and

Montreal respectively, were pitted against the

Western Indians rather than the French halt

breeds. All answered with alacrity. Officer,

and men left the law-courts, the House of

Commons, the office desk, the store, the plough,

the workshop, the forest, with no experience of

war and but little training. They proved them

• enduring and gallant soldiers, eventually
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overcoming a force of half-breed hunters and

Indians ; as good shots as the Boers •, as brave,

b wily, and as skilful as those Transvaal 4i com-

mandoes" who inflicted upon British arms one

-; the feu* reverses they have sustained.

The most noticeable feature of the whole

jrapaign. a feature which makes its study of the

potest value to British militia and volunteers,

> the extraordinary facility with which the

oung Canadian volunteers became converted

ato excellent marching and fighting soldiers. It

nay also be a matter of pride to young Eng-

L«hmen that their brothers and cousins settled

1 Canada, many of them " army competi-

ion" failures, vied wi'.h the young Canadian,

n their eagerness to go to the front they

eft their farms to take care of themselves,

"ncugh indifferent farmers, they made excellent

(ju; cavalry. Bolton's, French's, Dennis's,

itecle's, Stuart's scouts, and the Alberta

bunted Rifles were a mixture of young Cana-

an and English settlers, Western men, sur-

eyors, and cowboys mounted on the toughest

f bronchos. Many of the cowboys of the

Pejtern Column were American citizens. A
Entity was anticipated as to their taking

>c oath of allegiance to Her Majesty, but a

wboy will swear to anything for the sake of a

Timtnage with the Redskins ; always to the

ont, never grumbling or giving trouble to

tipone but the enemy.
In peace-time Canada has no organised trans-

it, commissariat, or field medical department,

nhin four weeks all three were improvised,

auily with the aid of the great Hudson Bay
-wpany and the supervision of General Laurie

the central base.

The astonishing rapiditv with which Canada
-Tied through the campaign speaks well for her

ihnteer militia system, and for the inherent

Btary qualities of Canadians. It is not impos-

>lc that in the future the martial spirit of

«. Old Dominion of Canada, and what some of

h'>pe will soon be the New Dominions of

U'tralasia and South Africa, may be a source

strength to the Old Country and save us

m the need of foreign alliances.

A glance at the map shows the Canadian
ictrk Railway stretching across the continent,

»o miles from ocean to ocean. The western
rt was not completed, and ended in a wilder-

Mi country that supplied nothing but wild

>r*e$, beef on the hoof. Indians, cowboys,
votes, and gophers. Unfortunately, the rail-

»V was also not finished further east. There

was a gap of 400 miles along the north shore of

Lake Superior, which Riel believed would be an

impassable barrier to the passage of troops at that

season. Parallel to the railway, and for 800 miles,

about 200 miles north, rolls the mighty North

Saskatchewan. Upon it were three settlements

(our objectives), surrounded by the enemy, and

held by small garrisons of police:—(1) Prince

Albert, with Batoche. the half-breed head-

quarters of the rebels ; (2) Battleford ; (3) Fort

Pitt, with Edmonton beyond it. Opposite to

these objectives were our bases at Ou'Appelle,

Swift Current, and Calgary, from each of which

marched a column—the eastern, under General

Middleton, from Ou'Appelle ; the central from

Swift Current, under Colonel Otter, a Canadian

officer ; and the western column, under General

Strange, from Calgary.

From his own account, General Middleton

concentrated his attention on Batoche, and in-

tended to take the central (Colonel Otter's)

column with him, the southern branch of the

Saskatchewan being between them. He tells us

he doubted the strategic necessity of considering

the other objectives, and that " nor'-westers "

were his pet abhorrence ! Yet the nor' -west had

eventually to be taken into consideration. Per-

haps it was difficult for a man who had never

been beyond Eastern Canada at once to grasp

the strategic geography of a new continent. He,

however, believed in himself—an excellent quality

in a general. Fortunately for General Middle-

ton, Riel, who, as he naively wrote, 44 did not

like war," had evidently not studied that subject

at the University of Montreal, where he was

educated. Riel chose to take his stand in the

fork of the North and South Saskatchewan, navig-

able for General Middleton 's armed steamers,

which could take him in reverse. He also ex-

posed his line of retreat at Prince Albert to

Colonel Irvine and the North-West Police, who
were to attack him in combination with General

Middleton.

With a river at his back, therefore, both

branches of which were navigable for his ene-

mies' steamers, and a telegraph line behind the

latter, Riel awaited the attack of the best

regular troops of Canada, with field -artillery and

Gatling guns. The houses he occupied were

mere shell-traps, and some were not even Gat-

ling-proof. A half-breed knows just enough to

take up a faulty strategic position ; an Indian

does not.

As the three columns, when once started,

could not communicate till their objectives were
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reached, they acted independently, and must be

treated separately. So much for the strategy

which forced itself on the general, owing to the

geography of the country. Now to consider its

execution by his subordinates. The initial

difficulties of bringing up troops across the

railway gap are best set forth in Colonel

Montizambert's report :

—

" Here began the difficulties of passing the gaps

on the unconstructed portion of the road, between
the west end of track and Red Rock or Nepigon,

fearful weather, round the north shore of Lake

Superior, the roughest region in the world, and

Nepigon or Red Rock was reached on the

evening of the 3rd April. The men had nc

sleep for four nights. This command was th»

first that passed over this route from the east."

Having collected troops at Ou'Appclle, Genera.

Middletou began his march on 6th April, with;

force of 40^. all told, consisting of <>oth Winni

peg Rifles, 2 guns Winnipeg Field Battery

and French's Scouts. Thu regular cavalry, undo

CANADIAN JiC.N SLEKiM ItAM.

sixty-six miles from Port Arthur. About 400

miles had to be passed by a constantly varying

process of embarking and disembarking guns and

stores from flat cars to country team sleighs and

vice versA. There were sixteen operations of

this nature in cold weather and deep snow. On
starting from west end of track on the night

of the 30th, the roads were found so bad that

it took the guns seventeen hours to do the dis-

tance, thirty miles, to Magpie, and from there to

east end of track by teams, and march further

on ; then on flat cars for eighty miles, with

thermometer at 5* below zero. Heron Bay,

Port Munroe, McKeller's Bay, Jackfish, Ibster,

and McKay's Harbour were passed by alternate

flat cars on construction track and teams, in

Colonels Turnbull and Denison, were left to

guard his communications at Touchwood Hills

and Humboldt respectively. On the 8th General

Middleton was joined by Colonel Montirambct

and the "A M
Battery regular artillery, 100 strong

with two-horsed guns, q-pounder M.L.K. Mr3

and horses appeared none the worse for thctf

long journey of 1,000 miles by rail and tral

including the passage of the gaps previously de-

scribed. On the Qth General Middleton recv

news of Frog Lake massacres, and telegraphed

General Strange to raise a force, assume com-

mand of it and of such troops as might be sent,

relieve Edmonton, and then to move on Fort

Pitt, where General Middleton would meet bio

with troops coming up the Saskatchewan by

"S*v
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steamer, after the relief of Prince Albert and

Battleford. General Strange (who will have to

speak later on in the first person) was an ex-

artillery officer settled on a ranche near

Gleichen, who had volunteered his services.

himself with cutting the wire only between

Batoche and Prince Albert. When a prisoner

he told General Middleton :
" I only wanted to

cut off Prince Albert, as I thought I might want

the wire, after defeating you, to communicate

VIEW SEAR (.ALGAKV.

10th April Major Smith. " C " School of

tjular Infantry, 40 men, overtook General

idlcton, and Major-General Laurie, a retired

mean veteran living in Halifax, also joined,

I. though senior to General Middleton,

unteered to serve under him.

I*hc march generally followed the telegraph

which was tapped at every halt, and was

the greatest service, for Riel had contented

with Ottawa, and make terms with the Govern-

ment.'" On this march the Indian " Day
Star" and his people on the Indian farm

were met and a " pow-wow " was held : thev

expressed loyalty in proportion to the tea.

tobacco, bacon, and flour with which thev were

presented.

On the nth the great salt plains had

to be negotiated in bitter cold, through wind,
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snow, and slush ; there were also several streams

which took the infantry above the knee. As
firewood had to be carried, fires were limited ;

although the alkaline water was only drinkable

as tea, and even then was conducive to dysentery.

On the same day, when nearly through the

salt plains, a despatch was received from Irvine

stating he had 180 mounted police and ninety

volunteers at Prince Albert, plenty of ammuni-
tion and beef, but only flour enough for a

month ; and also one from Superintendent

Morris, holding Battleford with forty-seven

North-West Mounted Police and thirty-five

settler volunteers, asking urgently for help,

Chief Poundmaker's large band of Indians

being in the vicinity. General Middleton tele-

graphed to Colonel Otter, at Swift Current, to

march at once, with all the troops he had, on

Battleford. He left on the 13th, General

Laurie leaving simultaneously to take command
of the base at Swift Current.

It was very necessary to communicate with

Colonel Irvine, and the services of Captain

Bedson (transport officer) and Mr. McDowell,

who volunteered for this duty, were accepted,

as the general "did not wish to send a written

despatch. It was unfortunate for Colonel Irvine

that these orders were verbal, as a difference of

opinion has arisen as to the precise date of his

co-operation. He states in his report that he had

orders from General Middleton to come out of

Battleford and co-operate in cutting off fugitives,

and that the attack on Batoche would be on the

1 8th or 19th of April, on which day Colonel

Irvine marched twelve miles towards Batoche
;

but as his scouts did not hear anything of Mid-

dleton 's advance on Batoche, he returned to

Prince Albert, dreading an attack on that place

in his absence. General Middleton, in the

United Service Magazine, says he informed

Irvine he would attack Batoche on the 25th

of April. But as he was engaged at Fish

Creek on the 24th, where he was detained, it

was not till the 9th of May that the attack on

Batoche commenced ; so that Colonel Irvine

would have had a longish time to wait, and is

hardly to be blamed under the circumstances

for returning to Battleford. It is only in theory

that war combinations work like clockwork.

Middleton 's force had now marched 124 miles

in eight days (including a day's halt) over a

bad trail in terrible weather—good work for

untrained men. The food supplies were good,

and the knapsacks throughout the campaign

were carried in waggons. On the 15th

he pushed on with a small force to Clark's

Crossing. The rebels had not molested the

ferry and not even cut the telegraph wire.

The force remained at Clark's Crossing till the

23rd. In scouting, three Indians were run down

and brought to bay, standing back to back in a

gully. Lord Melgund was unwilling to shoe;

them, and two or three scouts who spoke a

little Indian tried without effect to get then

to surrender
;

finally Captain French walked

down alone and unarmed, in spite of their

covering him with their rifles, and insisted upon

shaking hands with them ; they then smoked

the pipe of peace together and surrendered

themselves. They were found to be part of 1

band of American Sioux from across the bonier.

One was released and sent to Batoche with a

proclamation in French, offering pardon to those

who would surrender : he was promised a re-

ward on his return. The man never came bad,

and at the taking of Batoche his body was found

in the front, lying on his back in full war-paint]

with a bullet through his head.

The persuasive coolness of Captain French wai

characteristic. He was a gallant, genial Irish-

man, and had been an Inspector of North-

West Mounted Police, under his brother, the

first Commissioner, Colonel French, R.A. He

left his farm and his young wife for fighti:^-

sake, raised a troop of scout cavalry, and w^

killed at their head in the rush on Batoche.

During the seven days' halt at Clark's Cry-

ing, Bolton's scouts and 10th Grenadiers joined

the force. Forage was very scarce, and the

teamsters refused to advance without oats,

the horses being their own property. Colonel

Houghton, D.A.G., suggested bayonet persua-

sion ; but the general, perhaps wisely, declined

this drastic measure, and oats arrived on the

22nd. A further supply was secured by a nigh;

raid made by Colonel Houghton in advance

with a handful of scouts.

The ferry had been put in working order, and

General Middleton divided his force of *<»

men. Crossing a column on the 21st and 2:ni

under Colonel Montizambert, to operate on the

opposite side of the river, the columns keep-

ing abreast, the ferry barge was floated down

between them.

The left column was composed of 10th Rot*

Grenadiers, strength 250 ; Winnipeg Alilitu

Field Battery, two guns, so; detachment "A

Battery R.C.A.. under Lieutenant Rivers 2}',

French's scouts. 20 ;
detachment Bolton's scout-.

30 ; total, 373.
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The right column consisted of the ooth Regi-

ment, 268 ;

M A " Battery R.C.A., two guns, 8 2 ;

"C" School Company, 40; Bolton's scouts, 50;

total. 440.

Signals by bugle notes were arranged between

the columns, but it was found impracticable to

work in the noise of battle.

On the 23rd, news came of the surrender of

Fort Pitt by the police garrison under Inspector

Dickens (son of the novelist). They made their

way by boat to Battleford. Mr. McLean, the

Hudson Bay factor, left the fort to parley, and

found himself in

Big Bear's grip.

He was induced

by the wily savage

to order his family

(three very pretty

girls) and theother

officials and their

families to join

him. When these

were secured, the

police were al-

lowed to depart

unmolested. They
broke the stocks

of the rifles left

in the fort ; but

these were ingeni-

ously repaired by
the Indians, and
used against us at

"French m a n's

Butte.'' A large

supply of provi-

sions and stores

and a quantity of ammunition fell into the hands
of the Indians, who had a good time in the fort

until the arrival of the Western Column.
On the 24th, Middleton marched tor Dumont's

Crossing. Mounted scouts extended in front, the

supports under Major Holton 200 yards in rear.

The general, as was his custom, rode at the head.

On approaching some clumps of poplars (hi,

in prairie phrase) a heavy lire on the- left was
opened, but did not d<< much damage, as it was
delivered in a hurry.* Bolton instantly directed

'Gabriel Dumont's despatch lo Riel, found .it Hatoche.
"ys. " I had a place to ambush them at Fish Creek It

was frustrated by a fool in a boi n coat. who. seeing A
mikh cow on the prairie, rode after her. am! Instead of
driving her into the enemy's mVtw, drove her right on to
me. Seeing 1 was discovert-*! I fired al him. in the bojn»
tlut the shot would not be- noticed, a> tic was always

his men to dismount, and let loose their horses,

some of which were immediately shot, as well as

a few men, the flankers and files in front falling

back on the supports, and the wounded crawling

back to the line. The enemy were kept in

check till the advanced guard of the 90th came
up. Captain Wise's horse was shot in going

back for them. Meanwhile, amid the rattle ot

rifle fire and the *' ping " of bullets, could be heard

the oaths, shouts, and jeers of the excited Metis,

mingled with the vibrating war-whoop of the

Indians ; but the English scouts spoke only

(CTCM M*Owl*G
RIIATION 0* TmC

theatre or war
to IMC mil Ol CANAOA

with their Winchesters. One brave, alone, in

full war-paint, dashed boldly but of cover,

shouting his war-cry. He was immediately

shot, and his example was not followed. When
the advanced guard of the ooth came up, it was.

extended on the right of the scouts
; Captain

Clarke (in command) and several men were

wounded. The main body were brought up
by Colonel Houghton, and Major Mackeand
(<ioth) and two more companies extended to

the right. The two guns of " A " Battery,

firinc shots himself at birds and rabbit?, as my scouts.

have frequently reported. 1 unfortunately missed him:
and my shot beinp, mistaken for the signal, all my men
lieu.in tirinj,', ami exposed their position before the enemy
had fallen into the trap I had laid for them It will be
seen foots have their uses, e^cn the irrepressible sportinp

British tenderfoot.
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under Major Peters, came into action ; but as

the enemy were too well covered, the general

withdrew them. Subsequently they dashed into

the fight at close quarters, which was necessary,

as the men in the rifle-pits could not be reached

from a distance. The guns took up various

positions on both sides of the coulee. Captain

Drury and Lieutenant Ogilvie at last ran their

guns up by hand to within twenty yards of the

edge of the ravine, and giving extreme depression,

fired case shot into the bush which concealed

the pits, whose whereabouts were only seen

by the puffs of smoke, and the presence of the

enemy felt as gunner after gunner fell in the

act of ramming home (the guns were muzzle-

loaders, and the men completely exposed).*

About this time the enemy's fire slackened.

They were seen moving down to their right.

Major Boswell (ooth) was sent to seize a farm-

house on the left front, to check this movement,
and the enemy fell back down the creek towards

the pits.

The firing-line of infantry had in the mean-
time pushed up to the edge of the ravine,

suffering severelv. the men in their eagerness

exposing themselves to the fire from below

:

any man raising himself showed against the

skyline, and many were shot through the

head. The rebels now attempted a turning

movement on our right, along the bottom of

the coulee, and set fire to the prairie, to cover

the movement and check and embarrass our men,

the wind blowing towards us. The general

had previously sent his two aides to extend

three companies of the ooth. Captain Buchan
and M C " School Company, Major Smith, to the

extreme right, the remainder of the ooth, under
Major Mackeand, were held in reserve near

the field hospital, where the waggons were

corralled. Things looked critical, but from

general to bugler every man and boy did his

duty. The plucky old general was everywhere;

a ball passed through his fur cap. his horse,

"Sam," was also grazed.

His two aides-de-camp. Captain Wise and

Lieutenant Doucet, were both* wounded, the

former had two horses shot under him ; and
above the din of the battle might be heard the

shrill treble of the boy-bugler, Billy Buchanan,

of the ooth, as he walked up and down the

firing-line :
" Now, boys, who's for more cart-

ridges ? " The bandsmen were busv bringing

the wounded to the doctors, under Surgeon-

• Some day we shall have shields for our 13 L. field-

guns

Major Orton, an old army hand ; and the

teamsters were brought up, led by Bedson, the

transport officer, and under the enemy's fire

beat out the blazing prairie with branches.

Captain Drury shelled the farmhouse and

buildings occupied by the enemy on the right,

and cleared them out. Colonel Montizambert.

commanding the left column, hearing the firing,

brought down his force and guns to the edge of

the river, though the banks were a hundred

feet high, with no sort of a roadwav. Unfortu-

nately, the scow had been sent for forage, and

was not at first- available ; eventually 250 men

and two guns and horses were crossed over, and

the Grenadiers were immediately extended in

support. By this time the enemy's fire had

almost ceased, and they had retired along the

ravine, except a determined handful, who still

held the pits. Major Peters got permission to

try the bayonet : he made a desperate rush,

followed by a detachment of garrison gunner*

of the " A " Battery ; some of the qoth followed

Captain Ruttan, and Lieutenant Swinford, and

Colonel Houghton. After making several gal-

lant attempts, they remained in the ravine umil

ordered to retire by the general, with the los* !

three killed and five wounded, including Lieu

tenant Swinford and a gunner, whose body W»
found within ten paces of the pits. The genera!

refused to allow any further attempt, considennc

it a futile waste of life.

The Grenadiers were left extended along the

ridge, while the rest of the force retired abou:

a mile to pitch camp—a difficult task, as a blind

ing snow storm had set in. As the Grenadier)

were moving off, a considerable body of mounted

men showed themselves on the opposite side oi

the ravine. They had probably been sent to

bring off the gallant fellows in the pits., for cm

the Grenadiers facing about they disappeared.

General Middleton had about 400 men actu

ally engaged ; the rebels 280. most advantage

ously posted. Our casualties were fifty—ten

killed or died of wounds. The Indians onlv

left three dead on the field, but were subx:

quently found to have had eleven killed or died vt

wounds and eighteen wounded ; about fifty oi

their ponies were shot, as the poor brutes were

tied up in the wooded ravine. The steamer

Xorthcote not arriving as expected, the wounded

were sent to Saskatoon in extemporised ambu

lances, the settlers taking them into their houses

Surgeon-Major Douglas, V.C., had paddled two

hundred miles alone in his canoe to give his aid.

and Deputy-Surgeon-General Roddick arrived
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with a complete staff, and Nurse Miller, pleasant,

kind, and skilful, as nurses are wont to be.

The steamer Northcote had been delayed by

low water, but she propped herself over the sand-

banks with her long legs like a great grasshopper,

as Western stern-wheel steamers manage to do,

and arrived on the 5th May with supplies and rein-

forcements. Colonel Van Straubenzie, a veteran

of the Crimea and India, Colonel Williams, M.P.,

commanding 100 men—" Midlanders "—a Gat-

ling gun with Captain Howard, late U.S.A.

agent of the Catling Gun Company.

Leaving General Middleton to bury his dead,

let us turn to the Central and Western Columns.

The Central Column, under Colonel Otter, when
organised for the relief of Battleford, was com-

posed of : Personal staff, Lieutenant Sears.

I.S.C., and Captain Mutton
; Major Short,

" B " Battery, K.C.A., 2 guns and 1 Gatling

;

garrison gunners, Captain Farley, 113; "C"
Infantry School, Lieutenant Wadmore, 49 ;

Governor-General's Foot Guards, Captain Todd,

51 ;
Queen's Own Rifles, Colonel Miller, 274 ;

North-West Mounted Police, Superintendent

Herkmer, 50 ; scouts, b ; total, 543.

Their march was very rapid after crossing the

South Saskatchewan : ibo miles were covered

in five days, with a long waggon-train earn ing

the infantry, twenty-five days' rations, and wood-

fuel. On the evening of the arrival Colonel

Otter did not enter the settlement, and deferred

doing so till daylight. The Indians utilised the

delay to burn and loot the suburbs on the south

side of the river. Next day he marched into

Battleford, and on the 2Qth April learned from

his scouts that about 200 Crees and Stoneys

were encarrtped with Poundmaker about thirty-

eight miles distant. It was decided to make a

reconnaissance in force and surprise their camp.

On the ist May Colonel Otter marched out ot

Battleford with 325 of his force, including the

Battleford Rifles, and forty-eight waggons to

carry the men and rations. Major Short's two

7 -pounder M.L.R. guns.* Halting at 8 p.m.

Colonel Otter waited till the moon rose, and

then pushed on through the night. Daybreak

showed the Cree camp on a rise, partially

surrounded by wooded coulees ; Cut Knife

Creek ran across the front. The advanced

scouts had crossed the creek and mounted the

• At the last moment, and contrary to the wish of the

artillery officer, the equipment was changed—y-pounders,
the carriages of which had been rotting in store since the

last Red River expedition, being substituted for 9-pounders.

rising ground before they were discovered and

the alarm given. Scarcely had the scouts gained

the crest of the hill than they were met by a

sharp tire ; the police extended on the brow,

and the guns, pushed forward into the sanv

line and supported by the garrison gunners

as infantry escort, opened with shrapnel tire on

the camp. An Indian, on emergency, makes a

short toilet and dispenses even with fresh paint,

so that in a short time they were running down

through the brushwood coulees and almost sur-

rounded the force, pouring in a destructive

cross-fire upon our men, who at first exposed

themselves carelessly, but soon learnt their

lesson. The whole force had to be put in the

fighting line to meet the attack, the Battleford

Rifles guarding the rear and the ford. The

police horses and waggon-train were wcii

sheltered in a slight declivity, where only tw >

casualties occurred—a waggon-horse and Major

Short's charger being shot.

Shortly after the fight became general, a de<-

perate rush was made by the braves to capture

the Gatling, which had jammed for the moment.*

The two 7-pounders had broken their rotten

trails with the recoil, and were being lashed up

and spliced by Captain Rutherford and the gui

detachments ; but Major Short, calling on the

garrison gunners and police, advanced at their

head to meet the onset of the braves, repukd

them with loss, and drove them back on the

run—a pace an Indian very seldom adopts with

his back to the foe. A tall brave, retiring

slowly, turned and took deliberate aim at the

major, who was about twenty feet in front ofh>

men ; the bullet passed through the top o!

the jauntily-cocked cap, and cut a crisp curl

from his head. He drew his revolver and shot the

Indian through the side. He rolled overjumped

up. staggered a few paces, dropped, and drew hi*

blanket over his head, to die decorously. a>

Ciesar might have done. Alas ! a moment after,

a blow from a rifle-butt in the hands of an ex-

cited French-Canadian gunner sped him to hi 4

happy hunting-ground. The major took hi'

scalping-knife but left him his scalp—a compi:

ment the Indian might not have returned ha I

things gone the other way.t Repulsed from

* Maxims were not then so well known for ne»er

jamming.

t In this action " B " Battery had Lieutenant Pelt*-:

Sergeant Caffney. Corporal Morton, and Gunner Reyntl >

severely wounded. After literally hairbreadth escapes in

battle, Major Short died doing his duty in peace-tinw.

from an explosion of gunpowder in blowing up a house

to stop a vast conflagration in the city of yuebec
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the front, the Indians strenuously tried to

surround the force by working through the

wooded coulees from both flanks.* The right

rear and ford were menaced, but the coulee-

was cleared of the Indians by a party of Battle-

lord Rifles under Captain Nash, Ross, chief of

police-scouts, and individuals of other corps, for

the fighting had got mixed, from the nature

vf the ground and the character of the attack.

In a similar manner, the left rear was cleared bv

parties of the Oueen's Own and Battleford Rifles.

There remained, however, a few braves who
doggedly held their ground until outflanked by

the scouts, making a long detwr, towards the

end of the day.

After six hours' righting, the flank and rear

were clear, but the position was not tenable

for the night. The guns could only be fought

by lashing up the broken trails with splints after

each round. Colonel Otter had accomplished

his object by handling Poundmaker and his

braves so roughly that Big Bear did not care to

join his discomfited friend, but preferred to try

conclusions with the Western Column in the

forest swamps north of the Saskatchewan.

* Colonel Otter puts the strength of the Indian braves

11 fully 500 and 50 Metis.

Colonel Otter returned to Battleford the same
night, fearing a counter-attack on that place.

The retirement was effectually covered by the

artillery, crippled though it was, Short— first in

advance and last in retreat—bringing up the

rear with the Gatling. The dead and wounded
were brought over the creek safely—8 killed

and 14 wounded. The body of Private Osgood,

of the Guards, alone could not be recovered.

The force made a rapid return march to Battle-

ford. General Middleton has left on record that

he did not approve of the dash made by Colonel

Ot(er, nor, indeed, of the action of any of the

commanders whom distance made it impossible

for him personally to control.

So far, we have followed the fortunes of the

Eastern and Centre Columns, up to the battles of

Fish Creek and Cut Knife. Should the reader

so desire, he mav at no distant date follow also

the wilderness march of the Western Column,
with its fights at Frenchman's Butte and

Loon Lake in pursuit of " Big Bear," and read

the story of the four days' battle at Batoche,

where the brave but misguided half-breeds were

lured to destruction by the foolish fanatic Kiel,

who paid the penalty of the lolly that becomes

crime.

GENERAL MIDDLETON.
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'/ w LL was ready for the attack. Major

George Napier, one of the three illus-

1 JL trious brothers whose namei are now
household words, stood at the head

of his volunteer stormers, taking his instructions

from Lord Wellington himself.

" Now do you quite understand ? Do vou see-

the way you are to take so as to arrive at the

breach without noise or confusion ?
"

"Yes, sir, perfectly," replied Napier.

Someone of the staff, who was standing by.

then said—
" You are not loaded ! Why don't you make

your men load ?"

" No," sturdily replied Napier ;
" I shall not

load. If we cannot do the business with the

bayonet and without tiring, we shall not be able

to do it at all."

"Let him alone : let him go his own way,"

remarked Wellington, interposing, and thus

fully endorsing the view which Napier took

of the work in hand.

A few minutes later Napier was shot down
as he entered the breach at the head of his men.

His arm was shattered, and hung helpless, but

he disdained all assistance.

" Push on, lads, push on !
" he cried undaunted,

still cheering his men. " Never mind me ; push

on—the place is ours !

"

And there he lay, till all had passed him,

getting terribly bruised and trampled upon in

the confusion in the darkne--.

It was not till he heard the shouts of

" Victory ! Old England for ever !
" that he

gave himself up to the surgeon for the am-
putation of his arm.

They were true heroes, these old Peninsular

worthier ; and there were few finer fellows than

the Napiers—Charles, William, and George.

Rut at Ciudad Kodrigo there were others

who gained great fame : Generals Craufurd

and Mackinnon, both killed at the breaches ;

Gurwood and XIackie, who led the forlorn hopes;

Hardyman. a captain of the 45 th, of whom it

was said so gallant was his demeanour, so noble

his exploits, that although three generals and

seventy other officers had fallen, " the soldier-

fresh from the strife talked only of Hardyman
"

The taking of Ciudad Rodrigo was indeed a

splendid feat of arms

Time was of vital importance. The French

general, Marmont, was collecting his strength

for its relief: the ground the besiegers occu-

pied might at any moment be flooded, for i:

was the rainy season, and a night's down

pour of rain would have ruined the trenchc?

The only chance lay in boldly attempting ar,

a>-ault. without waiting till the fort ificat ion-

were ruined by bombardment. Heartless a*

it may sound, the only solution was to sacrifice

life rather than time. This is what Wellington

had meant when he prefaced his final orders bv

the announcement that Ciudad Rodrigo must be

taken on a particular day. His men knew what

was expected of them, and, without hesitation,

the)' answered :
" We will do it !

"

It was no light enterprise, the siege of Ciudad

Rodrigo ; but Wellington undertook it on sound,

reasonable grounds. In the first place, he un-

bound to do something just then. A real, sub

stantial success was very urgently required

Great dissatisfaction prevailed in Kngland a:

the prolonged inactivity of his army. The

Government at home was unpopular, and i:

passed on what it could to its general com

mauding in the field, finding fault, yet giving

him no verv generous or sufficient support

He stood practically alone—he must bear the

brunt of all he did and all that came of it ;
bu:

not the lesx did he reckon up his chances and

consider the various operations open to him

independently of their difficulty or the n=k

attending them.

The one he chose was that which lav nearest
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and yet seemed almost hopeless and impossible.

1:< very audacity was what really made it feas-

ible. Marmont was really misled by the many
disadvantages that told against the English, and

must prevent them, as he thought, from attempt-

ing any serious blow. It was the depth of the

winter season : the weather was intensely cold,

CUtive days they had no bread ; the horses of the

cavalry and artillery, the mules of the military

train, were half-starved—chopped straw, the

onlv food, was exceedingly scarce ; and the

muleteers, upon whom much depended, had

been eight months without pay. Above all, the

Portuguese, Wellington's allies, were apathetic,

NOW IX) VOL' QUITS CNDERM AND :' (/. 076).

mow and frost alternated with heavy rains. The
country around was so wasted and depopulated

as to impede all military movements. The
English army was in verv poor case : the troops

suffered greatly from ill-health, due to their long

•pupation of damp, low-lying ground ; hundreds

were in hospital, the rest were dispirited and

badly found, their uniforms were ragged, their pay

three months in arrear ; supplies were scanty,

and brought up with great irregularity ; men
were put on half-rations, and for three conse-

disinclined to co-operate in any forward and

decided move.

Yet Wellington, nothing daunted, proceeded

to gather up the threads and weld them to-

gether for his purpose His troubles, after all,

were working to his advantage : the enemy was

aware of them and magnified them greatly. The
dispersing of the Priti-h troops over a vast area

was taken as a clear proof of the difficulties of

subsistence, and as a certainty that they could

not assume the offensive. Other small matters
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encouraged this false security in the French.

Nothing, least of all a siege, could be contem-

plated, for it was firmly believed that the English

had no battering-train. Again, the Quarter-

master-General, Murray, was granted leave of

absence to go to England. No great operations

could be near at hand when so prominent an

official was suffered to leave the army. When
Murray afterwards reproached Wellington for

allowing him to lose all share in the coming

brilliant exploit, the general laughingly replied

that his absence had been of the greatest service

to him, for Marmont had heard of it, and was

in consequence satisfied that nothing much was

about to happen.

Profound secrecy was a first condition of

success in an operation which, as the historian

puts it, needed extreme nicety, quickness, prd-

dence, and audacity. Wellington was careful to

divulge nothing, and only a masterful, self-reliant

leader could have made such extensive prepar-

ations without betraying his purpose. He had

begun them really the previous autumn when

he had refortified Almeida, which had recently

fallen into his hands, intending it as a secure

place of arms, where he might collect his siege

artillery. Large detachments of infantry had

been practised in the business of military

engineering, in the manufacture of gabions,

fascines, and pickets in the digging of trenches

and earthworks. He had also set the military

artificers to build a great trestle bridge to be

used in crossing the river Agueda, upon which

Ciudad Rodrigo stands.

By the 1st January, 1H12, he had brought up
half his guns, had fortunately found ammunition

in Almeida, and had begun to lay the bridge at

Marialva below the town. Four divisions were

to be employed in the siege—the 1st, 3rd, 4th.

and Light : but as the weather was bitterly cold

and the army had no tents, there was no cover

or protection to the troops on the north side.

It was ordered, therefore, that the regiments

should occupy cantonments on the south bank

among the villages. They were to cross over to

their work from day to day as their turn of duty

came round. In this way each division was to

have one whole day in the trenches out of every

four, taking with them their food, cooked, and

their entrenching tools. The hardship c f this

service was great. It was necessary to cross the

icy-Cold river Agueda going to and fro. wading

through water sometimes to the waist. No fires

could be lighted, and their wet clothes often froze

on to the men during the night. One of those

who went through this siege describes hour

pieces of ice were constantly brought down b\

the rapid current, and so bruised the troops in

fording the river that cavalry were ordered t

form four deep across the ford, and under un-

living shelter the men crossed comparatiu-1}

unharmed.

The fortress of Ciudad Rodrigo stood on rising

ground in a nearlv open plain w ith a rocky sut

face, but to the northward there were two hill-

respectively some 180 and 000 yards distant from

the ramparts. The first of these, called the

Lesser Tesson, was about on a level with the

walls ; the second, or Greater Tesson, rose a few

feet above them. Upon the latter an enclosed

and palisaded redoubt had been constructed,

called San Francisco, and this prevented am

siege operations on this side while it was m

the enemy's hands. The town itself was de

fended by a double line of fortifications-

one, the inner, an ancient wall of masonn

not particularly strong ; the second, outside

it, intended to cover the inner wall. The

latter is known in old-fashioned fortifications i-

a " fausse braie." It gave but little defence

being set so far down the slope of the hi

Besides the foregoing, the suburbs of the ton

were defended by an earthen entrenchnwt

hastily thrown up by the Spaniards a coupt

of years previously. But since the French ruJ

held Ciudad Rodrigo they had utilised three

convents, large and substantial buildings, in the

general defence, fortifying them and placing gun-

in batten' upon their flat roofs.

Wellington, having resolved to attack fn>r.

the north side, was compelled, in the brv.

instance, to get possession of the redoubt

San Francisco on the Greater Tesson. Thi*

was effected upon the night of the 8th Januan

in most gallant style by a portion of the Ligh:

Division, led by Lieut. -Colonel Colborne, ooe

of the most brilliant of the soldiers who earned

fame in the Peninsular War. Major Geont<

Napier, who has been mentioned already, had

volunteered, but Wellington said the stonncr*

should be commanded by the first tieId-ofcer

for dutv. Colborne's orders were gi\cti •

clear I v anil precisely that it was innjXMtbi

misunderstand them. The storming part\

to defend into the ditch, cut awaj the
|

sadc-. .«riil climb over into the redoubt. I

moved forward about u p.m.. t he uaUhu
being " England and St. Geo
the p.ili-.i les close to the outward tad

ditch, -prang >n them without waiting I
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1 hem down. Then they rushed on "with so

;:iuch fury that the assailants appeared to be at

lie and the same time in the ditch, mounting

:he parapets, fighting on the top of the ram-

part*, and forcing the gorge of the redoubt."

Such undaunted courage was irresistible. The
garrison of the redoubt were all killed or made
prisoners, and this with only the most trifling

loss on our side.

The capture of the redoubt was the signal for

" breaking ground," as it is called, the digging

of the first trench or parallel—the first of the

-cries of zigzags or approaches—under cover of

which the assailants creep up to a fortress which

i> being besieged. The work must be done

at night, and quickly. A whole brigade covered

this operation, and 700 men with pick and

-hovel laboured to such purpose that a trench

three feet deep and four feet wide was dug by

tiavlight. Once safely established at a height

which gave a good view of the whole place, the

English engineers proceeded to lay out batteries

and improve the parallel. The work was con-

tinued the next night, and so on, 1,200 men
being regularly employed in pushing forward

inch by inch till a point was reached near enough
to batter down the walls and make a breach in

the place. Five days were thus fully occupied,

the daily progress being always good, although

the siege was marked with vicissitudes which
tended to retard it. The enemy's artillery was

powerful according to the ideas of those days—
although now the heaviest would be thought a

mere popgun—and their fire was often most

<ie-!ructive, both to the assailants and their

irorks.

On the night of the 13th the English bat-

teries were armed with 28 guns ; one convent

—

that of Santa Cruz—was taken and secured

<>n the right flank. Next day the French
made a successful sortie at the time when the

guards of the trenches were being changed, and
when the old relief did not wait for the new,

but retired in a hasty and disorderly manner.
The works being thus left unguarded, the enter-

prising garrison did them much mischief, and
"litjht have gone so far as to spike the guns,

but the sortie was checked by the stout stand

nude by a few of the workmen collected

together by an officer of engineers.

After this the battering-guns, were directed

"pou the convent of San Francisco, and fired

up with great vigour till dusk, when the building

was forcibly entered and captured. Next day
the fire was concentrated upon the ramparts at

two particular points—one known hereafter as

" the great breach," where the walls jutted

forward at a very salient angle ; the other upon

a turret, within the inner line of defence, and

this was called the " lesser breach." The batter-

ing continued fiercely and without intermission

until the iSth January. Towards evening on

that day the tower and turret were seen to be

in a ruinous condition, and the opening at the

main or great breach was yawning wide enough

to justify an attempt to enter. This was the

deadiy work of just ten days. The outer wall, or
44 fausse braie," was greatly shaken : there were

two formidable breaches in the main walls, and

sweeping discharges of grape and canister pre-

vented the garrison from repairing them.

Then Wellington, ready to avoid unnecessary

bloodshed, summoned the place to surrender.

The French commandant. General Barrie, bravely

refused, declaring that his emperor had en-

trusted him with the defence of the fortress, and

that he could not give it up. 44 On the con-

trary," the message ran, 44 my brave garrison

prefers to be buried with me under its ruins.''

Assault became inevitable therefore, and Wel-

lington at once issued his orders, prefacing them
with the memorable words already quoted, that

Ciudad Rodrigo must be attacked that evening.

There is no more striking picture in our military

records than that of the Great Duke seated on

the reverse or inner side of one of the advanced

approaches writing out his orders with his own
hand, after having made a close reconnaissance

of both breaches. The minuteness of these

orders, the mastery of intricate details, which in

such a position he must necessarily have carried

in his head, his strong grasp of the situation,

and his unerring decision as to the method and

best points of attack, show the great British

general at his best.

There were to be two principal attacks, made
by the two divisions on trench duty that evening

—the night between the 1 Nth and ioth January.

These were the 3rd and Light Divisions. To
the first was entrusted the assault upon the main
breach, to the latter that on the lesser or breach

by the tower. The brigade of General Mackinnon
was to lead the first, supported bv Campbell's

brigade ; Vandaleur's led. and Andrew Barnard's

brigade supported, the second. Both were to

be preceded by forlorn hopes and storming

parties, with others carrying wool-bags and
ladders to facilitate descent into the ditch and

the escalade of the walls. The eagerness, the

noble emulation, among British soldiers to be
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foremost in these, the most dangerous services in

an assault, were well illustrated on this occasion.

George Napier, who had obtained a promise

from his general, the famous but ill-fated Crau-

furd, that he should lead the Light Division

stormers, was directed to call for volunteers.

The intrepid young major, addressing the 43rd,

52nd, and Rifle Corps, said :— Soldiers, 1 want

04th regiments, supported by the 77th, were to

cover the attack of the main breach by Mac-

kinnon's brigade. The latter were not slow to

advance : even before the signal was given, and

while Wellington in person on the left wis

instructing Napier how to move with the Light

Division stormers, the ud division had rushed

on to the breach. First came a party of sappers

ruA.s or ASSAULT.

a hundred volunteers from each regiment : those

who will go with me, step forward.' Instantly

there rushed out nearly half the division, and

we were obliged to take them at chance": such

is Napier's own account of the affair written

years afterwards.

Seven o'clock in the evening was the time

fixed for the assault, which was to be led off bv

Pack's Portuguese. A regiment under Colonel

O'Toole crossed the river and attacked the work
in front of the castle, lending a hand to another

column, which, issuing from behind the convent

of Santa Cruz, and consisting of the 5th and

with hay-bags to fill up the ditch ; then the

stormers, 500 strong, under Major Manners, pre-

ceded by a forlorn hope ; then the whole brigade.

The whole space between the advanced parallel

and the ramparts was alive with troops advanc

ing reckless of the iron tempest that ravaged

their ranks. Already on their right the column

from Santa Cruz had made good its entrance and

scoured the opening between the two walls oi

defence, driving the French before them. The

cleared the ground for Mackinnon's men, who

pressed gallantly on ; but they were met by *

retrenchment, a fresh obstacle, a parapet tod
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ditch constructed within the breach, and behind

which the defenders offered a still stubborn

resistance.

At this moment, while the assailants were

vainly seeking to cross the ditch, a mine was

sprung with a terrible explosion which proved

fatal to many, including the brave Mackinnon.

Still the remainder held their ground ; and now
Mackie, who led the forlorn hope, clambered

over the rampart wall and dropped inside, to

hope, were formed under the shelter of the San

Francisco convent, and were there addressed by

General Craufurd, the divisional general, whose

fiery spirit kept him always in the forefront, and

who intended now to charge at the head of the

attacking party. Craufurd's name will long be

remembered in connection with this Light Divi-

sion, which by his unwearied efforts and his stern,

relentless discipline, he had trained into one

of the finest bodies of British troops that ever

1

1
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POSTING HIMSELF ON A I'OJNT Of VANTAGE. "

(/>. 682;.

find there an opening on one side of the main
breach by which an entrance was possible.

Climbing back, he collected his men and led

them by this road into the interior of the place.

About this time they encountered and joined

OToole's Portuguese regiment, and, the whole

"f these columns of attack having made good

their footing, established themselves strongly

among the ruined fortifications, awaiting the

result of their comrades' attack.

Meanwhile the Light Division, whose goal

was the lesser breach, had also got down to

serious business. The stormers. with their forlorn

fought through a campaign. This was the last

occasion, unhappily, on which he was to stand

at the head of his men, and his short, stirring

speech to the stormers were almost the last

words he spoke.

" Soldiers !
" he said—and the words are so

reported by one who heard them—"the eyes of

your country are upon you. Be steady ; be

cool ; be firm in the assault. The town must

be yours this night. Once masters of the wall,

let your first duty be to clear the ramparts, and

in doing this keep together." A rocket was to be

signal for the advance, and when its fiery track
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was seen in the black sky Craufurd added

briefly, " Now, lads, for the breach !
" and led the

way.

He did not long survive. As the columns
advanced he kept to their left, and, posting him-

self on a point of vantage, continued to give his

instructions while his men entered the ditch.

His voice, raised to the loudest pitch, drew
down upon him a fierce fire of musketry at short

range, and his situation was of such extreme

peril that, not strangely, he was soon hit, and

with a mortal wound.

There were some three hundred yards to cross

under a murderous fire, but the men raced for-

ward and, disdaining to wait for ladders, jumped
down a depth of eleven feet into the ditch,

which was swept with a storm of grape and
musketry. Here some of the forlorn hope went
to the left instead of to the right ; the main body
of the stormers took the proper direction, but

were checked at the breach because the opening

was so narrow. This crushed the attacking

column into a compact mass, upon which the

enemy's fire told with terrible effect. Just

now George Napier, its leader, was struck down.

The men halted, irresolute, and, forgetting they

were unloaded, began to snap their muskets.

Then their wounded chief, from where he lav

disabled, shouted " Push on with the bayonet !

"

And the wisdom of his decision in the early part

of the evening was plain, for the stormers

answered the inspiriting command with a loud
" Hurrah !

" and pressed hotly forward. The
breach was carried ; the supporting regiments—
Vandaleur's whole brigade—" coming up in sec-

tions abreast, gained the rampart, the 52nd

wheeled to the left, the 43rd to the right, and

the place was won."

All this had occupied but a few minutes in

time. The battle was thus, practically, decided,

but other successes contributed to the general

result. The struggle at the great breach was

Mill being maintained when three of the French

magazines in this neighbourhood exploded, and

then the 3rd Division broke through the last

defences. The garrison still resisted, however,

fighting as they fell back from street to street
:

but finally the castle, their last stronghold, was

captured, and Lieutenant Gurwood, who had led

the Light Division forlorn hope, received the

governor's sword. The attacks on all other sides

had prospered equally, both OToolc's and

Pack's, the latter having entered without oppo-

sition on the south-eastern front of the fortress.

It would be well it there was no more to be

said of the capture of Ciudad Rodrigo. BV.

unhappily the glory of this great achievement

was greatly tarnished by the 'shameful excesso

of the victorious troops. The French garrison,

it is true, were spared ; there was no cruel and

unnecessary carnage where the men laid down

their arms. This is proved bv the fact that out

of a total garrison of 1,800 men, 1,500 were taken

prisoners. But the town itself was plundered

under the most wanton and brutal circumstaik

Houses were ransacked and burnt, churcho

desecrated and destroyed ; the wine vaults and

spirit stores were broken open, universal drunkc:

ness prevailed, and even,' species of enormil

was perpetrated. No Englishman can read i>!

the sack of Ciudad Rodrigo, and of other Spanish

fortresses during that war, without a blush 1

shame at the madness which overtook bra.c

men in the hour of their triumph.

It is pleasanter to think of their deeds li

prowess or their cool courage in the face <<

danger. There is a story told of an old sokuer.

who during the siege treated a live shell in a

way that would in these days have certainh

earned him the Victoria Cross. A 13-inch shd

had dropped into the trench, and everyoar

within reach had fallen flat upon his face »

the custom was, for when shells explode tfct

pieces fly upwards, and a recumbent position

is the safest till the danger is over. But tha

one man ran up to the shell and knocked oat

the still burning fuse with a blow of his spade

Then he carried the now harmless projectile

to his commanding officer, saying :
" She can

do your honour no harm now, for I've knocked

the life out of her."

The capture of Ciudad Rodrigo had important

consequences, for it paved the way to that still

more brilliant feat of ours, the taking of Badajot

It was a triumphant vindication of Wellington's

iron and unquenchable spirit, for at the outset

everything seemed against him—the season, the

condition of the country, the state of his troop,

the inferior quality of the siege material. The

tools supplied by the British storekeeper were

as bad as the bayonets so recently held up t»

public -com, and the English engineers we*

cay er to pi*_k up the enemy's implements aoi

u-e them whenever they could. At the niotnc*

oj tlie attack it was found that the army •»
unprovi. led with scaling-ladders. ••Well.****

Wellington quietly, "you must nuke t'rie»—

out «'t the waggons. The transport ha» done

K> work, bv bringing up ammuniti'

supplier : cut up the waggons.' 1
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THE THIRD BATTLE@OF PLEVNA ^
. 1 1 : 12 : SEPTEMBERJ877

"

BY WILLIAM .V.' HERBERT

THE unique race in July. 1877, for the

sleepy Bulgarian townlet, hitherto ob-

scure, known by name only to scholars

or travellers, now famous for al!

time, had been won by the Turks by a short

head.

Osman with his small corps, hurrying from
the nest, had arrived on the 10th of July a

'ew hours before Schilder-Schuldner with his

division came up from the north-east.

On the following day the first battle of Plevna
was fought, resulting in a disastrous defeat for

the soldiers of the Czar. Ten days later the

Russians, with two corps, renewed their attack,

md General Krudener's forces received the best

beating that army ever had. The Russian

etreat reso'.ved itself into a flight of the most
J: orderly description, but a rally was made with

idmirable promptitude. Then six weeks were
•pent in virtual inactivity on both sides, broken
•nly by some fighting around Lovdcha, and bv
Oman's futile sortie in the direction of Pelishat

the 31st of August. The Turks had utilised

his period of tranquillity for constructing the

v>tem of redoubts and trenches which con-

tinued the stronghold of Plevna, and which
ieneral Todleben, the defender of Sebastopol.

us characterised as an impregnable fortress.

Meanwhile, reinforcements had reached both

tlligerents. In the beginning of September
he Turkish army of defence counted forty-six

atlalions of infantry, nineteen squadrons of

pillar and five of irregular cavalry, with

vcnty-two guns — altogether 30,000 men,
'idt-r the command of Osman Pasha, whose
hic!-of->taff was Tahir Pasha. The Russian-

loumanian army of assault consisted of one
undred and seven battalions of infantry, ninety-

tie squadrons of cavalry (including Cossacks),

ith four hundred and forty-four guns—a total

1 05,000. 30,000 of whom were Roumanians ;

> nominal leader was Prince (now King)

Charles of Roumania, who was, however, a

mere figurehead, and had no real command
over any but his own (the Roumanian) troops,

the actual principal being his chief-of-staff,

General Sotow. Both the Czar and the Grand-

duke Nicholas, the Russian commander-in-chief,

watched the third battle of Plevna from one of

the hills beyond Radischevo, and had invited

a brilliant staff of foreign attaches, officers, and

journalists to witness the Unspeakable's dis-

comfiture and collapse.

He who pens these lines—then a lad of

eighteen—was a lieutenant in the Turkish

infantry, and had command of his company,

whose captain had been disabled in the second

battle. He himself had been slightly wounded
in this action bv a sword-cut across the face, and

had recovered after a week's sojourn in an ambu-
lance. He was stationed in one of the redoubts

which protected the north-front of the camp ot

Plevna.

In the night of the bth to the 7th of Sep-

tember the Russian-Roumanian army completed

its march of concentration on Plevna, and with

the next dawn commenced the great cannonade

which was to usher in a general assault on the

Ottoman lines. The shelling lasted four days,

during which period some 30,000 projectiles

were hurled into the Turkish camp, the effect of

which, material and moral, was practically ml.

The Turkish gunners returned the fire much
more deliberately and slowly, but with far greater

truth of aim and force of moral impression upon

the foe, as the Russian historians themselves

admit. In the course of these four days there

was some sharp fighting south of Plevna, where

the dashing Skobeleff took pos>ession of the two
ridges in front of the Turkish redoubts, which

the Russian writers have styled the 4
* Green

Hills."

The weather, which up to the 6th September

had been splendid, had suddenly change' 1
: rain
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had set in, the atmosphere was raw and moisture- was meant to end the war with one decisive and

laden, the sky a uniform grey, the nights were tremendous blow, which was to beat the record

chilly. The actual battle, on September nth as regards the storming of entrenched camps,

and I2th, was fought in an almost uninterrupted hitherto claimed for the seizure of the Diippe!

downpour of the heaviest and most demoralising redoubts in the Danish campaign of 1804; but

description. the unexpected result of which was for the

Vividly impressed on my mind is the burning assailants a disastrous failure, for the defenders a

of the large village

of Radischevo, which

the Turkish shells set

aflame in the after-

noon of the joth,

and which blazed for

twelve hours, lighting

up the midnight sky

in a superb and ter-

rible manner.

It would take too

long to describe in

detail our many excel-

lent arrangements for

battle. To mention

only one feature: each

redoubt had its own
cooking, firewood,

water, ambulance, and

workmen's parties.

Particularly in the

north front, which

contained our first

division (of fourteen

battalions, including

that of the writer),

and was commanded by Adil Pasha—one of the

best generals Turkey has ever had, and Osman's

factotum—our preparations were of the most

extensive and elaborate description, and we
were all quite disgusted that they were not called

into play, for our wing was not attacked ; in

fact, my redoubt did not receive the honour of

a single hostile shell, an absence of courtesy on

the enemy's part which quite perturbed the

equanimity of my men in the beginning, but

which was subsequently compensated for in an

unlooked-for manner by my battalion being

withdrawn from its redoubt proper and sent

to the south to confront that burning soldier

Skobeleff.

At dawn on Tuesdav, the 1 ith September, the

cannonade was renewed in a way that shook the

ground, as if this globe were quivering in the

throes of terrific fever-heat. It rained hard, and

fog hung heavily over the landscape. About an

hour after noon the -helling suddenly ceased,

and then commenced the great .assault which

OSMAN TA-SHA.

brilliant success—one

that procured their

commander that title

by which he will be

known amongst hi>

own people for all

timctocome: "Ghazi"'

—the victorious.

The Russian pro-

gramme was this. The

Turkish camp was to

be attacked on three

points : the north-

east corner — the ti

mous Grivitza re-

doubts, which the

Turks called respev

tively Bash Tabiya. 1/

Head Battery (No.

;

and Kanli Tabiya, u
the Bloody Battery

(No. 1 )—by the Ru ;
-

sian right wing, coiv

sisting of a Rou-

manian division and

two Russian divisions

under the command of General Kriidener.

the man who had suffered such a disastrous

defeat in the second battle ; the south-east

corner—the redoubt called Omer Tabiya—by

the Russian centre, composed of two division-,

under General Krylow ; the south front—six

redoubts, of which the two northern ones, ck<

to Plevna town, were called Kavanlik Tabiya

and Issa Tabiya—by the Russian left wing, or

Prince Imeretinski's detachment of twenty

battalions, the real leader of which was General

Skobeleff, the prince's adjutant. The two

remaining Roumanian divisions were to keep

the formidable Turkish north front engaged by

their mere presence, and two cavalry divisions

mustering a total of sixty squadrons, were to cut

off Osman's western line of retreat. The ap-

pointed hour of attack was 3 p.m., but fog and

deficient arrangements wrecked the programme,

and in the Russian centre, through misadventure

or blundering, two regiments broke up two

hours too early.
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At 1 p.m., then, these two regiments—L'gla

and Yaroslav—started on their assault against

Omer Tabiva. defended by three battalions and

mo guns, and came to utter grief. Again and

icain they charged, but the stubborn resistance

• >t the Turks was not to be denied. In the end

; :oo men out of 5,000 paid with lite and limb the

penalty of premature attack, and two splendid

regiments were, for campaigning purposes, wiped

out. The commander of this division. General

Schnitnikoff, stuck literally to the text of his

regiments were hurled against the death-dealing

little enclosure, only to be wrecked, battalion bv

battalion, until at 5 p.m. Sotow. in despair and

horror, ordered the cessation of the assault. The
Czar had been an eye-witness of this stupen-

dous struggle. How the famous gipsy warning,
" Beware of Plevna ! "—uttered months before

Plevna had been heard of—must have come home
to the proud autocrat as in his agony he watched

his troops making onslaught after onslaught,

one more futile and disastrous than the other !

"PlVE MOIE REGIMEN IS WERE HURLED A0A1NST THE 0EATH-DEA1 INC. LITTLE ENCLOSURE."

rder, and despatched no aid until after 3 p.m.
<-an the foolish fellow possibly have imagined
that two regiments could have taken a fortified

camp twenty square miles in area ? After L'gla
and Yaroslav had been utterly ruined, five more

The attack on Omer Tabiva had failed, with

a loss of 0.000 men. The Turkish casualties

amounted only to a few hundred. Twentv-one
battalions had been practically destroved by
three. Such is the value of righting from
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covered positions, however roughly made,

granted that they are held by troops like the

Turkish infantry, which, when on the defensive,

is the most formidable in Europe. The man
who commanded the little mud-bank on which

seven regiments encountered their doom was

Colonel Omer Bey, who was wounded in the

last despairing rush of the brave Moskoflus.

Not long afterwards I had a lengthy consulta-

tion with this officer—an incident of my life

to which I shall always look back with the

greatest pleasure.

A day after the termination of this battle, on
September 13th, I was sent on burial duty to

the devastated maize-fields in front of Omer
Tabiya, which had been the scene of the rush

and the downfall of the enemy's brigades. The
sights which I encountered, and the task which

I had to perform, have remained with me in their

ghastly intensity during all these years. In the

high corn maimed men were left undiscovered

for three or four days to rot in a living body.

May the reader never witness such horrors even

in his dreams, much less in their awful reality.

The slopes of Omer Tabiya saw also the only

cavalry attack of the Plevna campaign. It was

the fine regiment of mounted auxiliaries of

Saloniki (ten squadrons, each eighty men strong),

which charged here into the already retreating

Russian columns in a brilliant and successful

manner.

Our narrative must now turn to the attack on

the Russian right wing. Here the two square-

shaped redoubts which I have named, defended

together by three battalions and six guns, and

separated from each other only by a stretch of

meadow-land 300 yards broad, were assailed for

the first time punctually at three o'clock. The
attack failed after some fighting of the most

desperate and ferocious description. At 5 p.m.

the encounter was renewed, the assault being

directed against the southern work alone—the

world-famed Grivitza redoubt, No. 1. Once
more the eager young soldiers of the embryo
kingdom were hurled back. A third attack had

a like result. But at seven in the evening, in the

darkness and during a terrific deluge, the work

was once more stormed by the Roumanians
coming from one side and the Russians from

the other, and was carried after a hand-to-

hand conflict ot the most ferocious description.

The Bloody Battery was lost to the Turks for

ever, and the price paid for the glory of this

encounter was 2.600 Roumanians, 1,300 Russians,

and 500 Turks, dead and disabled.

Before I shall invite the reader to follow- me to

the "Green Hills" south of Plevna I may perhaps

add a few words as to my personal experience

and impressions during these sanguinary en-

counters. I had been roused in the ear'.v

morning by the growl of cannon, and for ten

hours my comrades and I were condemned t<»

watch idly the furious fighting on our right and

behind us, and to be drenched in the mercile»

rain. No enemy was visible in front of nn

redoubt, and our battery did not discharge a

single shot, since there was no one to fire at.

Again and again I climbed our signal pole, and

searched the misty battlefield through mygla;se?

How those hours of dead inaction weighed on u>

as we listened rapturously to the crashes of our

Krupp guns in the Grivitza redoubts, to the

thunder of the Russian heavy ordnance, to the

clatter of company fire ! Around us men were

playing for their lives, and all we could do n»
to sniff the air, which, in lazy, curling vapours 01

fog and mist, carried with it the smell of powder

At last, past four in the afternoon, mv battalion

was withdrawn from its redoubt, and formed in

march column in the rear. A smoke-begrimed

Circassian brought an order, and we started

filing past our divisional general and his staf.

who bade us God-speed. We tramped for tw •

and a half miles across sloppy meadows, through

ankle-deep slush, in a drizzling rain, and pre

sently we came to the hill on which Osman

Pasha had his headquarters. There was a brie:

delay, and then we passed before our leader. 1

drew my sword, and joined lustily in the crie^

of M Allah !
" with which my men greeted their

grand chief. He pointed to the south-west,

where Skobeleff and Yunuz Bey were wrestling

with all the ferocity which this well-matched

couple had already exhibited in the second

battle, and shouted, "That is your way. Go

on, in the name of God the merciful, the

compassionate !

"

We passed through Plevna, which was in a

state of indescribable confusion, and left town by

theTernina road ; and half an hour later we took

part in the futile attempt to recover the tw
redoubts which had been conceded to the skill

and impetuosity of Skobeleff.

This brings us to the attack of the Russian Iff:

wing. Skobeleff 's task had been to conquer the

four southern redoubts, which were commanded

by Colonel Yunuz Bey, one of the ablest officers in

Osman's army, both in bravery- and in readiness

resource, and a match even for Skobeleff. The

works were his own construction
; one—YiSBM
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Tabiva—had been named after him. This last-

mentioned redoubt has been accepted as a model

by Russian and German writers, and is planned,

pictured, measured, and described in every book

hearing upon the subject of improvised fortifi-

cation. The Russian general, mounted on his

unite horse and followed by his standard-bearer

lan apparition familiar not only to his own ranks

but also to the Turks owing to the frequency

with which he exposed himself in the very front

"f the fighting-line), headed a series of des-

perate assaults, all of which were wrecked on

the stubborn resistance of mere handluls of

i Nmanlis. Finally, Skobeleff conceived the

audacious plan of pushing past these works,

conquering the two redoubts on the southern

margin of Plevna, and thus separating Yunuz
and his force from the main body of the army.

He surmised rightlv that Yunuz, whom in

this wise he had unbeaten on his left flank,

was not strong enough to seize the offensive.

The fighting was terrible, the losses enor-

mous. Whole battalions of the Turkish

forces sent to Yunuz Bey's assistance were

wiped off the face of the earth ; but the

daring project succeeded. Issa and Kavanlik

Tabiyas fell to the white-capped, white-

mounted, heavily-whiskered Muscovite. He
very nearly battled his way into Plevna ;

but, although he did not succeed in enter-

ing the town, the latter was so gravely

compromised by his proximity that imme-
diate and decisive measures had to be taken.

To recover the lost redoubts, to ensure the

afety of the town, to relieve the heavily-

pressed Yunuz. and to connect the two now
disjointed sections of the Turkish army, the

general of brigade, Rifa'at Pasha, organised a

cratch detachment of 2,000 men, mostly dis-

banded troops. My battalion arrived just in

the nick of time (5.30 p.m.) to be incorporated

with Rifa'at \s little force. With this an attack

wa< undertaken on Kavanlik Tabiva, which came
t'> utter grief after furious fighting. It was only

with the greatest difficulty that a group of 150

men, which included myself, was enabled to save

my battalion colours from the rush of pursuing

Chasseurs and Cossacks. Rifa'at was disabled.

In the dusk of the waning day we scampered

back to Baghlarbashi Tabiya (/>. Battery on the

Summit of the Vineyards), the most northerly ot

Yunuz Bey's redoubts. The fighting was over

for the day.

In a wet ditch, forming part of Yunuz Bey's

system of trenches, with the drizzling sky as a

roof, and the slush— pink-coloured by the rivers

of human blood which had flown here—for a bed,

I spent a night of unmentionable horrors. How
the wounded in the adjoining fields groaned

throughout those never-ending hours ! and how
the fierce blaze burst forth from the haystacks

and grain-stores in Plevna which the treacherous

Bulgarians had set alight ! A tall spire of flame

rose literally right up into the clouds, and dis-

closed all the atrocious sights left by the turmoil

lvolor
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and devilry of battle. No food, no water—except
the pool-slush—no medicine or bandages for

the maimed, no hope of victory, cut off from

the main body of the army, and before us

another day of slaughter ! Little wonder that

I heard men praying for deliverance from these

terrors.

But everv suspense has an end, and Wednes-
day, the 1 2th September, opened with a hideous

grey dawn and a cold wind like the chill of

death. Soon it commenced to rain, and the

downpour never left off till nightfall.

In the Russian right wing there was again

heavy fighting on this day ; but all efforts of the

dashing Roumanians to capture also the other
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Grivitza redoubt were unavailing. In the even-

ing Adil Pasha made a brave but futile attempt

to recover the lost work.

In the Russian centre there was no engage-

ment on the 1 2th. Small wonder ; for the few

unique. Let the reader ponder over this : When

Osman. in the afternoon of the 1 2th, staked the

very last two battalions of his forty-six, tor life

and death, and won the game, Sotow had seventy-

one battalions idle, forty-one of which had not

RUSSIAN CAM!" OUTSIDE PLEVNA.

troops left here had become demoralised by the

crushing defeat of the previous day, of which

they had been either participators or eye-

witnesses. General Sotow, also, considered the

battle as lost—had, in fact, come to that conclu-

sion already at five on the previous afternoon.

Neither the capture of the Grivitza redoubt nor

Skobeleff 's brilliant and so far successful venture

could induce him to modify his opinion. We
have it on the authority of the Russian historians

that, when Skobeleff urgently asked—nay. im-

plored—for help during the 1 2th, Sotow re-

sponded :
" I can send no troops, because I have

none to spare : the battle is lost, and you must

retreat." Thus Skobeleff" was left to fight out

the action alone and to the bitter end. All the

time Sotow had seventv-one battalions standing

idle, half as much again as the entire Turkish

force, but was so utterlv cowed as to be unable

to dispose of them. The situation is absolutely

fired a shot yet, and suffered one of the most disas-

trous and bloody reverses ever incurred bv any

general. These things are not surmises bv one of

the opposite side, but are facts and figure* taken

from the historical work of the eve-witness and

Russian author, Kuropatkin. then a captain in

SkobelefTs staff, now a general. This is the nun

to whom, next to Skobeleff himself, the Ku-i.i:

owe the splendid defence of Kavanlik Tabiya

against the Turkish onslaughts.

In the Russian left wing alone the action mi
fought out to its termination by either victory

«

defeat. The battle turned now solely and entirely

upon the recovery of Issa and Kavanlik TabivlS

by Osman 's forces. At half-past seven in the

morning the Turks, reinforced bv seven battali DOS

despatched by Osman Pasha from other part* d
the camp to the scene of conflict, attacked

Kavanlik Tabiya. led by the chief of Osman's

staff. Tahir Pasha. I had again the honour to
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participate in the fighting, and my men had

already reached the last trench in front of the

redoubt when the whole attacking column

—

eleven and a half battalions, 5,000 men approxi-

mately—was stopped and ordered back byTahir's

express command. The reason for this sudden

check upon a promising assault has never been
made known. Osman was furious, deprived

Tahir of his command, sent his last available two
battalions, and entrusted Colonel Tewfik Bey
with the herculean task of recovering the lost

redoubts and thus winning the battle. It is but

right to mention that Tahir evidently vindicated

his character, for he was reinstalled the next day,

and retained the post of chief-of-stafT until the

end of the campaign.

At 3.30 in the afternoon the Turks played

iheir last stake in the great game by under-

Osmanlis. My battalion was again in the fore-

most line, and my men were among the first

to scale the parapet. Then Issa Tabiya was

abandoned by the Russians and at 5 o'clock, as

dusk was setting in, the greatest battle of the

Russo-Turkish war had been fought and won.

The sight which greeted me as I climbed into

'

Kavanlik Tabiya utterly surpasses my powers of

description. There were walls and parapets built

of dead bodies, erected by the Russians to close

the rear entrances of the work ; there were piles

of corpses and maimed men ; there were brooks

and rivers of blood. Skobeleff had lost 40 per

cent, of his force (or ^000 men 1. and his division

had to be broken up. Of the Turkish casualties

in the battle, four-fifths (or 4,000 men) fall upon
this wing.

As soon as Skobeleff had been driven out of

taking, with every available man, a desperate

assault on Kavanlik Tabiya. The attacking

Force numbered thirteen and a half battalions,

mustering, after the losses incurred.no more than
-.500 men, instead of the nominal io.^oo. The
onslaught was delivered with the utmost pre-

cision and vigour, and at 4 o'clock the lost

redoubt fell into the hands of the jubilant

44

his position, the Russian army commenced a

general retreat, on all points except the north-

east corner, where the Roumanians retained the
conquered Grivitza redoubt. Every other section

of the huge semi-circle retired to a distance of

six to ten miles from the Turkish from. In fact.

Sotow contemplated a total withdrawal of his

army beyond the Osma. and it was only the

Gc
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Grand Duke's peremptory order which compelled

him to abandon this idea.

During the battle the Russian-Roumanian

cavalry had quietly taken possession of the

western approaches to Plevna, which they held

until the 24th September, when they were driven

out of their positions by a reinforcement column
coming from Orkanye. Then for exactly one

month the roads were open and were utilised

almost daily for bringing in stores. On the 24th

October the circle of investment was once more
completed, and this time for good.

The Russian losses in this battle of giants,

which lasted twenty-eight hours, amounted to

18,600 men (inclusive of 5,000 Roumanians) ; the

Turkish losses to 5,000, in killed and hors de

combat. The Turks had 2,000 Russian-Rou-

manian prisoners, mostly wounded, but had

themselves hardly any ''missing" men to record.

On both sides the casualties included an excep-

tionally large share of officers of high rank. Ofthe
twenty-four Turkish redoubt commanders, nine

had been killed or disabled. Nine redoubts had

been assailed; eight others had participated in the

artillery combat; seven had remained unengaged.

The man to whom—next to the indomitable

leader, Osman Pasha—the Turks owe their

victory is Tewfik.who recovered the two redoubts

to which Skobeleff had clung with such wonder-

ful tenacity. He was promoted to brigadier's

rank, was publicly thanked in a general order

read out during parade, and was ever afterwards

popular with the troops. The Turkish army
was in a state of indescribable confusion. It

took days to restore order and cohesion. To
give only one instance of the straits to which

the Turks had been reduced by draining their

resources towards the south to face Skobeleff

:

the north front, seven miles long, garrisoned

originally by fourteen battalions, was held by

four on the evening of the 12th. It was a

providential thing for us that the enemy did not

attack us here. And to mention but one of the

after-horrors of battle : the negotiations between

the Turks and Roumanians to establi.-h a line

of demarcation in the space dividing the two
Grivitza redoubts failed, and as a consequence

the 2.000 corpses on this spot remained unburied,

and were, under the eyes of the men in the

trenches, devoured by carrion crows, vultures,

and vagrant dogs.

My company had lost twenty-five in killed and

disabled out of a total of 145 ; but on the even-

ing after the battle quite sixty men more were

missing, including the entire squad of my friend

Lieutenant Seymour, a young Englishman who

subsequentlv gave his life for Plevna. These

had all merely gone astray, and turned up the

same night or next day. To make up for this

temporary loss I had forty or fifty strangers in

my ranks.

Sevmour and his men had somehow four.d

their way into Plevna, and had assisted in

hunting down and punishing the miscreants who

had fired the haystacks—a most dangerous task,

since the town contained thousands of traitor-

My friend and forty men had to face and charge

an infuriated Bulgarian rabble of several hundred

men, women, and children.

The fact that the Roumanians conquered and

held one Grivitza redoubt is sometimes taken as

a proof that the Czar's army was not defeated in

this battle. An action is a success if the purpose

for which it is fought is achieved ; if this is not

the case, the action must be held to be a failure

The Russians had engaged their enemy with the

avowed intent of storming and taking the

entrenched camp of Plevna, and they had ok
quered one small redoubt out of twenty-four

large and small, and that one, as all critics anJ

historians admit, of no tactical importance. the

possession of which did them subsequently m-n

harm than good ; the loss of which proved r

be of no injurious consequences to the Turk-

Add also that on all points but one the assailant

retreated beyond fighting-range and left the de

fenders in possession of the vast battlefield. e/% c

"

to bury their slain, and the Turks will be deemed

fully justified in boasting of the third battle <><

Plevna as one of the most brilliant victoria

ever won by the armies of the Crescent.

It is somewhat remarkable that not one of the

Russian generals who had been defeated by the

Turks received, apparently, as much as a repri

mand for his misfortune. Schilder-Schuldner.

who was beaten on the 20th July ; Krfideoe

and Prince Schachow>koy, who were so utterly

routed on the 30th July; Krylow and Sennit-

nikoff, whose forces were well-nigh annihilated

on the nth and 12th September, and their

chief, Sotow, all retained their commands, and.

to outward appearances, the full confidence oi

their superiors.

One feature distinguishes the third battle d
Plevna from many world-stirring actions—the

enormous numerical superiority of the defeated

The Russians outnumbered the Turks by three

to one in men, and six to one in guns. And yet

nobody will deny the wonderful stubbornness

of the Russian soldiery, whilst the dash of the
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Roumanian infantry was the admiration of all

who saw the army of the young kingdom in the

field. For the display of abstruse tactical science

there was neither opportunity nor inducement.

The great September battle was won by the

superior morale of the Turkish leader, by the

indomitable will of one individual against which

hordes and numbers counted as naught.

The immediate effects of the battle were

momentous, the ultimate result was ////. The
Russians had come to the conclusion that

Plevna was impregnable. Dazed and faint with

slaughter, they had reeled back, all tight

knocked out of them, and for many weeks

Sotow's army was utterly demoralised. It was

only when the engineer's skill was summoned

that the troops recovered their morale. It

fell to the lot of the veteran defender of

Sebastopol to starve the victorious Pasha into

submission. The Turkish spade had won two
big battles (not counting the first battle of

Plevna, which was fought in the open) ; the

Russian counterspade procured the fall of the

best-defended town of modern times. But this

was not accomplished until three months later,

and not until after Osman had struck a last

and stupendous blow for liberty. Todleben's

calculating genius succeeded where Skobeleff's

and Gourko's audacity had failed. The patient

skill of the mathematician and engineer

achieved that for which 50,000 soldier-heroes

had sacrificed life and limb in vain.

RUSSIAN WOUNDED LEAVING PLEVNA.
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By /fRCHIB&LD FORBES

THE friendship between Grant and Sher-

man, begun amidst the carnage of

Shiloh, lasted loyally throughout and

beyond the war. Staunch friends as

they were, in almost every attribute save

soldierly ability the two men were the oppo-

sites of each other. Grant was ever a silent

and, indeed, a saturnine man ; Sherman was

a witty and voluble man. Grant was calm-

pulsed and imperturbable ; Sherman was

vivacious, excitable, and, indeed, electric. For

the rest Sherman, when not engaged in hard

fighting, was a friendly, unaffected, genial

style of man, with a quaint dash of cynical

humour, and an abiding conviction, which he

frequently expressed to me in his breezv, cordial

manner, that all war-correspondents ought to

be summarily hanged, and that he personally

would have infinite pleasure in performing the

operation.

From Shiloh until after the momentous battle

of Chattanooga—"the battle above the clouds,"

as General Meigs fancifully yet truthfully called

it—Sherman had been Grant's most trusted and

most capable lieutenant. In March, 1864, Grant

was ordered to quit the western section of the

theatre of war, in which he had earned undying

fame, and to betake himself to the east to assume

command of all the armies of the United States,

and more personally that of the Army of the

Potomac. On the 1 8th of that month Sher-

man succeeded Grant in the high command of

the military division of the Mississippi, embrac-

ing the departments and armies of the Ohio,

Cumberland, and Tennessee, commanded re-

spectivelv bv Generals Schoheld. Thomas, and

McPherson. Sherman threw himself with char-

acteristic energy into the arduous task of

organisation and preparation which lay before

him. He had to assure the general security

of the vast region of the South which had

already been conquered by the Union forces,

and of the routes of supply and communication*

with the active armies in the front. And, mosl

important undertaking of all, he had to organi*

a great army with which to penetrate into Geor

gia and make himself master of Atlanta, the

chief city of that State, coincidentally with the

advance of the Army of the Potomac agair.<:

Richmond, the headquarters of the Confederal

The Confederate army which had been de-

feated at Chattanooga—believed to be about

50,000 strong, and now under the command '

that able commander General J. E. Johnsice

—was lying securely entrenched at Dalton. ody

thirty miles south of Sherman's advanced basc»'

Chattanooga. It was standing purely on the

defensive, so that Sherman had time and op

portunity to make his arrangements for the

impending campaign deliberately and completed

The great problem of the campaign, he rev .

nised, was one of supplies and conimunicatior.-

Nashville, his principal base, was itself pa'

in hostile territory. Chattanooga, his advanced

base, w.is ixb miles south of Nashville; inJ

even* foot of the way, especial lv the nun;

bridges, trestles, and culverts of the rail-

way line between the two places, had t"

be strongly guarded against attacks on the

part of a local hostile population and of the

enemy's cavalry. Then, during the further

advance from Chattanooga into Georgia, it **>

manifest that the railway towards Atlanta 1

which he relied for the carriage of his supple

would have to be repaired and also guarded,

since his march would be through hostile

territory. Fortunately, the Army of the Cum

berland. commanded by General Thomas, w*>

equipped with an excellent corps of engines-

railway managers, and repair partie*. » wdi

as a body of spies and provost-marshal*

man took the strong measure "t -

railroads exclusively to the cai riage -•

for :he army proper, and of tutting off aO
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civilian traffic, for he realised in his masterful

nay that a great campaign was impending, on

the result of which the fate of the nation

hung : and that the railroads with their

limited capacity could not provide for the

needs of the army and of the people too.

In his three army commanders Sherman had

generals of education and experience, admirably

qualified for the work about to be undertaken.

commanded, numbered 24.465 effectives, with

q6 guns. Schotield, to-day the general-in-chief

of the United States army, commanded the

Army of the Ohio, 13,550 .strong, with twenty-

eight guns. The grand aggregate, therefore, of

the troops under Sherman's command was 08,707

men and 254 guns. In this detail, however,

were not included the cavalry divisions of

Stoneman and Garrard, together about 8,500

CHATTANOOGA AND THE 1 ENN tssKE, FROM LOOKOl'T MOUNTAIN.

The Army of the Cumberland had for chief the

grand old fighting soldier General Thomas, wise,

cautious, and discreet. His force had a strength

of 60,773 effectives, with 130 guns. McPherson
was young in years, hut already a veteran of

war. The Army of the Tennessee, which he

men, nor McCcok's division of irregular cavalry

and Kilpatrick's small brigade, the strengths of

which are not mentioned. The cavalry was

chiefly used on the extreme flanks, or for some

special detached service.

The 5th of May was the day named for the

-google
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simultaneous advance of all the Union forces in

the field. The punctual Sherman was in full

preparedness. On May 4th Thomas was in

person at Ringold, eighteen miles out from

Chattanooga, his left at Catoosa, his right at

Leu's. Schofield was at Ked Clay, closing in on
Thomas's left. McPherson, from Chattanooga,

was pushing out towards Gordon's Mill. On the

5th, Sherman rode out to Ringold, and on Grant's

appointed day the great campaign was begun.

The force was stripped for fighting. The
waggons were restricted rigorously to the con-

veyance of food, ammunition, and clothing.

Tents were forbidden to all save the sick and
wounded, and one tent only was allowed to

each headquarter as an office. The commanding
general himself had no tent, nor had any officer

about him. He and his staff" had merely wall

tent-flies without poles, and no tent furniture of

any kind. They spread their flies over saplings,

or on fence rails or posts improvised on the spot.

On the 6th, Schofield and McPherson came
up into position ; and on the 7th, Sherman,

from Tunnel Hill, looked south into the gorge

of Buzzard's Roost, in and behind which the

enemy was descried. Mill Creek, flowing through

the gorge, had been dammed up to form a lake

in Johnston's front at Dalton, with batteries

crowning the cliffs on either hand. Sherman
realised that Johnston, during his six months'

stay at Dalton, had fortified the position to the

utmost. His orders to Thomas and Schofield

were that they were merely to press strongly

all along the hostile front, ready to rush in on

the first sign of the enemy's wavering and, if

possible, to catch him in the confusion of retreat

Meanwhile, McPherson was on the march from

Chattanooga by the right of the other two
armies. At Ship's Gap, well to the south-west

of Dalton, he bent eastward on the 9th, passed

through Snake's Creek, right in Johnston's rear,

and perfectly undefended. On receiving those

tidings Sherman ordered Thomas and Schofield

to be ready for the instant pursuit from Dalton

of what he expected to be a broken army in

full retreat by difficult roads to the eastward of

Kesaca. But Johnston was not a man easily

scared, and McPherson lost Sherman the great

game on winning which the latter had been

counting. McPherson reported that he had

found Resaca (a town due south of Dalton)

too strong for a surprise, and that, therefore,

he had fallen back three miles to the mouth
of Snake Creek, where he had fortified himself.

Sherman was grievously disappointed. " Such

NETEEXTH CENTURY.

an opportunity," he wrote. " does not occur

twice in a single life." With his 23,000 good

soldiers McPherson ought to have '* walked im
Resaca," held as it was by only a small brigade:

or he could have placed his whole force a>tr.dc

of the railway north of Resaca, and there with-

stood Johnston. Had he done this, Sherman

was convinced that Johnston would not hau-

ventured to attack him, but would have re-

treated eastward by Spring Place, in which caw

he (Sherman) would have captured half his

army and all his artillery and train at the very

beginning of the campaign.

Johnston on the nth showed indications of

evacuating Dalton, whereupon Sherman, leaving

j corps of observation in front of Buzzard Roo*

gap. turned Johnston's left in Dalton, and

matched southward through Snake Creek gap

>traight on Resaca. In this operation weft

tonisumed the 12th and 13th, owing to the

lough waggon paths over which the mnvt

ment had to be made ; and when the I'm

lorces deployed against Resaca, it became appa-

rent, as Sherman had anticipated, that John

ston had abandoned Dalton, and was now in

Resaca with the bulk of his army, holding b
divisions well in hand, acting purely on the

defensive, and fighting stoutly at all points

conflict. The place was covered by a complete

and strongly manned line of entrenchment-.

On the 14th the Union armies closed in, en

veloping the town on south and west ; and

the 15th was a day of constant fighting, which

rose to the dignity of a battle. Towards even-

ing McPherson moved his whole line of battle

forward, till from a ridge commanding the town

he was able to pour in upon it a heavy artillery

fire. Repeated but futile sallies were made

extending into the night, but the Confederate^

were repulsed always with heavy loss.

During the night of the 15th, Johnston aban-

doned the town, burning behind him thebridgo

over the Oostenaula, and at daylight the Federal

forces entered Resaca. Their loss up to that

time was 600 killed and 3,375 wounded. Sher-

man acknowledged that his army about doubled

Johnston's in numbers, but he claimed that

while the latter had all the advantages 01

natural positions, artificial forts, roads, and con-

centrated action, the Federal forces had to

grope their way through forests and acrr*--

mountains, with more' or less inevitable disper-

sion. Those earlv successes, nevertheless, gave

the latter the initiative and the usual prestige

of a conquering army.
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Earlv on the 16th, Sherman's w hole army the whole of Polk's corps had joined Johnston,

engaged in immediate pursuit. On the same and that the latter, therefore, had now in hand

afternoon Thomas and McPherson united at three full corps—viz. Hood's, Polk's, and Hardie's

Calhoun, and on the evening of the 17th the —numbering about 60.000 men.

head of Thomas's column, with that commander Sherman had been acquainted with the region

and Sherman in its front, struck Johnston's when a young lieutenant, and had carefully noted

rear-guard near Adairsville. The pursuit by its topography, especially that about Kenesaw,

Thomas was continued to Kingston, which Allatoona, and the Etowah river, some distance

was reached on the 19th. McPherson was to the southward of Cassville. His recollections

four miles west of Kingston, Schofield

was nearing Cassville, due east 01

Kingston, and Thomas reported to

Sherman that he had found the

enemy drawn up in line of battle on

open ground about midway between

Kingston and Cassville. Sherman,

riding rapidly, about six miles from

Kingston found Thomas deployed,

but the enemy had fallen back,

steadily and in superb order, into

Cassville. Thomas was ordered to

push forward his deployed lines

rapidly, and as night was falling two

tield-batteries galloped forward into

a wooded position between the

Federal front and Cassville. The
town was not visible, but on .the

range beyond it could be seen fresh-

made parapets full of men, on which

the batteries opened a long-range

fire. The stout resistance made by

the enemy all along their front

seemed to indicate a purpose to fight

at Cassville. Sherman and Thomas
passed the night on the ground,

during which orders were sent to all

the Federal troops to close down on

Cassville at daylight and attack the

enemy wherever found. But when
day broke on the morning of the

:oth, after a njght of skirmishing,

the Confederate army had departed.

Cavalry sent in pursuit reported

that the enemy were beyond the

F.ncli-h Mite)
IP 15 -Q

Etowah
river. Sherman's army by this time was well

in advance of the railway trains on which
it depended for supplies, so the general deter-

mined to halt for a few days to repair the rail-

road and restore the injured bridge at Resaca,

before going further forward. In and about

Cassville were found many evidences of prepara-

tion for a grand battle—among others a long

line of fresh entrenchments on the hill bevond
the town, extending nearly three miles to the

south. Sherman also became convinced that

were now very useful to him. He knew that the

Allatoona Pass was very strong, and would be

hard to pierce ; therefore he shunned it, and

determined to t\irn it by moving by his right

from Kingston to Marietta via Dallas, the march

to begin on the 23rd. McPherson was to march

wide on the extreme right, Schofield on the left

by Burnt Hickory, Thomas in the centre by way
of Euharlee and Stilesborough ; the general ren-

dezvous for the three armies to be the vicinity

of Dallas, considerably to the south-west of Alla-

toona. The movement involved temporary
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abandonment of the railroad, and dependence
for some twenty days on the contents of the
waggon trains

;
and, because of the intricacy of

the region and its infrequent roads, the advance

"STRUCK COLONEL TAYLOR SQUARE IN THE It R EAST."

was necessarily slow. The Etowah was crossed

by several bridges and fords in a broad front,

with intercommunication by couriers on the

cross-roads. Sherman accompanied Thomas,
who had the centre, and whose command was

the " column of direction." Dallas was the point

of concentration of a great many roads leading

in even- direction. Its possession would threaten

both Marietta and Atlanta ; but an attempt on

neither could be made until the use of the rail-

road, which followed the AMatoona Pass, should

have been regained. The object of the turning

movement just described was chiefly to compel

John-ton to evacuate his strong position at

Allatoona.

On the 25th, Hooker's three divisions of the

Army of the Cumberland on their march on

Dallas came upon a hostile cavalry force at

Pumpkin Vine Creek. It was driven off, but the

bridge was on fire. The tire was extinguished,

but Hooker's leading division followed the

enemy's cavalry on a road leading due east

A

towards Marietta, instead of heading for Dallas

Four miles from the creek Hooker came int.

contact with a strong force of hostile infantry

moving down from Allatoona towards Dalla*,and

a sharp battle ensued. Sherman soon cant

up, and ordered Hooker to secure an imp-.r

lant cross road called New Hope. Hooker •

two other divisions presently arrived, bjt

before they could be deployed the enemv had

gained corresponding increase of strength

The resistance was so strong that Hooka
was unable to carry the position, although

the fighting lasted far into the night. Da;,

break of the 26th revealed a long line

Confederate entrenchments facing Hooker*

divisions, with a heavy force of infantry and

guns. The battle was renewed, but without

success for the Union troops. Sherman then

became assured that Johnston wa> at New

Hope with his whole army, and that point

was much nearer his own objective— the rail

way—than was Dallas. He therefore desired

that McPherson should leave Dallas and take

position on Hooker's right. But McPherxn

also was confronted in Dallas bv a heaw

force, and when he attempted to fulfil ht«

orders, on the morning of the jSth, his nfh

was fiercely assailed. A bloodv battle ensued,

in which McPherson repulsed attack and

attack, inflicting heavy loss on his assailant*,

but it was not until June 1st that he was fret

to withdraw from Dallas and effect a junction

with Hooker in front of New Hope.
Meantime Thomas and Schofield were com-

pleting their deployments, gradually overlapping

Johnston's right and thus extending the Fedcra.

left nearer and nearer to the railroad about .Ack

worth, a place about eight miles distant. AS

this time a continuous battle was going on,

fought by strong skirmish-lines taking advantage

of every species of cover, both si t| t.s fortifying

themselves each night with rifle-trenches and

head-logs, many of which grew to be formidable

defensive works. Frequent sallies and counter

sallies were made, both sides continually within

musket range of each other : yet. though the tin

of musketry and cannon resounded day and nigh:

along a line varying from six to ten miles in

length, one rarely saw a dozen of the enemy &
any one time. Sherman, his generals, and their

respective staffs were continually at the m»t

in the musketry fire. Once a minie-ball graitd

General Logan's arm and then struck Coloofl

Taylor square in the breast. The memorandum-

book in his breast-pocket broke the force of tk
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ness, and by detachments ; and thus the three

armies ot which he was the supreme com-

mander aggregated still about 100.000 effectives.

On ioth June, having garrisoned Allatoona

with 1,500 men, he moved forward the com-

bined armies to Big Shanty, whence was clearly

visible the enemy's position on the three pro-

minent hills of Kenesaw, Pine Mountain, and

Lost Mountain, on each of which Johnston's

people had signal-stations and fresh lines of

entrenchments. Heavy masses of infantrv

were discerned. The Confederate commander's

ground was well chosen, and he appeared

prepared for battle : but his ten -miles-long

front was too extended to be held adequatelv

by his 00,000 men. One advantage he had

in having a full command of vision over Sher-

man's operations on the lower ground ; and
Sherman, aware of this, proceeded with due
caution.

In a day or two the Etowah bridge was
finished, and the railroad repaired right up

to Sherman's headquarters at Big Shanty.

After three days of continuous rain there-

came fine weather on the 14th. and the Federal

troops occupied a continuous entrenched line

ten miles long, conforming to the enemy's

hall, but he was struck down and disabled for

:he rest of the campaign.

On June 1st, McPherson closed in on the

'i>jht, and Sherman held himself in close contact

with the hostile position at New Hope, working

meanwhile graduallv and steadilv bv his left, until

hi* strong infantrv lines held possession of all the

waggon roads between New Hope. Allatoona,

and Ackworth. He then sent two cavalry divi-

sions into Allatoona, one by either end of the

pass in which that place lay. It was occupied,

and orders were at once given to repair the rail-

road forward from Kingston to Allatoona and to

-econstruct the bridge across the Etowah river.

Thus the object of Sherman's detour past Alla-

tuina to Dallas was accomplished. On June 4th

he was drawing off from New Hope to take

portion on the railroad in front of Allatoona,

«hen General Johnston himself evacuated his

position. The railroad was then held in force

forward to Big Shanty, in sight of the famous

Kenesaw Mountain. Thus, during May and the

arty days of June, Sherman had driven his an-

tagonist from the strong successive positions of

Ihlton. Resaca, Allatoona. and Dallas ; had ad-

vanced his lines in strong, compact order from

Chattanooga to Big Shanty, over nearly a hun-
dred miles of most diffi-

cult country ; and he now
-'.'H)d prepared for a further

advance—his troops confi-

dent of success and eager

l, right — as soon as the

railway communications
should be Complete for the

Awarding of the necessary

wpplie*. The Federal caau-

litio during May had

reached a total of 1,863

killed and missing. 7.430

sounded; aggregate. o.2 f>o.

During May, Johnston's

"tal strength was 04,4:0 ;

IB casualties were ~2i

tilled, 4,672 wounded: miss-

ng (prisoners). 3,24: j aggre-

gate, H,6i8. With the drawn
•iUle of New Hope, and
he occupation by Sher-
nan's forces of the natural

rtress of Allatoona, terminated the first stage position. During a reconnaissance made on
i the campaign. that day by Sherman, he saw at a range of

During the halt about Ackworth, Sherman about eight hundred yards a group of Con-
ceived reinforcements equal to the losses federate officers observing his position with
• inch he had incurred from battle and sick- telescopes. He ordered a batten- close by to

'»Ot»E OK MCPIIERsON S STAFF HASHED UP TO THE PORi H " /. TOO'.
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disperse this group by firing on it three volleys,

one of the shots of which happened to kill

General (and Bishop) Polk, the commanding-
general of one of Johnston's army corps. On
the 15th the Federal lines were advanced, in

search of a weak point somewhere between

Kenesaw and Pine Mountain ; but the latter

eminence was abandoned, and Johnston had

contracted his front, connecting Kenesaw with

Lost Mountain. On the 16th he abandoned

Lost Mountain, and now held only Kenesaw,

whence he covered Marietta and all the roads

southward. Torrents, of rain on the 17th and

1 8th made movements impossible ; but the

positions were carefully strengthened, to guard

against a sally from Kenesaw against Sherman's

depot at Big Shanty. In this work of entrench-

ment Sherman employed a pioneer corps of

200 negro free-men, who worked at night,

while the white soldiers benefited by nocturnal

sleep.

On the 10th the rebel army threw back its

flanks to such an extent that Sherman supposed

that it was retreating to the Chattahoochee

river, fifteen miles further south ; but this

movement was simply in the nature of a closer

concentration covering Marietta and the rail-

road. On the 20th, Johnston's position was

wonderfully strong. Kenesaw Mountain was

his salient ; both his flanks were refused,

covered by parapets and creeks. Notwith-

standing the abominable weather, Sherman
continued to press operations with the utmost

earnestness, aiming always to keep his lines

in actual contact with the enemy. On the 24th

he considered that it would be unwise to ex-

tend his lines any further, and in consultation

with his army commanders, it was agreed that

there was no alternative but to make serious

assaults on the fortified lines of the enemy.

The 27th was fixed as the day for the attempt.

The points of the attack were chosen, and the

troops were all prepared with as little demon-
stration as possible. About q a.m. of the ap-

pointed day the troops moved to the assault,

and all along the lines for ten miles a furious

fire of artillery and musketry was opened and

maintained. At all points the assailants^ were

met by the enemy with determined courage

and in great force. McPherson's attacking

column fought up the face of the lesser

Kenesaw, but could not teach the summit.

Thomas's assaulting column, just below the

Dallas road, reached the defenders' parapet, on

the lip of which Brigadier-Ge*nerals Harker and

NETEENTH CENTURY.

McCook rtceived wounds which proved mortal

By 1 1 .30 a.m. the assault was over, and had

failed. This was the hardest fight of the cam

paign up to that date ; the Federal losses wen-

about 2,500 killed and wounded, chiefly in

Thomas's command. The losses in two ol the

three Confederate corps were stated at 800. those

of Hood's corps were not reported. Shernu:^

losses in killed and wounded during the month

of June amounted to 7.530 ;
Johnson's were

4,000 killed and wounded and about 2000

missing, most of whom became prisoners t"

the Federals.

Johnston held on staunchly to the Kenesaw

position. Chary of bloodshed, which he deen:oi

useless, Sherman determined to attempt m-u.

ceuvring him out of it. He gave orders tu

bring forward supplies sufficient to fill the

waggons, intending to strip the railroad bac*

to Allatoona, and make that place his depA

and to turn Johnston's left, so as to reach the

railroad below Marietta. Johnston, however

detected the movement, and promptly abandoned

Marietta and Kenesaw. At dawn of July jM

Sherman, through his telescope, saw his on
pickets on the Kenesaw position which J<fe-

ston had just evacuated, and he ordered n
immediate pursuit by every possible pbL

hoping to catch Johnston in the confusion ct

retreat, especially at the crossing of the Chatu

hoochee river. But Johnston was not the man

to make a disorderly retreat. He fell back hia

Kenesaw and Marietta on an entrenched amp
prepared in advance on the north bank of the

Chattahoochee, covering the railway crossinc

and his pontoon bridges. Sherman had not

learned of this strong place, which was in the

nature of a tctc-dc-fxjtit, and had counted on

striking Johnston an effectual blow in the ex-

pec: ed confusion of his crossing the river. The

Federal pursuit was necessarily by devious roads,

whereas Johnston had in advance cleared and

multiplied good and more direct roads t*»

his bridge-head. The same night, neverthclos,

Thomas's head of column ran up against a strong

Confederate rear-guard entrenched at Smyrna

camp-ground, six miles south of Marietta; and

there on the following day was celebrated the

Fourth of July by a noisy but not a despenue

battle, maintained chiefly to hold the ctxrmv

there till McPherson and Schofidd should

get well into position near the Chattahoochee

crossings.

On 5th July Sherman could report toWasfc

ington that he had driven the enemy to co|rr
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in the Chattahoochee valley, and that his forces

ncid possession of the right bank of the river

for eighteen miles above, as far as Koswell,

and ten miles below to the mouth of the Sweet-

water. It was his turn now to hold the high

pround, and so overlook Johnston's movements.

From a hill behind Vining's station Sherman
muld discern the white houses of Atlanta, about

pine miles to the south. Johnston was still in

bis tfte-de-pout with his infantry, but had sent

across his cavalry and trains. It was open to

Sherman by crossing the river to threaten either

J >hn<ton's rear or the city of Atlanta itself,

which was of vital importance to the existence

not only of Johnston's army, but even of the

Confederacv. The repairing of the railroad

up to Vining's station was being actively pro-

secuted. Sherman had determined to cross the

river by his left, above Johnston's position, using

one crossing place at Koswell for McPherson's

t rnmand, and one lower down at the mouth of

Snap's Creek, by which Schofield crossed on the

oth. That same night Johnston evacuated his

tte-dr-pont and crossed the river, burning his

bridges ; and so left Sherman in full posses-

ion of the right bank. McPherson crossed at

Roswell on the 13th. Thomas in the centre was

preparing his bridges at Power's and Paice's

crries.

On the 17 th began the general movement
gainst Atlanta. On the 1 8th all three armies

''jJe a general right wheel, Thomas moving to

Huckhead. forming line of battle facing Peach
Tree Creek ; Schofield was on his left, and

McPherson was nearer the railroad between
Stone Mountain and Decatur, when he turned

•"*ard Atlanta and at night joined Schofield at

f'tvatur. The same morning Sherman obtained
in Atlanta newspaper of that date, containing

'"hnston's order relinquishing the command of

he Confederate forces in Atlanta and Hood's
'Tder assuming that command. Hood was
<Dnwn to be a man of great courage—bold even

recklessness; and Sherman interred that the

hange of command meant " fight." Sherman
cmarks that the change was just what he
ranted—to fight in open ground on something
we equal terms, instead of being forced to butt
" , men's heads up against prepared entrench-
"ent.v It may be remarked that Sherman's
fc«r« for something like "equal terms" was
ather a peculiar aspiration, seeing that he out-

'irnbered his opponent two to one.

Hood lost no time in giving the Federal troops

« specimen of his fighting character. On the

morning of the 19th, Sherman's three armies

were converging towards Atlanta. Next day
Hood made a furious sally, chiefly on Hooker's

corps of Thomas's command, while the troops

were resting during a halt. It was a complete
surprise. The rebels suddenly came pouring

out upon Hooker's people ; Confederate and
Federal commingled, and fought in many places

hand to hand. After two hours of hard and
close conflict the enemy retired slowly within

his trenches, leaving his dead and many wounded
in the field. Hooker's corps had fought in open
ground, with a loss of some 1,500 men. He
reported 400 rebels dead left on the ground,

which was probably true ; but his assertion that

the rebel wounded numbered 4,000 was rather

in Hooker's vein. It was certain, nevertheless,

that a bold sally had been met successfully ; and
the occurrence was a useful illustration of the

future tactics of the enemy. Sherman's lines

were advanced in compact order, but between
them and Atlanta were the strong paiapets,

with ditch, cftci aux-de-frtsc, and abattis, prepared

long in advance. It was on this afternoon

that Colonel Tom Roberts, of Wisconsin, was
shot through the leg. When the surgeons

were about to amputate he begged them to

spare the leg, as it was very valuable, being an
" imported leg." He was of Irish birth, and
this well-timed piece of wit saved fhe limb, the
surgeons agreeing that if he could perpetrate a
joke at such a time his vitality might be trusted

to escape amputation.

On the morning of the 22nd Julv—the day
of the Battle of Atlanta—the section of rebel

parapet on the " Peach Tree line," in front of

Schofield and Thomas, was found abandoned,
and the Federal lines advanced rapidly close up
to Atlanta. Sherman supposed that the enemy
intended to evacuate, and had mounted his

horse in front of Schofield's troops on open
ground before the Howard House, which was his

headquarter. But soon were observed the

enemy preparing abattis. and the rebel line

fully manned, with guns in position at intervals.

Thomas was already engaged, and Schofield was
dressing forward his lines, when McPherson and
his staff rode up. Presently Sherman and McPher-
son moved to a short distance and sat down,
while Sherman pointed out to McPherson on
the map Thomas's position and his own. Occa-
sional cannon-shot werecoming through the trees,

and presently was heard some gun fire towards

Decatur, farther back. This firing was too far to

the left rear to be accounted for, and McPherson
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hastily called for his horse, staff, and orderlies.

McPherson, at the age of thirty-four, was in his

prime—a very handsome man, over six feet high,

universally liked, and possessed of many noble-

qualities. He gathered his papers into his

pocket-book and mounted, telling Sherman he

would send him word back what the inexplicable

sound meant on the left rear. Then he gal-

loped away in the direction of the firing. Not

many minutes later one of McPherson's staff,

his horse covered with sweat, dashed up to the

telling him of the strong sally which had ju<t

been made from Atlanta, and suggesting that the

hostile lines in his front must have been weak-

ened for the sake of making it, adding that

Thomas ought to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to make a lodgment in Atlanta if possible.

Word was also sent to General Logan to assume

command of the Army of the Tennessee vacated

by McPherson's death.

An hour later an ambulance came through

the hurricane of fire, bearing McPherson's body

the whole line fkoil bio siiamv up to auatoona was marked by the fires oh the l»ue«iso

railroad" (/. 703).

porch on which Sherman was walking up and

down, and reported that McPherson was " either

killed or a prisoner." The general and his s,taff

—so reported the messenger of evil tidings—had

ridden rapidly across the railroad, the sounds of

battle increasing as they approached General

Giles Smith's division. McPherson had then

ordered up some reserve brigades to the exposed

left flank, and had hurried Dodge's corps

to the same point ; :»nd then—almost, if not

entirely, alone— he had disappeared in the

woods behind the 17th Corps. The sound <>f

musketry was then heard, and McPherson's

horse came back, wounded and riderless. Sher-

man immediately despatched orders to Thomas,

to the Howard House. McPhcrson> wound had

been immediatelv fatal. His dress had not beta

touched, but his pi»cket-book was gone, fei

contents might have yielded matter useful W
the enemy, but that it had been almost im-

mediately recovered from the haversack of a

captured prisoner, and secured by one tf

McPherson's staff. The enemy attacked boMlf

and repeatedly the whole of the Federal lefc

flank, but met with an equally fierce resistance,

and on that ground a bloody battle raged

noon until well on into the night. At 4 fj^
|

came the expected sally from Atlanta, directed

against Leggat's Hill and along the Decatur nil-

road. At Leggat's Hill the rebel sortie was boMlr
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met and bloodily repulsed. Along the Decatur

railroad the rebels were more successful. Reach-

ing the Federal main line, they broke through it

and got possession of a battery of four 20-pounder

Parrott guns, killing even,- horse and turning the

gunsagainst the broken Federals. Generals Logan

and Schofield, after a desperate and prolonged

struggle, retrieved the

endangered situation ;

Wood's division swept

the enemy from the line

' t parapet originally held

by the Union troops.

These combined Federal

forces ultimately drove

the enemy back into At-

lanta ; but two field-guns

were lost, having been

arried off by the rebels.

So ended the Battle of

Atlanta, the most severe

struggle of the campaign.

It cost the Union armies

3,521 officers and men
lulled and wounded. The
dead of the Confederacy

numbered nearly as many,
and its total losses were

climated at nearly 10.000

While maintaining the

siege of Atlanta after the

battle of the 22nd. Sher-

nun determined to move
the Army of the Tennes-
see, now commanded bv

General Howard, rapidlv

and boldly to the right

against the railroad below

Atlanta, and at the same
time to send all his cavalry

to effect a lodgment on the

Macon road about Jones-

boro\ The movement
began on the 27th, and next day was followed by
the commanding-general to the extreme right,

where some sharp fighting was in progress.

It began about 1 1 a.m., and lasted nearly five

hours. A fierce attack was made bv the enemy
<»n the extreme Federal right, which, however,
was quite unsuccessful. It was the first fight in

which General Howard commanded the Army of

the Tennessee. He very judiciously left Logan,
who had been his temporary predecessor, to fight

his own corps, but exposed himself freelv, and
the Army of the Tennessee to jk warmly to the

one-armed veteran. The loss in this combat

amounted to 570, killed, wounded, and missing.

Over 000 rebel dead were buried on the field,

and the total Confederate loss was estimated

at not less than 6,000. The Federal losses

during the month of July amounted in all

to Q
t 7 1 Q, those of the Confederates to 10,841.

SWAMP IN nSOKOtA.

In the beginning of August Sherman had ill-

fortune with his cavalry, which he had sent to

the south-east. McCook's whole division had

been badly mauled. Sherman became convinced

that the cavalry could not make a sufficiently

strong lodgment on the railway below Atlanta
;

and to Schofield. with the Army of the Ohio,

was committed the charge of this particular

object. Desultory fighting, never attaining the

dignitv of a battle, lasted during the period

from July 2Qth until August Jist. On the

latter date Howard found Hardee's corps in an
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entrenched position covering Jonesboro', which

sallied from that place on the Federal 15th

Corps, but was easily repulsed and driven back

within its lines. On the following day, Septem-
ber 1st, energetic attempts were made to make
a capture of the whole of Hardee's corps ; but
44 somebody blundered," night came on, and
Hardee escaped. That same night there rose in

Atlanta the sound of shells exploding, and an-

other sound resembling that of musketry. Next
morning, while Hardee was being pursued to the

southward, tidings came from General Slocum
that at daybreak he had entered Atlanta un-

opposed, and that his letter was written within

the place. The news soon spread to the army,

and the triumph was a full recompense for the

labour, toils, aijd hardships endured in the

course of the previous three months. The glad

excitement throughout the North was a heartfelt

and eloquent tribute to the soldierly merits of

Sherman and his gallant, staunch, and loyal

men.

Sherman's earliest undertaking on entering

Atlanta was to have all its inhabitants removed
from the city. It was a stern measure, which

has no parallel in modem times ; but Sherman
had the courage of his opinions, and did not

hesitate to formulate his reasons. They were

as follows : All the houses of Atlanta were

required for military occupation and storage.

He desired to contract the lines of defence, and

thus diminish the garrison to the limits neces-

sary for the defence of the city proper. Atlanta

was a fortified place, had been stubbornly

defended, and was fairly captured ; it belonged,

therefore, to the captors. The residence in it

of a civilian population with inadequate food-

resources would entail the alternative of having

to feed that population or see it starve. 44 These,"

wrote Sherman, " are my reasons : if they are

satisfactory to the Government of the United

States, I do not care whether they are palatable

to General Hood and his people or not."

In accepting, perforce, the arrangements for

the exodus insisted on by Sherman, Hood gave

his view of Sherman's measures in the following

terms :
" Permit me to say that the unprece-

dented measure you propose transcends in

studied and ingenious cruelty all acts ever

before brought to my attention in the dark

history of war. In the name of God and

humanity, I protest." Sherman retorted volu-

minously, and a bitter correspondence followed

between him and Hood. But, meanwhile, in

order to effect the exchange of prisoners, to

facilitate the exodus of the inhabitant* 0*

Atlanta, and to keep open communication with

the south, Sherman established a neutral camp

where a Federal officer with a guard met an

officer similarly detailed by Hood ; and the:*-'

harmoniously expedited the arrangements agrtv:

on by the respective commanders. There ira>

no more fighting in the vicinity of Atlanta af'.r

Hood's evacuation of the place ; and the li*o

of the campaign, which lasted from May wh mil

15th September, could now be reckoned up.

Those of Sherman's forces amounted to 4.4::

killed, 22,822 wounded, and 4.442 missing; tht

total casualties reaching the aggregate of ii.t>y

The Confederate losses were 3.044 killed. l*.o?:

wounded, 12,983 prisoners captured by Fedcrilv

aggregate of Southern losses 34,079.

Towards the end of September it became

apparent to Sherman that Hood was moving

northward with the intention of operating

offensively against the Federal communication*

Sherman could not afford to have his long foe

of railroad between Nashville and Atlanta seri-

ously interfered with. He therefore despatch

Thomas with two divisions back to Chattaoqp
to meet the contingency of Forrest's ofawe

in Tennessee, and another division to R«rt

about half-way between Atlanta and Chatu

nooga, for the protection of his communis
tions. Sherman left a corps in garrison a:

Atlanta, and marched northward with the rts

of his forces, now reduced bv detachments

discharges to about 60,000 men. Hood's aran

he estimated at a maximum of 40.000 mcr.

Sherman had strong railroad guards at aQ

points of importance between Atlanta an4

Chattanooga. All the principal railroad bridges

were protected by good blockhouses, gam-

soned to withstand infantry or cavalry, and M
the railway stations were detachments in>ii!c

entrenchments. Sherman did not apprehend

that the enemy's cavalry could damage h>

roads seriously, but it was absolutely necessin

to keep Hood's infantry off his main route i#

communication and supply.

On October 4th, when at Vining's Static.

Sherman learned that hostile masses had beta

seen marching north from Kenesaw. who*

objective point he inferred was Allatooni

and he promptly signalled to General Cor*

at Rome to hurry to the support of the small

garrison holding that point. Sherman as-

cended Kenesaw Mountain on the momiiK

of the fth. To the south-west rose the

of camp fires, indicating the presence abc
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Dallas of large hostile forces ; and the whole

line from Big Shanty up to Allatoona, full

fifteen miles, was marked by the fires of the

burning railroad. He could plainly see the

Mnoke of battle about Allatoona, and hear the

faint reverberation of the cannon. Sherman
remained on the Kenesaw summit until his

signal-officer reported the message from Alla-

toona " Corse is here," the first assurance to

him that General Corse had received and acted

on his orders, and that therefore Allatoona was

adequately garrisoned.

Towards afternoon the smoke of battle about

Allatoona grew less, and about 4 p.m. ceased

altogether ; later In the afternoon the signal-

flag announced the welcome tidings that the

attack had been fairly repulsed, but that

General Corse had been wounded. Next

morning there came from that gallant officer

the lively but profane communication :
" I am

short a cheek-bone and an ear, but am able to

whip all hell yet !
" It had been a brisk and

bitter fight : 1,900 Federal troops, in the open

and later in redoubts, against more than 4,000

Confederate soldiers. Sherman's railroad had

been wrecked for a space of eight miles, every

tie burnt, every rail bent : the estimate for

repairs required 35,000 new ties, and eight miles

<• i-on. Ten thousand men were distributed to

repair the great break ; and such was the expe-

dition that in seven days the road was again in

forking order. Sherman tells an amusing story

of a dialogue between two rebel soldiers. One
remarked to the other :

" Well, the Yanks will

have to git up and git now. for I heard General

H<«>d himself sav that General Wheeler had
biovn up the tunnel bevond Allatoona, and
that the Yanks would have to retreat, because

they could get no more rations."

"Oh, hell," replied his comrade ;
" don't you

know that old Sherman carries a duplicate

tunnel along ?
"

It was in September, while still in Atlanta,

that the idea of the famous march to the sea

vntered Sherman's mind. He saw his way
"..carer when Hood moved to the northward ;

•fid now that the latter had gone further in that

'iirection, Sherman disclosed his project to

''rant in characteristic terms.
" I propose," he wrote, " to break up the rail-

road from Chattanooga southward, and that we
:rike out with our waggons for Milledgeville,

Millen, and Savannah. By attempting to hold
the Chattanooga-Atlanta railroad, we should

lose 1,000 men per month, and gain no result,

lean make this march, and make Georgia howl."

This was on October nth ; it was not until the

2 1 st that a cipher message from General Halleck

intimated that the authorities in Washington
were willing that Sherman should undertake

the march across Georgia to the sea. That
same day he telegraphed to General Easton,

his chief quartermaster, in the following terms:
'• Go in person to superintend the repairs of the

railroad, and expedite its completion. I want it

finished, to bring back from Atlanta to Chatta-

nooga the sick and wounded and surplus stores.

After November 1st I want nothing in front of

Chattanooga except what we can use as food and
clothing, to be hauled in our waggons. I allow

ten days for all this to be done, by which time

1 expect to be in Atlanta. I propose to

abandon Atlanta and the railroad back to

Chattanooga, and to sally forth to ruin Georgia

and bring up on the Atlantic seaboard at

Savannah."

On November 10th the movement for the

great raid may be said to have been fairly

begun. All the troops designed for the Georgia

campaign were ordered to march for Atlanta, and

General Corse, before evacuating his position

at Rome, was ordered to destroy everything

that could be useful to the enemy, should

he attempt a pursuit or a resumption of mili-

tary possession of the region to be abandoned.

Meanwhile trains of cars were whirling north-

ward, carrying to the rear an immense amount
of stores which had accumulated at Atlanta

and at the other stations along the railroad ;

and General Steedman had come down to

take charge of the final evacuation and the

withdrawal of the several garrisons below

Chattanooga.

On the 12th at Carterville, a few miles north

of Atlanta, as Sherman and his staff sat in a

porch to rest, his telegraph operator tapped the

wire to receive a farewell message from General

Thomas in Nashville. Sherman answered sim-

ply :
" Dc>patch received all right— good-bye !

"

" At that instant of time," wrote Sherman,

"some of our men burnt a bridge, the telegraph-

wire was severed, and all communication with the

rear ceased thenceforth." The famous "march
from Atlanta to the sea " began on the morning

of November 15th, i*b4, and no further tidings

reached the outside world of Sherman and his

army until the Atlantic was reached at Savannah

on the evening of December 12th.
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THE lawless black flag floated on the

topmost peak of the ridge of forts. A
large sheet, ebon as a funeral scarf,

it recalled to those acquainted with

the East the curtain outside the tent of the

Prophet's wife, which was only used to proclaim

war, and to others the Jolly Roger of piracy

—

the sign that no quarter was either sought or

given. Whatever meaning was to be attached

to it, there it flaunted on the outer walls 0i

Carthagena like an ugly, big pall ; and every

time it was struck by a splinter of shell it was

lowered : but it was not down for long, because

it went up again larger with a new black scrap

sewn on to it. This may have been only an

artifice to keep up the spirits of the besieged—it

could have no other value in warfare ; but the

Spanish Loyalists outside chose to regard it as

defiance, and made it a target with such excellent

effect that they boasted that they would soon

be unable to see the fort because of the ensign

that covered it.

There is much virtue in a flag. The green

quickens the fevered pulse in a fanatic Moslem,

the blue was sacred to the Covenanters, and the

white starred with golden lilies is prized as the

badge of Legitimacy. To preserve its flag from

dishonour or loss—to "save the colours,'" as the

saving is—is the dear ambition of every regiment

that respects itself. That token of honour in

silk or stuff is the rallying point in action; those

who serve under it are proud of it, and look

upon every rent in its tattered folds as subject

for boast, for it is proof of genuine service.

Red and black are among the accursed colours.-

It was only bv a touch of inspiration that

Latnartine averted the disgrace from the French

Republic of adopting the red flag of carnage

as the national emblem. "Take that!" said

the poet. " Never ! Why, it has but made the

circuit of the Champ de -Mars smeared with the

blood of fellow-citizens. Give me the tri-cokn;'.

for it has gone round the world, linked m:.i

victory and glory.
1 ' And the Republic took .

its own the red, white, and blue of Bompar--

and clings to it still with affection, except in j

frenzy of passing madness, when it may ur.:-

the red of the Commune. It was this hlrr-
1,

hue—the red—the rebels of southern Sft

chose as their emblem until Saenz, the leuv-

carrier, or Galvez, or Roque Barcia, or one

the other mediocrities who had grasped p»«-

when the revolt of the Intransigentes
y
or 1

"

concilables, sprung into activity, had the singu •

whim to shake out the ominous black £*.

That appeared to be the first and only time

was flung to the free sunlight on land in
'

nineteenth century. 0>sus de Es/>atia, u
i

of Spain," as what cannot be accounted fcf

calmly dismissed.

The reader must bear yet with a brief TBTr

live of what preceded in the Peninsula Mc*

we come to the siege which was the last

(for the timet of the Extremists, or fnti

gentcs. It was the final disturbance of thew

afar when settling down after the great stem

the Commune.
Cart hasjetia. or new Carthage

1 37, • N

1. - W I- -Uii. 1. is an ancient and histOfX

ir. the pro\ince of Murcia. on the south'

L"M)er ol the Spanish v.i-t between LV
Pal. - atnl Tiuoso. Asdrubal, the Carting

p. tu — killed more than two centuries K
tin Chi >ti <n era— bv whom it was founded

-ideted it .1 commodious haven for the am
:<jncd t'i rum the might ol Rome

|ir ..
• •.

1 ! ,1 :- ;ln. liiict n.tval si r . -ughold of >:

I:- n.mral -dilation with a landlocked

:
r . 1, d i>\ -teep scir.mel heights. :i

loimidahle. The islet of Escombrcra* utv

tin port, then there is tl forma:

1 1 ite dark lulls, whose surface i; c
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with sinkings for lead, and whose air is impreg-

nated with the sickening odour of antimony.

Near it, still in the northerly direction, is a

lagoon called the Encaftado, whose borders are

hedged with canes. The town itself is narrow

and irregular, like most walled places, but con-

tains some wide streets, such as the Calles Mayor
and Jaboneria, and abounds in inscriptions and

antiquities that speak of its splendour of yore,

in monuments, an amphitheatre

and pyramids in memory of past

glr>rie». The climate is half tro-

pical and the vegetation rich, and

the people wear in the rural dis-

tricts a sort of Albanian kirtle, or

licht Highland kilt. Thev have

a "train of the Moor in their veins.

Thev are indolent and hot-blooded

like all races which dwell where
the flamingo and chameleon are

known.and orange and date, sugar-

cane, cotton and rice are common
pt Aths. It is veritably a delicious,

v.. lazy. lotus-eating land, except

a hen the torrid solano blows across

with furnace breath from the

African desert. There is no snow
there, the mid-winter is temper-

ite, the beginning of the year is

is mild as an English spring. It

a pet region of the cochineal

and silkworm, and there are cork*

>aks about, but the staple product

:ear Carthagena is esparto grass.

>]>.tin wai very restless at the

of 1873. Madrid, nominally

the seat of government, was a

regular republic legally, but vir-

tually more resembled a "crazy
,ui!t," as young ladies call those
curious spread> of patchwork they
tack together with such industry from different

materials. Queen Isabella had been driven

hum the throne, but left behind her old-

B»hioned followers sighing for the monarchy.
Then came for a short time the Regent Serrano.

Amadeo. the Italian Prince to whom the crown
had been offered, had quitted it contemptuously,
a» if the prize were a bauble not worth loving

Mth, and the country was in a transition of

unquiet, apparently not knowing what to do
with itself pending the arrival of the strong

man who would clutch the reins and show him-
self the master of the beast simply by virtue of

assuming the mastership. A man with an iron

45

will and tough fibre was wanted, like Narvaez,

of whom it was said that on his death-bed his

confessor asked him had he forgiven his enemies.
" My enemies," said the dying marshal with a

grim chuckle that turned to a leer; "I have-

none to forgive. I shot them all ! " And there-

were Spaniards who admired him and said his

was the true policy.

In the North the Carlists were risking their

lives for the king of their choice : in the Centre

gener.il> had resigned by batches, and Ministries,

directed by the popular statesmen of the hour,

were renewed as often as the moon. Spain was

in a parlous way. Between the white spectre

in the North and the red spectre in the South,

as Castelar said, it was coining to the ground

like a man seated between two Stools, and craved

a Dictator. It wanted somebody who knew his

own mind, and had the strength of purpose to

carry it out.

On the Sth June the Federal Republic was

proclaimed, and On the 1st July the Intransi-

gentes, or non-compromising Republicans—who
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were not incorrectly termed by a London paper

a set of crazy and ferocious democrats—with-

drew, and on the iSth July proclaimed Murcia

and Valencia independent republics or cantons,

as self-governing as the States of the American

Union. Cadiz, Seville, Malaga were insubordin-

ate, and each had set up on its own account.

There was no stable Government— it was a hot-

bed of anarchy, and he was the ruler who had

the greatest audacity or the biggest lung-power

until another with more impudence or louder

voice arose to supplant him. Pi y Margall, as

Premier, had been succeeded by Salmeron.

Castelar the eloquent, surnamed Musica, had

risen on the fall of a less dreamy statesman

perhaps. It was a perfect game of cross pur-

poses—a reproduction of the witches-scene in

Macbeth, and from the burning fire and bubb-

ling cauldron in the cave came forth only double

toil and trouble. There were various risings

got up by the more ardent and violent of

the Republicans in the South. General Pavia,

with such, loyal troops as he had under his con-

trol, attacked Almeria, in Granada, and quieted

Seville and Cadiz by August 4th ; Valencia was

taken by the troops on the 22nd, and the bom-
bardment of Malaga was stopped by the English

and German war-ships in the Mediterranean.

But Carthagena was the headquarters of the

insurgents. They had the pick of the navy in

their hands. It was reported that Pi y Margall,

who was of their political tinge, had managed
this of malice prepense, as Buchanan had massed

the United States ships in the South before the

War of Secession. To the insurgents resorted

all the unruly spirits of Europe, those who had

something to earn in the division of spoil—
revolutionists from Italy and Portugal, ex-

leaders who had fought at the barricades of

the Commune of Paris, and even one English-

man, who probably threw in his lot with his

rebel comrades more to pass the time, or from

the seaman's love of novelty, than from any

profound political convictions or strong

sympathies. He was there, and as there was

likely to be some fighting, he was as good as

any Diego of the lot. And so Peters, when
epaulette^ were going about, thought he might

as well have his share as another, for could he

not give as hard knocks as the best ?

The fleet quietly seized by the rebels was

very strong. It consisted mostly of armour-clad

vessels constructed in England and France, such

as the Vit>,ria, launched at the Thames Ironworks

Company's yard in |$68, and the Xumancia,

built at Marseilles, the Mendez Xitncz and the

Duque de Tetitan, the Ahnanza, Fernanda cl

Catt'dico,Arapiles
y
and others.

The Vitoria was armoured from stem to stcrr.

with five-and-a-half-inch plates and ten inches

of teak, had engines of 5,000 horse-power, and

an armament of four 12-ton, three o-ton, and

twelve 7-ton guns. Its length was lit lcet.it>

breadth 57 feet, and displacement 7,053 tons.

Only second in size to this huge machine of

war was the Xumancia, which had an arm.:

ment of six 18-ton, three Q-ton, and sixteen

7-ton Armstrong guns in a broadside batten

Furnished with such fighting engines, all 0!

which were Spanish property provided by solid

Spanish gold, which was not easily to be had

and did not grow on every bush, the insurgent'

were not to be despised. Every wound inflicted

upon them was a blow dealt at the prospenn

of the country at large. That is one of the

beauties of civil war.

As crowds gather round the scene of a street-

fight, scenting the symptoms of mischief, tht

armed ships of the greater part of the civifisd

world swarmed in and near Carthagena in oiv

servation and to safeguard the interests of lixx

under their protection. The rebel vessels wm
strictly watched, aud on the 1st of September

the Almanza and I'itoria were captured b\

Captain Warner, of the Friedrich Karl, an

armour-clad frigate with eighteen 12-ton gun-

built at La Seyne, near Toulon, on a Frenc"

model. They may have wished to be captured

anyhow, the German gave the two larger vessel

up to Admiral Yelverton, who prepared for

action against the Spaniards, who claimed the-

at first, but thought better of it by-and-by, and

sent them to Gibraltar unmolested. They were

detained in the shadow of that fortress until the

26th of September, when they were given over

to the Spanish Government, and Admiral Lotx

made the J'itoria his flagship. Two days alter,

the Intransigente ironclads Mendez Xunes and

Xiimancia, with their gasconading, gorgcx-iifh

bedizened chiefs and motley, half-disciplines

crews, bombarded Alicante and were repulsed

About this period there was an iinmcr.-.

floating force of almost all the nations, in

Escombreras Bay, or in holding-ground in it-

vicinity. Of the Briti-h fleet there was pre

sent the orthodox Mediterranean squadron, in-

cluding the Lord Warden, the Triumph, undr

Admiral Yelverton, the Sut/tsure, the T<*rch,ll*

Hart, the Pheasant, and the Helicon; and

Campbell's detached squadron, embracing the
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Narcissus (flag), the Endymion, Immortality

fhris, and Aurora ; the French were repre-

sented by two ironclads— the Thetis and the

Reint Blanche, mounting six guns of seven

tons each : Italy had the armoured San Martim,
with ten guns of six and a half tons each, and

the Anthcon, a light-draught rapid boat, used

tur carrying despatches ; the Stars and Stripes

had the Wabash, a screw first-rater with forty-

rive gutis, and the Wachusett, a third-rater of six

guns ; and Sweden, with perhaps other Powers,

answered at the muster. Altogether it was an

unequalled display of armed strength to be col-

lected to witness the grotesque andrew-martins

<»f a pack of mutinous mountebanks and their

half-earnest opponents.

The first encounter between the Madrid fleet

us that which was loyal to the Government was
^lled> and the insurgents occurred on the nth
' t October. Early on that day four vessels

—

the Xumancia, the Mendcz Xttnez, the Tctuan,

and the Fernando el Cattoltco—steamed out of

Carthagena, and appeared off Porman Bay, to

the left of Escombreras. The Xumancia, with

General Contreras on board and several of the

hardier members of the Junta, took the lead

a* the longest and quickest of the ships, and

faced the Vitoria, exchanging broadsides and
wildly firing, and then passed quickly to the

extreme right of the line, attempting to run

down a paddle vessel which ran helter-skelter

to escape being rammed. Then, as she turned
•r <m her. pursued by the Vihria, for some in-

explicable cause—cowardice was attributed by
the crew to Contreras, and by Contreras to the

crew—the monster sheered off and got back to

the shelter of the harbour. The Mendcz Xttnez

kept at long range, and did not aid the Xttman-
0.7, and could or would have been captured bv
the Vitoria, which intercepted her retreat, had
not the French ironclad Thetis run between her

•wd the Vitoria. The French officer pleaded

that his machinery had broken down. The
Mendcz Xttnez got away with one killed and
nine wounded. The Tctuan, whose captain was
a ^muggier, warmly engaged and received the

doubtful compliment of some smashing shots,

but on retiring she swopped broadsides with

the I'ttorta almost at pi-tol range, which
elicited a rousing cheer from the British tars

v.h > were looking 011 at the tight. But when
t'.'.c- smoke cleared off, sides and spars were

untouched, as if blank had been fired bv mis-

take. Indeed, s<> it may have been. A -hell

killed Mayor, Vice-President of the Junta, and

the Tctuan had five killed and twenty-two

wounded. The Fernando el Cattolico could not

get up sufficient speed, and prudently held on

the skirts of action entirely out of range. Alto-

gether the demonstration lasted two hours.

Lobo claimed the victory, having repulsed the

attempt to break the blockade, and reported to

the English, who proffered surgical help, that

he did not need it, having only a few contused.

But the insurgents, in addition to the killed, had

numerous wounded.

On October the 13th the Intransigentes re-

appeared bold as brass, and levelled a saluting

shot at I-obo ; but that worthy declined the fray,

and drew off in an easterly direction, when the

chase was given up by the rebels about fifteen

miles from Carthagena. Lobo had no desire for

a brush. At all events, they were never less

than three miles apart. His adherents said he
was off to seek the Jfara/^oza, which was

expected to reinforce his fleet.

Earlv on the 1 8th the Xumancia collided with
-

the Fernando c! Cattolico off Alicante, whither

they had gone in quest of Lobo on a foraging

expedition, and the latter went to the bottom
with sixty-six of her crew. The remainder were

taken off by boats. Many high-handed priva-

teering adventures were entered upon by the

Intransigentes at this time. To sustain life in

their cause they had to depend on raids on non-

combatants. The contraband captain of the

Tctuan brought in cargoes of 750 tons of wheat,

salt fish, and live sheep. More than half a dozen

barques, nationality not particularly inquired

into, were coolly swept into the Intransigentes'

net. But Peters, the Englishman, was a veritable

amateur Red Rover. He had been chief engineer

of the Fernando el Cattolico, and was saved

from the accidental ram of the Xumancia. He
declared himself a plain, rough man, but he had

a taking way with him. With a gun on board a

little steamer, the Darro, he scoured the coast

on flying trips, and never returned without a

captured felucca. Lobo was fighting with tied

hands, so to speak, and had no intention of

destroying Spanish property: but he never re-

appeared on the scene. He was tried by court-

martial at Madrid, and dismissed to private life,

and Chicarro was named general-admiral in his

stead.

The make-believe of a siege on the landward

side was proclaimed on the 22nd of August, but

there never was a regular line of investment,

and it was always possible to get in or out from

Carthagena by rushes in the dark, or edging
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round the extremities. Ordnance and material

were detrained at La Palma, the last station

on the railway from Murcia ; sunken batteries

erected on the ground behind : scouts were

planted on the hill of Beaza, with signals to the

cannoneers in the rear how to alter their aim

at its unseen object ; and a bombardment was

started on the 26th November, General Ceballos

in command. It was estimated that there were

700 guns in Carthagena. A very hot fire was

opened on the first day. and, after the maiden

surprise, as hotlv returned, volleys of great guns

sweeping forth until the soil in our front was

dented with craters. The view, as the smoke-

rested or curled on the low dusty plain, studded

with windmills, bushes of cactus, stunted clumps

of olive, and flat stone houses with sections of

infantry hid in the shadow, was stirring and

theatrical.

At this epoch it was computed that the forces

of the Intransigentes, reckoned roundly 3,*oo,

thus made up—Tomaset's guerillas, 30; Galvez's

Murcian volunteers. 150; the Chasseurs of Men-
digorria, 300; the two mutinous battalions of

Iberia, 600 ; infantry of the marines, 100; artil-

lerymen, 100; Chasseurs of Carthagena, a sort of

loci! militia, 220 ; volunteers of Carthagena,

1.300: released convicts, 1.000. There may be

some small differences of detail, but it may be

assumed that there were in all available about

3,000 efficients at the very most. The volunteers

were puny, and, like all improvised troops,

readily yielding to panic, given to indiscriminate

firing and needless outlay of ammunition, more
for the purpose of making a noise than any-

thing else. Some of them were mere boys, no
taller than the guns they carried, and had gone

into the revolution as a game of holiday soldier-

ing. There were a certain pr< 'portion of these

volunteers urged by political enthusiasm, but

pelf was the ruling motive with the majority of

them rather than principle. They looked with

patmni-ing airs upon the regular-., who repaid

their condescension with interest ; hut the con-

victs who were despised by both, were the real

withes that bound the garrison together. These

were not political prisoners, but the very scum
of the earth—cut-throats, coiners, forgers, high-

waymen, enemies of society. Thev had no poli-

tical convictions, but thev revelled in their easily

obtained freedom, and stood out pluckily, be-

cause they felt that defeat meant to go back to

gaol. At large, they were somebodv; thev were

feared il iv ; can -< -I C ,-• int< < d 11 mi e they

were fed, it is true, but no more content than

caged hyaenas. The convicts, with their seamed

brown faces and downward scowl, contrasted with

the soldiers with their ruddy, frank country com

plexions, who joined the movement because

their officers had joined it, and would fain leave

it now when they found the companv thev were

in ; but they were not sure of how thev wouM
be received, as they thought they were fighting

with ropes round their necks.

The normal population of Carthagena w--

30.000, but all the wealthy and orderlv or tim:d

inhabitants had left for Murcia or the smallt-

towns in the neighbourhood. The garrison h^ i

short commons, but were not so badly off o r

sidering. What with legal raids on the larder-

of the rich citizens who had fled—the rebels kt7

:

up a pretence of chivalry, never taking proper-,

without leaving promise to pay to the full Talut

—and with requisitions remarkably like fret

booting by their ships, they managed to tfftc

off hunger. They kept two steam mills gome

and they stoked their furnaces with coal the

indented upon from English merchants. Othc
wise they were powerless to use their ships, arJ

they argued that necessity has no law. Az<i

they were justified from the rebel point of w»
Coinage was struck by the convicts—and u* -

badly either, for there were experts among tken

—and the markets were swamped with brisp.

silver pieces of two pesetas and hard dour*-,

massive as crown pieces—intrinsically good, f

the metal was sound, but not negotiable ~-

currency.

To capture this stronghold—which should be

a second Gibraltar, impregnable if proper!

equipped and provisioned — the Goveranje:

forces were ridiculously small, consisting of son:

6,000 troops, half of whom were raw recruit*

General Pasaron, who had the engineer'* Bgt>

in the white band on his cap and the tore

on his collar, was averse to resorting to such jn

extreme measure as a bombardment, and wa-

half inclined to excuse himself to the reKi

Genend Contreras. who was an old comrauc

and brother-officer.

" Cosas dc Espirhi," he murmured ;

4
* there

hardly a leader in our army who does not owe j

step of his promotion to his connection with J

successful revolution. Our troops are disciplined,

but the discipline is tempered with pronmar.

mtnttos. Those who are in the trough of thescj

to-day may be on the crest to-morrow." Tb«

general was a practical soldier of the Burgoync

type, and had seen service alongside the Engush

levies in De Lacy Evans's time, and had been
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engaged in all the minor domestic troubles since.

He had a great respect for the man who laid out

Carthagena, for he knew his business and had

taken advantage of every accident of the ground.

S.i cleverly were the angles of the forts arranged

rhat it was impossible to get ricochet shot. The

it. on a similar elevation, was the Fort St. Julian,

and to nur left, back towards the town, was the

fort of Moros, warding the bastions to its flank

and rear. Down in the hollow between the hills

and the Mediterranean was the town, with its

arsenal, basins, barracks, rope-walks, hospitals,

"she swopped broadsides with the wtojuj almost at iisiol range " (/. 707).

walls were bastioned like those of Paris, but there

was no moat or covered way. Towards the sea-

>ide. which does not immediately concern us

now, there were several batteries. The heights
of Molinos and Despenaperros dominate the

town, and on the land-side, OTi the extreme right

a* we looked, was the detached fort of Atalaya
on a high hill. To the left of it was the castle of

Galcras on an eminence, and corresponding with

and foundries. Galeras. it was estimated, could

hold 500 men. and St. Julian and Atalaya ^-o

each. When General Pasaron sat down before

Carthagena his orders were to take it. In other

words, he was given a task that was well-nigh

impossible to perform, bar miracles. With a

weak and undisciplined force and no artillery,

he was asked to overawe the greatest marine

stronghold in Spain, with its ramparts, forts, and
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cannon—a garrison of revolted troops and re-

leased felons, backed by the greater portion of

the Spanish fleet. He shook his head at the

ignorance of those who instructed him, but he

stood to his po>t all the same. The unexpected

might come to pass : this was the land of sur-

pri>es. and he might achieve a feat like that

corporal of the Connaught Rangers who was

questioned as to how he, single-handed, had

captured and brought into camp three of the

enemy. " By the tare of war," was the Irish-

man's reply—" I surrounded them !

"

The attacking Spanish force was divided into

three brigades, the left commanded by Lopez

Pinto, the centre by Caleja, and the right by

Rodriguez de Rivera. There were 400 gunners

and 500 sappers engaged in the battering and

entrenching works. One hundred cavalry, civil

guards and troopers, were employed as orderlies,

vedettes, and in patrol duty. And yet there

were but seventeen guns in this bombardment ;

but then No. 1 battery consisted of four rifled

guns of 16 centimetres—the first occasion that

rifled ordnance was employed in a Spanish siege.

No. 2 (the only battery which commanded the

Plaza) comprised five guns of 21 centimetres;

No. 3, six guns of 21 centimetres ; and No. 4, or

the Windmill battery, two guns of 10 centimetres

each. Detachments of the 2nd and 3rd Foot
Artillery handled the siege-guns, while men from

the 1st, 4th, and 8th had in the background, to

repel sorties if required, some pretty guns, field-

pieces and howitzers, useless in siege operations.

There had been a futile sortie on the 25th

on our centre from the Madrid gate towards

Alumbres, which was sent home with empty
hands when its design was discovered. About
500—an insufficient force for any good—was de-

tailed for this duty. On the eve of the bom-
bardment they were playing Guzman el Bueno
at the theatre. The siege was getting serious

;

the programme was dabbled with blood. To the

interlude of humour succeeded an interruption

of horror. On the first day three persons were

killed in the street and forty wounded ; on the

second seven were killed and fifty wounded. The
Governor of Fort Julian was killed. The bom-
bardment became less fierce. If it does not suc-

ceed at the opening alarm it will never »ucceed.

An intermittent bombardment has no effect. An
armistice of four hours from midnight wa> given

for the removal of foreigners, women, and child-

ren from the town ; but manv of the women
-

handled weapons, and scornfully rejected the

proposal of leaving their people.

The bombardment was becoming more dogged.

Let us go to the top of the Cabeza de Bca^a on a

bright day. This hill, which is about 100 metres

above the level of the plain, is the exact centre

of the line. In front, bounded by rocky height-,

stretches the blue Mediterranean, with Chicarro

ships floating motionless upon it like birds on

the wing at the back of Carthagcna. The
town itself is perfectly open to the view-
to the right, away back, is the ruined castle of

Concepcion crowning a rising ground, and to

the right of that the fort of Despctiaperroi,

with Las Galeras frowning on a height above.

Las Galeras commands the harbour on the right,

and is about 220 metres above the level of the

sea. Las Galeras is flanked on the side toward*

the sea by a fort on the harbour edge, the bat-

tery of the Navidad commanding the entrance,

and of the Podadera sweeping ships on the side

as they approach the mouth of the port. To
the right of Galeras, and within the town, is tbe

arsenal, and over it. but outside, and much
nearer to our point of view than Galeras. >

Atalaya. Atalaya is steep and loftier than

Galeras. To the left of Concepcion and nearer

to us on a sloping acclivity, not more than ;o

metres high, outside the walls, is Mores. T>

the left rear of Moros is the castle of 5aa

Julian, corresponding in its efhcacv for the

defence of the port on that side with Atalava or.

the other. San Julian is some metres higher

than Atalaya, and is flanked by the forts of Sari

Leonardo, Santa Fiorentina, and Santa Anna on

the harbour's edge, in the order mentioned a>

they approach the sea, with the batteries of

Trincabotija. upper and lower, outside. The
battery of Calvario was on a hill nearer than San

Julian, and to the right of it. So much for the

defences of Carthagena. The town itself is

bordered on the left, as we look always, by the

barrier of Santa Lucia, and presents a bastioned

enceinte with the gate of St. Jo*e (leading to

Herrerias) on the left, the fort of Monte Sacr»

about the centre, and the gate of Madrid on the

right centre. To the extreme right, advanced

towards the land side, is the barrier of San

Antonio.

The batteries of attack commence on the left

with that on the Sierra Gorda ; one of the lateral

hills extending from Herrerias. It is 100 metre*

lower than San Julian, and 05 lower thanCaJvan»-

Thi> battery consists of four brass gun> ot it>

centimetres calibre, and is numbered nine, the

batteries being numbered not as they occur, but

by seniority. Between that and us in the open
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field are the batteries of Ferriol (No. j), con-

sisting of six bronze guns of 10 centimetres

calibre, x.200 metres from the walls, and the

m -t exposed to the fire <>f the besieged ; and of

Sun Felipe (No. 2 ) of four guns of to centimetres,

at 4,000 metres distance. Between No. 2 and

So. 3 is batten* No. 7, a provisional one of

K rupp guns, which does not work since the first

Jay of bombardment, and appears only to have

been thrown up to protect the permanent
batteries from sallies. To the right of the

Cabeza is the Solano battery (No. 1) of four iron

tuns with steel coils round the breech. This is

the heaviest battery in use, consisting of pieces

of 21 centimetres calibre, and is 3.600 metres

from the walls. It has apparently most reason

to complain of the Spanish artillerists, as most

ol the elevating screws have been thrown out of

u>e. There was a fifth gun, but it has burst,

"uing to some fault in the casting. To the right

f the Solano, and exchanging shots with the

£Mc of Madrid and Monte Sacro, is the Piqueta

battery (No. 4) of four bronze guns of 16 cen-

timetres of 3.000 metres range. Between No.

: and No. 4, and so much behind that it is out
f firing distance, is No. 0, a supporting battery

t Krupp guns. No. 5, beside the railway and
to the right rear of the Piqueta, fulfils the same
•unctions. The extreme battery to the right.

No. 8, in the pueblo of Dolores, one of the two
recently erected. i> intended to batter Atalaya,

md is about 2.000 metres distance from the gate

!.Madrid. These batteries are supposed to be

'Uiected with each other and with head-

quarters by a telegraph wire. But the wire
takes an occasional holiday, like any other

Spaniard, and declines to work on the pretext of

rain. There is a good anecdote a />ro/>os of this

wire, which has the charm of being true, and
which will be grateful to Englishmen as proof
that red-tape exists with others as with them.
The captain of the Sierra Gorda battery, while
tiring upon San Julian, saw that his platform

iceded shifting before the gun* could touch the
'>rts with precision. The alteration required
was very little; the artillerymen on the spot

ild do the « irk in 1 few h mrs, but thej dare
twt meddle with it—it was not their duty, but
that of the engineers, and the engineers are

jealous of encroachment upon their preserve-.

Hie captain of the battery telegraphed to the
general to send the engineers to his aid, but the
wire had struck work, the menage miscarried,
the guns had to lie idle under fire at a critical

moment, and all because of the omnipotence of

red-rape. While 0:1 the subject of these batteries,

another instance must be mentioned of how ill

they were supplied, in addition to the want of

proper glas-es. Bunches of esparto had to serve

as wads in many cases. Plugs of " grummet " or

round rope were used with our old smooth-bore

guns, and served very well ; but the esparto is

very bad. as it is not sufficiently close in texture,

and permits a waste of explosive power.

The siege was protracted for many weeks still,

until the noise of cannon was monotonous.

There were slight casualties dailv. A pillar of

flame shot up from an insurgent frigate towards

the last days of the year. After burning for three

hours the powder magazine exploded. The
Tctutin was blown up. It was suspected that

this was intentionally caused. At the Ferriol

battery nineteen of ours were killed by an at-

tempt to unload a shell which had been fired

by the enemy.

On New Year's Day stormers from the

Figueras battalion, young soldiers, assaulted

Calvario with the bayonet. The insurgents

had two killed, but spiked three guns before

they decamped. On Twelfth Day a powder

magazine in the town exploded, causing wide

havoc and a panic alarm. Seventeen big guns

were landed from the Majorca and joined

our fire. The battery of Sierra Gorda silenced

Calvario and shelled Fort Julian, and a few

hours afterwards the San Antonio suburb was

occupied, and a white flag drooped in the mists

over Galeras to the mortification of Roque
Barcia. the firebrand conductor of El Canton

Murciano. It was reported that twenty-five of

the besieging force had been treacherously

admitted past the sentinels.

A deputation of the besieged, consisting of

Benedicto, a major of the Mendigorria regiment,

Rubio v Rubid, a great man of the canton, and

four galley-slaves to keep an eye on the two
spokesmen aforesaid, were conducted by Brigadier

Carmona to the then general-in-chief, Lopez

Dorninguez. who was at headquarters to treat of

surrender. It was an arrangement previously

concluded. The high pretensions of the Intran-

sigentes about flags flying and drums beating

were not listened to, nor. perhaps, was it in-

tended that they should, being merely meant as

a cover to the Madrid authorities for the easy

conditions granted. After a lot of preliminary

tall talk about " the heroic defence " of Cartha-

gen.i. a general amnesty to all insurgents not

guiltv of nrdinarv crimes was signed, the

mutinous officers of the army to hold their
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previous rank, Mendigorria and Iberia being

disembodied, but distributed among other corps,

no penalty being exacted, the convicts to go

back to prison unreproved ; the revolutionary

Junta were the only persons exempt from grace.

But the revolutionary Junta provided for that

by taking leg-bail before the entry of the troops,

the gates were mined, and the first to enter

would be blown up. But the>c promi'** art

not always realised. We went to the Gate d
Madrid, which was closed and guarded. At a

side postern we knocked. The lieutenant -

uniform was his passport, and. challenged a«

to who the writer was, he replied, " A British

l' A K I II All t N A.

embarking on the Ni/manciti, which made for the

Algerian coast near (Van, accompanied by the

Diirro packed to the water's edge. Chicarro

made a pretence to bar the passage of the huge

ironclad, but the .YnmaaciH, having feinted to

ram him thrice, was allowed to go her course

scot-free. The Diirru was captured at sea, and

her living cargo brought back, Roque Barcia

among them. It is not known what happened

to him, but certainly he was not executed : nor

tvas Peters badly treated.

The entry was fixed at eight o'clock on Men-
dav, January [2th, when Lopez Dominguez was

to make his triumphal progre-^ through the town.

The writer, together with Mr. John G. Millvain,

of Newcastle, and a lieutenant of Carabineros.

both of whom had houses in Carthageua,

chartered a tartana. as it was reported that

consul," and as to Mr. Millvain, he replied a:

random. " Another British consul." We entered

the Calle della Marina Espanola, meeting a fe«

truculent -visaged convicts with revolver in

their belts, but were unmolested. The thorough-

fares were strewn with broken glass, large

bronze cannon pointed threateningly at the

gate, marks of desolation were even-where in

battered roofs, dismantled houses, and the

wrecked stonework of public buildings. The

walls about the barrier of San Jose were liter-

ally pockpitted with shot. Defaced bills of the

Siege of Ziirag',zti to be plaved by Anton*1

Price in the bull-ring were visible. The lieu-

tenant's house in the quarter of Santa Lucia

was occupied by sixteen squatters in his absence

Mr. Millvain's pantrv was looted, but none of

his plate was touched. In his wife's boudoir a
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>hell had crashed through a girandole over the

upen piano, burst through a chandelier, and

passed out at the opposite side. The nm>ic

was open at Lucia di Lammertrt'/ur. and a

copy of M Oliver Twist " lay with upturned

back on the dust-coated flooring. It was nine

before the general made his appearance. About
fifty people awaited his arrival. He was pre-

ceded by two mounted civil guards and two

dragoons with drawn swords. Then came the

conquering hero himself attended by some-

officers of the staff, brigade majors, surgeons,

and aides-de-camp, who went with anxious

gaze, noisily clattering through the deserted

hollow-sounding street to the Fonda Francesca

by the water-gate. After them came 400
•.r opers—civil guards, lancers, hussars, and

chasseurs
;

then, at an interval of twenty

minutes, a mixtum-gatherum of demi-companies

of cazadores. civil guards, engineers, carabinero,

md the line, blowing a quickstep on their

light infantrv bugles. Some officers from the

foreign ships, those of the German frigate

Elizabeth foremost, and others from the Italian

Roma, the French Alma, and some British

ships, trotted briskly in their wake ; Spanish

officers of the revolted battalions met and em-

braced their incoming comrades, and there was

much discourse of their valour. They were

disappointed that they were not rewarded with

promotion. In other armies they would have

been summarily shot. By degrees the cafes re-

opened, hysterical females with pinched featured

peeped from lanes and alleys, a small shoeblack

set up his stool at a street corner. The siege

of Carthagena, which had wasted six months,

during which there were forty-five days of bom-

bardment of different degrees, and a serious

prodigality of blood and money and loss of

trade and reputation, was over. It had ended

bv a transaction. Philip of Macedon said no

city that had a gate wide enough to admit a

mule laden with gold was secure ; and there

was whisper of some wardens on the watch-

tower not being proof against a bribe of ten

thousand pillar-dollars.
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@ ALIWAL^S.JANI* #
SOBRAON : 10. febi1s46 .^

BY HLRBERT COMPTON

THE desperately - contested action of

Firozshah, when the British army

under Sir Hugh Gough snatched a

bare victory from the Sikhs on the

21st and 22nd December, 1845, exhausted the

resources of the conquerors, and for a breathless

month reduced them to inaction. The com-

mander-in-chief took, up his headquarters at

Sultan Khan Wala, a village but three miles

nearer to the Sikh frontier than the battle-

field, and showed no signs of advancing. There

have lived few more impetuous or gallant

generals than Gough, and only the most cogent

reasons could have restrained him from resum-

ing the contest. Ammunition, stores, heavy

guns—all were wanting, and had to be sent

up by slow-moving siege-trains from Delhi,

two hundred miles and more distant. Rein-

forcements, too. were required, especially of

cavalry (for the Sutlej campaign was fought

on the level Punjab plains, where a horseman

might ride for a week in a headline), to resume

the offensive against so stern and stalwart a

foe as the Sikhs had proved themselves, who,

despite the capture of a hundred of their guns

at Mudki and Firozshah. were still in possession

of a numerous artillery and of large reserves

of disciplined troops eager to give spirit to those

who, in the moment of almost assured victory,

had turned and retreated before that "thin, red

line" which has traced the crimson border round

the map of India.

After their repulse at Firozshah. the Khalsa

army withdrew to the west of the Sutlej ; but

three small isolated Sikh outposts still flew

their flag in our territories—namely, the forts

of Wadni, Dharmkot, and Badhowal. The two
former were captured by Sir John Grey and

Sir Harry Smith, but the latter was the scene

of a minor reverse which, without being of

strategic importance, gave the enemy great

encouragement. It came about in this way

:

Finding themselves unmolested, and attributing

our attitude to fear, early in January, 1846,

several predatory bands of Sikhs began to

the Sutlej again, and advanced to our frontier

station of Ludhiana, which had been denuded

of troops to reinforce the main army, so that

only a weak garrison remained in the fort. To

the very walls of the fort the Sikhs penetrated,

and burnt several bungalows in the canton-

ments and civil lines around it. Simultaneous,

one of their chiefs, Ranjur Singh, at the ha!

of 8,000 disciplined troops and 70 guns. cro«<i

the river at another point, either with the

intention of reducing Ludhiana, or, as wa-.

thought more probable, of sweeping down and

intercepting a siege-train moving up from

Delhi.

Sir Harry Smith was immediately detached by

the commander-in-chief to relieve Ludhiana and

watch the movements of Ranjur Singh, wh*\

hearing of his approach, broke up camp and

retired to Badhowal, a small fort which lay in

the route ot the relieving army.

Sir Harry Smith could easily have avoided

this stronghold, and was, indeed, warned to do

so. But, after capturing Dharmkot without

difficulty, he pressed on to Ludhiana, and

imprudently chose to beard the Sikh by taking

a road that led him under the bastions of

Badhowal.

Ranjur Singh immediately opened fire on him.

to which Smith did not respond ;
whereupon the

Sikh chief, by a clever tactical movement, " ben:

round one wing of hi* army, and completely'

enveloped Smith's flank." Sir Harry was com-

pelled to withdraw, after losing the greater

portion of his baggage. His retreat was skilfully

1 ivereJ by Brigadier Cureton, the manoeuvre-

of whose cavalry, and their dashing charge-,

were amongst the most brilliant feats of the
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campaign. By the night of the 23rd January

Smith had effected the relief of Ludhiana, and

being further reinforced by Wheeler's brigade

and the 53rd Regiment, found himself at the

head of a compact army of 10,000 men and

guns.

Kager to wipe out the slur of his late repulse.

Sir Harry started from Ludhiana to give battle

• Kanjur Singh, who had taken up an en-

trenched position at Aliwal, six miles distant,

vs.:h the Sutlej river at his rear. The Khalsa

troops were jubilant over the affair of Badhowal,

and notwithstanding the earnest advice of their

leader—who remembered the field action of

Mudki and its results—insisted on leaving their

amp and issuing forth to meet the English

on the open plain, instead of fighting from

behind their earthworks. Over-confidence in

their own prowess and their superior numbers

—for their force had now swelled to 20.000

men. with 52 guns—was fated to meet with a

rude disillusioning.

It was the 28th January, and the atmosphere
'Vi- clear and the sky serene, when the battle of

Aliwal began with a smart cannonade from the

S;kh guns, under which the British infantry

deployed into line. The village of Aliwal was

the key of the enemy's position. Against this

f'ur attack was concentrated, and it was bravely

rmed and captured, the 53rd leading the

«ay. As our regiments advanced, Major Law-
ren-on galloped his light battery of horse

r.tllery to within a short distance of the
S kh guns, halted, wheeled round, and unlim-

bcred with admirable celerity, and opened such

2 brisk and well-directed fire that he forced

the swarthy Khalsa artillerymen to quit their

eves, and materially assisted out capture of

the village.

Sir Harry Smith now turned and fell on the

left and centre of the Sikh line, whilst the

cavalry, acting in co-operation, delivered several

daring and effective charges, to receive the

brunt of which the enemy made a singular

deposition, said to be copied from the French.

Instead of forming square, they closed up in a

riangular formation, the apex to the front, so

liit when the 10th Lancers, who on this day
nude history for their famous corps, broke

hrough the head of this novel defence, they

vere confronted by the base, bristling with

bayonets. But nothing daunted, and splendidly

<- t by their officers, our troopers broke through
he wedge of flame and steel—a feat seldom

uxomplished by mounted men even against

Asiatic troops. As the impetus of their charge

carried them past the dense mass, the Sikhs

flung themselves flat on the ground, out of

reach of the lances, only to ri-e directly the

squadrons had emerged and pour a volley of

bullets after them. Thrice did the gallant 16th

repeat this reckless charge, losing a hundred of

their number in the effort, or nearly one-fifth

of the total casualties on the British >ide during

the action.

Animated by this spirited example, the in-

fantry stormed and took the Sikh batteries one

after another, notwithstanding the amazing reso-

lution with which they were defended. Step by

step the Khalsa troops fell back, true to the dis-

cipline that had been so well taught, and halting

every few paces to discharge a volley into the

faces of their foes. At last they were forced to

abandon the last of their fifty-two guns, and,

being driven to the banks of the Sutlej, crossed

in confu>ion under a heavy artillery fire, aban-

doning everything to their conquerors and saving

only their bare lives.

It was a brilliant battle, in which the combined

powers of infantry, artillery, and cavalry were

successively and successfully brought into play.

To this day Aliwal is one of the most cherished

memories of the 10th Lancers.

Three defeats had the Khalsa army suffered,

but they still retained what Americans call their

grit. The remnants of Kanjur Singh's force

rallied at Sobraon. where the Sikh nation, repre-

sented by its warriors, was nerving itself for a

great final effort. Their leaders had already re-

solved on another occupation of the east bank of

the Sutlej, across which they had thrown a bridge

of boats and po-s t:>sCd themselves of the village

of Sobraon. situated on the British side in a deep

bend of the river just below its junction with the

Beas. Here they formed another vast entrench-

ment, semicircular in form, bristling with triple

rows of guns, and much stronger in design than

the earthworks of Firozshah. The plans had

been laid down by a competent Spanish engineer

officer, named Huerba. The tctc tic P'>nt, cover-

ing the bridge of boats, consisted of a series of

half-moon bastions connected by curtains, its

front defended bv a ditch and its flanks resting

on the river, and further protected by batteries

on the western bank of the river which could

enfilade any hostile attack. These formidable

works, which, for reasons never thoroughly ex-

plained, continued in progress for six weeks

without any molestation from us, extended two

and a half miles in length. A French officer,
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Monsieur Mouton, serving under the Sikh flag,

assured Tej Singh, the Khalsa commander-in-

chief, that it was utterly impossible for the

English to effect an entrance into Sobraon,

which, defended as it was by 1 20 pieces of artil-

lery and 50.000 picked troops., was an impreg-

nable fortification compared to the entrenchments

of Firozshah.

So slow was the crisis in culminating that our

troops grew stale with waiting for the siege-train

from Delhi. " The army was sickening for want

of a battle." wrote Sir Herbert Edwards ;
" a

malignant fever or epidemic horrors must have

broken out at Sobraon had it been delayed

another week." During the fifty days interven-

ing between the 22nd December and the 10th

February, 1846. all that had been done was to

advance the camp and headquarters a few miles

nearer the river on three successive occasions.

For the main army it was a period of absolute

inaction.

On Feoruarv 7th the first portion of the long-

expected siege-train arrived, and on the follow-

ing morning Sir Harry Smith's division rejoined

the commander-in-chief. The British camp was

pitched opposite Sobraon. between which and
it lay a dry nullah, or river bed. Directlv front-

ing the centre was the outpost of Khodawala.

and about two miles to the advanced riglu

the Tower of Chota. or Little Sobraon. Rhoda-
wala was the point of demarcation between the

two armies, being, by a sort of tacit understand-

ing, occupied by us during daylight and by the

Sikhs after nightfall. Between Rhodawala and

Little Sobraon stretched one of those tracts of

low jungle which fringe most of the Punjab

rivers. It abounded with wild pig, " and it was

one of the events of the day to watch General

Gilbert—a noted ' pig-sticker ' and the com-

mander of the central division of the army-

riding after the boar with an enthusiasm which

took him pretty close to the enemy's range, but

without molestation." It is curious to note

that the love of sport, so characteristic of the

British race, was chivalrously respected by an

enemy who, in the heat of action and when their

fury was aroused, had proved themselves utterly

merciless.

Some hesitation occurred in deciding

upon the attack, owing to a divergence 01

opinion amongst the engineer officers ; but

by the evening of the 9th February they

were all won over to acquiescence, and the

order went forth for the assault to be

delivered on the following morning. Il

was proposed to cannonade and then Storm

the enemy's right flank, and sweep the

camp from right to left. To accompli

this we had 15,000 men in the field. :

whom one-third were Europeans, and abrt

IOO guns. The enemy's numbers were

more than double, their artillery supcru r,

and their whole front protected by as for-

midable field-fortifications as it is possible

to conceive.

It was a misty morning—this memorable

10th of February—such as is often experi-

enced during the cold weather in the

Punjab plains. Under cover of a fleecy

bank of fog, in the cold, shivering dawn, the

British army formed up in silence, the artillery

in an extended semicircle which embraced the

whole of the Sikh works within it> range,

and the infantry in three divisions supported by

the cavalry. Sir Robert Dick's brigades were

on the left of the line, their left flank touching

the margin of the river ; Gilbert commando:

the centre, his right resting on the village of

Little Sobraon ; and Sir Harry Smith's division

completed the investment, his right thrown up

towards the Sutlej. General Sir Joseph Thack-

well, the commander of the cavalry division,

in the rear of the left and centre division-, whilst

Colonel Cureton's brigade supported Sir Harry

Smith and guarded the Harichi ghdt
y
or tori

on the further side of which the Sikh horse,

under Lai Singh, hovered threateningly.

At seven o'clock Grant's batten- of Hor*
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Artillery opened fire from Little Sobraon.and in

a few moments the roll of the Khalsa drums beat-

ing to arms was heard, whilst our mortars and

battering-guns took up the salvo, and soon the

cannonade thundered out from the entire line.

Sheets of flame and clouds of blue smoke flashed

out and drifted slowly away before the breeze,

revealing in the sunlight the grim outlines of the

Khalsa entrenchments, whence evil tongues of

fire began to leap out, and the serried scarlet

' COLONEL WOOD SNATCHED THE COLOURS, AND, WAVINC. THPM ALOFT, CARRIED
THEM TO THE FRONT " (/. 718.)

Suddenly—as if the god of war. aroused from
his slumbers by the crash of battle, had drawn
a>ide the curtain that hid the scene— the bank
of fog rolled away, and the Sikh entrenchments
and masses of British soldiery formed up for the
attack came into view. It was a great and awe-
umpiring drama that was rapidly developed.

rows of the British infantry ready for action.

Before long the artillery duel was in fierce

progress : the air rang with the roar of guns

and mortars ; rockets screamed as they whirled

and darted overhead ; and in the few lulls or

the heavier cannonades the Sikh samburaks^ or

1 -pounder swivels, snapped out their lesser venom.
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The Sikh lire was not so destructive as it had

been at Firozshah, the majority of their shells

bursting in mid-air, and their aim in many cases

being laid too high. But, on our side, the guns

made no impression upon the enemy's earth-

works, and after ineffectually pounding at them
for two hours our ammunition began to run

short, and it became evident that, if Sobraon

was to be taken, it must be at the point of the

bayonet.

It was a weapon Sir Hugh Gough loved and
believed in, and essentially the weapon of the

older school of officers. " The bayonet is almost

the only weapon that a soldier ought to trust in,"

wrote one of the most gallant soldiers who helped

to win India for us, " and Europeans ought to

recollect that the bayonet is the service required

of them, and that they demean themselves by

tiring at the foe !

" These sentiments, although

expressed seventy years before, were the same as

those which ever animated Sir Hugh Gough,

and he now determined to drive the Sikhs out

of Sobraoji with cold steel.

At nine o'clock the order went forth for the

infantry to advance and storm the enemy's lines.

Sir Robert Dick began the attack, sending forward

Stacey's brigade, led by the 10th and f jrd Foot

and supported on either flank by horse artillery.

Away they went swiftly, but in perfect line, whilst

the guns took up successive positions at the

gallop until they came within 500 yards of the

Sikh heavy batteries where, under a withering

fire, the brigade was forced into a critical halt.

Sir Robert Dick immediately led his reserve for-

ward, whereupon, with a wild cheer, the leading

line rallied and rushed on. The 10th, on the

extreme left, effected an entrance amidst the

banks and trenches of the earthworks, and news

of their success, rolling down the line as if by

magic, reanimated their comrades, who, chafing

under the slur of the check, broke their forma-

tion, and instinctively forming themselves into

wedges and masses, stormed the entrenchments

with irresistible insi-tence and drove the Sikhs

betore them in confusion.

The check sustained on the left had been ob-

served by both Sir Hugh Gough and his second

in command. Sir Henry Hardinge. and. although

far apart and unable to consult, they sent simul-

taneous orders to General Gilbert to advance.

The centre division was drawn up a mile to the

right of Sir Robert Dick">, fronting the centre of

the Sikh defences, their attack on which had

originally been intended a* only a feint. But.

with the temporary repulse of the left, the plan

of action was changed ; and first Gilbert, then

Sir Harry Smith, were ordered forward in grim

earnest to storm the lines and batteries directly

facing them.

Gilbert's leading brigade took a somcuha:

diagonal line with a view to assisting Stacev. bv.

it missed the objective and arrived-, unsupported

by either cavalry or artillery, in front of theapo
and strongest point of the enemy's defence-

Her Majesty's 20th and H.E.I.C.'s 1st European

Light Infantry were leading, and in the face of 1

murderous fire of grape and canister crossed a

dry ravine and charged right up to the earth-

works, which were too high to clamber over.

The position was a desperate one, for the wall'

rose high above the reach of the men. Thna
did the 20th and the European Light Infant-

attempt to scale them, and thrice were they re-

pulsed and compelled to retreat across the ravir*

followed each time to its edge bv the Sikh*, wh-

spared none and cut to pieces the wounded. A:

this critical moment Sir Henry Hardinge shouted

out, " Rally those men !
" His aide-de-camp

Colonel Wood, instantly galloped to the centre

ot the wavering line, snatched the colours froo

the hand of an ensign, and, waving them aJoi

carried them to the front. The act of heron

was responded to as nobly as it was perfornsei

The line rallied, returned to the assault, and

flung itself against the high embankment. The

men helped each other to scramble over, the

pioneers tore open breaches with their pickaxc\

and just as Dick's division had made good it?

footing on the left, Gilbert's men burst into the

centre of the Sikh camp.

Smith, on the right, fared in much the same

wise, his men sustaining a check before tht\

finally carried the defences :
" For a few second'

they winced under a hailstorm of bullets, which

it seemed impossible to weather." But. in their

extremity, the cavalry were ordered to their

assistance, and dashed up under General Sir

Joseph Thackwell, an ideal leader who. in tht

somewhat laboured phrase of the commander-in

chief, " established a claim on this day to the

rare commendation of having effected much with

a cavalry force, where the duty to be done era

sisted of an attack on field-works, usually sur

posed to be the particular province of infantn

and artillery.*'

During the process of the as-ault the pioneen

had made some openings in the Sikh earthwork'

and through one of these Sir Joseph Thackweli

led his squadrons in single file. " It seemed *
though they were doomed to annihilation." an
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eye witness has recorded. This extraordinary

feat ol' daring was achieved by the ?rd Dra-

- ...ns. the same heroes who had swept through

the Sikh camp at Firozshah, and " whom no

obstacles usuallv held formidable by horse

appeared to check." The memory of their

former act of prowess was vivid in their recollec-

tions and gave confidence to their audacity.

Filing through the earthworks, furrowed with

trenches and blocked with batteries, they re-

armed inside the hostile camp, and then charged

and cat down the Sikhs as they served their guns

and manned their positions. A few minutes

liter, reinforced by the reserve brigade, Sir

Harry Smith's

division had car-

ried its objective

point. With this

final success the

whole weight of

the three divisions

: the British

army was brought

to bear simulta-

neously on the

Sikh left, centre,

and right, and

with an irresist-

ible force the

---micircular at-

tack contracted

and concentrated

upon the head of

the bridge.

The Khals
army defended it-

srlfwith surpassing bravery and resolution, dis-

playing a cohesion which had never before been

apparent in its ranks. Shoulder to shoulder the

>.kh- stood, and resisted sternly and stubbornly

• one man. Perchance they had learnt the lesson

from the British soldier against whom they had
hutched themselves so often and so gallantly in

>hort seven weeks of the war ; perchance

the fanaticism of a crusade urged them to con-

fer or to perish. They fought with the lion-

-carted valour their national designation claimed

k them, these Staphs of the Punjab.

Although their commander-in •chief—Tej

Singh—with the characteristic cowardice of

Eastern potentate, fled at the first glint of

Bfitteh bayonets in his camp, there remained
worthy leader t<> the Sikhs. Slum Singh

V.ariwala was an old and brave soldier whn
Utl fought under Ranjit Singh during his

warlike career. On this day Sham Singh com-

manded in the entrenchments, and was engaged

at his devotions when the first boom of the

British cannon fell upon his ears. Immediatelv

gathering his officers and chiefs around him. he

reminded them how great was the stake at

issue, and bade them right in a way worthy of

the sons of Guru Gobind, and exterminate the

Feringhees. The only road to glory was the

road in front of them ; and that there might be

no retreat from it the veteran chief commanded
the two centre boats of the bridge over the

Sutlej to be cut adrift. This done, he solemnly

vowed to offer up his life that day as a propitiary

lkjh>i_

sacrifice to the Gurus of their race. Cloth-

ing himself in white, in token that he had

devoted himself to death, he took his stand

in the front of the Khalsa army, and there re-

mained, a rallying point for his countrymen,

until, covered with wounds and glory, he fell

where the slaughtered bodies of his followers

lay thickest.

Directly the British infantry had gained a

footing in the works the Sikhs betook them-

selves to their swords, and a hand-to-hand

struggle succeeded. Faster and more furiou*

grew the conflict : but ever, with re^i.-tle-s

pressure, like the contracting coils of some
huge serpent wound round its victim, the red

circle narrowed, as line after line of guns were

stormed and taken, and the Khalsa soldiery

were borne back upon the river. But there

was no panic, no wild flight. The Singh* knew
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disaster was at their rear, but they retreated in

admirable order. At last their tire slackened,

for they had become huddled into one dense

mass as our three divisions closed in on the

objective point of the bridge. Then it was

recognised that the possibility of further resist-

ance was over
t
and in a few seconds the narrow-

pontoon was crowded with guns, horses, and

soldiery of all arms, swaying it to and fro as

those who had reached the gap strove to keep

back the pressure at their rear. Suddenly, with

a mighty crash, the overladen hridge parted

from its moorings, and the boats that composed

it broke up and foundered or were swept down
stream. There was no alternative left for the

defeated armv but to take to the river. During

the flight the Sutlej had risen several inches,

and the current ran strong and deep. Into it

the Singhs plunged, literally in thousands, until

they choked the water-way from bank to bank.

Close at their heels followed the victors, whose

horse artillery was galloped up to the water's

edge, and brought to play upon the struggling

mass of humanity. Then followed a scene of

sickening slaughter. The river became a verit-

able hell of waters. It was packed with dead

or dying Sikhs, whose writhing bodies formed

a bridge across the blood-dyed stream. " None

were spared, for they had spared none,'' writes

the historian of the Punjab. " In the whole

annals of warfare no parallel can be found to the

carnage of Sobraon.''

The actual contest at Sobraon was short, for

the storm and battle only raged from nine to

eleven o'clock , but in those two dread hours

we lost 2,383 killed and wounded. Amongst

the former was the gallant general of tht left

division. Sir Robert Dick, who fell at its head.

" The bullet is not moulded that will kill Boh

Dick/' he was often wont to observe, for* in

a long career of lighting he seemed to have

borne a charmed life. But this veteran of mam
a stern Peninsular battle, this Waterloo man who

had led the Black Watch against Napoleons

Guards, met a soldier's death on the plains < i

the Punjab.

Of the Sikhs, many thousands went to their

last account. They faced their fate with tht

heroic fortitude of their race. Lion-hearted sons

of the land of the Five Rivers, the gathcrinc

waves of their own frontier stream, across whi».h

they had marched so proudly to conquest, re-

ceived them back into her bosom. The sacrifiie

of Sham Singh Atariwala was the signal for tht

extermination of the Khalifa army of 1*4*, w:

the majestic instrument of war created by tht

ability and ambition of Ranjit Singh was lorn-

hilated at Sobraon. In the glare pi the middi'.

sun the glorv of the Sikh nation sank beneath

the silent waters of the shining Sutlej.
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. . . TTie JTozjj ofRieTs Revolt.

MRT JI
By Ma/or -Genej^aJT~_M]ond Jlrar^

HLONG the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains lies the prairie Province

of Alberta, a country bigger than

England and Wales, with a population

of some io.ood Indians and but few whites. In

the immediate vicinity of the then small settle-

ments of McLeod and Calgary there were about

:.:oo braves—Bloods, Blackfeet, Peigans, and

^arcees—armed chiefly with Winchesters. The
-crilers, few in number, were unarmed, scattered

v*ct the country, and panic stricken. The half-

col- mixed with the white men were dis-

ffected, and had already joined or instigated

he Indians to plunder and ill-treat missionaries

and solitary ranchers. The armed force at.the

;> sal of her Majesty's Government in these

parts consisted of a police inspector and four

^stables already in charge of five prisoners in

the otherwise empty police barracks of Calgary,

the rest of the force having marched East with

Colonel Irving.

On the 2Qth March I received the following

viegram from the Minister of Militia :

—

" To Major-General Strange.

Gleichen. Alberta

Can you get up corps ? Would like to see you to the

front again ; trust you as ever. Arms and ammunition
*ill be sent up upon a telegram from you.

•A P. Caron."

In reply I put my fastest team into my
buckboard (a light prairie contrivance on
four wheels) and started for Calgary. As my
half-broken bronchos were plunging to be
"ff. the foreman, Jim Christie, making a

lung-forgotten military salute, put a paper into

my hand. It was a list of volunteer troopers,

'-•furnish their own horses, arms, and appoint-

ments. Heading the li-t were both my boys,

•lie of whom sat by me on the buckboard, and
•ith the twinkle of a merry brown eye he said,

' It's all right, governor ; the boys will stick to

46

you—every man on the ranche is down.' He let

go the horses, and I shouted back, 'AH right,

boys! Sergeant Christie, take charge.'"*

On my way I was met by an Indian who
handed me the following-telegram :

"Gleichen. March 30 —To General Strange.—Latest

report, Fort Carleton burnt. Crozier retiring to Prince

Albert. Slight skirmish— 2 mounted police killed, 10

wounded, 7 civilians. Not known how many Breeds.

Great fright in Calgary Sunday night Report Plackfect

going to take the town People all assembled in hall

Great excitement Women very much frightened There
will be a train «oing West to night or early a m —J. E.

Flaherty. Stationmasier."

The Mayor of Calgary called a public meeting.

Men, and fine ones too, were forthcoming, but

of arms, ammunition, and saddlery there were

not enough
;

of wild horses from the prairie

ranches there was, of course, no lack.

Captain Hatton, an ex-militia officer, volun-

teered and obtained the command of the corps.

A detachment of troopers, mostly cowboys, were

posted on the Blackfoot Reserve to watch the

braves and protect the railway. The military

colonisation ranche was only seven miles from

the Blackfoot Reserve. In my absence the

family (until they could be taken to a place of

safety) were left in the charge of my second son,

only eighteen, and Jim Christie, an old hand

with Indians. I left directions to put thing* in

a state of defence, without alarming the ladies

or letting the Indians see we were afraid. The
six plucky fellows on the ranche were well

armed. Jim Christie loopholed the cellar about

the level of the ground, under the plea of

ventilation : the house being plank, was not

bullet-proof. The men's quarter—a log hut

detached from ours and flanking it—was defen-

sible. A band of Indians were camped in the

• 1 have been obliged in the course of this narrative to

draw upon my autobiography, • Gunner Jingo." as well

as upon official despatches and aa article in Jht Unittd

Sttvtct A/agaxiiu
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brush near the river, without women or impedi-

menta, which meant mischief. They tried to

run off our horses, but one of our men dropped

the leading Indian ; his comrades carried him

off, but not our horses.

Major Steele's detachment of twenty police

was withdrawn from the mountains. He added

to this number a body of forty excellent scout

cavalry, under Captain Oswald. Major Walker,

an ex-police officer, was put in command of the

volunteer home guards. Major Stuart raised

the Mounted Rangers at Fort McLeod to patrol

the frontier. But the main difficulty was

transport, supplies, camp equipage, and held

hospital. The first was got over by using

Government survey carts and hiring settlers'

waggons. Supplies were sent by the Hudson
Bay Company from its Eastern branches—most

of their posts in the North were already plun-

dered. The two last, with arms, ammunition,

and militia infantry, had also to come from the

East, where the pressure was great—the West
had to wait. General Middleton and the

Militia Department at Ottawa were doing their

best to meet the strain. The first troops to

reach Calgary (April 12), were the 65th French-

Canadian Voltigeurs—2,000 miles by rail—from

Montreal, 208 rank-and-file, Major Hughes in

command, Colonel Ouimet, M.P., being invalided.

The majority were recruits who had never fired

a rifle. It was found that few trained men
could be taken from civil employ. During the

week that elapsed before sufficient transport,

etc., could be collected, Mr. Hamilton (Police)

worked hard as supply officer. The Voltigeurs

were encamped and drilled incessantly, target

practice, outpost instruction, and their arms

overhauled. Officers and men were cheery and

active, for the French-Canadian has a touch of

the gateti de caeur of the soldier of Old France
;

they were armed with Snider s, and uniformed

like the Rifle Brigade—spruce little men they

looked when they started. I got the whole-

force supplied with the Western broad felt hat,

looped to the left with the regimental button :

it could be worn to the sunny side at will, and

gave them a jaunty, devil-may-care aspect,

except when the thermometer dropped below

zero and a muffler was tied over it : anyhow,

it was better than the spiked pot. Three days

after the arrival of the first detachment of

militia the advance was made under Lieutenant

Corrycll,* with fifteen mounted scouts, to escort

• Corryell was a land surveyor, who was trained at

the Canadian Military College, an institution invaluable

back the settlers who had abandoned the Red

Deer Settlement. I armed them with the tir-'.

lot of Sniders received, and transformed the

Rev. M. Beatty (nothing loth> into a sergeant

The Rev. John McDougall, a Methodist mis-

sionary, born in the country, volunteered to

accompany this force with four faithful Indians

He pushed on, carrying despatches to Edmonton:

the Citizen Committee of Defence had sent to

me for help. Corryell had a rough experience:

there had been a snowstorm, the glare oi the

sun producing snow-blindness. Cornell and

seven of his men were so smitten; but not to be

daunted, he got a leading-rein attached to his

bridle and was led by a trooper. He so continued

his advance to the Red Deer, where he loopholcd

the log houses and waited for the rest of the

column. The few days' rest restored their sight

On the evening of the 17th, Colonel Osbonu

Smith reached Calgary with his newly-rai*eii

Winnipeg Battalion—326 of all ranks. The

men were far superior in physique to a moden

British regiment ; the officers, except the colonel

and a few others, had little military trainin;;.

but all were eager to get to the front. He let:

a company at Gleichen to relieve the detachmcn

of Alberta Mounted Rifles guarding the raitaxki

and workshops, and watching the trails fiw.

the North, which centre at Crowfoot. Tht

rest of the battalion was camped at Calgan

Next morning Captain Valency's company set

out to garrison Fort McLeod, a hundred aub

south, from which a detachment of twenty

mounted police, Inspector Perry, with field-gu:i.

had been withdrawn for the Northern column

On the 20th April the first column marched.

Major-General Strange commanding, Lieu-

tenant Strange, A.D.C. ; Scout Cavalry. Major

Steele ; 20 Police. 40 Scouts, Captain Oswald

05th, 100 men, Colonel Hughes
;

supply ami

transport officer, Captain Wright; medical officer

Surgeon Pare (six stretchers), 175 waggons and

carts, with fifteen days' provisions and forage

reserve ammunition, tents, and the men's pack-

As 1 rode out of Calgary- at the head of rcy

command, an elderly man with a tired look i"

his face and wearing the Lucknow clasp and

medal, took hold of my horse's mane and im

plored me to give him one more chance of 2

fight before he died. He was an old India;,

comrade I had long lost sight of. He becanx

a settler in Manitoba. I made him baggage

boss on the spot, and as he performed the

to Canada and the Empire : its pupils ha\e alrcadi

made a red mark in the annah of the British Army
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distressful duties satisfactorily, and as the only

,taflf officer I had was my son, who was A.D.C.,

I appointed my veteran friend, Dale, brigade

major. During the campaign he showed un-

scout with effect. The Voltigcurs were sent

across in waggons raised on their axles by blocks

of wood. The infantry advanced in extended

order. They were not opposed, though the

Rattle of

BATOCHE

weaning assiduity and pluck, though his old- Indian signal-smokes I sent up in long and short

time British -officer habit of damning militiamen puffs on the Morse system) showed they were

in general and Frenchmen in particular was watching our movements. They also used the

productive of much frictional electricity, which heliograph. There is nothing new under the

required all my best French and most oleaginous sun. An Indian brave wears a small looking-

manner to neutralise.

We were entering a wilderness

country from which no supplies couid

he drawn ; the Indians had burned the

prairie to the Red Deer River, beyond

was forest and swamp. The second and

third columns were to march when
transport was available. The early

spring of i.SS: was most unfavourable

to the advance. A few days' warm
chinook (as the wind from the Pacific

is called) melted the snows, flooded the

rivers and coulees, and made Sloughs or

Despond in which waggons sank to the

axletrees. Then the warm wind ceased,

the thermometer fell, and blizzard snow-

storms obliterated the trail. The first

obstacle was the Bow River—three feet

ueep. with an icy current. It had to

be forded : there was neither bridge

uor ferry. Nose Creek, its tributary,

was a second obstacle the same day

:

thus the first march was of necessity a

short one.

2 1st.—The column marched to and
camped at McPherson's Coulee. A
snowstorm came on, and continued

next day. The tents were frozen stiff,

:he ropes like rods, and the pegs had to

he chopped out of the frozen ground
with axes. But the march was not

much delayed. As we came into brush-

wood country, numbers of white hares

tempted the sporting proclivities of our medico,

which had to be repressed for fear of false alarm.

The regimental officers were busv imparting

what instruction was possible on the march. At
ever)- short halt they taught judging distance

and aiming drill.

On the 25th the column reached Red Deer
Hiver, swollen and rapid with melted snows.

There had formerly been a fern- run across by a

wire rope. It had been cut adrift by " hostiles."

As we neared the Red Deer dense clumps of

poplar and alder clothed the north side of the

river; the bush was too thick for cavalry to

FRENCHMAN'S KITTE.
Ma, 2*. l»U.

SVile of one MrV

BATTt-F.S OK RIEL's SECOND REVOLT.

glass on his breast, which he uses for flashing

signals as well as for adornment—his vanity may
be put on a level with that of Tommy Atkins

wishing to captivate his best housemaid. Their

vedettes on a subsequent occasion were seen on a

rising ground signalling our advance by circling

right and left, just as laid down in the red-book.

The cavalry under Steele forded the river, then

the transport waggons A few carts were swept

away, but were recovered, the provisions they

contained scarcely damaged, as flour in sacks only

wets to a depth of about an inch, the interior,

from the caking of the outside layer, remaining
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dry-. The consumption of supplies had lett

waggons available to return to Calgary for the

second column, and as the grass was sprouting,

it was no longer necessary to carry lorage.

27th.—The force camped on south bank ot

Blind Man's River, a deep but sluggish stream.

The bridge had been partially burnt bv " rebels,"

but was rapidly repaired by the pioneers. Cana-
dians are axemen par excellence, and can build a

house or make a toothpick with an axe.

2Qth.—At Battle River camp Fathers Lacombe
and Scullen met us. They brought with them
the now penitent thieves

—

M Ermineskin " and
"Bobtail "—who had plundered the H.B. store

" 1 am sending the accompanying despatch. Please

forward by first opportunity The ' hostiles ' are still

at Frog Lake. The white women are in their hands

worse than murdered This is the latest Indian report

sixteen days since— Fort Pitt was still all right, our

mission Indians at White Fish Lake and Saddle Lake

loyal, and this has influenced others to be so I hope

the advance will be quick to relieve Fort Pitt and rescue

prisoners. There is still a feeling of insecurity about

here. My regards to the boys."

There was also a despatch from Inspector

Greisbach, who was holding Fort Saskatchewan,

about twenty miles east of Edmonton, with ten

police, who wanted help. The settlers from

Beaver Lake had taken refuge with them. A

EDMONTON.

and Protestant mission, and who wanted to shake

hands ; but I put mine behind my back, saying

I would shake hands on my return, provided

they behaved themselves in the interim. Other-

wise I left a blank for their imagination to

fill. I was told the Indians were not impressed

by my little French-Canadian soldiers, who they

declared were not King George's men, because

they did not wear red coats, and talked French

like half-breeds ; but when the Winnipeg Light

Infantry, in scarlet, and swearing in English,

marched through their reserves, thev began to

feel that the long arm of the Great White Queen
could reach them.

The plundered Protestant missionary families

came into camp. The Rev. J. McDougall, my
avant conrricr, wrote to Corrvell from Edmonton
on April 5th :

company ot the 65th were left as garrison.

As the column neared Edmonton the settlers

came out with waggons for the tired soldiers

:

but the Voltigeurs, after their two hundred miles'

march, were toughening, not tiring. That this

little column, with its long line of waggons,

reached its destination unmolested was due to

the careful scouting of Steele and his men, who

also guarded the horses at night. The march ot

two hundred miles was accomplished in ten days-

The approach to the little town of Edmon-

ton, peeping through clumps of pine and poplar,

the blue sky and brilliant sunshine gilding the

grey stockades of the Hudson Bay fort, with its

quaint bastions and buildings crowning the steep

bank over the broad sweep of the Saskatchewan,

made a picture that lingers in the memory.

As I neared the opposite bank white puffs of

oogle
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smoke wreathed from the little guns of the fort, was rapidly put into a state of defence, and pro-

and the echoes of a salute reverberated across visions collected. The chief iactor anticipated

the river. The dear old flag floated over the a famine in the district, as many H.B.C. stores

grim citadel of the far North, its folds displaying had been raided and communications interrupted.

the wondrous letters H.B.C. (Hudson Bay Com-
pany), which arc a history of two hundred years

of British pluck and trading energy.
" Hullo ! What's them letters on the flag ?

"

asked a voung English scout.

"Why. I guess that's 'Hero before Christ,'"

was the ready replv of his Canadian comrade.

The force crossed the Saskatchewan, and on
May ist encamped under Fi>rt Edmonton, which

a HALr-BRKen camp.

A large flat-bottomed boat. 100 feet long hy 2"

teet beam, and four smaller ones, were patched

and strengthened, as it was my intention to float

down half my force and the bulk of the pro-

visions, the other half ;md cavalry marching.

All transport that could be spared was sent

back to assist the second column, the re-

mainder prepared for the forward march to

Victoria. While waiting for the rest of the
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force incessant drill and target practice were

again carried on.

On the ;th, Steele's scouts were to march
;

but the teamsters refused to budge without

arms. They knew that General Middleton's

teamsters were supplied with rifles, and I only

induced them to move by a promise (pie-

crusty) that arms should be given at Victoria :

they had been wired for before leaving Calgary.

One was sick of worrying the wire and being wor-

ried by it. It was a relief that it went no further

than Calgary, with which communications were

established by couriers, and kept open by detach-

ments of the 65th at Red Deer Ferry, Battle

River, and Peace Hill Farm. The trail was

also patrolled by a detachment of Alberta

Mounted Rifles, and no convoy or courier was

molested. It was otherwise with the other

columns : a convoy was captured and looted by

Poundmaker's men. Colonel Osborne Smith

pushed forward the two remaining columns

from Calgary, which marched simultaneously.

Inspector Perry arrived on the 5th with left

wing of Voltigeurs and the field-gun. He had

stretched a wire rope across the Red Deer and

repaired the fcow sufficiently to transport the

gun, etc. As the artillery ammunition had been

twelve years in store, it was necessary to try it

and give the gunners practice. On the 8th,

Colonel Hughes with the rest of 65th marched

along north bank of Saskatchewan to Victoria,

preceded by Steele's scouts. On the 10th, the

third column arrived—Colonel O. Smith, W.L.I.,

Alberta Mounted Rifles, with further convoys of

provisions. All the waggons and horses, except six

for the guns, were sent on to Victoria under escort.

Some half-breeds from the settlement of La

Boucan were arrested by Captain Constantine

of the police, who knew them to have been

concerned in Riel's first rebellion. Compro-

mising letters from Riel's camp were found

upon them. Half-breed pilots were the only

men acquainted with the river, but Mich a scare

was established as to the certainty of boats and

men being destroyed, that it was difficult to

obtain boatmen : indeed, it was evident that

where the river was narrow, a few trees felled

into the water, and carried down by the current

to some of the numerous "shallows, would

effectually detain the flotilla under fire.

I made the best provision 1 could against

plunging fire from the banks. The boats were

not decked, but had a narrow platform running

round. Barrels of salt pork and sacks of flour

were arranged along the sides above and below

the gunwale, giving a double tier of fire, loop-

holes being formed by intervals between the

sacks and holes cut under the gunwale. A high

traverse was raised along the centre of the boat.

The gunboat and horse-boat were stouter

than those for infantry, and protected by bales

of pressed hay. The sketches (on p. 732) indi-

cate the arrangements. My flour-clads, carried

along by the current and steered by sweeps,

did not inspire the same confidence as the

steam flotilla of General Middleton. To add

to my difficulties, some of my officers took

to foolscap, "condemning the construction of

the boats, requesting permission to try experi-

ments on the penetration of flour sacks bv rifle

bullets, and finally condemning the ammunition

issued to the troops, the defects of which had

been brought to light by target practice." The

protest against the boats was met by ordering

a board of officers to take the evidence of the

boatbuilders. The experiments on flour-sack?

were left to the enemy, and officers objecting

to the quality of ammunition were advised U>

restrict the fire of their men to short range.

A snowstorm delayed the embarkation till tic

14th. The flotilla consisted of five infantrr

boats, a gunboat, a horse-barge, and a ferry sttw.

carrying a coil of wire rope, to span the ri«:

and establish communication, enabling the

troops to act on either bank. The flotilla wss

preceded by river scouts in canoes, men of the

type one finds on all the wilderness waterway

of the West, who can navigate a log or balance

a portly Englishman as he plays a salmon from

a birch-bark canoe.

The weather cleared, the. tall pines rustled

overhead, and the swift, yellow gold-bearing

waters of the Saskatchewan swirled beneath us

for many a mile, for it was three hundred to

Fort Pitt.

// doice far niente after hard marching wa>

enjoyable, but a sharp look-out was kept, and

the Winnipeg men pulled lustilv at the sweeps,

cheered by the lively boat songs of the French-

Canadian pilots, with which one had become

familiar in many a lumber camp in days gone b\

:

" C'est l aviron qui nous monte qui nous mene,

Cest l av iron qui nous monir cn haul

•• II y a lontftemps que j'e l aime.

Jamais jc nc t oublierai."

I had not the heart to stop them, though

they might have attracted the attention of

prowling Indian scouts. But the song dropped

towards dusk—the mon knew it was dangerous.
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Passed Fort Saskatchewan on the morning of

the 15th. The Metis prisoners were here handed

over to the police. Another snowstorm, and the

•now lodged on our blankets as we slept in the

open boats. The refugees in tents within the

palisades were far from comfortable. Among
them were Major Butler, his family, and governess.

These ladies bore their hardships splendidly,

t \en the necessity of throwing all their finery

and adornments down a well for concealment.

Major Butler begged to accompany my force.

As he had some experience as a settler, I put

him in charge of the road-repairing party. The
ladies volunteered as hospital nurses, but of this

itTcr I did no: feel able to avail myself.

The composite character of volunteer service

•-a* added to by a telegram from an ex-hussar,

my old friend Captain Palliser, who wired thus :

'• Ottawa.—Minister consents. Am off to join you as

irtain, but will serve with pleasure as full private."'

He made his way to the front, riding courier's

horses, which was rough on both parties, for he

>'ood about six and a half feet, and rode over

: -urteen stone. Finally, he paddled down the

Saskatchewan in a canoe with a half-breed,

and restored communications which had been

interrupted, rendering important service.

The church militant was strong in the force.

VVith the leading scouts as interpreter was
Canon McKay, of the Anglican church. He,
iikc Mr. McDougall, was born in the Indian

territory. The son of an old Hudson Bay official,

he had a university education and the gift

t tongues— Indian. Mr. McKenzie, a young
Presbyterian minister, marched from Fort

McLeod with the mounted police, and the

0?th had their chaplain, Father Prevost.

All these gentlemen were well armed and
mounted, except the latter, who rode in an am-
bulance, and carried no weapon but a crucifix,

with which he went under fire to administer the
ntes of his church to the mortally wounded.
These reverend scouts were men as well as

missionaries, and eagerly desired to rescue the
English women from the Indians.

Fort Victoria was reached on May 1 6th. Set-
-lcr<, after the Frog Lake massacre, had crowded
within the half-rotten palisade, and were with-
at food. The young children looked wretched,

•md many died. I left rations in charge of the

Methodist minister. Rev. Mr. McLachlan, and a
- nail detachment of the 05th as garrison.

The horse-boat sank near Fort Saskatchewan,
'he drivers swam the horses across the river

•Hid marched. The boat was raised by pumping,

and towed in rear. Ail this caused delay. On
17th Steele's scouts were pushed on to Saddle

Lake. Peccan, a Cree chief, who had not joined

Big Bear, sent messengers asking the inevitable

" Pow-wow." I reluctantly consented, as it was
important to get some of his men as scouts. My
cowboys were on new ground and in wooded
country, very different from the open prairie.

Corryell's scouts had not been heard of, and

must be short of provisions. There was a report

of their capture, and no news of Hattan with

Alberta Rifles. Peccan came into camp on the

20th, and said that his people would not consent

to act as scouts, so I marched from Victoria

to Vermillion Creek with the Winnipeg In-

fantry and field-gun. The 05th, under Colonel

Hughes, embarked in the boats, and dropped

down the river, touch being kept between the

land and river columns by mounted scouts.

To encourage the others, who objected to the

boats, 1 had embarked in one myself with my staff,

but 1 had no intention of being caught floating.

The tussle with Big Bear I knew must come
off on land, and I wanted the sliffest part of my
force with me— the dogged English-Canadians.

THE UATTLE OK I1ATOC HK.

Leaving the English of the Western Column
to plod through forc-t raid swamp while the

French-Canadians floated in their flour-clads, we
must return to the Eastern Column, to General

Middle-ton's steam flotilla and the coming battle

of Batoche. It must be borne in mind that the

two columns were operating with about eight

hundred miles of wilderness between them, and
as yet without communication, hoping to con-

centrate at Fort Pitt. After the battle of Fish

Creek, General Middle-ton was delayed, waiting

for the steamer X<<rthcotc with supplies and
reinforcements from his base at Ou'Appelle. On
her arrival -he was made, as far as practicable,

bullet-proof, and " C " Company went on board,

fifty strong. Major Smith in command, with

orders to move abreast of General Middleton's

shore column, 724 strong.

Lieutenant Freer (of the Canadian Military

College) was appointed aide-de-camp; Colonel

Strawbenzic, brigadier of infantry ; and Captain

Young, of Winnipeg battery, brigade major.

On the morning of the 7th May, leaving camp
standing with a small guard, the column marched
on Batoehe, scouts in advance. As they neared

the river a rattling fire and the steamer's whistle

-bowed -he was already engaged. The houses

and ullage ehurch were found to be held by the
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enemy, who opened fire. The part taken hy the

artillery is best described by the man who com-

manded it—Colonel Montizambert.

"On the morning of the qth the welcome

command came, 4 Guns to the front
!

' A three-

mile gallop brought us there," and the two guns

of * A' Battery came into action, Major Jarvis's

two guns being held in reserve." The enemy
retired behind the church and a large wooden

house beside it, from which shots were fired as

the advance continued. The gatling was turned

on the house without effect. A white flag was

waved at a window. General Middleton stopped

the firing and rode up. Within were found some

Catholic priests, Sisters of Mercy, and half-breed

women and children. The advance was con-

tinued without molestation of the occupants.

The scouts were checked by a fire from brush-

wood about two hundred yards in front—they

retired behind the church. ." A rush was made
on the guns by the half-breeds and Indians, but

Lieutenant Rivera's gatling was of service in

the absence of any infantry escort, which was

necessarily left far behind. Captain Howard (an

American volunteer), acting as a gun number,

turned the crank and poured in a fire which

enabled the guns to be retired without serious

loss." After the infantry came up, the guns

attempted the shelling of the pits from the same

point, but the nature of the ground, consisting

of rolling prairie and heavy bluffs, made it

necessary to come to too close quarters for

effective work. " Gunner Phillips was wounded

at the edge of a ravine occupied by the enemy,

and rolled down into it. Gunners Coyne and

Beaudry went down and brought up their com-

rade, who was lying in front of the rebel pits not

a hundred yards off
;

Phillips was shot the

second time and killed while being carried up ;

the rescuers escaped unhurt." The wounded

were put in the church, where the priests and

the sisters gave their aid to the doctors. On
this day the casualties were two killed and eight

wounded.

It was getting late, and though our men were

holding their own, the enemy had been rein-

forced by those who had been engaged with the

steamer, and the general did not think it advis-

able to attempt an advance through thick cover

surrounding the village. He decided to retire

a short distance and bivouac for the night.

•The Canadian Field Artillery are, for short distances,

able to move at a rapid pace, aa they carry the Runners

on the off horses, sun-axle seats, and limbers, like the old

Bengal Horac Artillery.

JETEENTH CENTURY.

Bolton's scouts, with Secretan (assistant trans-

port officer), were sent to bring up the camp.

The waggons were corralled on an open space

about 1,000 yards in rear. No tents were

pitched, except for the wounded, as the horso

were inside the enclosure. The troops were

gradually withdrawn, the enemy following until

checked by a fire from the waggon corral. They

kept up a desultory fire till darkness fell, killing

two horses and wounding one man. The men
lay down by their arms. The steamer's whistle

not being heard, a rocket was sent up to show

the whereabouts of our force.

Orders were telegraphed from Humboldt to

close up the troops on the line of communica-
tions, and Lord Melgund was sent to Ottawj

with special despatches. The >teamer XorthcoU

had three men wounded. The captain, pilot,

and most of the crew lost their heads and con

trol of the steamer : she swept on to the wire

ferry rope, which carried away her smoke static

and steam whistle.

It was impossible to steam back against the

current, towing the barges. It was decided l

drop down to Hudson Bay Ferrv, leave the

barges there, take in firewood, and return to

Batoche ; but they ran aground at the Hudscn

Bay Ferry, where they found the steamc

Marquis with a partv of police. Both steamei'

started with the reinforcement, but the Marqui^

machinery broke down, and the XorthcoU took

her in tow. They did not reach Batoche till

late on the 1 2th. No doubt the approach of

steamers had a dissolving effect on the rebel

forces, and prevented Riel's escape across the

river. On May ioth, General Middleton received

valuable reinforcements—the Land Surveyor*

Scouts, co strong, Captain Dennis. Many ot the

men had surveyed the country in which the

struggle took place.

When the force moved out they found the

positions captured the day before occupied by

the enemy, who had also made fresh rifle-pits.

During the day the guns shelled houses

occupied by the enemy. Our men constructed

pits out of sight of the enemy to cover the even-

ing retirement. When the force withdrew they

were followed, but the enemy were stopped by

the unexpected flank fire. They tried a few

shots at long range. The casualties this day

were one killed and five wounded.

On the Ilth, French's scouts having reported

open prairie north-east of Batoche, General Mid-

dleton, leaving Van Strawbenzie to command

the infantry, went with Bolton's scouts and the
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gatling to the right, where the enemy had rifle

pits. The galling, supported by dismounted

scouts, was advanced to a slight rise : the

enemy were too well covered to be impressed,

mil the general brought the party back to camp.

During his absence, the artillery had shelled

ihe cemetery and rifle pits, from which the Are

two of Riel's white prisoners, brought a letter

from Riel to the effect that " if his women and

children were massacred, he would massacre the

white prisoners." An answer was sent that it

he would put the women and children in one

place and indicate the exact locality, no shot

would be fired at it. Mr. Ashby honourably

A StTTLlR » LOG HOVSr.

Sickened. Seeing this. Colonel Williams, with
hi* Midlanders, rushed the Indian post at the

cemetery, and held it till the usual evening

retirement, which was unmolested. The casual-

ties were four wounded, including Captain

Manly, Grenadiers.

the morning of the uth—General Middle-
Ion, with all the mounted men, one gun ("A" bat-

lery)and gatling. took up the formerposition to the
right on the prairie—Messrs. Ashby and Jackson,

returned with the answer. The prisoners wtre

shut up in a cellar, the trap door of which was

kept down by heavy weights. Mr. Jackson

declined to return. The general retired, the

gun and gatling covered by the dismounted

scouts, who here lost Lieutenant Kippen, shot

through the head. On his return to camp, the

general found to his chagrin that, owing to a high

wind blowing from the camp, the tiring had not

been heard, and no simultaneous advance made.
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He naively tells us he lost his temper and his

head, and hurried off alone to the front. As he

neared the church he was discovered, and so

hot a fire opened that he had to indulge in an

exercise to which he was not accustomed—run-

ning away. Fortunately, he reached one of our

rifle pits, into which he dropped, till Captain

Young, who had been watching the solitary

reconnaissance with some anxiety, advanced a

party and brought back the general. Mean-

while the men dined, and Strawbenzie was

ordered to take up the old position and
" advance cautiously." The latter part of the

order he disobeyed. The Midlanders, under

Williams on the left, again carried the cemetery

with a rush, the Grenadiers, under Grasset, pro-

longed the line to the right beyond the church

—the <»oth, at first, in support. But the Mid-

landers and their colonel were sick of advances

and retirements, and swept the enemy out of the

pits right down to the river. The Grenadiers

advanced and drove the enemy from the ravine.

The whole line, led by Strawbenzie, gave a

rousing cheer, which brought the general from

his tent with his mouth full of lunch and exple-

tives, disgusted that there had been any fighting

he had not had a hand in. He found the line

had pivoted on the centre and was now at

right angles to the river, having turned the

whole position. The gatling and guns were

blazing away at the village and the ferry by which

the enemy were escaping, the steamer not having

yet come up. The QOth were extended on the

right, and the scouts dismounted beyond them
again on the extreme right. Ashby again

appeared, running the gauntlet of fire from both

sides, to bring another letter from Kiel, who, he

said, was " in a blue funk." Outside the envelope

was written, " I don't like war. If you don't

cease firing, the question will remain the same

as regards the prisoners." The answer was an

advance of the whole line, with ringing cheers,

and officers well to the front. The place was

carried, and the prisoners released : resistance

had collapsed. About 6 p.m. the steamers ap-

peared. Blankets and food were sent up from

camp, part of the men bivouacked in the village,

pickets were posted, and the men rested content

with a good day's work ; but it had been paid

for— five killed, of whom four were officers :

Captains French and Brown, of the Scouts,

Lieutenant Fitch, grenadiers, and Lieutenant

Kippen, Surveyor Scouts twenty-five wounded,

including Major Dau^on, (irenadiers, and Lieu-

tenant Laidlaw, Midlanders. Total casualties

for the four days were eight killed and forty-^

wounded. Twenty-three dead rebels and five

wounded were left on the field. A Ronur-

Catholic priest gives the rebel loss during the

four days as fifty-one killed, one hundred and

seventy-three wounded.

A camp of Indian and halt-breed women and

children was found under a cliff by the river,

left by their owners. They were soon camp.:.;

about the bivouac. Some of the ladies spot:

in unparliamentary terms of the leaders wh<

had brought the trouble upon them and then

abandoned them. The following days the half

breeds kept coming in with white flags to air

render, sometimes accompanied by their priest-

The general was given a list of the worst rebek

who were made prisoners, the remainder bein^

released with a caution.

On the 14th the force marched to Lepinct

The search continued for Kiel and Dumom.

On the 15th the former surrendeied to three

police scouts—Howrie, Deal, and Armstrocg,

producing a letter from General Middktcn,

which guaranteed his life until handed over to

the civil power. Gabriel Dumont, the wily oJd

hunter, made his escape to the States, be*

which, it is said, he visited England

Buffalo Bill's circus. Rid, wuh others,**

sent a prisoner to Kegina, and handed oxc

to the civil power.

On the surrender of Kiel, General Middkton>

force crossed the Saskatchewan, and went on t<

Prince Albert in three steamers. Prince Alber.

was reached on 20th May, and Battleford «J

24th.

frog i.akk; fort imtt; frenchman's BtTTE-

We have now to return to Big Bear.

At Saddle I^ake Corryell's scouts came

They had opened communication with tH

boats which had been fired on, and retumnl

it, but none of Mark Twain's "good Induo*"

were found. I was anxious to open iomraun.u

tion with Otter's column at Battleford, and th^

with General Middleton.

Sergeant Borradaile and Scout Scott volur

teered to go in a canoe down the Saskatchewan

to Battleford. Hiding themselves by day ani3

paddling by night, they duly reached General

Middleton. Eventually he sent them back t

'

me with a letter for Big Dear, demanding fc>

immediate surrender. This letter for Vlriocs

reasons—among others, the deficiency of pillar

post boxes— failed to reach that gentleman.

The morning of the 22nd we collected itorcs
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of grain and potatoes, plundered and then aban-

doned by Indians. Struck camp, and marched
it noon. The long-expected rifles having arrived,

the teamsters—Western men, and mostly good
>hots—were at last armed, as I had promised,

much to their content and mine, relieving the

infantry from guarding the convoy.

-\?rd.—Camp near Dog Rump Creek. The
Alberta Rifles at last overtook the force.

:4th.—Camped at Moose Creek near Frog
Lake. Queen's birthday, but not Queen's
uather. Three cheers were given for her

Majesty, and being Sunday, the first verse of

•he Old Hundredth was started by some Puritan

tidier, and sung by everybody, and the march
roumed amid terrible surroundings of massacre.

I he >cttlement consisted of the Roman Catholic

mission, a mill, and eight or nine settlers'

booses. The church, parsonage, mill, and every

filer's house was burnt and levelled with

:he ground. In the cellar of the parsonage,

guided by the terrible smell, a painful sight

was witnessed—four headless bodies huddled

Aether in a corner. Two of the bodies had
\*c:i Father Fafard and Father Marchand,
tnother was that of a lay brother, and the
' urth someone unknown. The corpses were
horribly mangled ; all four heads were charred
by fire beyond recognition. The bodies of

the priests were recognised by their beads. The
remains of Delany, Ouinn, and Gilchrist were
Jiscovered in the woods near by. A body,

opposed to be that of Mrs. Gowanlock, was
u:ul in a well. Both legs were severed near
Oe thigh, and the arms above the elbows.

The following is condensed from the state-

ment of an eye-witness, W. B. Cameron, H.B.C.
fnploye, the only man spared in the massacre :

A'hen news of the disaster at Duck Lake
cached Frog Lake, the " Bear " Indians were
'->ud in their assurances of friendship; but before

hvlight they came in a body to the house of

he Indian agent, Ouinn. and two of them—Big
Jar's son, 11 Bad-Child " or " King-Bird." and
""ther Indian—went into his bedroom, interni-

ng to shoot him. Ouinn was married to a Cree
«>man, and his wife's brother, " Lone-Man," fol-

ded " Bad-Child " upstairs, and prevented him
r""m murdering his victim. Meantime, the

Kiuns below had taken the guns from the
ifice, and " Travelling Spirit " called out to

Hiinn to come down. "Lone-Man "' told him
H>t to go. He obeyed, however, and was taken
" Delany's house. Before this the Indians had
"zed all the Government horses.

" Lone-Man " and " Travelling Spirit " went

with the others to the H.B.C. storekeeper

Cameron, and made him give them all the

ammunition in stock. Big Bear now ap-

peared, and said, " Don't tak: the things out

of store. Cameron will give you what you
want.'

"

The Indians demanded beef. It was Good
Friday. The priests went to the church with-

out hindrance, and the white people were

allowed to assemble there. Big Bear and
11 Miserable-Man " stood near the door, while

all the others knelt. During service '"Tra-

velling Spirit " entered, kneeling in mockery
in the centre of the church, rifle in hand, war

hat on head, and face painted yellow. Without

a pause or tremor in his voice the undaunted

priest continued the service. When it was

finished, the people were all taken to Delany's

house, where the two priests and all the men
except Cameron were killed.

Cameron, the women and children were kept

close prisoners. They were not otherwise badly

treated. During the action at Frenchman's Butte

they were taken away by Indians some twenty

miles into the woods, and then left. They were

subsequently found by Major Dale, and brought

into camp.

While the bodies of the murdered were being

hastily buried, a report came in from Oswald,

scouting in advance, that the Indians were in

force near Fort Pitt, and that he required im-

mediate support. I pushed on with the cavalry,

the gun, and one company infantry in waggons,

leaving Colonel O. Smith to follow with the rest

of his regiment and the supply train. Orders

were sent to the 05th to drop down in their

boats parallel to us. Starting after mid-dav, we
reached Fort Pitt, thirty miles distant, before

evening, finding Oswald's scouts posted in a

poplar bluff, where they could observe the

enemy without being seen. The Indians had

retired, leaving a small part of the building

intact. We camped for the night on a plateau

above the fort, throwing out strong pickets.

At daybreak on the 26th. working parties

cleared out what remained of the fort. One-

large room was found knee-deep in flour ; our

approach had evidently interrupted a carnival

of riot and waste, the whole neighbourhood was

littered with the debris of broken furniture and

articles for which an Indian has no use, a mass

of religious books and tracts. Among them was

a curious commentary on the Gospel : the
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mutilated body of a policeman, whose heart had

been cut out and stuck on a pole close by.

On 27th. my scouts had a skirmish with the

Indians, and I found another commentary,
written this time by a white man on a red one
the body of an Indian chief bereft of his scalp

lock. A la guerre commt d lit guerre.

The whereabouts of Big Bear being unknown,
it was an open question, first, whether he had

cm«<ed the river and travelled east to jnin

Poundmaker, 0} whose discomfiture we had not

heard : second, whether; after crossing the river,

he would K" vvest. and fall on inv communica-
tion-.

;
third, whether he would strike north

into forest and swamp that stretches to the

Steele, with the rest of the cavalry, was seat to

reconnoitre west and north. He found a recent

trail, indicating the movement of a large party.

After travelling about thirty miles, he found

himself at nightfall in thick brushwood on the

river bank, within three miles of where ht

started. Steele, six shooter in hand, was him

self leading, followed closely by one of his men

Arctic circle. Scout? Were *ctU the three

directions indicated.

Inspector Perry, with twenty police, accom-

panied bv McKay and McDougall, were ferried

acro*s the Saskatchewan. Thev found the tracks

of Cree carts opposite Fort Pitt, and the prints ot

white women's clipper*. Perry was ordered to

follow the tracks for ten miles, where I knew the

trail divided into three, and report along which

the white women hail been taken. The half-

breed scout* who followed the trail west along

the south bank found it unused and returned.

Their advance was noiseless There U I

about the accoutrements of a Western -

his horse's un-hod hoot, are muffled in the
-

>..]!, anil to use an Hibernianism—his stn

tn-n- are wood, and lor head-collar d

ha> a raw-hide rope.

The movements of the red men are t.

noi-eless. Suddenly an Indian challenged

low tone, not knowing friend from Em

gathering gloom. Sergeant Buthu. the

scout with Steele, answered in Cree, «

('• Wait "), but the native gentleman pr«'n

filed at Steele, missed him. and received m ft

Steile'- bullet and the scout's. A few

shot* were exchanged in the twilight, and £

Indian* retired. Two ponies were captu

The Indian cayuse—beau-ideal bea*t 1
•

a 1 ilk man —browses while his master ligl

other sort "1 rc*t onl\ make* him tire

fallen Indian wa> the chic! who had it J
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outbreak at Saddle Lake : he wore the Queen's

medal supplied by the Canadian Government

—

an ornament about the size of an agricultural

trophy for a prize pig. These medals are solid

•ilver. and much valued by the chiefs, who hand

;hcrn down from father to son. Some of them
bear the image and superscription of good King
George III. Next morning, on passing the

spot where he fell, I noticed the tall, athjetic

figure of the dusky warrior as he lay like a

bronze statue overthrown bv some iconoclastic

hand, and clothed only with a grim smile and

river, so that the force could act on either bank.

On getting Major Steele's report that he had

found the enemy, 1 immediately marched with

all available men : 200 infantry, the field-gun,

27 cavalry, leaving a company of the 05th to

garrison Fort Pitt. Only three days' rations

remained. We were alreadv on a reduced scale,

officers and men sharing alike. No supplies

had reached us since I left Edmonton. The
situation was serious, some 300 men, including

teamsters, in a wilderness country, and destitute

of supplies. I decided to take my three days'

"THE NATIVE GENTLEMAN PROMPTLY FIRED "(/. 7ji>.

a breech clout, the usual full-dress fighting

uniform of the red man. He had lost his

medal and his scalp.

In the meantime, the infantry had been busy
putting what remained of the fort in as defen-

sible a condition as possible— for the site, like

lhat of most police posts, was chosen regardless

°f military necessity, and was commanded bv an

adjacent plateau, from which the Indians shot fire

arrows into the wooden roofs, their rifles com-
manding the path to the river, which was the

°nly water supplv. It is not surprising that

Inspector Dickens and his men quitted the fort.

The wire cable had been stretched across the

rations and attack Big Bear and the Indians

in the hope of making them drop their pri-

soners.

Unfortunately. Inspector Perry, with his

twenty police, who were trained gunners, McKay
and McDougall, the only reliable men who
knew the country, had not returned. Their

absence caused me anxiety, until I heard that

they had run down General Middled >n instead

of Big Bear. I did not know the exact where-

abouts of either, not having heard of Batoche,

and my couriers were like the raven sent from

the ark—they did not return.

Steele told me that his half-breed scouts had
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been badly scared : they fell into ambush, and
only escaped by hard riding and good luck.

The waggons were corralled, and we advanced

in fighting formation about four miles through
difficult country. We found the enemy occupy-

ing an advantageous position on the slopes of

a thickly wooded ridge, intersected with ravines.

The summit of the ridge to our left was bare.

Upon this we could see a number of mounted
men ; some were circling and signalling our

approach. The gun, which I had put in charge

of Lieutenant Strange and Sergeant Conner
of the police, and a volunteer detachment of

Winnipeg men, opened fire : a few rounds of

shrapnel cleared the ridge.

The scouts and one company of Winnipeg
Infantry were extended to the left, and the re-

mainder to the right. We advanced thus to the

crest of the hill without serious opposition.

It was difficult to maintain connection in the

dense bush. The gun, which had to follow the

trail, was the only portion of my small army
which could not break away from me in this

big country. The Volt igeurs, who had dropped

down the river parallel to us, left the boats

and their uneaten dinners, and advanced with

alacrity at the first sound of the firing. We
followed the enemy's trail till dark through

dense wood, where space could scarcely be found

<o corral the waggons, which had been brought

up. After scouting a short distance in advance,

we bivouacked round and inside the corral under

arms. The Voltigeurs had neither blankets,

greatcoats, nor rations ; their Comrades, the

Winnipeg Infantry, had but short rations to

share with them. The fires were extinguished

after cooking. The darkness of the night, and

the black shadows of the forest which sur-

rounded the corral, rendered objects invisible.

The horses were brought into the corral and

tied up to the waggons. In the event of

attack, the men were cautioned against wasting

ammunition. Night-firing, as a rule, is not

effective, except on friends.

On the morning of the 2Hth the force was

roused at davbreak without bugle, and after a

scanty breakfast, again moved forward, scouts

on foot extended and Hanking each side of the

trail. The Voltigeurs formed the advanced guard,

the Winnipeg Infantry the main body, the gun

following, and the supply waggons bringing

up the rear. The whole column was confined

by the thick wood t<> a narrow trail. Sud-

denlv we came to an open space on which

numerous traiU converged, It was the camp-

ground where the braves had held their bs

sun dance. The poles of the sacred lodge, wii

leafy garlands still hanging from them, showed

a batch of young warriors had been lately in

itiated with the usual rites of self-torture, while

the old warriors recounted their achievement*

in murder and horse-stealing.

The great number of lodge fires confirmed

the report of the scouts that we were oppose!

bv about seven hundred braves. We halted,

and I rode on with the advanced- scouts. On

the edge of a wide open valley, right across oc:

line of march, we came upon a fire still alight

an abandoned dough-cake in the ashes. The

valley stretched for over a mile in length, and

about six hundred yards wide. Along th<

bottom ran a sluggish creek, widening into :

swamp, and fringed here and there with willow

brush. The descent into the valley on our *fc

was abrupt—a wooded slope, down which in

zigzags ran the trail. The opposite crest «*

thickly wooded, and sloped in a bare gbcei

the stream, a tributary to the little Red Dec

which flows into the Saskatchewan. From nJ

trees on the opposite crest hung streamen d

red and white calico, the spoils of Fort Fit

There was no sign or sound of movement: At

banners drooped in the still morning air. fti

old Indian fighters were nonplussed at *

wanton a departure from the traditional India

tactics of concealment.

Leaving Steele and his men behind tht

brow, I rode down into the valley with vxti

Patton. We reached the bottom and were

close to the little stream when his horse sud-

denly sank to the girths. I reined hack, and

he scrambled with difficulty to solid ground,

followed by his sagacious broncho. It was. evident

we could not cross, so we returned to the cres<<

the hill overlooking the valley, where someCrct

carts were seen in the distance to the let:

Word was passed to bring on the gun, wind

came up at a gallop, the infantry clearing

the narrow trail and cheering— they thought::

meant business. A round was fired at the rc

treating carts. Hardly had the echoes died awr

when the opposite crest was outlined in a frtnp

of smoke, followed by the rattle of small inns,

the Indian position stood revealed.

Steele's police and scouts rapidly extended t

the left ;
dismounting, they descended the hel*

to a fringe of willows along the edge of the

creek. The Voltigeurs. under Colonel H^p*
and Major Prevost, went down the hifl *

the double, and extended on the right ^f-t^
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dismounted scouts. Two companies Winnipeg
Infantry, under Major Thibaudau, prolonged the

line to the right ; the remainder, under Colonel

Smith, formed the reserve withdrawn from the

edge of the valley. The Alberta Rifles, dis-

mounted, were extended on the right Hank,

where the wood was very thick. The waggons

were brought up and corralled in the only space

about two hundred yards in rear.

The gun was in the open, and the rifle bullets

pinged " rapidly round it. The officer made his

men lie down after loading, and laid the gun

himself. The shrapnel bullets tore through the

branches, but did not seem to touch the men
in the pits. But a few percussion common
>hell, passing through the loose earth, exploded

in the pits, and silenced some of the largest.

The mangled bodies of the occupants were

afterwards found hastily buried.

Meantime, the infantry were trying to cross

the swamp : they sank waist deep. I saw the

advance checked, and rode along the ridge to the

left, and descended to the position occupied by

Steele and the Voltigeurs. 1 saw for myself

it would be impracticable to carry the position

by direct assault. Constable McRae and two of

the 65th were here severely wounded. I ordered

Steele to withdraw, mount and move up the

valley, to find a crossing by which the enemy's

right could be turned and their retreat pushed

t wards the river up which I was hourly ex-

pecting General Middleton. After an hour or

more a report came from Steele " that the

enemy's position extended about a mile and a

half, and he" could find no means of turning it."

In reality, the Indians kept moving parallel to

Steele up the opposite side of the valley behind

the screen of trees, and so prevented his out-

flanking them. I had tried to join Steele, to

judge for myself; but the half-breed scout led

me in a circle through the woods, and I found

myself in the spot whence I started. He said

he had lo>t his way. While we were trying to

turn the enemy's right, they were trying to turn

"urs, creeping through the thick wood which
closed that end of the valley. A few rounds of

Case fired over the heads of our skirmishers stopped

the attempt, and a heavy fire was opened by
Hatton's men on the wood to our right.

It was now late in the day. and we had eaten

nothing since 3.30 a.m.. and but little for the

Ust twenty-four hours. Only one day's rations

remained, and no signs of General Middle-ton"-

Reamer-. I decided to retire to open ground
to gnu-.- the horses and cook there the men's

dinners. The advance line was withdrawn from

the valley, and the force re-formed on the high

ground. It was found that Private Le Mai, of

the bfth. had been left seveiely wounded where

he had fallen. Covered by a sharp tire of case

shot, Surgeon Pare and a stretcher party of the

brth. followed by Father Prevost, went down.

They were exposed to a hot fire. Rut the dying

man (shot through the lungs) could not speak.

He was carried to the ambulance in a stretcher.

By this time the enemy had ceased firing.

The gun remained in position to cover the

retirement. A party of scouts were left to

watch the enemy, who did not molest us.

On reaching open ground about six miies

distant, the waggons were corralled, the horses .

left to graze, and the men to cook. Our
difficulties were aggravated by the boats or

the 65th dropping down the river behind an

island for concealment. They could not return

against the current. With them went the re-

mainder of our food supply, and the blankets

and greatcoats of the 65th. There was nothing

for it but to return to Fort Pitt, five miles

distant. Fortunately, our long-looked-for con-

voy of provisions reached us next day by

boat. The Alberta field force had received

its baptism of fire, and taken it well.

On arrival at Fort Pitt I sent two scouts in

canoes to look for the barges of the bfth with

a despatch for General Middleton. When the

scouts arrived within forty miles of Battleford.

they met a steamer with a large contingent of

newspaper correspondents, Mr. Bedson. supply

officer, and provisions, but no troops. My mes-

sengers were taken on board, and the steamer

returned to Battleford.

THE PURSUIT Oh BIG BEAR ; LOON LAKE.

On 30th May. with a full commissariat, we again

marched for Frenchman's Butte, which the half-

breed scouts had been told to watch—a dutv

thev had performed in a perfunctory fashion,

for we found the position abandoned. We had

to make a detour two miles to the north of

the old position to avoid the swampy ground.

Here we found ourselves in a cul tit- sac,

surrounded by dense forest impassable for

wheeled transport. The scouts found no less

than seven trails on which the enemy had

dispersed. Thev eventually converged into

two. Along one of these the scouts found

traces of Mr. McLean and the ladies of

his family, who. with true woman wit. had

knotted bits of coloured worsted to twigs, and

Digitized b^OOgle
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dropped a piece of paper saying they were

all well and being carried north-west. At
this juncture a message reached me from

General Middleton that he had passed up the

river to Fort Pitt, and would be in mv camp
next day with reinforcements. The Indians

had abandoned twenty-five waggons and forty

carts in their flight, together with tools, sacks

of flour, furs, and odds-and-ends of all sorts,

the plunder of* Fort Pitt. As the trail could

only be followed by mounted men in single

file, with any prospect of overtaking them, I

sent on Major Steele with all my cavalry.

They carried nothing but ammunition, tinned

meat, and biscuits in their haversacks. The
smaller trail was followed by McKay, H.B.C.,

with ten Alberta Mounted Rifles. They cap-

tured thirty-six of Big Bear's band, and released

Mrs. Gowanlock (who we were thankful to

find had not been barbarously murdered). Mrs.

Delany, and several other prisoners. On June
2nd Major Dale brought into camp Rev. Mr.

and Mrs. Ouinev, Messrs. Cameron, Halpin. and

Dufresne, and five half-breed families who had

escaped during the attack on Big Bear's posi-

tion. Next day General Middleton arrived in

camp with 200 mounted men. I told him Steele

had been sent in pursuit, and required support.

He decided to await Steele's report, but I

obtained permission to march towards Beaver

River, a Chippewayan settlement, where there

were large H.B.C. stores for which Big Bear

appeared to be heading. At 2 a.m. a courier

arrived from Steele, reporting an engagement

and three men wounded. He was falling back.

The following is his condensed report :

—

" Marched twenty-five miles ; halted at noon

for dinner. While cooking, was alarmed by

two shots fired by McKay at Indian scouts.*

These men hid in the bush further on, and

shot scout Fisk, who was leading the advance,

breaking his arm. We continued our advance,

and camped forty-five miles north-east on Big

Bear's trail. Fisk pluckily rode on without a

murmur. Marched next day at daylight. Found
a note from McLean, 1 All's well.' On topping a

hill, came on Indian camp of previous night.

Two tecpes were occupied. The main body

were crossing a ford about 1.200 yards off. We
counted fifty'three camp fires the previous night,

and knew the eiKtnv must be too strong for us

to attack. I only intended to parky with them

• Some allowance must be made for my reverend

scout's eagerness His destined bride was among the

captives for whom he so freely risked his life.

through McKay. They, however, fired on us.

and seeing them retiring to an inaccessible place

on an island, the horses were put in cover and

the men extended on the brow of the hilL The

chief called to his men to go at us. We were

very few. The Indians crawled up the hill

under cover of the brush. The leader was killt

by teamster Fielders within ten feet of him. Tw<-

more were shot. We then fired a volley into the

teepes and at the Indians taking cover, an:

charged to the bottom under strong fire, the It-

taking the hill commanding the position, th

right taking the swamp along the lake. Sergear.

Furv was shot through the breast while goi: .

up the hill. The scouts were on the brow in a

few minutes. We had cleared the whole rid^i

half an hour after firing commenced, driving th

enemy into the ford. We then showed a wh<;

flag to parley. McKav, who exposed hitroc

freely, told them to surrender the prisoner-

The answer was a volley. A .second attempt

met with no better le-ult. They shouted tack

that they could fight and clear us out.

chief tried to rally hi? men t>> re-cr«>-.s thefnrr

unsuccessfully. Three of our men were \m£

wounded and twelve Indians killed. Wt 4
stroved the ammunition found in the-

and burnt them, capturing four hot-..-,

we brought away. We then retired twea
miles to the first feeding ground for the
Next day returned to camp. Fourteen
horses were disabled. All under my ca
haved steadily, and were well led by the o
On going over the ground at Fren

Butte 300 rifle pits were counted, and two
and deep trenches, 50 feet long and S feet dctl

with loopholed logs tor head cover, and a la%t

to staiul on and hre from, the whole conccak
by branches stuck in the loose excavated
These large trenches were on the left

their position, and formed an ambuscade
manding the trail approaching it. Here ibr

red rags were invitingly displayed to tempt the

British bull. From what I saw I could wc
believe my halt-breed scout-, who were fandu'
with the defenders, that mam of the latter

experience in Indian wars against

States troops, who found, as we
dead Indian counts for two or m
On June 6th we were neanng the

River. The infantry were dead

sant marching. The Volt igeurs having been

the first advance had tramped the sole* off thi

boots. Some were literally barefoot, others «

muddy, blood-stained rags tied round their ...

. d earth
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Yet Goldwin Smith (professor of veracious

history) writes, " No trench regiment went to

the front." Their commanding officer told me
the men could march no more. Outwardly
I thanked that officer, and rode up to the

battalion : the)' presented a grotesque yet piti-

able aspect in their tattered uniforms, "the

remnants of their trousers being patched with

flour sacks bearing alarming legends, such as

* patent self-raising,' etc., but a little French officer

remarked, 4 N'importc, mon general ! l'ennemi

ne voit jamais un Voltigeur par derriere.'

" Addressing the battalion in French, as. was my
habit, I said :

4 Mes enfants, votre commandant
m'a dit que vous demandez quand vous pouvez

retourner chez vous ? Maisje n'ai qu'une reponse

—celle de votre ancien chanson :

" ' Malbrxxik s en va-t-en guerre-a

!

Ne sail quand reviendra !

'

"

It had the desired effect. The weary little Vol-

tigeurs shouted :

4 Hourra pour le general ! En
avant ! Toujours en avant !

' And they stepped

out to the refrain of their ancestors,

" • Malbrook s en va-t-en guerre-a
!

' etc."

Queer whirligig of time, that an English

general should be cheering the soldiers of New
France by a couplet in which their ancestors

unconsciously enshrined the memory of Marl-

borough ! But the shade of Marlborough could

not carry my exhausted infantry, to say nothing

of a field-gun, through some thirty miles of

swa np and forest, in time to head off the

swiftly-moving remnants of Big Bear's band,

who were making for the H.B.C. provision store

on the banks of the Beaver River.

I left orders for Colonel Osborne Smith

(whose men were in better condition than the

Ofth) to push after me as fast as he could, but

the Voltigeurs would not be outmarched by

their English comrades. Captain Perry, who
Jiad returned to me with his detachment of

police gunners, said that the 65th not only kept

up. but dragged the gun and horses with ropes

through a long and deep muskeg. .

The infantry matched all night and overtook

me by daybreak at the H.B.C. store, which 1

1 cached bv riding ahead with my staff and

fifteen mounted men : all I had—the remainder

were with General Middleton. We reached

it just in time to secure eighty sacks of Hour

and a supply of bacon. It was nightfall when we

arrived ; ami we saw a party of Indians making

fur the same goal, but they turned back into

the woods. We indulged s». freely in a supper

of fried bacon and dough -cakes, that I for one

fell asleep on the floor of the H.B.C store, pipe

in mouth. I was awakened by my A.DC. t

whom I had set fire as well as to myself. Th
sentries seem to have been more vigilant, for

we were not molested.

Next morning, June 7th. the infantry having

rejoined, a party were lelt to guard the pro-

visions and watch the trails, and I moved on t<>

Beaver River, following the trail of the Indar-

seen the previous night. They crossed the

river in canoes, this being their own reserve, U«

which they returned after Frenchman's Butte

The Roman Catholic church and mission had

been plundered, and his flock had carried of

Father Le Goff when they joined Big Bear at

Fort Pitt. At a second H.B.C. store near the

mission a hundred sacks of flour were secured

and a couple of boats. On June Qth Father L
Goff came into camp to plead for his flock. I

sent him back to the Chippewayans with in

ultimatum for unconditional surrender "withi:

twenty-four hours, otherwise they would *t

the smoke of their log houses, as I would ton

every building on the reserve except the crur*

the priest's house, and the H.B.C. store." TV

surrendered within the time, and forty-.'
^"

braves came into camp with rifles and guns '-

women and children following on the Dextto

On the nth I held a court of inquiry «

the Chippeweyan prisoners : Father Le G<~

and Messrs. Halpin and Cameron gave evident*

The former, with true pastoral love, w^'

gladly have exonerated his flock, but the pro*

were too strong : all the young men

fought against us. General Middleton ate

wards held a 44 pow-wow," and told them not 1

do it again. The majority had acted through tea

of Big Bear, and all were tempted by plunder

The most curious thing revealed by the inquir

was that the Indians were largely swayed by lU

belief that North-West Canada would be sold:

the United States, and only those who joined 'X

outbreak would receive any portion of the p-'

chase money.

Scouts reported that the Wood Crees b.:

taken the McLean family to Lac des IIe>. irhev

fish are abundant. Big Bear himself abandon

hi- prisoners and turned in his tracks IS*'

being pressed by Steele at 1-oon Lake At

place General Middleton was obliged, by r

pa—able muskegs, to give up the pursuit inu :

I- Alow my trail to Beaver River, which he reach ,

on the 14th with his own cavalry and «. 1

In the meantime my men were rcpairinc
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constructing boats. I proposed to descend the

Beaver River. Osborne-Smith volunteered, with

a hundred of his men and McKay as guide, to

rescue the McLean girls ; but at this juncture

their Indian captors released them : they had

all along treated them with a certain respectful

chivalry, and u Tall Poplar " was dhole at their

refusal to marry him. They were met bv
Redson. who took them to Fort Pitt, where
they found repose and sympathy for the courage
with which thev had endured their privations.

Constant ine had also scouted in search of them
until his provisions ran short, and he made his

MY to Fort Pitt in a semi-starved state.

The release of the captives, the surrender of

the tribes and metis, crowned as it was bv the

capture of Riel, Poundmaker, and Big Bear,

enabled the citizen .soldiers to turn their faces

homeward with light hearts but saddened memo-
ries of the comrades who slept under the prairie

sod and by the forest trail.

This campaign had been carried through
without the aid of a British bayonet or the

expenditure of a British shilling. Except the

Winnipeg infantry left to garrison Fort Pitt,

and the Alberta cavalry, who, with the Western
transport train, retraced their long march to

Calgary, the force was broken up and sent

down the Saskatchewan eight hundred miles

lo Winnipeg in steamers, and thence to their

homes by rail.

I accompanied them to settle the teamsters'

and farmers' claims for supplies, transport, etc.

On my way down at Battleford I saw my old

enemy, Big Bear, in durance vile. His appear-

ance indicated natural intellect ; he had a

massive head : his own people said of him that

he had a big head but a small heart. I felt

no animosity towards him for the many weary

miles he had led me. After evading all the

columns, and travelling almost alone, he made
his way to Fort Carlton ferry, where he was
arrested by Sergeant Smart, of the police—about

the only man in the force who had never gone
after him, as he had been left in charge of the

ferry.

Big Bear was sentenced to imprisonment for

life for having made war upon her Majesty's

Government. I, for taking up arms in her

defence, " under a Colonial Government," was

deprived of a pension for thirty years' service.

Soon after, Big Bear was set at liberty by her

Majesty, and the King of Kings gave him a fuller

release. My pension was restored, and I also

await my fuller release, when we shall both find

wherein we both erred.

'•The irony of fate" is a favourite phrase. The
humours of a constitutional monarchy are occa-

sionally as startling. Riel was tried, condemned,
and hanged. Had he been released after a term
of imprisonment, he would perhaps have been

elected a member of the Canadian Parliament,

where his oratorical talents might have gained

him the dignity of knighthood.

Hit; HEAK AND SOME Ol HIS I B DONERS. (From a rktU )

i M» (:>•.*- a. ItadChUd ». 1«b *w
("The Worm 'I. (Rig Bear* ->.,. 4. "Tin- II. y.

•i. The Kuur Sky bird.

7 r r.m ; ... Dufrevie (rjrUonen
0. AngiM MtK.i>.

s. Stanley Siropton, H.RC. Clerk (prisoner).
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The Storming of Brescia
V O March. 31: April.]: J849 *

9 .. 9
9
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THE year 1848 has been called the " Year

of Revolution." All over the Continent

of Europe thrones were tottering, in

some cases falling ; the old arbitrary

and repressive systems of government which

had prevailed since the downfall of Napoleon

were drawing towards their end. Ill Italy

the movement was strongly felt. Over a great

part of that country arbitrary government

existed in its most hateful form, being ad-

ministered by foreigners. The provinces of

Loinbardy and Venetia hail to take- their

orders from Vienna ; and though a> indi-

viduals the Austrian-Germans are a kindly and

genial race, their political system was marked

by pedantic officialism, and their rule was con-

sequently of a kind calculated to be especially

offensive to a high-spirited and somewhat dis-

orderly people, with traditions of hatred to

Germans extending back over six or seven cen-

turies. The Lombard cities with Milan at their

head, and glorious memories behind them of

municipal liberties wrested at the sword's point

from German emperors, chafed especially Under

the yoke ; and the sight of the neighbouring

State of Piedmont enjoying, as part of the Sar-

dinian kingdom, something like constitutional

government under its old rulers, the house of

Savoy, was not likely to 'make them more

patient. In March, after five days of fighting,

Milan drove out the Austrians, and almost

simultaneously the Sardinian army invaded

Loinbardy. Venice also rose in insurrection,

and even in Vienna itself matters looked so

threatening that the minister. Prince Mcttcr-

nich, who had been the mainstay of reactionary

and coercive policy, was forced to resign. For-

tunately for the Austrians, their affairs in Italy

were in the hands of a capable soldier. Marshal

Radetzky was at this time little short <>f eighty

years old, but he had lost nothing of his skill.

Withdrawing behind the Miucio, he rallied

his forces, and is>ui.ig forth again, before the

end of the summer, he had inflicted 3 series or

defeats on the Sardinian army, driven it out w.

Lombardy, and retaken Milan.

Among the other Lombard cities none wa>

so closely linked with the fortunes of Milan j-

the neighbouring city of Brc-cia. Lying at tht

very foot of the Alps, of which the last

descend in green vine-clad undulations to the

Lombard plain, and clustered round the foot of

the hill on which stands its ancient citadel

known in mediaeval times as " The Falcon of

Italy," Brescia has had a chequered and turbo

lent existence almost since the beginning d
history. Few cities, probably, have been 1

frequently in a state of revolt against soi

or somebody. It was hardly to be
that the Brescians would sit quiet while their

brethren of Milan were striking a blow for free-

dom ; but their rising was soon suppressed, and

all that they gained was the imposition by tin-

Austrian general, Haynau. of a fine upon the

city amounting to some /~:o,ooo.

During the winter Brescia was seething with

revolution, but no overt steps were taken. The
Austrian commander seems to have thougf'

that dissatisfaction could be removed by stop

ping all outward manifestations of it, even the

most childish ; and edicts were issued forbidding

the wearing of red shoe's, velvet coats, and hat-

of a particular shape. In March. i^ao, the Sar

dinians renewed the war. and on the 1 6th ill

troops were withdrawn from Brescia for service

in Piedmont, leaving only a garrison of 500 mm
with fourteen guns in the castle, a few gendarme
ill the town, and a great many sick in the varfou-

military hospitals, where also arms seem to haw
been stored. Half the fine imposed bv Genera.

Haynau hud been paid, and the remainder fell

due on the JOth of this month. Half of this

balance had hy the 23rd been received at the

municipal treasury, but no more. All
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payments were refused, and the officials of the

corporation, whose duty it was to collect it, were

maltreated, and ultimately sent out of the city

in custody- Throughout the proceedings the

deputy mayor (in the absence of the mayor

himself) and the other regular municipal autho-

rities, seeing the impossibility of a snccessful

A few troops, mostly deserters from Italian regi-

ments in the Austrian service, were at the

disposal of the insurgent leaders ; but these, to

the number of about 400, were kept outside of

the city, on the slope of the hills known as the

Ronchi, lying to the north of the road which

leads eastward from Brescia to Verona. There

"THEN IIEGAS A MURDEROUS KIGIll (/. 74ji

resistance, and foreseeing the terrible conse-

quences which a tresh revolt would undoubtedly

entail, did their best to counsel moderation and

submission ; but they were either not listened

to or insulted as aristocrats and cowards, A
"Committee of Public Defence" was formed,

consisting of an engineer and a lawyer, the latter

being apparently the moving spirit. A man
with a turn for deviling inflammatory proclama-

tions, and no practical knowledge of military

affairs, is about the worst leader that an excitable

populace can have at such a juncture ; and such

Signor Cassola. to judge from his own account of

the transactions of these days, seems to have been.

were also in the city a certain number of retired

officers who were willing to cast in their lot

with their fellow-citizens : but their offers of

service were declined, and every parish was told

to elect its own chiefs.

The first actual attack on the Austrian gar-

rison was made on the -3rd, when a piquet of

soldiers, engaged in convoying provisions to the

castle, was set upon and roughly u>ed, being

chased through the town, and a few men clubbed

to death. The imperial eagles were also torn

down from the public buildings. An attempt was

then made to get arms from one of the hospitals;

but the guard opened fire, and the insurgents
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retired. The commandant of the castle, how-

ever, thought it as well to withdraw into the

castle such of the sick as could be moved, as well

as the gendarmes, and further demanded of the

town council that the officials who had, as we
saw. been arrested earlier in the day, should be

delivered up to 'him. These had been placed in

the custody of the troops on the Konchi, so that

the town council were unable to comply, where-

upon a few shells were thrown into the town

during the night ; while from every tower the

church-bells hurled back defiance in the old

Italian fashion. On the following morning, at

the request of the military doctors who remained

in the hospitals, the bombardment was sus-

pended, on condition that the sick should not

be molested, as in the present temper of the

people it was not unlikely that they might be.

Meanwhile, the fate of Italy was being decided,

:;t any rate for some vears to come, on another

held. Radetzky had met the Sardinian army

under its king, Charles Albert, and overthrown

it utterly on the field of Novara. News travelled

less rapidly then than now, and it was not for

two or three days that the result of the battle

was known at Brescia, and then the true intelli-

gence was disastrously blended with falsehood.

A Polish adventurer, named Chrzanowski, held

high command in the Sardinian army. A
bulletin, purporting to come from this man, was

spread through Piedmont and Lombardy, to the

effect that, repudiating the armistice signed

after Novara, he had attacked the Austrian army,

and favoured by the breaking down of a bridge

over the river Sesia, had succeeded in dividing

it, and forcing the great part to lay down ;hcir

arms, had in turn extorted from Radetzky Jit

armistice binding him to evacuate Lombardy a:

once. This ridiculous story, though wholly un-

confirmed, was placarded over the town by the

Committee of Public Defence, who must be held

responsible for the stubborn resistance to which

it excited the people, and for the terrible rctnbi;

tion which that resistance incurred.

On March 25th General Nugent arrived before

Brescia, from Verona, bringing with him a furcc

of I .OOO men and two guns, which reinforcement*,

in the course of the next few days, more than

doubled. He established himself in the village

of Sant' Eufemia, about three miles to the eas:

of Brescia, after dispersing the force on the

Ronchi, and on the 2bth summoned the citizens

to surrender and take down the barricade*

which by this time had been erected. On their

refusal, he assaulted the Torrelunga gate, by

which the Verona road enters the city, but

repulsed after four hours of furious fighting

The bombardment from the castle was now re-

newed, and the Committee sent a message to the

commandant threatening for every shell thatfcJ

into the town to put to death ten of the H
in the hospitals. It does not appear that tfc

atrocious threat was ever carried into execution

But by this time there was very little govern-

ment or discipline in Brescia. Sorties were

undertaken without orders, just at the pleasure

of the commanders of the armed bands. Then,

on the evening of March 28th, a body of young

men, headed by Tito Speri, made a sortie

from the Torrelunga gate. Falling in with a

superior force of the enemy, Speri, who seem*

to have kept his head, proposed to retire. Hi>

followers, however, cried out upon his cowardice,

and. waving his sword, he called upon them W
follow him, and dashed at the enemy. A»

usually happens in such cases, not more than

thirty had the courage of their tongues, and

Speri, with his little band, were soon surrounded

After a short scuffle, most succeeded in cutting

their wav through ; but the leader and nu

others were taken prisoners, and a tew remained

on the field. Speri presently managed to make

his escape, but W3S in after-days recaptured anJ

hanged at Mantua, one of the stupid pnvcs

cruelty which in these years too i>ftcn disgraced

the Austrian Government. On the final liber

ation of Lombardy in 1850, his lellou ciuzens

erected a statue of him in a square of the town

through which the visitoi
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mount the steep lane which leads to the cattle.

After this adventure, sorties were forbidden, and

hostilities were confined for a day or two to

keeping up a fire of small-arms upon the castle

from the neighbouring houses and barricades,

by which a few gunners were killed. But the

end was not far off. In the night of the 30th.

General Haynau arrived and took the command.
Including the troops in the corps, he had less

than 4.000 men at his disposal, but his arrange-

ments were quickly made. Throwing one bat-

talion into the castle, to which at its north-eastern

corner there is access without passing through

the town, he divided the remainder into five

bodies, sending one to block each of the roads

by which the city is approached. The main

assault was to be delivered, as before, on the

Porta Torrelunga. In the course of the fore-

noon he was approached by the municipal

officials ; and at their request he undertook

to abstain from further action till two in the

afternoon, on the chance of his terms being ac-

cepted. But by this time passion ran too high

for any conciliation. The people hardly knew
in what cause they were fighting : they had

nothing to do with Piedmont—even the tricolour

of United Italy was not displayed. For the pre-

sent they fought under the red flag ; and even

this to the majority probably had no particular

signification. As of old, the citizen knew no

country but his own city ; and if Florence three

hundred and fifty years before had overawed the

hosts of France by the mere threat to ring her

bells, why should not Brescia try her fortune

against Austria? At two o'clock, then, the

bells rang out once more, and the rattle of

musketry gave the answer of the citizens to all

proposals for surrender. Still Haynau, ruthless

as he is reputed to have been, seems to have

"hrunk from exposing either his men to a street-

fight or an undisciplined population to the fury

of a storming army, and it was not till four

o'clock that the guns of the castle opened upon

the town. At the same time a detachment of

troops was sent to make its wav along the

eastern rampart, and take in flank the barricade

which defended Porta Torrelunga. This was

effected, and Nugent's column fought their way
in. The general himself fell mortally wounded,

hut the column pressed on. "Then,'' says

Haynau. in his report to Rndetzky. "began a

murderous fight, conducted on the part of the

insurgents, from barricade to barricade, from

house to house, with the utmost obstinacy. I

could never have believed." adds the stolid

German with somv tumcti, " that so bad a cause-

could have been so stubbornly defended." The
troops, however, fought no less stubbornlv. and

though losing heavily, had before nightfall es-

tablished themselves in some of the first houses.

At daybreak on April 1st the bells of Brescia

rang out for the last time. Haynau. on his

side, ordered a vigorous bombardment, and re-

newed the assault. Fighting was resinned with

more ferocity than ever. No quarter was given,

and every house from which a shot came was

mercilessly set on fire. Discipline was bound to

tell at last. Foot by foot the soldiers advanced,

under pouring rain, through the narrow, bar-

ricaded streets. Flank attacks gradually cleared

the gates of San Alessandro on the south, and

San Xazzaro at the south-east corner (where

now is the railway station), and by evening that

of San Giovanni on the west was in the hands

of the Austrians. Meanwhile, a force from the

castle had forced the barricades which had been

raised at the head of all the streets leading to it,

driving the defenders back to the lower ground.

The insurgents were now cooped up in the

north-western angle of the city. Their ammu-
nition was failing. The " Committee of Public

Defence," as such bodies are too apt to do. had

taken steps to secure its personal safety ; the

municipal authorities offered the capitulation

which had been demanded a few hours before

;

and by six o'clock the struggle was over. On
the Austrian side, a general, two colonels, six

other officers, and 480 men had been killed, and

at least as many wounded. That the conduct

of the troops, after the capture of the city, was

worse than usual under similar circumstances has

hardly been proved ; but many brutalities were

undoubtedly committed. Still, it hardly behoves

us, with our memories of San Sebastian, to cast

stones at others ; and it must be admitted that

their provocations were great. From the

cowardly attack on a few soldiers and gendarmes,

with which the rising began, to the murder of

some alleged "police-agents" perpetrated when
it became clear that the cause was lost, many
acts were committed by the insurgents which

could not fail to exasperate the victors. But the

unhappy city had surely been punished enough,

and the shootings, hangings, and floggings which

earned for General Haynau the nickname of

" the hynena," were superfluous cruelties. They
were not forgotten ten years later, and served to

add a louder ring to the cheers with which

Brescia welcomed the French and Sardinian

armies within her walls in 1 859.
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•©• THE FALL OF PLEVNA
THE FOURTH BATTLE : K)

. BY WILLIAM V. HERBERT

ON December ist, i n 7 7 , my major sum-

moned to his mud-hut in our redoubt

the thirteen officers of his battalion

who—out of a total of twenty-seven

—had survived three great battles, numerous

skirmishes, and the horrors of a six-weeks'

siege, and asked our opinion on the following

points :

—

"Shall we remain in Plevna until food is

exhausted, and surrender when there is nothing

left to eat ? or shall we make a desperate at-

tempt to force the lines of investment ?
"

These were the questions which a council of

war. called for that day by Osman Pasha, the

Turkish commander, was to decide.

After a solemn deliberation, eleven—including

my-elf—answered "No" to the first question,

and u Yes" to the second, whilst two replied in

the reverse sense.

With tin- message the colonel of my regiment

departed to headquarters, the voting of each of

his four battalions having resulted in the same

finding. The council arrived at no decision.

" Let no man deceive himself," Osman had

said, " as to the chances of success of such an at-

tempt. They are infinitesimal. But the honour

of our country, and the fair fame of our army,

render it incumbent upon us to make a last and

supreme effort."

They met again on the following day, when a

sortie was finally decided upon.

Prospect of activity, eagerness to fight, and

hope of success fairly intoxicated the men. Our
numerous preparations, which kept us in a

fever-heat of occupation for more than a week,

were made in a methodical and thorough

manner.

The fourth battle of Plevna—better known as

the last sortie—which was fought on the left Vid

plain on the morning of the 10th December,

I.S77, and with which this article deals, con-

stitutes the fifth act in the sanguinary drum
of the defence of Plevna, which latter fonu> tlu

central episode of the great Ru>so-Turkish War
Thrice (on July 20th, July 30th, and September

Ilth) had the allied Russian-Roumanian armic-

essayed to take Plevna by storm, and had failed

disastrously. Then Plevna was invested, in order

to be starved into submission ; and when tht

position had become untenable and unbearable

when all hope of outside help had vanished

Osman Pasha, abandoned to his fate by an

ungrateful country, acting upon the unanioiot?

verdict of the council of war summoned by ton,

decided to strike a last and desperate bio* .kr

liberty.

Considerations of space forbid me to enic

into a detailed description of the terrible suflct

ings we had to undergo during the investment

Ever since the middle of October snow and fro?t

had reigned supreme. The food -stores were

nearly exhausted, and the rations had beer

reduced to such a minimum (a quantity «*•

maize-meal equal to about ten ounces per man

per day) as was barely sufficient to keep bod\

and soul together. The clothing was in rag-,

and exposure to the bitter weather—we dwelt

in half-open mud-huts—claimed scores of victim-.

Fuel was so scarce that a piece of wood wu-

treasured as priceless. Hideous diseases raged

unchecked, and did more ravage in a day than

the Russian guns did in a week. The mortality

from illness was appalling. It amounted to *oo

persons a week out of a total of 45,000, including

peaceful inhabitants, or 8 per cent, per month
The Plevna camp, twenty-five square miles in

area, was a vast cemetery, with the town for its

central charnel-house. Under these trying cir-

cumstances the Turkish soldiers exhibited to an

admirable degree that quality which they possess

in a larger measure than any troops in Europe

—cheerfulness under suffering. Discipline tras
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not affected, and the draconic laws issued by

headquarters were seldom called into play.

I commanded a company of infantry which

had been reduced by death, wounds, and illness

from its original strength of 5 officers, 7 non-

coms., and 17b men—plus a draft of 1 officer,

1 non-com., and 20 men, giving a total of b

officers, 8 non-coms., and 100 men—to 3 officers,

: non-coms., and .So men. My station was in the

great central redoubt of our north front, on the

hill called Janik Bair.

Our preparations for the final battle were so

745

drummers, train-soldiers, and non-combatants

generally, and also the gunners, received rifles.

Each man carried 130 cartridges—So in the

pouch and 50 in the haversack. Each battalion

had a reserve stock of iSo,ooo cartridges, in 180

boxes of a thousand each. There were 300 shots

per gun, and two or three ammunition-carts per

batten -

.

Every rifle was taken to pieces, inspected,

cleaned, oiled, tested. The bayonets were sharp-

ened ; the men had two each—one sword-shape

and one of the ordinary kind.

1

numerous and manifold that I can but indicate

the principal features.

The remaining stock of maize-meal and biscuits

*'as distributed in equal parts among the men,
the rest of salt, sugar, and quinine among the

battalions. The public cash was dealt out to

the tune of twenty-five piastres (four shillings

and sixpence) a man, and something extra for

the officers. I received seventy-five piastres. To
tach man was given a small quantity of linen

raRs to serve as bandages for light wounds or

*>re feet. The non-commissioned officers had
doses of ointment for the same purpose.

there being an abundance of arms in Plevna,
and in order to diminish the quantity which we
should have to leave behind (buried), the buglers.

For the transport of ammunition, water, forage,

tents, tools, blankets, and baggage we had per

battalion 60 pack-horses, and 13 carts drawn

each by two oxen, with three oxen as reserve.

The cart-wheels and those of the gun-carriages

were greased and bound up with straw, so as to

render their action noiseless. A redistribution of

the tents was made, resulting in a share of 30

per battalion. A sufficient quantity of lanterns

was dealt out to each company, A copy of the

f>rdrc du j
r>ur, occupying ten or twelve pages,

was given to each officer down to the company-

leaders, and each battalion had a separate order

from its divisional general. In these orders the

battalions, batteries, and >quadrons were timed to

a minute from the moment of abandoning their
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redoubts on the evening of the oth until that of

taking up their positions in the battle line at

dawn on the loth. And. last not least, we had

to burn our standard.

In silence and reverence we watched the flames

devour the venerable rag which had preceded the

battalion for fifty years, which bore the honoured

names of Giurgevo, Silistria, Eupatoria, and

Sebastopol, and had fluttered beside me in five

bayonet charges.

The Turkish army consisted of 50 battalions

of infantry (mustering an average of 400 men :

that is, half the normal strength), 24 squadrons

of cavalry (counting an average of 60 men), and

SS guns—a total of 34.000 men, including 0.000

non-combatants, convalescents, and wounded.

The latter were to accompany the army in 200

carts, and only those that could not be moved—
Hoo—were left behind in town, to be slaughtered

subsequently by the Christians of Plevna. The
Turkish residents went also with the army, at

their urgent entreaties, to escape the fury of the

Bulgarian rabble, the women and children in

500 carts, the men acting as drivers and general

assistants to the huge train, which, in its totality,

consisted of ],ioo vehicles and 5,000 pack-horses

and baggage-mules.

The Turkish army was divided for the pur-

poses of the sortie into two divisions, each of

three brigades, and an unattached seventh

brigade. The first six brigades counted eight

battalions each ; the seventh, ten battalions, the

remaining battalion acting as escort to the staff.

The sortie was to be executed in a north-westerly

direction, starting from the Vid Bridge and the

two auxiliary pontoon bridges recently erected

for that purpose. Had it succeeded, the army
would have retreated to Berkovitza, and thence

across the Balkans to Sofia. Cavalry and artillery

were distributed among the brigades.

The first division, with two battalions of the

second division, two of the seventh brigade, and

the escort battalion, was to do the actual fight-

ing, forcing its way into and through the

Russian lines ; whilst the seventh brigade was

to serve as convoy to the train, and was to

cross the Vid with the latter in good time.

The second division was to act as rearguard

to the general movement, occupying the forti-

fications recently erected east of the Vid. Its

right flank was to hold the Opanetz.or northern

redoubts; its left, the redoubts in the south-

western section of the camp. All other redoubts

and the town itself were abandoned. The second

division was to follow in the track of the first, as

soon as the train had crossed the river and the

first was fairly engaged with the enemy. The

availing force was to take up position in battle

order on the left bank during the night, and the

train was to have crossed before daybreak.

The force which actually executed the sonie

by means of a bayonet charge on a scale

unprecedented magnitude consisted of 21 bat-

talions, 1 1 squadrons, and 48 guns—a total it

14.000 men—and its front was two miles long

The column was arranged in two lines, each

of 14 battalions. The attacking force had thu-

a frontage of 14 battalions and a depth of two.

and each battalion was in itself a solid double

oblong, each oblong being 20 men broad and

10 men deep. In front of the whole line were U
companies of picked troops, drawn out in skir-

mishing order. My battalion formed the extremv

right of the attacking column with another batu

lion, a battery of six pieces, and two >quadron> 0:

cavalry. The extreme left was composed of eight

squadrons and a horse battery. Osman Paib

commanded the attacking force in person, hs

second being Tahir Pasha, the chief of sa£

The three storming brigades were led by the three

ablest fighting officers of the army—namaV.

Atouf Pasha, Yunuz Bey, and Tewfik Pasii

and the six regimental officers (four battalia

were massed into a regiment ) were also rar

renowned for their dash in attack. The whole
'

Osman's army was composed of crack battalkcs

with the exception of a few battalions of Musiik

(levee at masse) ; and of this fine army the

twenty-nine battalions of the storming force

were again the pick.

The second division, which covered the mou-

ment to rearward and on both flanks, was con:

manded by Adil Pasha, the most accredit^

among Osman's generals of division and brigade

The convoy brigade and the train had for tht:r

leader the Colonel Said Bey, a man fully quality

for this difficult post.

The Russian - Roumanian army of invest-

ment consisted of 132 battalions. Lb squadron,

and 4S2 guns—a total of 100,000 men ;

and

was thus four times stronger in men. and

nearly six times stronger in guns, than the

besieged force. It was commanded nominal

by the Prince (now King) Charles of Rouman:;.

the real leader being the Prince** adjutar:

General Todleben. of Sebastopol fame. It

arranged in six sections, and that section again*:

which the Turkish attack was delivered o.<z-

sisted of the corps of Imperial Grenada-

commanded by General Ganetzki.
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Todleben's dispositions were admirable. An
elaborate system for sending reinforcements to

any given point of the line of investment from

any other given point or points had been not

only organised, but rehearsed, with the result

•hat the Russian leaders knew to a battalion,

.ad within a fraction of an hour, what forces

i' uld be sent, and whence, and in what time, to

.ay attacked portion of the circle. In each

wciion several brigades were kept constantly

ready to assist any other section.

I had duties in fown in the early morning of

the Qth December, and, when leaving it, bade

g iod-bye for ever to the personal friends among
the inhabitants ; to a girl, also, who had done
me many a womanly service when I lay wounded
in the ambulance, and later, when sick and help-

;e-\ I had been an inmate of that veritable hell

-which I cannot recall without a shudder—the
fever hospital. Arrived in my redoubt, I had a

humble meal of maize porridge, and then

—

having been commanded for the afternoon to

the staff office—I accompanied my battalion's

train to town, after having bidden farewell to

the redoubt which had harboured me for twenty
u-eks of slaughter and sufferings.

The place of tryst for the trains was a bare

bill halfway between town and Vid Bridge, and
the time the afternoon of the Qth ; whilst the

place of tryst for the troops and guns was the

immediate neighbourhood of the three bridges,

and the time the night of the Qth to the 10th.

I installed my train in its temporary bivouac
on the hill-top—where there was already a vast

assembly of carts, pack-horses, and baggage-
Tiule*—just as the sun was setting in the dim
*nd hazy west, behind the very ground which
was to be the point of our attack, the posses-

-i"n of which meant glorious freedom after

the atrocious sufferings and horrors of a siege.

Quietly the Vid flowed beneath me, reflecting

the faint glow of a winter sunset, and behind me
the tops of Plevna's domes and minarets were

g Ided by the dying light of day.

The temperature for some days past had been
piaying about freezing-point—a degree or two
L
\e in daytime, a degree or two below at

flight. There was slush on the ground, and a

thin cover of dirty, dripping snow on roofs and
'"ce>. A slight frost set in as I gazed at the
ireary desolation of the scene. I, having care-

; ully examined, the day before, the Russian lines

through my glasses when I had formed one of a

reconnoitring party, knew the attempt to break
through to be hopeless. 1 did not deceive myself.

It was all up with us. A whole army was bent

upon suicide for the sake of that phantom— t he-

honour of the flag. And 500 families of peaceful

citizens were to share the fate of the com-
batants ; and 800 wounded, left behind, were to

be abandoned to the tender mercies of a fanatical

and murderous rabble, men and women who
carried, locked up in their breasts, the grudge of

centuries of feud, extortion, and race hatred.

The air was still and oppressive, despite the

cold ; the sky-line murky everywhere, except in

the west, where a halo of gold and orange

pointed out the end and aim of the stupendous

struggle that was to ensue. But the glory faded

quickly, and a night black and damp set in.

Weeping women near me knelt down on the

wet ground to pray, and I, with other officers,

joined them. I made my peace with the

Almighty, and recommended to His mercy the

lives of those whom I loved best in this world,

my friend and comrade of many a battle, and

that patient, heroic girl. But my prayer was

not heard. I was spared to tell the awful and

wondrous story, and they fell.

In the impenetrable darkness, guided by my
lantern, I walked back to town. Battalion after

battalion and battery after battery passed me in

faultless order on the way to their appointed

stations. In a subdued voice the men repeated

the phrase " Xo surrender !
" as they marched

to their doom.

What pen is capable of describing the aspect

of Plevna, once a prosperous and pretty town,

during the latter part of the siege ? A starving,

plague-stricken, desolate, utterly ruined town

—

a town where a cup of coffee fetched half-a-

sovereign and a piece of bread was held beyond

earthly price ; where sheds, styes, and stables

had been turned into ambulances or fever-

hospitals ; where men crawled into dogs' kennels

to die in awful forsakenness ; where wounded
rotted in a living body, and ghastly operations

had to be performed on conscious men for want

of stupefying drugs ; where women raked up dis-

gusting heaps of offal in search of edible scraps,

and children cried aloud in the agony of star-

vation ; where mortality was so great that in

households and families a death excited neither

comment nor feeling ; where dead bodies were

thrust into the gutters as the quickest way of

getting rid of them, to be picked up by the carts

sent round for that purpose at regular intervals.

I had various duties to perform : assisting

the staff in clerical labours, helping to pack up

the archives and records, and pasting labels with
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the inscription "There are only wounded in this

house," surmounted by a cross, on the doors of

the houses in which the helpless ones had been

brought together. Never shall I forget the utter

desolation of those dead and ruined streets in

the blackness of a winter night, with the scanty

snowflakes coming down lazily, and none to

speak to me save a ragged Bulgarian woman,
who Implored me, for the love of the Saviour,

to get her children something to eat. So raven-

ous were the people that when I was returning

to the staff's office some men robbed me by

violence i "iv pa-t e- pot , being, without a doubt,

mulct i! impre--io[i that the vessel contained

food.

1 iiW1 I Ktiiiitl Pa-ha in the public building,

whithci lit; li.-.d p tie with some of hi> officer- to

bid good-hve t" the <>ne official who wa- to -lav

behind Atlcr midnight we all Weill. I wa-

antoiiS the Ust hall-a-do/«.!i -oldicis to leave lite

limn.

I -lc pt inn. -.i-ilv ukh v»mc comrade- in .1

deserted b*«»1 bowse bv the river bank, and in

the nu>rning, before daylight set in, I met niv

battalion at the appointed place 61 lry-t—the

lie.til o] owe 61 the p"ntm>n bridges. We crossed

tin nu- just a- the <l.iv dawned behind u-

hideously in nunky gjsey, and ti»ok up put

position on the extreme right of the line of

attack.

The snowfall had ceased, the mist cleared a-

the morning advanced ; but the sun. veiled all

day, never shone upon the last sortie. The

temperature was above freezing-point, and on

the tracks and roads the snow was soon turned

into slush under the tread of charging battalions

An imposing sight was that straight line—twt

miles long—of the first division as it gradual!)

emerged out of the morning vapours, extending

as far as eyes could travel. Of 2>i battalion

1***4

every man at his post waiting but for the ».<•

maud to advance, every company in faultli

order, the whole body ready in grand and ft

battle array. The dark hoods of the g

drawn over the fezes, pointed upwa
te-qui.lv. and the glittering steel blad«.

-

word-havonets reflected the sombre g r
v I

•t the -u<>w-pregnant sky in endle-- r

tr-iu. two miles away from us, on the summit

tin. gently rising ground, the Russian el

iikiUs 1 - out of the vapour-, -inistet li

threatening, the barriers betwixt us and 1:

bevond them the misl nice meant frcedoi

the end and goal. This wa rcsours

out la-t appeal to arm-, our la»t and supren

effort, and " No surrender! " went up
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into the dim heavens in a great shout, as, just

after nine o'clock, the cannon on both sides com-

menced to play. Half an hour later the bugles

sounded "Advance," and the huge column

began to move. I was in the front line with

one half of my company, my English comrade.

Lieutenant Seymour, by my side ; the second

half was thirty yards to rearward, in charge of

the only other surviving officer.

Up to that point the whole of Osman Pasha's

grand plan had been executed without a hitch.

The huge train had crossed the three bridges

before nine o'clock in faultless order, thanks to

the convoy brigade. The first division had been

in battle array even before the dawn of day ; the

second had occupied already during the previous

evening the positions east of the bridge assigned

to it for the rearward protection of the attack.

Except that the latter was commenced about an

hour after the stipulated time, the programme
had been gone through point by point without a

single disturbance.

I had been in three great battles, but never

before had I beheld anything faintly approach-

ing in grandeur that stupendous rush for liberty.

Let the reader paint the scene in his imagina-

tion : Twenty-nine battalions charging simul-

taneously with a two-mile front across a level

gently rising plain devoid of shelter or obstacles,

swept by the enemy's cannonade, and, as we
came within range, by his terrific rifle fire. The
men of the skirmishing line fired without stop-

ping. We went at the quick, hurling a hail of

lead before us. The troops repeated incessantly

the Arabic phrase, " In the name of the merciful

God !
" From battalion to battalion the prayer

spread, the sonorous syllables kept pace with the

step of charging brigades, and in the end thou-

sands upon thousands of human throats sent

the despairing invocation up to the inexorable

heavens. Deep gaps were torn into our lines.

At last we approached the first Russian trench.

The bugles blazed forth the command "Storm !

"

Down went the bayonet*, the roll of 200 drums

shook the air, the skirmishers fell back, and now
the terrific struggle commenced. Lieutenant

Seymour fell by my side with a bullet in his

breast. In an incredibly short time we had

the fir>t trench in our possession, then a second,

and a third ; and before we knew what we were

about we were amid the Russian guns, hacking,

clubbing, stabbing, using bavonets and butt-ends,

swords and revolvers, whilst overhead flew count-

ies shells like an infernal gale of gigantic hail-

stones, each with a hissing white trail. The

confusion was terrible. In the smoke one knew

no longer who was friend and who foe. The div

was so deafening that my voice, as I tried to

cheer the men, was soundless to my hearing

Frantic faces streamed with blood. The u:t

reeked with the breath of thousands of panting

creatures. It seemed as if all the passion ar.

!

all the iniquity of this world had been let Ukk
and speaking now, after the lapse of eight ct:

years. I can but gaze back aghast at the turm<

and the devilry of this collision. My men were

amidst a Russian battery of eight pieces. The

enemy's gunners got their prancing, terror

stricken horses out, and succeeded in removu^
five of the guns ; two others the Grenadier-

dragged away by hand. One piece remained

in our possession. We pursued, and found our-

selves in a maze of mud-huts, every one of wh:Ji

was fought for and won. Finally, we were dca*

of the Russians, having taken along our wh. U

front the first line of their entrenchments. Five

hundred yards ahead loomed a second ard

stronger line.

I collected my men, and found sixty of thcrr.

I was the only surviving officer of my comrum
Both my comrades had died the true soldier-

death—face to the foe.

In the meantime, on the ether side. T«L
ben's dispositions had commenced toworkiike

a huge piece of machinery set into motion bj

the turning of a single wheel. Through rr

glasses I saw whole divisions coming up fpm

the east. Before the Turkish forces—necessar.i

in a state of great confusion after so desperate

an encounter—could be got into order and ra-

tion for an attack upon the second line C'

Russian entrenchments, and before anv part w
fraction of our second division could start in

of the almost exhausted first, the Russians con:

menced a vigorous counter-attack with over-

whelming numbers, which threw the graves;

disorder into the Turkish ranks, and causci

finallv a panic. In a mad torrent of horses,

vehicles, and men the crazy crowd rushed hxV

across the plain, each man fondly and fcolttblj

hoping to find safety behind the river.

It may not be amiss to give an outline of the

general course of the action up to this point.

Already an hour before midnight on the «!i

the Russians had discovered the eastern redout* •

to be abandoned, and had occupied them. Arte'

daybreak the southern redoubts, those on the

Janik Bair. and the town itself were occupied

The rush of the first division, headed b\

Osman Pasha in person, with sword in the ngh:
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hand and revolver in the left, attended by every

officer of his staff, had been uniformly successful
;

the front line of the hostile entrenchments had

been seized, with twelve guns and some hundreds

of prisoners. But the Russian camp wires Hashed

the news that the Turks had attacked Ganetzki's

corps to ever\' portion of the huge circle of

investment ; from the other sections strong

reinforcements started to aid the Grenadiers, and

everywhere further columns were organised.

The Russian counter-attack threw confusion

into the Turkish ranks. Osman was grievously

wounded in the leg by a shell-splinter, and

Tahir took the command. The latter, though

he did.undoubtedlv all that lay within his power,

was not able to maintain the conquered positions.

The troops, seeing no longer their beloved chief,

became demoralised ; Tahir himself was slightly

wounded, and Adil, the most trusted leader

after Osman, was still on the right bank, miles

away, where his brigades were so hotly engaged

that the original plan—namely, to come to the

aid of the first division—could not be executed.

Of the three brigadiers who had taken part in

the charge, two (Atouf Pasha and Yunuz Bey)

were wounded, and the six regimental officers

were all either killed or disabled. So great

was the number of casualties among the officers

that several battalions were in charge of junior-

lieutenants.

The result of this combination of circumstances

was the crazy flight across the Vid plain, which

would have terminated, there and then, in the

annihilation of the army, had not Said Bey. the

commander of the convoy, thrust some ot his

battalions—led by Lieutenant -Colonel Pertev

Bey, who was wounded in this encounter

—

between the retiring columns and the pursuing

enemy. On all points the Turks retreated

across the river, and on the other side they

made their last stand.

Meanwhile the Roumanians had brought

about by a ruse the surrender of the six batta-

lions which held the Opanetz redoubts: they had

sent a parlemcntairc to the commander. Edhem
Pasha, with the message that Osman had laid

down his arms
;
whereas, in fact, Osman sur

rendered at least two hours later than Edhem.
Thus the right Turkish flank was bared. Rein-

forcements reached the Russian lines from all

points ; and the narrow confines of the locality

which now harboured the dense and disorderly

crowd of the Turkish army became the focus of

a mo>t awful artillery tire. To rearward and on
the left flank the Russians began to press so hard

that Adil Pasha's remaining two brigades could

maintain their positions only at the cost of

terrible sacrifices. The contusion, caused prin-

cipally by the cumbersome train, was so great,

the exhaustion of the men so complete, that

further resistance seemed impossible, and yet the

Turkish forces had still a good deal of fight left

in them.

On the right Vid bank Osman Pasha's army

made its last stand. It was not attempted to

restore the tactical formations ; the men or-

ganised themselves voluntarily into columns and

took up position along the bank, whilst the guns

deployed on the slope of the hills. The carts

were sent to the rear. When dense columns of

Russian infantry came within range the Turks

were ready for them, and for the last time the

clatter of rifle-fire aroused the echoes of de-

vastated vine-slopes. The cannonade became

simply infernal. It is said that even the Balkan

outposts of the so-called "Army of Relief,''

recently organised in and around Sofia, heard

the growl of the distant thunder, forty miles

away, and that they whispered to each other, in

awe and wonder, that Osman the Victorious was

making his last stand. The earth trembled, as

if convulsed by the spasms of the dying Empire
of the Crescent ; and a great event, that was to

shape the course of European politics for decades

to come, was born amidst such labour and travail

as history has rarely witnessed.

Osman had been carried to a shed on the

bridge road, and thither came orderlies and

aides-de-camp from every quarter with this one

message: "It is all up with us. In another

hour the Russian guns will have annihilated us."

I, having been sent by my major with a request

for help to Osman after the first successful

Turkish attack, had been drawn into the vortex

of the panic, and the mad torrent of humanity
had carried me back across the river ; and on my
way to regain my battalion 1 came among the

five hundred carts with the women and child-

ren, which the Russian shells seemed to single

out for their aim. Such scenes as I witnessed

there, such sounds as I heard then. I trust the

reader will be mercifully spared from ever seeing

or having to listen to. Then I parsed by the

shed to which Osman was brought just as I

lingered there for a moment, and the terrible

expression on his tortured features haunted me
long afterwards. 1 did not stav to witness the

hoisting of the white flag: this did nor take

place until an hour or more after I had left the

neighbourhood. I learned later that Osman
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75« BATTLES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

had obstinately refused to give way to the en- Roumanian casualties were only a hundred or so.

treaties of his officers to stop the slaughter by The Turkish losses amounted to 5,000 (of which

consenting to a capitulation, until the continued 3,000 in the first division, 1,500 in the second,

arrival of messengers from all sides, imploring and 500 in train and convoy) ; 200 peaceful

for a cessation of hostilities, induced him to inhabitants, mostly women and children, had

give, broken-

hearted, the

order to hoist

a white flag

on the roof.

Numerous
messengers
were despatch-

ed to stop the

firing. Ptirle-

mcntaircs sent

to the Russian

general (Gan-

etzki) com-
manding the

troops that
were now com-

ing up from all

sides in serriedi

ranks towards

the Vid, asked

for a capitula-

tion with cer-

tain conditions;

but Ganetzki

demanded
unconditional

surrender, to

which Osman
had to agree.

Tahir Pasha

ind General

Ganetzki met
on the battlefield and concluded the capitulation.

Thus was accomplished the fall of Plevna,

after a defence which had lasted 143 days, which

embraced four great battles, twenty-five minor

actions, and numerous skirmishes ; which involved

a cost in life and limb of close on 100,000 human
beings, and which, to quote the Czar Alexander

II., " is one of the finest things done in military

history/'

The Russians give their losses in this, the

fourth and last battle of Plevna, at 2,100 in

killed and disabled, of which figures 1.700

fell upon Ganetzki's corps of Grenadiers. The

TUB SCRRKNOER OK OSMAN 1ASIIA.

been killed or

wounded, and

the. Christian!

1 1 Plevna ma-

sacred at least

500 invalids

con valesceiit*.

and residents.

Thus in th:-

action nearlv
-

S.ooo human

beings were

slaughtered ur

disabled.

Genera!
Ganetzki.

the man to

whom Osman

Pasha actual;-,

surrendered

him -elf, is 0)

course entitled

to a share of

the glory; but

to call him the

conqueror ol

Plevna, as ha-

been done,, i-

absurd. The

Defender of

Sebastopol i>

the Conqueror

of Plevna ; for

this proud title is fully due to General Ted-

leben, who had brought about the fall of the

best-defended town of modern times by the

patient, calculating skill of the mathematician.

I had joined my battalion just in time to take

part in the last stand made against overwhehning

numbers of Roumanian infantry coming toward-

us from the north. Then a messenger brought

the order to cease fire, and half-an-hour later I

surrendered myself and the sad remnants of my

company (forty men) to a Roumanian colonel, a>

the dusk, sullen and threatening, closed over

the fall of Plevna.
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APPENDIX.

A GENERAL LIST OF ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT BATTl-ES OF
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

COMPILED BY A. MILLIARD ATTERIDGE.

1801.— April a : Dknmakk having joined league of Northern

Powers against England. Hyde Parker and Nelson attack

Copenhagen ; British victory.

1802.—Egypt. British Expedition to expel French. March

8: Abercrombie lands at Abouklr in spite of French

opposition. March at : Battle of Alexandria ; French

defeated ; they agree to evacuate Egypt.

1803. -India.— Mahralta War : British victories: Aug. ia,

Ahniednuggur . Sept. BJ, ABsaye - Wellington's first

. great victory . Nov. i. Laswaree
;
Nov. 39. Argaum.

1804.-NOV. i 7 , Purrnckabad

18O3-1805—Napoleon's plans for invasion of England are

, defeated by his failure to obtain command of the sea
;

to keep him employed on Continent England fotms

coalition with Russia and Austria ; Austria declares war

before Russia is ready. August. 1S05.

1805. —Oct. s : Nelson destroy! French and Spanish fleets at

Trafalgar.

W.\K BETWEEN FRANCS ANO Al'STRlA.—Aug. 37-Sept.

04 : French Grand Army under Napoleon marches from

Boulogne into Germany ; Mick with Austrians advances

to L'lm, in Bavaria : French close on L'lm and cut M ick

off from Austria, defeating Austrian! (Oct. 8) at Wer-

tingen; (Oct. 9) Gunaburg : (Oct. n) Baalaoh; tOd.

14) Elchingen (Ney commands French); and (Oct. 15)

Mlcheloerg On Oct. 17. Mack capitulates at Ulm.

Oct. 30- Nov. 5: Napoleon advances on Vienna, Austrians

and Russian auxiliary corps retiring liefore him and light-

ing rear-guard actions at Ried. Lambach. Stayer, and

Amatetten. Nov. 8 : Davoust's victory at Maria -Ze11.

Nov. 11: Mortier defeated at Durrenstein Nov. 13:

Mur.it seizes bridges of the Danube by stratagem. Nov.

a8 : Napoleon enters Vienna,

(EVEXTs IN Sol/TH Of Al'STKI an Empire.)—In Italy

Massena opposes Archduke Charles. Oct. 30-31 :

Battle of Caldlero, indecisive : Archduke retires into

Flvria. On news of L'lm, Austrians under Archduke

John evacuate Tyrol, retiring eastwards and fighting

three actions, all claimed as French victories—Nov. a
<

Mittenwald; Nov. 4. Scharnits; Nov. n and 12. Oriea

Nov. 34 Austrians under Rohan surrender to St. Hr
after deteat at Cast. ran

Campaign OF AfSTKRi.tr/. against Russians and Aus-

trians. Nov. it: Russians under Alexander I. and

Kutusoff unite with Austrian atmy at Olniiitz. Nov. 38 :

Murat surprised by Russian vanguard at Wischau. Dec.

a : Battle of Aaiterlltz ; decisive defeat of allies by Napc-

leon. Dec. 4 : Armistice between French and Austrians

Dec. 24 : Peace of Pressburg ; Austria abandons Rus-

sian alliance, and cedes extensive territories 10 France

and her tributary states

Ini>ia.— April 2: Bhurtpore besieged by I^ake.

I8O6 Solth Americ a. June 27: Buenoa Ayres taken by

British under Popham.

Mediterranean. — British expeilition to South Italy.

Stuart lands in Calabria, and (July 4) defeats French

under Reynier at Rattle of Maida, but. failing to excite

rising against French, retires to Sicily.

Central EtRoPK.—Campaign of Jena snd AuerstadL

Napoleon tries to make peace with Russia ».t expense of

Prussia, Prussia mobilises her am . and Russia breaks

oft negotiations. Napoleon stnkrs at Prussia before

Russia is ready to help her. Aug. 9 : Prussia declares

war. Aug. and Sept. : Concentration of the aimies.

Oct. 10 : Lannes defeats Prussians at Saalfeld. Oct. 14 :

Battles of Jena and Aueratadt
; ccmpiete defeat of

iTUssians. Oct. 25 : Napoleon enters Berlin. Prussians

pursued northward by Murat ; Oct. 28, surrender of

Hohenlohe's army ; Oct. aq. fortress of Stettin ; Nov. 7.

Bluchers army ; Nov. 8. fortress of Magdeburg. On
Nov. 30. French occupy Warsaw. Dec. 24 : they defeat

Russians at Czarnovo. in Poland.

1807.—Jan. 1: French go into winter quarters. Jan. 18:

Russians march into Fast Prussia to help remains of

Prussian army holding Konigsberg. Jan. 35 : They defeat

Bernadotte at Mohrungen. Napoleon marches against

Russians. Feb. 3 : French victory at Berglried. Feb.

7 and 8 : Rattle of Preuss-Eylau. cLumed by French as

victory, by Russians as drawn battle. Feb. 16 : French

return to winter quarters. May 25 : l>anuig surrenders

. to French. Russians retire towards their own frontier

pursued by French. June 10 : they check French pursuit

at Hetlaberg. June 14 : They accept battle at Ftledland,

and are completely defeated. July 9 : Treaty of Tilsit
,

Prussia loses half her territory ; the Grand Duchy of

Warsaw formed out of part of old Polish kingdom.

Solth America. -Feb. 3 : Whitelock takes Monte Video.

July 5: liut is defeated at Buenos Ayres.

Danish War.— In consequence of information that Napo-
leon and the Oar had planned the seizure of the Danish
fleet, the British Government demands surrender of the

fleet to England, and. on refusal. (Sept. 3-5! Cathcart

attacks and bombards Copenhagen, enforcing surrender.

Napoleon's Intervention in Spain.—Oct. ao: Treaty

of alliance signed lietwrcn France and Spain against

Portugal, in virtue of which a French army under Junot
marches through Spain, seizes Lisbon, and expels Por-

tuguese royal family. Other French troops, entering

Spain nominally to support Junot. treacherously seize

fortre-jes of the North. Result. Spanish risings against

the French and Peninsular War of following year.

1808—May: rising against French in Spain and Por ugal.

July 15: B" of Medina del Bio Seen . defeat of

Spaniards July 20 : Battle of Baylen. Spaniards force

18.000 French under Dtipont to surrender. July 34:

Joseph BonapatM proclaimed King of Spain.

Rl/vso-SwEDISH War.—Feb. The Oar declares war
against Sweden, and Russian troops enter Finland.

March 3 : They tak.- Abo the capital. March 8 : Tbcy
besiege Sweaborg- April 6 : The fortress surrenders.

Mu> : Aland and Gothland retaken from Russians by

Swedish fleet sup;>orted by British squadron. May 17

43
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and July 7 : S*cdcs under Klingsporr defeat Russians in

East Bothnia. July 39 : Russian fltel driven into har-

bour by Swedes and British. July 17 : Finland cedei to

Russia by a convention, confirmed by formal treaty of

peace next year.

The Peninsular War logins August. — British under
UV'.lesley land in Portugal [at Mondego Bayi. Aug. 17 :

they defeat French under I .ahorde at Rorica. Aug. 21 :

Battle of Vlmiera; Wellcsley defeats Junot. French

agree (Convention of ( intra) to evacuate Portugal. Sept.

30 : Evacuation completed.

Nov. 30 : Spaniard* defeated at Tudela British army
under Sir J, Moore advances from Portugal into Spain.

Dec. 23 : It joins a force under Baird from Corunna, but

not being properly supported by Spaniards, and being

threatened by superior force under Napoleon and Soult.

Moore retires on C orunna.

1809.— Jan. 16 : Battle of Corunna; British beat off French and
secure re-embarcation of the army (for Lisbon).

Feb. 21 : Saragossa taken by French.

April 22: Wcl'.esley again in command at Lisbon. May
12 : Passage <>f the Douro. He enters Spain with mixed

British aid Spanish force. July 27, 28: He de'eats

Fiench at Talavera. Not receiving reinforcements he

retires on Almeida.

July and August : Walcheren expeiition.

Nov. 20: Spanish defeat at Ocana ; French overrun South

of Spain. In the winter Wellington forms the fortified

1 nes of Torres Vedras to cover Lisbon and provide a
secure base, resting on the sea, for his army.

Meanwhile Napoleon's difficulties in Spain encourage

Austria to renew the struggle with France.

Campaigns of eckmihl and Wagsam.— April 9:

Auslnans defeat Eugene, the Viceroy of Italy, at

Pordenone. I he Austrian main army under Archduke

C harles invades Bavaria, and on April 16 defeats Bava-

rians (French allies) at Landnhut. Austrians undtr

Archduke Ferdinand invade Grand Duchy of Warsaw,

and on April 19 defeat Poles and French under Ponia-

lowski at Raszyn. April 20 : Ferdinand enters Warsaw.

Napoleon re-occupies Lindshut on April si, and on

Apr.l 22 defeats Archduke Ch»rles in battle of Eckmuhl

Austrian retreat by Ratisbor. ;
Napoleon advances on

Vienna, which he occupies on May 13.

The Archduke Charles having approached Vienna from

northwards, Napoleon crosses the Danube to meet him.

June 2t and 22 : Battles of A spent and Easling ; French

defeated, re cress the river. June 14: The Viceroy

Eugene defeats Archduke John at Raab. July 4 and 5 :

Napoleon having been reinforced, crosses to north shore

of Danube. July 5 and 6 : ButteofWatram ; Napoleon
defeats Archduke Charle?, who retreats to Znaim. July

It: Battle of Znaim; Archduke again defeated. July

12 : Armistice, followed by Treaty of Schonbrunn.

Aug.— Dec. : Tyrolese War —The Tyrolese under Hofer

and other leaders rise against French and Bavarians. Aug.

4 : Hofer enters Innsbruck in triumph. Eventually the

Tyrolese are everywhere defeated, and Hofer is captured

and shot.

War between Russia and Turkey.—Sept. 26: Turk*

defeat Russians at 8ili8tria. Failure of Russian attempt

to invade Bulgaria.

1810.— Peninsular War [eontinueJ).—July: French under

Massent again invade Portugal. July III They take

' Ciudad Rodrigo. Sept. 27 : Battle of Busaco
; Welling-

ton defeais French. After the battle lie retires slowly

on line* of Torres Vedras. Nov. 14 : Massena, unable

to attack the lines, or to maintain himself longer in

front of Ihetn for want of supplies, begins to retreat

towards Spanish frontier.

1811.-Feb. 19: Battle ol Oebora ; Soult de'eftts Spaniards;

he then takes Badajoi. March 5: Battle of Barossi

liraham defeats Victor ;
Wellington having been rein-

forced, follows Massena. April 3: Battle of Babugal;

Massena is defeated and ret res from Portugal ; WelUn;-

ton liesieges Almeida. May 5 : Battle of Fttentte

de Oncro ; Massena. advancing to relief of Almeida, is

again defeated by Wellington . Almeida surrenders.

Wellington then besieges fladajoz. but fails to redacts

May j6: Sou'.t marching to relief of Badajor is defei'd

at Albuera. Sept. 10: Battle of Xlmaaa; Spaniards

defeat French. Oct. 28 : Hill defeats French at Meriii

1812. -Jan. 4: Battle of Albufera ; Suchet defeats Spaniards.

Jan. 19: Wellington takes Ciudad Rodrlgo by storr

April 6: He takes Badajoz by storm, and then advances

into Spain. April 6 : Defeat of Soult atUSMOa. July 11:

Battle of Salamanca
j
Wellington defeats French usif

Marmont.—Aug. 12 : Wellington enters Madrid. I'm*

lo maintain himself here through Spaniards failing to gari

his communications, he retires to Iwrders of Portugal.

Fkp.nch Invasion of Russia.—Campaign of M<dscm.

—Russian jealousy of French alliance with Austria, a.-vi

refusal of Czar to join Napoleon's " Continental System

against England, leads to war between France and Russia

In the early summer Napoleon concentrates the Gras-

Army, 600.000 strong, on western borders of Ra«i^

June 24: He crosses the Nicmen. neir Kowno. }~>

23 : Battle of Mobllev ; Davotist defeats Russians. JaW

25 and 26: Russian defeat at Ostrowno. Aug. 1.

>ch*aracnburg. with right of Grand Army (AtHtnWS

etc.). defeats Russians at Gorodeczno. Aug. 18: Sa-

poleon defeats Russians at Sntolensko. On same a<

St. C>r wins Kittle of Polock. Aug. to Rear-;turd

action at Valutlnagora, fought by Russians to

the r retreat on Moscow. Sept. 7 : Battle of Borwlto>

or of the Moskowa ; Napoleon defeats Ru'sun ma n

army under KutusorT. Sept. 15: French enter Mcsco*

the Russians retire along the Moscow- Kaluga rear*.

Moscow is set on fire by the Russians. Napoleon, ifei

attempting to dictate a peace to the Czar, finds hecantw

maintain himself in such an advanced position for the

winter. Oct. 15: French march out of Moscow fotHV

west, by Kaluga road, in order to retire by a w* «<

country not laid waste in the advance. Oct. iS: Btlli

of Wlnkowo ; Mural surprised by Kutusoff. Same day

Second battle of Polok ; St. Cyr, guarding left cf

French communications, defeated by Russians. CM. u

Rattle of Malo- Jaroilavets ; indecisive on actual fie-'u

but resulting in Napoleon s giving up attempt to retreat

a more southerly line, and falling back through coantrr

already wasted. Kutusoff moves parallel to him a -

miles off; Cossacks harassing French. Nov. 3: Bit*

of Wlaama ; Russians repulsed. Heavy snow begin*-

Nov. is, 16. and 17: Eattle of Kramol ;
repeated it-

tacks by Kutusoff on French columns, final attack re-

pel'ed by Napoleon at head of the Guard. Nor. ai

Tchitchagoff seues bridge of Borisov, by which Napcleer.

hoped to cross the Beresina. Nov. 23 : Battle of BcrUor

Oudinot surprises the lown^bul the Russians bum «**

bridge and hold opposite bank. Napoleon secret!) pie-

pares a bridge at Studianka. Nov. 27 and 28 :
Battle w

the Beresina ; Napoleon crosses at Studianka and c u'-

the Wilna road with heavy Ics«. He then re<igr- o r:-

mand to Mura', and hunies back to Paris. Dec. 15:

Murat reaches Kowno with 5,000 men, and thru re-

crosses the Niemen. Dec 18 : Russians enter Win*.

v.:tl» army reduced to 40,000 men.

NORTH America. — Second American WAR brgJ

(arising out of American resistance to English claim ul

right to search United States ships for British deserters

Oct. iv Battle of Queenston Heights, Aamefjcsw

defeated by Canadians.
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1813.—Pen insular War (t j*/;«u*r).—April 13: Battle of

Castall* ; Murray defeats Suchet. June 21 : Battle of

Vittorla; Wellington defeats King Jcseph. July 28-

Aug, 3: Battles of the Pyrenees; Wellington defeats

SoulL Aug. 51 : St 8ebastian stormed by Graham.

Nov. 10: Wellington defeats Soiilt at Nivelle an.!

enters France. Dec. 9-13: Wastage of the Nitre by

Wellington.

I/PRIMSC OF EUROPE AUAINsT NAI'OLEON.-C ami ugn
OF Leipzig. Jan. : Remains of various corps of Grand

Army retreat into Prussia slowly followed by Russians.

Feb. 17: Prussia a'lies herself with Russia. March o :

French evacuate Berlin. April 15: Battle of Mockern

;

Kugene defeat* Russians. May 2 Battle of Lutien

;

Napoleon defeats allies and occupies Dresden. May 19 :

Battle of Konlgswartha ; Ney defeats Russians. May
20 and 91: Battle of Bautzen; Napoleon defeats a'.lief.

Maj 30: Armistice. June and July : Unsuccessful peace

negotiations. Aug. 11 : Armistice ends; Austria joins

allies. Aug. 21 : Battle of Ldwenberg; and Aug. 22:

Kittle of Kat=bach; Napoleon mice defeats Prussians.

Aug. 23 : Battle of Gross Beeren ; Reynicr defeated by

Prussians. Aug. 26 : Second battle cf Katsbacb; French

defeated by Prussians. Aug. 27 : Battle of Dresden;

Napolecn defeats the Austrians. Aug. 29 and 50 : Battle

o! Kulm; French under Vandamme defeated l> allies.

Napoleon defeats Bliicher (Stpt. 4) at Hcchk.r.-j. and
(s^pt. 51 Markersdorf Sept. 6: Ney defeated at

Dennewltx.- Oct 3: Bertrand d*feated at Warten-

berg. Oct. 14 i Great cavalry action at Llebertwolk-

witx : Murat fails to prevent junction of nlhea near

Leipzig. Oct. 16, 17, and i3 : Battle of Leipzig;

Napoleon defeated by allies, and retreats westward.

Oct. 30 : Battle of Hanau ; Napoleon defeats Bavarians,

mho try to intercept his retreat to the Rhine. Dec. at :

Austrians and Russians cross the Rhine.

North America.— Secoxd American War {amtJ.

— Jan. 22 : French Town tafctn by Americans. May 27 :

I hev take F'ort George. June 6 : Americans defeated

at Btirlington Heights. Oct. :6: Action at Chateau-

guay. Nov. 11: Battle of Cnrystlers Farm, Canada.

Dec. 8 : Battle of Black Rock

1814.- Napoleon's "Campaign of France. —Jan. i:

Bliicher crosses the Rhine. Jan. 25 : Napoleon takes

command of the army at Chalons (only about co.coo

men). Ian. 29: He surprises Bliicher at Brlenne.

Feb 1: He defeats allies at La Rothlere Feb. 7:

Victory of allies at Bax-snr-Anbe. Napoleon defeats

Blucher at (Feb. 10) Cfcampancert, tuth) Mcnt-

mlrail, (tath) Chateau Thierry, and (13th) Vau-

cbamps. Feb. 17 : He defeats Russian tanguard at

Mora-. ant Feb. 18 : He defeats allies at Montereau

March 7 : Battle of Craonno ; French victory. March 9:

Marmontfailsinattackcn Prussians at Laon. March 13:

Napoleon surprises Russian corps under St. Priest at

Rhelms. March 21 He makes unsuccessful attack on

Sehuarrenhurg at Arcls-sur-Aube. The allies now take

advantage of their superior numbers to OppOSC Na}K>leon

with a portion of their forces, while they push on to Pans

with the rest. Napolecn leaves Marmont and Mortier

with 30.000 men to cover Paris, and tries to operate

against communications of the invaders. • March 25

:

Kittle of La Fere Champenolse ; Marmont and Mortier

defeated ; they retire to suburbs of Paris. March 30

:

Allies storm French positions in'the suburbs (Pattlc of the

Earners
. , March 31 : They «nter Paris. April ,0 :

Napoleon assembles a force at Fontaineblean lo attempt

recapture of Pans, but is persuaded to accept armistice

already signed by Marmont and Mortier.

Wellington's Invasion of the South ok France.—
February 27 : He defeats Soult at'Orthe: and (March 30)

aiTaxbea. April :o: Battle of ToulOUlC; final defeat

of Soult by Wellington.

May 30 : Peace of Paris . Napolecn. having abdicated 15

given island of Ellv.. Bourbons tesloted in France,

North America.—Second Amekh an War i.o»t,i.\~

May 4: Battles of Longwood and (July 6) Chippewa;

British defeats. July 25: Battle of Lundy's Lane ca

Wlgara Falls. Bntish victory. August 15 : Bnti'li

rep ilse at Fort Erie. August 24 : Battle of BladeEE-

burg ; General Ross defeats Americans and capluics

Washington. Sept. 12: British victory at Baltimore.

India.—Nepail or Gurkha War begins this year.

British unsuccessful at outset.

1815. — C ampaign of Waterloo.- Feb. 26: Napoleon

leaves Lllxa. March 1 : He lands in France. Mar* h 20:

Fie reaches I'zm. the army declaring for him. The allies

declare war against him. Murat. King ol Naples, begins

a war againsi the Austrians. but is defeated at Ferr&ra

(April 12) and Tolent.no ( May 2).

% June 15 : Napoleon marches into Belgium. J ane 1*1 : Panic

of Llgny; he defeats Prussians under Blucher. Same
day: Battle of Quatre Bras; British hold their own.

hut cn hearing of Prussian defeat, retire to position of

Waterloo. June 18: Battle of Waterloo: NapoteOO
defeated by allies under Wellington anil Bliicher. Same
day: Battle of Wavre ; French under (irouchy defeat

Prussians under 7 hielniann. On hearing of Napoleon's

defeat. Grouchy makes good his retreat to France.

June 21 : Napoleon abdicates. July 3: Paris surrenders

to Wellington and Bluher.

S£( OND AMERICAN War (>vntwut,i).— Jan. 8-15: British

repulse at New Orleans.

India.—Gurka War continues. Batile of Malaun.

1816 —India. -Gurkha War ends with Ochteflon) i vie-

tories in Nepaut.

Mediterranean.— Aug. ic: Pirate stronghold of Algiers

bombarded by Fr.tish and Dutch fle»-ts under Fxmouth.

1817.—South Americ a.—Feb. 12: Battle of Chacabuco;
Spaniarrls defeated by resulted « hihan*.

INDIA.—Nov. 5 : P- 1" 1^ of Klrkee; deteat of the Peshwa.

Dec 21 : Battle of Mebadpore ; defeat of Holkar.

1818 —South America. April 5; Decisive victory of the

( hihans at Maipo.
*1819

—

South America.—Aug. 7 Boyaca; Bolivar defeats

Spaniards.

1820 -Nov. : Dundonald's blockade of CaLUo.

1821.— Insurrectionary Movements against the Ti'kkn

in Greece and the Balkan Peninsula, with aid of

Russian and other foreign sympathisers.— May 27 • Battle

ofValteiza; Turks dcleaied. June ig : Battle of

Dragaschan; Greeks under Vpsilanti defeated. Octo-

ber 5 : Tripoli ::a stormed by Greeks.

1822.— July 13: Greeks defeat Turks at Thermopyla?.

Sept. 16 : Corinth taken.

1823.— French intervention in Spain against the Liberals.

Capture of the Trocadero.

1824 —West AFRICA.—Jan. 21 : Baiileof Accra; SirCharles

Macarthy defeated and killed by the Ashantees.

SoiTii America.—Dec. 9: Battle of Ayacucho ; Peruvians

defeat Spaniards.

India.— First Burmese War begins.

1825 -May 28; Kittle of Rangoon
1826.- India.— First Burmese War ends with annexation

of Assam. Tenasserim, and Aracan.

Jan. 18: British capture Bhurtpore

Ai rica.— Aug. 7 : British defeat Ashantees ,n Accra

1827.—Greek War cn iNtM-.pp.stiKKCi Mat 17 Athens
taken. Oct. 20: Battle of Navarro ; Impish lin t

destroyed by united Meets of England, France, and
Russia. Dec. t8 : < iar publishes a manifesto announcing

armed intervention in Turkey.
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1828 — Ru&so-Ti'RKmt War.- Jan. -March; Russian armies

under Wittgenstein concentrating in Bessarabia. May 7 :

They cross the I'rutli.—June 8th : They cross the Danube
at Satunovo, below Galatz, meeting with tittle resistance,

and inarch on Varna. July 11 : Battle of Bazardjik;

Russians defeat Turks north of Varna. July 12: Battle

of Kosludja
j Sortie of Vama garrison repulsed. Oct. 10:

Varna surrenders. Russians go into winter quarters.

1829.—Diebitsch takes command of Russian field-army , he

besieges Silistria. May 17 : Battle of Efikl Arnautlar

1 near Varna 1. June 17 : Battle of Kulevcha or Maraach ;

Tin ks defeated. June 17: Silistria surrenders. July 1 :

Battle of Kainly ; Russians defeat Turks, and then cross

Bilkans near the sea, keeping touch with their fleet. July

25 : Battle of AJtoa ; 31st, Jamboli
; Aug. 12. and Slivno

;

Russian victories south of Balkans. Aug. 50 : Diebitsch

enters Adrianople with only 15.000 men. Pestilence in

his army. Threatened by an army of 40.000 Arnauts.

and unable to advance or retire, Diebitsch is extricated

from a dangerous position by diplomatists, who (Sept. 14)

induce Turkey to conclude a peace. This is followed by

a formal treaty, acknowledging independence of Greece

and semi-independence of Danubian principalities.

1830.—North Africa.—July 5 : Algiers taken by French.

POLAND.— Nov. 29: Successful insurrection at Warsaw.

The Grand Duke C'onstantine Likes to flight.

1831.—Jan. 25 : Polish Parliament decrees deposition of

Russian Imperial family from all rule in Poland.

Feb. 5: Diebitsch with Russian army enters Poland.

Feb. 17: Poles defeated at Donre and Kaluszyn

;

retire towards Warsaw. Feb. 19 and 20 : Russians

force Polish position at Wawer.—Feb. 25: Battles

of Blalolenka and Grochow; indecisive.—April 10:

Poles defeat Russians at Seidlice. May 26 : Battle of

Ostrolenka ; claimed by both sides as a victory. June 8 \

Diebitsch dies of cholera, which ravages both armies.

July: Russians under Paskicwitch march down north

bank of Vistula to Prussian frontier, bridge it with

Prussian help, and in August march on Warsaw by the

south bank. Aug 15 : Battle of the Biura River ; Poles

driven back on Warsaw. Sept. 6 and 7 : Polish posi-

tions in suburtis of Warsaw captured after hard fighting.

Sept. 8 : I'askiewiich enters Warsaw. End of the war.

1832 —French Intervention in BELGIUM.—A French
corps under Marshal Gerard marches into Belgium to

expel the Dutch from Antwerp, their last stronghold,

Dec 23 : Citadel of Antwerp surrenders to French and
Belgians after an obstinate defence.

Wkmkrn Asia.— Egyptians under Mehemet Ali invade

Syria. Turks defeated by Egyptians (July 8) at Homs,
(July 29) Beylan, and (Dec. 21) Konlya. Result : Syria

ceded to Mehemet Ali by the Porte.

1836. — First Carlist War. — Disputed succession to

Spanish crown. Civil war between adherents of Don
Carlos (Carlists) and supporters of Queen Christina, .is

regent for her daughter, Queen Isabella II. (Chrisiinusk

The latter are assisted by a British Lrgion, organised

with approval and help of British Government. May 5 :

Battle of Hernanl ; Carlists defeated. Oct. 1 : ( arhst

defeat at 8t Sebastian. Dec. 24 : Siege of Bilbao raised.

Texan Insurrection. —Siege of Alamo. April 2 : Battle

of8an Jacinto; Mexicans defeated by Houston.

1837.— March 16 : Carlists again defeated at Hernani. May
17: British Legion defeats Carlists at Iran. July 15:

Fighting at Valencia. Aug. 24: Battle of Herrera;

Don Carlos defeats Buereno.

North Africa.—Oct. 13 : French take Conatan'lne

North America.—Canadian Rebellion.- Dec. 14:

Battle of 8t. Eustace ; rebels defeated.

1838. -Nov. 17: Battle of Prescott ; Canadian rebels defeated.

Carlist WAR.-June22: Battle of Penacerrada.

1839.—Jan. 19 : Aden taken by British.

First Afghan War.—July 23: Storming of Ghuznee

Aug. 7 : Cabul occupied.

Syria. —Mehemet Ah (believed to be encouraged b»

France) renews war against the Porte. June 23 : Battle

of Kiaib; Complete defeat of Turkish army ot Asia I ,

the Syro-Egyptian army.

1840.—Quadruple alliance of England, Austria. Russia and

Turkey having been formed to secure itatia <fn.> in the

East and check of Mehemet Ali. British tie?:

under Napier is sent to the coast of Syria. Sep!, tj;

Sidon taken by Napier. Oct. 10 : Allies defeat Epyp:u

at Bey rout. Nov. 3 : Acre stormed by allies.

India.— Battle of Kotriah (Scinde) ; British victory.

1841.—Chinese War.—Jan. 7 : English victory at Chuen j*

Jan. 26 : Bogne Forts (Canton) taken. Aug. 27 : Amcj

taken.

Aiohanistan.— Rising against British towards end oi

year.

1842.—Jan. : Destruction of British army retiring from Cibt

March 10: Afghans defeated at Candahar. April 5 anil

6 ; Khyber Paas forced by Pollock. Sept. 0 : Afghan*

defeated at Ghuznee by Nott.

Chinese War (cantinutJ).—March 10 : Chinese defeated

at Nlngpo.—July 21 : Chlnklang taken.

1843.—India.—Scinde War.—Feb. 17 : Napier's victor,

at Meanee.

Mahratta Outbreak at Gvtalior.—Dec. 29: Goc?t

defeats Mahrattas at Maharajapore.
1844.-North Africa.—Aug. 14: Battle of Isly; Freed:

defeat Abd-el-Kadr.

1845. India. — First Sikh War. — Gough defeats Sikhs

(Dec. 18) at Mudki and (Dec. 20 and 31) FirosshiB.

1846.—Jan. 28: Smith defeats Sikhs at AllwaL Feb. tc

Gough defeats them at Sobraon,
North America. — United States Invasion 01

Mexico.—May 8 and 9 Battle of Palo Alto. Sect

21-23 : Battle of Monterey ; American victories.

1847.—Feb. a2 : Battle of Buena Vista Aug. 19 and »
Battle of Oaontero; United States victories.

Switzerland, Civil War of the SONDKRBVKtX-
Nov. 23 : Battle of Qlsllkon.

1848.—War against Aistrians in Italy.— March 15:

Revolution in Vienna. March 18-22 : Revolt of MSlMH;

Radetzky (Austrian commander) retires to Veron*.

March 22 : Revolution at Venice. March 23 : RadeuL*

storms Malcgnano, where insurgents try to cut off his

retreat. March 28 : Charles Albert and Sardinian army

enter I -omhardy to support insurgents against Austru.

April 8 : Battle of OoltO ; C Albert defeats Austrian*

and crosses Mincio. April 30 : Austrian defeat at P»>

trengo. May 6 : C. Albert fails in attack on 8anU

Lucia. May 9: Nugent, advancing with Austnan rr

serve army, defeats Italians at Poderobbia May 24:

Battle of Vlcenxa; indecisive. June 2: Peschicra siu-

renders to C Albert. June 10: Italians under Durr.ndo

defeated at Vicenza. July 24 20 : Battle of Custom;

C. Albert defeated by Radetzky in three days fightm?

about Custoua and Somma Campngna Italians re

treat into Lombardy pursued by Austrians. Aug. 6:

Radetzky re enters Milan. Aug. o : Armistice.

Si.KswicK-HoLSTEiN War.— Prussa asserts claim of Ger

many to Duchies of Sleswick and Holstein, and nua o

into the territory, the invasion being preceded by tising

of German sympathisers against the Danes. April g

Danes defeat rebels. April 23 : Prussians defeat

at the Dannewerke.
Croat Campaign in Hungary. — The Croats under

Jellachich (incited thereto by Vienna Government) iiWS*

Hungary, but (Sept. 27) are defeated at Battle of Velentw

by Hungarian national army.
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APPENDIX. r-:

India. —Second Sikh War begin* with outbreak .it

Wool tin in :K4 9.

1949.—Gough defeats the Sikhs (Jan. 13) at Chillianwallah
and (Feb. 21) CooJerat

VVak IN Italy.—March la : C. Albert gives RadeUky
notice that armistice will end on 20th. March 20 :

Austrians enter Piedmont. March 21 : I Lilians drfeated

at Mortars. March 23: Battle of Novara; complete

defeat of the Itahuis. March 26 : Armistice between

Austrians and Piedmonlese. March 29 : Brescia twhich

has not heard yet of Novara) rises against Austrians.

bnt (March 31 > is recaptured by Haynau. April: Aus-

trians unJer D'Aspre drive revolutionary Governments

from Modena, Parma, and Florence. April 30 : French

under Oudinot defeated by Garibaldi near Rome. May
19: Garibaldi defeats Neapolitans at Velletri. July 3 :

Rome taken by the French. Aug. 24 : Venice surrenders.

War in Hungary.—Feb. 27: Battle of Orau; Hun-
garians defeat Austrians. After numerous defeats the

Austnans call in Russians to help in destruction of the

national Government at Pesth. Austrian and Russian

armies (250.000) march against Hungarian national army

(about 130.000;, Hungarians defeated at Perad I (une 21

1

and ACS (July 2 and 10). July 17 : Russians takeWaiteen
July 31 : Battle of Schaasberg ; kussians defeat Hun
ganans under Bern. Aug. 10: Austrians under H.iynau

defeat Hungarians at Teniesvar Gorgeis capitulation

ends the war.

1850. — Denmark. — Battle of Idsteit tMeswick -Holsteto);

HoMeiners and Prussians defeated by Danes.

1850-54.— Kaffir War in Cape Colony.

1852.— India. —Second Bukmf.sk War.—Mar. 7 : Donattcw .

April 12-14 : Capture of Rangoon; Pegu annexed.

1853 — Beginning of the war between RUSSIA and Turkey,
arising out of Russian claim to custody of places of

grimage in Palestine, and to right of protectorate over

Russo-Greck Christians in Turkish Umpire. Western

Powers subsequently intervened to check Russian pro-

gress, hence the CRIMEAN War of 1854-56.

July 2 : Russian army enters Moldavia. Nov. 4 : Rutle

ofOltenltxa; Turks defeat Russians. Nov. 30: Battle of

Sinope ; Russians destroy Turkish squadron in Black Sea.

1854 — Rattle of Citate lurks defeat Russians.—May 17:

Russians besiege Silistna.—June 22 : Russians, menaced

by Austrian concentration in their rear, raise the siege

and evacuate the Danubtan principalities. July 20 and

30: Ru?sians defeat Turks at Bayaxid, in Asia Minor.

Aug. : The allied army (British. French, and Turks) at

Varna ordered to invade the Crimea. Sept. 1 : Fmbarca-

tion at Varna liegins. Sept. 14 : I-anding in Crimea

begins. Sept. 20 : Battle of the Alma; Russian defeat.

Oct. o : Siege of Sevastopol logins. Oct. 25 : Battle of

Balaclava; claimed by both sides. Nov. 53 Battle of

Inkerman ; Russian defeat.

Australia.—Dec. 3: The Eureka stockade.

1855 — Sardinian force joins allies in Crimea. -Feb, 17: Rus-

sian atLick on Bupatona repulsed. June i3 (Waterloo

day): Unsuccessful attempt of allies to storm Bebastopol

Aug. 16: Battle of the Tchernaya ; Russian defeat.

Sept. 8 : French storm the Malakoff; English attacl

the Redan. In the night the Russians abandon south

side of Scbastopol.

Asia Minor. Nov. 27 : Russians Like Kara
1S56. 'Treaty of Paris ends the war.

Persian War.- Dec. 10: British defeat Persians at

Butblre.

1857. British defeat Persians (Feb. 8) at Kooshab and
(March 26) at Mohammerah

The Indian Mutiny.—May 10: Sepoy Mutiny begins

at Mearut. May. June, and July : fighting in ari l

near Dalai June 27 : Massacre of Cawnpore garr. on.

June 29: Lucknow l>eiicged l>v the rein:!?. July 11 :

Havelock delcats re:>el at Futtehpare an! marches on

t awnpore.—Aug. 15: liattle of Pandoo Nuddee : Neill

defeats rebels. Sept. 14-20 : Assault and capture of

Delhi S;pt 26: Relief oi Luck nov by Havelock and

Ouiram. Nov. 16 1 Second reliei of Lucknow by Camp
hell. Dec. 6: Camptx-11 defeats rebeU nor Cawnpore.

1858—Jan. 2: Campbells victory at Futtsghur. Feb. 4:
Inglis defeats rebels at Calpl. Jan. 12 and Feb. 21 \

Outram defeats rebels near Lucknow. March 9-15:

CoUn Campbell drives reikis from Lucknow. Victories

of Sir Hugh Rose 1 Lord Sirathnairn) in Central India.

Battles of (April 4) Jhanai, 1 May in Xocneh, and (June

17) Qwalior. June 7: Barellly. Sept. 15: Battle of

Bajghur; defeat of rebels under Tantia To|*e b>

Muehcll. Nov. 24: Battle of Duoodea Khera ; Colin

Campbell (Lord Clyde] defeats rebels.

1859.— Feb. 10: Horsford defeats the Begum of Oude and

Nana Sahib. What remained of the rebel bands was

broken up in the course of the year.

War nt 1 ween France and Austria. —After Crimean

W ar Napoleon 111. plans with Sardinian minuter, t avour.

a French intervention in Iuily, to drive out the Aus-

trians and substitute French for Austrian intluence south

of the Alps.

April 23: Austria, provoki'd by Trench and Sardinian war

preparations, sends ultimatum to Turin ; French troops

at once enter Piedmont and land at Genoa. May 20

:

Battle ol Montebeilo
\ Forty defeats Austrians. May 26

:

Garibaldi makes unsuccessful attack on Austrians at

Varese May 30 and 31 : Allies defeat Austrians at

Palestro. June 1 : French advance against Austrian

position on the Ticino covering Milan. June 3 : action

at Turblgo; MacMahon crosses the Ttcino. June 4:
Bittle of Magenta ; defeat of Austrian-.. June 7 : French

enter Milan. Austrians retire to the Mine10. June 8 :

Bazsioe defeats Austrian rearguard at Malegnano
June 24: Bittle of Solferlno; defeat of Austrian*.

July 8: Armisii-cof Viiiafranca. followed by peace of

Zurich. Lomliardy given 10 Piedmont, which cedes Savoy

and Nice to France.

China.— June 25: English gunloat flotilla repulsed in

attack on the Taku Forts i Pei-ho Riven.

1860.— Si'ANisH War with MoRixxo. — Spaniards under

O'Donnel defeat Moors (Jan. 1). at Castillejos, 1 Feb. 4)

Tetuan, and (March 23) Ouad-el-Raa.

Wars oe Tint Italian Revolution.-Garibaldi, with

secret support of Sardinian Government, raises insurrec-

tion against Bourbons in Sicily. May 15: He defeat.

Neapolitans at CalaUfimi May 27-31 : He takes Palermo
after -ome street righting. July 21 and 22 : Defeat-.

Neapolitans at Milan0 ; Sardinian troops march through

Papal States into kingdom of Naples, defeating Papal

troops under La Monuere CvpL 181 at Castelfldardo,

and liesiegmg and taking Ancona OcL 1 : Battle of

the Volturno ; Garibaldi defeats Neapolitan royalists

before Capua. OcL 17: Bittle of Iterate: Sardinians

defeat Neapolitans in the Abru/21. Nov. 3 ; Battle of

the Garigliano ; Sardinians defeat Neapolitans.

Chine-:: War. - Aug. 21: Allies (British and French'',

capture Taku Forts. Sept. Battle of Chan-klawan.
ami Sept. 2: : Battled Pa-lt-chao ; Chinese defeats, as

result of which Pckin is taken.

New Zealand.—Maori insurrection.

1861. Italy.—Gaeta surrenders to Victor Emmanuel. Hill

fighting against Neapolitan Royalists in Calabria and the

Abruui in this and the two following yean.

Turkey.— October and November: I'nsuccewful rising of

Montenegrins.

North AMERICA.—AMERICAN Civil War (War of

Secession) began. April 12 : the Confederates bombard
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Fort Sumter (Charleston). June 10 : Federal defeat at

Big Bethel. July 5 : Confederate defeat at Carthage.

July 21 : Battle of Bull Run or Manassas (first big battle

of war 1 : defeat of Federals. Aug. 10 : Federal victory ai

SprlngSeM. Sept. 30: Confederates take Lexington,

and (Oct 21) win battle of Ball's Bluff.

Mexico. — England, France, and Spain Intervene in

Mexico in interest of Mexican bondholde rs, and occupy

Vera Cruz in December without resistance. England

and Spain soon retire from the enterpme, but France

tries to found an empire in Mexico under an Austrian

archduke.

1862 — Italy.—Ganbaldi tries toorgnnis; a movement against

kor.ie, but on August 29 he is wounded and his volun-

teers dispersed by the royal troops at Aspromonte.
American Civil War.—Feb. 16: Federals take Fort

Donnelson. March 9: Battle of Hampton Roads;
first fight of the ironclads. Monitor and Mcrrimac.

April 0 and 7 : Confederate victory at Shiloh April 27 :

Farragut take* New Orleans. Confederate successes at

(May ;) Williamsburg and (25th > Winchester. May
31 and June 1 : Battle of Falroaks. June 25-July 1 :

kittles of the Cbickahomlny. Aug. 9: Confederate

victory at Cedar Mountain. Au?. 23-29 : Fighting on

the Rappahannock. Aug. 29 and 30 ! Second battle

of Bull Run; Federal defeat. Sept. 17: Federal victory

at Antletam. Dec. 13 : Lee defeats Federals at

Fredericksburg

FRENCH Invasion of Mexico.—April 28: Mexicans

defeated at Acultzingo. May 5: French repuls; at

La Puebla, June 13 and m : Bailie cf Orizaba ; French

victory.

188S.—Poland. Unsuccessful Rising against Russia.—
Numerous small battles and skitniUhes. chiefly ntar

Galician frontier. Battle of Brody

American Civil War. — May 3 : Battle of Chan-

cillorsville ; Lee defeat? Federals and attempts in-

vasion of the North. June 14 : Confederate victory at

Winchester. July 1. 2. and 3: Battle of Gettysburg;

Lee defeated by Federals under Meade. July 4 ; Grant,

afur long siege, takes Vicksburg on the Mississippi.

(Gettysburg and Vicksburg decided the war against the

South, though it dragged on till 1865.) Sept. 10 and 20:

Confederate victory at Chlckamauga. Nov. 23 and 20 :

Federals victorious at Chattinooga.

Mexican War.—May 17: La Puebla taken by French

afier desperate resistance. June 10: Marshal Forey

enters Mexico ; Juarez and Mexican republicans keep

up a guerilla warfare. Dec. 29: Battls cf Umapan;

Mexican defeat.

India. -Umbf.yla Campaign.- Oct. -Dec. : Fighting in

the pass. Dec. 15-16: Chamberlain captures Umbeyia.

1863-64.—China.—Gordon s successful campaign against

Taeping rebels, in which he wins more than thirty battle?.

1864.— Dvnimi War. Austria and Prussia unite to enforce

German claim to duchies of Sles»ickHo!steinand Lauen-

burg. Feb. I : Allies cross froniier. Feb. 3: Danes

defea'cd at Jagel and Overselk Feb. 5 : they evacuate

the Dannrwcrke. Feb. 5 : Danes defeated at Oversee

uid (Feb. 8> at Viele. April 18 : Prussians storm Duppel.

May 9: Danes win naval fight near Heligoland; armis-

tice. Unsuccessful peace negotiations. June 28 and 29 :

Prussians force passage of strait into Island of Alsen.

July ;i : Rendsburg taken ;
armistice, fo'lowed by Din -h

surrender of the disputed territory.

America 4 Civil War — Grant and Meade ad-

vance against Confederate capital. Richmond. May
10-1; H.utles of Spottsylvania and the Wilderness

|un<- : Federals begin siege of Confederate lines of

Petersburg [the defences of Richmond 1. June 19 : Ala-

bama sunk by Ktanargt. Sept. 2 : Sherman occupies

Atlanta, from which he marches through Georgia to the

sea at Savannah. Confederates defeat at Winchester

(Sept. 19), Cedar Creek (Oct. 19). and Franklin iXor.

30). Dec. 14-16: Thomas defeats Hood and lass 1 ;•.

federate army in their western territory at Nashville

Mexico.—Guerilla warfare continues in the provinces.

Maximilian proclaimed limperor.

South America.— In 1864 Spain became involved is a

dispute with Peru ; Chili joined Peru as an a!lv. Tb*

only fights were attack-, on coast towns by Sjiacish rl«:

New Zealand.—Maori War.—April 27: Figbi ai tie

Gate Pah.

1855.—American Civil War. Feb. 17: Confederate

evacuate Charleston. April 1 : Lee defeated .it fir?

Forks, April 2 : Confederates evacuate Rkbnood

April 6: Action at Fannvllle; final defeat of Lee ail

the Confederate cause. He surrenders a few da)s later.

Mexico.— Feb. 9 : Capture of Oajaca by the French.

South America.—Paraguayan War begins (Lists :

1870). Paraguay, under President Ixipeit. holding CO

against a league of Erazil, Uiuguay. and the Arger.i r

•

Republic Sep:. 18: Battle of Santa) una; ate

victorious.

1866.—War in Germany and Italy.— Immediate cause

a quarrel about the Danish duchies; real cause the

struggle between Austria and Prussia for the headsti, ' .

Germany. Italy acts as ally of Prussia; Hanover .aid

most of the South German Stales join Austria. June 14

Decree of German Diet against Prussia begins ih» war

June 18: Prussians occupy Dresden and begin nur. 1

ir.10 Bohemia cn 22nd. June 26: Battle of Podol; in-

decisive. June 27 : Austrians defeated at NaCflOd af.l

Trautenau. Hanoverians repel Prussian attack at

Langensalxa, but are subsequently forced 10 capnuUi'.

June 28 : Austrian defeats at Skalitz, Rudersdorf.

and Munchengratz. June 29 : Austrians dcfeaiei a:

Gltachin and Koniglnhof. July 3: The two IWai
armies (King and Crown Prince) unire on battlrfirld ;!

Sadowa or Kbniggratz ; crushing defeat of Aostriacs

and Saxons; Vienna hurriedly fortifird. Prussia-

<

defeat South Germans at (July 10) Kissingen 1

(July 14) AachtfTenburg. July 15: Austriandefr.il*;

Tobitschau. July aa : Bailie of Blumenau ; stopr*d

by news that armistice had been signed.

The Campaign in Italy.—June 23: Italians cross \>-

Minuo. June 24 : They arc defeated at Custom ltd

recrOSS the river. July : Garibaldi and Medict W i»

penetrate into the Tyrol. July 20 : Italian fleet defeated

by Austrians at Llssa.

At end of war Prussia becomes head of German federal**)

and Italy obtains possession of Venice.

MEXICO.—Withdrawal of French troops is followed by

rapid spread of rising against Maximilian.

South America.—Paraguayan War.- Feb. 25-. Hut "

of Paso de la Patria; indecisive. April 16: Rar.Se-

of Parana and (May 2) of Estero Velhaco; aHie»vx>

torious. July t6 and 18: Battle of Tuyuty; allies de-

feated. Sept. 17. 19. and 22 : Battle of Curupalty ;
al.*s

defeated. October 30: third battle of Tuyuty; aiV-

victorious.

Spanish War with Peru and CHILI.—March 31:

Spaniards bombard Valparaiso.

1866-68.— Insurrection in Crete.

1867.- Italy.— Garibaldi invades Papal Slates, and (No*.

3) is defeated at Mentana.

Mexico.—May 15: Queretiro surrenders to Jua;-.

|unei9: Maximilian shot.

south America.— Paraguayan War.—June 13: Bn-

liliiBi take Corumba.

1868.—Republican Revolution in Spain.—Sepi. 27-^ :

Prim defeats roya'ists at Alcolea. Pabe.la leaves Spam
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Africa —British expedition to Abyssinia.—Afril 10: Defeat

of Abyssinian army at Arcgr.ee 13: Storming of

Magdala.

Asia.—May 35 : Russians take Samarcand.
Amekica.—Cuba.—On news of Spanish revolution, a re-

bellion began in Cuba, which was not surpresscd till 1878.

Paraguayan War.- December n : Battle of VUleU;
defeat of Lopez by Brazilians.

1859 —Aug. 12, 16, 18. 21 : Repeated defeats of Paraguayans

under Lopez.

1870.—March 1 ; Battle of Aquld&ban ; Paraguayans defeated

by allies ; Lopez killed ; end of the Paraguayan War.
Franco German War.— Immediate cause, candidature

of a German Prince for Crown of Spain, but rivalry cl

Prussia ami France since Sadowa the real cause. July

19: Declaration of war. Aug. a: Battle- of Saarbruck;
French IUCCCSS. Aug. 4 : Battle of Wlssemburg;
Dowry's division surprised the Crown Prince's army.

—

Aug. 6 : French right defeated at Kittle of W6rtb (cr

ReichshofTen) and left beaten at Bat'Ie of Fcrbachior
Spjcberen . French rttire on Metz (MacMahon s troops

10 Chalons). K»tiles round Met;. Aug. 14 : Battle cf

Borny (or Colombey - Nouilly 1. Aug. 16: Battle of

Mars-li.-Tour iVlonvllle or Rexonvtlle), and Aug. 18

Battle of Gravelotte tor 8t Prtvatl. The two first

claimed by both sides, but resulting in delay of French
retreat from Metz ; the last a great German victory, shut-

ting up Bazaine and French Army cf the Rhine in M»tz.

End of Aug.: MacMahon with Army of Chalons tries

to march to re'ief of Met.- ty the north. Aug. 30 : Dc
FaiUy's corps of MacMahon s army surprised and routed

.it Bsaucont. Aug. 31 : Bazaine makes a sortie from

Metz; firstday of Battle of Kolaaarllle; indecisive. Sep.
1 : Second day of Untie of Nolssevllle

, French reiire

inta Metz. Same day. Battle of Sedan; MacMahon
wounded, and his army tut off and surrounded by the

Germans. Sep*, a: Capitulation of Sedan. Sept. 4:
Republic proclaimed on news reaching Pans. Sept. 9:
Laos taken by Germans. Sept. 19 : Battle of Cbatillon

(South of Paris* ; French defeat. Sept. ao : Siege of

Par s begins. Sept. 23 : Tool surrenders. Sept. 27 :

Stxasburf surrend* rs. Oct. 10: Battle of Artenay (< r

r^rst Kittle of Orleans
; Army of I .0: re defea's Bavarians

<:nd.-r Von der Tann. Oct. iB : Battle of Cnnttaudun;
French defeat. Oct. 20: Unsuccessful sortie west of

Parla Oct. 27: Surrender of Metz; Bazaine and the

French Army of the Rhine made prisoners, Nov. C :

Surrender of Verdun. Nov. 9 : Brittle of Coulmiers.

Nov. 27: Entile cf Amiens; French Atmy of the North

defeated b\ Manteuffel. Nov. 28 : Battle of Beaune-le-

Rolande; right of the Loire army defejted. Nov. 30:
Great sortie from Parla; Champigny and Brie captured,

but further progress ihccked (known as Kittle of Vllllers.

or first tattle of Champigny . Dec. a : Battle of Cbam-
plgny; French hold villages captured cn 30th, but retire

into Pans next day ; Battle of Lolgmy defeat cf Army
01 the Loire. Dec. 3 and 4 : second hatt'e of Orleans ;

French defeat ; Germans retake Orleans. Dec. 16 : Sur-

render of Rouen. Dec. 23 : second battle of Amiens.

1871-— lan. 2 and 3: Kittle of Bapanme ; French itaim

victory, but after two dat* fighting fad to advance on

Amiens. Jan. 6 : Battle of Vendome ; defeat of Army of

Loire.— Jan. 9 : Battle of VlUersexel ; victory of Bour-

baki in the east ; his further progress checked by hurrying

re nforcemcw- to Germans from the north. Up. 12:

Chanzyand Loire army defeated at Kittle of Le Mans.
Ian. 16-17 : BourbaW defeated it Herlcourt and Kont-
bellaxd ; his army retreats :nto Switzerland. Jan. 10 :

French Army of the North defeated at St. Quentln. Same
day. last some from Paris: Kittle of Buienval ; French

defeat. Jan. jd : Pan-, su? render s ; armisli.e. [Peace

concluded. France ceding Alsace and part cf Lot-Tame to

Germany and paying a heavy indemnity.)

Civil War of the Comminf.— Second siege cf Paris.

March 18: Insurrection in Pans. March 27: Commune
proclaimed. May 20 : Army of MacMahon enters Paris .

street righting continues till the 27th.

Africa. — News of French disasters, and partial with-

drawal of French garr.sons. lead to n native rising in

Algeria, which was not suppressed without much hard
righting.

1872.— Spain. Carlist War : Don Carlos (grandson of

first Don Carlos) raises rctwllion against the Republic in

North of Spain, but is defeated (May 4) at Battle of

Croquleta. Later in the year a Carlist guerilla warfare

breaks out in several of the northern provinces.

1873.- C \Ki.i- r War continues. - Aug 5 and 6: Battle cf

Elaueta- Oct. 6 : Kittle of Puento de la Reyna

;

Carlist victories.

July: St EOF. or CARTHAGENA. The city and forts held

for sis months by Red Republicans again;! the Madrid

Government
Asi a.-- Dec. 11 : French capture Kam-dlnb in Tonkin.

1874.—Afri< a. —British expedition against Ashantees. Jan.

39 : Battles of Borbc rassie
j Jan. 31 : Amoafal ; Feb. 1 :

Bocquab ; Feb. 1 : Fontman ah ; Feb. 4 : Ordashu ; Coo-
massie. the king's capital, occupied by Wolseley.

Si ain.Cari.ist War (contmutd).—May 3 : Concha defeats

Carhsts near Bilbao, lure 26-27 : Batilfs of Pena de
Muro and Estella; Concha defeated by Car lists and
killed. Nov. 10 : I^serna defeats Carhsts at Iran. Dec
7 and 8 : Carlists defeat Loma near Tolosa

1875 —Asia.—Sept. 4 and 21 : Russians invade Kbokand and
defeat the Khan's troops. War begun between Dutch ii>

Sumatra and Sultan of Achim—continues till 1879.

Africa, Abyssinia.—Oct. : Ejyptian expedition def-ated

by Abyssinian*.

1676.—Servian War.—Servia and Montenegro, assisted by
Russia, make war on Turkey. July 1 : War logins.

July 2 and 3 : Indecisive actions at Zaitscbar. July 6 :

Turkish victory at Novl-baiar. July 28 : Montenegrins

defeat Tutks at Urbltxa. Aug. 5 and 7 : Turkish victories

as Gurgnsovatx. Aug. -Oct. : Servians holding entrenched

camp at Alexlnatz, receiving reinfoi cements and sup-

plies from abroad, and trying to hold on till they are

strong encugh to assume offensive, or till Russia moves ;

continual fighting round Ale.xinatz. much of it mere
.skirmishing, ending with (Oct. 31) Kittle of Alexlnatz;

Russo Servian army defeated and the camp stcimed .

armistice follows.

CENTRAL Asia. -Battle of Assake ; decisive Russian

victory in Khokand.
A\irKir,\.— I une * Battle of the Little Big Horn ; drs -

ruc-

tion of Custer's force by Indians. (" The Red Man's Last

Victory.")

1877 Rt tfiOVTt'SKtSH War. (Intervention of Russia ou
1-ehalf of Bulgarians.) Apr.l 24 : War declared. Rusm
enter* Roumania. June 26 : Passage of the Danube at

Slmnitxa. Ju'y 7.J8 : Gnurko's raid across the BaJkans

;

he ctptures the Ehlpka Pass. July 16 : Russians take

Nlcopolls. July 20: first battl- of Plevna Defeat of

Russians. July 30 : second battle of Plevna. Russians

defeated l>y Osman Pasha. Aug. 17-23: Suleimans
attacks on Snipka Pass repelled In Russians. Sept. 6-

la: Joint Roumanian and RtjtflM attack on O man
Pasha, third battle of Plevna : Turkish victory ; regular

>iege of Pie* na begun. Dec. a; Russian defeat at Elena.

l>ev. 10 : Fourth battle of Plevna ; Osman fails to brrak

out. and surrender-.. Winter march of Russians across

Balkans.

The War IN Asia.—Oct. 14-15: Mukhtar Pasha, after

havmg driven Russians back to the frontier, b defeated
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Nov. 17-18 ; Kan stormed byat the Aladja

the Russians.

1878. - War is Europe (continutd).- -Jan. 2 : Gouiko occu-

pies Sofia. Jan. 3 : Baltic of Itchlman ; Turks defeated.

Jan. 9: Turkish army surrenders at the Shipka. Jan.

16- 17 : Fighting ntar Fhilippopolis. Jan. 18 : Russians

enter Adrianople. Jan. 30 : They reach the shore of the

Sea of Marmora, near Constantinople.

[Treaty of Sin Stefano (revised by Treaty of Berlin) ends

war ; Roumarua. Servia. and Montenegro secure inde-

pendence ; Principality of Bulgaria and tributary State of

Eastern Roumeha created ; territory ceded to Rusmj in

Europe and Asia ; Austria occupies Bosnia and Herze-

govina, meeting with some armed resistance (1878-79).

England occupies Cyprus.]

America.- -Cuban rebellion (begun in 1868) suppressed.

Asia.—Afghan War.— Nov. 12 All Musjld (entrance

to Khyber Pass) taken. Dec. 2 : Battle of Pelwar Kotal

;

victory of Roberts.

1879.-ApnI 2: Battle of Futtehabad. Oct. 6 : Battle of

Charaalab. Die : Fighting about CabuL
ZULU War. — Jan. 22: British force destroyed at In-

sandhlwana; defence of Rorke s Drift July 4: De-

cisive defeat of Zulus at Ulundl.

South America.— Chili declares war against Peru and

Boli. i t. Oct. 8 : Capture of Peruvian ram Jiuaujr by

the Chilians. Nov. 21 : Battle of Dolores defeat of

the Peruvians.

1882—Afghan War (a»ifinned). — April 19: Stewart's

victory at Ahmed KheL—July 27 : Ayub Khan defeats

Burrows at Maiwand. -Sept. 1 : Roberts completely

defeats Ayub near CabuL
1881 —Tr ansvaal War.—Jan. 28: Battle of Lalng s Nek;

Feb. 8. Ingogo River ; Feb. 26. Majuba Hill ; British

defeated by Boers.

Central Asia.—Jan. 24: Turkoman stronghold of Geok
Tepe taken by Russians under SkobdeC

SOUTH Amkrk a.—War between Chili and Peru continued.

Jan. 17 : Battle of Mlraflorea ; Peruvians defeated. June

21 : Lima taken by Chilians ; end of war.

North Africa.—French occupy Tunis; chief righting at

188ia.

—

Egyptian War.—July it : Bombardment of

Aug. 24-25 : Fighting at Tel-el-Mahuta and

Aug. 28 anil Sept. 9: Kaasasaln. Sept.

13: Battle of Te;-el-Keb>r; decisive defeat of Arabi by

Wolseley.

1883 -Campaigns against thf. Madhists. — Nov. 3-5;

Battle of Ka&hgal in El Olieid
;
Egyptian army under

Hicks destroyed by Madhists. — Nov. 6: Egyptians

defeated at Tokar.

Asia. — French expedition to Tonkin ; Admiral Courbet

blockades the coast and forces Court of Hut to accept

French protectorate. Dec. 11-16: Capture of Son-taL

1884.—Africa. — Mahdist War.—Feb. 4 : First battle of Teb

;

Baker's Egyptian army destroyed. — Feb. 29 : Second

Battle of Teb; and March 13: Battle of Tamal ; Sou-

danese undi r Oiman Digna dc/catcd by British under

Craham ; Cordon goes up to Khartoum, where he is

besieged by Mahdists during latter part of )ear ; rescue

expedition under Wolsc'cy is sent up the Nile. Sept. .

Advance begins. Nov. : Second Cataract passed. Dec.

:

Desert Column under Stewart organised to march arrets

desert to Metemneh. while another column under Earle

follows course' of river.

FRENCH War with China.— Aug. 24: French flee:

destroys ( him -.- flotilla, and bombards arsenal at Foo-

Chow.-- 1884-5 : French occupy Formosa.

1885.—Africa.—Mahdisi War (Nile Expedition continued).

—Jan. 17 : Battle of Abu-Klei; Desert Column drfuts

Mahdists. Jan. 19 : Battle of Gubat ; Mahdist (Meat,

Jan. 26 : Mahdists take Khartoum ; Gordon killed. Jag

28 : Wilson w ith steamers arrives in sight of Khartoum

too late. Feb. 10 : Battle of Kerbekan ; River C'oltur.r.

defeats Mahdists ; Earle killed. Second Expedition to

SuaIdin.—March 20: Battle of Hasheen. March at

Battle of Tofrek ; Mahdist defeats.

Central Asia.—March 30: Russians aUack axd drfeii

Afghan force at Ak Tapa
America. — Canada. — Skcond Revolt of Riel-
Canadians defeat rebels at Fish Creek (A]*-.! 14),

Battle ford (May 3), and Batoche (May 9).

Asia. - Third Burmese War.—Oct : Ultimatum to K_r;

Thecbaw. Nov. 15: British force under Macpfit->

crosses Burmese frontier and ascends the lrra*a&i

Nov. 28 : Mandalay taken ; Burmah annexed. (Courts

not comp'etely pacified for two years, during which !'-

is desultory fighting with the Dacoits.)

Servo-Bulgarian War.- Nov. 14: Servian troops cross

Bulgarian frontier. Nov. 17, 18. 19 : Bulgarians cM~ai

Servians in three-days' battle at Sllvnltxa. Nov. tt

Bulgarians storm Dragoman Faaa Nov. 24: Tre.

defeat Servians at Zarlbrod, and (Nov. 26) enter Serva.

Nov. 27 : they take Firot Nov. 28 . Armistice ent rt !

by Austria, and followed by peace.

1887.—Africa.— Battle of Dogall ; Italian force destroyed t>

Abyssinians.

1888.— Africa.—Dec. 20: Mahdists defeated near Stukte

by Anglo- Egyptian force under (irenfcU.

1890.— Africa. — Soudan. — July 2: Battle of Arfutn.

WodehouM! deleats Mahdists.—Aug. 3: Battle of Tost

Cirenfell defeats Mahdists.

Africa (East).—Oct. 27 : Storming of Wltu. near Zanrbir

1891.—Africa.— Feb. 19: Battle of Tokar; Mahdists er.de

Osman I >>gna defeated.

South America. Civil War in Chill — Aug. »5

Battle of Placllla ; the dictator Balmaceda defeated S

the Congressists, who Like Valparaiso.

India.— Dec. : Hunza-Nagar «xpediiion; stcrmiog of it*

Nllt Forts.

1892.—A/RICA.—Jan. : Italians defeat M.ihdisis at AganM

in the Soudan.

French EXPEDITION to Dahomev.— Nov. 17: Abotro

occupied.

1893.—Afrh A.— French occupy Timhuctoo.

British Invasion OP Matabf.iki.ano.

Asia. French Dispute with Siam.—July v F«ed

gunboats force entrance of the Menam River.

1894-5.—War between China and Japan. -Au\ 'A

declared. Sept. if> : Battle- of Fln-yang- n orw 1

Chinese defeat. Sept. 18: Naval Battle of the Tatn

River. Nov. 21 : Japme-e t»ke Fort Arthur.

1895 —Feb. 14 : Japanese take W«i-hai-w«L April t6 :
Vtxt

concluded.

British Expedition to C h itral.— April 3: SWCIWH

of the Kalakhand Paaa

1 N'scrrf.i rioN IN CUBA begins on Feb. 24th.

Mahdist and Aram Rising on the Upper Congo.

French Invasion ok Madagascar.— Sept. jo:

narlvo taken.

Italian Campaign in Abyssinia.

Brit»sh Invasion of Ashanti.

1898.— ...e Transvaal — Jameson's raid. Jan. 1 *nd a

The raiders defeated near

Note.- A number of small expeditions in Africa and In I

and much revolutionary lighting in South America, are net

included in the foregoing lisL A. H. A

Primed bv Ca* sell & CoMfAKV, Limitbu, La Hbll« Sa;va<;«, Li ik.ate Hii.i., London. K C.
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